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Tsaloumas/Grundy
ANABOAH
Me pcorag ttoü cr770u8a£a ua a r e iXag to iraiSL ctou
To cneecj)Tr| tea r a ! 0a aou ttco
dXXa vd iraei Trpcoxa ae crxoXeiö fie SaaKaXoug

(in two decapentasyllables bracketing an octosyllable)

You ask where I studied, so you can send your son /
I've taken thought and will tell you /
But let him go first to a school with teachers."
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Tsaloum as/Grundy
ANABOAH
Me pcaras1 ttou arrou8a£a vä oTeiXas t o u ai8 i aou
To QKec})Tr]Ka Kal 0a aou ttw
dXXa va rraei Tipwra ae axoXeio pe SaaKdXous1

(in two decapentcisyllables bracketing an octosyllable)

You ask where I studied, so you can send your son /
I've taken thought and will tell you /
But let him go first to a school with teachers."

cMalxit Gowtuui&l w ith uA
Extract from a long poem of Richard Rolle of Hampole 12907-1349, see EETS n°
26vii, modified and given its textual independence so as to become the famous slogan
of Wat Tyler's rebels, the "text" of John Ball's inflammatory sermon, questioning who
was, indeed "the gentleman":
[...] When Adam dalfe and Eve spane
Whare was than the pride of man? [...]

Edward Ill's measured and expressive prose epitaph (Westminster Abbey) f 1377:
Here lies the glory of England,
The flower of past kings and
The pattern for those to come.

A musing and accusing verse graffito of young Elizabeth I in Woodstock Palace, when
she was prisoner of Mary and under suspicion of complicity in Wyatt's rebellion:
Much suspected, of me
Nothing proved can be,
Quoth Elizabeth, Prisoner.

From Thomas Fuller, The English Worthies 1662, a tongue-in-cheek, more than
narrowly mnemonic verse on much married Henry VIII:
Three Kates, two Nans, and one dear Jane I wedded;
One Spanish, one Dutch, and four English wives;
From two I was divorced, two I beheaded,
One died in childbirth, and one me survives.

Lingering, gustatory, appreciativeness of the character and the work ethic shown by Sir
Thomas More while Chancellor of England (from The English Worthies 17C),
mediated through the traditional punning wit of a traditionally four lined squib:
When More some years had chancellor been,
No more suits did remain.
The same shall never more be seen,
Till m/More be there again.

On Ratcliffe, Catesby, and Lovell, pungent vilification which cost the author his life
under that King Richard (III) whose sign was the boar. A typically "epigrammatic"
dual-status text, since it was intended for graphemic placarding and at the same time for
circulation by mouth:
The Cat, the Rat, and Lovel our dog,
Rule all England under a hog.

The Reverse side
Manwani
An inscribed statue of a ruler. It is at Makala, represents a Jaina Tithankara Päshavanätha, and is
inscribed in Prakrit with the name of its donor-builder:

NAVILA SUTA AAHILA PARSHAVA PRATINA
KARAPATIYAM
This 11/12C three line epigraph (original lineation not here given) is translated into arresting English
by its learned editor:

"Aahila son ofNävila causes the erection o f the God Pärshavanätha."
Mennes
To the Reader:
Excuse mee Reader, though I now and then,
In some light lines, doe show myselfe a man;
Nor be so sowre, some wanton words to blame,
They are the language of an Epigramme.
[Neumann}
Goethe
»Seid doch nicht so frech, Epigramme!« Warum nicht? Wir sind nur
Überschriften: die W elt hat die Kapitel des Buchs.
Schiller and Goethe
"Xenien"
Distichen sind wir. W ir geben uns nicht für mehr noch für minder.
Sperre du immer, wir ziehn über den Schlagbaum hinweg.

Very old graffito from the grazing lands of Tayman, (an archetypical, if prose, hijä5?):

wzn Z5(g) wzfry
whmy Zt fl mrh hm

And Z’g and Zufray have committed adultery
And this deed stinks worse than a stinking fart
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1. Australian - Stone
1.

Australian epitaphs

1. D rayton
From the area of my early youth, the Darling Downs, Clements 1986 article reproduces 31
stones with uniquely explicit graphics. Almost all are contemporary (with me) and they show
many elements of a specialised local tradition by which pictures of various and unexpected
types were sandblasted onto otherwise quite traditional stones.1 We can see cameras, trains,
musical instruments, animals (very few of them Australian natives) windmills, sporting
goods, telephones, crops, a chainsaw, vehicles, family groups, farm buildings and various
symbols, the relevance of which is not always made clear by the other information on the
stone. The same is evidenced from England, going back many centuries.2 This sort of
tradition must have been motivated partly by pressures stemming from the community i.e.,
informally among the customers, and partly by pressure from the masons, who presumably
were the originators of the local custom. Presumably masons belonged to professional
networks even in the isolation of the Australian inland, and their innovations could soon be
known outside their local area. The frequency of the expression Sadly Missed strikes the eye,
even though it has had a long life, right up to the sympathy columns in our daily press. On
the Drayton stones this phrase occurs 8 times, occasionally expanded with by.... More
expected quotes are the R.I.P.'s and the lines from psalms and popular hymns. A minor
tradition, or a recurring deviation from tradition which could become a subtradition, is the
humorous epitaph, of which one only is pictured:
IN MEMORY OF
MY DEAR HUSBAND, FATHER
AND GRANDFATHER
WALLY RIETHMULLER
AT REST — SO ARE THE FISH

This is also atypical but none the less genuine for its lack of any date. Such things need to be
studied while the tradition is still alive together with surveys of attitudes and with studies of
oral literature and folklore in those rural communities from which the jocose epitaphs arose.
The tendency in the “country” is to appreciate, and even to manufacture “characters” and to
experience such enduring mythifications the more vividly the less humanly present is the
myth’s target. The “fame” of any vividly idiosyncratic person lives on well after them in
family and local saga, through reminiscence and “yarning”. Evidence of such a tendency in
the highly conservative graveyard tradition is rare, but enough examples are found to make it
a significant sub-genre, whether we explain it by diffusionist theories or by the assumption of
some universal human tendency. Humorous epitaphs make natural anthology pieces in
modem times, and go back to Roman custom. Such jocoseness is not found in Greek.
Drayton cemetery was established in 1849, not so long after the first Australian burial ground
known to Clements, from 1792. Most of his examples come from Drayton. Culturally we
may be tempted to consider much of 19C Australia as representing the British 18C.
Traditions such as the greater attestation of maiden names of married women among Scots
immigrants (among whom my father’s family are to be counted), and the greater tendency of
the Irish to indicate details of place of birth of the deceased, might be worth tracing back. Of
course many tendencies could have developed in this country.
1 On Late Night Live, in Feb. 1992 Phillip Adams had a North American correspondant who reported a similar
cemetery from his own country, implying that such iconography was surprising, hence rare.
2 Lawrence ^Weaver 1915, p. 277ff. See also under *Burial in *Thesis Categories.
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In this cemetery3 verse is uncommon, but it is found to a greater extent than is prose humour:
Within our book of memory rare
Your name in gold is written there (1960)
Your memories cherished in our hearts
Will never fade away (1955)
Deep in our hearts you will always stay
Loved & remembered every day (1964)
There is surely a considerable variety of possible “readings” of such poems, hard to ascertain
even when the researcher is a contemporary. There is no guarantee that anyone today, or
many ones, ever read such headstones with attention, or that they do so on more than a few
occasions in their lifetime. For earlier ages we are much more certain. The care taken with
many an epitaph and the frequency with which they were later quoted are proof that in
another age such things were read, really read.
Clements 4 recalls the 19C increase in funeral monuments and the apparent rise of the pattern
book monument. He takes from the Encyclopedia Britannica article on graveyards5 the claim
that originality was more common before this period. The social turmoil of the English 18C
seems, with the great increase in population, to have revolutionised funeral practices. The
innovation of the detached cemetery and the civil burial ground coincided with the
Agricultural Revolution and the enormous increase in population in the 18C. Despite its
pattem books, the age of steam could not rule out originality. As an example Clements
quotes a notable 19C curiosity, a long railway epitaph, which begins:
My engine now is cold and still
No water does my boiler fill...(Clements p.100, n°12)6
Compared with samples available from Drayton and the Darling Downs, the earlier
Australian cemeteries are richer in verse.

2. St. Patrick's Parramatta
19th C Australia might be considered to have culturally been still in the 18th C , and illiteracy
and semi-literacy were widespread7. From “the oldest undisturbed Catholic cemetery in
Australia”8, St. Patrick’s at Parramatta, I counted 56 versified epitaphs. This is a small
minority of the total, even though this cemetery is ornate, and there is an old and no doubt
inherent connection between formal verse and elaborate carving, a connection which I would
prefer to regard as a potential one, always able to be overridden by other cultural tendencies,
3 I copy directly from the photographic plates pp.107 -117.
4 1986, 98.
5 The edition of 1968, vol 22, p.69.
6 And in 20th century N.S.W. this punning epitaph from Bromsgrove cemetery Worcestershire is repeated in 18
verse lines with significant differences. GRAVE VIEW p. 81 gives us the whole Australian version of this railway
epitaph, from Whittingham Cemetery Singleton, for William Paget, 21 June 1935, 77 years of age, hence less
likely to have died as did its first dedicatee Thomas Scaife (much more in accordance with the words of the
poem, and on 10 November 1840 at Bromsgrove Station) from the actual explosion o f a locomotive boiler. This
English employee’s influential epitaph was composed by ‘an unknown friend’.
7 R.C.Hill’s diesis on evidence for early Australian pronunciation has to conclude the study of early spelling in
official documents about 1840, after which the standard spelling becomes more influential and Hill concludes his
study. Tombstones seem to retain popular spellings for a longer time.
8 Dunn (1988) in his introduction.
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especially in Archaic Greece. There it seems that good verse could indeed appear on
miserable stones. But perhaps the old stelai only look miserable to those who have lost the
feeling for the sacredness of unshaped stone. Ketton-Cremer9 notes that gravestones in
England in the 19C showed a decline in inscriptions, especially in verse inscriptions, and that
scriptural quotes and stanzas from hymns tended to supplant the grave poetry so popular in
the previous two centuries. The 19C was not in love with brevity, despite being, like the
17C, a great age of literary elegy.
On the grave of Martin McCarty {sic )10 1866 we read:
Affliction sore long time I bore
Physicians were in vain
Till God did please that death should ease
And take away my pain

3. Sandhills
Three older stones from the then distant “Sandhills” cemetery, on the site which is now
Sydney’s Central Railway, all bear the verse*11:
Affliction sore long time I bore
Physicians were in vain
Till God did please to give me ease
And relieve me of my pain (italics mine)
It is natural to speculate on how this verse, in all its varieties, travelled from Old Sydney to
Parramatta and elsewhere12. I have found examples of it from 1826 to 1873 and it is said by
Gilbert to have been extremely common. From Hobart and from the older churchyards of
England (pre-industrial, pre-public cemetery) there exist both variants and poems at least
reminiscent of it. Do we, as so many scholars do for the ancient world, postulate some sort of
tradesman’s tradition among professional stonecutters, written or not? The great epigraphists
often make such assumptions for Latin, and even for Greek inscriptions, no doubt tacitly
importing customs of their own day into the argument. Such things are notoriously difficult
to prove13. Am I simply uninformed about the presence in print of such verses among the
manifold publications of popular verse in the 19C, as perhaps my contemporaries may not
know (or wish to know) of the popular verses and prose writings of a Helen Steiner Rice,
which have long held their popularity on our commercial greetings cards? I would prefer to
keep open the possibility that a tradition of inscribing tombstones has complex sources. To a
considerable extent it remained a stone-to-stone tradition, as we can see from Ketton-Cremer,
no matter what assistance there might have been from the poetasters in provincial newspapers
or other places, as Spiegl claims in his introduction14. Where relatives and friends had so
9 (1969) 481
10 p.83 no.8
11 Johnson (1973) vii, 1826, 1830 (C o f E) 1837 (RC).
12 It is found elsewhere in this same period. Sr. Alexis Horsley quotes me an old stone from Hay cemetery:
“Sacred to die memory of/ John Ledwidge/ who departed this life/ July 1st 1873/ Aged 41 years./ Afflictions
sore, ofttimes I bore,/ Physicians strove in vain./ Till God was pleased to give me ease/ And take me from my
pain.” Another example at Hartley in 1859, R.C. section, for Ann Powell: // Afflictions sore for years she bore /
Physicians was in vain / Until it pleased our Saviour / dear to take her from all pain. // GRAVE VIEW p.82-83
(with plate). See also our note 17 below.
13 Haiisle has a typically exhaustive note on this question for die Latin.
14 He has discovered what he calls “a kind of pattem book for the guidance of mourners” from 1791, by a John
Bowden. It all depends just how typical and how genuine such “patterns” were. If they were reliable and sober,
they do nodiing to die tradidon, except to cause some narrowing of choice and loss of originality. If diey contain
the inaccuracies and fiedons he suspects in die “previous andiologies..(of) Andrews, Beable and Diprose” and if

much more to do with the organising of funerals, it might be expected that some of them had
such verses in their memories, which merely needed to be jogged. There is no doubt that
Hansen is right, and it was often very occasional versifiers who were the ones most
effectively inspired by the death of friends, for example:
I’m married to the grave
And my wedding day is o'er
My husband I adore,
And my name is Mary Long (184815 )
The deceased speaks still, as one did in Greece from archaic times. There are four lines, as
there have intermittently been since Classical Greek times, and the proper name disrupts the
verse as it often did then. William Jackson "who was carelessly rode over and killed
returning from the races 21.5.1831 — 21 years" was buried in the C of E section, and is
supposed to say from his grave:
O Henecy you did me kill
And would not pay my dokters bill
Your drunkedness has caused my fall
But consider you must come when God doth call.
Poor Bill could of course never have written this himself but millennia of self-epitaphs and
the long tradition of the speaking corpse mean that we do not carp at the inconsistency.

4. Port Arthur: The Isle of the Dead
Lord, Richard
The Convict Headstones on the Isle of the Dead Port Arthur.
Photographs J.C.S. Bowler Taroona (Tas.) 1986 From the book The Isle of the Dead Port
Arthur 19853
Gravestones (in the order in which they appear in the book) for Convicts: 1861, 1864, 1866,
1868, 1861, 1868, 1858 (verse), 1865, 1854 (earliest, and verse). Forex-convicts: 1866,
1870, 1869, 1858.
P. 17 (for a Protestant):
GLORIA IN EXCELSIS
SACRED
to the
Memory
WILLIAM MANSFIELD
Who departed this Life
28th February 1858
Aged 32 Years
Why do we mourn departing friends
Or shake at death's alarms
'Tis but the voice that Jesus sends
To call them to his arms.
RIP T. Pickering
The other:

the more quoted the epitaph, the less likely it is to have been on any stone (see his foreword), they are a literary
genre based on the tradition but not necessarily influencing it much. The growth of a popular literary form from
the inscriptional tradition would parallel the process assumed for Greek epigram in the -4C. It happened in
Catholic Germany and Austria with the Marterl tradition.
15 Johnson (1973) viii, RC portion.
1. A ustralian
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Sacred
to the
memory
of
Edward SPICER
Age . 47 . Years .
Native of Pool. Dorsetshire .
Who departed this life . the
19th of January . 1854
Affliction sore
Long time I bore
Physicians were in vain
Till God did please
that death should ease
Me from my pain.
The last lines are a considerable variant to the most popular of all repeated verses on
Australian tombstones. Very few types are much repeated on Australian stone.

5. St. David's Hobart
Sydney is the oldest settlement in Australia, but Hobart comes close behind, and its St.
David’s cemetery seems to have older stones than the ones we have been pondering over. I
have tried to count the “stones” preserved by Richard Lord and his team16, though some
tombs are actually vaults. There seem to be 440 “stones”, many of which have quite a few
names of family members deceased at widely separate dates. Some of the verse seems
original. Not many verses are repeated, which is surprising, as much of it appears to come
from hymns, as has also been remarked.for 19C British poetry on stones17. Surprisingly,
there are fully 73 poems, which means that almost a fifth of the stones in this isolated place
had some verse. It is no surprise to find, as by far the most popular of the few poems, which
appear more than once — “Affliction sore...” ! This is found on four tombs:
•
•
•
•

Robert Innis Mar 26 1833 — May 20 1853 (i.e. 19 years)
Margaret Downing Apr 7 1843 aged 43 years
Sarah Probin 26 Jun 1858 aged 41 years
William Mason June 1 1864 aged 41 years

All these alternate, according to the gender, he/she in line 1 and him/her in line 3. Three
have from and one has of in line 4. Clearly, in this repeated quatrain we have a special
case.18 Somewhat similar is the partial agreement of the poems given to Susan Evens (sic)
Oct. 10 1849 aged lOy 4 months, and the much older Amelia Boys, 15 July 1860, 70y:
Weep not for me my parents dear
I am not dead but sleeping here
and:

16 St D a v id ’s
17 Ketton-Crcmer p.481 in DAS EPIGRAMM
18 See tiie later modifications quoted in our note 6 above.
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Weep not for me my husband dear
I am not dead but sleeping here
My debt is paid my bed you see
Prepare yourself to follow me
We can have additive expansion like this, or the more intricate “mosaic composition” where
smaller substitutions of phrases are made, sometimes merely those of names and gender
pronouns. We do not see here the sort of metrical infelicity noted at the Sandhills. The early
Australian free settlers were struggling with a register of their language, and with the
formalities of a literary tradition, which they thought they could handle but couldn’t. Epitaph
writing seems to do this to people.
English epitaphs are even freer in form than those evidenced from the Greek stones. This
may be a reflex of the difference in the respect paid to form between the cultures of the
Greeks and the Anglo-Celts, and it may also be more narrowly due to the specific
requirements of the verse forms which for whatever reason happened to be common among
each people. An interesting example is Johnson n°. 1621, which from its tone and rhythm
seems intended to be metrical: Weep not for me but come prepare and follow me. It is
doubtful if 19C English had a recognisable genre of rhythmic prose, separable from a fixed
set of words, such as the cadenced but fixed text of the King James Bible.
In the Presbyterian section of the "Sandhills" we find a woman who died “before her time”,
but she was aged 33 years. Dying “young” is even more fraught with imprecision among the
ancient Greeks and is mentioned far more often. One doubts if their infant mortality was
much higher than that of early 19C Australia, but the way they concentrated on their aoopoi
was such that epitaphs of this sort form one of the largest and most studied sub-genres.

6. Two Jamberoo cemeteries
1. one from first settlement, one covering the 20th century.
The results of my 1992 transcription of two cemeteries of this sub-montane agricultural
settlement are: verse is more common in the older, 19C graves, and it is very rare after the
1940s; and, it is not confined to the stones imported from one prominent mason's workshop in
Wollongong. Transcriptions of all Jamberoo's cemeteries exist in Fisher library, but they are
merely extracts for genealogical purposes, containing nothing of the monuments, the
groupings, the terms of endearment, little of the causes of death, and no pious quotes or
verses at all.
While many of the verses are in the style of popular hymns, there are enough subtle
indications that most are written, or modified, for the individual grave. They exist in among
a host of prose phrases, some of which approach the status of poetry, either traditional or
original. Because my background was that of slowly changing Irish Catholic piety, I can see
that many of the phrases on the Catholic tombs are standard devotional phrases once used in
the ritual, or in private prayer. I would like a traditional Protestant to help me with the
hymnic phrases on the non-Catholic tombstones.

2. Tamberoo Public Cemetery
Not counting the memorial wall with its niches and tiny plates, I counted 293 monuments,
of which 18 have verse on them, scarcely any after World War II. (6% of them have verses
somewhere on the monument.)

1. ^Australian
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Developing from simple, small stones, with just initials, in the 1840s and 1850s, the once
very isolated Jamberoo communities developed a fulsome epigraphy, often many family
members being progressively added to the one large monument. The local belief is that
children died more frequently there, away from medical care and behind the Kiama swamps,
than they did elsewhere, but perhaps they just were more easily given monumental burial.
Poetic epigraphy, sometimes of more than one stanza (such length is rare in older Australia)
is often carved in italics which are very hard to read on the flaking sandstone. The numbers
in the square brackets refer to the MS page of my transcriptions. There are 54 burials in
small niches in a memorial wall, with occasional terms of endearment on their tiny metal
plaques, but of course, no verse. Phrases like the isolated lines "He simply lived for those he
loved" [p.8], and "So dearly loved, so sadly missed", [p.9] though almost certainly verse, will
not be listed here, making up for some doubtful verse which is listed.
There is an Irish Catholic section around my (transcript's) page 44, with the typical
emphasis on place of origin (e.g., "native of Tipperary"), the use of Latin (e.g., Requiesca(n)t
in Pace, the letters R.I.P. are very rare elsewhere) and at least one Celtic cross.

Public Cemetery 1889-1992 Verse (there is a lot of prose as well, briefer, some
repetitious, but much of it originally phrased).
1899 // A precious voice from us has gone,/ A voice we loved is stilled / A place is vacant in
our home} Which never can be filled.// Elizabeth [Smith] f27 Nov 1899 (54yrs), and after
the verse, Edward Smith f4 Sept 1902 (64yrs) with the 'At Rest'. F.W.Rose Wollongong.
[p.33]
1904 // He fought the fight, the victory won / And entered unto rest //. William Barber f30
Dec 1904 (64yrs) and after the verse: Ann Jane [Barber] f 12 Mar 1916 (70yrs) with the
extremely common tail piece "At Rest", [p.31]
1905 // Oh George dear, we miss you here / From the home you loved so well / We pray that
God has found you rest,/ With the angels of the blest //. George Thomas Tate T14 Jan 1905
from injuries received (34yrs) F.W.Rose Wollongong [p.29]
1908 // Farewell my husband dear, farewell / Adieu to thee adieu:/ And you, my dearly loved
ones all / Farewell, farewell to you.// Mary Jane Watson fJuly 2 1908 (48yrs), preceded by
'At Rest', and followed by Leila May [Watson] fAug 10 1909 (3yrs) 'Safe in the arms of
Jesus' (a common phrase for children, like 'A bud in heaven’), and George [Watson], with two
wives mentioned, f3 Nov 1923 (70yrs), and 'At Rest’ again, followed by the verse // Rest
dearest father, thy toil is o'er / Thy willing hands shall toil no more // 'Inserted by his loving
children'. Also at the end, Emma [Watson] (74yrs) no date given, [p.34]
1909 (& 1906 & 1908 ? all children- 11 weeks, 14 months, 3 yrs) // Alas, how soon we were
to partJ Too soon to lose the darling ones./ Calmly and meekly let me say/ Thy will, O God,
not mine be done.// Latest child on this monument, perhaps designed for them all: Alfred
George Joseph [i.e., Stewart?] 112 Oct 1909. [p.6]
1910// Rest, dearest Father, sweetly rest./ They miss you most who love you best.// George
Faulks f26 April 1910 (74yrs) from the firm of F.W.Rose Wollongong, [p.l]
1914 // You are not forgotten, brother dear;/ Nor will you ever be;/ As long as life and
memory last,/ We'll still remember thee //. Charles Faulks accidentally killed ?Oct 24 1914
(71 yrs)
1916 Qte. // Rock of Ages, cleft for m e/ Let me hide myself in thee.// Mary Jane Anderson
t3 Mar 1916 (61yrs). Her husband Samuel Alexander Anderson (86yrs 11 months!) was
added to this stone below the hymnic verse t 7 April 1937 [p.30]
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1919 // Leaves may wither / But memory never//, Stella East f 11 July 1919 (36yrs). On the
same monument, on another side, is the inscription for Mabel East t5 July 1919 (38yrs) //
'Tho lost to sight / to memory dear //, which is presumably not verse. These two closely
following deaths may have been the result of the Spanish Influenza epidemic, [p.39]
1919 // At the gate of heaven he will meet us,/ With his same sweet smile / You are only
parted dearest,/ Just for a little while //, Thomas Herbert Sproule t5 Sept 1919 (41yrs)
F.W.Rose [p.2]
1921 // Though dark our path and sad our lot,/ Let us be still and murmur not / Or breathe the
prayer divinely taught / Thy will be done //. This follows Emma Robb (60yrs) and Lavina
Myrtle [Robb] (25yrs) "Wife and daughter of Arthur Robb who were accidentally killed at
Yellow Rock f 19 June 1921. Under the poem comes: Arthur Robb f29 Jan 1929 (70yrs)
[p-36]
1924 // A precious voice from us has gone / A voice we loved is still,/ A place is vacant in
our home / Which never can be filled //. This comes after Kevan George t4 Jan 1924 (10
months) 'Safe in the arms of Jesus', [p.37]
1928 Qte // Rock of ages, cleft for me / Let me hide myself in thee //, Lydia Graham f 18 Feb
1928 (70yrs) [p.2, on same stone as the T.H.Sproule 1919 epitaph, a F.W.Rose stone] [p.2]
1933 (or 1921?) Isabella [Vidler] f2 Jun 1921 (74yrs) 'At Rest', followed by William J.N.
Vidier f22 Jan 1933 (86yrs) and then the verse (? or jingling prose) // Life's work well done /
Life's race well run / Life's crown well won / Then came rest //. F.W. Rose [p.35]
1943 // Gone from us but not forgotten / Never will her memory fade / For our thoughts will
ever linger / Round the spot where mother lies //. Louisa Mary Johnson |26.2.1943 (56yrs)
[p.26]
1943 Two poems: // What a friend we have in Jesus / All our sins and griefs to bear / What a
privilege to carry / Everything to God in prayer //, and, // Its a lovely day tomorrow /
Tomorrow is a lovely day / Come and feast your tear-dimmed eyes / On tomorrows clear blue
skies //. These after John Lindsay Harris f 15 April 1943 (56yrs) [p.37]
1960 // Thou didst give, and thou hast taken,/ Blessed Lord; thy will be done // Robert
Ebenezer [Graham] f30 Jun 1960 (25 yrs) [p.5]
1967 // Home at last thy labour done / Sadly missed by their loving son and daughter // This
follows William Henry Barber 19 July 1909 (38yrs) and Alice Barber 114 Sept 1967 (89yrs).
It may be verse and probably refers to both, [p.36]

Also of interest, though not versified:
[p. 13] Oval grave of rough field stones, plaque on wood cross: "Hier Ruht Else Maasch". No
date given, unless it was on a part of the inscription now faded or lost.
[p.24] Brian Charles Graham |8. Sept 1961 (16 days) the youngest to have a separate
monument. Children's monuments are often tiny, and within the precinct of a larger family
monument. Thus, even when separate, they can be part of the same architectural complex.
[p.26] Fanny Robb's grave t31 July 1925 (88yrs) has the addition of George Robb "Drowned
and interred at Appin" 11871, thus 55 years before, presumably her husband, and not a real
grave for him. The heavily pious/poetic phrase is: 'Until the day break and the shadows fall'.
1. ÄustTaßan
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[p.28] A monument from Sydney's 'H. Taylor and Son', rather than from the F.W. Rose
whose Wollongong stones I have noted from Helensburg southwards. The persons are Irish
and were the oldest burials I noted in this cemetery: Margaret [Walker] f 10 Mar 1889
(70yrs) 'Native of County Monaghan Ireland' "She hath done what she could" St. Mark
XIV.8, and, James Walker 116 Aug 1896 (73yrs) 'Native of County Tyrone Ireland’ "In hope
of eternal life", H. Taylor & Son - Sydney.
[p.38] A strange reburial or renewal of a stone for Catherine Booth 19.7.1930, 'At Rest', by P.
Mathews Memorials, 121 Kenny St. Wollongong 04 286342.
[p.51] Alois Esterbauer Bom in Austria 19.3.1990 (69) 'Ruhe in Frieden'.
Ip.50] Maori on the grave of Joseph Tamehana Papesch 120 Nov 1977 (32yrs) and photo of
him: "E. Kore Koe-e Warewaretia Loved always".

3. Tamberoo Catholic Cemetery 1840s - 1973
Smaller, older, and barely used in recent years, the Catholic churchyard contains far more
grouped monuments, and far more grouped and added epitaphs. The early stones are merely
initialled, without dates, and are small and sandstone. Sandstone continues into the period of
quite prestigious monuments. It seems more appropriate to continue to take the percentage of
verse to monument, not to person commemorated, and I counted 68 monuments, 9 verses
(13%).
The message from both cemeteries, particularly the earlier one, which has the majority of
monuments from the later 19C, is that verse occurring on 3% or more of monuments can still
be quite 'expected' and quite psychologically 'prominent' in burial grounds. Much depends on
the aura, the semiotic impact of verse to contemporaries. It was obviously something special
and supererogatory, and possibly something prestigious rather than a mere afterthought.
Somewhat the same final position for verse is common on various periods of medieval
Muslim stones, where, however, verse does seem something of an afterthought. Greek
funerary verse, which survives on a more limited percentage of monuments than does High
medieval funerary verse in Latin and the Western vernaculars, can only be taken as more
prestigious and prominent because of the enthusism with which it was (much later) collected
and imitated. In the medieval West, verse was almost compulsory for tombs of senior
churchmen, and was a not uncommon item for manuscript dissemination between
monasteries. Was funerary verse then banal in the 12C-14C, like the almost universal
occasional versifying of the 18C, or, because it was difficult to do well and potentially
remained open to European -wide criticism and delectation, always prestigeous?
This cemetery is notable for the great number of monuments, or of inscriptions added to
family monuments, for very young children.
It also presents a phraseology quite different from that of the (later) Public Cemetery
stones, particularly in its greater explicitation and the personalisation of relationship terms,
such as "My (dear) husband... " etc., and "... Leaving ... (sc. descendants or a spouse)".
E.g., Cornelius O'Keefe of Kerry [p.56] 1*26 Sept 1908 (83yrs) 'Leaving a wife and seven
children to mourn his sad loss ... May his soul rest in peace'. A considerable number of
epitaphs are for persons said to have died in somewhat removed places like Minnamurra,
Albion Park, and Kiama, but even in the mid 19C, bodies would probably have been brought
back to Jambcroo by the Irish for full burial rites from these adjacent places. However, John
Clancy [p.62] who died at Dubbo, classed as "son" in the much monumentalised Clancy
family, their patriarch being Edward, would surely have remained in Dubbo soil. J.H. Ryan,
nephew of J.J. McCarthy, tApril 8th 1901 (21yrs) 'died Boulder WA', has a small stone at the
foot of the McCarthy enclosure which is obviously a memorial or a cenotaph.
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Masons' names are more varied. F.W. Rose Wollongong is common from around the turn
of the century, but [Cunnjingham Sydney (1880s), probably J. Cunningham Margaret St.
Sydney (1890 or 1888, p.55, a most notable marble monument this, also with verses), J.
Moore Sculptor Jamberoo (1852 p.61, & 1855, p.59, & 1851 with the 8 lines of lost verse,
p.51), D. Townend Kiama (1876 or 1916 p.61), J. Hendry (somewhere between 1848 and
1893, probably the 1890s, p.60), A. Goode George St. West Sydney (1885 or 1897, p.60), are
also found in the Catholic cemetery.
Even more so than in the Public Cemetery, these monuments are marked by many traces
of posterior addition of names. It seems that when a large monument was made, people
thought of previously deceased family members and added them. This confuses the dating of
the monuments, and of the verses.
Details of death are rarer than expressions of familial affection and details of relationships.
The son of Mary McClinchy Country Tyrone fNov 11 1888 (52yrs) was Hugh 'who was
killed by an explosion'tMarch 7 1884 (17yrs). Note the posthumous nature of the
monumentalising, if my reading of the faded figures is correct. Francis Hunt f 6 April 1933
(58yrs) was 'Accidentally killed'.
Two non-Irish graves indicate place of origin, normally an Irish custom [p.60], just as the
retention of the wife’s maiden name is said to be a Scots custom (or at least, tendency) all
round Australia: John Hancock <Bath England> f25 July 1894 (75yrs) 'On whose soul ...Jesus ... ', and his wife Ann [Hancock] cHuxbridge England> fis t May 1896 (75yrs) 'May
their souls rest in peace'. They are both presumably Catholics which may explain their
adoption of the custom, which is very common in all Irish Catholic churchyards known to
me.
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(*) Verse and notabilia in the Jamberoo Catholic Cemetery 1846?(or 1849)1973
(Post-World War II epitaphs are added to older monuments, and seem quite exceptional)
1851 // 8 lines of *italicised verses which, despite all my art and use of reflected light, I was
unable to read at all II. There is a small monument initialled only 'E.D. 1851', who is the
infant of the next: Elizabeth [Donnelly] died at Minnamurra near Kiama 1*30 Dec 1851
(38yrs), then the lost verses, then 'J. Moore Sculptor', and 'Requiescat in pace Amen', [p.57]
1852 // four lines of *italics, unreadable, but almost certainly verses!I, for John McDonough
<Galway> 1*2 June 1852 'leaving...etc....', [p.61]
1854 *// A faithful wife a mother dear / Within this grave lies buried here / Until our Saviour
Christ shall say / Arise ye blest and come away //, 'Requiescat in pace Amen' This comes
beneath: Anne [O'Toole] <Kiama> f 16 Aug 1854, and is followed by: Laurence O'Toole
tFeb 17th 1871 (72yrs). [p.58]
1874 [?] *// Dear to their parents / to their God more dear / Two little sisters / remember ...
by ... here //, 'May they r.i.p." The two sisters are Anne Synott 1*21... [like many of the
figures on this table tomb, what follows is obscure] 1874 [?] aged 1 year & 6 months Susan
Roseann tJun 24 [?] 1877 aged 1 year and 8 months, and the parents' names are John and
Mary Anne Synott, after which comes the verse. Also on a panel of this tomb: Ellen
Augusta [Boyle] 1*4 Oct 1873 [?] (26yrs) 'May her soul r.i.p.'. Above all this on the sandstone
table tomb: Hugh Boyle <Donegal> tFeb 1st 1860 (40yrs) 'May his soul rest in peace Amen'
and May [Boyle] 115 Feb 1898 [last figure unclear] (78yrs) 'May her soul rest in peace'.
[p.54]
1881 (?) *11 Together to their father's house / With joyful steps they go / And dwell forever
with the Lord / Beyond the reach of woe / A few short years of evil past / They reach the
happy shore / Where death devided friends at last / Shall meet to part no more // [end of 1. 5
hard to read]. This follows James Condon f26 Aug 1881 [unclear] (79yrs) (Limerick) and
Henrietta Condon 1*9 June 1876 (3yrs), and this monument stands in the same iron-fenced
enclosure as another, broken monument for: ...URPHY 1*11 Aug 1867 of Cork (90yrs) also
her grandson Thomas Condon f 11 Nov 1870 (6 weeks) 'May they rest in peace forever'.
[p.52]
1883 (or earlier, but it seems that the first-mentioned, Edward Clancy, is the primary
dedicatee of this monument, and that the 1860, 1845 and 1854 deceases were added to his,
after his death in 1883 — this is the span of the five people commemorated, and the
following very eroded verses follow, and therefore are likely to post-date, all names) *11 We
cannot tell who next may fall / Beneath the chastening sod / One must be... that let us all /
Prepare to meet our God //. I spent hours on these verses in changing light, with much use of
light masking and reflected light from various angles, also of feeling the eroded imprints by
hand. A good squeeze is required for more accurate reading, unfortunately, as this seems to
be one of the more interesting verses found. The most striking phrase, i.e., "chastening sod",
is one of the less unclear. I will not bother to indicate similar unclarities, likely to be minor,
in reading the dates: Edward Clancy IT May 1883 (81yrs) & son Thomas [ ] 1*6 Dec 1860
(20yrs), & son John [ ] fDubbo 14 May 1883 (33yrs). And (still going down the monument)
Charles Clancy, father of Edward, 1*3 Mar 1845 (61yrs, or 64yrs), Eliza Clancy wife of
Edward, 1*21 April 1854 (77yrs). [p.62]
1888 *11 You angels high who reign above / Welcome that sweet sister we love / And place
her with the heavenly host / To praise Father Son and Holy Ghost //. This is for Johanna
Mary [Hyland] 1*26 May 1888 (33yrs), and the verse is followed by the (added) Bridget
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Hyland |5 July 1890 (70yrs) 'Sweet Jesus, have mercy on her soul'. This notable marble
monument by 'J.Cunningham, Margaret St. Sydney', [p.55]
1890 *// Dearest husband how we miss you / None but loving hearts can tell / You angels
high who reign above / Welcome that dear one we love //. These verses come between:
Jeremiah [Daly] t30 June 1890 (38yrs)'beloved husband of Elizabeth Daly' 'leaving a wife
.. .(etc.)', and before: Annie Evelyn [ ] 'daughter of the above', f 12 May 1887 'aged one day'
R.I.P. The latter is the youngest commemorated in such a cloud of witnesses to the tragedies
of pre-modern gynaecology and child care, [p.68]
1894 *// God in his wisdom has recalled / The boon his love had given / And though the body
lingers here / The soul is safe in heaven //. These verses follow a wife's tomb: Hannah Mary
[Fields] f26 July 1894 (36yrs), and 'F.W. Rose Wollongong', [p.68]

7. Taralga Stonequarry Cemetery
I have not studied this old cemetery quantitatively, but the impression gained is more like
Jamberoo than Helensburg, because the town is old and was once prosperous. The many
stone buildings resemble Berrima's. Lying on one of the first major stockroutes in Australia,
from Bathurst through Goulbum (Australia's first inland city, the site discovered before the
crossing of the Blue Mountains to the West) and the graziers' magnet of Lake George, it was
ready to benefit from the gold rushes of the 1850s.
The earliest stones are low, rounded at the top, and have only the initial of the first name and
surname. They are undated. The Jamberoo ones sometimes have a year date. The first dated
stones are typically larger, and come from the 1860s and 1870s.
Verse is common enough on later stones from the later parts of the 19C up to the First World
War. Very little verse after that. Latin is very rare, though Catholic burials are common.
Verse can be up to 8 lines in length, but that is exceptional.
The common use of the Stonequarry by Catholic and Protestant is worth noting.

8. Affliction Sore... continued.
Found in an ANL copy of John Booth Epigrams Ancient and Modem Cambridge 1865 were
two clippings, of which this is the second. On it there was some scribble which looked
something like Sy Meat 15.5.12. I thought this may have meant the SMH of 1912, but there
were no letters to the editor in SMH 1912 period, though some short news snippets are given
a byline — nor is any such text apparent in SMH 1912 May 5th, 14th 15th or 16th. The text
of this still unsourced clipping:
A quaint Epitaph
In a Hobart cemetery may be seen a tombstone bearing the following inscription:—
"Sacred to the Memory
of
Elizabeth North,Who died October 22, 1852,
Aged 53 years.
1. Australian
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Pain was my portion,
Physic was my food;
Groans was my devotion,
Drugs did me no good,
Till Christ my redeemer,
Who knew what was best,
To ease me of my pain,
Did take my soul to rest.
We might see here some faint echoes of the only Australian funerary verse of really wide
popularity, the 19C quatrain: "Affliction sore...", which usually concludes "..Xo[/did/and\
ease[d] me of my pain." If not an echo, it is a similarly inspired separate creation, a problem
noted by Riiegg in trying to discuss the "originality" of folk verse inscribed on German area
houses.
*Willsher, p. I l l , mentions this famous verse from 18C Scotland. Its history would make an
interesting monograph.

2.Australian-Welsh, Jenkins/Evans
Sick in Maldon, Victoria, Joseph Jenkins, stubborn refugee from an incompatible Welsh
wife and labouring his old age away in Australia, lay awake on the night of April Fools' Day
1890, p. 182:
"As I lay awake I composed a suitable epitaph for myself:
Marw sydd raid, nis gwyddom pryd,
Pa fodd, pa fan, yn hyn o fyd.
Ac os yw bywyd i ni'n rhodd,
Mae marw hefyd yr un modd.
Can's beth fo'n rhan, mae'n eithaf eglur.
Cawn chwareu teg gan Awdwr Natur.
The translation of the epitaph as under, although not as rhythmically expressed as
in the Welsh version, does convey the meaning, and portrays a philosophy which calls
for a willing acceptance of whatever may be our fate hereafter:
Die we must, and cast aside this mortal shell.
How, or when, and in what place, we cannot tell.
If we assign to life a gift so rare,
Then death itself claims equal share.
Whate'er our fate, it is quite clear,
We'll get fair-play from Earth's Creator.
In an atmosphere of drought and
greatest-ever Australian Fires, those of
from work on a searing, smoke-filled
"later composed the following lines",
text:

bushfire, Jenkins recalls what he had heard of the
1851, the infamous "Black Thursday". After returning
day in February, he had a nap under an oak tree and
presumably englynion, seemingly one, poly-stanzaic
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Tan bren derwen mi orweddais,
Un tewfrig a changhenog iawn.
Tan ei chysgod yno cysgais
Heibio haner y prydnawn.

Under the oak my bed I made,
Its spreading branches gave me shade.
Beneath the fierce scorching sun
There I slept till day was done.

Fel pe buaswn yn y gladdfa
Tan bren I wen wyrdd ei wedd.
O mor hyfryd yw goyphwysfa
Y mwyafrif yn y bedd!

O how lovely it would be
To lie beneath the old yew tree.
There to enjoy a blissful rest,
Safe in one's grave with those so blessed.

This pair of related poems, or double-stanza-ed poem (I know too little of modern period
Welsh conventions) ends with bedd, the "grave" of the englynion y beddau of the very old
Black Book of Caermarthen. They illustrate several things of interest to our project: the cult
of occasional composition, and the taste for elegiac sentiments envisaging one's own death,
common to many quite different periods of poetry, Medieval Japan, Sufic Persia, and modern
European Romanticism. Ancient Wales, of course, was one of the most elegiac literatures of
all, donating its longings to the post-Ossianic literatures of the non-Celtic languages, and its
harp to their orchestras. He also illustrates another important habit for the stone-stone
transmission of verse:
P. 181 still: "On Sunday I spent four hours at the Cemetery reading inscriptions on
the tombstones. It is warm and sultry again. In certain parts of the town, the dust in
the street is four inches deep. ... The fires have been extensive and destructive. They
have been attributed to incendiarism by swagmen in order to gain employment
through bringing the fires under control, but I believe that it has been the work of
selectors providing an excuse for insolvency!"
A man so hard-headed and hard-bodied that it is difficult to imagine him, and at the same
time constantly singing in his soul, sometimes entering in Welsh poetry competitions, always
earning his living with the sweat of his brow and the blisters of his old hands, compiling his
extraordinarily voluminous diaries, stubbornly refusing to return to his wife, to his wellmanaged Welsh farm, to his now professionally educated and still appreciative children...
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3.
David Campbell — Threatened and fading Aboriginal Rock carvings
around Sydney sandstone
See Stanbury and Clegg's Field guide to these carvings. They are still being found around
Sydney. Where I once worked on this Thesis a cave full of them was found, somewhere in
the Menai Tip, and was in danger of being buried under rubbish.
P. 61 America Track - West Head:
WOMAN AND WHALE
A whale blows from the sandstone, and a girl
Dreams naked in those jaws
Where she is doubly lost, for see the whale
Is sinking through the rock face like a ghost.
P. 59 Topham Track, West Head:
FISH
Trapped on a blue hill above blue bays
The stone shoals move one way:
From rock ledge through the blue heads,
It is light years to the open sea.
P. 24

BALLS HEAD
The city towers and rumbles. At Ball's Head
On a flat rock among
The wharfs and tankers at the town's back door,
Is a carving: Jonah swallowed by the whale.

P. 33

SUBURBIA (Beacon Hill)
They built a bungalow beside the man
Of brick veneer. The trench
For the septic tank cut off the tail of the fish.
A Picasso may yet be used to bung a wall.

P. 16

P. 98 Devil's Rock Maroota:
KANGAROO AND SHIP
The boomerangs hit home, yet the kangaroo,
Shy sandstone beast,
Is already vanishing, a sailing ship
Tattooed like a cancer on his chest.

1. Australian
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4.

Epigram in the work of Martin Haley, Queenslander, 1907-1970

Australian epigrammatising and translation
Martin Nelson

HALEY —

July 7 1905 - Oct 18 1980

The considerable place of epigrams in his varied oeuvre
Primary school teacher in deep country, then near and in Brisbane, and writer, publicist,
Conferencier
While the present focus in on the Queensland writer's published epigrams, the phenomenon
of Martin Haley the primary school teacher, polymath, published poet and essayist and highly
active member of the Catholic Writers' Guild (once he was transferred in later life to
Brisbane) is the context for these epigrams, and a fascinating strand of an Australian culture
now rather foreign to us. The self-made "bush" intellectual provides a completely
independent window on "literary quality" and significance. No doubt he was the beneficiary,
and the prisoner, of some strong and narrow influences, particularly from friendly staff at the
University of Queensland, but his isolation at Nambour (and further out west), and his
independent means and part-time status as writer and critic, allowed him time and space to be
his own man. Thus his relatively well informed and maturely sensitive opinions on literature
are well worth taking into account.
With more editing M.H. could perhaps have been considered a notable writer himself. He
was certainly a notable man. To have published 18 generous and ambitious little books was a
considerable achievement, accomplished under considerable difficulties. From our own
somewhat Mayakovskian view of literature (Literature in and for society), the long
cohabitation and intercommunication of imaginative literature with a basic and often
grindingly hard daily life is a phenomenon more notable than the writing itself, and no
education system could have been more grinding than the Queensland system which I
survived, leading up, in the final Primary year, to the "Scholarship" examination. That is
what Martin taught all his long working life. Such an "engaged" perspective has been taken
in our Thesis as the right one from which to "appreciate" occasional poetry, inscriptional
poetry (inherently and usually totally occasional) and thus "epigram" itself.
The University of Queensland's Fryer Library has his collection of books and papers,
carefully arranged and donated by himself.
Martin Duwell of the English Dept, of that University is said to be attending to Haley's
biography for the National Dictionary.
While Martin Haley for a while corresponded with my father, both having spent time
around Nambour, both being free-lance intellectuals, and both living (sometimes) at or near
enough to Redcliffe, I had no interest in him until beginning a search for Australian
epigrammatists and finding his book of Epigrams in the National Library, among other, lesser,
ephemera. I was more interested in folksy family friends like Bill Scott.
Haley was vitally interested, from the liberal Catholic point of view, in world events, as
well as in modern and older literature. His opinions still seem prescient and generous, but
they retain considerable bite.
SHORT LIST OF MAJOR PUBLICATIONS
1936
1938
1941

Poems and a Preface
More poems and Another Preface
Translations (mostly)
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1946
1951
1952
1953
1955
1957
by...
1962
1963
1965
1969
1972
1977
1977
1977
19-

Annunciation and Other Poems
Good Measure, a Century of Epigrams
Middle Kingdom: a Tribute in Prose and Verse to the Longest Civilised Land and to a
Noble People.
Parthenon: being the Versified Greek Anthology of an Australian
Asphodel and Wisteria: My Book of Supplements, being Poems Versified from the
Chinese and Greek, after Middle Kingdom 1953 and Parthenon 1954
We Praise Thee God: Hymns Selected from the Breviary, translated and versified
Preciosa: Poems from the Spanish
Beatrice: Being the Sonnets of Louise Labe (1525-1566) et cetera [translated by]
Martin Haley; foreword by A.D. Hope [includes also translations from G.
Pascoli and Dante]
Lucretia and the Banks of Anio: an Anthology of Italian Poems in English
The Central Splendour; (Chung Hua): an Anthology from the Chinese Preface by
Robert D. Fitzgerald
Trophies: taken mostly from the French of Jose Maria de Heredia
The Holy Year: a Sonnet Sequence plus
Sappho - First of the Lesbians: a Series of Poems
The Second Century of Epigrams
Thomas More as Poet (Flori-Legia Moriae): an Anthology of the Poems of St Thomas
More some rendered from the Latin, the rest from his English by...

Haley was an active member of the Catholic Writers' Guild, and contributed, directly or by
the hands of other, to its cyclostyled magazine Vista. He wrote to newspapers. His
voluminous correspondence may be read in the Fryer Library, and it has sometimes more
impact than his "serious" writing, often being addressed to notable litterateurs of the time,
some still living. I believe that the Aquinas Library, Catholic Centre, Edward St. Brisbane
has some work of his. Predecessors in this sort of activity seem to have been John Manifold,
and Samuel Griffith, Exc. Justice 1845.
His wife Margaret (?) survived him. [This I lifted from the files. Unless he was married
twice, this is wrong.]
Haley retired from Teaching in 1970
From the MS catalogue:
From the Library's Catalogue:— [not all these easy to find in the boxes of materials]
p. 3

handwritten notes on Nambour's beginnings, written for st. Joseph's Parish magazine
Feb-July 1934
Folder labelled Essays 2 "Bus Journey to Nanango" [ Nanango is the birthplace of my father,
Colin McCallum. It is inland from Nambour]
Box 3
p. 4

Envelope labelled "Written Essays" replaced in 2 folders: "Latin Epigrams" found
there

Box 4
p. 4
Envelope labelled "Essays" [found there, Sir Thomas More as Poet]
p. 4
Folder labelled "Autobiographical Essay 1973" [Selected Epigrams found there also]
p. 5 Folder labelled Catullus 19 Oct 1947
Envelope labelled "Martial Book I, II, III, IV
1. Äustraßan
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Box 5
p. 5

Epigrams and Verses XLVII-CCLIX

Fryer Library Bibliographic Index Author Lists F - HA [— 1983]
Epigrams (most of these presumably taken up in his two "Centuries", many certainly
republished in Vista) — in the "little magazines":
1939
1959
1965
1968
1969
1971
1977
1978

Epigram(s)
"Bohemia" n° 9 Dec 1939 p. 11
Epigram(s)
"Overland" n° 15, July 1959, p. 23
Epigram(s)
Expression Vol. 4 n° 5 June 1965
Epigram(s)
Vision n° 15 June 1968 p. 36
Epigrams I
Advice makar Vol. 4 n° 3 Aug 1968 p. 14
An Epitaph
Poetry Australia n° 28 June 1969 p. 33
Epigram(s)
Vista Vol. 8 n° 6 July 1971 p. 6
Epigram(s) Vista Vol. 14 n° 3 April 1977 p. 9
Epigram(s) Vista Vol. 14 n° 3 1977 p. 11
Epigram(s) It's Time Endeavour Vol. 7 n° 3 March 1978 p. 58
Sufficient, an epitaph Vista Vol. 15 June 1978 p. 11

Translations
1961 Martial X, 61 in Prism Vol. 8 n° 1 Jan 1961 p. 10
1965 Archilochos B.C. 720-672 Trr. of 12 epigrams in Expression Vol. 4 n° 8 Sept 1965
pp. 11-12
Criticism On and Biographical
1942
1965
1973
1980

1981
1982

Julian, Constance "Three Queensland Poets" in Fireside Vol. 9 n° 3 1 Sept 1942 p.
15-16
"a Talk With the Poets" in Expression Vol. 4 n° 5 June 1965 p. 10 Notice of the
meeting
"Spotlight on Martin Haley" in Expression Australasia Vol. 13 n°4 Sept 1973 p. 19
(with photograph)
"Death of a Literary Figure" in Courier Mail, 20 Oct 1980 p. 19 and photo
"Tribute to Martin Haley" by Gordon Hale, in Vista Vol. 6 n° 1 1980 p. 2-5, where
the writer's address for most of his retirement is given as having been 10 Naim
St. Paddington, and his wife as Lydia.
"Martin Haley" by Gordon Hale in Scope Vol. 26 n° 1 1981 p. 7-10
"Epigrams from Martin Haley" in Vista Vol. 12 n° 1 Mar 1982 p. 10.
Vista closed, it seems, with Vol. 31 n° 4 May 1987, with a sad but firm note from the
editor.

EXTRACTS from an emphatically Australian and contemporary writer who kept life-long
and loving links with the world's long literary past. We tend to omit the lyrical poems and
anything lengthy, and concentrate mainly on the more epigrammatic: original, imitations, or
even translations. We will not quote anything as long as a sonnet, and there are many of
those, and somewhat longer):

s.d.

Thos More

Haley seems to think that More was heavily dependent on Martial (Preface), and that this was
forgotten as early as Campion: "I found that when he first published his Latin epigrams
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honouring Martial above all, he thought he was a pioneer in English in that mode, but later
acknowledged his mistake in favour of St. Thomas who had beaten him by a century."
However, M.H. goes on to say: "it must be said that More was at his best in English verse,
and therein was not so much a Renaissance man as a late Medieval."
XVII INSCRIPTION
All Athens, Neoptolemus, honours you
With this statue
Because we saw your kindness, your intense,
High, civic sense.
x v m CO-OPERATION
A blind man carries a cripple on his back:
Thus eyes and feet, they each have what they lack.

1953 Parthenon
Of most interest here is the Epilogue, where a "linguistically-gifted friend, Rodney Beven" is
mentioned, as is a title, rejected, for this book, Recall to Parnassus (inspired by the French
Parnassians). Haley depreciates his own "little/less Greek", and emphasises that the
translations are of a purely literary, not scholarly, intent. He criticises Australian poetry of
this period for showing "too often a preoccupation with landscape, with the curious word, the
striking image, the queer rime; with the recondite symbol at the expense of the deeper, more
varied, simpler and more fundamental things." This volume of translations from the Greek is
said to be an attack on parochialism: "Parochialism in time links up with parochialism in
place, and both can be very narrow and narrowing."
p. 5 Meleager fl. 74 B.C. I. Self-Epitaph
Attic Gadara set among
Assyrian cities gave me birth.
Of Eucrates am I sprung,
And was nursed by Tyre sea-girt.
I, Meleager, companion
Of the Muses, side by side
With the Menippean Graces run;
But I'm Syrian undenied.
Yet why wonder? We all dwell
In one Cosmic mother-land.
Chaos fathered all, they tell,
In close ways none understand.
On in years, I wrote this verse
For my burial, since I fear
The way in which my health grows worse
Age and Death are neighboured near.
Wish me well. A few words give
This talkative and aged Priam.
So to age may'st thou live
And be as talkative as I am.

1 . sbistmUan
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p. 31 Timon of Phlius (on the Museum at Alexandria)
In Egypt, in that populous land
Lives a bold and numerous band
Of writers-fighters-blatherskiters
Who scratch about with all their might as
Food is thrown them, crumbs of praise...
Cooped up as old Ptolemy chooses
In his barnyard for the Muses.
p. 17 Lucilius I. On the Painter Eutyches
Two hundred portraits painted, and twenty sons begot
And never a passable likeness in the lot.
6.

Hair
Nicylla dyes her hair, they say.
No Paul, indeed. It's bought that way.

1936 Poems +
P. 18

School Song for St. Joseph's College, Nudgee
Beginning: "Kind mother on the hill / In stately vigil set...
and then three stanzas (of 11 lines each),

p. 102 XXXVIII BROTHER McCa r t h y , NUDGEE 1919
A sonnet beginning: "Those teachers all whose duty was to sow...
p. 171 BRAZEN
"This head you show as Cromwell's — that's too hot!
Old Nolly was a big man, was he not?
How came he then to leave a skull so small?"
The travelling showman, daunted not at all,
Puffed out his chest, threw back his head, "Ahoy!
View the skull of Cromwell when he was a boy."
[This joke has long been told of the "three heads of John the Baptist", around Englishspeaking circles (at least) in Rome, and I have heard it told of English saints as well.
P.M.Mc.]
p. 171 CHARLES II
Old Rowley was his stabled stallion's name,
And courtly wit dubbed royal Charles the same;
Which learning, he was much amused thereat:
No character could be briefer drawn than that.

P. 22

1938 More Poems +
P. 52 TO A WOOER (A CAR-DRIVER)
For those who drive with both hands many destinations be.
You drive with one? The choice is hard: Church or the cemet'ry.
ADVICE TO CHOIRS
Sing as you may, when all is said and done,
That letter S is really only one
Of twenty. Better most. Remember this
And leave it to your audience to hiss.
THE SOLUTION
Life grew each year a problem more involved.
Insoluble at length. Death acted. All was solved.
p. 54

BEWARE
Careless I sang, happy as a boy:
A singing course I took, and song no more enjoy.
RUSSIA 1917-1927
Your mechanistics I abhor;
Yet loathing your traducers more
Who deemed themselves set high above you,
I found it in my heart to love you.

1941 Translations
[Dedication: "To the memory of my mother and father whose frugality educated me and
rendered this possible — and to the Order of the Christian Brothers whose generosity and
instruction gave me knowledge of Latin and French; this booklet is affectionately dedicated."
Some important statements on his attitude to poetic translation on p.4. The end of the
introduction is significant for our present narrow focus: "... I shall not have delighted in the
simplicity and the subtlety of epigram in vain." — this printed Introduction, in a book dated to
1941, is then hand-dated Toombul Xmas 1939, and thus, to a very early period indeed in his
writing career.]

1946 Annunciation
[We mention first p. 5 the Sonnet II, "On the Sonnet", without quoting it.]
p. 12 THE TRIOLET
Here's the dainty triolet
Tripping in trochaic measure.
Even Martial could not say
With the tricksy triolet
Wise things for the world to treasure.
Lightsome lady given to pleasure,
Here's the dainty triolet
Tripping in trochaic measure.
1. A u stralian
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IN A MOMENT OF CANDOUR
Professor Broadcast... How do you do?
In Brisbane's ivory tower what chair have you?
"I'm of no faculty, I have no chair.
I'm no professor, sir, but I'm aware
If by that title myself I did not call
No one would pay me any heed at all."
ON THE OTHER HAND
She calls you vicious, Zella dear? She lies.
Vicious you are not, Zella dear. You're Vice.
p. 13

"ELI, ELI, LAMMA SABACHTANI?"
Do what we will, must come the desperate day
That shatters proud sufficiency. We pray.
There is no remedy except in prayer,
And ... none ... there.

1951 Good measure
M.H's. Introduction — Though you will find among the epigrams of the prince of
Epigrammatists the couplet //"Two lines of epigram exhaust its topic:/ With one line more the
thing becomes an epic"//, and though he himself is usually taken to be the father of the
modem epigram in its extreme concision, yet if his twelve books are considered it will be
found that his practice is of an entirely different order. A good many of his poems are indeed
one or two lines long, but the vast majority are of fair length, so that on analysis one comes to
the conclusion that an epigram with him as it had been earlier with the Greeks was any short
poem of a non-narrative nature. The lyrical would presumably be for the most part excluded,
too, though even here the exclusion would not be rigid. Martial was a man of intellect, of wit,
rather than of feeling, but feeling he had, and was a complete man and a great poet. And I am
pleased to follow his practice in its unrestrained diversity and to begin and end my Century
with a translation of his. Across the millennia I greet him as our prince — the only
epigrammatist I know of who ever lived by his pen.
Jan., 1951.

M.H.

CVII. KANGAROO POINT BRIDGE
Only the glory of God
Were the heavens wont to declare
But now they blazon abroad
(How we progress!) BULIMBA BEER.
CVIII. THE RULING PASSION.
"What profited adroit thefts? All is loss,
And destitute I hang here on a cross.
O Christ, remember me in your Kingdom" — cries
Dismas, and, eluding the Last Assize,
Stole Paradise.

P. 24

CIX. DIOGENES
About the Athenian streets you'd run
With lantern in the broad daylight,
seeking an honest man — and none
Was worthy in your sight.
Seeing your way of life was queer
And God without your aid devised him—
Come, come, Diogenes, my dear!
Would you have recognised him?
CX. A SORRY COMMENTARY
We see a hundred beings and say nought
In strait-laced, careful city manners sunk.
This stranger winked, smiled, spoke, and so I thought
"He is so friendly that he must be drunk."
CXI. THE EPIGRAM
A gay vagary, delicate conceit,
True epitaph, jest, lovely lyric — but
Anon a diamond brilliant with hard light
And diamond-powered to cut.
CXm. ARBITRATION COURT
Decision favourable? We respect it.
Decision unfavourable? We reject it.

1952 Middle Kingdom
P. 46

THE SUPERIOR
Your energies he uses not and each suggestion shelves:
The best of mortals all distrust those cleverer than themselves.
KOREA, JULY 1950
"A strange war! No a t r oci t i es . But he
Should know that War itself, is the chief atrocity.

p. 47

ROMAN EPITAPH
If tears avail aught, Gloria, arise
And show thyself in dreams to tear-dim eyes.
CROWDED CLASS-ROOMS
As each ewe sniffs its own true lamb to tell,
So every child has its peculiar smell.

1. A ustralian
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P. 25

LITANY ON WHITSUNDAY

(This litany of nearly 70 short phrases on the theme of Pentecostal RED is an example of the
sensitive innovation which M.H. was able to bring to highly traditional, but still vital, forms.)
We do not quote it.

1955 Asphodel and Wisteria
P.4

I
I stole a kiss of you,
And conscience troubles me.
Till I repay that theft,
No solace will there be.

m
Paulina is pursued for wife by Paul.
And both are wise: She won't have him at all.
X
A nacreon of Teos

Bill Smith fought well. A hero. Stranger behold his grave!
Mars, who spares the coward, kills the brave.
X3
Like winter's sun the wisdom of the old—
Lacking in warmth, so brittle-bright, so cold.

1962 Preciosa
P. 8

QUATRAIN
Brethren, of two things do one.
Speak not or speak to God alone.
In the house of Teresa here
This rule is practised and held dear.

1965 Lucretia
[Published for the sept-centenary of Dante's birth, 1265-1965, to redeem the reputation of
Lucrezia Borgia, to remind Australians of the power of Italian poetry, and to emphasise the
Italianness of his here selected authors, St. Francis to Propertius. The volume is formally
dedicated to his "step-mother Minnie, the gentlest and most frugal of women."] We do not
quote from it, as it is lyric in its entirety.

P. 26

1969 Chung Hua
P. 22

CONCISION
Kung in one phrase Three Hundred Odes could state:
"Have in your mind no twisty thoughts—
think straight!"

p. 23

LAO TSE
Bend, and you will stay whole;
Curl, and you will be straight;
Renewed is the smitten soul;
Filled full is the empty bowl;
The humble are made great.
Have little and gain most:
Have all, and all is lost.

p. 27 WANG WEI (699-759 A.D.)
D.

QUATRAIN
Lonely the mountain. None I meet.
Far voices echo faint... Across
The close-ranked trees the sunrays shoot
Deep into dells, blazoning the moss.

p. 36 VARIA
Herons flying overhead
Trail behind them their shrill call.
So each famous poet dead
Leaves a name, and that is all.
p. 38

PROVERBS

Be ignorant or illiterate, for
Study keeps showing the need of MORE.
III. PROFESSIONAL
Yes, those admitted free, at every play
Are ever the most critical, they say.
IV. REVELATIONS
Armies are fed for many years,
Then in one hour their use appears.
VI. CAUTION
You'd like to be more sure of him, of course.
Yet do not put two saddles on one horse.
1. Äustradan
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1977 Sappho
(Also includes other poets, like Posidippus, Anyte (consistently misspelt), Sulpicia, and the
Pervigilium Veneris)
P. 10

n (b)

TWO OTHER RENDERINGS OF XVI ON TIMAS
Here Timas lies. Before she could wed, she
To the dark bridal of Persephone
Was taken; and her lovely comrades shore
Their treasure of hair and this in tribute bore,
And laid it on her tomb.

This is the dust of Timas who died ere she had wed,
Whom to the dark chamber of Persephone was borne instead,
After her death her friends cut off their crusters [sic] of hair
And going to her tomb, laid them in loveliness there.

1977 Second Century
Note: the epigrams are notable for their casual and opportunistic use of some of Martial's
devices, (and also those of more modem epigrammatists, particularly in the religious realm)
but more for their contemporary relevance and independence of mind than for any "imitation"
or even "influence".
Some, of course, are modifications, versifications, or affectionate allusions to other quips or
gnomes whose remaining felt force seems for a while to invite such minimal or moderate
playing with their form. The motives for such "imitation" have been much misunderstood by
critics untouched by the full impact of such little texts in their right period and context.

TO PROFESSOR GUY HOWARTH good friend, scholar, editor, poet, and prince of
epigrammatists— A Martialist de race—in affection , gratitude and remembrance, Requiescat
in Pace. Difficilis facilis, jucundus acerbus es idem, nec tecum possum vivere nec sine te
[reference, from P.M.Mc. — 12,46,1]
II JULY // The Weather forecast said: Light showers. / The first one, lasting fourteen hours, /
Brought down the creeks in record flood / And draggled the new spring wheat in mud.//
III MARRIAGE // "Mother will come and live with us." / "Indeed she won't," said he. /
Marriage is what I want, and I / Won't have bigamy."//
IV TOO SUCCESSFUL//The painter painted her just as she was. / Would he had failed! We
might forget our loss.//
V. NEWSPAPER PLACARDS (W.M. Hughes obit 28/10/52) // Side by side they have set
up: / "HUGHES DEAD." "NEW FAVOURITE FOR THE CUP." //
XXII THE EXPLOSIVE STAR // Corinna's reputation outblazes her Ütah's sun. / Very
democratic, yes! nasty to every one.//

P. 28

XXXVII TEENAGE GIRLS IN SHORTS // "O, what an ass am I!" poor Hamlet said. / But
looking on your fat forms over-fed / And full expanse of backside waddling by, / 1 think that
were he you, he would have said: / "O, what an arse have I!"
XLII CONTRARY // Clary / Was so contrary,/ They found / His body, when he drowned /
Upstream from the sharp cascade / Which matchwood of his punt had made.//
XLIII ON THE EXCHANGE // Studying the records will acquaint / All with a sort of
spiritual barter- / It takes a martyr / To live with a saint, / It takes a saint,/ To live with a
martyr.//
XLVI AT SCHOOL // Parsing your life I find you are / Third person, Unprepossessing,
Singular.//
XLVII THE BOMB // Atomic energy has its use / As you will see;/ Some nation will at it
soon and be / Cooking the world's goose.//
XLIX PILATE // To cleanse your hands water was splashed and spilt, / But only tears could
wash away their guilt.//
LI TOUCHSTONE // Internationalist? Idealist? Nine out of ten / Lovers of mankind have
no love for men.//
LII DEFINITION // Psychiatrists are:- / "Expensive doctors who / Never need to worry / So
long as others do".//
L in. BEYOND // There's no earthly clock can chime / The utter timelessness of Time:/ Nor

can human mind embrace / The sheer spacelessness of Space.//

Vista 6.1
J.G.H. on M.H. (with Hale's own poetic illustrations)
p. 3 "There are so many high spots in Martin's literary career that it is difficult to select the
highest. Is it to be found in his essays, his letters to the editor(s) - and there must have been
thousands of them, his book reviews, his translation poems, his nature poems, his religious
poems. All of these were great, but superior, in my view, were his epigrams. He was a
master of this poetry form:
WANTING
A golfer I should have been, but man alive
To tell the truth I never had the drive.
SAYING
Say what you think in the world of everyday,
But in the world of writing, think twice before you say.
ALWAYS
"For every problem," says Sing-Song,
"There's always a simple solution." (always wrong).

1. Äustrafian
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P. 29

NON DUBION EST [sic]
Don’t disbelieve what you don't see
Every evening on T.V.
Wait until you haven't read
It in the evening papers, Ned.
Then indeed you can be sure
Nothing dubious can endure.
THEOLOGIANS
Forgetting all guidance God-bestowed,
For novelties they go NAP
Not only have they lost the road
But even, poor dears, the map!
However, with equal facility Martin could, in excellent verse, encompass the whole range of
emotions. His poems in reverence to God scale great heights and were characterised by his
own profound devotion.
REAL PRESENCE
His presence left us, vanished for aye —
Only to stay
With men in a more perdurable way.
no need for gloom
In His little room
everywhere throughout the world, Christ is
At home.
Look at the humility and awe which Martin has in this octette [sic]:
MIRACLE
The miracle of A R T is that
Not only conscious design but
What's deep in man's mind shines out clear.
Instinctual motivations dear
To his central soul and whisperings
From Life itself —all these give wings
To what he writes, to all he makes:
Vague mystery a firm form takes.
p.4/ Teaching in bush schools and tutoring on outback stations gave Martin splendid
opportunities to record his own warm love of nature. One of the best of these (which
unfortunately I cannot recite) describes how that sweetest of Australian songsters, the butcher
bird, produces his topmost harmony "during the February rains". "I know," writes Martin,
"I've put it to the test." You don't have to be a 'bushie' to have your affection for nature
stimulated. Witness this urban example by our Paddington poet:

P. 30

OUR WILLIE WAGTAIL
Lovely little fellow,
Dominican black and white!
Perched upon the clothes-hoist.
You do "WAG-TAIL" all right.
I agree with the opinion
You make a special feature,
For, on any count, you are
"A PRETTY, PRETTY CREATURE."
You seem to have avoided
The tangles of the Fall;
And yet you are a warrior
Who on your mates now call
To strike at B adman Crow
That perches on your pine-tree, so
You're at him straight and let him know
He's no right to it at all.
Many years of his life he spent in one of Queensland's loveliest provincial cities and some of
his works were inspired by "the hills around Nambour", and especially the Conondale Ranges.
Spurning television viewing for a long time, presumably because it would have made inroads
into his time for reading and writing, Martin was a most avid reader - daily newspapers,
weeklies, magazines galore and books of all kinds - he had a gargantuan appetite. He was
also the epitome of "Pro Bono Publico"; at the drop of a hat, (and Martin always wore one,
but that's another story, and a fascinating one too) he would pick up his pen and "write to the
editor". Scores of editors owe a tremendous debt to him, not only for his prodigious output of
these but also for the subsequent writer reaction they generated. He would pursue a cause
with relentless vigour, never never deserting, even when the cause seemed to desert him.
His generosity knew no bounds. The day before he died and the day before that he spoke to
me about the tribute he had written to his venerable friend and poet, Frank Francis, who, aged,
85, died on September 23 for F.A.W Queensland's newsletter, "Scope". On that second
occasion, October 17,1 discussed with Martin one or two typographical errors that had crept
into this obituary. Said Martin, "Don't worry Gordon. I'll do another article on Frank for you
the next issue." 'Twas not to be and this most surely must have been the only promise that he
didn't fulfil.
Every visitor to the Haley home at 10 Nairn Street Paddington was staggered by the quantity
of publications therein. Starting from the floors of every room save the bathroom, the height
of the piles and piles of these limited only by the ceiling. His wife, Lydia, the most
understanding mate an author could have had gave the most correct answer possible to a
question I asked her in 1970 when Martin retired from the new Farm State Primary School.
"What will Martin do now that he has retired?" I queried. Lydia's response, "What he has
always done. Go on reading and writing." He did, too. ...

Vista 10.1
p. 3 October's poetry Sonnets and an epigram by M . H . t o commemorate his passing on
October 18, '80. [We do not quote them]
1. Austrafian
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Vista 12.1
p. 10 Epigrams from Martin Haley:
BEFORE WIRELESS
The Resurrected Lord appeared
To women first. A gentle Ruse!
He knew (and no abridgement feared)
The quickest way to spread the news.
TO THE AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC
It is poor consolation
To know at set of sun
Had I been a great poet,
A major one,
You would have scorned me far more
Than you have done.

Vista 21.2
P. 3 DOUBLE LOSS

by Martin Haley

He who treasured volume lends,
Loses two friends.

P. 32

C.D.B.Ellis (early 20C English)

An Epitaph (twopence coloured, penny plain)
He worshipped at the altar of Romance
(Tried to seduce a woman half his age)
And dared to stake his fortune on a chance
(Gambled away his children's heritage)
He valued only what the world held cheap
(Refused to work, from laziness and pride):
Dreams were his refuge and he welcomed sleep
(He failed in business, took to drink, and died.)

1. ßhistrafian
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2. American
1.

Brander Matthews

This book opens with an interesting series of reflections on the process of anthologising,
which we know to have been universal in the ancient literary world, and extremely common
in various early modem periods as well, in the form of the Commonplace Book. We also are
interested in the effect which the prevalence of collections of excerpts or anthologies of the
more easily anthologisable literary forms eventually has on the genres represented. Of the
three anthologies of this author, the one of most interest to us is American Familiar Verse:
vers de societe 1904 Longmans Green & Co.
Ch. V American Satires in Verse (1904) p.69 ff. adverts to the predominance of humour over
satire in American letters. P. 100 and 101 quote a couple, the second criticising an older
Lowell than the one who is now most famous as a poet.
Ch. VI American Epigrams p.103 (1903) Opens with reference to Dodd's famous anthology,
and to the fact that it takes the genre in the strictest understanding of the term, making it
equivalent to epigraph and epitaph: "And therefore (p.104) in English the primary meaning
of epigram is no longer a tiny lyric, lofty in sentiment, and graceful in phrasing; it is more an
ingeniously turned witticism adroitly rhymed." This, according to Dodd (as quoted) is a
perversion going back to Martial. Landor is also quoted as saying of one of his own brief
pieces that it "resembles not those ridiculous quibbles which the English in particular call
epigrams, but rather ... those exquisite edyllia, which are modestly called epigrams by the
Greeks." Against these hellenizing modems, Mathews insists on "the fact that (p.105) in
ordinary every-day English epigram now evokes the idea of a brilliant witticism." And he
refers to the use of "epigrammatic" to describe the prose dialogue of Congreve and Sheridan.
He admits that English has no lack of short poems illustrating the austere perfection, and the
sweetness and grace of the Greeks, but claims that the word in ordinary English now means
"not a votive tablet, but a sparkling retort", (p.106). One of his verse examples is by an
American, George Birdseye:
The diamond's virtues well might grace
The epigram, and both excel
In brilliancy in smallest space,
And power to cut, as well. (p. 107)
The use of gemstone imagery is a welcome addition to the other similitudes for this genre,
and we have met it sporadically elsewhere without taking careful note. P. 115 and 116 have
two poems which lie on the borders of the two types of epigram (after the author has gone
through the works, mostly of Lowell, for the modem type):
As life runs on, the road grows strange
With faces new, and near the end
The milestones into headstones change,
'Neath everyone a friend.
Lowell on his 65th birthday.
The man who has a thousand friends
Has not a friend to spare;
But he who has one enemy
Will meet him everywhere.
Emerson, in an album.

P. 34

He goes on to quote various improvised verses of Lowell and Longfellow. Oliver Wendell
Holmes was a great writer of occasional verse, but only once succeeded "in the briefer form
with the severe unity of theme which the true epigram insists upon." (p.129).
P.130-146 A Note on the Quatrain. 1903. P. 132 deals with the eternal problematic of the
descent of Greek and the Roman epigram into vernacular forms. This surely cannot be
separated from the general position in dlite culture held by Greek language, literature and art.
Because it is less popular and more often misunderstood, it is all the more suitable for use as
an icon of dlite membership. In the book of M. A. Wes there is much on this in East
Germany, Estonia and Russia, and on the misfortune which Classical studies suffered as a
result of the lack of solid background of Goethe. However, Herder was somewhat more wellgrounded in Greek, and was likewise a supporter of the Ideal of Greece, as in other circles we
have noted an Ideal of Italy at variance with the real conditions in the country selected as a
Utopia. In a characterisation of the genius of the Greek Anthology, Matthews notes that it is
the source of our knowledge of:
.. .the lesser ... lyrical effusions of that race of poets who were ever seeking the
utmost perfection of phrase and the utmost purity of emotion. They recall to us not
the mighty art of the Parthenon frieze, but rather the graceful and delicate
workmanship of the Tanagra figurines. They may sometimes stretch themselves to
the length of the idyll, but more often they are content to shrink to the modest
dimensions of the epigram. And the epigram of the Greeks was not like ours; it was
not the neatly turned witticism with a snap of the whip at the end of it; it was rather a
single, simple thought, compressed into a few lines, ingenious in expression, and
exquisite in sentiment. As Lord Neaves says, the "true or the best form of the early
Greek epigram does not aim at wit or seek to produce surprise; its purpose is to set
forth in the shortest, simplest, plainest language, but yet with perfect purity and even
elegance of diction, some fact or / feeling of such interest as would prompt the real or
supposed speaker to record it.
On p. 133-134 he goes on to claim that epigram-like poems abound (unrecognised as such) in
American literature, and would possibly seem equal in quality to the Greek poems if we
could overcome ingrained prejudice in favour of the old and canonical. However,
immediately the writer admits that rhyme may make it harder for English epigram to reach
the empyrean. On p. 136 he begins to deal with the modern (19C) quatrain, which he takes as
the only short form widely used except for the far more famous sonnet. He makes the good
point that English poets "in recent centuries" have jumped from four lines to 14, and back
again, skipping the sixain, huitain and especially the dixain so common in their presumed
European models:
If one of our poets cannot say what he wants to say in four lines, he is likely to say it
in fourteen. If what he has to say is not important enough for the ambitious fourteener,
he is likely to strive to condense it into the single stanza of four lines. / The sonnet
has been discussed and analysed and belauded; but the quatrain has never received its
due recognition. It has made its way without loud heralding—such as accompanied
the revival of the ballade, for instance. It has won its wide popularity modestly and
by dint of merit alone. Poets have made use of it apparently without thinking of it as
a fixed form—if, indeed, it can fairly be so entitled. In fact the sole poet who seems
to have proclaimed its worth is Mr. Frank Dempster Sherman, who used the form
itself to sing its own praise:
Hark at the lips of this pink whorl of shell
And you shall hear the ocean's surge and roar;
So in the quatrain's measure, written well,
A thousand lines shall all be sung in four!
2. American
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As the Greek epigram served for votive tables so the quatrain has been chosen by
several American poets for memorial inscriptions wherein a lapidary concision was
needful. For the beautiful windows put up in St. Margaret's, Westminster, in mem-/
ory of Raleigh and of Milton, the inscriptions were written by Lowell and Whittier.
Here is Lowell's quatrain on Raleigh:
The New World's Sons, from England's breast we drew
Such milk as bids remember whence we came;
Proud of her Past from which our Present grew,
This window we erect to Raleigh's name.
And here is Whittier's on Milton:
The New World honours him whose lofty plea
For England's freedom made her own more sure,
Whose song, immortal as its theme, shall be
Their common freehold while both worlds endure.
Whittier wrote another quatrain for the memorial tablet to a Mrs. Sigourney, in Christ
Church, Hartford:
She sang alone, ere womanhood had known
The gift of song which fills the air today:
Tender and sweet, a music all her own
May fitly linger where she knelt to pray.
And Lowell has preserved in the latest volume of his poems the inscription he had
prepared for a soldiers' and sailors' monument in Boston: / [p. 139]
To those who died for her on land and sea,
That she might have a country great and free,
Boston builds this: build ye her monument
In lives like theirs, at duty's summons spent.
This has not a little of the stately elevation we admire in the best inscriptions of the
'Greek Anthology.' But Lowell used the quatrain not only to honour the dead but also
to carry a greeting of affection to the living...
And so on. Thus the use of the quatrain as a greeting or in response to some personal
approach is evidenced among the American dlite of this period. It is interesting to speculate
if the "typical length" was no more fixed a form in ancient Greece than it was in 19C
America. Of course, it was mentioned in Plato's Laws, but this prescription has to have as its
origin a fairly settled and antecedent practice of writing grave inscriptions in four lines. We
are far from surprised whenever a verse inscription turns up in four lines anywhere in the
Greek world, though there was no need for it to have kept to this form outside the strictest
circles of the followers of Plato. Matthews reproduces, with the occasion that provoked
them, quatrains from: Richard Watson Gilder, H.C. Bunner, George Arnold, M.A. de Wolfe,
Seiden L. Whitcomb, Walter C Kellogg, Joel E. Spingam, Walter D. Makepeace, and in
particular, as he preferred the quatrain form and seemed to use it better than anyone, Thomas
Bailey Aldrich. After fully two examples of this poet's work, we go on to Walter Learned,
Edwin Markham, and William H. Hayne. It is claimed on p 145 that "the quatrain has been
cherished rather more by our native lyricists than by their British contemporaries". This
gives the ending to the article, as three English writers are mentioned so as to soften a
potential boast: William Watson "for one", and two canonical and epichoric poets on those
apparently famous windows of St. Margaret's Westminster, i.e., Tennyson and Browning.
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The Epigram- Character
Martin Haley

CHARLES n
Old Rowley was his stabled stallion's name,
And courtly wit dubbed royal Charles the same;
Which learning, he was much amused thereat:
No character could be briefer drawn than that.
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3. English - Stone
1.

Davidson and Davidson - Angus 17/18C

Another window on "stone" practices in the Baroque and Enlightenment.
P.viii discusses the mortuary verses. Almost all are unique, though there are one or two old
favourites, mostly in a small area. This suggests stone to stone transmission, whatever the
contribution of oral lines of preservation and even documentary preservation (either in church
records, or masons' pattern books, which seem to be more a 19C practice). At least some are
obviously home spun. Their competence ranges from high (which is rare) to "rickety hodge
podge rhyme".
Most are in Scots dialect, most 17C stones have at least a Latin tag, sometimes a quote from
Latin poets, more often from books of apothegms, and at least sometimes original Latin
Elegiac verse. Quite a few of the stones of 17C Angus have inscriptions entirely in Latin,
and these can show "minor variations and elegancies" even "exercises of ingenuity [such] as
anagrams and acrostics". Greek and Hebrew appear in quotation, not "originally" composed.
The similarity of many inscriptions in the area of Montrose from 1672-1709 points to a
common source. It could be the "Mr James Wiseheart, professor of philology in Montrose"
whose tomb is recorded.
"We know that projected epitaphs were the subject of discussion and correspondence, so it
seems likely that a favourite text, especially in the prestige form of a dead language, would be
a precious possession to be dispensed to friends in time of need." "Minor discrepancies in ...
quotation and differing styles of writing the Greek infer reliance on memory", (p. x)
FOUR LATIN VERSES FOR WHICH THE AUTHORS "HAVE NOT FOUND THE
ORIGINS":
1. From Mr Wiseheart's tomb (1683) and Laurencekirk (1709):
Disce mori quicumque legis mea scripta viator
Omnes aequa manent funera Disce mori
Disce mori frater discat cum presule clerus
Cum iuniore senex cum sapiente rudis
2. From Montrose (Monteith) and Logie Pert (1688):
Mors certa est incerta dies hora agnita nulli
Extremam quare quamlibet esse puta
3. From Inverkeilor (1675), Dun (1696) and Aberlemno (1697):
Coniugium Christi ac animae mors solvere nescit
Sed camale potest coniugis atque viri
4. From Arbirlot (1972), Logie Pert (1683) and, modified, from Kinneff:
Mors mortis morti mortem nisi morte dedisset
Aeternae vitae ianua clausa foret
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This last (p.xi) once (1734 and some time after) appeared in English too, according to J.
Malcolm:
Life's everlasting gates for ever had been shut
Had not the death of Christ them pulled up.
5. On the very stones at Arbirlot and Logie Pert which had n° 4, and also at Montrose (1679),
Dun (1687) and St Cyrus (1688) there is Greek prose reminiscent of Rev. 2 but apparently
rephrased (with fellowship of the angels replacing the boon of a crown):
TO NIKQNTI A02ETAI THN TON AITEAQN KOINQNIAN EXEIN.
This group and this group only share on different stones these varied sentiments and
references: Eccles 12,7; Aeneid X 467/8; Hebrews 9, 27, and the above 5 unidentified Latin
and Greek texts. This would seem to prove their connection, "perhaps dating back to school
days in Montrose" (i.e, written by a group of common schooling), if not (P.M.Mc) common
(single) authorship.
Note again the fact that these all fall between 1672 and 1709, the repetition of findspots, and
note also the proximity of the findspots along the same part of the Scottish coast. I list them
from NE to SW: Kinneff, Laurencekirk, Logie Pert, St. Cyrus, Montrose, Dun, Inverkeilor,
Arbirlot and Aberlemmo. If the "declensional" ingenuity of n° 4 is not copied from medieval
models, it can be closely paralleled from them.
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2.

Yeats — self-epitaph

W.B.Yeats worked seriously and long on the wording for his own tombstone, writing a whole
poem about it and several letters, lengthily playing about with the inscription. In this he may
represent a tradition going back to the Romans’ se vivo inscriptions (see CIL Indices). The
form which ends his poem Under Ben Bulben: was in fact the one inscribed, though his letters
display earlier versions:
.. .Under bare Ben Bulben’s head
In Drumcliff churchyard Yeats is laid.
An ancestor was rector there
Long years ago; a church stands near,
By the road, an ancient Cross,
No marble, no conventional phrase,
On limestone quarried near the spot
By his command these words are cut:
Cast a cold eye
On life, on death,
Horseman, pass by!19
The final three verses were originally four, like those of the preceding stanzas. Yeats had
excised one of the four lines he first mentioned in a letter of 193820, where he notes: “I wrote
on the margin ‘Draw rein, draw breath...’ ” (and then our three lines). A traditional and
perhaps natural desire for brevity emerges in another letter of his last full year of life, that is,
of 193821. In this it was his plan to prescribe “Just my name and dates22 and these
lines...”,— the three reproduced above. His extended musings remind us that it is not only
The Churchyards Handbook and an artificial official tradition that require restraint on
gravestones23. Imminent death does tend to reduce all non-practical considerations to the
barest essentials. For the thinking man, even the death of others or his own remoter fate are
invitations to sobriety. Revulsion against funerary display is not confined to the opponents of
the individual or the social class which so flaunts itself. In both China and Greece
philosophers and moralists agreed with many another culture that burials must tend to
simplicity, perhaps in opposition to periods of extravagant funerary display by the rich and

19 Last Poems in W.B.Y. The Poems Macmillan 1983 p.356.
20 To Dorothy Wellesley. A ug.15 1938: “I have found a book of essays about Rilke waiting me; one on
Rilke’s ideas about death annoyed me. I wrote on the margin: Draw rein; draw breath./ Cast a cold eye / On
life, on death. / Horseman pass by.”
21 Except for the punctuation (semicolon after death, no comma after horseman ). Yeats was a careless
punctuator. Wade; 1954 pp.913-4. Jeffares (1984; 407) remarks that Hone has shown that he was equally
careless in saying that he had written in the margin. Yeats’ copy of this book shows no such note.
22 e.g. '"William Butler Yeats 1865-1939", or the inverse.
23 Spiegl quotes from the 1947 edition, revised 1962 and again in the 1970’s. The name of the deceased is
supposed to be in full, but other details need to be reduced. It warns against overloaded or indecorous stones,
and against euphemism. “It is the duty of the incumbent to refuse to sanction the wording of an intended
inscription if it is either verbose or objectionable”. The epitaph should not be “obtrusive nor presumptuous, and
in particular, it must not be wordy”. “The epitaph of an Englishman should, in an English churchyard, be in the
common language.” Most tellingly for our purpose is the veiled criticism of past practice: “There is an art in
writing an epitaph, which, though all think they have it, few really possess.” Finally, the last extract in Spiegl’s
unnumbered pages, a warning against informality, which the Greeks never needed, nor perhaps did any other
pre-Gutenberg culture : “...an epitaph becomes public property, and it will be read by those who have no
personal interest in the person to whom it refers...” It is of the essence of “inscription” to be addressed to any
man, perhaps to Everyman.
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powerful. Genet’s book provides a photo24 which proves that Yeats’s stone was indeed
extremely simple. It was decorated only by the lines of verse. Prose had been widespread on
prestige stones since at least the + 18C, though such prose is usually presented in a definable
“monumental style” both in phrasing and in layout. The graves of the poor and middle
classes had verse in some quantity.
In this verse epitaph Yeats must have had in mind the Latin prose self-epitaph of another
great Irishman, Jonathan Swift, which however (q.v.), could not be more different in theme,
tone or subject matter from the final triplet of Ben Bulben.

24 1976, facing p.65. The limestone stele is severely rectangular, completely lacking in ornament. First come
the three lines (they were mentioned in the will), then his name, much bolder ( W.B. Yeats), then a line for each of
the three elements of the date: month, day and year.
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3.

Self epitaphs — R.L.S. — What did he intend?

(100 years later)
Stevenson and Smith
Robert Louis & Janet Adam
Louis Stevenson. Collected Poems London

19712

Robert

19501 and it seems that there is quite a problem with the poems Stevenson did not himself
publish, of which Smith selects only some to produce here.
The most significant thing for our study is that despite the fact that Stevenson wrote much
occasional verse, and published some of it, and despite his proven fascination for three
occasional (if major) poets — Horace, Martial, and Herrick, he never called any of his
short occasional verses "epigram", whereas Bums had done so. This is all the more
surprising when we see the pretentiousness of much of Stevenson's serious verse. Perhaps
it is the relaxed, vernacular attitude he maintained in finding the right words "for a
birthday, a parting, a gift, a death, a letter, a rejoicing" which prevented the use of the still
widespread term epigram for his shorter efforts. Verse writing was also secondary to prose
in this writer's mind, though his verse is very carefully crafted, including some in
imitations of Classical metres. As R.L.S.'s tomb plaque shows, he is surprisingly easy to
misquote. P.49 of the introduction captures well the attitude of poets for many a long
century to copies of their own poems which they kept with them but did not publish. The
point is well made and might be applied to Gregory Nazianzen, so important for the
continuity of Pagan epigram to the Christian Greek east, and no doubt, less directly, to the
west as well. Such copies might be carried around for sentimental reasons and with the
intention of perhaps revising them some time. To publish them holus bolus on the death of
the writer, for Robert as well as for Gregory, does harm to their reputations, as is noted in
the foreword to the Nachlass of the middle Iranologist Henning (see *Boyce and
Gershevitch 1970, and Keydell RLAC s.v. Epigramm for comments on Gregory). This is
the reservation we must have in mind when reading Gregory's corpus and the collections of
Stevenson's poems which fall between his own death a century ago and the first critical
edition of Smith.
Despite the lack of a single epigram in the book, Book I is preceded by a deprecatory
quatrain, and begins with an Envoy of six lines. Such mini-genres are often pressed into
the epigrammatic basket.
Underwoods XV is entitled Et Tu in Arcadia Vixisti, indicating the longevity of this painting
type (and its inscriptions) treated by *Panofsky. It is suitably directed at an artist relative.
See the notes on p. 475.
REQUIEM: The printed form of the poem is of two stanzas, four-beat quatrains each ending
in a short, three beat final line. As the entire eight lines were actually engraved on the
tomb, and were at least tentatively meant for the author's tomb se vivo, the prehistory of the
published version is of interest for the whole process, which as we know was common
enough in Roman times.
First, memorial and funerary poetry of a non-epitaphic sort was written on the death of
Stevenson by John Davidson, Richard Garnett, Richard Le Gallienne, and J.M.Barrie. This
is common in many poetic traditions. It is the strictly epitaphic forms which are of most
interest for the history of epigram, the genre.
Secondly, the published poem is dated Hy£res, May 1884 (ten years before the death of the
author), but there survives a first draft dated Train August 79, when Stevenson was in fact
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very ill (he was often desperately ill), but was on his way to California to marry Fanny
Osbourne. It is not really epitaphic, but belongs to the loose genre of elegiac poems in
view of one's own, or another's death. We have found plenty of this in Persian and
Japanese.
We should quote:
Now when the number of my years
Is all fulfilled, and I
From sedentary life
Shall rouse me up to die,
Bury me low and let me lie
Under the wide and starry sky,
Joying to live, I joyed to die.
Bury me low and let me lie.
Clear was my soul, my deeds were free,
Honour was called my name,
I fell not back from fear
Nor followed after fame,
Bury me low and let me lie
Under the wide and starry sky,
Joying to live, I joyed to die.
Bury me low and let me lie.
Bury me low in valleys green
And where the milder breeze
Blows fresh along the stream,
Sings roundly in the trees—
Bury me low and let me lie
Under the wide and starry sky,
Joying to live, I joyed to die.
Bury me low and let me lie.
Apparently Stevenson did much brooding on an actual epitaph in the next year, 1880. In a
letter to Colvin, San Francisco, February 1880 we read:
"Sketch of my tomb follows:
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON
BORN 1850, OF A FAMILY OF ENGINEERS,
D IED .........................................
'NITOR AQUIS'
HOME IS THE SAILOR, HOME FROM SEA.
AND THE HUNTER h o m e FROM t h e h il l .

... I may perhaps try to write it
better some day; but that is what I want in sense. The verses are from [emphasis ours,
P.M.Mc] a beayootiful poem by me."
He had taken "nitor aquis" from a translation into Latin elegiacs made of his own Inland
Passage by an Eton boy and adopted it as his "device in life". Thus he toyed with an
inscriptional couplet for his tomb, and it was his wife and friends who selected the whole
two stanzas from the Underwoods version of "Requiem", which conclude with this pair of
lines. Actually, in between these published stanzas there could well have been a third, still
extant in MS dated 1880 Jan S.F. The middle verse of this version was later rejected by
Stevenson when he was revising REQUIEM for publication, and it reads:
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.. .Here may the winds about me blow;
Here the clouds may come and go;
Here shall be rest forevermo,
And the heart for aye shall be still. ...
The phrase in Underwoods and a variation recalling the one-word expansion of it on the tomb
at Mt. Vaea both occur in a fine, if rather predictable poem by Housman, written in the
same month as Stevenson died. Italics also mine here:
. R.L.S.
Home is the sailor, home from sea:
Her far-borne canvas furled
The ship pours shining on the quay
The plunder of the world.
Home is the hunter from the hill:
Fast in the boundless snare
All flesh lies taken at his will
And every fowl of air.
Tis evening on the moorland free,
The starlit wave is still:
Home is the sailor from the sea,
The hunter from the hill.
Let us summarise.
1. The self-epitaph began in August 1879 as a 24 line poem, three quatrains each with the
same four line, lyric refrain which contains the "Bury m e..." idea.
2. By January 1880 it had been edited down to three stanzas, including the eight lines now
familiar to us, by excising the matter of the three quatrains altogether and varying the
matter of the refrain of the 1879 draft.
3. A month later, February 1880, an actual epitaph is suggested, with full name and dates
(years only), the latter including a short prose description of his origins and his two word
Latin motto. This intended epitaph sems to have been no more than a distich, in fact, the
closing pair of lines of the published poem (or of some earlier version of it).
4. By 1884 the published version had been further edited down to its first and last stanzas,
making an intended epitaph of 8 lines.
5. In the years after his death in 1894 it was somehow decided to place all eight lines of the
two Underwoods stanzas on his plaque. I am unable to find in the many biographies of
Stevenson whether this was in accord with his papers or his oral recommendations, against
them, or in ignorance of them. Thus, unlike W.B. *Yeats, he may not have his final wishes
on the matter of his epitaph properly respected.
6. In one phrase the Underwoods (published version) was either supplemented with an
additional, easy "the", or this variation was taken from one of the earlier versions surviving
in Stevenson's papers.
I do not expect to find as much of the prehistory of the self epitaphs of other poets, as the
papers of Yeats and Stevenson have been fairly well preserved. Nor is anyone else now
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likely to do so. This means that those who speculate on the dynamics behind the apparent
self epitaphs of writers from previous centuries are generalising from what they know of
the situation in their own century, and from one or a few famous, discoverable cases of
somewhat earlier vintage, such as these two.
Hence the usefulness of catching the more modem processes on the wing, whenever we can.

Some books:
Daiches
David
1973 Robert Louis Stevenson and his world London
Heavily illustrated.
Pp.l 10-111 feature the tomb on Mt. Vaea, from which I copy the (centre-justified) text,
seemingly unpunctuated, on the easternmost bronze plaque
1850 ROBERT LOVIS STEVENSON 1894 /
(LHS circled star three lines deep) VNDER THE WIDE AND STARRY SKY (circled star three lines deep RHS)
/ DIG THE GRAVE AND LET ME LIE /
GLAD DID I LIVE AND GLADLY DIE /
AND I LAID ME DOWN WITH A WILL /
THIS BE THE VERSE YOV GRAVE FOR ME /
HERE HE LIES WHERE HE LONGED TO BE /
HOME IS THE SAILOR HOME FROM THE SEA /
AND THE HVNTER HOME FROM THE HELL

The Plaque is larger in size than is the European custom. The penultimate line is here (as
often) misquoted, or taken from a MS, earlier version. It was officially published by
Stevenson with the lectio difficilior "Home is the sailor home from sea". He was an
enthusiastic editor and polisher.

Furnas
J C Voyage to Windward, the Life of Robert Louis Stevenson
New York 1951
On the Road of the Loving Heart cut by one of the warring Samoan factions for Stevenson
to get to his jungle house, i.e., the Mataafa clan (losing out at that time to the Malietoa and
the Tamasese clans) the builders placed a signboard (perhaps in Samoan) giving their
names after an honorific and explanatory prose inscription. Some of these very aristocratic
men six weeks later carried the body of the Tusitala to its grave on top of Mt. Vaea, and
themselves dug a grave there. P.432-433 tells of Furnas's climb to the site "five years
ago", i.e., in the mid 1940s. The gabled concrete grave has plaques designed by
Californian Gelett Burgess, whom Fanny Stevenson knew in California after the death of
Louis. The east plaque carries part of "Requiem" (misquoted in the penultimate line, or
quoted from another copy), the west has the speech of Ruth to Naomi in Samoan language,
on the northern face is a plaque for Fanny, with her favourite flowers pictured and another
selection from the verses of R.L.S., those beginning "Teacher, tender comrade, wife...". It
so happens that the track comes up to the grave from this north side, but such could not
have been part of the intentions of the designers of the monument, and it is accidental that
the visitor sees Fanny's plaques first. However, the Samoan diggers of the original, earth
grave placed Louis's head to the north. This could not have been accidental.
For the other monuments to Stevenson see Daiches p. 110-111 (Mt. Vaea, pictures),
Hammerton p.308 (San Francisco), Rankin p.205 (Bournemouth/Skerryvore), and most
biographies for Edinburgh. Also the poem Skerryvore (Coll. Poet. p.142 Underwoods
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XXXIV), which announces in seven lines the inscription of just one word: "Skerry vore",
on the lintel of the cot(tage). See also p.485 of the poems for reference to two other
inscriptions for Skerryvore not listed in that work. The Edinburgh monument has a large
bronze medallion on it, with extensive verse from R.L.S. in very fine, raised lettering, in
front of and above an image of the great man sitting and writing.

Hammerton J A

Stevensoniana Edinburgh 1907

p.308 has the San Francisco memorial pictured, facing the description, in which the
prose inscription is quoted, from R.L.S.'s Christmas sermon, a moralising piece.

Rankin
Nicholas
Stevenson London

1987 Dead Man's Chest. Travels after Robert Louis

P.204-205 describe the model lighthouse raised in 1954 over the site of the bombed
Skerryvore house (Nov 1940 on the night of Bournemouth's second worst air raid). A
narrative plaque in front of it explains the importance of the house.
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4.

English epitaphs and funerary poetry - Ketton-Cremer

Ketton-Cremer recalls Jowett’s dictum that nowhere is maximum genuineness of feeling so
often linked to minimum good taste as in churchyards (p.469), and this difference between the
literary and the inscriptional epitaph may be taken as natural, even though Wordsworth was
yet to emphasise the value of non-immediate emotion for the writing of good poetry. The
same Wordsworth wrote an Essay upon Epitaphs 181025, showing that early Romanticism
had not lost the 18th century taste for graveyard poetry, reflections on “past worth” and
feelings of “grief and wonder”.
Here is a Romantic anti-epigram of Landor, the last great writer of both Latin and English
epigram:
Few tears, nor those too warm, are shed
By poet over poet dead.
Without premeditated lay
To catch the crowd, I only say,
As over Southey’s slab I bend,
The best of mortals was my friend.
The artistic and literary epitaph was at its peak in the early 17C with Donne’s Anniversaries ,
Ben Johnson’s To the Memory>o f my Beloved Wm. Shakespeare, and longer elegies like
Lycidas. Such elegies were intended for long meditation in the study and were as popular in
this period as similar works were to be in the 19C, but 17C churchyard poetry was richer.
Classical influence seems to have penetrated the shade of the yews by this century, and with
the onset of a more intense “Classicism” in the 18C, the stones lose much of their
decorativeness as the epitaphs lose much of their variety (p.476). Differing cultural
circumstances make the group epitaph much rarer than it had been in Greece. The first
genuine group epitaph in English is said to be that fine poem of Collins: How sleep the
brave, and this, as we will soon see, is, if epitaphic, not notably epigrammatic. Johnson, who
criticised some of Pope’s many epitaphs in The Lives of the Poets 26. followed the vogue for
this serious if occasional poetry and wrote one for the musician Charles Claudius Phillips.
The fact that he wrote it, that he wrote it in English, and that he wrote it for this particular
person, is indicative of the nature of epitaph and poetry itself at this time. Johnson was
inclined to compose something so unusual because he thought he could do better than the
epigram he first saw on Phillips. He was never asked to do so. He preferred to write such
things in Latin. He probably did not know the man personally, and was given to public
assertions that he did not like music! Despite these apparent disabilites on the part of its
author, Ketton-Cremer calls this the best English epitaph of all those intended for the stone.
As we have seen, the intention, or the possibility of a location on stone is hard to assess for
many poems, and, in the discussion of individual, isolated poems, it may not be very
significant. The general influence of stone is easier to discuss, as it provides a constant and
general orientation, or “horizon”. Here are the three well-modulated couplets of Johnson’s
much-praised epigram:

2- Ketton-Cremer, p.470. Hartman (1970a) p.229 notes the palpable design on the passer-by of Romantic
nature lyric, which he sees as derived from inscriptional forms. P.207 has a telling story about Charles Lamb’s
automatic classification o f “Lines left upon a seat in a Yew-Tree...” as that Inscription.
26 Ketton-Cremer p.470, and p.481.
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Phillips, whose touch harmonious could remove
The pangs of guilty power and hapless love;
Rest here, distress’d by poverty no more,
Here find that calm thou gav’st so oft before:
Sleep, undisturb’d, within this peaceful shrine,
Till angels wake thee with a note like thine!
Collins’ previously mentioned Ode written in the beginning o f the Year 1746 shows how
small a distance there can be between the short ode and the polished epigram, laudatory,
emotional or both. Each stanza resembles in outer form the epitaph of Johnson, but there is
little sense of thematic and emotional closure, even at the end of the second stanza. An
epigram is tighter than a stanza detached from some longer poem. We note also rich
suggestions about concerns not directly epitaphic, and the immensely important word there,
contrasting with Johnson’s here:
How sleep the Brave, who sink to Rest,
By all their Country’s Wishes blest!
When Spring, with dewy Fingers cold,
Returns to deck their hallow’d Mold,
She there shall dress a sweeter Sod,
Than Fancy's feet have ever trod.
By Fairy Hands their Knell is rung,
By Forms unseen their Dirge is sung;
There Honour comes, a Pilgrim grey,
To bless the Turf that wraps their Clay,
And Freedom shall awhile repair,
To dwell a weeping hermit there!
Here we have traditional restraint, aided by the pithiness so appreciated in this period, and the
delicacy and tenderness of pre-Romanticism... a marvellous blend of qualities in creative
tension.
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5.

Etlin 18C

His knowledge of the English "gardenists" is useful, as they illustrate the pastoral and elegiac
nature of English park cemeteries in the later 18C. The link between garden and the poet is
clear in the Pope of post 1730. Gardens were of themselves pleasantly sad, and as they
should be full of tasteful ruins, funerary motifs are to be expected. "Solemn meditation"
mixed with "festivity", "allegro" mood with "penseroso" (all this on p. 176). P.179: Lord
Lyttleton’s Hagley had an old urn, set in its evocative spot by Pope, and dedicated to his
memory after the poet's death. Thomson, poet of The Seasons, had also visited Hagley, and a
handsome octagonal building preserved his memory in his favourite spot (one recalls the even
greater devotion of the Qin family to their garden in Wuxi, see *Ching). Shenstone also had
his urn, in a deep glen among tall oaks, identified by an inscription:

To the memory of
William Shenstone, Esq.
In whose verses
Were all the natural graces,
And in whose manners
Was all the amiable simplicity
Of pastoral poetry;
With the sweet tenderness
Of the elegiac.
Apparently, according to the reference to Panofsky, all this is derived from the rather isolated
incident in the Fifth Eclogue where an epitaph for dead Daphnis (two hexameter lines)
concludes Mopsus' bucolic song. There are later short epitaphs in Elegy (Propertius and
Ovid) and last words, which come close to the former in genre, but (p.179) Panofsky and his
disciple Etlin regard the invasion of the funerary into the bucolic as insufficiently justified by
these Classical hints. Perhaps Etlin did not know how the Renaissance and the Baroque
"saw" the Classical past, through what lenses and windows they took a slant to suit their own
culture. In any case, Poussin's two paintings with this inscription already existed, and
according to Panofsky were quickly misinterpreted (p. 182) by Dubos. The first discoverable
examples of such a theme (p. 181) seem to be 15C still lifes with Vanitas images like the
skull. This enters Arcadia with Giovanni Francesco Guercino, 1621-23, where two
shepherds come on a skull on top of a pedestal inscribed "Et in Arcadia ego". "Even in
Arcadia I hold sway" would be the interpretation in the Vanitas tradition. Nearly a hundred
years later Poussin composed a similar foreground in front of a softer pastoral scene, making
the pedestal into a handsome sarcophagus. The discoverers of the inscription are now true
swains, not peasants, and one of them is a woman. Thus there is more of a disjunction
between the pastoral scene and the jarring message. For our purposes in the history of
epigraphy, the swains in Poussin's first painting have their attention riveted on the inscription,
and they do not seem to have absorbed its message. They are surprised, but the viewer
already knew. The second painting is similar, but the death's head has completely gone, and
the party are engaged in a careful consideration of the inscription. Their comprehension of
the message seems to be more advanced than it was in the earlier painting, involving the
viewer more in the point of the juxtaposition of Arcadia and some unknown poor Yorick than
in the mere curiosity and incipient alarm of discoverers and viewers.
The primacy of the inscription is what most interests me. Despite all the careful imagery it is
this which is central, and no doubt such a fact in such a famous painting speaks for the ethos
of its age. The Latin words were misinterpreted to mean that a young girl, presumably buried
there, laments, "Once, despite all this, lived in Arcadia" or, "And I was once an inhabitant of
Arcadia". What evanescent, self-indulgent sadness this might arouse, is of secondary
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importance for my purpose. What is directly relevant to us is the convergence of two
traditions, the pastoral and the funerary. "[T]he major poets of nature and the champions of
the elegiac landscape, such as Shenstone, Hirschfeld, and the Abbd Delille, found in it [sc.
this compositional type] the epitome of man's relationship to the dead." (p.182). Perhaps we
could have just accepted the evidence of the Shenstone vernacular epitaphs, real or fictive,
but (p. 183) we have his own words that he intended to inscribe the "Et in Arcadia Ego" on a
Miss Dolman's urn on the basis of the Abbd Dubos's description of the Poussin painting. On
the gilt urn, carefully positioned at the end of Lover's Walk at the Leasowes, the um (also?)
was inscribed with:

Ah Maria!
The most elegant of maidens;
Alas! snatch'd away in
The bloom of beauty,
Farewell!
How much less pleasure there is in surviving
Than in remembering thee!
It is always significant to me when verse is not felt to be suitable for such 18C garden/park
inscriptions, even for the most effusive of them. The only verse in all this episode was "left
anonymously on a seat at the Leasowes.........after Shenstone's death":
O Earth! to his remains indulgent be,
Who so much care and cost bestowed on thee!
Who crown'd thy barren hills with useful shade,
And chear'd with tinkling rills each silent glade;
Here taught the day to wear a thoughtful gloom,
And there enliven'd Nature's vernal bloom.
Propitious earth! lie lightly on his head,
And ever on his tomb thy vernal glories spread!
It does not seem to matter to this genre whether these lines were meant to be inscribed or not.
We have given the prose epitaph for Shenstone at the beginning of this section. Like many
other friends of nature, and few intellectuals of the end of the century weren't, Shenstone was
buried in the memorial groves of (this) garden. It was apparently this sort of attitude that
grew powerful enough by the 1790s to bring about Pdre-Lachaise.
While (p.358) the reform hit England in the years around 1830: Liverpool, Low Hill General
Cemetery (1825), St. James Cemetery (1825-29), the Glasgow Necropolis (1832), and
London, All Souls Cemetery at Kensal Green (1833) and many others, especially Highgate
Cemetery (1839), the innovative Americans seized on such fruits of the later Enlightenment
and called them "rural" cemeteries, the first being Mount Auburn outside Boston (1831),
Laurel Hill of Philadelphia (1836), and Greenwood in Brooklyn (1838). By 1849 scarcely a
city of note in America was lacking such a facility. Philadelphia had fully twenty of them.
Etlin searches for "relevance" through a potted history of early cemeteries in his native
country. He does not give them the priority allowed them by Curl. No doubt English writers
have their views coloured by the tardiness of London authorities and the insufficiency of the
private cemeteries in this, the world’s financial and trading capital.. Scotland and Ireland
were more advanced, but not as progressive as even pre-Revolutionary France.
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It does not seem that the style of inscription in "rural" cemeteries was in any way rustic. Such
an independence from the monument is the main reason why I have continued to study the
separate history of the words of inscriptions. But as we see from the varying interpretations
of "Et in Arcadia Ego" in the space of just a few decades, within a very homogeneous culture,
studies of the special sensibility and traditions of short periods of cultural history may allow
us to "read" inscriptions in the way their contemporaries did.
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Swift's self-epitaph

The epitaph Yeats most admired was indeed in prose. “Swift sleeps under the greatest
epitaph in history. You remember how it goes? It is almost finer in English than in Latin:
‘He has gone where fierce indignation can lacerate his heart no more’.” Thus speaks Yeats
through one of his literary characters27. We print the epitaph in question. It is in Latin, with
the studied lineation of Roman and Renaissance carving, still boldly displayed in St. Patrick's
Cathedral Dublin:

Hie depositum est Corpus

IONATHAN SWIFT S.T.D
Hujus Ecclesiae Cathedralis
Decani,
Ubi saeva Indignatio
Ulterius
Cor lacerare nequit.
Abi Viator
Et imitare, si poteris,
Strenuum pro virili
Libertatis Vindicatorem.
Obiit 19° Die Mensis Octobris
A.D.1745 Anno ^Etatis 78°. 28
There is no doubt about the ‘inscriptionality’ of this. The former great Irishman's will29
leaves little to chance, and it was to be inscribed on “Black Marble.. .seven feet from the
Ground in large Letters, deeply cut, and strongly gilded”30. There can be little doubt that,
despite the difference in form, a later admirer, Yeats (q.v., above), was influenced by the
practice of the former, as well as by a durable trend in western culture. No doubt this sort of
personal imitation is largely responsible for the history of our genre.

27 “John Corbet”. See Johnson (1953) n.51.
28 Here is placed the body of Jonathan Swift S.T.D. Dean of this cathedral church, where savage indignation no
longer can lacerate his heart. Go traveller and imitate if you can this man who defended liberty to the very
limits of human energy. He died the 19th day of the month of October, the year of Our Lord 1745, of his own
age, 78th.
29 3 May 1740. Johnson (1953) 818.
30 See Luce (1967) p.78 ff.
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7.

Weaver's Monuments

Weaver's book pictures 200 monuments. First, the rare verse: p.57 fig. 17 of 1638 has the
monument for Sir John Lawrence in Chelsea Old Church which has 10 lines of English verse
after the prose epitaph. P.89, fig. 34 has a double monument of 1724-6, cenotaph for
Elizabeth Corbett and later the grave for a relative which has 10 lines of English verse
following the first inscription. P.348 has a quoted poem selected from the works of the
deceased, Francis Thompson. P.352 the Newbolt poem on group epitaph for Cliftonians.
P.363 also shows eight lines of original verse, perhaps composed by the deceased for his own
monument, if not, then imagined to be thus produced. P. 435 and 437, for Earl Grosvenor,
shows a quatrain on top of the "rail" of a boxed grave open to the heavens and with three
free-standing figures, king, knight and bishop, rising from the back wall, the one
incorporating a central panel of the primary inscription. Thus 3% of the selected monuments
have verse, but perhaps this is the approximate percentage for the influential verse stones of
Greece at various periods! It seems quite enough for such a poeticising tradition to continue.
P. 363, Fig. 188 Cast bronze, in the Cape Town Cathedral, Eric Gill the artist:

TO THE MEMORY OF

FYDELL EDMUND GARRETT
MEMBER FOR VICTORIA EAST
IN THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY
OF CAPE COLONY

1897-1900

EDITOR OF THE CAPE TIMES

1895-1899
"Where'er I fall - like yonder ripped
Old elm - there lay me - so but one
Small brass hang where the solemn crypt
Gives respite from the CapeTown sun.
Hard by the hurrying street, alive
With strength & youth, tis all I claim,
That where the heart is, there survive
The dust and shadow of a name"
HE LOOKED FORWARD
& MADE SOME BEGINNINGS
Born 1865 Died 1907
P.33: the smaller sort of wall tablet is said to be mostly a thing of the Renaissance, p.34,
Weaver regards the Medieval wall monuments and slabs as the floor ones stood up, either for
lack of room in the floor or for greater prominence. P.38, the coat of arms and inscription are
supposed to have migrated from the table tomb to the nearby wall, which assumes that the
gisant tomb was commonly inscribed. I have raised this question about English tombs in
connection with the doubts of H.A.Tummers. The wall memorial is said to be typically
Italian on p.41. P.159 and fig. 71 present us with 8 Florentine heraldic style tablets, 6 of
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them with an inscription band (underneath the shield). P.186 claims that there are no English
"kneeling deceased". This form is said to have developed from the posture of donor images
on the Continent. A wood tablet from 1594 is mentioned on p.240, and the following pages
praise wood epigraphy. P.243, figg. 116, 117, feature a pelican motif, on which I am
collecting material for another project. P.277 begins an interesting discussion of iconography
indicating “the trade or the profession of the deceased”, a practice common for the nobility
and the clergy in the Middle Ages. Besides the sword, and the chalice (or paten, books
pastoral staves), we find a hunting horn at Gilling Yorkshire, a sword and shield with
pilgrim's staff and scrip at Haltwhistle, Northumberland, a sword with a primitive battle-axe
at Rhuddlan, a harp at Heysham in Lancashire, and a lance at Ribchester, no dates suggested.
Trade emblems from the Middle Ages are: shears, for any lady and specially for one related
to a wool stabler or clothier, scissors and a glove for a glover, and a square and heavy axe
presumably for a mason. A smith’s hammer and pincers (p.278) are at Chesterfield,
Derbyshire, and the bell and brazier at St. Dionis, York are for a bell-founder. This is only a
small selection of what the author could reproduce. He mentions that "occupation" icons
occur on humbler graves from the 17C to the early 19C, particularly in Scotland. One is
illustrated from Girthon Churchyard, Kirkcudbright, of 1776, with a rake, a trencher (?) and a
spade heading the stone in relief. Joiners had a mallet and chisel, tailors the scissors and the
"goose", schoolmasters' graves had books, etc.
P. 298, Ch.IX, begins the topic of heraldry on graves, and what is of interest to the present
study is that while devises are occasional, names are said to be common on the distinctive
shields. P.330 begins a few pages on italics, their purported origins and their use.
Quotations, and quotations from poets are mentioned on p.347, where poetic prose is
adverted to, something rare in comments on epigraphy.
The use of quotations from the poets for memorial inscriptions does not date back far,
but some epigraphists have contrived to give their lines the air of a poetic quotation.
There is a good example on the grave of Robert Bloomfield (1823) at Campton,
Bedford, "Let his wild native wood-notes tell the rest". A poet might well have
written the famous epitaph to the Father of English Music (1695), "Here lies Henry
Purcell Esq, who left this life and is gone to that blessed place where only his own
harmony can be exceeded."
To modern eyes the "where only" presents an initial problem of interpretation. P.348
Whether we should set up a gradation of self-epitaphs is an interesting question: A poem
explicitly written for one's own grave; poetry tentatively written for one's own grave; poetry
of the churchyard and the grave not intended for burial but using that setting for elegiac or
moralistic effect, and selected by others as appropriate to an inscription; and just a typical
example of an author's poetry selected to grace his grave in addition to the more usual topics
of the prose epitaph, rather as images of tools of trade are made to stand on graves.
The author's favourite modern poet, Sir Henry Newbolt, is twice quoted for his quatrain on
the Old Cliftonians who fell in the Boer War 1899-1902. I take it from p.352:
Clifton, remember these thy sons who fell
Fighting far over sea,
For they in a dark hour remembered well
Their warfare learned of thee.
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As regards length, it seems that Henry Hallam wrote long for his son, Arthur's, stone, but
Tennyson, who effused so lengthily on paper for Arthur, wrote for his father: "Here rests
Henry Hallam the Historian", commenting that he "thought the simpler the epitaph the better
it would become the simple and noble man". "For inscriptions to individuals terseness is of
the essence of success and a condition of remembrance", and he quotes:

O Rare Ben Johnson
and:
I
d

A
e

N
E
a r

died Oct 7 1 6 8 8

p.355, fig. 182, Jane Lister, part of incised stone wall tablet, Westminster Abbey Cloisters.
On p.356 it is suggested that there was a far more restrained type of honorific text in the
second half of the 17C, contrasting with the "bombastic catalogues of virtues" of the 18C. "It
was Dr. Johnson who said that 'in lapidary inscriptions a man is not upon his oath,' and he
defended the note of exaggerated praise in the epitaphs of his contemporaries."
The punning, joking epitaph of the eighteenth century is alluded to on p.354, with few
allowed to pass the gate of "modem" taste beyond the obscure allusion to 2 Kings IV, 26 on
Major Childe's memorial, in the bare words:

It is well
Weaver quotes quite a few poetic extracts which he classes as suitable quotations for graves.
After the book proper, p.457-459. there is an interesting bibliography.
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4. English - Theory & Discussion & Opinions
1.

Cottrell

From Ex ungue leonem: or a proof (bv ten dozen) of sixty one Gross Epigrams designed for
the year 1656 James Cottrel 1654. These contain many obscene epigrams, and some are
macaronic. In the earlier parts of the Epistle to the Reader, before our quotation begins, he
says that he has collected 12,000 "for my own recreation" and plans to offer six score of
them. Later he offers a very general discussion on how to judge epigrams, and notes that in
anthologies and commonplace books they lie "torn from their fellow members", and that is
why the Lemmas are so important. His pages are not numbered, but some have signature
marks:
p.? of To the Reader, /...divination of worth, with the more perceptibility of their
eclipsed illustration, that, in the contexture of the afore-mentioned LEMMA'S and
NAMES, there is no leß of art, industry, and invention requisite, then for the
contrivement of the Epigrams themselves; and much more use in mater of application,
as by a thousand several instances is easier to make apparent.

After this maner, when these ten dozen were pricked down and extracted, it pleased
the aforesaid Gentlemen to grace them (after perusal) with their joynt approbation;
which prompted me, for the better encouragement of S tationers and PRINTERS, in
their undertaking for the residue, to allow an IMPRIMATUR to these.
This course seemed to me the more rational, that STATIONERS, (who never esteem of
the goodneß of Books, but by the benefit which thereby accrueth to themselvs) having
never been much accustomed with Tractates of this nature, and those few, brought to
their hands, not proving in every thing answerable to their expectation of gain, which
always fuit, est, & erit the to ou evexa of their profession) would have startled at the
presentment of the immense Volume of a DODECACHILIAD, not possible to be made
ready for sale, without vast disbursement both for paper and printing: the charge
whereof they would have been the more unwilling to undergo, that (the general
estimation held of books, being the chief precursor of their emolument) their hopes, in
this unusual undertaking, would have in the brood have been stifled by the contempt,
which this kinde / of Poeticizing hath of late most undeservedly fallen into.
At this undervaluing of what the Muses, in their greatest frolicks, are most delighted
in, I oftentimes have been very much admired; not could I conceive any other reason
for it, but that the prime Poets of this Land (setting before their eyes the imitation of
V ir g il , H o r a c e , O ved, A rio sto , P etr a r c h a , b e m b o , d u b a r t a s , R o n sa r d ,
LOPEDAVEGA, GUARINI, and such-like, rather then of MARTIAL, and others of his

ingenious fraternity) have been pleased to couch their Fancies, (wherein, without
flattery, to give them their own due, they have been and are as nothing inferiour to
any, in the best Nations of the world) and to digest them in any other kinde of Poetry
rather, then that of the EPIGRAMMATICAL strain.
But what it might be which moved them so to do, who had abilities for all maner of
Poems, is onely known unto thimselves: for truely I cannot imagine why, to ENGLISH
Poets, that maner of Versifying should not have been most agreeable, which is most
consonant with the propriety of the ENGLISH idiome; and that (in my opinion) is the
Epigram .
As for the precellencie, which, in the HEROICK vein, the G reek and LATINE have
above the ENGLISH, and all our other Vernacular}' Languages,’is easily understood by
those, that are well acquainted with the majestick pace of the D actyl and SPOND/E
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feet, which is of a much more graceful and lofty trip, then can be performed by our
lame I AMBOS J
A nother sort o f gallant P o e sie there is, called the LYRICK, w h erein are com prehended
SONNETS, MADRIGALS, HYMNS, B a l l e t s , O d e s , (w hether amorous, rural, military,
symposiastick, or w h at you w ill) EPITHALAMIONS to nuptials, EPINICIONS for
V ictories, GENETHLIACKS on nativities, C ONGRATULATORIES, and su ch -lik e co p ies
o f V erses, w h ich can n ot b e exp ressed by any k n ow n L an gu age in the w orld w ith m ore
advantage than in the I t a l i a n : the w h o le w ords w h ereof, (so m e fe w
SYNCATEGOREMATICAL m o n o sy lla b les on ely excep ted , and th ose not ab ove six in
all) m o st sm o o th ely term inating in v o w e ls, and co n sistin g o f sy lla b les (by reason o f
their paucity o f co n so n a n ts) ex c eed in g neatly m ateriated, do afford a PHRASEOLOGY
so adm irably fluent, that the very sound m ore then m ost sw e e tly dropping in the ear,
b ed ew s (to the in e x p r essib le ravishm ent o f the hearers, the n im b le spirits o f the brain,
w ith N ectar and h on ey DELICIOSISSIMAMENTE.

Yet in matter of ELEGIES, THRENODIES, or any long-breathed Poem on luctiferous
subjects, the S p a n is h and FRENCH Tongues may come in competition with the best.
T he latitude o f POESIE exten d in g y et a great deal further, there is a sp e c ie s thereof
called the DRAMMATICK, w h ich includeth TRAGEDIES, COMEDIES, INTERLUDES,
M a s k s , E n t e r t a i n m e n t s , D ia l o g u e s , S a t y r s , F r o l ic k s , G e o r g ic k s ,
PASTORALS, P is c ATORIES, NAUTICALS, (which last three paß commonly by the name
of ECLOGUES) and other such-like, in all which to the ENGLISH I would allow a

comparative, but no superlative degree./
For that, and no leß in so far as concerns the ENGLISH, I would reserve to the onely
even in its utmost extent, as it comprehendeth Epitaphs, Characters,
Emblemes, Devices, Motto's, Hieroglyphicks, Definitions, Aphorisms, Distributions,
Paradoxes, Rebus, Problemes; CHARIENTOLOGETICK QUIRKS, in facetious
Encounters; GNOMOLOGETICK, in Sentences; ParaDmial, in Adages; ETHOLOGICAL, in
Moral Precepts; EPISTEMONICAL, in Sciences; TECHNICAL, in Liberal Arts;
MECHANOLOGETICK, in Manual Trades; CABALISTICK, in mysterious Speculations;
PHILISTORETICK, in Narratives; P a l ^STRICK, in Field Exercises; UMBRATILARY, in
House-games; PAIDATHREUTICK, in Childish Sports; ANDROGYNATHLETICAL, in
Amourets betwixt man and woman: POLEMICK KNACKS, in the Milice; POLITICK, in
the State; MYTHOLOGICAL, in all maner of Fables; jENIGMATICK, in Riddles;
ARTTHMOLOGETICK, in numbers; BIOGRAPHICAL, in the institution of a mans life;
ZOOPEDEUTICK, in observing for our instruction the actions of meer Animals:
RHETORICAL W h i m s e y s , whether Ironical for Similitudes, or Antipophoretick for
Discrepances: EPITATICKHYPERBOLES, in Exuperancie, or HYPOCORISTICK in
Extenuation; with all the other Tropes and Figures, not omitting the PATHOLOGIE
thereto subservient; ingenious Fallacies IN & EXTRA DICTIONEM; Encomiasticks,
Vituperatories, Scoffs, Sarcasms, Witty Gybes, Jeers, Jests, Tales, Quibbles, Clinches,
Quips, Bulls, Anagrams, Chronograms, Logogryphs, Acrosticks, Teleuticks,
Palindromies, Retrogrades, Antistrophs, Criticisms, Dipno-/ sophisms,
Technopaegnions, and, in a word, all maner of succinct and concise Poetry, on what
subject soever, purely fancied, and in a quaint diction apparelled: for if in either of
those qualifications it fail, though it may possibly merit the stile of an EPIGRAM, yet
will it always be with the addition of a scurvie, paltry, and bad one.
EPIGRAM,

The EPIGRAM therefore, I again avouch, is that which of all maner of Poeticizing doth
best befit the Systeme of the ENGLISH Language; because it is that (I mean, the good
one) which, of all Poems, requireth the richest amd most pregnant conceit, a sublime
and piercing acumen in the close, to be sprucely worded, and in few terms; which last
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clause (to wit, shortneß) being in a maner essential to the EPIGRAM, as circularity (or
more properly, orbicularity) to the Heavens, makes that kind of Poesie, by reason of
the POLYMONOSYLLABICALOGLES of the ENGLISH, more convenient and sutable to
that I diome , then to any of the above-named Languages.
Truely, as for composing Poetical Teatises upon DIDASCALRY subjects, as did
Lucretius ; E pistolary , after the maner of ovid , H istorical, like L ucan , or any
other such longwinded Tractates upon serious purposes, whatever the subjected matter
be, Divine or Humane, it will not, in my opinion (still SALVADOCTIORIBUS
REVERENTIA) relish neer so well in Verse as Prose; which, set afoot once by a
dextrous Writer, cannot be (with any appearence of truth) said to walk on crutches,
more then Verses do: for it having answerable to the METRICAL feet in the learned
TONGUES, and parity of syllables tipped with semblable terminations (vulgarly
/.called RHYMES) in the VERNACULARY, another kinde of feet, every whit as
proportionable, swift, and vigorous; on which being set forward an ISOCOLY of
members, closing in correspondent desinences without HOMOIOTELY; the discoursed
or treated-on subject, will, on such lively props, run along the field of the Period, stop,
change, turn flie out again, and, with a most sprightly motion, full of alacrity, by
excitating Passion, and perswading Reason, forcibly seize, at last, upon all the both
upper and under faculties of the soul, and shut them up as close prisoners in the final
close of the expression.
Hereby as I must acknowledge my self obliged, in the parallel of Prose with Verse, to
ascribe the pre-eminence unto Prose, even in the ENGLISH, as well as in all other
Languages: so, on the other part, when one kind of Poem comes in competition with
another, and that it shall be asked me, which in the ENGLISH would prove most
graceful, my answer truely will be, for the reason above recited, that what rank soever
the EPIGRAM keep in other TONGUES, it should above all other Poetry obtain the
superiority in the ENGLISH.
This in very deed proved no mean motive to me, when my Genius led me in the vein
of Poeticizing to any favourable opportunity, of embracing a diversion with the sacred
Quire of PARNASSUS, to set aside all other maner of Poems, and lay hold on the
Epigram: but that which incontroversibly may be called the main cause of that my
choice, was my unavoidable want of leasure, to ply the Muses in any long purpose of
great deliberation. For although my minde had been never / so much bent on the
prosecuting of another strain, and that the ENGLISH diction had been able to furnish
me with advantages beyond any other SPEECH for such a task: yet for having been
always so unfortunately involved, either in publicke interests, private difficulties,
businesses of friends, disturbances of foes, or other suchlike entanglements,
oftentimes with an accumulative impetuousneß thronging upon me all together at
once; that I do not remember, the sun ever shined that day, (since the time elapsed of
my subferulerary age) wherein I was master of the space of two whole hours, which I
might be sure to call mine own, without the urgencie of some pressing interruption: I
could not, with pretext of reason, or shew of understanding the proportion of the
measure of motion, to the actions thereupon depending, have adventured to launch
forth my little Skiff of Invention, Poetically rigged, into the large and profound Ocean
of POLYSTICHETICK undertakings; or yet spun out, with any deserved praise, the
thread of those long-breathed Poems, which SECESSUM & OTIA QUERUNT.
Thus did the EPIGRAM become my darling Poemation; because I was never thereby
withdrawn from doing anything else: proving often times the more succeßful in it, the
more I was IN ALIUD AGENDO OCCUPATUS; and the more numerous, the leß solitary I
was. For very often in a day, wherein I have ridden four and twenty miles, have I
composed just so many EPIGRAMS, without hinderance to my partaking of any
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occurring discourse with my fellow-travellers: and as oft, when / a grievous and
deplorable accident, one or more (squadrons whereof, in these calamitous times, have
been too frequently obvious to the best of the Land) would obtrusively preß in upon
me, at any QUA DATA PORTA of the brain, some curious EPIGRAMMATICAL subjects
would on a sudden be introduced by those emissary spirits, who, from the
GLANDULARY fort, seated in the middle of the EPIGRANIDIAN citadel, were
commissionated to flie out, and make excursion upon the disturbers of their intestine
tranquillity; to the end that by the additional strength of such faithful and trusty
confederates, they might, with the greater ease, keep off their dull and lamentable
adversaries, from taking possession of any room, or quarter in the aforesaid
MULTICELLULARY Garison: and for the better encouragement of those
EPIGRAMMATICAL Auxiliaries, some of the Trained band, spirits of the souldiery of
TERPSICHORE, would make it their employment to trim and trick them up with A LA
MODE fancies, even to the very CODPIECE and PLACKET, procuring thereby their
admission unto a free quarter, through the favour of the Commander in chief, who, to
shun deeper inconveniences, was pleased to give way thereto: for although at first,
these light aerial subjects seemed, in regard of those other ponderous objects of a trist
& plangorous consideration, to be but as a ZANNIE, compared to a BUSKIN'D Actor on
the Stage; yet seeing a heavie, doleful, and discontented wretch seldom obtaineth that
reception, which is allowed to a jovial, pleasing guest, little H il a r u l o G ringalet
for his mirth was often entertained with welcome, when for his m orosity/ and sullen
melancholy, DON ADOLENIADO de PESADUMBRE CUIDOSO was for all his gravity,
very justly rejected.
I w ill not deny, but that I found my vein to operate the more easily in these
E pig ra m m a to g ra ph ica l Exercitations, that, according to my own fashion, in all
other Disciplines and Faculties, (as well as that of Poetry) of preferring Reason to
Testimony, and Truth to PLATO, and all his DISCIPLES, I was so averse from setting
before mine eyes the imitation of any, that contrary to the commonly-received custom
of terminating every verse with a masculine Rhyme, ICHAPED my lines now and then
with female desinences, and SDRUCCIOLA'S, which the Latinists call DACTYLS; it not
seeming very reasonable unto me, that because of the multiplicity of MONOSYLLABIC
and OXYTONAL words in the ENGLISH, we should not RHYTHMICALLY also make use
of the PAROXYTONALS, and PROPAROXYTONALS, whereof there is likewise great
store: but unnecessarily defraud our selves of the benefit of many thousands of right
important TELEUTICKS, thereby dissenting from the approved practice of all other
knowing Nations, and laying of a new DIVISAM AB ORBE foundation of our own, as if
we were ambitious to bring our Poesie to an elevation ANTARCTICK to the ITALIANS,
which is incapable o f any other Rhyme, but of a FEMALE or SDRUCCIOLA; although
the TUSCAN versificators, by these two alone, without the help of the MALE, brag that
they have brought Poesie in that Language to the greatest height it did ever reach unto
in any Tongue whatsoever./
Nevertheleß it is my opinion, which notwithstanding I will not obtrude upon the
tender credulities of any, otherwise then they shall finde good reason for their
adherence thereto, that these ITALIANIZED Rhymes are with us to be served in with
such animadvertencie, and discretion, that to no HEROICK Poem in the ENGLISH they
ought to be admitted, not yet to the ELEGIE, and, in a word, to no kinde of Verses to
be set forth, either in a MAJESTICKor MOURNING gravity, [sic] albeit the FRENCH,
even in their ALEXANDRIAN Lines, make it one of the precepts of their Poetick art, to
interlace the FEMALE alternatively with the MASCULINE Rhyme.

This liberty which I have always been pleased to assume unto myself, of terminating
my lines promiscuously with what RHYTHMICAL desinences I thought fitting, did
hurry my vein into such a facility of EPIGRAMMATIZING, that what number of
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I have composed, is totally unto my self unknown; most part having been
imbezzled, plundered, and destroyed, and a great many others dictated from my own
mouth, whereof I never had any copie: yet some twelve thousand having
providentially escaped the rage of the victorious Enemy, and villanous unworthy
hands of the base unmerciful Sequestrator; I make account (DEO FAVENTE) out of that
groß, to publish, by the first of JANUARY 1656. a Body of Three hundred sixty and six
several Books, which, consisting each of Four and twenty EPIGRAMS, are, in their
wholes and parts, to represent the DAYS and HOURS of that YEAR, to the number of
Eight thousand seven hundred eighty and four: and / those so aptly adjusted with
LEMMA'S, and other ornaments thereto requisite, that, out of G r e e k , LATINE,
S p a n is h , and I t a l ia n , the four fittest of all known L a n g u a g e s , for p r o p e r and
GENTILE denominations, have been by me extracted neer upon Seven thousand
names, all of them in the aforesaid Volume, significant of the subject of the EPIGRAM
to which they are respectively prefixed and applied.
EPIGRAMS

I verily believe it will be affirmed by many, that it exceeds the sphere of my ability, to
perform what I speak of; and that, in a maner, I do but promise impossibilities.
how shall I in this case convince these Incredulists? To offer
them the usual way of reasoning, is to small purpose: for if they be acquainted with
me, they know I have already performed greater tasks, and on harder matters: and if
they never saw me, nor heard of me, they being but blinde judges of my sufficiencie,
no man is bound to give any credit to their assertions.

G ood Gen tlem en ,

T h erfo re by a new w ay o f m in e ow n, to reduce these NULLIFIDIANS to som e kinde of
co nform ity, and c o n fu te th eir irreg u lar Positions w ith a S y llogistick argum entation, I
w ill m ake use o f this ASSUMPTION and CONCLUSION in DARII:

I have a m inde to k e e p m y head on m y shoulders:
ERGO, I will publish
JANUARY, 1656./

these T h ree hundred sixty and six Books, by the first of

Now although the DICTUM DE OMNI, out of which this MINOR (to bring the mood to
is subsumed, be altogether unreasonable; yet if any undertakers will resolvedly
undergo the condition of performing the aforesaid task, or losing their life, it will in
that case frame an HYPOTHETICAL Syllogism, reducible to the same MOOD, no
PROPOSITION whereof can be denied.

DARII)

This engagement will I take, and enter so far into it, That if HIS HIGHNESS the LORD
PROTECTOR will be pleased to lay a Wager against me of 200001. English money,
that, on the first of JANUARY 1656. I shall not have published these Three hundred
sixty and six books, as is aforesaid; I shall be content, for assurance on my part, in
matter of their publication, to pawn all I have above the shoulder, as a pledge by me
valued at a far higher rate, then the above-written sum, and which I shall subscribe my
self well pleased to lose, in case of non-performance: provided violent obstructions
be withheld from me, and that I may enjoy my own spirits with so much freedom, as
is needful for the accomplishment of such an undertaking.
If my LORD will not descend so lowe, so to hearken to this overture, Then my humble
desire is, that I may have my liberty granted to me, together with the enjoyment of my
own means, and the removal of the Garison out of my house; and I shall perform it
howsoever, upon the pein above specified.
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Now if none of these demands can be obtained, and that it be thought expedient, I
shall still continue (as I have done these whole three yeers past) totally deprived / of
(my copy ends, as it began, in medias res, but our author is wordy enough to have said most
of what he had to communicate). Cottrell was one of the early dictionary makers, and his
taste for hard words is impressive, as is his obvious enthusiasm for oratio ligata.
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2.

Quarles 1636 Divine Fancies

I take from Averley and Flower's 18C Subject Catalogue the 17 editions listed just of the
Divine Fancies: 1632, 1633, 1636, 1641, 1652, 1660, 1664, 1671, 1675, 1722, 1723. His
popularity and his reflections are of interest, even if his poems are not, being unepigrammatic in their lack of closure, even though many happen to be short. The image of
wax, honey and of stings (waspish or of bees) are in the line of the traditional critical
vocabulary used to discuss epigram, but to me Quarles seems to extend Scaliger's. His
reflections on the "shuffling" and mixing of poems and genres are interesting, as is his clear
distinction betwen the different effects of a meditation and an epigram. Finally, it was
interesting that he first intended the epigrams to have a major section all to themselves. No
doubt this was the common expectation at the time, and is the clearest sign of a strong
contemporary sense of genre.
B3 (Epistle) To the Readers .. .1 here present thee with a Hive of Bees; laden, some
with waxe, and some with Honey: Feare not to approach; there are no Waspes, there
are no Hornets here: if some wanton Bee should chance to buzze about thine eares,
stand thy Ground, and hold thy / hands; there's none will sting thee if thou strike not
first:...
[on the Fancies] ... I had once thought to have melted the title, and cast it into severall
bookes, and have lodg'd Observations, Meditations, and Epigrams by themselves; but
new thoughts have taken place: I have required no helpe of Herauld, either to place,
or to proclaim them. Cards, well shuffled, are most fit for Gamesters: and often
times, the pastime of Discoverie adds pleasure to the Enjoyment: the Generous
Faulkner had rather retrive his Partridge in the open field then meet her in his covered
dish. Only this: when you read a Meditation, let me entreate thee to forget an
Epigramme. Farewell.
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3.

Flecknoe 1670 Epigrams of all Sorts

No writer fills the bibliographies of epigram more than Richard Flecknoe, given ambiguous
prominence by Dryden as MacFlecknoe. He may have been a Catholic priest, and his
pamphlets of epigrams were tumbling off the presses in the early 1670s. I have looked at
both microforms and rare books and I quote.
From 1670 Epigrams of all sorts made at divers times on several occasions RB DNS 6357,
but the important identifier is the "Wing number", which is F 1218, as his works cannot fully
be distinguished by year, different versions having come out in the same year. Epigrams
seem loosely grouped, of course, by their author:
A2 (from the Epistle Dedicatory)... I write chiefly to avoid Idleness, and print to
avoid the Imputation: and as others do it to live after they are dead; I do it onely not
to be thought dead whilst I am a live: (for as the concealing what one does, little
differs from Idleness, so the being Edle little differs from being dead.)
Epigram in general is a quick and short kinde of Writing, rather a slight than any great
force of the spirit; and therefore the more fit for me, who love not to take pains in any
thing, and rather affect a litle negligence, than too great curiosity (which I desire may
serve for excuse of my negligence in some of these.).........and consisted onely in a
Distick, a line or two, till at length, by degrees, they became so much enlarg’d, both
for matter and quantity, as there was nothing, that was not matter of epigrams, and no
length it would not admit of, so it kept but close unto the matter, with that life and
quickness which was Requisite and essential to it; and especially avoided long
discourses, which is as improper for it, as a long Robe for one who is to run a Race.
P. 1 of EPIGRAMS in general:
What AIRS in point of MUSICK are, the same,
In point of WRITING is your EPIGRAM,
Short, quick and sprightly; and both these and those.
When th'Ear expects it, comes unto a close.
'Tis but FEW LINES, but those like GOLD well-try'd
Out of the DROSS of MANY LINES beside;
And says not much, but all it says is good,
And plain and easie to be understood. /p2
In every kinde, be th'Writing what it will,
Tis that most takes, and most delights you still;
And does to th'rest, no less Adornment bring
Then does the STONE or JEWEL to the RING.
POETS can't WRITE, nor ORATORS declame,
But all their WIT is chiefly Epigram:
And both in VERSE and PROSE, and everything
Your Epigram is writing for a King.
Of the difficulty of making them now-a-days:
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Nor is't so easie making of them, as
It was of old, in our Fore-fathers days:
When even the very SOUND of words alone,
Or out side of them us’d to pass for one.
And when they heard a CLENCH, or QUIBBLE spoake,
They'd claw you for't, as if some Jest were broak.
But now th'ar grown more curious and nice,
And what was VERTUE then, is counted VICE.
CLENCHES and QUIBBLES now are out of date,
Which when they hear but any of them sed,
The WITS are ready strait to break your head.
So goes the World, nor must we think it strange
The MODE together with the TIMES shud change.
'Tis so, we see, in fashion of our Cloaths,
And why not of our Wits as well as those?
H3b Of Easter and Christmas:
Of Easter a great word was said,
This is the day the Lord hath made;
Of Christmas yet, a greater word,
This is the day that made the Lord.
p. 77-81 songs are included, but perhaps only because the Third Book, covering p.65
ff. in this edition, deals with "Theatrical Epigrams".
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4.

Oldys 1727

An anthology and extended critical introduction, a common format for the 18C and 19C.
If true that notion, which but few contest,
That in the way of wit, short things are best;
Then, in good Epigrams two virtues meet
For ‘tis their glory to be short, and sweet.
This liminary quatrain raises the question of liminary verses (which can be seen as “real
inscriptions” in/on both ancient and early modem books, as a personal but semi-formal
signature and good wish hand-written onto the fly leaf or title page of a book is called an
"inscription") and of the privileged nature of the quatrain. So does the title of the book it
opens present an interesting point:
Oldys W. 1727 A Collection of epigrams to which is Prefix’d a Critical Dissertation on this
species of Poetry Lond.
The eye and diligence of David Nichol Smith, to whom this AN.L volume of Oldys once
belonged, pasted inside its flyleaf the antiquarian bookseller’s notice advertising the Oldys at
£4/-/-, and also, from some different list it would seem, two other titles, anonymous or
acephalous because of the author’s name being listed only once in a series of his titles and not
appearing in the snippets of the bookseller’s list pasted in, which are much cheaper. Their
phrasing and project seemed to be imitated from that of Oldys’s. Are they re-editions of
Oldys, either anonymous, or with their author’s name higher up the list (now cut off) and not
repeated? The Oldys notice gives the work I viewed as 115 of some sale list. I quote the
pasted in slips with their catalogue numbers:
131. EPIGRAMS A collection of Epigrams, to which is prefixed, a critical dissertation on
this species of Poetry, the second edition, with additions, 12mo, half calf, 12s 6d ($2.50)
Printed for J.Wiltshire 1735
132. -------------------- The Christmas Treat, or the Gay Companion, being a collection of
Epigrams, with an essay on that species of composition, 12mo, boards, 10s ($2) Dublin
1767.
Or is just the 1735 critical dissertation that of Oldys? Anyway, It is of interest that Oldys felt
the need to write such a long introduction, and also that he thought that his anthology was the
first in the English language. His Critical Dissertation does not repeat ad nauseam the ideas
and the examples of the Baroque theorists and it is a tribute to the amount of theorising
available about literature in the vernaculars. His poems come from all periods, without their
authors being noted, and they are typically longer than his Critical Dissertation
recommended, which is interesting. There are 993 epigrams. I summarise or quote his work:
p.v - p.xxii Preface ( = Critical Dissertation)
v. Epigram = inscription
vi. Two meanings of epigram in Petronius, the slave’s mark or stigma, and an epitaph (for
die same Eumolpus)
vii. (a variety of the “uno intuitu” rationale for brevity) E.= “ a method of conveying a single
conceit fully and strongly to the reader”
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xi. “I have heard much good discourse spent in shewing the difference between a SONG and
an EPIGRAM.......... English. I know of none but the length.”
xii. The subject appropriate in epigrams — like Scaliger, Oldys thinks tot sunt
epigrammatum genera quot rerum/quot cansarum.
xiv. Point discussed, and its varieties.
xvii. Anthologia referred to.
xviii. The French dislike for the “pointless” AP epigram referred to: and the famous phrase
of Racan, in the modified form: Epigramme ä la grecque, Potage ä la grecque (originally
soupe ä la grecque )
xx. “among the moderns, our countryman Owen is the most voluminous. He has a few good
epigrams, but so lost in an incredible number of puerile trite thoughts, that they are not worth
the labour of searching for.”
xxi. “As to the following Collection, I have reason to believe it will generally please, it being
the first miscellany of EPIGRAMS that has appeared in English...”
CIV (exceptionally risqud for Oldys:
Upon a Lady, who finding her Pocket wet, pretended she had broke her Hartshorn Bottle in
it

Ye sons of verse, transmit to fame,
How blest the life of miss is;
When she breaks wind, Shock bears the blame;
And Hartshorn, when she pisses.
There follows an unusual footnote-cum-notice at the bottom of the page, hoping the humour
of the matter will excuse the dangerous indelicacy of the expression.
Oldys’s book stems from a new sort of post-Baroque taste, and apparently the epigram issue
was still vigorously discussed among men of letters. It would be instructive to pursue the
implications of his mistaken claim to have been the first editor of a miscellany OF
EPIGRAMS in English.
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5.

Olio — Grose 1792

I am intrigued by the entry of "oil" to the salt, vinegar, gall and honey which (latter) definitely
have been applied to epigram. Oil does not occur in this way in Classical Latin literature,
where it signifies either studious efforts, or smoothness of personality. The word "olio" in
titles will be worth some study, see Grolier Club (below, p. 8 7 ff ) for earlier examples, and
our suggestion that "oil" here means something like 'sauce', coming close to the critical
universe of epigram, but a term which also suits essays. This book is of interest because of its
essays, and I will quote only one, on the processes involved in 18C funerals. Another would
be of interest too: Essay X On the common errors in the education of children which argues
against the teaching of Latin and Greek. We quote p. 11 of Essay HI The vanity offiinerals:
In London, an expensive part of a country funeral is saved, at least to the meaner
people; that is, the wooden rail or head-stone, inscribed with ill-spelt poetry, and
decorated with sculls, crossbones, Time with his scythe and hour-glass, or little
blubber-cheeked cherubims blowing the last trumpet.
On the other hand, when a successful haberdasher or tallow-chandler is buried in his
parish church, vanity often prompts his widow or heirs to put up a monument to his
memory, under the accumulation of the following expenses:— Forty pounds to the
Herald's office for a coat of arms; ten guineas to the master of the freeschool, for a
dozen Latin hexameters recording his birth and virtues, and fifty guineas for a small
marble monument. In return for all this expence, the family will have an armiger on
record; his epitaph, being in Latin cannot be read and contradicted by his neighbours;
and in a few successive generations, the virtues there attributed to him may pass
current.
It is interesting to see that the cost suggested for the verse inscription is fidly a fifth ofthat
anticipated for the monument itself. The length of the "typical" inscriptions we have seen
from this approximate period is indeed around the dozen lines, and the three suggested types
of monuments fit what we knew of this time: a wall monument within a church, i.e. what
modern Germans call a Bildepitaph; the country churchyard monument, claimed here to be
almost compulsory, with typical carved decorations, in stone or in wood and its English
verse; and whatever was the burial of the poor in London, presumably a very simply marked
grave, or even an unmarked grave, in one of the great pre- 19C churchyards there. We must
assume that this was a result of crowding there, and of regulations or practices ruling out the
older form of simple monument which still prevailed in rural churchyards.
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Booth 1865

J. Booth Epigrams . Ancient and Modern 1865, represents a common type of book. It
spreads its anthologising all the more widely the later the date, and indulges in lengthy
comment and justification in the preface. From the nature of things, it seems that such
compilations were published at wide intervals. Booth connects brevity to the small space
available for inscription but also connects it (along with point and simplicity) to the need for
rapid impact on passers-by. The phrase "this species of composition" (p.viii) may hark back
to the anthology of Oldys, 1727, which any learned editor of epigrams would have sighted.
Reference to the insipidity of old epigram to the "French wits" is made on p.x. Martial and
Claudian are the only Romans of "great reputation" in the field of epigram, the majority of
the shorter poems of Catullus are reproved on account of their underlying vileness, as are
those of Ausonius. Long epigrams (p.xii) are accepted, "if one striking thought be uniformly
pursued to a point through the entire poem". On p.xii-xiii Booth admits that "epigram" is
now restricted to poetry, but was not always so, and partly avoids the difficulty by
distinguishing between "the epigrammatic" and "what is properly an epigram". He does
include some prose aphorisms and sententiae, and insists that "everyone will admit that this is
an epigram: 'The blood of the Gracchi was the seed sown, and Marius was the fruit'". He
goes on to give some famous English bons mots. These, and: "Jekyll's of a brewer drowned
in his own vat, 'unwept he floats upon his watry bier;' are good pointed epigrams." The latter
of course seems to be in verse, but this could be accidental, as such "saws"(p.xv) and "ten
thousand other similar" ones "which may be culled from the prose writings of Bacon,
Barrow, Pope, Byron, Seneca, Tacitus, Boethius, Douglas Jerrold, Charles Lamb and
numberless other eminent authors, need only to be tricked out in verse to be acknowledged as
genuine epigrams." He also accepts "epigrams within a poem itself, mentioning Rochester,
Butler, Dryden, Pope, and Hood. A Classical education is claimed to be necessary for the
reader to taste all the flavour of such passages.
"Our own eminent poets, who though not devoting much of their time to this kind of writing,
still amused and occupied themselves occasionally with such compositions, seemingly
suggested by some passing event, or some eccentric personage..." Booth has selected from
periodical literature, old and new but hesitated to ransack the poetic treasure houses of the
East. He "advisedly” omits "the part devoted to Monumental Epigrams in the first edition"
but does allow in a few mock epitaphs, hoping that his book will "occupy and enliven the
vacant hour." With some blasts at his critics he rejoices over the success of his first edition
and sends off his new book with high hopes. Section II (p.l47ff.) is from the modern Latin
writers: Owen, Buchanan, Paterson, Alabaster, Sir Thos. More and the garland woven out of
Modern Latin Poesy in 1637 by A. Wright and used by Pope, Prior and other eminent English
authors. Vincent Bourne, and Cowper's praise of him, come in for special mention. The
section From English Authors is a full one, with expanded circumstantial notes. I must quote
one exchange which illustrates the "chain letter" or "close imitation in reply" form always
likely in spontaneous occasional poetry. George I had sent a regiment of horse to Oxford and
also a present of 30,000 books and MSS (the library of Bishop Moore) to Cambridge.
Doctor Trapp, whom we have already read on the question of epigram, wrote:
Our royal master saw, with heedful eyes,
The wants of his two Universities:
Troops he to Oxford sent, as knowing why.
That learned body wanted loyalty:
But books to Cambridge gave, as well discerning
That that right loyal body wanted learning.
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Dr. Johnson was fond of quoting this (of course, from memory) to show his contempt for the
"Whiggish notions" prevalent at Cambridge. Once he did so in the presence of Sir William
Browne, the physician, and this famous man retorted extempore:
The King to Oxford sent his troop of horse,
For Tories own no argument but force:
With equal care to Cambridge books he sent,
For Whigs allow no force but argument.
Some of the special nature of such texts can be divined by the fact that Johnson "comically
confessed that 'he hated to repeat the wit of a Whig urged in the support of Whiggism'". No
doubt both prose and verse bons mots can go from mouth to mouth without suffering many of
the social and ideological barriers which would be met by an unadorned text of similar
meaning. Johnson admitted that "it was one of the happiest extemporaneous productions he
ever met with", and such things, in the right culture, can travel at least as widely as the
modern joke.
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7.

Soul of Wit — Hamilton 1924

Praise not the epigram, nor censure it,
Merely for clever malice or smart wit:
Look in this volume; in it you shall see
Not one but every mood's epitome.
Thus opens this anthology, which as usual has an extensive introduction. It is a sign of the
continuing controversies surrounding the genre — whether there was one, or rather ,which of
the two competing traditions deserved to be seen as the standard form. P.ix mentions the
Hood of bad and indifferent English Epigrams, and the editor's doubts as to whether even a
thousand good ones have both been written and have survived. After its peak in the 17C to
the late successes of Landor (early 19C), epigram has been thought to be moribund. Our
editor claims that this golden age was a full one indeed, but one also full of epigrammatical
rubbish. Good work has quietly continued, and Sir William Watson's "early book" 1884 is
singled out. The programme of this anthology is purely personal, and appropriately, it is
Wit's Recreations 1640 ed. which is quoted:
Who seeks to please all men each way,
And not himself offend,
He may begin to work to-day,
But God knows when he'll end.
Martial's epigram (humorous and satirical p.xi) is still "regarded as the epigram proper", but
too little attention is given to "serious and imaginative wit". T.S. Eliot is quoted on the
elasticity of genres and on the way the present changes the past. P.xii attempts to give a nondefinitive characterisation of the form of this genre: brevity (not over 12 lines, though
external length is not crucial); conciseness and finality — an obvious sense of internal
completeness (which rules out many fine stanzas); and "rhetorical quality", speech qualities
rather than those of song.
P.xiii and xiv call Herrick's explicit epigrams "wretched in / quality as well as unpleasant".
Among his other short poems, most of which are lyrics or lyric snatches, some are clearly
epigrams, even though not so styled. The editor goes on to discuss omissions, many of which
seem to have been decided on because he felt that the satire was too crude, common or biting.
Great writers have many of their jeux desprit excluded. Any sign of showing off excludes a
piece, it seems. Punning seems anathema. "Anecdotal merit" may force an epigram's
inclusion, such as that quatrain of Rochester on King Charles II (p.xviii) so much quoted.
Not how this category grudgingly revives the truly "occasional" merits of epigram. However,
knowing the full story of the origin of "I do not love thee, Doctor Fell..." by Thomas Brown
11704 almost ruins the poem for our author. Although Dr. Johnson called "Live, while you
live..." (p.xxi) 'one of the finest epigrams in the English language', our editor 'rebels at this
judgement'. Parodies are said to be rare in epigram, although (p.xxii) the second of these is
praised. Later Chinese tradition would call it "linked verse". Interestingly, Hamilton alludes
to the practice frequently mentioned in early editions of Robbie Bums, that of writing on
glass with a diamond:
Unfortunately there are very few parodies in epigram, apart from the amusing
burlesque (p.71) which Dr. Johnson himself wrote. If there were sufficient to / form a
group in my anthology, a couplet by Mr. J. C. Squire would find honourable place. It
was suggested to him one evening that there ought to be an epigram on Einstein as a
companion to Pope's on Newton:—
Nature, and Nature's laws, lay hid in night:
God said, Let Newton be! and all was light.
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In the good old fashion he called for pencil and paper (but it should have been a
diamond pencil and a glass of the Aristotelian Society), and inscribed as follows:—
.. .It did not last: the Devil, howling HO!
Let Einstein be! restored the status quo.
This may "may possibly recall Pope's own parody" of Hercules Stroza's Latin epitaph: //
Johannes jacet hie Mirandola; caetera norunt / Et Tagus, et Ganges, forsan et Antipodes //.
Pope wrote: // Here lies Lord Coningsby; be civil, / The rest God knows, perhaps the Devil.//
Whatever we may think about reappearances of the Devil, I would hazard a guess that the
topos ccetera norunt could be found widely in the Baroque. So much epigrammatic writing
went on and there was such intercommunication among Latin litterati, particularly in Eastern
Europe.
Epitaphs are praised p. xxiii: "The Englishman, if he is ever a poet, is so in the face of death".
Some of the best things in this book will, indeed, be found among the epitaphs—a good many
anonymous."
P. xxxvi-xxxvii contain the sources of anonymous epigrams, and this is quite a useful
bibliography of anthologies from the three centuries before Hamilton's. I was at first
disturbed to find that only 3 of the 37 "titles" mentioned had come into my hands. However,
many of them are ephemera.
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5. English - "Book11 & Oral Circulation
1.

Chapman

George Chapman (15597-1634) The Whole Works of Homer 1930-1931, lifted from the first
complete edition, that of 1616. The Iliad came out in parts (these not in order) from 1598 and
in 1609 and 1611 there were full editions of it. (I have conflated Saunders and the Blackwells
introduction in this). The Odyssey was complete in 1614 (two stages), and perhaps the
Homerica which interest us came out with the latter. I have not studied the earlier editions.
My interest is in vol. IV, the post Homerica and epigrams, and in the way each book is
introduced. There are indeed "multiple dedications", as Saunders says, and many liminary
verses, esp. To the Reader..., with its invitation "wash here". Vol. IV has many concluding
verses, and there are some in earlier volumes. I will quote just one from Vol. IV:
To the Ruines of Troy and Greece
Troy rac't; Greece wrackt: who moumes? Ye both may bost;
Else th'Ilyads, and Odysses, had been lost.
Also V 140 for the Midas epigram:
Upon the Sepulcher ofMidus, cut in Brasse, in the Figure of a Virgine
A Maid of Brasse I am, Infixed here
T'etemise Honest Midus’ Sepulcher.
And while the streame her fluent seede receives,
And steepe trees curie their verdant brows with leaves,
While Phoebus raised above the Earth gives sight,
And f humorous Moone takes Luster from his light,
While floods beare waves; and Seas shall wash the shore,
At this his Sepulcher, whom all deplore
I'le constantly Abide, all passers-by
Informing: ‘Here doth Honest Midus lie'.
See *Minturnus for a Latin version of this famous poem, below, on the first page of our
selections from him.
See also Vergil's Eclogues for the topos, below, p. 82, in Grolier Club quotations from title
pages of 16/17C books, and our identifying fnn°.
Note: I have in this version of the “Bronze Maiden” modernised the punctuation and improved my imperfect
transcript, using Allardyce Nicoll Chapman’s Homer. The Iliad, the Odvssev and the Lesser Homerica Vol 2.
19672 (19561) Princeton UP, Princeton NJ. In previous versions two misread and omitted words caused the
forcing of the last three pentameters into a rare heptameter couplet.
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2.

Festoon 1776 Graves

This is used as a source in The Soul of Wit G.R. Hamilton 1924 e.g., p. xxxiv, and no doubt
in other 19C and 20C collections. It has an introductory essay on the genre. The poems
anthologised are mostly quite short.
iv. He refers to 'the two volumes published near fifty years since', i.e., ca 1740?
v. As the most striking thoughts, indeed, are the most easily retained, many of the best
epigrams have been the most frequently repeated in company.
vi (mostly of borrowed flowers)
viii To Malherbe is attributed the apparently universally famous comment, somewhat
mangled here in orthography and transmission: «Voila' la potage a la Grecque, s'il en fut
jamais!»
x. Simplicity and truth as qualities. Yet it must be granted likewise, that there are many
(perhaps the greatest number of epigrams both ancient and modem) which give us great
pleasure upon less rigid principles, ...
Puns are discussed, then, p. xv. 'length' is discussed ('as some Dutch poets have extended it to
many pages'). P. xvi Song vs. Epigram.
xvii (to its being an innocent amusement to young people):
But further; I think an epigram may be considered, according to the most general
division, either as a satyr in miniature, or as a panegyric in epitome; and may, like
those more important branches of poetry, be employed to encourage the practice of
virtue by applause, or deter from vice by censure and ridicule: And, as many of them
contain some precept of morality, recommended to the fancy by a concise spirited
manner of expression, they are easily learned in our youth, and usually retained for
life.
p.159 Poem VI On a bad singer:
When screech-owls scream, their note portends,
to frighten mortals, death of friends;
but when Corvino strains his throat,
E'en screech-owls sicken at the note.
p. 152 has Johnson's fine epitaph for a musician: "Philips! whose touch..." as LXIV, and lists
it as anonymous!
p. 129 LXVII Written on a Pane of Glass, at Littlemore, near Oxford,
Book VI "Monumental" includes funeraria:
P. 139 Self epitaphs xx Pope's (quatrain); xxii Prior's (quatrain); xxiii Gay's (distich).
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p.145, xliii On Sir Francis Drake, drowned at sea:
Where Drake first found, there last he lost his fame,
And for his tomb left nothing but a name:
His body's bury'd under some great wave;
The sea, that was his glory, is his grave;
Of him no man true epitaph can make,
For who can say, "Here lies Sir Francis Drake?"
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3.

Burns - Currie

James Currie The Life of Robert Burns with A Criticism on His Writings 18001 18382
(extended), a substantial book. The "Ayrshire Ploughman" (and notorious philanderer, but
such was the tradition with many a Gaelic bard and harpist) died in 1796, which sets the ed.
princeps of 1786 fairly late in his famous career. Second ed. 1787, 3rd (first half) 1793, third
second half (?) 1798 see Johnson Scots Musical Museum and Thomson Select Scottish
Melodies. Then 1800 Liverpool and 1800 London, 1801 additional poems, 1808 reliques,
and the seventh version of the Liverpool ed. in 1814. 1833 Cunningham's ed. It is obvious
that Burns was a fairly early publishing success. I take more complete list of editions prior to
the 19C from Averley and Flower's 18C Subject Catalogue: 1786 Kilmarnock, 1787 Edin.,
1787 Edin. 1787 Edin., 1787 Dublin, 1787 Belfast, 1788 Philadelphia, 1789 Dublin, 1800 2
vol. Edinburgh. Of course there were also many part editions. We must today remind
ourselves of the part the melodies themselves played in all this. P. 139 of all this in Currie's
1838 edition is entitled Epigrams and Epitaphs. Before this section, which might surprise
those who take Burns for a folk poet, p. 67 has an inscription for (actually on) the headstone
of Fergusson, the prose centre-alineated/justified, the verse apparently in conventional lines:
Here lies / Robert Fergusson, Poet, / Bom, September 5, 1751; / Died Oct. 15, 1774
No sculptured marble here, nor pompous lay,
"No storied urn or animated bust;"
This simple stone directs pale Scotia's way
To pour her sorrows o'er her poet's dust.
p. 139 On an illiterate gentleman who had a fine library:
Free through the leaves, ye maggots, make your windings;
But for the owner's sake, oh spare the bindings!
Written on a pane of glass in the inn at Moffat <about a tall lady and his small Miss Daviesx
Ask why God made the gem so small,
And why so huge the granite?
Because God meant mankind should set
The higher value on it.
There are many quatrains in the works of Burns, and quite a few poems written "on panes".
His prose works are also included. Fergusson's works 1840 p. 48 have a few previous
epigrams, in quatrains. Selected Poetic Works 1838 Allen Ramsey. Cf. The Queen's Wake
1841 by James Hogg, "The Etterick Shepherd", Miscellany of Popular Scottish Poems
(which we have sighted in ANL) 1841, The poetical works of Dr. James Beattie and The
Grave by Robert Blair contain longer "epitaphs" p. 15. We also looked at The Sabbath,
Sabbath Walks by Rev. James Grahame. However, it is the works of Burns which were our
aim. The mere fact that he wrote small occasional poems would not have been of great
interest. That he (presumably he, not his editors) decided to call them epigrams is of high
interest, and eminently plausible, seeing that to be a published poet required a good sense of
craft and knowledge of the "English" as well as the (Anglo-)"Scots" traditions. It seems to
have been required of anyone worth his salt to move freely in both worlds, and education was
at a relatively high level in Scotland (parish elementary schooling compulsory early),
allowing such literary eclecticism. The "English" tradition poems of all these authors are in
the best of 18C literary language. We have seen the imitation of Bums's epigram form and
content by an Irish-Canadian rural poet of the late 19C, Robert Murdoch 1890.
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Parkes Weber

The humanistic Weber is obviously not in favour of too much self transcendence on the part
of doctors. They are meant to enjoy life at least as much as they save it. He emphasised the
proper translation of the embarrassing "Physician heal thyself" as "Treat thyself": ’Icrrpe
öepdiTeuCTov oeavrov, Medice cura teipsum. He calls on the well-known "Medicus curat,
Natura sanat" to support his philological reputation. It seems that the medical profession
from the time of the physicians of Cos have been the users and focus of aphoristic wisdom,
no doubt in reaction to the material imprecisions of their field of work. Trade or professional
aphorisms stand in between science and the gnome, and partake of the joke: p.201 "Pessimus
morbus est medicus", p.202, "Young doctors kill their patients, and old doctors allow them to
die". A modern epitaph on a doctor in difficulties at the Styx in Nugae canorae by the
London surgeon William Wadd, 1827, epitaph 55:
This quack to Charon would his penny pay:
The grateful ferryman was heard to say—
"Return, my friend! and live for ages more,
Or I must haul my useless boat ashore."

This breathes the mocking spirit of Rome. The spirit of Greece (the skoptika in AG xi are
untypical of it) appears in one of H.P.Dodd’s translated epigrams Lond 1870 p.50, by
Lucilius:
When Magnus passed below, Dis, trembling, said,
"He comes, and will to life restore my dead."
The Greek Anthology and Martial supplied educated doctors (presumably the majority of
medicos at that period) with plenty of reinforcement for their sense of role: xi, 113, 114, 115,
118, 123, 124, 125, 188, 257, 280,334, 401; Plan. 270, 273; Martial i,31, 48; viii,74; vi,53.
Stone epigrams complimentary to doctors come early in that tradition. Book xi of The
Anthology is atypically satirical. P.204, "about the end of the eighteenth century in England
a medical epigram could apparently hardly become popular unless it referred in one way or
another to death". I will give the ones quoted.
"A.C." Spectator 1897:
Wise Arruns, asked "How long will Caius live?"
Replied, "Three days the fatal sisters give":
And Arruns knew the prophet's art. But lo!
Stronger than gods above or gods below,
Euschemon comes: his healing art he tries,
And in a single day poor Caius dies.
Various versions (p.205-06), said by our author to have been very popular, on the physicians
of King George II, e.g., William Heberden the younger, Matthew Baillie, and Francis Willis,
and also the Quaker physician-philanthropist John Coakley Lettsom, founder of the Medical
Society of London (you will soon remember his surname!)
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The king receives three doctors daily—
Willis, Heberden, and Baillie:
Three distinguished clever men—
Baillie, Willis, Heberden;
Doubtful which more sure to kill is—
Baillie, Heberden, or Willis.
When patients sick to me apply,
I physics, bleeds, and sweats 'em;
Then — if they choose to die,
What's that to me? — I lets 'em.
Weber refused to believe that the occasional attribution of the latter poem to the great J.C.L.
himself could be authentic. Other versions:
When any patients call in haste,
I physics, bleeds, and sweats 'em.
If after that they choose to die,
Why, what cares I?
I lets 'em.
Said to be from the mouth of J.C.L. himself, noted down or remembered by others:
If any folk applies to I,
I blisters, bleeds, and sweats 'em.
If after that they please to die,
Well, then I lets 'em.
Another:
I, John Lettsom,
Blisters, bleeds, and sweats 'em.
If after that they please to die,
I, John, lets 'em.
An epigrammatical reply to all this by a friend of J.C.L.:
You say I'm dead, I say you lie,
I physicks, bleeds, and sweats 'em;
If after this my patients die,
Why, verily—
J. Lets—'em.
Our interest in this amusing triviality is the tradition of semi-popular epigram, who writes
them, how much interest they attract, and the tradition of the "response in kind". The length
of each of this series is interesting for the components of 18C and 19C epigrammatic genre in
the vernacular, and the survival of such things into the early 20C is a useful sign of
continuities in the tradition, even if only among the glitterati.
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Other captions for satiric and other paintings and medals about medicos: p.207: Doctor
Requiem, who cured all those who died", a charlatan triumphantly holds up the hide of his
last radically cured patient, Hogarth’s Company of Undertakers 1736 adopts Vergil's Et
plurima mortis imago (Aen. ii,369), older again is a print of a doctor inspecting the urine of a
corpse, with Apres la mort, le medecin, and I pass over some jokes about the lack of
difference between homoeopathy and allopathy to arrive at a small engraving of Death
appearing to a medical student, by D.N.Chlodowiecki (1726-1801) under which is inscribed:
De grace epargne moi,je mefais medecin,
Tu recevras de moi la moitie des malades.
In all these the account I have given cannot suggest the very subordinate place of the words to
the elaborate engraving.
Apothecaries and undertakers come in for satire on p.208. On a frontispiece by John
Lightbody to A Physical Vade Mecum London 1741, the book by "Theophilus
Philanthropos", or Robert Poole, 1708-1752, is a coffin lettered As 1 am now, so must you be.
Therefore prepare to follow me. Death has a threatening dart inscribed: Prepare to die, for
behold Death, and Judgement is at hand. Inscriptions in bands are used to connect the
various figures on the complicated design with a triangle in the sky, itself inscribed 0E 02.
One of these bands is the voice of God: Hold, stay thy hand, and give space of repentance.
Under the whole design are these verses:
In the midst of Life Death doth us pursue,
Let us therefore with Speed for Mercy sue.
All this is quite Baroque in tone, and frontispieces traditionally are themselves inscriptions,
so this is a little window into taste and style in epigraphy at that time. One might expect such
sources to be relevant to the study of the words on tombstones at the time.
P.210 quotes a few 18C and 19C epitaphs (prose) which give intimate medical details. This
is quite an extension of the Classical "mode of death" information. Our author doubts
whether the more strikingly humorous epitaphs are genuine. P.211: an old lady who ... had
two sore legs and a baddish cough,/ But her legs it was that carried her off. Another old
woman purportedly appeared... so cunning / While one leg kept still, the other kept running.
"Chestnuts" given without sources:
This little hero here
Was conquered by the diarrhoea
Here lie I and my four daughters,
Killed by drinking Cheltenham waters.
Had we stuck to Epsom salts,
We wouldn't have been in these here vaults.
Since I am so quickly done for,
I wonder what I was begun for.
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Here lie the bones of Richard Lawton,
Whose death was strangely brought on,
Trying one day his corns to mow off,
The razor slipped...
Epitaphs referring to the "resurrrectionist" period of anatomy (see Brit. Med. Journal 1908 i,
p.1340 and Lancet 1903, i, p.899), p. 212 of Weber, who does not indicate whether he
thought them fictional or real, and I think they could be either:
Though once beneath the ground this corse was laid,
For use of surgeons it was thence conveyed.
Vain was the scheme to hide the impious theft—
The body taken, shroud and coffin left.
Ye wretches, who pursue this barbarous trade,
Your carcasses in turn may be conveyed
Like this to some unfeeling surgeon's room;
Nor can they justly meet a better doom.
And:

Her body dissected by fiendish men,
Her bones anatomised,
Her soul we trust has risen to God,
A place where few physicians rise.

See also Hogarth's 1751 Reward of Cruelty for attitudes to body-snatching. Weber compares
the 18C horror at the prospect of being dissected with the medieval attitude to being eaten by
worms, sometimes enlarged (this is his interpretation) into serpents. I suspect that for the
Classical and medieval tradition a "worm" was a snake and vice versa, as in Israel a bush is
also a tree. He quotes from a "short Latin poem" of Anselm (1T109) in Migne and
presumably gives only a small part:
Nam caro mortalis, et quisque ei famulatur
Morte perit duplici, qui post obitum cruciatur.
Double death is compared with Petrarch's second and third deaths (that of the
tomb/monument, and finally that of the man's writings) — in his 3rd. dialogue, De
Contemptu Mundi Petrarch has St. Augustine quote Petrarch's own Africa:
Mox ruet et bustum, titulusque in marmore sectus
Occidet, hinc mortem patieris, nate, secundam.
...libris autem morientibus, ipse
Occumbes etiam: sic mors tibi tertia restat.
Thus for the standard bearer of the Italian Renaissance individual "name" and fame was
important (this is not new) but the grave inscription might seem more important for the
survival of fame than one's Collected Works! This is arguable from his text because the most
important loss is personal death, which happens first, the death of the grave follows this in
time. However, because one's "soul" is preserved in one's writings, and perhaps because they
are the last remaining chance of immortality, the writings may be more important than the
individualised and honorific grave, all the more so as this dies in the "indeterminate middle
time" of the series. However, one can press rhetorical seriation too far. Perhaps the series is
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merely temporal, and not in order of decreasing or increasing importance. It is intriguing that
Weber omits to note that the line of App. Verg. In Maec. 1 before his unidentified quote of
1.38 ( Vivitur ingenio, cetera mortis erunt, see below) is relevant to this topos. It reads
"tMarmora minaeit vincent monumenta libelli" and clarifies the van Calcar quote as well as
the meaning of the Petrarch seriation of "three deaths", for the Virgilian Appendix was
generally taken as being indeed written by the divine Vergil and must have been in the mind
of a man like Petrarch as he wrote hexameter verse on the three deaths of fame.
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5.

Yorkshire Contested Election — window on ephemeral publication

Though there are more short poems here than other controversial publications would have
prepared us for, many of them are parodies of songs such as Little Bo Peep. Very short
poems of 10 lines or less are used monostanzaically. Only three of the short satiric poems
(all are in fact occasional and satiric) are entitled epigrams, fulfilling the promise in the long
title. Such promises in titles are not always honoured in the ensuing anthology. Most short
poems are either untitled or called song or stanza. Here is one with no genre mentioned in its
title but with plenty of “point”, if one is aware of the sectarian animus of this election:
To Mr. B—y, Mayor of L—s, and his Iniskillen Dragoons
‘Tis surely unfair
In a Protestant Mayor
And his party must feel very sore,
That he who railed most
At the Pope and his host,
Should call out a Catholic corps.
(I presume the expansions are Leeds and Bramley )
In its historical context these skilful verses would have focussed diffuse and wordy
resentment to a focal point of white heat. The point does not survive well its
decontextualisation. To sit between the two literary situations of context bound and context
free is the fate of the defining central corpus of Western Epigram. Cotextual isolation and
brevity emphasise the point (“so much more could be said” = Prägnanz) while
decotextualisation destroys the whip-like crack of the smoothness of the ballad form, with its
possible interruption of the sequentiality expected from this form of stanza. Many of the
collected poems labour and are metrically clumsy in some of their lines, as are many English
and Greek epitaphs. I will not quote the 10 line epigram, but I quote the other two of them:
Milton’s minority
An epigram
Last night, how triumphant were MILTON’S rough host,
But support from a Republican clamour, a farce is;
And their colour will soon be their shame, not their boast,
For the yellow will fall from their Heads to their A***s.
Their colour was presumably orange, an emotive colour for centuries in England and Ireland
after 1688.
Epigram
What has La—11—es to hope,
From the cry of “NO POPE”
And his fear for the faith’s great Defender?
When all his friends know,
That his B—r the Beau
Has long been the only Pretender?
The target is Henry Lascelles, “the Pretender” is just ending its period of explosive
connotations. The House of Commons had not long before voted to supply an honorarium to
The Pretender’s elder brother, Cardinal Bishop now of Frascati (see, if you can, Pietro
Bindelli Enrico Stuart Cardinale Duca di York Associazione Tuscolana «Amici di Frascati»
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1982), impoverished by the Italian invasions of Napoleon, and now no longer a perceived
threat to the House of Orange. I do not see the barb in his brother (?) being called the Beau,
nor how he might have enraged the gentleman who penned and published these lines, but
some sort of appropriateness is to be assumed for the jibe.
Epigram is an optional term in Early 19th C Yorkshire for a short, satirical poem, not
necessarily “high” in its literary status. It continues to be used rather sporadically and
unpredictably, as it had been for three centuries.
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6.

Norton-Kyshe

The Dictionary of Legal Quotations Norton-Kyshe 1904/1968 has very little verse. In the
process of transcribing this verse, we will also select some prose gems not immediately
useful to our study.
Unda gignit undam / labor labori laborem dedit (unnumbered pages, introductory quote, and
note that it is not in verse) "Coke" 2 Rep. IV, V.
p.77 A decorous simplicity is the characteristic of the Church of England. 1855 Dr.
Lushington Westerton. Liddell and Beal v. Liddell.
p.189. To one who marveled what should be the reason that Acts and Statutes are continually
made at every Parliament, without intermission, and without end, a wise man made a good
and short answer, both which are well composed in verse:
Quaeritur, ut crescant tot magna Volumina legis?
In promptu causa est, crescit in orbe dolus. 1603 Lord Coke, Twyne's case
p.170 [Some summary of the background is needed for the following to have its effect. Lady
Moore had eloped, and was claimed to have thereby forfeited her title to an annuity. Her
husband was ready to receive her back again into the house and the marriage (but not pay her
the annuity?). After the decree (in the Plaintiffs favour?) had been pronounced, the AttorneyGeneral for the plaintiff (Mrs Moore?) noted that this was so uncommon a case that it (the
elopement? such a case?) would probably not happen again. The Lord Chancellor was not so
sure, and delivered himself of a Latin sentence: In amore haec omnia insunt vitia, injuriae,
suspiciones, inimicitiae, induciae, bellum, pax rursum. The suit was for an injunction to
restrain proceedings in an action of ejectment, brought upon the ground that Lady Moore, by
her elopement, had forfeited all right to an annuity.
P. 174 The lecturer should remember that:
Beneath this starry arch
nought resteth or is still
and that his duty is to watch over and criticise new modes of thought, new works, the march
of intellect, and those discoveries which:
Make old knowledge
Pale before the new
Even in pure mathematics there may be alterations and additions, and ethical science is not
free from the inexorable law of mutability. 1887 Lord Fitzgerald, Caird v. Sime.
p. 174 The end directs and sanctifies the means. 1767 Wilmot L.J.C., Collins v. Blantern.
Cf. Matthew Prior Hans Carvel line 67: The end must justify the means
P.175 Quoted by Vaughan Williams L.J. (in reference to the meaning of the word 'either') In
re Pickworth; Snaith v. Parkinson 1899:
How happy could I be with either
Were t'other dear charmer away;
But now you both tease me together,
To neither a word will I say.
This is from Macheath's song in Gay's The Beggars Opera Act II sc ii.
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7.

Uden Anecdotes

Grant Uden Anecdotes from History ("anecdotes, epigrams and episodes") 1968
Few of the 1,000 examples are verses. I have copied a few, the first of which is an ingenious
figured verse, which can be taken to support either the Stuarts or the Hanoverians, according
to the way you read: down each column in turn or across both rows before changing down a
line. It was published in 1823, and is on p.255 of Uden:
I love with all my heart

The Tory party here

The Hanoverian part

Most hatefid do appear

And for that settlement

I ever have deny'd

My conscience gives consent

To he on James 's side.

Most righteous is the cause

To fight for such a king

To fight for George's laws

Will England's ruin bring.

It is my mind and heart

In this opinion I

Tho' none will take my part

Resolve to live and die.

P. 260 has verses alluding to the alleged election of a woman to the Pontificate in the 9C.
More interesting to us is the custom of presenting verses to a King, in this case James I,
visiting Oxfordshire. Even more interesting is how they were presented, in the unreliable
hand of a recently-born daughter of the host, Sir Thomas Pope. The contemporary Thomas
Fuller published them in his 1662 work Worthies of England:
See this little mistress here
Did never sit in Peter's chair,
Or a triple crown did wear,
And yet she is a Pope
A female Pope, you'll say, a second Joan!
No, sure, she is Pope Innocent, or none!
P. 262 has 12 lines of a contemporary ballad satirising the rise of Robert Carr, Earl of
Somerset, an uneducated man, to the position of court favourite under James I. P. 358 has
two of the fifteen stazas (called "verses") of another ballad contemporary with a great event,
the Battle of Prestonpans 1745, in which Prince Charles Edward routed the forces of Sir John
Cope. It was written by a Lothian farmer named Skirving. Of some minor interest to us
apart from the low "quality" of its author, is the reference to Irishmen as "The Teague". In
my youth the Irish-Australian term "tike" was used among us Catholics without derogatory
intent. P. 438 has a far more interesting piece of folklore in verse. John Ball's famous riddle
posed as the text to his sermon to Wat Tyler's rebels at Blackheath 1381 was, as most people
know:
When Adam delved and Eve span
Who was then the gentleman?
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Our book claims that the text probably came from the very popular Richard Rolle of
Hampole 12907-1349, see EETS n° 26vii:
.. .When Adam dalfe and Eve spane
Whare was than the pride of man?
P. 451 gives, from a "contemporary but anonymous source" and then from Captain Gronow,
Reminiscences and Recollections 1862-1866, two forms of a quatrain concerned with the
failed Walcheren Expedition of 1809. It was led by John Pitt Earl of Chatham, brother of
William, and Admiral Sir Richard Strachan (whose pronunciation is obvious from the
versions below), and included among its ambitious objectives the taking of Antwerp.
Great Chatham and Sir Richard Strachan

Great Chatham with his sabre drawn
Stood waiting for Sir Richard Strachan;
Sir Richard, longing to beat 'em,
Stood waiting for the Earl of Chatham.
Sir Richard longing to at 'em,
Was waiting for the Earl of Chatham,
The Earl of Chatham, all forlorn,
Was waiting for Sir Richard Strachan.
P.493-494 presents a notable stanza from the crop of epitaphs on general Woolfe. Of more
interest to us than these lines was the fact that "a premium was offered for the best-written
epitaph on that brave officer" on the occasion of his death. Perhaps we should go on and
quote the extract, published 1823:
He march'd without dread or fears
At the head of his bold grenadiers;
And what was more remarkable—nay, very particular,
He climbed up rocks that were perpendicular.
We might ask ourselves if a struggling student of English verse would see what we see in
these remarkable lines, and then reverse the roles and wonder what stupidities we ourselves
are committing in every judgement we make on foreign verse whose traditions we have not
been steeped in.
Grant Uden Anecdotes from History 1968 continued. Although few of these are in verse, I
will quote some:
p.58 Libel in Coleman St. on George Villiers, first Duke of Buckingham (1592-1628):
Who rules the Kingdom? The King!
Who mles the King? The Duke!
Who rules the Duke? The Devil!
This I quote as an example of formulaic prose, and for its natural parallelism, both of which
bring its language very close to verse form.
p.63. A prose epitaph on John Byng, transcribed by Boswell 1781. I mention the
transcription of inscriptions whenever I stumble upon mention of such things.
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p. 69. To, or on, Caroline Amelia Elizabeth (1768-1821) Queen of George IV:
Most gracious Queen we thee implore
To go away and sin no more
But if that effort be too great,
To go away at any rate.
p. 86 the much quoted epitaph of Rochester on Charles II:
Here lies a great and mighty King (or, ... our sovereign Lord, the King)
Whose promise none relies on.
He never said a foolish thing
And never did a wise one.
Now this is far more important than its "intrinsic literary quality" might suggest. Charles
responded to hearing this bandied about: "This is very true: for my words are my own, and
my actions are my ministers'", which showed coolness and considerable wit on his part, but,
far more important for us, that the "epitaph" was fictive, written for a living man, not a dead
one!
p. 100 An old rhyme on 'cockeney'
p. 137 A source for "He that fights and runs away..

is suggested.

p. 147 An early American text-book "inscription":
If there should be another flood,
Then to this book I'd fly.
If all the earth should be submerged,
This book would still be dry.
p. 157 Edward Ill's epitaph (Westminster Abbey) f 1377 [though surely not 14C in
composition!]:
Here lies the glory of England,
The flower of past kings and
The pattern for those to come.
Which shows how poetic artistic prose can be, and how full of impact.
P. 168 A graffito of young Elizabeth I in Woodstock Palace, when she was prisoner of Mary
and under suspicion of complicity in Wyatt's rebellion:
Much suspected, of me
Nothing proved can be,
Quoth Elizabeth, Prisoner.
p. 195 Epitaph for a prince, 13 short rhyming lines beginning, rather inauspiciously, "Here
lies Fred.. and an inscription for a dog collar by Pope. The context is important. The dog
was given to the then Prince of Wales by the poet himself. The Prince was a great
"improver", it seems, and was responsible for the later glories of the Garden at Kew. To read
the deceptively plain couplet aright, we must try to recapture the attitudes felt by
contemporaries to lap dogs, to the court, to the Kew gardens, and the residual personality of
the acerbic poet which would have coloured the reading of the collar for those who knew
both who had made the verses, and who had given the gift:
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I am his Highness' dog at Kew;
Pray tell me sir, whose dog are you.
p. 220 Greville, Fulke, First Baron Brooke 1554-1628 wrote his own epitaph and had it
placed on his monument in Warwick:
Servant to Queen Elizabeth
Councillor to King James and
Friend to Sir Philip Sydney
Which is up to the highest standard of the genuine succinct prose epitaphs and accidentally
approaches strict verse. The nature of the climax is also notable. Perhaps we need to
contextualise the bare words: Fulke Greville was unusually long lived for a courtier of his
time. He was also a calming influence on a hot-headed group of friends, and it was typical
that he pardoned his assassin as he himself lay dying from stab wounds. Thus we situate
better the golden benevolence of words written in the face of dissolution.
p. 239 From Thomas Fuller, The English Worthies 1662, we have a useful verse for that
much married Prince Henry VIII:
Three Kates, two Nans, and one dear Jane I wedded;
One Spanish, one Dutch, and four English wives;
From two I was divorced, two I beheaded,
One died in childbirth, and one me survives.
Without wanting to labour a point, I wish to point out the prevalence of quatrains in these
small pieces.
p. 320 On the work ethic of Sir Thomas More when Chancellor (again from The English
Worthies):
When More some years had chancellor been,
No more suits did remain.
The same shall never more be seen,
Till m/More be there again.
p. 379 On Ratcliffe, Catesby, Lovell, in vilification which cost this (?) author his life under
that King Richard (III?) whose sign was the boar:
The Cat, the Rat, and Lovel our dog,
Rule all England under a hog.
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Grolier Club's anatomisation of English books 16/17C

A Search for dedicatory verse, "fillers", scattered short poems, and other notabiliora in the
title pages and descriptions of English books of the 16 and 17C, using the illustrated
catalogues of the Grolier Club.
The purposes for citing, or summarising, this selection of titles are many, and may only be
apparent in their entirety to close readers of the Thesis, Bibliography annotations, and
Addenda. The title "The Olio..." has been lengthily tracked, for instance, though it is only a
minor matter among "titles which suggest epigram", such as the popular "Drolleries", or
"Poems on various Occasions", which have usually been cited more often than their apparent
contents would advise. "Wit..." in a title awakens our interest, as does news of the "Pasquil".
Many books have Title Pages with verse or citations which interest us. Horace and Martial
seem the most popular (we have not quoted all), with Catullus non-existent, Vergil likewise,
and Ovid a distant third. Juvenal appears a little, and some Latin prose authors. Original or
neo-Latin verse seems rarely used to illustrate TPp. Perhaps it did not have sufficient dignity
and canonicity. The sub-genre of (English) verse placed under frontispiece, or even TP
portraits, makes for a fascinating study, and is quoted, resembling, of course, the verse
captions found in the tradition of de viris illustribus, or Reusner's leones tradition.
Epigram or the like hidden deep in the body text has been tracked down as much as our
source's bibliographic descriptions allows. Often we have a title wihout indication as to the
length of the Latin, or English, poem thus characterised.
Naturally enough, our small crop of occasional verse is dominated by "book verse", or rather,
"scribal/bibliographic" verse. This is of interest in itself, and is in any case a choice forced
upon us by our source. We have actually viewed many of the books printed 1650-1700 in
Early English Books microfilm, and some of the other periods, earlier and later than this, in
the Rare Books sections of various large libraries, but rather opportunistically. Liminal,
gratulatory, and colophonic verse (the latter very rare) is of interest. Verse epistles tend to be
long, and of less concern to our search for cousins of epigram and occasional verse in general.
Authorial and other short anagrammatic verse makes an interesting sub-genre, and is quite
commonly found.
Literary epitaphs interest us (or, even, primarily inscriptional epitaphs, but these are very rare,
and indistinguishable, perhaps, from epideictic epitaphs), particularly when found in
pamphlets containing poems on the death of famous and recently deceased persons, as must
"Emblems".
It is not only the poems which are the focus of our concern which will be adverted to, but also
the company which they tend to keep, which is just as informative on the question of
contemporary senses of genre.
"Metaphors of anthologisation", and any bees sucking flowers, whether flowers already
anthologised or those in their natural state, will also tend to be cited.
Syd Fish 820.15/10 The Grolier Club's Catalogue of Original and Early Editions of Some of the
Poetical and Prose Works of English Writers from Langland to Prior. Four volumes in one.
London 1964 (Reprint of volumes from 1893-1905)
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We have seized on this bibliographical work, with its detailed descriptions of contents and facsimiles of
Title Pages, to search out small deposits of epigram in books where even a long title would not
necessarily indicate their presence. Of course, short poems can always be used as mere fillers, and
we have no doubt missed many of these, particularly outside our key time zone of 1650-1700,
which has been very heavily cross ploughed bibliographically.
We do not guarantee to track down all the commendatory poems and introductory (and colophonic)
epigrams in this rich collection, but we claim to have netted the majority of them. This will give a
faithful impression of the bibliographical situation with such poetry.
Our annotation however tends to be literary, not always scientifically bibliographic - for guarantee of
which the reader would have to go back to the original treatments.

n°. 17 (p. 11/12Alexander Barclay 14757-1559 ...The Shvp of folvs... 1509 . 15702, includes various
epigrams and prose epistles a 2 - a 5. Y6 concludes the book proper, "with a Balade of the translatour in the
honoure of the blessyd Virgyn Mary / moder of god", after which follows the colophon, in rough verse:
1 Our Shyp here leuyth the sees brode
By helpe of God almyght and quyetly
At Anker we lye within the rode
But who that lyfteth of them to bye
In Flete strete shall them fynde truly
At the George: in Richade Pynsönes place
Prynter vnto the Kyngs noble grace
Deo gratias.
Barclay "was one of the few poets of any note in England at the commencement of the 16th Century." Though a
noted poet and translator, the prose paraphrase and up-date of this German satire was his greatest and most
esteemed work. The famous original was by Sebastian Brandt of Basle, ca. 1494.
n° 18 Ed. 2 of n° 17, 1570 <][ 2 verso has a Latin epigram, and an epistle in Latin by a James Locher to his teacher
Sebastian Brandt, dated Friburg Feb. 1479, followed by some Latin verses to the same. H 5 verso to <H recto
has two epigrams in Latin.
n° 19 Nathaniel Baxter 1606 Sir Philip / Sydneys / Ouränia. / That is. / Endvmions Song and Tragedie. /
Containing all Philosophie. / Written bv N. B. Apart from various sonnets and epistles in verse (which we
will no longer specially note), there is on A3 verso a poem in the form of an anagram, "To the Right Noble,
and Honorable Lady Susan Vera Mongomriana".
n° 20 John Bodenham 1599 Wits / Theatre of the little / World. / Breve iter ad bonum per exempla. longum /
per praecepta./ We quote this for the use of "wit" and for its non-Classical Latin gnome.
n°21
John Bodenham 1600 Bel-ved6re / Or / the Garden Of / The Muses. / Quern referent Musae viuet dum
robora tellus, / Dum coelum Stellas, dum vehet amnis aquas./ 16102, is entirely full of 2 line extracts from
poets and displays Tib. I, 4, 65-66 (Quern referent Musce... unreferenced) under the title, above the TP
woodcut. It has (A7 - A10) commendatory poems by 4 poets, and two sonnets, one to Cambridge and the
other to Oxford University.
n° 27 William Browne 1616 Britannia's Pastorals & 1613 . Commendatory verses signed by 8 poets. More
such commendatory verses in the Second Part of 1616.
n°. 69 John Davies (of Hereford) [ 1611] The Scourge of Folly "Consisting of satyricall Epigrammes and
otliers in honour of many noble and worthy Persons of our Land..."
n°. 70 Francis Davison [15757-1619] 16214 Davisons / Poems. / Or / A Poeticall Rapsodie./ Devided into sixe
Bookes!... Two short epithalamia A8 verso just before the following table of contents:
[e.g., 1. Poems and Devises
2.
Sonets and Canzonets
3.
Pastorals and Elegies
5. TLng. Boot^andOraf
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Madrigalls and Odes
Epigrams and Epitaphs
Epistles and Epithalamions]

The Bee and Spider by a divers power
Suck honey and poysonfrom the seife same flower
16021, 16082, 16113.
n° 75 Thomas Drant [t 1578?] 1566 A medicinahle Morall......... also Epigrammes (epigrams and
miscellaneous poems L2 — M4 (verso blank) but only in this particular edition - there were others).
n° 83 Michael Drayton 1613 Polv-olbion. / or / A Chorographicall Description of Tracts. Riuers. / Mountaines,
Forests and other parts of this renowned Isle / of Great Britaine./ With intermixture of the most Remarquable
Stories. Antiquities. Wonders./ Raritves. Pleasures and Commodities of / the same: / Digested in a Poem / By
&c (16121 but incomplete), 1622 The Second part (first full ed.). A3 - A4 (2nd part) signed
commendatory verses.
n° 85 Michael Drayton 1627 The / Battaile / of Agincovrt. / Fovght By Henry The / fift of that name. King of
England, a-/ gainst the whole power of the French: / vnder the Raigne of their Charles / the sixt. Anno Dorn.
1415. / The Miseries of Oueene Margarite. / the infortunate W ife, of that most in-/ fortunate King Henry the
sixt. / Nimphidia. the Court of Favrie. / The Quest of Cinthia. / The Shepheards Sirena. / The Moon-Calfe. /
Elegies upon sundry occasions. / Bv Michaeli Dravton / Esquire. ("Four latin lines" reported under the
portrait on TP, verse?) Signed commendatory verses upon the poem A3 - A4.
[we omit the other editions of Drayton, all with commendatory verses in English, it seems, with one in Latin, n°
90, verso of Eee 3.]
n° 106-110
George Gascoigne [15257-1577] 1572 ca (pirated edition) A Hundreth / sundrie Flowres
bounde / vp in one small Poesie. / Gathered partelv (hv transla-/ tion) in the fvne outlandish Gardins / of
Euripides. Quid. Petrarke. Ariosto. / and others: and partly bv inuention. / out of our owne fruitefull Or-/
chardes in Englande: / Yelding sundrie svveete fauours of Tra-/ gical. Comical, and Morall Discour-/ ses.
bothe pleasaunt and profitable to the / well smellvng noses of lear-/ ned Readers. Meritum petere. graue./
311575 The Poesies of George Gascoigne Esquire, also 1587? We quote this more for the device of the
"anthological century" than for anything specifically epigrammatic. The Steele Glas... of 1576 is of more
interest. Apart from the fact that yet again one of the commendatory poems (that by Sir Walter Raleigh or
"Rawely") is the earliest known verse in print by an author later to become famous, this collection is a first
edition of one of the earliest English satires, and satirical works interest us.
n° 131 Sir John Harington 1634 Orlando / Fvrioso /... with the Addition / of the Author's Epigrams./
Principib. placuisse viris non vltima laus est. / Horace /... The Epigrams separately published 1615, see just
below, but here, for the first time, included with Orlando Furioso. Separate title page for the Epigrams: The
/ Most Elegant / And. / W ittie Epigrams / Of .Sir lohn Harington, Knight, / Digested ^nto.fpure bookes,/ Fama
bonum quo. non.fpelicius ullum. / 32
n° 134

Sir John Harington 1615 Epigrams / Both / Pleasant And / Seriovs /...

n° 138-140
John Heywood [14977-1580?], his 600 epigrams first (partly) published from 1546? This
complete edition the first such, 1562. Middle sub-title perhaps significant, Q 2 recto, "Three hundred Epi/grammes, vpon / three hundred / prouerbes, / Inuented and made by / John Heywood./ In the posthumous
5th Edition 1598 (n° 140). the arrangement differs somewhat, contents similar.
n° 147 The well-known Tottel's Miscellany, but this 1567, entitled Songes And Sonnetes,/ written bv the right
honorable / Lord Henrv Haward [sicl late / Earle of Surrey, and / others. / Apud Richardum Tottell!... and

31 The phrase "meritum petere" does not appear in Classical literature.
32 The part phrase "lama bonum quo" does not occur in Classical Latin literature.
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added to by Nicholas Grimald (the first, 1557 ed. said to survive in only one copy, that now in the Bodleian).
Lord Henry Howard was only by courtesy called Earl of Surrey. He and Grimald wrote the first blank verse
in English. Howard, Wyatt and Grimald are the main authors. The authors of the poems by "Vncertaine
Auctours" probably include Thomas Churchyard and Sir Thomas Bryan, and certainly Thomas Lord Vaux,
John Heywood, and Edward Somerset.
n° 150 The 1584 The Essaves of a Premise, in the Divine Art of P oesie, by James I. of England, VI of
Scotland, is festooned with the commendatory verses common in smaller number in other books. After
sonnets, there comes a Latin "Acrostichon" on A l, and on the verso a Latin epigram, both by Archbishop
Patrick Adamson (such verses are typically provided with the poet's name, or at least, his initials, which
would have been similarly identifying to those who mattered at the time of printing). As the whole book is
apparently o f short verse, it is difficult to tell from the description where introductory verse ends and body
text begins.
n° 151/2
Ben Johnson 11-D 5 title to his "Epigrams", in the 1640 work numbered n° 151 these are
called Epigrams To Severall Noble Personages in this Kingdome F2 - G 11, following the main work, Q
Horatius Flaccus: His Art of Poetry.. . . In the 1640 work numbered n° 152 only the Execration against
Vulcan and the divers Epigrams appear, but below the portrait of Jonson by Robert Vaughan, with 8 lines of
inscription in Latin (not given) and an English couplet signed by Ab. Hall: // O could there be an art found
out that might / Produce his shape soe lively as to Write!//. It is notable that n° 151 seems to have had
different sheets of commendatory verses in the copy described for the Locker catalogue, including "Ad
Lectores", from those apparently similar copies described by the Grolier Club editors and by Huth. This is
ephemeral literature indeed, but carefully published and attributed too!
n° 172 Meres 1598 Palladis Tamia / Wits / Treasvrv / Being the second part / of Wits Common / wealth. / By
/ Francis Meres maister / of Artes of both Vni-/ uersities. / Viuitur ingenio. caetera mortis erunt./... 33 While
we are interested in the epigrams, most readers would be more attracted by the contemporary literary
comments, including several on Shakespeare, beginning leaf 279.
n° 183 Nash, and mention of the "Pasquil": 1589 The / Retume o f the renowned Caualiero / Pasquill of
England.. ,& c.
n° 184 also 1589: Martins / Months minde./ That Is./ A certaine report and true description of the / Death, and
the Funeralls, of olde Martin Marre-/ prelate, the great makebate of England. / and father of the factious. /
Contavning the cause of his death, the manner / of his buriall. and the right copies both of his / Will, and of
such Epitaphs: as bv sundrie / his dearest friends, and other of his / well willers. were framed / for him. //
Martin the Ape, the dronke, and the madde,/ The three Martins are, whose workes we haue had./ If Martin
the fourth come, after Martins so euill,/ Nor man, nor beast comes, but Martin the deuill.//
n° 199 Puttenham, George (15327-1600?) 1589 The Arte of English Poesie &c. Under the frontispiece,
which is a woodcut of Queen Elizabeth, is the Italian inscription: A colei Che se stessa rasomiglia & non
altrui:, an interesting conceit.
n° 202 1602 St. Peter's Teares ten or more poems (A3 - C4 — probably long) divided from each other by
printer's ornaments.
n° 222 Robert Southwell's Douay 1616 St. Peter's Complaint. And Saint Mary Magdalens Funerall Teares.
With sundry other selected, and devout Poems. Bv &c.

33 From the Appendix Vergiliana, Elegia in Maecenatem 1. 38, a popular verse in the fame-hungry, wit-addicted
Renaissance:
35
.. .Pieridas Phoebumque colens in mollibus hortis
sederat argutas garrulus inter aues.
tmarmora minaeif uincent monumenta libelli:
uiuitur ingenio, cetera mortis erunt.
quid faceret? defunctus erat, comes integer idem,
miles et Augusti fortiter usque pius.
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n° 239 The first collected edition of Spencer's works, with dates of the second part (that containing the minor
works) 1613 and others. Dedications and Commendatory verses before each section.
n° 241 Joshua Sylvester [1563-1618] n.d., but see lower down: The Parliament of Vertues Roval. (Summoned
in France:) but assembled in England...&c. esp. p. 211-218. A complex book, with many fillers, some
"epigrams" etc., e.g. "Certain Epigramms" XI; "Memorials of Mortalitie: Written In Tablets, or Quatrains,
By Piere Mathieu. The First Centurie. Translated..." I 1; two extra leaves after Aa2 with an epigram and an
anagram to Prince Charles; two extra leaves after Dd2 containing two epigrams and anagrams with the date
1611; Ff3 epigram and anagram. This curious work displays various dates on different parts of it: 1611,
1614, 1615.
n° 260 Geoffrey Whitney 1636 A Choice / of Emblemes. / and other Devises./... Leyden (Plantyn). On the
TP: "To the Reader. // Peruse with heede, then frendlie iudge, and blaming rashe refraine:/ so maist thou
reade unto thy goode, and shalt requite my paine.//
n° 261-264
George Wither 1613 Abvses / Stript / And / Whipt. / Or / Satirical Essaves / &c On TP: //
Despise not this what ere I seeme in showe, / A foole to purpose speaks sometime you know.// This after the
same idea in inaccurate Greek prose: TToXXaKai to! Kai qtopos airrjp KaraKcupTiov eiTre (videlicet,
assentiente transcriptor Grolierus).
n° 267 1621 Wither's Motto. /N ec habeo. nec Careo. nec Curo./ The elaborate frontispiece has (among other
things) the Holy Name, the Tetragrammaton, in Hebrew letters, sending a sharp ray into the heart of a lightly
clad youth, who has, flying from his mouth, finger and toe three banners displaying the three phrases of the
motto.
n°271

Wither's works 1620. ... Containing / Satvrs./ Epigrams./Eclogues./Sonnets,/and Poems./ ...&c.
SECOND PART, numeration recommences

n°4
An / Antidote / Against / Melancholy ... Drolleries 1661 — // These witty Poems though sometime
mav seem to halt on crutches./ vet thev'l all merrily please vou for vour charge, which not much is.// &c.
This is one of the earliest and most important of that numerous class of publications known as "Drolleries".
n° 11
Ashmore 1621 Certain / Selected Odes / Of Horace.......... / Whereunto are added, both in latin and /
English, sundry new / Epigrammes./ Anagramms./ Epitaphs./... Some translations of Martial, and dedicatory
verses in several places, marking the sub-sections.
n° 18 Robert Aylet 1654 Divine / And Moral / Speculations / in Metrical / Numbers. / Upon Various /
Subjects. !... which has on verso of A2 20 lines of verse addressed "Lectori Ccelebi. To the single Reader"
signed J.H., perhaps (given the tone of the other poems) with moral suggestions, perhaps with "Romana
simplicitas".
n° 19
Philip Ayres Emblems / Of Love, / In four / Languages. / Dedicated to the Ladvs / bv... a second
edition of one in 1683.
n° 20
Philip Ayres 1687 Lyric Poems./ Made in imitation of the / Italians./ Of which, many are / Translations
/ From other Languages./ Mart. Epigram. / Pic mihi quid melius desidiosus agam? / ... The line from
Martial in fact ends ...ages (varr. cites, agis) in Lindsay's OCT edition. Unless another variant lay in the
texts available to Ayres, he has modified the line to fit his title.
n°25
Tho Bancroft 1639a Two / Bookes / 017 Epigrammes, / And / Epitaphs./ Dedicted to two top-branches
/ Of Gentry:/ Sir Charles Shirlev, baronet,/ And / William Davenport. Esquire./... This unpaginated book
claims to contains 239 epigrams and epitaphs in Book 1, and 242 in Book 2, but there are in fact several less.
They vary from two lines to half a page in length. Many are addressed to famous people, James Shirley, Ben
Johnson, Bacon, Shakespeare, Sir Aston Cocain. Donne and others.
n° 26
Jane Barker et. al. 1688 Poetical / Recreations: / Consisting of / Original Poems. / Songs Odes. &c. /
With several / New Translations /...
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n° 29/30
Robert Baron 1650 An Apology for Paris.... with on the verso of A7 "To the fame. An
Epigram." and commendatory poems, as is so common, and these attributed.
n° 32/4 Beaumont 1640,1653 Poems.. . . but none of these poems may be by Beaumont. See p. 25 esp. for the
opening two lines of "the well-known poem" whose "authorship ... is impossible to determine. Poems on the
same model are printed in the works of Henry King, Francis Quarles, and other writers, and the subject was a
popular one during the seventeenth century." // Like a Ring without a finger / Or a Bell without a Ringer /
etc.
n° 37
Thomas Beedome 1641 Poems. Divine And Humane... "Poems, Epitaphs and Epigrams" described
as being on pp. El-12.
n°49

Sir Thomas Pope Blount 1594 De Re Poetica: Or. Remarks Upon Poetry,..

n° 52/53 Henry Bold 1664 (1685) Poems / Lvrique / Macaronique / Heroique &c. / By Henry Bold / Olim t N,
C. Oxon. / Hor. 2.1. 2. Ep. II / Singula de nobis, anni predantur euntes. / Eripuere Jocos. Venerem. Convivia.
Ludum:/ Tendunt extorquere Poemata: Quid faciam vis?... 34
n° 59-77
Richard Braithwaite n° 59: 1615 A / Strappado / for the Diuell./ Epigrams And / Satvres
alluding to the time./ with diuers measures of no / lesse Delight. / Bv M ictoctukoc. to his friend 4>L\oKoaTec./
Nemo me impune lacessit./... A1 has "The Authors anagram", and there are other anagrams later. The
author is fond of quoting the Latin poets, but "Nemo me impune lacessit" may not be intended to be verse,
and even if it is, the phrase "impune lacessit" does not appear in Classical Latin literature.
n° 60 Richard Braithwaite 1618 A Solemne Ioviall Disputation. Theoreticke and Practicke: briefly
shadowing The Law Of Drinking etc. etc.... G1 has a section also on tobacco: sectional TP: The /
Smoaking Age. / or. / The man in the mist: / With / The life and death of Tobacco./ Dedicated / To those
three renowned and impa- / rallel'd Heroes. Captaine Whiffe. / Captaine Pipe, and Cap-/ taine Snuffe. / To
whom the Author wisheth as much content./ as this Smoaking Age can afford them / Divided into three
Sections. / 1. The Birth of Tobacco. / 2, Pluto's blessing to Tobacco./ 3. Times complaint against Tobacco. /
Satis mihi pauci lectores. satis est unus. satis est / Nullus / Upon Tobacco. // This some affirme. vet yeeld I
not to that./ Twill make a fat man leane. a leane man fat./ But this I'm sure (hows'ere it be they meaneV That
many whiffes will make a fat man leane./ OENOZYTHOPOLIS./ At the Signe of Teare-Nose./... Note, as
well as the English quatrain, the fictive publisher’s title. The main TP also had one: At the Signe o f the Red
Eyes. 35
All Braithwaite's works are littered with Latin quotes, and with small poems.
n°98, 99, 100

Alexander Brome 1661 Songs and other poems . Epigrams, S4-U8, quite a few, then.

n° 102 Richard Brome 1650 Lachrvrme Musarum: The Teares of the Muses: / Exprest in / Elegies: / Written
Bv divers persons of Nobility and Worth,/ Upon the death of the most hopefull. / Henry Lord Hastings...
n° 103 Edward Browne 1641 A / Description / Of An / Annuall W orld./ Or./ Briefe Meditations / Upon All
the Holv-Daies / In the Yeere./ With certain Briefe Poeticall / Meditations... A2-A4: "An Epigramme, On
the modest Authour of these Poems", followed by "An Epigramme To his Criticke", and "To the Reader"
also in verse, and commendatory poems also.

34 Horace Epist 2, 2, 55:
55
singula de nobis anni praedantur euntes:
eripuere iocos, venerem, convivia, ludum;
tendunt extorquere poemata: quid faciam vis?
denique non omnes eadem mirantur amantque:
carmine tu gaudes, hie delectatur iambis,
ille Bioneis sermonibus et sale nigro.
35 The phrase "satis mihi pauci" is absent from Classical literature.
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n° 140 Edward Calver 1643 Divine / Passions./ Piously and Pathetically expressed / in three severall Bookes. /
Viz./1. Being a Dialogue between Dives and Lazarus, with the / Authors Epigrams upon that Parable./ II. A
Dialogue between the Prodigall Sone. and the Pitifull / Father, with Epigrams on that Parable also./ III....
n° 148 Duchess of Newcastle, i.e., Margaret Cavendish 1653 Poems./ And / Fancies:... Under her portrait on
the TP is a tablet with these verses: // Studious She is and all Alone / Most visitants, when She has none,/
Her Library on which She looks / It is her Head her Thoughts her Books./ Scominge dead Ashes without fire
/ For her owne Flames doe her Inspire.//
n° 150 Duchess of Newcastle, i.e., Margaret Cavendish, 1655: The / Worlds / Olio... "short essays on every
imaginable subject... The volume concludes with two poems, in the second of which she states that this
work is her own favourite of all she had written. Second Edition 1671.
n° 160 John Cleveland 1648 The Character Of A London-Diumall: / W ith severall select Poems:... has
some epitaphs and funeral elegies.
n° 177-182
John Cleveland 1659 ff. J. Cleaveland Revived:... Despite the emphasis on "the most
eminent wits of both the Universities", no title "epigram" appears in the voluminous collations and notes.
Under his frontispiece portrait appears, each volume: // For weighty Numbers, sense, misterious wayes / Of
happie wit, Great Cleauland claimes his Baies.// And some have "Sepultus Colleg: Whitintonij. 2 May An°:
1658."
n° 183 Edward Cocker 1675 Cocker's Morals. / Or. The / Muses / Spring-Garden./ Adorned with many
Sententious / disticks & Poems./ In Alphabetical Order, / Fitted for the Use of all Pubiick and Private
Grammar / and Writing Schools, for the Scholars of the first / to turn into Latin, and for those of the other / to
transcribe into all their various / and curious Hands. / Omne Bonum. Dei Donum. / By Edward Cocker.
Practitioner in the Arts of Writing. Arithmetic./ and Engraving, and published for the benefit of Learners./...
n° 185

Sir Aston Co(c)kayne 1658 Small / Poems / Of / Divers / sorts / Written bv...

n° 203/5 = p. 182/3
John Cotgrave's The English Treasury Of Wit and Language. Collected... 1655, and
1655 also Wit’s Interpreter. The English Parnassus... The 1661 ed. of the latter has portraits flanking the TP,
showing: (on top) The Muses, (then, taking these in a U shape down and around from top left to top right)
Spencer, Shakespeare, Johnson, Randolph, Richelieu, Dubartus, Strafford, Sydney, Ld. Bacon, and St. T.
More, and under all, Drollery. The title of this is in the middle of all the encircling pictures: Witts /
Interpreter / or / The New Parnassus / Several New Songs./ Fancies. Epigrams. Drollery./ Letters./ &c. A
second edition came out in 1662. In the body of the 1661 book the sub-title which interests us is "Epigrams
and Epitaphs".
n°216 Charles Cotton 1695 Epigrams / Of / Martial / Englished / With some / Other Pieces. Ancient and
Modern. / Dicitur & nostros can tare Britannia versus. ...
n° 231 Richard Crashaw 1634 = p. 202-207 Epigram-/ matum / Sacrorum / Liber./-» Pn p. 37 (Sig. C3) occurs
the celebrated epigram "Aquae in vinum versae".
n° 236 Richard Crashaw 1670 Richardi Crashawi / Poemata / Et / Epigrammata. / Quae scripsit Latina &
Graeca./ Cum Aulae Pemb. Alumnus fuit./ Et / Collegii Petrensis SociusV Editio Secunda. Auctior &
emendatior, / Eit/exey evuaQtn? •m.vuTo^povo?. n 6 MeXiypo? / ’'Hatcngey, Mouacov duuiXa Kai
XapeiTW. ’AvQoX. /..,
n° 297 John Donne 1652 Paradoxes. / Problemes. / Essaves./ Characters./ Written Bv Dr. Donne / Deane of
Pauls:/ To which is added a Book of Epigrams:/ Written in Latin bv the same / Author, translated into /
English bv / J: Maine. D.D./ As also Ignatius his Conclave. / A Satvr. / Translated out of the Originall / Copy
Written in Latin bv the / same Author: found lately / amongst his own Papers./ De Jesuitarum dissidiis. /
Ouos pugnare. Scholis. clamat. hi (discite RegnaV Non sunt Unanimes. conveniuntq: nimis./36 The

36 The phrase "conveniuntque nimis" occurs nowhere in Classical Latin literature.
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"Characters" and the "Epigrams" appear here for the first time. The claim made about the text of "Ignatius
his Conclave" is patently false.
DROLLERIES: see p. 242 for 8 titles, 1641-1682.
n° 299 William Drummond 1616 Poems:/ Bv / William Drummond./ of / Hawthone-dene./ The second
impression / Edinburgh... M4 Half-Title: "Madrigalls And Epigrammes....
n°327

JohnDryden 1701 Poems / On / Various Occasions: / And / Translations / From / Several Authors / By
!... Ddl ff. epitaphs...
Volume 2 of collection

n° 352 Robert Farley 1638 Lvchocausia / siue / Moralia Facum / Emblemata./ Lights / Morall Emblems. /
Authore Roberto Farlaeo / Scoto-Britanno. Sic luceat lux vestra & cet./... Two Latin epigrams with English
translations on the universities of Oxford and Cambridge A8. The work ends with an emblem representing
Time and Death supporting a large clasped volume over an hour-glass. Around the four sides the following
inscription is printed: // Study me in thy Prime / Bury Death and weary Time. / The Glasse doth Runne, and
Time doth Go,/ Death hath his End, I have not so.//
n° 364-375

Richard Flecknoe — N°° 370-374, his various books of Epigrams, variously titled.

n° 378 Giles Fletcher the younger. 1656 Ex otio Negotium./ Or. / Martiall / His / Epigrams / Translated. /
With / Sundry Poems and Fancies./...
n° 390 = p.39-40
Thomas Fuller 1662 The / History / Of The / Worthies / Of / England / Endeavoured
bv / ... Very loosely organised by the county of birth. TP verse, bottom // The graver here hath well thy
Face design'd./ But no hand Fuller can expresse thy Mind / For that a Resurrection glues to those / Whom
Silent Monuments did long enclose. //
n°418 John Hall of Durham 1646 Poems / Bv / John Hall:/ Nazianz. / nauTei Tal uctpov Tfj? a v ia ?
(frapuaKov, / üaCSauva Kat yXuKaCTua to i ? veoig ... / with the expected commendatory poems.
Another title and date F3: The / Second Booke / Of / Divine Poems. / By / J. H. / Saepe quidem in galea
nidos fecere Columbae./... Poems F4-H4.
n°428 John Owen by Thomas Harvey 1677 John Owen's / Latine / Epigrams / Englished Bv ... New title on
A2, more fulsome. Much commendatory verse. Yet another title D5. This is, I think, the first complete
English translation. See below for a partial one by Hayman. Owen began publishing his Latin epigrams in
1606.
n° 430 Robert Hayman 1628 Quodlibets. / Lately Come Over / From New Britaniola./ Old Newfound-Land./
Epigrams and other small parcels, both / Morall and Diuine. / The first foure Bookes being the Authors
owne: the / rest translated out of that Excellent Epigrammatist / Mr. lohn Owen, and other rare Authors:/
With two Epistles of that excellently wittie Doctor./ Francis Rablais: Translated out of his French at large./
All of them / Composed and done at Harbour-Grace in / Britaniola. anciently called Newfound-Land./ bv R.
H. / Sometimes Gouemour of the Plantation there.... F4 recto one of the several sub-titles: Several]./
Sententious / Epigrams, .And Witty .Sayings Qut./.of........
n°435 Robert Heath 1650 Clarastella: / Together with / Poems occasional. / Elegies. / Epigrams. / Satyrs /...
Another title C9 quotes Martial li. 9. Ep. 1. // Majores majora sonent, mihi parva locuto / Sufficit, in vestras
saepe redire manus.//
n° 440 William Herbert, third Earl of Pembroke (1580-1630) and Sir Benjamin Rudyerd (1572-1658) 1660
Poems........Whereof / Many of which are answered by way of Repartee./ By... Poems mostly by P or by R,
but others included, such as the celebrated epitaph on the Countess of Pembroke which begins: // Underneath
this sable Herse / Lies the subject of all verse. / ... . The first six lines of this epitaph are commonly
attributed to Ben Jonson. The first publication of the "whole poem" was in Osborne's "Traditional Memoirs
on the Reign of King James", 1658, and the second printing was in this 1660 volume. Gordon Goodwin
however, attributes it to William Browne in his Poems of William Browne of Tavistock 1894 II, p. 350.
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n°441 Robert Herrick 1648 Hesperides: / Or./ The W orks / Both / Humane & Divine / O f / Robert Herrick
Esq./ Ovid. / Effugient avidos Carm ina nostra R ogos.... Herrick's poems were not again printed until 1810,
and then only in selection. A complete edition was got out in 1823, then five more in that century.
n°445 Thom as Hey wood, 1637 Pleasant / Dialogues / And / Dramma's. / Selected Out O f / Lucian. Erasmus.
Textor./ Ovid. &c. / W ith sundry Em blem s extracted from / the m ost elegant Iacobus Carsius./ As also
certaine Elegies. Epitaphs, and / Epithalam ions or Nuptial Songs: Anagrams and / Acrosticks: With divers
Speeches (upon severall / occasions) spoken to their most Excellent / Majesties. King Charles, and / Oueene
Mary. / W ith other Fancies translated from Beza,/ Bucanan, and sundry Italian Poets. / B y ... Commendatory
verses (of course) A 7-A 8.
n° 446 Thom as Hey wood, 1637 The Phrenix of these / late times:/ Or the life of Mr. Henry / Welbv, E sq :...
Includes elegies and epitaphs in verse, signed.
n° 456 John Hoddesdon 1650 Sion and Parnassus. / Or / Epigrams / On severall texts of the Old and / New
T estam e n t.... Facing the title is the portrait o f the author standing before a table and writing in an open
book, under all which is a scroll displaying these verses: // Though, in this darker Shade, there somthing
lyes,/ M ight bee the load-stone o f all learned eyes;/ There's ne'r a leafe in which I cannot spie / Th' Author in
's more true Anatomie: / Y et All 's too little: Hee is but made less / By th' Painters Pencil, or the Printers
Press. // R: M. Among the commendatory poem s is one by John Dryden, "one of his earliest appearances in
print".
n°460
Barten Holyday, or Holiday 1661 A / Survey / Of The World./ In / Ten Books./ Bv / Barten Holvdav /
D.D. / And / Archdeacon of O xford./... A2 "To The Studious Reader" (in verse). The work is (entirely?)
composed o f poetic couplets, arranged into centuries (going up to 1,000), and as Book VI is O f Physitians,
and VII O f L a m e rs, they m ust at least partly be satirical.
n° 461 1687 The / H onour of the T avlors:/ O r./ The Famous and Renowned / History / O f / Sir John
Hawkwood. Knight/ C on tain in g ,., This Sir John died in 1394, and there is an unfounded tradition that he
began life inauspiciously as a tailor in London. Facing the TP is a woodcut with these 11 lines of verse
under it: // Behold the M erchant-Taylor, and in's Hand / A Measure, whilst a Lady fair does stand / Patient
without a Blush, and lets him do / W hat brave Gallants dare not pretend unto./ W hen others pine but for a
Glance, or K iss,/ By him the coyest Beauty handl'd is./ Nor is his Trade inferiour to the best,/ For Art helps
Natures Beauty when well drest,/ And Beauty is by Comliness exprest./ First of all Trades this was, and did
entice / Adam to use it ev’n in Paradise. H [The picture shows a man about to lay his tape measure across a
haughty lady's bust, or very close to it!]
n° 462 Nicholas Hookes 1653 A m anda... — said both by Shield and Andrew Lang to have been a very rare
collection o f poems. On G6 a Latin title runs: M iscellanea / Poetica; J Cannina exequialia, Epigrammata &
.4i:/. vers i. 5 e neris.Poema ta col 1igata.in M ani-/ p u lum ; c u i. Annectun tu r E pistol ae,/. Ros.amondae Henrico. / E t. /
Henrici Rosamondae,/. .Quas. clarissim um .olim. Poe ta .nostras. [sic] / M ichael D raiton. Anmiger / Nos tratibus
.de.d.it;/. .Carminihu.s. Latinis. re.dd.i.tas;/. .Quartjm . quae. .se.cu.n.da .c.st. .Qy.id.i.an.o. .plane, .stylo, n o -/. biiüat.ur. .ab
Eiegand.ssim.o. .&.H.onor.atissimo I.uyen.e.y. Dn.o. Eduardo M.onta.cum ./D ie .quis. Patronus, .quis. nunc .erit?— ./
N qs .tarn e n haec.ag.im u.sv.tenui.que.inpulyere.M eos./Dugm us, — . / Lpndini,.Exgjswm .Ann.QD.Qm..165.3, 37
There are, as one would expect, many "dedications" and commendatory poems.
n°495 Henry Hutton 1619 Folie's Anatomic./ Or / Satvres / And / Satvricall Epigrams. / With a compendious
/ History of Ixion's / Wheele. /... The epigrams C 2-D 2.

- 7 See Juvenal, Satires, 7, 48 and context:
nemo dabit regum quanti subsellia constant
et quae conducto pendent anabathra tigillo
quaeque reportandis posita est orchestra cathedris.
48
nos tarnen hoc agimus tenuique in puluere sulcos
ducim us et litus sterili uersamus aratro.
50
nam si discedas, [laqueo tenet ambitiosi
consuetudo mali,] tenet insanabile multos
scribendi cacoethes et aegro in corde senescit.
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n°497
James I, King of Great Britain and Ireland (1566-1625) [1591] His Maies-/ ties Poeti-/ call Exer-/
cises at vacant / houres./... Commendatory verses in Greek. Latin and English, two sonnets mentioned in
this context. One of the King's poems was The Lepanto of lames the sat, King of Scotland, G3 ff.
n° 504 Thomas Jordan 1637 Poeticall / Varieties: / Or. / Varietie Of / Fancies. / Bv Tho. Jordan Gent. /
Carpere vel noli nostra vel ede tua: / Marti. Epigram. /...
n° 506 Thomas Jordan 1665? Wit / In A / Wildemesse / Of Promiscuous / Poesie./ Bv the Author Tho. Jordan
/ Hunc novere modum nostri servare Libelli,/ Parcere personis. dicere de vitiis./... 38
n° 507

Sir William Killigrew 1694 Mid-night and Daily / Thoughts. / In Prose and Verse./...

n° 509 Henry King, bishop of Chichester 1651 The / Psalmes / Of / David./ From / The New Translation of
the / Bible Turned into Meter: / To be Sung after the Old Tunes used / in the Churches./ Greg. Nazianz. Orat.
40. In baptisma./ H' ibaXpcoSLa ue9' f| ScyOpar), Tp? eKeiQev / utivtoSiac ttoooSllloi'. / Psalmorum
Cantillatio. cun qua acciperis. illius / Hvmnodiae praeludium. &c. / Hippolvt. Episcop. Orat. de Consummat. /
Mundi. ex versione Jo. Pici. / Temporibus Antichristi Psalmorum decantatio / cessabit. !... Musical notes
also are given.
n°511

Henry King, bishop of Chichester 1657 Poems./ Elegies./ Paradoxes./ and / Sonnets /...

n° 530
1700 Luctus Britannici: / Or The / Tears / Of The / British Muses: / For The / Death / Of / John
Drvden. Esq; / Late / Poet Laureat to... 24 short poems in Latin and Greek follow 26 poems in English, and
"Gallus", a Latin poem.
n° 535 1674 M. Val. Martialis. / Spectaculorum / Liber./ Paraphras'd. // Such is our Pride, our Folly, or our
Fate:/ That few, but such as cannot write, translate. 1//1 Denham. /...
n° 547-548
Sir John Mennis or Mennes, and James Smith 1655 Musarum Deliciae: / Or. / The Muses /
Recreation. / Conteining severall select / Pieces of sportive Wit. / Bv... In 1817 Thomas Park combined this
book with Wits Recreations (two voll.) 1640, and Wit restored in several select Poems. 1658, under the
combined, general title of Musarum Deliciae.
n° 549 William Mercer 1646 Angliae Speculum: / Or.., Dedications with anagrams and acrostics. An internal
title F2: Anglic. Speculum: J .Qr J Englands./. Loßking:Gl.a55.9../.The..se.cpnd.Par.t,/..Consisting.of.several
Speeches,.Anagrams,./.Epigrams,.A.crosticks,, and Sonnets,..&c.../. By. C, W, Mercer,JJ.Scribimus..indocti,
doctique .poemata .passim,.// London.. ,_39

38 See Martial 10, 33, 4 and context (whole poem):
XXXIII
1
Simplicior priscis, Munati Galle, Sabinis,
Cecropium superas qui bonitate senem,
Sic tibi consoceri claros retinere penates
Perpetua natae det face casta Venus:
5
Ut tu, si viridi tinctos aerugine versus
Forte malus livor dixerit esse meos,
Ut facis, a nobis abigas, nec scribere quemquam
Talia contendas carmina, qui legitur.
Hunc servare modum nostri novere libelli,
10
Parcere personis, dicere de vitiis.
39 See Horace Epist. 2, 1, 117 and context:
...navem agere ignarus navis timet, habrotonum aegro
115
non audet nisi qui didicit dare; quod medicorum est
promittunt medici, tractant fabrilia fabri:
scribimus indocti doctique poemata passim,
hie error tarnen et levis haec insania quantas
virtutes habeat, sic collige: vatis avarus
120
non temere est animus: versus amat, hoc studet unum;
detrimenta, fugas servorum, incendia ridet;
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n° 623 Sir Thomas More 1638 Epigrammata / Thomac Mori / Angli / Viri eruditionis / pariter ac virtutis
nomine / clarissimi. Anglia^: / olim Cancellarii./... Includes the Carmen gratulatorium for the coronation
of Henry VIII, with a special title, at the end of the epigrams, and is followed by "Progymnasmata Thomae
Mori Et Guilielmi Lilii Sodalium".
n° 627 1689 The / Muses Farewel / To / Popery and Slavery. / Or. A / Collection / Of / Miscellany Poems.
Satvrs. / Songs. &c. / made bv the most Eminent Wits of / the Nation, as the Shams. Intreagues. / and Plots of
Priests and Jesuits gave / occasion. / Suis & ipsa Roma viribus ruit. Hor.... The Supplement has in that title
the Latin: // Roma diu titubans, multis erroribus acta / Corruit; & mundi desinit esse caput.//40
n° 629 1658 Naps / Upon / Parnassus. / A sleepy Muse nipt and pincht. / though not awakened / Such
Voluntary and Jovial Copies of Verses, as were / lately receiv'd from some of the Wits of the / Universities in
a Frolick. dedicated to Gon-/ dibert’s Mistress bv Captain Jones / and others. / Whereunto is added for
Demonstration of the Au-/ thors prosaick Excellency's, his Epistle to one of / the Universities, with the
Answer: together with / two Satvrical Characters of his Own, of a Tempor-/ izer. and an Antiquary, with
Marginal Notes / by a Friend to the Reader. Vide Jones his Legend. Drink Sack and Gun-/ powder, and so
fall to't. / ”Ouap £K Slo? eari Horn, Ilias, a. / Aliquando bonus dormitat Homerus. / London. Printed by
express Order from the Wits / for... This is directed against Samuel Austen, and is not, as is often claimed,
written by him.
n° 637

John Norris An Idea of Happiness.... (quotes Manilius! on the inner TP, 1684, F4)

n° 639 John Norris 1678 A Collection Of Miscellanies:... quotes on the TP not only the usual Horace, but
Seneca, Nat. Quaest 1. i.
n° 639 Dudley North, third baron North 1645 A / Forest / Of / Varieties. / First Part. / Non Aliena meo pressi
pede./... 4^ meant for private distribution.
n° 647 John Oldmixon 1696 Poems / On / Several Occasions. / Written in imitation of the manner of /
Anacreon. / With / Other Poems. Letters and Transla-/ tions. // Cum Thebae. cum Troja foret. cum Caesaris
Acta. / Ingenium movit Sola Corinna meum. // Ovid. Eleg. /...
n° 650 Thomas Otway 1685 Windsor Castle. / In / A Monument / To our Late Sovereign / K. Charles II. / Of
ever Blessed Memory, / A / Poem. / Bv Tho. Otwav. // Dum Juga Montis Aper. fluvios dum Piscis amabit. /

125

non fraudem socio puerove incogitat ullam
pupillo; vivit siliquis et pane secundo,
militiae quamquam piger et malus, utilis urbi,
si das hoc, parvis quoque rebus magna iuvari.

40 The phrase "Roma diu titubans" occurs nowhere in Classical Latin literature.
41 See Horace Ep. I, 19, 22 and context:
o imitatores, servom pecus, ut milii saepe
20
bilem, saepe iocum vestri movere tumultus!
libera per vacuum posui vestigia princeps,
non aliena meo pressi pede. qui sibi fidet,
dux reget examen. Parios ego primus iambos
ostendi Latio, numeros animosque secutus
25
Archilochi, non res et agenda verba Lycamben.
ac ne me foliis ideo brevioribus omes,
quod timui mu tare modos et carminis artem:
temperat Archilochi musam pede mascula Sappho,
temperat Alcaeus, sed rebus et ordine dispar,
30
nec socerum quaerit, quern versibus oblinat atris,
nec sponsae laqueum famoso carmine nectit.
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Düm que Thymo pascentur Apes, dum Rore Cicadas: / Semper Honos. Nom6nque tuum. Landesque [sic]
manebunt. / Si canimus S vivas. Svlvae sint Consule dignae.//... 42
n° 659 Thomas Peeke 1659 Pam assi Puerperium: / Or. / Some W ell wishes / To / Ingenuity. / In The /
Translation o f Six Hundred, o f / Owen's Epigrams: Martial de Spectaculis. or / of Rarities to be seen in
Rome: and the / most Select, in Sir Tho. More. / To which is annext / A Century of Heroick Epigrams. (Sixty
/ whereof concern the Twelve Caesars: and the / forty remaining, several deserving Persons.) / Bv the Author
of that celebrated Elegie / upon Cleeveland: / Tho. Peeke of the / Inner Temple. Gent. // Ista tarnen mala sunt.
Quasi nos manifesta negemus: / Haec mala sunt: sed Tu. non M eliora fads. Mart. 1. 2 Ep. 8. // Mv Stock of
W it is small: let then who flout / M v Poverty, be pleas'd, to bear Me o ut . ! . . . 15 has another TP, including
• ••// Non. C.uiyis Lectori, Audi tor iy.e. placebo;. /. Lector. &. Auditor, .non mihi .quis.que. placet,. [//]. Qwe.n.L .3/,....
K4 has yet another, including
//. D M they Acceptance, finde, .which .went, before.?./ T.O. speake. of .wit; .these
have F -Q U C ty .tim e s .M o re L o n g e r verse closes the final section, upon the Twelve Caesars. On the verso
of the final sheet are the errata and six lines of verse "To the Reader".
Third volume of catalogue
n° 703 Francis Quarles 1632, first mention, in the title of the much published family of his Divine Fancies, of
the term "epigrammes": Divine / Fancies: / Digested into / Epigrammes, / Meditation. / And / Observations.
?... Quarles's other works probably contain unannounced epigrams. In the ones entitled "Emblemes" this is
to be expected.
n° 733 Francis Quarles 1656 N ot only an elegy on James Us<s>her, but "His Epitaph": An / Elegie / on the /
M ost Reverend & Learned James Usher / L. Archbishop of Armagh. / and Primate of Ireland: ...
n° 767 S., J., Gent. 1648 W i t s L abyrinth...
presumably at least interspersed with verse.

a collection of witty expressions, possibly all prose, but

n° 774 John Saltmarsh 1636 Poem ata / Sacra / Latink & Anglic^ / scripta. / Mart. Epigr, lib. 4, Epigr. 83. / Si
nimis est legisse duos, tibi Charta plicetur / Altera: divisum sic breve fiet opus.//...
n° 775 Wye Saltonstall 1631 P ic tu re Loquentes. / Or / Pictures / Drawne forth in / Characters. / With a
Poeme of a / Maid. / B y ... The titles of the essays or characters are as follows: "The world," "An old man,"
"A woman," "A widdow," "A true lover," "A country bride," "A ploughm an," "A m elancholy man," "A
young heire," "A scholler in the University," "A lawyers clarke," "A townsman in Oxford," "An usurer," "A
wandring rogue".
n°788 James Scudamore 1664 Homer A la Mode. / A / Mock Poem / Upon / The First. / And / Second Books
/ O f / Homer's Iliads. // Hoc ridere meum tarn nil nullä tibi vendo / Iliade.— / Et sua riserunt tempora
Maeoniden, / — One for Sense, and one for Rime. / 1 think's sufficient at one time. / Hudibr. / O xford... 43
n° 789 Sir Charles Sedley 1702 The Miscellaneous Works / Of the honourable / Sir Charles Sedlev, Bart /
Containing / Satyrs. / Epigrams. / Court-Characters. / Translations. / Essays, and / Speeches in Par-/ liament.

42 "Dum iuga montis aper" occurs in Vergil's 5th Bucolic: line 75
reddemus Nymphis, et cum lustrabimus agros.
75
dum iuga montis aper, fluuios dum piscis amabit,
dumque thymo pascentur apes, dum rore cicadae,
semper honos nomenque tuum laudesque manebunt.
ut Baccho Cererique, tibi sic uota quotannis
80
agricolae facient: damnabis tu quoque uotis.
MO. Quae tibi, quae tali reddam pro carmine dona?
43 See Persius (an author rarely quoted in TP) I, 122 and context:
120
hie tarnen infodiam. uidi, uidi ipse, libelle:
auriculas asini quis non habet? hoc ego opertum,
hoc ridere meum, tarn nil, nulla tibi uendo
Iliade. audaci quicumque adflate Cratino
iratum Eupolidem praegrandi cum sene palles,
125
aspice et haec, si forte aliquid decoctius audis.
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/ Collected into one volume. / To which is added. / The Death of Marc Antony: / A Tragedy never before
Printed. / Published from the Original Manuscripts. / bv Capt. Avloffe. /... This 1702 Miscellaneous Works
is a first edition. The 1722, First Collected Edition of Sedley has, actually included in the title, reference to
the picture of the author, and 7 lines of Rochester, praising the same. See n° 790,which we do not here
reproduce.
n° 796 (& p. 76) Samuel Sheppard 1651 Epigrams / Theological. / Philosophical. / And / Romantick. / Six
Books. / also / The Socratick Session. / Or / The Arraignment and Conviction. / of Julius Scaliger, / with
other Select Poems. / By... A2 Dedication: "If These Epigrams Survive (Maugre The Voracitie Of Time)
Let The Names Of Christopher Clapham, And James Winter, (To Whom The Author Dedicateth These His
Indeavours) Live With Them." This volume is mostly remembered for the poems: "In Memory of our
Famous Shakespeare", and "The Poet's invitation to Ben Johnsons Ghost to appeare again." Many other
poets and dramatists of the time are mentioned as well.
n° 815 Thomas Stanley 1651 (also, only the TP slightly differing, 1652) Poems. / Bv / Thomas Stanley /
Esquire. // Quae mea culpa tarnen, nisi si lusisse vocari / Culpa potest: nisi culpa potest & amasse. vocari? //
Printed in the Year. / 1651 44 Another title is on Al: Anacrepn,./ Bipn,./ Mo.sqhus, J Kiss.es,./.by.SeQUndus,/
Cupid. Crucified.,./ .by. Ayspniu?,./. Y.enus.YÜEgilk./. In.QC.rto. Ay.thorc... Printed, in. the.year,./.165.1 then the
poems referred to. Another title on FI: Excitations..... . Another again on M l: Sylvia's.Park,../.by
Theophile. / Acanthus.Complaint,./.by.Tristan, / Oronta, / by. Preti../.Echo,./.by..Marino,./ Loves.Embassy,./
by. Boscan,./.The.§olitude,./ by.GongQ.ra,/ Printed.,, . Yet another title on PI: A Platonick Discourse /.Upon
/. Love,../.Written.in..Italian.by. John. Picy.S./. Mirandula,./.In.Explieitati.O.n..of a..Sonnet,.by../.Hi.eronimo
B.eni.Y.eni../.Printed.in.the.Yeaf,./..165.L This intensity of "contemporary", Baroque and Continental poetic
reference is rare in TPs in this catalogue, and there are nearly 1,100 of them, so it was undoubtedly rare
throughout the entire period.
n° 820 John Stephens 1615 Essaves / and / Characters. / Ironicall. And / Instructive. / The second impression.
/ With new Satvre in defence of / Common Law and Lawyers: Mixt / with reproofe against their / common
Enemy, / With many new Characters. & diuers / other things added: & every / thing amended.// expedit
castiaari. malcdicere non lict neq; / iuuat: affert enim maledictum vel maldicenti psenitentiam vel
vituperationem; Iul: / Scalig: de Subtil: / By... A3-A4 have texts "To the Reader" and "To the namelesse
Rayler: who hath lengthened his Excellent Actor, a most needy Caracter following the wife with a peece of
dog-skin witt; dressed ouer with oyle of sweaty Posthorse" followed by 11 lines of verse "Ad Detractorem"
from Martial with translation, eight lines "In eundem" by Catullus... later... ending on B2 recto, three
epigrams by Geo. Greene. In the first edition, with quite different quotes in the main TP (Theophrastus,
understandably, and Juvenal), the three essays "of Cowardliness" are in verse, and in this second edition,
there is one additional essay in verse, and five additional characters.
n° 823 Matthew Stevenson 1654 Occasions Off-spring. / Or / Poems / Upon / Several Occasions: / By
Mathew Stevenson // Mart. Die mihi quid melius desidiosus agas. // London... Under the portrait which
faces the TP are tire lines: // The printers proffit not my pride / hath this idea sinify’d / For he pusht our the
merrie pay / and Mr Gaywood made it gay. // Dedications, address to the reader, and commendatory poems,
as per normal.

44 Ovid Metamorphoses 10, 200 and context:
195
ipsa sibi est oneri cervix umeroque recumbit.
"laberis, Oebalide, prima fraudate iuventa,"
Phoebus ait "videoque tuum, mea crimina, vulnus.
tu dolor es facinusque meum: mea dextera leto
inscribenda tuo est. ego sum tibi funeris auctor.
200
quae mea culpa tarnen, nisi si lusisse vocari
culpa potest, nisi culpa potest et amasse vocari?
atque utinam tecumque mori vitamque liceret
reddere! quod quoniam fatali lege tenemur,
semper eris mecum memorique haerebis in ore.
205
te lyra pulsa manu, te carmina nostra sonabunt,
flosque novus scripto gemitus imitabere nostros.
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n° 824 Matthew Stevenson 1665
ede tua. // London...

Poems / By Mathew Stevenson // Mart. Epig. // Carpere vel noli nostra vel

n°825 Matthew Stevenson 1685 The / Wits: / Or. / Poems & Songs / On / Various Occasions. / Made Publick
for the Delight of / the Ingenious. / By a Lover of the Muses ?... This is in fact no more than the book
"Norfolk Drollery" of 1673, only the TP being changed.
n° 831 Joshua Sylvester 1630 Panthea: / or. / Divine Wishes / And Meditations... Dedicated (lengthily) to
"the most resplendent Diamonds of the North and singular Glories of their Sex", ten ladies who are named,
with their most prominent male connections. To all these mentioned, "I. M. the publisher of these
Soliloquies, consecrates them, devotes himselfe, wishes all imaginable Happinesse" A4. Bq has "A
Panegyre, To the Author" in verse, and on verso, "The Authors Inuocation and Imprecation against his
Infemall Enemis" also in verse. Another title is found on C4 recto: Appendix J .To / .Panthea.. / .Plump..
Epigram,.. Ad Ppnülianum... / Sunt.mala..qua?.culpas.(fateor). mala. Tempora:.. sed. tu./.Temppribus.pejor
Pontiliane malis..// Tit.. 1... 13... /. Jncrepa. illos dure:. /. Anno Dionysiano.163.0...... In this Appendix are only four
poems, the second of which is "a select Epigram, written by a Noble Knight deceased, and now inscribed (as
followeth) Honoratissimae et Nobiliss. Ciuitati Cestriae, Sacra Of the Pillars of the Church".
n° 834

Nahum Tate 1684 Poems / Written / On several Occasions. /. . .

n° 853 John Taylor 1621 Taylor's Motto. / Et habeo. Et Careo. Et Curo. A,. a poem in opposition to the
contrary motto of Wither, above, n° 267, also of 1621.
n° 873 John Taylor 1642 Heads of all Fashions. / Being. / A Plaine Desection or Definition of diverse, / and
sundry sorts of heads. Butting. Jetting, or pointing / at vulgar opinion. / And Allegorically shewing the
Diversities of Religion in / these distempered times. Now very lately written, since Calves-Heads came in
Season. /... The "contents" give the list of 27 types of heads, followed by a verse address "To the gentle
Reader". Then there comes a short poem to "A Round-head at randome". Ten follow 27 six-line stanzas,
each treating of a separate kind of head, and the work ends with "The Conclusion". The TP itself pictures
one large, round, and pig-eared (or devil-eared?) head flanked by 16 smaller ones of a considerable variety of
shape.
n° 893 Sir Thomas Urquhart, or Urchard 1641 Epigrams: / Divine / And / Moral. By / Sir Thomas Vrchard.
Knight. /... Facing the TP is a full length portrait of the author, under which are the verses: // Of him whose
shape this Picture hath design'd, / Vertue and learning represent the Mind. // W. S.
n° 907 Robert Vilvain 1654 Enchiridium Epigrammatum / Latino-Anglicum. / An Epitome of / Essais. /
Englished out of Latin: with-/ out elucidat Explications. / Containing six Classes or Centuries / of / 1,
Theologicalls. / 2. Historicals. / 3. Heterogeneals. / 4. Brvto-Anglicals. / 5. Miscellaneals. / 6. Mutuatitials. /
Beside a Fardel of 76 fragments. // Sunt quibus ample libet versare volumina valde: / Sunt quibus arcta magis
volvere scripta placet. // Som on large Volumes greatly lov to muse: / Som rather like less Pamphlets to
peruse. // Doon bv Rob: Vilvain of Exceter. / Price at Press, unbound Is 6 d ./... 45
n° 908 T., W., Gent. 1649 Plantagenets / Tragicall / Storv: / or. / The Death Of / King Edward the Fourth:
With / The unnaturall Voyage of Richard the Third. / through the Red Sea of his Nephews innocent / bloud,
to his usurped Crowne. / Metaphrased / Bv / . . . Attributed to Capt. Thomas Whitchcot, but also, and more
commonly, to Thomas Weaver, whose likeness the portrait facing the TP is generally supposed to represent.
This plate has at its foot the following verses: // Our eyes may here a Double Beauty find; His Face this
shewes, his Book presents his mind, / Which a few Downey minutes have improv'd / To such vast summes of
worth, as makes him lov'd: / And as this Shadow now appeareth His, / That likewise is Heavens Effigies. // J.
S.
n°925 Edmund Waller 1664 Poems. / &c./ Written Upon Several Occa-/ sions. And To Several / Persons. Bv
Edmond Waller. Esq:. / Never till now Corrected and Published with / the approbation of the Author. //
Primum ego me illorum. dederim quibus esse poetas. / Excerpam numero — / Ingenium cui sit, cui meus

4:1 The phrase "libet versare volumina" does not occur in Classical Latin literature.
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divinor. atque os / Magna sonaturum. des nominis hujus honorem. // Horat.!... 88 poems, one of the added
ones being "Epitaph to be written under the Latin inscription upon the tomb of the only son of the Lord
Andover." This "fifth edition" could, in fact, be the first ever authorised by Waller himself, as the TP claims.
n°927 Edmund Waller 1666 Instructions / To A / Painter. / For the Drawing of the / Posture & Progress / Of /
His M aties Forces at Sea. / Under the Command of / His Highness Royal. / Together with the / Battel &
Victory / Obtained over the Dutch. June 3. 1665. // Vt qui vos. Imperatores vestros. & Anglorum Res gestas
semper omavit. Huma-/ nitate vesträ levatus. potius quam acerbitate violatus esse videatur. / Cicero pro
Arch. Poet. / Bv... 46
n°928 Edmund Waller 1664 Poems. &c./ Written upon several / Occasions. / And to several / Persons: / By /
Edmond Waller. Esq:. / The third Edition, with several Additions. Never before Printed. // Primum ego me
illorum. dederim quibus esse Poetas. / Excerpam numero — / Ingenium cui sit, cui mens divinor. atque os /
Magna sonaturum. de nominis huius honorem. / Horat. ... Note the title of a poem: "Epigram upon the
golden medal" among the 11 new poems in this edition, also, on TP: // Vnsight unseen to buy it.
n° 929 Edmund Waller 1682 Poems. &c./ Written upon several / Occasions. / And to several Persons: / Bv /
Edmond Waller. Esq:. / The fourth Edition, with several Additions. / Never before Printed. // Non ego
mordaci distrinxi carmine quenquam. / Nulla venenato littera Mista ioco est. //... This particular Latin quote
is found many times more in TP of Waller's poems.47
n° 941 Edmund Waller 1729
The / Works / Of / Edmund Waller Esqr / In Verse And Prose /... Note,
after Lllf, "The Epitaph on Mr. Waller's Monument in Beconsfield Churchyard in Buckinghamshire: written
by Mr. Rymer, late Historiographer-Royal". Facing p. 450 is a full-page engraving of Waller's tomb.

The pro Archia quote is here modified extensively:
Quae
cum ita sint, petimus a vobis, iudices, si qua non modo
humana verum etiam divina in tantis ingeniis commendatio
debet esse, ut eum qui vos, qui vestros imperatores, qui
10
populi Romani res gestas semper ornavit, qui etiam his
recentibus nostris vestrisque domesticis periculis aetemum
se testimonium laudis daturum esse profitetur, quique est
<ex> eo numero qui semper apud omnis sancti sunt habiti
itaque dicti, sic in vestram accipiatis fidem ut humanitate
15
vestra levatus potius quam acerbitate violatus esse videatur.
321
Quae de causa pro mea consuetudine breviter simpliciterque dixi, iudices, ea confido probata esse omnibus; quae a
foro aliena iudicialique consuetudine et de hominis ingenio et communiter de ipso studio locutus sum, ea, iudices,
5
a vobis spero esse in bonam partem accepta, ab eo qui iudicium exercet certo scio.
47 From Ovid's Tristia II, 1, 563 — here, with context:
atque utinam revoces animum paulisper ab ira,
et vacuo iubeas hinc tibi pauca legi,
pauca, quibus prima surgens ab origine mundi
560
in tua deduxi tempora, Caesar, opus!
aspicies, quantum dederis mihi pectoris ipse,
quoque favore animi teque tuosque canam.
non ego mordaci destrinxi carmine quemquam,
nec meus ullius crimina versus habet.
565
candidus a salibus suffusis feile refugi:
nulla venenato littera tincta ioco est.
inter tot populi, tot scriptis, milia nostri,
quern mea Calliope laeserit, unus ego.
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n° 959 Thomas Washboume 1654 Divine / Poems. / Written / By / Thomas Washboume. / Bachelour in
Divinity. // Omne tulit punctum, qui miscuit utile dulci. // A Verse mav find him, who a Sermon fives. / And
turn delight into a Sacrifice. H ... 48
n°960 Rowland Watkins 1662 Flamma / Sine / Fumo: / Or./ Poems / Without / Fictions. / Hereunto are
annexed the Causes. / Symptoms, or Signes of several Disea-/ ses with their Cures, and also the di-/ versitv
of Vrines. with their / Causes, in Poetical measure. // Est Deus in nobis, agitante calescimus illo: //
MeTaßoXf] trdvToi' vXuku. /... 49 Short poems on "the humours" were common enough in Renaissance
times, perhaps continuing the medieval traditions of didactic verse. I have no evidence however that these
poems of 1662 are short.
n° 961 Jeremiah Wells 1667 Poems / Upon / Divers Occasions. / With A / Character / Of A / London
Scrivener. // Facilis qui vis rigidi censura cachinni. Juv: /...
n° 962 Samuel Wesley 1685 Maggots: / Or. Poems / On / Several / Subjects. / Never Before Handled. / By a
Schollar. ... Facing the TP is an engraved caricature portrait of the author, crowned with a laurel wreath, and
standing before a table on which he is writing. At the foot are these verses: // In's own defence the Author
writes / Because while this foul Maggot bites / He nere Can rest in quiet, / Which makes him make Soe sad a
face / Heed beg your worship of your Grace /
n° 1008-1012
Wits Recreations
n° 1008 In the middle of the frontispiece which faces twelve lines
of verse entitled "The Frontespeice discovered" is a near copy of the TP — Witts / Recreations / Selected
from / die finest Fancies / of Moderne Muses. / With / A Thousand / out-Landish Proverbs. There are 6
panels in the engraving, surrounding this Title, and the poem expends two of its lines on each picture. "It
would be impossible to say how many of the epigrams and epitaphs contained in this volume appear here for
the first time. The writing of such pieces was a favorite diversion of the poets of the period, and they were
all laid under contribution by the compilers of this collection. In one or the other portion of the volume,
nearly all the poets and dramatists of the time are mentioned. There are epigrams on Suckling, Sands,
Habington, Wither, Beaumont and Fletcher, Johnson, Heywood, Goffe, and many others. Among the
epitaphs is the celebrated one on Shakespeare by William Basse, beginning // " Renowned Spencer lye a
thought more nigh / To learned Chaucer
" The "Outlandish Proverbs" were selected by George
Herbert, "author of The Temple".
n° 1013 George Wither or Withers 1612 Prince Henries / Obsequies / Or / Mournefull Elegies Vpon / His
Death: / With / A supposed Jnter-locution betweene the / Ghost of Prince Henrie and Great Brittaine. !...

48 The phrase "Omne tulit punctum" comes from Ars Poetica 343, see its context:
ficta voluptatis causa sint proxima veris:
ne quodcumque volet poscat sibi fabula credi
340
neu pransae Lamiae vivum puerum extrahat alvo.
centuriae seniorum agitant expertia frugis,
celsi praetereunt austera poemata Ramnes:
omne tulit punctum, qui miscuit utile dulci
lectorem delectando pariterque monendo.
44 See Ovid’s Fasti. Book 6 line 5 (and context):
LIBER SEXTVS
1
Hie quoque mensis habet dubias in nomine causas:
quae placeat, positis omnibus ipse leges,
facta canam; sed erunt qui me finxisse loquantur,
nullaque mortali numina visa putent.
5
est deus in nobis, agitante calescimus illo;
impetus hie sacrae semina mentis habet:
fas milii praecipue voltus vidisse deorum,
vel quia sum vates, vel quia sacra cano.
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n° 1015-1019 George Wither Abuses Stript and Whipt. 1613, 1614, 1615, 1617, with the Greek and English
quotes given above in n° 261- 264.
n° 1027 George Wither 1620 The / Workes / Of Master / George Wither. Of / Lincolns-Inne. / Gentleman. /
Containing / Satyrs./ Epigrams./ Eclogues./ Sonnets/ and Poems. / Whereunto is annexed a Pa-/ raphrase on
the Creed and the / Lords Prayer. ... Many dedications. However, this work was issued without Wither's
authorisation, and he responded with his Juvenilia. 1622, a volume "containing his best work".
n° 1038 George Wither 1635 A / Collection / Of / Emblemes, / Ancient And / Moderne: / Quickened / With
Metricall Illustrations both / Morall and Divine: And disposed into / Loteries. / That Instruction, and Good
Counsell, may bee furthered / bv an Honest and Pleasant Recreation. / Bv... Many dedications and
supplementary (sectional) Title Pages. "In 1635 Henry Taunton, a publisher, employed Wither to write
verses for a collection of emblematical and allegorical engravings which had previously gained a certain
popularity on the Continent." — taken from the Introduction to "The Poetry of George Wither," 1902, whose
grotesque understating of the continental popularity of the Emblem Book indicates either gross ignorance or
pathological addiction to meiosis.
n° 1071 George Wither 1665 A / Memorandum to London. / Occasioned bv the Pestilence there begun / this
present year MDCLXV. and hum-/ blv offered to the Lord Mayor. Aldermen / and Commonalty of the said
City. / Bv George Wither. / Thereto is bv him added, a Warning-piece to / London, discharged out of a
Loophole in the / Tower, upon Meditating the Deplorable Fire. / which consumed the house of an eminent
Citizen. / with all the persons and goods therein, at the / beginning of our most Joyful Festival, in / December
1662. / Also, a Single Sacrifice offered to almighty / God, bv the same Author in his lonely confine-/ ment.
for Prevention of the Dearth feared, and / probably portended, bv immoderate Raines in / June and July.
1663. / Quis Legit haec, &c. / Who read such Lines as these? / How few men, do they please? / Moreover, in
regard may have reported / and believed this Author to be dead; we have / annexed his Epitaph, made bv
himself on that / occasion.... 5°
n° 1077 1658 Witty / Apophthegms / Delivered / At Severall Times, and / upon Several Occasions. / Bv / King
James. King Charls. / The Marquess o f Worcester. / Francis Lord Bacon, and / Sir Thomas Moore. /
Collected and Revived. /...
n° 1084 James Wright 1663 Sales Epigrammatum: / Being the Choicest / Disticks / Of / Martials / Fourteen
Books o f Epigrams; / And of all the Chief / Latine Poets / That have writ in these / Two last Centuries. /
Together with / Cato's Morality. / Made English bv James Wright. / Marti. Lib. 14. Epig. L // Quo vis cunq;
loco potes hunc finite Libellum. / Versibus explicitum est omne duobus opus. II... Latin and English on
facing pages. Another translation of Cato's "Moral Disticks" is that numbered n° 24, Sir. Richard Baker
(above).

50 The phrase "Quis legit haec" does not occur in Classical literature.
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6. Neo-Latin - Theory
In all the Renaissance and Baroque period neo-Latin theories are of importance, and they are
best canvassed through Hutton’s The Greek Anthology in Italy. Hutton’s theme is restricted
to the minority strand, the “Greek”. Chief of ancient tradesman’s manuals were those on
rhetoric, though it is perhaps jaundiced to call rhetoricians tradesmen and their books
technical manuals. Thus it is predictable that “Artes poeticae” in 16C Italy would deal with
epigrams, a form so frequent in the high Renaissance, and also with he chief modem short
form, the sonnet. These were stated as equivalent ca. 1550. After the collections of epigrams
and references to them in general handbooks came the treatises, Scaliger producing one which
dealt extensively with our form51 and is said by Hess to have been enormously influential in
Germany. The first theorist on the vernacular epigram has been stated as Sebillet, based,
significantly on a French writer’s practice, that of Marot. Tommaso Correa had the first
treatise totally devoted to this form, 1569: De toto eo poematis genere quod epigramma vulgo
dicitur ,52 and in 1590 de Epigrammate.
Hutton discounts much clear influence of the amatory Greek epigram in this extensive period.
The same does not seem to hold for other countries where it was the amatory strand of
Alexandrian poetry which was the most popular. Perhaps Italy had amatory poetry enough of
its own.

51 Poetices libri septem 1561. See Hess p.32, Lausberg p.79, Hutton, 1935: 63-65.
52 See Hess EPIGRAMM p.34ff.
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Robortello 1548 de Epigrammate

[Note: since completing the Thesis and Addenda we have been directed to the works of
Frank-Rutger Hausmann on the Italian 14/15C, quae vide in bibligraphia secunda et in indice
supra renovato.]
The editor remarks that this group of treatises marks the first entry of Aristotle's Poetica in
"our texts". This probably means, given the lead of the Italians in such studies, that de
epigrammate is the first published treatment in the whole of Europe. The same printed
volume contained the first commentary on the Poetics, also by this author, and the small
treatises added in the second volume hasten to treat matters which were not findable in
Aristotle, or which received little mention from him. These genres were: satire, epigram,
comedy and elegy. Robortello makes a hesitant attempt to find treatments of epigram in
De oratore.
Thus, epigram was regarded in mid- 16C Italy, as a major literary genre, lacking a theory
from the ancients. Robortello taught at Lucca, Pisa, Venice, Padova, and Bologna. He
was in the thick of things.

Francisci Robortello Vtinensis Paraphrasis In Librvm Horatii, Qvi Vvlgo De
Arte Poetica Ad Pisones Inscribitvr. Eivsdem Explicationes De Satyra De
Epigrammate De Comoedia De Salibvs De Elegia. Quae omnia addita ab
authore fuerunt, ut nihil quod ad poeticam spectaret desiderari posset: Nam in
iis scribendis Aristotelis methodum seruauit: & ex ipsius Libello de arte
Poetica principia sumpsit omnium suarum explicationum. Florentiae In
Officina Laurentii Torrentini Dvcalis Typographi, MDXLVIH. Secunda parte
del volume contenente le sue Explicationes sulla Poetica di Aristotele. De
Satyra, pp. 26-34; De Epigrammate, pp. 35-41; De Comoedia, pp. 41-50; De
Elegia, pp. 59-64.
Trattati di poetica e retorica del Cinquecento a cura di Bernard Weinberg volume
primo Bari 1970.
p. 508/ EORUM OMNIUM QUAE AD METHODUM ET ARTIFICIUM SCRIBENDI
EPIGRAMMATIS SPECTANT EXPLICATIO
EX ARISTOTELIS LIBRO DE POETICA MAGNA EX PARTE DESUMPTA

[35] Inter tot poematum genera est et illud quod epigrammata continet. De quorum artificio
necesse est ut pauca dicamus, consideremusque primum ad quam poeseos partem spectent,
deinde exponamus qualis sit ipsorum materies, quidque in iis scribendis aut sequendum aut
fugiendum.
Poematum genera haec ferme connumerantur a veteribus: tragoedia, comoedia, epopoeia,
dithyrambica, legum poesis. Grandia sunt haec poemata; sed brevia satyra et quam
appellavit Horatius «epistolam», et Statius «sylvam». Horum omnium particulam
quandam valde exiguam existimaverim esse epigramma; nam sicuti comoedia aut
tragoedia una particula est epopoeiae grandioris poematis — ducitur enim ex uno illius
episodio, ut satis patet et aperte declarat Aristoteles in Poetice53 — ita quoque
epigrammata multa ducuntur ex una particula comoediae aut tragoediae — adeo ut aliquis
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iure appellare possit ipsum epigramma particulam unius alicuius particulae comoediae,
tragoediae et aliorum poematum.
An vero contineat imitationem, siquis quaerat, respondeo aliquando quidem in epigrammate
imitationem inesse aliquam; aliquando vero non esse, sed simplicem tantum narrationem.
Imitatio est in illo epigrammate Catulli54:
Acmen Septimius suos amores
Tenens in Gremio, "Mea" inquit "Acme,
509/ Ni te perdite amo atque amare porro
Omnes sum assidue paratus annos..
In illo nulla est imitatio: «Chommoda dicebat...». In illo simplex est imitatio, seu allocutio
potius quaedam:
Mellitos oculos tuos, Iuvenci,
Siquis me sinat usque basiare.
Origo quidem epigrammatis qualis fuerit, ipsum nomen demonstrat: nam inscriptiones eo
fiebant modo aut in clypeis aut in navibus aut in sepulcris. Quale illud apud Pausaniam55:
//

Tons Oupou?

6 M o Xoctctös ’ItojvlS l

8wpoy ’AOdvq

[36]

TIuppos- oltto Gpctcretoy eKpepaaev raXcrray
n d v r a Toy ’AvTiyouou KaÖeXmv aTpaTÖy, ou peya Gaupa,
A ixppT al Kal yyy, G>s udpos', AlaKiSai.

Quale illud Catulli56:
Phaselus ille, quern videtis, hospites...
Quale illud Ennii57:
Aspicite, o cives, senis Ennii imaginis formam.t
Inscriptiones autem hae fere non excedebant ad summum quaternos versus.
Materies vero qualis apta sit ad epigrammata conficienda, considerandum. Nam sicuti
materies comica, quae ridicula continet et humilia, non est apta ad tragoediam neque
tragica ad comoediam, ita quoque par est epigrammati suam quandam peculiarem
assignare materiem. Materies epigrammatum multiplex est: nam cum sit particula
quaedam exigua singulorum generum poetices facultatis, nunc huius nunc illius, plane
necesse est ut qualis in singulis generibus fuerit materies, tabs quoque sit in epigrammate.
Hinc fit ut tarn multa atque inter se valde diversa cemantur epigrammate perbelle tractari.
510/ Atque ut huius sententiae nostrae, quae multis iure optimo nova videri possit, t
probabilem aliquam rationem afferamus, necesse est ut singillatim ac diligenter, quoad eius

54 Catullo, 45, 1-4, 84; 48, 1-2.
55 Pausania, I, 13, 2.
56 Catullo, 4.
57 Ennio, ed. Vahlen, Varia 15.
T So the self-epitaph of Ennius was well known in the mid Renaissance! Note too the sense of fitness in the
quatrain form.
T NB this gives some sense of the lost discussions current among early 16C litterati'on the epigram - while
'multis' may be a mere rhetorical gesture towards any possible readership, the novelty of dividing up the "matter"
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fieri potest, ita tarnen ut ne longiores simus, hoc in omnibus aut aliquibus saltern generibus
poematum consideremus. Quatenus partium tragoediae particula est epigramma, primum
materie convenit cum tragoedia; ab ea enim desumit, quod est ipsius proprium.
Tragoediae quidem proprium est tractare res serias quae in se multum doloris et
commiserationis habeant, neque parum admirationis, sicuti copiose explicat Aristoteles in
Poetice. Dolorem afferunt omnia atrocia, ut verbera, vulnera, caedes; commiserationem
afferunt eadem ipsa, si viro immerenti accidant, aut si inter consanguineos, utpote inter
matrem et filium, vel inter fratres. Admirabilia sunt fortuita, ut Argis statua Mityi collapsa
eum peremit qui Mityum peremerat. Recipiunt enim haec omnia pulcherrimas
descriptiones. Multo magis admiranda sunt quando praeter opinionem fuerit aliud ex alio
dependens, quod cernere est in Oedipodis vita.
Haec omnia aptissima sunt ad epigramma; hinc tarn multa extant epigrammata apud Graecos
in heroas, Eteoclem, Polynicen, Protesilaum, Hectorem, Achillem, Aiacem, Priamum et
alios eiusmodi. Apud Latinos vero turn antiquos, turn recentiores, qui elegantissime in hoc
genere versati sunt: in Portiam, Bruti coniugem, in Pompeium, in Caesarem, in Catonem,
Lucretiam, Verginiam, Scaevolam. Decreveram hie apponere exempla aliquot, sed quia
non nimis videbatur necessarium, ne prolixior essem, praetermisi. A tragoedia etiam videri
possunt desumpta epigrammata quae de morte aliquius scribuntur, et «sepulcralia»
appellari possunt.
Quatenus vero partium comoediae particula quaedam est epigramma,/[37] inde quoque
desumit materiem suamque facit. Est quidem, ut ait Aristoteles in libro Poetices58,
«imitatio deteriorum, neque tarnen in omni vitiorum genere, quanquam ridiculum a turpi
proficiscitur. Ridiculum enim aliquo pacto peccatum est, et turpitudo sine dolore». Haec
ille.
In comocdia igitur ilia quae «vetus» appellatur, profitebantur /511/ veteres poetae impune se
unumquemque ridere posse ac nominatim reprehendere adducereque in ludibrium et
contemptum, patefacto aliquo ipsius vitio. Haec tota materies convitiosa et ridicula est
etiam epigrammatum; nam in his poetae aliena detegunt ridentque vitia et errata cum
lepore et festivitate non pauca, adeo ut aliquando ne nomina quidem sileant personarum,
aliquando tarnen immutent, quod se fecisse testatur Martialis in una ex suis epistolis59.
Leget per se unusquisque et, me etiam tacente ac praetermittente exempla, animadvertet in
Catullo, in Martiale et aliis qui epigrammata scripserunt.
In maledicendo vero et ridendo aliena peccata multo opus est lepore et sale; nam qui id parum
apte faciunt multi sunt, ex recentioribus praesertim qui bibliothecas referserunt suorum
epigrammatum voluminibus. t Lepide ridet Catullus Rufi malevolentiam sub alis, et Gellii
oris foetidum halitum; pulcherrime illudit Quintiae staturam nimis longam, et Lesbiam
suam laudat; falsissime carpit Aufilenam, Caesarem, Mamurram60. Martialis quoque apte
multis in locis, sed plerunque in iocis friget. Bellum est illud Martialis lib. VI61 in
Coracinum, lepidum illud in Cilicem furem. In eodem libro falsum illud de Gellia. Frigere
of epigram does suggest that the general concept of it was quite a unified one, if not diat it stood up to deeper
investigation.
58 Poe tica 1449a 30
59 Epigranunata I, Prol.
T Rhetorical exaggeration of course. See Hutton for the rhythm of early publication. Still, the tendency to
publish by means of print is very significant for a type of poetry which could still be considered "occasional”,
and which many writers (even Celtes) long chose to leave in MS. Of course, in the England of Donne's time,
even serious poetry was distributed, "published" in MS form from setded cultural preference. See introduction
to Tottel's Miscellany.
60 Catullo, 69; ?; 86; 110; 111; 57.
61 Marziale VI, 55; VI, 72; VI, 90; I, 29, 38, 53, 72; II, 10 ecc.; II, 31; II, 43 (?); IV, 56; II, 24.
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mihi videtur idem libro primo, cum scribit ad Fidentium et ad Posthumum non nimium
leporis habet quod scribitur ad Marianum lib. II. Friget quod in taurum scribitur libro
eodem, et ad Gargilianum lib. V et in Candidum libro eodem. Ac ne singula re censeam,
poterit quilibet per se haec facillime diiudicare qui veterem illam Romanorum urbanitatem
degustarit — erat enim fere Domitiani imperii temporibus abolita, quod in urbem multa
esset infusa peregrinitas.
Praeterquam quod vetus comoedia in maledicendo multum operae ponebat, lascivis quoque
vocibus ac petulcis erat referta, quae ipsa consuetudo etiam ad epigrammata transiit. Nam
saepe videre est iis contineri res obscenas, ac lasciviae cuiusdam plane mimicae plenas;
quod ipsum cognosci potest apud Catullum et Martialem, adeo saepe ut una haec
potissimum videatur esse epigrammatum materies,t quae plane eadem est cum comica.
Neque ulla in re epigramma differt a comoedia praeterquam forma et 512/ ratione
tractandarum rerum: Ilia enim fusius ac per collocutionem, hoc autem brevius atque
simplici quaedam narratione.
Ac plane eadem videtur esse ratio praeceptionum in epigrammatis scribendis, quae a veteribus
et a Cicerone praesertim, lib. II De oratore, de salibus oratoriis tradita fuit, uno autem hoc
excepto, quod Cicero mimicos iocos interdicit oratoribus62. In caeteris epigrammatum
scriptores oratoribus pares sunt; in eo etiam (nam mimica ipsos non dedecent) superiores.
Quare non inutile fuerit totam /[38] illam artem, quam conatus est Cicero de salibus
oratoriis tradere, epigrammata volentibus scribere in promptu habere.
Sed cum facetiarum duo sunt genera, alterum aequabiliter in omni sermone fusum, alterum
peracutum et breve, illaque a veteribus superior cavillatio, haec altera dicacitas nominetur,
hanc ego existimo non tantum propriam esse oratoris, sed etiam eius qui epigrammata
scribit. Facetiarum aliae in verbo, aliae in re positae sunt; illarum priorum locos septem
Cicero assignat; harum posteriorum locos duos et viginti, quos ego hie omnes
apposuissem, sed quia illinc facile peti possunt, satis putavi, si id subinnuerim hue
spectare. Iam satis, opinor, demonstratum est partim ex tragoedia, partim ex comoedia
vetere duci epigrammata. Quod si patet, iam caetera multo facilius demonstrabuntur.
Comoedia quoque quae «nova» dicta fuit, huic generi magnam subministrat materiem;
quam vis enim mordax et dicax non sit, habet tarnen in se sermonis festivitatem, spem,
metum, suspicionem, levitatem, gravitatem, animorum dissimilitudinem, amorem,
desiderium, dissimulationem, subitam laetitiam, insperatum incommodum, misericordiam,
fortunae commutationem, et alia innumerabilia quae apte epigrammate comprehendi
possunt. Amatoria enim in primis venatur is qui epigrammata scripturus est, investigatque
quales sint illius perturbationes omnes, quo hominem impellant, quo retrahant, quid
suadeant, a quo revocent. Ex qua investigatione magnam sibi rerum sylvam parat ad id
poematis genus.
Haec facile animadvertet aliquis esse verissima, si quae a Catullo ex hoc affectionum genere
deducta et scripta sunt observarit63. Ibi enim maxime excellit, ibi plurimum nitoris habet
et 513/ elegantiae, ut in epigrammate ad Iuvencium: «0 qui flosculus es...» et ad eundem:
«Mellitos oculos tuos, Iuvenci», et ad Ipsithyllam: «Amabo, mea dulcis Ipsithylla». Itidem
ad Iuvencium: «Nemone in tanto...» et ad seipsum: « Odi et amo...». Itidem de Lesbia:
«Lesbia mi dich...» et ad Iuvencium rursus: «Subripui tibi, dum ludis...» et ad seipsum:
«Siqua recordanti...». Martialis libro primo in epigramma ad Flaccum:64 «Si quis forte
mihi...», itidem ad Diadumenum: «Basia da nobis...», et eodem libro de morte Eutychi:
' Thus the majority of epigrams current in Robortello's time were already marked by "Romana simplicitas"!
62 De oratore II 239 The whole of sections 216 to about 300 concerns risibility. § 327-328 concern brevity.
See PHI #5.3, Author 0474, work 037 book 2 and sections 21, 216, 235, 240, 248 etc.
63 Catullo, 24, 48, 32, 81, 85, 92, 99, 86.
64 Marziale, IV, 42; VI, 34; VI. 68; IX, 25; XI, 6.
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«Flete nefas vestrum..
Et in Afrum lib. IX: «Dantem vina tuum...», Itidem lib. XI ad
Romam et Dindimum: «Unctis falciferi...».
Ex epopoeia quoque aliquid sumit epigramma, laudationes in primis insignium virorum aut
urbium, fluviorum, portuum et fontium. Quale est illud Catulli ad Ciceronem65:
«Disertissime ... Marce Tulli», et Martialis ad Domitianum saepe. Sed fabulosa quoque
non aliunde sumuntur quam ex epopoeia. Nam neque comoedia neque tragoedia recipit
antiquas illas fabulas de diis, de inferis, de nymphis et huiusmodi rebus, praeter admodum
pauca quae in tragoediis est videre, quia poemata haec confinguntur ex necessario, aut
verisimili quod sit e necessario ductum, sicut satis in Poetice explicat Aristoteles. Hinc
igitur f i t / [39] ut in epigrammatibus loqui videas magna cum venustate deum aut deam
aliquam, nymphas, satyros et huiusmodi genus.
Quin etiam aliquando, praeter verisimile illud de quo loquimur ex Aristotelis sententia,
perlepide amnis, fons, arbor aliqua, urbs, oppidum loqui inducuntur cum aliis, aut poetae
cum ipsis. Observavi tarnen ego Catullum in epigrammatibus suis deos nunquam facere
loquentes aut nymphas. Martialem quoque haud satis scio, neque in memoria habeo id
unquam fecisse.
Recentiores certe saepe id iam factitarunt, sicuti satis est notum. Quam vero id liceat, caeteri
viderint diligentius; ego ut non probem, non certe magnopere improbo, quia in graecis
epigrammatibus video usitatum, indeque tota ea consuetudo manavit. Neque vero est quod
quisquam expectet hoc loco ut aliquot ex recentioribus nominem in hoc genere poematis
non satis magna 514/ cum laude versatos. Ego enim magis quid rectum sit conor
praescribere quam aut aliorum errata demonstrare aut corrigere.
Est in Epigrammatibus Graecorum, libro tertio66, in inscriptione XIIII ei? qpcoas, in
epigrammate Asclepiadae tale argumentum, ut inducatur super tumulo Aiacis virtus et ita
loquens:
C'A 8’ eyoo ä TXapoov ’ApeTa Trapa Tto8e Ka0r|pai
AiavTos- Tupßco Keipapeva TrXoKdpous',
0upov axei peyaXco ßeßoXqpeva, oüvck' ’A xcllols'

a SoXocßpcuv ’Aircrra Kpeicrcrov epou KCKpiTou.
Videndum igitur erit diligenter quid Romanorum linguae usus recipiat, quidve reiiciat, quod
homini exercitatio non erit admodum difficile.
Inducit Martialis, libro primo, colloquentes inter se, leporem et leonem, quod est omnino
fabulosum ac praeter verisimile67. Neque ideo mihi multum probatur. Catullus quoque
ianuam loquentem facit68, sed ea fortasse potius elegia did debet quam epigramma.
Quidque deceat in elegia sequi, alias commodius declarabimus.
Narrat A. Gellius certamen ortum inter quosdam doctos viros de suavi[ta]te epigrammatum
Graecorum et Latinorum69. Nam cum suavior nonnulli graeca assererent, satis aperte est
ab altero demonstratum multum quoque suavitatis inesse in latinis, atque ita quidem sese
res habet. Sed non ex iisdem saepe rebus provenit. Ideo res tota diligenter diiudicanda:
nam multa habent Graeci lepidissima, quae alioqui apud Latinos ita relata salsa non sunt.
Apposuissem hie exempla, sed adnotasse satis fuerit id quod est inventu facile: suavitas ex
omnibus iis rebus oritur quae in se suavitatem aliquam habent ad sensus oblectandos, ut
65 Catullo, 49, 1-2.
66 Ant. gr. VII, 145 (ed. Loeb Classics, II, 82).
67 Marziale I, 14.
68 Catullo, 67.
69 Noct. an. XIX, 9 (?).
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rivuli fluentes, l'ontes, viriditas arborum et segetum, oscula, saltationes, et reliqua
eiusmodi. Tantoque maiorem habent suavitatem, quanto expressius describuntur, ac fere
sensibus subiiciuntur.
Suavem reddunt et lepidam orationem in epigrammatibus allocutiones ad seipsum conversae,
ut in illo Catulli70: «Desinas ineptire miser Catulle». Seu apostrophe in medio
epigrammate 515/ aut in extremo posita ad aliquem vel deum vel h o m inem ,/[40] cuius
rei exempla multa apud Catullum et alios. Suavem quoque reddunt sermonem in
epigrammatibus allocutiones cum sylvis, cum fontibus, cum insulis, et rebus inanimatis.
Ut in illo Horatii71: « 0 fons Blandusiae.. .» Itidem apud Catullum ad Coloniam et apud
eundem ad Sirmionem72; nam Catullus etiam suos alloquitur hendecasyllabos. Venustum
illud est quod aliqua fuerit tinctum antiquitate et eruditione non ita passim cognita, ut in
illo Catulli «Minister vetuli...» et apud eundem, cum ait:
Quem attractis pedibus patente porta
Percurrent rephanique mugilesque.
Innuit enim pa^ctyiSoocriv, de qua multa apud Graecos. Occulta etiam significatio quae subest
verbis proxime id significantibus multum in se leporis habet, ut in illo Catulli de Gellio73:
«si tria am atorum .. .»
Delectat quoque mirum in modum quod acute fuerit dictum, quale illud graecum de coeco et
claudo quod vertit Ausonius; et illud Catulli de Gallo74. In eodem genere ponenda sunt ea
quae sunt apte conclusa et paria paribus habent reddita. Itidem ea quae redundarint aliqua
animi affectione, ut in iis exprimatur aut dolor, aut moeror, aut pietas, aut commiseratio.
Apte texuntur epigrammate res gestae praeclari alicuius viri, sed illud in primis requiritur, ut
in fine epigrammatis apponatur aliqua e^qyqats“argutule prolata, ut in illo Martialis de
Portia75:
I nunc et ferrum turba molesta nega.
Itidem apud eundem libro primo de Scaevola et Porsenna. Huiusce autem generis
epigrammatum maxima est apud antiquos pars, ut facile potest ab omnibus observari.
Verba vero ipsa quae in epigrammate ponuntur in primis splendorem quendam et
proprietatem requirunt, sic enim res multum illustratur. Translata quoque adhibenda sed
molliuscula et apta neque grandia, ut in illo Catulli ad Iuvencium:76
Surripui tibi, dum ludis...
516/ Itidem apud eundem:
lam ver egelidos refert tepores.
Ac ne singula persequar, verba debent esse aperta, lucida, expressa, rotunda, apte ficta, non
popularia, non plebeia, non sordida, non dura, non obsoleta, non aspera.

70 Catullo, 8.
71 Carm. Ill, 13.
72 Catullo, 17, 31.
73 Catullo, 42, 27, 15, 79.
74 Ausonio, XXIII, 5 e 6; Catullo, 78.
7- Marziale, I 42; I, 103, 21.
76 Catullo, 99, 46.
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In verbis leporem habet apud Graecos paranomasia etiam frequens, ut in ille77:
oi Kopis &xpi Kopou KopecravTo |iou, a X X 6Kopea0qv
’'AxPL KÖpou Kairrog Toug Kopis eKKopccras-.

Apud Latinos parcius posita in duabus, aut ad summum, tribus dictionibus laudabitur. Neque
etiam magnopere requiro illas CLKpoanxiSas' in quibus multi nostrae aetatis homines
laborarunt. aKpoorixtSa autem voco cum ex ordine primarum literarum, aut syllabarum
uniuscuiusque versus, colligitur dictio aliqua aut sententia aliquid significans, qualis est in
carmine Sibyllae quod circumfertur apud Graecos.
Nolim/[41] etiam admodum misceri graeca verba, etsi Catullus semel puqpoauuoy dixit78.
Nam Martialis graecum etiam versum miscet. Id vero, me iudice, vitandum est.
Cavendum autem in primis ne res verbis serviant, sed videndum ut res verba sequantur, in
quo peccare plurimi videntur. Multo vero diligentius videndum ne ullum ociosum aut
supervacaneum ponatur verbum ad numerum explendum. Id enim mali poetae vitium est,
quo tarnen multi laborant nostra aetate.
Haec habui quae de artificio epigrammatis peGoSiKoos1, quoad eius fieri potuit dicerem.
Reliqua attentius sibi quilibet parare poterit ex lectione veterum poetarum et exercitatione
scribendi.
FINIS

77 A nt. gr., IX, 113.
78 Catullo, 12; Marziale, I. 27, 7.
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2.

Minturnus de poeta

Antonii Sebastiani Mintumi de poeta, ad Hectorem Pignatellum Vibonensium ducem Libri
sex Venetis MDLIX

p.411 Lib. V (in which he has been dealing with Elegy in a rather scholastic way, ending up
with the matter of “sententiae, turn breves, cum acutae, quibus quod proposition est
confirmatur”). After a few lines o f resume of the most general requirements of elegiac style
itself, he adds, without any graphic break, a few pages on epigram:
Age verum de Epigrammate quod nobis impositum est, breviter exequamur. Quid enim est,
ul multis id praestemus, cum brevissimum poema hoc sit? Ac dubium non est, quin
antiquissimum esse scribendi hoc genus affirmare possimus. Ut primum enim & donis
templa Deorum exornari, & fieri coepta sunt monimenta, coepisse autem utrumque constat,
cum religio sacrorum increbuisset, quam ortam esse cum homine consentaneum est,
institutum esse arbritramur, ut in sepulchris, in simulachris, in parietibus sacrorum aedium
versus inscriberentur, ad testificationem divini cultus, & ad memoriam hominem servandam.
Nam quid aliud erat Epigramma, quam ad praestandum hoc ipsum inscriptum carmen?
Iamque Homerus cuius poesi nihil in litterarum monumentis haberi vetustius non pauci
contendunt, scripsit multa id genus, ex quibus adhuc quaedam extant, ut, quo ille testificatur,
quam a Midae liberis dono accepat (?) Phialam Apollini Delphis se dedicasse, idque sic verti
po<ssun>t (?),
// Rex Phoebe hoc munus, quod dono accepit Homerus / Dedicat ipse tibi, mihi vero tu decus
adde.//
Et quod ad consecrandam Phrygiae Regis Midae memoriam affinium illius rogatu ab eo
dicitur factum, ac sepulchro inscriptum, Herodoti etiam temporibus legebatur. Dicam
totidem versibus Latine, ut potero,

TAetiea sum virao, (Reßis monumentaque servo
Ipsa Midae, aumque undafluet dum syiva vireSit,
i)umque oriens coefo (Phoebus, dum Luna micaSit;
Ofoc lußußri posita in tumulo per secuCa moerens
Ädmoneam, quipraetereant, Mida conditus hie est
Ita cum principio in monimenta sepulchrorum, in eorum memoriam, qui Diis aliquid
dedicassent, in Deorum simulachra, in statuas hominem, in templa, in /p.412/ aedificia, in
quodcunque opus magnificum & memorabile fierent Epigrammata, ut illud Martialis in
Caesaris Amphitheatrum,
//Barbara Pyramidum sileat miracula Memphis / Assiduus iactet nec Babilona labor.//
Deinde in alia permulta scribi coeperunt. Quicquid enim vel de persona, vel de re, turn
inanima, tum animata eleganter, & acute, & breviter dici potuisset, seu laudationem
attingeret, seu vituperationem, ac tarn quod triste, quod serium esset, quam quod hilare, quod
iocosum, in hoc genus cadebat. Saepe autem huic materiam historia praebuit. Interdum &
Tragica, & Comica poesis, nedum Epica, utriusque dux & magistra, ut argumento sunt, quae
scripserunt ex Graecis quidem Simonides ille priscus, de quo Herodotus meminit, Alcaeus,
qui Vespasianis imperantibus floruit, Archias vel Ciceronis patrocinio nobilis, Athenaeus,
Agathias, Antipater, Palladas, Philippus, Antiphilus, Leonidas, Lucianus, Bianor, Lucillus,
innumerabiles alij, quorum adhuc Epigrammata leguntur. Ex nostris vero Catullus, Martialis,
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Ausonius, qui quidem in sua de Graecis permulta transtulit. Eorum munus fuit ita dicere, lit
vel cum iocari viderentur cum audientis, legentisve admiratione non modo oblectarent, sed
etiam plurimum prodessent. Quanto enim per iocum vitia notabant, & quod in singulis
reprehendendum esset, salse ac lepide improbabant, admonebant sane, quod esset, ut turpe,
fugiendum. Nam dubium esse non potest, quin multum afferrent utilitatis, cum quod laude
dignum existimabant, laudarent. Plane n.<obis?> ostendebant, quod uti honestum, sequi
opporteret. Nec vero non excitabant legentium animos, cum aditus templorum carminibuS
exomabant, ad Deorum cultum, cum sepulchra, statuasque clarissimorum hominum, ad
imitationem eorum, quorum erant ilia monimenta. Animi vero perturbationes expiabant, cum
ea, quae miserationem moverent, vel terrorem inferrent, exprimerent, cuiusmodi permulta
comperies de his, quae Heroes pertulerunt. Iocantur autem illi ipsi, ut nemo non facile
perspexerit, eludunt, irrident, invehuntur, reprehendunt, commonefaciunt, hortantur, laudant,
adulantur. Est igitur carmen Epigramma, quo breviter, arguteque id, animadvertatur
memorandum esse, non semper tarnen eundum in modum, exprimitur. Hoc n.<obis>
interdum poeta rem aliquam simpliciter exponit, ut,
//Gellius audierat patrem obiurgare solere / Si quis delicias diceret, aut faceret. // Interdum
ipse aliquae alloquitur, ut,
//Hue est mens deducta tua mea Lesbia culpa, / Atque ita se officio perdidit ipsa suo;/ Ut iam
nec bene veile queam tibi, si optima fias,/ Nec desistere amare, omnia si facias.//
Est etiam cum personam ponit omnino suam, ut per conformationem.
Vane quid affectas faciem mihi ponere pictor,/ Ignotamque oculis sollicitare Deam?//
Echo enim ab Ausonio loquens inducitur. Et
// Illyricis regnator aquis tibi Nile secundus / Danubius laetum profero fonte caput.//
Illud vero apud eundem authorem colloquium quoddam est.
//Cuius opus? Phidiae, qui signum Pallados, eius / Quique Iovem fecit, tertia palma ego
sum.//
Hoc autem ex utraque persona coniunctum.
// Trinacrij quondam currentem in litoris ora / Ante canes, leporem coeruleus rapuit./ At
lepus, In me omnis terrae, pelagisque rapina est,/ Forsitan & coeli si canis astra tenet.//
Nec dubitandum est brevitatem in hoc genere adhibendam esse. Nam tantum abest, ut
negligenda ilia sit, ut Cyrillo (is enim Epigrammata Graece conscripsit) non modo qui
plusquam tres faciat versus, Rapsodiam conficere, non Epigramma, sed etiam omne distichon
malum Epigramma videatur; quasi unico versu rem comprehendi voluisset, et est apud
Martialem.
//Pauper videri Cinna vult, & est pauper.//
Quod mihi quidem non ita, ut illud Parmconis probatur, Quod est, ut ego quidem sane verti.
//A Musis procul est multos Epigrammate versus / Complecti, an quaeras in stadio dolichon?/
In dolicho cursus crebro torquetur, acuta / Pectoris in stadio concita vis rapitur.//
Quanquam Marlialis id tantummodo longum esse, cui sit, quod demere habeas, arbitratur.
Quod enim in hoc genere nonnunquam se longiusculum fecisset, cum ea de re accusaretur,
hunc sc in modum defendit.
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//Cosconi, qui longa putas Epigrammata nostra/ Utilis ungendis axibus esse potes./ Hac tu
credideris longum ratione Colossum;/ Et puerum Bruti dixeris esse brevem./ Disce quod
ignoras, Marsi, doctique pedonis / Saepe duplex unum pagina tractat opus./ Non sunt longa,
quibus nihil est, quod demere possis,/ Sed tu Cosconi disticha longa facis.//
Itaque quod paucis comprehendi veteres voluissent, hoc idem genus qui subsecuti sunt,
praesertim latini nominis poetae, praeter antiquissimam Epigrammatis legem, multis
producere instituerunt. Tu vero in eo veteres, Graecosque potius, quam nostros velim imitere.
Nam & leporem, & quae in hoc praecipue requiruntur, argutias perdit operis longitudo. Ac si
dicta vel graviter, vel facete, quae vocantur Apophthegmata, quo breviora sunt, eo maiorem
vim habent; in argutis, cum simile quodammodo sit genus, nonne brevitas adhibenda est,
quam plus relinquatur intelligendum, quam plane exponatur? An /p.413/ acutum esse potest,
quod latius funditur? Hebescit enim acumen orationis, qua diutius detinemur. Si quis autem
Epigrammatis argutiam demat, quid reliquum faciat, quo ilia placere possint? Verum enim
hinc puto factum esse, ut hac etiam poesi, quae pluribus, quam eius ratio postulabat,
scribebantur, continerentur, quod essent huic generi, quam caeteris omnibus, propiora. Quae
vero exponuntur, ut in quo vis alio poemate, haud secus in hoc verisimilia, sint oporteret,
atque ita exponantur, ut consentaneum, veroque propius est vel dicta, vel facta esse, Ut,
// Casta suo gladium cum traderet Arria Paeto,/ Quem de visceribus traxerat ipsa suis;/ Si qua
fides, vulnus, quod feci, non dolet, inquit,/ Sed quod tu facies, hoc mihi Paete dolet.//
Verisi<mi>llimum enim fuit id earn dixisse, ut evenisse illud.
// Invida quem Lachesis raptum trieteride nona,/ Dum numerat palmas, credidit esse senem.//
Iam & mores, & affectus hac eadem poesi perpulchre effinguntur, ut exemplo superiore.
// Si qua fides, vulnus, quod feci, non dolet, inquit,/ Sed quod tu facies, hoc mihi Paete
dolet.//
Cum & quam vehementer ilia amet, ostendat, & in miserationem adducat auditorem, & Lais
apud Ausonium, cum Veneri speculum dicaret.
// At mihi, inquit, nullus in hoc usus, quia cernere talem, / Qualis sum nolo, qualis eram
nequeo.//
Ut plane declaret, quam taedeat anum senectutis. Nec vero illud
// Mater Lacaena clypeo obarmans filium,/ Cum hoc inquit, aut in hoc redi.//
Non plane expressum virilem spartanae mulieris animum habet. Ut minus profecto mirum
sit, virum Lacedaemonium dixisse, cum filius, qui pugnans praeclaram oppetierat mortem,
magno omnium moerore efferebatur.
// Flectc alios, natus lachrymis non indiget ullis,/ Et meus, & talis, & Lacedaemonius.//
Quod autem vulgo perspectum esse potest, non me hercule ostendam, quo modo affectus
Poeta hie suos effingat. Quam brevi, & quam arguto sententiarum genere orationem exornet.
Quanta verborum elegantia, quantoque splendore susceptam materiam illustret. Quanquam ut
non unum genus rerum pertractat, sic in sententiarum, verborumque delectu non unam
profecto rationem consectatur. Quae enim levia sunt, remisse; molliterque attingit; Quae
ridicula, facete, ac per urbane; Quae tristia, severe; Quae gravia, concitate. Idque pro ut ipso
poematis brevitas patitur. Ac tametsi proprijs utitur vocabulis, ea tarnen interdum transfert,
immutat, facit, iungit, traijeit, ad exuperandum arripit, ad imminuendum usurpat, ex vetustate
petit, a pere- /p.415/ grina lingua mutuatur, varie componit, varia figura conformat. Sed in
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quis nihil durum, nihil insolens, nihil obsoletum offendas. Age porro in Epigrammatis num
exordium requiras? Initia quidem librorum persaepe tanquam prohaemia quaedam sunt, ut
// Hie est, quem legis, ille, quem requiris / Toto notus in orbe Martialis / Argutis
Epigrammaton libellis//
Ac praeterea nonnulla, quae consequuntur. In ipso autem Epigrammate nihil sane est, quod
ilia partitio in principium & narrationem servetur. Si quod est enim, quod habeat exordij
virtu tes, nihil alius praeterea, cum breve carmen sit, comprehendit, Ut
/ Dum novus est, neque adhuc rasa mihi fronte libellus,/ Pagina dum tangi non bene sicca
timet,/1 puer, & caro perfer leve munus amico,/ Qui meruit nugas primus habere meas.//
Nisi putas utranque his esse partem, quibus proponitur id, de quo carmen conficitur, ut
// Qualem Flacce velim, quaeris, nolimve puellam./ Nolo nimis facilem, difficilemque nimis./
niud quod medium est, atque inter utrunque probamus,/ Nec volo quod cruciat, nec volo
quod satiat//
Postremo de versu, quo haec poemata scribuntur, ut asserendum est non certum id quoddam
esse genus, quemadmodum quo vel Heroica, vel Elegiaca poesis conficitur; ita plerumque
hoc idem esse, ac illud, ex quo Elegi constant. Interdum vero Iambis, aut hendecasyllabis,
aut et hexametris scripta sunt. Notum e<st> enim illud Martialis.
// Hexametris Epigramma facis, scio dicere Tuccam./ Tucca solet fieri, denique Tucca licet.//
Huic quidem poetae familiäre est Scazon, Ut
// Pulchre valet Carinus, & tarnen pallet.//
Epodis quoque nonnunquam usos in hoc genere veteres compertum habemus, ut
// Unam iuvencam pastor ipse amiserat,/ Numerumque iussus reddere / Me defuisse
conquerebatur, sequi / Quae noluissem caeteras.//
Myronis enim buccula apud Ausonium loquitur. Illi vero dimidiati apud eundem authorem
Hexametri sunt, aut potius dactilici temorum pedum, syllaba quidem superante. Quod
carmen <Ecj)0r|pi[iepec Graeci vocant,
// Sit mihi talis arnica, velim, / Iurgia quae temere incipiat.//
Nec inficias earn posse in epigrammatis alias quoque numerorum, pedumque rationes
adhiberi. At mihi, puto, satis est, quod in usu frequentiore sunt, /p.416/ eas plane ostendisse.
Quo vero scribi coeperint versu non dubitaverit, qui norit, quod vetustissimum omnium sit
carmen. Illo enim principio scripta haec esse credendum est, quo primum, qui poemata
faciebant, utebantur.
Quo poematum genere comprehendantur, facile statuerit, qui memoria tenuerit constitutum
esse, id omne Epicum haben, cuius neque harmonia pars aliqua sit, neque spectatio. Atque
de tota quidem hac poesi, haec habui, quae praecipienda mihi profecto esse viderentur; Turn
Cossus quanquam quisque vestrum, eos intuens inquit, qui de poetica disseruerant facultate,
in poeta instituendo tarn copiose tanque distincte munus obijt suum, ut in praeceptis quod
desideremus, reliquum profecto sit nihil, praeter ilia ipsa, quae cum etiam atque etiam a te
requirantur Syncere, non est ut earum explicatio rerum ulterius differatur, quia tarnen
intelligo poematum adhuc multa genera superesse, quorum mihi quidem perspecta ratio non
est, peto a te, ut mihi detur, haec venia rogandi, quid de his plane sentias, antequam
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disputatione illam diutius optatam aggrediare. Tu vero Cosse, inquit Syncerus. Turn ille,
quid Epica sit, quid Tragica, quid Comica, quid Melica poesis, quid Iambus, quid Elegia, quid
denique sit Epigramma, et quemadmodum haec singula scribantur, ego quidem, inquit, ex his,
quae latissime disputata sunt, plane accepi....
[Carbo, Cossus, Summontius, Vopiscus, referred to in dialogue style on this issue, then...]
.../p/417... Tria profecto sunt, ex quibus omnem omnino sumi poematum varietatem oportet.
Id enim omne, quo ilia inter se differunt, aut in rebus quae describuntur, aut in his positum
est, quibus rerum fit expositio, quod genus quidem versus turn nudos esse, turn vestitos,
omatosque, cantu constituunt; aut in ipsa versatur exponend<i> ratione; de qua meminisse
potes multa evidenter sane, & aperte disputata iam esse, cum vel simpliciter narremus, vel
cum imitatione, vel turn hoc modo, tum illo. Itaque omnis quidem poesis, ut in principio
dictum est, in treis summatim dividitur parteis. Quarum unam Epici vendicant; eaque
poemata omnia continentur, quibus neque cantu, neque saltatione opus sit. Aliam Scenici;
Qua & Tragoediam, & Comoediam, & Satyram complectimur, caeteraque eiusmodi, quae
spectanda in Theatrum proferuntur. Tertiam Melici; quae sine vocum sonorumque concentu
constare non potest. Poetarum vero non dum plura extitisse genera, quam ea, quae
demonstravimus, arbitramur. Namque Epici, qui Tragici esse dicantur, qui Comici, qui
Satirici, qui Melici, qui Iamborum, qui Epigrammatum, qui Elegiarum scriptores, copiose,
lateque, ostensum est. Quam porro quisque rerum materiam, quo versu, qua narratione, quo
denique modo attingat, ex his quae trium dierum disputationibus explicata sunt, puto satis .
perspectum esse....
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SCALIGER
IVLII Caesaris
SCALIGERII
a Burden
viri clarissimi
Poetices libri septem

I
1
IE
IV
V
VI
VTI

Historicus
Hyle
Idea
Parasceve
Criticus
Hypercriticus
Epinomis

ad Sylvium filium
in Bibliopolio Commeliano
CI.> L>C XVII = 1617
L

iii
xii
xxv
xxvi
lvii

Poematum per modos divisio p.12
Satyra
Funebres
Votivi
Aeni, Griphi, Aenigmata, Apologi

U

HYLE
xl

Elegi

in

IDEA (cf.p.125 de forma Poeseos )
xliii
celeritas
cxxi
Epitaphium, epicedium, monodia, inferiae, parentalia, threni, neniae
cxxiv Elegia
cxxv
Epigrammata
cxxvi Inscriptio

IV

PARASCEVE (cf. p. 125 de ornamentis )
xiv
xv

Acumen (p.427)
Acre

V

CRITICUS
xvii
Conferuntur principia et fines

VI

HYPERCRITICUS
vi
Tertia aetas — Martialis

VII

EPINOMIS
viii
de poeseos divisione
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ASD
Musarum soboles alii: non segnius ipse
Scaliger, & multo forte priore prior.
At posthac erit (ecce novos creat ille Poetas)
Musarum suboles, qui fuit ante, pater.
TOÜ a u T o u

dyaKapiTToucav yeveciv coc})6c e£ayopeuei,
our dpxiic apxqu cuvTcXeeiv to tcXoc.
CKaXauoc 8' bye poucoyeuqc, K a l pouco8i8aKTOc
q 8' eyeva poucac, q 8' e8i8acKe TraXiv.
tt \v

de epistola ad Serviumfilium:
p.v Non enim sunt audiendi, qui hisce studiis clamant absumi tempus importune, quod
severioribus ac primariis scientiis impendendum est. His enim si adhibeas modum, tantum
abest ut fatigent animum, ut etiam alacriorem te reddant ad exquisitiores contemplationes. Et
memineris istas bonae famae hirundines ideo vociferari, ut ne quod eis deest adsit nobis. At
enimvero nobis tarn non abest quod eis adest, quam adest, quod non adest illis.
de I iii
p. 13. Comoedia tarnen seorsum quartam sedem obtinebit, inde Satyrae, post Exodia,
Lusus, Hymenaei, Elegia, Monodia, Cantiones, Epigrammata.
p.99 Votivi aut Sybillines...versibus
de I xliv Lyrica
p.106 scolia
dithyrambica in... Priapum
de l Threni et Hymenaea et Elegiae, alia
p.117 elegy
de Ivi (second last heading) Manipulus poematum
Alia quoque multa extitere olim, & postea exorta sunt genera poematum. Epigrammatis
nomen valde amplum ad quamvis inscriptionem, unde & Lemmata dicta scilicet indicaturae.
Ivii Aeni, Griphi, Aeniginata, apologi
p. 122 Epigrammatum species multae. Summa genera digesta sunt certis praeceptionibus
in tertio. Inter ea sunt Aeni, quos aliqui Fabulas nominant, propter fictiones, nempe...
p. 123 .. .Aenigmatis appellatione, ab innuendo. Multa refert Athenaeus, plurima fecimus
non.
II xxvi Anapaestici
p. 177 Est enim trimetrum hypercatalecticum, quod ob quaedam proverbia, Proverbiale
cognominatum est.
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(I could not read die heavily ligatured Renaissance font!79)

Etsi multa proverbia aliis versibus, multi versus eiusmodi sine proverbiis.
xl Elegi p.180
p. 181 Nec quemadmodum dicebamus, verum est, quod aiebant: Elego semper finiri
sententiam. nanque ab Elegiacorum nullo id servatum invenias.
xxxiii Leges communes
p.175 Atque in his quidem pudor ac venia ob nomina
III xcvi Tragoedia, Comoedia, mimus
p.335

inscriptio et titulus qualis i.e., in titles of books and works)
p.343 = xcvii Satyra
p.345 = xcix Sylvae
p.369 = cix Laus, laudatio

III cxxi Epitaphium, Epicedium, Monodia, inferae, parentalia, threni, naeniae
p.385 .. .ita quorum facta nulla possent arte exprimi, publica oratione declarabantur, quae
quod ad tumulos eorum, quos celebrabant, haberetur, emTdcjuoc Xoyoc dicebatur. Etiam
eTriTupßiov dicere poterant. Verum usus non admittit quemadmodum eTTiTop-ßia ... Solus
Servius docuit nos differentiam. Epicedium enim dici corpori nondum effecto sepultura,
Epitaphium ad tumulum ipsum. ... Quare Epitaphium etiam Elogium ipsum dictum est, quod
tumulo inscribitur. De quo inter Epigrammata. Itaque recte Epitaphium vel ratio vel carmen,
quod ad Mausoli viri sepulchrum quotannis Artemisia recitari instituit. ... Epicedium igitur
semel tantum dicitur. Epitaphia etiam anniversaria esse possunt, quemadmodum Athenis.
Nam et Pericles dixit, extat apud Thucydidem. Plato quoque idem effecit. Item Aristidae tres
scripti sunt.
Ill cxxv Epigrammata
p.389 Cum omnium non solum Poematum sed etiam librorum extent inscriptiones, quam
ob causam Epigrammatis vox brevibus tantum Poematis propria facta est? An propter ipsam
brevitatem, quasi nihil esset praeter ipsam inscriptionem? An quae statuis, trophaeis,
imaginibus, pro elogiis inscribebantur, ea primo veroque significatu Epigrammata sunt
appellata? Ac sane ita est, ut ipsum Poema sit statuae inscriptio. Ubi vero in librum
transfertur, e contrario fit. Ipsa enim statua inscriptio est Epigrammatis. Haud sane statua
ipse, sed statuae sive imaginis imago. Quaenam ea est? inquis. Titulus, quem Lemma /
p.390 vocat Martialis. Exempli gratia, Rufi rhetoris statuae inscripsit lepidum illud
poematum Ausonius. Hie ipsum poematum inscriptum, Epigramma est. Quum vero illud in
79 I.e., "paroimiac" metre. The second no doubt was lifted from Erasmus, who must have got it from one of the
multitudinous medieval gnomological collections. The only classicical/classicising text to report it is Scholia In
Aristophanem, Scholia in vespas (sell..., Argumentum-dramatis personae-scholion schvesp, verse 239a, line 3

239a 1
vet toO KopKopou: TTpos Tov AuKÖ^pova KÖpKopov XeyovTa lxOuÖlöv- Tr
T)7TaTr|Tat Se, to? 4>r|aLu ,EpaToa0ei/r|S'. ecm -yap Xctyavov xi äypiov [teal euTeXe?
Aid i v rieXoTTovvfiaw,
Kal f) ;rapoi|na. "Kai KÖpKopog ev Xaxcu'oiaii''.
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libro scripsit, statuae imaginem, id est, Rufi nomen inscripsit sic: in Rufi statuam. Verum
haec ingeniis emunctioribus. Epigramma igitur est poema breve cum simplici cuiuspiam rei,
vel personae, vel facti indicatione, aut ex propositis aliquid deducens. Quae definitio simul
complectitur etiam divisionem, ne quis damnet prolixitatem. Est simplex indicatio rei, ut
anathematis. Donaria nanque non sine inscriptione. Multa extant apud Pausaniam. Sic illud,
Aeneas hac de Danais victoribus arma

sic locus

neXonouriGoc k'ovk Lcovia
poopr] TTapßaciXeia Teöv kXcoc outtot oXeiai
vikt| yap ce <j>uy€iv cmrepoc ou
aTai

sic signi

tclvt' cctl

sic dicti Kal TÖSe SqpoSoKou. Alia vero composita sunt, quae deducunt ex propositis
aliud quiddam: idque aut maius, aut minus, aut aequale, aut diversum, aut contrarium.
Brevitas proprium quiddam est. Argutia, anima, ac quasi forma. Quare non est verum,
Epigramma esse maioris Poematis partem. Brevitatem vero intelligemus, non definitam.
Nam & monostichon est apud Martialem, & aliquot satis longa, si alia spectes. Recipit autem
omne genus Poeseos, AiaXoyiKov sive SpapanKÖv, & SipyripaTiKov, & piKTÖu.
Epigrammatum autem genera tot sunt, quot rerum. Tot versuum generibus explicantur, quot
sunt versuum genera. Tot verbis generumque generibus, speciebus, formis, figuris, modis
componuntur, quot sunt in quocunque linguae, nationis, populi, gentis ambitu, genere,
species, formae, figurae, modi verborum. Quin etiam non solum nova licet fingere, verum
etiam Soloecismos aliquando, aut Barbarismos admittere. Novitas ilia vel inoffensa, vel
interdum distorta excitat vel risum, vel admirationem. Tabs apud argutissimum Poetam:
Domicoenium. Non vitiosus homo es, Zoile, sed vitium. Neque enim abstractum praedicatur.
Est hie in Dialectica & Metaphysica Soloecismus. Quid argutius simul, atque distortius in
Lingua Latina? Non est bonus sed optimus malorum. Sic nos multa, inter quae verbum unum
mirificum, Deprecatur: pro eo, quod vulgo depeculatus. Quod verbum impressor nostrorum
Hendecasyllaborum, quum argutiam non comprehenderet, putavit mendosum, substituitque;
vulgatum depeculatus, flagitium ratus in scriptura. Sic eius temeritas, aut ignavia, aut
notularum nostrarum ignorantia plerisque / p.391 locis aliis vitium attulit. Epigrammatis
virtutes peculiares; brevitas et argutia. Hanc Catullus non semper est assecutus. Martialis
numquam amisit. Argutia non uno modo comparatur; inexpectata aut contraria expectationi
conclusione. Epigrammatum tot sunt genera, quot causarum. Iudicalis speciem prae se fert
Apologeticum. Ut illud Catulli
Lesbia mi semper dicit male

& illud,

Irascere iterum meis iambis
Suasoria sunt in secundo genera: in quo Amatoria, & quibus aliquid petimus. Ut illud,
Vivamus mea Lesbia atque amemus
& quae sequuntur tribus versibus divinis,
soles occidere & redire possunt:
Nobis quum semel occidit brevis lux
Nox est perpetua una dormienda
Est n. Epichireme, qualia & apud ilium & apud Martialem plurima. Tertium genus est
Laudis, & vituperationis in genere demonstrativo: sub quo continentur Epitaphia & Elogia.
Ac taxandi quidem morem illiberalis animi semper existimavi. Iccirco in Amatoriis eo usque
exercitati sumus, ut novorum Epigrammatum inscriptione gloriari fortasse licuerit. Haec esse
decet Candida, culta, tersa, mollia, affectuum plena, interdum arguta in fine, interdum
deficientia & mutila. Maxima n. amantis sapientia, amentia est: quam depictam dabis in
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defectibus sententiarum, aut in repetitionibus. Multa desiderii, multa cogitationum expressio.
Cavebis omnino a languidis & insulsis. Cuiusmodi recentiorum vides multa. Nam quae vel
umbram solam prae se ferunt obscoenitas, neque abs te scribi, neque ab aliis scripta legi
iubeo. Quid n. sis aliud, quam id, cuius lectione delectaris? Stolidi quidem triviales ad
nominum allusionem infelicissimos numeros contulerunt. Nihil ineptius ad laudationem.
Verbi gratia, si Minutum Munitum dicas. Habes n. illustrissimas corporis animisque,
virtutes Gabrielis filii, quibus integros explere queas libros. Ad vituperandum tarnen
aliquando non inepte uti poteris. Veluti si Doletum Oletum interpretaris: aut a dolo deducas:
sicuti fecisse legimus Ovidium: cuius extat ille versiculus,
At cur non dicam Furia te Furiam?
Est & facetum genus illud, quo frigide Graeci, Latini acutius exercuere: de quo alibi
diximus. Echo enim in fine versuum ponunt, non sine magna auditorum attentione. Verum
ut res aliae ex aliis suboriuntur, hilariora fiunt omnia ubi literae syllabaeve mutantur
quemadmodum nos,
/ p.392 Non temere antiquas mutat Vasconia voces;
cui nihil est aliud vivere quam bibere.
Sic in Echo mutare poteris: ut quum auditor similem verbi caudam, expectet, ludas
diversa. Non enim post cttlckottoc dices kottoc : vulgatum nanque iam est nimis. Sed
TTOKoc. Significat enim vellus pecuinum, unde pecus quoque dictum, non autem a pascendo,
ut dixere. Idque non tarn ea ratione, ut Echo imiteris, quam ut epigramma concludes. Verum
inventori novitas afferre possit aliquam ingenii laudem, imitatoribus rariorem.

Appendix pro Epigrammate
Ut speramus haud ingratam futuram sedulitatem nostram addidimus iis, quae iam
praescripta sunt, haec quoque, perinde atque embamma quodpiam. Non enim decuit
argutissimi poematis praecepta sine argutia tradere. Genera igitur Epigrammatum indefinita,
proprias materiae diversitates, tentavimus ad pauca reducere: ut praeter altiloquum, humile,
medium, habeat etiam proprias Ideas. Quaedam igitur sunt mollia, tenera, laxa, affectus in se
amatorios continentia. Quorum efficacia est, non esse efficacia, sed nequam. Igitur totus
tractus sese in languiorem dat. Huiuscemodi pleraque sunt Catulliana. In hoc genere, urbane
ut loquimur, mel statuimus. Alia contra, vivida, vegeta, acria, qualia Martialis. Horum Ideae
quatuor. Una in qua foeditas est. Hanc non solum a republica Platonis, sed toto orbe
terrarum, & ipsam, & eius authores, exulare iubeo. Una in qua fel. Amarulenta species haec,
obiurgatoria, obtrectatrix, maledica, virus olens: quam tarnen exercere licet bono viro; modo
fiat sine opprobriis, & convicia sint civilia, ad malos mores detestandos. Una, in qua est
acetum. Mordax genus hoc carpit sine maledictis: ut illud: Quern Graecia & Pontus in
Liguria genuere, hie bonus esse potest? Una in qua sal. Ex iis captatur risus sine ulla
recuperatione, atque haud multa mordacitate. Ut fecit Martialis, quaerens per omne vitae
genus quid fecit Canius, nihil aliud agentem expressit tandem, quam ridere. Praeter haec est
forma quaedam, quam sibi instantem appellare consuevimus confertam, densam,
multiplicem. Quotiens singulis quibusque momentis tarn acute conficit, ut ibi sisti queat ilia
sententia. At ilia semper crescit. Hoc nonnisi multae artis, multisque ingenii. Est etiam
species quaedam nobilis ac generosa, scita quadam aequabilitate / p.393 plena: quam apud
paucos, ac rarum invenias, ut sit venustas cum gravitate, & acumen cum lenitate: numerus
quasi natus ibi non illatus aliunde, aut affectatus ambitiöse: suspensus animus usque ad
extremum: qua recepta sententia satur sit, nec audeat in eo quicquam praeterea quaerere. Ad
hanc formulam spectavimus nos in iis, quae nova inscripsimus Epigrammata, & in
Thaumantia. Sunt & in Heroibus, & in Heroinis non pauca: ubi exquisitae argutiae
numeroso dicendi genere conditae compositaeque sunt. Exemplum illius differti hoc unum
esto, in quo continentur quatuor Epigrammata
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Heus utrum eligimus: Si non nisi dente podagra,
Dente famis dirae dij rutiata perit. (?)
Ah nequam, nisi sic, finire dolore dolorem?
Atque ferum finem tollere fine truci?
Heu ‘macte (’made?) informi, laruata heu tabe furorem,
Et funus invitam, o incommoda commoda, lux nox.
Si, ne aliquid fias, cogeris esse nihil.
Quoniam vero signorum, statuarum, trophaeorum, donariorum inscriptiones (uti
dicebamus) antiquissimae fuere, in iis omnino vetustatis leges, quae in historiis explicantur,
observandae sunt. Earum summa est; ut quam simplicissimo filo deducatur rei gestae,
victoriae, dedicantium nominarum, familiae, patriae narratio: quale est elogium super Ennij
poetae,
Aspicite, o cives, senis Ennij imagines formam
Hie vostrum panxit maxima facta patrum.
Ubi etiam vides professionis circunloquutionem. Ea explicatius in Graecis invenias.
Quamobrem id quoque ex earum historiis observavimus, quum Aeschylus, ac Simonides inter
se certassent pro eorum elogio, qui ceciderant ad Marathonem. Victum fuisse Aeschylum
elegiaca illius tenuitate.
sequitur immediate

Inscriptio Cap. cxxvi

Hactenus de inventione. Haud sine maximis laboribus, multique difficultatibus a nobis ea
praecepta conscripta sunt, quae aut a nullo ante nos explicabantur, aut sine arte dispersa,
indigestaque iacebant penitus, aut etiam vel inepta, vel inepte prodita. Multo quoque falsa
plus interdum faciebant negotii, quam commoditatis afferebant. Reliquium est, ut qua
quidque inscriptione indicetur poema, videtur, videamus. Inscriptio est uno, aut non multo
pluribus verbis comprehensio eius / p.394 partis operis, cuius partis gratia caeterae partes
omnes veniunt ad totius constitutionem. Quae definitio paulo ampliore circumscriptione a
nobis tradita est, ut minore negotio perciperetur. Est igitur comprehensio, quemadmodum id,
quod Graeci Trepioxov, Latini argumentum vocant. Nam quod quidam Grammaticorum etiam
mroQeciv appellarunt: id contra, quam verbi ratio monet, ausi sunt. Ab Oratoribus enim, sive
declamatoribus, sumpta est vox ilia: qui propositis argumentis, tanquam super subiecto
fundamento, futuram orationem superaedificabant. Itaque Geciu nominabant materiae
propositionem sine persona. uTroGeciv cum persona: non quod id adderent praepositio, sed
quod primi illi garrulitas huius inventores, tanquam leges discipulis posuere. Ergo Poeta,
fusum opus qui angustiore ambitu comprehenderet, hanc ipsam comprehendentem orationem
vel prosa vel numeris nequaquam uttoGcciv dicere potuit: quae postea facta esset.
Communem igitur habet inscriptio cum Periocha comprehensionem. Differunt autem inter
se, quia unico verbo perficitur inscriptio, aut non multo pluribus. Exempli gratia, Historia,
De historia, De scribendi historia. Periocha multis. In quibus etiam narratio quaedam est ut
quanquam singularibus versibus paucisque verbis Iliados libri, quid quisque continent,
indicatur: tarnen est in omnibus, uti dixi, narratio brevis, quemadmodum ipso in opere,
explicata. Praeterea totum ipsum semper comprehendit Periocha: veluti si dicam, Libri
posteriorum resolutiorum docent quid sit Demonstratio, quot genera Demonstrationis, quibus
partibus constet, quern ad usum comparatur. Inscriptio autem satis habet si dicat, De
demonstration. Quippe earn operis partem quae totius obtinet rationem, ita ut ad ipsam
caeterae omnes reducantur. Ita multis in locis de Ilio nihil in Iliade, ad Ilium tarnen omnia.
Est etiam ab Iureconsultis aliisque Tituli appellatione dicta inscriptio, quemadmodum legis
cuiuspiam Periocha, Summa: Latinis utrumque vocibus. Caeterum non quemadmodum
Varroni placuit, titulus a tutando sed antiqui moris ratio est. Etenim quum quid
proscriberetur, quanti, indicabant. Is erat Titulus, napd to tlcl, «a! tlgj Ttpeca, (?) cuius
significatio ad alias postea inscriptiones translate est. Iidem Graeci consultius mroKeipevoi'.
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Quum enim Inscriptio sit dictio indicans materiam, recte ea materia a recentioribus subjectum
dicta fuit. Differt etiam ab Elencho, propterea quod Elenchus est quasi multi Tituli. Si
quidem nuda sint rerum vocabula: cuiusmodi eae sunt, quas Tabulas appellat vulgus. / p.395
Si autem sententias breves contineant, qualis est Plinii Elenchus: id potius vel Periocha, vel
Summa nominabatur. Indicem Elenchum nudum Latini vocant. Nam is, qui sententias
comprehendit, sane idem est quod Argumentum. Rubricam vero a colore Barbari. Haec est
igitur Inscriptionis natura, atque, ut vocant, essentia. ...
p.710 .. .Etenim si unum modo Virgilium excipias, (is tarnen non solum humana superavit
ingenia, verumtamen sese quasi parem extulit naturae) Palingenium, Aonium, Politanum,
Cerratum, Vidam, Pontanum, Sanazarum, Fracastorium habes, quos, cum cuivis veterum
compares, multis, sed non ignobilibus, anteponas. ...
p. 710 Recentiores (quinta aetas)
(Aetius Sincerus) Ludit vero nos Sincerus cum Iudaeum pastorem vocat Aegonem,
quique Massylis pascuis adeo fuerit dives, ut centenos habuerit greges. Atqui a Iudaea in
Massylorum terram tarn facile est transmittere, quam e Gallia in Epirum. Idem primus
Epigramma cultum dedisse credatur a nobis: primusque argutias tersas ostendisse. ...
p. 773 .. Martialem... Multa sunt eius Epigrammata divina: in quibus & sermonis castitas,
& argumenti species luculenta est. Versus vero candidi numerosi, pleni, denique optimi. .
p.788-795 Ovidius, even though not noted in the margin
p. 791 Denique licet poetis licet numerum alteram alteri supponere. Sic pectora & corda
de uno tantum. Sic ipse in epistola Medeae, Absyrti corpus, corpora dicit a quo tarnen
abstinere malim. Ilia vero plane Ovidiana, id est arguta, ac digna quovis Epigrammate,
Falleris et nescis, non sunt spolia ista leonis,
Sed tua: tuque ferae victor es, ilia tui. ...
p.795 Tibullus
Omnium vero cultissimus, nec redundans in Elegia. In fine quarti Epigrammata sunt &
dura, & languida, & insuavia. ...
p.826 Hor[t]atium vero magnis operibus sese ad Graecorum lyricorum imitatione
comparasse, multaque ex il<l>is expressisse, alibi directum est a nobis. Quorum libri si
extarent, vehementer conferret ad efformandos animos nostros iis legibus, quae nos docent
quomodo ponendi sunt pedes in vestigiis antiquoram. ...
VI VIII De poetices divisione
P.837 Praeterea magnus est poematum numerus, quorum nullum concinitur ad lyram:
neque tarnen in scenam propterea prodit, tanquam altera poeseos necessaria pars:
Epigrammata, Sylvae, Satyrae. Postremo sunt & ad lyram dramaticae confectae cantiones;
qualis ilia, Donee gratus eram tibi, quin & Epigrammata quaedam talia, ac sine lyra quidem.
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4.

Mercier — de conscribendo epigrammate

The famous (Jesuit’s?) handbook on the writing of epigrams by Nicholas Mercier, which
contains a systematic anthology classified under the types of the theoretical part, and plenty
of examples of all periods of epigram writing in that pars prior.
The book is most beautifully printed. He lists 123 poets, 16 of whom are explicitly said to be
Jesuits, and three (non-Jesuits) to have been lying so far unedited.
In the introductory pages he defends his deep involvement with epigram with an interesting
patristic exemplar. Vida was expected, as the greatest of the modems, but I did not expect
Gregory to be the only other predecessor mentioned, bearing the whole ancient world on his
literary shoulders:
ij. .. .postquam magnum Nazianzenum, Vidam Cremonensem, permultoque alios pietate &
eruditione celebres, carminum compositioni operam dare non puduit, & suavissimb interdum
versari cum Musis;.. .However, it is Gregory who is not infrequently quoted on title pages of
English books of psalm translations or hymns, see the Grolier Club Catalogue.
Lectori Candido (on the vagaries of taste, and indirectly on the varieties of critical opinion):
...Hie nihil in Epigrammatequaerit nisi acumen; ille selectorum verborum suavitatem pluris
facit. Hie iocos tantum sectatur; ilium seriae narrationes, & mirabiles eventus magis
delectant. Equidem tentavi pro virili, (n.b., Swift’s epitaph and the discussion of its Latinity)
ea omnia seligere, quae quocunque in genere praecellerent, sed quis non hallucinetur
interdum? [ldvo? 6 Geo? touto ye pa? eyei to Tq? dvap.apTqcr[as. Quaedam sunt
adeö acuta, adeo venusta & limata, ut (quod de Phidiae simulachris olim dictum est) statim
visa, statim probentur, ea cert£ omnia excerpsi diligentissimd.
e iiij 4 pp. Catalogus auctorum. Among the 16 Jesuits I noticed the much-quoted Iacobus
Bidermanus. Is this the notorious German Biedermann ?
p. 1—2 Praefatio
Epigram is said to be the most difficult genre to write. Many have tried, few have fully
succeeded. Whereas in a longer work weaknesses can be passed over, they rebut the reader
in epigram quia totum opus cadit sub unum intuitum.
p.3 The original inscriptional epigram was made up of one or a very few words. The very
common example of Cyrus’ tomb inscription is taken from Strabo, directly or indirectly:
to dvGporrre eych Kupo? eip i 6 tloj (?) dpxew tol? ITepcjoi? KTqadpLevo? m l Tq?
’Acha? ßaenAeu? (?) [iq ouv 4)0ovqaq? rou qvqpaTO?

p.4 Catullus compensated for lack of ACUMEN by his VENUSTAS & SUAVITAS.
e.g. .. .cum acumen sit quaedam lux subito menti oborta... which is an interesting line to take
on "point".
p. 17 Though offering three sorts of scholastic divisio of Epigram, he recommends Scaliger's.
p.61 De argutia, quae ducitur ex artificia carminum
This chapter goes through all the "artificial" Baroque formats of epigram, with examples.
The idea that "point" can come from the strikingness of the total form rather than from sting
in the tail is an important broadening of the concept. One could perhaps go even further, and
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accept that otherwise bland epigrams which are very polished in form may have some sort of
"point", as may those gnomic ones whose contents at any time struck people as surprisingly
or satisfyingly apposite (i.e., to their current, concrete situation), though they no longer do.
...quando Epigrammata sunt Anacrosticha, correlativa, concordantia, reciproca, declinata,
litteralia, serpentina, effigiata, denique confecta per dialogismum, per Echonem, per
Synathroismum, per Anagrammatismum, & Similia...
p.85 Caput XIV De Epigrammatis brevitate
He quotes Mintumus on the AP distich debate: "Cyrillus called nothing longer than 3
"verses" [i.e., 6 x El?] by the name epigram" cf. AP I 44
p.86 .. .pro argumenti ratione, nunc longius nunc brevius esse faciendum. This is another
attempt to justify the long epigram, which was always a challenge to the theorists and even to
the practitioners, see Martial 2.77. The justifications "as long as you like A. if nothing can be
taken away or, B. if the matter and treatment absolutely require the length used" may not
seem plausible to the outsider, but in a closed coterie of producers and "receivers" and with
agreed parameters of connoisseurship, such a language gesture might correspond with
objective reality of some sort.
p.87. 10 lines? 12 lines? There are indeed long poems in Martial, Agathias, Catullus and
Ausonius (listed) but it is best to write in 2 or 4 line poems. Interestingly, Mercier's own
copious and very interesting exempla are typically longer than this!
...turn etiam quia ex brevitate ilia nascitur commoditas, quod Epigramma facil£ memoria
complectimur, & quoties lubet, recitamus non sine magna audientium voluptate. If we
needed proof of the cultural locus of epigram and shortish verse in 17C Europe (and certainly
in the ancient world as well) here it is. The two elements of the "essentially written form"
being an oral form as well would not worry anyone who has avoided confusing his natural
intelligence with the class-biassed reverence for the written word common in French
semiotics. The element of joy associated even with the composing of verse (and even in a
school context) is apparent from the Jesuits' Ratio studiorum, where it is listed as a special
treat that should not be too frequently granted, and from this page of Mercier.
p.99 Stili —the application of the old categories to the examples is what is of interest, sc., the
genus sublime, not so commonly associated with epigram by other authors, the genus
infimum & tenue, and the genus mediocre & temperatum. Thus, epigram in Jesuit education
is capable of the full range of “dignities”.
p.103 Caput XIX de Emblemate, Aenigmate, Fabula, & Epitaphio.
p.106 an interesting example of such curiosities, so beloved of Baroque taste and so
excoriated by Enlightenment and Romantic litterateurs:
Mitto tibi navem prora puppique carentem. (sc. “Ave!”)
p. 108 iv. Epitaphium est breve carmen tumulis inscribi solitum, defuncti nomen, aetatem,
dignitates, gesta, & mortis genus, non sine quadam commiseratione indicans. This neatly
describes and defines for those prepared to heed prescription the common vernacular and
Latin genre of the poetic epitaph (inscriptional, literary, and which is the major class, open to
either interpretation) in both Medieval and Early Modem times. Notice the word carmen.
p. 109 Fiunt aliquando etiam iocosa epitaphia, ut videre est in exemplo sequente loach.
Bellaij Pamphagi Medici decretoris tumulus,
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Hoc tumulo tumultus tegitur. Miraris? at ipse
Plus etiam audito nomine credideris.
Pamphagus hie iaceo, vaste cui mole gravato
Pro tumulo venter sesquipedalis erat,
Somnus & ingluvies, Baccusque, Venusque, Iocusque,
Numina, dum vixi, sola fuere mihi.
Coetera quis nescit? fuit ars mihi cura medendi;
Maxima ridendi sed mihi cura fuit.
Tu quoque, non lacrymis, sed rictum hie solve, viator,
Si gratus nostris Manibus esse cupis.
I did not have time to sort out the unacceptable first half line.
[forsitan pro voce tumultus aut multum aut multus scribi debebat]

p. 111 Caput XX Quibus potissimum rationibus aliquis evadere possit Epigrammatista
optimus
Some interesting indications of the cultural locus of epigram and of contemporary practices in
poetic composition can be gleaned here, in the discussion of Exercitatione, Imitatione, &
Expolitione. The Imitation of the ancients was not only a problem for Romantic and modem
critics. Ancient writers were attracted compulsively to give their own ideas and justifications
on this point.
p.l 12 Some points of the different meters used and recommended.
p. 123 On Expolitio and its emotional concomitants, which it is appropriate to seek out:
.. .tyro noster ... lambat & relambat Ursorum more...
p.125 Synopsis opusculi
p.362 Caput XVI De sacro epigrammate which is an extensive chapter of poems, primarily,
with comments, in a field important for the modern extension of the ancient "genre".
p.393. Caput XVII Tumuli, sive Epitaphia. We must remember that for most of the Middle
Ages “tumulus” meant any sort of tomb, not necessarily a mound of earth.
p.411 de imaginum sive tabulamm descriptionibus
p.419 Caput Postremum De Epigrammatibus ad priorum imitatione factis.
In some English corpora these are typically placed last as well. Remember that Hutton
claimed that the neo-Latin epigrammatists did not plagiarise each other very much, though
they translated, modified (especially shortening or lengthening) and improved on well-known
pieces from the ancient canon, particularly from the prestigious Greek.
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5.

Owen — optimus inter novissimos

Owen’s bibliography (John Owen of Plas Du, Llanarmon, near Pwllheli) is variously
available. I found it instructive to go to a recent official publication:
Davies, C.
Writers of Wales — Latin writers of the Renaissance Cardiff
1981
In it we learn of other writers and their background: Sir John Stradling (1563-1637) and his
Epigrammatum Libri Quatuor Lond 1607. His poems were not predominantly satiric, but
religious and panegyric. For the Welsh there is of course an interesting question of the
interrelationship of the Classical, pan-European literary tradition with the native Welsh
language tradition, alive even in Australia in the later 19th C see:
Joseph Jenkins, 1990 Diary of a Welsh Swagman Abbreviated and Edited by William Evans
Melbourne.
The numbering of Owen’s poems is a problem. Davies uses the system of J.R.C. Martyn’s
Brill ed. 1976, 1978 which are consecutive over all 10 books for the 1500 odd elegiac poems
in four original installments:
I 168

Nostra tibi brevitas ignavia forte videtur.
Crede mihi, labor est non levis, esse brevem.
Non facio ut multi qui multa et stulta loquuntur.
Sermo meus stultus forte, tarnen brevis est.

Some show a more devotional than a satirical or merely clever tone, and there is said to be
Welshness in the assonance and word play, but Owen did not always reverence Welsh
cultural nationalism:
p.51 III 37

Tecum participant in nomine Scotus et Anglus.
Iam tu non solus, Walle, Britannus eris.

The longest poem is III 39. Contemporaries delighted in Owen in the original, so why would
Johann Peter Titz (and many others) translate him? Titz was also a major critic. Perhaps it
was in the nature of the tradition to arouse all sorts of translations, expansions, abbreviations,
modifications and general toyings with the received texts. Such is the claim of Neumann, for
instance, regarding the later German vernacular tradition, and similar tendencies are clear
throughout the AG.
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6.

Trapp

In Vol.2, p.55-65 Trapp is quite cavalier about definitions of genres. P.63 “8 lines at most”
are best for epigram, and you can’t be too short. However, good epigrams can be prolixiora,
which illustrates the mess that more logical minds, like those of Lessing, were left to sort out.
Like the treatments of Robortello and others, this is rounded and perceptive, not given to the
exhaustiveness of Scaliger’s.
p.55 Praelectio duodecima
De Epigrammate, aliisque levioris Poeticae speciebus.
Varias species Poeticae exponere statuentibus, ä levissima visum est ordiri; ad alias
deinde seriatim progredi, donee ad Poema Epicum, sive Heroicum, ascendendo,
pervenerimus.
Epigrammati praecipue destinatur haec Dissertatio. Sed quoniam alia sunt quaedam mi/p.56 nutiora Poemata, de quibus non est tanti fuse & sigillatim disserere; pauca hie de iis,
una cum Epigrammate, obiter adnotabimus.
De historia Epigrammatis, & origine turn rei turn vocis, haec accepimus: Consuesse
antiquos statuis Deorum atque Heroum lnscriptiones quasdam breves insculpere; quae
€mypa<j>ai & eTTiypappaTa nominabantur. Hinc facti sunt in istas lnscriptiones tanquam
lemmata, sive argumenta, breves quidam lusus poetici; qui & ipsi demum Epigrammata dicti
fuere. Notum est istud in Praxiteleam Veneris statutam:
?

rupviob olSe Tldpis pe, kcu ’AyxLCjqs, m i ’'ASoviS“

Tous Tpe'is’ olSa povoug, flpa^LTeXps 8e TroÖen;
Progrediente tempore, alia istius generis poematia in quamlibet materiam conscripta,
Epigrammata tandem nuncupata sunt, propter eorum naturam iis affinem, quibus istud nomen
primitus imponebatur.
In multas species ä nonnullis Epigramma dispertitur; in majus, minus, par, simplex,
compositum, ex propositis aliud deducens &c. sed tarn varia & minuta discriminatione non
opus est; cum de quovis argumento componi possint hi versiculi. Quidam sunt Satirici; Ut
apud Martialem:
p.57

Quern recitas meus est, O Fidentine, Libellus;
Sed male cum recitas, incipit esse tuus.

Et alibi.
Qui, Te Tucca, juvat vetulo miscere Falerno
In Vaticanis condita musta cadis?
Quid tantum fecere boni tibi pessima vina?
Aut quid fecerunt optima vina mali?
De nobis facile est; scelus est jugulare Falernum,
Et dare Campano toxica saeva mero.
Convivae meruere tui fortasse perire;
Amphora non meruit tarn pretiosa mori.
Praecipuum forsan, atque optimum hoc est hujus Poematis genus; quia in acumine
praesertim constitit ingenium Epigrammatis; Acutum autem semper quod Satiricum. Sunt
tarnen alia quam plurima Epigrammatum argumenta. Quaedam praecedentibus penitus
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opposite; Panegyrica scilicet; quorum multa extant apud Martialem, in Domitianum
Caesarem, aliosque. Celebre est etiam Virgilianum.
Nocte pluit tota; redeunt spectacula mane,
Divisum imperium cum Jove Caesar habet.
Et inscriptio ista ä neoterico quodam facta, & vestibulo palatii regis Galliae affixa;
p.58

Non orbis gentem, non urbem gens habet ullam,
Urbsve domum, dominum nec domus ulla parem.

Cui tametsi non inest ingenium quod epigrammaticum vulgo censetur; climax tarnen adeo
exquisita est & admirabilis, ut summam quam adepta est laudem jure mereatur. Amatoria
sunt alia; Ut istud ex Anthologia Italorum Poetarum excerptum:
Me laetis Leonilla oculis, me Lydia torvis
Aspicit; haec noctem nuntiat, ilia diem.
Has Cytherea meo Stellas praefecit amori;
Haec meus est Vesper, Lucifer ilia meus.
Quod quidem ipsissimam Epigrammatis formam exhibet; elegans etiam & ingeniosum
videtur; vereor tantummodo ne contra veram rationem peccet. Alia sunt de quavis re, facto,
eventu, composite; quae ad nullam classem possunt reduci. Ut istud Martialis de Ravenna
aquae inopia laborante:
Callidus imposuit nuper mihi caupo Ravennae;
Cum peterem mixtum, vendidit ille merum.
Et de puero stiria jugulato;
Quid non saeva sibi voluit Fortuna licere?
Aut ubi mors non est, si jugulatis, aquae?
p.59 Graecum etiam Epigramma;
XpuCTÖv dvqp eupwv cXittc ßpoxov, ourrdp 6 xpucrov
c'Ov Xittcv oux cupcav, qijjev ov eupe ßpoxov.

Huid etiam deesse videtur spiritus vere epigrammaticus; quia nullus inest ingenii flexus,
sed nuda tantum & simplex facti narratio: Hoc tarnen nullatenus obstante, tarn venuste, tarn
mira brevitate conceptus & voces sibi invicem opponuntur, ut vix quidquam concinnius
uspiam reperiamus. De diversis Epigrammatum argumentis hoc unum praeterea adjicio,
quaedam esse seria, ad religionem & res sacras spectantia. Quocirca observandum hie
occurrit, cum to Oaupacnrov sit argumentum Poeticae prae omnibus conveniens, nihil illi
uberiorem materiam suppeditare, quam religionem christianam, miraculis abundantem.
Poemata supremi ordinis hinc optime hauriri posse alibi forsan ostendemus; Epigrammata
autem in ista mirabilia recte compingi posse, res ipsa indicat. Quanquam enim ludicra sunt
plerumque, & nugae appellantur; interdum tarnen sublimitatcm spirant, iisque optime
congruit sublimitas. Hujus generis multa Martialis scripsit: Istud. e.g. ad Domitianum de
Templo Fortunae, atque Arcu Triumphali quem sibi erigi jussit Imperator:
Hie ubi fortunae reducis fulgentia late
Templa nitent, felix area nuper erat:
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p.60.

Hie stetit, Arctoi formosus pulvere belli,
Purpureum fundens Caesar ab ore jubar.
Hie lauro redimita comas, & Candida cultu
Roma salutavit voce, manuque ducem.
Grande loci meritum testantur & altera dona,

Stat sacer edomitis gentibus arcus ovans.
Hie gemini currus numerant elephanta frequentem;
Sufficit immensis aureus ipse jugis.
Haec est digna tuis, Germanice, porta triumphis;
Hoc aditus urbem Martis habere decet.
Alibi etiam de Pompeio, & filiis:
Pompeios juvenes Asia atque Europa, sed ipsum
Terra tegit Libyes, si tarnen ulla tegit:
Quid mirum, toto si spargitur orbe? jacere
Uno non potuit tanta ruina loco.
De natura Epigrammatis proprie dicti in genere si quaeratur; peculiare illi ingenium in
sale, argutia, acumine, facetia potissimum consistit. Mixtum, vel multiforme esse non debet;
sed ad unum duntaxat scopum collimare, unum & simplex ingenii punctum attingere, quod
fortiter & acute ultimo versiculo semper exprimendum est. Observanda in primis haec est
regula: si ultimum carmen sit languidum, obtusum, vel ullo modo vitiosum, damnandum est
integrum Epigramma, sint reliqua omnia quantumvis venusta.
p.61 Est haec generalis natura Epigrammatum; ä qua tarnen excipienda forsan sunt
nonnulla, quae non tarn acuta vel faceta, quam dulcia & mollia, vel alio aliquo modo
elegantia censetur. Horum unum & alterum supra recitata sunt; utrum haec pro
Epigrammatibus proprie dictis sint habenda, an potius ad aliam Poeticae speciem releganda,
non multum laboro. Certum est alia quaedam esse, eaque pulcherrima poematia, paucis
versibus Constantia, praeter Epigrammata. Quaedam extant apud Martialem, quibus istud
nomen recte applicari non potest: Multa etiam, quae ä vobis, Academici, tempore
Quadregesimali in quaestiones philosophicas facta sunt carmina, non sine insigni vestra laude
componuntur; neque in honorem vestrum mediocriter cederet, electum eorum probe fieri, &
typis evulgari. Horum pars maxima verissime sunt Epigrammata; acuta cum sint, & faceta.
Alia, sunt Descriptiones, Allusiones, vel Fictiones poeticae, perquam elegantes & venustae;
Epigrammata appellentur, necne, parum refert. Neque est cur mirum hoc videatur: nec jure
objici potest materiam atque inhabilem, ut ingenii vestri sagacitatem ostentetis; regis
cujusdam exemplo, qui fontibus miro artificio factis locum de industria elegit, aquae minime
accommodum, ad quern non nisi praegrandi sumptu aqua derivari potuit, eo nimirum
consilio, ut quam ipse fuerit potens & magni-/ p.62 ficus ostenderet: Nam utcunque inter se
diffidere videantur Poesis & Philosophia; haec illi materiam praebet foecundissimam: cum
mentem tanta & tarn varia idearum supellectile instruat, cogitationes etiam tot novis &
diversis modis reflectat.
Elogia insuper, & Inscriptiones, hue sunt reducendae: Epitaphia non minus. Quorum
omnium elegantia concinnae brevitati praecipue debetur. Nullum iis adsit Epitheton proprie
dictum; nulla vox Synonyma. Horum alia sunt metrica: Aha medio quodam modo se habent
inter Prosam & Poesin. Metro quidem carent, sed dictiones poeticas optime admittunt.
Pulchra sunt saepenumero haec exigua. Quibus etiam addi possunt Emblemata, sive
Symbola; h.e. Imagines quaedam pictae, vel sculptae, rem quamlibet, vel actionem per
metaphoram exprimentes, una cum imperfecta sententiola subscripta, mentem componentis
insinuans lantum, & ex parte explicans, caetera legenti relinquens evolvenda. Pictura,
corpus; Sententia subscripta, anima Emblematis appellatur. Haec componere est pure
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poeticum: plurima iis saepe inest cogitatio, plurima venustas; imo actio poetica iis
continetur. Extat elegantissimi cujusdem Scriptoris Gallici de hoc genere inventionis (quod
apud Gallos praecipue viget) prolixa & accuratissi-/ p.63 ma Dissertatio; Generalem illius
definitionem, varias species, regulas quibus in hisce symbolis concinnandis observatis opus
est, fuse explicans; discrimen inter vera & falsa ostendens; permulta denique amborum
exempla allegans. Ex iis unum excerpam, unde Emblematis tum natura, tum elegantia
innotescet. Ut regis Galliae bellum meditantis quam arcana fuerint consilia, & hostibus simul
funesta, exprimeretur; pingebatur Sol nube obvolutus, cum hoc hemistichio subscripto:
—Tegiturque, parat dum fulmina—
Prorsus neotericum, ni fallor, hoc est genus inventionis; & antiquis penitus ignotum. Et
quanquam more Gallorum plus ei forsan attribuit Scriptor supra memoratus quam res patitur;
admodum elegans tarnen & ingeniosum idem esse, omnino fatendum est.
Sed ut ad Epigramma redeamus. Quicquid hujusmodi scribis, esto brevis. Optima
fortasse ea sunt, quae versum octavum non excedunt; ad caetera, nimis brevia esse non
possunt. Hane tarnen regulam tanquam universalem, haud proponimus. Quaedam, eaque
venusta, extant prolixiora; d quibus unum ä nobis hac ipsa Disceptatione citatum est.
Quod ad metri rationem; apud Latinos, de iis enim praecipue nunc agimus, versus / p.64
hexametri & pentametri huic generi scribendi prae caeteris conveniunt: non tarnen ut alii
omnes excludantur, commode enim admittuntur Iambi & Hendecasyllabi.
Hendecasyllaborum Poematum multa Odae potius appellantur, & sunt, quam
Epigrammata. Alia naturam utramque participare videntur. Utrisque nihil habet Ars Poetica
suavius vel elegantius. Hoc genere scribendi princeps censetur Catullus; quem tarnen alii
tarn recentiores quam antiqui felicissime secuti sunt; imo quidam forsan superavere. In hoc
consistit illius natura, quod laxa & libera videatur, res jocosas, ac praesertim amatorias ut
plurimum tractet, serias tarnen nonnumquam, ut Epitaphia, & hujusmodi semper sit
mollicula, tenella, delicatula; vocibus diminutivis gaudens; versibus etiam repetitis, & pene
in orbem redeuntibus.
Minutis hisce poematiis, presertim Epigrammate, difficile est dictu, antiqui an recentiores
laudem magis mereantur. His certe quidam sunt Ingenii flexus, & diversae facies, quas illi
ignoravere; sed de summa rei quidquam statuere non audeo. Hoc interim statuendum;
verum esse quod omnibus in ore versatur, Inest sua gratia parvis: Gratia saepenumero non
parva. Mole exigua non sunt aestimanda. Ut haec recte componantur, multum non modo
acu-/ p.65 minis & vigoris ingenii, sed solidi etiam judicii, & rectae rationis exigitur.
—In tenui labor, at tenuis non gloria.—
Interdum etiam haud mediocris ipse est labor; sed tunc quoque operae pretium est hisce
opusculis istum laborem impendere. De quibus saepe possumus asserere, quod de apibus
idem Virgilius:
Ingcntes animos angusto in pectore versant.
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7.

Luck 1736 Miscellany

A.M., Master of Barnstable School A Miscellany of new poems on several occasions 1736,
has 8 pp. of subscribers! I quote some parts of the offerings:
p. iv The four Latin lines on the picture of a Beautiful and good Woman in Miniature,
it had been a Crime not to publish; since I have the opinion of some of the finest taste,
they are equal to the best four lin'd Epigram in that Language. ...
p. v/vi Copies of his poems had been "disjecta membra", in the hands of "many more
than they were designed for". To produce his collected or selected works, Mr. Luck
had to ask friends for their copies and copies of copies: "...they were pleased to
furnish me with several Pieces; of which I had kept no Copies. I wish I had reason to
be as fearless of the fate of the English Poems, as I am of the Latin.
As for the Epigrams here and there interspers'd/1 have made use of 'em, chiefly to fill
the Pages, where they are plac'd; that my kind Subscribers might have Verses instead
of blank Paper. I believe they will be found to be none of the worst Productions of
this Poetical Age."
Note the use of epigrams as "fillers," and also the confidence felt about the survival of his
Latin poems, and only of his poems in that language. Also the singling out of "four-lin'd
Epigram" The subscribers seem to have been ex-pupils, as were the readers of the later
schoolmaster Vincent Bourne.
P. 7 WROTE IN THE WINDOW WITH A DIAMOND:

Fidi Penates exiguae Domus
Salvete, talem condere Socrates
Fertur. Viro haud servit minori,
Quam, Neoville, colis, Sororque.
Perpetuum servet vitrum breve carmen amici.
See *Whistler (in fine) for a short list of real or pretended writers on glass who happen to be
listed in our bibliographies.
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7. Neo-Latin - Texts
Passim, in bibliography. See under: ? (Epigrammatum Delectus); Bäze; Binns; (Bolton);
Bourne; Bradner; Buchanan; Celtes; Clauss; Crashaw; Fisher; Fleming; Hausmann,
Henkel; Janus Pannonius; Johannes Secundus; Marrasio; Martyn; Marullus; Mercier;
More; Nicole; Owen; Öberg; Paterson; Perosa; Petrarca; Ramalho; Rivinus; Saxl;
Sicton; Speede; Speyer; Thompson; Weever; Winstanley; Wright.
For medieval Latin, leaving out the Late Antique, and even key figures like Damasus, see:
Adhelm; Allen; Baudry; Bourgain; De Rossi - Silvagni; Duemmler; Dtichting;
Fleetwood; Gauthier; Godman; Gray; Kessler; Langosch; Laurens; Nigel; Öberg;
Panofsky; Raby; Schaller; Sedulius; Silagi; Sims-Williams; Strecker; Szövdrffy; Traube;
Walach; Walter of Wimboume; Waltarius; Winterfeld; Zwierlein.
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1. The Early modem cult of inscriptions
In the Renaissance there was again a passion for the collection of inscriptions (notably Ciriaco
of Ancona for the Greek/Turkish East80, Giacomo Mazochi’s Epigrammata Antiquae Urbis
1521 and others for Rome, and Lorenz Schrader’s four volumes 1592 for Italy as a whole Sparrow, 25ff). This was accompanied by a rebirth of the production of handsome
architectural inscriptions, usually in Latin, by the practice of displaying perishable
inscriptions on “machinae” at feasts and celebrations (the machinae were burned with
fireworks) and of making books of such. Note Christian Weise’s De argutis inscriptionibus
1688, and the growing witty trend in these genres of neo-Latin at the end of the 17C
(Sparrow, 107ff). This was the vital tradition in which the trickle of Renaissance graecitas
found it difficult to maintain its specific tone. Intriguingly, the trend went further, to
aphoristic books, away from the “rhetorical” style of the Romans to something more
“lapidary” (see the fontes argutiarum of Jacobus Masenius of Mainz, only 4 in number,
compared with the 77 figure patetiche of the later Emanuele Tesauro - Sparrow, 109ff.).
Anything less Greek could hardly be imagined, but the models for all this had ultimately
come from Greece. The full lapidary book had its day around mid century, with centrejustified short lines and all the graphic devices of the contemporary stone masons. Our recent
explosion of typefaces and experimentation with layout is typologically a similar
phenomenon, and it seems that other centuries have also turned to playing with such styles.
Inevitably, Classicism returned. One indication is the work of Antonio Morcelli De stilo
inscriptionum 1779 (Sparrow 127ff). What interests us is the total context of early modern
inscriptions and epigrams, and the constant interplay between stone and book. This is as old
as the -4C in Greece.

80 Sparrow (1969) 12, but better Hutton (1935) 93. Also Santlys p.22.
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2. Italian 15C — The join between Middle Ages and
Renaissance
1. Mainly from Leicester Bradner.
If we are to view the 15C, it is to Italy that we must go. Elsewhere the Middle Ages continue,
and the enlightened transalpine and transmarine courts of Bohemia, Poland-Lithuania,
Hungary and Croatia were dominated by products of the great Italian cities of learning.
We have mentioned the printing of the Anthology of Planudes, but have not mentioned the
great Lascaris, and his lectures of 1493 (Hutton 1935, 36). This dmigrd was perhaps the
figure most responsible for the enlightened enthusiasm for things Greek which ruled the early
16C. After his death in 1535 there seems to have begun a slow decline of the study of the
Greek language. Neo-Latin poets showed greatest interest in the Greek mode from 1475 1550 (Hutton 1935, 40) about which time vernacular writers were to enter a generation of
strong interest in the genre. Unfortunately, for the 15C Latin epigram I long had at my
disposal mainly the treatment of an author who confesses to have relied entirely on printed
books, never a safe approach for short forms of this occasional type, and very dangerous for a
century when printing had not yet become the major form of publishing. At least Leicester
Bradner attempts to treat all printed epigrams in Latin. F.-R. Hausmann has done more of an
Iter Italicum and discovered much on Martial's growing fame inl5C Italy.
It may be artificial but it is still very useful to separate the early Renaissance from the Middle
Ages. Dante may have been a more original and enlightened figure than most who followed
him, and Boccaccio a great Humanist. Petrarca followed a very established habit of late
Classical times by writing an epigram for a building, in elegiacs. However, the verses are still
rhymed, deferring to the high and late Medieval taste in such things, and only one such poem
by him seems to be preserved.81 At Dante’s death there was a call for poems for his grave,
and the response to Guido da Polenta was overwhelming.82 Unlike the ancient epigram,
whatever was written about this time (whether it had the author’s name inscribed under it or
not) ‘‘made the fame of the composer”. Paintings had also become the opposite of
anonymous. We must not forget the continuing availability of many Classical and late
Classical inscriptions to the Medieval lovers of antiquity, particularly in Rome, where
Christian epitaphs had been copied during the whole Middle Ages. The archetypical
competition writer was Sannazaro, whose 3 distichs were rewarded with the princely sum of
600 ducats by the Republic of Venice, as much to honour itself as to honour him. For Andrea
Sansovino’s painting of Madre di Dio, Santa Anna e Gesü, 120 authors competed for the
honour of writing the Unterschrift. Burckhardt mentions that the previous, Gothic style of
architecture and tombstone did not allow much space for inscriptions (214). Bradner
comments briefly that epitaphs were common in the 15C (199) but that he knows little of
what really went on in the Middle Ages. At least he avoids the easy way of ascribing
influence automatically to Martial, and recognises “Cato” as at least equal in importance. He
holds the topicality of epigram to be in its favour as a vital genre, but we are not surprised to
read his opinion that “a clear idea of the essence of the epigram is lacking” (179). Beccadelli
Hermaphroditus (4425 - but obviously not printed then) is not entirely satiric, and imitates
Martial, Catullus and Ovid. (200). Lyrical tone is commoner in Campanus. The future Pope
Aeneas Sylvius (Piccolomini - Pius II), Humanist, leader of the last crusade, and memoir
writer (their 20C discovery deserved more of a fanfare) still has some rhyming Latin poems.
The “third period” of medieval verse still lived. There were Landino, Filelfo, Johannes

81 A few short Petrarchan Latin poems praise valleys, but they are not inscriptions.
82 Burckhardt (1969) 212. He quotes Boccaccio's Vita di Dante.
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Pannonius (recently edited in Australia), A.Constantius, T.V.Strozza, influenced perhaps by
Petrarca as well as by the Anthology. Cantalicius wrote 14 books, Codrus one small book of
epigrams. Politian wrote the expected occasional poems. They were not a major proportion
of his work. Nevertheless his skill in the two and four-line poem made him a master with
followers like Naldi, Fonti, Lippi and the Greek Marullus, his rival.
Around the middle of the 15C all “medievalism” had disappeared. The Humanists had
recovered the situation of late antiquity. Erasmus was the first scholar north of the Alps since
Ausonius to use the Greek Anthology. Pontanus, Calentius and Aetius Syncerus (Sannazaro)
in the next century inherited a pre-Medieval tradition of brief, pointed poems, perhaps defined
by their opposition to the Latin love elegy (in length and procedures, not in metre), still very
limited in themes (like much of the AP), and lyric rather than satiric (Bradner; 211).
Whatever they preserved from the Middle Ages was well overlaid with their new learning and
enthusiasms. Modem epigram seems on the surface of things to have jumped over the Middle
Ages from somewhere in Classical times. These origins affect its flavour. Precisely how it
landed in Renaissance Italy, in what limited collections of mostly Latin texts, still seems open
to debate.
We quote and comment on Petrarcha’s only surviving epigram for a building. It breathes both
Classical practice and the world of medieval rhymed verse. There is little sense of thematic or
stylistic closure. Petrarcha may have taken the idea from his enthusiasm for the remains of
Roman architecture, or he may have had access to poems such as those in the Bobiensa:
Tunis Parmensis83
Imperiosa situ victrici condita dextra
turris ad astra levor, spectabilis intus et extra.
Corrigie splendor, fulget quo principe Parma,84
bellipotens Azo me vult munimen ad arma.
Me videat securus amans hostisque tremiscat:
subdere colla iugo, vel poscere federe discat. 85

2. Postscript: Frank-Rutger Hausmann on early Renaissance Italy
See Bibliography 2, sub nomine. Hausmann is the only writer known to me whose first-hand
study of the origins and progress of the 15C Humanist epigram adds to the admittedly meagre
material on that intriguing question.

83 PETRARCHA-NE p.848.

84 Azzo da Correggio was only briefly prince of Parma. Note that the tower itself speaks.

85 The Tower of P arm a/ Imperious on my site, set up by a conquering hand/1, a tower am raised to the stars,
impressive inside and outJ The glory of Corrigia, where Parma shines under such a Prince / Warlike Azo wants
me as a rampart to his forces./ May the lover look on me in safety and the enemy tremble:/ He must learn to
bend his neck to the yoke, or sue for peace.
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3. Sicton's Chronometra aliquot memorabilia 1645
We give, as a sample, one opening of the book: the first face of signature A3, along with the
face previous to that.

Chronologicon
Civilis & inteftini belli in Anglia, inter Regios & Comitales
Regni Proceres, jam in tertium annum producti.

Chronoftichon
cladis Keintonenjis in Comitatu Warwicenji,
Anno Domini 1642. die 23. Octobris.
VICeno terno OCtober DeferbVIt ortV,
CLaDe CrVentarVnt CIVILI rVra Brltannl.

Chronoftichon
cladis Neoburgenjis in Comitatu Bercerienji,
Anno Dorn. 1643. die 20. Septembris.
SoLe qVater qVIno SepteMbrls In orbe CorVjCo,
ConfLIXere aCIe, PatrloqVe CrVore, Brltannl.

Chronogramma
Solemnis Foederis inter Anglos, Scotos, & Hibernos
pro uniformitate Orthodoxer Religionis, Londini
in Generalibus Regni Comitiis fanciti,
Anno Dorn. 1643. die 25.
Septembris.
VICenä qVInta SepteMbrls LVCe, IehoVa
Pro reCto CVLtV JaCra Yota Inlere Brltannl.
chro-
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Chronoftichon
cladis Eboracensis in qua Comitales ex Regiis victoriam reportarunt, Anno Domini 1644. die 2. Julii.
RegaLes fVsI qVIntILIs LVCe JeCVnDa;
VMbVs attrltls, EboraCo CLaDe propInqVä.

Chronoftichon
cladis Cornubianae, in qua Regii, intercepti omni commeatu, Comitiales numero circumvenerunt,
Ann. Dom. 1644. Calendis
Septembris.
InCIpIente poLo Vllbrls LVCe Jvb Vna,
CornVbla In bIMarl Cejslt Victoria Regl.

Eteoftichon
expugnationis Novi Cajtelli ab exercitu Fcederatorum
Britannorum, Anno Dom. 1644.
die 19. Octobris.
AXe noVenDeno OCtobrls, PhoeböqVe CaDente,
VI JVnt CajteLLI Cajtra JVbaCta No Vi.

Chronoftichon
cladis Neoburgenjis fecundce, ex qua Regii, beneficio
noctis fe fubduxerunt, Anno Dorn. 1644.
die 17. Octobris.
OCtobrls no Vies temä faCe pVgna reVIXIt:
NoCte jeD obJCVrä RegaLes CLaDe fVgantVr.
A3
Mnemo-
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8. Modern West - Stone & Monumental
1.

Byron

Found in an ANL copy of John Booth Epigrams Ancient and Modern Cambridge 1865 were
two clippings. The first:
The Times 17.7,1924: Byron and the Abbey. To the Editor of The Times. Sir, — In view of
the proposed tablet to Lord Byron in Westminster Abbey, it may be of interest to quote his
views upon epitaphs, as given in a letter to Hoppner from Bologna in June 1819:—
I found such a pretty epitaph in the Certosa Cemetery, or rather, two: one was:
"Martini Luigi
Implora pace";
the other
"Lucrezia Picini
Implora etema quiete."
That was all; but it appears to me that these two and three words comprise and compress all
that can be said on the subject—and then in Italian they are absolute music. They contain
doubt, hope, and humility; nothing can be more pathetic than the implora and the modesty of
the request:—they have had enough of life—they want nothing but rest—they implore it and
etema quiete. It is like a Greek inscription in some good old heathen "City of the Dead."
Pray, if I am shovelled into the Lido Cemetery in your time, let me have the implora pace and
nothing else for my epitaph. I never met with any, ancient or modem, that pleased me a tenth
part so much.—(Prothero, Vol. IV., p. 310.)
When the long overdue tablet is erected, these views of Lord Byron should be borne in mind.
J. PARKER SMITH.
North Berwick, July 15.
We have not checked this in the volumes of Byron's letters.
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2.

Yates — Academies

P. 14 (on Jean Dorat) "There was hardly a book of importance published in France in the latter
part of the sixteenth century which the great teacher did not encourage with a set of
congratulatory verses." Ba'ifs mansion (p. 16) was "embellished with Greek inscriptions and
epigrams". Criticising Henry II's penchant for humanistic discussions after dinner, someone
nailed to the wall of the room which he used "a Latin epigram saying: 'While France, crushed
everywhere by civil war, is falling into ruin, our king practises grammatical exercises in the
midst of the palace, so that the high-souled man is able to say "I love" '." The sources for this
anecdote are some unpublished MSS transcripts of the despatches of the Venetian
ambassadors of the time.
It is clear that the revival of Greek music (which involved drama) led to the birth of the
modem opera (p.42). A prefatory poem in Guillaume Costely's Musique 1570 was written by
Baif (p.43):
Iadis Musiciens et Poetes et Sages
Furent mesmes auteurs: mais la suite des ages,
Par le terns qui tout change a separd les troys.
Puissions-nous, d’entreprendre heureusement hardie,
Du bon siede amener la coustume abolie,
Et les troys reunir sous la faveur des Roys
P.49 makes the point that Marot, whom we have taken to be one of the pillars of modern
epigram, belonged to the circle of Marguerite de Navarre with its Ficinian atmosphere, and
thus would have been equally as committed to uniting poetry and music (the latter in the
narrow sense). Bai'f, like almost all of his age and many German giants of the present, was
guided by stress when writing quantitative poetry in the vernacular. Opposite p.58 is an
engraved medallion encircled by IACOBUS MAVDVUI PARI. MUSICS PATER. Under it
is a Latin quatrain'.
Hie nouus Amphion Gallis nouus audit Apollo
Cantus et fidium restituiße melos.
Vix oculos pictor vix frontis adumbrat honorem:
Quis cultum Aonijs artibus ingenium
De la Rochemaillet 1633
Matheus fecit. Eygrick Hijckena pins.

And (p.59) an Artus Thomas wrote the epigrams for Blaise de Vigendre's translation of the
Imagines of Philostratus, to go under the images.
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9. Modern West (Romania-Germania) Theory and Practice
1.

Colletet

Before the title page C. declares his intention to cover all the possible subjects of 1’Art
Podtique, of which these “four or five” little treatises are a sample. After the T.P. comes an 8
line madrigal by Mademoiselle Colletet to Mazarin, dated 1656, then a table of contents. His
treatise begins with laments for the disruptions caused by the recent wars. P.8 begins his
topic, remarking that of all the current French genres, it was Epigramme which was most
famous, and incidentally, the most ancient as well. It began in very curt ancient inscriptions.
Inappropriately, he then quotes (in Latin and French, not the original Greek) Strabo’s version
of the epitaph of Cyrus, a much-quoted ancient inscription, well known from Plutarch, before
going on to ancient elaborations of the original one- or few-words inscription. Any object,
material or non-material, then became appropriate to epigram, rather as the elegy, once
essentially mournful, became open to joyful and light subjects and treatments, adding the
stance of Democritus to the more traditional one of Heraclitus (p. 12). Then follows an
attempt to add his own interpretation of the only obscure passage of Scaliger to the history of
the development of epigram. I quote him, and Scaliger:
Cum omnium non solum Poematum sed etiam librorum extent inscriptiones, quam ob
causam Epigrammatis vox brevibus tantum Poematis propria facta est? An propter
ipsam brevitatem, quasi nihil esset praeter ipsam inscriptionem? An quae statuis,
trophaeis, imaginibus, pro elogiis inscribebantur, ea primo veroque significatu
Epigrammata sunt appellata? Ac sane ita est, ut ipsum Poema sit statuae inscriptio.
Ubi vero in librum transfertur, e contrario fit. Ipsa enim statua inscriptio est
Epigrammatis. Haud sane statua ipse, sed statuae sive imaginis imago. Quaenam ea
est? inquis. Titulus, quern Lemma / p.390 vocat Martialis. Exempli gratia, Rufi
rhetoris statuae inscripsit lepidum illud poematum Ausonius. Hie ipsum poematum
inscriptum, Epigramma est. Quum vero illud in libro scripsit, statuae imaginem, id
est, Rufi nomen inscripsit sic: in Rufi statuam. Verum haec ingeniis emunctioribus.
Epigramma igitur est poema breve cum simplici cuiuspiam rei, vel personae, vel facti
indicatione, aut ex propositis aliquid deducens. Quae definitio simul complectitur
etiam divisionem, ne quis damnet prolixitatem.
The comments of Colletet:
L’Epigramme pajjant done par vn nouuel vjage, de la Jtatue & du portioue, du bouclier
& du trophde, aux Ejcrits & aux Liures: il e/t arriud que 1’Epigramme ejt deuenue
l’infcription de l’infcription mejme; ou plu/tojt que la Jtatue a ejtd comme l’injcription
de l’Epigramme. Mais d’autant que, Jelon la pensde de Scaliger, qui protejte
hautement icy de ne parier qu’aux intelligds, & qu’aux doctes, cette matiere ejt vn peu
objeure; ie tächeray de l’dclaircir par quelque exemple familier. Representez-vous
done, 6 mon eher Lecteur, qu’vn excellent Ouurier en marbre, comme Praxitele, ou
Pygmalion Ji vous voulez, a tailld Pimage d’Hercule ou de Romulus, chacune auec
cette injeription Jur la baze, ou Jur le front; A Hercule, Liberateur du monde, ou A
Romulus, Fondateur de la Ville; qu’vn Poete excellent, & amoureux de la vdnerable
antiquitd, a compojd vne ou deux Epigrammes Jur les Jtatues de ces deux Heros, &
qu’il les a inferds dans le corps de Jes Poejies auecque ces injeriptions, ou ces titres;
Jur la Jtatue d'Hercule, Jur la Jtatue de Romulus. Qui ne voit alors que chacune de ces
deux Jtatues peut pajjer pour l’inscription mejme de l’Epigramme, & pour 1’image
vijible de celle qui ne paroijjoit pas; quoy que, comme i ay dit, l’Epigramme de Ja
nature propre, ne Joit autre choje qu’vne veritable injeription. P.13 of Dijcours de
1’Epigramme.
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It must be doubted if the Sieur is clearer than Scaliger, except for the latter’s inability to avoid
a strained Baroque figurum etymologicum in the phrase “imaginis imago”. To elucidate a
point later to be so dear to Lessing, let us emphasise that both are discussing the titles of book
epigrams, and “titulus” is itself often equivalent to “epigram”, or at least, to “inscription”.
TTie title or lemma is, both etymologically and in reality the “inscription” of the book poem,
as the inscribed poem was of the statue or object. But this is a trivial issue at this time.
P.14 links epigram with epic (as it deals with heroes and gods, vices and defects), with elegy
and tragedy (dealing often with sad and tragic matters), with “old” (Old?) comedy in its
satirical mode, “& ainji des autres”, though what these might be (lyric? bucolic?) is uncertain.
Robortello is wrong to make epigram a part of epic, elegy, or drama. C. follows rather
Scaliger, Pontanus and Raderus and other enlightened spirits in granting epigram the
independent status given also to the ode, the sonnet, the elegy and “the other poetic genres”.
P.15 brings a definition, felon toutes les regies prefcrites par les grands Maiftres de la
Science dont il s ’agit.
2. L’Epigramme de la Jorte que nous la pratiquons aujourd’huy, ejt done; Tout Poeme
Juccinct, qui ddsigne & qui marque naifement, ou vne perjonne, ou une action, ou vne
parole notable; ou qui infere agreablement vne choje Jurprenante de quelque
proportion aduanede, Joit extraordinaire, ou commune.
Ie dy tout Poeme, non pas que toute jorte de Poeme Joit Epigramme, ny que toute
Epigramme Joit toute Jorte de Poeme, ce qui Jeroit ridicule ä dire. Mais Jeulement
pour exprimer le mot Latin quoduis Po'ema, ou plutojt pour iujtifier en- /p. 16 core
cette veritd, que la iurijdiction de l’Epigramme s’ejtend Jur toutes les matieres, & Jur
toutes les chojes morales, naturelles, feintes, & imaginaires. I’adioujte, Tout Poeme
Juccinct, d’autant que l’Epigramme doit ejtre courte & prejjde; & que d’autant que
plus qu’elle a ces qualitez en vn haut degrd, d’autant plus ejt eile meilleure; pource
qu’elle Je Jent plus de Ja premiere origine, lors qu’elle n’ejtoit que vne Jimple
Infcription...
Thus, many genres can be succinct, but epigram stands or falls on this quality, a secondary
matter with other genres. The author seems to equate all succinct poems with the
“jurisdiction of epigram”, if my mental addition: <et aussi sur> Tout Poeme Juccinct is
justified, and I cannot avoid a gap in C’s argument without such an addition. Section 3.
makes the telling point that Antonio Mintumo’s limitation of epigram to the distich length
(actually, two distich?) grudgingly allowed by Cyrillus in the AP applies only to an ideal
poem, not any real poem. C. gives his own Latin translation and one of Grotius (recently
deceased). In illustrating that this idea has some force, C. goes through the distichs of the AP,
disagreeing with Scaliger over the latter’s dislike of Palladas (one of the distich writers), and
notes that there are even a few monostichs. The Latins also included “vn tres grand nombre
de deux Vers seulement” “entre leurs diuerjes Epigrammes”, “En quoy ils on en quelque sort
retenu la briefuetd de l’ancienne injeription.” (p.20). The “self-epitaph” of Vergil (surely
fictive) and Bembo’s on Sannazaro are quoted. There are many such in French, including
some by this author, one of which, to Richelieu, seems to advert to the legendary prize won
by Sannazaro: // Armand, qui pour Jix vers m’as donnd Jix eens liures, / Que ne puis-je ä ce
piix te vendre tous mes Liures? // . However, not all subjects of epigrams can be confined
within the bounds of a distich, “...dans 1’Anthologie Grecque on rencontre des Epigrammes
de 24. Vers, de 30. & de plus encore. Et chez les Latins, comme dans Catulle & dans Martial,
qui Jont les anciens & les veritables Princes de l’Epigramme, nous en lijons aujji qui
contiennent plus de 30. Vers...”
P.32 makes capital of the uncertainties surrounding yet another aspect of epigram: who is the
best writer in the field. Martial or Catullus, Saingelais or Marot? There is no such dispute in
Greek or Latin epic, or in Latin Lyric. Homer, Vergil and Horace remain uncontested. This
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is made to mean that epigram is a much harder field to be good in. Yet its language and
treatment do not demand the majestic dignity of epic, or the dclat of lyric, “mais vn langage
naif, naturel, & sans fard, net, & familier, tel que celuy des Bergeries ou Eglogues Pajtorales,
ou des Silues mejmes. Car s’il en faut croire vn grand Rhetoricien [Lullius Balearis, it would
seem from the marginal note], les Silues doiuent ejtre mijes au rang des Epigrammes; & il
Jemble, done ie m’ejtonne le plus, que le Poete Stace dans la Preface de Jon Jecond Liure des
Silues, fauorise cette opinion, lors qu’ejcriuant ä son Amy Melior Atedius, & luy adrejjant la
Silue de Jon Arbre, & celle de Jon Perroquet, il luy parle ainji; Arborem certe tuam, Melior, &
Pjittacum Jcis ä me leues libellos quaji Epigrammatis loco Jcriptos.
P.36 praises the epigrammatic corpus for its usefulness as an encyclopedia of moral exempla.
.. .quant aux Italiens, & aux Ejpagnols, on peut dire que leur gentil Madrigal leur tient
lieu d’Epigramme; dont ils n’ont pas encore injerd le nom dans leurs Poejies, mais
dont ils employent Ji agreablement les plus nobles Jujets Jous cet autre titre, Ji connu &
Ji familier parmy eux.
Thus the merging of madrigal and epigram is not accepted for France, though it was common
in Spain, Italy, and as we have seen from Harington, in England. C. accepts that Spanish and
Italians can consistently call “madrigal” something which is, deep down, really epigram.
Such possibilities bedevil the collection of material for any study of the genre. See our notes
on Mallcville for motivations leading to the revival of a light galante form under that of the
sonnet, to take up genre space vacated by the increasingly gnomic and sententious epigram.
Once more, p.46, C. refuses to vote for either side of the debate in Aulus Gellius, or to discuss
the lyric (ode) and the elegiac forms, referring the reader to the poetic texts themselves:
.. .comme ces ddmejlez, ä les bien prendre, ne Jont pas de mon Jujet, ie renuoye mon
Lecteur ä ces excellens originaux...
He goes on to the general virtues of the epigram, §13, p.47: “...f Epigramme pour ejtre
excellente, doit ejtre courte, gratieuje, Jubtile, & pointue”. The shorter the better, so as to
come as close as possible to the inscription. “Rejpice finem” is given a new, nonescatalogical meaning. The end should be composed first, and the whole poem adapted to
this “end”, which is the great secret and the “crown” of the epigram, compared by some
authors to the tail of a scorpion. C. quotes Sidonius Apollinaris in his letters (lib 8 ep.9):
“prseterea quod ad Epigrammata Jpectat, non copia sed acumine placent”. Also quoted is an
anonymous author of the preceding century, “qui ejt en effet Thomas Sibilet, dans son vieux
Art Poetique Frangois”, who recommended mid-poem “fluidity” and final sharpness in an
epigram. It is the last two verses which need to be sharp, constituting the “praise” of the
epigram. A good conclusion can save an epigram (not the opinion of other authors, like
Mintumus), and the ending has been compared “ä la pointe d’vn poignard, qui perce, & qui
tue”, “ä des grains de poiure qui mettent toute la langue en feu”, “ä du fiel, qui fait bien tojt
Jentir l’excds de Jon aigreur & de son amertume.” This (p.56) is the secret of Martial. It is not
so true (p.57) of Catullus, and it is customary to call such poems, laughingly, “vne
Epigramme ä la Grecque”, though Michel de Montaigne (p.58) openly preferred the style of
Catullus. C. does not presume to debate the issue with Montaigne, and escapes conflict while
retaining his freedom of choice by saying that it is the job of practising poets to judge poets,
and that this is not the brief of philosophers and orators. P.59: C. admits that his preference
for Martial is not shared by Navagero of Venice, who burned a book of Martial’s epigrams
each year as a sacrifice to the Muses. This attitude was also shared by the Italians Raphael
Volaterran and Lilius Gyraldus.
The dignity of the epigram (p.78) is illustrated by the prizes given for.them by Hiero of
Syracuse (to Archimelus) and the Emperor Verus (to Martial), and of course, the legendary
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six lines of Sannazaro, beginning: Viderat hadriacis Venetam Neptunus in undis &c. It was
indeed “vn rauijjement nompareil & vn bonheur extreme pour les rares Esprits, de viure ain/i
dans des temps heroi'ques, oü les rdcompenfes ejtoient Ji grandes, & les loiianges Ji
extraordinaires. L’honneur nourit les Arts;.. and the arts of course, helped Venice maintain
a validating imperial myth, especially needed for a state based on commerce, and turning in
the 15C and 16C from its traditional sea business to the cultivation of its agrarian hinterland
and the management of the resulting hydrological problems, a move into areas ruled by other
value systems, as Cotgrove’s Palladian Landscape usefully illustrates. The use of the
brilliance of the arts to validate a dynasty or a policy was also clear in Poland and other courts
of this time.
THE SONNET
It is significant that C. begins his treatises with that on the epigram, and just as significant that
the second one is on that queen of Renaissance short forms, the sonnet. This order of
treatment was deliberate,
puis qu’il approche le plus pres de l’Epigramme; & que dans la penfee de quelques
vns, le Sonnet n’ejt autre choje qu’vne Epigramme bornde d’vn certain nombre de
Vers. AuJJi les plus dlegans Autheurs Latins parlant de nos Sonnets Francois, ne leur
donnent ordinairement que le Jimple nom d’Epigrammes, Epigrammata” (p.3).
Thus Scaliger on Petrarch, Heinsius on Colletet himself, Lope de Vega, but not Dante, who
called it sonitum, and nom.pl. sonitus. Claude du Verdier calls it sonitium, writing of
Ronsard and of Petrarch. Grotius calls it sonulum. However, most call it epigram, as do the
common dictionaries: “a form of epigram in the colloquial tongue”. Certainly, (p.6), as:
qu'vn de nos vieux Autheurs aye dit que la matiere du Sonnet, & la matiere de
l’Epigramme font toutes vnes; Ji ejt-ce qu’aux Ejprits de dijcemement, le Sonnet a ie
ne Jgay quoy de plus Jerieux, de plus graue, & de plus releud que VEpigramme qui
regoit toute forte de Jujets heroi'ques & populaires, Jerieux et enjoüez.
Not that over time the sonnet has not come to be used for other sorts of topics, but it was
originally destined for the high praise of Laura, Cassandra, Hdl£ne and Cldonice. C. asks
modem poets to return it to those heights. P.27/8 “L’Autheur anonyme d’vn vieux Art
Poetique Frangois [is this Sdbillet again?] / ...dit que le Sonnet n’est autre choje que le parfait
Epigramme de ITtalien, comme le Dixain du Frangois”. However, C. considers giving the
priority “ä nos anciens Poetes Provengaux”, quoting Bembo, Speron Sperone, Mario
Agricola, Dante and Petrarch. P.32 quotes verse on du Bellay and prose admissions by him
that he made his sonnets epigrammatic, in fact, into epigrams:
Et du Bellay quittant cette amoureuje flame,
Premier fit le Sonnet Jentir Jon Epigramme;
Capable le rendant, comme on void, de pouvoir
Tout plaisant argument en Jes Vers recevoir.
and “Quelques-vns ... voyant que ie finijjois, ou que ie m’efforgois de finir mes Sonnets, par
cette grace qu’entre les autres langues s’est fait propre l’Epigramme Frangoise, ils crürent que
i’avois imitd ITtalien CaJJola, dont le nom ne m’ejtoit pas alors Jeulement connu.” (p.32). On
p.73 C. takes exception to the varied and clashing rhyme schemes of Mainard, saying finally:
"Jes Manes me pardonneront, s’il leur plaijt, Ji i’appelle cette Jorte de Vers, Epigrammes,
plutojt que Sonnets, puis qu’ils n’en ont pas le charactere Jpecifique.” On p.75 he calls one of
his own more impassioned sonnets “elegie de quatorze Vers” and “Desordre d’esprit, Sonnet
ddregld”, drawing expressive capital out of the “faults” of spontaneity.
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P.90ff. link the technique found in the “serpentine” sonnet with the old French Rondeau and
Triolet, ancient “Phaleuces”, and some epigrams of “our good old Latin poets”. Anguineos
versus are poems which begin and close with the same line or a modification of it. “Iacques
Pontan [marginal note: Injtit. Poet, lib] fait mention de cette jorte de Vers en vn endroit oü il
parle de VEpigramme. Et apres luy nojtre docte Nicolas Mercier en donne quelques exemples
tirez de nos anciens Poetes dans Ja nouuelle Dijjertation, de conscribendo Epigrammate.”
And on p.93 “Sibyllet” is quoted as saying that the epigram and the sonnet are the “Poemes de
premier prix entre les petits.”
LE POEME BUCOLIQUE
Little here on epigram. The liminary verse to the section is however, a dixain, said in the
previous chapter to be the perfect French epigram, here entitled “Madrigal”.
LA POESIE MORALE & SENTENTIEUSE
P.56 and 57 expatiate on the “gems” embedded in ancient literature: “des lumieres Ji viues, &
des Jentences Ji perjuajiues & ji fortes...” and “ä l’dgard de la Poesie Morale, les Sentences
en Jont comme les nerfs, fam e & la veritable vie.” According to the now anonymous author
of the ad Herennium, “la Sentence eft vn difcours fuccinct, tird de la vie de l’homme, qui
enfeigne ce qu’elle eft, ou ce que l’homme doit prattiquer”. P.62 mentions ancient lyric and
satiric poets as having been only incidentally composers of “sentences”. They often attack
individuals too narrowly, they include too many thorns and too much gall among the flowers
and honey that should be the stuff of poetry. Theognis (p.64) seems to have been the first
gnomographical or sententious poet. Phocylides (p.68) is next to be mentioned, from whose
Nutheticon Guy de Faur de Pybrac drew all his famous French quatrains. The extraordinary
success of this Protestant poetic series was noted by Yates in Academies. Bai'f and others
translated these. The “Golden Verses” of the Pythagorean tradition are mentioned p.72, then
Apulius, Cato, Seneca for their own aurea dicta, after which C. loses himself for a while in the
knotty question of the authenticity of the later Pythagorean writings. P.84 treats of the most
important figure of Simonides, including him among the gnomic or sententious poets. A great
cloud of witnesses are presented on p.88ff. after which begins a treatment of apothegms and
the Seven Sages.
P. 102 mentions in a praeteritio the Biblical wisdom books. P.103 brings in Gregory
Nazianzen, translated into Latin under the title Tetrasticha Gregorij Nazianzeni, and into
French as part of his Sonnets Spirituels by Jacques de Billy. P.l 13 dilates upon the “fameux
Diftiches de ce grand Poete moral [Denis Caton]”, imitated by Michel Verin, Lyon 1547.
P. 124 begins a catalogue of 17 of the writers of quatrains in French, obviously attempting to
be exhaustive, as types of quatrain are mentioned (even if in prasteritione) which do not fit the
heading under which their subsection has had to be placed, i.e., Poesie Morale. P.148 tries to
differentiate quatrains from stances. See our notes on Malleville for modem studies on
stances, which are there said to have love as their compulsory topic. After very evasively
accepting the works of Archidamus and Nostrodamus, C. seems to lose nerve on the
boundaries of his form of Quatrain:
64. Les Quatrains du Cardinal du Perron, de Bertaut, de Lingendes, de Motin, de
Porcheres. de Maynard, & de tous nos autres Poetes vieux & modernes, ne doiuent
point encore auoir du rang icy, puis ce ne jont que de petits Poemes la plujpart
dejquels jont ou pures versions de Pjeaumes ou Cantiques pieux, ou vers amoureux
mejme, dont les Jentimens diuers tiennent fort peu de la Morale dont il s’agit. AuJJi
ces fameus Autheurs ne nous les ont donnez que Jous le titre de Stances, qui different
des Quatrains en ce que les Stances contiennent d’ordinaire vn raisonnment peipetuel
& juiuy du commencement iujques ä la fin, tantojt Jur le Juiet d’vne pajjion violente,
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tantojt jur quelques actions hero'iques & guerrieres, & ainji des autres; La oü nos
Quatrains & fpecialement nos Quatrains moraux Jont d ’ordinaire de petites pieces
detachdes, qui ont toutes leurs Jens, & leurs conclujions ä part, & qui en formes
d ’Epigrammes JubJiJtent chacunes d’elles-mejmes Jans le Jecours ny la ddpendance des
autres.

It is interesting that he considers Stances to be normally written in series. Of course,
sententious writing, in prose or verse, tends to atomicity. P. 165 fin. applies the form Stances
to some “Vers amoureux” published by Philippes Tourniol ca. 1603. By trying to remove the
Quatrain from the ambit of the Stance, C. has finally made some sort of rapprochement with
the epigram, something he has long avoided in this treatment, which is itself instructive. See
again our notes on the opus of Malleville, where stance is said to be opposed to epigram, the
latter being more and more sententious. Why now does Colletet make such an effort to
separate the two, something I have not seen attempted in any other major writer of the time?
Perhaps it is because of the close relationships of form, treatment, and of social function of so
many anthologies of quatrains. His sententious Quatrain may be as close as any non-German
literature gets to the Spruch, which is far more often identified partly or totally with the
epigram than distinguished from it. Yet it is clear that French moral sentences, in quatrains or
not, are not epigrams, despite p. 142. P.169 discusses L’Ejtd d’Ayrail, Paris 1607 and
Toulouse 1609 by Pierre d’Ayrail, classed on a level with the supreme examples of Pibrac. C.
quotes with approval the final couplet of “cette Epigramme dont vne gentille Dame nomme
Roje, voulut honnorer ce nouuel ouurage”, whereas many of the liminary verses written for
books at this period (to judge from those actually making their way into the printed book) are
entitled “madrigal”. P.176 mentions the surprising lack of success of this “Summer of
Ayrail”, but notes the great success of a work of Pierre Mathieu Historiographe de France,
called interestingly Tablettes, ou cent Quatrains de la Vie & de la Mort, widely printed,
memorised and translated, including into Latin in 1624 by Louis de Lascous, Advocat du
Parlement de Bourdeaux.
P.185 treats of Jean Godard, Parisien, who published quatrains at Lyon in 1618 against the
League, entitled: “ La nouvelle Muje, ou les Loyjirs de lean Godard. Mais comme la plujpart
de Jes Poemes Jont conceus en Stances de quatre Vers, ou plutojt en veritables Quatrains,
quiconque les voudra conjulter y trouuera Jans doute ajjez de pointes d’esprit, ou de moins
ajjez d’anthitejes [sic] & de contrebatteries de mots. Ce qui ejtoit ä peu pres le genre d’ejcrire
de la fin de l’autre Jiecle, & de l’entrd de celuy-cy.” No doubt they were at least as Marinist
as those poems of Malleville which were neglected until our century.
Something of the basis for the cult of “The Quatrain” may be gleaned from p. 192, on which
C. says that he made his young son fill his memory with the Quatrains Moraux of, it would
seem, Pierre de Cotignon de la Charnais, Gentilhomme Niuemois. The book itself had been
lost by the time of C’s writing. Pibrac’s quatrains were, we are told by Yates, used as a
standard text in Protestant education. The moralising historical vignettes of Pierre Mathieu
were widely memorised. Where this sort of practice was widespread, as it was for “Cato”, the
forms in which such precociously memorised verse was composed must have quickly become
quite distinct in the sensibilities of a whole generation.
Which is why, like the limerick, the Leberreim and the Marterl, it is not called epigram, but
has its own individuality, even when it is full of Baroque point, as it was in the hands of Jean
Godard.
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2.

Classical French —

1. Pre-Enlightenment France
For a survey of French epigram we have the valuable dissertation of Fuchs86, Early in the
French 17C, when epigram was returning from something like an Elizabethan eclipse,
madrigals and sonnets were intertwined with the less lyrical genre. Salons, like the Salon
Rambouillet, seem to have encouraged light occasional poetry, which was earlier lyric, but
which later turned more satiric. The taste for length varied. La Fontaine reintroduced colour
and feeling, and some length87 into what had become since Boileau a satiric and sometimes
purely intellectual genre. This was a sort of return of Marot’s style. Earlier, d’Urfd used 413 lines, but the lines themselves varied in extent from a short 6 syllables to the alexandrine
copia. After Francois Maynard (220 epigrams) and the times of Henry IV and Margaret of
Valois (who died in 1615) the sonnet had begun to give way, but more than 10 lines is
common. What is the justification for calling these varied short poems “epigrams”? It is a
tribute to the strength of the tradition that Fuchs can speak of an “epigrammatising of the
sonnet” in the late 16C. For Lessing there would be no problem. Epigrams for him
essentially involve “point”. In some confused way, occasionally lit up by the national taste
for literary doctrine and manifestos, the French believed that there existed something like
epigram, and that they were always able to turn one out. Memories of the tradition of Latin
verse composition, and frequent participation in it ( (Du Bellay left 50 French epigrams, but
165 Latin! p.253) must have kept alive a sense of genre. The Greek fashion is recoverable as
we move backwards into the 16C. The three great Pldiade poets, Du Bellay, Ronsard and
Baif, are said to have imitated the AP(1) 54 times, and imitated Martial only 10 times (253).
Ronsard, despite his extremely prolific output, showed little interest in epigram. He leaves us
83, which include fully 44 translations. Bai'f was the best epigrammatist, leaving 104. Pierre
Tanuisier translated 768 from the Greek.
Earlier in the 16C Maurice Sc£ve is an example of the preciosite of that period, and for once
“point” is not the centre of gravity of the epigram. This seems more due to platonising and
mystical tendencies than to any sense of the Greek manner. The great figure before him was
Marot, 381 epigrams, 25 imitations of Martial, 163 of a type called “galant”, i.e. directed in
traditionalising courtship to women. Many were meant to be sung, hardly an epigrammatic
characteristic. Some were honorific, but few of his were satiric (65 according to Fuchs,
p.245). Satire is not normal for the 16C literary epigram in French. However, satiric epitaphs
seem to have continued, like other satiric forms which remind us of the fabliau, until the 18C.
Marot was especially famed for his “epigrams” in his lifetime, and more than a century later
Voiture and Sarasin (268) were notable writers who imitated not only the form but even
archaisms of his language and style for artistic purposes, as English poetic diction was long
marked by reminiscences of Chaucer, Shakespeare, and other “Poets’ poets”. Marot was
influential further east, because of the prestige and diffusion of French courtly culture. Of
course, he was building on strong foundations. In the first half of the 16C at least 2000 Latin
epigrams survive from France (239). Yet it was only after Frangois I campaigned in Italy that
the Renaissance had bloomed north of the Alps, and with the new winds had come that most
typical of Humanist diversions, the writing of Latin (and when possible, Greek) occasional
verse. There are almost no allusions to the Greek Anthology in France before 1513 (Hutton,
1967, 2) whereas even before the publication of Planudes’ anthology (Florence 1494, Venice
1503) there had been several decades of familiarity with the Greek style of epigram through
Latin imitations or translations (Bradner, 1954, 200). Thomas Sebilet in his Artpoetique, first
86 His Würzburg dissertation of 1924 is shortened in Pfohl 1969.
87 Fuchs p.267. It is Fuchs who comments that the picture gallery verses for the Chateau of Glatilny
ü b ersch reiten den g ew ö h n lic h e n U m fang d e r Ee. (1 2 -1 4 Z eilen). Presumably, this indicates his sense of die
normal lengdi for diis period, and some recognition of the restrictions of a deep genre.
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shows interest in French vernacular epigram, but such poems came in a rush 1520-1540, from
which short period of time 3,000 are preserved (Fuchs, 238). At the court of Frangois I the
modern epigram may have been born. Poetry had now escaped from the guilds, the
rhdtoriqueurs, the Meistersingern, who by book rule or rule of thumb turned out ballads,
rondeaux and chants royaux. A new short form was needed, a modem one to suit the intense
sense of a new age. And it would preferably be French, not the strambotto or the sonnet,
foreign forms, despite the future popularity of the latter.88 Poetry suited the sudden sense of
cultivation in the northern courts. While the Latin tradition no doubt was a model, it is
tempting to see the French epigram as defined by contemporary needs for courtliness, brevity,
and by generic, and perhaps temperamental opposition to both the Italian tradition and to
medieval native forms. Brevity is a relief from length, and tartness a relief from sweetness. It
seems that the faint flavours of Hellenistic short poetry would find it hard to achieve any
apotheosis into this constellation, and even in courtly France there was soon a tendency to see
the Greek style as insipid.89 It did not suit the confident native taste for either head poetry or
heart poetry, and Greek epigram was disqualified by its linguistic remoteness from competing
with the works of the Pld'iade as ear poetry.

1. Le grand siede
Pre-revolutionary France. We must remember the dominance of French culture and language
over most of Europe in this period To readers in the 20th century many 18C products seem
barren or bland. Opinion makers of this century turned against the passionate complexities
that had preceded,90 and epigram seems to have been rather a by-form, as the Germans
express it, more “odic” than acerbic, and in England at least, verse on tombstones was
increasingly replaced by prose, and on these humble stones can be read the new dislike for too
much originality, eccentricity — in fact, too much “enthusiasm”. As has been our practice,
we begin at the end, like an archaeologist. The great Voltaire (306 epigrams, 2 sonnets) is
said to have been the last significant “light occasional poet” (i.e., before 1800, the end of the
period covered by Fuchs, 278, and a convenient boundary between three and a half centuries
of the flourishing of epigram, sonnet and madrigal and a very different period of taste), but
before him the genre (which seems never to have been stable) was enriched from vaudeville
(by Panard, as ancient epigram was enriched by mime) and Piron. Before him Antoine Louis
Lebrun91 wrote 1300 epigrammatic poems, shorter in length than had become the French
custom, and showed the interpenetration of song and genuine epigram which had been
characteristic of France. His translation of 290 of Owen’s and 22 of Buchanan’s Latin
epigrams shows a taste for point, and this is apparent in his own practice. J.B.Rousseau wrote
158 epigrams and only 4 sonnets. This seems to be the 18C tendency, but just before it
began, in 1694 (reprinted 1700 — Fuchs 269) was published the first purely epigrammatic
anthology covering the French vernacular, 36 poets, 360 poems, fully 200 of which are satiric,
and 4Q of the “epigrams” are in fact sonnets. Chaulieu was still blending madrigal and
epigrammatic form (Fuchs, 267) and his poems on flowers represent a long and widespread
tendency to compare well-made short poems with them. This practice of course gives
“anthologies” their name. Considerably earlier than this the Marquis de Montausier had
88 Other theories suggest an epigrammatising of the medieval and popular forms under the influence of the Latin
and Greek. E.g., in Hess.
89 “Greek soup” was a term rather more snide than the English “curate’s egg”, which as everyone knows was
good — but (only) in parts. Hutton 1946; 51: Racan, a representative of the new pointedness in style, was being
granted a preview o f the as yet unpublished epigrams of Mile de Goumay, a formidable representative of the
previous taste. Faced with the lady herself, he diplomatically characterised her works as poetry «ä la grecque».
Botli met soon after at a dinner given by M. de Lormes where the soup was “adjudged a failure”. Racan
corrected de Goumay rather pointedly:«Soupe ä la grecque Mademoiselle!». This phrase had a vigorous life in
the following century, encapsulating much of the debate on poetic and epigrammatic style and, presumably,
quite a lot of the underlying concerns of French aristocratic culture beyond botli soup and epigram. On p.56 we
read about Guez de Balzac exclaiming: «...how many insipid and frigid poems there are in the Anthology!».
90 In early 18C England “enthusiasm” was a pejorative word, as Ronald Knox’s book reminds us.
91 Fuchs p.272
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offered poems instead of the traditional flowers at his own marriage (263). The poetry of
objects is a fair description of traditional epigram. We will occasionally see this shifting in
acceptation to become the poem as object, the poem, in its graphic form or its inner reality as
song or discourse, as the equivalent, not the accompaniment of a precious object. The literary
Marquis had been the first great writer of “galant” madrigals in French, and if his bride, Julie
d’Angenne, had felt that the influence of d’Urfd and of two mannered Italians (Concini and
Marino) was insufficient to commend this innovation to her taste, the weather may have been
sufficient, for their wedding took place in winter.
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2. Despr£aux
Batteux and Boileau-Desprdaux, Charles & •
Les Ouatre podtiques: d’Aristote.
d’Horace. de Vida, de Despreaux avec les traductions et des remarques in 2 Voll 1771
Professeur Royal de 1’Acaddmie Frangaise et de celle des Inscriptions et Belles
Lettres. See also his Traitd de Fepigramme et de 1’inscription = Principes de la litterature
Paris 1774.
This work is almost all text, and the Artes of Aristotle, Horace and Vida are of course
translations. In the overheated atmosphere of the court of the Sun King, whose rays now did
stretch to Caledonia and to the not-so-remote Scythians, it is interesting to note the proud
claim that these four names encapsulate the height of poetic theory of the four great ages of
poetry. The Alexandrine, the Roman, the Renaissance, and that of Versailles. Three of the
four artes are in verse, and there was a lot of scholarly and scientific verse written in the
Baroque in France, see *Yates *ACADEMIES and *Schmidt, A.-M. La podsie scientifique
en France au seizidme sidcle. [The latter collection is entirely of long poems].
11.13-16
La nature fertile en Exprits excellens,
Sait entre les Auteurs partager les talens.
L’un peut tracer en vers une amoureuse flamme;
L’autre d’un trait plaisant aiguiser FEpigramme.
P.27,1.94
Un Sonnet sans ddfauts vaut seul un long poeme.
And 11.103-138 (and to 142)
L’Epigramme plus libre, en son tour plus bomd,
N’est souvent qu’un bon mot de deux rimes ornd.
Jadis de nos Auteurs les pointes ignordes
Furent de ITtalie en nos vers attirdes.
Le vulgaire dbloui de leur faux agrdment,
A ce nouvel appas courut avidement.
La faveur du public excitant leur audace,
Leur nombre impetueux inonda le Pamasse.
Le Madrigal d’abord en fut enveloppd.
Le Sonnet orgueilleux lui-meme en fut frappd.
La Tragddie en fit ses plus cheres delices.
L’Elegie en oma ses douloureux caprices.
Un hdros sur la scene eut soin de s’en parer,
Et sans pointe un amant n’osa plus soupirer.
On vit tous les Bergers, dans leurs plaintes nouvelles,
Fideles ä la pointe encor plus qu’ä leurs belles.
Chaque mot eut toujours deux visages divers.
La prose la regut aussi bien que les vers.
L’Avocat au Palais en hdrissa son style,
Et le Docteur en chaire en sema l’Evangile.
La raison outragde enfin ouvrit les yeux,
La chassa pour jamais des discours serieux,
Et dans tous ses ecrits la ddclarant infame,
Par grace lui laissa fentrde en l’Epigramme;
Pourvu que sa finesse eclatant ä propos,
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Roulät sur la pensde, & non pas sur les mots;
Ainsi de toutes parts les desordres cesserent.
Toutefois ä la cour les Turlupins resterent,
Insipides plaisans, bouffons infortunds,
D ’un jeu de mots grossiers partisans surannds.
Ce n’est pas quelquefois qu’une muse un peu fine
Sur un mot, en passant, ne joue & ne badine,
Et d ’un sens ddtournd n ’abuse avec succds:
Mais fuyez sur ce point un ridicule exeds,
Et n ’allez pas toujours d ’une pointe frivole
Aiguiser par la queue une epigramme folle
TOUT POEME est brilliant de sa propre beautd.
Le Rondeau nd Gaulois a la naivetd.
La Balade asservie ä ses vielles maximes
Souvent doit tout son lustre au caprice des rimes...
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3.

La Fontaine — median practice in the cultural leader of Europe

In what claims to be the first complete one volume edition, L'lntegrale 1965,1 found only 4
poems which were entitled “Epigramme”, but many other short poems which are
epigrammatic in style, and probably in genre:
4
3
1
5
5
1
3
5
2
2

“dpigrammes”
dpitaphes
on the death of...
madrigals
chansons
sixain
dixains
sonnets (one highly satirical)
on portraits
epithalamia (of epigrammatic length)

7 other types, some untitled
16

longish inscriptions for a gallery of paintings of the King's victories, conceived as
taking the viewer on a tour of pictures of his successes; median length, 11 lines.
= 54 in total.

Where does Fuchs get 63? He is fairly right about the sonnets. All that has been omitted as
spurious from this 1965 edition are some dramatic pieces judged to be by Champmesle,
husband of the actress. If we look beyond the section entitled Poesies Diverses there are
other problems. The occasional verses in his few surviving letters range from monostichs to
very lengthy odes and verse epistles, and many must be read as fragments. Some are
translations or unacknowledged quotations. I counted roughly 26 occasional verses of
epigrammatic length in the letters. A couple of these verses themselves claim to be
inscriptions. The same, to a lesser extent, goes for the Recits Poetiques and Les Amours de
Psyche et de Cupidon where one might select about 8 of the poetic fragments as candidates.
Some poems have been discovered since WWII, while Fuchs wrote in 1924, and the edition
he quotes from is of 1857. Thus it is interesting that his numbers are close to mine. What
raises more doubt is the sort of poems they are, and the place they have in the great fabulist's
work and in the cultural context of the Grand Sidcle.
Before briefly studying the poems, and generalising in our turn, we must draw attention to the
fact that la Fontaine prints “an inscription” from the “Antiquities” of Boissard. It looks more
like a series of inscriptions, 26 elegiac lines in all, beginning:
Sipensare animas sinerent crudeliafata...
and said to be the funerary inscription raised by the freedman Atimetus to his young wife
Homonoea, whose grave “subsiste encore” (p.387).92 Instead of modifying another
traditional subject, perhaps from Ovid, la Fontaine preferred to reproduce, introduce and
translate this find of his. Clearly he viewed it as a fresh sort of elegy, whose inscriptional
status survives in attenuated form, adding a heightened sense of reality without abandoning
an elaborately elegiac style. We might recall that one of the early books purchased by
Gibbon was a French collection of inscriptions just like this.
But to the short poems. The problem is that the epigram, when it is not satiric, is inseparable
from the lyric or the formal laudatory poem, ode-like in tone. Some of the galant poems take
92 The phrase can be imagined to carry a considerable load of emotional meanings,.perhaps nostalgic and
celebratory, perhaps fresh with surprise.
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up traditions of courtly love at least as rigid as those of the late Greek epigram, but more of
that in another place.
Ribald enough is a very early Chanson:
Tandis qu’il dtait avocat,
II n’a pas fait gain d'un ducat;
Mais vive le canonical
Alleluia!
II lui rapporte force dcus
Qu’il veut offrir au dieu Bacchus,
Ou bien en faire des cocus!
Alleluia!93
The satire does not manage to drive out song. Its target is M. M...X, expanded by the editor
to a real person, Maucroix. The satire is medieval in tone, with the Classical reference and
the polish to remind us that it is not from the 14C. The first chanson is just as bawdy
(p.455). The first madrigal ends with a “point”, combined with galanterie.
Damon voyant Clarice peinte,
Soudain en ressentit l’atteinte;
II s’dcria dans ce moment:
«Est-il une beautd sur les coeurs plus puissante?
Pendant que Clarice est absente,
Son portrait lui fait un amant.»94
The previous sonnet reinforces this interpretation by opening with an address to Sdve, the
famous painter, who has done a portrait of the same Clarice, i.e. Claudine Colletet. The two
poems are likely to be close to each other in time. Two epigrams are translated from Greek
authors, no doubt through Latin versions, as Hutton mentions his conviction that La Fontaine
knew no Greek.95 One is from Athenaeus, and the other, claimed to be from Athenaeus, is in
fact from Diogenes Laertius (p.457). In four lines to a certain M ***, the Baroque concetto
is obvious:
Je ne m’attendais pas d’etre loud de vous;
Cet honneur me surprend, il faut que je l’avoue;
Mais de tous les plaisirs le plaisir le plus doux,
C’est de se voir loud de ceux que chacun loue. (p.458)96
A modem reader needs to remember that the rhyme here is a varied one: A B A B (masculine
and feminine).
The poems are edited more or less in historical order. Close by there follow two epitaphes,
the first comprising six lines of 10 syllables, the second four lines of octosyllables, a very old
and familiar measure:
Sous ce tombeau pour toujours dort
Paul, qui toujours contait merveilles:
Louange ä Dieu, repos au mort,
Et paix en terre ä nos oreilles!97
93 While he was a lawyer / he did not profit by one ducat/ But long live the Canon’s job! / Alleluia. / It brings in
a lot of crowns / which he intends to dedicate to god Bacchus/Or use in making cuckolds / Alleluia.
94 When Damon saw Clarice pain ted/ He suddenly experienced the force of i t / Just then he cried out / "Is there
a beauty with more power over hearts? / While Clarice is absent / Her portrait gets her a lover.

95 1946; 478 .
96 I did not expect to be praised by you / This honour surprises me, I have to confess / But the sweetest pleasure
of all pleasures / Is to see oneself praised by those who themselves draw universal praise.
97 Under this tomb forever sleep s/ Paul o f the extraordinary stories / Praise to God, repose to the dead/A n d
peace on earth to our ears!
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This is type-satire with some charm and tongue in cheek. In the context of this four line
poem, it should be pointed out that the concluding envoi of most ballads takes up four or five
lines, and like the couplet which closes the English form of the sonnet, an envoi not
anaphorically linked to the body of the poem by “So”, etc. could be regarded as an epigram
when viewed in isolation.
A poem which loses much out of its precise historical context is represented by the five lines
«sur un mot de Scarron qui dtait prds de mourn»:
Scarron, sentant approcher son trdpas,
Dit ä la Parque: «Attendez, je n’ai pas
Encore fait de tout point ma satire,
— Ah! dit Clothon, vous la ferez lä-bas:
Marchons, marchons; il n’est pas temps de rire.»98
The point, if there is one, rather than a diffuse or even a moralising implication in the final
two lines, is not to be found in the tail. I have no evidence that our author hated the famous
burlesque poet, and the five lines do not seem satirical. It is a little verse anecdote, or chreia,
either reminding us that death waits for no man, or that a satirist will indeed be busy in
Hades.
Three Sonnets are galant, the last two acerbic. On p.491 is one of those bouts-rimes popular
from this century as a party game, where difficult rhyme words are given and must be used in
a natural w ay" It copies, so it seems, Furetidre's copy of Boyer's, and the latter two are
ripostes to and modelled on the first. La Fontaine's ends:
.. .Tu contröles ses dons, homme plein...
Ma foi, l’Acaddmie est plus sage que...
Apprends d’elle ä parier, or garde le...

d ’impudence;
toi:
silence.100

As Lundqvist says101, the litterateur's skin was thicker then than now, and the same goes for
the Hellenistic age. Furetidre is the subject of an epigram 1686:
Toi qui crois tout savoir, merveilleux Furetidre,
Qui decides toujours et sur toute matiere,
Quand, de tes chicanes outre,
Guilleragues t’eut rencontre
Et, frappant sur ton dos comme sur une enclume,
Eut ä coups de baton secoud ton manteau,
Le baton, dis-le-nous, dtait-ce bois de grume
Ou bien du bois de marmenteau?102
We have literary and personal invective here. Furetidre had apparently caught the sinecured
«maitre des Eaux et Forets» in an embarrassing technical confusion. It involved marmenteau,
which was ornamental and not to be cut, and bois de grume, roughly shaped timber.
The poems for pictures on p.500 are meant for real pictures, arranged in a gallery, and their
editor says that the author «s 'inspire vaguement d'inscriptions latines compose es par le baron
de Vuorden». They are an old genre, usually quite panegyric, as:

98 Scarron, sensing his death approach/Said to the Fate “Wait I haven’t yet / finished off my satire/ — Ah said
Clotho, you can do that down th e re/L et’s walk, let's walk; this is no time to laugh.
99 PEPPs.v.

100 . . . you control its gifts, man full of impudence / Indeed, the Academy is wiser than you / Learn from Her to
speak, or keep silent.
101 Prompted by some uneasiness about his list of 17C satiric targets, especially women, p.307.

102 You who think you know everything, marvellous Furetiere / Ever deciding and on every subject/W hen
Guilleragues lost patience with your chicanery and ran into y o u / and beat on your back as on an anvil / shook
your coat with blows from his stick/T ell us now, was the stick made out of grume wood or marmenteau wood?
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Ici de Mezzetin, rare et nouveau Protde,
La figure est reprdsentd:
La nature l’ayant pourvu
Des dons de la mdtamorphose {he was an actor )
Qui ne le voit pas n’a rien vu;
Qui le voit a vu toute chose.103
The conceit is a pretty one, which means that it is probably not original, but that it can still be
fresh.
There is a ribald tone in the epithalamia which reminds me of some contemporary telegrams
sent to the weddings of friends. The second of the pair amusingly imitates Nostradamus:
Aprös festin, rapt, puis guerre intestine,
Rude combat, en champ clos, quoique ä nu;
Point d’assistants, blessure clandestine,
Fille damde, et le vainqueur vaincu. (p.504)104
The “lists” of chivalry are also interestingly pressed into service.
From the other, prosimetric writings, I will quote only one, a prophecy:
.. .Sur le couvercle de cet dcrin se voyait le portrait du Roi; et
autour dtait dcrit: Soit donne ä la plus savante des fees. Sous
1’dcrin cette prophdtie dtait gravde:
Quand celle-lä qui plus Vaut qu’on la prise
En fait de charme, et plus a de pouvoir,
Aux assistants, dans Vaux en mainte guise,
De son bei art aura fait apparoir,
Lors s’ouvrira l’dcrin de forme exquise
Que Zirzimir forgea par grand savoir,
Et l’on verra le sens de la devise
Qu’aucun mortel n’aura jamais su voir.105
This is from Le Songe de Vaux, p.390, incomplete, inspired by the chateau, whose rooms and
gardens had «conduit La Fontaine ä imaginer une fiction poetique ample et variee, qui
associait au style < galant > le style < serieux > et empruntait au genre lyrique comme au
genre <heroique >, que caracterise surtout le merveilleux mythologique» (the editor, p.389)
All it proves for us is that the scattered and isolated verses in the prose letters and stories are
far from epigrammatic, and that it takes some vivid memories that oracles should traditionally
be in verse and are essentially brief for such verses even to approach epigrammaticity.
Indeed, this is the only snippet I felt confident in selecting as a candidate for that title out of
all the verse inserts in all the various prose contes.
There are poems which are much more suggestive of daily subliterary practice in courtly
France. P.461 has a sixain and a madrigal (4 lines) «Pour le Roi», and the note (La
Fontaine’s? his 17C collector? His modern editor’s?) that “because M. Fouquet wanted more
of these little poems, the two following pieces were sent as a supplement”. The two pieces
are a dixain (to Fouquet) and 13 short lined and regular stanzas of an Ode Pour la P aix, in
which he presents the building of Vaux as a good augury. I doubt that the length of the ode is
103 Here is reproduced the face of Mezzetin, a rare and novel Proteus: Nature having endowed him with the gift
of metamorphosis, if you haven’t seen him you have seen nothing, but if you see him you have seen everything.
104 After feasting, rape, then internal war, fierce battle at close quarters, though stripped of arms, no
reinforcements, a secret wound, the lady tamed/mated and the conqueror overcome.
105 On the cover of this screen could be seen the portrait o f the King; around it was Written: to be given to the
wisest o f fairies. Under the screen this prophecy was engraved: When she who most deserves to be captured /
for her charm, and has the most power / makes apparent her fine art to assistants at Vaux in different ways /
then will be opened the exquisitely wrought screen / which Zirzimir forged in his great knowledge / and it is then
that the meaning of the device will be seen / which no mortal man will ever have been able to see.
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meant to be a humorous reponse to le Surintendant, to whom la Fontaine often wrote in verse,
and at length. Short poems just seem to fit into the contemporary constellation of possible
poetry, and perhaps, are suitable in a culture where verse is resorted to so often, and it does
get tiresome to “climb to the very summit of Parnassus” too many times a day:
Trois madrigaux, ce n'est pas votre compte,
Et c’est le mien: que sert de vous flatter?
Dix fois le jour au Pamasse je monte,
Et n’en saurais plus de trois ajuster.
Bien vous dirai qu’au nombre s’arreter
N’est pas le mieux, Seigneur, et voici comme:
Quand ils sont bons, en ce cas tout prud’homme
Le prend au poids au lieu de les compter;
Sont-ils mdchants, tant moindre en est la somme,
Et tant plutot on s’en doit contenter. 106
“Almanach poetry” as mentioned for Weimar107 is represented once, p.487 -488, with four
quatrains for the four seasons. We will not quote all the verses, which may seem jejune out of
their context, a context which is interestingly suggested by the unattributed lemma:
«Mises dans un almanach dcrit ä la main sur du velin garni d’or et de diamants, et
prdsentd ä Madame de Montespan par Madame de Fontange, le 1er de l'an 1680. Les
vers sont de M. de La Fontaine» 108
When one writes in this elevated and expensive context, polished verbal gems are required,
not distractingly curious compositions. Both here and in the Hellenistic period, it seems
captious to judge verses which are intended for a very specific purpose while one lacks
familiarity with the dynamics of those situations. War and love were major concerns of the
court. So was a high level of “cultivation”, so a quatrain like the following probably spoke
more sharply to contemporaries than to us. It occurs among its expected trio of seasonal
companions:
LE PRINTEMPS
Le retour des Zdphirs nous annongait la guerre;
Les coeurs sont ä present pleins d’un autre souci;
Et jamais de printemps n’amena sur la terre
Tant d’amoureux d6sirs que fera celui-ci. 109
One last poem will represent the confusion between, or the equivalence of, the genuine
epitaph and the panegyric or poetic tribute which can pose as an epitaph or at least borrow
from its form. When one considers that Moli£re had an irregular burial in unconsecrated
ground (he was after all, like Sartre's Keane, a harijan despite all his fame, because of the
profession in which it was gained) and when it is taken into account that only one epitaph
could actually be engraved, or very few, and that it is also a messy business for non-family
members to seek input into funeral arrangements, it is easy to see how the strictly
epigrammatic genre could expand, first through intended epitaphs, which did not get onto
stone, then to suggested epitaphs, would-be epitaphs, exemplary epitaphs, and so on to
epitaph-like panegyrics. We can assume an analogous process for -4C Greece. The poem:
106 j \ iree madrigals, isn’t that what you make the bill? / It ’s what I make it. There ’s no use flattering you. /1
climb up to Parnassus ten times a day / and I couldn’t do more than three. / / tell you that to stop at the fixed
number / Isn 7 the best thing to do, My Lord, and this is why:/ When they are good any gentleman / Takes them
by weight instead o f making count / If they're bad the total is the less by that much / And you should really be
satisfied with that.
107 Beutler, 411.
108 Put into an illuminated vellum almanach encrusted with gold and diamonds and presented to Madame de
Montespan by Madame de Fontange on New Year’s Day 1680. The verses are by M. de La Fontaine.
109 Spring. Die return o f the Zephyrs have been telling us of war / But hearts are at present full o f another
concern /A n d no spring ever brought on the earth / as many hot desires as this one will bring.
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Sous ce tombeau gisent Plaute et Terence,
Et cependant le seul Moliere y git.
Leurs trois talents ne formaient qu’un esprit
Dont le bei art rdjouissait la France.
Ils sont partis! et j'ai peu d’espdrance
De les revoir. Malgrd tous nos efforts,
Pour un long temps, selon toute apparence,
Tdrence, et Plaute, et Moliere sont morts. 110
Note how the proper names hover between that semantic status and the more general
appellative one: Moliere — “another Moliere”, and how the point is more in the first line
than the last. Line 3 softens it and the final four lines slightly develop it. In the pre-Baroque
theory, to which La Fontaine appears to return, it is crucial that the “effect” of the short poem
be fairly equally diffused throughout, rather than concentrated as a “sting in the tail”.**111
There is thus, on the surface, meagre sign of the “epigram” in the collected writings of La
Fontaine, but modem scholarship has returned to a search below surfaces, often with
intuitions and insights being heavily buttressed by strict formal systems. Where the more
traditional or the more naive might see prosodic irregularities as historically conditioned,
Kiparski112 reconceptualises and claims that sounds lost to contemporary phonetic reality
(such as the French <e muet> and southern English post vocalic R, we might suggest) are
actually present in the “deep system” of phonemics. Whether we take such appeals to "depth"
as convenient logical constructs or as pointers to the way the world is, we can use them in the
same way, and it is appropriate to call on a “deep Gattung” for explaining vernacular
epigram. Surface description provides little that is clear, but to deny the term any substantial
reference also flies in the face of the evidence.

110 Under this tomb lie Plautus and Terence /A n d nevertheless it’s just Moliere who lies here / Their three
talents made up just one creative mind / Whose fine art gave joy to France / They are gone! and I have little
hope / Of seeing them again. Despite all our efforts / For a long time to come, so it now seems / Terence and
Plautus and Moliere are dead.
111 Hutton 1946,47.
112 Quoted by R.Shoshany in Folia Linguistica Historica 7 (1986), from M.K.Brame (ed.) Metrics and
Morphophonemics in the Rigveda 1972. [Neither to be found in our Bibliogrr.]
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4.

German tradition

Germany found in vernacular epigram a means of establishing the independence of its early
modern poetry from the French "Gallicomanie". Geography, language and perhaps some
vaguer cultural possessions (one thinks of the “dynamism” and sense of racial purity of the
Germans in their medieval push east) make the area north of the Alps a very different place.
One can still sense it on the language divide in northern Italy113. Denied national unity of the
modem sort by the vicissitudes of history, “the Germans” (they formed a “nation” in medieval
universities, so perhaps the quotation marks are over-timid) had plenty of proud memories
and plenty of cultural resources. It is significant for our investigation that they have
dominated the study of epigram as they have dominated many another field. A theory of
epigram is part of their cultural agenda, being a concern of their founding intellectuals,
Lessing and particularly Herder, who tried to appropriate the whole of western and even
world culture and give it an individual stamp.

113 In La casa villareccia delle colonie tedesche Veneto-Tridentine Aristide Baragiola 1980, Comunitä Montana
dell’Altipiano dei Sette Comuni, notes that whereas German-speaking alpini (“Cimbri”) lived in isolated
dwellings near their fields, the Romance-speakers lived in village clusters and went out daily to the fields. There
is little point in listing such an obscure Vicentine work in the bibliography.
9.
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1. Germany before Weimar
While Marot’s legacy and that of the Humanists was being refined in French court and salon,
Germany was often in total turmoil, which may have added bite to vernacular epigram at this
time. The educated tradition which Herder harmonised with the still unpublished AP (API was
available but not easily so: Beutler 1969, 372ff) was a Classical Latin one, stemming
particularly from Martial; Medieval Latin, and in particular the Disticha or Dicta Catonis. a
work which we had to survey for its typological as well as its supreme historical importance;
neo-Latin; and its vernacular off-shoots since, perhaps, Opitz, 1624 (Lundqvist 1969, 294).
German poets had available as models or as stimuli the pointed and satirical folk literature
common to many cultures, a type particularly welcomed into existing short, tightly-composed
literary forms, but unlike the Slavs, they had access to printed books of such popular literature
(Lundqvist, 295). Of Martial’s popularity there can be no doubt, since Lundqvist found 53
printed editions of his works listed between 1600 - 1700 (295). Catullus was much used, and
also Ausonius, who, as we will see, was the most Hellenistic in tone of the three, and also the
enormously influential Ovenius114, whose epoch-making neo-Latin works we will soon have
cause to mention in more detail. Many German writers wrote “epigrams”, though what they
meant in practice by this term could be quite different.115 Three, all Protestants, were famous
by epigram alone, not an easy ladder to literary prominence, as history shows. The 17C cult
of wit did help. It is possible to compile anthologies of “Metaphysical poetry” in many
vernaculars, with spirit and themes very much international. As often, the practices
participated in during schooling must have helped the development of a taste for well-formed
short poems, though as history also shows, school prescription and treatment can as easily kill
taste and cannot be automatically considered a major factor. It was not for W.B.Yeats.
Three streams of such poetry are discerned by Lundqvist (315):
• mystical-religious (Angelus Silesius, we recall the Slavonic versified prayers)
• the French craze, courtly and Catholic, “galant”, “Alamodentum”
• the nativist reaction, moralising and didactic, battling for the native
language, conservative (including being open to the medieval?), nationalistic,
Protestant, and bourgeois, including a class similar to that so influential in
Hellenistic times, that of the poor and dissatisfied academics and intellectuals,
united in their scorn of the courtly Frankreichs affen.
It was, we must recall, the era of the Thirty Years’ War (1618 - 1648), to the tragedies of
which “Franz von Logau” is said to have reacted, but without trying to represent it in his
verse (Lundqvist, 345ff). This epigrammatist was quite improvisatory in approach, and
prolific. From 1635-1654 fully 3560 poems were noted by Lundqvist (333). Johann Grob
was another purely epigrammatical author of this time. A more notable one was Christian
Wernicke. Despite his courtly career, his 20 years in Paris and Humanist education (he was
taught the living literary language of Latin by Morhof, “Polyhistor literarius”, whose devotion
to the German language was evidenced in his work), he aligned himself with the third
category mentioned above, against the typical Schulfuchs, the scholastic Humanist tradition.
Such attitudes to imported culture are not foreign to contemporary Australia. Wernicke’s
114 Owen, and o f course, Buchanan.
115 Lundqvist p.292-293 for the broader range of use, and examples. All were ‘distilled’ short poems. Most
were short poems on historical events and personalities, and there were short fables and moralising anecdotes,
perhaps parallelling the Emblemata.
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ideal was “the courtier and man of the world, man of literary taste and political competence”
who combined Literary (Classical) study, “nature”, and a study both of the world and of the
court. If much epigram is “occasional verse”, then social criticism and commentary would be
inevitable, particularly for a man in Wernicke’s position and with his basic orientation. The
charming artificialities of much of the Hellenistic tradition would be less likely qualities in
such a man. German language Renaissance poetry had shown a “strong liking for the
epigram” (Lundqvist; 287). Lessing regarded Martial as the first real epigrammatist (337,
from his Anmerkungen) and the general public were to be treated to interchanges of acerbic
verses and opinions in the “Hamburger Dichterkrieg” (340). Constitutionally irascible Greeks
also used epigram for controversies, especially literary controversies, and the Hamburg
Xenien recreate what may have been a formative variety of the epigrammatic genre. In the
German Baroque most satirists had patrons or were court functionaries, and perhaps for this
practical reason they satirised types, not individuals, using traditional names and targets,
rather as Martial did. There is a tone of “generality” in the 17C epigram (311) as there will be
in occasional verse intended for public occasions where venom would poison sociability.
Notably for our three Protestant epigrammatists, they all showed considerable tolerance and
politico-religious sanity in their satire. But perhaps this was from the influence of the
Zeitgeist., not that of the Gattung. (Lundqvist, 345, suggests that such evenhandedness
foreshadowed the Aufklärung).
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2. Weimar
Despite the universalism of the Enlightenment, Herder stood in his own culture, and this was
marked by a natural antipathy to the French view of things.116 For personal reasons Herder
was sensitive to the Greek strand of epigrammatic writing, which always retained the distance
and extremely high cultural tone of its reintroduction from the East through Florence and
Naples, but the more native epigrammatic tradition was fed from other sources, only
indirectly from ancient Greek. The genre was intensely popular, perhaps influenced by
nearby short forms like the literatised folksong, part of the amalgam of nativist (popular and
medieval) forms with those of the “cultivated” French, Italian and Classical types. As usual,
there was a centre. As Florence had been a centre of intense cultivation (not just study) of
matters Greek, so Weimar was a hot-house in the late 18C. Minor genres there could be
called epigrammatic: the almanac, where people tended to enter their thoughts in verse
(Beutler 1969, 411). Knebel sent epigrams for all birthdays. People crowded to Weimar to
have an inscriptional epigram for garden, beloved, or for a gravestone (Beutler, 385).
It would be interesting to know how long people remembered the author of these genuinely
inscriptional short verses. Epigram has from time to time been one of the essentially
anonymous genres, as has painting. In the courtly liking for short display verse we see a
combination of high cultural self-awareness and a preference for elaborate or strong form.
Thus texts which would have been short in any case were produced in verse, and highlywrought verse at that. And unlike the Greeks, the Germans had prestigious precedents to
encourage them to take up such verse writing. Herder’s thought was marked by his study of
plastic art, and this was an excellent basis for studying epigram because of the long
connection between displayed art and display verse, and perhaps the inner resemblances of
the two forms. At least as important for the later German tradition was his life-time love
affair with the Greek Anthology, though his own poetic practice was little marked by it
(Beutler, 366ff.). An attempt at national self definition naturally involved opposition to the
French and a search for roots outside the courtly culture. This involved the folk and the
medieval, brought about a rethinking of the question of Gattungen, and set off a long German
tradition of such rethinkings. Herder took the Greek Epigram as an intermediate stage from
the inscription to the real, pointed, west European epigram (Beutler, 358). He did not like
“point”, and opposed Lessing’s theories, which were more influenced by contemporary
traditions of writing. Lessing took the native priamel to be the real and essential epigram117,
and we are still from time to time afflicted by a wave of discoveries of “Priameln” in Attic
drama and other Greek canonical texts.118 Herder had the literary experience, the outlook and
interest, the ability and the place in history to have a unique appreciation of Hellenistic
epigram. As Hutton shows (1967,41), both the ancient inscriptional tradition and the “old”
epigrams of AP had little modem literary progeny and the Weimar Germans gave but scant
critical attention to the earliest periods of the genre. Herder had his preferences but he was
not afflicted by «1’esprit du Systeme». He avoided essentialist definitions (Beutler, 362). His
types are all the more informative for being fuzzy. The several attempts he previously made
in the Anmerkungen... and his running discussion give a better idea of the reality than the
final seven-point summary:
116 HERDER-S U XVIII p. 150—153 in particular castigates der Französische Geschmack (Gallicomanie) in
Deutschland. In HERDER-DÜ VH p.161-162 Herder corrects the tendency he sees of expecting epigrams of the
French sort in die Anthology. W e see that 16C France, at least, did not have very satirical epigrams.
117 Beuder (1969) 359. After Herder, many others have castigated Lessing who might be excused on two
grounds. First, he did not have access to a representadve sample of Greek epigram. Second, it is diabolically
difficult to give a clearer definition than his.
118 See PEPP ^1974 p.663 s.v. From L. praeambulum name of a series of aphorisdc poems in German from
12C - 16C using observadons on daily life and ending in a surprising, often humorous, last line. Said to be
influenced by the non-German epigrammatic tradidon, but long naturalised and genuinely folk literature.
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• Simply expository—allows an object itself to teach or move by itself, or if it fails in
this enabling task, it becomes just a historical note to its support
• Exempelepigramm—similar, but the inscribed object itself is unusually prominent
• Descriptive—pictures something from one narrow viewpoint, as the next:
• Passionate epigram—raises one object of feeling to a high pitch of attention
• Künstlich gewandte Epigramm (with concetto but not point ?) plays pleasingly with
the object, seeing multiplicity in its oneness, the sister of the next:
• Deceptive epigrams (jokes)—counters raised expectations, usually in an instant
• “Sudden and short” epigrams (Martial, Lessing)—uniting contrasts, teaching and
excoriating with lightning speed, often in a single word.119
The peculiarly German stereotypes of the much abused Biedermann and the more selfeffacing Schulfachs comes from this tradition, as does the host of concepts which often retain
specific overtones from their culture of origin, such as:
Sinngedicht, Xenien, Inschrift, Überschrift, Unterschrift, Beischrift, Aufschrift,
Stachelgedicht, Pointe (this a pan-European concept, from the Humanist Latin
culture), Spitzfindigkeit, Scharfsinnigkeit, Kunstgriff, Spruchgedicht.120
Systematic modern thinking on “the epigram” is forever marked by the men from Weimar, all
the more so as their descendants remain the main contributors to inscriptional studies, and
even more because, until the great watershed of the 1960’s, educated Germans were imbued
with a comprehensive view of Kultur which included their ancestors’ long love affair with
Greece. The German Enlightenment treatments are of high quality in themselves, and recent
publications from across the Rhine indicate no slackening in the national taste for systematic
and conceptual analysis. We have already commented somewhat on the epistemological
category to which genres belong. It has been said that there were no “Märchen” before the
brothers Grimm121, but that they did discover this super-genre. They did not invent it. The
same could be said for Herder and Lessing, except that there was much theorising already
extant in neo-Latin from the Baroque period in which current epigrammatical practice was
exhaustively analysed and compared with what remained from the Classical tradition, which
was practice, not theory. It was Herder’s achievement to germanise the exotically cool style
of Greek epigram and to save later and lesser lights from an anachronistic obsession with
concerns of the fading Baroque.122

119 HERDER-DO, VII, most conveniently towards the end of his discussion: p,185ff.
120 Germans run the gamut of such etymologically related words, as HERDER-DÜ VII, p,176:Bei- In- AufÜberschriften.
121 Jolles.
122 Basically, Epigram was more than a label because it continued in ages where the work of art became of itself
more recognisable. The real impact of Epigram is not Erwartung und Aufschluß, i.e. the delights of surprise, but
Darstellung und Befriedigung, that is, contemplation leading to aesthetic delight. HERDER-DÜ VII pp.173, 174,
175.
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Lessing on epigram

Gotthold Ephraim Lessings sämmtliche Schriften, ed. Karl Lachmann Berlin 1839, Achter
Band
Vermischte Schriften. Erster Theil 1771
P. 425
Zerstreute Anmerkungen über das Epigramm, und einige der vornehmsten
Epigrammatisten.
[Note on styling. For emphasis, Lachmann's 1839 edition uses a bolder and rounder Fraktur, which can be hard
to pick up. As in all our transcriptions from this period of German typography, any deviation from the
standard Fraktur, either a different style, bold, double spaced letters, or Roman faces, will appear here in
simple italics. Roman used for Latin or French is not here turned into italics.]

I
Ueber das Epigramm.
( 1 .)

Man hat das Wort Epigramm verschiedentlich übersetzt: durch Ueberschrift, Aufschrift,
Innschrift, Sinnschrift, Sinngedicht, u.s.w. Ueberschrift und Sinngedicht sind, dieses durch
den Gebrauch des Logau, und jenes durch den Gebrauch des Wernicke, das gewöhnlichste
geworden: aber vermuthlich wird Sinngedicht auch endlich das Ueberschrift verdrengen.
Aufschrift und Innschrift müssen sich begnügen, das zu bedeuten, was das Epigramm in
seinem Ursprünge war; das, woraus die so gennante Dichtungsart nach und nach entstanden
ist.
Wenn Theseus, in der Landenge von Korinth, eine Säule errichten, und auf die eine Seite
derselben schreiben ließ: Hier ist nicht Peloponnesus, sondern Attika’, so wie auf die
entgegenstehende: Hier ist Peloponnesus, und nicht Attika: so waren diese Worte das
Epigramm, die Aufschrift der Säule. Aber wie weit scheinet ein solches Epigramm von
dem entfernt zu seyn, was wir bey dem Martial also nennen! Wie wenig scheinet eine
solche Aufschrift mit einem Sinngedichte gemein zu haben!
Hat es nun ganz und gar keine Ursache, warum die Benennung einer bloßen einfältigen
Anzeige endlich dem witzigsten Spielwerke, der sinnreichsten Kleinigkeit anheimgefallen?
Oder lohnt es nicht der Mühe, sich um diese Ursache zu bekümmern?
Für das eine, wie für das andere, erklärte sich Vavassor . 123 Es deuchte ihn sehr unnütz, den
Unterricht über das Epigramm mit dem anzufangen, was das Wort seiner Ableitung nach
be-/p.426 deute, und ehedem bedeutet habe. Genug, daß ein jeder von selbst sehe, daß es
ietzt nicht mehr bedeute. Das Wort sey geblieben; aber die Bedeutung des Wortes habe
sich verändert.
Gleichwohl ist gewiß, daß der Sprachgebrauch nur selten ganz ohne Grund ist. Das Ding,
dem er einen gewissen Namen zu geben fortfährt, fähret ohnstreitig auch fort, mit

133 De Epigrammate cap. 3. Frustra videntur scriptores hujus arüs fuisse, qui nos illud primum admonitos esse
voluerunt, epigramma atque inscripüonem unum sonare. — Facile intelligimus, mansisse vocem, mutata
significaüone et potestate vocis.
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demjenigen Dinge etwas gemein zu behalten, für welches dieser Name eigentlich erfunden
war.
Und was ist dieses hier? Was hat das witzigste Sinngedicht eines Martial mit der trockenen
Aufschrift eines alten Denkmahls gemein, so daß beide bey einem Volke, dessen Sprache
wohl am wenigsten unter allen Sprachen dem Zufalle überlassen war, einerley Namen
führen konnten?
Dieser Frage ist nicht die nehmliche, welche Skaliger, zu Anfänge seines Hauptstücks über
das Epigram, aufwirft.124 Skaliger fragt: "warum werden nur die kleinen Gedichte
Epigrammen genennt? — " Das heißt annehmen, daß alle kleine Gedichte ohne
Unterschied diesen Namen führen können, und daß er nicht bloß einer besondem Gattung
kleiner Gedichte zukömmt.
Daher können mich auch nicht die antworten des Skaligers befriedigen, die er, aber auch nur
fragweise, darauf ertheilet. Etwa, sagt er, eben darum, weil sie klein, weil sie kaum mehr,
als die bloße Aufschrift sind? Oder etwa darum, weil wirklich die ersten kleinen Gedichte
auf Denkmäler gesetzt wurden, und also im eigentlichen Verstände Aufschriften waren?
Jenes, wie gesagt, setzt etwas falsches voraus, und macht allen Unterricht über das Epigram
überflüßig. Denn wenn es wahr ißt, daß bloß die Kürze das Epigramm macht, daß jedes
Paar einzelne Verse ein Epigramm sind: so güt der kaustische Einfall jenes Spaniers, von
dem Epigramme vornehmlich; "wer is so dumm, daß er nicht ein Epigramm machen /p.427
könnte; aber wer is so ein Narr, daß er sich die Mühe nehmen sollte, deren zwey zu
machen? —
Dieses aber sagt im Grunde nichts mehr, als was ich bey meiner Frage als bekannt annehme.
Ich nehme an, daß die ersten kleinen Gedichte, welche auf Denkmähler gesetzt werden,
Epigrammen heißen: aber darin liegt noch kein grund, solche kleine Gedichte Epigrammen
heißen, die auf Denkmähler gesetzt zu werden, weder bestimmt noch geschickt sind. Oder
höchstens würde wiederum aller Grund auf die, beiden gemeinschaftliche, Kürze hinaus
laufen.
Ich finde nicht, daß die neuem Lehrer der Dichtkunst, bey ihren Erklärungen des Epigramms,
auf meine Frage mehr Rücksicht genommen hätten. Wenigstens nicht Boileau, von dem
freylich ohnedem keine schulgerechte Definition an dem Orte125 zu erlangen war, wo er
sagt, daß das Epigramm oft weiter nichts sey, als ein guter Einfall mit ein Paar Reimen
verzieret. Aber auch Batteux nicht, der das Epigramm als einen interessanten Gedancken
beschreibt, der glücklich und in wenig Worten vorgetragen wird. Denn weder hier noch
dort sehe ich die geringste Ursache, warum denn nun aber ein guter gereimte Einfall, ein
kurz und glücklich vorgetragener interessanter Gedanke, eben eine Aufschrift, ein
Epigramm heißt. Oder ich werde mich auch bey ihnen beiden damit begnügen müssen, daß
wenige Reime, Ein kurzer Gedanke, wenig und kurz genug sind, um auf einem Denkmahle
Platz zu finden, wenn sie sonst anders Platz darauf finden können.
Gewiß ist es, daß es nicht die Materie seyn kann, welche das Sinngedicht noch ietzt
berechtiget, den namen Epigramm zu führen. Es hat längst aufgehöret, in die engen
Grenzen einer Nachricht von dem Ursprünge und der Bestimmung irgend eines Denkmahls

124 Poetices lib. III. cap. 126. — Quam ob causam Epigrammaüs vox brevibus tan tum poematiis propria facta
est? An propter ipsam brevitatem, quasi nihil esset praeter ipsam inscriptionem? An quae statuis, trophaeis,
imaginibus, pro elogiis inscribebantur, ea primo veroque significatu Epigrammata sunt appellata?
125 L'Artpoetiq. Chant II. v. 103
L’Epigramme —
N'est souvent qu'un bon mot de deux rimes om6.
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eingeschränkt zu seyn; und es fehlet nicht viel, so erstreckt es sich nun über alles, was ein
Gegenstand der menschlichen Wißbegierde werden kann.
Folglich aber muß es die Form seyn, in welcher die Beant-/p.428 wortung meiner Frage zu
suchen. Es muß in den Theilen, in der Zahl, in der Anordnung dieser Theile, in dem
unveränderlichen Eindrücke, welchen solche und so geordnete Theile unfehlbar ein
jedesmal machen; — in diesen muß es liegen, warum ein Sinngedicht noch immer eine
Ueberschrift, oder Aufschrift heißen kann, ob sie schon eigentlich nur selten dafür zu
brauchen stehet. —
Die eigentliche Aufschrift ist ohne das, worauf sie steht, oder stehen könnte, nicht zu denken,
Beide also zusammen macht das Ganze, von welchem der Eindruck entstehet, den wir, der
gewöhnlichen Art zu reden mach, der Aufschrift allein zuschreiben. Erst irgend ein
sinnlicher Gegenstand, welcher unsere Neugierde reizet: und dann die Nachricht auf
diesem Gegenstände selbst, welche unsere Neugierde befriediget.
Wem nun aber, der auch einen noch so kleinen, oder noch so großen vorrath von
Sinngedichten in seinen Gedancken überlaufen kann, fällt es nicht sogleich ein, daß
ähnliche zwey Theile sich fast in jedem derselben, und gerade in denjenigen am
deutlichsten unterscheiden lassen, die ihm einem volkommenen Sinngedichte am nächsten
zu kommen scheinen werden? Diese zerlegen sich alle von selbst in zwey Stücke; in deren
einem unsere Aufmerksamkeit auf irgend einem einzeln Gegenstände gereizet wird; und in
deren anderm unsere Aufmerksamkeit ihr Ziel, unsere Neugierde einen Aufschluß findet.
Auf diesen einzigen Umstand will ich es denn auch wagen, die ganze Erklärung des
Sinngedichts zu gründen; und die Folge mag es zeigen, ob sich nach meiner Erklärung
sowohl das Sinngedicht von allen möglichen andern kleinen Gedichten unterscheiden, als
auch aus ihr jede der Eigenschaften herleiten läßt, welche Geschmack und Kritik an ihm
fodem.
Ich sage nehmlich: das Sinngedicht ist ein Gedicht, in welchem, nach Art der eigentlichen
Aufschrift, unsere Aufmerksamkeit und Neugierde auf einen einzeln Gegenstand erregt,
und mehr oder weniger hingehalten werden, um sie mit eins zu befriedigen, /p.429
Wenn ich sage "nach Art der eigentlichen Aufschrift": so will ich, wie schon berührt, das
Denkmahl zugleich mit verstanden wissen, welches die Aufschrift führet, und welches dem
ersten Theile des Sinngedichts entspricht. Ich halte es aber für nöthig, diese Erinnerung
ausdrücklich zu wiederhohlen, ehe ich zu der weitem Anwendung und Entwicklung meiner
Erklärung fortgehe.
( 2 .)

Unbemerkt sind die zwey Stücke, die ich zo dem Wesen des Sinngedichts verlange, nicht von
allen Lehrern der Dichtkunst geblieben. Aber alle haben, sie von ihrem Ursprünge gehörig
abzuleiten, vernachläßiget, und auch weiter keinen Gebrauch davon gemacht.
Skaliger ließ sich bloß durch sie verführen, eine doppelte Gattung des Epigramms
anzunehmen.126 Da er sie nehmlich in der eigentlichen Aufschrift nicht erkannte, in
welcher er nichts, als die bloße einfache Anzeige einer Person oder Handlung sähe: so hielt
er dasjenige Epigramm, in welchem aus gewissen Vorauschickungen, und das was daraus
hergleitet wird, als zwey merklich verschiedene Theile sich nicht leicht verkennen lassen,
für völlig von jenem unterschieden. Die Subülität fiel ihm nicht bey, daß bey jenem, bey
126 Epigramma igitur est poema breve cum simplici cujuspiam rei, vel personae, vel facti indicaüone: aut ex
propositis aliquid deducens. Quae defmiüo simul complectitur etiam divisionem: ne quis damnet prolixitatem.
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der eigentlichen Aufschrift, zu der Wirkung desselben das beschriebene Werk selbst das
Seine mit beytrage, und folglich bey dem andern, dem eigentlichen Sinngedichte, das, was
er die Vorausschickungen nennet, dem beschriebnen Werke, so wie das, was aus diesen
Vorausschickungen hergleitet wire, der Aufschrift selbst entspreche.
Der worttreiche Vavassor hat ein langes Kapitel von den Theilen des Epigramms, deren er
gleichfalls nur zwey, unter dem Namen des Verständigung und des Schlusses, annimmt,
und über deren Verarbeitung er wirklich mancherley gute An-/p.430 merkungen macht.127
Aber auch er ist weit entfernt, diese Theile für nothwendig zu halten, indem er gleichfalls
eine einfachere Gattung erkennet, welche sie nicht habe, und überhaupt aus ihnen weder für
die Eigenschaften, noch für die individuelle Verchiedenheit des Epigramms das geringste
zu folgern verstanden hat.
Batteux sagt ausdrücklich: "Das Epigramm hat nothwendiger Weise zwey Theile: der erste
ist der Vortrag des Subjects, der Sache, die den gedancken hervorgebracht oder veranlasset
hat; und der andere der Gedanke selbst, welchen man die Spitze nennt, oder dasjenige was
den Leser reizt, was ihn interessieret." Gleichwohl läßt er unter seinen Exempeln auch
solche mit unterlaufen, die diese zwey Theile schlechterdings nicht haben, deren
Erwähnung ohnedem in seinem ganzen übrigen Unterrichte völlig unfruchtbar bleibet.
Folgende vier Zeilen des Pelisson z. E.
Grandeur, savoir, renommö,
Amitiö, plaisir & bien,
Tout n'est que vent, que fumöe:
Pour mieux dire, tout n'est rien.
mögen ihm immerhin einen noch so interessanten Gedanken enthalten. Aber wo ist die
Veranlassung dieses Gedankens? Wo ist der einzelne besondere Fall, — denn ein solcher
muß die Veranlassung seyn — bey welchem der Dichter darauf gekommen ist, und sein
Leser darauf führet? Hier ist nichts als der bloße interessante Gedanke, bloß der Eine
Theil: und wenn, nach ihm selbst, das Epigramm nothwendiger Weise zwey Theile haben
muß, so können diese, so wie alle ihnen ähnliche Zeüen, unmöglich ein Epigramm heißen.
— Zum Unglück ist es nicht bloß ein übelgewähltes Exempel, woraus ich dem Batteux
hier einen Vorwurf mache. Sondern das Schlimmste ist, daß aus diesem Exempel zugleich
das Fehlerhafte seiner Erklärung des Epigramms erhellet, "nach welcher es ein interessanter
gedanke seyn soll, der glücklich und in wenig Worten vorge-/p431 tragen worden." Denn,
wenn sich ein interessanter Gedanke auch ohne seine individulle Veranlassung vortragen
läßt, wie sich aus dem Beyspiele, wenn es schon kein Epigramm ist, dennoch ergiebt: so
wird wenigstens die Anzahl der Theile des Epigramms, welche Batteux selbst für
nothwendig erkläret, weder in seiner Erklärung liegen, noch auf irgend eine Weise daraus
herzuleiten seyn. —
Wenn uns unvermuthet ein beträchtliche Denkmahl aufstößt, so vermenget sich mit der
angenehmen Überraschung, in welche wir durch die Größe oder Schönheit des Denkmahls
gerathen, sogleich eine Art von Verlegenheit über die noch unbewußte Bestimmung
desselben, welche so lange anhält, bis wir uns dem Denkmahle genugsam genähert haben,
und durch seine Aufschrift aus unserer Ungewißheit gesetzt worden; worauf das Vergnügen
der befriedigten Wißbegierde sich mit dem schmeichelhaften Eindrücke des schönen
sinnlichen Gegenstandes verbindet, und beide zusammen in ein drittes angenehmes Gefühl
zusammenschmelzen. — Dieser Reihe von Empfindungen, sage ich, ist das Sinngedichte
bestimmt nachzuahmen; und nur dieser Nachahmung wegen hat es, in der Sprache seiner
Erfinder, den Namen seines Urbildes, des eigentlichen Epigramms behalten. Wie aber
127 Cap. 13, de partibus epigrammatis. Sunt igitur partes epigrammaüs, duae numero duntaxat, insignes ac
primariae, exposiüo rei, & conclusio epigrammaüs — in illo genere primo quod statuimus simplicis &
uniusmodi epigrammatis. —
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kann es sie anders nachahmen, als wenn es nicht allein eben dieselbe Empfindungen,
sondern auch eben dieselben Empfindungen nach eben derselben Ordnung in seinen
Theilen erwecket? Es muß über irgend einen einzeln ungewöhnlichen Gegenstand, den es
zu einer so viel als möglich sinnlichen Klarheit zu erheben sucht, in Erwartung setzen, und
durch einen unvorhergesehenen Aufschluß diese Erwartung mit eins befriedigen.
Am schicklichsten werden sich also auch die Theile des Epigramms, Erwartung und
Aufschluß nennen laßen; und unter diesen Benennungen will ich sie nun in verschiedenen
Arten kleiner Gedichte aufsuchen, die fast immer unter den Sinngedichten mit durchlaufen,
um zu sehen, mit welchem Rechte man dieses geschehen läßt, und welche Klassification
unter ihnen eigentlich einzuführen dürfte.
Natürlicher Weise aber kann es nur zweyerley Aftergattungen des Sinngedichts geben: die
eine, welche Erwartung erregt, /p432 ohne uns einen Aufschluß darüber zu gewähren, die
andere, welche uns Aufschlüsse giebt, ohne unsere Erwartung darnach erweckt zu haben.
1.

Ich Fange von der letztem an, zu welche vornehmlich alle diejenigen kleinen
Gedichte gehören, welche nichts als allgemeine moralische Lehren oder Bemerkungen
enthalten. Eine solche Lehre oder Bemerkung, wenn sie aus einem einzelen Falle, der
unsere Neugierde erregt hat, hergleitet oder auf ihn angewendet wird, kann den zweyten
Theil eines Sinngedichts sehr wohl abgeben: aber an und für sich selbst, die sey auch noch
so spitzig zugearbeitet, ist sie kein Sinngedicht, sondern nichts als eine Maxime, die, wenn
sie auch schon Bewunderung erregte, dennoch nicht diejenige Folge von Empfindungen
erregen kann, welche dem Sinngedichte eigen ist.

Wenn Martial folgendes an den Decianus richtet,128
Quod magni Thraseae, consummatique Catonis
Dogmata sic sequeris, salvus ut esse velis;
Pectore nec nudo strictos incurris in enses,
Quod fecisse velim te, Deciane facis.
Nolo virum, facili redemit qui sanguine famam:
Hunc volo, laudari qui sine morte potest.
was fehlt den beiden letzten Zeilen, um nicht ein sehr interessanter Gedanke zu heißen? und
wie hätte er kürzer und glücklicher ausgedrückt werden können? Würde er aber allein eben
den Werth haben, den er in der Verbindung mit den vorhergehenden Zeilen hat? würde er,
als eine bloße für sich bestehende allgemeine Maxime, eben den Reiz, eben das Feuer
haben, eben des Eindruckes fähig seyn, dessen er hier ist, wo wir ihn auf einen einzeln Fall
angewendet finden, welcher ihm eben so viel Ueberzeugung mittheilet, als er von ihm
Glanz entlehnet?
Oder wenn unser Wernike, zur Empfindung einer milden Sparsamkeit, geschrieben hätte:
Lieb' immer Geld und Gut; nur so, daß dein Erbarmen
Der Arme fühl': und flieh die Armuth, nicht die Armen:
/p.433 wäre es nicht ebenfalls ein sehr interessanter, so kurz als glücklich ausgedrücter
Gedanke? Aber wäre es wohl eben das, was er wirklich an den sparsamen Celidor
schrieb?129
Du liebst zwar Geld und Gut; doch so daß dein Erbarmen
Der Arme fühlt. Du fliehst die Armuth, nicht die Armen.
128 Lib. I ep. 9. [sic - nuper ep. 8]
129 Erstes Buch S. 14 der Schweitzeris. Ausgabe von 1763.
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Der Unterschied ist klein: und doch nichts als eine kalte allgemeine Lehre, und dieses ein Bild
voller Leben und Seele; jenes ein gereimter Sittenspruch, und dieses ein wahres
Sinngedicht.
Gleichwohl ist eben dieser Wemike, so wie auch der ältere Logau, nur allzu reich an so
gennanten Ueberschriften, die nichts als allgemeine Lehrsätze enthalten; und ob sie schon
beide, besonders aber Wemike, an Vortheilen unerschöpflich sind, eine bloße kahle Moral
aufzustutzen, die einzeln Begriffe derselben so vortheilhaft gegen einander abzusetzen, daß
oftmals ein ziemlich verführerisches Blendwerk von den wesentlichen Theilen des
Sinngedichts daraus entstehet: so werden sie doch nur selten ein feines Gefühl betriegen,
daß es nicht den großen Anstand von einem wahren Sinngedichte ausgefeilten Maxime
bemerken sollte. Vielmehr ist einem Menschen von solchem gefühle, wenn er ein oder
mehrere Bücher von ihnen hinter einander lieset, oft nicht anders zu Muthe, als einem, der
sich mit einem seinen Weltmanne und einem steifen Pedanten zugleich in Gesellschaft
findet: wenn jener Erfahrungen spricht, die auf allgemeine Wahrheiten leiten; so spricht
dieser Sentenzen, zu denen die Erfahrungen in dieser Welt wohl gar noch erst sollen
gemacht werden.
Bey keinem Epigrammatisten aber ist, mir wenigstens, die ähnliche Abwechselung von
Empfindungen läufiger geworden, als bey dem Owen. Nur daß bey diesem der Pedant sich
unzählig öfterer hören läßt, als der feine Mann von Erfahrung; und daß der Pedant mit aller
Gewalt noch eben drein witzig seyn will. Ich halte den, in allem Ernste, für einen starken
Kopf,130 der ein ganzes Buch des Owens in einem Zuge lesen kann, ohne drehend und
schwindlicht zu werden. Ich werde es unfehl- /p.434 bar, und habe immer dieses für die
einzige Ursache gehalten, weil eine so große Menge bloß allgemeiner Begriffe, die unter
sich keine Verbindung haben, in so kurzer Zeit auf einander folgen: die Einbildung möchte
jeden gern, in eben der Geschwindigkeit, in ein individuelles Büd verwandeln, und erliegt
endlich unter der vergebnen Bemühung.
Hingegen ist das Moralisiren gerade zu, des Martials Sache gar nicht. Ob schon die meisten
seiner Gegenstände sittliche Gegenstände sind: so wüßte ich doch von allen lateinischen
Dichtem keinen, aus dem sich wenigere Sittensprüche wörtlich ausziehen ließen, als aus
ihm. Er hat nur wenig Sinngedichte von der Art, wie das angeführte an den Decianus,
welche sich mit einer allgemeinen Moral schlössen: seine Moral ist ganz in Handlung
verwebt, und er moralisiret mehr durch Beyspiele, als durch Worte. Vollends von der Art,
wie das dreyzehnte seines zwölften Buchs ist,
Ad Auctum.
Genus, Aucte, lucri divites habent iram.
Odisse quam donasse vilius constat.
welches nichts als eine feine Bemerkung enthält, mit gänzlicher Verzeichnung des Vorfalls,
von dem er sie abgezogen, oder der sich daraus erklären lassen: von dieser Art, sage ich,
wüßte ich außer dem gegenwärtigen, nicht noch drey bey ihm aufzufmden. Und auch bey
den wenigen scheinet es, daß er den veranlassenden Vorfall mehr aus gewissen
Bedenklichkeiter mit Fleiß verschweigen wollen, als daß er gar keinen dabey im Sinne

See Herder on Lessing, just below in these same Addenda, for an ironic perversion of this whole passage.
We have noted diat Herder writes very close to experience. So can Lessing, Üiough in the very pariial and
distorted picture we are given o f him by his contemporary reviewer one would think that he was the most
formalist and arid of criucs. See the whole passage above, especially L's criücism of Owen:
.. .daß.. .bey diesem der Pedant sich unzählig öfterer hören läßt, als der feine Mann von Erfahrung; und
daß der Pedant mit aller Gewalt noch eben drein witzig seyn will.
It is astonishing how, in his own ANMERKUNGEN, Herder becomes entirely deferential to Lessing, having by
then named his own treatise after that of his predecessor, claiming merely to "extend" the former "a litüe".
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gehabt. Auktus mochte den Reichen wohl kennen, der so listig eine Ursache vom Zaune
gebrochen, sich über ihn, oder über den Dichter zu enzümen, um sich irgend ein kleines
Geschenk zu ersparen, das er ihnen sonst machen müssen. Wenigsten hat Martial
dergleichen bloße sittliche Bemerkungen doch immer an eine gewisse Person gerichtet,
welche anscheinende Kleinigkeit Logau und Wemike nicht hätten übersehen oder
vemachläßigen sollen. Denn es ist gewiß, daß sie die Rede um ein großes mehr belebet;
und wenn wir schon die angeredete person, und die Ursache, warum nur diese, und keine
andere angeredet worden, weder kennen noch wissen: so setzt uns doch die bloße Anrede
/p.435 geschwinder in Bewegung, unter unserm eignen Zirkel umzuschauen, ob da sich
nicht jemand findet, ob da sich nicht etwas zugetragen, worauf der Gedanke des Dichters
anzuwenden sey.
Wenn nun aber bloße allgemeine Sittensprüche sie mögen nun mit der Einfalt eines
vermeinten Kato, oder mit der Spitzfindigkeit eines Baudius, oder mit dem Scharfsinne
eines Wemike vorgetragen seyn, die Wirkung nicht haben, die sie allein zu dem Namen der
Sinngedichte berechtigen könnte; wenn also ein Verinus und Pibrac, oder wie sonst die
ehrlichen Männer heißen, die schöne erbauliche Disticha geschrieben haben, als dem
Register der Epigrammatisten wegfallen: so werden diejenigen noch weniger darinn
augzunehmen seyn, welche andere scientifische Wahrheiten in die engen Schranken des
Epigramms zu bringen versucht haben. Ihre Verse mögen gute Hülfsmittel des
Gedächtnisses abgeben; aber Sinngedichte sind sie gewiß nicht, wenn ihnen schon, nach
der Erklärung des Batteux diese Benennung nur schwer abzustreiten seyn dürfte. Denn
sind z. E. die medicinischen Vorschriften der Schule von Salerno nicht eines sehr
interessanten Inhalts? und könnten sie nicht gar wohl mit eben so vieler Präcision und
Zierlichkeit vorgetragen seyn, als sie es mit weniger sind? Und dennoch, wenn sie auch
Lukrez selbst angefaßt hätte, würden sie nichts als ein Beyspiel mehr seyn, daß die
Erklärung des Batteux viel zu weitläufig ist, und gerade daß vornehmste Kennzeichen
darinn fehlet, welches das Sinngedicht von allen andern kleinen Gedichten unterscheidet.
2.

Die zweyte Aftergattung des Epigramms war die, welche Erwartung erregt,
ohne einen Aufschluß darüber zu gewähren. Dergleichen sind vornehmlich alle kleine
Gedichte, die nichts als ein bloßes seltsames Factum enthalten, ohne im geringsten
anzuzeigen, aus welchem Gesichtspunkte wir dasselbe betrachten sollen; die uns also
weiter nichts lehren, als daß einmal etwas geschehen ist, was eben nicht alle Tage zu
geschehen pflegt. Derjenigen kleinen Stücke gar nicht einmal hier zu gedenken, die, wie
die Kayser des Ausonius, die ganze Geschichte, den ganzen Charakter eines Mannes in
wenige Züge zusammenfassen, und deren unter den Titeln, leones, Heroes u. s. m. so
unzäh- /p.436 liehe geschrieben worden. Denn diese möchte man schon deswegen nicht für
Sinngedichte wollen gelten lassen, weil ihnen die Einheit fehlet, die nicht in der Einheit der
nehmlichen Person, sondern in der Einheit der nehmlichen Handlung bestehen muß, wenn
sie der Einheit des Gegenstandes in der eigentlichen Aufschrift entsprechen soll. Aber
auch alsdenn, wenn das Gedicht nur eine einzige völlig zugerundete Handlung enthält, ist
es noch kein Sinngedicht, Falls man uns nicht etwas daraus schließen, oder durch irgend
eine feine Bemerkung in das Innere derselben tiefer eindringen läßt.

Wenn a. E. Martial sich begnügt hätte, die bekannte Geschichte des Mucius Skävola in
folgende vier Verse zu fassen:131
Dum peteret regem decepta satellite dextra,
Injecti sacris se peritura focis.
Sed tarn saeva pius miracula non tulit hostis,
Et raptum flammis jussit abire virum.

131 Lib. I. ep. 22.
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würden wir wohl sagen können, daß er ein Sinngedicht auf diese Geschichte gemacht habe?
Kaum wäre es noch eines, wenn er bloß hinzugesagt hätte:
Urere quam potuit contemto Mucius igne,
Hane spectare manum Porsena non potuit.
Denn auch das ist noch nicht vielmehr als Geschichte; und wodurch es ein völliges
Sinngedicht wird, sind lediglich die endlichen letzten Zeilen:
Major deceptae fama est, et gloria dextrae:
Si non errasset, fecerat illa manus.
Denn nun erst wissen wir, warum der Dichter unsere Aufmerksamkeit mit jener Begebenheit
beschäftigen wollen; und das Vergnügen über eine so feine Betrachtung, "daß oft der
Irrthum uns geschwinder und sichrer unsere Absicht erreichen hilft als der wohlüberlegte,
kühnste Anschlag," verbunden mit dem Vergnügen, welches der einzelne Fall gewähret,
macht das gesammte Vergnügen des Sinngedichts.
Ohnstreitig hingegen müssen wir uns nur mit der Helfte dieses Vergnuugens bey einigen
Stücken der griechischen Antho- /p.437 logie, und bey noch mehrem verschiedner neurem
Dichter behelfen, die sich eingebildet, daß nur das erste das beste abgeschmackt Histörchen
zusammen reimen dürften, um ein Epigramm gemacht zu haben. Ein Beyspiel aus der
Anthologie sey dieses:132
Koivq Trap kXictiti XpOapyiKos f]8e <{)pevoTTXri^
Keipevoi, dXXqXcjüv 1/01x701/ dueaK cSaoav.
E£e0ope KXivqs yap 6 ToXpqeLg vtto Xixjaqs,
Kai tov dvaiaOriToi/ ttolvtos ctutttc pevoug.
riXriyai 8' äpcjxyrepoig eyevovr oikos" a ls 6 \iev duTcov
EypeTo, tov 8 ' vttvou ttouXos epu[ie kottos
"Ein Wahnwitziger und ein Schlafsüchtiger lagen beysammen auf eine Bette, und einer wurde
des andern Artzt. Denn in der Wuth sprang jener auf, und prügelte diesen, der im tiefsten
Schlummer vergraben lag, durch und durch. Die Schläge halfen beiden: dieser erwachte,
und jener schlief vor Müdigkeit ein." Das Ding ist schnurrig genug. Aber was denn nun
weiter? Vielleicht war es auch nicht einmal wahr, daß beide kuriert wurden. Denn der
Schlafsüchtige schläft nicht immer, sondern will nur immer schlafen, und so schlief er wohl
auch hier bald wiederum ein: der Wahnwitzige aber, der vor Müdigkeit einschlief, konnte
gar wohl als ein Wahnwitziger wieder aufwachen. Doch gesetzt auch, sie wären wirklich
beide durch einander kuriert worden: auch alsdann sind wir um nichts klüger, als wir
waren. Das Vergnügen über ein Histörchen, welches ich nirgends in meinen Nutzen
verwenden zu können sehe, über das ich auch nicht einmal lachen kann, ist herzlich
schwach.
Ich will nicht hoffen, daß man mir hier vorwerfen werde, daß es mir am Geschmacke der
griechischen Simplicität fehle. Es gehöret wohl zu der griechische Simplicität, daß ein
Ding keine theile zu viel habe: aber daß es ihm an einem nothwendigen Theile fehle, das
gehöret doch gewiß nicht dazu. Es ist nicht der witzige Schluß, den ich vermisse: sondern
der Schluß überhaupt, wozu aber der bloße Schluß des Faktums nicht hinlänglich ist. Ich
gestehe, daß ich, aus eben diesem Grunde, /p.438 ein anderes sehr berühmtes Epigramm
auch nur für ein halbes Epigramm halte. Nehmlich das über ds Schicksal eines
hermaphroditen.

132 Lib I. cap. 45
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Quum mea me genitrix gravida gestaret in alvo,
Quid pareret, fertur consuluisse Deos.
Mas est, Phoebus ait: Mars, femina: Iunoque neutrum
Quumque forem natus, hermaphroditus eram.
Quaerenti letum? Dea sic ait; occidet armis:
Mars cruce: Phoebus aquis. Sors rata quaeque fuit.
Arbor obumbrat aquas: adscendo, decidit ensis,
Quem tuleram, casu labor et ipse super;
Pes haesit ramis, caput incidit amne: tulique
Femina, vir, neutrum, flumina, tela, crucem.
Die Erfindung dieses kleinen Gedichts ist so künstlich; der Ausdruck so pünktlich und doch
so elegant, daß noch iezt sehr gelehrte Kritiker sich niche wohl überreden können, daß es
die Arbeit eines neuen Dichters sey. Denn ob de la Monnoye schon erwiesen zu haben
glaubte, daß der Pidex, welchem es in den Handschriften zugeschrieben wird, kein Alter ist,
wofür ihn Politian und Skaliger und so viele andere gehalten haben; sondern daß ein
Vincentiner aus dem fünfzehnten Jahrhunderte damit gemeinet sey: so möchte Herr
Burmann, der jüngere, doch lieber vermuthen, daß dieser Pulci, wie er eigentlich geheißen,
ein so bewundertes Werk wohl aus einer alter Handschrift abgeschrieben und sich
zugeeignet haben könne; da man ihn ohnedem als einen besondem Dichter weiter nicht
kenne.133 Ich habe hierwider nichts: nur für ein Muster eines vollkommnen Epigramms
möchte ich mir das Ding nicht einreden lassen; es mag nun alt oder neu seyn. Einem so
unfruchtbaren schielenden Märchen fehlet zum Sinngedichte nichts geringers, als der Sinn.
Begreife ich doch nicht einmal, ob die Vorsehung der Götter damit mehre verspottet, oder
mehr angepriesen werden soll. Sollen wir uns wundem, daß von so verschiednen Göttern
ein jeder doch noch immer so viel von der Zukunft wußte? oder sollen wir uns wundem,
daß sie nicht /p.439 mehr davon wußten? Sollen wir glauben, daß sie vollständiger und
bestimmter nicht antworten wollen? oder nicht antworten können? und daß eine vierte
höhere Mache in Spiele gewesen, welche den Erfolg so zu lenken gewußt, daß keiner zum
Lügner werden dürfen? Sollten aber gar nur die Götter als glückliche Errather hier
aufgeführt werden: wie viel sinnreicher und lehrreicher ist sodann jenes Histörchen, — im
Don Quixote, wo ich mich recht erinnere — von den zwey Brüdern und Weinkostern?
welches ich wahrlich lieber erfunden, als ein ganzes Hundert von jenerley Räthseln, auch in
den schönsten Versen, gemacht haben möchte.
Das Gegentheil von solchen, zu aller moralischen Anwendung ungeschickten, kleinen
Erzehlungen sind diejenigen, welche zwar auch ohne alle Betrachtung und folgerung
vorgetragen werden, aber an und für sich selbst eine allgemeine Wahrheit so anschauend
enthalten, daß es nur Ueberfluß gewesen wäre, sie noch mit ausdrücklichen Worten
hinzufügen. Von dieser Art ist folgende, bey dem Ausonius ;134
Thesauro invento, qui limina mortis inibat,
Liquit ovans laqueum, quo periturus erat.
At qui, quod terrae abdiderat, non repperit aurum,
Quem laqueum invenit, nexuit et periit:
wovon das griechische Original in der Anthologie zu finden: oder aus dieser Anthologie, die
von mehrem Dichtern daselbst vorgetragene Geschichte von Lahmen und Blinden:135
’Avepct n s XiTioyuiov ürrep vojtolo XiTrauyqs“
’Hye TToSas xPTlaT aS‘. öppara.

133 Ant. lat. lib. III. ep. 77.
134 Epig. 21.
135 Lib. I. cap. 4.
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Wer ist so blödsinnig, daß er die großen Wahrheiten, von welchen diese Erzehlungen
Beyspiele sind, nicht mit ihnen zugleich denke? Und was auf eine so vorzügliche Art einen
Sinn in sich schließt, das wird doch wohl ein Sinngedicht heißen können?
Doch auch das nicht. Und warum sollte es ein Sinngedicht heißen, wenn es etwas weit
besseres heißen kann? Mit einem Worte: es ist ein Apolog, eine wahre äsopische Fabel:
denn die gedrungene Kürze, mit welcher sie vorgetragen ist, kann ihr Wesen /p.440 nicht
verändern; sondern allenfalls nur lehren, wie die Griechen solcherley Fabeln vorzutragen
liebten. — Es kommen deren außer den zwey angefürten, in der Anthologie noch
verschiedene vor, von welchen in den gewöhnlichen äsopischen Sammlungen nichts
ähnliches zu finden, die aber auch um so viel mehr von einem Nevelet oder Hauptmann
ihnen beygefügt zu werden verdienet hätten. Alle sind mit der äußersten Präcision erzehlt,
und die weitläufigste, welche aus zwölf Zeilen bestehet,136 hat nichts von der
Geschwätzigkeit, aus welcher neuere Fabeldichter sich ein so eigenes Verdienst gemacht
haben. Unser Geliert that also zwar ganz wohl, daß er jene, vom Lahmen und Blinden,
unter seine Fabeln aufnahm:137 nur daß er sie so sehr wässerte, daß er so wenig belesen
war und nicht wußte, wo sie sich eigentlich herschreibe; daran hätte er ohne Zweifel ein
wenig besser thun können. —
Der wesentliche Unterschied, der sich zwischen dem Sinngedichte und der Fabel findet,
beruhet aber darinn, daß die Theile, welche in dem Sinngedichte eines auf das andere
folgen, in der Fabel in eins zusammenfallen, und daher nur in der Abstraktion Theile sind.
Der einzelne Fall der Fabel kann keine Erwartung erregen, weil man ihn nicht ausgehöret
haben kann, ohne daß der Aufschluß zugleich mit da ist: sie mache einen einzigen
Eindruck, und ist keiner Folge verschiedner Eindrücke fähig. Das Sinngedicht hingegen
enthält sich eben darum entweder überhaupt solcher einzeln Fälle, in welchen eine
allgemeine Wahrheit anschauend zu erkennen; oder läßt doch diese Wahrheit bey Seite
liegen, und ziehet unsere Aufmerksamkeit auf eine Folge, die weniger nothwendig daraus
fließt. Und nur dadurch entstehet Erwartung, die dieses Namens wenig werth ist, wo wir
das, was wir zu erwarten haben, schon völlig voraussehen.
Wenn denn aber so mach, weder Begebenheiten ohne allen Nachsatz und Aufschluß, noch
auch solche, in welchen eine einzige allgemeine Wahrheit nicht anders als erkannt werden
kann, die erforderlichen Eigenschaften des Sinngedichts haben: so folget darum noch
nicht, daß alle Sinngedichte zu verwerfen, in wel-/p411 chen der Dichter nichts, als ein
bloßer Wiedererzehler zu seyn scheinet. Den es bleiben noch immer auch wahre
Begebenheiten genug übrig, die entweder schon von sich selbst den völligen Gang des
Sinngedichts haben, oder denen dieser Gang doch leicht durch eine kleine Wendung noch
volkommner zu geben stehet. So fand unser Kleist das heroische Beyspiel, mit welchem
Arria ihrem Manne vorgieng, in seiner genauesten historischen Wahrheit, mit Recht für
hinlänglich, ein schönes Sinngedicht abzugeben.
Als Pätus auf Befehl des Kaysers sterben sollte,
Und ungern einen Tod sich selber wählen wollte:
Durchstach sich Arria. Mit heiterem Gesicht
Gab sie den Dolch dem Mann, und sprach: Es schmerzet nicht.

136 Lib. I. cap. 22. ep. 9.
137 Die löte des ersten Theils.
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Martial hingegen glaubte, daß das erhabene "Es schmerzet nicht" noch einer Verschönerung
fähig sey, und ohne lange diese Verschönerung auf seine eigne Rechnung zu setzen, legte
er sie der Arria selbst in den Mund:138
Casta suo gladium cum traderet Arria Paeto,
Quem de visceribus traxerat ipsa suis:
Si qua fides, vulnus, quod feci, non dolet, inquit:
Sed quod tu facies, hoc mihi, Paete, dolet.
Ohne Zweifel mochte dem Martial das bloße "non dolet" zu mannhaft, zu raub Vorkommen;
und er wollte das zärtliche Weib in der Verächterinn des Todes mehr durchschimmem
lassen. Ich wage es nicht, zwischen beiden Dichtem zu entscheiden: da ich ohnedem
damit nur ein beyspiel geben wollen, wie die wahren Begebenheiten aussehen müssen,
denen zum Sinngedichte nichts, als eine glückliche Versifikation fehlet, und wie sehr auch
in diesen der erfindsame Geist des Dichters noch geschäftig seyn kann, ohne die historische
Wahrheit zu verfälschen. —
( 3 .)

Nicht genug aber, daß nach meiner Erklärung das Sinngedicht sich von mehr als einer Art
kleiner Gedichte zuverläßiger unterscheiden läßt, als nach den sonst gewöhnlichen
Erklärung geschehen kann: es lassen sich auch aus eben dieser Erklärung /p.422 die
Eigenschaften besser herleiten, welche ein Sinngedicht zu einem volkommnen
Sinngedichte machen.
1.

Wenn der erste Theil des Sinngedichts, den ich die Erwartung genannt habe,
dem Denkmahle entsprechen soll, welches die Aufschrift führet: so ist unstreitig, daß er
um so viel vollkommner seyn wird, je genauer er einem neuen, an Größe oder Schönheit
besonders vorzüglichen Denkmahle entspricht. Vor allen Dingen aber muß er ihn an
Einheit gleich seyn; wir müssen ihn mit einem Blicke übersehen können: unverwehrt
indeß, daß der Dichter durch Auseinandersetzung seiner einzeln Begriffe ihn bald einen
großem, bald einen geringem Umfang geben darf, so wie er es seiner Absicht am
gemäßesten erkennet. Er kann ihn eben so wohl aus fünf sechs Worten, als aus eben so
vielen und noch mehrern Zeilen bestehen lassen.

138 Lib I. ep. 14. [sic - nuper ep. 13]
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In folgendem Sinngedichte des Naugerius: 139
Quem toties vixisse anima redeunte renatum
Mutato fama est corpore Pythagoram:
Ceme, iterum ut docti caelo generatus Asylae
Vivat; ut antiquum fervet in ore decus.
Dignum aliquid certe volvit: sic fronte severa est:
Sic in se magno pectore totus abit.
Posset et ille altos animi depromere sensus:
Sed, veteri obstrictus relligione, silet.
sind die ersten sechs Zeilen, welche die Erwartung enthalten, nichts als eine Umschreibung
des Subjekts. Aber was hier sechs Zeilen füllet, wie in den griechischen Originale, welches
sich Naugerius eigen gemacht, mit vier Worten gesagt:140
A ütop TTu0ayopr|P 6 £coypact>os' 6 p [ieTa <J)a)pry
EiSes dp, eiye XaXeiP f)0eXe nu0ayopr)s\

"Da steht er, der wahre Pythagoras! Auch die Stimme würde ihm nicht fehlen, wenn
Pythagoras hätte sprechen wollen." Dieses übersetzte Faustius Sabäus so:
Pythagoram pictor poterat finxisse loquentem.
Verum Pythagoram conticuisse juvat.
/p.443 und wir könnten es durch die einzige Zeile übersetzen:
"Warum dieß Bild nicht spricht? Es ist Pythagoras."
wenn die einzeiligten Sinngedichte in unsrer Sprache eben so gewöhnlich und angenehm
wären, als sie es in der griechischen und lateinischen sind.
Das wahre Maaß der Erwartung scheinet indeß, in dem gegenwärtigen Beyspiele, weder
Naugerius noch dieser Grieche getroffen zu haben: sondern ein andrer Grieche, welcher
eben den Einfall in vier Zeilen brachte, und diesen bescheidenen Raum, nicht wie
Naugerius zu leeren Ausrufungen mißbrauchte, sondern zur Berechtigung des Einfalls
selbst anwendete. Denn sollte man aus dem Naugerius, und dem angeführten griechischen
Originale, nicht schließen, daß Pythagoras immer geschwiegen hätte? da das Schweigen
doch nur gleichsam eine Vorübung in seiner Schuler war. Wie viel schöner und genauer
also Julianus so!141
Ou
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"Nicht den Pythagoras, wie er die geheime Natur der Zahlen erkläret, hat der Künstler
darstellen wollen; sondern den Pythagoras in seinem weisen Stillschweigen. Daher
verbarg er die Sümme, die er vernehmlich zu machen, sonst gar wohl verstand."
Die Hauptregel also, die man, in Ansehung des Umfanges der Erwartung, zu beobachten hat,
daß man nicht als ein Schulknabe erweitere; daß man nicht bloß erweitere, um ein Paar
Verse mehr gemacht zu haben: sondern daß man sich nach dem zweyten Theile, nach dem
139 Oper. p. 199. Patav. 1718. 4to.
140 Anlhol. lib. IV. cap. 33.
141 Anüi. 1. c.
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Aufschlüsse, richte, und urtheile, ob und wie viel dieser, durch die größere Ausführlichkeit
der Erwartung, an Deutlichkeit und Nachdruck gewinnen könne.
Es giebt Fälle, wo auf diese Ausführlichkeit alles ankömmt. Dahin gehören vor andern
diejenigen Sinngedichte, in welchen der Aufschluß sich auf einen relativen Begriff beziehet.
A. E. /p.444 solche, in welchen ein Ding als ganz besonders groß, oder ganz besonders
klein angegeben wird, und die daher nothwendig den Maaßstab dieser Größe oder Kleinheit
vorausschicken müssen; ja lieber mehr als einen, und immer einen kleinem und kleinem,
oder großem und großem. Es wäre freylich schon ein Epigramm, wenn Martial auf das
ganz kleine Landgütchen, mit welchem ihm ein gern freygebiger Freund so viel als nichts
schenkte, auch nur diese Zeilen gemacht hätte:
Donasti, Lupe, ms sub urbe nobis:
Sed ms est mihi majus in fenestra.
Hoc quo tempore praedium dedisti,
Mallem tu mihi prandium dedisses.
Aber wie viel launigter und beißender wird dieses Epigramm durch die eingeschalteten noch
kleinem Maaße, als ein Gärtchen vor einem Fenster ist. Und wie sehr wächst unser
Vergnügen, indem der Dichter den Abstand von diesem bis zu einem Mund voll Essen,
durch noch so viel andere Verkleinerungen zu füllen weiß.142
Donasti, Lupe rus sub urbe nobis:
Sed rus est mihi majus in fenestra.
Rus hoc dicere, ms potes vocare!
In quo mta facit nemus Dianae,
Argutae tegit ala quod cicadae,
Quod formica die comedit uno,
Clausae cui solium rosae corona est:
In quo non magis invenitur herba,
Quam costi solium, piperve cmdum:
In quo nec cucumis jacere rectus,
Nec serpens habitare tuta possit.
Erucam male pascit hortus unam,
Consumto moritur culex salicto,
Et talpa est mihi fossor atque arator.
Non boletus hiare, non mariscae
Ridere, aut violae patere possunt,
Fines mus populatur, et colono /p.445
Tanquam sus Calydonius timetur;
Et sublata volantis ungue Procnes
In nido seges est himndinino,
Et cum stet sine falce, mentulaque,
Non est dimidio locus Priapo.
Vix implet cochleam peracta messis,
Et mustum nuce condimus picata.
Errasti, Lupe, litera sed una.
Nam quo tempore praedium dedisti,
Mallem tu mihi prandium dedisses.

142 Lib. XI. ep. 19.
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Es haben dergleichen hyperbolische Sinngedichte, wie man sie nach der darinn herrschenden
Figur nennen könnte, ihre eigene Anmuth. Nur müssen sie nicht auf die bloße Hyperbel
hinauslaufen: so wie dieses griechische:143
’Apyoy Mpvoycoris cövr|craTo, Kai 8ta XLpov
’Ek Spuos“ äXXoTpias- duToy crnTiyxovicrev.
Tpy 8’ duTCp tcOvccjütl ßaXeiv oük ecryoy dvcuGev,
’AXX’ eTacjjT] piaGou upo? n v a Twy opopoav.
EL 8’ eyyoo Toy dypoy Toy Mr|yoc})ayoug ’EmKoupos-,
ü a y T a yepeiy dypoay enrev äv, ouk dTopcny.
"Menophanes hatte Feld gekauft; aber vor Hunger mußte er sich an einer fremden Eiche
hängen. So viel Erde hatte er nicht, daß sein Leichnam damit bedeckt werden konnte; man
mußte ihn seine Grabstelle auf benachbartem Grunde kaufen. Hätte Epikurus das Feld des
Menophanes gesehen, so würde er gesagt haben, daß alles voller Felder wäre; nicht, voller
Atomen." Denn ein solches Sinngedicht bestehet offenbar aus nichts als Erwartung:
anstatt des Aufschlusses wird uns das äußerste Glied der Hyperbel untergeschoben, und alle
unsere Erwartung soll sich mit der Unmöglichkeit, etwas größeres oder kleineres
abzusehen, begnügen. Dergleichen Spiele des Witzes können Lachen erregen: aber das
Sinngedicht will etwas mehr. Die griechische Anthologie ist davon voll; da sie hingegen
bey dem Martial sehr sparsam Vorkommen, als der fast immer von der Hyperbel noch zu
einer Betrachtung fortgehet, die mehr hin- /p.446 ter sich hat. Man lese das drey und
dreyßigste Sinngedicht seines achten Buches, um ein sehr einleuchtendes Exempel hiervon
zu haben.
Ad Paullum... [26 x El Latin poem]
[We omit most of p.446 to conclude our partial presentation of Lessing's text, which goes to
p.528, with some mentions of the role of the title of a "book" epigram]
p.447 .. .Wie aber der fertige Versificator, in Erweiterung des ersten Theiles, oft zu viel thut,
so thut ein minder fertiger, aus Schwierigkeit oder gemächlichkeit, nicht selten zu wenig:
wenn er nehmlich den ganzen ersten Theil in den Titel des Sinngedichts bringt, und sich
den bloßen Aufschluß zu versificiren oder zu reimen begnügen läßt. Es ist sonderbar, daß
es sogar Kenner gegeben hat, die dieses zu thun dem Dichter ausdrücklich gerathen
haben.144 Aber sie haben nicht bedacht, das das Epigramm, so viel es an Kürze dadurch
gewinnet, von einer andern Seite hinwiederum verlieret, indem es zu einem Ganzen von so
heterogenen Theilen wird. Unmöglich kann man daher das Sinngedicht des Herrn von
Kleist,
An zwey sehr schöne aber einäugige Geschwister.
"Du mußt, o kleiner Lukon, dein Aug Agathen leihn,
"Blind wirst du dann Kupido, die Schwester Venus sehn.
"und das lateinische des Hieronymus Amaltheus, aus welchem jenes genommen ist,
143 Anth. üb. II. c. 7. ep. 3.
144 Morhofius [Morhosius? in dubio littera est] de discipl. Arg. Sec. III. cap. 5. Vocari in subsidium brevitaüs
Lemma sive Inscriptio Epigrammaüs potest. Quum enim narratione et exposiüone rei, quae est una
Epigrammaüs pars, plures versus impleantur, Lemma, si bene conceptum est, illorum vicem supplebit. E. g.
legitur inter nostra Epigrammata illud:
"Quid iuvat ah! ducta prolem sperare puella?
"Ut repares puerum, perdis, inepte, virum.
Lemma est: In senem, qui quod masculus Uli mortuus heres, puellam spe recuperandi ducebat. lila si
Epigrammate exprimenda simul fuissent, vel quatuor versus fuissent insumendi: nunc uno Lemmate tota res
exhibetur.
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Lumine Aeon dextro, capta est Lecuilla sinistro,
Et potis est forma vincere uterque deos.
Blande puer, lumen, quod habes, concede puellae:
Sic tu caecus Amor, sic erit ilia Venus.
für gleich schön halten. Dieses kann den ganzen Titel entbehren, und jenes ist ohne Titel
auch nicht einmahl verständlich. Das schöne Sinngedicht ist in der Uebersetzung zur
bloßen Aufschrift geworden; und verhält sich in seinem Eindrücke zu jenem so, wie eine
kahle Aufschrift, die in einem Buche angeführt wird, /p.448 zu eben der Aufschrift, die wir
auf dem schönen Monumente selbst lesen.
In dem ganzen Martial wüßte ich mich keines einzigen Epigramms zu erinnern, welches von
der fehlerhaften Art wäre, daß es der Erläuterung eines Titels bedürfe. Alle seine Titel
bestehen daher in den bloßen An, Von und Auf, mit Beyfügungen des Namens derjenigen,
die das Epigramm betrifft, oder an die es gerichtet ist. Alle Lemmata, welche den nähern
Inhalt angeben sollen, sind nicht von ihm, sondern ein Werk der spätem Abschreiber, daher
sie auch in der einen Ausgabe so, und in der andern anders lauten. Jeder Umstand, auch
der allerkleinste, der zu dem Verstände des Epigramms nothwendig gehöret, ist bey ihn in
dem Epigramme selbst enthalten: und wenn wir ietzt einen solchen ja darinn zu vermissen
glauben, so können wir nur gewiß versichert seyn, daß er sich zu der Zeit des Dichters von
selbst verstanden hat. —
2. Wenn ferner der zweyte Theil des Sinngedichts, den ich den Aufschluß genannt habe, der
eigentlichen Aufschrift entsprechen soll, die wir zu unserer Befriedigung endlich auf einem
bewunderten Denkmahle erblicken: so dürften wir nur die Ursachen erwägen, warum eine
solche Aufschrift von der möglichen Kürze seyn muß, um daraus zu schließen, daß die
Kürze ebenfalls die erste und vornehmste Eigenschaft des Aufschlusses in dem
Sinngedichte werde seyn müssen. Diese Ursachen aber sind die: einmal, weil es nur
Personen oder Handlungen von einer ohnedem schon genügsamen Bekanntheit und
Berühmtheit sind, oder seyn sollten, denen Denkmähler errichtet werden, und man daher
mit wenig Worten leicht sehr viel von ihnen fragen kann; zweytens, weil die Denkmähler
selbst, auf offenen Straßen und Plätzen, nicht sowohl für die wenigen müßigen
Spatziergänger, als vielmehr für den Geschäftigen, für den eilenden Wanderer errichtet
werden, welcher seine Belehrung gleichsam im Vorbeygehen muß mit sich nehmen
können. Eben so sollte man bey einer Sammlung von Sinnschriften vornehmlich auf solche
Leser sehen, welchen es andere Geschäfte nur selten erlauben, einen flüchtigen Blick in ein
Buch zu thun. Solche Leser wollen geschwind, und doch nicht leer abgefertiget seyn: für
das letzte /p.449 aber halten sie sich allezeit, wenn man sie entweder mit ganz gemeinen,
oder ihnen ganz fremden Sachen unterhalten wollen.
Die Fehler gegen die Kürze des Aufschlusses sind indeß, bey allen Arten der
Epigrammatisten, wohl die seltesten. Der schlechteste nimmt nie die Feder, ein Epigramm
niederzuschreiben, ohne den Aufschluß vorher so gut und kurz gerundet zu haben, als es
ihn möglich ist. Oft hat er nichts voraus bedacht, als diesen einzigen Aufschluß, der daher
auch nicht selten eben das ist, was der Dietrich unter den Schlüsseln ist; ein Werkzeug,
welches eben so gut hundert verschiedene Schlössser eröffnen kann, als eines.
Hingegen ist es gerade der bessere Dichter, welcher noch am ersten hier fehlerhaft werden
kann; und zwar aus Ueberfluß von Witz und Scharfsinn. ...

P. 178

6.

Herder on Lessing

Herder's review of G.E. Lessing's vermischte Schriften. Erster Theil. Berlin, bey Boß 1771.
8. 1 Alph. 1 Bogen
"S. V."
Introduction of the 1839 edition, or perhaps quoted from earlier introductions. At any rate,
these are controversies and opinions of the early 19C or late 18C, the difference being not so
great for us, as both are touched by Romanticism, both are antipathetic to purely witty poetry.
[We omit the first page, treating mostly issues of the moment only, and pick it up at...]
... (p.338) Wer sollte im philosophischen Gewühl der Dramaturgie den Verf. der Emilia
Galotti\ wer im kritischen Wüste über/(339) Martial, Catull u. s. w. den
Epigrammendichter finden oder ahnden wollen? Bloßer Wahn! einfältige Absondrung!
Eben die Verbindung und Abwechslung und stete Übung so mancherlei Seelenkräfte war
vielleicht allein Ursache, daß Eine so munter und so lange und immer neu und reifer
erschien!
Im diesem ersten Theil sind die Sinngedichte des Verf. vielleicht über zwei Drittheile
vermehrt. Neben an folgt eine Abhandlung über das Epigramm, so auseinandergesetzt, als
wir sie noch von keinem Kunstrichter über diese Dichtungsart gehabt haben. Alsdenn
meistens einzelne kritische Anmerkungen über Catull, Martial, die Priapeen und die
Anthologie, und so beschliessen Lieder das Bändchen, die am wenigsten vermehrt, hie und
da aber verändert erscheinen. Der Rec. findet sich zu wenig in Lage, dem Verf. in so
verschiedne Felder mit gleicher Muße und Unterstützung folgen zu können, wie er wohl
wünschte; er wird also, wie jene arme Feldmaus, mehr den Reichthum ihrer städtischen
Freundin bewundern und andre darauf einladen, als selbst daraus kritischen Gebrauch
machen können-----Über die Sinngedichte selbst ist also nichts zu sagen: denn was sollen vorzügliche Proben, wo
alles vorzüglich ist, wo alles Probe seyn müßte? Jedes
------ Epigramm
so fein, so scharf, als je von Kästner Eines kam.
Die empfindsame Spielgesellschaft unsrer Zeit, die am Markt sitzen und sich zurufen: wir
haben euch gepfiffen u. s. w. wird zwar überhaupt diese Epigramme zu wenig empfindsam,
hie und da zu unfein, zu rasch, und "den Göttinnen der Unschuld" insonderheit oft zo scharf
und feindlich finden: sie werden vielleicht über das "Nur witzige! blos witzige!" Klagen
führen; indeß auch gegen deren Geschmack hat der Verf. wenigstens übereinstimmt, daß
bei ihm seine Theorie durchaus mit seinem Beispielen übereinstimmt, daß bei ihn die
Gattung der Sinngedichte die höchste oder vielmehr die Einzige ist, die unter den Proben
die häufigste seyn dörfte, und daß er sich überhaupt sehr scharf theils gegen eine
"vermeynte griechische Simpli/(340)cität, theils gegen die erkläret, die, weder gesund noch
klug ihr Mädchen nicht anders als in der Tracht einer Schäferin sehen mögen"-------Also
zu dieser Theorie selbst.
Sie est in Hauptgedanken fast selbst Epigramm oder Hesse sich dazu machen. Alle wahren
Erfordernisse dieser Dichtungsart leitet der Verf. aus ihren Ursprung her, nach dem sie
zuerst "Überschrift" gewesen. Also "ein Gegenstand der Erwartung, der Aufmerksamkeit,
der uns von fern in die Augen leuchte, uns anziehe — kurz Monument, und Inschrift des
Monuments, Erwartung und Auflösung sind die beiden wesentlichen Stücke des
Sinngedichts. Beide müssen daseyn! in welchem Maaße gegen einander sie daseyn
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müssen? was wenn Eins oder das Andre nicht ist, für Fehler, oder für andre Gedichtarten
werden? wie man auf jedem andern Wege das Epigramm finden zu wollen, nur Irrweg
genommen u. s. w. Der Scharfsinn, mit dem der Verf. hier immer unterscheidet, und seine
Idee von Aufschrift, Erwartung und Auflösung nie oder nicht lange aus dem Gesicht
verlieret, und von beiden Seiten Seichtheiten in Geschmack und Theorie verbannet — wird
für jeden Liebhaber, der mehr, als fühlen, auch dencken will, angenehmer Gang seyn. Der
Rec. setzt, so hingeworfen manches scheine, diese Abhandlung zunächst an die " Theorie
von der Fabel," an die sie auch ihrer Natur nach gränzt, und wünscht, daß Hr. L. seinem
philosophischen, aufraümenden Weg auch durch die übrigen Dichtarten fortsetzte: so
bekämen wir endlich Fragmente zu einem philosophischen Poetick, die wir, ganz, so sehr
wir es wähnen! wahrhaftig noch nicht haben.
Was man seiner Fabeltheorie ein gewandt, wird man auch seiner Theorie vom Epigramm
entgegensetzen: sie sey zu enge, zu auschliessend, zu willkührlich, zu eckel! gränze oft zu
sehr an die Kleinigkeit, daß so Etwas, wenns nun nicht Epigramm heißen dürfe, so ein
kleines niedliches Gedicht, Fabel, Liedchen, Vers heißen könne, und was daran liege?
Diese Einwendungen verfehlen ganz den Sinn und Zweck des Kunstrichters. Er will blos
aufraümen, sondern', Arten und Begriffe festsetzen; nicht /(341) ja aber damit Einem Dinge
Werth absprechen, was nicht diese Art ist. Sagt denn Linne, darum, weil dies Ding nicht zu
diesem Geschlecht gehört, so gehörts zu keinem Geschlecht, so ists Unding 1... Und wer,
wenn er nun hiegegen nicht weiter kann, solchem Forschen ganz seinen Werth abspricht, es
für Namenspielerei und Wortunterschied hält.. für den hat der Verf. (und kein Verf. über
solche Materien), schlechthin nicht geschrieben.
Aber nun auch in der Gesichtspunkt des Autors, selbst in seine Erklärung vom Epigramm
gesetzt: dürfte er nicht unter seinen Gesichtspunkt und Erklärung bringt? Man behalte, daß
wir die Erklärung des Verf. voraussetzen. Wir streiten also auf seinem Grund und Boden.
Wenn nehmlich das Epigramm immer noch im Grunde die ursprüngliche Aufschrift ist, nur
verfeint und zur Kunst gestimmt, (d. i. mit genauerm Umriß und Bestimmung ihrer Theile
und ihres Zwecks versehen): wenn also jedes Epigramm noch immer die Reihe von
Empfindungen nachahmen muß, wie wenn wir zu einer Saüle, einem Monument erwartend
gehen, und durch seine Inschrift befriedigt werden: wäre das Martialische Epigramm
würklich das Einzige ? das beste? und fielen die manchen kleinem Gedichte, Catulls, der
Anthologie u. s. w. weg, die der Verf. mit aller ihrer vermeintlichen Simplicität von dieser
Gattung ausschliesset? Wenigstens mögen unsre Zweifel dienen, die Lücken der
gegebnen Theorie etwa zu füllen.
Ein Gegenstand setze uns in Erwartung, den wir gar nicht kennen: der Aufschluß darüber, die
Kunde desselben heisse überhaupt Inschrift.
Ein Gegenstand setzt uns in Erwartung, den wir gar wohl kennen; nur in der Feme dunkel,
und da wir näher kommen, fällt uns so Vieles und Vielerlei ins Auge, daß uns ein
Aufschluß gute Dienste thäte. Der Aufschluß dürfte blos mahlen, blos den Gegenstand in
kleinen, niedlichen Bilde geben, nur mit bestimmter /(342) Richtung des Auges; das wäre
vielleicht Epigramm im simpelsten Griechischen Verstände, oder wie Hr. L. will, Bild,
Ikon', nur veredelt. Endlich setzt uns ein Gegenstand in Erwartung, bei dem und die
Kenntniß seiner simplen Theile nicht nöthigt, sondern vielleicht nur die Bemerkung Eines
Theils, Einer Kleinigkeit, Einer Seltenheit, die man nicht erwartere, oder Einer
Besümmung, Eines Gebrauchs — der Aufschluß desselben ist das eigentlich Leßingsche
und Martialische Epigramm.
Wir hätten also natürlich drei Arten, die vielleicht auch in der Geschichte der Ausbildung so
auf einander folgen. Das Erste ist Epigramm im rohen mechanischen verstände, das zweite
Epigramm zum Monument der Natur, oder eines Denkmals, das durch natürliche Zeichen
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spricht. Das dritte gleichsam Aufschluß einer Hieroglyphe durch willkührliche Zeichen,
also der Kunst.
Wenn wir das Erste nun gleich als bloße Veranlassung ohne Kunst, absondern: so bleibt das
zweite doch wenigstens als Übergang, als Mittelart übrig, ehe das Martialische Epigramm
werden konnte; mit dem sich auch Jenes noch auf mancherlei Weise zusammen schlinget
— und dieses das Catullische, das simple, oder (es ist doch Einmal ein ziemlich geläufiges
Vorurtheil) das Griechische Epigramm: obs nicht unter H. L. Erklärung noch immer
stünde? Erwartung und Auflösung, Denkmal und Aufschrift ist da; nur beide Theile nicht
so abstechend gemacht, nicht so auf einen Punkt gesetzt, sind simpler in einander fliessend.
Hr. L. erinnere sich an seinen Logau. Was für Mühe würde es ihn gekostet haben, zu
sichten und ganz genau zu trennen, wo das Martialische Epigramm aufhöre, und nun das
Bildchen, die Moral, u.s.w. anfange? Wie viele mußte er behalten, die so nach keine
Sinngedichte sind! Wie viele in allen Sinndichtem, selbst den Martial nicht ausgenommen,
die es noch nicht sind. Und man sieht den Grund, wamm hier das Sichten so schwer alle?
warum sich die Farben so ins Kleine brechen müssen, weil es — Mittelfarben sind, /p.343
Nehmet einen Gegenstand etwa der Kunst, Bildsäule, Gebäude: setzet eine Aufschrift
darunter, die das Auge blos aufmerksam mache, die ihm das mit einem Wink, einer
einfachen Beschreibung in Worten sage, was die Bildsäule,das Gebäude ihm durch ihre
körplichen theile, redend, spricht. Eben das, daß die Sprache nicht so sprechen kann, als
das Gebäude, die Bildsäule, mache schon Epigramm. Sie muß, wenn jede a. E. Schönheit
in allen ihren Theilen zusammenhängend und stumm spricht, gleichsam Bewegung dieser
Theile, Reiz sprechen, weil sie Schönheit nicht geben kann — Gebrauch sprechen, wo sie
Sache night sprechen kann — Eigenschaft sprechen, wo der Körper übrigens für sich redet
------ lauter Mittelarten, und würkliche Gattungen des Epigramm, mit vielen kleinen
Stufen und Unterschieden: und alle mehr Griechische, als Martialische Epigramme. Ich
setzte z. E. zu Leßings Bilde die Aufschrift:
Der edle deutsche Man
Der Wahrheit lieb gewann
Daß sie ihm, jeglicher Gestalt,
Neu oder alt,
Verachtet oder häßlich gar
Gleichgültig nimmer war
Wer — Leßing ist der Mann!
und ich wüßte alle diese Prädikate so ins redende Gesicht, Stellung und Handlung des Bildes
zu legen, daß meine Zuschrift blos schilderte — sollte sie darum nicht Epigramm seyn?
Und gränzen nicht die Aufschriften auf Pythagoras, Venus, Amor, auf Myrons Kuh, Becher,
Harfe u. s. w. in der Anthologie, Martial, Logau und Leßing selbst nicht ungemein oft an
diese blos mahlende Gattung, wo nachher nur Ein Zug, Eine Wendung, (weil Rede
eigentlich nicht mahlen kann,) von selbst Epigramm macht? Wir sehen also noch kaum
veste Gränzen der Ausschliessung.
Bald ist das Epigramm ein Pfeil
Trift mit der Spitze
Ist bald ein Schwert
Trift mit der Schärfe /p.344
Ist manchmal auch (die Griechen liebtens so!)
Ein klein Gemähld', ein Stral, gesandt
Zum Brennen nicht, nur zum Erleuchten.
Wenigstens wer uns eine Geschichte der Dichtarten lieferte, wie sie entstanden sind, würde
gewiß auf diese Mittelgattung kommen: und wie viel Annehmlichkeit! wie fiel Gestalten
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hat sie nicht! Wie gesagt, selbst das künstlichste Epigramm muß nur zu oft an sie treffen,
und trift oft sehr vortheilhaft. Die Empfindung des Naiven, des stillerhabnen, der simpeln
Schönheit, die so erregt wird, ist wenigstens in einiger Fortsetzung der Seele angenehmer,
als der bloßen rascher Neugier, des Unerwarteten, das wir munter erfahren, und das schnell
verschwindet. In weniger Zeit schmerzt uns dabei zo der Kopf durch Stiche als bei
pedanüschen Moralen durch Schwere. Wer ist, der einige Bücher der witzigsten
Epigramme mit gleicher Empfindung fortlesen könnte? "Auch der muß ein sehr gesunder,
starker Kopf seyn," möchte ich hier H. L. nachsagen.
Die Theorie des Epigramms subjektiv entwickeln, was für Empfindungen dadurch erregt
werden sollen? und können? — ob Bewundrungl gefallende Schönheit? sanfte
Acquiescent? oder allein befriedigte Neugierde ? — diese subjektive Theorie, zusamt dem
vorgeschlagnen Blick auf die Geschichte desselben, würde alles ins Licht setzen; Hr. L. hat
die Sache nur objektiv behandelt------ Doch nun weiter!
Was der V. über Catull sagt, soll nur Catull den Epigrammatischen145 betreffen; nicht Catull
den lyrischen Dichter, den Römischen bei-esprit, dessen porte feuille trouve den naiven und
boshaften Zoten sowohl als den feinsten lyrischen Wendungen unsrer schönen Geister
nichts nachgab. Die Muthmaßung über den Finder der Catullischen Gedichte ist ein guter
Wink, dem jemand bei einer guten italienischen Bibliothek a. E. derer, die von gelehrten
Veronesern ausführlich geschrieben haben, so bald und leicht /p.345 nachgeben könnte..
Dem Recensenten ... doch dies ist nur Ahndung. Als Skaliger alle seine Landsleute
besingen wollte, und den Brugnol vergessen, oder vielmehr nie genannt hatte, was Brugnol
so zuvorkommend, sich Skaligem im Traume zu melden — vielleicht wird der Hr. a
calamis oder a thalamis auch Jemanden im Traum erscheinen,
Von Martial ist der V. am weitläuftigsten; leistet vielleicht auf wenigen Bogen mehr als
Skriver146 in ganzen Ausgaben, und beut dabei einem künstigen Herausgeber vier Mscr.
von diesem Autor an, die in der Wolfenbüttelschen Bibliothek147 befindlich sind. "Was
durch Gelehrsamkeit in den altern Dichtem zu erklären stehet, das ist uns die wir jetzt
leben, ziemlich vorweg genommen. Aber auf mein Wort! von dem was sich in ihnen blos
durch Geschmack und Empfindung erklären läßt, ist uns noch manches übrig gelassen, was
wir zuerst bemerken können."
Die Erklärung über Martials Licenz ist sehr treffend; aber bei der so wahren Erläuterung vom
electro muß denn pustula blos ein Fleck seyn? nicht ein ausgefahrnes Bläschen dem
Wortverstande nach, das bei Bernstein so oft ist?"
Über die Priapeja sind einige Varianten aus Handschriften und über die Anthologie theils
Winke zur vollständigem Ausgabe, theils Erläuterungen, die über den Thurm der Hero ist
würklich aufklärend: und von der Ausgabe? — irret der Rec. sich nicht, so ist Hr. Prof.
Balkenaer in Leiden mit einer vollständigem beschäftigt, als bisher erschienen------ 148
145 Epigrammatisten?
146 Schreine?
147 This famous library has been reopened. See Westerman Museum Herzog August Bibliothek Wolfenbüttel.
Braunschweig 1978, Red. Andrea Kastens, Authors of this Ausgabe: Paul Rabe, Werner Arnold, Martin
Bircher, Martin Boghardt, Annemarie Degen, Gerhard Dette, Hans Haase, Helmar Härtel, Ruüi Kästner, Maria
v. Kalte, Horst Meyer, Wolfgang Milde, Dag-Emst Petersen, Sabine Solf. [P.M.Mc.] Dr. Walther Veit tells me
that the core traditions of elite German "Kultur" have been enormously concentrated into one "school" and often
one library, this one. Lessing was, o f course, its librarian, having then an advantage in book learning over more
free-lance scholars of his time. Hence the petulance of Herder over editions and matters bibliographic, and his
keenness to indicate how easy various books are to find elsewhere.
148 A notable indicaüon o f die floating state of die "Anthology", Süll Planudes', with various supplements, The
Palatina did not find its way into print until the 19c, a matter of great interest to a student of the tradiüon of
epigram. It had been circulating in apographs since Salmasius, or perhaps, since Erasmus. Planudes, of course,
had a rich selecüon of the AP poems, with some not present in our AP.
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Die Lieder stehen wohl nicht ungefähr zu letzt. Sie sind meistens muntre Gesellschaftsstücke;
und im Cirkel der Gesellschaft, weiß mann, singt auch manchmal eine Kehle, die es selbst
am besten fühlt, daß sie nur der Gesellschaft wegen mitmache, und also auch singend
eigentlich nur munter mitspreche.
L.
[Note on the transcription: the original is in fJraJtui’. This used double spacing for
emphasis, and also roman letters, both of which here are indiscriminately represented by
italics. The double spaced lettering is easy to miss. The footnotes have been selectively
given, and only where they seem to pick out obvious setter's errors in the original. The
original has in no spot been corrected by me. Differences like seyn/sein occur between
different editions of Herder's works.]
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Herder on epigram

Herder
It is not hard to find summarised and distilled by others the thoughts of Herder and Lessing on literary and
plastic genres. Only lovers of text and connoisseurs of the very taste of thought and of life (and Herder is quite
"existential" in his discourse, which planes low over variable contours of lived experience) would voluntarily
return to these meandering original treatments.
A careful reader of this treatise and my Thesis will note many similarities in emphasis and opinion. I suspect
that the main cause for this lies in the approach originally taken to epigram in either case — that of treating the
monuments seriously, even as being primary. However, originality evaporates under inspection. The ideas "of
Herder" are so much part of the German discourses surrounding Epigram that I probably absorbed many of them
second hand. Herder himself absorbed more than a few from contemporary debates, but he used them in a living
way to handle his materials. A fully appropriated idea is, subjectively, an original idea. However, what one man
can think another can think for himself, and the phenomenon of parallel invention is well evidenced, for
example, in the history of contested "first invention" and "first publication" claims relating to the great scientific
prizes of the 20C.
The correspondences are all the more interesting as I did not read Herder except in the driest and briefest
summaries until I had read all the Greek texts carefully, and actually written a late stage of the thesis document
itself. Much of what Herder wrote in the later 18C is just as true today, and his approach, shorn of a few preRomantic flourishes, seems to me the most natural, the most respectful towards the evidence, and the most
productive of lively contemporary discourse on the ancient inscriptions. In fact, his treatment is, in parts at least,
still superior to my own, which had the benefit of a much wider range of texts and perhaps, of opinons.
Because of this conjunction of approaches and interest, Herder's ANMERKUNGEN would have been
quotable almost in their entirety in a Thesis established largely independently of them.
For this reason they are not much quoted.

Herder-Dünzer VI-VII 1868
p. 45 Blumen aus der griechischen Anthologie gesammelt
(Vorrede by Heyne Göttingen 1807)
Another Vorrede, by Herder, 1785, 1791, in dialogue form:
Theano.
Hier bin ich wie eine Sibylle mit Ihren "Zerstreuten Blättern."
Demodor.
In denen Sie auch vielleicht nicht mehr als in den sibyllinischen gefunden
haben. Ich bin begierig, Ihren Spruch darüber zu hören.
Theano.
Den sollen Sie hören, mit dem Beding, daß Sie mich auch die Geschichte der
Blätter selbst hören lasen; den Sie wissen, Weissagung wird nur aus Geschichte. Hier sind
zuerst Blumen, aus der griechischen anthologie gesammelt.
Demodor.
Ihrer Geschichte ist die: sie wurden frühe gesammelt.
Theano.
Desto besser, da sind uns die Blumen noch Knospen. Ich habe mich an der
griechischen Einfalt sehr ergetzt, und mir that es wohl, ohne alle Kritik, ob dies kleine
Geschöpf ein Epigramm oder eine Elegie oder gar nur ein Sittenspruch sei, den Ausdruck
des Witzes, der Wahrheit und der Empfindung in ihnen zu genießen. In Übersetzungen
kannte ich nur sehr wenige davon; und mich dünkt, vor manchem Andern, was übersetzt
ist, waren diese Kinder der Flora einer Verpflanzung werth. Wie sind Sie zu ihnen
gerathen?
Demodor.
Wie ich sage, unter so manchem Andern fiel mir auch die griechische
Anthologie frühe in die Hände, und da kam ich gerade auf Stücke, die mich, den Jüngling,
sehr vergnügten. Ich kleidete verschiedne davon zuerst in gereimte Verse.
Theano.
Die ich doch nicht gefunden habe.
Demodor.
Sie sind längst vertilgt, weil ich fand, daß das griechische Epigramm sich in
den gereimten Vers selten so glücklich kleiden lasse, daß es nicht das Meiste von seiner
Einfalt, von seiner/p.48 Ründe oder von seinem naiven Witz verliere. Indessen verfolgte
mich die Anthologie und fiel mir in andern Zeiträumen wieder in die Hände.
Theano.
Ich begreife das wohl. Eine blume zu pflücken, ist man gerade in den Stunden
der Erholung aufgelegt, wenn man andrer ermüdenden arbeiten satt ist —
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Demodor.
Und sich aufs Neue zu ihnen stärkt. Eben dies war mein Fall. Zwischen
Arbeiten, auf Spaziergängen gefiel mir diese griechische Aue so wohl, daß ich, was mir
gefiel, meiner Sprache eigen zu machen suchte und nur immer bedauerte, es nicht besser
thun zu können. Manches der kleinen Dinge ward zwei- dreimal versucht —
Theano.
Und zum dritten Mal gerieth es gewiß am Mindesten. Die Kleinigkeit eines
Epigramms zu übersetzen, it oft eine schwere Kleinigkeit, zumal muß sie es sein bei so
verschiednen sprachen. Ich muß Ihnen sagen, Demodor, daß ich einige derselben in Prose
übersetzt gelesen habe und oft nicht wußte, was man damit wollte.
Demodor.
Machen Sie es mit dem Epigramm jeder Sprache so, zumal mit dem, was auf
naiver Empfindung oder gar einer Worstellung berührt; es wird Ihnen ebenso gehen. Oft
mußte ich den ganzen Gedancken umkehren oder wenigstens für unsre Zeit anders
wenden; und so löslich ich dies that, so fürchte ich doch, manchmal zur reinen Milch etwas
Zucker hinzugethan zu haben, nur damit es in unsre Sprache paßte.
Theano.
Immerhin. Wir sind leider keine Griechen; o die Griechen!
Demodor.
Und doch sind die meisten dieser geretteten kleinen Stücke nur aus sehr späten
Zeiten. Geschmack und Sitten waren in ihnen schon sehr verfallen; indeß die Sprache und
ältere gute Vorbüder halfen auch dem Armseligen auf. Die Form war leichsam gegeben.
Theano.
In den "Anmerkungen über das Epigramm" haben Sie mich darüber belehrt.
Demodor.
Also sind auch diese Ihnen in die Hand gekommen. Lassen Sie sehen! — Die
Abhandlung ist nicht ganz; der zweite Theil muß sich anderswo finden.
Theano.
Und gerade setzen Sie uns bei der Stelle nieder, wo man das Meiste, die
Theorie des Epigramms selbst, erwartet.
Demodor.
Die Theorie einer Blume, was ist Ihrem Geschlecht daran gelegen?
Theano.
Wenn's mir indeß daran gelegen wäre — /p.49
Demodor.
So werden sie bei einem andern Blumenstrauß finden, der zu ihrer
Entwicklung noch fehlte.
Theano.
Ich freue mich darauf; lieber aber wäre mir's, diese einzelnen Stückchen
geheftet und —
Demodor.
Nur ja nicht: gedruckt zu sehen. Sie wissen, was ich von dieser schwarzen
kunst des ehrlichen D. Faust's halte. Denken Sie, eine gedruckte Blume!
Theano.
Und woher haben Sie sie denn? haben sie sie nicht auch vom Druck her? und
sähen Sie es nicht gern, wenn Ihnen unvermuthet Meleager's vollständige Anthologie
gedruckt zugesandt würde? Denken Sie also, daß es mehreren ungriechischen Seelen bei
dieser verpflanzten kleinen Anthologie sein kann, wie es Ihnen bei der ursprünglichen
Anthologie wäre.
Demodor.
Der Seelen, glaub' ich, giebt's nicht viel.
Theano.
Rechnen Sie denn auf die vielen? Ei doch, ein Blumenstrauß für die Menge,
der müßte sehr bunt und vollwichtig sein. Ich dächte, Sie sähen von der Seite ganz weg
und hingen das Kränzchen für mich und Meinesgleichen auf; was soll es da noch etwa
zehn oder zwanzig Jahre in ihren Papieren? Auch suchen Sie mir fein den Verfolg
desselben auf, damit ich das Chaos zersprenge und die armen gegangenen aus dem Kerker
erlöse.
Demodor.
Worin sie sich doch so wohl gefinden.
Die149 Blumen aus der griechischen anthologie haben nach der Einleitung vor dem ersten
Theil der Blätter keine weitere Vorrede nöthig. Sie sind Nachbildungen; Übersetzungen
sollen und wollen sie nicht sein. Theano ordnete diese kleinen Geschenke der griechischen
Hora; und in Drucke fand sich's, daß sie beinah zu reichlich getheilt hatte. Ein Buch voll
149 Aus der Vorrede zur zweiten Sammlung der "Zerstreuten Blätter" (1786) nach der zweiten Ausgabe (1796).
In der ersten Ausgabe stand: "Theano und ich theilten", dann: "getheilt hatten", und nach "Nachbarinnen leidet"
"Ich habe also auch bei diesen vier Büchern sorgfältig gewählt und eine ziemliche Anzahl ausgelassen, die ihrer
sammelnde Hand schon finden werden. Auch sie, mein Freund, bitte ich, auf diesen" u.s.w., endlich: "weiter
nachzugeben, und wenn mir meine Arbeit gelungen ist, werden Sie in ihr die Theorie des Epigramms theils
genauer bestimmt, theils mehr erweitert Finden. Es wäre gut" u.s.w.— D.
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Sinngedichten ist wie ein Gastmahl von Näschereien, wo jede einzelne Süßigkeit durch die
Menge ihrer Nachbarinnen leidet. Ich bitte also, mein Freund, auf diesen Blumenbeeten mit
sparendem Blick zu verweilen; lesen sie auf einmal nur Weniges, und wenn Ihnen /p.50 hie
und da ein Stück vorzüglich gefällt, nur dies eine; denn jedes kleinste Stücke ist ein Ganzes.
Ich wünschte, daß hiezu und überhaupt zum Begriff von der ganzen Gattung die
Abhandlung über das griechische Epigramm dienen möchte, die darauf folgt. Daß ich von
Lessing ausgegangen bin, gehört zur Entstehung dieses Aufsatzes; denn als 1771 der erste
Theil von Lessing's vermischten Schriften erschien, bekam ich eine äußere Veranlassung, dem
Inhalt seiner Anmerkungen weiter nachzugehen, woraus denn diese Abhandlung erwuchs. Es
wäre gut, wenn wir andere Gedichtarten ebenso untersuchten; denn die Bestimmung
derselben blos aus dem Namen oder nach einem engen Kreise von Beispielen hat unsre
sogenannte Theorie der schönen Wissenschaften mit manchen willkürlichen Begriffen und
einer guten Anzahl geltender Halbwahrheiten angefüllt, die keine bessre folge haben können,
als den arbeitenden oder den betrachtenden Geist bald einzuschränken, bald zu verführen.
Nächstens theile ich Ihnen eine kleine Hyle mit, bei der ich nicht leugnen kann, es auf eine
ähnliche Absicht angelegt zu haben.

Die150 Blumen aus der griechischen Anthologie sollen keine wörtlichen Uebersetzungen
sein; jeden Kenner und Liebhaber aber laden sie dazu ein, sobald die Muse ihm winke. Sehr
angenehm ist mir's gewesen, seit der Herausgabe dieser Blätter nicht nur Uebersetzungen,
sondern eigne Nachbildungen des griechischen Epigramms in mehreren Sammlungen
deutscher Gedichte zu finden, die mir der griechischen Muse werth schienen, und ich freute
mich bescheiden, durch meine Versuche wenigstens zu der Form beigetragen zu haben, die
einen Gedanken, eine Empfindung so schön faßt, so zart ausdrückt, und die unsrer deutschen
Sprache, einer Schwester der griechischen, aber weniger als sie vom Schicksal begünstigt, so
gemäß scheint. Irre ich nicht, so wird diese Form des griechischen Epigramms, ihrer Reinheit
und Wahrheit wegen, unsrer Sprache bleiben und ihr auch dann noch angenehm sein, wenn
einige andre künstlichere Nachahmungen der Griechen, eben weil sie für uns nicht sind, ihren
Werth ziemlich verloren haben möchten. Ich sehe noch mancher schönen Blume dieser Art
mit Zuversicht entgegen, so daß, wenn eine güstige Hora es will, vielleicht einmal eine
deutsche Anthologie mit der griechischen um den Vorzug streitet.

Erstes Buch

Die Biene...
[A significant poem to begin with!]
Poems: p. 5 0 -1 5 6
P. 157:

Anmerkungen über die Anthologie der Griechen

besonders über das griechischen Epigramm.151
150 Aus der Vorrede zur 2 Aus. der 1. Smml. der "Zerstreuten blätter" (1791) D.
1:11 In der Vorrede zur Zweiten Ausgabe der ersten Sammlung der "Zerstreuten Blätter" (vgl. oben S. 48 f.)
bemerkt Herder in Bezug auf diese Anmerkungen: "Die seit einigen Jahren erschienen Vorarbeiten über
Meleager, Leonidas und andre Dichter dieser Sammlung nebst den Anwendungen derselben auf griechische
Kunstwerke, insonderheit in Konstanünopel, nähern uns der Hoffnung, die Ausgabe einer erlesenen Anthologie,
nicht eben für Schüler, für welche sie zuerst nicht gehört, sondern für Männer zu sehen, wie diese sie wünschen.
Die sorgfältige Bemerkung dessen, was in ihr Nachahmung oder Anspielung sei, würde einen lehrreichen und
ruhmwürdigen Commentar veranlassen, der auf sehr angenehme Nebenwege führte." Meinecke hatte 1789 den
Meleager und 1791 die Gedichte der beiden (?) Leonidas, Manso 1791 den Meleager mit einer metrischen
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Beinah sollte man sagen, daß die griechisch Blumenlese das Schicksal natürlicher Blumen
gehabt habe: sie blühen, sie werden gesammelt und verwelken im Kranz. Könnte man nur
auch hinzusetzen, daß so wie die unerschöpfliche Erde statt der verwelkten einen neuen
Frühling blühender Kinder gebiert, auch die Hora der griechischen Sprache so freigiebig
gewesen wäre! fast aber ist nach dem Lauf des Schicksals auf unsrer Erde das Letzte
unmöglich. Jede Sprache der gebildeten Völker genoß nur einmal ihre schöne Seit; war diese
vorbei, so konnte zwar das Triebhaus ersetzen wollen, was die Natur erst gutwillig gab,
immer aber warten diese spätem Kinder der Mühe auch vom hohem Alter ihrer Mutter Zeuge.
Sie standen nur da, um die kräftigere und blühendere Schönheit ihrer frühem Geschwister
entweder zu erheben oder zu verdrängen, nachdem es das Schicksal wollte. Beides ist der
Fall der griechischen Anthologie gewesen, und so ist aus dem Blumengarten der alten Welt
mit der Zeit ein wilder, überschwemmter Boden worden, auf dem das Beste neben dem
Schlechtesten blüht. Es ist Zeit, mein langes Bild zu enden und es in Geschichte zu
verwandeln.
Anderthalbhundert Jahr vor Christi Geburt sammelte ein asiatischer Grieche, Meleager von
Tyrus, einen Kranz von Blumen, d.i. von den niedlichsten kleinen Gedichten seiner Sprache.
Daß er ihn mit Wahl gesammelt habe, zeigen theils die Namen der Dichter und Dichterinnen,
aus denen er zusammenlas, theils der zärtliche und feine Geschmack, der in seinen eignen
/p. 160 Gedichten herrscht. Wenn man in der Zuschrift seines Blumenkranzes an seinen
Freund Diokles die vierundvierzig Namen liest; deren Blüthen er brach; wenn man die
Liebhaberei des Sammlers betrachtet, wie er die Art eines Jeden mit einer Blume vergleicht
und wie eine Biene umherfliegt, das Süßeste aus allen zu kosten, und nun hört, "dieser Schatz
sei nicht mehr da, er sei wahrscheinlich auf immer verloren, so daß wie eine Reihe von
Dichtem nur aus eben diesem Namenverzeichniß kennen; Dichter, die doch neben einer
Sappho und Erinna, neben Anakreon, Plato, Alcäus, Simonides, Archilochus, Bacchylides,
Theokrit u. A. stehen konnten, deren größter Theil uns abermals nur aus einigen kleinen
Bruchstücken bekannt ist;" nimmt man diese Umstände zusammen und überdenkt, daß nur
einmal Griechen in unsrer Welt lebten: wer wollte nicht der Corona des Meleager's einen
bedauernden Seufzer schenken!
Hundertundfunfzig Jahr nachher fing Philippus aus Thessalonich an, einen ähnlichen Fleiß
aus die Dichter zu wenden, die nach Meleager geblüht hatten. Die Namen einiger derselben,
von denen noch Stücke zu uns gekommen, lasen uns abermals den Verlust der andern
bedauern, um so mehr, da Meleager und Philippus auch Blumen ungenannter Dichter lasen,
und wir also an Beiden mehr verloren haben, als selbst ihr Namenverzeichniß sagt.
Wahrscheinlich hatten sie Alles aufbehalten, was ihnen an kleinen Gedichten der
Aufmerksamkeit eines guten Geschmacks werth schien.
Aber das Schicksal! es richtete Anthologie gerade durch Anthologie zu Grunde. In der
barbarischen Zeit Justinian's lebte Agathias, ein dritter Sammler. In sieben Büchern brachte
er seine und andrer Dichter Gedichte zusammen, die später als Philippus, folglich seiner Zeit
und ihrem Geschmack näher waren; was anders konnte erfolgen, als daß die schlechtere
Sammlung, deren Gegenstände und Vorstellungsart im Kreise des Jahrhunderts lagen, mit der
Zeit die bessere, ältere Reliquie in Vergessenheit brachte? Beide Sammlungen, Meleager's
und Philippus', würden vielleicht ganz untergegangen sein, wenn nicht ein neuer Sammler
wenigstens Reste von ihnen gerettet hätte.
Constantinus Kephalas im zehnten Jahrhundert war dieser vierte Sammler. Er hatte die
Arbeiten seiner drei Vorgänger noch vor sich und — wählte. Wie er gewählt, wollen wir
lateinischen Übersetzung herausgegeben. Zur Deutung der auf Kunstwerke bezüglichen Epigramme hatte Heyne
Beiträge geüefert. Später fallen die großartigen Arbeiten über die Anthologie von Fr. Jacobs, der auch eine
Auswahl für die Schule lieferte. — D. [P.M.Mc - Jacobs' ediüons were still respected as late as Gow].
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nicht entscheiden, und ihm Dank wissen, daß er nur das und so viel gerettet hat, als wir haben.
Freilich war er's, der durch eine Anthologie aus Anthologien am Meisten beitrug, diese zo
vernichten; /p. 161 denn sein Vorgänger Agathias hatte doch wenigstens die Kränze seiner
Vorfahren nicht aufgelöst und geplündert. Gnug aber! auch seine Sammlung war uns beinah
noch zu fern und kam erst durch den Dienst eines fünften Sammlers, wenigstens einem Theil
nach, in unsre Hände.
Im vierzehnten Jahrhundet nämlich gab Planudes der Anthologie des Kephalas eine neue
Gestalt; er ließ aus, er theilte ein, er setzte zwischen, wie es ihm beliebte; und diese
Planudische Compilation, die in den Händen der Zeit war, ward die erste, die den Druck
erlebte. Ein einziges Exemplar der Anthologie des Kephalas hatte sich in der heideibergische
Bibliothek gerettet und fiel glücklicherweise, noch ehe dieser Schatz nach Rom ging, dem
Salmasius in die Hände. Er nahm davon Abschrift, seine Abschrift vervielfältigte sich, man
trug zu ihr allmählich hinzu, was man von einzeln Stücken sonst entdeckte, man versprach,
sie herauszugeben, man theilte einzelne Epigramme mit, bis endlich Der, der es mit der
wenigsten Bequemlichkeit thun konnte, am Ersten zur That schritt, Reiske. 152 Er gab einiger
Bücher der übrigen Anthologie des Kephalas heraus, bis sich endlich ein zweiter Meleager
gefunden,153 der aus dem Meisten, was uns die Zeit gegönnt und ihm sein glücklicher Fleiß
zusammengebracht hat, einen reichem Kranz binden konnte. Wie Meleager, hat er die Stücke
wiederum nach Namen und Zeiten geordnet, und da er so viel Verdienste um die Ausgabe
griechischer Dichter hat, so möge ihm das Glück auch noch die Handschriften der Anthologie,
die in Rom154 und sonst in Italien liegen, bescheren, bis endlich eine glückliche Hand
vielleicht in Konstantinopel oder einem griechischen Kloster die wahre Anthologie
Meleager's, Philippus', Agathias' finde! Blumen wollen wir dem Reisenden streuen, dem dies
kaum zu hoffende Glück würde!
Zu meinem Zweck mag es an dieser kurzen Geschichte der Anthologie gnug sein; laßt uns
sehen, was wir an dem, was noch da ist, haben. Man ist gewohnt, sich unter der griechischen
Anthologie eine Sammlung von Epigrammen nach französischer Art zu denken, und /p.162
wundem sich, wenn man die wenigsten Stücke eigentlich von dieser Gattung findet. Die
Erwartung selbst aber ist offenbar der Entstehung des Buchs entgegen. Meleager sammelte
Blumen, d. i. kleine gedichte allerlei Art, nicht Epigramme allein, noch weniger Epigramme
von einer, der witzigen, satirischen, Gattung. Viele Dichter, die er nennt, und die Art, wie er
solche characterisirt, lassen daran keinen Zweifel. Wahrscheinlich ging Philippus auf dieser
freien Bahn fort, da bei den Griechen so wenig als bei den Lateinern die kleinen Gedichte
genau von einander getheilt waren. Epigramme, Idyllen, Sentenzen, Sinnsprüche, zum Theil
kleine lyrische Stücke, Elegien, Fabeln und Märchen lagen unter oder wenigstens so nahe
neben einander, daß man bei einer Blumensammlung zum Vergnügen nicht eben
kunstrichterisch unterschied. Fände man also auch in dieser Anthologie nicht, was man in ihr
nach einer willkürlich gefaßten Idee allein suchte, vielleicht läßt sich unter alle dem unrath
späterer Zeiten, der in ihr zusammengefegt ist, noch etwas Anderes und Besseres finden, als
man suchte. Und dies Andere, Bessere wäre das ursprüngliche, das griechische Epigramm
selbst, von dem ich zu sagen wage, daß seine Theorie auch von Lessing noch nicht eigentlich
entwickelt sein dürfte. Laßt uns unsem Weg so ruhig anfangen, als ob in Griechenland alle
die schönen und rührenden Inschriften selbst uns zu sich lüden.
Sprache ist das Vorrecht des Menschen und auch das Siegel, mit dem er so gern Alles in
der Natur bezeichnet. Wir genießen eine Sache nur halb, wenn wir unsern Genuß nicht
ausdrücken und entweder durch Sprache oder Schrift Andern mittheilen können. Wenn auch
152 Anthologia Graeca, Lips. 1751. Leich hatte die Carmina sepulchralia [1745] herausgegeben, und die
erotischen Epigramme mußte Reiske in die Miscellanea Lipsiensia nova zerstreuen, so daß wir also durch ihn,
wiewol ohne seine Schuld, nichts Vollständiges bekommen konnten. — H.
153 Brunck, Analecta veterum poetarum Graecorum, T. I—III. Argentorati 1777. —: H.
154 Die von dem Bibliothekar Spaletti mit großer Genauigkeit gemachte Abschrift der vaticanischen Handschrift
kam glücklicherweise in die Hände von Fr. Jacobs. — D.
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Niemand da wäre, der uns lese oder höre, wir sprechen, wir schreiben, gleichsam nur um
Besitz von der Sache zu nehmen und uns unsers Genusses zu vergewissern.
Ich genieße a. B. einen schönen Baum, eine reizende Gegend: warum spreche ich mit
diesem Baum? was zwingt meine Hand, es auch Denen, die nicht mit mir sind, zu melden?
Der Baum hört mich nicht; den Abwesenden, dem ich den Reiz der Gegend beschreibe,
interessiert sie nur sehr von fern, und doch ist in uns die Neigung da, unser Vergnügen zur
Sprache zu bringen und dies klare Bild Andern mitzutheilen. Woher dieser Trieb? und wozu
legte ihn die Natur in das Herz des Menschen? Sein Ursprung zeigt seinen Zweck und der
Zweck seinen Ursprung. Durch die Worte nämlich gewinnt unsre Empfindung gleichsam
Form und Gestalt; unser Gefühl wird durch sie ein helleres Bild: dies vermehrt und verfeint,
ja, gewissermaßen es verewigt unser Vergnügen, weil nur durch diese helleren Zeichen eine
Erneuung und Repro-/p.l63 duction desselben stattfmdet. Dies, dünkt mich, sind die Zwecke
dieses Triebes für uns selbst, die Zweckt für Andere fallen mehr ins Auge. Bald ist es
Geselligkeit und Freundschaft, bald die süße Lust des Ruhmes, bald ist's die Absicht, durch
eine angenehme Idee des Andern Weisheit oder Freude zu vermehren — lauter
Empfindungen, die sich zuletzt in das sanfte, aber sehr mannichfaltige Gefühl der Sympathie
und Philanthropie verlieren. Zwei also, und zwar den tiefsten und edelsten Trieben im
Menschen, der Neigung nämlich, seine Ideen zu erhellen und zu erweitern, sodann seine
Gedanken und Empfindungen Andern mitzutheilen, verdankt, wie jede Zuschrift, so auch
insonderheit die kürzeste und künstlichste der Zuschriften, das Epigramm, sein Dasein.
Ich habe mein Beispiel von einer fröhlichen Empfindung gewählt; bei trauerigen Gefühlen
wirkt dasselbe Bedürfniß, nur etwa noch reger und stärker. Ein Weinender will seinem
Schmerz Luft machen; und sobald er ihn in Worte bringen kann, wird das drückende Weh
seines Herzens ihm leichter. Sollte auch Niemand seine Seufzer hören oder seine Klagen
lesen, gnug, sie zerrannen in Thränen, sie athmeten in Worte aus; dadurch erhellte und
beruhigte sich die Seele. In Absicht auf Andre ist ebenfalls die Neigung des Betrübten,
Mitleiden eines gleichgestimmten Herzens zu erregen, stärker, wenigstens wirksamer als
selbst der Trieb der sich mittheilenden Freude und Ruhmbegierde. Die Empfindung des
Betrübten, der seine Seufzer mir zuhaucht, weckt menschliche Mitempfindung. Ich gehe
einem Grabe vorüber und nehme Theil an dem Unglücklichen, der diese Grabschrift setzte.
Er vertraute sich dabei auch meinem Herzen an, und wie sollte ich mit ihm nicht gern
wenigstens die Bürde eines Seufzers theilen?
Es erhellt von selbst, daß jeder Gegenstand der freudigen oder traurigen Empfindung seine
eigne Art des Ausdrucks sowol nach dem Gefühl des Empfindenden als dem Standpunkt
Dessen habe, an den der Ausdruck gelangen soll. Allenthalben wird eine Exposition des
Gegenstandes oder des Gefühls erfordert, mit welcher der Empfindenden sich oder einen
Andern zu beruhigen gedenkt; nachdem nun aber der Gegenstand zusammengesetzt oder
einfach, seltner oder gemeiner ist, nachdem er mehr den Verstand oder das Herz interessirt u.
s. w., nach dem Allen wird sich die Inschrift richten, die der Seele des Empfindenden ein Bild
geben oder seinem Herzen Luft machen, die dem Geist des Andern das Object gegenwärtig
oder es seinem Herzen lebendig machen soll. Und so, dünkt mich, näherten wir uns
unvermerkt einer Erklärung des /p.164 Epigramms, sofern es noch ohne alle conventioneile
Kunst ist. Es wäre nämlich, psychologisch betrachtet:
Die Exposition eines Bildes oder einer Empfindung
über einen einzelnen Gegenstand, der dem Anschauenden interessant war,
und durch diese Darstellung in Worten auch einem andern, gleichgestimmten oder
gleichgesinnten Wesen interessant werden soll.
Ein Weiteres diese Darstellung in Worten auch einem andern, unsem Weg unter den
griechischen Inschriften.
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1. Wenn ein Volk auf der Erde sowol Gegenstände und Gelegenheiten als jene schöne
Redseligkeit, jene Humanität der Empfindung besaß, die zum Epigramm gehört, so waren es
die Griechen sie, in allem Artigen und Schönen Lieblinge der Musen.
An Gegenständen und Anlässen zum Epigramm fehlte es keinem Volk weniger als ihnen.
Sie genossen ein schönes Klima; sie hatten Verfassungen der Ehre und Freiheit; sie besaßen
eine schöne Mythologie und eine Kunst, die sich um alles schlang, die Alles verschönte —
lauter Stücke, die das Epigramm insonderheit in seiner schlichsten Gestalt vorzüglich liebt.
Es liebt, sage ich, schöne Kunst in allen ihren Arten, eine einnehmende, biegsame
Mythologie, die sich um Gegenstände der Natur mit angenehmer Dichtung windet, eine
Verfassung der Ehre und Freiheit, ohne welche öffenüiche Aufschriften nichts sind oder
häßliche Lügen werden, endlich ein Klima, das nicht nur reizende Gegenstände insonderheit
in der menschlichen Natur schafft, sondern auch, indem es auf die ganze Lebensart wirkt, jene
leichte Gedanken gern mittheilt. Ich müßte einen großen Theü der Anthologie ausschreiben,
wenn ich diese Stücke mit exempeln belegen wollte.
Man sehe ein schönes Kunstbild, sei es Statue, Gemme oder Gemälde: scheint es nicht zu
uns zu sprechen und zum Lohn für das Vergnügen, das es uns giebt, eine kleine Exposition
dieses Vergnügens, ein Epigramm, zu fordern? Wenn ich die Vorstellung des Ganzen in
seinen Theilen verfolgt und alle Schönheiten der Theile in die Idee des Ganzen vereinigt
habe: was ist der natürlichste Ausdruck meiner Empfindung als eine Aufschrift, die dies .
schöne auf mich wirkende Ganze auch in Worten darstelit und etwa zuleich eine kleine Spur
der Empfindung nachläßt, wie ich dasselbe genossen habe? Ein schöner Theil der
griechischen Antho- /p. 165 logie hat also Epigramme auf Kunstwerke,155deren viele so
ausdrückend, fein und zart sind, daß in ihnen der Dichter mit dem Künstler oft zu wetteifern
scheint. Er wetteifert nicht; der Dichter geht nur dem Künstler nach, indem er sein Werk
entweder mit einem scharfsinnigen Gedanken ins Lichte stellt oder genau mit der Empfindung
zu bezeichnen sucht, die der Künsüer erregen wollte. Alle Epigrammen auf Statuen der
Götter, der Helden, der Dichter, der Weisen gehören zu dieser Art; insonderheit scheint die
zarte, einfache Vorstellung der Gemme das Epigramm zu lieben. Es ist ein und derselbe Sinn,
der diese Kunstwerke und ihre Exposition in Worten hervorbrachte, beide also auch mit
einem Siegel anmuthiger Einfalt bezeichnet. Ohne das schöne Symbol der Jungfrau auf
Sophokles' Grabe156 wäre das Gespräch nicht entstanden, das den Ruhm und die Kunst des
Dichters so fein lobt, so trefflich schildert. Der Jupiter des Phidias, die Bildsäule der Niobe
und Venus, die Kuh des Myron's und so viele andre Kunstwerke brachten jene zahlreichen
Wendungen hervor, mit denen sie in der Anthologie fast bis zum Uebermaaß gelobt sind.
Was von der bildenden Kunst gilt, gilt auch von den Grabmälem, den Tempeln und andern
Gebäuden der griechischen Einfalt. Wie viel Epigramme sind allein auf Bäder gemacht! wie
oft ist der eine Gedanke von badenden Nymphen und Tänzerinnen, schöner Flötenspieler und
Harfenschläger ist ebenso wenig geschont. Kurz, alle Musen und Grazien der griechischen
Kunst schmücken sich mit diesen blumen, so daß, wer für Jene ein Gefühl hat, auch die
Niedlichkeiten nicht verschmähen wird, die ihre Hände berührten.
Ich nannte die griechische Mythologie unter den Materialien des Epigramms, und der
Inhalt so vieler kleinen spiele des Witzes gestätigt, was ich sage. Sie war kein abstractes oder
unveränderliches System, das keiner Gattung der handelnden und malenden Poesie viel Stoff
geben könnte; eine Reihe von Volkssagen war sie, die durch Poesie und Kunst Jedermann
bekannt, mit allen Gegenständen der Natur und Gesellschaft verwebt und jeder neuen
Wendung des Künsüers und Dichters Fähig waren. Die Orphische Mythologie z. B. ist zu
Hymnen vortrefflich, in der Epopöe und /p. 166 auf dem Theater, im Idyll oder Epigramm
155 Die schönsten derselben wird der Verfolg [vom fünften Buche der "Blumen" an] liefern, wiewol auch schon
einigen Epigrammen dieses Theiles [der vier ersten Bücher] offenbar Gemälde, Gemmen oder Statuen vorliegen.
— H.
156 S. 89. Die Ausleger haben einen Bacchus stat der Jungfrau dahin gebracht, wodurch die Schönheit des
Epigramms verloren geht, und wovon der Text nichts sagt. — H.
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wäre sie unerträglich; da hingegen die homerische, die Dichter- und Künstlerfabel alle
schönen Gestalten annimmt, die ihr der Witz oder die Empfindung geben wollten. Was ist
aus Amor und den Musen, aus Nymphen und Grazien nicht alles gemacht worden! und wie
nahe lag diese Mythologie dem gemeinen Leben, da beinahe jeder Baum, jede Quelle, jede
Gegend einem Gott oder einer Göttin verwandt war! Die Sagen von alten Verwandlungen
kamen dazu, und die Klagen der Prokne, der Philomele, die Stimm der Echo, die grünende
Daphne, der flötende Pan ließen sich auch in Epigramm sehen und hören. Dadurch bekam
nicht nur jeder sonst todte Gegenstand Stimme und Leben, sondern es war auch die nächste
Gelegenheit zu angenehmen Dichtungen gleichsam gegeben. Die alte Fiction durfte nur
fortgesetzt, gewandt, angewandt werden, so ward aus dem alten Märchen ein neuer Gedanke,
ein anmuthiges Lob, eine sich einschmeichelnde Lehre. Ein Volk, das keine alter Sagen hat
oder dem sie nicht gegenwärtig oder bei dem sie barbarisch und häßlich sind, wird keine
dergleichen Nationaldichtungen über Gegenstände der Natur, Blumen, Bäume, Spiele,
Künste, Geschäfte, in welche alle sich Götte gemischt hatten, haben. Setzt man nun noch den
regen Aberglauben hinzu, der diese Götter gegenwärtig glaubte und jeden Gott in seinen
Beruf zog: dieser alter Hirt hing seine Flöte dem Pan auf, jener alte Krieger seinen Helm dem
Mars oder der Minerva; alle Geschenke, alle Dankopfer forderten wenigstens einige Worte
einer erklärenden Zuschrift: abermals eine Menge Stoff zu Epigrammen der schönsten Art.
Die Anthologie hat viele dieser Gattung, einige sehr simpel, aber in ihrer Simplicität auch
noch jetzo reizend. Die Vorstellungen endlich, die man vom Todtenreich hatte, welche
schauerlich-anschauliche Bilder, welche traurig-süße Empfindungen erregen sie in jenen
Grabschriften und Leichenceremonien, mit denen man die Verstorbenen schmückte! Gerade
das Dunkle, in welches sich ihr Blick einschloß, trägt zu dem wehmüthigen Gefühl bei, das
ihre Todtenmale für jeden sanftfühlenden Menschen umschwebt. Ein hellere Blick, eine
deutlichere Vorstellung vom Zustande nach dem Tode würde offenbar die Dämmerung
vertrieben, die uns jetzt mit dem Wohnen im Todtenreich oder unter den Sternen so wehe und
wohl thut.
Von der Verfassung der Griechen, die auf persönliche Ehre und Freiheit gebaut war, mithin
öffentliche Denkmäler und Siegeskränze, mithin auch Loblieder und Aufschriften auf dieselbe
erweckte und werth hielt, darf ich nur kurz reden. Wo sind jetzt die Tempel und Bildsäulen
unsrer Helden? wo sind die Aufschriften zu ihrem /p. 167 Lobe? Die schönsten Gegenden
Griechenlands bezeichneten Altäre der Götter und Heroen; auf den schönsten Höhen unsrer
Länder steht das einzige öffentliche Denkmal, darum sich der Geist unsrer Gesetzgebung
bekümmert, Galgen und Räder.
Endlich ein Klima, das allen diesen Gebäuden und Kunstdenkmalen sowie ihren
belehrenden Inschriften Dauer und Raum gab, leichten und regen Empfindungen des Tanzes,
der Freude, des Witzes und der Gesellschaft lebten. — Doch da komme ich unbemerkt zu
meinem andern Stück über.
2. Alle äußere Gelegenheiten sind unwirksam, wenn in uns nicht ein Trieb ist, sie zu
nutzen und anzuwenden; glücklich, wenn das Aeußere dem Innern aufhilft und das Innere
sich den Aeußem mittheilt.
Sowol alte als neue Schriftsteller haben der leichten G eschw ätzigkeit der Griechen
erwähnt, die sie bei allen Empfindungen des Leides und der Freude zeigten; und so waren sie
ebensowol in Schrift als in Sprache. Lucian redet von Einem, der, in die Knidische Venus bis
zur Verzweiflung verliebe, keine Mauer, keinen Baum vorbeiließ, der nicht mit ihn hätte
ausfufen müssen: "D ie schöne A phroditeY ' Mehrere Dichter spielen auf die allgemeine
Gewohnheit der Liebhaber an, den Namen ihrer Schönen auf Blätter und Bäume zu schreiben,
ihre Thür mit Kränzen und Blumen zu schmücken, sie mit Lobliedern und Versen zu beehren.
Ein Theil der Anthologie enthält dergleichen süßes Geschwätz der Liebe. Da sind feine
Lobsprüche und Schmeicheleien, Erklärungen und Geschenke in mancherlei Gestalt, bald
Wendungen aus der Mythologie, bald kleine Umstände aus dem Umgänge oder von der
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Person des Geliebten.157 Schlaf und Fliege, Licht und Salbe, Kranz und Saitenspiel geben
dem verliebten Meleager Anlaß zu Tändeleien voll Witz und Empfindung. Der Schmerz der
Griechen war ebenso geschwätzig als ihre Liebe und Freude. Konnten sie einen Geliebten der
Asche geben, ohne noch im Grabe mit ihn zu sprechen oder ihn sprechen zu lassen aus dem
Grabe? Manches Todtendenkmal ist daher eine kleine Elegie, die als Aufschrift jene Kürze,
Ründe und endlich den sanften Schluß bekam, den man von Gräbern so gerne mitnimmt. Die
Vaterlandsliebe und /p. 168 Ruhmsucht der Griechen reizte sie nicht weniger zu Denkmalen
voll dichterischer Sprache. Sollten sie auch die Geschichte verändern — wenn die
Veränderung nur ein schönes Bild, eine glückliche Schmeichelei dem Ruhm ihrer Nation gab.
Den Körper des Leonidas z. B. hat Xerxes nie mit seinem Purpurmantel bedeckt; der
Geschichtschreiber erzählt uns vielmehr von einer grausamen Behandlung, die der
despotische Asiat dem Leichnam seines Feindes bewiesen: was thut das aber dem Dichter?158
Leonidas ist sein Held, und der griechische Stolz wünschte den Persermonarchen auch vom
nackten todten Helden mit seiner Anerbietung verschmäht zu sehen. Aehnliche Züge des
dichtenden Nationalruhms zeigen sich nicht nur in Inschriften und auf dem Theater der
Griechen, sondern selbst in ihrer Geschichte.
Dieser Liebe zu reden, auch auf öffentlichen Denkmälern zu reden, kam nun ihre Sprache
so sehr zu Statten, daß Musen und Grazien sie dazu gleichsam ausgedacht zu haben scheinen.
Ich schweige der einfachen Buchstaben und der sanften Mischung von Vocalen und
Consonanten, die auch auf Denkmälern eine Aufschrift so lesbar macht, als es die unsre nie
werden kann; ich will hier nur vom poetischen Wohlklange derselben zur Inschrift reden.
Wie biegsam ist sie zu jedem Bilde, zu jeder Empfindung! wie biegsam insonderheit zu dem
schönen Maaß, das sich das Epigramm gewählt hat! Hexameter und Pentameter winden einen
Kranz in Worten, so wie sie dem Ohr in Silben einen vollendeten Rundtanz geben. Welche
Sprache kann sich solcher Silbenmaaße rühmen? Selbst die römische nicht; und in der
deutschen versuche man es, wie manche Mühe die Uebersetzung eines Epigramms,
insonderheit in seinem Pentameter, koste. Unsre Prosodie starrt von einsilbigen
unbestimmten Worten; Hiatus sind in ihr fast unvermeidlich, und wenn er Vers seine Flügel
mit fröhlichem Spiel auf- und auschlagen soll, so schleppt sie sich oft in mühsamem Gange
daher, treu dem Himmel, unter den sie ertönt. Ein Griechen hatte die Muse gegeben mit
offenem Munde zu reden; Gesang floß von ihren Lippen, Gesang spricht auch von ihren
Steinen. Und wie das Epigramm, so hatte jede Gattung der Gedichte ihr Silbenmaaß, dem
dann die nachfolger älterer Dichter gern treu blieben. Die Epopöe tönte im prächtigen
Hexameter daher; das Theater ging den Tritt des Kothurns auch in Silbenmaaßen der
Gespräche /p. 169 und Chöre; das Lied Anakreon's hatte seine liebliche Weise; wer könnte
eine schönere zu ihm erfinden? Lehrgedichte und Idyllen sprachen in einem ernsthaften oder
sanftem Hexameter; die Elegie weinte in einem süß gebrochenen Fall der Töne, und das
Epigramm schloß sich an diese, wahrscheinlich weil seine erste und gemeinste Materie,
traurigen oder zärtlichen Inhalts, Inschriften auf Gräbern oder Seufzer der liebe waren. Auch
dem frohsten Inhalt indeß kann sich das Silbenmaaß des Epigramms anschmiegen. Der
Hexameter giebt ihn Aufflug, Fülle und Würde, da sodann der Pentameter gleichsam
zwischentritt und sie zu einer sanften Ründe, zu einer vollendenden Kürze umbiegt oder wie
ein Pfeil in die Lüfte versaust. Glückliche Sprache, die so vollkommene, ihr zur Natur
gewordne Gedankenformen in sich hat! Der wilde Dichter wird von ihnen in Schranken
gehalten und auch der mittelmäßige auf ihren Schwingen gehoben. Die Anthologie ist Zeuge,
wie sehr auf ihren Schwingen gehoben. Die Anthologie ist Zeuge, wie sehr sich die witzigen

157 Daß ich Strato's Muse [das zwölfte Buch der Anthologie] und eine guten Theü der Kephalischen Sammlung
unter diesem Lobe nicht begreife, wird Jeder mir ohne Erinnerung glauben. Die erste hätte vielleicht gar nicht
dürfen gedruckt werden; und überhaupt ist aus jeder, selbst der Planudischen Anthologie, für junge Leute, ja für
jeden Verständigen ein Auszug nothwendig. Die Auszüge, die man bisher hat, wenigstens so viel ich deren
kenne, sind ohne Geschmack und Wahl, ohne Zweck und Reize. — H.
158 S. 91. — H.
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Griechen an dieser Form übten, wie oft sie einen und denselben Gedanken mit einer neuen
Wendung zu sagen versuchten.
Endlich das sanfte Maaß der Menschlichkeit, das dieser wohlgebildeten Nation in ihrem
gemäßigten Himmelstrich zu Theil worden war; es wirkte auf ihre Poesie im Größten und
Kleinsten. Die Seele des griechischen Epigramms ist Mitempfindung. Man muß einen
Gegenstand genießen, ihn mit Liebe oder Ruhe anschauen, ihn gleichsam mit- und
durchempfinden können, damit er in und aus uns rede; auch hierin wie in manchem Andern
ist die Poesie eine Schwester der griechischen Kunst. Sowol zur hervorbringung als zum
Genuß beider ist jene Ruhe, jenes stille Mitgefühl, kurz, eine sanft umschriebene heitere
Existenz nöthig; denn es ist der unerreichte Vorzug der griechischen Kunst und Dichtkunst,
daß beide gleichsam nur für sich dastehn und wie die Werke der Natur sich in ihrem Innern
genießen. Die Sprache der Kunst, das Epigramm, konnte von keiner andern Art sein; in
seinen schönsten Stücken steht es ebenso bescheiden da, in sich vollendet und glücklich.
Auch bei der Wahl der Gegenstände zeigt sich dies sanfte Gefühl der Menschlichkeit, das
ein gleiches Mitgefühl fordert. Wie schöne Epigramme hat die Kindes- und Mutterliebe
gedichtet! wie zart empfunden ist das Schicksal des Menschen in seinem kurzen und
wandelbaren Leben, endlich in seinem Abschiede von Allem, was ihn liebte! Selbst wo diese
einzelnen Stimmen nur Sentenzen sind, rühren sie durch ihre traurige Wahrheit wie die
Stimme der Nachtigall auf einem Grabe. Allem theilt sich dies Gefühl der /p.170 Humanität
mit, Allem, was den Menschen umgiebt, was ihn erfreut oder quält, was ihn lehrt oder was
ihm dient. Der Vogel und der Delphin, die Henne und die Cicada, die Biene und ihre Rose
empfangen den Gruß des Epigramms; selbst unbelebte Wesen werden mit Liebe belebt. Für
den sanftem Menschen sind also diese kleinen Gedichte eine Schule geselliger Empfindung,
und wie Manches hätten wir auch sonst in den besten derselben zu lernen!
Ich würde mir selbst viel zu lange über das griechische Epigramm geschrieben haben,
wenn das, was ich sage, nur diese einzige Dichtungsart gölte. Nun aber sind mehrere mit ihr
so enge vergeschwistert, daß ich auch über sie noch ein Wort hinzufügen muß, zumal die alte
Anthologie sie gemeinschaftlich in ihren Schooß aufnahm.
Die Griechen hatten zwei Arten kleiner Gedichte, deren eines sie £1 8 0 9 , das andere
elSOXXioi/, Bild, Kunstwerk nannten; von beiden hat die Planudischen Sammlung einige
Stücke; die Anthologien Meleager's und Philippus' werden ohne Zweifel mehrere gehabt
haben. Vom ersten Namen, sofern er kleine Gedichte gilt, sind die Lieder Anakreon's die
bekanntesten; sind sie Epigramme oder nicht? und was scheidet beide Arten?
Wenn ein kleines angenehmes Gedicht auf einen einzelnen Gegenstand mit einem naiven
oder witzigen ausgang ein Epigramm wäre, welche schönere Sinngedichte gäbe es als manche
Anakreontische Lieder? Ein Theil von ihnen liebt die Antithese und schließt sogar mit ihr;
ein dritter giebt sogar eigentliche Gemälde des Bechers, des schwimmenden Stiers, fröhlicher
Städte, des Bathyll's, der Freundin: und doch fühlt Jedermann, daß keins von diesen Stücken
ein Epigramm sei, selbst nicht in der naivsten griechischen Weise. Das Silbenmaaß macht
den Unterschied nicht allein, sondern — was denn? — der ganz andre Ton des Stücks sowol
in Schilderung des Gegenstandes, als im Gange der Empfindung. Hier ist kein so einfacher
Gedanke, keine so simple Darstellung mehr; auch bei den einfachsten ist außer dem
fröhlichen, lauten Aufruf offenbar eine mehrere Auflössung der Züge, kurz, ein lyrisches
Gemälde, das zwar in ein Epigramm verwandelt werden kann, aber selbst kein Epigramm ist.
Das Idyll der Griechen erscheint bei Bion, Moschus und Theokrit, insonderheit bei beiden
Ersten, in einer Vielfachheit, die manchen Gesetzen neuerer Kunstrichter Trotz bietet. Bald
ist's ein Todtengesang voll heiliger Gebräuche, voll heftiger, trauriger, /p. 171 schmerzlicher
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Affecten, bald wiederum eine ruhige Empfindung; jetzt ein Seufzer, jetzt ein Gebet, jetzt eine
Dichtung mit so witzigem Ausgange, daß zum Epigramm ihm nur Silbenmaaß und Kürze zu
fehlen scheinen. Indessen ist keins derselben ein Epigramm, wie z. B. "Der pflügende Amor"
von Moschus es offenbar ist und sein sollte.
Auch Fabeln giebt's in der Anthologie, die sich in ihr nicht nur der Kürze und des
Silbenmaaßes, sondern auch ihrer ans Epigramm grenzenden innern Art wegen erhalten
haben;159 denn wie leicht und bald kann eine Geschichte oder Fabel, die die Ründe und Kürze
des Epigramms hat, auch der Gestalt nach ein solches werden! Man darf die Geschichte nur
etwa als Inschrift auf den Ort ihrer Begebenheit beziehen und in ihr eine allgemeine Lehre
anschaulich machen, so ist die Fabel Epigramm und das Epigramm eine Fabel.
Die moralischen Sinnsprüche endlich, deren auch in der Anthologie eine reiche Sammlung
ist. Aber genug! Der Unterschied dieser kleinen Gattungen und die Theorie des Epigramms
selbst erfordert Manches, das dem Leser angenehmer sein wird, wenn er's mit der
fortgesetzten Blumenlese selbst im folgenden Theil160 beisammen findet.

n
1. Einleitung
Als Lessing seine Sinngedichte neu herausgab,161 begleitete er sie mit zerstreuten
Anmerkungen über das Epigramm und einige der vornehmsten Epigrammatisten, unter denen
die griechischen Anthologie den letzten Platz einnimmt.162
Er geht in dieser Anhandlung, wie auch Vavassor und Andre vor ihm gethan hatten,163
vom wirklichen Denkmal und seiner Aufschrift aus, welche letzte er als einen Aufschluß zu
jenem betrachtet. Hieraus entwickelt er die beiden nothwendigen Theile des Epigrams, die
einige seiner Vorgänger zwar bemerkt, aber nicht scharf genug unterschieden hatten, und
nennt sie Erwartung und Aufschluß. Mit Scharfsinn setzt er beide ins Licht und zeigt die
Fehler dieser Art von Gedichten, sobald ihnen das eine oder das andre Stück mangelt. Seine
Abhandlung verräth auf allen Blättern den philosophischen Geist, der ihn auch bei der
kleinsten Materie nicht verließ, und über die einzeln Dichter sind /p. 173 gelehrte
Anmerkungen eingestreut, die auf manche weitere nützliche Untersuchung führen. Sollte
indeß diese Entwicklung des Epigramms so umfassend und genetisch sein als manche andre
vortreffliche Theorie dieses phüosophischen Dichters?
Denn zuerst. Wenn das Epigramm ein Gedicht ist, in welchem nach Art der eigentlichen
Aufschrift unsre Aufmerksamkeit erregt, gehalten und befriedigt werden soll, also da, wie bei
der wirklichen Inscription, das Denkmal selbst Aufmerksamkeit gebietet, die Aufschrift diese
erregte Neugier nur befriedige, so müßte, dünkte mich, in der Erklärung des Epigramms, das
beide Theile, Erwartung und Aufschluß, vereinen soll, auch des Denkmals selbst Erwähnung
geschehen. Mithin hieße es dieser Theorie zufolge: nach Art des Denkmals und seiner
Aufs ehriß.
159 Einige derselben gab Herder in der ersten Sammlung "Hyle". — D.
160 In der zweiten Sammlung der "Zerstreuten Blätter". — D.
161 Lessing's Vermischte Schriften, Theil 1. Berlin 1771. — H.
163 We did not progress thus far in our copying of this work in the Addenda, see above. — P.M.Mc.
163 Thomas Correas, De toto eo poemahs genere, quod Epigramma dicitur. 4. Veneüis 1569.
Joannes Cottunius, De conficiendo Epigrammate. 4. Bononiae 1632.
Vincentii Galli Opusculum de Epigrammate. 12. Mediolani 1641.
Nicolaus Mercerius, De conscribendo epigrammate. 8. Parisiis 1653.
Franciscus Vavassor, De epigrammate liber. 12. Parisiis 1669, 1672, und in seinen Opera. Fol. Amstelodami
1709, S. 85 ff.
Est ist also sonderbar, daß Vavassor, Cap. 2 seiner Abhandlung, sagen konnte, es habe vor ihm, außer den
Schriftstellern über die Poeük überhaupt, noch Niemand besonders vom Epigramm geschrieben.-----H.
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Aber warum "nach Art der Aufschrift?" Sind manche, zumal die ältesten Epigramme,
nicht wirkliche Aufschriften gewesen? und nicht viele der schönsten in der Anthologie als
Aufschriften gedacht und verfertigt worden? Gleichviel, ob sie auf Gräbern und Bildsäulen,
auf Bäden und Tempeln wirklich standen oder nicht standen, wurden sie als Inscriptionen
erfunden, so blieben sie solche auch in der Schreibtafel des Dichters.
Zweitens. Das Epigramm soll wie ein Denkmal Aufmerksamkeit erregen und, wie die
Aufschrift desselben, diese erregte Erwartung befriedigen; von welcher Art ist aber die
Aufmerksamkeit, die in Denkmal arregt, und seine Aufschrift befriedigt? Es wäre übel, wenn
dies blos eine erwartende Neugierde sein solte; denn Neugierde, die flüchtigste und flachste
aller Bewegungen unsrer Seele, wird oft durch ein Nichts gereizt und durch ein nichts
befriedigt. Jedes edlere Denkmal, ein Kunstwerk insonderheit, will auf tiefere, schönere
Empfindungen wirken; warum also mußte das Epigramm, das, dieser Theorie zufolge, dem
Denkmal nacheifert, sich mit jenem Flüchtlinge, der Neugierde, begnügen? Die schönsten
Gedichte Martial's, Catull's, der griechischen Anthologie und der neuem Epigrammatisten
setzen sich oft ein edlers Ziel.
Mithin werden die Worte Erwartung und Aufschluß, die sich überdem nicht völlig
entsprechen, auch in solche verwandelt werden müssen, die mehrere Empfindungen in sich
fassen, und eine tiefere Befriedigung nicht ausschließen. Oder das Epigramm würde zu einem
ermüdenden Spiel, zu einer verfliegenden Seifenblase, /p. 174
Und welches wären etwa diese mehrfassenden Worte? Mich dünkt, keine andre als
Darstellung (Exposition) und Befriedigung , 164 Das Denkmal selbst würde uns vorgeführt, es
wirkte auf jede Empfindung, auf die es seiner Natur nach wirken konnte, bis es den Umfang
derselben ausgefüllt hätte, und dies wäre das Ziel der Aufschrift.
Ueberdem sind Erwartung und Aufschluß dem Epigramm nicht ausschließend eigen; sie
müssen bei einem jeden Werk, das die menschliche Seele unterhalten soll, stattfinden. Wehe
der Epopöe, dem Drama, ja selbst wehe der Geschichte, der philosophischen Anhandlung,
sogar dem mathematischen Lehrsatz, der keine Erwartung zu erregen weiß oder diese nicht
durch einen Aufschluß befriedigt! Wehe aber auch einem jeden Werk der Kunst und
Dichtkunst, des Unterrichts und der Lehre, das nur Erwartung erregen und in ihr nur die
Neugierde befriedigen wollte; denn überall muß diese nur Ingrediens sein und bleiben. Sie ist
das weiche, lockere Band, das, bald länger, bald kürzer gehalten, mehr oder minder
angestrengt, sowol die Theile des Werks als unsre Empfindungen darüber zwar bindet, nicht
aber sie ausmacht.
Endlich. Warum müßte es blos ein Denkmal sein, das, mit seiner Inschrift
zusammengenommen, die natürlichen Theile des Epigrams gäbe? Mich dünkt, ein Denkmal,
zumal der Kunst, spreche am Volkommensten durch sich selbst und bedürfe keiner Inschrift
als einer nothwendigen Hälfte seiner Hauptwirkung. Der Künstler z. B. der eine Bildsäule,
einen Tempel, einen Schild dahinstellt, redet durch diese in natürlichen Zeichen; und er hätte
seine besten Wirkung verfehlt, wenn diese Zeichen auf den lebendigen Menschen nicht schon
durch sich befriedigend und genugthuend wirkten Was die Schrift dem Kunstdenkmal
hinzuthun kann, gehört nicht eigentlich zur Kunst, die in willkürlichen Zeichen der Rede sehr
unvolkommen dargestellt würde; es ist meistens nur ein historischer Umstand, der zwar zum
äußern, nicht aber eigentlich zum innem Verständniß des Denkmals gehört, indem er sein
Wesen nicht aufschließt, sondern nur seine Geschichte erläutert. Kurz, warum wollen wir des
Denkmals erwähnen, da jeder Gegenstand in der Welt, lebendig oder todt, gegenwärtig oder
abwesend, ein Werk der Kunst oder der Natur, mir angenehm oder widrig, ein /p 175 Object

164 Vavassor nennt sie expositionem et clausulam; die altem Theoristen des Epigramms nennen sie
indicationem oder narraüonem et conclusionem. Der Verfasser der "Gedanken von deutschen Epigrammaübus",
Leipzig 1698, nennt sie protasin und apodosin, welches Alles auf Eins hinausläuft. — H.
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der Inschrift werden kann, sobald ich mir solchen als gegenwärtig denke und ihn für mich
oder für Andre bezeichne.
Als Aufschrift betrachtet, wird also das Epigramm nichts als die poetische Exposition eines
gegenwärtigen oder als gegenwärtig gedachten Gegenstandes zu irgend einem genommenen
Ziel der Lehre oder der Empfindung.
O, daß Lessing lebte! Er sollte der Erste sein, der diesen Abschnitt läse, und der
unparteiische Forscher der Wahren, der gegen sich selbst am Strengsten war, würde auch in
dieser Kleinigkeit unparteiisch entscheiden.165
2. Ursprung und erste Gestalt des Epigramms.
Wenn wir der Geschichte nachgehen und das Epigramm als Aufschrift bis zu seinem
Ursprünge verfolgen, wie erscheint's in diesem Ursprünge? Rein historisch.
Die Alten, das heißt hier vorzüglich die Griechen, schmückten ihre Gebäude und
Denkmale, selbst ihre Waffen, Tafeln, Gefäße und Hausrath mit Inschriften; die Inschrift
bemerkte aber nichts, als etwa, wer diesen Tempel, wer dies Denkmal errichtet habe, wem
und wozu es errichtet sei, u. s. w., also lauter Dinge, die der Gegenstand durch seine
natürlichen Zeichen selbst nicht sagen konnte. Dies war der Natur der Sache gemäß; denn
sobald jener rohe Maler ein Schaf kenntlich zu zeichnen mußte, so durfte er nicht mehr
hinzuschreiben, daß es ein Schaf sei.166 Wollte er aber noch einen Nebenzweck erreichen, z.
B. seinen Namen verewigen oder den Zweck angeben, wozu er sein Gemälde aufgestellt habe,
so bedurfte es freilich dazu einiger beigeschriebenen Worte.
Historische Aufschriften dieser Art hat man eine Menge.167 Nachrichten von ihnen
reichen nicht nur in die ältesten Zeiten, in denen man Buchstaben kannte, sondern der älteste
Gebrauch der /p. 176 Buchstaben selbst war Epigramm, d. i. eine Auf- oder Denkschrift für
zukünftige Zeiten. Man schrieb sie auf Stein, Metall, Holz, Waffen, Geräthe u. s. w., und die
Alter nannten solche Aufschriften, der Bedeutung des Worts nach, wirklich Epigramme, wie
Petron168 sogar das Brandmal auf der Stirn des entlaufenen Knechts ein Epigramma nannte.
Jedermann sieht aber, daß Epigramme dieser Art das Epigramm, wovon wir reden, nur
noch in seiner Namen (e m y p a < j)G U , tltXol) Bei-, In-, Auf-, UeherSchriften benennen und dem
Epigramm diesen Namen nicht geben sollte.
Indessen ist's unleugbar, daß jene Epigraphen nicht nur Vorgänger, sondern auch wirkliche
Vorbilder der ältesten poetischen Epigramme wurden; denn auch diese enthielten zuvörderst

165 The remarkable difference in tone between this work of H's and his acerbic review of Lessing's Verstreuten
Anmerkungen is partially to be explained by the tendency "de mortuis nil nisi bonum", but it also probably
means that Herder wrote that review hastüy (note his impahence with classificaüons there), while this work is a
more mature consideraüon of the whole problemaüc of epigram.
166 p m Me: Theoretically not, but a common pracüce in South Arabian and North Arabian graffiti is to
inscribe a captioned picture, a pracüce which could easily be subsumed under one of the oüier heads of Herder's
highly discursive treatment, but which contradicts this one. See Jobling.
167 Außer denen, die die alter Schriftsteller selbst, z. B. Herodot, Strabo, Pausanias u. a., anführen, s. das
Verzeichniß ihrer Sammlungen in Christ's Abhandlung "Ueber die Literatur und Kunstwerke des Alterthums".
Leipzig 1776, Abschn. 3. Maffei Ars criüca lapidaria, Lucae 1765, sollte eine kriüsche Geschichte derselben
werden, ist aber als opus posthumum ein äußerst unvolkommener Anfang, so daß uns ein Werk dieser Art noch
fehlt. — H.
168 Sat. , 103.4. — D.
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nur historische Umstände, die das Denkmal selbst in seiner stummen Sprache nicht sagen
konnte.169
Bald aber ward die Poesie auch hier ihres Vorzugs inne. Indem sie den Gegenstand oder
Denjenigen, der ihn gesetzt hatte, nur mit einiger Empfindung nannte, so entstand unvermerkt
hieraus eine schönere Exposition, die der Grund und gleichsam die Urform des griechischen
Epigramms ist, ob sie gleich lange mit aller historischen Einfalt vorgetragen wurde. So sind
die kleinen Epigramme, die man einer Sappho und Erinna, einer Myro, Nossis und Anyte,
oder dem Anakreon, Simonides und andern alten Epigrammatisten zuschreibt, meistens nichts
als simple Expositionen der Gegenstände, die sie anzeigen. Den griechischen Grabschriften,
den Weihgeschenken an die Götter, ja allen andern Gelegenheiten, wo das Denkmal selbst
gleichsam zu reden hatte, blieb diese Form noch bis auf späte Zeiten eigen, so daß ich das
Epigramm, das eine bloße Exposition enthält, die Urform des griechischen Epigramms
nennen möchte.
Ueber Geschmack und Gefühl läßt sich nicht streiten; ich bekenne aber, daß manche dieser
Simpeln Expositionen für mich viel mehr Rührendes und Reizendes haben als die geschraubte
epigrammatische Spitzfindigkeit späterer Zeiten. Dort sprechen Sachen statt der Worte; die
Worte sind nur da, jene vorzuzeigen und mit dem Siegel einer stummen Empfindung wie mit
dem Finger der Andacht oder der Liebe zu bezeichnen, /p. 177
Beispiele werden auch hier das Beste thun, und die Anthologie ist voll derselben. Wenn
Sappho einem armen Fischer die Grabschrift setzt:170
"Dem Fischer Pelagon hat hier sein Vater Meniskus Ruder und Reisig hingesetzt, ein Denkmal
seines müheseligen Lebens;"

welches sinnreichem Schlusses bedürfte das Epigramm weiter? Das arme Denkmal auf
dem Grabe spricht statt aller Worte, so daß die Zunge der Dichterin nur eine Dolmetscherin
dessen sein darf, was das Symbol selbst zum Gedächtniß des Todten und seines müheseligen
Lebens und der Empfindungen seines ihn überlebenden armen Vaters sagen wollte.
Wenn aber diese Sappho einer verstorbenen Braut die Grabschrift setzt:171
"Dies ist der Timas Asche. Vor der Hochzeit gestorben, ging sie ins dunkle Brautbett der Proserpina
hinunter. Alle Mädchen von gleichem Alter schnitten, da sie todt war, sich die liebliche locke des
Hauptes ab mit neugeschliffenem Stahl."

so wird, dünkt mich, das Grab der Braut durch simple Exposition mehr gefeiert als durch
lange Lobsprüche von Sentenzen. Das Brautbett der Jungfrau hat sich eben vor ihrer
Hochzeitsfreude ins dunkle Bett der Proserpina verwandelt, d. i. sie ward, wie Jene, die Braut
des Orcus. Alle ihre Gespielinnen fühlen das Traurige dieses Falles und weihen voll
mitleidigen Schreckens ihrer todten Freundin den Schmuck ihrer jungfräulichen Jugend. Statt
sich zu ihrem Feste zu krönen, liegt jetzt die Locke auf ihrem Grabe.
Jeder kennt die edle Grabschrift des Simonides auf die bei Thermopylä erschlagenen
Spartaner:172
"Geh, o Wanderer, und sag's den Lacedämoniem, daß, ihren Gesetzen gehorchend, wir hier liegen!"

169 Die erste Ausgabe fügt hier die Anmerkung hinzu: "Die ältesten nicht erdichteten Vorbilder des historisch
poetischen Epigramms sind wohl die, die Heraklides Ponticus aus Homer selbst anführt, De vita Homeri, S. 410,
in Gale’s Opuscula mythologica." — D.
170 Brunck, Analecta, I. 55. 1. — H.
171 Daselbst, 1.55. 2. — H.
172 Daselbst, I. 131. 24. — H.
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Und welch ein scharfsinniger Schluß, welch ein ausschmückendes Beiwort könnte
hinzugesetzt werden, das nicht sogleich die einsilbige Spartanische Heldenbotschaft
entnervte? Cicero in seiner Uebersetzung fügt nur die heiligen Gesetze des Vaterlandes
hinzu, und der rauhe Spartaner spricht sogleich weicher.
So sind die Epigramme, die Geschenke an die Götter begleiten, meistens simple
Darstellungen dessen, was man dem Gott weiht; etwa mit einer Ursache, warum man's ihn
weihte, oder mit einem /p. 178 Wort des Danks, des Wunsches, der Bitte, der Freude. War
dies nicht Alles, was der sterbliche dem Unsterblichen sagen konnte?
"Diesen krummen Bogen und diesen Köcher hängt Promachus dem Phöbus zum Geschenk auf. Des Köchers
Pfeile flogen in der Schlacht umher und trafen die Herzen der Krieger, ihnen ein bitteres Geschenk."

"Dem Glaukus und Nereus, der Ino und den Melikertes, dem Zeus der Fluthen und den samothracischen
Göttern weiht Lukilius, im Meere gerettet, sein Haupthaar hier. Weiteres hat er nichts mehr!"

"Diese jugendlich-blühende Locke seines Haupts und dies Milchhaar, den Zeugen kommender männlicher
Jahre, weiht Lykon dem Phöbus, sein erstes Geschenk. Möge er ihm auch einst sein graues Haar so weihen!"

Was fehlt diesen Zuschriften an Kürze, Würde und rührender Einfalt? Wem sie mit ihrer
Simpeln Exposition nichts sagen, was werden sie ihm durch vieles Wortgepränge zu sagen
vermögen?
Indem ich also diese erste Form des griechischen Epigramms, die nur Exposition ist, für
die Grundform der ganzen Gattung halte, so wünschte ich, daß wir noch jetzt Epigramme
dieser Art machen könnten oder machen wollten. Sie setzten nämlich rührende Denkmale,
merkwürdige Personen, Geschichten und Sachen voraus, denen man nur Sprache geben darf,
und sie werden dem Geist oder dem Herzen vernehmlich. Die Exposition in ihnen darf nur
rein und klar, natürlich und menschlich gefühlt sein, so wird sie, selbst in Prose, eine Poesie
für alle Gemüther.
Auch, dünkt mich, ist's gerade diese Gattung, die sich ihrer natürlichen Form nach dem
Dichter von selbst aufdringt, ja, die ihn sogar abhält, eine künstlichere zu erwählen; denn
wenn er von der Empfindung einer Geschichte, wenn er vom Leben oder der Anmuth und
Würde einer Person und Sache durchdrungen ist, was wird, was kann er thun, als uns diesen
Gegenstand mit seiner Empfindung vorführen und — schweigen? Der wahre Affect ist
stumm; er verschmäht die Worte, weil er fühlt, daß doch alle unterdem, was er ausdrücken
wollte, bleiben, und spricht lieber durch Sachen und Thaten.
Es thut uns daher wehe, wenn in manchen Sinngedichten gerade die Gegenstände, die nur
vorgezeigt werden dürften, damit sie durch eine ihnen einwohnende Erhabenheit und Würde
rühren, mit Worten gleichsam erniedrigt und vernichtigt werden; denn der/p. 179 Eindruck,
den sie durch sich selbst machen könnten, geht damit halb oder ganz verloren. Man lese z. B
in unserm Weinike, den ich übrigens seines Scharfsinns und bessern Fleißes wegen sehr
hochschätze, den größten Theil seiner Ueberschriften über Gegenstände der alten Geschichte
wer in Griechen und Römern selbst diese erhabenen Bilder kennen gelernt hat, wird er die
gezwungene Art, mit der sie hier aufgeführt werden, lieben? Der edle Römer kriecht unter
einer Bürde scharfsinniger Anüthesen wie ein Gefangener einher, und je blendende der Raub
ist, mit dem ihn der Dichter beschwerte, desto mehr wird er selbst unter diesem drückenden
Gepäck gleichsam unsichtbar. Es war nicht unsers fleißigen Dichters, sondern seiner Zeit
Fehler; denn man weiß, wohin durch einen falschen Geschmack im vorigen und im Anfänge
unsers Jahrhunderts die epigrammatische Kunst gesetzt wurde.
Glücklicherweise hat der Strom der Zeit auch hier vielen Schlamm’abgesetzt und dadurch
seine Welle geläutert. Die scharfsinnigsten unsrer ältem Epigrammatisten sind beinahe
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vergessen oder für uns schwer zu lesen; gerade nur die, die in der klaren, leichten Exposition
dem griechischen Geschmack nahe sind, Opitz und Logau, sind, und zwar eben in den
Stücken am Gefälligsten, in denen sie sich der griechischen Einfalt nähern. Auch die
schönsten Sinngedichte Hagedorn's, Kleist's, Ewald's, Gleims, Kästners, Lessing's u.s.w.
sind von dieser Art. Sobald ihr Gegenstand in Einfalt vortreten und gleichsam durch sich
selbst wirken konnte, ließen sie ihn wirken und waren entfernt, seinen reinen Strahl durch ihr
Prisma in ein unkräftiges Farbenspiel aufzulösen. Wenn Kleist z. B. seine Arria vorführt, so
thut er zu ihrem edlen Worte kein Wort hinzu.
"Mit heiterm Angesicht
Gab sie den Dolch dem Mann und sprach: E s schmerzet nicht;'"

denn was ließe sich hinter diesem Wort der Arria sagen? Wenn Gleim seine Niobe als ein
Vorbild hoher Mäßigung aufführt, leitet er zwar durch eine edle Anwendung ein, schließt aber
ganz einfach:
"Sieh ihre stillen Leiden!
Sie duldet, aber weinet nicht."

So jenes Kästner sehe Sinngedicht auf Gustav Adolph:
"Und thränend rächelt den Märterer der Stieg."

Für mich haben gerade diese Gedichte, die nichts als Exposition sind, in ihrer
ungeschminkten Schönheit den größten Reiz, p/180
3.

Mehrere Gattungen des Epigramms.

Aber nicht alle Gegenstände sind von der Art, daß sie nur vorgezeigt werden dürfen, um
auf den Verstand oder auf das Herz zu wirken; bei andern müssen erklärende Worte
hinzukommen, die der Sache eine Richtung geben oder ihren Sinn entwickeln. Und so nähern
wir uns den künstlichem epigrammatischen Formen, wenn wir die, die wir bisher
betrachteten, die einfache oder darstellende nennen möchten.
Die nächste nach ihr ist ohne Zweifel die, die, ohne weitere Bindung, der Exposition des
Gegenstandes seine Anwendung platt und plan hinzufügt; sie ist wenig künstlich, aber auch
wenig reizend.
Auf die Erschlagen bei Thermopylä.173
Die das Vaterland einst vom Joch der traurigen Knechtschaft
Retteten, dunkel zwar liegen im Staube sie hier,
Aber sie glänzen an Ruhm. Wer unter den Bürgern sie anschaut,
Lern' an ihnen, mit Muth sterben fürs Vaterland!

Man vergleiche diese Aufschrift mit jener dumpfen Stimme der Todten:174
"Wanderer, sag's zu Sparta, daß, seinen Gesetzen gehorchend, Wir erschlagen hier liegen!"

und es wird keine Frage sein, welchem Epigramm mehr Würde und Wirkung gebühre.
Muß es dem Wanderer erst zugerufen werden, daß er Liebe fürs Vaterland lerne? Und wie
lernte er sie an einem Grabe, dessen Aufschrift ihm nichts sage, als daß die hier Verscharrten
anderswo im glänzenden Ruhm leben?

173 Von Mnasalkas (VII. 242). — D
174 Vgl. oben S. 177. — D.
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Ueberdem läuft ein Epigramm dieser Art immer Gefahr, in zwei Theile, die Exposition und
Nutzanwendung, zu zerfallen und also, wenn beide Stücke nicht außerordentlich neu und
schön sind, ein moralischer Gemeinplatz oder gar eine Fabel, ein Emblem, ein Geschichtchen,
mit einer nützlichen Lehre besetzt, zu werden: Dinge, die von den wahren Eigenschaften des
Epigramms, von seiner lebendigen Gegenwart, Einheit und Energie fern abführen.
Also hat man Hilfsmittel dazu genommen, dem Epigramm auch in dieser Gattung seine
bessern Eigenschaften zu erhalten. Man giebt z. B. die Lehre, auf die es angelegt ist, dem
Gegen- /p. 181 stände selbst in den Mund und macht ihn dadurch zu einem sprechenden
Emblem, zu einem durch sich selbst unterrichtenden Wesen.115 Oder es wird ein Gespräch
zwischen dem Wanderer und ihm gedichtet.176 Oder man zog die Lehre wenigstens aus
einem seltnem Fall, den man epigrammatisch erzählte; die Lehre selbst ward kurz,
ausgesucht, annehmlich vorgetragen und mit dem Gepräge einer menschlichen Empfindung
bezeichnet.177 Finden sich eins oder mehrere dieser Stücke in einer kleine epigrammatische
Fabel, eine lehrende Geschichte, ein niedliches Emblem, das uns in wenigen Reihen mit
seinem Sinnspruch gegenwärtig gemacht wird, gern lesen?
Ich hätte also Lust, diese Gattung das paradigmatische oder Exempel-Epigramm zu
nennen; denn ein Beispiel mit seiner Lehre ist's doch immer, worauf es hinausläuft. Nur muß
dies Beispiel, d. i. der erzählte Fall oder das lehrende Bild, uns gegenwärtig gemacht werden;
denn heißt es blos: "Es war einmal", so ist's kein Epigramm mehr, sondern eine Fabel und,
wenn die Erzählung gar keine Lehre in sich faßt, ein müßiges Märchen. So ist's auch mir dem
Emblem, dem Bilde und Gleichniß. Wird dies blos erzählt, z. B. "wie die Schiffahrt auf dem
Meer, so das Leben der Menschen", so ist's, trotz aller epigrammatischen Wendung, nur ein
Gleichniß; steht das Bild aber vor uns und spricht zu uns mit seiner Lehre oder Empfindung,
sofort ist das Gleichniß oder Emblem Epigramm worden.
Da Jeder das Unvollkommene dieser Gattung fühlt, indem sie ihren Gegenstand selten zu
der lichten Höhe zu bringen weiß, auf welcher er gleichsam Eins wird mit seiner Anwendung
und sich in sie verliert, so hatte der menschliche Geist allerdings noch ein Feld schönere
Epigramme vor sich; und ich zweifle nicht, daß Kunstwerke ihn auf dies schönere Geld
führten. Im Kunstwerk nämlich hatte der Künstler selbst schon auf einen Gesichtspunkt
gearbeitet, und dieser galt nicht nur dem Auge, sondern auch der Seele. Das Moment eines
Affects, einer Situation wollte er lebendig machen; dies durfte der Dichter nur bemerken, es
zum lichten Punkt seiner Beschreibung auszeichnen, und das schildernde Epi- /p. 181 gramm
war ihn vom Künstler selbst gegeben. Siehe da die schönen Sinngedichte der Griechen auf
ihre Kunstwerke! Bei dem leidenden Philoktet z. B. (S. 133 f.) steigt der Dichter von Auge zu
Zuge, von Stufe zu Stufe, um endlich im vollsten Anblick geistiger Gegenwart von allen
Zügen sagen zu können:
"sie zeigen, ach! seinen unendlichen Schmerz."

Ja, hätte er dieses auch nicht gesagt, hätte er blos wie bei Hercules' und Antäus' Bilde (S.
134) Zug auf Zug geschildert, um uns die Gewalt und Macht beider Ringenden, des Siegers
und des Besiegten, bis zum kräftigsten Moment in die Seele zu präge, so hätte damit das
Epigramm nichts verloren. Aus dem schildernden wäre ein darstellendes worden, in
welchem der Eindruckes Ganzen immer noch der letzte Punkt blieb, auf den es der Dichter
anlegte. So die Epigramme auf das Gemälde der Iphigenia, der Polyxena, dev Medea (S. 128
u. 129). Der Epigrammatist bemerkte den hellsten oder rührendsten Punkt des Moments, den
176 Beispiele siehe G. 81 (Der Oelbaum u. Der erstorbene Ulmbaum), S. 93 (Der Fruchtbaum), S. 100 (Der
Acker). — H.
176 S. 56 (Der vertrocknete Quell am Grabe), S. 59 (Der Adler auf dem Grabe), S. 117 (Der horchende Satyr).
— H.
177 S. 63 (Die belohnte Wohlthat), S. 78 (Auf ein Bild des Amor’s), S. 100 (Das Geld und der Strick), S. 101
(das Vaterland und seine Söhne). — H.
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uns der Künstler gegenwärtig machen wollte, und zeichnete ihn, nachahmend seiner Weisheit
und Wahrheit, aus der ganzen Masse von Zügen, ja gleichsam aus des Künstler Seele aus.
Diese schildernden Epigramme sind also sehr belehrend; sie zeigen, worauf der Grieche
arbeitete und wie er fühlte. Mithin schärfen sie unser Auge für die Kunst und unsre Seele für
die wahre Kunstempfindung; denn meistens ist der Gesichtspunkt des dichters wie des
Künstlers menschlich und zart oder erhaben und edel.
Von diesem Kunstanblick ging das Sinngedicht auch auf Gegenstände der Natur aus, um
sie mit eben der Schärfe eines goldnen Lichtstrahls dem Geist oder dem Herzen zu zeigen.
Ich will von den Epigrammen nicht reden, die die Liebe eingab, und in denen sie auch selbst
den zeichnenden Griffel führte. Sie stellte die Züge des geliebten Objects auf den Punkt
zusammen, der dem Herzen genugthun sollte, und der zuletzt oft in eine lichte Flamme
auflodert. Ob es mir gleich nicht geziemte, viele Stücke dieser Art, an welchen die Griechen
sehr reich sind, in meine Sammlung aufzunehmen, so werden doch auch unter den
gesammelten einige Proben Meleager's u. A.,178 die oft bis zum liebetrunkenen Wahnsinn
hinaufsteigen, diese Gattung genugsam erklären.
Gleichergestalt ergießt sich das griechische Epigramm oft beim Anschauen schöner
Gegenden in eine Art von Göttergenuß, in /p. 183 welchem der Dichter alle Gegenstände der
Natur zuletzt belebt fühlt und rings um ihn her Göttinnen und Nymphen, Dryaden und
Hamadryaden in entzückendem Tanze schweben.179 Auf den größten Theil unsrer Leser
mögen diese Epigramme weniger Wirkung haben, theils weil uns solche belebende
Personificationen bloße Namen sind, theils weil uns die Lebhaftigkeit des griechischen
Organs in manchen Empfindungen zu fehlen scheint.
Künstlicher wird das Epigramm bei Gegenständen, in denen sich eine Art von Zwiefachem
darbeut, das, unter einen Gesichtspunkt gebracht, dem Gedicht Wendung giebt und eine Art
von Handlung verlieht.
Eine Biene z. B. stört den Kuß des Liebenden (S. 51), warum stört sie ihn? was will sie
sumsend dem Küssenden sagen? Der Dichter erklärt es, und sein Epigramm wird um so
schöner, je unerwarteter der Gedanke ist, der aus zwei disparaten Dingen gleichsam vor
unsem Augen entsprießt. Und noch war das eben genannte Epigramm den Griechen schöner
als uns, weil ihnen der Mittelbegriff "Amor als Biene" geläufiger war, ihnen also auch die
Entwicklung natürlicher als uns scheinen mußte.
So Die weinende Rose (S. 76). Der Sänger jauchzt in seinem Freudenkranze; siehe, da
weint unter den Blumen die Blume der Liebe; der Affect wendet sich, und der Ausgang des
Epigrammes überrascht uns lieblich.
Bei den meisten Epigrammen von der schönsten Wendung wird man dies Zweifach im
Object nicht verkennen, entweder daß zwei wirklich getrennte Gegenstände im
Gesichtskreise des Dichters verbunden werden, oder in dem einem Gegenstände etwa eine
neue Eigenschaft, also ein Doppeltes erscheint, das dem Ganzen eine unerwartete Wendung
verschafft. Von jener Art sind a. B. "Die Schwalbe, die auf dem Bilde der Medea nistet" (S.
51), "Die Nachtigall, die eine Cicada davonträgt" (S. 92); von dieser "Die Vertraute" (S. 67),
"Die weinende Rose" (S. 76) u. s. w. Ohne Zweifel ist die letzte Art, da in einem und
demselben Gegenstände ein Zweifaches entwickelt wird, feiner als die andre, bei der das
Epigramm gleich von Anfänge an auf den doppelten Gegenstand gerichtet werden mußte;
denn da sich hier die neue Eigenschaft nur in der Mitte oder gegen das Ende entwickelt, so
tritt sie ungesuchter hervor und führt einen Ausgang herbei, der unerwartet lieblich befriedigt.
Die Pointe dieser Art wird kein ritzender Stachel, /p.184 kein Funke, der aus hartem Stahl
178 Vgl. S. 75 (Die Sängerin), S. 77 (Die Göttergestalt), S. 119 (Die Flügel der Seele). — H.
179 Bgl. S. 85 (Die schöne Fichte), S. 95 (Der warme Quell), S. 116 Die Quelle, S. 126 (Auf eine schöne
Gegend, in der Pan's Bildniß stand). — H.
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springe (wie Wernicke die Pointe seiner Ueberschriften nannte), vielmehr windet sich das
Epigramm wie ein Kranz umher, in dem uns der Dichter zuletzt eine vor unsem Augen
hervorsprießende Rose zeigt. Oder es nähert sich, wenn es Empfindung zu sagen hat, dem
anmuthigen Ton eines Liedes.
Wird die Wendung des Sinngedichts, von der wir reden, weit fortgeführt, so entsteht die
Art Epigramme daraus, die man die täuschenden nennen könnte. Sie sind um so angenehmer,
je ungesuchter die Täuschung war, je schöner die letzte Zeile, vielleicht nur das letzte Wort
uns entzaubert.
Hier z. B. scheint Venus zu baden, und es ist Rhodoklea (S. 76); hier steht ein zweiter Paris
vor drei Göttinnen, um die schönste derselben zu krönen, und er krönt sie alle drei (S. 69);
dort fliegt Amor u. s. w. Dergleichen spiele, die auch von den Neuem mit vieler Anmuth
nachgeahmt sind, waren bei den Griechen zu Hause, und ihre Mythologie bot ihnen darin den
schönsten Vorrath verhüllender oder verwandelnder Zierrathem dar. Im Spott und in Emst,
beim Lobe und Tadel, überhaupt bei jeder unerwarteten Lehre und Bemerkung giebt eine
dergleichen fein fortgeführte und wohl aufgelößte Täuschung treffende Epigramme; ja,
manche derselben werden beim ersten Lesen unvergeßlich.
Die letzte Gattung das Sinngedichts mag die rasche oder flüchtige heißen. Unerwartet
treffen zwei Gedanken zusammen und lösen einander auf; zwei Materien brausen in einander,
und es sprüht ein Funke. Diese Gattung liebt Kürze und einen leichten Vortrag, hier Frage
und Antwort, dort einen Spott und lachenden Ausruf. Auch die Griechen haben schöne
Stücke dieser Art, die Neuem noch mehr, und unter unsem Epigrammatisten sind, dünkt
mich, Lessing und Kästner in dieser Art Meister. Hier ist der Ausgang des Epigramms eine
eigentliche Spitze oder Pointe; welchen Namen die Franzosen, deren Sprache und
gesellschaftlicher Witz diese Gattung vorzüglich liebt, dem Ausgange des ihnen
gewöhnlichsten Epigramms gaben, da sie die sanftem Arten desselben lieber in ein Lied, in
eine Stanze, in ein Sonett oder Madrigal kleiden mochten.
Nichts ist der Wirkung dieser leichten und losen Schaar von Einfällen mehr zuwider als ein
langweiliger Vortrag; denn wer wird eine Alpenreise unternehmen, um den Schwärmer zu
sehen, der einem Zuschauer leichtfertig vor die Stirn fährt? oder wer wird die Biene artig
finden, die statt des Stachels mit einem p/185 Feuerhaken auf uns zukommt? Die
griechischen Epigramm dieser Art sind also auch die kürzesten; und es ist angenehm
wahrzunehmen, wie mancher Neuere griechischen Witz sagte, ohne daß er die Griechen
kannte. Der wahre Witz nämlich ist überall derselbe; auch die Art, wie er am Besten gesagt
wird, wiederholt sich in allen Zeiten und unter allen Völkern. Da überdem ein großer Theil
dieser Gattung die Narren und Thoren unsers Geschlechts angeht, so ist's ja gut, daß diese in
allen Jahrhunderten so ziemlich dieselben bleiben und das älteste sowohl als das neueste
Epigramm ihnen denselben Helleborus180 bereitet.
4. Vereinigung der Gattungen zum Hauptbegriff des Epigrams.
Sieben Gattungen des Sinngedichts nahmen wir wahr; wir wollen sie unter einander ordnen
und sehen, was wir in ihnen zu einem gemeinschaftlichen Hauptbegriff fanden.
Die erste war die einfache darstellende Gattung. Sie ist nur Exposition des Gegenstandes
und traut es diesem zu, daß er durch sich selbst belehre oder rühre. Erreicht sie diese
Wirkung nicht, so ist sie blos eine historische Anzeige, Epigraphe.

180 Nieswurz, als Heilmittel der Narrheit von den Alten erwähnt. — D.
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Die zweite fügte der Exposition eine schlichte Anwendung hinzu, die wir das ExempelEpigramm nannten. Ihr Werth beruhte auf der Merkwürdigkeit des Objects und seiner
glücklichen Anwendung.
Die dritte malte ein Kunstbild in und zu einem lichten Sehepunkt aus, die wir also die
schildernde nannten und als eine Schwester der vierten, der leidenschaftlichen, betrachteten,
die gleichfalls einen Gegenstand der Empfindung bis zu einem höchsten Punkt des
anschauenden Genusses oder der gegenwärtigen Situation erhöhen wollte.
Die fünfte bemerkte in dem Einen ein Mehreres und wendete den Gegenstand, bis sie mit
einer Art von Befriedigung schloß, die wir also die Künstlich gewandte nennen möchten. Sie
war die Schwester einer andern Gattung, die diese Wendung bis zu einer Art Täuschung
trieb, von der sie uns nachher meistens schnell und in einem Augenblick entzaubert, /p.186
Die siebente ging rasch und kurz. Sie vereinigt Contraste oder bemerkt, lehrt und straft
mit der Schnelle des Pfeils, oft in einem einzigen Worte.
Ich bilde mir nicht ein, jede epigrammatische Schönheit mit diesen Abtheilung gefesselt zu
haben; denn wer mag die unzählige Menge der Gegenstände classificiren, die eine Beute des
Epigramms sein können? und wer die unzähligen Wendungen bestimmen, mit der ein neuer
Gegenstand unter einer neuen Ansicht erbeutet werden mag? indessen dünkt mich, daß die
schönsten Stücke der berühmtesten Völker sich ziemlich hiernach ordnen lassen, ja, daß man
nach dieser Classification die Ursachen angeben könne, warum einige Gegenstände mehr in
die eine als in die andre Classe gehören. Die Grabschriften der Griechen z. B. die so
zahlreich und von so verschiedener Art sind, erzählen entweder blos das Factum selbst; so
sind sie von der ersten Gattung. Oder sie machen zugleich eine Anwendung davon; so
gehören sie zur zweiten. Oder die schildern das Monument und seine bedeutenden Bilder; so
sind sie aus der dritten Classe. Oder es steht ein kurzer, fliegender Sinnspruch auf dem
Grabe; dieser mag sich in die letzte Ordnung fügen. Künstlich gewendete oder gar
täuschende Epigramme wird man auf der Stela181 nicht suchen, auf welche ein solches Spiel
nicht gehört.
Ein Gleiches ist's mit den moralischen Sinnsprüchen, die so oft unter die Epigramme
laufen. Führen sie ihre Veranlassung mit sich, so gehören sie zur zweiten Gattung. Stehen sie
allein da und zeichnen sich blos durch die epigrammatische Wendung aus, so mögen sie sich
unter die fünfte oder siebente ordnen; denn warum sollte nicht auch eine allgemeine Wahrheit
als ein gegenwärtiges Object behandelt und epigrammatisch gewandt werden können? Oder
endlich es ist ein mangelhaftes Epigramm, dem seine Veranlassung fehlt.
Und da lassen sich historisch die Ursachen leicht angeben, warum so viel Sinn- und
Denksprüche unter die Epigramme kamen. Alle Völker im Jugendalter der Aufklärung lieben
Sprüche; Griechen und Morgenländer schrieben sie an Tempel und Wände, an Landhäuser182
und öffentliche Plätze. Zuerst kurz; nachher bildeten die Dichter sie aus, streuten sie ihren
Werken ein, oder man nahm sie aus den Werken der Dichter; die Sammler trugen ganze
Gnomologien /p. 187 zusammen, die zuletzt mit andern kleinen Gedichten in einen Kranz
kamen. Da nun bei den Griechen die elegiaschen und gnomischen Dichter mit den
epigrammatischen gar einerlei Silbenmaaß hatten, wie konnte es anders sein, als daß alle drei
sich einander halfen, sich auf einander bezogen, endlich auch mit einander vermischt wurden?
Bei den Sinnsprüchen kam viel darauf an, wer sie gesagt hatte, und wann er sie sagte, Die
umstände ihrer Veranlassung vertraten gleichsam die Stelle der Exposition; diese ward
meistens vergessen, und nur der Spruch, gleichsam der Ausgang des Epigramms, blieb im
Gedächtniß. So auch mit dem Ort, der sie darstellte. Oft war dieses ein Grab; und auf

181 Grabsäule. — D.
182 P.M.Mc. — presumably *Rüegg’s and Brixius's Hausspriiche.
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berühmte Gräber, z. B. Sardanapal's, Cyrus', Alexander's u. A., wurden Sprüche zu Inschriften
gedichtet, die nie darauf gewesen waren. Das Grab vertrat die Stelle der Exposition, der
Spruch selbst war die Anwendung.
Wir Deutschen sind vorzüglich reich an Sinnsprüchen, die uns statt wahrer Epigramme
gelten. Unter den dreitausend Sinngedichten, die Logau gedichtet hat, werden sich
wahrscheinlich drittehalb tausend Sinnsprüche finden, die vom wahren Epigramm wol nichts
als etwa die Kürze und den scharfsinnigen Ausdruck haben dürften.
Rücken wir also die angeführten Gattungen zusammen, mich dünkt, so breitet sich das
Epigramm mit seinem kenntlichsten Farben sehr hell auseinander. Von der historischen
Exposition erhebt es sich zum Sinngedicht mit Schilderung, Wendung und Täuschung, neigt
sich endlich auf der andern Seite zum sinnreichen Spruch hinunter.
Die Eintheilung der alten Theoristen, da sie die Epigramme in einfache und
zusammengesetzte classificirten, bekommt hiemit auch Bestimmung und Wahrheit. Die erste,
oft auch die zweite, dritte und vierte Gattung wird sich zum Namen des einfachen die fünfte,
sechste, meistens auch die siebente zur Classe zusammengesetzter Epigramme fügen, weil
jenes einfach fortgeht, diese sich durch das Zwiefache, das in ihnen anschaubar gemacht wird,
mehr oder minder entfalten und sondern.
Durch alle Classen aber wird der eine Hauptbegriff merkbar, daß das Epigramm ein
gegenwärtiges Object zu einem einzelnen festbestimmten Punkt der Lehre oder der
Empfindung poetisch darstelle oder wende und deute’, mithin ist der Name Sinngedicht, zumal
für die schönsten Gattungen, sehr glücklich. Dem gegenwärtigen Object wird gleichsam Sinn
gegeben, Sinn angedichtet und dieser in der kürzesten, /p. 188 angenehmsten, lebendigsten
Sprache uns zum Sinne gemacht, d. i. in unsre Seele geschrieben. Die gewöhnlichen Regen
des Epigramms lassen sich aus dieser Erklärung nicht nur finden, sondern sie nehmen auch
aus ihr Grund und Ursache her.
Man pflegt z. B. vom Epigramm Kürze, Anmuth und Scharfsinn (brevitatem, venustatem,
acumen) zu fordern, und giebt zuweüen sehr unbrefriedigende Ursachen an, warum man sie
fordre.
Ueber die Kürze sagt man: "Die Aufschrift sei für den Wanderer gemacht, und ein
Wanderer müsse kurz abgefertigt werden." Wie aber, wenn der Wanderer ein müssiger
Spaziergänger wäre und gern verweüte? Zudem sind ja die wenigsten Epigramme
Aufschriften für die Landsträßen, und wenn sie es wären, so müßte, wer sie lesen wollte, sich
Zeit nehmen, sie zu lesen, sobald ihre innere Natur Weitläufigkeit forderte.
Diese aber selbst fordert Kürze; und das ist der Grund der Regel. Ein Gegenstand nämlich
soll zu einem einzigen Punkt der Wirkung vorgezeigt werden; wie kann dies anders
geschehen als mit strenge gehaltner Einheit, mit Sparsamkeit sowol als mit weisem
Verhältniß der Züge gegen einander und auf den letzten Punkt des Ausgangs? Da Worte nicht
wie Farben schildern, da sie uns die Züge nur nach einander, wie Tropfen, zuzählen und der
vorige Zug verschwunden ist, wenn der folgende erscheint, so muß das kleine Gedicht, das
uns den ganzen Anblick, den Sinn eines Objekts geben will, nothwendig das Hinderniß des
Mediums, wodurch es wirkt, d. i. die Unvolkommenheit der successiven Sprache, zu
überwinden suchen und das Meiste im Wenigsten, das Ganze im kleinsten Maaß, mit der
bestimmtesten Ansicht auf seine Wirkung geben.
Die Regel Ueber die Kürze des Epigramms löst sich also in den Begriff seiner Einheit auf;
denn sobald Kürze die Klarheit der Exposition oder die Wirkung des Ausganges hindern
würde, so ist sie kein Erfordemiß mehr, sondern ein Fehler. Eine Reihe zu wenig kann dem
Epigramm ebensowol als eine Reihe zu viel schaden, sie so manche Beispiele unsrer ältern
dunkeln Epigrammatisten zeigen.
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Ebenso ist es mit der Anmuth (venustas): sie ist keine allgemeine und erste Eigenschaft
des Epigramms; ihm kommt sie nicht mehr zu als jedem andern Gedichte. Nicht alle
Gegenstände wollen anmuthig vorgetragen sein; einige machen auf etwas höheres, auf Würde
und Rührung Anspruch, andre wollen stechen, nicht streicheln und salben. Was aber jedes
Epigramm haben muß ist /p. 189 lebendige Gegenwart und fortgehende Darstellung derselben
Energie auf den letzten Punkt der Wirkung.
Endlich nimmt aus unsrer Erklärung Das Aufschluß, was man die Pointe (acumen) des
Epigramms nennt und als ein tiefes Geheimniß behandelt hat. Aus dem Begriff der Aufschrift
folgt sie nicht; denn will Jeder gestochen sein, der eine Aufschrift liest? leiden alle
Gegenstände einen solchen Stachel? und wäre überhaupt der Begriff eines Stichs der Sinn
des Worts Pointe (acumen) und aller Epigramme trefflichste Wirkung?
Mit nichten; der Ausdruck selbst will etwas Andres sagen. Jeder Gegenstand nämlich, der
vorgezeigt werden soll, bedarf Licht, damit er gesehen werde; der Künstler also, der fürs
Auge arbeitet, muß auf einen Gesichtspunkt arbeiten und für ihn das Moment seines Subjects
wählen. Was dem Künstler dieser Gesichtspunkt von außen oder das Moment dieses
Gegenstandes von innen ist, das ist dem der Gegenstand gesehen werden soll, auf welchen
also das Epigramm vom Anfänge bis zum Ende arbeitet, oder wenn es Epigramm für die
Empfindung ist, das Moment seiner Energie, der letzte scharf genommene Punkt seiner
Wirkung.
Aus diesem leichten und natürlichen Begriff, den die erste Idee eines dargestellenden
kurzen Gedichts mit sich führt, läßt sich sogleich beurtheilen, wiefern eine oder die andre
Gattung des Epigramms einen schärfem oder lindem Ausgang haben könne und haben werde;
den nicht jede Kunst arbeitet für ein gleich scharfes Licht; noch weniger ist jeder Gegenstand
für dasselbe tauglich.
Die Statue des Büdhauers soll von allen Seiten gesehen werden; er arbeitet also für alle
diese und bestimmt durch die Stellung und Wendung, die er dem Bilde giebt, nur leise, aus
welchem Punkt er am liebsten gesehen zu werden wünscht. So isfs mit den Epigrammen, die
blos Geschichte oder Exposition sind; die Erzählung selbst muß den Punkt bestimmen, aus
dem sie gesehen werden wollen, sammt dem Moment, das in ihr gefühlt werden soll; jede
hinzugesetzte Pointe vernichtet die Wirkung des Werkes. Das edle Wort des Arria: "Pätus,
es schmerzet nicht!" das Wort der sterbenden Tochter: "Vater, ich bin nicht mehr!" (S. 66),
der verachtende Ausruf Leonidas': "Ich geh' wie ein Spartaner hinab!" (S. 91) — sie sind, in
welcher Zeile des Epigramms sie auch stehen mögen, der Punkt, darauf gearbeitet wird, das
Hauptmoment seiner Wirkung. Wer ein scharfsinnigeres und feineres begehrt, für den ist
diese Gattung der Sinngedichte, vollgroßen /p.190 Sinnes, nicht da. So wenig die Bildsäule
bekleidet und mit Farben geschmückt kann, so wenig paßt für erhabene, durch die Einfalt
rührende Exposition ein zugespitzter Witz oder etwa gar in jedem neuem Distichon eine neue
Pointe.
Anders ist's mit den andern Gattungen und mit jeder nach dem Maaß ihrer Wendung; in
ihnen wird nothwendig auch der Lichtpunkt schneidender und feiner, der das Object erhellt
und ordnet, der sein Theile sondert und sie zu einem Ganzen verbindet. Man entkäme also
dem meisten Mißverstände dieser Regeln, wenn man statt Kürze Einheit, statt Anmuth
lebendige Gegenwart und statt der Pointe den Punkt der Wirkung verlangte, der das Ganze
energisch vollendet.
Leicht abzusehen ist's, wie nach der gegebenen Erklärung das Epigramm sich von allen
kleinen Gedichten unterscheiden lasse, die ihm am Nächsten liegen. Wenn z. B. Anakreon
singt:183

183 Anacreontea, 53. (35). — D.
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"Dieser Stier, o Knabe, scheinet
Mir ein Jupiter zu sein;
Denn er trägt auf seinem Rücken
Freundlich die Sidonerin
Und durchschwimmt das weite Weltmeer,
Das er mit den Hufen theilt.
Wol kein andrer Stier der Heerde
Schiffete wie dieser Stier" —

sind diese Verse ein Epigramm? und doch sind sie Exposition eines gegenwärtigen Objects,
Beschreibung eines Kunstgemäldes in Versen. Was fehlt ihnen also? Die Richtung auf einen
epigrammatischen Punkt der Lehre oder der Empfindung fehlt ihnen vom Anfänge bis zu
Ende; die Verse sind nichts als eine historische Epigraphe. Nun aber setzte man einen
Endpunkt fest; wie dieser auch angelegt werde, sogleich rücken sich alle Züge anders:
"Sieh den schwimmenden Stier, o Knabe! Mit glänzenden Augen
Blickt er umher und küßt seiner Gebieterin Fuß,
Eilt durchs wogige Meer, das mit den Hufen er theilet,
Trügt voll sehnender Gluth hin zum Gestade den Raub.
Sieh, es ist Jupiter selbst! Die Liebe" —

Mache man jetzt den Ausgang, wie man wolle, je unerwarteter und angenehmer, desto besser;
die Aufschrift ist Epigramm worden, /p. 191
Ein Lied der Anthologie heißt:184
"Ich flocht ein Rotenkränzchen
Und fand im Röschen Amor.
Schnell faßt' ich seine Flügel
Und warf ihn in der Becher
Und trank im Wein ihn nieder.
Nun sitzt er mir im Herzen
Und schwirret mit den Hügeln."

Das Lied ist kein Epigramm, ob es sich ihm gleich naht. Wie aber, wenn die kleine Reihe
der Begebenheiten, die hier auseinanderfallend erzählt wird, auf einen Gesichtspunkt gerichtet
und aus solchem das ganze kindische bild behandelt würde? Wer Meleager's Epigramme
gelesen hat, wird sich mehr als einen epigrammatischen Ausgang denken.
So bei Idyllen, die beinah Epigramme scheinen, auch bei mehreren Anakreontischen
Liedern. Zu einigen derselben liefert die Anthologie selbst Gegenstücke von mancherlei Art,
und jeden gute Ausleger hat die Parallele bemerkt.185 Da ich diese Abhandlung insonderheit
für Jünglinge schreibe, so füge ich ihr eine Sammlung kleiner griechischer Gedichte bei186
und überlasse Jedem, sich selbst den Unterschied jeder kleinen Gedichtart zu entwickeln.
5. Schluß der Abhandlung.
"Aber warum," wird man sagen, "warum so viel über die Bestimmung des kleinsten der
Gedichte"? Ist an der Theorie des Epigramms oder gar an der ganzen Dichtungsart so viel
gelegen? Wer ist so stumpf, daß er nicht ein Epigramm machen könnte, und wer so thöricht,
daß er nichts als Epigramme machen wolte?" /p. 192

184 Plan., 388. Es steht auch unter den Anakreontea (5 oder 59), obgleich es von Julian sein soll. — D.
185 Longepierre z. B. in seinen "Noten zum Anakreon und der Sappho", Paris 1692. Schneider in seinen
"Anmerkungen über den Anakreon", Leipzig 1770, ein Gelehrter, der sich auf mehr als eine Weise um die
griechische Literatur verdient gemacht hat. — H.
^86 Die folgende "Hyle". — D.
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Zuerst ist's eine ausgemachte Sache, daß die Bestimmung eines Begriffs, wie dieser auch
sein möge, für sich, als Erkenntniß, einen Werth habe und ihren Nutzen mit sich führe. Im
Reiche der Wahrheit kommt es nicht auf Größe und Kleinheit des Objects, sondern auf die
Art an, wie es uns bekannt gemacht wird; der Zergliederer einer Weidenraupe kann mehr
Verdienst haben als der unbestimmte Lobredner des Elephanten. Alle Begriffe hangen in der
Kette der Wahrheiten an einander; die kleinste kann der größten oft nicht nur dienen, sondern
selbst unentbehrlich werden.
Da es nun bekannt ist, daß die Theoristen des Epigramms bisher meistens nur von Marüal
ausgingen und auf die Anthologie höchstens einen Seitenblick warfen, mich dünkt, so lohnte
es der kleinen Mühe, die Aussicht bis dahin zu erweitern. Die Griechen sind Meister und
Lehrer in allem Schönen gewesen; und in dieser kleinen Dichtungsart sollte sie das Unglück
so verfolgt haben, daß ihre zahlreichen Arbeiten darin keine aufmerksamkeit verdienten? Nur
von ihnen bekamen ja die Römer diese wie alle Gattungen der Dichtkunst; und wenn wir das
Epigramm aus den Händen neuerer Nationen haben, sind diese sämmtlich und sonders es
nicht auch den Griechen und Römern schuldig? Wollen wir je eine philosophische Poetik
oder eine Geschichte der Dichtkunst erhalten, so müssen wir über einzelne Gedichtarten
Vorarbeiten und jede derselben bis auf ihren Ursprung verfolgen.
Ueberdem kann ich's mir nicht einbilden, daß das Epigramm der griechischen Art eine so
geringschätzige Sache sei, als wozu es einige seiner Verächter gemacht haben. Ich will den
Unrath nicht Gold nennen, der zumal in der Kephalas Anthologie zusammengehäuft ist, und
werde darüber noch einige Worte sagen; das ächte und schöne Gold aber, das aus den ältern
Zeiten mitten in diesen Vorrath hervorblickt, ist unverkennbar. Die edelsten Dichter und
Weisen, Simonides, Plato, Aristoteles, Theokrit, u. A., stehen als Epigrammatisten da; und
nach Wiederauflebung der Wissenschaften ist beinah keiner Dichtungsart fleißiger
nachgeeifert worden als der Anthologie der Griechen. Die größten Namen, die dem
menschlichen Geist ewig zum Ruhm gereichen werden, und eine Reihe anderer Männer,
denen es gewiß an Geschmack nicht fehlte, waren Uebersetzer oder Nachahmer der
Anthologie,187 so daß ein fleißiger Deutscher,188 der eine Sammlung dieser UeberSetzungen
anfing, schon in der Mitte der vorigen Jahrhunderts aus /p. 193 331 Uebersetzem sammeln
konnte. Ich schäme mich also nicht, einer Reihe von Männern nachzutreten, unter denen
Erasmus, Grotius, Thomas Morus, Melancthon, Seidan, Scaliger, Buchanan, Dousa und so
viel Andre hervorglänzen, und wage es geradezu, diese, die einfachste Gattung des
Epigramms, als ein schönes Vorbild jugendlicher Uebungen zu empfehlen.
Und das aus folgenden Gründen. Zuerst kenne ich keine Dichtungsart, die einen so
leichten Uebergang von allem Anschaulichen, was den menschlichen Geist oder das Herz
interessen kann, zu einer reinen Exposition und zu einer bestimmten energischen Sprache
gewähre, als das Epigramm der Griechen. In ihm lernt der Jüngling eine schöne Ründe, eine
leibliche Klarheit, ein Eilen zum Ziel auf dem kürzesten, treffendsten Wege. Eine brausende
Ode läßt sich leicht herschwärmen, eine lässige Idylle leicht herschlendem; manches müssige
Wort in ihnen wird übersehen, ja, in manchen Ganzen weiß der Autor selbst nicht, was er
wollte. Bei dem Epigramm nicht also. Hier ist der Gegenstand, das Ziel, die Form sehr
bestimmt gegeben, kein Wort darf müssig stehen, kein Zug darf fehlen, oder Beides fällt
sogleich auf, und der Zweck des Gedichts wird nicht erreicht. Daher finden wir, daß manche
große Männer, die gute Fußgänger waren, sobald sie sich ans kleine Epigramm versuchten,
einen lahmen Gang zeigten; denn hier gait's keinen Spazierweg, sondern den kürzesten Lauf
zum Ziele. In diesem Betracht halte ich das Epigramm nicht nur für einen Probirstein des
Witzes, sondern auch des scharfsinnigen Verstandes, der leichtesten Ordnung, des
zweckmäßigsten Ausdrucks. Ein treffendes Epigramm sagt oft mehr als eine langweilige
Abhandlung voll unnöthiger Vorbereitungen, Seitensprünge und Declamationen.
187 S. Fabricii Bibliotheca Graeca, L. III, p. 701, 702. — H.
188 Andreas Rivinus (Bachmann), im Florilegium Graecolaünum, Gothae 1651. — H. [See our Bibi.2]
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Damit ich nicht mißverstanden werde, setzt ich sogleich dieses hinzu. So sehr die
Griechen den W itz liebten, so war das Epigramm des Spotts bei ihnen weder das einzige noch
das erste. Zwar hat uns die Anthologie auch in dieser Gattung eine ziemliche Menge
schlechter und guter Sinngedichte aufbehalten; und da ich mich in meiner Sammlung lieber
an mildere Gegenstände, die man öfter gern liest, als an flüchtige Einfälle des Spottes
gehalten habe, so mögen zum Behuf der Theorie wenigstens hier einige Proben als eine lange
Parenthese stehen.189 /p.194
Auf zwei G em älde.190
Fragst Du, Menestratus, mich, was Dein Deukalion wert sei
Und Dein Phaethon dort, den Du in Flammen gemalt?
Beide sind werth des Schicksals, zu dem sie die Götter erschufen,
Dieser der Flammen und Der seiner ersäusenden Fluth.

Die Eitle vor den Spiegel.191
Nein, Kleopatra, nein! Dein Spiegel, glaube mir, trüget;
Sähest Du Dich, wie du bist, sähest Du nimmer hinein.

Abwesenheit und Gegenwart.192
Wenn ich nicht da bin, Thrax, so tadl' und schelte mich immer!
Nur verbitt' ich m ir auch, bin ich zugegen, Dein Lob.

Der Zärtling.193
Der Du den stygischen Pfuhl beschiffst mit rudernden Armen,
Schwarzer Charon, o nimm leise den Cinyras auf!
Reiche die Hand ihm hin, wenn vom Kahne der Schatten er langsam
Aussteigt, daß er sich ja schone den zärtlichen Fuß!
Den im Leben der lindeste Schuh mit Wunden verletzte,
"Wehe!" ruft er gewiß, wenn er das Ufer betritt.

Der böse Traum .194
Großen Aufwand machte der geizige Hermon im Traum einst;
Aengstig sprang er empor, lief und erhenkte sich selbst.

/p. 195

189 Im Folgenden fehlten die Ueberschriften in der ersten Ausgabe der zweiten Sammlung der "Zerstreuten
Blätter", — D.
190 Von Lukilius.— D.
191 Frei nach Palladas auf die Demosthenis. — D.
192 Nach Apollinarius. Die Anrede fügte Herder hinzu. — D.
193 Von Zonas aus Sardes, oder von Diodor. — D.
194 Von Lukilius. — D.
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Amor und Bacchus.195
Gegen den Amor bin ich in meinem Busen gewaffnet
Durch die Vernunft; ich steh' Einer dem Einen zu Wehr,
Ich ein Sterblicher, ihm, dem Unsterblichen. Aber ist Bacchus
Ihm zur Seite, wer mag gegen zwei Götter bestehn!

Demokrit im Todtenreich.196
Seliger Pluto, nimm, nimm an den lachenden Weisen!
Unter der traurigen Schaar hast Du jetzt Einen, der lacht.
Der tapfere Arzt.197
Wanderer, sieh, hier liegen in einem Grab begraben
Sieben Todte. "Wer hat sieben der Menschen erlegt?"
Fragst Du. Kennest Du nicht den Stab des mächtigen Hermes,
Der in des Arztes Hand Menschen zu Schatten gesellt!
Der Bauch.
Bauch, Du Unverschämter! der Freiheit heilige Rechte
Giebt der Schmeichler hinweg um eine Suppe für Dich.
Der Tänzer.198
"Tanzt' ich die Niobe nicht und die Daphne recht nach dem Leben?"
Wahrlich! Jene wie Stein, Diese wie starrendes Holz.p.196

Der Arme und die Armuth.199
Mich verachtet Du nicht, die Armuth schmähest Du in mir;
Wäre Jupiter arm, wär' er geachtet wie ich.
Der bekränzte Wein.200
Hast Du noch mehr des Weins, mit dem Du nich gestern bewirthet?
Kränze mit Epheu nicht, kränz ihn mit grünem Salat!

195
196
197
198
199
200

Von Rufinus. — D.
Von Julianus. — D.
Frei nach Nikarchus auf einen Arzt Zophyrus. — D.
Von Palladus auf einen gewissen Memphis. Auch von Ausonius übersetzt. — D
Von Palladas. — D.
y on LllkÜius. — D.
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Die Amtsgehilfen.
Damon201 und Pythias, der Todtengräber und Doktor,
Helfen in ihrer Kunst treulich einander sich aus:
Damon stiehlt dem Begrabnen die Leichenhemde zu Pflastern
Für den Doktor, und er schafft ihm die Kranken ins Grab.
Auch die Griechen also schlossen den Spott vom Epigramm nicht aus; denn warum sollten
unter allen Gegenständen der Welt gerade Narren die Einzigen sein, die keine bezeichnende
Aufschrift verdienten, da sie sich doch selbst so oft vordrängem um ausgezeichnet zu
werden? Leider bietet sich uns auch diese Gattung der Epigramme am Meisten dar. Die
Pointe springt uns gleichsam fertig ins Gesicht, und man hat Mühe, den Stein, der aus einer
plumpen Hand auf uns zuflog, wie jener Derwisch, ruhig bei sich zu stecken,202 wenn man
fühlt, daß, vom Bogen zurückgeschnellt, er eine viel treffendere Wirkung thäte. Die
Großmuth des Derwisch ist indessen doch das Beste, und mich dünkt, es war Metastasio, der,
auch aufs Bitterste gereizt, zwar sein Sinngedicht machte, es einem Freunde vorlas, aber
sodann gleich verbrannte; denn wie oft hat ein nicht übel gemeinter loser Einfall
Feindschaften erweckt und Nachtheile befördert, die nachher lange Jahre nicht wegbannen
konnten. Je treffender der Pfeil war, desto unvergeßlicher schmerzt er. /p. 197
Zudem giebt es Gattungen von Spott, die sich ein billiger Mann nie erlauben sollte, z. B.
über körperliche Gebrechen, über unverschuldete Unglücksfälle, u. dgl. Ein Anthologie geht
auch an solchen nicht leer aus; sie sind aber auch die, die ich ihr am Wenigsten beneide. Sie
tadeln und brandmarken meistens durch ein plumpes Werkzeug, die Hyperbel; oder sie
bereiten eine Speise, die, nicht mit Salz, sondern mit Galle gewürzt, keine gesunde Zunge
reizt.
Ein Gleiches ist's mit den Obcönitäten. Freilich war's besser, daß bei den Griechen diese
Ader sich lieber in ein kurzes Epigramm als, wie es in spätem Zeiten geschehen ist, in lange
Erzählungen und Romane ergoß; indessen auch sie wollen wir ihnen lassen und uns dagegen
an die Arten des Epigramms halten, an denen sich auch nach Jahrtausenden Menschen freuen
und laben.
Dies sind z. B. Epigramme auf Gegenstände der Natur, auf treffliche Seele und ihre edle
Geschichte, oder die Stimmen der Dankbarkeit und Freundschaft, der Eltern- und
Kindesliebe. Einem Jünglinge, der dieser Bahn folgen will, steht hier die Geschichte der
ganzen Welt vor Augen. Er zeichne jeden edlen Geist, jede schöne That, die ihn rührte, mit
Einfalt und Würde aus; das kleine Epigramm, das er einem Helden der Menschheit an den
Fuß seiner Bildsäule schrieb, hat er damit auch in sein Herz geschrieben. Die würdigsten
Männer der vorigen Jahrhunderte seit Wiederauflebung der Wissenschaften liebten
dergleichen Auszeichnungen; ich weiß nicht, warum wir an ihnen erschöpft sind; denn die
edelsten Wohltäter unsers Vaterlandes liegen auch in diesem Verstände ohne Kränze und
Stele, unbegraben.
Insonderheit seine Gegenstände der Kunst des Epigramms in der besten griechischen Art
würdig; und wie viele schöne Stücke des Alterthums sind da, die, wenn man sie mit einigem
Gefühl ansieht, die zarteste Inschrift uns gleichsam zuhauchen! Glücklich ist der Jüngling,
dem das Schicksal einen Lehrer schenkt, der hier sein Auge und seinen Verstand leitet. Er
zeigt ihm worauf es der Künstler anlegte, worin seine Seele, die längst im Schattenreich ist,
noch jetzt aus seinen Werken zu uns spreche. Der Funke, der in des Meisters Gemüth glühte,

201 Im Griechischen steht Krateas. Auch B. 3 f. sind frei übertragen. — D.
202 Bei Saadi im "Rosenthal", I. S. 44. — D.
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wird der helle Punkt, der auch im Lehrlinge zündet und die Weisheit des ganzen dastehenden
Werks beleuchtet.
Kleine Inschriften dieser Art mit klaren, bestimmten Zügen sind mehr werth als lange
Abhandlungen voll allegorischer Gelehr- /p. 198 samkeit oder als Lobjauchzungen voll
Wolken, Blitze und Nebel. Mit einer Inschrift nehmen wir gleichsam Besitz von dem
geliebten Gegenstände; wir fühlen das Glück, daß, wenn wir ihn gleich nicht schaffen
konnten, so können wier ihn dennoch, was so Wenigen gegeben war, bestimmt denken und
ausdrücken, genießen und uns zueignen. So ist's mit manchen Gegenständen des Leides und
der Freude in unserm Leben: wir genießen doppelt, wenn wir uns den Genuß sagen; die
Wolke des Schmerzes entweicht, wenn wir uns ihre Ursache und Wirkung klar und bestimmt
entziffern.
Indessen bei alle diesem Ruhm und Nutzen sehe man das Epigramm für nicht mehr an, als
es sein kann und sein will: es ist ein vorübergehender, entwickelnder treffender Gedanke,
dessen Einkleidung zwar ein Kunstwerk, aber nicht die höchste Kunst ist. Es gehört auf den
Fuß der Bildsäule; die Bildsäule selbst aber ist doch etwas Anderes.203

203 lieber das griechische Epigramm vgl. man noch die Weiteren Ausführungen Herder's in den "Briefen zur
Beförderung der Humanität", Brief 74, 75. — D.
[P.M.Mc. See Suphan XVII p. 379 ff.
I do not see that these passing comments in letters, more concerned with Greek art, add anything
substantial to the treatise which we have just copied.]
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8.

Marterln — Brockhaus

This mini-form provides almost a parody of the whole development of epigram. It no doubt
arose from the pan-European traditions of pious epigraphy, and German popular epigraphic
traditions. The monument on which the inscription is put is designed for biaiothanatoi and
aoroi, not necessarily being a grave, perhaps being (as is universal in the South) a memorial at
the place of death, or perhaps, at a typical place associated with the deceased. Not all such
memorials (apparently deriving from the crosses at intersections and on the wayside) are
inscribed with text. The originally simple and sincere texts, particularly common in Old
Bavaria, then were anthologised, and very early literatised in a humorous and parodic manner,
making up their own genre of popular literature, and referred to by high-ranking German
scholars with a mixture of delight and embarrassment, it would appear from their writings.
The Marterln known today seem to be almost entirely fictional, like many (but not all)
examples from the English popular tradition of compiling interesting, unusual, significant and
humorous epitaphs. A picture is given, in which the plaque with a little picture and a not so
little text takes up precisely the position that a wayside crucifix would, up on a house-like top
of a monument which is not on a post, but on a long support not much wider than one.
Marterl das, in Österreich und Bayern ein Gedenkstein, eine Tafel oder dgl. mit
Inschrift oder Bild an Orten, an denen ein Mensch durch Unfall oder Verbrechen
umgekommen ist. M. leitet sich von Marter ab, seit dem 15. Jahrh. in der Bedeutung
>Leiden Christie, wie es später in den Kreuzwegstationen und Feldkapellen bildlich
dargestellt wurde. Der seit der Mitte des vorigen Jahrh. von Tirol und Kärnten aus
verbreitete Begriff bezeichnete dort den Bildstock. Characteristisch für Altbayern ist
das M. mit Inschriften. - Die kuriosen M.-Sprüche entsprechen jedoch selten der
Wirklichkeit, sondern gehören einer eigenen parodist. Literaturgattung an.
See also vv. Bildstock, Steinkreuz. Also L. v. Hörmann M. u. Grabschriften (1936). Note the
Mediterranean-Catholic influence on this practice, clear from the names of the Länder which
welcome these memorials.
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9.

Rüegg's well-worked corpus of poetic Swiss house inscriptions

Rüegg, R.
Haussprüche und Volkskultur. Die thematischen Inschriften der Prättigauer
Häuser und Geräte. Kirchen und Glocken. Bilder und Denkmäler Basel 1970
GENERALITIES REPEATED FROM THE ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY TO PMMc's
THESIS INSCRIPTION AND EPIGRAM, resituating a Greek genre
See Addenda for a detailed survey of this model study. It shows how to transmute a despised folk
phenomenon into categories respected in high culture. Inscriptions surviving from more than 400 years of
Medieval and modem history in the one Swiss canton, bordering on Liechtenstein and on Catholic Austria,
are here provided in a complete corpus with the most detailed and illuminating analyses. Let us summarise.
The majority of the corpus are "house inscripüons" often running the whole width of the gable wall of
large houses. They are carved into wood, or painted. The majority of these (if more than a few words, such
as «Grüß Gott» and the like) are in verse, mosüy distichs (the minimal element of rhyming verse) and
quatrains, running up to octets, 10 liners, and 12 liners. The significant thing is that medieval inscripüons in
this remote area were apparenüy not in verse, and were apparently an 61ite phenomenon, on churches and
bells. The Reformation seems to have democratised the inscription. Another very significant thing is that
inscriptions tend to run for centuries in long series obviously using the same topos, with sometimes minimal
variations in wording, sometimes much more creative treatment. This too seems to be a characteristic of
pure, genuine inscriptionality, and it appears in the book epigram of the Anthology, whether borrowed from a
period when short poetry was predominantly concerned with the likelihood of being inscribed, or from a
process of oral and written imitation/variatio, more noticeable in short book poetry than in the longer
varieties. Thirdly, many inscriptions are not "original": some come from hymns, some come from dialect
poets or litterateurs in the Bühnensprache. Many come from the Bible or from Luther's works. However,
there is a large bulk of original inscriptions (within the lines of a conservative tradition), and the usual small
crop of atypical ones. A sign not only of imitation of Classical models but of the fact that some texts were
assumed to be very well-known is n° 351, dating from about 1800: L M S v T K S V V A P . The editor has
no trouble recognising this (from hymnology?): "Lauter Müh sind Vnsre Tag / Kreuz, Sorg vnd Viel Andre
Plag." A famous agnostic Roman inscription type turns up much christianised in n° 75 (plate p. 216 too)
Tales fuirnus tales sumus tales erimus. Tales fuistis // Tales estis, tales q eritis; si pie vixeritis, 1665. A
worldly-wise n° 81.1 shows the ultimate level of (non-verse) epigrammaticity wrongly ascribed solely to
Latin : FIDE SED // CUT VIDE (1673). Despite all his learning, and the considerable support he has
received from experts, I am not confident of all the ascriptions of the editor. His transcriptions of the
occasional theologian's Hebrew can be laughable, and for n° 482, ca. 1875: IN VINO VERITAS / IN AQUA
SANITAS, he gives a Roman period allusion to the common medieval-early modem tag of the first line, and
nothing for the second line, which would seem to be no more original.
Finally, many of the bells, in particular, themselves "speak" in their inscriptions. This is the
continuation of a medieval habit which caused *Ploss some far-reaching suspicions. More importantly, p.
289 ff. have a long and elaborate analysis of the "sender" of the message in all texts. This is what I
independently tried to do for the earlier Greek verse inscriptions, as I had not seen it done outside the context
of the "speaking inscription". Rüegg has no hesitation in assuming that the inscription is equivalent in
function to an oral statement or a written letter text, i.e., that it assumes a sender/originator of definable
personality and one or many "receivers" equally identifiable. A matter of interest when comparing this folk
tradition with the earliest verse traditions of Greece is that the author (or the builder/renovator of the
building) is commonly named, but that it is a tradition in the Prättigau (while not always elsewhere) not to
include this PN in the "Spruch" itself. Such a name or names come usually in the form of a caption, more
often an Unterschrift than either a Beischrift or Oberschrift.
Periodisations: 1. 1250-1516 - on bells and churches only; 2. 1565-1722 - Reform, Orthodoxy,
Renaissance; 3. 1723-1799 (when inscriptions become very common) Pietismus, zum Ende des alten
Bündner Freistaates; 4. 1800-1896 - first appearance of holiday houses and less serious inscriptions, first
return of organised Catholicism; 5. 1897-1964 - modem period, a mixture of nostalgic revival, decline and
innovation.
P. 188, Section E, has a small corpus of Denkmal-Inschriften, note esp. the sub-corpus of p. 190 "für
Verunglückte oder Begrabene. Section D is of Bild-Beischriften, Section F of Kritzel-Inschriften, but no
section other than that of the Haus-Spriiche is of much significance.
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Haussprüche

UNIQUE TO THE ADDENDA:—
Rüegg Haussprüche 1970: 1600 inscriptions surviving, mostly on architectural wood from
over 400 years, mosüy short, many in verse.
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Periodisations:
1. 1250-1516 - on bells and in(/on?) churches only
2. 1565-1722 - Reform, Orthodoxy, Renaissance
3. 1723-1799 (when inscriptions become very common) Pietismus, zum Ende des alten Bündner
Freistaates
4. 1800-1896 - first appearance o f holiday houses and less serious inscriptions, first return of
organised Catholicism
5. 1897-1964 - modem period, a mixture of nostalgic revival, decline and innovation.

A fascinating parallel to the Greek processes which are the focus of our thesis. Both began
with the desire to collect and "say everything" about a corpus, ours the older Greek poetic
inscription, Riiegg's, the disappearing inscriptions on the outside, and inside, of
German/Swiss houses. Both find that a great variety of approaches and disciplines are
required to describe and analyse the materials. Data without generalisation is pure chatter,
and Riiegg has made remarkable progress in deriving higher level thought from seemingly
mundane, popular inscriptions.
N° 13.1 ff. have more than a dozen versions of Ps 127.1 of which I give 13.1 and 13.8, from
1565? and 1934 respectively. These long, minimally varying traditions of certain texts, or
topoi, are characteristic of most real inscriptional processes and hence, of inscriptional
corpora:
N° 13.1 1565? WANN GOTT NIT GIBT SEIN GNADT VND GVNST / SO // 1ST
ALLES VERGEBENS VND VMBSVNST AMEN *CI3 I 3 LXV//

N° 13.8 (1934) 2ÖO Glott jum §au3 nit gibt 3in (I$un3t,/ i3t Arbeit,
um3un3t.//

unb 0orgT

A simple sort is that of 18a, 10b, cut under initials and numbers of herded animals in a
Hirtenbritsche, presumably what the alpine Italians call a "rifugio", summer station for
herdsmen:
N° 18a, 10b (Jöri Bregetzer hat die Scheita gemacht) I am unable to copy the monogrammed
and sometimes ornate capitals of the script, where H has an inverted pyramid inside its top
half.
N° 44.2 Has one of the simpler examples of additive composition on bells, where the first
stich is repeated over centuries, and the second one limps, because of the proper name:
N° 44 1 1636 A VS DEM FEIR BIN ICH GEFLOSSEN / LEONHART ERNST IN
CVR HAT MICH GOSSEN A M O 1636
An expected psalmic tag is repeated for many years after its (1635?) example:
N° 5la. 1 (Bott • «cljüotc • S$en • 2IÜT3 • Unb Ujn • Gtong
(This is set over a kitchen door, and the phrasing is typical of doorway inscriptions)
There are ten variations, some diverging widely from the model, of this, as there are 13
quoted of n° 73..., the Gloria in Excelsis motif, no doubt favoured by shepherding
famihes. There are dozens of nearly identical repetitions of another shepherd's Spruch,
high up in the summer pastures:
N° 93.7
3cgnc un3 §trfcit unb $ccrbc // 18 9WöH)ta3 ©ngcl 52 1852
N° 93.8 Oiott bdjiitc bic §irtcn, 3am §erbc (£ $ 1855
Hebrew 1759, 1746?, 1744 in n° 125.1, 125.2, and 199 respectively, with errors of
transcription and commentary. Greek in n° 200.
A quatrain occurring in 1773 and 1775 only:
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N° 294.1 (1773) In (Hotted stamen gclj iclj aud, / bcljut, o § e r r , mein ganged §aud, /
bedcljüttc mieJj mit beinern Meegen / unb leite miclj auf allen Söegem
N° 294.2 (1775) ln (Hotted namen gel)Tictj aud / 5lclj ^ err 9legierTmein ganged
§aud* / 2>ie §audfrau, bic Stinbcr mein, / 8a<B £>tr, o (Hott, befohlen dein,
'Benebift SSaldcr //
N° 355 has 16 short verse lines, mostly separated in its white inscription done on the gable
wall, as most are. We will not quote it.
It seems that many inscriptions now appearing only on modem walls, absent from previous
collectors' notebooks, may still be the tips of more ancient icebergs. Note:
N° 525 (ca. 1920) Daheim *ifts *gut *sein //
N° 528e.l (ca. 1920) <üd eilet bic 3 c it / 3Wendcl) dei bereit
N° 528e 2 (1962) ES EILT DIE ZEIT / MENSCH SEI BEREIT //
N° 529 (1921) Hora m it - Carpe *diem
There are many topoi relating to the need to seize on what time we have (left!).
The arrival of the Catholics is marked by a few Latin texts on monasteries and churches of
recent date, one an elegiac distich from the pan-European poem-hoard:
N° 606 (1933) FAC NOS INNOCUAM JOSEPH DECURRERE VITAM / SITQUE TUO
SEMPER TUTA PATROCINIO
The Denkmal-inschriften are mostly modem, the subsection for Verunglückte oder
Begrabene, n° 814—821, cover both 19C and 20C.
N° 815 (1893, on an iron plaque) ZUM //ANDENKEN // AN // HARTM. BARTSCH, //
GEB. 1863, & // SIM. TARNUTZER, // GEB. 1874, // WELCHE AM 31.JAN. 1893, //
HIER VON EINER LAWINE IN DIE TIEFE GERISSEN WURDEN // GEWIDMET
V. D. GEM. SCHUDERS. //
N° 818 (1928) ln lobing mcmorlj // of our bear eon // Sofjn (£toan grajer // BORN
IN SIDNEY, AUSTRALIA 2 APR. 1901 // DIED AT DAVOS 2. JANUARY 1927 //
Unb mciter gestiftet bon //
ttnb 8tnt) // ®cljoelll)orn-Sträule, // 0otoic
bon einigen greunb- // &en ber Äirclje* // im Saljre 1928 //
This is in black under the left side choir window over the grave.
N° 818a «Wiederseh'n» // H.J. // 27.VHI * 1928 - //
H(ans) J(ost) of Seewis was fishing in the flooded Ta(r)schinasbach and fell in, local
historians tell us. His body was never recovered.
None of these are in verse! But the Kritzel-Inschriften from N° 821a are almost all in verse
form. I give the oldest, cut in St. Antonien-Ascharina, half way up from the up-river
confluence of Kiiblis to the Gruobenpass.
N° 821a (ca 1750) ^ er (^igenut^ / i l l Ijicr tinb 5r^3nt5 / ttnb an allen Orten / bijn
iÜblidcl) trnb btjn Soortcu
And also two comments in very rough but unmistakeable verse, no doubt of hikers. The
former is scratched on an alpine cliff between the Obersässen of the Alpen Larein and Alp
Nova, the second scrawled in pencil above a door leading from a dining/living room to the
cellar:
N° 830 (ca. 1900) § ic r idt bic SOtarcl) ^toidcljcn Ofen unb Sarcin, / Q ic Ofncr dinb
5>icbc unb toollcn ailed allein.
N° 831 Es war ein Sonntag hell // u. klar, / ein selten schöner Tag in d(iesem) // Jahr /
Hans Disch 1910 //
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Here is a quatrain from about 1940, suggested to have come from a soldier's memory of some
popular play seen in his native Austria:
N° 843 (around 1940 war time?) Im Maien balzt der Auerhahn / Er hat dann seine Zeit /
Da sind wir Leute besser dran / Wir balzen wenns uns freut /
And a dialect inscription in pencil on a wall, no doubt in winter. "Gudla" = 'shit', "Simar" =
'we are':
N° 858 (1960) Jn dr Gudla bis in d Ora//Simar fast ärfroraü! //
P. 199 has a sketch map of the Prättigau and environs. Low down (actually WNW as the map
is oriented), low down in the plain or deep valley, on the main road it seems, is Landquart,
half way up the eastern fringe is Davos. The highest country is on the top of the map,
Silvrettahorn 3244m, Verstanklahom 3298m. In the middle of it all is Kiiblis.
The pages following have the photos of the house inscriptions, very prominent, across most of
the width of the (northern?) gable walls, presumably touched up from time to time (and
usually carved into the wood in any case, the wood-working tools for this are shown p.
276). Some carved inscriptions on furniture shown too. Some large inscriptions are
merely painted on, p. 277 showing a master at work in 1965, freshening up n° 622 of the
corpus in "broken bastard script".
The scripts themselves are closely reproduced and well studied in the appendices.
1.
Communicative structure, extracts from Rüegg's approach
in his own words.
P. 289 b) Die Briefstruktur der Spruchinschriften
<101> Spruch kommt von Sprechen, Inschrift von schreiben. In jedem Fall spricht oder
schreibt jemand etwas an einen bestimmten Hörer oder Empfänger. Demnach läßt sich die
Gesprächsituation oder die Briefstruktur der Inschriften untersuchen. Da die Sprüche auf
die Dauer wirken sollen, ziehe ich den Vergleich mit einer brieflichen Aussage vor. So
fragen wir uns, wer als Ansender auftritt, was für einer Mitteilungsgattung die Inschrift
angehört und wer als unmittelbarer Adressat gemeint ist.
With some suprahuman speakers/senders omitted, and other special restrictions to the corpus
studied, we have the following categories: P. 290 <103> .. .erstellte ich eine Statistik für
die fünf Zeitabschnitte nach folgenden acht Gesichtspunkten:
1. Ich, Subjekt eines Haupsatzes, am Anfang des Spruchs stehend, unmittelbar gefolgt
vom Namen: «Ich Hans Truog erschlug acht Schildwacht...»
2. Ich, wie 1, aber ohne Namen: «Ich gehe aus oder ein...»
3. Ich, wie 2, aber nicht am Anfang des Hauptsatzes: «Gott unde der Herren Bott / acht
ich für keinen Spott...»
4. Ich, Subject eines Nebensatzes: «Für dieses Haus, daraus ich muß mit Leib und Seel
bald ziehen...»
5. 1 Person Einzahl in andern Formen: meiner, mir, mich, mein usw.
6. 1 Person Einzahl, mit einer gewissen Wahrscheinlichkeit zu erschliessen aus einem
«Du» der Adresse: «Hab Gott lieb ob allen Dingen...»
7. Wir, uns, unser usw.
8. 1. Person Mehrzal, zu erschließen aus einem «Ihr» der Adresse: «Kommet her, ihr
Frauenzimmer...»
9. Besitzer, angedeutet in Formulierung wie «Gott behüt den Hausvater / Hirten und
Herde».
10. Man, Mensch, Wer: «Wer Gott vertraut, hat wohl gebaut...»; «O Mensch, gedenk...»
(Hier bezeichnet wohl «Mensch» in erste Linie den Adressaten, doch ist ja der Absender
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auch ein solcher Mensch, bezieht also den Spruch deutlicher auf die eigene Person als in
den letzten Gruppe.)
11. Kein Absender genannt oder angedeutet: «Gott hilft».
12. Total.
P. 291, the Ich is lacking from the Middle Age remains, all of these being churchly, and "We"
dominates that early period. Class 1, where the Ich is most dramatically fronted and
highlighted, comes only in the two time divisions immediately following the Middle Ages,
"Hierin äußert sich offenbar das Selbstbewußtsein der Renaissance". Group 2, Initial Ich
but without a following PN, predominated in the 19C. "Die Vemunftgläubigkeit brachte
die eigene Person neu zur Geltung." Classes 1. and 2. are then set against less egoistic
expressions in six different tables. In second place comes the Pietistic 18C. Pietism, in the
eyes of Karl Barth, was the religious brother of the Enlightenment. The modem period is
the weakest (since the Middle Ages) in verbal emphasis on the Ich. More tables follow.
P. 292 <107> Die Gattungen der inschriftlichen Aussagen
Für die statistische Auswertung galten mir folgende Gattungen:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Mitteilung: «Bartli Donnaw bin ich gennant / Fideris mein Vaterland...»
Bekenntnis: «Ist Gott für uns, wer mag wider uns sein?»
Mahnung: «Hab Gott lieb ob allen Dingen...»
Verschiedenes, z.B. Glückwünsche: «Fahre wohl, Fuhrmann, auf der Straße».
Gebet: «Jesus, wohn in meinem Haus...»
Wunsch für sich selbst: «Gott behüt den Hausvater fromm...»
Wunsch oder Mahnung für die Allgemeinheit: «Gott allein die Ehre!»
Lebensweisheit: «Eigner Herd ist Goldes wert.»
Total

More tables follow.
P. 293 <109> Die Adressaten der Sprüche
1. Das menschliche Du: «Erzürn dich nit, o frommer Christ...»
2. Das menschliche Ihr: «Kommet, lasset uns gehen auf den Berg Gottes...»
3. Man, Mensch, Wer, Wir, Niemand, «Besitzer».
4. Gott (Vater), unmittelbar angeredet: «O Gott, durch deine Barmherzigkeit...»
5. Jesus, unmittelbar angeredet: «Herr Jesu, zieh mein Herz und Sinn...»
6. Gott als indirekter Adressat: «Gott sei mit uns!»
7. Jesus, als indirekter Adressat: «Jesus Christus soll allein dieses Hauses Schicksal
sein.»
8. Andre Adressaten.
9. Unadressierte Sprüche.
10. Total.
More tables follow. Then the analysis turns to deep structures of another sort: how various
"ideas" are expressed. P. 301 makes a special study of the periodisation of expressions for
five big ideas: Vaterland, Land, Heimat, Bürger, and Freiheit, frei, befr. There is much
study of ways in which "House" is mentioned, and of attitudes shown to it.
P. 312 g) Inschriftträger und ihre Thematik
The church bells the only "support" of inscriptions found throughout the entire period
treated in this study. They are of their nature a special case, with inscriptions of a special
nature, including (p.313 three lines from top) the traditional: "Non clamor sed amor...
[sonat in aure dei?]". Stubensprüche are also a special case, though they tend to echo the
expressions of the (external) Haussprüche. Those which specifically mention their position
and its situation first appear in the age of Pietismus, the 18C, e.g., ''Wie durch ein Fenster
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ein / die Sonn gibt Licht und Schein..
Door (house door, room door) inscriptions tend,
as in all cultures, to be very short. They typically refer to going in and going out: "Gott
segne unsem Ein- und Ausgang.. "Mit Jesu mein / geh ich hinein" etc.
As regards methods for the storage of clothes, chests are older and more common than
cupboards, as they were Europe-wide. Those of the Prättigau are less decorated and
inscribed than are their like around Bern. A few are "pregnant" in the Baroque sense: "O
Mensch, gedenc an Deuf sir Lest - deine!" (Deuf = Teufel, sir = seine, Lest = List, deine =
denk"). Presumably in metre.
Alpine shepherds'/herders' buildings. These are most decorated-and-inscribed (the two seem
related, another constant of non-Muslim epigraphy) in Appelzell and Toggenburg, fairly so
in Innerschweitz and Bern, but sparely in the Prättigau. Particularly lacking in our corpus
are inscriptions on the Gebsen and Binnem, the former vessels for storing milk
temporarily, and the latter vessels for drinking. However, the Hirten-britschen, also called
Alppritschen and Alpscheita, are frequently supplied with Haussprüche, more so here than
in any other alpine region. In the interior of Sennhütten, often in the chimney, where (as in
the huts of the Snowy Mountains) men would spend long hours at night, many
inscriptions/graffiti can be found. They tend to be careful in textual construction, and even
in graphic form, so "graffiti" is perhaps an inappropriate name. A common prose
inscription is: "19 Leonhard Meißer 63". Around St. Antonien this bald tripartite phrase
of numbers of animals, name of herder and date is much expanded. They use the special
numerals called Bauemzählen, suitable for cutting into wood. One Spruch is usually the
first: "Gott behüte Hirte und Herden..." and others may follow. The formulary becomes
more varied in the later 18C. In later times it sank back to the baldness of the early modern
inscriptions, and in modem times, apparently (their collection is difficult) to mere KritzelInschriften, presumably low grade graffiti, not showing pride in form or content.
P. 314 defines Bild-Beischriften as those in which the picture is primary and text is
commentary on it. Ofensprüche are often incomprehensible without the picture. The
author follows changing styles from Middle Ages to today.

P. 315 makes the comment of Richard Weiß that little memorial monuments for Verunglückte
are an import from the Catholic side of the mountain. No Marterln on Reformed soil! In
the Prättigau the oldest examples (and they are not very old) are for outsiders. However,
Catholicism is gaining strength, and the Reformed churches have begun to open their doors
to the cult for the dead.
P. 315 again deals with Kritzel-Inschriften, hard to collect and by no means a full corpus.
Particularly in the alpine huts lie many uncollected little texts. Their ethos is constituted
by intimacy, in opposition to the very public and proclamatory Hausspruch. Their themes
provide things that are not found in more formal, public, texts.
P. 338: As for the originality or otherwise of the inscriptions, and the permeability of the
borders betwen "stone" (actually, wood) and "book", the Bible provides many a phrase of
course, but hymns and songbooks provide many as well — 93 inscriptions of this corpus,
from 47 different songs/hymns. There is no adequate guide as yet to the hymns sung in
churches from the 17C — 19C, so more may escape us. It is notable that the consecrations
of a new house was a particularly sobering occasion, and that it brought to mind the
thought of mortality and thus of eternal life. The quotes from known hymns cluster around
such themes. A problem for research (as it is for research in Medieval poetic epigraphy
and hymnology) is that the existing Hilfsmittel list only the initial lines of a poetic text, and
the Sprüche normally come from internal or final lines. Of course, the same forces could
inspire a popular hymn which (independently) inspire a Hausspruch. "Originality" is then
a many headed monster, not only theoretically, but practically. A typical example is the
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widespread: "Wer Gott vertraut, hat wohl gebaut." It may have begun as a princely motto
before being taken as the first line of a very popular hymn from Magdeburg (1572, by a
certain Joachim). A deeper problem is not whether such verses to us are more a Spruch or
song quotation, but how they sounded to contemporaries, whatever their origins.
There was an addendum to the hymnbooks of Zürich and Basel of the 17C and 18C
containing six strophes of popular Sprüche, called the guildin ABC. These are well
represented on houses. Of course, where Sprüche are citations, they assist in the recovery
of the history of back-country hymnology. It is notable that for Reformed communities the
words of the songbook were also read (presumably with residual sense of the traditional
music), as educational literature. In any case, once a fragment of a Lied had become
accepted into the Hausspruch tradition, its descendants became pure Spruch!
It is likely that the poverty of the Hausspruch in the 16C depends as much on the absence of
evangelical hymnology in that period as on the loss of texts through destruction and fading.
Church song came to Zürich in 1598. Song took longer to get up all the distant valleys.
The author spends many pages on the links between cultural, church and secular history,
and their reflections in his corpus. As always when concrete examples are intelligently
discussed, many ideas of great general importance are generated.
Other citations (p. 350) are rarely from major (secular) authors, and then only in modem
times, when (since 1920) the source of the quotation may be put in a subscript. Many
seem to come from Spruchweisheit, which may be a falsely impersonal term, masking our
ignorance of authors studied in the middle schools of the past. Mottos are a great source
(Wahlsprüche).
P. 351 deals finally with Neuschöpfungen, as far as they can be identified. In the 18C the
carpenter, not the house owner, was responsible for the Spruch. Who wrote them?
Ministers of religion, local teachers probably. Simple people may inscribe informal verse,
Gelegensheitgedichte, such as are still printed in local newspapers, but not such a formal
and prestigious thing as an expansive Hausspruch. However, before the 19C a
considerable number of Haussprüche show literary individuality. The mysteries of human
memory must be adverted to. A Conterser man, brought into a neigbouring holiday house,
recited texts exactly the same as n° 686, and 38.28, and claimed (apparently sincerely) that
he had: "made them up himself". A well-stocked memory is, of course, needed for a
versifying culture, and thus originality is different when subjectively, as against
objectively, viewed.
P. 353 lingers on, perhaps the thorniest objective question of all, the extent, nature, processes
and influence of Gelegenheitsdichtung. Newspapers and letters, and the offerings for the
deceased, seem to have been channels for widespread but still ephemeral dissemination of
such occasional verse. Major public occasions seem to have stimulated versifiers for many
centuries. Even today, there are local people who regularly communicate, or at least
celebrate, in verse form, as with the Croatian wartime Gastarbeiter of F. K. *Weber,
wartime censor. Many Swiss families apparently still preserve among their heirlooms
versified "Letters" for long past baptisms, confirmations, good wishes, and sympathy
cards. The practice of Freundschaftsalben (like the autograph albums as described for
Milton in *Kelliher) also reached the Prättigau. Presumably these are identical with the
Stammbuch, which seems to have arisen in the 16C.
Schoolbooks, calendar verses, Stammbücher (many details on p. 355), perhaps the Grimm
Spruchsammlungen, are other written sources.
Oral transmission may have been secondary in principle to written transmission, being the
extension of it, but it seems to have been more frequently used. The cult of singing and
rhyming around winter fires would have intensified the reality of purely oral traditions,
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even in a literate culture. Not only ministers of religion and teachers traditionally had well
stocked memories fed from literate culture, but also (an old tradition here?) the master
craftsmen. Masters in wood crafts once wandered through the whole of Europe. Even
popular, sub-literary culture cannot be confined within one area, no matter how isolated it
may seem. Folkways are not national.
P. 357 turns to the question of who chose the inscription, original or not. This takes us away
from our predominantly literary focus, and we will skip it, although repetition has its own
literary significance, as do the occasions surrounding such verbal repetitions.
P. 360 turns to a more germane topic, the brevity of inscriptions. As in Greece, rather than
one longer text there are often enough many short ones on the same support, particularly
on noblemen's houses in the 18C. In the Baroque however, there was short lived cult of
quite long inscriptions. This trailed on until mid- 19C. Although the size of and the
human situation into which the support fitted does influence length of texts, we note that
the little herders' shelters remained of similar dimensions either side of 1800, but were
fulsomely inscribed around that time, to be much more sparsely inscribed soon after.
Thus, as any mature student of brevity will find, in any corpus, other factors are at work
beyond the size of surface available.
P. 361 is also of key importance for our thesis. It notes that medieval inscriptions are all in
prose. Why? Also, when there is verse, why in some places is the name and year included
in the verse, and in the Prättigau almost never the date, and the name seldom? These come
extrametrically in our corpus. Even from the Bible, rhymed versions predominate over the
original prose texts, if we exclude texts from churches (more true to the original) and tiled
ovens (reason not clear to me). Verse is stated p. 362 to be motivated by the place of
occasional and traditional verse and song both in festivals and in what was seen as higher
culture. Huizinger is quoted to the effect that holy and festive things needed to be put into
verse, along with many other interesting reflections. Verse made the Spruch not only more
memorable but more vivid. It was a sign of decoration and prettification, and of elevation.
The 17C and the 20C use more prose (proportionately) than the 18C and 19C.
The author goes on (p. 362 ff.) to analyse the types and structure of verse, where we will not
follow him.
P. 372 deals with the small percentage of foreign language inscriptions in the Prättigau. P.
373 with Hochsprache and Mundart. Then the discussion is of types of script, and on p.
399 the placement of inscriptions, a matter both of graphemic and artistic importance.
After matters of preservation and loss, the author notes on p. 418 that the richest areas for
Haussprüche are: Schanfigg, Davosertal, Engadin, Münstertal, Bergell, Lötschental,
Bucheggberg SO, Berner Oberland, Waadtländer Alpengebiet, Gegend von
Landeck/Österreich.
More Sprüche (than the Prättigau, presumably) can be found in: Zürcher Oberland als
Unterland, die Stadt Schaffhausen als Basel, das deutsche Alpengebiet als das Flachland,
Süd- als Norddeutschland, West- als Ostdeutschland.
The following areas preserve (and presumably always had) few or no such Haussprüche: die
Landschaften oder Ländern Montafon, St. Gallen, Appenzell, Thurgau, Innerschweitz,
Welschland (zum großen teil), Tessin, Italien (outside some city doors and some sundials),
Spanien, Frankreich, Belgien, Holland (heute), Nordschweden, Zips [in Slovakia] und
Siebenbürgen (an Außenwändern).
P. 419: The tradition is closely bound to wood buildings, Germanic culture, and
Protestantism. It peaks in the high period des Bauerntums (peasantry) after the religious
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wars, the 30 years' war in particular. The tradition is preserved mainly in conservative
areas like the Alps until today. We may note the similar, Pyrenean interactions of
montagnard peasant and herder in that masterly French detective work Montaillou.
P. 419 notes the close link between the specialisation of trades and the rise of inscriptions (for
which masters of trades may indeed have been the main line of tradition). Styles can be
traced spreading from one area to another. In Semeus, the first marks on houses are the
"Catholic" cross, then come the special marks of the craftsmen with the initials only of the
house owner and the year in numeral form. Only then come the Sprüche. The historical
sequence cross-year-name-Spruch is fairly assured for Sanen, Pays d'Enhaut, Oberwallis,
Waadt and Schwarzwald. Perhaps the Spruch is a result of the post-medieval
Lebensgefühl of individual self-confidence. Some areas had Haussprüche before the
Renaissance, however: see below, in fine, for some implications of this fact. Perhaps we
need to add to the suggested motivations for such an inscription the feeling that the house
was a construct which would give form and direction to future generations (of the family?
of the community?).
P. 424 ff. give an abbreviated history of German inscriptionality, which probably needs to be
copied rather than excerpted. This merges into a history of more ancient inscripüonality
and of the thematics of this.
In Westphalia (p.432), the Hausspruch tradition ended around 1800, the Zürcher Oberland
around 1820. Von Saanen generalises that the Hausinschrift dies out in the second half of
the 19C. Alfred Weber dates the prehistory of the practice to the free associations of
craftsmen in the Transalpine cities beginning around 1350.
P. 458 returns to a summing up on Inschriften und Volkskultur.
There are very rich appendices, in tabular and alphabetised form.
Anyone treating a corpus of simple inscriptions should be inspired by what Rüegg has done
with those of the Prättigau.
The complexity of important questions about the corpus and the difficulty of finding evidence
to resolve them, in what are predominantly quite recent centuries (17-20th) must give us
pause when we cheerfully speculate about the epigraphic and poetic situation in Classical,
pre-Classical, and even Hellenistic Greece. However, it is an exhaustive revisiting of more
available epigraphic traditions, especially those few which give pride of place to poetic
expression, which will allow a sounder reconstruction, mutatis very much mutandis, of the
old Greek varieties.
AFTERWORDS: I have asked two scholars about Haussprüche. One was Dr. J.D. Bollen,
historian of religion who did his doctorate in Germany, and he thought the phenomenon was
common enough in Catholic Germany. The other was polymath octogenarian collector Paul
Brixius. After a youth spent between engineering and unpaid help in Egyptian archaeology,
he became a collector and a man for technological crises, obviously never having lost his
early taste for lateral thinking. This quality, and the soundness of his mental foundations,
were the making of his fame in wartime in the Third Reich and post-war in Queensland,
where unclassifiable practical problems usually generated the call "get Brixius", though his
main trade was now that of mining and foundry engineer, and lecturer. He also became a defacto forensic scientist and made frequent appearances in court to present and discuss
scientific evidence. In old age he is returning to the Humanities and his private museum. I
will copy what he sent me:
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... When I was young I collected some Hausspriiche in various parts of my country. But, I was more
interested in the Sprüche on Wegkreuzen and on tomb stones. Unfortunately all these collections
were lost in the war. Some of the Hausspriiche apparently go back to 1200 AD. The Sprüche on
Fachwerkhäuser (half-timber houses) were, in most cases, chosen by the owners or they were
requested from the builder. In South Germany, Westfalia and the Rhineland had lots and lots of such
Sprüche. They were, in my opinion, more evident in Catholic regions. Many of the house owners had
a favourable Saint (or Heiligen). Such people asked the Saint for protection of themselves and the
house. There was, e.g., the hl. Antonius the hermit. He was to protect the farm animals. He was
especially there to protect the pigs from "Rotlauf. This illness was normally fatal and therefore a
great loss for the peasant farmer. He was also to protect people from the "Antoniusfeuer", which
apparently was similar to the illness of the pigs. Another Saint was Rochus. He was to prevent
people from the Pest (plague, pestilence).
The hl. Stephanus was patron of the carpenters, bricklayers, stone masons, weavers, tailors and coopers.
In other words, he apparently was to look at all the tradesmen.
The hl. Florian was to prevent fire, flood, storm and drought.
The hi. Brogitta [Brigittal] (old Irish = Brigit / Latin Brigida). She was called on to protect the house
animals and the cattle. Sometimes 3 letters were cut or painted onto the house, e.g., C+M+B. They
are said to be in reference to the "Three Wise Men". It is said that they stand for "Christus
Mansionem Benedicate" = 'Gott segne dieses Haus'. [Benedicatl]
...As some of the Sprüche are believed to have been modified by Missionaries, it may not be easy to
find out what the original meaning had been.

As can be seen, the Catholic Hausspriiche mostly discussed by Brixius are entirely different in
their thematics from the Reformed ones in the Prättigau. Perhaps they followed the Protestant
breakaway, perhaps they preceded and fuelled that reaction, as a part of which the Reformed
regions had to find a replacement for the hated cult of saints. Just possibly, the Hausspriiche
tradition grew up simultaneously in both Catholic and Reformed areas, as it is not over
apparent, at least in Riiegg, in the pre-Lutheran period. See however Riiegg p. 419ff.
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10.

Kluger-Angress — rediscovering Baroque German epigram

i
The Epigram as a Genre
ii
Epitaphs and other Inscriptions
iii
The Polemical Epigram
iv
Rhetoric and mannerism in the Epigram
v
Convention and Eccentricity, Scheffler and Gryphius.
On epigrammaticitv. see Therese Erb, Die Pointe in der Dichtung von Barock und
Aufklärung Bonn 1929. cf. argutia, acumen, Spitzfindigkeit, and poetry which is
"gegenstandsbezogen", oriented to objects, labelling, assigning place to....
A very rich treatment from a most interesting set of perspectives. The direction from which
one approaches "epigram" affects its appearance as much as one's line of approach and of
vision would that of a complex mountain range.
6 warnings:
Romantic and post-Romantic distaste with the Baroque marks and mars some famous
treatments of German "epigram". Waldberg's criticisms of the lack of originality in native
epigram is easily disproved by going outside the narrow selection he chose to illustrate this
prejudice. Likewise for Erich Urban and Richard Levy, both influential workers in the field,
e.g., influential on Lindquist.
Peek and Pfohl both tend to see Western epigram as predominantly deriving from the
Greeks. A close study of the medieval tradition and of the modem vernacular traditions,
particularly in Germany, shows this to be quite inaccurate. Classical short forms may merely
have given Humanists the license to press existing (vernacular and Latin) short forms into
higher literary service.
Hutton's two great works seem not to be much known, or appreciated, in Germany, and
from other indications we know that German scholarship can be very insular, e.g., a major
study does not realise that the "Shakespearian" sonnet form was not invented in England,
Werner Mönch 1955. P. 26 fn° 17.
Hoyt Hopewell Hudson's famous work on modern epigram tries to order its own discourse
by placing the witty epigram at the top of a sort of hierarchy, a "pyramid", and other, lesser,
more tenuous, types spreading out underneath this. P. 19f. Such a procedure is convenient
but totally misleading. Two trends may indeed be discerned in the tradition, the short, simple
lyric (naive, "Greek") and the bipartite verse aphorism (pointed, "Latin"), but there is no
hierarchy, only a criss-crossing network of tendencies.
Owen was probably far more influential than Martial in the European Baroque, at least in
Germany. In general, the influence of the "Modernen" has been masked by the low value
placed by modern literary critics on the neo-Latin tradition.
Epigram stands awkwardly between aphorism and lyric. Hudson is quoted with grudging
approval to the effect that the better an "epigram" becomes, the better it is classed as lyric, not
epigram.
The earlier chapters emphasise the fuzzy boundaries between other contemporary forms,
particularly the proverb, and "epigram", also the continuities from popular forms of the
Middle Ages. There is a similar porosity of idealised boundaries and borders between high
and low/folk literature, inscriptional and book poetry, Spruch and Epigram, Latin and
vernacular poems, oral and written. The work quotes extensively, both poems and opinions,
and illustrates how important the German self-perception of such a form was for early modern
literature. It dies away in the Enlightenment, and the Xenien of Schiller and Goethe were a
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new creation, more inspired by the distant than the recent literary past, pretending to be
inscriptions on gifts, not graves. P. 79.
Most fascinatingly, the motivation for Humanist epigram is suggested to be the need to
formalise and popularise their newly encyclopedic knowledge. P. 31:
The rise of the German epigram in the seventeenth century was by no means an
isolated phenomenon but rather part of a generally increasing interest in the small
forms of poetry. The Humanists' accumulation of encyclopedic knowledge seems to
have had its counterpart in a desire to express wisdom in short and pithy sayings, to
make it memorable by compressing much meaning into few words. Both trends
started in the Renaissance and continued through the seventeenth century.
This explains only the consolidation, but not the origins of epigram, and totally ignores the
domestic practice of transplanted Greeks like Lascaris. Nor does it recognise the amazing
encyclopedism of the high and late Middle Ages
"Proverbs" did not have to have, or make a point, as proverbial comparisons need not even
do today. When pointed and rhymed, they are indistinguishable from epigram, and they share
the concreteness claimed by Jolles as constituitive of Sprichwort. As we have noted, both
epigram and modem proverb arose at the same time, from the same general sources, by
similar processes. They were also closely associated with each other in the methods of the
schools, and in Emblem books. The Jesuits' Ratio atque institutio studiorum societatis Jesu
Antwerp 1635:
while the master is correcting papers, his pupils may spend the time imitating a
passage from a poet or an orator, in varying the same sentence in many ways, in
turning one kind of poem into another, or in writing epigrams, inscriptions and
epitaphs. In his Greek prelections the master may once a week introduce a few
epigrams.
We may (P.M.Mc) ask why modems accept minimal variation in music and in the graphic
and plastic arts, and now abhor it in literature. It is all a matter of the mental framework.
The concreteness of western epigram receives some suggestive comments, and is
contrasted with the practices of the Orient. P. 26 notes that the "inscriptive" qualities claimed
by Lessing can be conceived as an unusual concreteness, whereby the poem elucidates the
"fragment of reality on which it is 'engraved"', a Delphic phrase. P. 123, Japanese Haiku
convey a mood and an atmosphere, not a rational point. At its best epigram thrives from the
tensions between being part poetic and part prose statement, the religious sort favouring
Verstandesmystik, rather than Gefühlsmystik.
Almost all the Baroque German songwriters were also expert epigrammatists. P. 27
referring to Günther Müller's Geschichte des deutschen Liedes Munich 1925.
Bertold Brecht Gedichte und Lieder Frankfort 1962 is an influential revival of the genre.
An extended study of the history of the theory of epigram is available in the introduction to
Rudolf Pechel's edition of Wernicke: Christian Wernicke's Epigrammen Palaestra vol. 81
Berlin 1909. Often omitted from the specialist bibliographies is Wolfgang Preisendanz Die
Spruchform in der Lyrik des alten Goethe und ihre Vorgeschichte seit Opitz Heidelberg
1952, which goes deep into the realities of literary history.
Axel Lindquist, excerpted with approval by Pfohl in Das Epigramm, is said on p. 15 to be
narrow in scope, limited in concepts, and ignorant of recent trends in German and nonGerman research on the Baroque.
For a while in the German 17C the epitaph, real and "fictional" (though some remarkably
grotesque and eccentric ones were actually inscribed) became a major popular form. P. 20f.
Lessing's famous Erwartung had a meaning somewhere between the English "anticipation"
and "exposition". His theory is stated to be the First that explained epigram according to laws
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of its own. K.-Angress recommends Lessing and Herder to all students, and excerpts each
extensively.
P. 29 argues for independent creation of the genre, noting preexisting folk traditions in
Germany and going on to quote Petsch:
... a tradition of poetic inscriptions was likely to spring up independently, as it did
in Germany, wherever literate communities existed. Robert Petsch says quite
correctly: Der kurzen, inhaltreichen, aufweckend und oft verblüffenden Art des
Epigramms bei den Alten entspricht genau die Art unserer 'Inschrift', die sie der Bauer
so gern an der Außenwand seines Hauses, an den Balken, an den Schränken und vor
allem an den Ess- und Trinkgeräten anbringt. (This in Spruchdichtung des Volkes
Halle 1938.) Even a hundred years ago L. Forck recognised this when he subtitled his
collection of popular inscriptions zur epigrammatischen Volkspoesie, following J. v.
Radowitz's reference to Volksepigramme. [This was in L. Forck, Deutschen
Inschriften an Haus und Geräth Berlin 1865; Radowitz was the editor of a medieval
collection]. But this connection seems apparent only to those who approach the
subject from the folkloristic point of view. It has had no effect on discussions of the
literary German epigram.
P. 29-30 note that the distinction between Epigramm and Spruch exists only in the minds
of modem classifiers. No fair-minded student of the texts could make it, and it can be seen to
be essentially circular, often based on whether the poem is in Latin or in German, high or low.
However, German proverbial literature was mainly of early modem origins, and these origins
were mainly Latin! Erasmus' Adagia were unbelievably successful, but he was merely the
channel for the Antique literary tradition.
P. 34 introduces some interesting notes on the Stammbuch, originally an invitation to
compose verse mottoes or descriptions for purely pictorial coats of arms. If one could not
compose, one could at least recall verses from schooldays or social occasions. Later, books
were published offering both heraldic devices and ready made verses, which the purchaser
had merely to match, e.g. the long title of one: Stamm oder Gesellenbuch. Mit vil schönen
Sprüchen, auch allerlev offnen vnd Bürgerlichen Schildten vnd Helmen. Allen Studenten vnd
sonst guten Gesellen, so entweder jre Wapen. Reimen oder Sprüch zur gedechtnuss einander
verlassen wollten, zu dienst vnd gefallen zusammen getragen. 1574. quoted in Robert and
Richard Keil, Die deutschen Stammbücher des sechzehnten bis neunzehnten Jahrhunderts
Berlin 1893. Pro verb and epigram were obviously merged in these, and the later Emblem
book could also be very close to the Stammbuch, with blank sheets inserted between pages
inviting the reader's own additions, verse, of course.
An exemplary case for the merging of genres is the cult of macaronism, particularly in
epigram. Not only languages are merged, but literary levels as well. P. 36ff.
Moving to INSCRIPTIONS, we find the following poem on a glass window dated 1620,
verses which can also be found among Agricola's Proverbs. Unfortunately, Angress does not
pick up the possibly concretising word 'eyes', nor tell us the sort of artwork featured in the
window, or if it was totally clear glass:
Hetend wir alle einen gloubenn
Gott und den gemeinen nutz vor ougen
Gut fründ und recht gericht, [Agricola Gut friden]
Ein Elle mass und gewicht,
Ein münz und gut gält
So stünd es besser in der wällt.
Had we all one belief / and the common good and God's before our eyes / good friends [or,
peace] and right judgement / one Ell measure, one weight / one coinage and good money /
things would stand better in the world.
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As for literary qualities being enhanced by the context, the "support", as we argue for many
an inscription, there is (p.43, these quoted either from Anton Dreselly Grabschriften. Marterl-,
Bildstökl- und Totenbrett-Verse, dann Hausinschriften. Wohn- und Trinkstuben-Reime.
Geräthe-Inschriften und andere Salzburg 1900, or from Hans Draheim Deutsche Reime.
Inschriften des 15. Jahrhunderts und der folgenden Berlin 1883) the couplet graven on a very
fine glass goblet made in 1690 by Hermann Schwinger of Nuremburg, picturing two men
carrying some burden through a cold and lonely landscape, with what is in or by itself a trite
verse such as we might find in the Emblem books:
Deine Last ist mein Last.
Ruhest du so hab ich Rast.
However, there is mutual enrichment between picture and text, and although K.-Angress
does not claim it, surely also some cross-medium punning between the text, the picture, and
the activities of lifting and drinking, the mutuality of task between cup and lip, and arm.
He goes to the inscriptions we study in detail through Rtiegg, the closely inter-related texts
on bells, (about which Angress waxes remarkably eloquent) and the much more variable
house inscriptions, p. 45. P. 46 notes that the sort of reflection common on Baroque houses
make their Sprüche resemble epitaphs. Both commonly reflect on eternal verities.
P 46 begins a short but important study of the Baroque grave inscription, real or fictive
(and most were either!). There was a pervasive cult of paradox, wit, antithesis, and escape
from, by objectification of, the horrors of death and dying, which led to the flourishing of this
genre. It died itself, but well before the decline of literary epigram. An example of the highly
literary possibilities of epitaphs deriving from such generalised motifs is the prose:
Hier fiel Hans Hasenkopf vom Hausdach in die Ewigkeit.
Emotion would be alluded to in a "metaphysical" way:
Hier liegt Frau Anna Reiter
Geborene Sauter von Gmunden;
Sie sammelte Wurzeln und Kräuter,
Doch für den Tot hat sie keines gefunden. (Dresselly n° 446)
The motif of gathering herbs speaks both of poverty and the desire to cure, but she could
not find a herb for death. This sort of juxtaposition of the banal and the eternal, of course, can
become a mere sub-literary reflex.
Petsch 1938 deals with gravestones, but in his focus on this phenomenon he missed the
wider and fashionable literary movement related to gravestone poetry, the latter treated by
him with the exaggerated reverence then being awarded to anything volkstümlich. Opitz,
Logau, Wernicke and Gryphius are quoted p. 48ff. for their epitaphs, some of them very
successful literary mini works. Interestingly, epitaph writers were again at this period
fascinated with unusual deaths. Historical epitaphs of the Hellenistic type took over from real
(or purportedly real) epitaphs before the total decline of the genre towards the end of the 17C,
but for most of that age epitaph was the main form of Baroque epigram in German, and no
doubt more widely than that. Polemics, religious and social rather than political (except for
Czepko), also were renovating satirical epigram in Germany.
Let us conclude with Gryphius' highly "metaphysical" epitaph on a suicide, a man divided
from himself, actually into "seven" selves: himself the accuser, the cross examiner, the
defendant, the witness, the judge, the law, and the executioner, all masked in a typically
Baroque, objectified form, this time that of a mathematical puzzle, "seven into one":
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Grabschrifft Laeliae, welcher sich selbst erschossen
Hir ligt in einer Grufft/ der Kläger/ der beklagte/
Der Recht sprach/ der gezeugtJ und der die Zeugen fragte/
Und der das Recht aussführt/ und der so must erbleichen:
Du zehlest siben zwar und findst nur eine leichen. in, 86
The main weakness to me of works like those of Kluger-Angress is the lack of any
systematic formulation of the concept of a "frame" which might turn the Grabschrifft Laeliae
(and other Marinist, Göngorist, metaphysical verse) from an arid exercise into a passionate
elaboration. Frame for epigram is both Weltanschauung and Zeitgeist, as well as physical
support and literary tradition.
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11.

Leberreim — A subliterary tradition of short verse
Leberreime —*Weisz

P. 74 «...Leberreime, die Gervinus >gesellige Epigramme< nennt, werden nicht in
Epigrammsammlungen auf genommen» this in the Protestant Pastor Johann Sommer's
Epatologia. Hierogliphica Rvthmica Magdeburg, 1605, see also n° 145. Thus the similarities
of Leberreime to epigram, and their generic difference, were both emphasised about the year
1600, and led to separate and very unequal degrees of anthologisation.
The modem stereotype of the Leberreim was not always respected throughout its few
centuries of history:
P.74
Die Leber ist vom Hirschlein schnell
Fleuch vor der lieb O jung Gesell
Wenn Cupido scheust sein pfeil
So lauffe du in schneller eil
Wenn der Hirsch sieht Wild schützen reuttn
Thut er geschwinde davon schreittn.
See also Georg Greflinger Ethica Complementaria 1660 for Heinrich Schaevius Euphrosincn
von Sittenbach Züchtige Tisch- und Leber-reime from which is quoted the following more
recognisable example:
n° lv p. 137
Die Leber ist vom H.[echt] und nicht von einer Fliegen:
Wer an sich selber reich und lasset sich vergnügen
Jst mehr dann Croesus war: wer immer weiter will
Jst nirgends wo daheim und stehet immer still.
The gnomic content in this is unexcepüonal, and high-cultural in nature.
Leberreim etc. *Röhren
(whose project is humour , jokes and wit, no doubt skewing his examples)
After a section on the German limerick, its position in the literary constellation of that
country, and the similarity of its stanza to that of some German children's jingles and
folksongs, P. 63 deals with the "so called Klapphom-Verse". P. 63/4 notes that such rigid,
formulaic rhyming schemes and habits rise, bloom and fall, an example of a deceased popular
form being the Leber-reim, rising even before the 16C, flourishing in the 17C, aging notably
by the end of the 18C. In 19/20C writing it hardly survives, but orally it was healthy in the
19C, and in the specific situation of niederdeutschen Bauernhochzeiten it still seems to be
quite healthy. It includes joke and nonsense, and also instruction, wishes and riddling, two
examples of its now stereotyped formula:
Die Leber is vom Hecht und nicht von einem Kauze,
Wer keinen Schnabel hat, dem gab Gott eine Schnauze
Die Leber is von einem Hecht und nicht von einem Biber
Dem einem ist sein Weib, dem andern andre lieber.
Apparently, a certain Hermann Helmer has now thoroughly studied the once lowly
and neglected phenomenon of humour in verse, "lyrische Humor".
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12.

German 20C epigram

A preference for satire with profundity easily led writers back towards traditional
epigrammatic form. Brecht’s Kriegsfibel (1955) and other works provided the necessary
model. The Marxist tendency for dialectal thought and discourse, and Marxist dislike for
over-subjective forms of expression, provided conditions in which the old forms could be
imitated or at least alluded to. The allusion is sometimes tenuous, but constant allusion
recreates a sense of genre, and sometimes the dead form is more explicitly brought to life.
Dr. Walther Veit suggested the obvious to me: that postwar, particularly Socialist Germany
had to return to (Enlightenment) Classical mythology and forms, society being disgusted with
the Nazi adoption of the (Romantic) Germanic mythologies and symbolism.
A problem, an expected problem in our antiformalist century, is that of verse itself. Is this
highly shaped text really verse?
Steigerung
denken
nachdenken
zweifeln (Rudolf Otto Wiemer 1971:20 = Hess
1989:164204)
A second typical problem is that of the context in which such brevities have to be read if they
are to have the intended impact and richness. What is required to “read”, to appreciate the
following examples is some sensitivity to the cultural situation in post-War Germany. This is
not a common thing in the English speaking world. The problem becomes intense for cultures
more remote in time and less well recorded and preserved. I find disturbing the frequency
with which great epigraphists tend to class Archaic Greek epigram as banal, merely practical,
factitious and so on, judging by the standards of Classical Athens and of Alexandria, and
doubtless also of Oxbridge, Paris and Berlin. The academic practice of verse composition in
the Classical languages maintained a contemporary taste for such poems. Formal studies in
ancient texts and an increasing corpus of informal rules of thumb were used to prepare
students to meet the assumptions and expectations of their examiners in such verse
composition. For many centuries the Humanist love for such poeticising was not
extinguished by its having been painfully gained in school. It became, as with Milton, the
greatest Classicist of his country and age, an international accomplishment as well as a private
delight, rather like the Chinese attitude to calligraphy. Such a process requires a limited
corpus for students which they first approach and absorb by close imitation and “minimal
variation” 205, such as was acceptable far longer in painting, and especially in music. In fact,
this minimal variation can become an adult fashion. Different cultural periods notice more or
less sharply the differences between imitation/variation and the model. The message sent by
form is also different in each period, as we will note epecially for the Baroque. Certainly, it is
the crude signal of “poetic” lineation which most discourages us from treating another of
Wiemer’s epigrams as “mere” prose:

204 «Positive Comparative Superlative / / to think/to ponder/ to doubt»
205 ^Hunger.
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Folge
Bei jedem Sieg
hatten wir schulfrei.
Wir siegten viel.
Deshalb haben wir
wenig gelernt. (Hess p. 161)206
The unrhymed option in the German Distichon encourages us to accept the following fictive
epitaph as verse:
Grabinschrift für einen amerikanischen Soldaten
Als Schlächter ausgeschickt
Verendet als Schlachtvieh (Hess p. 162)207
Just as in the Renaissance and the Baroque, “strong form”, distinct phonic rhetorical and
cerebral devices, do not detract from the emotional involvement encouraged by such a piece.
Rhyme makes it easier to see the next production as part of the old tradition, but the tactic of
the “fictive epitaph” alone would be sufficient to suggest tradition, even if unsupported by the
added suggestiveness of the words Gedenk- and Tafel. The educated would know that in
many periods votive and commemorative inscriptions were inscribed on placards which could
be hung.
Deutsche Gedenktafel 1938
Hier starb einer, welcher an die Menschheit glaubte,
Er war dümmer, als die Polizei erlaubte. (Hess p. 161)208
The second line is bitterly sharp and pointed and its last word is especially well chosen.
Point, as we will see, is now inseparable from the popular view of epigram, though Herder’s
denigration of it, and the enduring model of a large corpus of pre-satiric Greek epigram may
always allow such grecising writers as Mörike to appear with poems like:
Keine Rettung
Kunst! o in deine Arme wie gern entfloh ich dem Eros!
Doch, du Himmlische, hegst selbst den Verräter im Schoß (Hess p.150)209
We note that Romantic subjectivity here invades what had always been a form which tended
to objective expression, even at its most passionate. However, the memories of countless
poems involving Eros link this firmly to the old tradition. The same is the case for the use of
verse epigram in literary debate and vilification. At least since the foundation of Alexandria
this has been a recognised sub-genre of epigram. Hess has cases of this for the 20C, and also
« Consequences //A fte r each victory / we got time off school. / We kept on winning. / That ’s why we ’ve /
fa ile d to learn.»
- 07 «Epitaph fo r an Am erican S oldier / / The butcher was sent forth / an d back he cam e a ca rca se»
«Germ an M em orial Tablet 1938 / / H ere died a man with faith in Humanity. / Too stu pid a type fo r the police
to tolerate . »
709 «No w ay out //A r t! 0 how I loved to ß e e to your arms from Eros! / But, you Ö D ivine One were nursing the
traitor in you r lap . »
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examples of self referential, or genre-referential epigrams, the richest of them being the one
he chose to end his book:
Das Epigramm
Zw ei solche Zeilen wie zw ei Zahnreihn hart aufeinander
D a! Den Grimm bin ich los, er beißt noch ins Papier. 210

See also in Bibliography *Astei, *Schneyder. The larger anthologies tend not to come up as
far as Brecht: *Altmann, *Neumann. Many examples also in synthetic treatments like those
of *Hess, and many anthologies contain long forewords or postwords of a historical and
theoretical nature.

210 «The Epigram// Two lines like two rows of teeth set hard on each other / There! My rage leaves me free with its teeth set in the page.»
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10. Encyclopedias (and Central Europe- mainly Slavonia)
1.

Croatian Encyclopedia

The Opda Enciklopedija iugoslavenskog leksikografskog zavoda (the same work appears as
the Croatian Encyclopedia) ed. Miroslav KrleZa Zagreb 1977 has an article on EPIGRAM of
solid Classical content, with the refreshing innovation that Indian and Persian forms are at
least mentioned, and the Germans seem to be given preeminence among the modems, "kod
nas istakli: Vraz, PreSern, Preradovid, Zmaj, Nenadovid, MatoS". I looked them up in Ivo
FrangeS and make the following notes: Stanko VRAZ or Jakob Frass/Freisass 1810-1851.
Also Jakob ReSetar. No indication in a whole page that he was specifically an
"epigrammatist". PRESERN, not mentioned. Petar PRERADOVIC 1818-1872. ZMAJ,
NENADOVIC, not mentioned. Antun Gustav MATOS 1873-1914 is at least noted to have been
a satirist. A sentence is found appended to this otherwise unchanged article in Enciklopedija
leksikografkog zavoda published earlier (!) in 1967: U kulinarstvu, nacin serviranja pec ana
mesa —which, if I interpret it correctly, gives to the term epigram a surprising culinary
extension, that of being a (single) serving of roast beef! The culinary and the musical use of
such terms from the dlite culture shows either the hidden input of periods of preciosity, or
perhaps that as in England, the term made more inroads into popular consciousness than has
been admitted. But why would such an odd detail be omitted from the next version of the
Encyklopedija? 1 quote the earlier, slightly fuller article:
O pca E n cik lo p ed ija ju goslaven sk o g leksikografskog zavoda (later 20C )
(grd. eTrCypappa: natpis), kod starih Grka, prvotno, pjesnidki natpis na

EPIGRAM

zgradama, javnim i nadgrobnim spomenicima, Zrtvenim darovima itd., kasnie
samostalna pjesnidka vrsta razlidita, najdeSde polit. ili didaktidkog sadrZaja, sa
satiridnom notom i duhovitom ili zajedlivom poentom. Obidno je bio sloZen od
elegijskog distiha koji je po tome bio i nazvan epigramom. Prvi dio epigrama je
ekspozicija, a drugi solucija (zakljudak, klauzula). Kao zadetnik epigrama istide se
Simonid. E. narodito cvate u helenistidko doba, nastaju brojne antologije; sadrZaj im
je idilidno-elegijski (Leonid iz Tarenta, Kalimah). Kod Rimljana je e. omiljela
pjesnidka forma ponajviSe satiridnoga znadaja. Pjesnik Marcijal, koji se posvetio
iskljudivo toj pjesnidkoj vrsti, ostavio je u svojim epigramima sliku obidaja i morala
svoga vremena. U budistidkoj i brahmanskoj Indiji i u musl. Perziji pisale su se
mudre izreke u epigramskoj formi. Kod tal. i franc, pisaca u doba renesanse e. je
duhovita rugalica, a kod Nijemaca poudno moralizatorska glosa. Njem. klasici i
romantici desto epigramom izridu svoje umj. i filoz. nazore, piSu dak i teorije
epigrama (Lessing, Herder). Schiller-Goetheove Xenien i Goetheovi Venetianische
Epigramme odiSu polemidkim duhom. Kod Francuza e. ostaje trajno kratka duhovita
satira (Marot, Boileau, La Fontaine, Racine, Voltaire). U toj su se pjesnidkoj vrsti
kod nas istakli: Vraz, PreSern, Preradovid, Zmaj, Nanadovid, MatoS. (so far the 1977
ed.) + (1967 ed.) — U kulinarstvu, nadin serviranja pedena mesa.
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2.

Russian - general only
[The treatments by Manujlov in *Pfohl are much criticised by Jutta Weisz as being a mere
passing summary]

Russia shows two centuries of epigrammatic activity. Short forms like jokes211 and
traditional, fairly ritualised songs, seem to have influenced the reception of Humanist epigram
in the East. As with Classical and modem anecdote, there is much evidence of text variation,
varying ascriptions (with famous authors getting far more of these than seems their share) and
variations in the tradition of addressees.212 Classical interest came late to Russia, and with it
the vernacular imitations of neo-Latin epigram Byzantine writers had once cultivated the
epigram to a high degree213, but it now had to be reimplanted from the West, and was
associated, according to Manujlov (p.535) with the westernising, revolutionising tendency. In
fact, it is a representative of that Soviet national'nost most consistently associated with an
international outlook who crops up as the first mentioned of the most modem editors of
Russian epigram. Hillel'son and Kumpan’s recent anthology (1988) goes back considerably
further than Manujlov’s, reaching the 17C and giving more poems from the 18C. It is
significant that such short poems tended to turn satiric214, and that the “anthology epigram”
had to be contrasted with the commoner satiric one (which had a rich parallel in the folk
culture, where intriguing and lurid jokes are still common coinage among people in very
difficult situations215). The first anthology may have been that of Batyushkov and Uvarov in
1820 (Manujlov 536), and the genre did make it from manuscript into print, perhaps more
consistently than its ancestors, though these things are hard to judge. In the photographs of
Yermonskaya, Netunakhina and Popova showing memorial sculpture of the last millennium
in Russia, I found sporadic inscribed verses from Lermontov on.216 Thus stone epigram
seems to have been introduced at the same time as book epigram. I found no verse epitaphs
in Greek. The surviving Greek tradition in Russia seems to have been not Classical but
ecclesiastical: that of religious-popular prose literature in Greek and Slavonic, mainly the
lives of the saints, which had such a profound influence on the great novelists and litterateurs
of the 19C, be these religious or not217.
The late arrival of westernisation in Russia explains why the bulk of their epigrams seem to
have been written in the 19C. This century was not noted for literary epigram in mainstream
Europe though, of course, the practice remained common among full time Latinists.
The whole Slavonic field is instructive for processes involved in the growth and spread of
semi-literatised short poems, and for many other things. Verse itself, for instance, reached the

211 If a reference is required, we might allude to Semantic Mechanisms of Humor by Victor *Raskin, Dordrecht
1985, which combines semiotic rigor with considerable sensitivity to an evanescent quality in English, Jewish
and Russian popular cultures.
212 Manujlov (1969) 536.
213 Hunger (1978) p. 166: The genre gives a mirror of Byzantine society, p. 172: There was hardly one literarily
active Byzantine who did not try writing epigrams.
214 Polish ( 'poll/ not “poultJ ) and satire seem inevitably linked where there is not a powerful “decorum” at
work banning the latter and allowing polish remain purely polish. The same goes for “point”. Here Greece is
more like Asia than like Rome, Germany or the central European cultures, more like Dublin than Belfast, whose
humour, I was told by many a southerner, was “too hard”.
215 Such as Raskin excerpts in Semantic Mechanisms of Humour 1985.
216 RUSSIAN MONUMENTS, passim. No doubt art historians could give details of die origins of most of diese
stone and bronze creadons from the Western tradition.
217 M. Ziolkowsky (Hagio graphy and Modem Russian Literature Princeton 1988) documents die influence of
such very medieval works on the delineadon of heroes, nodng that Slavic taste did not favour very ascetic saints,
dius differing from much of the late Greek tradiuon.
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Slavs relatively late218 and may long have had a different cultural locus there. As in other
traditions, verse underwent considerable loss of prominence later in the 19C.219 Actually, the
Russians were close to last on the epigrammatic scene. Before them the precocious Baroque
Polish-Ukrai'nians had a purely literary tradition, heraldic (we hope to glance at western
mottoes later), epitaphic and “chronological”220. There were many religious “epigrams” in
Ukrainian, more like short prayers in verse (the anathema in Ancient times was a prayer
primarily of action, the proskynema a prayer of words, and these too were once versified, the
former’s verbal concomitants far longer than the latter's verbal essence), and there were the
word games of acrostics and the word-picture combinations of the emblemata, even versus
cancrini, said to be easier because of the lack of an article in most Slavonic languages, but
they were also common in Greek of the later period, where the definite article was not easy to
avoid. The crucial thing for us is that these are mostly of western influence. Another
interesting consideration is that what in different times could seem like barren word games
may in the period of Baroque culture (and in cultures with similar concerns: late Hellenistic,
early Imperial Greek ) have satisfied a deep need for “beautiful form”, and in that context
have had quite an elevated literary impact. The language mix in the Ukraine and perhaps
culture changed between the Baroque and the Romantic period, ending this individual
tradition. Besides the above-mentioned forms it had featured echoic epigrams, anacyclic
verses, alphabetic verses (found in 9C Church Slavonic and of course in the Bible), gryphici
(figure poems), versus concordantes, versus proteici, acrostichi, all of which are familiar to
students of the Anthology, and epitaphs, epigrams in plays and in the titles of works. The
monk Klymentij’s epigrams, (for him, see *\Ves) were longer than the “usual understanding”
of the genre. This periodic expansion of the short genres we will notice occurring several
times in the history of epigram. Something in western culture always enabled the old brevity
to be recovered. Like the situation we imagine in the ancient world, Slavic short poems seem
to have occurred in a jumble of genres, floating between imported (“high”) and folk genres221.
The prime source seems to have been Polish and Czech culture, the first to Europeanise, and
the dominant French courtly culture, though for those of a universalising bent the tradition
was fully accessible from Latin. From the I6C to the I8C The Ukraine stood between these
peoples and Russia, with Simeon of Polotsk (1529-1580, Polish spelling P olock) an
identifiable intermediary. The Baroque was the period of spread, and we will see that
epigram was particularly popular in the Baroque. It was also a period of internationalism.
The pious Ukrainians were attracted by a German tradition represented by Angelus Silesius,
by Owens, so much a part of the international literary scene, and by the enormously popular
emblemata.222 The continuing influence of Ps. Cato is seen by the fact that Jan Amos
Comenius translated him in 1662. Väclav Jan Rosa also translated Owens in the 17C.
It must again be noted that the article on Russian epigram in Pfohl's Das Epigramm is classed by W eisz as the
most trivial and superficial o f the whole collection. We would have awarded that dubious honour to the chapter
on Spanish epigram. Happily, for Russian we have had the strength and the opportunity to approach other, better
sources.

218 Chizhevskii (a more English transliteration o f die name): SW Slavs 16C. E Slavs 17C. in "Tschizewskij"
( 1969b) p. 503. The lateness which characterises the arrival of literary verse to many Slavic vernaculars makes
it unlikely that the appearance of verse on monuments would follow any native patterns or functions.
219 Manujlov, 257
220 Tschizewskij (1969b) 520. Didactic and mnemonic verse is not often classed with epigram, but is often
treated in the very next section of surveys of literature.
221 Tschizewskij (1969a) passim.
222 Tschizewskij; ( 1969a); 525. 524.
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1. Great Soviet Encyclopedia
1957 Vol.49 (there is an English version, but I have not checked the two against each other):
3IIMrPAMMA ( ot rpe. e m y p a p p a , öyKBanbHO - HaAnncb) — KopoTKoe caTMpnn.
CTUxoTBopeHne, HanpaBJienHoe npoTMB k . - ji. JiMija mjim obmecBeHHoro «BneHim.
nepBonananbHo b JUpeBHeii Tpeunn 3 . Ha3biBann KpaTKne CTbixoTBopHbie nnn
npo3an. HaAnncn Ha xpaMe, CTaTye, cocy^e m t . a . EnaroAapn ocTpoTe,
naKOHMHHocTM MHorne ii3 3thx nocnnceH npMobpenii caMocTOHTenbHoe cHaneHne.
3a xaHpoM 3 . nocTeneHHO 3aKpennnacb CTMXOTBopHaa cJ)opMa (oöbiHHO ahcthx ). B
P mmckom JiirrepaType 3. npno6pena caTMpnu. HanpaBJieHHocTb, K-paa b
AaubHeMmeM CTana ee cneijHcjmH. nepTHoh. OcobeHHO uinpoKO pacnpocTpaHnnca
3tot xanp bo OpamtHM 17 m 18 bb . MacTepaMH 3 . 6bum H. Ebiano, 2K. Jla^OHTeH,
BonTepb, (OpaHunn), O. Ulnnnep, B TeTe (repMaHna), m Ap. B pyccxoM
JiHTepaType 3. H3BecTHbi c 17 b (CwMeoH FIojioakhh). yKaup 3 . pacBMBancfl b
TBopuecTBe B. K. TpeAHaKOBAKoro, B. B. KanHHcra, T. P. flep^xaBHiia h 6bin
HinpoKO Hcnonb30BaH A. C. IlymKMHbiM, npMAaBuiMM eMy pe3KO nojiH TH M . oxpacxy
(Hanp., 3. na AjiexcaHApa I, na ApaxneBa). Ba^cHyio ponb nrpajia 3 . b
HMTepaTypHO-oöiAecTÖeHHOM 6opb6e b P occmm b 1860-1870. B coBeTCKoii
JiHTepaType HCBecTHbi snnrpaMMbi R . EeAHoro, B. B. MauxoBCKoro, A. M.
EecHMeHCKoro, C. 51. Mapmaxa h AP-

I pick out a few important things from this. The Classical history given for the genre is short
and sound. France is given the honour of having developed the vernacular genre, named
being Boileau, Lafontaine (! presumably so picked out in Russia because he was a fabulist, a
genre much prized there, and very close to Russian epigram in two periods, see *Yershov),
and Voltaire, the last to be treated by Fuchs in his major work. No Marot! German names
follow quickly: Schiller, Goethe, but no Herder, and none of the German inaugurators. It
would seem that the names selected are those of writers classified as being part of a general,
obligatory Kultur for a Russian, who also wrote epigrams, not specifically epigrammatic
writers. Then Russians are named: Simeon Polotskii, V. K. Trediakov, V. V. Kapnist, G. R.
Derzhavin, and A. S. Pushkin of course. Soviet names are: D. Bedniy, V. V. Mayakovsky,
A. I. Bezimenskiy, S. Ya. Marshak "etc."

3nMTPAO is also rather interesting, meaning aphorism, maxim, apparently, in Russian, with
Froissart, Regimontane, and La Rochefoucauld being cited as the "first". Importantly, such
"epigraphs" (stress on the middle syllable, at least in the nominative), are said to be very
common in Soviet writers.
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3.

Czech

See Havränek, Kunstmann, Lützow, Noväk, Rybär and Welleck in Bibliography 2. Czech
literature is not directly relevant to our purpose, other than to contrast its attitude to epigram
with that of the Polish.
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4.

Polish: Gloger & WEP

A reprint of Zygmunt Gloger Encvklopedia staropolska Warszawa 1985 = 1900-1903 has the
link between Latin learning and the genre we are studying, and quotes examples mostly from
Kochanowski, Potocki and Kochowski and also, under EPIGRAMAT, claims that Rej and
Kochanowski, and others, wrote "epigrams", but none of his 23 examples of epigram are by
any of the authors quoted under FRASZKA, nor does he try to differentiate the two forms,
perhaps an impossible task. We have elsewhere mentioned the Wielka Encvklopedia
Powszechna of the Panstwowe Wydanictwo Naukowe, Warszawa 1964 whose authors (no
verses quoted) take us up to Tuwim's Czterv wieki fraszki polskiei 1936, 19572, obviously
claiming a continuity of tradition. The two texts are worth copying:
Enc. Staropolska. (material of the late 19C): EPIGRAMAT, z greckiego, znaczy
doslownie “napis”, zwlaszcza napis na grobowcu, pomniku, wspomnienie wielkich
ludzi lub waznego wypadku. Glöwn^ zalet^ takich drobnych poematöw byla ich
zwi^zloSd i treSciwoSd. W starozytnej literaturze rzymskiej genjalnym twörc^ blizko
1200 epigramatöw byl Marcjalis. U nas pisali epigramaty: Rej i Jan Kochanowski w
wieku XVI, Waclaw Potocki w w. XVII, Krasicki i WQgierski w w. XVIII, Ignacy
Legatowicz w w. XIX-ym. OczywiScie wymieniamy tylko autoröw najglo&niejszych,
bo wszstkich tylu bylo, ze wyliczyd ich tu niepodobna. Jako wzör polskich
epigramatöw podajemy nastQpujgce:
Dysharmonia.
Nie dziw, ze i najmilsza muzyka ci$ gluszy;
Bo masz glowe za mal^ a za wielkie uszy. Kazim. Brodzihski.
O rachunku sumienia
Pewny, ilekrod chcial siQ swych grzychöw spowiadad,
Mial zwyczaj zonQ piQ$ciami okladad.
Spytany o przyczynQ od przyjaciol swoich:
“Mam, rzecze, slabQ pamiQd i przypomnied moich:
Grzechöw sobie nie mogQ: ta za$ gdy piQ^d czuje,
Jak z rejestru me wszystkie wystQpki rachuje.» Nikodem Czeczel

O mieszkahcach rniasta
Bywa, jak zwyczajnie w mieScie,
Za dwöch dobruch, lotröw swieScie. Ignacy Krasicki
Na Jana
Jan, nim zl$ zonQ odziedzicyl,
Do nierogatych siQ liczyl;
Dzi^, gdy jest w rz^dzie zonatych,
Juz nalezy do rogatych. Juljan Horain
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Na astronoma
Piotr, ktöry niegdy£ gwiazdy liczyl ne miljony,
Dzi6 trzech zliczud nie umie wobec wlasnej zony. Juljan Horain
Wojaze
Ze& deptal bloto w Rzymie, w Paryzu, w Londynie,
Ze£ widzial nagie w wloskiej pos^gi krainie,
Ze£ pil wino wQgierskie tam, k$dy siQ rodzi;
Mniemasz, ze ci leb zadrzed, chod pusty, siQ godzi.
Pomnij jednak, ze röwn^ szczyci siQ zalet^
Lokaj, co za tw^zwiedzil Europe karet^. Nikodem Musnicki
Prawda i potwarz
Niechaj kto na potwarze jak chce utyskiwa,
A ja möwiQ, ze prawdy sluchad ciQzej bywa. Nikodem Musnicki
Zegarek
Jesz i Spisz, gdy siQ zechce, caly dzieri pröznujesz,
Na cöz, möj przyjacielu, zegarek kupujesz? Nikodem Musnicki
Nieprzyjaciel Zydöw
Pan Lichwiarski jest Zydöw przeciwnik zawziQty,
Pobozny gniew w nim tleje na ten lud przeklQty,
Lecz ilekrod Zyd przed nim pieni^dze polozy,
Poboznie przypomina, ze to lud byl Bozy. Nikodem Musnicki
Na trzpiota pijanego
Sk^dze te, powiedz, bracie miepojQte zmiany?
Zawsze mlyn wietrzny pusty, twöj widzQ zalany. Jan Omoszko
Ofilozofie i chlopie
Uczyl chlopa filozof, ze siQ ziemia cala
Kolo slorica podwdnym ruchem obracala;
Prawda, panie, rzekl chlop gorzalk^ zalany,
Patrz, jak mn$ ziemia rusza, az Ibem tlukQ Sciany.
Franciszek Sokot Szahin
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O Janie inatzonku
Jan, nim doszedl do kobierca,
CierpiaJ mocne bide serca,
A dzi6 gdy ma cerce zdrowe,
Cierpi mocne bide w glowe^. Grott Aleksander Sasowski

Celnik na kqpielach
Podlug jednomySlnego lekarzy ukladu,
Pojechal brad k^piele celnik do Karlsbadu.
Slysz^c to, kupiec krzykn^l z rozj^trzon^ dusz^:
«Dziwna rzecz, iz ci ludzie zawsze co& brae musz^!
Ignacy Piotr Legatowicz

Na urz^dnika bez zaslugi
Michal, dostawszy urz^d, tak glosil przed swiatem:
«Niech mnie Bög skarze, jeSlim chodzil za tem!!»
Twöj postQpek, Jan rzecze, tej prawdy dowodzi:
Bo kto siQ czolga, ten weale nie chodzi. Ignacy Piotr Legatowicz

Nagrobek skqcowi
Przechodniu! co idziesz t^dy.
Przeczytaj! Jözef lezy pod tym glazem,
Ktöry z uchodz^cym rokiem ze &wiata zszedl razem,
Zeby na nowy nie dad kolQdy. Ignacy Piotr Legatowicz

Napis na kieliszku bez nogi
OdjQli mi ludzie nogQ, chcac dogodzid sobie:
Ja im lepiej dogodzQ, odbieraj^c obie.

Nagrobek bakalarzowi
Tu lezy Bakalaureus,
Luceat ei Deus:
Uczyl dzieci A. B. C.
Requiescat in pace.

Wladza zony
ZnaliScie podstolego, w tym wieku zepsutym
PiQknie mu bylo w pasie i w kontuszu sutym;
Teraz go juz na diabla przerobila zona;
Ma rogi, ströj niemiecki, brak tylko ogona.
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Gdy mezowi io n e calujq
Pismo SwiQte powiedzialo:
M^z i zona jedno cialo.
Jednak m^z tego nie czuje,
Gdy mu kto zonQ cahije.
O szpetnej
Ten, kto szpetn^ cahije, podwöjnie on grzeszy:
Bo i Boga obraza i ludzi tez Ernieszy. J. K. W. B.
O tejze
Ten, kto szpetn^ cahije, dusz$ swoj^ zbawi:
Albowiem w samym grzechu pokutQ odprawi. A. N. B.
Wybieraj cnotliwq
Kto piQkn^ bez cnöt wzi^l oblubienicQ,
Dia cudzych wröbli ten nasial pszenicQ. N.
O Anieli
Dzienne zajQcia Anieli
MogQ opisab najwiemiej:
Caly ranek siebie bieli,
Cafy wieczör drugich czemi. Ignacy Piotr Legatowicz
ENC. STAROPOLSKA: FRASZKA, z wloskiego/hzsc/ze, bagatela, dzieciristwo i z franc.
frasque, wybryk, figiel. Wyraz wprowadzony u nas w wieku XVI obok wielu innych
wloskiego podchodzenia, kiedy dwör krölewski za Bony i liczne podröze Polaköw na
uniwersytety wloskie, silnie na oglad$ i jQzyk nasz odzialywaly. Mikolaj Rej wydah
“figliki albo rozlicznych ludzi przypadki dworskie, ktöre sobie po zatrudnionych
mySlach, dla krotofile, wolnym bQd^b, czytab m ozesz.” Pözniejsi poeci polscy
nazywali “fraszkam i” zbiory podobnych iwerszy, ktörych treSci^ byl zart, dowcip,
anegdota. Pierwszy Jan Kochanowski uzyl tego wyrazu w znaczeniu literackiem na
okreSlenie tego rodzaju utworöw, ktöre juz w starozytnej Grecyi nosily nazwQ
epigramatöw, ale w polsce mialy odcieri mocno zartobliwy, swawolny i rubaszny.
Kochanowski pisal fraszki swoje przewaznie w dobie mlodoSci a drukowab pozwolil
dopiero w roku Smierci, t. j. 1584. Fraszki Kochanowskiego, jak to prznaje im Piotr
C hm ielow ski, odznaczaj^ siQ zwi^zloSci^, dowcipem, a nieraz i glQbsz^ mySl^.
W ywolaly one cala rzeszQ na£lasowcöw, ktörzy utworom tym swoim rözne nadawali
nadpisy. Niektörzy tylko tytul wprowadzony przez Jana z Czamolasu zachowali, jak
Wesp. Kochowski w XVII wieku, co oglaszaj^c swe “Epigramata polskie”, wyraznie
dopisal: “po naszemu Fraszki” i dodal okreSlenie:

Mniej te fraszki do rzeczy, lecz st$d maj^,
Ze lubo rzeczy male, ale krötko baj$.
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Ostatni u nas uzyl dla swoich epigramatöw tej nazwy Franciszek Kowalski, wydaj^c
Fraszki pisane w latach 1824-1828, a wydane we Lwowie r. 1839 i powtömie w
Kamiericu r. 1847. Przytaczamy tu niektöre z fraszek Jana Kochanowskiego, i. Ig.
Szydlowskiego.
Na Starq
TerazbyS ze mn$ zigrywad siQ chciala,
KiedyS, niebogo! sobie podstarzala.
Daj poköj, prze Bög! samabaczysz snadie,
Ze nie po ciemiu, kiedy röza spadnie. J. Kochanowski
Do Jakuba
Ze krötkie fraszki czniQ, to Jakubie winisz;
Krötsze twoje nieröwnie, bo ich ty nie czynisz. J. Kochanowski
O szlachcicu polskim
Jeden pan wielmozny niedawno powiedzial:
W Polsce szlachcic jakoby tez na karezmie siedzial,
Bo kto jeno przyjedzie, to z kazdym pid musi,
A zona, poSciel zwlöcz^c, nieboga siQ krztusi. /. Kochanowski
Na Slase
Stari ku sldcu a rozdziaw g^bQ., panie Slasa!
A juz nie pQdziem szukad inszego kompasa;
Bo ten nos, co to gQby juz ledwie nie minie,
Na zQbach nam ukaze, o ktörej godzinie? J. Kochanowski
Ksztaltna odpowiedz
KtoS komuS rzekl, ze w nim pocz^tek jego domu,
A öw: «zadnego przez to nie ponoszQ sromu,
Ze ja swöj dom poezynam; to nie bez sromoty,
Ale w tobie skoriczyly przköw twoich enoty. Wac. Potocki
Senator tysy
Jeden senator lysy w swojej dotkn^l mowie:
Ze ma dlugöw Korona, jak wlosöw na glowie.
Nie mögl wytrwad podskarbi, siedz^c tamze trzeci:
«Daleko, rzecze, wiQcej ni±li u wraszeci.» Wac. Potocki
Na biazna
Mdwisz, ze£ biazna widzial, czegoS dawno z^dal,
Znad, ze wtenczas, gdy$ siQ sam w zierciedle przegl^dal.
Wac. Potocki
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Ledwo nie prawda
Czemu to biaioglowy pchly bardziej k^saj^,
Niz otroköw (mlodziericöw)? Ze ony smaszne miQso maj^.
Wesp. Kochowski
Do nowego szlachcica
Möwisz: kröl mi szlachectwo konserwowal; to ty
Szlachectwo twe od kröla masz, nie od cnoty? Wesp. Kochowski
Odpowiedz. ex tempore
Mnich z ikrami je ryby, pan zartuje: KsiQze,
Ostroznie, bod siQ w brzuchu narybek zalQze.
Zakonnik, jako prostak, bez okolicznoSci
Odpowie: WiQC na pierwszy spust proszQ waszmosci.
Wesp. Kochowski
Pares ab Adam
Gdy Ewa k^dziel przQdla, Adam ziemiQ kopal,
Kto tarn byl szachcic wtenczas, i kto komu chlopal?
ak Adam gdy nam ojcem, Ewa gdy nam maci^,
Wszyscy&my sobie röwn^ z tych rodzicöw braci^. Wesp. Kochowski
O lekarzu
«Co na mnie to siQ zaden z mych chorych nie zalil!»
Tak si$ w gronie kolegöw pewny lekarz chwalil.
«Prawda, odpowie drugi, ktöremu przymawiak
BoS ich z zalami na Swiat tarnten powyprawial.» Ign. Szydlowski
Toaleta starej wdowy
Gdy przyszlo siQ rozbierad, pani wiosy zd^la,
Potem oko, po oku i zQby odjQla;
Dalej piersi i biodro, po biodrze lopatkQ,
I to wszystko gdy sobie uklada w szufladkQ,
Nowo przynQta panna za glowQ chwyta;
«o czynisz, warjatko?» z gniewem zaputa.
«Nie wiem, sama odpowie, ja tylko probujQ,
Czy siQ i glowa pani na noc nie zdejmuje? Z pisma «Smieszek»
(r. 1834).
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Za zdroxvie caiej kompanii
Pan Wawrzyniec aptekarz, czlowiek starej daty,
raz na weselu, pii duszkiem wiwaty.
Po czterdziestu kielichach do szczQtu spelnionych,
Kolej od paiistwa mlodych doszla nieproszonych,
Wreszcie gospodarz, maj^c jak nalezy w glowie,
Krzybie: «Teraz za caiej kompanii zdrowie!»
«Hola!» rzecze Wawrzyniec «to jawna ochyda:
«A na cöz wtedy moja apteka siQ przyda?» Z pisma «Smieszek»
(r. 1834).
WEP (mid. 20C): FRASZKA, [wl.] drobny wierszowany utwör satyryczny lub
liryczny, oparty na dowcipnym pomySle, spokrewniony z —> epigramatem. NazwQ
dla tego gatunku utworöw wprowadzil w literaturze pol. J. Kochanowski, ktörego
Fraszki (1584) staly siQ wzorem dla pözniejszich poetöw, gl. w 2 pol. XVI i w XVII
w. M. Rej okreSlal wlasne utwory o takim charakterze mianem “figliköw”. FormQ tQ
uprawiali w literaturze pol. m. in. : M. Sqp Szarzyriski, W. Kochowski, W. Potocki,
A. Morsztyn, I. Krasicki, S. Trembecki, T.K. WQgierski, A. Mickiewicz, A. Fredro,
C.K. Norwid, K.I. Galczyriski, J. Tuwim (autor bogatej antologii Cztery wieki fraszki
polskiej 1936, wyd. 2 1957). Dawniejsza f. opierala siQ przede wyszystkim na
dowcipie sytuacyjnym, miala Charakter zartobliwej —> anegdoty wierszowanej (np. O
doktorze Hiszpanie J. Kochanowskiego); wspölze^nie opiera si^ gl. na dowcipie
slownym, duz^ rolQ odgrywa w niej parodystyczna igraszka ze zwrotami i
powiedzeniami potoczbego jQzyka (S.J. Lee, J. Sztaudynger).
ALSO,
W.E.P.: E p i g r a m a t , epigram [gr. epigramma ‘napis’], krötki,
zazwyczaj lekki i doweipny utwör poetycki o zaskakuj^cej -4 puencie, cz^sto o
charakterze satyryeznym. W staroz. Grecji — wierszowany napis na przedmiotach
ofiarowanych böstwu, pomnikach, grobowcach itp. Za twörcQ e. lit. uwazany jest
Symonides z Keos (VI-V w. p.n.e.). Kszaltem wierszowym e. byl zwykle —> dystych
elegijny, a jego temat opieral siQ najczQ^ciej na paradoksalnym koncepcie. W poezji
rzym. uprawiany byl e. o charakterze gl. satyryeznym; mistrem tej formy byl
Marcjalis, ktörego utwory wywarly duzy wplyw na rozwöj e. w poezji nowoz. w X V XVII w. Pözniejszy e. odszedl od wzoröw lac. (w Anglii A. Pope, w Niemczech
Goethe) i zblizyl siQ do stylu filoz. formulu. W Polsce uprawiali ten gatunek m.in.: K.
Janicki, J. Kochanowski, W. Potocki, S. Trembecki, T.K. WQgierski, F. Zablocki,
Mickiewicz, Slowacki. W dzisiejszej poezji e. wystQpuje w formie lirueznej,
satyryeznej i filoz. (te trzy rodzaje l^czy we wspölczesnej poezji pol. S.J. Lee).
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1. S pecifically o n th e fraszka
The earliest vital form in the Slavonic East was the traditional Polish fraszka (nuga, paegnia).
From at least 1500 CE. These little poems were far more native than the literary epigram later
was further East. They preserved the same outward form for epigram and lyric contents,
which mirrors the thematic ambiguity of the Renaissance sonnet form and the Baroque
madrigal. There were plenty of anthologies, but much remained in manuscript for its recent
editor Julian Tuwim. The thematics were rich223: anecdotes, “epigrams”, laments,
reproaches, triumphal poems, grieving poems. Grave inscriptions, as we might expect from
the nature of the tradition, were indeed written in verse, by Szymonowic (16-17C) and
Gawinski (17C) in particular. The more than 15,000 little poems investigated by Tuwim
were, like Hellenistic epigram, a window onto daily life, and some need considerable
historical knowledge to appreciate. They were part of “unofficial literature”, as epigram has
periodically been, and except for the Jesuits’ products, tended to the obscenity of one branch
of the limerick and of much of Roman epigram. Polish literary humour seems to be more
available in this form than anywhere else. The fraszka genre proves hard to define, but the
fact that there was a traditional designation (from the Italian frasca/frasche = twigs, e.g.,
bagatelles) indicates that it was felt to be a fuzzy whole.224 Poles to whom I have spoken
recall fraszka as an obsolete but recognisable entity. In length it ranged from 2 to 10 lines. It
undoubtedly “exists”. It seems to be the only Slavonic form of fairly literary short poem
which does not hark back to Latin models, but there can be little doubt that it would not have
sprung up without these, or without the Humanist concerns which produced them.
An amalgam, perhaps, of the high literary and the popular, the, fraszka tradition reminds us
that epigram has oscillated between the high and the middle realms of style, and may in origin
be a popular and subliterary form which was elevated into the high culture to allow new
things to be said in ways that did not totally lack prestige. From the descriptions given of it, it
would seem to hover on the more occasional and informal side of the epigrammatic fuzzy
genre as well as being rather on the sub-literary side of another ancient generic dichotomy.

Brückner and Tuwim (1969) 510.
224 see WEPOW s.v., where the genre is closely linked with epigram, and is said to be satiric or lyrical. It later
became parodistic and anecdotal.
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1. Dutch Insert
For lack of company, we include here other encyclopedia articles from "minor" European
traditions. While they repeat the usual, they also give local names and sometimes an
individual twist to the treatment of the modem period. Here the Grote Winkler Prins ed. A. J.
Wiggers Amsterdam/Brussel 196810. The great anthologies of neo-Latin epigrams tended to
be produced in the Low Countries, illustrating its well-known national interest in epigram:
EPIGRAM (v. Gr. epigramma = opschrift) was in de Oudheid oorspronkelijk een
korte inscriptie op standbeeiden, grafstbles en wijgeschenken. Aanvankelijk gebruikte
men de dactylische hexameter, nadien het elegisch distichon (hexameter +
pentameter). Waren de oudste epigrammen echte opschriften, later werd het epigram
ook als literair expressiemiddel gebruikt, waarbij soms het voomaamste kenmerk (de
soberheid en puntigheit) verdween. Als voomaamste epigrammendichter uit de
hellenistische tijd is Callimachus te vermelden; bij de Romeinen Catullus en Martialis
(de laatste was sterk satirische). De christelijke epigrammatiek bleef sterk traditioneel
van vorm. Een late nabloei beleefde het als literair spel beoefende epigram in
Byzantium. De meeste Griekse epigrammen zijn in de Anthologia Graeca verzameld.
Ook thans wordt de term epigram nog gebruikt voor een kort, kernachtig gedieht,
meestal eindigend met een hekelende of schertsende gedachte of een onverwachte,
geestige wending. In Nederland bestaat hiervoor de naam puntdicht, Huygens, die een
groot aantal epigrammen heeft gemaakt, noemde ze sneldichten. Tot de bekendste
epigrammendichters uit de wereldliteratuur behoren: Cl. Marot, Fr. v. Logau, A. Pope,
J. Swift, G.E. Lessing, H. Belloc, en in de Nederlandse literatuur Roemer Visscher,
Staring, De Genestet, van Suyse en J. Greshoff. [In the literature, Mackail Select
epigrams... . two Dutch anthologies by Chr. Weisser and J. Aijnen, and Peek GG.
Then E. Beutler and Fr. Fuchs, who are in Pfohl, J. Hutton's book on The AG in
France and the Latin Netherlands, then the interesting material: J.D.Ph. Warners Het
Ned, kwatrijn (T947: diss.): O. Weinrich's Epigramm-Studien 1948, and R. Raiser
Ueber das Epigramm 1950]
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5.

Polish in detail
1. M i l o s z

Czeslaw Milosz The History of Polish Literature 21983 (M969) is a very different literary
history, less technical, more interested in broad cultural movements, more generous about
such excoriated movements and styles as the so-called "Pseudo-classicism" of various
periods. He notes the marriage of King Sigismund I to Bona Sforza of Milan in 1518 and the
arrival of the Italian influence of the Jesuits (arrived 1564). This, and the tolerant policies of
the monarchs, and the inability of the Diet to make incisive decisions, led to the particularly
generous tone of Polish Humanist and Baroque society. Bohemia did not fare so well. As the
most famous of early Latin poets Milosz mentions Andrzej Krzycki (1482-1537), Jan
Dantyszek (Dantiscus 1485-1548) and Klemens Janicki (Janicius 1516-1543), the former and
latter at least wrote epigrams. The picture of Mikolaj Rej (1505-1569) does more justice to
the contradictions in the man himself and the vilification that has marked Catholic treatment
of him than does the work of Krzyzanowski. The man was a Rabelaisian figure and stylist
P.58 brings in the main source of his continuing fame, the "humorous occasional verse", or
"short jocular poems to please his friends and companions", in which "an anecdote or a joke
provided the subject" and his "style is earthy, ribald, often obscene. Details of everyday life
play a considerable part. These trifles, which Rej called figliki (figiel =prank), are, like much
in the general atmosphere of his work, quite Chaucerian." Kochanowski receives a very full
treatment. We may need to be reminded, now, of his eminence. On p.80 we are told that he
worked some of his fraszki into the form of the English sonnet, which would mirror the
interplay between sonnet and "epigram" in the West. We hear of "panegyrical verses
honouring local magnates ... written by local squires, often in Byelorussian" in the 17C
Ukraine, part of the then Grand Duchy. P.118 deals with "a universal mania for writing" in
the Baroque period and the way the Jesuits trained "masses of gentry youth in the skill of
writing occasional verse" which "resulted in a prodigious output of that genre, only a small
part of which found its way into print.":
Owing to the decline of printing presses and to the way writing was regarded (i.e., as
merely a desirable ornament of social intercourse), manuscripts circulated from hand to
hand and were copied, but the various calamities which visited the country during that
epoch brought about the loss, destruction or theft of much of this material. Some valuable
works did survive, however, thanks to the widespread custom of keeping notebooks, called
silvae rerum, i.e., "forests of things," containing anecdotes and records of important
events. There, diary entries neighboured with poems, either of home production or taken
from any source which happened to please the taste of the writer, p.l 18
Our author is kinder to the eccentricities of the Sarmatian Baroque and to the high Göngorism
and Marinism of the court, trends disdained by the outdated political correctness and
didacticism of Krzyzanowski. P. 125 deals with Christmas carols (kolQdy), not connected
with our project in any close way, but part of the popular literary constellation of the Baroque,
when they seem mostly to have arisen. Many are from the courtly hand of Jan Zabczyk, who
under the name Jan Karol Dachnowski published Svmfonie anielskie in 1630. It is instructive
to note the literatising of a folk tradition, or even the aristocratic creation of a "folk" tradition,
as well as the trans-alpine earthiness of the Northern Baroque. Szymon Zimorowic (1608—
1629) likewise "elevated" the anonymous love songs and dances in his bouquet of lyrics sent
to replace him at his brother's wedding in Lwdw: Roksolanki. eventually published by the
brother, Bartlomiej.
The Marinist short poems of Jan Andrzej Morsztyn (1613-1693) were eventually published
in the 19C. Though gathered into two collections in 1647 (Kanikuia albo psia gwiazda / Dog
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Days) and 1661 (Lutnia / Lute) they were the sort of poem never intended for book form, a
sort which is important for the continuation of "epigram". Daniel Naborowski (1573-1640)
doctor and diplomat, wrote poems in his spare time including some obscene "trifles" (the
disavowing or perhaps terminologising punctuation is that of Milosz) which passed into
folklore. This on p.134, and p. 135 begins a section on the voluminous Waclaw Potocki
(1621-1696). His short occasional poems were gathered into two volumes: A garden of
Trifles (Ogröd fraszek, from which it emerges that the latter word equals any occurrence of
"trifles" in quotation marks) and Moralia. P. 142 presents Wespazjan Kochowski (1633—
1700). A collection of epigrams, or a poem "consisting of several thousand epigrams, each
built around a different epithet applied in religious literature to the Blessed Virgin": A
Virgin's Garden, Measured by the Chain of Holy Writ, the Doctors of the Church, and
Orthodox Preachers, Planted with Flowers, Which are the Titles of the Mother o f God, by the
Lowest Slave o f That Mother and Virgin (1681). The Non-idle Idling collection of 1674 is
said to be his best-known, and it is of religious or at least serious poems and short fraszki,
which suggest that fraszki were never serious. "Short epigrams, traditionally called fraszki,
follow sixteenth century models while often reflecting a Baroque fondness for the bizarre"
(p.143). Interesting for me in another context is the introduction of free verse in Psalmodia
polska 1695.
P.162 notes that in the Enlightenment brough Polish respect for the literary laws of Boileau.
French was the new vehicle for pan-European movement of ideas. The Prince of Poets of the
later 18C was apparently an Ignacy Krasicki (1735-1801), the Alexander Pope of his age, and
like many of the post-Baroque writers, an admirer of the limpid language of Kochanowski,
whose importance seems never to have waned. His 1779 Satvrv are said to be "short", and
his 1779 Baiki i przvpowieSci (Fables and Parables) are demonstrably so, as examples are
quoted of 4, 4 and 6 lines respectively. Such works, if not found in a seamless corpus where
they might form the lower extreme of a spread of lengths about a perceptible average, are
only materially "epigram". Stanislaw Trembecki (1735-1812) left mostly (p.183)
"circumstantial odes, epigrams, and letters in verse". Like many writers of such things, he
was careless about authorship. The "rococo madrigal" is mentioned on p.185 and we find yet
another example of the folk tradition claiming for itself works of a serious poet like
Franciszek Karpiriski (1741-1825), through becoming the texts for songs and in particular by
absorption into the Christmas Carol repertoire: Bög sie rodzi — moc truchleje and, if the lines
he quotes are the whole poem, there are only 8 more of them. "Sentimental poets" are
perhaps the bridge between the Baroque and the great movement of Polish Romanticism,
which we will not discuss, having sufficiently looked at the fraszka-epigram and at occasional
poetry in its formative periods.
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Töv GvvreQevra ^iXaSeX^eias TTÖ0ar
t MaKdpiov TaiTEivöv ev rolg aoig Qvrais, |
c{)uXaTTe Tpids“ dyia TpiaoXpiojS' t |

P.118 Oxford, Christ Church 63, 1355/1356CE. The earliest parts of this MS were partly
written by the monk Germanus. After his death the hieromonk Gennadius continued the work
and provided the subscription, in which the history of the writing is noted. On the end of this
inscription is a two line colophon for the Ladder (one of John Climacus' works in this MS), a
short invocatio, and, this in red now, a second invocation in two dodecasyllables. I give the
prose invocation as a lead-in, and note that it has 16 syllables:
I * pepypaGc TT(a.Te)pes imep tou E^ayopdcrauTÖs“ pe
|
t yevou ßopöös Kapol tw ^evoj 0uTa,
Kal veuaei Qieoh eul Trj Trpo|o-Euxf] CTOL,:

Near the end of the Ladder is a note in the lower margin (in red) by the scribe Gennadius, and
it is a dodecasyllable:
+ ©uTris povaorr], TewaSios' Trj kX^ctel +

P. 122 Oxford, Bodl. Libr., Laud Greek 18, 1357/1358CE. This is a Proclus MS written by
Stelianus/Stylianus Chumnus at the expense of Ioannes Contostephanus of Constantinople,
and whose colourful history includes ownership by Pico della Mirandola, whose surviving
Latin poems show no sign of epigrammaticity. Its subscription is partly written in alineated
dodecasyllables, of which the first is a commonplace and the final couplet (Gregory
Nazianzus Carmina 1,2 32 vv. 127-128) are sometimes used by scribes as well. I give the
subscription, leaving out a final two lines of prose, which tell when the MS was finished, and
which name its sponsor as Ioannes Contostephanus of Constantinople:
t
t

to) CTWTcXeCTTrj Toy KaXdiv 0(e)co,
+ I
au ßißXe paKapt£e töv ypdißavTa oe, |
ttXt]v ou 8 i ' auTps- oi)8e yap cröevos' eyeis“ |
dXXd 8i’ dy8pwy EÜpa0tou 4)iXepTTÖva)i', [
tcov i8iai9 oe KarexovTGdv TTaXapaig: |
t ZTrjXiayos“ rjv 6 ypdißas, 6 Kal tou mKXr|v Xoupvos-: |
+
0(eo)O 8 i 8outos\ ov8ev Lcryuei (j)06yos-• |
Kal pf] SiSoyTos“, ovbev io’xuEi TToyos“: |

+ eteXeicjo0t) k.t .X.

Line 6 forms a good political verse, not specifically noted by Turyn.
P. 125, London, Lambeth Palace 1183, 1358CE. Theophanes wrote and subscribed this MS
of the npa^aTToaroXos'. In the middle of the short subscription are two sets of
dodecasyllables. The first is a single verse, formulaic no doubt, but composed for this
occasion. The second is composed of three verses said by B. Atsalos to occur on a number of
other subscriptions. As often, a cross marks the beginning of a different little text where there
is no other indication, and the verses are only reasonably alineated:
[sic...]
[sic...]
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On p. 126 Turyn adverts to the first verse: "by its typical form <it> suggests that this MS was
most probably produced in the monastery of the B.V.M. twv 'OSpywy in Constantinople."
Apparently, formulae and even tendencies to break into verse in various places were
associated with schools of scribes, though one would assume that the verse habits we are
investigating would be more sporadically migratory than the sequenced handwriting styles
which most concern codicologists.
P. 126 Oxford, Bodl. Libr, Barocci 110, 1359/1360CE. A MS in various 14C hands, the
major part written by the priest Nicetas, who subscribed it with some prose lines giving the
date and some interesting expressions of humility. This is followed by five lines written in
monocondylia, read tentatively by Turyn as the dodecasyllable commonplaces:
waTiep £euoi
pSpy Tr(aT)pi|Sa
m l f] GaXaTTeuovTcg | cupqy Xipeua
ouTog m l I f) ypd(j)0VTeg ßißXiou tcXos ,
d|lf|V dflT]V + ; + | + + + + + + | +
And (ending on p. 142):
iambic distich on the feast
synaxarion
hagiographic iambic calendar comm. attr. to Christopher of Mytilene see REB 16 (1958)
p.61-73 J. Darrouz&s Les calendriers byzantins en vers.
See especially A.D. K om ines Tö ßu£avTiv6v Lepöy e u i y p a p p a m i oi
emypappaTouoioL in ’AGrjvd. Zeipd SiaTpißwv m i peXeTppdTCjov 3 (Athens 1966)
pp.27, 151f. This is excerpted by us below: §19.3.
P. 142 Oxford, Christ Church 61, 1391CE. Written by the famous Ioasaph, this damaged and
faded MS had to wait until 1974 for Bokotopoulos to detect the subscription. The opening
dodecasyllable, and the following hexameter of invocation are both said (p.143 Turyn) to be
characteristic of MSS from Ioasaph and his scriptorium at the monastery tgou 'OSpyuiv at
Constantinople.
+ 6(eo)u to Scapov m i ’IojdcjcuJ) ttovos + |
X(pLOT)e- 8i8ou poyfjaayTi Tei]y TioXuoXßoy dpcoyf|y + |
+ ’E tous k.t .X. for six very short lines giving merely the date.
** P.? (included P.148 Oxford, Bodl.Libr., Auct.T.inf.1.10 (addition), 1391CE. The same
Ioasaph, with the same two verses as above, subscribes some additions to a Gospel MS by
another scribe. This main scribe had omitted the Pericope de adidtera (John 8:3—11), and
Ioasaph added it, also duplicating the end of an epistle, or some reason. In the next 10 days
Ioasaph prefixed useful material to the MS to aid in its proper liturgical use, and ending the
opening 14 folios with:

eToub

k .t .X.

+ G(eo)u to 8(3pov m i ’Iwdaacj)
(one line of prose date) |

ttouos-

+

X(piaT)e‘ 8 lSou poyfjaayTi, Teqy TroXuoXßou | + dptoypy + | +
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On the characteristic dodecasyllabic colophon see Polites BZ 51 pp.19, 27-33, 17-36 and
261-284 passim, and for the apposed hexameter the same pp.30-32, 262, 265, 267.
This MS, whose illuminations are assigned to the 12C, has a more modem binding of the
16/17C, but on this an ivory plaque of the Pantocrator probably from Constantinople, of the
IOC, now covered with an early 18C silver plaque giving an invocation in Greek capital
letters for the then owner, Hieronymus Wilhelm, Ebner von Eschenbach, of Nürnberg:
AEZIIOTA EYAOTHZON | TON AOYAON ZOY EAAXIZTON | IEPONYMON
IOYAIEMON KAI THN OIKIAN AYTOY.
Turyn's book suggests that scribes in the East were given to occasional verse (one remembers
the Irish verse preserved in the same way) and that much of this verse was traditional. These
MS would have been closely studied by the Florentine and Neapolitan Hellenophiles, and no
doubt these Italians also picked up a habit of writing short occasional poems in Greek from
their expatriate teachers, such as Lascaris. While we may never be sure about the exact links
between such late Greek writing of short poems and the discernible genre of epigram
surviving in the Planudes collection, in late Classical historians and antiquarians, in Lucian
and other late writers, and in Silver Latin collections like those of Claudian (very much
appreciated at that time), the Bobiensa, Ausonius, Martial (of course), the passion for things
Greek, the Humanist taste for epigraphy and pseudo-epigraphy (beginning again with Cola di
Rienzo) and short-windedness in the writing of Greek verse must have all been powerful
influences in the reconstituting of the old epigrammatic tradition. As we have mentioned
elsewhere, northern Humanists like More in England and Celtes in Germany write biting,
late-medieval short poems whose content is seldom Classical, but their form does seem to be.
A deliberate undervaluing of Medieval Greek culture may have blinded generations of
Protestant Englishmen (and Germans) to the influence of Byzantine versifying on Humanist
epigram.
Turyn's bibliographical aids to codicology and to medieval Greek grammar, phonetics and
lexicography are of interest to the educated outsider. His General Index may also be of use:
curses against book thieves, see censure, ecclesiastical; decoration in MSS; headpieces;
epigrams;
Greek language
metrical
influences; Gregory o f Nazianzus, St.: source o f two iambic trimeters; sponsors o f MSS;
subscription commonplaces; subscriptions, ownership entries, and scribal notes, metrical;
dodecasyllabic... iambic... in political verse... in seven-syllable lines; Tacuinus, Ioannes, de
Tricino, Venetian printer, epigram on, by Victor Falchonius; verses of scribes, owners, users
(traditional and individual); versification.
8 cct|jlös\ meaning "ecclesiastical censure";
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1. Turyn analysed like Plutarch, for types of verse
Turyn Dated Greek MSS of the 14C and 15C in the Libraries of Great Britain contain 126
subscriptions and scribal notes from the period 1214-1391. Of course, the fact that the ends
of all these MSS are dated tends to date the colophons themselves even more accurately than
their body text, which could have taken several months' work or more to complete. There can
be later additions to completed MSS, such as notes of the death of persons unconnected to the
MS but connected to its current owners, or references to historical events dignified by being
recorded on spare pages or column space of such prestigious collectors' items, as births have
long been solemnly recorded on the flyleafs of printed bibles.
Verse is common in colophons in many traditions, from Medieval East Asia to Jewish
Western European communities, where it survived (?) at the end even of printed books, giving
the words of proofreaders. The existence of such a habit is worth some explanation,
particularly when it is widespread. Apart from a tendency for professional literateurs to write
formally in verse rather than in prose, it has been suggested for the Dunhuang and Turfan
MSS that there is an attempt to "decorate" and dignify the MSS by using a prestige form of
composition in the main place where a scribe had such freedom of expression, the end. Titles
and even opening paragraphs of MSS destined for the fixedness of print are in any case
commonly written last, coming close to the function of the colophon of scribal exhaustion,
reassessment, and craft pride.
The motives of this more general tendency (which would presumably affect also the choice of
illustration and of binding) are to be sought in the values each culture placed on written works
and on the craft of writing them. A somewhat different motivation might attach to the
practice of introductory verses to works and MSS, and eventually to printed books. These
usually take on the genre of some preexisting poem type, e.g., a propempticon for a book
(simply because it is a present), a dedication, honorific verses to the patron, poems of praise
from friends, or even ecphrastic poems on a work of art, and printed books with liminary
verses, tend to have the most elaborately engraved title pages and frontispieces.
How many verse units are found in Turyn's MSS is hard to calculate. If we make a new unit
every time the metre changes (even though the subject is the same as the verse immediately
preceding or following), and if even the shortest prose insertion is taken to break a verse unit
into two, there are 37 "units", composed of 29 "dodecasyllables", which can be fairly regular
quantitative iambics, 6 political verses and 2 hexameters, in fact, the same one, a repeatable
verse. Some dodecasyllable verses are also frequently repeated, with minor variations, one of
them going back to Gregory Nazianzen, indicating that the Byzantine tradition had a "long
memory", and that Gregory's poems were well and truly retained in this. The metrical nature
of some lines is doubtful. Much of the verse is not written out in alineated form, and phrases
around 15 syllables in length may be intended as rough political verses or may only
accidentally approach verse status. There is no obvious length of poem (or verse unit, as
verses are often well integrated into their prose context or else are part of a grab bag of
fragments), other than the preference for short units, from 1 to 3 lines. Such verse blocks of
less than 4 lines comprise fully half the corpus of all verse units, as I have defined them.
These are predominantly verse fragments, not epigrams, though a widespread habit of writing
more recognisable epigrams elsewhere would encourage readers at least to take scraps of
verse like these as being in some way epigrammatic. They seem to be, in origin, no more
than short occasional verse. Any more specific genre would be generated only in the eyes and
heads of later beholders.
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VERSE
TYPE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

14

20

23

Tot

7

5

3

1

2

1

1

•

1

1

1

29

1

1

1

line

DODEC

6

POLIT

2

HEX

2
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19. Greek Medieval Generally - ODByz.
1.

ODB Extracts

The ODB does not cling grimly to long-standing specialties, it opens up questions which the
cultivated and curious outsider, such as a western medievalist, would ask but which have not
so far much troubled the experts, locked in their traditional guilds. See vii-viii on realia and
homo byzantinus. See also Diet. M-A, ed. *Strayer, Coptic Enc. ed. *Aziz, & E l2.
The Dictionary uses the term late Roman or late antique for the period from the 4C to the
early or mid 7C, and Byzantine for the 7C onwards. Slavonic matters are not treated unless
they are primarily inspired by the Greek.
I hope in the following entries to indicate the relevance of articles to my project.
ABBREVIATIONS See also these Addenda on Seals.
ACCLAMATIONS These were increasingly written down, painted, or inscribed in public
places in the 4-5C CE, and developed their own iconography. The army and public
continued to voice shorter, more formulaic shouts, like those appearing on coins.
Rough isosyllaby and rhythm of stress accent determined the metrical structure of
acclamations. [P Maas BZ 21 (1912) 28-51, Cameron Circus Factions... 329-333] and
anticipated developments of Byzantine prosody like ^Political Verse. Lit. T. Klauser RAC I:
216-233, and C.Roueche JRS 74 (1984) 181-199. See also Acclamations, Apotropaic.
Of enormous interest for us is the bridging of the oral and the written, as in the Medieval
"motto" or devise.
ADDRESS, FORMS OF More of interest for the old forms which were gradually replaced.
AESTHETICS EKPHRASIS, EPIGRAM, and literary portrait are said to reveal the aesthetic
principles of the Byz. The blazon-description seems to view the human person as a
construction, not an entity, and the idea of uniqueness was alien. RIDDLE corresponds with
the enigma of the cosmos. Art is didactic and interpretative. Bibliography English and
Russian.
ALEXANDRIA — Monuments of Alexandria. Mentions also the guilds of philoponoi.
AMULET Popular in various small forms especially from the 4C to the 8C, with common
short inscriptions like Heis Theos, Iao and iconography. The power of medical amulets
seems to have variously resided in their substance (e.g., haematite), their symbol, their
inscribed phrases or their representative images. The degree of equivalence of word and
image is interesting to us.
ANACREONTICS Adapted easily to stressed verse of 8 syllables, with a growing tendency
to stress on odd-numbered syllables (trochaism) and a central caesura-after the 4th syllable.
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AUTHOR The self-perception of authors varied from complete anonymity to extreme selfadvertisement, difference being linked to genre and epoch. Late Roman period — authors
revealed themselves at least in the PROOIMION, and there were autobiographical pieces. 7C9C anonymity prevailed. 11C-15C individuality becomes more apparent, e.g., in
epistolography. Establishing a fictional ego in one's poetry may not constitute selfexpression, but it mimics it.
AUTOBIOGRAPHY Disappears after a 4C/5C peak, to reappear in 11C, after which
memoirs and specific autobiography develop.
BELL In Roman times mainly used as toys, door-bell, animal bells, and apparently were
used to open some circus games. An unpublished 4C bell has an inscription "St. Theodore
help the horse" (alogon). Bells seem to have been small. They were used for horse-fittings
in Nubia and on bulls in Syria (iconographic evidence and excavated objects). In the
tumultuous times of Theodore of Studion (early 9C: PG 99:841A) found the tolling
(kodonismos) of secular bells in Constantinople to be distasteful. Churches in his time still
had gongs, SEMANTRA, to sound the hour. Already, since the 6C in the West, bells were
widely used to summon the faithful to church. Byzantines sought the superior Western bells,
as no doubt the Westerners had somehow obtained some of the superior and much earlier
Chinese and SE Asian technology. Basil I sought them (mid 9C) and the Venetian Doge
Orso II sent 12 bells, which according to the CHRONICON VENETUM set up the custom of
having campanae. There is evidence of kodones supplanting semantra in some monasteries,
though plenty of evidence from later centuries is quoted to show that the gong (wooden) was
felt to be native and the bell foreign. In the 14C and 15C there are more frequent mentions
of bells ringing at times of danger, as in the West. The Turks, naturally, prohibited such a
custom after 1453.
BODY LANGUAGE The gestural ideal seems to have been statural, even hieratic, as in
Egypt and China.
BOOK Rolls survived for liturgical texts and in the imperial chancery. Few pre- IOC MSS
survive. Private libraries rarely exceeded 25 volumes. Booksellers are rarely mentioned.
Many books contain imprecations against the purloiner. Some monastic traditions scorned
books, favouring memorisation of texts.
BOOK COVER Early covers rarely survive, though some may do so separately as now
detached plaques. The colophon of one 7C Syriac MS refers to its cover, of metal plates and
gems. From the 11C elaborate fittings for book covers are described in church inventories.
They seem to have been iconographic or merely figured, not epigraphic.
BOOK ILLUSTRATION AND ILLUMINATION Generally the text was copied before the
illuminator began. Cracking miniatures were often later redone, into modern times. Secular
MSS and some types of religious MSS were less often illustrated. The diverse motives and
functions of the illustrations are well discussed. There is plenty of evidence that
contemporaries, Greek and Armenian-Syriac-Coptic, regarded such objects very highly.
Western Humanists and artists had little interest in their art. Modem interest dates only from
Kondakov in 1876, and has tended to decontextualise the art.
BULGARIAN ART AND ARCHITECTURE Roman and Byz. remains influenced the free,
early Bulgarian state. Byzantium's 11C/12C hegemony brought new influences. Tw o-story
ch u rch es w ere used for b u r ia l.
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BULGARIAN LITERATURE 12 syllable metre was imitated as were the more complex
accentual patterns of the liturgical poetry of Byzantium. However, the 9C/10C transmission
of Greek culture to Bulgaria filtered out the classicising, secular Greek tradition, such as the
epigram. Literature struggled in Bulgaria, but it was strong enough to influence Serbia,
Rumania and Russia, before falling with the old social structures under the assaults of the
Turks.
BURIAL Extra-mural cemeteries, some burials with grave goods, and despite the law of 381
(Cod.Theod. IX 17.6) prohibiting burial in churches, it continued for the more socially
distinguished in three forms: ARCOSOLIA, pavement tombs, and SARCOPHAGI. All three
types are found in church porches, narthexes, naves, chapels, PAREKKLESIA, burial chambers,
and CRYPTS. Burial sites were frequently reserved by individuals in their lifetime.
BUSTA GALLORUM The significant name of the battle site on the via Flaminia where
Narses crushed Totila and the Ostrogoths in 552.
CEMETERY See John Chrysostom's explanation in PG 49:393.33-36. The term for
individual burial on tombstones 4C - 6C is often also koimeterion. They could be in
CATACOMBS or above ground in areae and Pagans were refused burial in them. The areae
became extra-mural focuses for the building of basilicas, mausoleums and martyria from the
4C on. Tombs were commonly built of tiles of rubble masonry, often with vaults. Simple
graves were often covered with a plastered pseudo-vault that made them visible. Lamps were
left burning and meals were taken at graves. In the 6C - 7C cemeteries began to invade the
central areas of cities, even the ancient marketplaces. Subterranean vaulted hypogaea were
found especially within Constantinople itself. Most cemeteries had predominantly simple
burials, with heads to the West (the body thus could be considered as facing East). Plastered
mounds were common over simple tile-lined graves. Evidence of social segregation of
burials comes from the typikon of the 12C Kecharitomene nunnery. This author states that
"despite a common misconception" grave goods were common in Byzantine burials, though
not as common as in the previous Pagan periods.
CITATION Characteristic of an archaising high culture and expressive of various functions:
showing off of learning, connnecting present with past, bringing an alien view to the
depiction of contemporary events and objects, and allowing for unexpected combinatory
effects.
CITIES Anastasios I entrusted the cities to their bishops and landowners, and many suffered
serious demographic decline from the bubonic plague of 542 and later. Monumental arches
were common at intersections (a place for epigraphy, one would think, as in China!). Reused
materials were increasingly the main building material.
CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA Not one of the more popular church fathers! Criticised for
insufficient love of the old Greek traditions, he nevertheless preserves a few epigrams for us.
CLICHE Formulaic lines and half lines in 14/15C may have oral or literary origins.
DODECASYLLABLE By the 9C the purely accentual metre had fully developed: 12
syllables, caesura after either 5 or 7, compulsory stress on the second last syllable and other
stress preferences varying according to fashion and personal taste. From the 12C the
vowel quantities not signalled in writing (a, i, and u) were regularly ignored, even by the
educated. The dodecasyllable replaced the hexameter in the epic and was very common in
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epigrams and ceremonial poetry. Although only a small amount of popular verse survives
in this form, it may originally have been a popular development. See BZ 12 (1903) 278-323,
P.Maas and Hunger Lit 2:91-93.
EMOTIONS Solemnity and measure are noted as Byzantine ideals of movement. This was
increasingly contradicted from the 12C. In art, it is gesture, not physiognomy which
indicates emotion. Thus, the cool Classicism of the ancient epigram would have been at
home.
EPIDEICTIC A rare rhetorical term in Byzantium, often pejorative when it occurs, replaced
with enkomion and EKPHRASIS.
EPIGRAM Late Classical erotic and satiric themes were being replaced by soberer topics
reflecting a christianised society e.g., Gregory of Nazianzos. George of Pisidia and Theodore
of Stoudios write mainly of icons, saints and church festivals. Epigrams were used
polemically and to vent mere personal spleen, as in Constantine of Rhodes. Anthologies
sprang up in the 10C. John Geometres, John Mauropous and Christopher of Mytilene
continued to write them prolifically. From the 12C there is a tendency for them to return to
genuine inscriptions (Theodore Prodromos, Manuel Philes and many anonyma) on votive
offerings (e.g., icons and church vessels) and tombstones. Seals drew a special form of short
metrical inscription, giving name, title and office. Still, 12 and 15 syllable verses continued
to be used for an enormous variety of topics. Such could perhaps better be termed occasional
verse than epigram. Elizabeth M. Jeffreys , perhaps relying on Trypanis, though in private
conversation she praised the approach being taken by Hörander (and apparently by few
others) to occasional and inscriptional Greek verse. See also SevCenko, and, for the Latin
side of the Bosnian curtain, Krantheimer.
EPIGRAPHY Byzantine epigraphy does not yet exist as a discipline, says a man who should
know, Cyril Mango. One reason is that, like Chinese epigraphy, it does not bulk anywhere
near as large as the surviving documentary sources. The particular supports: 1. Stone,
including graffiti; 2. Painted and mosaic (the latter mostly cease in the 7C); 3. object of
daily use, jewelry and amulets; 4. coins, seals and weights; 5. brick stamps (mainly 4C 7C); 6. ivories and steatites. Full Byzantine corpora exist only for items 4, 5 and 6. The
non-Greek/Latin inscriptions are traditionally left to other language specialists, the GreekLatin divide falls on a line from Dyrrachion to Odessos/Varna, and in Africa between the
Roman provinces of Libya and Tripolitana. Greek and Greek characters were predominantly
used in areas where the predominant language was not Greek, as in Syria, and for ProtoBulgarian and Alan.
Most inscriptions are undated. Before 1000 most are in capitals without word divisions and
hardly ever accented. Ligatures are frequent. Abbreviations limited. Ornamental script
begins in the 11C and ligatures flourish, content in some cases becoming secondary to
calligraphy. A suitable breakdown by themes for Byzantine inscriptions is then, tentatively
suggested:
PTO—
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1. Sacred texts
2. Decrees (early only) and grants of privileges (very rare).
3. Tokens of official control or regulation (coins, weights, stamps)
4. Marks of ownership and authentication (boundaries,
seals)
5. Records of building and/or decoration
6. Honorific, for statues or portraits (not after 6/7C)
7. Records of death (epitaphia and commemorative types of graffiti)
8. Acclamations
9. Invocations, pious and magical formulae
10. Dedications, often beginning Deesis ton doulou...
11. Epigrams, often on small objects (e.g., ivories, icon frames, crosses,
etc.)
12. Painters' signatures, always rare, and not before 11C.
Mango notes the double transmission of verse inscriptions in particular, or more commonly,
the MS preservation of verse which was once presumably but not certainly inscribed. This
uncertainty is a constituent of the old epigrammatic tradition, beginning at least in the -4C.
EVANGELIST SYMBOLS A late 12C "set of verses" occurs in eight Decorative Style
Gospel MSS fixes the modern pairings of animals and Evangelists (man/Matt., lion/Mk,
ox/Lk., eagle/Jn.). Of interest to us is the repetition of such an important poem.
EVERYDAY LIFE Many signs come down to us of an abandonment of life in the open and
in public and a high degree of privatisation of daily life (darker buildings without any atrium,
decline of theatre, of outdoor liturgies, and the replacement of races and circus games by
smaller scale tournaments and polo, restricted to the upper classes. Silent reading and silent
prayer grew in popularity, public repentance was abandoned, board games like chess became
popular). Lighting from the 7C shifted from lamps to candles. Furniture, clothing, diet and
dining habits changed. So did bathing habits. Social microstructures based on the nuclear
family took on more economic functions. The freedom of women decreased, it seems.
Evidence of daily life is very scanty and indirect.
FUNERAL Contemporary customs were reflected in passion representations.
bibliography.

See the

GENRE, LITERARY No comprehensive theory exists for Byzantium, the criteria are
functional (the objective sought and the audience intended) rather than aesthetic. However,
genres were thought of as distinct, and marked by stylistic formulae, "etiquette". Repetition
was prized. Headings of works contain suggested genres for the body text which follows
(often not made by the author of the work) and these are inconsistent. Modern scholars
suggest:
PTO—
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POETRY (secular, and religious, both of these with subdivisions)
RHETORIC (many subdivisions)
and, especially:
SERMONS
EPISTOLOGRAPHY
HAGIOGRAPHY
THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE (polem ic, exegetical)
HISTORIOGRAPHY
ADMONITIONS
ROMANCE, FABLE
GNOMAE
PROVERBS
SATIRE.

Scientific and juristic literature are normative, not didactic or entertaining, but they contain
some "literary" elements.
GEOGRAPHY Descriptive geography (pilgrims' itineraries) waxed and waned as attitudes to
travel changed. Theoretical geography was hindered by the need felt to match observations
with the traditional stories, especially those of the Bible, and Kosmas Indikopleustes is
typical of this blend of the autoptic and the traditional. One "India" lay on the Indus and
another in Ethiopia.
GREEK ANTHOLOGY see J. Bauer JOB 9 (1960) 31-41, 10 (1961) 31-37 for his Zu den
christlichen Gedichten der Anthologia Graeco.
HEADPIECE In the pre-iconoclastic era a book's title was not much embellished. Later,
especially in the 12C, the ornament usurps the frontispiece and almost overwhelms the title,
now pushed to the bottom of the page, or even off it entirely. There is no mention of
epigrams or liminary verses, nor does the spirit of the embellishment seem to allow of such
texts.
HEXAMETER The +4C to +7C hexameter was the sophisticated tool of a professional
poetic class radiating from Egypt. Until the late 6C this metre seems to have been a living, if
archaic, form of literary expression. The metre usually brings with it the archaic lexis. The
inner nature of later hexameter verse is contested, but most regard it as "antiquarian" and
purely imitative, after George of Pisidia, through Theodore Prodromos (public recitation of
his ceremonial verse hexameters in the 12C?), Nikephoros Blemmydes and Theodoros
Metochites. I would comment on the doubtfulness of allegations of "artificiality" laid at the
door of any well-known ancient metrical form in cultures given to archaism, citation, imitatio
and worship of the past. We have seen a hexameter line commonly used in 13-14C
colophonic dedications. Of more importance to us is the fate of elegiac verse, as bad
hexameters and political verse can easily be confused for each other, and elegiac verse,
seemingly the pinnacle of later Byzantine and medieval Latin literary achievement, cannot be
confused with any popular metre.
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INSCRIPTIONS, LAPIDARY Two periods, an ancient and a medieval are set up in the
Byzantine centuries, with the division set in the 7C.
1. Funerary inscriptions are very numerous in the first period, on stelai, sarcophagi, loculi
etc. Hexameters were often used to commemorate persons of high status. Lower class
people also commonly had epitaphs giving: name, father, place of origin, occupation, age,
date (seldom mentioning the year), occasionally curses and even price to be charged of those
making unauthorised use of the tomb. Biggest collections from Corcyra, Tyre,
Constantinople and surrounds, Corinth. In the second period the absence of epitaphs for
lower-class but surely monied people (artisans, shopkeepers, soldiers, minor clergy, etc.)
suggests that they were now buried in unmarked graves. Perhaps this explains the funerary
graffiti found on monuments near or quite separate from cemeteries, such as on the Parthenon
columns. Persons of rank tend now to have longer and longer verse epitaphs carved on
their sarcophagus or on slabs attached to an arcosolium.
2. Honorific inscriptions found fairly commonly on statue bases or under portraits, but only
in the first period. Then they completely disappear.
3. Building inscriptions occur in both periods, though contracting in the second. They
occur mainly on public monuments and fortifications.
4. Inscriptions recording edicts and tariffs are practically absent in the second period.
5. Acclamations are also absent in the second period. I presume they are a sort of slogan.
Most begin Nika he tyche...
6. Boundary stones are practically absent in the second period, except along the Bulgarian
frontier, and milestones along public roads also cease, as early as the 5C.
7. Inscriptions regarding rights of ownership or people’s reserved places in theatres,
markets, churches are also absent in the second period.
8. Religious texts, invocations and curses are also inscribed. No further details given.
It is intriguing to try to match this class of inscription, defined primarily by the nature of its
support, with the thematic divisions of Mango's EPIGRAPHY. In other words, what did it
mean, where the option was open, for something to be inscribed specifically on stone. What
was the consequence in form and in content and in reception of inscriptions not being made
on stone. Where certain types of inscription (form and content) are typical of non-stone
supports, e.g., made for seals, rings, cases for icons, how much of this form (and formulary)
is affected by the nature of the support and how much is merely traditional or arbitrary or
entirely derived from external, ritual or functional causes.
INSIGNIA Never as developed as was western heraldry. Our interest is in the language of
stones, symbolic, representational and linguistic, and the possible equivalences and
dissonances between types. Personal insignia (from seals) tend to be: Christ, Mary, the cross,
and saints, especially military saints like George, Demetrios, Theodore. Civil functionaries
preferred Michael and Nicholas. Officials' emblems are of symbolic emblems and of real
objects, including costume, crown, weaponry, throne, and symbols of authority or piety,
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sceptre, orb, akakia. Many of these indicated hierarchy. The article continues into imperial
regalia.
LANGUAGE Latin was the vernacular and the official language of the West, but in the East
Greek competed with developed languages and Byzantium was in practice multi-lingual.
Latin was finally replaced as the imperial language of the East in the 1C. Modern Greek
phonetics, phonology, morphology and syntax were well developed in the 6C and almost
fully established in the IOC. (Elsewhere — vowel quantity respected only in the case of
those vowels where quantity was indicated by the alphabetic sign, e.g. to/o, e/q, but not in
the case of the others). The prestige of the archaising and atticising high language, especially
from the 9C on, did not intimidate the powerful classes, whose spelling and language seem
unashamedly vernacular. Purism was for the men of letters. Some writers deliberately used a
less rigorously purist Greek, and made the excuses that vulgarism suited their audience, their
subject, the private destination of their work, or their own poor education. The 13C saw new
levels of prescriptivism and another surge of interest in the Classical heritage, but at the same
time (because of the opening diglossic gap?) literature of entertainment began to ignore
archaism: romances, pseudohistory, animal allegories, animal epics, popular moralising and
devotional works, almost all in 15 syllable political verse. It is an exaggeration, however,
to make the vernacular and the archaising forms of Greek into two different languages.
LANGUAGES, NON-GREEK Greek was treated as a superior, but never as an exclusive
language, thus differing from Latin in most of the West.
LIGATURE Primary, secondary and tertiary. Up to 8 letters combined have been found in
epigraphy. Relatively rare in uncials, ligatures become common in cursive and minuscule.
LITERACY A confusing and even amusing study, if one does it from secondary sources,
and a fascinating and inconclusive one when done from the primary sources. The whole
pattern of ancient and medieval literacy was different from our own, and we don't even
understand that very well. Emperors Justin I and Basil I, some monastic superiors, Leo VTs
promotion of Podarios to protospatharios of the phiale— all may have been illiterate, but it
seems that in the cities and the monasteries Byzantium was far more literate than the West.
During late antiquity the book changes in general significance from a mere vocational
necessity to a tool of religious education and a symbol of power. When this happens, the
significance of epigraphy must also change.
LITERATURE Logoi meant texts in artful language. They could be scientific, legal,
medical and other Fachprosa. Medieval authors in both East and West changed the Ancient
approaches in roughly similar ways:
1. "Objectivisation" of the author, externally humble and internally proud (at possessing the
truth);
2. Shift from spoken words to the book, bringing the decline of theatre and the limitation of
rhetoric;
3. Allegorising and absolutising of the dramatis personae, which now represent total good or
total evil;
4. Sympathetic involvement of the author in the troubles of humanity;
5. Viewing the cosmos and man as stable and immutable.
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Poetry was rerouted into the liturgical hymn, or at least after the 7C, remained on the
fringes of literary life, mainly as epigram.
It is an interesting thought that the literary environment left occasional poetry, classicising or
vernacularising, as the main outlet for secular poeticising. This immediately raises the
importance of "epigram" for litterateurs in the relevant periods. Alexander Kazhdan goes on
to discuss five literary periods of Byzantium.
MUSIC Music is always important for the study of poetry, but unfortunately, evidence for
ancient and medieval music is scanty. Let us note that the T R O PA R IO N could be a
monostrophic stanza, whereas the kontakion and kanon were essentially extended forms.
Musical habits (degree of formalism) helps define stanzaic form.
ORTHOGRAPHY Byzantine treatises all go back to Herodian in one way or another. We
are reminded that the language of church inscriptions and on seals and documents shows a
general laxity about spelling which reminds us of 18C English documents.
PERSIAN LITERATURE We pass over the perceptions of al-Rum from a Persian
standpoint to note one detail — "the apothegmata of Alexander which are found in the Shahnama and the Qabus-nama".
PHILOGELOS 265 jokes from 10/11C MSS onwards. We were told in LITERATURE that by
the 12C Byzantines were becoming less serious. The jokes themselves however date back to
the 4/5C.
PHILOCALIA Though now the name of one 18 - 19C collection of the Apothegmata
Patrum, (4C to 15C) this word came to mean florilegia. We are interested in all anthologies,
and their dynamics, but less so in anthologies of long works.
POETRY, ECCLESIASTICAL Short forms are stichera and troparia, meditations (mono
stanzaic?) inserted between the verses of psalms. Only some liturgical poetry was written in
Classical metres and these for private use only. In general, liturgical poetry remained closer
to the spoken than to the formal language. Epigrams (dedicatory inscriptions in a variety
of metres), were sometimes, esp. in late Byz., attached to icons, church ornaments, or
vestments by their donors; in form they are indistinguishable from secular poetry.
POETS, WANDERING Worked in enkomion, invective, epithalamion, epigram and epic,
came from Egypt, primarily from around Panopolis (Thebes, Koptos) from Alexandria and
even Cyrenaica in the 4C and 5C: Claudian, Palladas, Christodoros of Koptos, Olympiodoros
of Thebes, Nonnos of Panopolis, Pamprepios, Kyros, Tryphiodoros, and others.
Professionals all, sometimes paid one solidus per line, or rewarded "with rich spouses". The
majority were Pagan and they wrote primarily in Greek. Professional epigrammatists at the
change-over period from Paganism to Christianity are of interest to the development of the
genre.
POLISH LITERATURE The Slavonic Rite may have been used in Poland as late as the 11C.
Surviving Polish literature from the medieval period is mostly Latin.
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POLITICAL STRUCTURE Cities were most important from the 4C to the 6C, and again in
very late times. The loss of Alexandria and Antioch added enormous importance to
Constantinople.
POLITICAL VERSE "City verse", "low-grade verse", 15 syllables with an invariable break
after 8 and compulsory accents on 14 and either 6 or 8 or both. Each half line generally tends
to iambic stress, and this increases towards the end. Perhaps it was a popular form which
came in to the court in the guise of the popular Latin verses for the Triumph. Almost all
surviving popular Byz. poetry is in this metre.
PROGYMNASMATA These interest us for the exercise of writing short(er) verse exercises.
The relevant categories of Aphthonios' 14 are: 3. chreia; 4. gnome. Another interesting
point is that the topics used are seldom Christian, the majority being borrowed from Greek
mythology or ancient history. This may not have been accidental.
PROTO-BULGARIAN INSCRIPTIONS 691-864/5 CE. Early and rare runes raise the same
problems as the ogham, i.e., who could read them and why they were made. About 100
inscriptions have been found in popular Greek from the 8-9C. Some are Greek only in
lettering. Most are of the following categories: res gestae; military inventories; triumphal,
building, sepulchral and commemorative inscriptions; treaties and boundary markers;
graffiti; and inscriptions on seals and other portable objects. Thus the Bulgars picked up the
Mediterranean epigraphic habits fairly quickly. The Turkic runes are a different problem.
PSALTER The main textbook of elementary education (in the West it alternated with
"Cato") and the source of the majority of Biblical quotes. 85 illustrated MSS survive, the
earliest from the 9C. We are interested in it as the frame for, and the inspirer of poetic
writing on non-Biblical forms, as, indeed, it was in Syriac.
RING, FINGER Rings were the most prevalent item of personal adornment. This is
important to know, especially when the Byzantines preferred incised metal rings (the Romans
tended to have figured gemstones). Early Byz. rings have monograms, while from the 9C
they have short verbal invocations mentioning the owner by name (in the richer ones) or
generically. Even the marriage ring seems to have been apotropaic, and the early symbol 00
is common. It is important to know the material, cultural and ritual context of any
inscriptions on rings before discussing their form.
RING, MARRIAGE A significant subgroup. Only the most luxurious were inscribed with
the names of the couple. Portraits or pictures of the joined hands are usual. "Inscribed good
wishes are common, with 'Concord,' 'Grace,' and 'Health' predominating." I.e., the verbal
inscriptions seem to be short. See what we found in the Dumbarton Oaks Bibliography,
above, on some rings.
RUSSIAN LITERATURE "The writers of Rus' did not identify with the Roman past of the
Rhomaioi, had no pseudo-Classical paideia, and placed no special value on Classical forms
of expression." All this, so much like the general Slavic experience, means that there was no
direct transmission of epigram. About the transmission of popular verse, as in Bulgaria, I
know nothing beyond what is said s.v.
SASANIANS Their rulers are listed on p. 1845.
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SATIRE Revived in Byz. in the 11C but remaining a minor genre, parody and allegory being
sub-genres, sometimes operating under the veneer of the archest purism. In the vernacular
verse of the 14C satirical motifs become more prominent, and we were told in LITERATURE
that in this late period a sense of social inequalities was generally more vivid. This point is
made on the later periods (12C on) under various headwords of the Dictionary. See much
below on the "intent to evoke" real, unadorned life in some very adorned prose (and verse?)
of the 12C — Magdalino and Nelson article X.
SAVA OF SERBIA t 1234. Consecrated in 1219 as the first archbishop of the
autocephalous Serbian church. Worked towards the creation of a viable Serbian state. It
would be interesting to chart the history of verse in Serbia, seeing that it became so much a
part of modem popular culture there, see much below the study of WWI Croatian letters in
verse Franz Konrad Weber, and B. Wongar's Serbian-Australian aboriginal comparisons in
The Great Literacy Debate.
SCHOLIA Padded out in the 9C IOC.
SCHOOL Most were private or semi-private.
SCRIBE The first known from a colophon was Nicholas 835CE. In the IOC 11C 50% were
monks, it seems, to drop to 39% in the 15C. A MS of the average size of 350 folios seems to
have taken about four months to copy. Verse colophons treat topics of modesty and longsuffering labour.
SERBIAN LITERATURE Not primarily ecclesiastical but biographical of any prominent
persons, ruler or church leader. These had a political resonance. Oral narrative poetry
flourished, it is certain, from early times. No notes here on occasional or short poetry.
SIGILLOGRAPHY The continuous record of some 40,000 mostly lead seals gives rise to an
important auxiliary discipline in Byzantine studies. Prosopography, ethnography,
administrative studies, foreign relations, religious confraternities, popularity of saints,
iconography and art history all are illuminated by seals. For our purposes it is important and
intriguing that from the 10C it became popular for the "legends" on seals to be in verse, 12syllable at first, then 15-syllable. Apart from the light this throws on poetic taste and style,
the very phenomenon is important for a study like ours. As seals usually contain just the
Christian name of the owner, to date them to within 100 years, or at the best, 50 years, is
often as accurate as we can be. For literary studies this is quite accurate enough.
SINGERS While it is of general interest to read R.J. Macrides's rejection of the traditional
leaders of the left hand and the right hand choirs (before 1453), what interests us is that
secular acclamations in honour of the imperial family were sung by two choirs of court
officials and laymen (kraktai).
SION Elaborate silver models of shrines, tending to be cubic with a hemispherical dome. Of
the three examples connectable wdth Byzantine culture, those of Aachen and Novgorod are
noted as inscribed. Despite the doubts as to the function of these silver models, it is of some
note that they seem, like precious vessels, to be inscribed with biblical quotations and
prayers, or just owner's marks (which probably function as prayers and invocations in the
context), and that the architectural influence of the Churches of Jerusalem, the Holy
Sepulchre and of Mt. Sion, might have been mediated by such models.
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SOUDA Except for K r u m , medieval data are infrequent in this compilation. Used by
Lascaris.
STYLE Literary styles independent of date. Individual styles hard to discern, both literature
and art show "the strength of tradition and the invisibility of individual hands". Of some
interest to us is the recent tendency of art historians to move beyond the study of the formal
qualities of the object to a consideration of the nature and function of the object (the famed
"sociological perspective"?) or to the social and political circumstances of its creation, and to
find that such material and social context strongly affect the form, if not determine it.
TABULA ANSATA On 4C/5C sarcophagi, in MSS such as the Calendar of 354CE, in ivory
panels of the 4 - 6C, and in numerous consular triptychs, this "tablet with handles" shape was
primarily a space for an inscription and secondarily for some sort of ornament, and is hardly
found after the +6C.
TACHYGRAPHY Perhaps to be separated from brachygraphy, though the abbreviations of
minuscule MSS often resemble shorthand signs. Very widespread in late antiquity, now best
preserved in southern Italian MSS.
TECHNOLOGY Of indirect interest to the synoptic scholar is the fact that the "dark" 7C
stimulated inventiveness and there were significant technical advances in the two centuries
regarded as culturally the lowest before the Latin conquest. The authors connect this
resurgence with the development of minuscule, the increasing use of paper, and the wholesale
transliteration of old texts, beginning (significantly) with those on mathematics and
astronomy. As in the times of Ezra, the wholesale (rather than the on-going and low-level)
re-scripting of a corpus would seem to spring from an intense cultural movement and give
rise to more intensity. Also of interest is the general technological lead that Byzantium
enjoyed at least until the 12C.
TZETZES, JOHN I am mainly interested in the origins of his new genre — the poetic
scholia to his own letters, the Chiliads. His few works on contemporary events include
poems on the death of Manuel I and "iambics mocking contemporary education", see P.A.M.
Leone RSBN 6-7 (1969/70) 135-144.
WITNESS to a document. Five appropriate persons were the legal minimum for receipts of
debt, seven for a will (signatures), more if possible, to make it likely that some signators
could later be around to appear in person in case of a dispute. Some witnesses put a cross
instead of signing.
WITNESS IN LITIGATION Could be women, had to be two or more.
WOMEN Not socially prominent from the 7C to the 11C. Even the seals tend to replace
invocations to the Virgin Mary with those to Christ or some male saints from the 9C. Coptic
art represented women sensuously, but Byzantine art generally masked their bodies or
simplified them.
WOOD AND WOODWORKING Always a wild card in the history of art and epigraphy,
widespread early carving of wood can only be guessed at now or at best reconstructed on the
basis of the surviving stone. Earliest objects preserved are from the 13/14C, though a lyre of
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the 10/11C has turned up in Corinth. Carved wood lintels with Coptic inscriptions survive
from Egypt, one from 735CE.
W RITING DESK Early writing was done on the knee, though a table/desk is used in
miniatures to portray authors, like evangelists. The dvaXo'yiov is a desk where books are
placed, always mentioned in connection with reading, not writing.
WRITING TABLETS Of ivory or citrus wood seem to have been used until the 14C, if we
are to judge from painted scenes of the education of St. Nicholas.
XANTHOPOULOS, NIKEPHOROS KALLISTOS (12567-1335?) Rhetorician, historian,
and poet, prepared new progymnasmata, turned the historical parts of the OT into iambics,
and composed "short poems on icons and sacred vestments and furnishings". See PG 145
- 147, and M. Jugie Poesies rhythmiques de Nicephore Calliste Xanthopoulos Bvzantion 5
(1929-30) 357-390, also A.P-Kerameus BZ 11 (1902) 38^49, and Hunger U 1 1 96, 98-100.
Obviously at this period there was no reluctance on the part of those most absorbed in the
Pagan, Classical past to write accentual epigrams/occasional verse.
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2.

Hosper Pelekan... an epigrammatic embarrassment?

Romanos? A sacred epigram?
Plaque at St. Edmund's
There is a Byzantine inscriptional plaque at St. Edmund's Canberra anonymous according to its annotation there, but attributed to Romanos by some
authorities.
After finishing exhaustive work on the Greek literature available to me on the pelican,
I was finally sent the text of a plaque I had long before noted at St. Edmund's. The text is
indeed not original but a quotation, reputedly from Romanos Melodos. I then tried
unsuccessfully to find it in the selected texts of Romanos available on my shelves, and in the
Romanos in ANU library.
There is however also a tell-tale Lemma on the St. Edmund's plaque which argues for
the anonymity of this text:
This hymnic quotation relating to the crucifixion, from a contribution to the Liturgy of the
Byzantine Church."
"

Greek script:

Q2TIEP TIEAEKAN
TETPQMENOS THN TTAEYPAN 20Y, AOEE,
20Y2 0ANONTAD TTAIAA2 EZQQZAD,
ETII2TAEA2 ZQTIK0Y2 AYT0I2
KP0YN0Y2
Translation given (fairly literal):

Just like a pelican, Thou Lord,
wounded in Thy side
Thy dead children didst revive,
by dropping blood on them
from the fountains of life.

*Koutellakes 1986 in his treatment of the wooden churches of the Aegean area called the
Dodecanese quotes just this stanza on p. 159 as a well-known "saying", q pf|or|. Pelicans
and eagles (not always distinguishable) were popular enough in the post-Turkish period
from which most wooden churches survive, and Koutelakes mentions churches outside his
selected style, area and period which illuminate the examples he found in wood from the
17C and later. Presumably then, as he does not cite the poet's name, the saying was
frequently encountered either in the liturgy or in popular piety.
Notes— the Greek-speaking Church developed its religious poetry quite early, and a high
standard of musical liturgy. The stately and rich ceremonies of the the Byzantine liturgy
helped, so it is said, to convert the Slavs and other "barbarians". A big part of all this was
the quick growth of original Christian poetry, of which this is a small extract. For a
presentation of the whole non-liturgical corpus of religious (short) poetry from Byzantium
see *Komines. Calling such verse "epigram", as he does, is a convenient but most doubtful
procedure. The main link between the minority of "Classical" epigrams and mass of
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Byzantine occasional and inscriptional short verse seems, from the colophons of 13C MSS,
to have been some very popular lines from Gregory the Theologian, of Nazianzen.
It is probable that enough of the work of this classicising but undoubtedly Christian writer
had entered the folk memory to effect a partial merger of two quite different traditions. In
fact, we find him frequently praised in series of poems which imitate his formats, and his
works were used as a school text for the teaching of verse well into the "Turkish Period".
In the playful 13C colophons we find mainly original scribal verse and some few lines
from Nazienzen, obviously felt as living texts.
The metres of Byzantine liturgical poetry are quite different from those of Classical Greek,
but nearly as complex. The purposes of Byzantine inscribed poetry repeat and extend
those of more ancient Greek inscriptions, but in an aggressively anti-Pagan manner.
I note that the St. Edmund's plaque has only one small picture of monogram size, and is
basically a calligraphic inscription tablet. The (copy of the?) original is framed like a
photograph, behind glass.
I was not able to find any sign of this, nor reference to the pelican, anywhere in the
translation of the Maas/Trypanis Oxford edition of the genuine kontakia (plus the
Akathistos) of Romanos by Marjorie Carpenter, Colombia 1970, 1973, or in the Maas- .
Trypanis edition itself. Nor is it in the Anthologia of Christ-Paranikas. It was possible, but
unlikely, that my skimming eye missed it.
Works at first searched:
Romanos and Carpenter
Melodos & Marjorie 1970, 1973
Kontakia of Romanos.
Byzantine Melodist. I. On the Person of Christ. Translated and annotated bv Mariorie
Carpenter 1970, II On the Christian Life. Translated and annotated bv Marjorie Carpenter
1973, Colombia
Translations and liturgical, literary, philological and other notes of the "Oxford"
edition of Romanos: P. Maas and C.A. Trypanis Sancti Romani Melodi Cantica Genuina
Oxon 1963.
Note Kontakion 33 on Pentecost, strophes 16 & 17, extremely anti-sophist and anti-philosopher, as an
illustration of the attitude against which classicising poetry had to struggle, even if not explicitly pagan and
"licentious". = Carpenter I p.366-367. The same in Vol. II for the Akathistos, strophe 17 (p).
I did not find the pelican citation anywhere in these translations of the "genuine" Kontakia.

Romanos and Maas and Trypanis
Melodos & Paul & C. A.
Cantica Cantica genuina Oxford 1963
p. xi on

koukouXiov ,

Sancti Romani Melodi

or essentially short preludes to long liturgical hymns.

On the matter of the cult of the Pelican, see Catholic Encyclopedia s.v. I had collected other
materials on the christianised pelican, from the Greek Physiologus to the emblem books, but
they are not relevant to the question of the textual independence, the uses, and the
"epigrammaticity" of the one "saying" Hosperpelekan... .
The specific importance of the epigrammatic nature of this text is that "epigram" in
Byzantium is normally taken only as referring to trimeter/dodecasyllable, hexameter and
elegiac verse. Occasionally a political verse is part of a polymetric verse which some may
classify as epigram, and political verse occurs on its own in short occasional poetry
indistinguishable, except for metre, from lines often taken as epigram. Even religious
epigram avoids the purely accentual metres.
Of course, the modern tendency to classify Greek medieval poetry (short and shortish) under
the umbrella genre of epigram may well be anachronistic, as Elisabeth Jeffreys lets slip s.v. in
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ODB, while it is not as ridiculous as such a procedure is for the Medieval West. Even
Komines lets the arbitrary criterion of the "discipline" under which texts happen to be studied
determine his treatment, and his certainty about genre and subgenre. Seals are studied by
experts, under the academic disciplines of biography, and the study of names and titles. This
is rather like studying grave stone texts purely for genealogy, as is common in Australia, not
for architecture, popular art and literature, especially when the texts are in original, modified
or borrowed verse. Thus, poems on seals are not analysed as if they were "epigram", though
they fulfil all formal requirements for this, far better than most other classes of short texts.
Colophonic and marginal verse is naturally studied by those familiar with books, hands, and
medieval libraries and collectors, that is, by codicographers like Turyn. Thus the minor genre
of scribal verse is also allowed to detach itself from the generalised genre of "epigram" and
remain isolated in the domain of the traditional students of "the book".
When boundaries are so uncritically drawn, one might well doubt whether short liturgical
poetry, in "non-epigrammatic" metres, such as the troparion, antiphon, or beloved and floating
verse quotation should be denied the term epigram. Everything else seems to deserve it.
A very close study of the original and re-edited corpora of short poems (in which we would
have to be guided by the best codicographers), and a good appreciation of the medieval
feeling for an interrelationship of all sorts of short poetry are what will be required, if the
pragmatic groupings of the best book on the subject (Komines's) are to be widened (or less
likely, narrowed).
The complicating factor is the differences between the cultures and attitudes of different
periods in Byzantium, and the fact that in a literate culture, there can be a mixing of period
attitudes at what is chronologically the same time. Not only is there likely to be a lag between
"centre" and "periphery", but even in areas of similar culture there could easily be attitudes
which would be either survivors or precursors of cultural preferences more typical of other
ages. Where monastic life was so settled the individual monastery might be a locus for
particularism.
If, as Komines briefly admits, his Byzantine "epigrammatists" often wrote epigram without
being aware of the fact, we have a few difficult decisions to make. Should we go only
(subjectively) on the explicit or recoverable "sense of genre" with which contemporaries
approached the writing or the re-use of Byzantine short poems, to assign them to genres, or
genres to them? Should we be more objective and find in the texts (allowing them some
predetermined penumbra, or halo, of context and cotext) definable elements which fit some atemporal genre of epigram? Or should we sag exhausted into conscious anachronism, and
group short Medieval texts, not otherwise naturally groupable, into pseudo genres which
happen to fit what our post-Renaissance national tradition(s) call epigram!
Dr. John Chryssavgis now informs me that the text comes from the lengthy
lamentations in the liturgy of Good Friday, a series of short verses whose metre repeats itself
after each three, so, A, B, C, A ... (the music is said to vary a little more). These verses are
very short indeed, miniature troparia? They are indeed called troparia in the text of the
liturgical book itself. The textual independence of the pelican verse is reduced by being well
known as part of these "Lamentations" (but what textual independence are they felt to have in
the liturgy!), but are increased by its floating nature, and possible frequency of oral use, about
which I still know nothing and may find it difficult to leam.
It needs to be noted that on the pillars of the Parthenon, turned into a prestigious
church to Our Lady, there are about 20 single troparia graffitoed or inscribed in the high
Middle Ages (see *Orlandos and Vranoussis). There are nearly ten "metrical" inscriptions on
the pillars as well, in the expected dodecasyllables, but in this latter category only two texts
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seem to account for all the occurrences, one appearing at least seven times, repeated in whole
or in part.

Appendiculusissime:
In Vista 22.3 Feb 1985, p. 2, Gordon Hale, an amateur litterateur of Brisbane, treats a subject
that we have lengthily researched in Hebrew, Greek, Latin and English, that lonely "pelican of
the wilderness" in Ps. 102, 6, in Hebrew a non-pelican bird, a qa'at. He quotes Mary Hannay
Foote (1846-1918) for her poem Where the Pelican Builds, and George Wither (for whom see
our Grolier Club catalogues summaries, above) for his The Lover's Resolution, in which we
read: "Be she meeker, kinder, than / Turtle dove or pelican / If she be not so to me, / What
care I how kind she be? /.../.
I then quote his own words:
Every school boy (and schoolgirl) knows variations of a juvenile ditty. But can they
name the author of the authentic version by Dixon Merritt (1879-1954)? — 'A
wonderful bird is the pelican / His beak will hold more than his belican. / He can take
in his beak / Enough food for a week, / But I'm darned if I know how the helican! //
This at least indicates the tail end of a long tradition, beginning in the early Christian Era, as
well as bearing useful testimony to English folk verse tradition and children's oral literature.
It originally developed from the Greek Physiologus, Horapollon's hieroglyphic mystifications,
the Bestiaries, medieval Latin hymnology (Aquinas for instance) and iconography (see our
seals studies) and German Pietism, all of which, at least in passing reference, appear in this
present work on epigram.

P. 508

1. Koutellakes, a two-headed eagle and its inscription from
Kea
Although the three lines (see sub autore in Annotated Bibliography) under this "hyperothyro"
image of a Kean church were inscribed, and perhaps even composed, in the 19C, the tradition
seems definitely Byzantine:
Look at the eagle, know I am Christ
BXeTre aeroy

tov

XpiaTÖv ege v'öei

With two heads, my two natures
Suctl Ke4>aXous Tag 4>uaeig epag Suco
I portray to you in one hypostasis
eiKoia£to aoi eu pla uTioaTaaei...

There seems, from the punctuation given, to have been more than these three lines of
dodecasyllabic verse above the door. P. 158 and references to Sp. Lampros, Neos Ellenomnemon
tom St’ (1909) p.464-468, and Anas. Gabalas DEGEE 1 (1979) 57, 64. Or, Z tt . Adpupou, 0
Sim 4)aXos aeTos tou ßu£avTiou, Neos EXXr]vopvf|p(jov, Top. 2/r’ (1909), 464-68, m i
Avaa. TapaXas, 0 aeros eis Tpv EXXr|viKT|v epaX8iicf|V, AETEE 1 (1979) 57, 64. The
inscription combined with art is quite usual in Byzantine culture. The verse is common. Short
verse is found, but seems only common in inscriptions on small objects. It would be good to know
how long this late verse was.
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3.

Komines - Sacred epigram in Byzantium

Komines, A.D.
To fivCavTivov Lepov eTTiypauua icai oi ernypauuaTOTroioi in
’AQnvd. Zcipa SiaTpiBcav kqI ucXc tu panov 3 (Athens 1966) pp.27, 15If.
1966
889.108 / 39 (wrongly numbered in Syd Fish catalogue as 888... and thus long
unfindable.)
This very important treatment of the short poetry of the Greek MA combines MS and
inscriptional poetry. However, verse is often preserved in both media, and often it is known
that inscriptions may only be preserved now in codices, while the opposite situation is rare.
Naturally enough, with many texts, it is uncertain if they were intended for inscription or not.
Even if not, they could always be inscribed, in full or in extract.
Two main forms of short poetry are treated very sketchily: those on seals, since these are
usually treated under prosopography and related studies, and those added to MSS by scribes,
as these require codicological expertise, and the studies have not always been done to
generalise on and to identify the texts.
The great deficiency of the book is one inherent in any study of "epigram", a lack of
security about the genre itself. Any short verse is epigram for Komines, and perhaps some
generations of Byzantines shared this all-encompassing view of the genre. Certainly, most
short poetry is in classicising metres, mainly the very common metre on the margins of the
Classical and the rhythmic, the Dodecasyllable, then of course hexameters, elegiacs, and two
or three metron anacreontics. Short poetry or at least occasional poetry seems to have been a
stable diet in schools, and was very widely written and passed around.
Quatrains are very common. Distichs likewise. More than in the Latin West, the single
stich (often hexameter in this case) was encouraged by the wider use of verse titles and inserts
into poems of other metres. The metrical calendars were a rich source of short verse.
P. 18 The universal cult of poetry.
q rioCqais TTapouCTidCcTai auyKvptapxos e ls Toy orißov tcov aycoviapaTcov
Tou TrveupaTos oux'i ck cruyKeKpipevqs dvayKqs UTTayopeuOetaa m l
emßXqGeicra, dXX' cos 4>aiv6pevov mGoXimv, cos aaGeveia m l avppös (mode)
TTpos töv ottoI ov auppopc}>oOvTai peyaXoi m l piKpoi, LSiurrai m l ßaaiXels,
povayol m l TTaTpiapxai
P. 19. What is epigram in this period? For all his coyness, Komines seems to settle on
poems of up to 8-10 lines. Many poems of from 10-20 lines could be "epigram", but are only
included by him in his study if so described by the poet himself (this seems to have been
rather more common that in the Latin West) or inscribed on a plaque, or published in among
other clear epigrams. Nevertheless, "Byzantine poets were not always aware of what they
were writing", a disturbing admission. Even more disturbing is the further admission that the
term "epigram" is in fact very rare.
On em ypdppaTa and TToiqpam, p. 19 — ... Kal elvai pev dXqGes o n
peyas dpiGpös Troiqaewv SuvavTai vd vTraxGq cukoXcos els' Tqv mTqyopiav
em ypdppaT a........ dXXd ürrdpxei e£ iaou peyas dpiGpog- TTOiqpdTcov, tcov
ottolcov 6 dpiGpos Twv otlxcov Kupaivopcnog duo 1 0 - 2 0 Sev eTTLTpcTra rqv
eikoXov mTaTodpv tcov eis Tqv a' q Tqv ß' mTqyopiav.
He then excludes Classical epigram, on the basis that it has to be very brief, quoting
Kyrillos in the sense that "surpassing the three distich length" really allows a length of 8-10
lines before epigrammaticity is lost. Then, p. 20:
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’AXXd Kai ttcxXlv 8eu SuvaTai euKoXcag vä dTTOKXei(70f| tou x a PaKTrIPLCTP-0b
ck 1 0 - 2 0 craxcou, dv cruveTeGri
duo tou uoiriToO dig em ypap.pa Kai exapaxGr| ^TTL TiXaKÖg dir’ aÜTT]v tt]v
evvoiav f\ e£e8o0r| üttö tou auyypa<{)ea)S' tou peT aXXcou eTTiypappaTcov.

dig emypdpfiaTos- ev Troiripa aTToreXodiievov

And he goes on lower down:
’ETTeiSf] paX iora oi TToiriTai tgqv BuCavTivcov emypappdTcav 8ev el you
TravTOTe auveiSpaiu tou tl eTTOiouu, auavLO)? 0d eupi^ tls tt]u ouopaoiau
eniY papua ei? Kai TauTrjv o^eiXopevriv aXXoTe pev e ls top lSlop top
TTOiriTriP, aXXoTe 8e elg tous dirnypac^eis tcop kgoSlkcop, Sl' cop ecj)Gacjav
pexpcs“ r]pcop Ta ep Xoyco onxoupyripaTa. Zuur|0eaTepov aTTapTaTai f|
eK ^paats gtlxol elg, lafißoi elg f) Kai anXcos elg to(v) (tt)iv) raSe... S lcl
(jtlxcov Ldfißcoi/, ßpüjeXeyeLCJU kXtt., ottotc SuvdpeGa pa evvofiacopev cas
TrapaXeiTTopepr|P rr\v Xe£iv em ypappa, uoiripa, otlxol, eyKcapiov, kXtt.

An interesting and even characteristic problem of the tradition of epigram is the single long
or very long poem included in a collection of epigrams.
KaTa TauTa oaaKis auvavTCopev ep TTolripa paKpöv pep dXXa
aupTTepiXapßapöpepop eig auXXoyas ernypappaTtop ... (names of eight poets,
more could be listed) Tivds tcop ottolcop e£e8coKav oi 18101 oi
emypappaTOTToioi ...

P.22. Also disturbing is the suggestion that Byzantine poets had a weak sense of genres,
and also of specific verse craft. They tended to write many sorts of poem. Komines divides
all Byzantine poetry into Secular and Religious. The Secular he subdivides into Epic and
Lyric, and the Religious into Liturgical and Devotional. Under the latter head he places the
religious epigram.
‘H 8ucrxepeia aurrj 6cj)eiXeTai e ls to yeyovos c m <ep Bu£avmu) Sep
eTTe8coKep rj kot ' et8r| auaTipcos 8iaKeKpipepr] nolpcris, 8 lotl oi BuCaimuol
TioiriTai auavlcos eraXXiepyoup ep popop el8os tou ttolt]tlkou Xoyou. E ls
TOUTO 8eop ottgos TTpoaTeG^ Kai 6 KaT e^oxpp Gpr|aKeuTiKÖs x a PaKT11P tcuu
BuCaPTiPcop...
P. 24. Of course, there was also secular epigram, but not continuously. A peak in the
5/6C, then not much cultivation until the 14C. (We remember the importance of the 10C, but
the enthusiasms which led to the great collection of Cephalas seem to have been confined to a
coterie). Note 3: F. Bouboulides was working on a general edition of the poems of Greek
intellectuals of the 15 and 16C.
P. 25. Religious epigram was very commonly inscribed, for which there were many
surfaces available, even, perhaps, during the "dark age" of 7C iconoclasm. The genres
floated: such poems sang of divine things and holy people, offered up prayers, outlined
opinions, desires, fears and wishes connected with the divine. In other words, almost
anything.
P. 26. There are a huge number of published, and of unpublished small poems.
P. 27. Categories (much crisscrossing of course). Eleven given from this page to p.47:
1. On Saints (many thousands); 2. On Feasts; 3. On persons and happenings in Scripture; 4.
On Ecclesiastical persons, ranks and on monasteries; 5. On icons, murals and in
micrography; 6. On Holy Places; 7. On sacred vessels and other movable items such as
stavrothekai, drapes and coverings, even on altars. These were normally inscribed, and with
verse; 8. Verse prayers of all sorts, occasional poems of scribes, and owner's epigrams, e.g.,
opening, marginal and closing epigrams original or inherited, and added occasional poetry in
19. (]reeß 'Medievat Cjeneraffy
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MS, also metrical titles and such editorial additions; 9. Verses on Seals, lead and other; 10.
Verse acrostichs, often added to or inserted into longer works; 11. Varia, such as paignia,
riddles, oracles in verse. We will go back to annotate individually.
There are many thousands on Saints, including the separable distichs and monostichs in the
verse calendars. Distichs and tristichs common in Synaxaries, Christopher of Mytilene
writing poems for all saints and feasts, his iambic distichs applying to all saints, but the
hexameter monostichs refer only to the main saint of the day, thus indicating the sense of
heightened importance attached to that metre.
P. 29 n° 2 Sajdak has collected epigrams written by famous Byzantine and post-Byzantine
poets (and anonyma) in honour of Gregory the Theologian.
P. 29/30, on Feasts, we take some quotes:
Christopher of Mytilene, tristich (or two poems?) on the Exaltation of the Holy Cross:
Tag ev Xapuyyi, Zarrep, uißüxjeis 4>epei | wjjoup.ei'ov ßXeiroucra tov ZAanpov
KTiaig. I TijjcoGq SeKcrrq 2/raupou £uXov f)8e TeTdprr)
The last line of this is a hexameter of sorts. The poem(s) is/are in a Synaxary, His next
poem is from the Menaion for October, "on the great and terrifying earthquake", classified as
being on a "feast" because it is a liturgical poem for a great church event:
’'E aeiaas, dXX' eaaxjas au0is yqv, Aoye, | Tf|g ap s yap opyps oiktos c a n to
TiXeov.
P. 32. Categories 1-3 (Saints-Feasts-Scripture) were the common source of art and of
epigram, as they were of longer poetry, and of prose, such as sermons.
P. 32-35 deal with the close links between art and epigram, with most pictures having a
tongue (in words), and many sorts of object routinely carrying an inscription. In fact,
epigrams on icons, and about icons were cultivated by the most notable writers.
P. 33: Frequency of dialogic rhetoric in the inscriptions on icons. The person imaged
speaks, or the artist, or the consecrator, the restorer, the donor... Prose and verse inscriptions
however mostly on the older icons. See notes for references.
More important still is K's division p. 33/34 between the dramatic/speaking inscriptions
and the periphrastic/ekphrastic, or descriptive inscription. As both seem to be inscribed, and
the inscriptionality of many of his category B is murky, I give his words:
Aid |i£0o8oXoyiKous 8e KaGapcus Xoyov 0a SiaKpivwpev Ta utt’ e^eTacuv
eTTiypappara els 8uo peyaXas 6pa8as, f|Toi a) e ls ernypappaTa
yeypappeva em tgov elkovcuv yeviiaus
ical etcelGev qplv yvwaTa Kara to
irXeloTou yevöpeva ev ols cfiepovTai opiXouvTa f) 8iaXeyopeva Ta
drreiKovtCopeva Tipoaarrra 288
q (juXoTexvijaas, 6 d^iepojaas, 6
dvaKaiviaas, 6/34 8a)pf|cras 289 kXtt. «a! ß) els einypdppaTa dvacßepopeva

287 üoXXd xcov eiTLYpäppaTcov' touto)^ eTrai'aXapßdi'oi'xai pexd Trepiaaoxepan' f| dXiyoxepcji'
a^aXpdxiov eKaaxdxe. 'Ii Kco8iK07roir|ais xwv Kavovuv xrjs dyioypactHab eye^exo eis
pexayei'eaTepous XPÖ^ous ........ Me Tip TTdpo8ov xuv aiLwcov TroXXai ex xcui' eTnypaoior

TrapeTToiTiOriaai'

kql tiuo .

emiexpa Keiuei'a exSiSouxca KaxaXoydSnv. ...

788 TTpßX. TÖu aunj0r| SidXoyow ’iTiaou Kai Geoxoicou: (D). Tl, (if|Tep, aixel? (Xixels- Kondakov); Try'
ßpoTcow cro)TT|pLco' ... Also, showing the formulaic nature of the incipit, we read in the Duomo of Spoleto:
(’I) T l, pfjxep, alxeis; Kai twos 8er], cjjpacrov' ...
789 The prayer of the painter Stephanos to the prophet Elias (obviously pictured, in the monastery' of Sinai):
Mop4>oi'L'7i, Geußfixa, ae Xxe^dvto 8l8ou | xotg aois LXaapoig Tryaiapaxcov dpvriaxlaw. A small wall
poem of Studites, who: ei? ei'a xou e~iypa|ipa ecjuaxa xpv -poaoxpi' xtdv ttkttoov Tlpo? xo eTripeXcos
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eig etKovag, Toixoypacjuag, piKpoypa<()tag kXtt., eB d6oppf|g aÜTtou
guvTeGevra Kal aürdg Trepiypac^ovra ütto tuttov piKptov eKc^pdaetov.
P. 34 n° 3 Epigrams are a notable adornment, and there is a mention in a poem of
Eugenianos, on Prodromos, to this effect. The idea does not depend on its being
"thematised".
P. 33 n° 2 Category crossing and smudging between the clearest categories, e.g., book and
paint. See Ttopa8dKr)g in A0HNA 65 (1961) 3-10.
P. 33 The majority of icons carrying inscriptions are those of the older period. Inscriptions
in prose or in verse. These were later "codexified". See M. XaTCiSdKiy in EEB2 14 1939
393^14.
P. 36 n° 2. Short epigrams on doors were a very old practice, it seems. Their shortness is
understandable. Not all were original. See the Cougny Vol. III. p. 393 n° 18 distich from
Epidaurus: 'Ayvöu XPG mplo Guco8eog evTog* iovTa | eppevai* ayvaia 8' e o n
c^poveiv data. On a stone as you leave the "Xenon" of the Monastery of Patmos, a stich
lifted from a parainetic alphabet in verse: Eevoug £evi£e pq Oeou £evog yevq.
Preserved in codices (one of 94ICE) and engraved on many monastic fountains and vessels,
the well-known Kapmvog cttlxos: Niißov dvopppaTa pe povav aJnN.
P. 37. There were a few much-repeated epigrams. n° 2 brings the building inscriptions of
famous poets together, all those quoted being longer than a distich.
P. 37. The epitymbia are of two sorts (it is not clear how distinct in fact), those actually
engraved, and those about the deceased.
P. 38. Sacred vessels, even altars, and other church items are routinely inscribed with
verse*. KaTa TavTa evpCcjKopev em ypappaT a gttI SiaKOTTOTqpCaap dpTO<j>opitnv,
KaXuppaTtov tgov em Tijg Ge'tag TpaTTe£r|g iepwv dvTiKeipevcui', em twv dpyupcui/ p
Xpuawv KaXuppaTüav twv euayyeXitui', em pavouaXitov, KppoTrpyianp ÖupiaTppiwv,
Xaßdptov, e^aiTTepuyajv, XeußavoöpKtüv, oraupdup CTTaupoGpKtuv, em Tramög ei8oug
eyKoXmtov', em TTOipavTopiKtoi' pdßdcav Kal navTCjov yeviKaig tojv dp4>itoi' SiaKovcov,
iepeajv Kal apyicpewu. We give this for its Byzantine vocabulary. The number is great.

They are not collected. Their transmission is double: epigraphic (and that double, on the
object, or on something placed near the object), and in the MS works of famous poets.
P. 38 ( a n° 2 over-running from p. 37) The wayfarer topos continued to be popular, see
TwpoSdKp? EE<b2 na 8 1957-58 157-161 and ZuXXaßog 257-264 1961. Note that K.
assumes that the deceased will be the speaker: Ilepl tou tuttou tou emTupßiou
emypdppaTog, ev to SiaXeyeTai 6 veKpög TTpog töv ^evov, top TrapoSiTpv, npßX.
’E ttictt. ’E uen 4>iXoa. ZyoX. IlaveTT. ’AGqpop 8 (1957 -1958), 157- 161 as above.
P. 38 (the same n° 2 over-running from p. 37) Epitaphic verse was much desired and the
compositionally nervous borrowed it from works of noted contemporary poets, who no doubt
wrote in anticipation of such a use of their lines: ... Ilepl twp emTupßitop e rn y p a p p a m
Kal Tps 4>popn8og tcop oiKeitov vd xctparTouu eppeTpa em ypappaT a em tcup
Tac|)tov tgop, Karateuyoures* eig ypcoaToug Troiprag tcop xpoycoy Tajy- t-Kaua eypa^eu
6 4». KouKouXeg, Bu£apTiP(I>p Biog Kal rToXmapog, Top. A’, ’AGpvav 1951, aeX. 198
* 203.

aL'ayiucjaKGLO ra ev roig roixoig: rotoSi "apiAu rtoo doaypauTtoo (repos- | Qelov yap oOSev prjpict
aoL rrapoTTGou. And we quote in our thesis lines from Prodromos which place the inscription among the other
precious decorations of the icon.
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P. 38 n°l Category 7 not fully collected. Cf. IOC BaoiXeiog 6 AeKanriyog, a great
known contributor to inscriptions on icons generally, of which some have survived. See also
A. Frolow 1961 Archives de l'Orient Chrdtien on stavrothekai and inscribed stavroi.
P. 39 n° 1 "Opening epigrams" both liminary (to MS, said to be an old habit) and to
chapters or sub-collections in a MS. One such "opens" the new period called the Indiction,
Christopher of Mytilene: ’'IvSiktov ppiv euXöyei veou xpoyoy I ^ Kal fraXate Kal Si'
ävöpojTTous yee. This from the Menaion for September. The formulaic opening lines for
codices include the following Dodec. and Hx.:
—
—
—
—
—

Xpiore, TTpoiyyoO tgov epwv TTovripdTwv.
XpiCTTwy CLudvTWV XpioTog dpxp Kal tcXos.
XpiaTe, 8l8ou TioveovTL T£T]u uoXuoXßov dpwyfiv.
Xpiore Tepv TTpotaXXe x^PLy KapaTotaiv epolo.
XpioTog epoig KagaToiaiv dppyova xe^LPa TiTaivoi.

P. 40 n° 1 Scribal closing epigrams show some formulae (listed) and a few repeated verses.
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Tip owTeXeoTf] tov KaXwv 0ew xdpis (fairly common)
IIappe8eovTi IlaTpl auv Tlei üveupaTi 86£a (in several)
Xpiarcp dvaKTi 8o£a Kal KpaTog cj)epu)
’I8d)v to Tepfia tco 0ecp 8o£av cbepw
MoXig öc^eupov Teppa tou TpupSlou
EiXr|4>e Teppa tou AapaoKoöev ßißXos
EiXp<J)av to8e Kavovcov tit Xoi TeXog
du ootoXiKWv dpa Kal twv naTepwv

and — 'H pev x eLP "h ypdipaoa... is treated by G. Garitte, Sur uneformule des
colophons de manuscrits grecs Studi e Testi 219 (Collectanea... Card. Albareda), Cittä del
Vaticano 1962, p. 359-390. See our excerpts of Turyn also, and Turyn himself.
P. 40 n° 2 Epigrams in codices (of the scribes' making) lie beyond Komines work. See also
P. 41 n° 1. The owners' poems, e.g., ex libris "inscriptions", including the monasteries who so
marked their MSS, the scribal epigrams at opening, in margins and especially in the
colophons, and versified titles, added by the author (P. 42), and sometimes by later editors,
constitute a whole world of short verses:
— 'H ßißXog ainri Tf|g povpg tou TTpoSpopou...
— 'H ßißXog aÜTri tou TaXpaiou neXei...
— Teiopyicp papTupi, tou peya kXcos,
uecßuKev auTp Tpg povf|g twv Mayyavoov.
— Nuv 8e Tuyxduei Tpg Movf|g Tpg ev TTaTpcp...
— 'H ßtßXog auTT] Tf|g dyiag TpiaSog... (of course, of the monastery of that name,
and we hasten to add the same idea in "Political verses"): 'H ßißXog olvtt) ttc^ ukc Trig
rrai'Toupyou TpiaSog...
— 'H ßißXog p8e j f \ g pouf|g ’AKamaou...
— 'H ßißXos [pen] auTp tt \s povpg Tpg Tlavdyvou...
— ’E k XwadvSpwy eiXpuTai f| ßißXog auTp...
P. 41 It seems that many of this type of epigram (to a codex, or to "works" in codices)
themselves bear a simple title: HoXXd tüjv euiypdppaTwu Tpg uapouapg 6pd8og cßepouu
tou tit Xou- Etg Tny uapouaau ßißXov p duo Trig ßißXou.
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— BißXog npöeifii SoygaTwv SeqXoycou... (this goes on 6 lines to give the acrostich of
BIBLON)
— BißXos iepd £ K ypacjxbv 8iacj)öpü)v.
— BißXos pcv eipi pouaiKoiv peXiapaTcav...
— AeXTOs TTecj)UKa tcov cj)aea(j)6pa)v p la ...
P. 42 Metrical titles are usually monostichs (understandably, as titles are usually short in
the extreme). P. 42 they may be as old as the Alexandrine period, and show a formulaic
nature, which is demonstrated by listing some of the common cola. Here is one of the many
Manuel Philes quadristichs, on the works of Gregory of Nazianzen, apparently classed as a
"title". This author also leaves 32 tetrastichs on the works of John Climacos:
TTcrrip ctlcjütto. Kal XaXei Trais ev0d8e‘
Tojv yap xaiaCäv cpßpiGais KaTqypevoov,
6 pev naTrip eTTTr)£e Kal auveaTdXq,
6 8c Tipos dKpqy aXXov e^fjpe ktuttov.

Outojs ex0!1^ iaapiOpous cttixous tgov KaTr|X0ae(jav' 0co8ojpou rob Z tou8 itou:
(presumably is-arithmic = isopsephic, and that the number equals either the number of
sections in the work which follows, or the total of the number values of its prose title) rrcßßX.
Tob Koivoßiou

to Tpaxb kou^ ws 4>epeiv - (KaTrjx- tt£')
TTlcttiv aKpai4)vf| toI s TTpoeoTokji Tpe4)civ * (kottix- §ß’)
Tf) cruppeTpiq Tps 8iaiTqs eppeveiv (kottix- pc’)
-

Metrical titles from the Typikon of the Monastery of Archangel Michael:
ELs

töv

npoXoyov:
Toy ebxapicrrripioy ebpevcbg 8cx°u
Kal Tqy dfrapxf|v cuXoyei 0eob Aoye.

TTcpl TToaoTr|Tos povaxd>v

AcKas TCTpanXfi tcov povaorlov to aTicJ>os,
ypaTis epos Kbptos qpepais Toaais.
Tie pi 8iaiTqs povaxwv
Tpo4)f]s poyaaTOjy e is dnavTa Toy xpdyolyT
Ta^is 6 tuttos Tioy povwv IlaXaLaTiyqs.
'Opoioas oi Xoyoi Tpqyopiou Tob Na£iav£r|vob cßepouv eviOTC poyoaTixous
cppcTpous t it Xous:

—

EipqyiKooy 6 npcoTos eis 0eoy Xoyos " (EipqyiKOs A' )

P. 44. The ethico-didactic short verse is a huge corpus, monostich yuoopai, didactic
alphabets, and symbouleutic and protreptic epigrams.
P. 45 Lead seals (and wax seals?) are for academic reasons studied under other categories
than that of "epigram". They fit thematically into previous categories here, as well, despite all
their distinctiveness: on saints, or prayers.
P. 46 Verse acrostichs, usually short or shortish, are commonly found (often enough in
quatrain form) in the Kanons, where they guarantee the preservation of the author's name.
P. 51 Repeats that the four metres usual in Sacred (and in the much rarer secular) epigram
tend to be a binding element.
P. 63. As for the very useful metrical Part II of the book, we note that "nomina propria (as
often in most strict poetic systems) sine lege vagantur."
19. Qree{^9(edieva[ Qeneratty
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P. 88 rushes through the paignia, some involving extensive rhyme.
P. 93 A brief treatment of isopsephia, and of logopaignia, including (P. 94) the much loved
figurae etymologicae, for which see E. IJeCoTTouXos“ EEBZ 10 1933.
P. 94 Refers us for verse isopsephia to J.F. Boissonade Anecdota Graeca II Paris 1830 p.
459^161, and gives the useful example:
K oapas (xkowjü Kal Xupa ijirictu^opai (531 for both)
A very interesting and much engraved floating verse from the cancrini (already mentioned
in a note) is:
Ntijiov dvopppaTa pf] pövav oijiiN
It is found on fountains and near baths, and its interior form adds to its epigrammaticity.
P. 96 Alludes to the huge number of epigrammatists, and the fact that writing short poems
showed the much desired "culture", at least enough throughout one's life to compose an
epitaph/memorial poem for friends, or an occasional poem on some notable event. The
writing of such poems was taught as a settled educational practice in Byzantine schools.
P. 104 On the huge number of anonymous epigrams. Their anonymity derives from two
sources only one of which is noted, that of the inappropriateness of any appearance of an
author's name in many inscriptions. Thus anonymity stems from inscriptionality. It can also
stem from oracy, where a large body of verses float for a long time in an oral tradition, as with
the oral subhashita, or where verses are borrowed (from writer to writer) without too much
concern to preserve their writers' names, if these were ever known. Such verses are in "the
common domain". The writers of scribal epigrams may be slowly recovered by the study of
hands and of codicology in general.
P. 113. Distich koukoulia (short prologues) are interspersed in the anacreontic odes of
Georgios Pisides. These are detachable, their themes and tactics are like those of many
detached religious "epigrams", and they, were in fact, very early anthologised.
P. 114 The lack of a surviving corpus from a place or a time, such as the 7C, is no proof of
the lack of activity in the writing of short poems at that time. Some iconoclasts have left the
expected "epigram", though their religious preferences left fewer material supports for the
specifically inscriptional poem to be written on, or to survive on from before their period.
P. 115 John Damascene's acrostics in his iambic Kanons are in 4 x Hx. The difference in
metre is to be expected of such inserts, the quatrain form is not regular, but is common
enough, it seems.
P. 117 Andrew of Crete had as his seal inscription a stich almost certainly composed by
himself:
KpqTqs“ upoeSpou Xpicrre aoo£ois ’AuSpcav
P. 118 Zacharias Papas wrote an "epigram" (it is not clear on which of K.'s three types, see
P. 19) of 33 iambics, to which another added 14 acrostic lines, making a (fairly typical?)
Byzantine "epigram" of 47 lines.
P. 120 Studites was a model, particularly for inscribers of movable objects, tables and
church walls.
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P. 124 A rare tristich by Theophanes Graptes on Methodios.
P. 128 Kosmetas Scholastikos leaves us an "epigram" of 57 verses.
P. 136 A common source of short epigrams in series is the "eight echoes", who usually
attract a short poem for each echo, making either one long poem, or a series. See
Christ/Paranikas CXXII-CXXIV.
P. 147 The verse on the seal claimed by Komines to be that of 11C Ioannes Kossiphes,
Metropolitan of Thebes, but by Laurent to be that of 12C Ioannes Kaloteknes, was almost
certainly written by its owner:
Oqßcuv ßcßaico Tas1 ypac^ds- ’Ioodwou

See our Latin seal verses in Addenda for understandably similar phrasing. Schlumberger
dated this seal as 10/11C.
Euthemios Malakas? leaves us 22 x Dodec on a bath, a major site for verse in late Antique
Latin as well, beginning:
KaXöi/

to

XouTpov, pubis' e a fl oapKiou...

Interestingly, an international society was founded in 1992 for the study of ancient baths,
which had a spread and importance hard now to recapture, spreading into Arab society. They
are frequently mentioned in late-Antique epigram and were a prime site for certain forms of
epigraphy.
P. 159 mentions that the distich on a seal of Theodoras Balsamon would probably be his
own composition.
P. 165-166 One "long epigram" of 16 lines on Mary of Egypt was divided convincingly by
Stembach into shorter poems of 3, 4, 5, and 4 lines respectively. All the more so as the 5 line
poem appears in another codex independently, ascribed to Mauropous.
P. 169 A 31 verse "epitaphic epigram" on himself by Georgios Bardanes, and also his seal
distich.
P. 170 Demetrios Khomatianos of Achrid and the distich on his seal.
P. 173 The classicising Planudes left also very many religious epigrams, showing
(P.M.Mc) the closeness of the two traditions at some periods.
P. 180 14C "epigrammatists" were really just occasional poets. Metres were reclassicised.
No doubt such tendencies are intimately bound up with the sudden appearance of widespread
Humanist epigram in the Latin west at the same time, after a Scholastic/Gothic lapse
symbolised by the loss of the Book of Epigrams of the much-revered Bede.
P. 186 Nikephoros Kallistos Xanthopoulos wrote long metrical catalogues of famous
persons and feasts, and shorter mnemonic synopses (a feature of the Latin MSS of Nigel of
Canterbury too) of scriptural books.
P. 188 Nikolaus Kabasilas leaves us a self epitaph.
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20. Slavonic Medieval (& Syriac-Coptic-Armenian-Ethiopic)
1.

Eastern Christian inscriptionality

Inscriptions in Eastern Christian cultures

1. Assfalg-Krüger
Assfalg-Kriiger Kleines Wörterbuch des Christlichen Orients 1975. I have already found
the dangers of using short treatments, but they are a start and a check. When one has
laboured through more detailed debates and even through texts, a well-crafted encyclopedia
article can usefully situate the detail and point out deficiencies. They also can contain mature
judgements of experts on some complex matters that are often not committed to monographs.
Armenian p.29. Early ones (from end of +5C, note that the Armenian Era begins 552 CE)
mostly for buildings, presumably Bauinschrift means foundation inscription. Mosaic
inscription of the 6C in Jerusalem and other church inscriptions in the 7C. In the 10c the
increase in monumental building gave much greater scope to public inscriptions. A corpus
has been begun. Note also that there are about 25,000 Old Armenian MSS extant.
Ethiopian p.58. Again they begin in the 5C, but in unvowelled South-Arabian script types
representing (initially) a dialect like Sabaean. Topics are either praise for a chieftain's victory
or dedications to a divinity. Greek language examples from the kingdom of Aksum are a
century or two earlier, and run into inscriptions in the early Ge'ez writing and language, still
unvowelled. The field seems still to be rather undeveloped.
Georgian p.120. It is to be noted that fully 10,000 Old Georgian MSS are preserved.
Inscriptions remain from as early as the mid- 5C (thus earlier than in Armenia?) in the two
genres of Bauinschrift, and from the 6C, inscriptions on pictures, presumably wall pictures.
From the 11C there is a much richer supply of inscriptions. As yet there is no corpus.
Coptic p. 189. Epigraphy in Egypt is basically Greek until the 6C. Permanent and public
writing in Coptic begins to flower from the 7C and the Arab destruction of the old patterns of
high culture. Grave stelai are the major location for them, and there are also a few graffiti,
dedications and historical inscriptions. The older ones are enigmatic and short, seemingly
invocational or magical. There is such a very early inscription in a 2C bilingual mummy
label. Coptic epigraphy rose to its height in the 8/9C to fade by the 14C, though one late
example from the Monastery of St. Paul on the Red Sea is datable to 1713. It needs to be
noted that the styles and purposes of Coptic epigraphy are necessarily marked by its failure to
become a state epigraphy. This was because Coptic was never the language of court or of
administration in Egypt. Consequently, one does not expect to find it on official monuments,
or to have a highly official tone.
Syrian inscriptions p.328. Especially around Edessa, found as grave and memorial
inscriptions, and on coins. The oldest datable are from the +1C, and 23 seem to come from
the later +2C. These early ones are mostly very short, with 60% of the words proper names.
About 60 have been found from the first three centuries of our Era, with not a single example
identifiably Christian.
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We pass over the art and architecture articles in Assfalg-Kriiger to excerpt another excellent,
new compilation on the East, ed. Aziz S. Atiya The Coptic Encyclopedia N.Y. etc, 1991
(See also *Doresse):

2. Krause-Atiya
Coptic inscriptions Vol.4 by Martin Krause. The majority are on buildings and tombs, and
as mentioned above by C. Detlef G. Müller, are predominantly intended as memorials to the
dead. Often what we find on the walls of the monasteries doubles the text on the tombstone,
when this can be found. They were also used for wall paintings, and over lintels, giving the
names of the inhabitants, the builder and the date. Munier and Krause have set up a rough
dating system (as the common inscribed form of date, by day, month and "indiction" is often
useless to modem science) on the basis of the type of funerary formulae. They disagree on
details but both systems variously divide up the same general period — the 6C to the 8C. As
did their Pagan ancestors in Egypt, the Copts generally avoid expressing a verb "to die". As
in the Pharaonic period, the special style of Antinoopolis epitaphs is constituted by the
following themes and habits: 1. the deceased speaks; 2. the verb and noun for "die/dying" are
not taboo here; 3. laments refer to the suddenness of the messenger of death; 4. the relatives
are said to be left in great sorrow. In the bibliography Badawi 1944 is appealed to for
persistence of Pagan formularies. We might also note the intense regional differences and
recall that such things are found both in Greek and Arabic funerary epigraphy in Egypt.
See, for a coherent and localised corpus of Coptic epigraphy, *Wietheger, JEREMIAH MON
INSCRR.

20. Christian Orient
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2.

Fucic — Glagolitic Yugoslavia

The editor collects all available inscriptions in Glagolitic up to about 1800, after which such
things seem to be "retrospective" in inspiration, not contemporary. The earliest nest of such
things comes from Istria, which predominates in finds of the 15C, 16C and 17C as well. P.15
has a discussion of the environment of the inscriptions, who wrote and why, and what impact
they made, especially the bare author signature "X wrote this". The addition of "...as he was
taught to do" indicates some pride in being literate on the part of an Ivan Spaka in 16C
Beram: "To pisa zakan Ivan Spaka kada se ucih pis at". There is probably more than
informativeness in the underlying language act/gesture of Jelena Sulina's 1663 house (kuda)
inscription: "To je kuca mene Jeleni Sulini". However, even if I could skim read SerboCroatian, treatments in extenso I would not dare enter into a discussion of specificity of
script, "language acts" and any deeper investigation of the epigraphy of this tumultuous
region. For our purposes there seems to be little or any verse. I have written to the famous
Ihor Sevdenko to confirm this and perhaps he will reply. For the p.21 religious graffiti may
we think we know all that lies behind them, e.g.: Boze, Boze moj; and the surprising Ako srce
ne moli, zaman jazik flafoli, which is a re-creation (in what may be either verse or jingling
gnomic prose) rather than a translation of the medieval Latin leonine hexameter Si cor non
orat, in vanum lingua laborat. A similar sense of empathy emanates from the ribald or the
anti-ascetic, such as a preference «pit vino nego vodu» p.22b, or the irate reaction to a fresco
at Beram representing Herod/Irud ordering the slaughter of the Innocents «Lotre, Irude
necisti» ('Herod, you dirty cheat!' ?), but another writer remodelled part of the Vesper hymn
for the Feast of the Holy Innocents (Crudelis Her odes, Deum regem venire quid times? —
why this is in Latin and the ripost in Glagolitic Slavonic remains for me to pursue — we are
after all in the area of Latin Christianity) with «Vraze, Irude necistivi, pocto boisi se Gospoda
Boga tvoegol». I will leave the subject, mainly with grave inscriptions from the pages
dealing with funerary matters, p. 19—20:
To ucinih da se zna nas grob (Matij Mikulid PaSman 17/18C)
na tom godu imaju popi to telo kropit
da ize sde zivet” moli za ne Boga
Ki bude uzivat, spomeni se na me
Inscriptions are the opposite of spontaneous acts, as p.20 col.b usefully reminds us, but all
writing was largely premeditated (as reading was highly deliberate) in ancient and medieval
times, so inscriptions cannot gain their specificity from this. On another tack, I was intrigued
to find on p.22 some play on the etymology of Lindar personalities Ivan FraSdidid and Petra
FraSdid out of «fraSka» when another writer showing dialectalisms from Lindar wrote for him
that he was «jedna bestija i jedna fraska». In the Ukrainian Dictionary of *Andrusyshen
fraska is glossed as: pi. frivolity, trifle(s): trash, nonsense, fiddle-faddle: a feather, a straw (in
the sense of a trifle). It seems that this exhaustive and highly nationalistic collection will
repay more detailed study.
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21. Arabo-Muslim Stones &c
1.

Khatt

Traditionally, the study of Muslim writing has not been done from the perspectives of the
historian and the sociologist. The imperatives have more narrowly been practical
decipherment and stylistic analysis. The whole ethos of Arabic writing is imperfectly
studied. F. Rosenthal has begun it in his article Significant uses o f Arabic writing in Ars
Orientalis iv (1961) 15-23. The testimony of the Quriän, the Hadith and the early authors
could be better collected and analysed. The forces for the spread of writing and the prestige it
always enjoyed are multiple: religious, racial-cultural, but also technological. The latter
include the use of paper from the 3/9C — käghid. The precise mix of intense orality and
intense scriptuality of medieval Islam is hard to characterise, but the educated Muslim was an
indefatigable writer as well as having a very well-stocked memory.
P. 1115a usefully summarises the main functions of writing, and hence, of the type of script
used. All sorts of influences affected styles, but the author denies (p.l 115b) that there is clear
evidence for distinct epigraphic and MS "hands", as has been commonly claimed.
Transposing of styles from one format and technique to another was a common skill.
However, the demands of the surface and the technique "is often sufficient to explain the
variations... that are to be found among inscribed compositions, of the same date and of the
same origin, established on different material bases." A crucial attitude seems to have been
that which intended that writing be "of limited accessibility". P.l 117 indicates that the study
of papyri is in its infancy, but previous columns have noted how incomplete is the seriation
and study of MSS. Systematic study of epigraphic scripts are just beginning. Codicology has
mostly ignored the enormous amount of subsequent annotation of MSS which often supply a
whole history of its use to the observant codigrapher, but not to those who approach MSS
indirectly through incomplete descriptions of them. Despite Brockelmann and Sezgin, the
wealth of surviving MSS will not be listed and much less properly described for a long time.
Private and public documents are still also a largely unused source. The most accessible
sources for a history of Arabic writing is the body of Quriäns, better catalogued than any
other corpus.
Archaic Arabic writing goes back to the Prophet's time, even if it was not used as widely then
as later sources sometimes assume. We have a Hadith that Mecca contained only 17 (?) men
who could read and write in the Prophet's time, which is a salutary corrective to other
traditions, even if unlikely to be true for any trading centre of that importance. The archaic
script consisted of only 17 simple and sometimes confusing letters, or 18 if lam-alif is
counted. Their line of descent is controverted: Nabatean and Syriac the best competitors,
and modern opinion opposing the traditional derivation from Nabatean. There were many
scripts in use in the immediate area. The additional dots and strokes to differentiate letters
and add long vowels may be as old as the oldest Archaic consonants, that "linked cursive
with reduced bodies for letters". A concern for equilibrium and regularity comes with the
Umayyads. cAbd al-Malik (685-705) imposed Arabic on the scribes of the central and
provincial administration, and on coinage, removing all iconic legends from the latter. "One
notes that from his reign date the first specimens of Arabic writing worthy of comparison
with Greek inscriptions previous to the conquest, and it is no accident that these specimens
are found on milestones, themselves erected according to ancient usages. It subsequently fell
to the lot of the son of cAbd al-Malik, al-Walrd, (705-715) to leave on the walls of the first
prestige monument of Islam, the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, an epigraphic band of
hitherto unequalled importance."
Jumping many centuries, we note on p.l 122a the "broken" script called naskhr kufic "which
seems to have spread first in the far Iranian provinces, where it was used especially for
personal inscriptions on pottery." It also inspired the Maghrib for a long time. The 10/11C
21. Umbo- ‘M ustim Stones
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were the time of the great theoreticians of scripts, of the "six styles" whose works are only
partially understood today by modern, non-practising scholars. Rounded scripts supplanted
the more hieratic forms even in inscriptions from the 6/12C on. In all studies of variations
and ornamentation, it must be remembered that the consistency of letter shapes had to remain,
and there had to be (for the dlite) a common legibility of all scripts.
PERSIA This section (Alparslan's) contains a long list of scripts, their origins, use, histories.
For us of interest are only the tawqfc variety of thuluth, used for the final page, the colophon
page of MSS, the jall(l) used for large sized frames and public inscriptions, and the Shikasta
nastaTlq still used for writing poetry in calligraphic fashion. There is considerable confusion
and evolution of the native terms for the script types. In the article Kitabat (q.v.) it is stated
that Persian epigraphy was rarely in kufic, though kufic had minor decorative uses up to the
7/13C.
TURKEY Kufic had little use among the Ottomans. Like the Persians they used a
micrographic script called Ghubär(r) for tiny Qur'ans, meant for carrying on the tips of
banners during battles. We remember too the use of micrographic script, but in the
delineation of living forms, by Jewish calligraphers.
INDIA The earliest (Muslim) inscription is here said to be from Trivandrum in the South
109/727, and two kufic inscriptions from Thatta in Pakistan have now been found and dated
to 290/902 and 294/906. Two more from Sind date to 341/952 and 483/994. The Ghasnavid
raids of the early 5/11C led to some coins, MSS and inscriptions of the 11C CE. The coming
of the Ghurids and their mosque building at Dihli in the late 6/12C brought the expected
monumental inscriptions. The Mughal patronage of the arts also brought developments
which need not concern us here.
SOUTH EAST ASIA Until 1500, only Arabic was written in the Muslim script, except for
the Old Malay Trögganu stone inscription of 726/1326 or 788/1386. At the beginning of the
next, 16C, Arabic script spread rapidly to other languages. The bint Maymun inscription of
1082CE from Leran in East Java may have been imported (with its stone), since the next
Indonesian example is much later, 691/1292, from northern Sumatra, for a Sultan Malik alSälih of Tarai. Only a few other inscriptions are datable to the 9/15C, such as the Javanese
Muslim tomb stones at Troloyo, near Tronnlan, the macesan. Thus in every way the date 1500
(or so) is crucial for Muslim literacy and epigraphy in the Malay world. A survey of the
history of Muslim penetration would show why this was so. See the Atlas of the Islamic
world since 1500, Robinson.
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2.

Kitabat Ei2

ISLAMIC IN GENERAL: J. Sourdel-Thomine.
First dated Arabic inscription 31/652, and no doubt earlier inscriptions/graffiti which quickly
turned into prestigious Khatt. Epigraphy as a systematic science and special interest was a
late, western introduction into Arabic culture. The early Arab MS sources mention pen
calligraphers, but not carvers of inscriptions, “and refer only exceptionally to the existence of
the monumental graphic compositions that are so remarkable.” [p.211] Deficiencies of the
CIA and the Repertoire are detailed.
P.213 notes the general ignoring of specifically religious inscriptions by modern scholars (as
being too formulaic). They occur very early as graffiti and also as architectural ddcor, e.g., in
the Kubbat as-Sakhra. Some texts like this are not stereotyped. Poetic quotations are said
to have been very frequent “for instance” in the later Sicilian texts [p.213b],
P.214a/b features epitaphs. First dated one 31/653, and then Egyptian stelai of 2/8C. See
Kabr. Most of the comment surrounds tombs of princes and high officials, and later, saints.
Some periodisation is offered.
P.215a/b treats the brief inscriptions on material objects, often just greetings + name/titles.
Also very short artisans’ signatures. Brevity in these seems always to have been standard.
Administrative inscriptions open with Umayyad coinage, weights and measures of glass
paste, and develop into decrees of abolition of taxes. Mamluk specimens are the best known
non-glorificatory administrative inscriptions.
IN THE NEAR EAST S. Ory.
Syria holds the proto-Arabic (bilingual or Greek-Arabic) inscriptions. Writing very early
gained a privileged place in Islam, and inscriptionality developed rapidly. Construction texts,
religious texts, milestones, epitaphs and simple graffiti are preserved from the early period.
Not mentioned but treated by Ory elsewhere are papyri instructive of the general situation in
writing. Formulae were probably influenced by bilingualism and thus from the very common
Greco-Roman inscriptions of the Syrian area. It seems to be suggested that writing itself was
influenced by monumentally. At least writing achieved quickly enough a very high point of
aesthetic development in its monumental realm, which is almost the same thing. The
Abbasid inscriptions of Samarra are now confined to small objects and textiles because of
this dynasty’s palaces being of friable brick. Epitaphs [p.216b/217a] are specially mentioned
and a generalised formulary given. In discussing the Fatimid and Seljuk practices, Ory is
mainly concerned with calligraphy and layout. In the first half of the 6/12C Nur al Din
ordered the adoption of cursive script(s), relegating Kufic to minor uses. Points and
diacritical lines enter stone epigraphy with the cursive. In Ayyubid and Mamluk periods
interwoven characters reach a height of complexity. It is accompanied by a sort of naskhi
which shows the influence of good MS script and the Ottoman Thuluth.
There is no mention in all this of any of the South Arabian influence on early Muslim
monumental epigraphy suggested by Jacqueline Pirenne, which is suspicious, as such
influence would seem most likely.
MUSLIM SPAIN M. Ocana Jimenez
He spends most of the treatment on calligraphy and the politics it mirrors, but ends up with
the Alhambra: In fact, it is known that among the most important elements contributing to
the ornamentation of the Nasrid palace there are epigraphic friezes composed in this script
21. Äraßo- fyCusCim Stones
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[sc. naskhi] and containing the best works of the most prominent poets of the period, Ibn
Zamrak and Ibn Djayyab, which are thereby available to us in “the most sumptuous edition in
the world”, to borrow the apt expression of E. Garcia Gömez. An unexpected degree of
doubt hangs over Spanish Arab epigraphy of the Almohad period, which seems to survive
mainly in later copies. More doubt was aroused in me by the confusingly Franco-centric
article of Hure (q.v.) on those Alhambra inscriptions. I have not the time or the knowledge to
situate such elaborate mural editions of court poets in any context. Perhaps they are unique.
NORTH AFRICA L.Golvin
The Maghrib follows Egypt without the innovative power of the Near East or the modifying
power of al Andalus. Funerary inscriptions are mostly engraved (what does this mean the
others were!). The formulary is spare and repetitive. With the Fatimids there was an
orientalisation of styles. Even funerary inscriptions changed slowly. “Incised inscriptions
practically disappeared”, and architecture changed from pillars to prismatic marble, with
refined lettering (painted? ceramic? what if not incised?). Naskhi appeared first in funerary
inscriptions, and from 490/1096, and it seems that Ifriqiya preceded al Andalus in using this
oriental form. Ottoman domination of Tunisia and Algeria brought less decorative writing,
but Morocco remained faithful to Andalusian styles such as that of the Nasrids of Grenada.
[p.221] At no time did the artists of the early Middle Ages make so much use of Arabic
writing as an element of decorations. It appears everywhere, in religious buildings, in
funereal (sic) pavilions, in the houses of citizens or in the palaces of kings, on furniture, on
table-ware and on the most minor objects of daily life, where the ornamental role is often
more important than the meaning of the language. Perhaps this applies only to Africa,
perhaps to the whole Muslim world. In any case Morocco was extremely decorative in its use
of script.
WEST AFRICA A.D.H. Bivar
Of all the indigenes in this area, only the Tuaregs seem to have had writing before Islam,
based on the -2C CE Libyan script and evolving up to today, following, apparently the
pattern of use of the South Arabian inscriptions, amulets, graffiti, with frequent enough
drawings of possibly magical and explicative import. The oldest Islamic writing in the area
seems to be the tombstone of 494/1100 from Gao. It may have come from Spain but it was
placed here and thus wanted here. Later there are rock graffiti, sword inscriptions, (but such
items were imported), talismanic inscriptions and magic squares. Cryptographic writing was
well used.
EASTERN AFRICA G.S.P. Freeman-Grenville
Almost all basically in Arabic, though with Swahili words in them. Most of the 250-odd
inscriptions in this area are epitaphs. Influences may have to wait for more knowledge of the
epigraphy of Yemen and the Hadramaut. Thus the books I have purchased on the epigraphy
of Zafar and of the Isles Dahlak are a drop in a rather unexplored ocean.
TURKEY F. Th. Dijkema and A. Alparslan
Begins in the mid 6/12C. Poorly studied. Much destruction has removed the evidence in
Anatolia. (I have been told that in the 1980s the Turks were boasting mightily about how
they were “improving” their back country with dynamite.) Three major categories can be
established: commemorative, pious and epitaphs. Pious inscriptions can be mottoes put over
the far more informative commemorative ones, and usually consist of mere names, bits of
hadith, qur’anic quotations. Tomb inscriptions are very common, but very poorly studied.
Like other Muslim areas, Turkey presents its inscriptions in framed rectangles, with lines
separating texts. Poetry is usually alineated in "hemistichs". Nastacllk replaced the older
scripts and became common in commemorative and epitaphic inscriptions from the middle of
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the 11/17C, by which time most of these inscriptions were in Turkish verse. The first Turkish
language inscription goes back, it seems, to 814/1411 and later, especially from the end of the
10/16C it became the normal language in commemorations and epitaphs. Arabic inscriptions
are mostly prose, Turkish mostly verse. In verse inscriptions of Turkish and Arabic, dates are
hidden in chronograms. Persian inscriptions are very rare. More than other traditions, the
Turkish-Muslim one liked to confuse and tempt the reader by difficulties of a linguistic,
literary, graphic and conceptual nature. The copying and renewing of damaged inscriptions is
known to have been a very common, and for the scholar, a confusing practice.
SOUTH-EAST ASIA L. Ch. Damais
Indonesia-Malaysia has mostly tombstones. Then charters, finally some brief legendary
texts. The earliest epitaph is probably in Java, from 475/1082, of an unnamed Bint Maymun,
Daughter of Maymun. In general in the archipelago, there are different calendars used
locally, and dating is difficult even when the tomb is inscribed with some date and this is
legible. East Java has tombs from the 14C CE, the period of Majapahit. Sumatra (Acheh)
has epitaphs from the late 13C. One tomb there from 823/1420 bears a poem by the great
Sacdr, and is thereby unique. Malayan inscriptions are mostly in Arabic. Of course, there
were Sanskritised Javanese epigraphs in this area long before the Muslims arrived.
IRAN AND TRANSOXANIA A.D.H. Bivar
Many traditional scripts survived the arrival of Arabic in this region. Apart from coins, dated
inscriptions of Iran are surprisingly late. Some seem to occur in the 3/9C. The Buyid cAdüd
al-Dawla Fanä-Khusraw recording a victory of 344/955 at Persepolis, and showing that this
Amir was interested in the decipherment of inscriptions. P.230b mentions the paucity of
Persian epigraphs in Kufic, but one of them is in verse at Ghazna, 505/1111-1112. Persian
verse is also at Ghazna on a tomb of an unknown person (apparently undated). Persian in
(unpointed) Kufic was difficult to read. The arrival of the fashion of naskhi was required for
the widespread use of the native language in epigraphy. Political reasons affected styles of
script, and kufic was connected with the Fatimids. By the close of the 5/11C it was passing
from fashion in Iran. Ghazna seems to be the centre of expansion, and naskhi becomes
common from the mid 6/12C. In later centuries, monumental writing is closer to that used in
the MSS.
INDIA J. Burton-Page
India is very rich in Muslim inscriptions, religious, military, public, and also on palaces,
gardens and pavilions of a more private nature. Also on guns, swords, Bidri ware, crystal and
jade. Public inscriptions are usually on stone, and stone of a similar sort, if of more
smoothness, than the rest of a building. Because such inscription stones are removable, they
may now be set in buildings subsequent to the one of their original intention. They are in
Arabic, Persian and Urdu, and in flat relief, unlike the native inscriptions of India. No
inscriptions survive of the Abbasid presence in Sindh. A few inscriptions survive of the
communities left after that, and from the GhOrid conquest to the 7/13C Arabic inscriptions
are normal, and towards the end of the 13C CE Persian replaces Arabic. Arabic persisted in
various places and for various purposes (such as, of course, for Qur’anic quotations) even up
to our times. Urdu appears in the North in late Mughal times. Further south there are many
bi- and tri-lingual inscriptions featuring the local languages. The names of many
calligraphers are preserved in India. P.232a mentions that many inscriptions are in verse.
That paragraph is worth quoting, as a rare call for a literary approach to verse epigraphy:
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"The literary contribution of the inscriptions must not be overlooked. Many
inscriptions are in verses composed ad hoc, some of considerable beauty and skill; but
it must be admitted that the verse of a lot of inscriptions is no better than doggerel.
This is especially the case with verse containing a chronogram, where taste is often
sacrificed in favour of ingenuity. There are occasional quotations from well-known
Persian poets, but frequently the authors are local poets not otherwise recorded.
Specimens of DakhnI poetry are preserved in some Deccan inscriptions. Some prose
inscriptions also evince literary merit, and may contain traditions not found in the
usual collections of hädrth, such as the saying ascribed to Jesus in the Djamic masdjid
of Fathpur Sikrl (Persian), or the variations on a tradition (Arabic) in the mosque
inscriptions of Bengal, basically: “The Prophet, God’s peace be upon him, said ‘He
who builds a mosque to God, for him God builds a kasr in Paradise’”. Sentiments
expressed range from strict and self-conscious rectitude through quietist mysticism to
wistful nostalgia."
Finally, Burton-Page considers that Muslim epigraphy in India has been well studied and
published. This is not the opinion of many Indian Muslim scholars since Independence, and
his opinion, if not based on total ignorance of the Indological field, shows how poor (by
contrast) must be the general level of epigraphical study elsewhere in the Muslim world.
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1. Iron on stone, and colouring — Job 19, 23-24
In connection with the whole cult of inscriptions (and of writing) in alphabetic Semitic, the
poetically heightened awareness of durability and difficulty shown in the greatest Arab poem
(thus it is called, I think, by Albright and others) is worth repeating in this Section:

ran:pi lax jrp -,n
rpm
jrp -,n
maai Vm uan
19 2 3 - 4 3 1 ' X

i n X I V YIÜ3

*7

Oh, if only someone wrote down my words,
if only they were graven in an inscription (older translations, probably
anachronistically, "in a book"),
with a stylus of iron and with lead,
if only they could stay forever incised in rock!
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22. Arabo-Muslim Oral & MSS practice. & Prescriptivism
1.

Al-Farazdaq - Blachere

Early, Eastern Arabian, not from a poeticising family, it would seem. He made himself
known early by memory feats and by laudatory and epigrammatic compositions in the Beduin
style. On the accession of the Umayyads, he sought urban patronage first at Yamäma and
then at Basra. At least once he had to flee far away, to Medina. His enmity with Jarir cost
him patronage, it seems. Under Walid I he became official court poet of the Caliphs for two
reigns. His life had many further peripeties, vaguely preserved in the anecdotal literature. A1
Farazdaq was one of a trio traditionally discussed among the cultivated, Jarir and al Akhtal
the others. His diwan is large and jumbled, but coherent in style, the poems either fragments
or else complete, in 20-30 verses. His qasida often lack the introductory elegiac
opening/nasib, so that only the laudatory elements remain. “Like his contemporaries, alFarazdak treated the epigram in short impromptus or developed it as a thematic element in a
kasida. In this latter case he obtains an effect of contrast with the laudatory elements.” He
was more vigorous and obscene in his satires than others of his time. He was reputedly a
dissolute liver, but seems not to have written bacchic poetry. He was a great nomadic poet,
one of the last.
It seems that the “epigram” referred to by Blachere is merely hijäc, or virulent attacks on
persons or groups, lacking wit at this period, and not necessarily short, perhaps whatever is
not elegiac and not laudatory, being the mirror image of the latter.
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2.

Qasida - Krenkow

An Arabic Beduin poetic form, both eulogistic (of one's own) and denigratory (of competing
tribes) and "of a certain length". While theoreticians hurried to set its rules in concrete, the
term can in practice be used for almost any form of Arabic Poetry and many forms of Persian
poetry. Suspicion arises that the "form" was considerably reformulated, even created, in the
cities and courts of the first centuries of Islam. Later it easily turned from the poetry of tribal
rivalry and warfare into the eulogy of a princely patron or his family, with a view to obtaining
subsidies or punishing the withholding of such. Krenkow even considers subsuming the
qasida under the marthiya, which was originally separate in situation and function, but refuses
to follow early writers in calling the pure satire, the hijä3, a qasida. Ibn Qutayba's definitions
froze the qasida into the canonical three parts. It must have at least 7 verses and typically
contains far more, but still not as many as a book of the Iliad. It begins with the
PROLOGUE, nasib, mourning the remains of a camp or passing caravan (normally of one's
beloved), and describing with some restraint the charms of the beloved (elegiac and erotic).
It goes on, in the rahll, to recount his journey (narrative, heroic, descriptive of the desert and
of the horse or camel of the writer, and lyrical-gnomic, e.g., on the smallness of man in such
an environment. Then, without much transition, the third part follows, on some general
theme, panegyric or satirical.
Of course, monorhyme and (unlike Indian kavya) monometre is de rigueur. Unlike Persian
and Turkish, Arabic poetry was originally all like this, hence the ease with which qasida came
to be the term for almost all poetry. Krenkow suggests that the strictness of the scholarly
tradition is the cause for many qasidas being "fragmentary": authors often did not wish to
write a full or a standard one and although many fragments are the results of accident of
anthologisation, many may be original. Even ancient writers use the term with great lack of
consistency. When at the end of the 2/8C the classical qasida broke up into a whole series of
autonomous poetic genres (erotico-elegiac, bacchic, description of nature and gardens, war or
hunting poetry...), these were often still called by the name qasida. It is intriguing that the
intense traditionalism and taste for formulae which presumably characterised the creators of
the qasida is present in those who cultivate it with spontaneous delight today, the fully
nomadic Bedouin and societies only partially sedentarised, such as in Mauretania. The rest of
settled and courtly Arab society seems to have struggled against this ancient taste for
sameness without entirely throwing off the nomad cultural yoke.
In ancient times the collective word qasfd was opposed to the rajaz (radjaz q.v. in E l2’ see
now below) which was the group of everyday, rough poetry, in simple metre of constant
structure.
In Persian the word means a lyric. It was early in Persian, and so was the strict theory with
which it interacted. After the 7/13C there are many theoretical works too, but they do not
have much relevance to the form, which had already developed. The absolute importance of
rhyme is emphasised. Persian theorists both acknowledge their dependence on Arabic, and
highlight the differences between the poetics of each language. As we have noted elsewhere,
Muslim Persia sits on a huge Sasanian and popular Iranian body of cultural traditions which
can now only be inferred. Much study remains to be done on the fine detail of the rules of
Persian poetic forms, but de Fouchdcour cites one recent native study of the metres: Tehran
1969, Wazni-i Sicr-i farsf. The verse count must fall between 15 and 30, according to the
Persian theoreticians, who are more demanding than their Arabic equivalents. Each verse
should be independent. There are again three sections: 1. touches the hearts of the listeners,
perhaps through a ghazal, descriptively or expressively erotic, (later love, nature or wine). 2
. the inadh, is the central eulogy of the poem, and in it rhythm and moderate epigrammaticity
(,balägha) are prized. The soul should be transported out of its ordinary state. 3. The
petition, the business end of the poem.
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Three long verses (bayt-s, abyat) are especially crucial for the success of the poem, the
opening one (matlcf), the transition between parts one and two, between tashbib and madh,
or the makhlas, and the final verse, called maqtac.
Stanzaic forms arose in cultivated Persian (no doubt from preceding folk traditions) and these
allowed variation of the canonical monorhyme. One was the tardjic , which could also have a
refrain or band, further marking the difference between the stanzas (already marked by their
differing rhymes). Another was the musammat. Various dynasties and historical trends
brought as yet imperfectly studied changes to the qasida form, which always remained a flagcarrier for Persian high culture, even though it lost ground to the more Persian ghazal.
These poems were essentially designed for princely festivals, especially that of spring
(,naxvrüz) and autumn (mihrigän), or on the occasion of a funeral, a victory or an earthquake.
In periods where the court did not so dominate cultivated society and economic activity and
popular religion spread to wider groups, especially in the cities, the Persian qasida is
observed to have been much more flexible, but under the Qäjärs it returned to quite
traditional style.
The earlier Iranised Turks tended to prefer the mesnavT and the q ifa (the latter, here, actually
a quatrain). Later they took on the Arab-Persian qasida, but with subtle differences. Turkish
theory laid out six sections, and the opening nasTb naturally describes a greener and more
mountainous landscape than the traditional desert vistas of the Beduin. We may mention the
last, the dim3, which is a prayer for the destinee and thanks for completing the work, i.e., a
prayer (reminding us of funeral inscriptions) plus a colophon. However, such a section is one
of those most frequently omitted. Structure and topic seems more variable than in the older
literatures.
In strict form there are also some differences. The usual length in Turkish is between 15 and
99 lines, but longer ones exist. The poem is conceived to be in couplets, not long lines,
though couplets of "hemistichs", which rhyme with the first line and its first hemistich, which
is the only bayt to rhyme internally, such a line being called musarrac. Outwardly the
Turkish qasida retains the ancient, long line, monorhyme, but could be considered as rhyming
in short lines aa ba ca da ea because short lines were common and "natural" in native Turkish
verse. The whole poem can have a range of different titles-classifications, and is often named
by the subject matter of the nasib.
This form began in Turkish in the 7/13C, reached popularity in the 9/15C, its golden age was
the 10/16C though the great NePl lived in the 11/17C. It was in slow retreat in the 12/18C.
Its monorhyme militated against its continuing popularity in Turkish.
The form is also quoted from Urdu, though only two poets are famous in it (Sawdä and
Dhawq) and many Indian Muslims preferred to write such a form in the Persian language.
See van *Gelder for more of the variation and confusion underlying this term, the
prescriptions concerning it, and the variety of actual works called by this name. E l2 presents
too homogenised a picture of the qasida, one whose corner-cutting is only apparent to a
reader who would not stand in need of the El article, which is a frequent paradox of
encyclopedias.
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3.

Mukhtarat — Hamori

ARABIC The oldest collection is probably the famous Mu'allaqat, of seven odes, “long
poems”. Anthologising was not a Beduin custom, it seems, even if the tribes had some
literate members. In the Abbasid period appeared the Mufaddalivvat and the less notable
Asmaciyyat. Other anthologies followed. A type consisting only of short texts, complete or
fragmentary, thematically arranged under ten headings is that of Abu Tammam, 1231/846. It
was mostly of early poems, and so, difficult enough to excite the educated, the Diwan al
hamasa. He composed other anthologies, but his major one started a vogue for thematic
ordering, many of them concentrating on new poetry, favouring wit and elegance over ancient
obscurity. These fed off the use of poetry as a test and badge of culture in polite society. The
poems were useful for speech and for correspondence. Abu Mansur al Thacalibi 1429/1038 is
the first extant anthology of near-contemporary writing on geographical lines. Art prose is
anthologised with verse in this work and in regional sub-anthologies apparently inspired by
its sections. Specialised anthologies were made for just one theme, for debates pitting the
ancients against the modems, and for illustrating rhetorical works. Selections were also made
from single poets’ divans. Adab works naturally contain collections of poems among their
other educational material.
PERSIAN (influencing both Turkish and Urdu in this) did not commonly apply the term to an
anthology. It prefers muntakhabat or intikhab. Also used are: majmifa (prose by several
authors), khulasa (extracts from one long work), bayad Jung and safina (blank book and
“boat”s, informal notebooks with poetic fragments, i.e., commonplace books). These terms
are not sharply differentiated, and they are connected with tadhkira, which applies to the
biographical element of anthologies of texts. Persian anthologies have not yet been studied
as such. The division into private collections and public anthologies designed on some
generic rules is useful. Private collections are mostly of poetry, as one would expect in an
Iranian culture. Some such private collections are elaborately illuminated. Specialised
anthologies are extant, selected on the basis of form, genre, period, or subjects, but quatrains
are one of the commoner specialisations. An interesting later genre is the tadhkira, or
“memorial” of the poets, combining biography and text. Regional examples are common.
TURKISH anthologies begin in the 9/15C. The words used: mejmifa (“what has been
collected together”), müntekhabät (“selections”) and now antoloji and segti. Many varieties
are listed.
URDU anthologies in prose or poetry or both are very common. There are many terms
equivalent to “anthology”, including fanciful ones: spring, stock, album, bouquet, pearls,
memoirs, compendium. Where the poems of famous poets of the 18C were preserved in a
MS divan, this would usually be no more than a selection. Subsequent divans would include
more but often still a small minority of the total known of or suspected. Typically, it was the
ghazal which was collected, and most of the other forms left out or under-represented
[p.533a]. One must assume that 18C MDS anthologies in Urdu were like those better known
ones in Persian, and equally as selectively done. Printing and the 1830 elevation of Urdu by
the British to the status of Indian court language and language of administration
(“Hindustani”) helped the growth of anthologies. It is interesting to follow the slow
acceptance of any prose as literary, and of plain prose in particular. Also interesting and a
related phenomenon is the printing of small anthologies of selections from a single poet, for
the poorest educated classes, whose love for poetry was so far in excess of their status and
their income. In the last century there have been anthologies purely of prose. More so than
the other literatures, Urdu owes many of its anthologies to educational initiatives.
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4.
Kowalski — newly translated, on the molecularity of Muslim cultural
expression

TADEUSZ KOWALSKI
IN ROCZNIK ORIENTALISTYCZNY VOL. IX (1933) PP. 1 - 20

PRÖBA CHARAKTERYSTYKITWORCZOSCIARABSKIEJ
— A FREE TRANSLATION BY P. MAURICE MCCALLUM CANBERRA 1990
- dedicated to pianist Anna Jurkiewicz, but for whose
presence this would never have been begun.

Tadeusz Kowalski 1933

AN ATTEMPT TO CHARACTERISE THE ARAB CREATIVE FACULTY
(Polish)
l.In 1855 appeared the first comparative grammar of the Semitic languages, which was that
of Ernest Renan. In his introduction the reader can find what was then known to scholars
about the nature of the Semites and of the Semitic languages. Renan expressed the sense of
strangeness which overtakes anyone who comes from a European culture and first makes
contact with Semitic cultural products. It is the same feeling which is evoked in us by
anything poor in shapes and dull in colour, an impression like that of an inhabitant from
regions abounding in meadows and woods who faces for the first time the barren landscape of
the eastern steppes.
2.Under the influence of this impression his evaluations turned negative. Renan denied to the
Semites any great creative ideas, the ability to create works involving expansive, extended
patterns or complex inner structures — works which would require a clear plan worked out in
advance and in detail. However he allowed them a "sentiment de l'unitd", a sense of unicity
which could produce among them, and only among them, the concept of one God of the
greatest simplicity of form. His typification of the Semites is most adequately summed up in
the statement: "So the Semitic race is recognised almost entirely by negative characteristics.
It has no mythology, no epic, no science, no philosophy, no fiction, no visual arts, no civic
life. In all, it has a lack of complexity, of nuances, an exclusive sense of unicity." (1898)
3.Renan's assessment provoked protests especially from those savants whose origins led them
to feel some membership in this Semitic race, and thus the debate did get diverted into
unfortunate areas.290 The reply of Prof. D. Chwolson of Petersburg is particularly wellknown. He delivered his lecture on The Semitic Peoples, an attempt to characterise them at a
public session of the Annual foundation of the University of Petersburg 1871, and in 1872 it
wa$ published in German at Berlin. The "characterisation" was interesting and in general
fairly objective, despite its apologetic tone, and despite its modulated but unjust view of the
European Jews, showing no regard for their very changed conditions of existence.

- 90 U nder the p ressu re o f th ese criticism s Renan changed his position som ew hat a n d p u b lish ed the m odified
version in "New Considerations on the General Character o f die Semitic Peoples and in Particular on their

Tendency to M onotheism ".
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4. The great German orientalist Teodor Nöldeke tried to smooth out the extreme opinions of
these two investigators, and to blend into them his own sense of fairness and restraint. He
prefaced his Oriental Sketches with a dissertation entitled On Characterising the Semites.291
5. Today this debate has quietened down in learned circles, though it continues to spring up in
other fields, throwing little light on the real problem. Today also we can benefit from the
calm which distance provides to appreciate the real worth of Renan's characterisation of the
Semites.
6.Of course we should not judge these positions from the standpoint of today's state of
knowledge. We are separated from these initial studies by more than three quarters of a
century, a period full of the most important archaeological discoveries and of the results of
intensive work in many branches of Semitics. And what about Assyriology then and now, or
the priceless remains of Semitic epigraphy which have since become available! How deeply
our opinion has changed on cultural exchanges in the Middle East, and how deeply Semitic
religion has been investigated!
7. Despite this however, there are certainly basic features of Renan's approach which the
progress of scholarship has not undermined, and which we can therefore consider as solid
achievements. They are the best possible witness to the genius of a savant who often made
up by intuition for the paltry amount of factual matter available to him and whose admirable
sense of synthesis could integrate such crumbs into a living, organic whole.
8. However there are unavoidable objections to be made against the French scholar, even if
we are to evaluate his characterisation of the Semites only on the basis of the state of
knowledge at his time.
9. First we must highlight the excessive subjectivism which surfaces in too rash an evaluation
of ascertained facts. The lack of certain notes in Semitic culture which are capable of
arousing an immediate response in an "indoeuropean" spirit is not sufficient cause for
negative assessment, if we are to remain objective. Couldn't there be other notes to which our
ears remain unresponsive? It would hardly be surprising if a scholar who had grown up in a
Semitic environment would be totally incapable of understanding the motives for Renan's
assessments, and were to see them as totally incorrect.
10. Furthermore, it is hard to avoid the impression that Renan has unconsciously fallen into a
vicious circle. Wanting to delineate the inner nature of the Semites, he was faced by the
problem of who the Semites were. He answered this by a premature selection of populations
whose culture revealed Semitic traits. That is the main reason he refused to class Phoenicians
and Assyrians as Semites. Renan never overcame the difficulty inherent in his determination
of "race" in general, and in the way he grouped single peoples into classes on the basis of
their particular "race".
11 .In the interests of the clarity of his definition Renan unnecessarily restricted the capacity
of the Semites to evolve. Confronting the world of factual research, he proceeded more like
an artist, which indeed he was, than an objective scientist. He refrained from making some
necessary reservations which might have reduced the transparency of his synthesis. What he
attempted was to slash off limbs and branches from the main trunk, in case they distorted the
291 Berlin, 1S92. The passage containing the characterisation of the Semites first appeared in 1872 in his letter
In the New Kingdom II.
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ideal silhouette of the trees — the Semitic peoples— as they might appear to his imagination.
But extreme clarity tends to arouse doubts when what is being treated is by its nature very
composite, as are the manifestations of the spiritual life of peoples. We admire Renan's
synthesis but with some instinctive regrets that the scholar followed the inclination of his
artistic nature and did not probe deeper into the psychic depths of the Semites, in the most
inaccessible layers of which he might have sought the explanation for seemingly
contradictory facts. He preferred to overlook some of them.
12.Despite these extensive reservations we must admit that there is much truth in Renan's
characterisation of the Semites. Precisely because it is hard to pin down, it constitutes the
most valuable success of the scholar. All study has to search for these truths, so long as they
can be lit up by some broader aim. Whatever can be said against excessively broad
syntheses, we have to acknowledge that no branch of knowledge can do without them, if they
are to put an order into the chaos of individual observations which will allow for the building
of that higher edifice which science erects in its aim of understanding the world and its
people.
13.The matter of finding some general characterisation of the Semites is by no means trivial
or just for the imagination. It springs from the need to comprehend reflectively an actual,
solid slab of reality. In the history of culture we do in fact run across a specific style of
mental constitution and the creativity which conditions it. We define both as "Semitic"
because we find them among peoples who have spoken Semitic languages from the most
distant times. In all likelihood these peoples have sprung from a common cradle. When their
history begins and can be seen to influence their fortunes, they are found living in similar
conditions, and for quite a long period — a state of affairs which is likely to have given them
a sim ilar basic character.292 As a distinct type, the Semitic mentality becomes
distinguishable when compared with other types, but the task of finding its characteristic
traits and analysing them runs into serious difficulties. It is just another of those problems
which seem clear and easy to handle when seen from a distance, but which close-up lose
distinctness and escape one’s grasp. Hence the way we approach the question seems to be of
decisive importance.
14.Because the genus "Semitic peoples" consists of too many varied groups to be taken in in
one glance, or to subject each to an effective analysis, the necessity arises for a partial
examination. We can first outline the characteristics of individual Semitic peoples, then put
them side by side, and where our lines intersect seek points which delimit their characteristics
as a whole. Not all the Semitic peoples have equal importance for our study, though we
cannot leave any of them completely out of consideration. For the most part we have to take
account of those which kept longest to the natural conditions of existence and whose cultural
product is best and most fully known to us. We have to grant the first place to the Arabs.293
15.Thus I wish to devote the present investigation to the Arab people. Though the issue arose
from general and basic questions, and can assist in solving the wider problem, it seems to
comprise an internally coherent whole, and is of sufficient importance in itself to give it our
attention.

292 H ugo W inckler takes quite a different view o f the problem in his Arabic-Semitic-Oriental Culture-Historical
and Mythological Investigations Berlin 1901. He takes into account only the territo ria l-cu ltu ra l unit, "the land
with its historically developed culture". He den ies any meaning to "ethnicity". It is h a rd to a g ree with his
position.
292 Renan:

"... the Arabs should be our measure for the Semitic spirit”.
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16.The task I have set myself is much more modest than the one undertaken by Renan. It is
merely to formulate the more notable traits of the Arab mentality as they first appeared in fine
literature, in science, and to some extent in the visual arts. I first found myself at grips with
this question after finishing studies in Classics at my Gymnasium and beginning a serious
study of Arab culture. The question arose again after a decade spent in constant contact with
the Arab mentality, when I turned my interests from it to the Turkish peoples. These periods
gave rise to some fundamental thinking which I would now like to present.
17.Anyone who has looked below the surface into Arab culture, acquainted himself in the
original language with the principal branches of its literature, observed the development of
religious notions, social organisation, political currents and the course of the struggle within
the womb of Arab society, has to admit that in comparison with other societies, that of the
Arabs represents a mentality which is individual, clearly defined and appropriate only to
itself. This is clear when the comparison is with the mentalities of the Persians and the
Turks, despite their common cultural basis, that of Islam, let alone in comparison with
peoples of other religions and cultures. Thus it seems to me that the bare fact of the existence
of a distinct type of outlook among Arabs, characteristic only of them, is undeniable. Doubt
surrounds only the designation itself, its foundation in truth, and which traits are in fact
typical.
18.Before we get right into the topic, we need to have an exact definition and delimitation of
the notion "Arab". Neglecting this could lead to misunderstandings. It is most important not
to equate the two ideas "Arab" and "Muslim", as was done until quite recently and happens
even today, to the great detriment of scholarship. Critical studies of recent decades have
shown how wrong this identification was. It now seems to be the reason for the way
scholarship has lost itself in unprofitable paths.
19.If we are to avoid errors in the course of our considerations, we should put our reliance
first and foremost on materials from the time before the Arabs left the borders of the Arabian
Peninsula, their real homeland. From later periods we take account of the remains of the
national literature of the Arabs up to the fall of the Umayyad Caliphate, but after that only of
the products of the culture local to that area long inhabited by the original Arabs. A
characterisation based on materials chosen carefully in this way will be free from the danger
of importing any elements which might have entered the culture of Islam from the Persians,
and later from the Turkic peoples. This method also allows us to recognise and distinguish
the Arab component in the subsequent mixed culture, which is termed musulman.
20.One last reservation must be made. The cultural phenomena we define as Arabic are not
of course totally free from foreign influences. It is wrong to assume that Arabia was
completely isolated from outside cultural contacts. That sort of situation never existed and
does not exist now, and current scholarship is increasingly digging out such influences. But
for the period we are mainly considering, they are quantitatively insignificant and in any case
deeply grafted onto the Arab stock.

21.After these few final explanations and clarifications we can proceed to the main task.
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22.We consider the most essential attribute of Arab thought to be its preference for breaking
up the continuities presented by the world of experience into small elements of ascertained,
stable and very typical characteristics, and for grouping these elements in chaotic ways,
without plan or placement. When you read your way into the Arab writings which result
from this conception of reality, it is hard to avoid the impression that the Arab author looks at
the world as if through a magnifier which has perfect optics but a narrow field of vision,
nervously swinging it in one direction after the other, and that he pays little attention to the
unified nature of the subject of his investigation. Thus, a look at genuinely Arab works
leaves us with the overall impression that might strike a man who by some mysterious
impulse had come to a vision of the molecular reality of objects and begun to see them as a
swarm of isolated, independent particles. The remarkable clarity of their powers of
individual observation 294 and the lack of plan in their subsequent arrangement — this is the
phenomenon which to a greater or lesser extent characterises the whole extent of the national
literature of the Arabs.
23.Here we can call upon the immensely characteristic example of the ancient Arabic poem.
With every justification this is considered to be the most faithful manifestation of Arab
creativity, free of outside influences, one which has the quantity and the authenticity which
allows us to spy out that comprehensive secret of the mentality of the Arabs and their
creative technique.
24.Their minds seem to have been unaccustomed to considering greater combinations and to
keeping the parts in proportion, and hence it was poetry, especially descriptive poetry, that
they found congenial. Here they were helped by the fact that they were delineating concrete
objects in the order of their spatial disposition or events in their temporal sequence. It is
certainly easier to find this sort of thing than the occasional planned complex of linked
sentences where every element is allocated from above to its position among its neighbour
ideas according to artistic needs. The latter just does not occur. And in descriptive poetry the
molecular structure turns up despite the advantages that accrue from the items presenting
themselves to the poet in the same subject. For all his acuity of vision, it seems that the Arab
poet is not able to perceive in the subject of his description any more than a host of tiny but
interesting particulars. Thus all his considerable intelligence spends itself in finding the
forms of words which most accurately match the details observed. He worries not a whit
about the structure of the whole description. We are sometimes amazed by the accuracy of
individual formulations occurring in Arab presentations of nature, but their chaotic state
always is capable of causing irritation. The poet combines his rapidly discovered details one
after the other without obvious plan or order. Particles get capriciously pulled from the
whole and meet up side by side in his description without any unity. Thus a loose and
detached style of composition is one of the most essential characteristics of ancient Arab
poetry. The Qasida is a conglomerate, not an organised whole.295 The same judgement can
be passed on each of its component parts.
25.This is the case with descriptions of nature, which are the result of sober, dispassionate
observation. All the more is it the case with descriptions of events which immediately
concern the Beduin poet, whose details involve the expression of vexation and passion. The
poet externalises them just as they turn up in the chaotic and changeable ferment of psychic

244 "A sharper eye for what is individual"— thus N öldeke Oriental Sketches 16 , sp ea k in g o f the Sem ites in
general.
245 Very significantly, A ra b ic p o e tic creation has been com pared to the threading o f pearls.
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life. They are affected by the same lack of plan, and if I could be pardoned the expression,
the same molecular structure, which is even more apparent.
26.Perhaps it is wrong to see this phenomenon as being solely dependent on a state of cultural
development, to the exclusion of racial characteristics. In the first place, lack of planning and
a "molecular" structure are by no means an automatic feature of the primitive, and secondly,
these two characteristics marked the fruits of Arab creative endeavour even in later periods of
development, by which stage the Arabs were hardly a primitive people. Even in these later
times the Arab author refrains from too much concern with intra-textual connections, and
concentrates on the refinement and the subtlety of the smaller elements.
27.Ancient Arab poetry has given us the opportunity to make this observation. We can
confirm it by an unbiassed glance at the arrangement of the Qur'an. It would be hard to
imagine a more chaotic work.296 True, it is mainly the later redactors who are responsible for
the present state of the Qur'an. After Muhammad's death they gathered into one book what
had survived from the speeches and revelations proclaimed by the Prophet during his public
appearances at Mecca, and later on in his life at Medina. True, it is no homogeneous work,
just an assemblage of occasional addresses once scattered over a considerable period of time.
True, these utterances, and especially the older, Meccan ones, were an expression of
prophetic vision and fervour, brought to the highest pitch by the resistance of opponents. All
the same it is true that all these reasons together, despite their popularity, are insufficient to
explain the extraordinary chaoticness found within the individual passages of the Qur'an.
Indeed, the Meccan surahs of ritualistic-legislative content evolved into a cooler style of
reflection, a style still for the most part characterised by abruptness and restlessness, and
lacking in any continuity. Clearly Muhammad, Arab through and through, could not think
otherwise nor find another way to express his thought.
28.In ancient Arabic poetry the highest unit of organisation is the verse, a verse well-turned
according to precise metrical and syntactic rules. Likewise, in the prose of the Qur'an the unit
of thought is finished and closed upon itself, and the unit of construction is the versicle.
Verses follow each other by capricious laws of association, not according to any premeditated
plan.
29.At the end of the last century the Viennese scholar D. H. Müller advanced a strophic
theory of construction for the religious poetry of the Semites, and in this connection
discerned strophes also in the Qur'an.297 If this theory were to be proved correct, it would
shake our judgements on the lack of plan in the Qur'an. In fact, Müller's theory has been
shown to be fallacious, at least for the Qur'an, and no one takes it seriously today. Not only is
the Qur'an innocent of conscious strophic patterning, but the entire corpus of native poetry,
together with the rhymed prose called sap, is totally astrophic, in contrast to the verse of
other peoples, in particular the Turks. The Arab qasida and its double-iambic variant urjuza
are typically astrophic compositions. Each verse stands on its own as a closed whole and also
as the highest unit of patterning of the poem. Strophes appeared in Arabic poetry only
relatively late, and then in the most remote provinces (Spain, in the IX and X C). Thus there
is no question that foreign influence was at work.

296 "Neither chronology nor themaücs are taken into account in the dividing up of the Holy Book. Exhortaüons
are followed by legal opinions, then by stories about earlier prophets, all in a chaotic jumble." Th. W. Juynboll
Handbook of Islamic Law p.9.
297 The Prophets in their Original Form. The Basic Rules of the First Semitic Poetry Revealed and
Demonstrated in the Bible, in Cuneiform, and in the Koran, and Recognised as Operating in the Choruses of
Greek Tragedy Vienna 1896.
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30. Ancient Arab poetry is an expression of Beduin culture from the period of paganism. The
Qur'an represents a second great cycle of Arab cultural history played out under the banner of
Islam. The Qur'an is the document of an Islam which had not yet moved out of its peninsular
borders, and thus it depends solely on Arab elements. An equally important document from
a later period is the religious tradition called hadith.
31.Islam crossed its original borders and with a rapid series of conquests absorbed the pre
existing cultures of Asia Minor and was reinforced by many converts, thus becoming a great
world religion, today professed by a quarter of a billion people.
32.The original, Arab Islam was adapted to changed circumstances by way of a compromise
with the inflexibly conservative and powerful Arab mentality. An expression of this
conservatism was that every new norm of conduct acquired a religious sanction only if it
could appeal to a saying or an action of the Prophet. Whenever any new situation arose
which was unforeseen in the Qur'an, but which needed some provision of norms from the
religious side, there was ever to hand some informed Muslim who could appeal to his own
recollections or to the statements of others, proclaiming that Muhammad was once in a
similar situation and had acted in such and such a way. Thus there developed the notion of
sunni, custom hallowed by the example of the Prophet or of his first companions (sahaba),
which established guidelines of right behaviour for all the faithful. Hundreds of thousands of
sayings of Muhammad were circulating, most of them pious fictions. So, Arab conservatism
smuggled new materials across religious borders by disguising them as antiques.
33.It was mainly in the course of the 3rd C A.H. that the hadith effected a compact selection
from the gigantic materials of the "tradition". Parts of the latter were recognised as authentic,
were codified and made into great collections. Two facts about these collections are of
interest to our discussion.
34.First, although the religious tradition encompasses in its regulations the entire life of a
Muslim, it does not present any general norms of behaviour from which particular rules could
be derived by logical deduction. Instead it spreads itself out into a thousand tiny instructions
and gives equal stress to the most trivial and to the most important matters. There is no
unified religious-legal system, just a chaos of details and a maze of regulations lacking any
inner cohesion.
35.Secondly, it is a fact that these great collections are superstructures built on the Qur'anic
base, and their literary content is so unplanned, unsystematic and chaotic that this entire
branch of literature appears to European scholars to be one great jungle through whose
tangled thickets it is impossible to make one's way. The disorder of such literature is one of
the main reasons why Islamic scholarship has up till now made such slow progress. There is
some hope that this situation may rapidly change thanks to the concordances and indexes of
the works of this tradition which are being prepared by a Dutch team.t
36.So even if the hadith is a document bearing indications of how Islam may have assimilated
foreign cultural influences, it seems that the Arab spirit has left an important mark on it. In
spite of the uniformisation of religion which outwardly put an end to tribal particularism, the
sense of organic connections and the necessity for a synthetic view of phenomena still
remained foreign to the Arab mentality.

' P.M.Mc. Wesinck's Indices, recently reprinted in parvo, and now in my possession.
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37.There is support in the Qur'an and the religious tradition for a theological-legalist
scholarship which would attempt to lay a foundation for dogmatics and for an outlook on the
duties of man. But that scholarship never established a unified system. However, it still
retains the power to impress because of its mighty but chaotic collection of items.
38.Intellectual life in the East reaches its apogee in the Abbasid dynasty. A religious ferment
erupted around the throne of the Caliph, nourished by the revolt of Persian elements against
Arab supremacy. This caused the centre of gravity of political life to shift decidedly to the
East in the 8th C CE. In the fields of science and fine literature change was fairly
evolutionary, being spared the jolts which accompanied political developments. The
language of religion remained Arabic, which was in a position resembling that of Latin
during our own Middle Ages. However among these authors, including the most eminent, we
begin to find figures whose origins are Iranian.
39.One might assume that although the intellectual output of these people was written in
Arabic and was dedicated to themes imposed by Arabs, it might show signs of a mentality
quite different from that of the Arabs. However, there is little evidence of this. How can
such a thing be explained?
40.1 believe that the explanation is simple. For many centuries the form of Classical poetry
was determined by the forms of Arabic poetry, all throughout the Muslim East, even though
such forms were constricting to the growth of Persian poetry and frankly antipathetic to the
natural bases of Turkish verse. In the same way, the Arab conception of literary material
extended its influence widely, and is operative even when a whole domain develops almost
entirely in the Persian language.
41.Hence so long as secular scientific literature was not based on loans from the Greeks, it
displays the same sort of structure as we have recognised in the old poetry, in the Qur’an, and
in the religious "Tradition". Whenever we come across a scientific work, whether in the field
of history or geography or archaeology or genealogy or grammar or lexicography, it always
strikes us the same way. Its matter is broken up into a great quantity of separate statements,
independent and unconnected, enclosed in short sentences which seldom originate with the
author but are cited from various scholars of various periods and provinces. They are always
quoted verbatim, and are combined in some confusion. We don't find the author attempting
to illuminate contradictory statements by resorting to critical discussion or by making any
attempt to reconcile them. The lack of outward connection between them is accentuated by
the so-called isnad, that is, the chain of tradents through whom the author came to know of
the statement whose quotation concludes the chain. It is normal for an Arab scholarly work
to resemble an index of a book prepared on loose cards and then carelessly arranged, with
each card given its own identifying number.
42.So far we have concerned ourselves with one side of the basic trait of Arab creative work
— the lack of organisation in the aggregation of elements from which the work is composed.
43.Throughout our incursion into the problem we have mentioned short elements which are
viewed in and by themselves, without attention being given to their interrelationship. As
already noted, they are usually clear and accurate reflections of small scraps of reality. Two
basic tendencies enhance their verbal polish: a preference for complete comprehensibility out
of any context, thus, their syntactic self-sufficiency; and secondly, a tendency to employ the
greatest possible concentration of means of expression. Individual verses of poems, as well
as verses of art prose and other expressions constitute the material of scholarly writing,
principally the sort that form comprehensible units even when extracted from their contexts.
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Clearly, under these conditions the order of sequence of the elements will not play any
significant role. Individual editions of the old poems usually differ less among themselves
concerning the wording of verses than they do about the serial order.
44. Arab works attain their concentration of expressive means by the mastery of an assortment
of pithy, full-meaninged expressions and the total elimination of any unnecessary elements.
The Arabic language itself is of great assistance in this. It is distinguished by inexhaustible
lexical richness, especially in expressions for particular, concrete meanings, and a rich supply
of expressive means, particularly in its verb — a language which the author can call upon for
the subtlest shadings of what he intends to express. The desire for economy of expression
sometimes goes to excess. This is the case in ancient poetry when common nouns are
replaced by epithets — a procedure which reduces the immediate comprehensibility of the
expression.
45.No wonder that elements made of such select and concentrated material exhibit
remarkable resistance against the disintegration that might be effected by time or oral
transmission. Add to this the great conservatism of the Arabs, and we have the lasting
stability and unchangingness which marks Arab works. But as we have said, this does not go
with the enduringness of larger works or of organised complexes. Only their components are
preserved. The persistent survival of elements is quite characteristic of the Arab world.
Because of its loose composition the work as a whole is very open to the erosive action of
oral tradition and gets spread about like conglomerate rock after weathering. The individual
pebbles do not perish. They survive the demise of the work they were once part of, often for
an entire age. Now and then they enter into the formation of new part-conglomerates, to
wander even further by the dispersion of the latter. Works of scholarship which have
survived till our own days have for the most part the character of compilations, and are
predominantly made up of grains which enter constantly into the formation of ever new
works and survive their formation as well as their dissolution.
46.The elements of Arab composition are characterised not only by durability but by their
stiff unchangeableness in every detail. The idea that a saying remains essentially the same
when a new author puts it into his own words simply does not fit into Arab concepts. Only
word-for-word quotation guarantees authenticity of thought. Hence the liking for quotations,
and verbally accurate ones especially. An Arab treatise on poetics is usually an anthology of
the materials of others cited verbatim together with the name of the author from whom the
current writer happened to hear or read them. Because of the slowness of development of the
literary language the citations we meet with in Arab works may be very old, despite the fact
that their language displays no archaic forms. Two sentences may sit happily beside each
other but have origins many centuries apart. Seldom has the past assumed such an important
place in the life of the present as it has in the Arab world. Old cultural acquisitions do not
live and operate like matter absorbed into the organism and unconsciously assimilated. They
live in an unmodified form, mechanically carried forward and packed into the contemporary.
Of course, for these unchanging past elements to be able to break into the current of present
life, the structure of the latter has to be unorganised and loose, so all that is needed is to push
elements apart to accommodate any amount of foreign matter among them.
47.We have said that almost every Arab work contains a considerable quantity of elements
taken literally from ancient works. Because there is no tendency to assimilate them, they are
preserved like a foreign body in the organism. When such closed, foreign particles
predominate, the whole organism looks ossified from the start. When living elements do
arise, they resist the process of assimilation for a long time because of their rigid
immutability. They are subject only to a mechanical insertion into the structure, and this
makes the ballast of tradition in secular Arab literature swell to an excessive amount, and not
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allow itself to be stirred by new life. Every work of literature ends its life after a short season
of growth, stifled by the parasites of the past.
48.The particles of Arab productions stand independent and autonomous and are sufficiently
intelligible without their context. Characteristic of their verbal form is a precision of detail.
They smack of the aphorism. It is only a small exaggeration to term the whole of Arab
literature aphoristic — aphorisms of practical philosophy (the Arab proverbs); versified
aphorisms on the natural world of the steppes and on Beduin life (the lines of the qasida);
aphorisms of Muhammad and the religious authorities (the elements of the Tradition and the
religious literature which derives from it); scholarly aphorisms (the bricks from which are
created the monuments of scientific literature).
49.The development of the structural properties we have been considering is undoubtedly
much influenced by one social factor, that of oral tradition. Those pithy, short, terse
sentences from which the Arab work is constructed always seem to me to be the results of a
battle for survival against the corrosive power of oral transmission. Clearly, we do not mean
that the form of expression was immediately modified by transmission from mouth to mouth.
The forms developed slowly in the course of centuries, in imitation of those forms which
survived the battle against being effaced from the memories of generations. Writing
transmits human works mechanically. Oral tradition does this organically, by striving against
slight but incessant changes, and adapting itself to such a requirement. Throughout the ages,
imitation of works which had already been sorted through the sieve of memory and
imperceptibly adapted to the needs of oral tradition led to forms which had the best means of
support in the abrasive conditions prevalent in that kind of transmission. The qualities of
Arab memory were obviously decisive. It has no difficulty making a faithful reproduction of
details, but wavers when what has to be preserved is an unchangeable sequence of elements.
5
50.Summing up our investigation so far, we can make a judgement on the nature of Arab
intelligence. Keenness of perception is without doubt its most remarkable characteristic.
This must have evolved and consolidated itself in the course of long centuries of nomadic life
in the womb of nature on desert steppes. Ancient Arab poetry testifies to this clearness of
perception. It is a mark of primitive men whose most vital interests demanded the constant
straining of every thought in a battle with the forces of the environment. The monotony of
nature sharpened ear and eye. Later developments brought Arabs whose outlook was
structured in the manner of steppe-dwellers into completely different conditions. Even if the
individual Arab showed astonishing powers of adaptation, the pace of psychic evolution
could not keep up with the changes in conditions of living, and even today Arab cultural
production as a whole bears many imprints of primitivism, ones which indicate the Arab
steppe as their birth place.
51. Arab acuity focusses on detached phenomena, not on their inter-relationship. It has a
notably analytic character, lacking entirely the reflective moment. Thus all genuinely Arab
works are characterised by the massive predominance of observation over fantasy. The
extraordinary topographic memory of the Arabs is linked to a very weak historic memory.
52. Arab creativity finds it easier to identify factors than to combine and synthesise them. It
does not recognise fluid boundaries, rather, the phenomena it identifies are always crystal
clear. It never adverts to the distance dividing the observer and the observed. Thus there is
no trace of any spiritualising of nature in Arab poetry. It is characterised by a strictness and
factuality of description which are almost scientific.
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53.Arabs are more interested in the exception than in the rule. Unusual, out of the ordinary
events can draw full attention on themselves and divert it from what is normal. Thus when a
single common trait is glimpsed in objects otherwise totally incommensurable it is enough to
get them recognised as similar. And the Arab consistently distinguishes convergent
conceptual areas if, in even a small way, they fail to be coterminous. We could adduce not a
few curious effects of this tendency of Arab writing and thought.
54.lt is associative thinking which prevails over logical thinking, even among men of science.
The author writes down his data in the order in which he first became aware of them. The
flow of associations seems not to be arrested by any self-criticism.298 It is normal to find
things combined on the basis of purely superficial and quite accidental traits. We find bizarre
the repeated indifference which allows the Arab author to welcome in contents which are
totally incompatible. At every step in scholarly works we find side by side diametrically
contradictory treatments given by other authors to one and the same question. The writer
makes no attempt to clarify or to reconcile such contradictions. Instead we find the short
familiar formula Wallahu cflamu — "God knows better" (i.e. than both incompatible authors,
and than all of us).
55.Contradictions unresolved and left to their own devices are typical of more than just Arab
literature. Perhaps we can go beyond this to broader areas of Arab life. Arab cities present a
bizarre sight of splendid palaces next to the ruins of half disintegrating homes. In one and the
same province there are several systems of administration, dating from different epochs,
criss-crossing in weird ways. Through conservatism and inertia they are somehow able to
maintain themselves unbroken for centuries.
56.We are anxious not to fall into the error of those who view all Islamic culture from an
Arab angle. Our aim is to ascribe to the influence of Arab thinking some phenomena which
have struck root in the chaotic conditions of the Near East. Nevertheless there is no denying
that the Arab spirit's tendency to disregard oppositions and contradictions obviously did
colour Islam and found conditions for luxuriant growth in the conditions which Islam faced in
its newly-conquered territories. The whole Near East, especially the Arab East, consists of a
system of detached oases, big and small, separated by considerable tracts of land, scattered
across the steppe, the desert, or rocky mountainous areas. They lacked rapid and easy means
of communication, and so the development of unified social structures was made more
difficult, as was the development of any strong centre of authority capable of defending the
weak individual against the tyranny of the powerful and of bringing Beduin society to an end,
a society influenced by a principle so candidly expressed by the ancient Arabic poet Zuhair:
He who does not drive away a stranger by force o f arms from his own wells will be
destroyed, and he who does not violate will be violated
(Ahlwardt's ed. 16,53).
57.Such conditions led to the spread of the most glaring social contrasts. Human life went
on, amid the most fantastic variations in people's fortunes. Today in the palace, tomorrow in
the extremes of misery, but whenever it pleases destiny, back again to affluence. An average
pattern of mutability of fortune has the power to puzzle and to amaze, but the repetition of it
progressively intensifies the spectator's indifference and apathy in the face of the chaos of his
situation. The pious formula with which the Arab author calms his readers and himself after

298 Just one exam ple. In hayat al-hayawan (The Life o f Anim als) ad-D am iri (1 3 4 4 ,-1 4 0 5 ) fo llo w s up his a rticle
on the goose ('iw azz) w ith a len gth y a n d en tirely gratuitous section on the h istory o f the Caliphs. A fter this, as
ca su a lly as you like, he p ic k s up the th rea d o f "animals" again.
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the citing of contradictory opinions {Allah knows better) is merely an individual example of a
more general attitude, bom out of chaos, and commonly called fatalism.
6

58.We have found a certain property of Arab thought which often does not suit our taste, and
this tempts us to make a negative assessment. It is not my intention to do so. I am not
defending any thesis of the inferiority of Arab thought compared with a European way of
proceeding. I merely find that a different type does exist and my effort is to come to a
realisation of what the difference really is. I have not once adverted to the great contribution
made by the Arabs to contemporary culture, nor to the riches of their writings and of their art.
In passing let us note that not all which is commonly known as Arab art is really that.
59.In the nature of things we have been limited to a discussion of very general matters.
Precisely because they are so generalised these matters often escape the attention of scholars
whose eyes are focussed on very concrete, precise realities.
60.We should not be frightened to ask such questions by the fact that they are difficult to pin
down, or because simplifications will be unavoidable and abridgements and sketchiness as
well, nor because we lay ourselves open to the charge of having gone off the planet. We can
answer all such criticisms in the words of Renan: All generalisations are open to criticism.
If we want to reduce history to unassailable theses we would have to refuse it the right to rise
above purely material facts. But this would be to degrade it, rather, to destroy it
(French language r6§um£)
The a u th or fo cu sse s a tte n tio n on th e p ro b lem o f th e in terio r stru ctu re o f Arab
literary p rod u ction s. He claim s that th eir m ost characteristic trait is th e w ay th ey
rep rod u ce rea lity by accu m u la tin g fragm en tary o b serv a tio n s and m in u te details
p la ce d sid e b y sid e, a cco r d in g to th e p sy c h o lo g ic a l p rin cip les o f a sso cia tio n ,
w ith o u t co n sc io u s p lan or lo g ica l se q u e n c e . The p recisio n o f th e in d iv id u a l
o b s e r v a tio n s is u s u a lly a s so c ia te d w ith a m o re o r le ss c o n fu s e d ty p e o f
co m p o sitio n . The an alysis o f th ese p articu larities o f creative co n stru ctio n allows
the author to justify an overall op in ion about the nature o f Arab intelligence.

(Translator's endnote. Initially we attempted to use capitalisation to indicate the difference between
the traditional, Unitarian concept of Arab, and the underlying essen ce of arabism claimed by Kowalski.
However, choosing between Arab, arab, Arabic, and even Arabian, while sufficient to tempt, did not
produce a result clear enough to satisfy. The second, uncapitalised word was originally kept for cases
where the translator felt that what was intended was a historical "arab spirit" not limited to the
geographic or ethnic Arabs. In this revision we have abandoned such a quixotic and confusing
attempt.
About our treatment of such high-level generalisations, sometimes meant in the concrete sense, as
“creativity”, "creation” and even “spirit” itself, we prefer to maintain a modest silence, merely repeating
Hugo Rahner's joke about the theological discourse of his famous brother Karl: “When he dies, there
should be a committee to translate all his works into German!”)

299 op cit. pp.XJV-XV.
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23. Persian
1.

Kuka — literary process in Persia

M ehrjibhai Mosherwanji Kuka Wit. Humour and Fancy of Persia 1937 conveniently
contains much of the occasional writing, or fictive occasional writing, from more recent
years. I have separately mentioned my personal experiences of Iranian and Urdu literary
gems in social use. I hear that very similar things are common outside the Muslim areas of
India, for example, in Madras. Kuka's materials are not separately acknowledged. Much
comes from the rich confusion of contemporary commonplace books, though a general list of
sources is also given. Perhaps reacting against charges that Persian wit is superior to Persian
humour, the author collects material hard for the non-expert to find in the academic histories
except as the presumed background to such comments as that "occasional verse making
continues until today". P.l begins a long section on the anecdotal literature, typically replete
with competition verses made extempore, capping of verses, imitations of the form of the sent
verse in the answering verse, and such common manifestations of a verse-making court
culture. Texts in English and unvowelled Farsi. Quatrains/dubayti (I am not able to separate
the forms securely and experts disagree as to the boundaries of each), and single lines are
common. Longer poems do occur often enough.
P .l Firdousi completes a difficult quatrain. P.2 Sultan Atsiz sends four long lines (an
octave?) to his besieger. The poet Anwari was in the other camp, and fired into Atsiz's
fortress two long lines (a quatrain rhyming xava) wrapped around an arrow. Inside was
another poet, Rasheed-ud-din Watwat, and he sent back a quatrain rhyming aaaa to the
besiegers. On the defeat of the besieged, Watwat escaped death by punning on his own
name. Being merely a "sparrow", he could not be cut into anything like the seven pieces
which had been commanded.
P.3 The chieftain Nasruddin saved his life by personally presenting himself to Sultan Takash
with a ruba'i. A poet called Khwajeh Ameer Beg was sent one threatening long line by a
recent conqueror of Khorasan. He defiantly sent back 7 long lines copying the rhyme of the
original, the final line being a "couplet" (actually, one long line) of Hafiz. W e notice that Mr.
Kuka does not use English verse terms (or English spelling of Persian words) with any
observable consistency. This may be an instructive contrast to the more deliberately
scientific books we will go on to excerpt. P. vii of Rypka specifies the consistent meaning to
be given to "a verse" in all that collective work, but even this Continental systematicness
seems to break down in the sections dealing with Iranian folk literatures, which undeniably
use short lines. The same term "couplet" is used in the next anecdote of Kuka for a fifth and
final long line of Hafiz incorporated into another shortish occasional poem, this time to an
inaccessible and stingy Mogul emperor. When the reward was delayed, the same poet,
Halidary of Tabreez, sent a real ruba'i, of complaint. This brought the money and the robe of
honour promised.
P.5 Abdulla Khan Uzbeg (from his name not an Iranian, but perhaps I should have known
who he was from general history) visited the tomb of Rustom (apparently the visiting of
tombs was both a private and a public ritual), and burst into these "verses" (actually, one long
"line"):
Raise thy head from the dust and look at Persia,
now subject to the brave warriors of Turan.
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An unrealistically forthright Wazir who was travelling with him then suggested what might
be Rustom's reply (others give the boastful deliverer of the line just quoted as Taimur the
Lame, arousing the second retort below, note that the half-lines rhyme in all these versions):
1. When the forest has been deserted by the brave lions,
the jackals come in with a bold face.
or 2. From this wood the lions have passed away,
and now it is the lame fox that here doth prey.
P. Mulla Mohommed Assar was sent a cast-off garment as a Sheikhly gift, and replied with
suave irony in four monorhyming long verses (hence a sort of qasida fragment?). Watwat
again makes a complaint about dining table order in three of these monorhyming long verses.
P.7 brings back the aaaa ruba'i in which a wise courtier placated Sultan Tughan Shah Siljooki
for not being able to throw two sixes at backgammon. Dawary of Kashan sends an "epigram"
of two long monorhyming lines (hence some sort of dubayti?) to someone who criticised an
ode he had written in this elevated individual's honour.
P.7-8. Sultan Mehmood Ghaznawi while in his cups had cut the hair off his favourite, Ayaz.
The poet laureate Unsari had the job of consoling the "King", which he did in 4 stylish and
ingenious half verses rhyming aaaa. i.e., a "sung ruba'i", as we will later find out. On another
occasion Unsari softened the Sultan's fall from his horse, post casum, with a ruba'i rhyming
aaba. the most standard form, and being presented with the horse, and later asked what he
may have done with it, answered in another aaba ruba'i. As there are so many quatrains,
couplets and even single half-verses, I will omit from my summary most of the moderate
percentage of longer verses (presumably to be classed as ghazal) which occur in these
anecdotes. P.10 has 3 long lines rhyming only at the end of each "double half-line", and the
topic is of interest for us, being the "saltiness" of two rival poets' verses. It is interesting how
this poetic topos runs from NW Ultima Thule up to the walls of China, but not, apparently,
within them. Three long lines in monorhyme are also the form in which an insolent reply is
made by five brothers from Qaba to the invading Sultan Mehmood. Unsari was with the
avenging army and sent two monorhyme long lines of warning. The brothers made poetic
reply in a form looking like the opening of a qasida, with the first line rhyming at caesura and
end, but that monorhyme being taken up only at the very end of each following line, up to
four.
P. 11 opens a section on or by ladies of the court. Mohsitee was one wife of Sultan Sanjar and
gave a panegyric weather report in classical ruba'i form, aaba rhyme. P I2 Shah Jehan kissed
the false mole or beauty spot from one of his harem ladies and remarked "the crow flew off
the mouth". Next day he repeated the phrase and asked for a couplet which would include it.
"After a while" he got four different wazirs ready to deliver their extempore compositions, all
ruba'iyat, all, except the fourth, rhyming aaba. and the fourth rhyming aaaa. All the 'a'
rhymes were identical, as they were forced to put the King's phrase at the end of a half line
and thus use its last syllable as the rhyme syllable (unless indeed they put it in third place of a
aaba rhyme scheme, but perhaps for purposes of self preservation or of rhetorical climax,
they all put it last). P.13 Shah Jehan was losing a chess game in which he had bet one of his
harem girls as the prize. When approached in the harem, four beauties each delivered
themselves of a long line, the second and third ladies' lines having internal rhyme. The first
three tried to avoid being made the prize by punning on their names. The fourth, his
favourite Dilaram, went one better. She gave him in her verse the key moves to win the
game, and the editor includes a diagram of the board, with the variations of moves then used
for the Bishop ("elephant"). P.15 A daughter of Aurangzebe, Zeib-un-nisa Begum, was
addressed in standard ruba'i form by a poet, and replied using the same form, and the same
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main rhyme, punning on her nom-de-plume (a common form of signature for all poets)
Makhfi, i.e., "hidden". P.15, Nur Jehan jokingly demeaned a resident poet in a half line,
which he capped wittily, turning the slur on her. P.16, the Sheikh of a shrine waiting for the
arrival of Zeib-un-nisa sent a couplet reminding her that she had written and promised to
come. She replied in a couplet similar except that it had inner rhyme. The Sheikh replied in
an unrhymed couplet, and the Begum replied in a devastating couplet. It is interesting that all
these long lines are of the same final rhyme, no doubt an established fact of social intercourse
as well as a literary contrivance of the makers of such anecdotes. P.16-17 brings "cappings"
and literary ripostes between Jehangir and Nur-Jehan, the first in answering half lines, the
second in answering full (long) lines. On another occasion Nur-Jehan mollified the great man
with a startling couplet. On a happier occasion, poeticising on the basis of a dab of saffron
water visible on the garments of Nur-Jehan, Jehangir spoke to her in an amorous long verse
and she replied in another. There seems to be no link in the rhymes here, but there is a sort of
capping in the thought and expression. P.18 has a couplet (actually a long line with internal
rhyme) on the eyes of Nur-Jehan. She replied keeping the same form and rhyme in a long
line/short couplet which both playfully accepted and rejected the advance.
P.18, Jamy once recited before an assembly a long line (with internal rhyme) on his ideal and
absent love. A wag joked that the words in which Jamy longed for that unnamed presence
would equally fit any ass, if such ever happened to wander in. Jamy replied quickly in a
quarter line using the same rhyme as his first pair of half verses "I see that it already has
wandered in". I do not know enough Farsi to judge if the wag's words also make a good
(second) quarter line. They look lik e /w " " ~ / w ' " | | , but they do not rhyme.
The next item on p. 18—19 brings in the common device of play, not on the words, but on the
minutiae of their spelling, sometimes just the diacritics of letters. Khakan Minochehr
Sherwan Shah was sent one long line by the poet Kharkenee, begging for "a warm vest or a
fair slave", the italicised word being taken as a slight on the Khakan's generosity. The
Khakanee was forced to dismember an inoffensive fly and explain that it had doubled the
single dot of ba to make the double dotted ya, that is, the line should have read both a vest
and a fair slave: l> for L . The mutilation of the fly and this ingenious lie saved him from a
similar fate. His reply was in kind but in prose. P.19 recalls an "epigram" by the poet
Juwaini on a less successful officer. Abaqa Khan had dismembered this fellow and
distributed the pieces among various provinces. The ironic poem is a standard aaba ruba'i.
The poet Salman Saveji managed to beg the loan of a candlestick to light him home after a
long evening spent drinking with Sultan Oweis. When the Sultan requested the return of the
precious object, the poet bought him off with a short couplet / single long line, and was able
to keep the thing, having become aware that it was made of gold. P.20, two long lines with
monorhyme (I mean, only the ends rhyming), cleverly compared defaults in his payments
from the treasury to the set stone and the moving stone of a grinding mill. The conquering
Ameer Taimur complained to Hafiz that in a short couplet internally rhyming (quoted) the
poet had irresponsibly offered to give away Samarkand and Bukhara, the focus of the labours
and the risks of all the Ameer's military career, for the mole on some girl's cheek, and he was
nothing but an insignificant pauper to start with. Hafiz corrected the criticism: he was only a
pauper to end with.
P.20-21, Jamy wrote an "epigram" (an aaba rhyming ruba'i) on the complaints made by
Saghary that others were stealing his best verses. This was always obvious from the low
quality of everything he had to publish! The offended Saghary complained that Jamy
"seemed to love his epigram more than he loved his friends", and the latter's excuse was that
his innocent written text had had a diacritic misplaced by envious pens which turned a poet
into Saghary' : ^
for ^ js* L ,.
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Note how the preceding anecdote and such letter games indicates an intensely literate
audience and culture, and the cutting epigram on friends probably mirrors a real list of
literary rather than personal motives for writing satire and invective. A complicated anecdote
on the primacy of oral memory follows on p.21-22. As it concerns a qasida, an ode of
dozens of long verses, I merely summarise it. Abul-Faraj Sanjari (or, Ameer Moazzi) could
remember a long poem at one hearing, his son on two, and his slave after three. Thus he was
able to claim as his own any particularly fine poem recited at court, calling on his son and his
slave as witnesses, as they would by then have heard it sufficiently to recite it after the real
composer and then (?) he himself had first recited it. Note that this was held to be an
exceptional skill, and the anecdote depends on two interesting assumptions: its being unlikely
that anyone could reproduce a qasida (perhaps, unlike a ghazal or a ruba'i) on one hearing,
but that a poet would easily be able to recite all his own qasida from memory and so, with
less ease, would the members of his household. We have similar stories from the Viking
courts. Anwari came to Abul-Faraj in disguise (are we to assume that he pre-heard all the
new poets like this?) with a nonsense line which persuaded the pseudo-poet to let him in to
court as a poet-buffoon, not insisting on hearing the rest. In a way that our account does not
make clear Ansari was able to start before the King and go on a little in an impressive way,
then stop and ask Abul-Faraj if he would like to prove the poem was his by continuing. As
the latter had not yet heard the continuation he was for the first time discomfited and lost his
power as door-keeper cum plagiarist. As I have noted there seems to be some little
incoherence in Mr. Kuka's retelling of this significant anecdote. Perhaps he is using a bad
source, or more than one source and fell between them. The crucial points are whether AbulFaraj pre-heard each new poet, and whether the opening line "What a king! What a king!
What a king! What a noble! What a noble! What a noble!" was repeated verbatim from the
pre-hearing in the court recitation, or whether subtle modifications were made. None of these
doubts affect the insights brought by any version of this apparently famous anecdote to our
understanding of the levels and loci of memorisation in Persian culture.
On p.22-23 Salman Saveji tests the skill of the visiting poet Nasir Bokhari by getting him to
cap a half verse referring to the turbulent Tigris, imitating the rhyme. Mirza Bidel punned on
his name and simultaneously used a prestigious quote to answer the charge that he had not
written any verses in praise of God:
The poet Sa'adi of Shiraz has long since said,
What can one who has lost one's heart say of One who has no form?'
Apart from the literary and mystical resonance of the quip, let us note that the two half lines
rhyme. So too does each half line of a "one better" capping game of two poets, Faizi and
'Urfi, on a passing girl whose hair was floating in the wind. I pass over four long lines on
p.24 merely to note the interesting responsion of a three line reply to a three line letter, in
length, metre and rhyme. P.25 brings us back to an aaba quatrain of half lines, where the
reply likewise puns and imitates the form, but not the rhyme (Kamal-ud-din Ismail to Malik
Muzafar-ud-din). Similar punning and imitation of form, this time merely long couplet
rhymes, in an interchange between Adib Sabir and Futoohi. P.26, a self-demeaning ruba'i
(aaaa) of the condemned prisoner of war Syed Ashraf-ud-din Hasan to his conqueror Sultan
Behramshah saved his life. The legendary cynic and agnostic Omar Khaiyam alleged in
anger that God must have been drunk to let the poet's wine jar be toppled over and smashed, a
disaster which had just befallen him. The complaint seems to be an aaaa ruba’i. It is in an
aaba ruba'i that he allegedly apologised to God on feeling that he might unexpectedly choke
for his open impiety. The same lines, interestingly enough, are also attributed to a poet
whom I guess from the unvowelled Farsi to be called 'Iraqi. Another long couplet, but not a
strict ruba'i (there is end rhyme only) involving quite elaborate, riddling reference to the
script on p.27 composed to the poet Ghazali of Mashhad. It was an invitation from Khan
Zaman Ali Kuli Khan to visit Jaunpur and invites the poet either to follow his bent or
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(punningly) to take his own head, meaning to take the head letter of his name, a Gh, which is
numerically 1,000, and in fact, Rs. 1,000 accompanied the invitation. Such an allusion is
very indirect, and backs up statements in the secondary literature that there was a very strong
"generic expectation" of such things in Persia.
P.28 begins a collection of reverse cappings of verses, i.e., a half verse is offered, and another
half verse is made to stand b e fo re it. Saib was famous for such tricks and for
extemporaneous verse in general. No doubt we are to assume that the diplomatic verses of
Abu Talib Kalim, justifying Shah Jehan's name "king of the world" in the face of criticism
from the Sublime Porte, was more considered, and took refuge in numerology, hind = jehan
in the abjad system of equivalences, both having letters which add up to 59. Kalim sent a
long line with internal rhyme to Noor Jahan for criticism, expecting that it would be found
perfect. This illustrates the independence of the line, the bayt, in Persian (and even more, in
Arabic) verse. The lady's devastating reply was in a short prose quip, like some others which
I have passed over. A similar line with internal rhyme earned Saidi (p.30) both praise and
banishment for his flattery of Jahan Ara Begum, daughter of Shah Jahan (sic). It is two aaaa
ruba'iyat which earned advancement for Amir Moizzi from Sultan Malikshah, in the second
of which he mentions all four of the elements, fire, earth, water and wind. P.31 begins a
series of poems on misfortunes of various sorts, designed to distract and cheer rather than to
console, as the misfortunes are generally not major ones. A nobleman lost two teeth, and an
aaba ruba'i compensated him for it. Rukn Sayen was in irons, and rose to a challenge to get
his release by extemporising some really fine verses by producing what seems to be either an
aaaa or an aaba ruba'i with conceits connecting gold stirrups, iron shackles, and humility.
Another long couplet (from here on I will take this to mean one with only the end rhyme)
subtly asking for a similar favour as was given to the poet Hilali by Badi'uz-zaman Mirza, is
of interest because of "the sting" which is really in its tail. The ruba'iyat and the couplets
which I understand well enough all seem to have this "point" (in the Western sense, we will
that "end point" is not the only type), and it seems that the looser couplet also may. In this
one a certain envious, or disappointed Mulla Haidar Kulooj asks for a slave like (the one
given to) Hilali. The bracketed words, when added, give the other half of the ambiguous
meaning.
P.32 Sheikh Muhammad Sa'id Quraishi, refused entrance to Shah Jahan in his bath,
complained effectively in an aaaa ruba'i. This is on p.32, and is followed by what looks like a
ghazal, which I mention because it has the interesting and common 7-bayt form, which when
split into the semi-independent half-bayt segments (actually, they seem to rhyme aa, bb, cc) is
often called a Persian sonnet. There is another of these on p.4 which has, as we said, only
end rhyme. P.33 has a long line with internal rhyme containing the mean barb of one poet to
another in the royal presence. Also on this page the much-mentioned Watwat used one long
line for his complaint when kept outside the door of Adib Sabir on a snowy day. Sabir was
busy in the harem and officially "out". Watwat's bayt said that only a blockhead could be
"out" on such a day. Using the same sort of line and keeping the same end rhyme Sabir
admitted that he was indeed inside and supported Watwat's general comment. On p. 34 an
unimpressed Wazir also uses a lightly punning single line, this one with internal rhyme, to
dismiss two boring panegyric poets. Shah Na'amat-Allah Khan of Yezd was about to punish
some poets who had lampooned him. One of them, Kiswati, begged for mercy in two endrhyming long lines which we cite in translation because of the attitude shown to satire of
rulers:
O King, come not forth from thy house to injure the poets, lest thou become notorious
in the world. We satirise thee, and thou harmest us — what benefit to thee in this?
We shall be killed but thou wilt bear ignominy for ever.
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It was by an aaba ruba'i that Shapoor Naishapoori managed to be admitted to the harddrinking Khwajah Nooruddin after five days' waiting. Naturally his subject was the divine
advantages of wine-worship.
P.35 mentions a series of jokes on palindromes, based on an unquoted palindrome couplet.
Not showing their languages' vowels and double letters, normal Farsi and Arabic script do
produce an interesting number of such curiosities, and the joke is based on both bread and
everything being possible readings. This page ends with a pious, extempore long couplet
from the death-bed of Pahlawan Mahmood. P.36 has an interesting four-bayt poem
requesting that a surviving brother of Nizam Astarabadi send to that poet's patron, Khwajah
Saif-ud-din. This suggests that poems for headstones were rare (as indeed the archeological
records which I have searched mostly show them to be), and that headstones themselves were
expensive and far from universal:
O king, Nizam of enchanting words loved thee very much. How is it then that his
dust remains without a stone? I am surprised at thy sense of what is due. When he
was alive, owing to thy favour he never had to go under the obligation of others; now
that he is dead, it is but fitting that he should still be under the burden of thy
obligation.
Finally, on this same p.36 there is a long couplet by an envious Baqar Khurdah, chasing the
rewards given to others by Sultan Ibrahim Adilshah of the Deccan. There is no doubt that
poems of the length of the (long) line, couplet and somewhat longer were as widely used in
real life as they were in these anecdotes. While someone with a good knowledge of recent
history in Indo-Persia might date the personalities mentioned, it would take a real expert in
the source documents to date the texts themselves. I am especially interested in any reference
to Persian poetry in Indian courts, and particularly those in central or southern India, where it
turns out that wandering poets were welcomed, and prolific.
I pass over the chapter on Parody and Burlesque, and merely glance at Quaint Dainties
(p.69ff.) which may be composed specially "as such" by the poets mentioned, or may be
extracts suggesting their text of origin with different degrees of insistence. This is our
problem also with the Indian subhäshita. Most of the Quaint Fancies here are of one-bayt
length. We turn to p.88, Satire and Epigrams, as more germane to our preliminary survey. It
opens, appropriately enough, with an aaba ruba'i by Firdausi on the mental limitations of
Sultan Mahmood. Next comes a long poem of which only 15 long lines are quoted
(monorhyme anticipated in the first half-bayt only, thus a qasida) in which one of the mock
denigrations of Khaqany's verse by his admirer Jamaluddin of Isfahan (line 6a, if I am not
mistaken) opens: "Even suppose that your utterances are like a string of pearls...", which is
one of many mentions of this famous and much-repeated image. P.97 has another long poem,
this time in the progressive half-line couplet rhymes of the mathnavi form, but most of the
chapter's examples are two-bayt in length. We dispose of the three-bayt poem on p.96 and
give a translation as it concerns the eternal topic of satire of physicians, about which we have
collected quite a few English examples from recent centuries:
[27.] The Angel of Death complained before the Divine Presence of the physician
Asil, saying, "He has emptied the world of its people in these topsyturvy times. Either
take him away from this occupation, or put me to some other work!
Also on p.96 is a dubayti reversing the dignities of a "chaperone" and a dog: n° 26, also
another dubayti playing with not necessarily the spelling but possibly the phonemic material
of the word for "wine", shorab, of which half is "water" or ab. However, the last half line
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does specifically mention the word "letters", so here we have the frequent device of the use of
the script and spelling system as a source of imagery and comment. A more evocative and
unexpected topic comes up in the dubayti n° 28: the presumed primitive form of publication
of written poetry. I italicise the point and include the comment of Kuka:
Yesterday I said to the ignoble little Badr, "Thou art not a poet. He who is of the class
of poets deserves encouragement." He replied, "In every city I have hung up a poem."
Well, he who writes such verse deserves to be hung!
[In pre-Mahomedan times, and later, the Arab poets used to hang up their verses on
the gates of cities, to attract attention, this being the only mode of publication then
known.]
P.97 n° 30 has another two long lines with internal rhymes ab ab and actually the rhyming
words being entirely the same. I cannot follow the rhyming punning here, but it is obvious
that some technique like this is being used to denigrate the men of Seistan. P.104-105 have
seven satirical dubayti of various rhymes: xava. aaaa, aaaa. aaba. aaba. aaba. and aaba. Thus
they are mostly ruba'iyat of the normal form. The other short poem is one bayt only,
arranged as two half lines, with very rich three-syllable rhyme, perhaps involved in
mimicking the stammer of a girl. What is more surprising in these two pages is that the
"Satire and Epigrams" title is now being used to cover mere elaborate conceits with no
obvious satirical content. However, as all the poems deal with unpleasant topics like gout,
loss of a tooth, smallpox marks, pains in feet and ears and eyes, and as we have said,
stammering, perhaps the fineness of the conceits do not entirely cover up the low status of the
subject matter, and thus there might, for a Persian, be a refined type of satire or burlesque
inevitable even in the attempt to pretty up such inauspicious situations.
P. 172, in the section "Play on words and Macaronic verses" there are some palindromes of
full line length. I pass over the other devices, most of which we have met under other
headings. P.184 opens a section on "Riddles", p. 196 a section on "Charades and
Conundrums", and p.200 one on "Enigmas". Apart from the fact that these all seem to be in
one-bayt or in two-bayt/ruba'i form, not necessarily but often rhyming, I end my extracts
from Kuka with some comment on his use of the terms.
His "riddle" is the 1-q.ä ^o, not the ^
and there are intermediate instances under the
"Charades and Conundrums". The mu'amma is said to be about hidden names, guessable
from the instructions about various manipulations of words and letters. The chistän (in
Steingass, p.392) a pure Persian phrase meaning "What's that?", gives hints, not to the name,
but to the description or the appearance of a thing, from which the thing itself must be
guessed. The latter is said to be more obviously an encrypted text than the former, and it
seems to be the clash between the two sets of criteria, the degree of "signalling" of the riddle
and the sort of information given, that calls for the intermediate category. We have
previously seen that not only are riddles often in verse, but that there seems to be a need in
some cultures (insular Anglo-Celtic in the Middle Ages, for instance) to see the riddle and the
poem (and even the philosophical text) as equivalent. Each is an opaque external form
containing a vital content which must be "dug for".
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2.

Rypka — Persian genres

P.96 brings the ruba'i, said to be an ancient form still surviving in indigenous folk variations.
The du-bayti is said to be a "rhythmical variation" of popular, chanted poetry. This becomes
only a little clearer with the chapter on folk verse. It is found in the earliest poets, and
became of literary importance in the 11/12C in eastern Iran, i.e. Khurasan and Transoxania.
Its subject matter is anything outside the epic. Separate verses with or without (internal,
hemistich?) rhyme (which seems to be the meaning of " aa or _bb") are called fard and are a
recognised form.
P.97 mentions the "very popular custom" of "reply": istiqbäl or javäb, in Turkish nazTra, or
writing imitations of other poems. There had to be correspondence of metre, rhyme and
number of verses. Of course, such a natural activity in a poetry-loving culture has been
widespread from China to Renaissance Europe, but its popularity and acceptability has
varied. Chinese experts, for example, have condemned it, as we will note below. Kuka's
corpus shows many examples. Then there are verse letters, even in normal diplomatic
correspondence (p.97), puzzles (lughz), "logogryphs (mu'ammä), chronograms (ta'rikh),
betting and quarrelling songs (munazara) like the Provencal tenzons, and a "wealth of
epigrammatic quatrains of the most diverse kinds". Only these very short forms eventually
lacked the signature of the poet, though some longer forms took up the habit more slowly
than others. Praise of self (notable with 'Urfi, p.97) is presumably the main original reason
for such a use of a sphragis, and it did not guard much against plagiarism. If such a takhallus
was pre-Muslim and very traditional, it would suggest that the ghazal was not originally an
independent form, but rather grew from a fragment of such forms. Such doubts are for some
reason never raised about the independence and the originality of the ruba'i, which lacks any
takhallus.
A very important page is p.99ff, on point. The native word is nukta, an Arabic word meaning
the sharpened tip of a stick, or metaphrastically, "acutum dictum" (Freytag s.v.). This entire
issue is central to the literary discussion of epigram and of some other Western literary forms,
but it seems to be crucial to the quality of every verse of Persian poetry. The idea embraces
both content and form, and differs from the "point" of Western rhetoric and epigram allegedly
in that (p.99-100):
The real difference lies rather in the spontaneity of the West and its contrary in the
Orient. While the Idea in each verse must have its pointe (nukta) — and a very
emphatic one at that — there must also be a mutual relationship between the separate
concepts in one and the same verse, whether / it be in connection with the contents of
the verse or without regard to the latter. This law of the twofold nukta may nowhere
be disregarded because it is this in the first place that, in the eyes of the Iranian, marks
the verse as real poetry. The pointe of the thought subordinated emotion to intellect.
The importance of the expression of emotion thus occupies a place far behind that
accorded to it by the West. The second nukta, that of expression, demands the use of
one of the exceedingly numerous figures or tropes created by oriental theory, as an
integral completion of each of the verses. Tropes which consist merely of a
transference of the literal meaning into imagery do not as a rule suffice to bring a
Persian or Turkish verse to perfection. While the occidental poet is able to transport
his reader by a simple metaphor or a single simile, in the case of the oriental poet both
belong rather to the thought as such. But in addition the thought demands a formal
completion in the manner of a rhetorical embellishment (melismus), in many cases a
combination of several.
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P.100 goes on, in an equally muddy Central European manner of discourse, to the
characteristic embellishments, of which one seems to occur without ever having been
categorised, onomatopoeia. The most typical trope is hyperbole. Puns are made easier
because of the host of Semitic loan words and their openness to etymological figures, and
because of homonyms in general. The writing lends itself to "playful tricks". (This p. 101). A
poet was supposed to be learned in the extreme, both in memorising verses and in all the
sciences, but the thought of poems is generally conventional and the images, embellishments
and themes are trite. It is the combination of everything in tension with the precise form of
expression which makes the essence of Persian poetry rather untranslateable.
The notes contain some interesting material. P.122, n° 64 notes that the satire (hajv, hajviyya,
see p.84) is a libellous poem directed against enemies or even against the patron, if he does
not pay well. P.123 n° 80 indicates a theory of Bausani, Kowalski and Köprülüzade that the
quatrain may have come from Turkish. While Bausani and Bertels are praised for their
treatments, F. Meier's theory of Arabic influence is also highlighted, perhaps because it is
more recent. I am amazed that such highly-praised articles could not be integrated into the
determinedly nativist theories favoured in the text. N° 82 charts the earlier meaning of divan,
i.e., merely a collection of written works, not necessarily of poetry. In medieval Kurdestan,
where Sufism prevailed, pupils became accustomed to using the takhallus of their masters
and adding their own poems to this master's divan, according to O. L. Vil'hevsky. To catch
this widespread activity in the act is a useful result from literary research. In late Classical
times and in Biblical times it was clearly common and normal.
P.232 has a critical comment on mysticism in general, no doubt influenced by the official
ideology once prevalent in the country of the editor. There can be no doubt that it was a
grass-roots phenomenon in Iran. It is significant that this little section precedes the treatment
of "The Quatrain poets", Baba Kuhi, Baba Tahir, Ansari and Baba Afdal (to deprive them of
their other titles and also of their diacritics). Sufi poetry and the quatrain are now inextricably
connected, whatever the other uses of the genre and whatever its origins. At the time of the
first-mentioned lived an Abu-Sa'id b. Abu'l-Khayr of Mihne or Mahayana, 967/8-1049, a Sufi
at Nishapur and reputedly (p.234) author of some dozens of ruba'is of a mystical nature. In
the biography we have from his great-great-grandson he is also said to have composed no
poetry. Rypka assumes that he used pre-existing quatrains.
Such is the state of the tradition we have to work from.
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3.

Marthiya - Pellat

"Elegy", pre-Muslim and Muslim. It laments and celebrates. From the same root we have
the word rithä3, meaning both "lamentation" in general and the genre of "elegy" in particular.
ARABIC: No doubt its origins are in ritual movement and song around the deceased by his
female relatives or professional female mourners. The mother or sister of the dead man once
had to placate his soul, commemorate his noble qualities, and express the clan's grief in saf.
Verse form came later, and even after being typically versified, such poems were still
attributed to early and obscure poetesses. Such old improvisations are almost completely lost
but the existence of the practices is suggested by many echoes in later times.
Women continued to play a part in composition when verse form became common,
particularly al-Khansa5. Males were quickly prominent and some pre-Islamic male poets owe
their reputation almost entirely to their elegies, e.g., Mutammim b. Nuwayra. Some
judgements classified the elegies as the best of the divans of early poets. It seems that such
elegies were never composed for deceased females in Beduin times, and in the early decades
of Islam.
Islam seems to have produced little immediate change in the form, except that usually a
group is now mourned instead of one individual. Of course, Quranic inspiration and echoes
become apparent. There are also fewer calls for vengeance, and some other minor
differences have been argued for. The sense of the superiority of Islam adds the possibility
of politico-religious propaganda. The Khäridjls wrote death poems of rejoicing.
The 2/8C growth of poems of reflection on death, the zuhdiyyät or “ascetic poems” no doubt
influenced the rithäf and even merged with it. From the 3/9C the letter of condolence is a
recognisable form, the tacziya, which is indistinguishable from the marthiya when in verse, as
it can be. This leads to the acceptance of prose marthiya on the part of Pellat, funeral
orations, encomia, epitaphia, epicedia. Because it is a celebration of one or more individuals,
theorists subsumed it under the category of panegyric, madlh. Such qasidas are written also
on the destruction of objects, animals, and of course, cities and dynasties. In the latter case,
lamentation is over the ruins, the a.tläl.
Under the Umayyads, Farazdaq and Jarir wrote elegies, the latter being one of the first to do
so for a female. In the 2/8C the ascetic poems which involved reflections of death, the
zuhdiyyät, added gnomic themes to the elegy. In some cases, the individuals mourned were
not yet dead! (p.604b bottom). In the 3/9C there appears the multiplication of elegies on the
same person, indicating at least a care for form and revision. The "letter of condolences" to
the parents of the deceased, the tacziya can be in verse, and is thus indistinguishable from the
marthiya. It is stated that at least the prose risala of Jahiz is a non-versified but still a genuine
marthiya. Theoreticians gave the form little special attention because it fitted into the MadTh
or eulogy form, which fitted into the qasida by omission of the opening nasib. This third of
the canonical qasida was not needed, as in the funeral context there is a ready-made subject
for mourning other than the traditional abandoned camp site. The subject can be fallen
dynasties and ruined cities, focussing often on their ruins, the a.tläl, particularly in al-Andalus
and Africa, with an unusual number for the fall of Granada.
Today “more or less improvised pieces of verse” [p.607] are still recited over the grave of the
deceased, even in the countryside. The professional poets continue to write them, and
because the marthiya was not often written out of a desire for personal advantage, it has been
said to be the most genuinely poetic of the Arabic genres, despite its frequent
conventionalism.
In the Maghrib there is much popular poetry sung at the graveside which is not marthiya, e.g.,
panegyrics of the Prophet. The custom is still alive however, and both in print and
improvised in the countryside. Funeral tributes for great world figures continue to appear. It
is possibly because the marthiya was not normally written in view of patronage that it has
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remained alive and fairly sincere over such a long time. It is subsidiary to panegyric but
retains its own specific function and, in Arabic, some definable form.
In PERSIAN it is a thematic division, not a formal division of poetry. It occurs in the qasida
form, in qifa, rubä% ghazal, the strophic tarklb-band and tarji-band, and the rhyming
hemistichs of the mathnavi. Somewhat different imagery and tone can be assigned to public,
private and religious marthiyas. The latter, of course, branched out into the celebration of the
Shiite month of Muharram, the death of Husayn and the martyrs of Karbala5, especially after
Safavid patronage strengthened Shiism. A Manichaean example of the 3/9C is the earliest,
and is spoken by the deceased himself from the grave, [p.608]. Literary genre was
established by a poem of Farrukhi Sistani, ten characteristics from his lament for Mahmud of
Ghazna being imitated to the present day. A variant form adds to the lament for the deceased
praise of his successor. Shiite practice encouraged formal and popular elaborations of elegies
for the dead. The greatest variety prevails. As with Arabic but apparently more so, a special
sub-category of personal lament is that of poet for poet.
Turkish traditions have long had funeral laments on the popular level and the elevated,
Persianised level. Turki languages preserve funeral laments of pre-Islamic period on stone
and in Turf an MSS. Naturally, they can often be stanzaic. Popular lyrical laments survive
from many periods as aghit.
In the far more recent high literature in Urdu, the form was much more dominating than in
the other languages. Perhaps it is the only indigenous Urdu genre, and began in Lucknow in
the 19C. Notable was the short compass of the early, Dakkhani laments, 5 verses (i.e., 10
hemistichs) to about 20 verses, and rarely 30. Later the form reached hundreds of long
verses, largely to accommodate the narrative element from Shiite epic hagiography, and we
find poems of from 300-600 verses. Most were in long ghazal form, i.e., stichic with
monorhyme. A few were in mathnavi and quatrain form. Some long ones have a lot of
internal (hemistich) rhyme and are reminiscent of quatrain form. Quatrains gained ground
after the Mughal conquest. Long religious elegies became the most vital form of Urdu
poetry. Secular elegies are hard to find, but they did exist. This never reached independence
as full-blown Urdu epic.
In Swahili we have to contend with the very strong Bantu substratum of laments for the great
dead and the fact that literary remains (folk or written) do not begin until our own century, for
the most part. Elegiac poetry is the major productive form in Swahili. The African need for
guidance and a strong hand in times of confusion and sorrow is projected onto the Prophet.
The language uses the word lalamiko for elegy. It is a living (secular) tradition to compose
praising poems for the dead, if these were great men. It may be more Bantu than Islamic in
origin. The Arabised Muyaka bin Hajji tea. 1250/1837 wrote quatrains on love and
philosophy as well as possibly one elegy. Many Bantu peoples, particularly the Zulu, are
culturally inclined to deep nostalgia and their attachment to their living elders is the cause for
deep grief and confusion on the death of parents and great men. In this context the elegiac
mode and the funerary song flourish.
Preserved literary funeral laments are predominantly long. In Persian and Turkish (the
difference may be minor) there is the option of quatrains (of short lines too). Elsewhere the
tradition tends to considerable length, normally dozens of long lines, sometimes hundreds. A
complicating factor, as always, is the fact that much anthologised poetry is possibly not
complete.
Two forms of variety in Arabic ritha-s is instructive: that where several versions are
produced by the one poet for the one man (indicating a shift of emphasis from content and
function to the cultivation of form), and the writing of laments in the form of death elegies
but for living persons, apparently not in any satirical manner. One necessarily premature
death elegy is, of course, that written by a poet for himself, but this is mentioned only for
Abu Nuwas. Something like this happened in the Greek -4C and possibly -5C, but in a far
more inscriptional context.
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4.

Rumi's "Epitaph" in context

Halman, Talat S. Jaläl al-Din Rumi: Passions of the Mystic Mind in Yarshater 1988 p. 190—
213
Mawlana ("our Lord", "our Master") came from Balkh (now in Afghanistan) being born there
in 1207. He was to die in Dec. 1273. After many wanderings he settled in the then capital of
the Seljuk Turkish Empire, Anatolian Konya. There, from a wild mystic called Shams al-Din
of Tabriz, he had revealed to him many of the ways in which love transcends the mind.
Most of his poetry was extemporised while he was immersed in the ecstatic dance of the
samä' (often called äyin-e sharif the blessed ceremony), often holding the central pillar of the
room and whirling himself around it. His Kateb al-asrar (scribe of secrets) furiously took
down his short and long poems. The Divän-e kabir contains verses characterised as: lyric,
narrative, epic, didactic, epigrammatic, satiric, and elegiac. His synaesthesic mysticism led to
high quality in his writing and his music. Native commentators tend to bypass the literary
qualities in their attempt to annotate the philosophy and the religion in his works. One of his
roba'iat, intolerant about intolerance:
Unless the seminaries and the minarets perish,
The wandering dervish can reach no state he can cherish.
Unless faith becomes disbelief and disbelief is faith,
No vassal of God will be a true Muslim and flourish.
Another:
The holy month: The people are bewildered and in pain.
Why beat the drums? You can see it with your own eyes, it’s plain.
The drums make all that clamor — like the outcry of evil.
The Lord is deaf, that’s why the drums blast again and again.
On the mystery of spiritual elevation:
This season is not the spring, it is some other season,
The languid trances in the eyes have a different reason,
And there is another cause for the way each single branch
Dallies by itself while all the trees sway in unison.
This is almost Chinese!
I am quoting mostly his quatrains, though there are famous ghazals, and of course, his much
longer mesnavi/mathnavi, whose opening couplets are:
Listen to the reed, how it tells its tales;
Bemoaning its bitter exile it wails:
Ever since I was torn from the reed beds,
My cries tear men's and women’s hearts to shreds.
Let this separation slit my sad breast
So I can reveal my longing and quest.
Everyone is my friend for his own part,
Yet none can know the secrets of my heart.
23. Persian —
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The flames of love make the reed's voice divine;
It is love’s passion that rages in the wine.
The reed cries with the lovers who fell apart,
It rends the chest and tears open the heart.
Nothing kills or cures the soul like the reed;
Nothing can crave or console like the reed. ...
Another roba'i;
Every night flowers blossom in the sky,
The universe is at peace, so am I.
Then hundreds of sighs break out in my heart
Where in cold darkness flames rise with each sigh.
Love is all embracing:
So long as I am alive, love enlivens each day.
I am not a hunter, but this is my cherished prey.
This is my moment, my epoch, my stand through time,
My heart's calm, my peace, my friend who ends all dismay.
He also wrote in prose, such as the Fihi mä fihi, which opens with a proclamation of the
scholar's independence from political power. His mysticism was bound up with an intense
discussion of political and moral philosophy. Some debate still surrounds his taking up of
poetic composition at the age of 37. It may have been a personal discovery, or it may have
been a propagandistic medium to popularise his higher teaching. He had little patience with
the restrictions of bound form, aspiring to the state of pure music. Certainly, in Fihi mä fihi
he states that poetry is a means to an end. A roba'i also expresses this:
Eternal King, from whose couplets and odes I am set free,
Pentameters and tetrameters [good work tr.!] had nearly murdered me.
The flood took away all those deceiving rhymes in one thrust,
Leaving them to lesser poets whose heads have a thick crust.
Also:
I sit around racking my brains to find this or that rhyme.
My loved one tells me: "You should think of my face all the time."
We are together now, relax; these rhymes have no value.
I find the rhyme and reason of the happy state in you.
Poetry, however, was for him the embodiment of philosophical experience, so these extreme
poems do not give his whole attitude to his medium. In fact, it is the supreme Fiction, and the
transcendent reality. It is hard to separate it from "music", which inspired the following three
roba'i-s. He was forced to defend his great use of music, given what the QuFän had to say
about music in worship. Three roba'iat:
They say the reed and the lute that charm our ears
Derive their melody from rolling spheres;
But faith that transcends imagination's bounds
Can see what sweetens all the jangled sounds.
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We, who are parts of Adam, heard with him
The song of angels and seraphim.
Our memory, though dull and sad, retains
Some echo still of those unearthly strains.
O, music is the food of souls who love,
Music uplifts our spirit to realms above.
The ashes glow, the latent fires increase;
We listen and are fed with joy and peace.
(tr. R. A. Nicholson)
Much of his Sufi Welt-Schmerz finds thematisation in the "If I should die..." topos, but
poems operating in this way are hardly epitaphs:
If I should die
I bid you carry me
To where my love might lie
There let me be.
And if she would give
My cold lips just one kiss,
Believe me, I would live
Again by this.
Rumi's death is commemorated on 17 Dec each year at Konya, and is called Sheb-e Arus
(Wedding night), thus much poetry surrounds death:
Death is reunion with God:
The night of my death
Will be a bridal night,
The nuptial with supreme love.
Death is in fact an ultimate triumph, thus, much anticipated by Rumi, as by Japanese poets.
One poem quoted actually envisages the burial rites:
When my coffin starts its journey to the grave
Don't think I am unhappy to leave this world.
When you lower me into the pit, don't weep
Because that is a curtain behind which lies
Peaceful paradise.
When he did die, Rumi was buried with the saddest samä' seen at Konya. Christians, Jews,
Greeks, and Armenians flocked to farewell the great Pir. He had always been a universalist,
though also seeing the need for specific practices and structures to maintain and promote his
order, the Mawlavi Brotherhood, and he remained emphatically Muslim:
Like a compass I stand firm with one leg on my faith
And roam with the other leg all over the seventy-two nations.
Seventy-two nations hear of their secrets from us;
We are the reed whose song unites all nations and faiths.
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His mausoleum has been called the "stronghold for lovers", and to visit it is said to be an
aesthetic, as well as a spiritual experience. One of his previously famous roba'i-s is engraved
there, inviting all to the green dome:

Come, come again, whoever, whatever you may be, come:
Heathen, fire-worshipper, sinful of idolatry, come.
Even if you broke your penitence a hundred times,
Ours is not the portal of despair or misery, come.
It is obviously not written specifically for the shrine, nor is it the one epitaph selected
(exclusively) for his tomb. He wrote many short (and longer) poems of the sort. It is like the
selection from The Ballad o f Reading Jail placed by "an English lady" on the tomb of Oscar
Wilde at the P£re-Lachaise (sculpted by Epstein), an extract (from his divan), made by
someone else, and meant to remind the reader of its pre-inscriptional state.
The writer of this article bewails the lack of any impressive translator of Rumi. He uses some
of Arberry's and Nicholson's translations. His own efforts annoy — he himself is no Edward
FitzGerald.
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24. Pre- and Proto-Persian
1.

Sasanian, Parthian, Achaemenian

There were pre-Muslim funeral inscriptions. The turbulence of the history of this area and
the quirks of history have deprived the world of most of the literary productions of great
cultures, and Middle Iranian epigraphy has been developed largely in our lifetime. Iranian
influence on the rest of the Middle East has been claimed from Mithraism to folklore and to
the mediation of ancient culture to the Arabs. What we now have is extremely fragmentary.
W.B.Henning noted the gap between the last Old Iranian inscriptions of Artaxerxes III, 359 338 BCE, to the first Middle Iranian under Ardashir I 226 - 240 CE. Surprisingly, some
themes are noted by Skjaervp 1985 as bridging this gap. An old/new theme he mentions on
p.599 is one that can be summarised “you who shall read this inscription afterwards...” one
more example which can be used against Wade-Gery on the right understanding of ttotc:
tuvam kä haya aparam imäm dipi[m] patiparsähai... DB 4.40-43
you who afterwards will read this incription...
aniyaSciy vasiy astiy kartam ava ahayäyä d[i]p[iy]a naiy nipiStam avahayarädiy naiy
nipiStam mäta[ya haya apa]ram imäm dipim patiparsatiy...DB 4 45-50
much else has been done that has not been written in this inscription. It is not
written lest he who shall hereafter read this inscription (i.e., to him what 1
have done may seem too much... see the surviving formula in the inscription
after next)
(Sasanian, whose graphics, lacking vowels, we will not here quote at length in
transliteration)
We ordered this much to be written for the reason that he who comes after us
shall know.... which if it were written in this inscription would be too much.
However / wrote this inscription that he who in future times sees deeds and
letters, he should know...
Harmatta 1974 studies the bald inscriptions on Sasanian vessels. Of some interest to us is the
(Aramaic eteogram) deictic ZH. Also the causative of “ordered to be made”, rather than the
outwardly ambiguous Greek simplex: “made”. Otherwise all we have is the proprietor (his
name not grammatically in the genitive, but that is a common "hidden case" of Greek
nominatives on personal possessions) and the weight.
ZHH M’NH pwl
ZY whm ‘n plmwt *krtn ‘
III c xx x dlhm sng
This vessel is complete
which Vahman got made
33 drachm the weight.
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In Acta Iranica VIII300 p.244-245 we read that PRMT, (PZM’T, PLM’T) is the later fra ma ta
—“order” , and KRT-NCis of course the Indian-Iranian word for “to do” — krtanai.

300 Back 1978.
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2.

5 Aramaeo-Persian epitaphs of the time of the Athenian democracy.
Epigraphica Anatolica I 1983 [*Akurgal et al.]

An Imperial Aramaic epitaph for a noble Persian,Phrygia, to be added to the 4 examples
known from Achaemenid Asia Minor from the -5C and -AC: one from Kesegek Köyii near
Tarsus in Cilicia, another from Daskyleion in Hellespontic Phrygia, politically the same
region as the new one treated here, a Lydian-Aramaic bilingual from Sardes, and a Greek
Aramaic bilingual from Limyra in Lycia. As is usual anywhere eastward of Greek-speaking
areas, the writing is in Aramaic, with native (Iranian) words. How it was read is more
problematic, as Aramaic "eteograms" could be, as Chinese characters were, and are, in Japan,
read either in the native language, or in some version of their exotic pronunciation.
The new, fifth, epitaph
An Aramaic Picture stele with inscription, of an interesting sort. The palmettes on it seem to
be of Greek inspiration, not necessarily direct. The inscription is below the lowest of the
three pictures. Letters are from 30 - 10 mm high, the lines are respectively 485mm, 455mm,
and 350 mm long.
It would seem (p. 18-19) that in the Greco-Persian period the West Persian noble Ariyabäma
set up a tumulus grave and funerary enclosure for himself (i.e., se vivo) but that an Adda (an
aramaised or perhaps iranised Semitic name, more commonly Addo, one of his liegemen?)
predeceased him, so he buried the latter in his own grave at his own expense, adding an
appropriate stele. Herod. V 8 and IV 71, 5 notes that the Thracians and the Scythians used
such burial practices. The inscription on the stele, p. 11:
1:

znh smP zy cdh 5[m]rdwS zy 5rybm
(the 5th word could be J|m]drws, 5[m]rrws, ’[mjddws,
dmjrdws...)

2:

kzy hw tb cbd wkn *bd lh bmyf

3:

[w]kn 5rybm tb whmr zylh

1.
2.
3.

This is the stele o f Ada, of ..(A/mar(-)dush??).. of Ariyabäma
Since this man did good, he for his part treated the deceased thus
And so Ariyabäma shows that he too is good. And it is at his expense.

Notable Semitic/Iranian/Armenian funerary and inscriptional words:
a) smP: found normally in Canaanite, OT Hebrew, Phoenician and Punic as Picture of a god,
idol-image, statue of a man or a god, but here obviously means the stone stele, covered with
picture and inscription. See Höffner et al., CIH Indices, for somewhat similar South Arabian
SLM and its derivatives. I am not au fait with the types of metathesis evidenced in the history
of Semitic, and in any case, the initial S of SML and SLM may well derive from incompatible
origins. Fortunately, our ambitions in the field of comparative Semitic are limited.
b) *dauSa or *mrdw§ or *drw$: [p. 13] M. Macuch verweist mich (brieflich unter dem
6.5.1982) darauf, daß man in drwS ein iran. Wort des Inhalts "Eingemeißeltes",
"Eingeprägtes", also geradezu "Inschrift" und insofern eine Beschreibung der Stiftung sehen
könnte. Sie nennt «...armen. droSm "das (eingegrabene, eingebrannte) Zeichen, Mal,
Gepräge, Stempel", droSmel "eingraben (in Tafeln, Steine), einschreiben, einbrennen", drauS
"Bildsäule", drauSel "schnitzen, meißeln", mp. dröS, "Brandmal, (eingeritztes) Zeichen"» und
erinnert mich an H.W. Bailey's Bemerkungen zu av. draoSa in: BSOS 6, 1930-1932, Neudr.
Vaduz 1964, 594 f.
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Other phrases of burial monuments, taken from the other four Asia Minor epitaphs:
Kese$ek Köyü— 1. 1 " ptkr znh hqm nn$t — NnSt made this a r t w o r k 1. 4: cm ptkr znh.
Also 1. 3-4: "wmn byS y'bd cm ptkr znh — whoever does evil to this artwork...". Sardes— 1.
3 "wprbr zy C1 sprb — and the 8pouo?, which (leads) to the grave", and 1. 5: "lqbl zy prbr —
in front of the Spouog.
The pattern and the ethos of these inscriptions is interesting to compare with those of
contemporary Greece, and the roughly contemporary Hebrew one quoted by *Ahituv from
the Israel of die Kings:
One o f the fe w surviving early epitaphs, fo u n d around Shiloah, the site o f palace gardens o f
the times o f the kings, now an Arab village under the Turkish walls o f Jerusalem, near the
Kidron and overlooking its junction with the Gei Hinnom: "This..is. the. tomb..of
Sheynayahu which.is .o.v.er the. dwelling. (bayt = Early Gk oiqos ?). There, is.here.no.silver
nor .gold,.only. his. hpn.es, .and .the. h.o.nes. of. his mother. (.?} .with .him... Cur.s.ed. th.e.man.w.hp
opens.this."

i r m q o i rm p x . m i n
nurx l i r t m u j mi*p] nxi
nxi nx nnEP ivljx m x n n i x .nnx nnnx n n x n ( i n n x i ] d x p i ]
This is much less "Greek" than the epitaph of Adda. Less proclamation, less flaunting of the
honour of the deceased and of the raiser of the monument to him, in short, less aristocraticheroic tone.
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1. Middle Iranian verse form
There is a fundamental problem underlying a discussion of the field of verse inscriptions in
any period of pre-Muslim Iran. It centres on the definition of verse. The oldest Iranian verse,
Avestan, is rather like what Windfuhr and others have noted for various modern Iranian
dialects. Their poetry involves a syllable count, and to our eyes, not an exact one. Gandje'i,
Lazard, Hertel, Henning, Shaked, Elfenbein, Benveniste, Boyce and others have suggested
various definitions. There is no doubt that a metre did distinguish Iranian pre Islamic poetry.
Our problem is to define it, and in the case of past cultures, to “hear” it, which may be
impossible without reimagining ancient music and performance practices. A point worth
making here, as in pan-Indo-European perspectives on verse form, is that metrical strictness
seems to grow slowly in a culture if it is not imported. When forms have finally become very
strict, they then tend gradually to sclerotize and be abandoned. It is my present opinion that
the national forms of Greek, Indian and Arabic verse were developed relatively late, not
inherited from a neolithic past, nor indeed borrowed from each other. Real metrical strictness
in Iran, one of the prerequisites for “epigram”, did not begin, it seems, until the Muslim
invasion. There was song, there were song words, and there was court poetry before the
Muslims, but such language acts did not leave an unambiguous form on the written remains.
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2. Dakhma and astodan - Iranian burial and Pehlevi
funerary inscriptions
If Middle Iranian poetry is both a culture-specific and a comparative problem, burial practices
are not so difficult to parallel with practices in the West, and burial is always relevant to what
we are calling epigram. In Franz Grenet’s contribution to the article on BURIAL
(*Negahban et al.) to the El RAN he notes that there w as a general Achaemenid respect for
tombs, and we have noted that the royal formularies of Achaemenian inscriptions are taken
up again in Sasanian times after that 700 year epigraphic gap. No wonder that he notes that
funerary rites were conservative, perhaps even more here than elsewhere. In the Sasanian
period some stones bear Pahlavi inscriptions. The tomb words have changed their meanings
with changing culture — dakhma and astodan. The former means a burial installation, most
recently a tower of silence, but previously (i.e., before the Zoroastrian revival which
encouraged the killing of Mani Hayyim?) could mean a grave.301 The latter word is
etymologically an ossuary, i.e., likely to mean the place of a secondary burial if there are two.
That it is named after bones may be more significant that at first appears. Exposure was not
the only burial in Iran. Cremation was a great sin to Zoroastrians, while interment was a
lesser sin. In Astodan El RAN it is noted that it is the -4C Aramaic epitaph of drdzifiya which
offers us the first mention of dakhma. It occurs in an epitaph, which is of more interest to our
discussion than that the language of the inscription happens to be not Iranian but the common
Aramaic. Aramaic graphs are as intimately a part of Pahlavi writing as the Han characters are
in Korean and Japanese. That the writing of Iranian languages has usually been in the
spelling of another, and for Middle Iranian there are Semitic spellings, and, as in previous
stages of the writing systems, whole words lifted from a very foreign language and used
either ideographically, or as borrowings. It is not easy in individual cases to decide the
language or the pronunciation intended. The situation is similar for early Japan, where
Chinese script is used, sometimes to write Chinese, sometimes to attempt to write Japanese.
Although our few quotes are not pronounceable to the non-expert, they are readable to
anyone with some smattering of both an Indo-Iranian language and of Aramaic/Hebrew.
Thus we quote them.
In *Frye’s article we meet again the deictic ZH (or the like, = mod. Heb ze, 'this') a linguistic
function so basic to Early Greek epigram and indeed to its later transformations, and the nonGreek causative verb combination: “ordered to be made”. Also interesting, if it means
anything more than a simple emphasis (= for himself), are the inscriptions which add:
“...him self ordered to be made”, a mere translation variant of “for his own souV\ as can be
seen from Frye's vacillations. The Fars inscriptions look factual to our eyes, but the ten lines
on the Persepolis column, if not verse, are probably poetry.302
The originals of the first four come from 500m SE of Tepe Istakhr in Pehlevi cursive, written
vertically.

301 p p ^ p 152 discusses whether the two meanings could have been confused. He retains as a fundamental
distinction that the dakhma is the place, the astodan the container, used for burial. •
302 p. 153, 154. In all the Fars inscriptions the letters d and k are easily confused, and sometimes k can hardly be
distinguished from vc.
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Pehlevi lines are here given as alineated on the monuments, the English translations taken
from Frye, but cut, and slightly rearranged, to fit the layout awarded their originals.
The epitaphs from Fars are apparently to be assigned to the time of Yazdigird III, regnavit
634-651 and immediately pre-Muslim, as they all seem to be of the same sort and style, a
y z d k r t ' is mentioned in B, and in the Iqlld text, and Henning refers to them collectively
as "late". Yazdigird II, r. 440-457, and Yazdigird I, r. 399^120 are hardly "late".

Istakhr A
(writing
25 x 20 cm.)

ZNH dhmk'[y]

This dakhma (of)

plhw (m)lt'y

Farrukhmard

? p bhl l’n'

fate?-

mtr ?

mihr ?

?

n ? gwspn

Istakhr B
(writing
51 x 40 cm.)

plm(w)f kiln'

ordered to be made

ZNH dhmk'

This dakhma

wl T BYRH hwrdt y SNT y yzdkrt'

? in the month Khurdad of the year of Yazdegird

20 10 3 W YWM y wlhl’n

33, and on the day Varahran,

p ? wkn y hwlSyt’

P—okan (?) son of Khurshid (?)

BRH lwb’n NP$H
l’y plmwf krtn'

for the sake of his own soul
ordered to be made

W whSt’ y p’hlwm

And the highest paradise

bhl YHWWN’t

may be his lot

BB

In —

ZNH dhmk'

This dakhma

BYRH whwmn y SNT

in the month Vahuman of the year

?

Istakhr C
(writing
30 x 28 cm.)

20

(?) 3 W YWM spndrmt(')

23? and on the day Spandarmat

plhwd'n y m’Sy’nhwd

Farrokhihän son of Mashyan -?

BRH lwb’n y NP§H l’y
prmt' krtn'

for the sake of his own soul
ordered to be made.

W whySt bhl YHWWNft)

And may paradise be his lot.

dhmk'y.
wmsp ? - -

The dakhma (of)

?

? for

Istakhr D
(writing
26 x 25 cm.)

[PN?]

NPSH plmwt(')
krtn'
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Iqlid
(writing
1.80 x 88 cm.)

dhrnk’

dakhm a

nknd

erected?

PKDYNy

testament of ?

........ k'bwm

? earth

(w)KL’

(and) every ?

---- wyn’n

Persepolis
Column
(Lament?)
(Writing?)

(m)’spYn

(M)asabadan

-wnSfn ?

?

W byh Spwhl

and Bishapuhr

mlcp’n plmwt'

marzban ordered

krtn' W LPNH BYRH

to be made. And from here in the month

’p’n MDM

Aban, in the

SNT 6 yzdkrt'

year 6 of Yazdegird

MLK’n MLK

King of Kings,

W YWM hwl PWN bht'

and on the day Khwar to (his) fate

‘ZLWNtW YWMm’h

(he) went. And on the day Mah

tn'y bm ’dywk'

the body of this one (?)

*L dhmk' ’wstk'

to the dakhma (was) placed.

NKSY1KSP

Property worth

sl’k (?) mzd

(wt. of silver- saläk, INGOT??) as recompense

plmwt’ YHBWNt

(was) o r d e r e d to b e g iv e n

kw’ty BRH y dlygwS

Kavad son of the poor,

wtbht plhwz’t y d’twyh

unlucky Farrokhzad son of Datoye

BYRH

plwltyn'

W

YWM

(m a d e t h is ) .

ddw'y (In) the month Farvardin and on the day Dadv

PWN dyn' plhw ’wmzd plhw ’whrmzd ba Din Farrokh Ohrmazd
’nwSlwb’n YHWWNt
gl’n mwst'y hm

died. There.m s.great suffering ......
m the.same

SNT BYRH tyl W YWM

year, in the month Tlr and on the day

’s(m) ‘n PWN ’whnnzdd’t

Asman upon Ohrmazdad.

YHWWNt gl’n' ZNH mwst"y PWN Heavy (was) the suffering on

Pyln gyl PWN pll.nvz’t YHWWNt

Plranglr (?) and on Farrokhzdad suffering.
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Persepolis Column
First studied by Sprengling
and then corrected by Jean de
Menasce, also independently
read by Henning.
An Epitaph, obviously
literary, and clearly intended
for all those mentioned in it
— A Group Epitaph then.

Frye’s translation, with the position of some
phrases reversed by me, the better to match the
word order of the Pehlevi-cum-Aramaic and the
Final word added. This translation seems to turn
to.paraphrase, in mid-epitaph, and it avoids some
perhaps literary (rather than standard-style) traits
of the original, such as the final repetitions of
YHWWNt, and some apparent rhymes about the
PN in line 4.
There seems also to be an attempt at variation
and elaboration of the expressions of suffering.

We have thus searched recent literature (but not the full C.I.Iran, which is mostly unavailable
to us) and found what sort of “expected” and normal grave statements have actually been
recovered in pre-Muslim Iran. The fact that there are some epitaphs, in some of the varied
traditions in that area, is significant, given the situation in near-by India. Because of the
general lack of them in the cuneiform cultures which preceded Middle Iranian one might
suspect some influence of Hellenistic culture, perhaps through Syriac, which will have
strengthened tendencies apparent in Aramaic speaking circles from at least the time of
Callimachus. If this is the case, it would be a case of the Mediterranean epigraphic habit
spreading east as it provably did in Syriac speaking areas, not of a local development. Iran
was the great cultural entrepot, but it has been so often plundered that we have scant
indication of what has been lost.
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25. Turkish ( both Persianised & Anatolian/Folk)
1.

Mani - Boratav

From the Arabic macna, this Turkish popular form is normally of heptasyllabic lines, rhymed
aaba. and each quatrain may be relatively self-contained. It can be polystrophic, particularly
when the quatrains make up a dialogue song. Also, some folk songs not in dialogue, and
some lullabies (the ninnis of Anatolia, or the lay-lays of Azerbaijan) are made up of a
stringing together of Manis, but these songs also include a refrain. This usually heptasyllabic
popular poetry rhymes aaba. for the most part. The Rhyme baca is also found, esp. on the NE
littoral of Anatolia. Its quatrains can often be self-sufficient. It can also be polystrophic,
usually in dialogue songs or loosely-strung together lullabies. The first line of the four can be
shortened or omitted, leaving a tricolon called kesik muni, “truncated mani”, or the quatrain
can be extended by one or more distichs and still qualify for the title mani. A Mani sung
during Ramadan by watchmen on their rounds is in octosyllables, and has a variant rhyming
baca. which is exactly the form of the funeral dirges of the Avshar peoples of central and
southern Anatolia, called aghil. These can also be called Mani, in Anatolia, in the Balkans,
among the Crimean Tatars, in Azerbaijan, amongst the Gagaouz of Bessarabia, though with
some minor variants: Mäna, macäni, mahni, mäne. Poetic types which widely called Mani,
i.e., poems with the same formal and thematic characteristics as types which are so called,
can also have different names: bayati, khoyrat, jir, cm .
Boratav lists 8 main types of Mani, the last being one inserted into prose narratives by
professional story tellers. The Eight categories given for manis, according to themes and
occasions on which they are sung: divinatory, work songs, festival songs, urban watchmen at
Ramadan, of street sellers, of old-style cafe singers, inserted as sentimental messages in prose
letters, and inserted into the longer poems which they include to break up their prose
narratives. The origins suggested for this popular form are interesting: that the rubäT turned
into the 7 and 8 syllable lines popular among the Turks, leading first to the tuyugh, another
quatrain, peculiar to Turkish classical poetry, composed in the carüd metre and rhyming like
the rubäT and the mäni, i.e., aaba.
He suggests that the mani form is a popularisation and an indigenisation of the Persian
RubäT, via the more classical Turkish quatrain called tuyugh, which apparently has to be
composed in the metre called carud.
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2.

Mani - Kowalski

Kowalski, Tadeusz

Mani in E l1 Vol. 6 (1987) p. 245-246

More useful for us than the more detailed EI2 article of *Boratav. Mani, from an
Arabic word meaning "thought, idea", perhaps = 'concetto'. In many areas both isolated
quatrains, and ballads made up of linked quatrains, are called ttirkii. "Songs in quatrains are
known among almost all Turkish peoples: they must therefore be considered to have been
known to the original Turkish stock." Their rhythm can be purely syllabic (as in many
Byzantine dodecasyllables), or have regularities of accentuation as well. In the latter case the
accentual rhythm and caesura (closely related in a short line of 7 syllables, the most common
form), usually differs in the 3rd line from the others. The "quatrain was originally a distich",
acording to K., because the oldest rhyme is abcb. Ottoman versification made this richer,
aaba, but the second and fourth line "a" rhymes are often fuller and more distinct, apparently
still marking the ancient (long?) line ends. Alliteration is very common in Turkish verse
generally, particularly in the north, but is restrained in the mani tradition, occurring both as
word alliteration (initial consonants of words) within a line, and as initial alliteration of the
words beginning other lines in the stanza, i.e., line alliteration. This line alliteration is
common in the Uighur texts found in Dun Huang, for which now see *Zieme. Ottoman mani
are often erotic, but can be satirical, and soldiers' and robbers' songs are also cast in this form.
Most mani have an introduction dealing with nature (descriptive?), which can be borrowed
from other mani, and a personalised concluding part, typically original, often not closely
depending on the opening lines and topoi.
K. believes that the mani was originally an isolated quatrain, but that they are now
often strung together to form ballads of some length, so that mani and tiirkii are not two
fundamentally different classes of songs, at least "today". He does not enter the murky
question of ancient relationships between "isolated quatrain" genres and longer poems of
"stanzaic quatrains". It is enough for us that the isolated quatrain is generally understood to
be an old tradition, and thus provides a close cousin to the rubäci and the subhäshita, and a
distant one to the western epigram.
The Ottomans have a peculiar form of mani called "punning mani", jinasti mani. In
these quatrains the rhymes are made up of identical syllables, which, however, have each a
different meaning.
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26. Central Asian (Turki-lranian-Tibetan-Buddhist-Chinese-Aramaic)
1.

ZIEME Turfanoturkica

Peter Zieme's book on the patterns of poetry from Turfan concentrates on the Turkic
languages but has to consider Tibetan, Chinese, and Buddhist Sanskrit. The very important
thing which emerges is that quatrains were common in Turkic, and that there was mutual
influence between Central Asian song and song words, and Chinese poetry and music. It also
becomes a possibility that the quatrain form was influenced by Buddhist poetry in Pali, as this
poetic form had been widely spread by monks and missionaries well before the first
evidenced Turkic quatrains, and probably before the Chinese variety as well. Some have
treated those relatively early East Turkic inscriptions as poetic (p. 14) but Zieme is not
convinced, regarding any "metrical" parts as derived from proverbs, which, as we will see,
can display such strict parallelism that they can look like a strictly syllabic couplet, often
(initially) alliterating. However, parallelism is easily distinguishable in most of them and the
same goes for the great grave inscriptions of Mongolia (p.16). Apart from its notable
parallelism, Turkic poetry was marked by Germanic style alliteration, often in groups of 4
lines. P.32 deals with this quadripartite form in Central Asia. It is that of the later Turkish
folk metres, but these could have very old antecedents of similar outward form. P. 33 tells us
that strophic alliteration was more common and apparently more important than syllable
count. We have see this for both Avestan and for Middle Iranian, as well as for some of the
popular poetry of the Baloches. Structural initial alliteration was also important in the poetic
forms of: The Altai Turks, Schoren, Chakassen, Karagassen or Tofalaren, Tuwiner and
Jakuten. As I do not know the English form for all of these I will leave all except the Altai
peoples in Germanic dress. G. Doerfer Die Literatur der Türken Südsiberiens Ph T F II
distinguishes four levels or sorts of alliteration: 1. accidental; 2. omamental/expressive and
optional; 3. ornamental/expressive and compulsory; 4. rule-bound and structural. P. 113 tells
us that non-alliterating verses in a prose context are quite common (presumably
distinguishable by graphic line dividers), and come in 7 syllable form (with the assistance of
optional syncope and synaloephe, or poetic license with regard to contiguous vowels) divided
4 + 3. P. 117 deals with the 4 x 4 strophes of initially alliterating quatrains. P. 273 deals with
an original acrostic poem, and 282 approaches the issue of colophons.
In Buddhist texts colophons are common, and in this MS tradition they seem by preference to
be written in verse. This (according to p. 282) is inspired by a wish to give the most
honourable form to the text, and to spread both its fame and the fame of the person who
commissioned it. The few Uighur colophons usually have no title of their own, but are often
separated from the main text and can be in smaller writing. There are very few Uighur
inscriptions (p.296), three being in alliterative verse: SI in 29 quatrains, S3 in 31 quatrains,
fragmentary, with equivalent versions in Mongolian, Tibetan, Chinese, and Xiaxia. S4
mentions the graffiti or original inscriptions on wall paintings which show that alliterative
verse was quite commonly produced. The Manichean hymns would naturally be expected to
be influenced (p.336) by Iranian habits. The Great Hymn to Mani is in more than 120
quatrains. Much later than this, (p.339) there seem to be traces of folk songs in the manner of
the modern Tuwin, having quatrain stanzas beginning with a couplet of description and in the
second couplet some statement about human life, thus resembling the tactics of the modern
Malay pantun. P. 341 mentions songs of vilification and invective (=hijaJ) from the Altai
Turks. P.343 mentions proverbs, which occasionally are written in blank sections of the old
MSS, sometimes are actually quoted in texts, and some of them not only show the expected
parallelism, but also strict alliteration, in couplets, and even (accidentally or deliberately) the
same number of syllables. Strophic alliteration, though evidenced late enough (p.346) seems
to have been an old technique in folk verse. It is likely that the late Uighur MSS (from 13C
14C) which we have do indeed preserve much older materials. In the Manichaean hymns it
seems that the use of strophic alliteration began in the original composition in Turkic about
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the 9C and 10C and spread back to the translated poetry. In Buddhist poetry strophic
alliteration alone (often? always?) shows that verse is verse. It occurs both in translations
and in original compositions. Its time of flowering is that of the Buddhist renaissance in the
time of the Mongols, 13C/14C.
The grammatical pecularities of an "agglutinating" language like the Turkic family make endrhyme even more banal than it is in highly inflectional and dependently pronominal Semitic.
Apart from small euphonic changes due to vowel harmony, words in the same grammatical
function or case have the same ending added. Thus it is the beginning of words that is used
for constructing verse patterns. Strict equality of syllables is only a tendency, as indeed it
was in Middle Iranian, but it sometimes occurs. Extremely close parallelism is a common
device, in verse and in prose, and of course, can accidentally bring about equality of syllables
in verse lines. From what we have said about the morphology of Turkish, it will be seen that
parallelism can also cause accidental rhyme. Similar parts of speech, and words with similar
grammatical function, end in the same added (agglutinated) particle, if we abstract from the
processes of vowel harmony, which bring only minor changes anyway.
Uighur was written from the 8C, mostly in a script based on the Sogdian and thus, eventually,
on the Aramaic, and there is an interesting alphabetic poem (p.273) which preserves a
traditional sequence of letters. Verse is usually written continuously, with line ends marked
by punctuation signs only (line or verse dividers, and also strophe dividers), but in wood
block books, poems are printed in lines. Some MS texts have little or no such helps to
reading the verse. The printed texts tend to have both verse lines and punctuation, two points
to show line-end and four points for strophe-end. Thus we can usually be sure that our
divisions of verse and stanza are those of the writers of the MSS and the carvers of the books.
Poems are always strophic, and usually the strophes are four-liners. Even today (p. 353) four
line strophes are commonest form of "poems" of every sort in south-Siberian and Mongol
territories (see above), while epic tends to come in couplet form. Tadeusz Kowalski is quoted
on the fundamental nature of "structure dichotomique" in Turkic prosody. We must also note
that epic in Early modem Iranian was also typically in couplets (as was the mathnavi) and
wonder about mutual influence of forms in the first millennium which may have linked
Iranian, Turkic and Chinese prosodies, perhaps under Indian influences. Double quatrains are
not uncommon, and are common in later Chinese as well. Parallelism enters Chinese poetry
around the time of really close contact with the Northern Frontiers, and rises to its height in
the eight line "regulated verse" of the Tang. Couplet form (p.355) in Turkic seems mainly to
be found in proverbs, an essentially dichotomous form in many languages. As there is rarely
any stanza punctuation in the sub-class of texts where the alliteration is on the same sound (in
this case, always a-), it seems that here we have non-stanzaic monorhyme as is common in
Mongolian verse, and, we might remark, in older Arabic verse, where of course it was real,
end of line, end of word rhyme. Stanzas also occur in five, six and seven line forms,
especially (p.357) in the Uighur Hymns. One of these seems to show a taste for the number
ten, which was as significant to the Uighur tribes as twelve was to those of Judah and Israel.
The Uighur strophe does not always coincide with a syntactic or sense unit, but the stanza is
far more self-contained than the Mongol quatrain, which is a purely formal reality. Running
on and overflowings of sense are most commonly found in Uighur in the colophon poetry.
Refrains are not common in Uighur verse.
P. 359 lists the frequency of the sounds used for initial alliteration. Of course, this is a
function, at least in part, of the frequency of various initial sounds in Uighur itself. Internal
"rhyme" and "eye-rhyme" is found. The half verse alliteration or "rhyme" is not regular but
sporadic, but it resembles our confusions about what was a line and what was a half line in
Persian ruba'iyat/dubayti-s. As in Arabic and Persian, and in the rather different short verse
forms of classical China, the first long line (in Chinese, the first couplet of either 2 x 5
syllables or 2 x 7 syllables) often has internal rhyme. P. 361 n° 39. Lines can also have a less
structural sort of inner alliteration. We have seen this, in the (medial and final) double rhyme
26. Centraf/'East Asian Eurf^i)
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of the opening long line of Arabic and much Persian poetry. The general feeling is that such
half line rhyme in line 1 helps firmly to establish the monorhyme and also privileges the
opening line of an oral form, "liminary rhyme"!
End-rhyme is of course possible in Turkic, and is found in Buddhist poems, but in these
languages it is better called "grammatical rhyme". P.368 discusses a poem which has
genuine end-rhyme. The most regular rhyme of the whole corpus is found in the alphabetical
poem, summarised on p.369. Each of the 21 quatrains has its own end rhyme, and each is
monorhymed, or aaaa in form. There are at least eight types of rhyme sound in this one
poem, and more if we insist that the rhyming unit to be classified and counted was not only V
and V C . but also CV.
As regards syllable counting, there is every variety of prosody in Uighur: isosyllabic, varying
but approximately regular syllable counts, no apparent restrictions on syllable count.
Twelve-syllable verses with an ictus every four (hence a "three takt verse" can have
variations in groupings, e.g., 3 + 5 instead of a grouping 4 + 4. In fourteen-syllable verse the
divisions are 4 + 4 & 3 + 3, with the & signifying the break at half verse. Synaloephe/elision
allows for great regularity in the structure of some of the corpus. Prosodic irregularities, as in
all early literatures known to me, occur around proper names (p.373, in this case of
Bodhisattvas). Buddhist isosyllabic verse comes in line lengths of 7, 8, (11), 12, 13 and (14)
syllables. Folk verse seems mostly to be isosyllabic p.386, but of course, the "folk" verse we
know of in Turkic languages comes from sporadic and quite recent sources. Most proverbs
are isosyllabic p.387.
A sub-group of the poems use the above regular lines but in irregular combinations. There is
a "kernel" of verses of nearly the same length. In fact, very few quatrains have the same
syllable count in each of their four lines. Particularly in Buddhist verse (p.406), lines of
different but "typical" lengths seem the "pattern". No doubt, as in the hand-me-down African
form of "Rap", performance practices supplied the regularity expected of a bound form.
P. 407 deals with verse which has no tendency to a median length, and the first poems
analysed has lines ranging from 13 to 21 syllables. Its inner line structure is here analysed
into segments of syllables: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 per group.
Parallelism is briefly treated on p. 413, though the author disclaims attempting any
satisfactory study of this very important Turkic literary figure. It is one of the main stylistic
devices in prose, and is even more apparent in poetry. There is some degree of unavoidable
"parallelism" in Uighur syntax, and this is not counted as stylistic parallelism. The strictest
type is the most archaic as well, "die alle Glieder eines Segments umfassende
Wiederholung": whether this be close categorial repetition of the Chinese type (of only the
semantic-syntactic categories, not the actual words, of Glieder), or perhaps actual verbal
repetition of whole phrases. No doubt there were recitation and performance styles which
encouraged, or were indicated by this sort of repetition. Song is no doubt one. Parallel
verses are rare in the scholarly poetry, and seem more and more common as the poetry is
closer to folk style, if this is not based on a circular judgement.
P. 424 notes that the graphic form of poetry was very important to the Uighurs. The
commonest alliterative unit was the quatrain, but there are quatrains without alliteration.
End-rhyme occurs sporadically only, and is not confined to any particular type of syllabic
structure. The author is not able to suggest much as to the influence of translation on poetic
form, but notes that parallelism is rare in Buddhist verse. Significantly, it is not common in
Sanskrit.
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27. Indian - Stone-Bronze
1.

Kane — History of Dharmashastra

A massive tumulus such as that of “Memnon” by the Aesopus, the one for Celtic chieftains at
Villingen,303 or the watch tower by the sea on which Pfohl n° 21 was written,304 are
prominent objects and meant to be so. Thus the word ar|[ict.305 Thence also stem the many
verbal claims of inscriptions that “this” tomb is prominent. Muppa is likewise a term
indicating a function served even by an uninscribed tomb. CTijXri is simply the very common
grave marker. Grave markers which are not urns typically stand, rather than sit, in ancient
times, and are found from second millennium Spain to Archaic Japan. If wood was one
material for adding distinctness to early Greek graves306 we might seem to have a functional
parallel to the wooden stake used in pre-Heian Japan or the lasti or more “correctly”, yasti,
the staff, which we know of from older India. A few references to it can be found in the
idealised funerary provisions collected by Kane in H(istory of) D(harmashastra) (vol.) IV.
p.248ff. mentions monuments in general, which are however not the main concern of the
Dharmashastra documents. Even the rites for the dead seem in general to be overshadowed
by purificatory rites for the living. Staffs are indeed mentioned on p.255. Interpretations of a
standing wooden stake are complicated by the frequency with which trees are associated with
funeral mounds and by the obvious sacredness of some trees in, for example, Minoan and
Mesopotamian iconography. Wooden markers are to be expected in places poor in stone,
such as the steppes (where wood for tent poles was a precious trading item), in alluvial
Holland (see the opening page of van *Hall), and perhaps in parts of India.
The dharmashastra tradition, like the San Ji and the echoes of its prescriptivism in the
philosophers of China, is idealised law. One would expect local popular practice to be more
varied in India than it was in China. While it was Buddhism which so marked the more
recoverable periods of Chinese popular culture, in India we have to contend with Muslim
influence from Iranian and Turanian conquerors and their courts. It was the eastern Muslims
who transformed the burial practices and monuments of developing Islam. A “memorial
stone” tradition has been noted in various parts of modern India, but mostly in tribal areas,
and in the south. Its antiquity is doubtful. See *Sontheimer and Settar 1982.

303 Lavagnc in MORT ROMAINE p. 159: 5 years’ work, 46,000 cubic metres of soil
304 About 500 BCE, “ kgipai Se ctt aicpto vaucTaQpui corqpitoi' / l/quciy tg kcu yauT T icii/'
305 That one small plaque with a scene of the prothesis is inscribed with the side statement that it is a cr|pa
proves little about the specificity of such terms. Added to the vagueness of the stones, it further encourages us to
ignore etymology in our application of these terms. BURIAL CUSTOMS p. 83.
306 BURIAL CUSTOMS p.56: in the suggested sequence of mound, wood stake, stone slab, enclosure by
peribolos, which seems commonly added much later, suggesting previous mound markers, finally the geometric
vases.
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2.

Kasinathan — letter
Government of Tamilnadu
Department of Archaeology
Natana Kasinathan, M.A.,
Circle Library Building,

Director of Archaeology
C.P.T. Campus, Taramani,
Madras 600 113
Date: 29.1.93
Dear Dr. McCallum,
I am in receipt of your kind letter dated 27th November 1992. In this connection I would like
to narrate the Epigraphical position of Tamilnadu. Our Tamilnadu is in possession of nearly
50,000 inscriptions engraved on the rocks, temple walls, isolated slabs, copper plates,
potsherds, conchshells etc. These inscriptions range from the 4th century B.C. to the 20th
century. The earliest inscriptions, covering the period of the 4th century B.C. to the 4th
century A.D., are found written on the natural hillocks. They are not found on the temple
walls because during those periods the temples seem to have been built of perishable
materials such as brick, wood and mortar. Most of those inscriptions are written in three or
four lines. A few of them give the names of kings who were ruling during those periods. No
chronological information is found in them. Coming to the 5th century onwards we get hero
stone inscriptions and temple inscriptions.

They give a certain amount of information

regarding the rulers, the date, territorial divisions etc. Most of them are found written on the
temples built of granite stones from the 9th century onwards. We get a large number of
inscriptions giving elaborate details on social, political, religious and administrative matters.
With regard to poetic inscriptions, I could inform you that the copper plates rather than the
inscriptions give useful information. The copper plates of the earlier Pandyas are also written
in Tamil poetic language, but these prasastis are lengthy in nature. For short poems we can
collect only from the stone inscriptions ranging from the late Pallava period.

I can quote some examples from the Pallava, Chola and Pandya inscriptions.

The

Thiruvallarai inscription which is well known for the philosophical thought of ancient Tamils
is an example of the Pallava period written on a swastika well. It is assignable to the 9th
century A.D. There is one inscription belonging to the Chola period written on the temple
wall of Changam in Tiruvannamali Sambuvarayara district. It gives the name of an ancient
Tamil literary work called Pattinappalai and its author Uruthiran Kannanar. There is another
interesting inscription (a poetic inscription) found written on the wall of a cave assignable to
the Pallava king Mahendravarman I at Trichy. It is written in anthathi form. It gives
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description about the city of Tiruchi and the ruling Pandya king and also the place where it is
written. There are nearly 100 poetic inscriptions in Tamilnadu like the above inscription.
Some of them have already been published by two Tamil scholars, namely Thiru. M.
Raghava Iyengar and Thiru. Mylai Seeni Vankatasami.
I can also inform you that at present Pulavar S. Raju of Tamil University, Thanjavur is
engaged in the collection of Tamil poetic inscriptions.
With warm regards,
Yours sincerely
Natana Kasinathan.
I have slightly repunctuated and rephrased this generous letter. *Dayalan's book fleshes out
the general comments on epigraphy, without touching on poetry.
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Studies in Indian Epigraphy

V I, 1975 p.30-33 Sugh Terracotta plaques, B. Ch. Chhabra; p.96-105 On the Greek
Epigraphs from Ai Khanum, A.K.Narain. Narain takes issue with Robert over the dating of
the Ai Khanum inscriptions, and thus with the identification of Clearchus. He may not have
Robert’s command of Greek epigraphy, but notes that there is as yet no known seriation of
monuments in Afghanistan. Robert has thus dated an isolated find with miraculous accuracy.
(He was a scholar who gave no quarter, and thus deserves none himself). It is more likely
that the complex is half a century or a century later than Alexander/Aristo tie, and that the
names mentioned are those of descendants of the founders. Robert’s keenness to associate
these names with half-forgotten historical personages led him to insist that the “founder’s
enclosure” was put up in the first years of the new Greek settlement. It is more in keeping
with the common practice of posthumous memorialisation that it was set up a generation or
two later, put up by descendants, when the city was more established. Also, Narain finds it
unusual that the original and famous Clearchus would insist so strongly in his epigram on the
carefulness and accuracy of his copying of the Delphic maxims. While this is in itself a weak
argument, it combines well with the daring and unexampled accuracy of the way Robert dated
this totally isolated find, and the general history of this area and that of nearby North India,
known better to Narain than to Robert, who was there at the eastern limits of his range.
p. 104—118 Brahmi inscriptions from Tamil Nadu, a historical assessment, K.V.Raman.
V2, 1976 p.84—87 Kurandi Tirukkättämpalli (Jaina and early) R. Champakalakshmi; p. 116—
117 Chandälä Rock Inscriptions, C.S. Gupta.
V3, 1977 p.102-107 Inscriptions on Hero Stones in Karnataka, A.M. Amnigeri (?); p.120123 Inscribed Potsherds from South Indian Excavations, S. Gurumurthy.
V4, 1977? (first soft 4to format) p. 42-53 Boundary Stones: A Study C.T.M. Kutraiah (?)
— P.5 IB refers to such “stones set up” to reinforce the provisions of land-grant charters,
using the very terms found on stone: nattukallu [cf. kallu nattu], nilugallu, nidugallu, and the
Sanskrit term Silästambhälu, all meaning “stones set up”. P.5 lb reproduces more than 16
descriptive names for such things found in charters. The stones could be produced in a hurry
to validate grants given “on the run” by itinerant courts.
V5, 1978
V6, 1979 p.25-29 The “Gift after purchase” in Vijayanagar Inscriptions, Peter Granda (?).
There seems to have been a different sort of “purchase” when one purchased land (usually)
with the stated intention of then donating it to a Temple or to charitable uses.
V7, 1980 p. 18 More Prakrit Inscriptions from Amaravati, I.K. Sarma. They are as expected.
p.30—43 Ancient Fountain Stone Inscriptions of Chamba, B.K. Deambi. Himachal Pradesh
was never islamised. It has 130 inscriptions and is the only rich epigraphic site in the
Western Himalayas. Kashmir, Kangra, Kulu, Punjab were of course once richer places.
These charitable and interesting monuments bring pure water up from under the ground for
travellers, and are inscribed from 11C, and 12C CE. Only two are in verse, which is typically
lengthy and polymetric.
p .l4011 Retrospective Review of Recent Discoveries, C.R. Srinivasan. In the course of this he
notes that Shrines over the mortal remains of royal persons go back to the “remote” (i.e., preMuslim?) past. The word pa.llipadai [funerary - temple] and karanda [casket] are cited.
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V8, 1981 p.39^13 Four Unedited Inscriptions from Kashmir, B.K. Kaul Deambi. “Kalhana
explicitly states in his famous chronicle Räjatararigini that he studied all types of inscriptions
for writing his chronicle...” Thus we have native antiquarianism in Kashmir as well as 18C
Tibet and Song China. Was Kalhana influenced by Islamic antiquarianism? Did the latter go
much beyond the recovery of Saints’ graves?
V9, 1982
V10, 1983
V I1, 1984 p. 101—105 Some important inscriptions from Daulatabad, M.F. Khan. I have
visited this fort, once briefly the capital of India under Muhammad Tughluq, who gave it its
present name. It was once called Devglr or Devagiri, and was the Yädava capital 1210-1318
CE.
V12, 1985 p.l21ff Some aspects of the Tamil-Brahmi script, Iravatham Mahadevan. P.124
makes reference to the earliest Indian inscriptions found outside the Indian culture area: at
Quslir al Khadem on the Red sea, two Roman period sherds with the words äjtaln and kalnajn
in Brahmi, and there are +2C/+3C lead coins with Indian script in the South Arcot District,
making the usual generalisations of the lack of a Southern Coinage (and the exclusive use of
Roman) somewhat doubtful.
p. 113—120 Evolution of Stupa: Epigraphical Evidence, K.D. Bajpai. This is also annotated
under his name as author. The article focusses on the words used for Stupa, and notes that the
growth of the great stupas symbolising the as yet un-represented great body of the Buddha,
came with the Mahayana. The early stupas were given names which transparently refer to
much simpler monuments, e.g., “stake”. They were necessarily in brick, even in the North.
V13, 1986
V I4, 1987 p.l 16-118 Three Recent Landmark Inscriptions of Tamil Nadu. -3C and -2C
painted cave inscriptions, and in general, the impression one gets from this periodical of the
age of Tamil Nadu rock inscriptions is much different from what I gained from the book
material. Perhaps out of regional pride, Southern epigraphists emphasise the early date of
some Southern inscriptions and the possibility that southern Brahmi was not “subordinate” to
and “derivative” from the Ashokan.
V15, 1988 p.97-107 Epigraphical Glimpses of India’s Foreign Trade, H.S. Thosar.
[no 1989]
V I6, 1990 p.99ff How early the words like Rigveda might have been written, S.P.Tewari.
The sound R was not found in Prakrit, and thus a letter for it does not appear in the first
versions of the Indian alphabets. It appears first in inscriptions (which began all in Prakrit) in
year 52 of a Rudradaman, perhaps 130 CE or somewhat earlier. Tewari’s none-too-clear
agenda is to link graphology and cultural/linguistic history. Sanskrit inscriptions did not
begin until the +2C, the language being a purist, secret, tongue found among the experts,
related to the various North Indian Koinai used in the great empires and culture areas, the
Prakrits. His concentration on the one letter of the word “Rgveda” which could not be written
in Prakrit seems unenlighteningly narrow. One would expect some comments on the whole
corpus of necessarily Sanskrit words in the pre-Gupta inscriptions.
p.l 12ff Epigraphy and Art History, On some inscribed sculptures of Eastern India, Gautam
Sengupta. The author quotes (p. 112) R.D.Banerji’s Eastern Indian School of Medieval
Sculpture for the opinion that 70% bear some inscription or other. Earlier, at least between
the 4 - 7Cc, very few art works were inscribed. The reasons for such variations in practice
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are hard to understand. It would seem from collections in Australia that Indian art objects
from the 8C, and SE Asian objects of Indian inspiration (mostly medieval) were commonly
inscribed.
V17, 1991
V I8, 1992 [slight change of format: TOC brought in off the inside FC], p.25 H.S. Thosar:
‘Attempts to establish links with ancient ruling dynasties was a common practice particularly
during the early medieval period.’ See for this Wink, p. 282 on the manufacturing of native
ancestry for the Rajputs, though much of this was apparently done orally and "bardically".
Such a rewriting of history would have provided some motivation for “antiquarianism”, but
one would imagine that the phenomenon would be tied in with the Puranic movement rather
than with epigraphy.
s 736.50954 STU ANL (earlier 7 or so voll, in store)
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4.

Stupa - Bajpai

This treatment mainly analyses the names given to ancient stupas and recoverable both from
literature and from epigraphy. Stüpa{-ka) in Pali and Prakrit looks like: thüpa, thuva, thüva,
thüva and tumba. For Chaitya and chaityagriha the words found are: chetiya, chetiyaghara.
These are found in literature and in inscriptions as are related terms associated with the stupa
complex: chaityakyti, dhätu, sarlra (for relics) dhätugarbha (relic-shrine) kumba{-ka)
(pillar-base), stambha, or thabha or thambha (pillar, as in our Sanchi donative inscr. 106.84,
below), törana (gateway), yashti (staff), yashti-chhatra (parasol on a staff), manddapikä or
mandavika (miniature or small shrine), siläpatta (stone stele), and so on. Presumably the
endless fertility of Sanskrit in stylistic variation and the huge sweeps of religious
sectarianism, space and time covered by the stupa allow for much more notation of its titles.
Specifically stone stupas (not brick) are referred to as such: sailika, sailamaya, and sailadevegriha. The colossal ones were mahästüpas or in Pali, mahäthüpas, similar to the great
monasteries, the mahävihäras. Clusters of them were named with the number, e.g.,panchathüparri vim an am.
It is claimed that the vedic tumulus is the origin of the stupa, no doubt with its occasional
central stake (see Kane’s History of Dharmashastra), and the Vedic term signified the
cranium of a man. The early Buddhist dome signified the Buddha’s upper head, and was
knotted to imitate his ushnlsha. Chaitya seems related to chiti, in which the use of bricks was
an ancient sacred duty. Thus the brick stupa seems likely to have been the original form,
Buddhism building on late Vedism. At Säfichi we find inscribed under the symbolic sacred
feet of the Buddha on one of the pillars of the Northern gateway: Bhagavato pamäna lathi,
i.e., the measuring staff or yashti of the size of the Blessed Lord. This is about 100 BCE in
date. With the upper part, the triratna, the distance from the ground is about 7 feet. Whatever
the real height of the living Buddha, it is interesting that Buddhism half a millennium after his
death would preserve some memories of his earthly body, the mahäpurusha form. Perhaps
this encouraged the giant statues of the Kushana period.
There are three main categories of stupas, funerary reliquaries, commemorative (marking a
notable spot) and votive, usually small. The first stupas presumably recalled the passing on
of the Buddha, to become one of the most potent symbols of him soon after. In Mauryan and
pre-Mauryan times simplicity seems to have characterised them. Decorations followed in the
Sunga-Sätavähana and Saka Kushäna periods. Surprisingly useful are the pictured model
stupas included in the decoration of the most ancient stupas themselves, the latter no doubt
much modified. These have been noted at Bhärhut, Säfichi, Mathurä, Bödhgaya, Amarävati,
Nägärjunikonda and “at several other sites”. Most have a circular or square base, a
hemispherical dome, and the harmikä. Torana gates and decorations can be seen on some. A
Jain plaque of +1C CE preserves figures of beautiful women on a Jaina stupa in the tribhaiigä
posture. Such decorations seem to have been spread by the Mahäyäna.
ASöka is credited with a great amount of stupa building (84,000, numbers are usually large in
India, but so often have been the realities), and no doubt it was widespread, at least four being
quite colossal, those at Lumbini, Bödhgaya, Sänäth and KuSinagar. Large ones were built by
him at Jalalabad-Nagaravihära, TakshaSilä, Bhärhut, Säfichi and some other important places.
An Ashokan pillar inscription (that of Nigälisägar, found near Niglivä village) from Nepal
mentions that he enlarged an existing stupa twice in his reign. It is a short inscription, like
many other examples quoted from around the turn of the Christian Era. Early donative
inscriptions sometimes refer to the stupa for which the gift is intended (see p.l 16 for several,
some referring to a private stupa, no doubt quite small). Artists’ signatures are not
uncommon, many of them being Buddhist monks, even on works destined for Jaina shrines.
P.l 17 refers to some (NW) Karoshti inscriptions from -100 to +200CE. In the Deccan and
the Verigi region we have a series of monuments and inscriptions from the -2C to the +5C
CE. Apart from their documentary value, they give a series of artistic styles. The very
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important railings around the big stupas are called mahävedikä. Other later terms for the
shrines themselves are given on p.l 19. (See *Cunningham MAHABODHI for fields of
small, donative stupas around Bodh Gaya.)
Thus the development of anthropomorphic images of the Buddha did not immediately remove
enthusiasm for building and adorning his first symbol, the stupa. It represented his very
personality, and gradually became the symbol of the highest spiritual attainment and of
human emotional integration.
As for texts from these buildings, the series of donative inscriptions in Epigraphica Indica and
other pages of the present Journal illustrate the extent of donations made in order to provide
the railings of the greater stupas.
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5.

Sänchi Donative inscriptions, -3/2C mainly

Epigraphica Indica Vol. II p.87ff G. Bühler VII Votive inscriptions from the Sänchi stüpas.
Bühler had two goes at exhausting the epigraphic riches of this crumbling site. In his first
pass he found 285 anathematic inscriptions of (p.92) mostly individual donors (10 only
corporate donors discoverable) from 54 monks, 37 nuns, and 91 males and 45/7 females, the
non-monastic persons mostly merchants and traders, and probably lay members of the
Samgha.

By the path? Following the "way"?
His first reading and interpretation (metaphorical) of a part of the Ashokan epigraph at Sanchi
has some interest for comparative epigraphy:
...Ichhä hi me sä (6) ti samghasa mage chilathiüke siyä ti (7)...
... For my wish is that the path of the Community may endure for a long time.
And even more interesting are his second thoughts p. 367, not really influenced by his slight
correction of sä to kim:
...Ichha hi me kim (2) ti samghasa mage chilathiüke siyä t i ...
.. .for my wish is, what? that the road of the Samgha may endure for a long time...
The samghasa mage has changed from the "Buddhist Way" (in the abstract) to being the
actual road renewed by the Emperor to facilitate pious pilgrimage to an already ancient
shrine, mainly by the Samgha. The inscription was apparently placed "by the way/road" to
publicise this fact, and thus is not a parallel to the "by the way" topos on Greek stones, even
though they too were actually placed on waysides.
In his subsequent work he found more inscriptions, where lay persons predominated to a
greater extent, perhaps because the monks and nuns, or the early inscriptions, had used up the
more prominent postions.

Artists' signatures
P.91 Mentions the custom common even in late times among clerks and tradesmen of signing
their work and their inscriptions (which, precisely?). Also mentioned: the stress
modifications typical of pre- or post-tonic Prakrit vowels. Also the_very few double
consonants written. Also Upldatta and Tubavana phenomena, e.g., Ida = Indra (reduction of
consonant clusters and compensatory lengthening).

Prakrit and Sanskritisation, defective and plene writing
I.e., early epigraphy in India was, like the Greek, careless about indicating long vowels, the
gemination of consonants, and also the non-specific nasal anusvara. The latter, and the non-a
vowels, were indicated by diacriticals even in the later Devnagari script, and may have been
more easily eroded from the old stones, or may have been more easily omitted from
carelessness. They may also have been omitted from being seen as of secondary graphic
importance. In some cases, we suspect that the absence of some of these features preserves
for us the phonetic reality of non-standard and dialectal Prakrits, especially the modification
of immmediately pre-tonic short vowels. I am not expert in the manuals and cannot judge
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such likelihoods for myself. Like most non-experts, I read these inscriptions, and literary
Prakrits, such as those in the Indian drama, rather fuzzily and derivately, as bad Sanskrit.
NOTE: the genitive normally precedes its head noun, but doesn’t have to. Dänam is the word
for gift, almost always expressed, and usually last, for reasons of typical word order rather
than formulary. Note that donors are individuals (or very small and closely-related family
groups, and, see our first two, are occasionally charitable committees or even "villages",
meaning village leaders), and are individuated as much as possible. Not only is this
individuation done by patronymic or matronymic, but sons and daughters' names can be used,
perhaps out of affection, perhaps out of pride in having someone to carry on the family. Of
course, the "family-leavers" as the Chinese would have called them, monks and nuns, do not
quote family names to individuate themselves, but they may name their guru (see however
384.256). Only one text of our corpus lacks a personal name, our last. If not fragmentary, it
is of great interest for that reason.

Varia
p.93 remarks on the unusual number donated by monks and nuns. For anything similar we
have to go to Bharhut or to the early caves. "Renouncers" would have had to beg either for
money to endow such architectural elements themselves, or for others to endow them "in their
names", a common pious practice in the South of India.
p.94 remarks on the social position and the trades recoverable from the descriptors and titles
in these epigraphs.
p.95 does some analysis of the PNn found.

Dating
The epigraphs are predominantly from the -3C CE onwards, on original architectural
features, and seemingly on later extensions or repairs, allegedly up to the +10C CE (but
surely in very small quantity as late as this).
Thus, there could be a millennium and a quarter of Prakrit dedications here, with the main
body being of Ashokan date, followed by straggling and sporadic examples, apparently on
architectural repairs, or additions. The style does not seem to change much, but it was always
very basic in expression. The sacred language of the Buddhists was Prakrit-like, and later
Hybrid Sanskrit, and apparently the dedications were never Sanskritised to any major extent.

On our selection
We give the El III page, the number per Tope, the English translation, the translation of the
Brahmi (and perhaps other script?) into the standard Devnagari text (as Old Arabian and
Phoenician are not uncommonly rendered into the structurally equivalent Hebrew square
letters for convenience of printing), and finally, for non-Indological scholars to note the
formularies, a "popular" transcription of the Prakrit, letter by letter (restituting no long
vowels, nasals or double letters) without any diacritical marks. The latter phonic
simplification is given in italics.

Hidden deixis - deictic "naming"
We have manhandled these texts in thesis fn° 91 and elsewhere to illuminate the uses of
deixis in all inscriptions, a question of importance for Greek literatisations of old or
contemporary epigraphy. Note 106.84 where, atypically, the object inscribed is itself named
in its inscription: A pillar, the gift o f all the relatives o f the venerable Nägila. Similar, but
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with the deictic word "this", in the iron pillar memorial inscription for a Gupta called
Chandra, for which see somewhat below, at the end of this Section, §27.6. Generally on
Indian inscriptional self-deixis, see under *Konow in Bibl. 2.

Mulling further over self-deixis
There are three grades at least of functional deixis, two implicit: 1. "gift of PN"; 2. "Pillar
[or other object name], gift of PN"; and 3. (the only explicit one) "This ([optional object
name] is [gift]) of PN". Only three cases of explicit, self-deictic this have come to our notice
in Prakrit or Sanskrit epigraphy ("this", used of the object offered — it is used of time when,
and of the place on which one inscribed land grant was intended to be kept), one by an IndoGreek, see C.I.INDIC 11,1 p.28, the other very late, IOC, at Bodh Gaya, see *Cunningham. It
seems that the generalisation stands as firmly as that of Ploss which denied to eteo-India any
example of the Greek-North Italic-Germanic "speaking object" and the speaking inscription.

Inscribed statues
POSTCRIPT on Biihler's second pass. Statue inscriptions of late period:
Eplnd (actually from the library of J. Darmsteter, donated to him by the Govt. Ind.
Dept, of Revenue and Agriculture), p.369, second series of Inscriptions from Sanchi:
lay donors are even more prominent here. Of interest to us are the three later
inscriptions on the bases of statues:
1. Kushana 78;
2. 8/9C letters, a text which features the very commonly inscribed Buddhist creed;
3. 9/10C Nagari letters, what was originally apparently a single Sradgharä verse,
"of which only 2 padas (i.e., half of it) are at present completely legible".
Thus, verse, and short verse, as one would expect in that case, was used on some
Buddhist anathematic art objects.
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1. TOPE I
page

n°

SELECT EPIGRAPHS favouring variety rather than representativeness

98

17

The gift of the Vejaja village

cFfSRT M
IH
-SH

R
vajajasa gamasa danam

99

25

The gift of the Bauddha Committee of Trustees from Dharmavadanana
(Skt. Dharmavardhana)

cftvrrftfeq

^R
bodhagothiya dhamavadanana danam

100

35

The gift of the Sheth, the great executor of repairs

frfcRt mIc^ licmPicmhi 3R1
sethino patikamakanikana danam
102

47

The gift of the merchant Siriguta (Skt. Srigupta)
/ ^ n rP rjR ^ r
sirigutasa vanijasa danam

102

49

The gift of the scribe Subähija, son of a GoÜ (i.e., of a mother of the Gaupta
race)

TfttcT^cT/H

/ ^R

subahijasa gotiputasa rajalipikaphasa danam
106

84

A pillar, the gift of all the relatives of the venerable Nägila

■q^cRTfhcR / •Hcim' ^ nicR /

«HTt

bhadatanagilasa savanam jatinam danam thabho

1. TOPE II (numbering afresh bv Tope)
112

15

The gift of Yasogiri (Skt YaSogiri) a monk
yasogirino danam bhichhuno

Note that I have not added the end-of-line markers, single and double vertical bars, II, given
almost always in parentheses in this edition. I am not sure whether this means that they were
usually present, and hence can be assumed to have been erased by time, or whether they are
editorial additions for normalisation's sake. The Iron pillar verses of Chandra, are
accompanied by a rubbing of the inscription. This clearly shows their use in that case to be
merely editorial — to indicate graphic line end. The same is probably true of the Sanchi
transcripts.
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Biihler's second visit
P.366 G. Biihler, Further Inscriptions of Sanchi, up to the +9C and +10C, he says. This is
supposed to show that Buddhism lasted longer in India than current generalisations would
have had it. Biihler remarks on some new matters of interest in this series of additions. The
räjuka from Ashoka and the Kalpasutras of the Jains = clerk/accountant, the modem
"karkun". It is said to derive from the word rajjagähaga, or "rope holder". As for the scribes
and secretary titles, the Räjalipikara is a royal scribe. The lekhaka of I, 143 is a writer who
copies manuscripts, a copyist.
2j.

Tope I again, additional finds:
370

124

Gift of the nuns from [Vädijvahana

[^TnrM^Hi 14<4Pi^1 ^ft
[vadi]vahana bhichhunina danam
370

127

(?) of the Väkalä/Väkilä queen, the mother of Ahimita (Skt. Ahimitra)
c||c^rtl4 Ski 4 31 RlHclH Rp [or cTTPfTTFTat the start]
vakalaye [or vakilaye] deviye ahimitama[tu]

371

130

The gift of Subhagä and her sister

SPHII-M STMlRlpHcMM ^FT
subhagaya sabhaginikaya danam
371

137

The gift of the mother of the venerable [R?]ahila, the Säphineyaka

SFTRJ^cRT

1TRJ
aya[ra]hilasa saphineyakasa inatu danam

372

143

The gift of Mulagiri (Skt. Mülagiri) the copyist

y r tP lR P il <?FT
mulagirino danam lekhakasa
375

176
(A triple inscription on three adjacent rails, texts obviously connected)
"The three-fold gift of Samika (Skt. Svämika) the trader, and of his son Siripala (Skt
SiripSla)"
a
Of the trader Samika
samikasa vanikasa
and of his son Srlpäla

b

gcRT ^rer RiRmiw-h
putasa casa siripalasa
C

gift 3
^FT \
danam 3
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378

196

The gift of the weaver Damaka, father of Kusuka

^frfcr/^r

^ft

damakasa sotikasa kusukapisu danam
378

200

The workers in ivory of Vedisa have done the carving

380

216

vedisakehi datamkarehi rupakammam katam
The gift of IsidaSl (Skt. RishidäSl) a nun of Nandinagara

Hi'ic^HuiRebitt ft«pft£r ]/
380

224

Isidasiye nadinagarikaye bhicchu[niye] danam
The gift of the mother of the nun Dhamayasä (Skt. DharmayaSas) from
Ujjain
w

383

248

w

^ ft

f it

[UJjeniya dhamayasaya matu bhicchuniya danam
The gift of the nun Saghärakhitä (Skt. Samghärakshitä) in Kurara

HWd^FTFTT /
384

256

stft

^F=f

Kuraraya Sagharakhitaya bhikhuniya danam
The gift of the monk Bhaduka, son of the Gotl (Skt. Gaupfi) mother

^^< -1 f t p 'l l ^FT
384

265

Gotiputasa bhadukasa bhicchuno danam
The gift of Dhafiä (Skt. Dhanyä) wife of the brother of the Gahapati
Patithiya (Skt. Pratishthita) from Turrtbavana

§®[cRT Fr^FFFTT Mklfö'M'H ‘‘TT^ / [^TTiqW vnäTTFT ^ F f
385

269

Tumbavana Gahapatino patithiyasa bhatu jay ay a Dhanaya danam
The gift of Dhamaka (Skt. Dharmaka) inhabitant of Vejaja
c^T

386

281

Dhamakasa Vejajakasa dana
The gift of the lay worshipper Yamada (Skt Yamat(t)a) from Na(n)dinagaru
^ h <<h

386

284

Na[nJdinagara upasajkasa] Yamadasa dana
The gift of Nägadat(t)a and Sagharakhita (Skt. Sanigharakshita) inhabitants
of Kuraghara

387

294

Nagadatasa Sagharakhitasa ca Koragharanam danam
The gift of Isidatä (Skt. Rishidattä) the wife of Leva from Pukhara (Skt.
Pushkara)

rit]<ä<kl) fft^cTFT
388

301

Pokharato Isidataya Levasa pajavatiya danam
The gift of Bohu (Skt. Bhoddhri?) the father of (Lahu?-)Müla
( rtg H rtN d

389

306

n^TTcrfcFTT ^FT
?)

Bohu Mulapitu (Lahumulapita?) danam
The gift of the monk Bhatfika inhabitant of Kuraghara

f t p 'l l /

^FT

Bhadikasa bhikhuno Kuragharasa danam
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390

319

The gift of Revatimitä (Skt. Revati miträ) wife of Balaka

cR7cF/¥
390

321/2

^TFT

Revatimitaya Balakasa pajavatiya danam
The gift of Varada(t)ta, the gift of (his) sister Varasenä

cK ^ cl« ^FT / 'mR i PI'HI
392

333

392?

338

392

345

392

347

/ ^T=f

Varadatasa danam / bhaginiya Varasenaya danam
The gift of Sijhä (Skt. Saikhsä) a housewife from Virohakata
^FT
Virohakata ghariniye Sijhaye danam
The gift of Arahatarakhita (Skt. Arhadrakshita) from Vedisa
ö R ^ d tfä d — ^FT
Vedisa Arahatarakhita —danam
The gift of Sarrigha, mother of Däsaka
^FT
Saghaya dasaka-matu dana
The gift of the monk Samana (Skt. Sramana) pupil of the venerable Ut(t)ara

■HM'-'i'H htipfr 3rg?rw srcraFFTt / ^ft
392

351

393

352

Samanasa bhicchuno ayutarasa atevasino danam
The gift of the nun Sämikä (Skt. Svämikä)
■HlfäcMM
^FT
Samikaya bhicchuniya danam
The gift of the monk Sämidata (Skt. Svämidatta)

[F T ]F I < c l-H

^FT

394

362

[Sajmidatasa bhicchuno danam
The gift of Suriyä (Skt. Süryä and) Budhadevä (Buddhadevä) of Pemata

395

364

Suriyaya Budhadevaya Pematikaya danam
The gift of Yona (Skt. Yavana) inhabitant of Setapatha (Svetapatha)

•HcmRFTF / -MH-H ^Ff
Setapathiyasa Yonasa danam

T ope II
399

50

The gift of the inhabitant of Morayahikata
^FT
danam morayahikatiyasa

NOTE: on "this" in Indian inscriptions. It would appear not to be a pan-Indian habit
to explicitate the fact that an inscription is on the object that it is actually on by any
deictic word in the inscriptional text. See above, introduction to this section, for more
discussion. See immediately below, line 6 second word, for the very rare inscriptional
phrase "this pillar", placed on the pillar itself.
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Meharauli posthumous iron pillar inscription of Chandra ‘ Fleet p. 139ff.

See Bibl.2 for the story of the discovery of this unusually short inscriptional poem of the
Gupta period. It is unusual also in that it stands on its own in a literary sense, without any
prose frame.
TEXT: (6 graphic lines = 3 "verses" of Särdülavikrtdita, this metre unchanged throughout)

1.
Y asy-ödvarttayatah pratipam -urasä Sattrün-sam dty-ägatän-V arigeshvähavavarttinö-bhilikhitä khadgSna klrttir-bhujS
2.
tirtva sapta mukhäni ydna samard Sindhör-jjitä Vählikä yasy-ädyäpyadhiväsyatd jalanidhir-vVlryy-änilair-ddakshinah [//]307
3.
Khinnasy-dva visrijjya gäm narapatdr-ggäm -äSritasy-dtaräm mürt[t]yä
karmma-jit-ävanim gatavatah klrt[t]yä sthitasya kshitau
4.
Santasy-dva mahä-vand hutabhujö yasya pratäpö mahän-n-ädyäpy-utsrijati
pranäSita-ripör-yyatnasya ^dshah kshitim [//]
5.
Präptdna sva-bhuj-ärjjitafi-cha suchirafi-ch-aikädhiräjyam kshitau Chandrähvena samagra-chandra-sadriSlm vaktra-6riyam bibhratä
6.
ten-ayam pranidhäya bhümipatinä dhävena Vishnö(shnau) matim pränSurVvishnupadd girau bhagavatö Vishnör-dhvajah stäpitah [//]

TRANSLATION (the italicised additions are necessary because of the extreme ellipsis which
is typical of phrasings compressed within the word-walls of the long classical Sanskrit
compounds, the extent of which can be discerned by looking at the hyphen placements in the
above text. These replace the equal signs (or double hyphens) used by Fleet, for our own
technical, WP reasons. The reader should try to ignore the italicised inserts and read the
remainder: The text will still be intelligible, and the appropriateness of the expansions will
hopefully be apparent as well. The unitalicised (and bracketed) additions are hardly necessary
pleonasms, being a mere matter of English style, and perhaps a concession to those totally
lacking in knowledge of Indian geography and culture, as in "the (river) Sindhu", "(the god)
Vishnu". Bold type is used in a way that betrays the historical motivations of the editor, not
our literary ones, but we copy his presentation none the less):

307 At least here the editorial practice with the markers ofverse end is clear. There are none at all apparent on
the rubbing taken from the pillar. The three here given in square brackets are merely an editorial indication of
die end of each graphic line on "the stone". It is to be noted that the transliterational practice o f Fleet differs
slightly from that common in modem Sanskrit studies, no doubt because it also has to apply to Prakrits and to
more modem vernaculars.
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[1.1-2 = verse 1] — He, on whose arm fame was inscribed by the sword,
when, in battle in the Variga countries, he kneaded (and turned) back
with (his) breast the enemies who, uniting together, came against (him)\
— he, by whom having crossed in warfare the seven mouths of the (river)
Sindhu, the Vählikas were conquered; — he, by the breezes of whose
prowess the southern ocean is even still perfumed;—
[1.3-4 = verse 2] — He, the remnant of the great zeal of whose energy,
which utterly destroyed (his) enemies, like (the remnant of the great
glowing heat) of a burned-out fire in a great forest, even now leaves not
the earth; though he, the king, as if wearied, has quitted this earth, and has
gone to the other world, moving in (bodily) form to the land (ofparadise)
won by (the merit of his) actions, (but) remaining on (this) earth by (the
memory of his) fame;—
[1.5-6 = verse 3] — By him, the king, — who attained sole supreme
sovreignty in the world, acquired by his own arm and (enjoyed) for a very
long time; (and) who, having the name of Chandra, carried a beauty of
countenance like (the beauty of) the full-moon, — having in faith fixed
his mind upon (the god) Vishnu, this lofty standard of the divine Vishnu
was set up on the hill (called) Vishnupada.
It is to be noted that the final line has an explicitly demonstrative-deictic word, ayam,
referring to the pillar (poetically, the "lofty standard") on which it is inscribed, a rare thing in
Buddhist dedications as we have lengthily explained above, and rather unusual in the Hindu
epigraphs I have so far noticed.
For more examples of explicit deixis, see *Konow 1929 in Bibl.2. In no other early Indian
epigraph known to me does a word equivalent to "this" refer to the object on which, and for
which, the epigraph was composed, except for one Buddhist inscription of mixed Indo-Greek
origins.
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28. Indian - "Book11
1.

Subhashita — as slippery as epigram?

The Subhäsitävali contains 3527 little poems of 2-4 lines, which are technically all distichs.
The metres are varied. There are ascriptions, as in our western Greek Anthology, to specific
authors. Actually 360 poets are named, including some dual ascriptions. The latter show that
either conscience or confusion was involved in the editing. Legendary poets like Vyasa and
Valmiki do feature, which would be a little like having Greek epigrams by Theseus. Many
poems are not ascribed. They are acephalous or dSecTTOTa. As Philip’s and Cephalas’
anthologies were, this Indian one is divided into sections with titles, fully 101 of them, such
careful subdivision being typical of any subhashita anthology. Some sections contain only
one verse, the largest contains 309 verses. “Verse” in this present discussion equals both
distich and poem, a couplet-monostrophe. Some of the titles of the sections are very closely
related. I am not able to read enough to decide how much the title enters into the actual
structure and system of the poem, is required for understanding the poem, as it is in modern
book epigram. The ones I was given to study in Poona were all untitled. A few subhashitani
(this is the plural) are ascribed to famous poetic works. Many are extracts from works that
still survive, and others are suspected of being extracts from lost poetic works. Three
“verses” of our selected anthology comment on contiguous verses within that same
collection, a more explicit linking of texts than the juxtaposed groups of epigrams on similar
topics in AP. At least these seem to have been written specifically for the anthology, but a
close look at this collection reinforces the attitude which is gained from reading the synoptic
works of Stembach. W hatever writing there may have been of original subhashitani, the
literary branch of the genre was mostly a derivative one, and it is doubtful if the literary and
the gnomic can be fully distinguished.
Their literary type is said to vary, some being gnomic, in the oriental sense, and others lyric.
Some collections include mnemonic verses. Anthologies can specialise, and those which
concentrate on literary works tend to use metres with the longer verse lines. Like epigram
and fraszka they are a rich source for a study of common life in their period. Riddles are
naturally a subcategory of subhashita. The greatest legendary sage, Cänakya, is richly
represented in versified versions as well as in gnomic prose. In fact, the impression given by
Sternbach’s surveys of 1965, 1974, 1978, and 1980 is that the subhashita genre was put
together from Middle Indian sources which were sometimes proverbial, and was Sanskritised
and versified to reach a peak of popularity in the +17C. The genre kept to a single length, the
distich that from the length and caesurae of its constituent lines is more like a double distich.
Different verse forms allow a great variety of length of line and positioning of the caesurae.
Subject matter is, as we have noted, a mixture of the gnomic, the didactic and the lyric.
Fragments of such subhäshita-s, but only fragments, are claimed to occur in poetic
inscriptions.308
So why does India not have epigram? The main reason is that unlike the Iranian rubäci the
Indian subhashita, a poem of the same length, remains predominantly a poetic extract, if we
are to judge on this anthology. I have found no evidence that subhashitani are normally
composed in the form in which they are collected and enjoyed. They seem to be extracts,
detachable and even wandering verses. On its own, this characteristic would not prevent
them from crystallising or coagulating into a new genre. However, in the consciousness of
their most educated admirers they seem to remain redolent of famous names, and even of
famous works. Like the Elizabethan and the Ciceronian ages, many periods of Hindu Indian
courtly culture were in love with copiousness. This may be the copiousness of a stream or
308 Diskalkar 1961.
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that of continuous dripping. The “pearls on a string”, additive structure of classical Arabic
verse is also applicable to the biblical psalms,309 where stanzas do not seem to have a
definable order or structure. However as Friedländer said so perspicaciously of the gnomic
poetry of Theognis and Hesiod, and of the prose collections that preceded these, we must
always bear in mind the possibility of there being some pattern in such sequences of similar
short forms which we do not yet appreciate.
But the subhashita is no epigram, even in continuous droplet form, whatever its concision and
the regularity of its length. No more than in China did traditional Indian scholars and litterati
regard stone inscription of poetry as central or special. They did not seem to write very often
for stone or bronze. The oral word had more power. Grave elegy and musings are not
familiar to me from Indian court poetry (but see Bhartrihari). The monumental work of Kane
on funeral legislation, which is not the same thing as funeral practice, suggests that grave
inscriptions were rare or unknown.310 Although funerary rites and practices differ
enormously, it is usual to say that the higher culture in India showed very little interest in
funerary monuments. A recent slim book by R.L.Mishra attempts to connect the tradition of
the Buddhist stupa to that of the vedic mound, the smasana, piled over the samadhi (place of
interment of the ashes), with its possible pillar (stambha) or post (sthuna ) . 311 Thus it is
interesting to have him quote the famous passage from Arrian’s Indike which emphasises that
the Greeks failed to find anything like a funeral monument in the strange land they entered.
As far as Mishra’s English syntax allows us to judge (he quotes Kane from a Hindi
translation) he simply leaves this unfortunate piece of evidence out of his further argument,
which argues for a continuity of such monuments from vedic times to the present. While his
local knowledge seems to be excellent for the Muslim period, I hesitate to follow his lonely
example for earlier times.312
Perhaps the major reason for the Indians’ lack of epigrams was their attitude to writing, one
quite different from that of the Chinese dlite, but one which similarly blocked the
development of stone epigram, and of any literary genres which might have been influenced
by this.
[Note: the thesis updates this opinion on the basis of other evidence about different sorts of
subhashita, and in view of the discovery of much epigraphy on the "hero stones" of India. In
this treatment we based ourselves too much on the consciousness on the most highly educated
compilers, working at their best. The very nature of subhashita is that is routinely used in
huge quantities, part of a huge sea of the oral tradition, and that in more relaxed use its
origins are of no importance and generally unknown. See thesis.]

309 Watson 1984, in B.O. p.167: Often enough the stanzas of a poem are practically interchangeable.
310 HD IV p.248ff deals with funeral monuments, the mound’s height is like the “three feet” of some Chinese
laws, i.e., half a man’s height Some legislation gives the height of the possible tumulus in fingers’ breadths. P.
255 mentions the rarity of an actual funeral monument, the most likely afjpa being a mere staff, as seems to be
common all over the world. A tree is also sometimes mentioned.
311 SAMADHI-STUPA p.41ff.
312 ARRIAN-WH Indike §10. and the notes p.1113.
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Subhashita itself on subhashita

Parab, Kashinathan Pandurang
Subhäsita-ratna-bhändägära or. Gems of Sanskrit
Poetry. Being a Collection of Wittv. Epigrammatic. Instructive and descriptive Verses.
Selected and arranged bv K.P.S., Revised bv Wasudeva Laxman Shastri Pansikar Delhi
1991 A reprint.
P. 30 has a series of poems in which there is self reference to the genre of the poem,
characteristic of epigram, and at least allowable in subhashita. We quote the poems in the
original, in transcription, so that the evidence is apparent to those without Sanskrit, and also
some of the variations of wording and positioning. The way these poems treat "subhashita"
is, from our point of view, much less important than that they mention it consistently.
It is characteristic of this sort of anthology to have a great number of topical subdivisions.
[The Subhäsitaratnakara Bombay mentions that Subhashita means spoken well or eloquent.
1. -tam — fine speech, eloguence; learning.
2. — a witty saying
an apothegm
an appropriate saying
3. — a good remark
...all quite useless glosses to anyone outside that tradition!]
P. 30 Ch. 2 Part 1: 21 verses praising Subhashita, being themselves all subhäshitäni. In
14 of them the commonest word for the "genre" itself is mentioned within the verse.

DVITIYAM PRAKARANAM = second heading/chapter
SÄMÄNYAPRAKARANAM = COMMON TOPICS

Subhäsitaprasamsä = praise o f the subhashita (or, glory o f...)

1. bhäsäsu mukhyä madhurä / divya glrvärnabhäratl / / tasmadbhi kävyam madhuram /
tasmädapi subhäsitam
2. subhäsitena gltena / yuvatlnäm ca lllayä / / mano na bhidyate yasya / sa yogi
hyathavä pa&uh
3. subhäsitamayairdravyaih / sarigraham na karoti yah / / so 'pi prastävayajflesu / kam
pradäsyati daksinäm
4. samsärakatuvrksasya / dve phale hyamrtopame / / subhäsitarasäsvädah / sangatih
sujane jane
5. subhäsitarasäsväda / badbharomäflcakaflcukäh / / vinäpi käminlsarigam / kavayah
sukhamäsate
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6. prthivyam trim ratnäni / jalamannam subhasitam // mudhaih päsänakhandesu /
ratnasamjfia vidhryate
7. dharmo ya£o nayo däksyam / manohäri subhasitam // ityädigunaratnänäm / sarigrahT
navasldati
8. samgrtamapi sähityam / sarasvatyäh stanadvayam / / ekamäpätam adhuram / anyad
älocanämrtam
9. &i£ur vetti pa$ur vetti / vetti nägarasam phanf / / sähityarasamädhuryam / Samkaro vetti
vä na vä
10. dräksämlänamukhr jätä/ Sarkarä cä£matam gatä // subhäsitarasasyägre / sudhä bhrtä
divam gatä

All the above are in the commonest Indian verse form, the sloka, four
padas of octosyllables with some quantitative compulsions, some
recommended patterns, and some freedoms. Now follow the longer, more
elaborate, more "literary" verse types.

11. sarisadi tadeva bhüsanam upakärakam avasare dhanam mukhyam // süktam dadhati
suvarnam kalyänam anarghamiha dhanyäh
12. kathamiha manusyajanmä sampraviSati sadasi vibudhagamitäyäm // yena na
subhäsitärnrtam ählädi nip!tarn ätrpteh
13. akalitaSabdälamkrtir anukülä skhalitapadaniveSäpi // abhisärikeva ramayati müktih
sotkarsaSmgärä
14 äsvädita dayitädharasu dhärasasyeva süktayoh maduräh // akalitarasälamukulo na
kokilah kalam udaficayati
15. avasarapathitam sarvam subhäsita tvam prayätyasuktam api / / ksudhi kadaSanam api
nitaräm bhoktuh sampadyate svadu
16. yasya vaktrakuhare subhasitam nästi näpyavasare prajalpati // ägatah sadasi
dhlmatäm asau lopyanirmita iväva bhäsate
17. subhasitam häri viSatyadho galänno duijanakhärkariporivämrtam / / tadeva dhatte
hrdayena sajjano harir mahäratnam ivätinirmalam
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18. näyam prahäti vikrtim viraso na yah syanna kslyate bahujaraimitaräm nipltah / /
jädyam nihanti rucimeti karoti trptih nünam subhäsitaraso 'nya rasätiSäyl
19. dhanyäh Sucini surabhfni gunombhitäni vägvfmdhah svavadanopavanodgatäyäh / /
uccitya süktikusumäni satam viviktavarnäni karnapulinesvavatarisayanti
20. kim häraih phimu karikanaih kimasamaih kamävatamsairalam keyürair manikundalair
alamalam sädambarair ambaraih / / pumsämekam akhanditam punaridam manyämahe
mandanam yannisplita pärvanämrtakarasyandopamäh süktayah
21. khinnam cäpi subhäsitena ramate svfyam manah sarvadä Srutvänyasya subhäsitam khalu
manah Srotum punar väficchati / / ajfiäfijfiänavato 'pyanena hi vaSfkartum samartho bhavet
kartavyo hi subhäsitasya manujairävaSyakah sarigrahah
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29. Folk and Pre-Literary
1.

Oral forms

If one is to establish a new basis of analysis for the earliest Greek epigram, comparative
studies on oral literature are one natural source for ideas and confirmations of ideas. Another
would be the phenomenological and philosophical analysis of language functions. As usual,
both sorts of evidence will be hard to control, and exotic material will often be treated from
points of view quite remote from our own. The Cambridge school has been very active since
the pioneering work of the Chadwicks. Two decades after Nora and Henry, Maurice Bowra
also focussed his polymath attention on a single aspect of the comparative problem. Despite
the age of these treatments, they are probably more germane to our theme than more recent
ones. The two great comparative surveys contain the reflections of extremely talented
Classicists and medievalists, starting from a viewpoint similar to our own. And they were in
intimate contact with a rich corpus of materials. An original plan to stretch the net wider to
include the recent studies on Aboriginal and PNG song languages proved too remote from
our main topic.313 The former group of peoples are distinguished by the frequency of special
languages for song, while at least one group from PNG resembles the Greeks in having a
fairly normal language for song, but go further in using no definable metre, just lines of a
roughly predictable length which are filled out by prolonged vowels like eeeeh, oooh, aaaah
to suit the music used.314 The nature of Greek metre, definable and lapidary, may have secret
links with the taste for epigrammatic form itself. Not every language admits of such a
concentration of crafting. It has been claimed that few medieval vernaculars did, except
Provencal, especially with its trobar clus.
The three large volumes of the Chadwicks disgorge some points of immediate interest for an
understanding of the popular basis which early Greek epigram most probably built on. Some
major ones are the universality, or near universality of the line, and of a limited verse
paragraphing, in fact, stanzas. Song does not feature largely in G RO W TH , but the great
importance of the line, and of the stanza, stands out in Bowra.315 Strophic form is said to be
unknown, say, in Western Polynesia316 and even the nearly universal proverb is said to be
lacking from the verbal art of some peoples.317 But as the 4 - 6 line stanza is so widespread,
we have an idea why Greek epigram tends to that length. This is, assuming we know why the
Greeks used in stanzaic form common meters which were not normally in stanzas but rather
KCIT& ctlxov. The real comparative problem is not the length of epigram, nor the fact that it
is strophic, but that it is so unusually mono strophic. Such restraint seems very rare in the
song language of the world.
The difference between sung and recited poetry seems to be less relevant to a discussion of
epigram (emphatically a non-sung form), as the elevated state of soul which poetry expresses
and causes does not seem to depend on its words being sung. In fact, their production may be
in various sorts of chant, and so greatly do musical styles differ that even a three-fold division
of production styles into speech, recitative and song may not be universally useful.
Compression is common in song language.318 Repetitions may be, as in today’s popular
music, a way to achieving a sort of trance, an “aesthetic simultaneity”,319 of stirring the
emotional and imaginative pot until the aromas have been fully enjoyed. Elaboration of the
313 Margaret Clunies-Ross sent me bibliographies which, out of cowardice and ingratitude, I shelved on receipt.
314 Robert Bugenhagen.
315 p.61, and especially p.70.
316 GROWTH III p.240

317 The Chadwicks.
318 SONG p. 68, 100, 101, and p.268. A lso LYRIK which has a w hole chapter on this.
319 SONG p.75-76.
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theme is a way of transcending the present moment,320 breaking down the concreteness and
specificity of an experience, and giving it new aspects and new meaning. The words in
which these re-visions are expressed also suffer changes of meaning.321 Despite this
processing and elaboration and rarifying of crude primary experiences, song provides a
specificity and concreteness of its own. It typically serves to link a singer to nature, to his
social group, and to the less available parts of his inner self in a vague intuition of oneness
and belonging.322
Song expresses, explores and enhances a mood, a state of soul, or to risk a little 20th century
opaqueness, it does all these things with reference to an existential stance. It involves some
degree of elevation of speech, either in the form of the language, or its performance, if not
obviously in the form of language used, at least in the way it is “received”. It shares a lot of
these functions with what is now generally called music, a phenomenon which is crossculturally very difficult to define. However, it can coexist happily surrounded by a prose
context, and we may note that cross-culturally such verse citations tend to be very short.
On p.54 and p. 161 of SONG Bowra retracts his previous eccentric views on the unusualness
and hence the lateness of the prose saga which frames much Old Irish verse. Even to a
neophyte celticist in the mid 1960s his views, perhaps too much bathed in the afterglow of his
great work Heroic Poetry, seemed unfounded. And if strict verse in Irish is late, as it
probably is, there is nothing to recommend such a jaundiced view of the antiquity of
prosimetric saga. The phenomenon is very widespread in different cultures and at different
times.323 It would perhaps be unjustified to use this “universal” to explain the widespread
use of epigram in the decoration and illustration of Hellenistic prose, as so many other forces
must have been at work, but the frequency with which we find such verse extracts in short
forms, i.e., between line and stanza length, does explain part of the inner dynamic which kept
epigram form fairly stable throughout Greco-Roman culture.
Greek epigram begins in hexameter form, and soon varies this with the addition of
pentameter lines, though the two different lines do not alternate as regularly on stone as they
do in book poetry. We could put this down to incompetence, or we could posit a liking for
only approximate line variations, as Psalm writers in Israel and Ugarit frequently threw a
longer line into a fairly regular sequence of three metric lines. Greek grave inscriptions in
metre began as poetry, not mere verse. Were they versified prose? To call these early verses
banal, pragmatic and uninspired is to sacrifice them to the esthetic of a more literate age. The
burden of proof is on those who claim to see the poetic form, the strict metre (not so much the
poetic formulae) as a mechanical reflex rather than as a cue to a different style of “reading”.
In GROWTH II p.709 we meet the phenomenon of the fictive elegy. Nothing could be more
important to an understanding of early epigram. Not that there is anything fictive about its
first stages, but our knowing of such a wide-spread process strengthens our belief that the
more concrete grave poem could equally be fictionalised. Other civilisations did so. If the
Welsh materials were older, I would have liked to pursue what is quoted in I p.301 on
“Traditions and speculations relating to graves”, as this also gives what the rest of the world
could do in the line of less concrete funerary poetry and literature. But because of their date,
the Relic na Rig and all the Welsh remains stand a good chance of massive influence from
Latin and from the elegiac tendencies of the Anglo-Saxons, which seem to have developed
from the way these peoples situated themselves in full view of a dying Classical culture, so I
320
321
322
323

SONG p,103ff.
SONG p.275.
SONG p.285-286.
In Africa, for instance Bowra GROWTH.
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regretfully leave such texts aside, but see in Addenda AUSTRALIAN WELSH and
WONDROUS STELE.
In III p. 182 and p.621 the very important point of word faithfulness and extemporisation
comes up with regard to the Kirghiz and Uganda. Much more has been done on this in recent
years by the circle around Ruth Finnegan, and the whole question of verbatim memory and
quotation style is a tangled one. It has importance for us, not for the fact that famous
epigrams were changed in transmission (this would be expected and is fairly well proven by
the sort of variations studied by *Markwald) but for how freely and how early this was done,
and for the question of what life these essentially written mini-poems had off their stones and
in the mouths of men. A strict verbatim memory may have had to wait for the period of the
homoousios/homoiousios debate and for a style of controversy which relied on close
reference to standard texts, something that seems later than the period of the Athenian
orators. It is claimed very strongly for the Arabs of all periods by *Kowalski, but in one
important case Sellheim questions the reliability of the earlier chains of the isnad, in his study
of the proverbs traditionally ascribed to the great al-Baghdadl/al-Qali. However, verbatim
memory is something of a red herring in a discussion proceeding on the level of generality of
our present one and will be more relevant when the precise history of any particular text is
being discussed. Let us remark that Greeks seemed not to have the tendency. Where debts
and money were concerned they may have had special reasons for accuracy, but it seems that
various stone copies of laws came in different lengths and with verbal variations. It may well
be that factors other than that of bad memory are required to explain the variations in
epigrams like that of “Midas”, whose surviving forms show such extensive variations. The
Chadwicks note in I p.499 that they regard early writing as practical in aim and usually brief
in extent, with literary writing coming later. Even if this were unshaken by the theories of
Morris and by the great length of texts in some areas of marginal literacy, such as
Indonesia,324 it would not prove that the early monosticha and distichs were felt to be purely
informative texts by their contemporary composers and readers.
As always when it is parallels and not influences which are being discussed, the
speculativeness of comparative studies requires very strong hypotheses to fit into any
argument as to why a particular form developed, or did not develop. One would hope that the
practice of speaking, chanting, singing, man over many periods, cultures and lands would at
least tentatively suggest what are “normal” developments.

324 Cuisinier INDONESIENNE. Except of course for proverbs, popular for the most part, and occasionally
(p. 1429) versified.
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2.

Weber — Volkspoesie in Briefen

Oral poetry struggling into written form is not unknown in 20C Europe. See the picture of a
Serb oral education in *Wongar.
Most of Weber's letters obtained during his job as a military censor for East European mail
were those of simple, relatively uneducated people, farmers and artisans, working in
Germany for Germany's good. Many letters were partly or entirely written in verse form.
The introduction and the ending were often in verse, with a prose body to the letter. Despite
the para-Homeric fame and self-advertisement of Serbs, it was the Croats who most used
popular verse in their letters of the early 1940s, and among them the groups from Medjimurje
and Bosnia stood out. The formulaic verses of the beginnings of letters seemed to be used as
a "starter" for those not used to writing about personal matters to people not physically and
comfortingly present, or to lengthy writing at all. Weber claims that nervous and occasional
correspondents in Germany still can open the mysteries of a letter with "Im Anfang meines
Schreibens ergreife ich die Feder und tauche sie in die Tinte, um einige Zeilen zu schreiben".
Similar themes of the bench where the writer sits and how he picks up his pen (explicitly with
the right hand) and dips it are found in introductory verses of Croat peasants. Presumably the
models for these repeated phrases come from episodes from the folk tradition:
Sad si sedem na Perovu klupu,
Uzmem papir u desnu ruku
I napiSem par reCi,
Koje ti nemogy s ustime redi.
(Medjimurje)

Evo side na jelovu klupu,
Uze lapi§ u desnicu ruku,
Da je lapiS kao jelova grana
I pisati znala.
(Imotski, Dalmatia)

Of course, there has to be the enthusiast who writes, not with ink, but with blood, for many of
these are love letters. Introductions can also be religious invocations. Themes can be less
elevated: p.555 has a list of eight poetic invitations to "turn to the next page"! In the middle
of prose letters poetic greetings can crop up, and like the "please turn the page" verses, they
are in couplets. Their brevity comes from the fact that they are secondary texts in an etiquette
clashing with that of the main text, and should not interrupt it too long. As for the
expressions of the heart, in love many are formulaic, but the author collects some original
ones on p.556. Many of these use common topoi, but that may not be a sign of derivative
composition. No doubt many such topoi have become traditional because of the force with
which they have long presented themselves to the minds of those in similar situations.
Repetition does not automatically indicate banality, and the many requests for the letter to
"fly off and find the addressee" are no doubt both traditional and spontaneous, like any
healthy folk art. For accessibility's sake I give a solitary German example from BaCka
Novoselo:
Brieflein, fliege fort
Bis an einen andern Ort!
Fliege über Berg und Tal,
Grüß mir die Freundin tausendmal!
Fliege nicht so nieder,
Bring bald Antwort wieder!
Brieflein, fliege über Wald und Land
Bis zu meiner Freundin in die Hand
Perhaps because the end of a letter is not as terrible a place as the beginning, formulae there
are not so rich or extended. Because the word answer is "odgovor"; the pine tree ("bor") is
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frequently mentioned, though Slavic and German folk songs are rich with pines and birches
as well. A German example of a poetic ending from Veprovac may be useful:
Drei Rosen im Garten,
Drei Lilien im Wald,
Warte nicht lange
Und schreibe mir bald.
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30. Late Antique - Stone
1.

Cagnat

The search for cutters' manuals seems to be a gross and unjustified oversimplification of
complex paths of transmission in societies subtly different from those familiar to the post
industrial scholar. The greater fault lies with those whose concept of scholarship seems
largely additive, taking the opinions of big names in refereed journals as unquestioned
foundations of their own edifice. Such must be the motivation for those who still repeat
without discussion that Cagnat has "proved" the existence and the high importance of cutters'
manuals in the Roman Empire.
P.54 « L'habitude d'ajouter ä la fin des epitaphes des pieces de vers plus ou moins
longues, contenant soit l'dloge des ddfunts, soit des maximes philosophiques ou soidisant telles, est assez ancienne ä Rome: pour les families illustres eile apparait vers
la fin du v e si£cle, avec les dpitaphes des Scipions, — au moins n'en connaissons-nous
pas de plus anciennes; — eile se propagea au vie et viie sidcle; les nobles trouvdrent
des imitateurs dans la bourgeoisie, celle-ci dans les Italiens et les provinciaux, si bien
que, sous l'empire, il n'est gudre de cimetidre de ville ou de bourg, meme en province,
oü Ton ne rencontre des dpitaphes versifides. Ces vers ne sont souvent ni bien corrects
ni bien originaux, mais ils suffisaient, parait-il, ä ceux qui les faisaient comme ä ceux
qui les lisaient.»
Note that the centuries here quoted are AUC. The testimony of a scholar steeped in the
epigraphy available in the late 19C is still useful for the place on the stele, the length and the
omnipresence of Latin epigraphic verse then recovered, and the situation is not very different
to our eyes. Interesting also is a certain disdain for such verse, seemingly from the viewpoint
of a high Romanticism which prizes inspiration and originality. The Baroque and perhaps the
Enlightenment would have accepted imitation and minimal variation as being quite literary
processes. "Occasional" and gnomic poetry is being judged by Cagnat according to the rules
of belles-lettres.
P. 58 « II est dvident que la rencontre, dans toutes les parties de l'empire romain, de
textes ä peu prds identiques, n'est pas l'effet du hasard; et la fagon la plus simple de
l'expliquer est de supposer la prdsence de recueils d'dpitaphes entre les mains des
lapicides. A plus forte raison devra-t-on s'arreter ä cette conclusion si l'on retrouve les
memes maximes versifides, reproduces sur des tombes, avec des fautes qui ddnotent
un copiste ignorant ou un interpolates maladroit. Or e'est prdcisdment ce qui arrive.»
The italics here are mine. Now, here we have the admission that the "manual" theory is
chosen because it is the simplest. However, even this is not so obvious. For it to explain
everything we must assume that one or very similar manuals were published as widely as the
inscriptions themselves spread (Cagnat comments that this is almost a universal spread),
radiating from some central point of the book trade, which makes considerable demands on
the ancient book trade. But in frontier provinces like Britain and Dacia there is little or no
verse for military or for non-military persons. In Pannonia, at Carnuntum at least, the only
verse epitaphs for private persons are found in the Greek language, and even those are rare.
If there were full time cutters in these provinces, and if cutters Empire wide had access to
books as a part of their being in the trade, how did they fail to convince wealthy or ambitious
Roman Britons, or members of the frontier communities of Pannonia and Dacia, to choose
the verse options to which they supposedly had such easy access? Were there no upper
classes in these areas? They existed and had been so convinced in Africa, according to
Cagnat's reading of the less successful epitaphs there, but these could come just as easily from
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a mixture of incompetent composition and incompetent copying, both far from unknown in
the ancient world, of unique texts made for each occasion. It is far more likely that they
themselves composed any verses on their tombs, or got them composed by people living in
the same area, and that for reasons of incompetence or taste they repeated topoi and phrases
known to them from reading or from memorising.
Cagnat suggests on p. 54 n° 1 that the assumed standard manual would be in some undefined
way equivalent to the Anthologia Graeca. Similarities in a confined region would perhaps not
need cutters' manuals, but could be explained by common oral tradition or indeed by autopsy.
If this is Cagnat's unstated understanding of the non-existent anthologies he alludes to, it
seems to assume that a Latin equivalent of the grave poems of book vii of the AG would be
such a model book as is needed for his theory.
Now the Greek Anthology poems are primarily literary epitaphs. They illustrate partially or
fully a process of the literatisation of the real epitaph (in the direction first of praise and
sentiment, then of blame and humour) which would be a phenomenon localised in the most
cultivated strata of society rather than among the enterprising tradesmen, though no doubt
such literary activities would have been variously connected with the real business of epitaph
writing for the more pretentious uneducated at various periods and places.
Book vii of the AG can most easily be seen as an epiphenomenon drawing on a pre-existing
healthy tradition of stone epigraphy. As stones do not actually talk to stones, the influence of
one stone's text on that of another has to pass through a complex series of processes involving
a mixture of literacy and oracy and influenced by literary traditions other than those
specifically funerary, see *Lebek (just below) on the processes at work at Pompeii. Some AG
poems seem to be taken from the stone (perhaps with slight modifications to suit them to the
decontextualised life of an anthology piece), and these might seem to be the ones which
would tell us about actual practice, but it is just this sort of poem, actually lifted from the
stone, which Cagnat treats as being of little interest in his note.
Nothing short of an explicitly pragmatic anthology, and one published in similar versions
over all areas of the Empire where cutters worked, is what he would need, and by preference
it would have to have been most available on the peripheries of Roman culture, since that is
where his most blatant examples of confusion and conflation occur, and rather predictably so.
A primarily literary anthology of Latin epitaphic poetry would be the more likely type to
survive to our days, and perhaps, even to have existed in ancient times, from what we know
of ancient anthologising of verse. Purely pragmatic anthologies of verse seem to be a modem
concept, though perhaps the Atthidographers approached such a collection with syllogai of
mixed verse and prose documents, as did Pausanias. It is also debatable how much written
documentation was needed for the most elaborate traditional trades and crafts. Wooden
coastal shipping was until quite recently produced in Tasmania from models or approximate
memory. Would the pattem book be the only written documentation in the workshop?
Where we find, as in the Epigrammata Bobiensa, a quatrain written for a private bath, we may
be sure that it is potentially inscriptional, and that it was written in the light of many other
such verses known to its author and intended readers. Surely funerary verses are no different,
unless it be argued that people who would not otherwise have arranged for verses would have
made an exception for a gravestone or two, and that this brought quite different forces into
play for precisely epitaphic verse among the lower echelons of Roman society. That such
different forces were in fact only one force, i.e., a single or slowly-evolving text tradition of
model epitaphs kept as a tool of their trade by some closed guild of masons (with strong
international connections), does not really fit what we know about the local organisation of
ancient guilds, about the interpenetration of ancient literacy and oracy, ancient poetic and
gnomic traditions, and the Greek epitaphic situation over time.
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Perhaps the oracle and divination books assumed to be common among professional
soothsayers would be the closest ancient parallel to what we are looking for, but their texts
were in greater need of derivation from revered past models than were epitaphs.
Oracle books may go back (RE *Orakel) to the -5/4C, but they fit into a very special social
process and involve very special types of texts. How similar their contents were over wide
areas we will now never know. We know far too little about the carvers of tombs in such
peripheral places as Dacia to claim wide professionalisation and guild membership for carvers
of stelai, for which see Marinescu's full corpus and her continuing hesitations. Carving skills
were no doubt not confined to professional masons organised in guilds with connections to
similar guilds in enough distant centres to explain the two groups of phenomena noted by
Cagnat and others since him: the similarities of epitaphs over great distances (and periods),
and the not uncommon confusions in verses. The former is commented on by most experts
on Hellenistic verse inscriptions (sc. Vdrilhac, Peek, Drew-Beare) without invoking cutters'
manuals as a reason.
Admittedly, the similarities in verse inscriptions are not verbal, but at a deeper level. For the
latter phenomenon, confusions, a more sporadic use of cutters' manuals would suffice, in fact,
any sort of cutter's copy. It would not be necessary to assume any degree of standardisation
of manuals, indeed manuals themselves are an otiose hypothesis. Only if the offending
inscriptions are hypothesised to have been carved precisely by a sort of "unionised" cutter.
does Cagnat's full theory even begin to work, since a "pattern book" not specifically tied to
the trade of mason would be indistinguishable from a literary anthology, needing to have
other readers and uses than the urgently pragmatic, and would in fact necessarily be a literary
anthology.
Concerning the professionalism of cutters, as in all other matters, Cagnat assumes far too
much with the aim of proving far too little, and his argument seems to be based on an
unstated assumption that as the society needed pattern books, so it must have had them.
Other modes of transmission of phrases and topoi were then felt insufficient to explain the
stabilities of the tradition, as such other modes were not imaginable or academically
respectable at that time. The meagre "evidence" quoted by Cagnat merely makes respectable
an a priori assumption held to only for its own inherent likelihood.
P. 53/4 « .. .s'il est possible d'interprdter de deux fagons la presence du mot tantum ä la
fin de l'dpitaphe de Canusium transcrite plus haut [L.CRITONIVS.L.L. /
FELIX.SIBI.ET / CRITONIAE.L.L.RVFILLA / TANTVM] il n'y a gudre moyen
d'expliquer autrement que par la presence d'un manuel, entre les mains du lapicide, la
similitude des pieces de vers que Ton rencontre sur des / tombes dans les parties les
plus diffdrentes de l'empire romain.
[given the very common practice of preparing one's or one's relative's tomb se vivo , why
wouldn't "on such-and-such a date" be the expression of the (privately) long-prepared
epitaph?]
1. Si nous avions conservd quelque anthologie latine analogue ä l'anthologie grecque
que nous possddons, nous y puiserions sans nul doute plus d'un renseignement sur la
question qui nous occupe; mais les anthologies qui existent sont modernes. II est vrai
que celles de Burmann et de Meyer contiennent un certain nombre de pieces de vers
gravdes sur des tombes, mais eiles les ont prdcisdment empruntdes aux recueils
descriptions.»
Post Script: I have not properly looked at the North African inscriptional corpus, from which
Cagnat made his generalisations. My remarks apply well enough to truly frontier provinces.
P.M.Mc.
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2.

Pompeii graffiti

Egyptian stones bearing Greek letters will be the subject of a special study, but here it is
worth noting just how few of them there are. In highly hellenised Syria stones are even
fewer, but perhaps this is more due to accidents of discovery, a couple of dozen in IGLS XIII
n° 9001-9472. It is claimed that Romans wrote or at least inscribed more willingly than
Greeks325 but it seems from the flanks of Memnon at least that Greeks were far more inclined
to choose verse for their occasional inscription than educated Romans were, except where the
latter actually chose the Greek language to write in.
-Graffiti
Scattered indications from this period and before suggest what was normal in inscriptions in
both languages. The so-called graffiti of Pompeii, Herculaneum, the Palatine hill, the
Basilica dei Argentarii and Caesar’s Forum show considerable liking for “distichs” in the
German sense (the hex + pent, couplet) and double distichs. Following quotations may serve
as examples of this trend. While arguments rage about what these dipinti illustrate of ancient
literacy, and how many hands are actually represented, it is apparent that similar processes
are working in this form as operate in the more prestigious book poetry:
Admiror paries te non cecidisse ruinis
Qui tot scriptorum taedia sustineas326
This appears three times in what survives to us, which is significant. Quisquis amat seems
as common327 as the medieval amore langueo, and omnia vincit amor, though we must take
note of the possible difference in the type of literacy and the nature of the circumambient
literature, popular and high, over a thousand years. Two and four line poems are judged
appropriate for the Latin obscenities of Hospes adhuc tumuli ni meias..., Si quis mihi dicat <
potanti>surge fututum.. .328, and funerary phraseology is alluded to in line 3 of the former:
discede cacator. It is not clear if Ovid’s Amores 2.15 are the inspiration of the beautiful
distich Vellem essem gemma, which reminds us of the inherent suitability of the poetic
epigram for works of art, and for concretising the attitudes underlying gift giving and the
making of wishes. Religious dedication, personal gifts, and voeux in the French sense
(sincere or at least gallant good wishes which are more than mere velleities) attracted
epigrams just as commonly as buildings or artistically written and copied books. This
continued (or started up again?) in the Middle Ages, both in Latin and the vernaculars.

325 MacMullen EPIGRAPHIC HABIT. Haüsle DAS DENKMAL p.9 calculates that a mere 1% o f Roman Imperial
inscriptions were in verse.

326 CIL IV 1904, 2461, 2487, see Väänänen p.96. Iam astounded, 0 wall, that you have not tumbled dow n/

holding up so much boring writing.
327 CIL 1173,3199,4091.
328 Lebek 1976 ZPE 22,23. (Verses on piddling and fornicating, in plainer language than our summary of
them. For the full impact, see immediately below).
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1. Lebek on sharp and rancid distichs
Lebek ZPE 22(1976)
CIL IV (Suppl. 3 fasc. 2) 8899 (hospes adhuc tumuli eqs.) <— "Discede cacator!"
Hospes, adhuc tumuli ni meias, ossa prec[antur]
Nam si vis (h)uic gratior esse, caca.
Urticae monumenta vides, discede, cacator.
Non est hie tutum culu(m) aperire tibi.
The layout on the wall is more or less as here indicated, with 1. 3 starting somewhat out to the
left.
M. Della Corte expects nec for the Nam of 1.2, see also K. Schubring in Hermes 90 (1962)
244, and W. Krenkel in Pompeianische Wandinschriften. Heidelberg 1963, p. 76.
Also the "more original" CIL VI 2357, Buechler CE 838, = ILS 8294
Hospes, ad hunc tumulum ne meias, ossa precantur
Tecta hominis, [set] si gratus homo es, misce, bibe, da mi.
Lebek sugests the "original version" to have been as follows:
Hospes, ad hunc tumulum ni meias, ossa precantur;
nam si vis istis gratior esse - caca.
Note the grave inscription CIL V I 13740 (= ILS 8202) 4ff: qui mixerit aut cacarit, habeat
deos superos et inferos iratos. Note also what Suetonius says of the reliability of the
chirographum of Augustus in Suet. Aug. 88: quod saepe non litteras modo sed syllabas aut
permutat autpraeterit, communis hominum error est. Thus L. takes the process of
transmission on walls to be similar to that in MSS. In any case, he regards the writer as most
likely having been different from the poet. See also Trimalchio in Petron. 71.8: praeponam
....... unum ex libertis ex sepulchro meo custodiae causa, ne in monumentum meum populus
cacatum currat. Also see, on a higher plane, Pers. 1, 112-114: 'hie' inquis, 'veto quisquam
faxit ole turn. 7 pinge duos anguis: 'pueri sacer est locus, extra / meiite.' discedo. Also see
luv. 1, 131: inter quas (sc. statuas triumphales) ausus habere / nescio quos titulos Aegyptius
aut arabarches,/ cuius ad effigiem non tantum meiere fas est... .
Lebek makes some points germane to our thesis, and we can make others ourself:
1.
There are two relatively independent, but related distichs here, and the layout supports
this interpretation. So does the opening of 1.3, PN's monumenta vides. See CE 213,1: Iuenis
Sereni triste cernitis marmor.
2.

The distichs are not funerary, but they do play with funerary topoi.

3.
When separated out, lines 3/4 become witty. Discede cacator <— discede viator,
which, with (TTap)oSiTa, often appears at the end of the first Hx of an epitaph. Lines 3/4
constitute on their own a common enough epigram type of popular nature, see the
misanthropic poem of Hegesippus on "Timon", AP 7,320. See also 7,536, 7,315, 7,405,
7,408,7,69-71.
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3.
The aprosdoketon is extreme, and the first distich very pointed. As can be seen by the
parallels, the opening awakens the expectation "Passer-by, stand, delay" etc., and when this is
disappointed, line two turns the traditional prayer against defilement on its head, and we
realise that this deceased only disliked piddle because she had far stronger tastes! For this
realisation we have to wait to the very last word.
3.

Thus sharply pointed distichs were in fashion before Martial.

4.
Namenswitze is common in epitaphs. Here the PN is fictional, but there is an
unrecoverable mix of the tone of funerary plays on names with those then current in low life
and popular culture, outside any funerary context. We assume the latter to have been rather
different, which is of course, hard to prove, but probable.
5.
As is common in wall graffiti and inscriptions, one poem attracted the other. However
here both are clearly by the same writer, and were quite possibly put up in the same writing
session. If the writer was told to toichise the pair by someone else, whether author or
rememberer or collector (they are popular texts, so the latter is unlikely), the path by which
the texts came from composition to wall becomes even more interesting, at least as much as
their pre-production stage, their influences and contemporaries.
Also treated in this connection is CIL IV (Suppl. 3 fasc. 4) 10195 (si mi dicat eqs.)
Si qui(s) mi(hi) dicat "Surge fututum!",
si cause est<e>, (ut?) surgas, mi[nu]s?
usee (-squ-) biba(s).
Puella mea, emisti tibe (-i) (phallum)
Thus M. Della Corte. Word dividers regularly interposed (except between siminus 1.2), or, the
first three lines in distich form, according to L.:
si qui mi dicat <potanti>: 'surge fututum',
si causa est {e}, surga(m), si minus, usee biba(m).
Si quis... is a common opening see Mart. 4, 42,1: si quis forte mihipossitpraestare
roganti... . The addition "potanti" is chosen from among various contenders because of
semantic parallelism with biba, which is common enough. The forms qui and mi are regular
for popular Latin and need no expansion, in fact, L. suggests a deliberate assonance of long 'i'
sounds.
This particular text provides another narrow window on popular short poetry of late Republic
and early Empire. It is fairly obviously meant to be metrical, which justifies the editor's
supplement. It illustrates the sea of sub-literary genres, apparently favouring distich form,
flirted with by Martial and partially elevated to public dignity by being bound up with the
other sorts of short occasional verse in his very careful style of publication.
We need to have them in the back of our minds when we read him, and not just his Book 11.

ZPE 22 1976 cont'd.
To remove the taint of scurrility, we come to another verse graffito, reminding us of Ovidian
topoi, but unexampled in Latin book literature (I have searched PHI #5.3). It is thus
reconstituted by L.:
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vellem essem tua gemma hora non amplius una [? hora non plus licet una?]
ut tibi signanti oscula pressa darem
Ov. am.2,15, Verg. Aen. 1,682 are mentioned by the unusually serious and well-populated
group whose members have deigned to discuss this distich, both works possibly to be dated
later than it. Gemm- is common in Ovid, and we are interested in gems, short poems, and
rings. [For a conspectus of the Ovidian use of "gemm-" see above, at the end of our section
on seals, §14.9.]
As the poem is so much more "literary" than the preceding, we will not follow Lebek's
argument with the other commentators, except to note that there must have been a sea of
more idealistically erotic short poetry at the turn of the eras in a Rome so heavily influenced
by Hellenistic epigram and eidyllion. This was however to flower in longer forms, the
Roman love elegy, whereas the acerbic type of poetry remained short, perhaps because, as
commentators on Arabic literature rather lightly remark, "the association of hijac with brevity
is obvious".
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3.

Priapeia in Latin

Often named among the "epigrams" of the ancient world in the formative periods of the
Renaissance and Baroque are the Priapeia.

1. Priapus and length
Sorts of simplicitas rather different from those on Pompeian walls emerge in the Priapeia,
which are of interest even though poems in elegiac metre are a minority. Elegiacs do not
predominate, but when they occur they are mostly four-liners. Hendacasyllables dominate,
and they too include many four-liners, are well-written, and their metre adds to other
reminiscences of Catullus. Ovid and Martial are also an influence. The poems have
conventionally been divided into the segments I am describing, though doubts about details
persist because the manuscript itself doesn’t divide poems.329 There are long poems in this
anthology. The arrangement of the books seems deliberate. Variety is maintained despite the
sameness of the topic. Parker330 agrees that the perfection of the form, especially in the case
of the hendecasyllables, works against any claims of casual inscriptionality made by the texts
themselves:
ergo quicquid id est, quod otiosus
tempi! parietibus tui notavi...(2, 9-10) 331
Quisquis venerit hue, poeta fiat
et versus mihi dedicat iocosos...
{“dedicate" probably “by graffito”, given the cultic context and the general
descriptions of the state of the shrine. Note that it is the verses themselves which
inake up the dedication, and no doubt, whatever weight was given to the actual act of
inscribing and in the materiality o f the result, the non-material “poetry ” was at least
to some extent considered to be the real matter of the offering. 41, 1-2) 332
Quicunque vestrum, qui venetis ad cenam,
libare nullos sustinet mihi versus...
{if this is not in reference to inscription,
—Parker suggests that such verses as this might suit a domestic statue —,at
least the 6 lines are quite appropriate for such a purpose 47,1-2) 333

329 Some independent control of likely lengths is provided by the Greek and Latin Priapeia found elsewhere.
Out of 37 such poems from the AP only 4 are longer than eight lines. Of course, the preferences of the editors of
the AP in ancient times must be taken into account in deciding if all Greek Priapeia were of such common
lengths (eight liners- 16 poems; six liners- 9 poems; four liners- 7 poems; distichs- 1 poem). There are 24
Latin priapeia which survive outside the anthology we will consider. There is much more variation in length
than in the Greek survivors, and nine o f these 24 are of more than 16 lines.
330 PRIAPEIA p .4 4 .
331 ...so whatever it is, which, being at a loose end, I have noted down on the walls of your temple... (please
accept it).
332 Whoever comes this way shall turn into a poet and dedicate to me jocular verses...
333 Whichever one of you comes to dinner and is so bold as to make me no offerings o f verses... {may your girl
friend wear out your rival tonight, not you).
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Tu quicunque vides circa tectoria nostra
non nimium casti carmina plena ioci... ( The booklet is to be imagined as
a shrine, the poems as inscriptions. 49, 1-2) 334
But everything is against this book actually being a collection of inscriptions — the polish of
the verse, the arrangement, the artful variety, the rare vocabulary. However, the fiction is
maintained. It is a fiction based on a pre-existing fact, on the familiarity with verse graffito
we have noted from Pompeii, and the usefulness in book verse of employing various styles of
reference to stone verse.
One recalls the decorative role of calligraphically superior poetic inscriptions in medieval
Chinese tourist spots. Their political and programmatic force could be exaggerated by
attending only to the thesis developed in *McNair.

334 W hoever you are, who see a ro u n d ou r p la s te re d w alls songs fu ll o f hardly d ecen t jo c u la rity ...
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4.

Geist-Pfohl — Roman epitaphs prose and verse

The entire first chapter of Hieronymus Geist’s collection of Latin epitaphs335 employs the
wayfarer topos, e.g.:
Siste gradum, fugiat quamvis brevis hora, viator. (4, date uncertain)336
Or, with the word implied, and with the invitation to tears:
Quisq. legis titulum, lacrimas ejfunde freq(uzntes). (10, date doubtful)337
Other sections of Geist express epicurean optimism, and grief/consolation, many of which
imply a passer-by, though it can be known people like the “mother” who is addressed, and
perhaps at an indeterminate distance:
Noli dolere, mater, eventum meum.
Properavit aetas, hoc dedit Fatum mihi. (541, date uncertain).338
Again without a clear wayfarer. One may be implied, or the general reflection may be
addressed to the world in general:
Nil prosunt lacrimae nec possunt fata moveri. (540, +1C) 339
To this perhaps stoical resignation we may add the famous n.f.n.s.n.c. in its various forms:
Nilfui, nil sum: et tu qui vivis, es, bibe, lude, veni. (435) 340
For the self-epitaph (it matters little to our immediate purpose whether such claims are
genuine or not, so long as they appear explicitly on stone):
Te rogo, praeteriens, fac mora et perlege versus,
Quos ego dictavi et iussi scribere quendam.. .(641, +2C) 341
All of this indicates the antiquity of the topoi in the mother culture of western Europe, the
Latin.342 It is of course an imitation of the practices of Classical and Hellenistic Greece.

335 (1976). The numbers after the verses refer to the poem numeration.
336 Arrest your step, even though the all-too-short hour is flying, 0 wayfarer.
337 Whoever you are who read this inscription, pour out copious tears.
338 Do not grieve, mother, for what happened to me. The century rolls on (?) — Fate has given me this lot.
339 Tears are worth nothing and cannot move the Fates. (Of course, this could be “read” as resigned or as
unyieldingly resentful!
340 I was nothing, lam nothing, and now, living man, eat, drink, have fun, — come! The standard n.f.n.s.n.c.
adds to this a final “I care nothing”.
341 I beg you, passer by, make a stop and read through these verses which I dictated and got a man to write.
342 Sandys (p.61) notes the V.F. (vivus fecit ) formula for the self-made tomb, which does not imply a self
epitaph. P.63 quotes from stone the term adulescens for the wayfarer: adulescens tametsiproperas... and on
p. 14 he quotes from Gellius I.xxiv the probable epitaph of Pacuvius, much modified on the basis of stone
imitations in Marshall’s 1968/1990 OCT text, both of which also begin: adulescens tametsi properas...
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Werner Peek’s “new Kaibel” (1955, GVI) displays a category ‘Geh nicht vorüber’, ‘Bleib
stehn und lies’ which contains 28 inscriptions, ranging from the -2 to the +2 C, and of course,
very many stone poems catalogued under other heads also refer to or imply the traveller, as
our study of Archaic epigram clearly indicates.

[orffaac] (L 4>CXe plot ix^og ßplaxu [if] fie TTap[eX0T)c]
[touto] ßiou to TeXoc- xa~LPe 8e k[oL Tiajpaye
Aacf>voc Mapcovi ck tgov Mapooyoc pyeiac x ^ P 11' - 343
The warning from the tomb is very common in Latin:
f

Cum diu ambulareis tarnen hoc veniundum est tibi (Geist no.504, from
Cremona, -1C , notice the unnamed presence, the almost constant
shadow, of the viator. ) 344

Post Script:
Latin epitaphs, the later they are the more so, suggest pre-planning of the inscriptions as well
as of the real estate, legal status, and architecture of the tomb:
C. C ILV in.1,1027

Dum sum vitalis et vivo, ego feci sepulcrhum
Adque meos versus, dum transseo, perlego et ipse

343 0 friend, halt your step for me a short while and don't pass by. This is the goal o f life. Greetings. Now pass
by. (What follows is not verse) Daphnos (set this up) to Maron, with the contributiQns ofMaron ’s family, as a
memorial.
344 Although you may walk fo r a long time, hither you must come.
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5.

Petzl near Thyateira — "Don't decorate my stele"

A presumably lateish Greek epitaph expresses the topos of the poverty and simplicity of the
tomb with great clarity, specifically mentioning restraint in the poem to be inscribed.
Subversively, it uses a double distich to express what should have been more sincerely
proclaimed (according to its own precepts) by inscribing only the final, fifth line, or even just
the part of it which held the name. We alineate the prose as on the stone, the verse however
as verse. For the demos of the Lorenoi, see Cicero pro Flacco 2 (5) and Pliny n.h. 5, 30
(111). Lora was apparently in the "contrada" of Sardes:
'0 STjpos1 £Teipr|cey
6 Aoppvojv Kal 6 OuaT£{T}tpr|vcov AoKipov
A lokXcos A cukou Aelr
k o v CTTevSouca €T£ipr|ce
AÖKipOV TÖV £aUTf|S
avSpa* ’ApTcpiSmpos
Kal AioK^ijs1 'H^aicTLcavos'
£T£ipr|cav AÖKipov.
Mfj |i e P-OLKpOLC £TT€£CCIP £TtI CTT|Xt) TTo |t I TUpßtp
d) T£Kva Kocp.f|cr|T€ ev SoXixotc | eXeyotcdXXa P.ÖVOP

to

uep r\v 6vo|p.'auTO ptot cpypaiJiaiTe'

d)C dp' £ kXi]|C€t [€] p.'f]y £P ßL[Ö]T(p- SÖKtp-OC
AouKL£ M AAPOET1 . O ... E|HAYETA AoKipiou545

The inscription takes 16 short graphic lines.

345 Near Thyateira. Petzl p.245 ZPE 23 1976. Don’t decorate the stele over my tomb, my children, with

longwindedness and lengthy elegies. Just engrave what in fact was my name, and how you called me WORTHY
during my life, 0 Lucius,........ son of WORTHY. Dokimos (“worthy”) was a name, and like many an ancient
name, also had a common meaning. Play on such meanings is common at all periods of epitaph and was a
widespread ancient habit in all sorts of literature and no doubt in life.
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Augustine's (unquoted) quatrain

The accidents of manuscript survival have also left us with the North African poems of the
so-called Anthologia Latina which we will pass over, having glanced at their contemporaries
in the Bobiensa. Almost two centuries before these that greatest of Africans was
embroidering a sermon on St. Stephen;
Per conservum beneficia sumamus, honorem et gloriam Domino demus. Quid vobis
plus dicam et multum loquar. ( n.b.,the rhetorical topos, purely structural, which
provides us with many o f the grammarians’ and rhetoricians’ quotes on brevitas )
Legite quatuor versus quos in cella scripsimus, legite, tenete, in corde habete. Propterea
enim eos ibi scribere voluimus, ut qui vult legat, quando vult legat. Ut omnes teneant,
ideo pauci sunt: ut omnes legant, ideo publice scripti sunt. Non opus est ut quaeratur
codex: camera ilia codex vester sit. 346
For our purposes, such a side reference to the writing, the inscribing, the reading and the
memorising of epigram is of remarkable interest. Most likely Augustine had composed the
poem and not just had it written. On monuments such an interpretation of scripsi can seldom
be ruled out, but one could not accept it in an edited MS sermon. In combination with the
quatrains found in literature this suggests that four lines of elegiacs were a recognisable form
in Latin, except perhaps during the Middle Ages.

346 PL 38.1442 (Augustine’s Sermons). I have to admit that this com es via Harris, LITERACY, and from Harris
and Lausberg (EINZELDISTICHON) most of the really crucial Graeco-Latin quotes on our topic can be derived.
N o doubt they themselves relied on other “readers”: Let us draw advantage from our fellow servant ’s example.

Let us give honour and glory to God. Why should I tell you more and speak at length. Read the four verses
which I have written in the side chapel, read, cleave to them, hold them in your hearts, because I decided to
write them there (n.b., there is little likelihood that the monk-bishop actually did the engraving!) so that anyone
who wants to read them can do so at a time o f his own choosing. I want everyone to carry them in his mind, and
so they are few in number. I want everyone to read them, and so they are put up in public. You don't have to go
and dig out a codex—this room is your codex.
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7.

Bobiensa

One poem from the Bobiensa combines a tendency to inscribe on (or concerning) buildings,
the topos of poverty and plainness, and overtones of the pastoral, also of philosophical good
sense and of wry humour.
Hospes, balneolum breve sum. comite utier uno
vis? etiam famulos, si duo sint, patiar.
Pluribus offendar, quia tune ita laeseris usum
non secus ac magno qui lavat in populo347

347 Bobiensa, Speyer n° 4. +4C +5C. Guest, I'm an abbreviated bath. Would you like one companion? I'll
even accept house slaves, so long as they're a twosome. I ’d be uncomfortable about more, for overcrowding
wrecks the purpose of bathing (at home?) just as much as going to the crowded public baths.
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Augustine on the care of the dead

Augustine
Migne PL 40 19452 18411
coll. 591-610
Christians, like Muslims, had difficulty digesting the very ingrained customs they found preexisting them in thensociety concerning burial, mourning and memorialising. We have noted the ambiguous prohibition which
forbids Muslims to raise a monument over any believer's grave. A similar prohibition was soon developed in
Christianity forbidding burial inside a church, a practice which nevertheless flourished until the modem period.
It developed, as Augustine’s verbose discussion constantly reminds us, from the early desire to be buried "ad
sanctos", near a tomb of the martyrs. The parallel desire to build a church around the tombs of the martyrs, or to
"translate" their bones to a church, nearby or not, meant that burial near the high altar was the most prestigious
spot for many centuries.
It is our belief that funeral epigraphy and the epigraphy on precious movable objects helped to maintain the
brevity and shape of the occasional poetic genres which were required for the rebirth of "epigram" in the modem
period. Much of modem epigram is merely such short occasional poetry, shaped by subliterary influences and
imitation, indigenous to the local or the areal culture, renamed with a more prestigious term. The fictive epitaph
(in the western tradition) is inevitably seen by the educated as "epigram". Thus we are interested in the
reflections of Augustine on how to treat the dead, in the formative period of official Christianity.
The little work contains the etymologising monumentum/monimentum explanation, and was written in answer to
a question crucial for Christian plastic art: should the tombs of the saints be artistically elaborated. We have
quoted passages from *Paulinus of Nola and from ^Gregory (^Bibliography, and also *Addenda for Paulinus)
which are important for the future of Latin Christian art in general, and inscriptions bear a close relationship to
the art works they are added to, or placed under or near.
The opinion of Augustine on anything is important for the pattern of subsequent, medieval culture. Any early
Christian opinion on burial ad sanctos is of interest for the history of cemeteries. Standing between late Antique
Pagan practice and the emerging Christian standard, the Fathers of the first two centuries after Constantine are
also evidence for previous, non-Christian traditions. See also letter Ill.xii (Secundo) of *Sidonius.
Passages imported into this treatise from De Civitate Dei were long used as readings in the Latin liturgy of
burial, and thus resonate with Catholics old enough to have ingested those sonorous phrases. The passages of
most interest to our specific concerns come late in the piece. They mostly concern the commerce between the
spirits of the dead and this world. There is little on funerary practice, and what is there is grudging and
perfunctory. This resembles what we have found in the early Muslim thinkers and prescriptivists on burial.

S. Aureli Augustini
Hipponensis episcopi
De Cura Pro Mortuis Gerenda
ad Paulinum
Liber unus (AD 421 ca. scriptus)
(/...591) Caput Primum. — 1.
Diu Sanctitati tuas, coepiscope venerande Pauline, rescriptorum debitor fui, ex quo nihil
scripsisti per homines filiae nostras religiossimae Florae, quaerens a me utrum prosit cuique post
mortem quod corpus ejus apud sancti alicujus memoriam sepelitur. Hoc enim abs te vidua
memorata petiverat pro defuncto in eis partibus filio suo, et rescripseras consolans earn: idque
etiam nuntians de cadavere fidelis juvenis Cynegii, quod matemo et pio affectu desideravit,
esse completum, ut scilicet in beatissimi Felicis confessoris basilica poneretur. Qua occasione
factum est, ut per eosdem perlatores litterarum tuarum etiam mihi scriberes, ingerens
hujuscemodi quaestionem, atque ut responderem quid inde mihi videretur, exposcens, nec
tacens ipse quid sentias. Nam dicis videri tibi non esse inanes motus animorum religiosorum
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atque fidelium pro suis ista curantium. Adjungis etiam vacare non posse, quod universa pro
defunctis Ecclesia supplicare consuevit: ut hinc et illud conjici possit, homini prodesse post
mortem, si fide suorum humando ejus corpori talis provideatur locus, in quo appareat
opitulatio etiam isto modo quaesita sanctorum[.]
2. Sed cum haec ita sint, quomodo huic opinioni contrarium non sit, quod dicit Apostolus,
Oirmes enim astabimus ante tribunal Christi, ut ferat unusquisque secundum ea quce per
corpus gessit, sive bonum, sive malum (II Cor. v, 10), non te satis videre significas. Haec
quippe apostolica sententia ante mortem admonet fieri quod possit prodesse post mortem; non
tunc, quando jam recipiendum est quod quisque gesserit ante mortem. Verum haec ita solvitur
quaestio, quoniam quodam vitae genere acquiritur, dum in hoc corpore vivitur, ut aliquid
adjuvent ista defunctos; ac per hoc secundum ea quae per corpus gesserunt, eis quae post
corpus religiose pro illis facta fuerint, adjuvantur. Sunt enim quos nihil omnino adjuvant ista;
sive pro eis fiant, quorum tarn mala sunt merita, ut neque talibus digni sint adjuvari; sive pro
eis, quorum tarn bona, ut talibus non indigeant adjumentis. Genere igitur vitae, quod gessit
quisque per corpus, efficitur ut prosint vel non prosint, quaecumque pro illo pie fiunt, cum
reliquerit corpus. Nam meritum per quod ista prosint, si nullum comparatum est in hac vita,
frustra quaeritur post hanc vitam. Ita fit ut neque inaniter Ecclesia vel suorum cura pro
defunctis, quod potuerit religionis impendat; et tarnen ferat unusquisque secundum ea quae per
corpus gessit, sive bonum sive malum, reddente Domino unicuique secundum opera ejus. Ut
enim hoc quod impenditur, possit ei prodesse post corpus, in ea vita acquisitum est, quam
gessit in corpore.
3. Poterat inquisitioni tuae sufficere mea brevis ista responsio; sed quae alia moveant, quibus
respondendum existimo, parumper attende. In Machabaeorum libris legimus oblatum pro
mortuis sacrificium (II Machab. xn, 43). Sed et si nusquam in Scripturis veteribus omnino
legeretur, non parva est universae Ecclesiae, quae in hac consuetudine claret auctoritas, ubi in
precibus sacerdotis quae Domino Deo ad ejus altare funduntur, locum suum habet etiam
commendatio mortuorum.
Caput II. — Sed utrum aliquid prosit animae mortui locus corporis sui, operosius inquirendum
est. Ac primum utrum intersit aliquid ad inferendam vel augendam miseriam post hanc vitam
spiritibus hominum, si eorum corpora sepulta non fuerint, non secundum opinionem
utcumque vulgatam, sed potius secundum religionis nostrae sacras Litteras est videndum.
Neque enim credendum est, sicut apud Maronem legitur, insepultos a navigando atque
transeundo inferno amne prohiberi: quia scilicet
Nec ripas datur horrendas, nec rauca fluenta
Transportare prius, quam sedibus ossa quierunt
OEneid. lib. 6, vv 327, 328.)
Quis cor christianum inclinet his poeticis fabulosisque figmentis, cum Dominus Jesus, ut inter
inimico/(594)rum manus, qui eorum corpora in potestate haberent, secure occumberent
christiani, nec capillum capitis eorum asserat periturum, exhortans ne timeant eos qui cum
corpus occiderint, amplius non habent quid faciant? Unde in primo libro de Civitate Dei satis,
quantum existimo, sum locutus, ut eorum dentem retunderem, qui barbaricam vastitatem,
praecipue quam nuper Roma perpessa est, christianis temporibus imputando, etiam id
objiciunt, quod suis illic non subvenerit Christus. Quibus cum responsum fuerit animas
fidelium pro fidei suae meritis ab illo fuisse susceptas, insultant de cadaveribus insepultis.
Totum itaque istum de sepultura locum verbis talibus explicavi.
4. <At enim in tanta, inquam, strage cadaverum nec sepeliri potuerunt? Neque istud pia fides
nimium reformidat, tenens praedictum, nec absumentes bestias resurrecturis corporibus
obfuturas, quorum capillus capitis non peribit. Nec ullo modo diceret Veritas, Nolite timere
eos qui corpus occidunt, animam autem non possunt occidere; si quidquam obesset vitae
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future quidquid inimici de corporibus occisorum facere voluissent. Nisi forte quispiam sic
absurdus est, ut contendat eos qui corpus occidunt, non debere timeri ante mortem, ne corpus
occidant; et timeri debere post mortem, ne corpus occisum sepeliri non sinant. Falsum est
ergo quod ait Christus, Qui corpus occidunt, et postea non habent quidfaciant (Matth. X , 28,
30; Luc. xil, 4, 7); si habent tanta quae de cadaveribus faciant? Absit ut falsum sit quod
Veritas dixit. Dictum est enim aliquid eos facere cum occidunt, quia in corpore sensus est
occidendo; postea vero nihil habere quod faciant, quia nullus sensus est in corpore occiso.
Multa itaque corpora christianorum terra non texit: sed nullum eorum quisquam a coelo et
terra separavit, quam totam implet praesentia sui, qui novit unde resuscitet quod creavit.
Dicitur enim in Psalmo, Posuerunt mortalia servorum tuorum escam volatilibus cceli, carnes
sanctorum tuorum bestiis terrce: effuderunt sanguinem eorum tanquam aquam in circuitu
Jerusalem, et non erat qui sepeliret (Psal. LXXVIII, 2, 3); sed magis ad exaggerandam
crudelitatem eorum qui ista fecerunt, non ad eorum infelicitatem qui ista perpessi sunt.
Quamvis enim haec in conspectu hominum dura et dira videantur, sed pretiosa in conspectu
Domini mors sanctorum ejus (Psal. CXV, 15). Proinde ista omnia, id est, curatio funeris,
conditio sepulturae, pompa exsequiarum, magis sunt vivorum solatia, quam subsidia
mortuorum. Si aliquid prodest impio sepultura pretiosa, oberit pio vilis aut nulla. Praeclaras
exsequias in conspectu hominum purpurato illi diviti turba exhibuit famulorum: sed multo
clariores in conspectu Domini ulceroso illi pauperi ministerium praebuit Angelorum; qui eum
non extulerunt in marmoreum tumulum, sed in Abrahae gremium sustulerunt (Luc. XVI, 1922). Rident haec illi, contra quos defendendam suscepimus Civitatem Dei: verumtamen .
sepulturae curam etiam eorum philosophi contempserunt; et saepe universa exercitus, dum pro
terrena patria morerentur, /(595) ubi postea jacerent, vel quibus bestiis esca fierent, non
curaverunt; licuit poetis de hac re plausibiliter dicere,
Coelo tegitur, qui non habet urnam [Lucanus in lib. 7, v. 819, de occisis Pharsalia
pugna.]
quanto minus debent de corporibus insepultis insultare christianis, quibus et ipsius carnis
membrorumque omnium reformatio, non solum ex terra, verum etiam ex aliorum
elementorum secretissimo sinu, quo dilapsa cadavera recesserunt, in temporis puncto
reddenda et redintegranda promittitur? >
Caput III — 5. <Nec ideo tarnen contemnenda et abjicienda sunt corpora defunctorum,
maximeque justorum ac fidelium, quibus tamquam organis, et vasis ad omnia bona opera
sancte usus est spiritus. Si enim paterna vestis et annulus, ac si quid hujusmodi, tanto charius
est posteris, quanto erga parentes major affectus; nullo modo ipsa spemenda sunt corpora,
quae utique multo familiarius atque conjunctius, quam quaelibet indumenta gestamus. Haec
enim non ad omamentum vel adjutorium, quod adhibeatur extrinsecus, sed ad ipsam naturam
hominis pertinent. Unde et antiquorum justorum funera officiosa pietate curata sunt, et
exsequiae celebratae, et sepultura provisa: ipsi cum viverent, de sepeliendis, vel etiam
transferendis suis corporibus filiis mandaverunt (Gen. XXIII, XXV, 9, 10 et XLVII, 30). Et
Tobias sepeliendo mortuos Deum promeruisse, teste angelo commendatur (Tob. n, 9,e t
X U , 12). Ipse quoque Dominus die tertio resurrecturus religiosae mulieris bonum opus
praedicat, praedicandumque commendat, quod unguentum pretiosum super membra ejus
effuderit, atque hoc ad eum sepeliendum fecerit (Matth. XXVI, 7-13): et laudabiliter
commemorantur in Evangelio, qui corpus ejus de cruce acceptum, diligenter atque honorifice
tegendum sepeliendumque curarunt (Joan. XIX, 38). Verum istae auctoritates non hoc
admonent, quod insit ullus cadaveribus sensus; sed ad Dei providentiam (cui placent etiam
talia pietatis officia) corpora quoque mortuorum pertinere significant, propter fidem
resurrectionis astruendam. Ubi et illud salubriter discitur, quanta possit esse remuneratio pro
eleemosynis, quas viventibus et sentientibus exhibemus, si neque hoc apud Deum perit, quod
exanimis hominum membris officii diligentiaeque persolvitur. Sunt quidem et alia quae sancti
Patriarchat de corporibus suis vel condendis vel transferendis prophetico spiritu dicta intelligi
voluerunt (Gen. XLVII, 30, et L, 24); non autem hie locus est ut ea pertractemus, cum
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sufficiant ista quae diximus. Sed si ea quae sustentandis viventibus sunt necessaria, sicut
victus et amictus, quamvis cum gravi afflictione desint, non frangunt in bonis perferendi
tolerandique virtutem, nec eradicant ex animo pietatem, sed exercitatam faciunt fecundiorem;
quanto magis cum /(596) desunt ea quae curandis funeribus condendisque corporibus
defunctorum adhiberi solent, non efficiunt miseros, in occultis piorum sedibus jam quietos?
Ac per hoc, quando ista cadaveribus christianorum in ilia magnae urbis, vel etiam aliorum
oppidorum vastatione defuerunt, nec vivorum culpa est, qui non potuerunt ista sentire {De
Civitate Dei, lib. 1 capp. 12 et 13). > Haec est mea de sepulturae causa atque ratione sententia.
Quam propterea ex alio libro meo in istum transtuli, quia facilius hoc a me recenseri potuit,
quam idipsum alio modo eloquendum fuit.
Caput IV. — 6. Quod si verum est, profecto etiam provisus sepeliendis corporibus apud
memorias sanctorum locus, bonae affectionis humanae est erga funera suorum: quoniam si
nonnulla religio est ut sepeliantur, non potest nulla esse quando ubi sepeliantur attenditur.
Sed cum talia vivorum solatia requiruntur, quibus eorum pius in suos animus appareat, non
video quae sunt adjumenta mortuorum, nisi ad hoc ut dum recolunt ubi sint posita eorum quos
diligunt corpora, eisdem sanctis illos tanquam patronis susceptos apud Dominum adjuvandos
orando commendent. Quod quidem facere possent, etiamsi talibus locis eos humare non
possent. Sed non ob aliud vel Memoriae vel Monumenta dicuntur ea quae insignita fiunt
sepulcra mortuorum, nisi quia eos qui viventium oculis morte subtracti sunt, ne oblivione
etiam cordibus subtrahantur, in memoriam revocant, et admonendo faciunt cogitari: nam et
Memoriae nomen id apertissime ostendit et Monumentum eo quod moneat mentem, id
est, admoneat, nuncupatur. Propter quod et Graeci p.vr|p.eiov vocant, quod non Memoriam
seu Monumentum appellamus; quoniam lingua eorum memoria ipse qua meminimus pvf||iT]
dicitur. Cum itaque recolit amimus ubi sepultum sit charissimi corpus, et occurrit locus
nomine martyris venerabilis, eidem martyri animam dilectam commendat recordantis et
precantis affectus. Qui cum defunctis a fidelibus charissimis exhibetur, eum prodesse non
dubium est iis qui cum in corpore viverent, talia sibi post hanc vitam prodesse meruerunt.
Verum et si aliqua necessitas vel humari corpora, vel in talibus locis humari nulla data
facultate permittat, non sunt praetermittendae supplicationes pro spiritibus mortuorum: quas
faciendas pro omnibus in Christiana et catholica societate defunctis etiam tacitis nominibus
eorum sub generali commemoratione suscepit Ecclesia; ut quibus ad ista desunt parentes, aut
filii, aut quicumque cognati vel amici, ab una eis exhibeantur pia matre communi. Si autem
deessent istae supplicationes, quae fiunt recta fide ac pietate pro mortuis, puto quod nihil
prodesset spiritibus eorum quamlibet in locis sanctis exanima corpora ponerentur.
Caput V. — 7. I{591) Cum autem fidelis mater fidelis filii defuncti corpus desideravit in
basilica martyris poni, si quidem credidit ejus animam meritis martyris adjuvari; hoc quod ita
credidit, supplicatio quaedam fuit; et haec profuit, si quid profuit. Et quod ad idem sepulcrum
recurrit animo, et filium precibus magis magisque commendat; adjuvat defuncti spiritum, non
mortui corporis locus, sed ex loci memoria vivus matris affectus. Simul enim et quis et cui
commendatus sit, non utique infructuose religiosam mentem precantis attingit. Nam et
orantes de membris sui corporis faciunt quod supplicantibus congruit, cum genua figunt, cum
extendunt manus, vel etiam prostemuntur solo, et si quid aliud visibiliter faciunt; quamvis
eorum invisibilis voluntas et cordis intentio Deo nota sit, nec ille indigeat his indiciis, ut
humanus ei pandatur animus: sed hinc magis se ipsum excitat homo ad orandum
gemendumque humilius atque ferventius. Et nescio quomodo, cum hi motus corporis fieri
nisi motu animi praecedente non possint, eisdem rursus exterius visibiliter factis, ille interior
invisibilis qui eos fecit augetur: ac per hos cordis affectus, qui ut fierent ista praecessit, quia
facta sunt crescit. Verumtamen si eo modo quisque teneatur, vel etiam ligetur, ut haec de suis
membris facere nequeat, non ideo non orat interior homo, et ante oculos Dei in secretissimo
cubili, ubi compungitur, stemitur. Ita etiam cum plurimum intersit ubi ponat corpus mortui
sui, qui pro spiritu ejus Deo supplicat, quia et praecedens affectus locum elegit sanctum, et
illic corpore posito recordatus locus sanctus eum qui praecesserat renovat et auget affectum:
tarnen etiamsi non possit, ubi religiosus animus elegit, humare quem diligit, nullo modo debet
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a supplicationibus necessariis in ejus commendatione cessare. Ubicumque enim jaceat vel
non jaceat defuncti caro, spiritui requies acquirenda est: qui cum inde exiret, secum abstulit
sensus, quo interesse possit quomodo quisque sit, sive in bonis, sive in malis: nec ab ea came
expectat adjuvari vitam suam, cui praebebat ipse vitam, quam detraxit excedens, et redditurus
est rediens; quoniam non caro spiritui, sed spiritus carni etiam ipsius resurrectionis meritum
comparat, utrum ad poenam, an ad gloriam reviviscat.
Caput VI. — 8. Legimus in Ecclesiastica Historia, quam graece scripsit Eusebius, et in
latinam linguam vertit Ruffinus, martyrum corpora in Gallia canibus exposita, canumque
reliquias atque ossa mortuorum usque ad extremam consumptionem ignibus concremata;
eosdem cineres fluvio Rhodano, ne quid ad memoriam qualemcumque relinqueretur,
inspersos. Quod non ob aliud credendum est divinitus /(598) fuisse permissum, nisi ut
discerent christiani, in confitendo Christum, dum contemnunt hanc vitam, multo magis
contemnere sepulturam. Hoc enim quod ingenti saevitia de corporibus martyrum factum est,
si eis quidquam noceret, quo minus beate requiescerent eorum victoriosissimi spiritus, non
utique fieri sineretur. Re ipsa ergo declaratum est, non ideo dixisse Dominum, Nolite timere
eos qui corpus occidunt, etpostea non habent quidfaciant {Luc. XII, 4), quod non esset
permissurus aliquid eos facere de suorum corporibus mortuorum: sed quoniam quidquid
facere permissi essent, nihil quo minueretur Christiana defunctorum felicitas fieret, nihil inde
ad sensum post mortem viventium perveniret; nihil ad detrimentum saltern ipsorum corporum,
quo minus integra resurgerent, pertineret.
Caput VII. — 9. Et tarnen ex illo humani cordis affectu, quo nemo unquam camem suam
odio habet {Ephes. V, 29), si cognoscant homines aliquid post mortem suam suis corporibus
defuturum, quod in sua cujusque gente vel patria poscit solemnitas sepulturae, contristantur ut
homines; et quod ad eos post mortem non pertinet, ante mortem suis corporibus timent: ita ut
inveniatur in Regnorum libris Deus per prophetam minari alteri prophets, qui ejus
transgressus est verbum, quod non inferretur cadaver ejus in sepulcrum patrum ejus. Quae
Scriptura sic habet: Hcec dicit Dominus, Quoniam inobediens fuisti ori Domini, et non
custodisti mandatum quod prcecepit tibi Dominus Deus tuus, et reversus es, et comedisti
panem, et bibisti aquam in loco in quo prcecepit tibi ne comederes panem, neque biberes
a quam, non ingeretur cadaver tuum in sepulcrum patrum tuorum ( III Reg. XIII, 21 et 22).
Quanti haec poena pendenda sit, si secundum Evangelium cogitemus, ubi post corpus occisum
nihil metuendum esse didicimus ne membra exanima patiantur, nec poena dicenda est. Si
autem humanum erga suam camem consideremus affectum, potuit inde terreri vel contristari
vivus, quod sensurus non erat mortuus: et haec erat poena, quoniam dolebat animus id de suo
corpore futurum, quamvis cum fieret non doleret. Hactenus enim voluit Dominus servum
suum plectere, qui non sua contumacia spreverat praeceptum ejus implere, sed aliena
decipiente fallacia obedire se credidit, quando non obedivit. Neque enim putandum est ita
fuisse interemptum morsu bestiae, ut ad supplicium tartareum ejus deinde anima raperetur:
quandoquidem ipsum ejus corpus idem leo qui occiderat custodivit, jumento etiam quo
vehebatur illaeso, et simul cum ilia immani fera intrepida praesentia ad sui domini funus
astante. Quo mirabili signo apparet hominem Dei coercitum potius tempo/(599)raliter usque
ad mortem, quam punitum esse post mortem. De qua re Apostolus, cum propter quasdam
offensas commemorasset infirmitates mortesque multorum: Si enim non ipsos, inquit,
judicaremus, a Domino non judicaremur. Cum judicamur autem, a Domino damnemur (I
Cor. XI, 31 et 32). Eum sane ipse qui deceperat in monumento proprio satis honorifice
sepelivit, seque sepeliendum juxta ossa ejus curavit: ita sperans parci posse quoque ossibus
suis, cum veniret tempus quando secundum illius hominis Dei prophetiam Josias rex Juda in
ilia terra multorum eruit ossa mortuorum, eisdemque ossibus sacrilega altaria, quas
sculptilibus constituta fuerant, funestavit. Pepercit quippe illi monumento ubi jacebat
Propheta, qui ante annos amplius quam trecentos ista praedixerat; et propter ipsum nec illius
qui eum seduxerat, sepultura violata est (III Reg. X in , 24-32, et IV Reg, XXIII, 16-18).
Affectu namque illo, quo nemo unquam camem suam odio habet, providerat cadaveri suo, qui
occiderat mendacio animam suam. Ex hoc igitur quod carnem suam quisquam naturaliter
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diligit, et illi poena fuit addiscere non eum futurum in sepulcro patrum suorum; et huic cura
prospicere, ut parceretur ossibus suis, si juxta eum jaceret, cujus sepulcrum nemo violaret.
Caput Vm. — 10. Hunc affectum martyres Christi pro veritate certantes vicerunt: nec mirum
quia contempserunt quod non fuerant peracta morte sensuri, qui non potuerunt eis, quos
viventes sentiebant, cruciatibus vinci. Poterat utique Deus, qui leonem Prophetae corpus,
quod ipse occiderat, ulterius non permisit attingere, et fecit de peremptore custodem; poterat,
inquam, a suorum interfectis corporibus cames quibus fuerant projecta prohibere; poterat et
ipsorum hominum innumerabilibus modis terrere saevitiam, ne cadavera incendere, ne cineres
dispergere auderent: sed hoc quoque experimentum multiplici varietati tentationum deesse
non debuit, ne fortitudo confessionis, quae immanitati persecutionis pro corporis salute non
cederet, pro sepulcri honore trepidaret; postremo, ne fides resurrectionis consumptionem
corporum formidaret. Debuerunt ergo et ista permitti, ut etiam post haec tanti horroris
exempla martyres in Christi confessione ferventes, hujus quoque testes fierent veritatis, in qua
didicerant, eos a quibus sua corpora interficerentur, postea nihil habere quod facerent:
quoniam quidquid mortuis corporibus facerent, utique nihil facerent, quando in came omni
vita carente, nec aliquid sentire posset qui inde migravit, nec aliquid inde perdere qui creavit.
Sed inter haec quae fiebant de corporibus occisorum, cum martyres ea non metuentes magna
fortitudine paterentur; tarnen apud fratres luctus ingens erat, quod nulla dabatur potestas
sanctorum funeribus justa persolvere, nec occulte subtra/(600)here aliquid, sicut eadem
testatur historia, crudelium custodum vigiliae permittebant (Euseb. Hist. Eccl. lib. 5, cap. 1).
Ita cum illos qui occisi fuerant, in dilaceratione membrorum suorum, in conflagratione
ossium, in dispersione cinerum, miseria nulla contingeret; istos tarnen qui nihil eorum sepelire
poterant, magna misericordia cruciabat; quia in nullo modo sentientibus ipsi quodam modo
sentiebant, et ubi jam illorum nulla erat passio, erat istorum misera compassio.
Caput IX. — 11. Secundum istam quam dixi miseram compassionem laudantur illi, et a rege
David benedicuntur, qui Saiilis et Jonathae ossibus aridis sepulturae misericordiam praestiterunt
(II Reg. II, 5). Quae tandem misericordia praestatur nihil sentientibus? An forte hoc
revocandum est ad illam opinionem, quod infemum fluvium insepulti non poterant transmeare
(Asneid. lib. 6, w . 327, 328)? Absit hoc a fide Christiana: alioquin pessime actum est cum
tanta martyrum multitudine, quorum non potuerunt corpora sepeliri, et fallaciter eis Veritas
dixit, Nolite timere eos qui corpus occidunt, et postea non habent quid faciant’, si eis tanta
mala facere potuerunt, quibus impedirentur ad loca exoptata transire. Sed quia hoc sine ulla
dubitatione falsissimum est, nec aliquid obest fidelibus negata eorum corporibus sepultura,
nec aliquid si exhibeatur infidelibus prodest: cur ergo illi qui Saiilem et filium ejus
sepelierunt, misericordiam fecisse dicuntur, et ob hoc a rege pio benedicuntur; nisi quia bene
afficiuntur corda miserantium, quando ea dolent in mortuorum corporibus alienis, quae illo
affectu, quo nemo unquam carnem suam odio habet, nolunt fieri post mortem suam
corporibus suis; et quod sibi exhiberi volunt quando sensuri non sunt, aliis non sentientibus
curant exhibere dum ipsi sentiunt?
Caput X. — 12. Narrantur visa quaedam, quae huic disputationi non negligendam videantur
inferre quaestionem. Feruntur quippe mortui nonnulli vel in somnis, vel alio quocumque
modo apparuisse viventibus atque ubi eorum corpora jacerent inhumata nescientibus, locisque
monstratis admonuisse ut sibi sepultura quae defuerat praeberetur. Haec si falsa esse
responderimus, contra quorumdam scripta fidelium, et contra eorum sensus qui talia sibi
accidisse confirmant, impudenter venire videbimur. Sed respondendum est, non ideo
putandum esse mortuos ista sentire, quia haec dicere vel indicare vel petere videntur in
somnis. Nam et viventes apparent saepe viventibus dormientibus, dum se ipsi nesciant
apparere; et ab eis haec quae somniaverint audiunt dicentibus, quod eos in somnis agentes
aliquid vel loquentes viderint. Si ergo me potest aliquis in somnis videre, sibi aliquid quod
factum est indicantem, vel etiam /(601) quod futurum est praenuntiantem; cum id ergo prorsus
ignorem, et omnino non eurem, non solum quid ille somniet, sed utrum dormiente me vigilet,
an vigilante me dormiat, an uno eodemque tempore vigilemus ambo sive dormiamus, quando
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ille somnium videt in quo me videt: quid mirum si nescientes mortui nec ista sentientes,
tarnen a viventibus videntur in somnis, et aliquid dicunt, quod evigilantes verum esse
cognoscant? Angelicis igitur operationibus fieri crediderim, sive permittatur desuper, sive
jubeatur, ut aliquid dicere de sepeliendis corporibus suis videantur in somnis, cum id penitus
nesciant quorum ilia sunt corpora. Id autem aliquando utiliter fit, sive ad vivorum
qualecumque solatium, ad quod pertinent illi mortui, quorum apparent imagines
somniantibus; sive ut his admonitionibus generi humano sepulturae commendetur humanitas:
quae licet defunctis non opituletur, culpanda tarnen irreligiositate negligitur. Aliquando autem
fallacibus visis homines in magnos mittuntur errores, quos talia perpeti justum est. Velut si
quisquam videat in somnis, quod Ameas vidisse apud inferos poetica falsitate narratur: et ei
cujuspiam non sepulti appareat imago, loquaturque talia, qualia fertur illi locutus fuisse
Palinurus {dEneid. lib. 6 v. 337-383); et cum evigilaverit, ibi corpus ejus inveniat, ubi jacere
inhumatum cum somniaret audivit, admonitus et rogatus ut sepeliret inventum; et quid id
verum esse comperit, credat ideo mortuos sepeliri, ut eorum animae ad loca transeant, unde
insepultorum animas infema prohiberi lege somniavit: nonne ista credens, plurimum a
tramite veritatis exorbitat?
Caput XI. — 13. Sic autem infirmitas humana sese habet, ut cum in somnis quisque viderit
mortuum, ipsius animam se videre arbitretur; cum autem vivum similiter somniaverit, non
ejus animam, neque corpus, sed hominis similitudinem sibi apparuisse non dubitet: quasi non
possint et mortuorum hominum eodem modo nescientium, non animae, sed similitudines
apparere dormientibus. Pro certo, cum Mediolani essemus, audivimus quod cum debitum
repeteretur a quodam, defuncti patris cautione prolata, quod filio nesciente a patre jam fuerat
persolutum, contristari homo gravissime coepit, atque mirari quod ei pater moriens non dixerit
quid deberet, cum fecisset etiam testamentum. Tunc ei nimis anxio apparuit idem pater ejus
in somnis, et ubi esset recautum quo ilia cautio vacuata fuerat, indicavit. Quo invento juvenis
atque monstrato, non solum falsi debiti calumniam propulsavit, sed etiam patemum recepit
/(602) chirographum, quod pater non receperat, quando est persoluta pecunia. Hie itaque
putatur anima hominis curam gessisse pro filio, et ad eum venisse dormientem, ut docens
quod ignorabat, a magna eum molestia liberaret. Sed eodem ipso ferme tempore quo id
audivimus, item nobis apud Mediolanum constitutis, Carthaginis rhetor Eulogius, qui meus in
eadem arte discipulus fuit, sicut mihi ipse, posteaquam in Africam remeavimus, retulit, cum
rhetoricos Ciceronis libros discipulis suis traderet, recensens lectionem quam prostridie fuerat
traditurus, quemdam locum offendit obscurum: quo non intellecto, vix potuit dormire
sollicitus; qua nocte somnianti ego illi quod non intelligebat exposui; imo non ego, sed imago
mea, nesciente me, et tarn longe trans mare aliquid aliud sive agente, sive somniante, et nihil
de illius curis omnino curante. Quomodo fiant ista, nescio: sed quomodolibet fiant, cur non
eodem modo fieri credimus, ut in somnis quisque videat mortuum, quomodo fit ut videat et
vivum? ambobus utique nescientibus, neque curantibus quis vel ubi vel quando eorum
imagines somniet.
Caput XII. — 14. Similia sunt autem somniis nonnulla etiam visa vigilantium, qui turbatos
habent sensus, sicut phrenetici, vel quocumque furentes modo: nam et ipsi loquuntur secum
quasi vere praesentibus loquantur, et tarn cum absentibus quam cum praesentibus, quorum
imagines cemunt, sive vivorum, sive mortuorum. Sed quemadmodum ii qui vivunt, ab eis se
videri, et cum eis se colloqui nesciunt; neque enim revera ipsi adsunt, aut ipsi sermocinantur,
sed turbatis sensibus homines talia visa imaginaria patiuntur: eo modo et ii qui ex hac vita
migrarunt, sic affectis hominibus videntur quasi praesentes, cum sint absentes, et utrum aliquis
eos imaginaliter videat, omnino nescientes.
15. Huic rei simile est etiam illud, cum homines altius quam si dormirent, subtrahuntur
corporis sensibus, et occupantur talibus visis. Et his enim apparent imagines vivorum atque
mortuorum; sed cum fuerint sensibus redditi, quoscumque mortuos vidisse se dixerint, vere
cum eis fuisse creduntur: nec attendunt, qui haec audiunt, similiter ab eis absentium atque
nescientium quorumdam etiam imagines visas esse vivorum. Homo quidam Curma nomine,
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municipii Tulliensis, quod Hipponi proximum est, curialis pauper, vix illius loci
duumviralitius et simpliciter rusticanus, cum aegrotaret, ablatus a sensibus, /(603) pene
mortuus jacuit aliquot diebus: tenuissimus flatus in naribus, qui manu admota utcumque
sentiebatur et erat exiguum viventis indicium, sepeliri ut exanimem non sinebat. Nullos artus
movebat, nulla sumebat alimenta; nihil oculis, nihil ullo alio sensu corporis qualibet impacta
molestia sentiebat. Videbat tarnen multa velut in somnis, quae tandem aliquando post dies
plurimos quasi evigilans, visa narravit. Ac primum, mox ut aperuit oculos: Eat aliquis,
inquit, ad domum Curmae fabri ferrarii, et videat quid ibi agatur. Quo cum itum esset,
inventus est mortuus eo momento, quo iste fuerat sensibus redditus, et pene a morte revixerat.
Tunc intends qui aderant, ilium exhiberi jussum esse quando ipse dimissus est, indicavit;
seque illic unde redierat dixit audisse, quod non Curma curialis, sed Curma faber ferrarius ad
loca ilia mortuorum praeceptus fuisset adduci. In illis ergo visis, tanquam somniis suis, inter
eos defunctos, quod videbat pro meritorum diversitate tractari, agnovit etiam nonnullos quos
noverat vivos. Ipsos autem vere forsitan credidissem, si non inter ilia quasi somnia sua
vidisset etiam quosdam qui nunc usque adhuc vivunt, clericos videlicet aliquos regionis suae,
a quorum ibi presbytero audivit, ut apud Hipponem baptizaretur a me, quod et factum esse
dicebat. Viderat itaque in ilia visione presbyterum, clericos, me ipsum, nondum scilicet
mortuos, in qua postea vidit et mortuos. Cur non etiam illos sicut nos vidisse credatur,
utrosque scilicet absentes atque nescientes; ac per hoc non ipsos, sed similitudines eorum,
sicut etiam locorum? Nam et fundum vidit ubi erat ille cum clericis presbyter, et Hipponem
ubi a me quasi baptizatus est: in quibus locis profecto non erat, quando illic sibi esse
videbatur. Nam quid ibi ageretur eo tempore, nesciebat: quod procul dubio sciret, si vere ibi
esset. Visa sunt igitur ista, quae non praestantur in ipsis rebus ut sunt, sed in quibusdam rerum
imaginibus adumbrantur. Denique post multa quae vidit, etiam in paradisum se introductum
esse narravit, dictumque sibi esse, cum inde dimitteretur rediturus ad suos: Vade, baptizare, si
vis esse in isto loco beatorum. Deinde ut a me baptizaretur admonitus, jam factum esse
respondit. Cui rursus ille qui cum eo loquebatur: Vade, inquit, vere baptizare; nam illud in
visione vidisti. Post ista convaluit, perrexit Hipponem. Pascha jam propinquabat, dedit
nomen inter alios Competentes, pariter cum plurimis incognitus nobis; nec illam mihi
visionem, nec cuiquam nostrorum indicare curavit. Baptizatus est, peractis diebus sanctis
remeavit ad propria. Biennio vel amplius transacto, ego cuncta haec cognovi: primo per
quemdam meum ejusque amicum in convivio meo, cum quaedam talia loqueremur: deinde
institi ac feci ut haec mihi prae/(604)sens ipse narraret, attestantibus honestis civibus suis, et de
mirabili ejus aegritudine, ut jacuerit pene mortuus per dies plurimos, et de illo alio Curma
fabro ferrario, quod commemoravi superius, et de his omnibus quae cum mihi diceret, etiam
tunc ab illo se audisse recolebant atque firmabant. Quamobrem sicut vidit baptismum suum,
et me ipsum, et Hipponem, et basilicam, et baptisterium, non in rebus ipsis, sed in quibusdam
similitudinibus rerum; ita et alios quosdam vivos, eisdem nescientibus vivis:
Caput Xm. — 16. Cur non istas operationes angelicas credimus, per dispensationem
providentiae Dei bene utentis et bonis et malis, secundum inscrutabilem altitudinem
judiciorum suorum? sive instruantur hinc mentes mortalium, sive fallantur, sive consolentur,
sive terreantur: sicut unicuique vel praebenda est misericordia, vel irroganda vindicta, ab illo
cui misericordiam et judicium non inaniter cantat Ecclesia (Psal. c, 1). Ut volet accipiat
quisque quod dicam. Si rebus viventium interessent animae mortuorum, et ipsae nos, quando
eas videmus, alloquerentur in somnis; ut de aliis taceam, me ipsum pia mater nulla nocte
desereret, quae terra marique secuta est ut mecum viveret. Absit enim ut facta sit vita feliciore
crudelis, usque adeo ut quando aliquid angit cor meum, nec tristem filium consoletur, quern
dilexit unice, quern nunquam voluit moestum videre. Sed profecto quod sacer Psalmus
personat, verum est: Quoniam pater meus et muter mea dereliquerunt me, Dominus autem
assumpsit me {Psal. XXVI, 10). Si ergo dereliquerunt nos parentes nostri, quomodo nostris
curis et rebus intersunt? Si autem parentes non intersunt, qui sunt alii mortuorum qui noverint
quid agamus, quidve patiamur? Isaias propheta dicit: Tu es enim pater noster; quia Abraham
nescivit nos, et Israel non cognovit nos (Isai. LXIII, 16). Si tanti Patriarchs quid erga
populum ex his procreatum ageretur ignoraverunt, quibus Deo credentibus populus ipse de
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illorum stirpe promissus est; quomodo mortui vivorum rebus atque actibus cognoscendis
adjuvandisque miscentur? Quomodo dicimus eis fuisse consultum, qui obierunt antequam
venirent mala quae illorum obitum consecuta sunt, si et post mortem sentiunt quaecumque in
vitae humanae calamitate contingunt? An forte nos errando ista dicimus, et hos putamus
quietos, quos inquieta vita vivorum sollicitat? Quid est ergo quod piissimo regi Josiae pro
magno beneficio promisit Deus, quod esset ante moriturus, ne videret mala quae Ventura illi
loco et populo minabatur? Quae Dei verba ista sunt: Hcec dixit Dominus Deus Israel: Verba
mea quce audisti, et veritus es a facie mea cum audisti, quce locutus sum de is to loco, et qui
commoran/(605) tur in eo, ut deseratur et in maledicto sit; et conscidisti vestimenta tua, et
flevisti in conspectu meo, et ego audivi, dixit Dominus sabaoth, non sic, ecce ego apponam te
ad patres tuos, et apponeris cum pace; et non videbunt oculi tui omnia mala quce ego induco
in locum hunc et qui commorantur in eo (IV Reg. XXII, 18-20). Territus iste Dei
comminationibus fleverat, et sua vestimenta consciderat; et fit omnium malorum futurorum de
properatura morte securus, quod ita requieturus esset in pace, ut ilia omnia non videret. Ibi
ergo sunt spiritus defunctorum, ubi non vident quaecumque aguntur aut eveniunt in ista vita
hominibus. Quomodo ergo vident tumulos suos, aut corpora sua, utrum abjecta jaceant, an
sepulta? Quomodo intersunt miseriae vivorum, cum vel sua ipsi mala patiantur, si talia merita
contraxerunt; vel in pace requiescant, sicut huic Josiae promissum est, ubi mala ulla nec
patiendo nec compatiendo sustineant, liberati ab omnibus malis quae patiendo et compatiendo,
cum hie viverent, sustinebant?
Caput XIV. — 17. Dixerit aliquis: Si nulla est mortuis cura de vivis, quomodo ille dives qui
apud inferos torquebatur, rogabat Abraham patrem, ut mitteret Lazarum ad quinque fratres
suos nondum mortuos, et ageret cum eis ne venirent et ipsi in eumdem tormentorum locum?
Sed numquid quia hoc ille dives dixit, ideo quid fratres agerent vel quid paterentur illo
tempore, scivit? Ita illi fuit cura de vivis, quamvis quid agerent omnino nesciret;
quemadmodum est nobis cura de mortuis, quamvis quid agant utique nesciamus. Nam si nihil
de mortuis curaremus, non utique pro illis Deo supplicaremus. Denique Abraham nec
Lazarum misit, et Moysen ac Prophetas hie eos habere respondit, quod audire deberent, ut ad
ilia supplicia non venirent. Ubi rursus occurrit quomodo quid hie ageretur Abraham pater
ipse nesciebat, ubi sciebat esse Moysen et Prophetas, id est, libros eorum, quibus homines
obediendo tormenta infema evitarent: ubi denique noverat divitem ilium in deliciis, pauperem
vero Lazarum in laboribus doloribusque vixisse. Nam et hoc illi ait: Memento, fili, quia
percepisti bona in vita tua, Lazarus autem mala. Sciebat ergo haec, quae utique apud vivos,
non apud mortuos gesta fuerant. Verum non cum agerentur in vivis, sed eis mortuis potuit
Lazare indicante cognoscere, ne falsum sit quod ait propheta, Abraham nescivit nos.
Caput XV. — 18. Proinde fatendum est nescire quidem mortuos quid hie agatur, sed dum hie
agitur: postea vero audire ab eis qui hinc ad eos moriendo pergunt; non quidem omnia, sed
quae sinuntur indicare, qui sinuntur etiam ista meminisse; et quae illos, quibus haec indicant,
oportet audire. Possunt et ab Ajigelis, qui rebus quae aguntur hie, praesto sunt, audire aliquid
mortui, quod unumquemque illorum audire debere /(606) judicat cui cuncta subjecta sunt.
Nisi enim essent Angeli qui possent interesse et vivorum et mortuorum locis, non dixisset
Dominus Jesus: Contigit autem mori inopem ilium, et auferri ab Angelis in sinum Abrahce
{Luc. XVI, 22-29). Nunc ergo hie, nunc ibi esse potuerunt, qui hinc illuc quern Deus voluit
abstulerunt. Possunt etiam spiritus mortuorum aliqua quae hie aguntur quae necessarium est
eos nosse, et quos necessarium est ea nosse, non solum praeterita vel praesentia, verum etiam
futura Spiritu Dei revelante cognoscere: sicut non omnes homines, sed Prophetae dum hie
viverent cognoscebant, nec ipsi omnia, sed quae illis esse revelanda Dei providentia judicabat.
Mitte quoque ad vivos aliquos ex mortuis, sicut e contrario Paulus ex vivis in paradisum
raptus est, divina Scriptura testatur (II Cor. xn, 2). Nam Samuel propheta defunctus vivo
Saiili etiam regi futura praedixit (I Reg. XXVIII, 7-19): quamvis nonnulli non ipsum fuisse qui
potuisset magicis artibus evocari, sed aliquem spiritum tarn malis operibus congruentem illius
existiment similitudinem figurasse: cum liber Ecclesiasticus, quern Jesus filius Sirach
scripsisse traditur, et propter eloquii nonnullam similitudinem Salomonis pronuntiatur,
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contineat in laude patnim, quod Samuel etiam mortuus prophetaverit (Eccli. XLVI, 23). Sed
si huic libro ex Hebraeorum (quia in eorum non est) canone contradicitur; quid de Moyse
dicturi sumus, qui certe et in Deuteronomio mortuus (Deut. XXXIV, 5), et in Evangelio cum
Elia, quo mortuus non est, legitur apparuisse viventibus {Matt. XVII, 3)?
Caput XVI. — 19. Hinc et ilia solvitur quaestio, quomodo martyres ipsis beneficiis quae
dantur orantibus, indicant se interesse rebus humanis, si nesciunt mortui quid agant vivi. Non
enim solis beneficiorum effectibus, verum etiam ipsis hominum aspectibus confessorem
apparuisse Felicem, cujus inquilinatum pie diligis, cum a barbaris Nola oppugnaretur,
audivimus, non incertis rumoribus, sed testibus certis. Verum ista divinitus exhibentur longe
aliter quam sese habet usitatus ordo singulis creaturarum generibus attributus. Non enim quia
in vinum aqua, cum voluit Dominus, repente conversa est {Joan, n, 9), ideo non debemus,
quid aqua valeat in elementorum ordine proprio, ab istius divini operis raritate vel potius
singularitate discemere: nec quoniam Lazarus resurrexit {Id. XI, 44), ideo mortuus omnis
quando vult surgit, aut eo modo exanimis a vivente, quomodo a vigilante dormiens excitatur.
Alii sunt humanarum limites rerum, alia divinarum signa virtutum; alia sunt/(607) quae
naturaliter, alia quae mirabiliter fiunt: quamvis et naturae Deus adsit ut sit, et miraculis natura
non desit. Non igitur ideo putandum est vivorum rebus quoslibet interesse posse defunctos,
quoniam quibusdam sanandis vel adjuvandis martyres adsunt: sed ideo potius intelligendum
est quod per divinam potentiam martyres vivorum rebus intersunt, quoniam defuncti per
naturam propriam vivorum rebus interesse non possunt.
20. Quanquam ista quaestio vires intelligent^ meae vincit, quemadmodum opitulentur
martyres iis quos per eos certum est adjuvari; utrum ipsi per se ipsos adsint uno tempore tarn
diversis locis, et tanta inter se longinquitate discretis, sive ubi sunt eorum memoriae, sive
praeter suas memorias ubicumque adesse sentiuntur: an ipsis in loco suis meritis congruo ab
omni mortalium conversatione remotis, et tarnen generaliter orantibus pro indigentiis
supplicantum (sicut nos oramus pro mortuis, quibus utique non praesentamur, nec ubi sint vel
quid agant scimus), Deus omnipotens qui est ubique praesens, nec concretus nobis, nec
remotus a nobis, exaudiens martyrum preces, per angelica ministeria usquequaque diffusa
praebeat hominibus ista solatia, quibus in hujus vitae miseria judicat esse praebenda; et suorum
merita martyrum ubi vult, quando vult, quomodo vult, maximeque per eorum memorias,
quoniam hoc novit expedire nobis ad aedificandam fidem Christi, pro cujus illi confessione
sunt passi, mirabili atque ineffabili potestate ac bonitate commendet. Res haec altior est quam
ut a me possit attingi, et abstrusior quam ut a me valeat perscrutari: et ideo quid horum
duorum sit, an vero fortassis utrumque sit, ut aliquando ista fiant per ipsam praesentiam
martyrum, aliquando per Angelos suscipientes personam martyrum, definire non audeo;
mallem a scientibus ista perquirere. Neque enim nemo est qui haec sciat, non qui sibi scire
videatur et nesciat: dona enim Dei sunt, his alia, et illis aha largientis, secundum Apostolum,
qui dicit unicuique dari manifestationem Spiritus ad utilitatem: Alii quidem, inquit, datur per
Spiritum sermo sapientice; alii sermo scientice secundum eumdem Spiritum; alteri autem fides
in eodem Spiritu; alteri donatio curationum in uno Spiritu; alii operationes virtutum; alii
prophetia; alii dijudicatio spirituum; alii genera linguarum; alii interpretatio sermonum.
Omnia autem hcec operatur unus atque idem Spiritus, dividens propria unicuique prout vult
(I Cor. XU, 7-11). Horum omnium spiritualium donorum, quae commemoravit Apostolus,
cuicumque data est dijudicatio spirituum, ipse seit ista sicut scienda sunt.
Caput XVII. — 21. Talem fuisse credendum est ilium Joannem monachum, quem de belli
civilis major Theodosius consuluit imperator: habebat quippe etiam prophetiam. Neque enim
singulos singula munerum istorum, sed etiam plura unum habere posse non ambigo. Joannes
ergo iste, quadam muliere religiossima impatienter eum videre cupiente, atque ut hoc
impetraret per ma/(608)ritum suum vehementer instante, cum ille nollet, quoniam id nunquam
permiserat feminis: Vade, inquit, die uxori tuae, videbit me nocte proxima, sed in somnis. Et
factum est: monuitque illam quidquid fidelem conjugatam moneri oportebat. Quae cum
evigilasset, talem se vidisse hominem Dei viro suo, qualem ille eum noverat, et quid ab illo
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audierit, indicavit. Qui hoc ab eis comperit, retulit mihi, vir gravis et nobilis, et dignissimus
credi. Sed si ilium sanctum monachum ipse vidissem, quia, sicut fertur, patientissime
interrogabatur et sapientissime respondebat, quaesissem ab eo quod ad istam pertinet
quaestionem, utrum ipse ad illam feminam venisset in somnis, id est, Spiritus ejus in effigie
corporis sui, sicut nos ipsos in effigie corporis nostri somniamus; an ipso aliud agente, vel, si
dormiebat, aliud somniante, sive per angelum, sive quocumque alio modo in mulieris somnio
talis facta sit visio; atque id futurum, ut ipse promitteret, prophetiae Spiritu revelante
praesciverit. Si enim ipse interfuit somnianti, mirabili gratia utique id potuit, non natura; de
Dei munere, non propria facultate. Si autem ipso aliud agente, sive dormiente et visis aliis
occupato, eum mulier vidit in somnis; profecto tale aliquid factum est, quale illud est quod in
Actibus Apostolorum legimus, ibi Dominus Jesus loquitur Ananias de Saulo, et indicat ei
quod Saulus vidit ad se venientem Ananiam, cum hoc Ananias ipse nesciret (Act. IX, 10-15).
Quodlibet horum mihi responderet ille homo Dei, et de martyribus ab illo pergerem quaerere,
utrum ipsi adsint in somnis, vel quocumque alio modo videntibus eos in qua figura voluerint;
et maxime quando ab eis se torqueri daernones in hominibus confitentur, et rogant eos ut
parcant sibi: an ista fiant Dei nutu per angelicas potestates, in honorem commendationemque
sanctorum ad utilitatem hominum, illis in summa quiete positis, et ad alia longe meliora visa
vacantibus seorsum a nobis, orantibusque pro nobis. Nam Mediolani apud sanctos Protasium
et Gervasium martyres, expresso nomine, sicut defunctorum quos eodem modo
commemorabant, adhuc vivum daernones episcopum confitebantur Ambrosium, atque ut sibi
parceret obsecrabant, illo aliud agente, atque hoc cum ageretur omnino nesciente. An vero
aliquando per ipsam praesentiam martyrum fiant, ista aliquando per Angelorum; et utrum
possint, vel quibus signis possint a nobis duo ista discemi; an ea sentire ac dijudicare non
valeat, nisi qui habet illud donum per Dei Spiritum dividentem propria unicuique prout vult:
dissereret mihi, ut arbitror, ipse Joannes haec omnia, sicut vellem; ut aut eo docente discerem,
et ea quae audirem vera et certa esse cognoscerem; aut ego crederem quae nescirem, illo
dicente quae sciret. Quod si mihi forsitan de sancta Scriptura responderet ac diceret, Altiora te
ne qucesieris, etfortiora te ne scrutatus fueris; sed quce prcecepit tibi Dominus, ilia cogita
semper (Eccli. in, 22); id etiam gratanter acciperem. Non enim parvus est fructus, si aliqua
obscura et incerta, quae comprehendere non valemus, darum sal/(609)tem certumque sit nobis
non esse quaerenda; et quod unusquisque vult discere, putans prodesse si sciat, discat non
obesse si nesciat.
Caput XVIII. — 22. Quae cum ita sint, non existimemus ad mortuos, pro quibus curam
gerimus, pervenire, nisi quod pro eis sive altaris, sive orationum, sive eleemosynarum
sacrificiis solemniter supplicamus: quamvis non pro quibus fiunt omnibus prosint, sed iis
tantum quibus dum vivunt comparatur ut prosint. Sed quia non discemimus qui sint, oportet
ea pro regeneratis omnibus facere, ut nullus eorum praetermittatur, ad quos haec beneficia
possint et debeant pervenire. Melius enim supererunt ista eis quibus nec obsunt nec prosunt,
quam eis deerunt quibus prosunt. Diligentius tarnen facit haec quisque pro necessariis suis,
quo pro illo fiant similiter a suis. Corpori autem humando quidquid impenditur, non est
praesidium salutis, sed humanitatis officium, secundum affectum quo nemo unquam camem
suam odio habet (Ephes. V, 29). Unde oportet ut quam potest pro came proximi suam gerat,
cum ille inde recesserit qui gerebat. /(610) Et si haec faciunt qui carnis resurrectionem non
credunt, quanto magis debent facere qui credunt, ut corpori mortuo, sed tarnen resurrecturo et
in aeternitatem mansuro impensum ejusmodi officium, sit etiam quodammodo ejusdem fidei
testimonium? Quod vero quisque apud memorias martyrum sepelitur, hoc tantum mihi videtur
prodesse defuncto, ut commendatus eum etiam martyrum patrocinio affectus pro illo
supplicationis augeatur.
23. Habes ad ea quae a me putasti esse quaerenda, qualem potui reddere responsionem meam:
quae si ultra quam satis est prolixa est, da veniam; id enim factum est amore diutius loquendi
tecum. Hunc ergo librum quemadmodum acceperit venerabilis Dilectio tua, peto rescriptis
tuis noverim, quem tibi perlator ejus faciet sine dubio gratiorem, frater scilicet et
compresbyter noster Candidianus, quern per tuas litteras cognitum toto corde suscepi,
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invitusque dimisi. Multum enim nos in charitate Christi sua praesentia consolatus est, et, quod
fatendum est, ejus instantia tibi parui. Nam cor meum tanta distendunt, ut nisi ipso assidue
commonente me non sinerer oblivisci, profecti interrogationi tux mea responsio defuisset.
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9.

Ploss — N.N. me fecit, Greek to German? Nowhere else?

There is a much-quoted article of E. Ploss alleging the survival of a very ancient tradition of
short inscriptions. Do popular inscriptions in verse and prose run for centuries in constant
forms348, in particular, house and grave inscriptions? "Domestic incriptions" are
characterised, for early modern Germany, by endless variations on a restricted repertory of
types. See Riiegg. This is the independent manifestation of a process observable in the
Greek epitaph, however it is to be explained, and it is this process which may well be the
underpinning for the genre of epigram.
We might assume that common people in the “childhood of culture” (any period whose
technology and literacy was not as elaborate as our own) “naturally” personified their
household objects, and after becoming literate, just as naturally gave them little speeches in
the form of talking inscriptions (see Petrarch's lmperiosa situ for the pre-Renaissance, surely
reflecting a Medieval habit), the evidence available to Ploss suggests that this is far from a
world-wide trend in such inscriptions. If it is so natural, it is overridden by other elements in
many a culture. A weaker hypothesis is attractive. The “talking object” is indeed a potential
device in any inscriptional culture but it has to be activated. In any case it does not occur in
every genre, period or area.
Not that the evidence is clear. “I + name or characteristic of the runemaster” leaves the
syntax uncertain and the speaker even more so. It has been suggested that in old Scandinavia,
as in old Greece, the power of writing itself was felt to be considerable, not requiring any
explicitation in the thematics of the inscription349. “Ego NN feci/scripsi/dedi” is a curious
apposition, in the context of other formulae. Dialogic inscriptions are a fairly small extension
of this general type, e.g., on a golden brooch “Quod vis ego volo”(p.29), assuming that volo
is not spoken by the donor. In southern Germany we seem to have “epigraphic gap” like
those posited for first millennium Cyprus, Parthian Iran, and the +3C in many parts of the
Roman Empire. As Ploss regards the early Middle Ages as being poor in inscriptions (p.32)
and his sources were excellent, the reappearance of the speaking object in the High Middle
Ages requires explanation. He posits a lOOOy gap, one of the longest such breaks ever
claimed. Even the Achaemenian — Sasanian one (see Skjaervp) is no more than 700 years in
extent.
The selective but well-annotated work Epigraphica Italica includes few of these inscriptions,
in fact, less than ten. Even a smallish percentage of occurrences suggests that such a practice
was widespread, at least among certain groups. Would the techniques of scratching alphabetic
marks have survived long periods of personal and group lack of use? Everything we know
about literacy suggests that regular practice was needed. How did the tradition survive? Was
it recreated from the same background and from the same or similar stimuli as was the first
examples, perhaps quite distant in time? This indeed has always to be one possibility. What
has once been seen to be invented is ipso facto capable of reinvention, and thus the
diffusionist hypothesis bears a considerable burden of proof. The later runes may come from
a tradition of alphabetic writing in Northern Italy, and it is significant that it is from that
mountainous region that the majority of Morandi’s “Italic” speaking inscriptions derive. It is
not. a numerous majority. Outside it we have the Oscan herentatis sum, also eco quton and mi
quton from elsewhere. Because of Guarducci’s influential criticism I will not include the
Prenestine fibula, despite the many voices raised in its favour or partially in its favour. From
the Veneto there is ...douhena emi..., mexo donasto + PN, mexo (which is mego) doto, ego

348 Ploss 1958 p.26, referring to Friedrich Panser’s work to date.
349 p.26-7, referring to an old article by Siegmund Feist.
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Fukssiai Voltiommninai, ego Moltonei supioi, a significant but not a rich haul.350 The longer
the time which elapsed between sightings, the more are continuity and durability proved.
In the 11C, we find for the first time one of the newer, more modem sorts of bells engraved
Wolfgerus me fecit. This type of inscription becomes common in northern areas, as is the
address of the artist to his work, such as ...feci/fecit te . (p.31). Reple me, bibe de me, which
remind us of the modem Steiners and mugs. From the High Middle Ages we get:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

me fudit
machte mich
guß mich
mik Meriha worta ansus (Gothic)
Andrell gerti mik (Norse, in runes)
Gudrid mec worhte (AS)
Aelchfrip mec ah
NN me fieri fecit (of buildings)
NN ließ mich machen

In this tradition the runes fill some of the gap between the Venetan (p.45) inscriptions and the
High Middle Ages, and there is independent evidence for the runes deriving from the
Veneto.351 By the 13C most bells (now that they were larger, fuller throated and skirted)
carry such an inscription. Does “I magic” remain at this period? (p.35). It probably does not
remain up to the 18C, when the tradition is still lingering (p.38^4-1) as it does into the 17C for
weapons (p.42). A sign of the specific nature of inscriptional traditions is the apparent rarity
of sword inscriptions in the West, which contrasts markedly with practices in the byzantine
and Muslim East. Swords are personified in literature, and presumably were in life, but NN
(me) fecit (at least) is said to be remarkably uncommon on them, particularly with the word
me. For gem inscriptions of the important bridging period of the Carolingian renaissance see
*Kornbluth.
For this field at least one explanation for brevity of style can be disproved — that it was due
to the difficulty of engraving. There are long inscriptions on hard objects and me fecit
inscriptions on soft ones (p.43). There is obviously a wish for brevity, and one of the
functions of me could very well be that of substituting deictically for campanum, anulum. If
the object is a dedication (p.44) and I might add, if it is a personal gift, other social and
personal functions complicate matters. The gift may stand for the giver. Grave goods could
of course have been conceptualised, and treated, as gifts to the dead. The same possibility
exists for Archaic Greece, and Ploss asserts that the attitude to writing among the runemasters
was very similar to that of the older Greeks. His is a diffusionist attitude, deriving the
thematic model from the Greeks, who are commonly thought to have been the source of all
the Italic scripts, though the latter independently could have developed them in parallel from
Phoenician/Aramaic contacts. The type ego NN feci is apparently only found in the Veneto
and in Germany (p.45). The prehistory of the Greek practice is suggested only by a doubtful
Minoan inscription, the Asine brooch, perhaps 1200 BCE. It is thus likely that the Greeks
themselves invented the ancestor of this literary or sub-literary form as they did so many
other things. It is important to us because it is a frequent thematic element in our earliest
poetic inscriptions, and perhaps gives some indication of what “voice” they were read in, i.e.,
of their full literary reality.
350 Morandi, 1982. p.126, 57, 47, 172, 180ff, 184. More can be found in Colonna. Agostiniani, aiming at
completeness, ended up with 649 such inscriptions! For a brief and sane discussion of the reliability of the
interpretation of North Italic languages see Friedrich's EXTINCT Languages p. 143 ff., in which the Celtic and
Germanic affiliations o f Venetic are noted.
351 Elliott, RUNES, p.9.
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From the comparative point of view it does seem fruitful to compare the cultures of the
Vikings and the colonising Greeks of the -1C . An early inscription in Egypt on an existing
object at Abu Simbel shows the speaking object, or perhaps even the speaking inscription.352
A new thematic corpus of this type of inscription, that of Agostiniani,353 does not supply the
general context and the illustrations provided by the propaedeumata of Morandi. It may be
necessary to take into account “context” of a wider sort if we are to separate purely literary
personification from a possible mirroring of deep contemporary attitudes to inscriptions,
either of which may be involved in the words of Plautus Rudens 478:
nam haec (sc. uma Veneris) litteratast eapse cantat cuia sit 354

352 Burzachechi 1962;42, perhaps rightly o f Abu Simbel « eypa4>c - eya4>e p' ape - epe PN ». For Abu
Simbel see in our Bibi. 1 Bemand & Masson 1957.
353 O ggetti parlanti... 1982, taking up from Burzachechi 1961, which was rather devastatingly dismissed by
G.Colonnap.50 Epigraphica XLV 1983 Identita come appartenza nelle iscrizioni di possesso d e l i Italia
preromana . Perhaps out o f the feared odium epigraphicum ! Colonna congratulates the Italian semitists, like
Amadasi, who have supported his opinion that the “speaking object” is not unique to Greece. He also looked
forward with hope to Agostiniani’s forthcoming corpus. The hope was in vain. Agostiniani proved to be as
much o f a diffusionist as Burzachechi.
354 ...for this um is (w ell)-lettered — it sings itself about what woman owns it.
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31. Late Antique - Theories?
1.

Sidonius and Symmachus on epigram

Some pale reflection of bi-lingual poetic practice

1. Symmachus. a few letters
Symmachus and Callu, Quintus Aurelius & Jean-Pierre
Libri III-V 1982 Paris

Svmmache Lettres T.l, 1972 T.2

Also:
Symmachus and Seeck, Quintus Aurelius & Otto 1961 O. Aurelii Svmmachi opera quae
supersunt edidit Otto Seeck Berlin 2nd ed. MGH AA VI 1 ( Monumenta Germaniae
Historica inde ab anno Christi quingentesimo usque ad annum millesimum et
quingentesimum, edidit Societas Aperiendis Fontibus Rerum Germanicarum Medii Aevi)
Auctorum antiquissimorum Tomi VI Pars Prior, First ed. 1993

— Cantilena in letter I, 375 CE, followed by versus. Five sixains in letter II,
called epigrammata\ verse also in letter VIII, ante 376CE.
For the texts themselves, see Bibl.l s.n. *Symmachus and Seeck, where texts have
been anticipated for reasons of balancing out the size of the two Thesis volumes.
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2. Sidonius
Sidonius Apollinaris and Sirmondeus and Migne
Migne PL 58 Sidonius Epistulae,
Epistolarum libri ix Coll.443-660 [C. Sollii Apollinaris Sidonii epistolae], Carmina 6 6 0 6 ...Paginatio epistolarum expressa estsicut in editione Sirmondeana habetur, crassiori
charactere
No earlier author in Migne seems to mention “epigramma”, and few later ones. Sidonius
mentions the form many times, with honour. He gives the traditional recipes for it, but his
practice allows epigrams of considerable length, even though he does write quite a few
quatrains. Epigram and other terms often enough double up for the same poem. Many of
these poems are preserved only in his letters, which suggests that other authors may have
written them freely without having them included in the major publications of their works.
Roman Gaul, with its preciosity and its links with the Roman upper classes seems to have
been highly aware of epigram as a form. The term is extremely rare in the Middle Ages, but
must have been known among those who had access to Ausonius, Sidonius and Martial, not
to say Claudian, the Bobiensa and parts of the Latin Anthology. Among these we know to
have been numbered most of the authors of artes poeticae in the 12C, the most famous being
Geoffrey de Vinsauf, and his most famous work: Poetria Nova, q.v. in bibliography. It is
interesting that 50 odd citations came up in the CD Rom for the first quarter of Migne, all
clearly from modern prefaces and notes, except for those, over a dozen, from Lactantius, and
one from the Ps. Augustine. On inspection, it seems that Lactantius himself totally avoided
the term, which was liberally applied to his short verses (mostly quotes) by the footnoting and
editing scholars of the 18C and 19C. Therein lies our reason for studying the background of
these scholars’ ideas and categories. Ps. Augustine (who looks rather scholastic to my eyes)
and the 11C Henry the Deacon are the only uses of the term I have yet found in the body texts
of the whole Middle Ages. A few more cases turn up in titles quoted in Manitius, but I have
no way of knowing how often such titles were added much later to a text by some librarian or
compiler who may not have shared the vocabulary of the original author. One more appears
in an "ancient" inscription quoted in the usually meticulous John Weever q.v. in
Bibliography.

Migne often dredges up the “epitaph” o f an ancient writer as evidence fo r his life. Such
poems were gaily reconstituted and fictionalised for centuries after a m an’s death:
Col.443 Epitaphium Sidonii xii cal. Septemb. Zenone imp. [sc. 474-491, apud Grant —
t480s.]

Verse is listed among the “party games” which Paulus the prcefectorius was good at:
Col.461 Ep.I,ix Heronio: Sidonius Heronio suo salutem. Post nuptias patricii Ricimeris, id
est, post imperii utriusque opes eventilatas, tandem reditum est in publicam serietatem, quae
rebus actitandis januam campumque patefecit. Interea nos Pauli praefectorii tarn doctrina
quam sanctitate venerandis laribus excepti, comiter blandae hospitalitatis officiis
excolebamur. Porro non isto quisquam viro est in omni artium genere praestantior. Deus
bone, quae ille propositionibus aenigmata, sententiis schemata, versibus commata, digitis
mechanemata facit?...
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A graceful apology fo r lengthy treatment of a villa ( “whose great extent will make the page
seem short by comparison”, no doubt a laudatory topos), but there is never any apology for
the quite lengthy verses which follow in later letters :

Col.479 Ep.II,ii Domitio: ...Proinde mihi tribue veniendi celeritatem, nam redeundi moram
tibi ipse praestabis: daturus hinc veniam, quod brevitatem sibi debitam paulo scrupulosior
epistola excessit, dum totum runs situm sollicita rimatur, quae tarnen submovendi fastidii
studio nec cuncta perstrinxit. Quapropter bonus arbiter, et artifex lector non paginam quae
spatia describit, sed villam quae spatiosa describitur, grandem pronuntiabunt. Vale.

An epitaph, called here a funeral nenia, the name both fo r lullabies and fo r epicedia. It was,
as usual, dictated to a scribe, designed primarily for inscribing onto marble, and not in
elegiacs (which seems to be regarded even here as the standard form) but in
hendecasyllables. However, a copy will be put in the hands o f the bookseller, if the bereaved
person agrees, to go with the “other epigrams” there. Thus occasional hendecasyllables,
inscribed epitaph and published epigram can be the same poem, perhaps in different
functions :

Col.482 Ep.n.viii Desiderato: .. .sed cum Libitinam ipsam flentes omnes extemi quoque
prensitarent, remorarentur, exoscularentur, sacerdotum propinquorumque manibus excepta,
perpetuis sedibus dormienti similior illata est. Post quae, precatu parentis orbati, naeniam
funebrem, non per elegos sed per hendecasyllabos, marmori incisam, planctu prope calente
dictavi. Quam si non satis improbas, caeteris epigrammatum meorum voluminibus
applicandam mercenarius bibliopola suscipiet. Si quid secus, sufficit saxo carmen saxum
contineri. Hac enim epitaphium est: // Occasu celeri feroque raptam... [sc. 15 x Hnd]...

About a crusade for writing good literary Latin, requests fo r verses, and a recent group of
inscriptional poems fo r the "extima" o f the new Lyons basilica, perhaps its sanctuary. S. has
done his "tumultuarium carmen" (sc. hurriedly improvised, though this may be another
modesty topos) in "triple trochees", i.e., his favourite hendecasyllables, fo r one altar.
Constantius and Secundinus write better “epigrams ”, perhaps partly because they use
hexameters, perhaps not, and their poems honour the walls next to the altar, presumably the
main altar. Despite their considerable competition, he sends his recent inscriptional poem,
which he calls a “cantilena”. It is 30 x Hnd. I copy also what he writes immediately
afterwards about women and poets:

Col.486-487 Ep.II,xi Hesperio: .. .nisi vel paucissimi quique merum Latiaris linguae
proprietatem de trivialium barbarismorum rubigine vindicaveritis, earn brevi abolitam
defleamus interitamque : sic omnes nobilium sermonum purpurae per incuriam vulgi
decolorabuntur.... Ecclesia nuper extructa Lugduni est [quaenam ilia fuerit omnino nescimus
— P.M.Mc] quae studio Papae Patientis summum ccepti operis accessit, viri sancti, strenui,
severi, misericordis, quique per uberem munificentiam in pauperes humanitatemque, non
minora bonae conscientiae culmina levet. Hujus igitur aedis extimis, rogatu praefati antistitis,
tumultuarium carmen inscripsi trochaeis triplicibus, adhuc mihi jamque tibi perfamiliaribus.
Namque ab hexametris / eminentium poetarum Constantii et Secundini vicinantia altaria
basjlicae latera clarescunt: quos in hanc paginam admitti nostra quam maxime verecundia
vetat, quam suas otiositates trepidanter edentem meliorum carminum comparatio premit.
Nam sicuti novam nuptam nihil minus quam pulchrior pronuba decet: et sicuti si vestiatur
albo quisque fuscus, fit nigrior: sic nostra, quantulacunque est, tubis circumfusa potioribus
stipula vilescit: quam mediam loco, infimam merito, despicabiliorem pronuntiari, non
imperitia modo, sed et arrogantia facit. Quapropter illorum justius epigrammata micant,
quam ista haec, quae imaginarie tantum et quodam modo umbratiliter effmgimus. Sed
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quorsum ista? quin potius paupertinus flagitatae cantilenas culmus immurmuret. 53 // Quisquis
pontificis patrisque nostri... [sc. 30 x Hnd.] 54 Ecce parui tanquam junior imperatis. Tu
modo fac memineris multiplicato me fenore remunerandum: quoque id facilius possit
voluptiosiusque, opus est ut sine dissimulatione lectites, sine fine lecturias. Neque patiaris, ut
te ab hoc proposito propediem conjux domum eliciter ducenda deflectat: sisque oppido
meminens, quo olim Martia Hortensio, Terentia Tullio, Calpumia Plinio, Pudentilla Apuleio,
Rusticiana Symmacho legentibus meditantibusque candelas et candelabra tenuerunt. Certe si
praeter rem oratoriam, contubemio feminarum poeticum ingenium, et oris tui limam
frequentium studiorum cotibus expolitam, quereris obtundi, reminisce et quod saepe versum
Corinna cum suo Nasone complevit, Lesbia cum Catullo, Cesennia cum Gaetulico, Argentaria
cum Lucano, Cynthia cum Propertio, Delia cum Tibullo....

Rusticius’ letter, in which he tells o f finding in his youthful excursions to the book room a 4 x
Hx poem on Vergil the poet. It was originally the first in a series o f verse captions fo r
pictures o f the orators and poets. It seems that these images were small, and done in gems
and or coloured wax. All these poems are called "epigrammata” by Rusticius, and probably,
all were in hexameter quatrains, seeing that such poems tend to be similar in outer form
when written in series. Note that the Midas epigram o f “H om er” is imitated in the poem
quoted:
Col.489 [notes to Ep.n,xi, Rustico, offers EPISTOLA RUSTICI AD EUCHERIUM] ... Sed
dum haec tacitus mecum volvo, occurrit mihi quod in bibliotheca studiosi saecularium
litterarum puer quondam, ut se aetatis illius curiositas habet, praetereundo legissem. Nam cum
supra memoratas aedis ordinator ac dominus, inter expressas lapillis aut ceris discoloribus,
formatasque effigies vel oratorum, vel etiam poetarum, specialia singulorum autotypis
epigrammata subdidisset; ubi ad praejudicati eloquii venit poetam, hoc modus orsus est: //
Virgilium vatem melius sua carmina laudant, / In freta dum fluvii current, dum montibus
umbrae / Lustrabunt convexa, polus dum sidera pascet, / Semper honos, nomenque tuum,
laudesque manebunt.

An ancient epitaph, recently dug up at Gubbio, is editorially appended as an
illustration to a mention o f doctors in the text: 4 x El, as it turns out’.
Col.490 Ad locum , in Ep. D,xii ad Agricolam, in quo S. iocose notat Justi amici
medici imperitiam, filia Sidonii aegrotanti, addunt editores "perantiquum" epitaphium
L. Primigenii medici TrepioSarrou, hoc est circumforanei, ante biennium Iguvii apud
Umbros (Gubbio) effosum: //L. Sabinius L. L. Primigenius / Ortus abiguvio medicus
fora multa secutus / arte feror nota nobiliore fide./ Me consurgentem valida fortuna
juventa / destivit rapidis imposuitque rogis. / Clusino cineres flammae cessere
sepulchro / patronus patrio condidit ossa solo.//

As the editors have clarified in a note which we will also quote, S. writes an epitaph (in
hendasyllables o f course) which he sends to his nephew to have inscribed and erected in his
absence. There is some suggestion that this is not the normal practice. O f even greater
interest is his description o f the neglected churchyard, which he found being dug up by
farmers or robbers, whom it seems, he killed on the spot and then continued on his journey!
This was the motive fo r getting an (inscribed) monument made quickly to mark the apparently
unmarked (or damaged?) grave o f his grandfather (?). He is nervous about misspellings and
other graphic errors on the part o f the carver, fearing that they will be ascribed to him. He
calls this poem a carmen and an epitaphium. We give the whole letter and the editor’s
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summary of events, always hard to disentangle from Sidonius ’ art prose, as also is the
question o f whether he actually killed these offenders, or is rhetorically exaggerating his
lambasting o f the group :

Col.503 Ep. III,xii Secundo
[n° a Fratris filio: ad quem mittit Apollinaris avi sui epitaphium, quod nocte proxima
exararat; mandatque ut in marmore incisum ejus tumulo imponat: atque haec se
quoque absente, id est ante reditum suum, ut curet hortatur. Cum igitur ad urbem
Arvemam pergens ex itinere haec scribat, consequens est tumulum Apollinaris avi non
Arvemorum urbi vicinum fuisse, sed Lugduno: unde digressus in sepulchri violatores
ipso itineris initio inciderat. Non enim procul Lugduno abfuisse tumulum hie patet,
quod cum de multatis reis ad episcopum retulisset, illico responsum in ipso itinere
accepit. Sacerdotem itaque suum appellat Patientem episcopum Lugdunensem, et in
epitaphio Apollinaris patriam Lugdunum.]:
Sidonius Secundo suo salutem. Avi mei, proavi tui tumulum hestemo, proh dolor! die manus
profana pene temeraverat: sed Deus adfuit, ne nefas tantum perpetraretur. Campus autem
ipse dudum refertus tam bustualibus favillis quam cadaveribus, nullam jamdiu scrobem
recipiebat! Sed tarnen tellus, humatis quae superducitur, redierat in pristinam distenta
planitiem, pondere nivali, seu diurtino imbrium fluxu sidentibus acervis. Quae fuit causa ut
locum auderent, tamquam vacantem, corporum bajuli rastris funebribus impiare. Quid plura?
Jam niger cespes ex viridi; jam supra antiquum sepulchrum glebae recentes, cum forte
pergens urbem ad Arvemam, publicum scelus e supercilio vicini collis aspexi; meque equo
effuso tam per aequata quam per abrupta proripiens, et morae exiguae sic quoque impatiens,
antequam pervenirem, facinus audax praevio clamore compescui. Dum dubitant in crimine
reperti, dilaberentur an starent, superveni. Confiteor errorem; supplicia captorum differre non
potui: sed supra ipsum senis nostri opertorium [sc. tumulum — P.M.Mc] torsi latrones,
quantum sufficere possit superstitum curae, mortuorum securitati. Caetemm nostro quod
sacerdoti nil reservavi; meae causae, suaeque personae praescius, in commune consului; ne vel
haec justo clementius vindicaretur, vel ilia justo severius vindicaret. 77 Cui cum tarnen totum
ordinem rei, ut satisfaciens ex itinere mandassem; vir sanctus et justus iracundiae meae dedit
gloriam, cum nil amplius ego veniam postularem, pronuntians more majomm reos tantae
temeritatis jure caesos videri. Sed ne quid in posterum casibus liceat, quos ab exemplo vitare
debemus, posco ut actutum, me quoque absente, tua cura, sed meo sumptu resurgat in molem
sparsa congeries, quam laevigata pagina tegat. Ego venerabili Gaudentio reliqui pretium
lapidis, operisque mercedem. Carmen hoc sane quod consequetur, nocte proxima feci, non
expolitum, credo, quod viae non parum intentus: quod peto, ut tabulae quantulumcunque est,
celeriter indatur. Sed vide ut vitium non faciat in marmore lapidicida: quod factum sive ab
industria, seu per incuriam, mihi magis quam quadratario [= n° b: Lapidicidae. Cod. de
excusat, artif. I. 1: Quadratarii, quos Graeci vocabulo Xi0o0qKTac appellant: et saxorum
quadratarii, Cassiodorus in psalmos. Ars quadrataria in Agone SS. Coronatorum, et in
fragmento vetusti lapidis Romae in aede S. Hagnes.], lividus lector ascribat. Ego vero, si pio
studio rogata curaveris, sic agam gratias, quasi nil tibi quoque laudis aut gloriae accedat,
quem patruo tuo, id est me remoto, solida praesentis officii sollicitudo mansisset pro gradu
seminis. Vale. // Serum post patruos, patremque carmen/ [sc. 20 x Hnd ending... / Quique
hie sunt titulis pares parentes,/ Hos illic meritis supervenire.// Novi quidem auctoris nostri
non respondere doctrina epitaphii qualitatem; sed anima perita musicas non refutat inferias.
Tibi quoque non decet tardum videri, quod haeres tertius quartusque dependimus: cum tot
annorum gyro voluto magnum Alexandrum parentasse manibus Achillis, et Julium Caesarem
Hectori, ut suo, justa persolvisse didicerimus. Vale.
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Editorial notes, mentioning an 8 x El inscription preserved in a codex, probably
better studied in ICVR and MGH, but we note it: here fo r convenience:
Col.504 n°e .. .antiquum urbis epigramma, quod reliquis e bibliotheca Palatina
vulgatis addi licet ex codice S. Mariae Virdunensis. //41 Ad ecclesiam S. Laurentii in
Damaso, quae alio nomine appellatur in Prasino./ Ad Fontem/ Iste salutare fons
continet inclitus undas/ Et solet humanam purificare luem./ Munia sacrati quae sint
vis scire liquoris?/ Dant regnatricem flumina sancta fidem./ Ablue fonte sacro veteris
contagia vitae/ O nimium felix, vive renatus aqua!/ Hunc fontem quicunque petit,
terrena relinquit,/ Subjicit et pedibus caeca ministeria.// I.e., 8 x El.

Elegiacs appear here, and they are not common in S. He has been asked by Simplicius fo r an
“epigram” o f precisely 12 lines to be inscribed on a large conch shell which has six rippling
ridges “each side”. There may be the suggestion that 12 lines is rather short fo r Sidonius.
He suggests that the verses be placed on the boss o f each ridge, not in their hollows, “if
possible ”. The shell was to be polished and possibly chased in silver, and presented to
Queen Ragnahilda. S. complains, without much humour, that Simplicius has given the
jeweller fa r more time than the poet, suggesting that poetry is at least as demanding a trade:
Col.512 Ep. IV,vii Simplicio: [After a long description of a pleasant wayside rest while
travelling]... Ilicet ut ad epistolae vestrae tenorem jam revertamur, post verba quae primum
salve ferebant, hoc poposcisti, ut epigramma transmitterem duodecim versibus terminatum,
quod possit aptari conchae capaci, quae per ansarum latus utrumque in extremum gyri a rota
fundi senis cavatur striaturis. Quarum puto destinas vel ventribus pandis singulos versus, vel
curvis, meliore consilio, si id magis deceat, capitibus inscribere: istoque cultu expolitam
reginae Ragnahildae disponis offerre, votis nimirum tuis pariter atque actibus patrocinium
invictum praeparaturus. Famulor 98 injunctis quomodocunque, non ut volebam: sed tuae
culpae primus ignosce, qui spatii plus praestitisti argentario quam poetae; cum procul dubio
non te lateret, intra officinam litteratorum carminis si quid incus metrica produxerit, non
minus forti et asprata lima poliri. Sed ista vel similia quorsum? ecce jam canta: // Pistrigero
quae concha vehit Tritone Cytheren/ Hac sibi collata cedere non dubitet./... [sc. re vera 12 x
El — P.M.Mc]. Si tantum amore nostro tenetis, ut scribere has nugas non erubescas occule
auctorem, de tua rectius parte securus. Namque in foro tali, sive Athenaeo, plus Charta vestra
quam nostra scriptura laudabitur.

S. has had difficulty dictating a nenia, a laudatory and sorrowing epitaph fo r his
correspondent’s uncle. He has been out o f practice. It is, as usual, somewhat lengthy and in
hende easy liable s :
Col.516 Ep. IV,xi Petreio: Sidonius Petreio suo salutem. Angit me nimis damnum saeculi
mei, nuper erepto avunculo tuo Claudiano oculis nostris........ Sed quid dolorem nostrum
moderaturi causis potius doloris fomenta sufficimus? Igitur ut dicere institueramus, huic jam,
ut est illud Maronianum, cineri ingrato, id est gratiam non relaturo, naeniam condidimus
tristem luctuosamque, propemodum laboriose, quia faceret dictandi desuetudo difficultatem:
nisi quod animum natura desidiosissimum, dolor fletu gravidus accendit. Ejus hoc carmen
est; // Germani decus et dolor Mamerti, / . . . [sc. 25 x Hnd, ending —] ... / At ut quisque
doles, amice lector,/ De tanto quasi nil viro supersit,/ Udis parce genis rigare marmor;/ Mens
et gloria non queunt humari.// Ecce quod carmen, cum primum adfui, super unanimi fratris
ossa conscripsi. Namque tunc abfui cum funeraretur; nec ob hoc tarnen perdidi in totum
desideratissimam flendi occasionem. Nam dum forte meditarer, lacrymis habenas anima
parturiente laxavi: fecique ad epitaphium, quod alii fecerant ad sepulchrum. Haec ergo
scripsimus tibi, ne forte arbiträrere solam nos colere vivorum sodalitatem, reique tuo judicio
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essemus, nisi amicomm vita carentum semper, aeque ut incolumium, reminisceremur.
Namque et ex hoc, quod vix reservatur imaginaria fides vel superstitibus, non praster aequum
opinabere, si perpaucos esse conjicias, qui mortuos ament. Vale.

Twice S. calls an inscription asked of him for the walls of the newly-renovated St. Martin’s
basilica: “epigram”. As usual, he apologises profusely for what he has written for public
display. It is in elegiacs this time, 20 of them. The editors also use the term in connection
with a sylloge of inscriptions often appended to the Life of St. Martin:
Col.522/3 Ep. IV,xviii Lucontio: ... Et nunc tu ipse sic multis contra fidem diebus
otiabundus, ais tibi, si quas postea luserim metro nugas, mitti oportere. Annuo injunctis, quia
dignus es ut talia legas. Nam carmen ipsum quod nunc e manibus elabitur, tarn rusticanum
est tamque impolitum, ut me non illud ad villam, sed potius e villa mittere putes. Basilicam
sancti pontificis [n° a: S. Martini, quam PerpetuusTuronum episcopus condidit, remota vetere
parvula, quam Briccus? aedificarat, ... Ejus parietibus Perpetui rogatu varia diversorum
poetarum inscripta fuerunt epigrammata: quae olim collecta, nunc etiam in plerisque Sulpicii
Severi codicibus ad Vitae S. Martini calcem adjecta reperiuntur: atque inter alia Sidonianum
hoc...] confessorisque Martini, Perpetuus episcopus, dignissimus tanto praedecessore
successor, multum priori, quae fuit hactenus, capaciorem novavit. Magnum est, ut ferunt,
opus nominandumque; quod in honorem talis viri factum, talis vir fecisse debuerit. Hujus me
parietibus inscribere supradictus sacerdos hoc epigramma compellit, quod recensebis; ut est
in his quaecunque deposcit privilegio caritatis imperiossimus. Atque utinam molis illius
pompam, sive donaria, nil hujus obsequi turpet oblatio: quod secus fore plurimum timeo.
Nisi forsitan inter omnia venusta sic epigrammatis istius foeditatis placeat, ut niger naevus
candido in corpore: qui quidem solet sic facere risum, quod accipere suffragium. Sed quid
hinc amplius? pone fistulas ipse pastorias, et elegiae nostra, quia pede claudicat, manum
porrige. // Martini corpus, totis venerabile terris, / In quo post vitae tempora vivit honor, / ...
[sc. 20 x El.] // Obtulimus, ut cemis, quod cantilenas recentis obviam manui fuit; sed nec hoc
minus, si moras nectis, astra quatiemus, versibus quoque satirographis, si res exegerit, usuri:
quos huic carmini lenitate adaequandos falso putabis. Namque efficacius, citius, ardentius
natura mortalium culpet aliqua, quam laudet. Vale.
[ad lineas 8-11 elegiae supra dictae, i.e., “...Internum removens modici penetrale
sacelli,/ Amplaque tecta levans exteriore domo./ Creveruntque simul, valido tribuente
patrono,/ In spatiis aedes, conditor in meritis:.. S \ additum est n° c: Haec saepe causam
ascribunt, qui antiquis aedificiis nova substituunt: quod videre est in christianis
monumentis antiquarum inscriptionum. Nolae autem in suburbana S. Felicis ecclesia
quam Paulinus episcopus condidit, restant hodieque versus quos Paulini ipsius esse
plerique judicant, renovata ab eo, ut est in Natali x, basilica compositos. // Parvus erat
locus ante, sacris angustus agendis,/ Supplicibusque negans pandere posse manus /
Nunc populo spatiosa sacris altaria prabet / Officiis, med<io?> martyris in gremio./
Cuncta Deo renovata placent, novat omnia semper / Christus, et in cumulum luminis
amplificat / Sic et dilecti solium Felicis honorans,/ Et splendore simul protulit et
spatio.// sc. 8 x El ]

The following is quoted for its opinions on types of verse and types of metre. For the
weddings and hunts obscurely mentioned as joyous topics the addressee has not used “triple
trochees joined into hendecasyllables”. These are full of gall, charm, peppery eloquence
(pepper could add to “spicy” the connotation of sly), Also a salty freedom. Two ancient
satyric Hnd are quoted as graffiti, and called a “distich ”:
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Col.539 Ep. V,viii Secundino: ...Erat siquidem materia jocunda, seu nuptiales tibi
thalamorum faces, sive perfossae regiis ictibus ferae describerentur. Sed triplicibus trochaeis
nuper in metrum hendecasyllabum compaginatis nihil ne tuo quidem judicio simile fecisti.
Deus bone! quid illic inesse fellis [alii— mellis] leporis, piperataeque facundiae minime
tacitus inspexi? nisi quod ferventis fulmen ingenii, et eloquii salsa libertas, 138 plus
personis forte, quam causis impediebantur: ut mihi non figuratius Constantini domum
vitamque videatur, vel pupugisse versu gemello consul Ablavius, vel momordisse, disticho
tali clam palatinis foribus appenso. // Satumi aurea saecla quid requirat?/ Sunt haec gemmea,
sed Neroniana.// ...[de n° c:...Ablavii porro versuum in Constantinum unus omnium veterum
meminit Sidonius.]

At a festive evening out o f doors after celebrating a Vigil in the basilica, all sorts o f games
were begun, some sporting, some gambling. Like many others, Philematius puffed himself
out and covered himself with sweat, and was given water and a thick, absorbent towel which
happened to be hanging up there, just washed and dried. He got the sweat o ff himself, and
asked S. to compose a correct quatrain which would include his (P ’s) name, and to have this
written on such a towel as he had just used. S. calls this “tetrastich” o f P ’s an “epigram”,
and it turns out as 4 x El:
Col.548 Ep. V,xvii Eriphio: .. .Mox bipertitis, ut erat aetas, acclamationibus afflagitata
profertur his pila, his tabula. Sphaerae primus ego signifer fui, quae mihi, ut nosti, non minus
libro comes habetur. Altera ex parte, frater meus Domnicus, homo gratiae summae, summi
leporis, tesseras ceperat quatiebatque: quo velut classico ad pyrgum vocabat aleatores. Nos
cum caterva scholasticorum lusimus abunde, quantum membra torpore statarii laboris
hebetatam cursu salubri vegetarentur. Ilic [sic] vir illustris Philematius, ut est illud Mantuani
poetae: // Ausus et ipse manu juvenum tentare laborem.//......... Vellem, inquit, ad pannum
similis officii, aliquod tetrastichon mihi scribi juberes. Fiat, inquam. Sed quod meum, dixit,
et nomen metro teneret. Respondi possibilia factu quae poposcisset. Ait et ipse, Dicta ergo.
Tunc ego arridens, illico scias Musas moveri, si choro ipsarum non absque arbitris vacem.
Respondit ille violenter et perurbane, ut est natura vir flammeus, quidamque facundiae fons
inexhaustus: Vide, domine Solli, ne magis Apollo forte moveatur, quod suas alumnas solus
ad secreta sollicitas. Jam potes nosse, quern plausum sententia tarn repentius, tarn lepida
commoverit. Nec plus 151 moratus, mox suo scriba qui pugillarem juxta tenebat, ad me
vocato, subditum sic epigramma composui: // Mane novo, seu cum ferventia balnea
poscunt,/ Seu cum venatu frons calefacta madet./ Hoc foveat pulcher faciem Philematius
udam,/ Migret ut in bibulum vellus ab ore liquor.//... Da postulatae tu veniam cantilenae....

Editorial, concerning an inscriptional epitaph fo r Abraham Euphratis to append to
the literary one in this letter ofS.\
Col.587-588 Ep.VII,xvii et notae: [de duo epitaphiis Abrahae cuiusdam, Persae
genere, hoc Sidonii epitaphium 30 x El, epitaphium aliud olim inscriptum in S.
Hagnes basilica Romae, hodie in codici S. Mariae Virdunensis servatum, 10 x EL]

Another editorial note, on ivory tablets with names o f consuls (who have contributed
to the expenses o f feasts?). One is quoted, extant from a monastery, going back to the
6C, with Latin prose and 2 x Trim/Dodec Greek inscription, which at least illustrates
that Greek verse was still publicly displayed in the West in the 6C:
Col.595 Ep.VIII,vi Nammatio: [notae, de tabellis ebumeis, n° a: Nam diptychum hujus
generis ebumeum insigne videri est in monasterio Compendiensi, cum inscriptione,
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quae senatui oblatum docet olim fuisse a Philoxeno consule orientali anno 520. Sic
enim se habet: FL. THEODORUS FILOXENUS SOTERICUS FILOXENUS VIR
ILLUST. COM. DOMEST. EXMAGISTRO M. PER THRACIA ET CONSUL
ORDINÄR. T out! to 8d>pov rr\ cro(j)ij yepouch a / 'T ttcitos- ÜTrdpxwv
TTpOCTC^Cpü) ^ iX o ^ e V O S .

Lampridius has sent a verse request for an “epigram”from S. He wants to recite or sing it
(it is not clear from S ’s phrasing which is intended, and in any case, ancient terminology
often did not distinguish). S. feels that his expectations would he for something more solemn
than he will get. S. will be playful, even though writing from a troubled soul, as it is the
tightest strings which put out the sweetest sounds. His page of verse will breathe relaxation
and delight, but its impact will suffer by its not being recited in his voice, merely read by the
receiver. It is long, 59 x Hnd:
Col.600 Ep.VII,ix Lampridio: Sidonius Lampridio suo salutem. Cum primum Burdegalam
veni, litteras mihi tabellarius tuus obtulit plenas nectaris, florum, margaritarum: quibus
silentium meum culpas, et aliquos versuum meorum versibus poscis, qui tibi solent per
musicum palati concavum, variata voce tinnientes, quasi tibiis multiforatilibus effundi. ...
Tantum tu utcunque moderere Catonianum superciliosae frontis arbitrium. Nosti enim prope
laetitiam poetarum: quorum sic ingenia moeroribus, ut pisciculi retibus amiciuntur: et si quid
asperum est aut triste, non statim se poetica teneritudo a vinculo incursi angoris elaqueat.
Necdum enim quiquam de haereditate socruali, vel in usum ter<t>iae sub pretio medietatis
obtinui. Interim videris quam tibi sit epigrammatis flagitati lemma placiturum: me tarnen
nequaquam sollicitudo permittit aliud nunc habere in actione, aliud in carmine. ... Quod si
quopiam casu ineptias istas quas inter animi supplicia conscripsimus, nutu indulgentiore
susceperis, persuadebis mihi, quia cantuum similes fuerint olorinorum, quorum modulatior
est clangor in poenis; similes etiam chordae lyricae violentius tensae, quae quo plus torta, plus
musica est. Caeterum si probari nequeunt versus otii aut hilaritatis expertes, tu quoque in
pagina quam subter attexui nihil quod placeat invenies. His adhuc adde, quod materiam cui
non auditor, sed potius lector obtigerit, nihil absentis auctoris pronuntiatio juvat. Neque enim
post opus missum superest quid poeta vel vocalissimus agat, quern distantia loci nec hoc
facere permittit, quod solent chori pantomimorum, qui bono cantu male dictata commendant:
[et seqq. 59 x Hnd Sidonii, et in n° a —
“et vetus poeta lib. iv epigrammatum collectionis Pithoeanae, de pantomimo: //
Ingressus scenam populum saltator adorat / Sollerti pendet prodere verba manu./ Nam
cum grata chorus diffundit cantica dulcis/ Quae resonat cantor, motibus ipse
probat.//”]

Lupus has to satisfy the demands of belonging to two tribes, the Nitiobroges and the
Vesunnici. He asks for one of S ’s “old cantilenas”. S. has big problems with his personal
papers, and hesitates to recall joyful times in those of sorrow, for a great man has died and
he has just heard. He offers the letter he sent before him to Bordeaux, warning friends o f his
arrival, it is more cheerful than anything he could compose now. It is quite a long poem in
Hnd, of which the first two lines seem destined to have been the address, presumably on the
outside of the scroll. The editors cite one more likely example of this use of initial lines as
title and address:
Col.604-605: ... Lampridius orator modo 233 primum mihi occisum agnoscitur; cujus
interims amorem meum summis conficeret angoribus, etiamsi non cum rebus humanis vis
impacta rapuisset. Hie me quondam (ut inter amicos joca) Phoebum vocabat, ipse a nobis
vatis Odrysii nomine accepto. Quod eo congruit ante narrari, ne vocabula figurata subditum
carmen obscurent. Huic quodam tempore Burdegalam invisens metatoriam [sc. — n° e —qui
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adventus alicujus nuntiat amicis ad quos pergit, aliter ab aliis et ab ipso Sidonio: upoSpopov,
praecursorium, praesulem, praenuntias litteras, praevias, quo genere inter amicos nihil usitatius.
Contra: adventoriae, cd dcrTTouTTiKod] paginam, quasi cum Musa praevia misi. Puto hanc tibi
liberius offerri quam si aliquid super decedentis occasu lugubre componens, qui non
placebam per eloquentiam, per materiam displicerem: // O lectae nimis, et peculiari / Phoebus
commonitorium Thaliae / Paulum depositis, alumna, plectris,/... [sc. in toto 54 x Hnd, sed
vide n° f ad loc —
Distichum hoc a reliquo poemate sejungi debere tanquam titulum et €TTiypa<J>f|v, jam
monui ad Ennodium lib. II, epist. 1. Hujus etiam generis sunt tres primi versus
carminis 9 ad Felicem; et primi rursum in aliquot epistolis Ausonii. 90 Item apud
Ruricium in hendasyllabis ad Sedatum episcopum Nemausensem: // Sancto Ruricius
cliens patrono;/ Sedato monitis parens patemis / Grates concinit, et refert salutem./...
Commonitorium glossae nostrae interpretantur emCTToXqv upooraKTucf|V', epistolam
qua aliquid praecipitur, qualis... etc. Mihi (P.M.Mc.) patet per materiam duorum
ipsorum linearum, anglice “a versified ‘address’ disconnected from the main poem in
the same textual manner as the lemma of a prose letter”. See Ausonius, letter 6, for a
unique versified lemma/title/address/formalised greeting/letter opening, not connected
textually with what follows.]

Same letter to Lupus, in the course of fulsome praise o f the dead friend mentioned above
(Rusticus?) S. expatiates on the latter’s skill as a writer o f verse, incidentally giving us the
range of tones possible in every metre, and the order o f metres mentioned is always
interesting: Hnd, Hx, El, then “controversial”, satire, tragedy, comedy, fescennine, bucolic
and georgic. Finally, in a treatment to itself, “epigram”, which in the case of the man being
praised seem all to have been Dactylic (Hx or El) and were never more than a distich or a
quatrain, unlike the prevailing practice in S. All had salt, and in addition, could have spice
or honey. Then “lyrics” are mentioned, Horatian being preferred, iambic, choriambic,
alcaic, sapphic. Polymetria was obviously an ideal, but one wonders if it were realised any
more often than the other old ideal alluded to here — that epigrams should be no longer than
a quatrain!
Col.606-607 Ep.VIII,xi Lupo: ...D e reliquo, si orationes illius metiaris, acer, rotundus,
compositus, excussus; si poemata, tener, multimeter, argutus, artifex erat. Faciebat siquidem
versus oppido exactos, tarn pedum mira, quam figurarum varietate: hendecasyllabos lubricos,
et enodes; hexametros 236 crepantes, et cothumatos; elegos vero nunc echoicos, nunc
recurrentes, nunc per anadiplosum fine principiisque connexos. [vide n°° ad loca] Hie ut
arreptum suaserat opus, ethicam dictionem pro personae, temporis et loci qualitate variabant;
idque non verbis qualiscumque, sed grandibus, pulchris, elucubratis. In materia controversali
fortis et lacertosus: in satyrica sollicitus et mordax; in tragica saevus et flebilis. In comica
urbanus multiformisque; in fescennina vernans verbis, aestuans votis; in bucolica vigilax,
parcus, carminabundus; in georgica sic rusticans multum, quod nihil rusticus. Praeterea quod
ad epigrammata spectat, non copia, sed acumine placens; quae nec brevius disticho, nec
longius tetrasticho finiebantur: eademque non pauca piperata, mellea multa conspiceres,
omnia tarnen salsa cemebas. In lyricis autem Flaccum secutus...

Orosius writes from Spain asking for new poems from S. The latter had in fact given up
writing poetry 12 years previously in the interests of leading a more serious life, and
everyone knows that a long break from any form of labour means that one loses both the
facility» and the taste for it. Thus he has not dictated any recent “epigrams”, but will search
through his past letters to extract some older verses to send :
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Col.629 Ep.IX,xii Oresio [epistolam hanc totam offerimus]: Sidonius Oresio suo salutem.
Venit in nostras a te profecta pagina manus, quae trahit multam similitudinem de sale Hispano
in jugis caeso Tarraconensibus. Nam recensenti lucida et salsa est, nec tarnen propter hos
ipsum mellea minus: sermo dulcis et propositionibus acer; sic enim oblectat eloquio, quod
turbat imperio: quippe qui parum metiens quid ordinis agam, carmina a nobis nunc nova
petat. Primum ab exordio religiosae professionis, huic principaliter exercitio renuntiavi: quia
nimirum facilitati posset accommodari, si me occupasset levitas versuum, quern respicere
coeperat gravitas actionum. Turn praeterea constat omnem operam, si longa intercapedine
quiescat, aegre resumi. Quisnam enim ignoret cunctis aut artificibus aut argutibus maximum
decus usu venire? cumque studia consueta non frequentantur, brachia in corporibus, ingenia
pigrescere in artibus? Unde est et illud, quod sero correptus aut raro, plus arcus manui, jugo
bos, equus freno rebellat. Insuper desidiae nostrae verecundia comes ad hoc sententiam
inclinat, ut me, postquam in silentio decurri tres olympiadas, tarn pudeat novum poema
conficere, quam pigeat. Hoc item nefas, etiam difficilia factu tibi negari, cujus affectum tanto
minus decipi decet, quanto constantius nil repulsam veretur. Tenebimus ergo 272 quippiam
medium: et sicut epigrammata recentia modo nulla dictabo, ita litteras, si quae jacebunt
versu refertae, scilicet ante praesentis offici necessitatem, mittam tibi: petens ne tu sis eatenus
justitiae praevaricator, ut me opineris nunquam ab hujusmodi conscriptione temperaturum.
Neque enim suffragio tuo minus augear, si forte digneris jam modestum potius quam facetum
existimare. Vale.

Tonantius has written asking for some asclepiads ofHoratian style to learn off and recite at
parties. S. will try to oblige, though busy writing prose works, and no longer being in an
environment conducive to the composition o f verse. It is not something that can be well done
if only done rarely. Then he appends 28 Hnd on the difficulties of writing in metres other
than hendecasyllables! The other varieties he explicitly names are: glyconic, alcaic,
pherecratean, sapphic and anapaestic. In the middle o f this poetic excuse he mentions
“epigrammata ” as being “diversa”, a long-standing characterisation of whatever they are.
Later in this same letter to Tonantius, he goes on to recommend interchanges at parties
consisting o f disputation on religious issues (instead, apparently, o f the traditional poetic
rivalries). However he was himself at a prestigious banquet and was involved in the drawing
o f lots (with Domnulus, Severianus and Lampridius) for the type o f meter each would be
assigned in a competition in extemporising poetry on a common topic. The advantage o f this
system was that the poems could not easily be compared and odious comparisons made, as
each type o f metre requires its own sort of conception, mood and treatment. There follow
130 short poetic lines, Trochaic dimeters. This is indeed non-hendasyllabic poetry, and new.
It proves he can write in two metres. He has already dug out and published in book form
poems written 20 years before, and it is those Tonantius should judge him on, not recent
efforts done just to please a friend'.

Col.630-631 Ep.IX,xiii Tonantio: .. .Praeter hoc poscis, ut Horatiana incude formatos
Asclepiadeos tibi quospiam, quibus inter bibendum pronuntiandis exerceare, transmittam.
Pareo injunctis........ Denique probabis circa nos plurima ex parte metrorum studia
refrigescere. Non enim promptum est, unum eumdemque [s/c] probe facere aliquid, et raro.
//Jamdudum teretes hendecasyllabos/ Attrito calamis pollice lusimus/ Quos cantare magis
pro choriambicis / Excusso poteras mobilius pede./ Sed tu per Calabri tramitis aggerem / Vis
ut nostra dehinc cursitet orbital Qua Flaccus lyricos Pindaricum ad melos / Frenis flexit
equos plectripotentibus./ Dum metro quatitur chorda Glyconio/ Nec non Alcaico, vel
Pherecratio,/ Juncto Lesbiaco, sive anapaestico/ Vemans per varii carminis eclogas,/
Verborum violis multicoloribus./ Istud (da veniam) fingere vatibus/ Priscis difficile est,
difficile et mihi/ Ut diversa sonans os epigrammata / Nil crebras titubet propter epistolas/
Quos cantu ac modulis luxuriantibus / Lascivire vetat mascula dictio./ Istud vix Leo, rex
Castalii chori,/ Vix hunc qui sequitur Lampridius queat/ Declamans gemini pondere sub
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sty li/ Coram discipulis Burdegalensibus./ Hoc me, teque decet, parce, precor, jocis,/ Quaeso
pollicitam servet ad extimum / Oratoris opus cura modestiam: / Quo nil deterius, si fuerit
simul / In primis rigidus, mollis in ultimis.// [sc. in toto 28 x Hnd] Quinimo quoties epulo
mensae lautioris hilabere, religiosis, quod magis approbo, narrationibus vaca: his proferendis
confabulatio frequens, his redicendis sollicitus auditus inserviat. Certe si 274 saluberrimis
avocamentis, ut qui adhuc juvenis, tepidius inflecteris, a Platonico Madaurensi saltern
formulas mutuare convivalium quaestionum: quoque reddaris instructior, has solve
propositas, has propone solvendas, iisque te studiis, et dum otiaris, exerce. Sed qui mentio
conviviorum semel incidit; tuque sic carmen nobis vel ad aliam causam personamque
compositum seculo exposcis, ut me ejus edendi diutius habere non possis haesitatorem;
suscipe libens, quod temporibus Augusti Majoriani, cum rogatu cujusdam sodalis ad ccenam
conveniremus, in Petri librum magistri epistolarum subito prolatum subitus effudi, meis
quoque contubemalibus, dum rex convivii circa ordinandum moras nectit oxygarum,
Domnulo, Severiano atque Lampridio paria pangentibus (jactanter hoc dixi, imo meliora)
quos undique urbium ascitos imperator in unam civitatem, invitator in unam forte contraxerat.
Id moras tantum, dum genera metrorum sorte partimur. Placuit namque pro caritate collegii,
licet omnibus eadem scribendi materia existeret, non uno tarnen epigrammata singulorum
genere proferri: ne quispiam nostrum, qui casteris dixisset exilius, verecundia primum, post
morderetur invidia. etenim citius agnoscitur in quocunque recitante, si quo caeteri metro
canat, an eo quoque scribat ingenio. Tu vero tunc opportunius subjecta laudabis, cum totum
te socio indulseris. Non enim justum est, ut censor incipias cum severitate discutere, quod
non potuit amicus cum serietate dictare. 275 // Age convocata pubes,/ Locus, hora, mensa,.
causa/ Jubet ut volumen istud/ Quod et aure et ore discis,/ Studiis in astra tollas./ Petrus est
tibi legendus,/...[sc. 130 x Troch Dim] 277 Ecce dum quaero quid cantes, ipse cantavi. Tales
enim nugas in imo scrinii fundo muribus perforatas, post annos circiter viginti profero in
lucem, quales pari tempore absentes, cum domum rediit, Ulysses invenire potuisset. Proinde
peto ut praesentibus ludicris libenter ignoscas. Illud vero nec verecunde, nec impudenter
injungo, ut quod ipse de familiaris mei integro libro pronuntiavi, hoc tu quasi sollicitatus
exempli necessitate de meo sentias. Vale.

Burgundio is a young student, and has written to the grand old man to enquire what “reverse
verses” really are. S. explains that there are two main divisions o f them, and gives examples.
Among these examples are the “straight” and the reversed form o f an elegiac couplet he
himself once wrote, and which he calls a “joking epigram”. No earlier treatment o f this type
o f versified ingenuity (known independently from Arabo-Persian and Sanskrit literature as
well) has come down to us. The practice is quite old. No doubt much o f the theory was
orally transmitted and only the "models'' may have been committed to writing.
Col.634 Ep.IX.xiv Burgundioni [de versibus recurrentibus proponit Sidonius duo genera]
.. .Igitur interrogas per pugillatorem, quos recurrentes asseram versus, ut celer explicem, sed
sub exemplo. Ii nimirum sunt recurrentes, qui metro stante, neque litteris loco motis, ut ab
exordio ad terminum, sic a fine releguntur ad summum. Sic est illud antiquum: // Roma tibi
subito motibus ibit amor.// Et illud: // Sole medere pede, ede perede melos.// Nec non
habentur pro recurrentibus, qui pedum lege servata, et si non per singulos apicos, per singula
tarnen verba replicantur: ut est unum distichon meum (qualia reor equidem legi multa
multorum) quod de rivulo lusi, qui repentino procellarum pastus illapsu, publicumque
aggerem confragoso diluvio supergressus, subdita culta vise inundaverat, 279 quanquam
depositurus insanam mox abundantiam, quippe quam pluviis appendicibus intumescentem,
nil supema vemae perennis pondera inflarent. Igitur istic (nam viator adveneram) dum magis
ripam quam vadum quaero, tali jocatus epigrammate, per turbulenti terga torrentis his saltern
pedibus incessi. // Praecipiti modo quod decurrit tramite flum en/ Tempore consumptum jam
cito deficiet.// Hoc si recurras, ita legitur: // Deficiet cito jam consumptum tempore flumen, /
Tramite decurrit quod modo praecipiti.// Ecce habes versus, quorum syllabatim mirere
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rationem. Cseterum pompam quam non habent, non docebunt. Sufficienter indicasse me
suspicor...

Gelasius has complained that S ’s occasional verse in his letters to him is entirely in
hende easy liable metre, not “bimetric” as in the recent letter to Tonantius (see above, where
iS', wrote in Hnd first, then Troch Dim). What Gelasius wants are iambic trimeters, but S. has
never practised these very much. He does try to please, adding fully 55 trimetric lines which
he tells Gelasius he can call either an ode or an ecloge (orperhaps, anything he likes):
Col.635-636 Ep.IX,xv Gelasio: Sidonius Gelasio suo salutem. Probas, neque deprecor, me
deliquisse: deliqui quippe, qui necdum nomine tuo ullas open meo litteras junxerim. Sed
tarnen scribis turn quod erraverim veniabile fore: si quod et ipse decantes mittam ab
exemplo: qui scilicet, Tonantio meo, ad parem causam futuras usui litteras bimetras miserim.
Praeter hoc quereris paginam meam, si resolvatur in lusum, solis hendasyllabis frequentari.
Qua de re trochaica garrulitate suspensa, senariolos aliquos plus requiris. Servio injunctis: tu
modo placidus accipias: sive odam hanc ipsam mavis vocare, sive eclogam. Nam metrum
diu infrequentatum durius texitur: 281 // Jubes, amice, nostra per volumina / Modis resultet
imitatioribus / Ferox iambus, et trochaeus hactenus,/ Pigrasque bigas et quatema tempora /
Spondaeus addat, ut moram volucripes / Habeat parum per insitam trimetria:/ Resonetque
mixtus ille pes celerrimus,/ Bene nuncupatus quodam ab arte Pyrricha,/ ...[sc. 55 x Tr] ...

Firminus has long been a scribe to S., and has been the one by him during the “writing”, i.e.,
the dictation of what now constitute the 9th book of letters. It was Firminius (presumably
knowing well his master’s far from hidden desires) who urged him to publish this book of
letters like the rest. Rivalry appears again, and F. has pointedly reminded S. that he did
make a present of an iambic poem, a rarity, to Gelasius. S. decides to send F. some sapphics,
80 lines o f them. In the course of this poem itself he states that he will henceforth be slow to
write any “epigram ” at all, in tender or in solemn metre. Thus it seems that the present
poem falls under that head as well and that for S. epigram is a multimetric category not
limited by many considerations of length:
Col.637-640 Ep.IX,xvi Firmino: .. .Restat ut te arbitro non reposcamus res omnino
discrepantissimas, maturitatem celeritatemque. Nam quotiens liber quispiam scribi cito
jubetur, non tantum honorem spectat auctor a merito, quantum ab obsequio. De reliquo, quia
tibi nuper ad Gelasium virum sat benignissimum missos iambicos placuisse [vide paulo
supra] pronuntias, per hos te quoque Mitylenaei oppidi vemulas munerabor. // Jam per
altemum pelagus loquendi / Egit audacem mea cymba cursum;/ Nec bipertito timuit fluento /
Flee tere clavum / .........Nunc per undenas equitare suetus / Syllabas, lusi celer; atque metro /
Sapphico creber cecini, citato / Rams iambo.......... Denique ad quodvis epigramma posthac /
Non ferar pronus, teneroque metro,/ Vel gravi, nullum cito cogar exhinc / Promere
carmen./... [sc.80 x Sapph]........Redeamus in finem ad oratorium stylum, materiam
praesentem proposito semel ordine terminaturi: ne si epilogis musicis opus prosarium
clauserimus, secundum regulas Flacci, ubi amphora coepit institui, urceus potius exisse
videatur. Vale. [ULTIMA EPISTOLA, SEQUUNTUR CARMINA]

In the poems which follow we find three quatrains not called epigram by the editors, whereas
a 40 line poem in two different metres (20 lines each) is indeed so called! This is very much
what Cameron 1993 off-handedly claims to have been the early Hellenistic use of the term.
In Migne and in many other editions it is usually impossible to separate out the periodisation
of titles and descriptions. No doubt some lemmata/titles and headings for sections are older
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than the printed edition in which they appear, and a few perhaps older than the MS in which
they are preserved. Ancient custom in such things (in Europe and in China, as we saw in 4th
Report) does not encourage us to think that any particular one goes back to Sidonius or his
bookseller, while the odd one might.

CARMEN XIII Col.709 Epigramma quo ab imperatore Majoriano trium capitum remedium
postulavit: in two meters, 20 x El + (as a list quoted) 20 x Hnd. It is not clear how old the
title is. It may even be from the modem editor.
CARMEN XVin Col.723 De balneis villas suae supra lacum positae: 12 x El.
CARMEN XIX Col.724 Tetrastichum supra piscinam: 4 x El.
CARMEN XX Ad sororium suum Ecdicium: 4 x El.
CARMEN XXI De piscibus nocte captis: 4 x El: // Quattuor haec primum pisces nox insuit
hamis./ Inde duos tenui, tu quoque sume duos./ Quos misi sunt maiores: rectissimus ordo
est./ Namque animas nostrae portio major eras.//
CARMEN XXIV Col.745 Propempticon ad libellum, long, Hnd.

Meticulous and responsible scholars are justifiably slower than I am to raise the possibility of
later situations (for which we have better evidence) being indicative of the situation centuries
before (when our evidence for a particular thing is poorer or nonexistent). However, in
situations where re-creation is no more likely than diffusion and secret tradition, we have
various epigraphic gaps bridged by linguistic and other features. There is a long one in Iran
from Achaemenid to Sasanian. It is not the place here to detail that. Most cultures of Iran are
unfortunately now represented by the merest fragments. There is the infamous and contested
+3C Roman Imperial "gap". Ploss claims that the "I am the possession of X", or "X made
me" formula inscribed mainly on Archaic Greek and medieval objects might have been
continuously transmitted over the intervening millennium by means which escape our
modem eyes. There are lesser "broken continuities" in private epitaphs over such atypical
periods as the 5C Athenian democracy and that subject to the alleged sumptuary legislation of
Demetrius of Phaleron.
In any case, the evidence for Greek practice from the less native Latin practice (i.e., that not
dependent on Martial) is now very valuable: the circles of Catulus, Symmachus, and the
North Africans throw important light on the older contents of the AP, and on what we may
assume to have been lost from the Greek tradition as its MSS and practices crossed the 7C
and 8C divide.
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R ö h re n
W einachten
E in S te r n e n fa ll
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1.

Grammarians on epigram and brevity

In the Latin Grammarians “Epigram” is mostly evidenced in the titles, such as those quoted
from the works o f Martial or of Callimachus. Single epigrams are mentioned from the works
of Vergil, Boiscus, Pompilius, and from the Xerolophum tripod. Just once is epigram
mentioned (second) in a list of twelve “types of Latin poetry”. As it comes between epos and
iambica, I presume that Ps. Caesius Bassus means by this term the elegiac metre. The word
epigram is not much used at all, if we are to judge from the Index. This is significant in
works some of which are medieval, but which were in contact with late Antique practice.
The Greek writer Trypho contrasts auvTopia with ßpaxuTqc. The former refers to strippeddown language in general, and he quotes some bald and unelaborated lines from Homer. The
latter is pregnant language, and he quotes the Delphic maxims and Laconic legend. Aristides
mentions the two together, making his subdivisions apply to thought and word. The former
occurs when a strict selection of significant matter is made. The latter — when the number of
words is shortened.
It is apparent that the grammatical tradition was more alive than many modems would give it
credit. The variations of grammatical-rhetorical doctrine mentioned by Hock and O ’Neill and
by Lausberg give the impression that the ancients were writing and theorising about what
they knew and practised. That we now don’t like it is of little relevance to its importance. It
is possible that epigram, like the novel, existed but never had a stable terminology. However,
given the specialisation of the word apparent in what remains of the pre-imperial writers, it
would seem that this commonest Greek word for “inscription”, as well as the name of the
verse type most commonly used for poetic inscriptions (i.e., elegy), were both well on the
way to a full specialisation of meaning. See §43 below, Epigram as a term, in ancient use.
A mere sample of the least irrelevant gleanings from the grammarians and later rhetoricians is
appended.
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Grammarians and Rhetorical writers — illustrative quotes

AUTHOR

QUOTATION OR SUMMARY

Priscian

Martialis in epigram m aton

K .II.261.9

etc.(D.516.25; 267.16;...)

Beda

C?

COMMENTS
+5
+6

T itle o f w ork s, thus gen re term too

epigram m atum

+7
+8

T itle o f lo st book, gen re term.

apud Callimachum in epigram m atibus

+1

T itle o f book

HE fin .

Caesius
Bassus

Callimachus in epigram m atibus usus est

T itle o f book

K .V I.255.11,

2 6 1 .1 0

Sangallensia ut facit Vergilius in quodam iambico
epigram m ate t hal as s i o
thalassi o
thalassio

7

A sin g le “ia m b ic” b o o k p o e m o f V ergil. N o te
that this and the fo llo w in g are ia m b ic, n ot
elegiac.

Marius
Victorinus

quam ut aiunt fecisse Vergilium nostrum
iambico epigram m ate thalassio thalassio
thalassio

+3
+4

A sin g le b o o k p oem

Boiscum Cyzicenum supergressum
hexametri legem iambicum metrum in
octametrum versum extendisse sub
huiusmodi epigram m ate: + Greek quote

+3
+4

A sin g le (book?) p oem

Pompilius in e p i g r a m m a t e quod
M.Varro in libris qui sunt de lingua
Latina refert

+5
+6

A quoted b o o k p oem

K .V I.640.27

K .V I.137.25

Marius
Victorinus
K .V I.8 2 .2 6

Priscian
K.II.90 .2
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Four 13C inscribed verses that have come to my notice from the Palladian city of Vicenza:

Humilnez

e pacience
Gun V o m a deu er asmance
Mannnell de Ramon ci gisr
(fen sa vie ces motes t
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Priscian

+5
+6

Both on the poetic inscription on the
Xerolophum tripod dedicated to Apollo, which
the author (or his source) claims to have seen
— this one is inscriptional

item e n u n c ia tio n e f e m in in a in te lle c tu
neutra ut poem a, em b lem a, ep igram m a

+5
?

Just possibly a genre term here (from the type
of word it is grouped with)

n u n c p h e re c ra tiu m in s p ic ia m u s et e st
h e p ta s y lla b u s < q u o e t C a llim a c h u s >
ep igram m a com posuit

+3
+4

Presumably a single book poem

P o e tic a e s p e c ie s L a tin a e :
E p o s siv e
dactilicium , ep ig r a m m a , iam bica, lyrica,
tra g o e d ia , sa tira , p ra e te x ta ta , co m o ed ia,
tab em aria, A tellana, R hintonica, m im ica

?

One of 12 genres of poetry and drama

et e p ig r a m m a (o s te n d it) q u a e e g o m e t
legi in tripode vetu stissim o A pollinis

K.II.17.13,

ostendunt e p ig r a m m a ta vetustissim a
K.II.253.22

Pom peius
K.V162.13,
cf. V.187.5

M arius
V ictorinus
K. VI.164.35

(C aesius
B assus)
K.VI.312.7
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Owen 's pungent and timely comment on rabid 17C Welsh separatists:

in 37

Tecum participant in nomine Scotus et Anglus.
Iam tu non solus, Walle, Britannus eris.

(The “sting ” is much increased by the heat o f the socio-political-cultural context of such a poem)

Owen's Epitaph , once in old St. Paul's
Parva tibi statua est quia parva statura, supellex
Parva; volat parvus magna per ora Liber,
Sed non parvus honos, nec parva est gloria, quippe
Ingenio haud quidquam maius in orbe tuo.
Parva domus texit, templum sed grande; Poetae
Tunc ver£ viam, quüm moriuntur, agunt.

P. 648

D iom edes

D e d eclin atio n e ex ercitatibus chriarum :

+4

?
K.I.310.1
K.I.482.31
K.I.299.8
K.1.456.4

A ugustinus

... a n g e l t i c e , h is to r i c e , d id a s c a lic e .
a n g eltic e e st q u a sen ten tiae scribuntur, ut
est T h eo g n id is liber, item chriae

Sententiae characterise the book of Theognis,
but whether because of its form or its matter, is
not clear.

v itan d a fu it nim ium co n stricta brevitas

i.e. too dense or detailed an exposition

v irtu te s o ra tio n is g e n e ra le s su n t duae,
p r o p r ie t a s e t o r n a tu s ( - a n a lo g ia m ,
p ro p o rtio n u m ) h u ic a c c e d it b r e v it a s ,
quam G raeci syn tom ian vocant

Brevity, here a virtue, seems to mean little
more than appropriateness, proportion.

q u ia ad d is c e n d i fa s tid iu m
opportuna est

b r e v ita s

44

Brevity often means non-elaborateness

+5

K.V.516.32

T erentianus

perstat b revitas

+2

on spelling

b revitas fac ie t ipsa liberiores pedes

44

de re metrica et rhythmica

K.VI.330.181

Rufinus

+5
K.VI.571.16

V elius
Longus

(not quoted — brevitas again)

K.VII.49.4
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Astel:

W9E

D9ESE

SNSeHHSJTTN

Wie diese Snschrifttafel dort am Haus
so zeichnet die Erinnerung dich aus.
»Hier hat im Jahre achtzehnhundertsieben...«
Nur diese Tafel ist zurück geblieben.
Es ist dasselbe Haus, das ihn umfing.
Es ist dieselbe fr au, die mit mir ging.
Sch bleibe auf der Straße sinnend stehn
und lasse dich bestaunt vorübergehn.
Erstaunt, daß ich ein fremder bin.
Nils läse ich zum ersten Mal der Tafel Sinn. ( 1959)
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C assiodorus
(from
Phocas)
K. VII.146.23

C assiodorus

A rs m e a m u lto ru m es quos sa ecula p risca
tulerunt / se d n o va te brevitas asserit esse
me am / O m n ia c u m v e te r u m s in t
e x p lo r a ta lib e llis
/
m u lta
lo q u i
breviter s it n o v ita tis o p u s / te re le g a t
iuvenis quern g a rru la p a g in a terret

44 Perhaps the word gained a new meaning in an
4-5 age when epitomes were much in favour.
(+6
)

plus licet (iu v at?) sterilis b revitas quam
utilis com m entariorum prolixitas

46

A common “educational” sense at this time

K. VII.199.8
Priscian

iu n io res vero gau d en tes b reviloq u io per
concisionem ea protulerunt

There are many phonetic and morphological
uses of the word brevity. This refers to the
difference biceps/bicipes (both nominatives)

D oris in sin g u lis partib u s o ratio n is nunc
a d j e c t i o n i n u n c brevitati s tu d e n s
barbarism os facit (= m etaplasm os)

verbal shortenings:Teucrum = Teucrorum

K.H.325.8
D iom edes
K.I.440.9
K.I.440.16

A tth is q u a e brevitati s tu d e t a d m ittit
soloecism os (^ sc h e m a ta log..)
am arunt < am au eru n t - brevitatis causa

K.I.352.40

I summarise the originals of these common
uses

ii > i sed n o v ita s b r e v ita tis causa cuncta
perm iscuit

K.I.371.17
Priscian

boulom ai > volo - b revitatis causa

+5
46

again I summarise the original sentence

e rg o q u o tie n s c u m q u e s u n t d e fe c tiv a
verba su cced u n t ista causa brevitatis

4-5
?

the verbs referred to are impersonal verbs,
“deficient” in the first and second persons

K.II.455.7
Pom peius
K.V.217.25
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Mr. Luck of Barnstable school, visiting a friend:

Wrote in the window with a diamond :
Fidi Penates exiguae Domus
Salvete, talem condere Socrates
Fertur. Viro haud servit minori,
Quam, Neoville, colis, Sororque.
Perpetuum servet vitrum breve carmen amici.

Oldys
Liminary quatrain

If true that notion, which but few contest,
That in the way of wit, short things are best;
Then, in good Epigrams two virtues meet
For tis their glory to be short, and sweet.

P. 652
C o n s e n tiu s

c o n s u e t u d o b r e v i t a t i s c a u s a v l itte r a m
s u b tr a h it

+5

on a host of syllabic contractions

+3

lack of prolixity, as often

K.V.283.28
n u t r i e b a n t > n u t r ib a n t - b r e v it a t is c a u s a

K.V.384.6

M a riu s
V ic to r in u s

e x c u s a v e ra m b r e v it a t is s tu d io c u iu s
a m ic u s s u m , s in g u lo ru m
a s m a tu m
e x e m p lu m p ro p o n e re

44

K.VI.174.1

D io m e d e s

K.I.456.12

b r e v it a t e m q u a m s y n t o m i a n G r a e c i
d ic u n t tu n c n o ta b im u s c u m re i m a g n a e
s e n s u s s u f f i c i e n t a d d ig n ita te m q u a m v is
b r e v i e n u n t i a b i t u r s e n te n tia

d e p e rip h ra s i - b r e v it a t e m
p r o d u c it

44
?

s p le n d id e

this sense is common in apologies for the
sim plicity of treatm ent (rather than of
language) in beginners’ texts

K.I.532.3

(S e rg iu s )

b r e v it a t e m q u o q u e a c u ta e v o c is

44
4-5
?

this and the following come from the puzzling
Latin discussions of “accent” well summarised
by Allen

v id e q u a m b o n a m b r e v it a t e m in v e n e r u n t
L a tin i

+5

Latin has fewer accents and on different
syllables

K.IV.532.3
P o m p e iu s

Concision and weight, very relevant to
epigram

K.V.127.25
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Jamberoo Catholic Cemetery 1883 (or earlier, but it seems that the first- mentioned. Edward
Clancy, is the primary dedicatee o f this monument, and that those deceased in 1860, 1845 and
1854 had their names added to his, after his death in 1883

—

this is the span o f the five

people commemorated. The following very eroded verses follow, which are therefore likely to
post-date all names)

We cannoT rel1 who nexr way pall
Beneath the chastening sod
One wust be... rhar let us all
Pnepane to weet our Goi)
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Terentius
S cau ru s and
Cassiodorus

(co n c e rn in g q u >c) nos ad brevitatem
festinavim us scribendi

+2

probably by this time a spelling matter rather
than a phonetic one

K. VII.71.1

A ristides and
Trypho

c c t 'i

ß p a x ^ r i T |c

dK ouopcvou

C m /T o p .£ a

d u a y K a la

4)pdcLC

vooupcvov

c c t 'i

ttXc o v

4 > p d c ic

SqX oupcvou

too

tl

too

auT a

ra

VIII 752 Rh. Gr. Walz— Pregnant Brevity

cxoucct

cxoucct

IX 395 Rh Gr — Sufficient brevity

...
K crra y v c o p p y ■ ö t o l v
d u a y K a i o i c c u G u c c u p T r X c K r |T a i
T T paypaT m v, K ai Ö T av t ic
p f]

B p a x fr r r ic
tolc
tw v

T ld c iv
d )C
TTpoqyO U peV O LC
X P 0 TaL»
dX X a
tolc
pev
cnc T T p o q y o u p e y o L C ,
t o I c 8 c prj OUTGO

Herm ogenes

OÜTGOC d u

Sch Theon

TTepl c u i r r o p L a c

Rouphos

apcTai
c a 4 > f |v e ia

Anon.
prolegom ena

Tryphon

-4?

C U l/T ^ p O L C

8e

Allusive brevity

[de xP €LaLC):
S ipypccooc
T peic
m Ö avoT qc

:

c u v r o p la

e p p q u e ia c

8e

eXXquLcpoc
m G auoT qc

TTepl c u u T o p t a c

apcT ai
ca^ q ueia

T cccapec:
c u i/T o p I a

- TTepl ßpax^PTTfoc
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3.

Gregory the Great —

1. Saving the monuments and the art
P. 873 REGISTRUM XI, 10 Serenum, episcopum Massiliensem, de imaginum euersione
reprehendit et hortatur ut motus populi inde ortos compescat. 600, Oct.
GREGORIVS SERENO EPISCOPO MASSILIENSI
Litterarum tuamm primordia ita sacerdotalem in te esse beniuolentiam demonstrabunt, ut
maior nobis fieret de fratemitate tua laetitia. Sed tanto eorum finis a suis dissensit initiis, ut
non unius sed diuersarum esse mentium tabs crederetur epistula. Ex illo autem, quod de
scriptis nostris, quae ad te misimus, dubitasti, quam sis incautus apparuit. Nam si diligenter
ea quae fratemo amore monuimus attendisses non solum minime dubitasses sed immo, quid
te sacerdotali grauitate oporteret agere cognouisses. Neque enim Cyriacus quondam abbas,
qui scriptorum nostrorum portitor exstitit, istius disciplinae uel eruditionis fuit, ut uel ipse
aliud facere, sicut putas, auderet uel tu de eius tibi persona suspicionem falsitatis assumeres.
Sed dum monita salubria pensare postponis, contigit ut iam non solum actu uerum etiam esses
interrogatione culpabilis. Perlatum siquidem ad nos fuerat quod inconsiderato zelo succensus
sanctorum imagines sub hac quasi excusatione, ne adorari debuissent, confringeres. Et
quidem quia eas adorari uetuisses omnino laudauimus, fregisse uero reprehendimus. D ie ,.
frater a quo factum sacerdote aliquando auditum est quod fecisti? Si non aliud, uel illud te
non debuit reuocare, /874 ut despectis aliis fratribus solum te sanctum et esse crederes
sapientem? Aliud est enim picturam adorare, aliud per picturae historiam quid sit adorandum
addiscere. Nam quod legentibus scriptura, hoc idiotis praestat pictura cementibus, quia in
ipsa ignorantes uident quod sequi debeant, in ipsa legunt qui litteras nesciunt; unde praecipue
gentibus pro lectione pictura est. Quod magnopere a te, qui inter gentes habitas, attendi
dccucrat, ne, dum recto zelo incaute succenderis, ferocibus animis scandalum generares.
Frangi ergo non debuit quod non ad adorandum in ecclesiis sed ad instruendas solummodo
mentes fuit nescientium collocatum. Et quia in locis uenerabilibus sanctorum depingi
historias non sine ratione uetustas admisit, si zelum discretione condisses, sine dubio et ea
quae intendebas salubriter obtinere et collectum gregem non dispergere, sed dispersum potius
poteras congregare, ut pastoris in te merito nomen excelleret, non culpa dispersoris
incumberet. Haec autem dum in hoc animi tui incaute nimis motu exsequeris, ita tuos
scandalizasse filios perhiberis, ut maxima eorum pars a tua se communione suspenderet.
Quando ergo ad ouile dominicum errantes oues adducas, qui quas habes retinere non
praevales? Proinde hortamur ut uel nunc studeas esse sollicitus atque ab hac te
praesumptione compescas et eorum animos quos a tua disiunctos unitate cognoscis patema ad
te dulcedine, omni annisu omnique studio reuocare festines.
Conuocandi enim sunt diuersi ecclesiae filii, eisque scripturae /875 sacrae est testimoniis
ostendendum quia omne manufactum adorare non liceat, quoniam scriptum est: Dominum
Deum tuum adorabis et illi soli seruies\ ac deinde subiungendum: Quia picturas imaginum,
quae ad aedificationem imperiti populi factae fuerant, ut nescientes litteras ipsam historiam
intendentes, quid dictum sit discerent, transisse in adorationem uideras, idcirco commotus es,
ut eas imagines frangi praeciperes. Atque eis dicendum: Si ad hanc instructionem, ad quam
imagines antiquitus factae sunt, habere uultis in ecclesia, eas modis omnibus, et fieri et haben
permitto. Atque indica quod non tibi ipsa uisio historiae, quae pictura teste pandebatur,
displicuerit sed ilia adoratio, quae picturis fuerat incompetenter exhibita. Atque in his uerbis
eorum mentes demulcens eos ad concordiam tuam revoca. Et si quis imagines facere uoluerit,
minime prohibe, adorare uero imagines omnimodis deuita. Sed hoc sollicite fratemitas tua
admoneat ut ex uisione rei gestae ardorem compunctionis percipiant et in adoratione solius
omnipotentis sanctae trinitatis humiliter prostemantur. ...
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4.

On stone breaking out, being broken up, bursting forth

The question of the breaking or the broken stone may be merely one of the clumsy use of
Greek by some Egyptian. If it is more than clumsiness, the difference between the two
interpretations of the same verb form takes us beyond details of Hellenistic Greek syntax into
the empyrean of thematic study and originality of expression.
To begin with a not-so-novel point: LSJ is weak on the modern understanding of
Septuagintic Greek, and seems in recent editions to have adopted an agenda based on
approved authors and correctness of language. *Adrados should improve on this, at the cost
of being in Spanish, of overflowing the convenience of the single volume dictionary, and of
coming out over a long period of time. I have taken the trouble to check the Hebrew
background of the crucial Greek citations used by “the lexica”, as Bemand airily notes, while
not having the competence to guess at the Hebrew text that the translator actually had before
him, or at the policy of translation evidenced in any particular book of the Greek Bible. All
this is being most exhaustively studied, but as has been noted in reviews, the background
required to check on the judgements of the experts is so esoteric, that the majority of the
scholarly world is advised to caution about reversions and “the text the translator had before
him”. As far as I can see, in the Hebrew of Isaiah or in the Classical Egyptian (more likely
than the Demotic to have been an influence on our poet) there is no cause to believe that the
LXX and Hellenistic pqyvupei'ov cannot mean “breaking out into voice”. While this may be
stretching the language, it does not constitute a solecism. Hellenistic inscriptions are noted by
Bemand as being more original in expression than the later Greco-Roman, and the Greek of
this period has an authenticity denied to it by some Classicists. 355 And if the participle means
“speaking out”, it is an example of variatio on old themes, the prominent stele which
proclaims loud and long, competing for the wayfarer’s attention. It is not necessary to go
back to the Anruf an Lebende of native Egyptian funerary plaques,356 strangely ignored by
Greek epigraphists, to see this as a long tradition. It springs from the very implications of the
inscribed open-air stele in a culture still highly oral.
The epitaph in question is interesting for other reasons. It commemorates a sacred cobra, 357
and its language is unusual enough to suggest to Puchstein and Herrlinger358 a native
Egyptian author, i.e., an incompetent user of Greek. It begins:
C tt |0 i Xaoy K aT evam a TeXoopiot' e v T pioSoici
f e iv e Kai e u p p c e ic y p a p .|ia T i priyvup.ei'oi' ...

It is also possible to read, of course ypctppct tl pqyi'up.evoi'. Puchstein and Geffcken,
according to my only source for the prehistory of interpretation here, the rich annotations of
Bernand’s IMG, noted the unusualness of this phrase, but suggested nothing. Erman, Hopfner
Lange and LSJ understand it as = K^x^paypevov. Let us not be distracted by the IE hints of
LSJ: Lithuanian rezti = cut, notch, furrow, and rüozas = stripe, streak, strip. In themselves
they indicate nothing.

355 As he was for for epigraphy and Byzantinistik, Wilamowitz was prescient also on this.

356 LXÄG S.V.
357 See the allusions in Herod. II 65 and Diod. I 83 to traditions which forbade the destruction of sacred
animals.
358 IME p.395: Xaoc with the short alpha known only for Dorian and Boeotian (our inscription is, from its
script, o f Hellenistic period, but living dialect is the least likely source of this quantity); TeXiopioc is known
only from Hesychius and again looks recherch6; and KaTevcona has the accusative, rather than the usual
genitive.
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Peek and Bemand do not think that the verb is a writing, engraving, scoring, ploughing,
gouging word (an interpretation which would have some significance for the poetics of the
piece), but rather take it as “break out into song”. This is an interpretatio difficilior, but how
is it to be justified? It also has some significance for literary interpretation, but we need to
know how much a part of Hellenistic Greek this sort of sense was, and to what extent it is due
to the originality of this author.
Bernand tackles the “absolute” use of this verb by quoting the LXX, and claims that the
middle can be used metaphorically with words that designate speech (an "intimate" activity,
perhaps). He quotes “from the lexica” Is. 54.1, a passage which arouses suspicions, as this
same text occurs prominently quoted in the very accessible Gal 4.27. Does this single quote
give the real picture?
Now our writer could not have been influenced by the NT, which was not yet written, or by
the LXX, since he was obviously not Jewish. Thus Bernand is effectively making a claim
about Hellenistic Greek in general. The LXX is, of course, written in Alexandrian Greek.
KG II 1 p.95-96, p. 108 did not help explain the presumed middle voice of the participle.
Passive voice implies “dug up, scored, engraved”, while middle is required for “bursting out”.
Perhaps the middle is a sufficiently “open” and productive class for us to invoke its
possibilities even where precise parallels are lacking for a given sense. In the Greek
Anthology, as Page notes, middle voice is frequently used for the active, metri gratia, or so it
often seems.359 One might take this as a widespread poetic license available to the stone poet
as well, but middle here seems genuinely middle.
Active voice occurs in Herod. I I 2 where the babes are thought to be ready to “break out some
word”. Amdt-Gingrich add to this Aelian, and with object KXauOqfiov, Plut. Peric. 36.7. They
go on to add, without further quotes or references, the LXX, also Philo, and Oppian: pfj^ov
TTOT6 8ecpd ciomijc. It is possible that the “absolute” uses stem from the ellipse of such a
term as 8ecpd, indicating the concrete constraint. The passive means “burst” when it has a
vessel for a subject, and when the subject is a fluid, or light, the meaning is indeed “break
forth, burst out”. If the AP index were complete, we could check on the words used as an
object after pqyvupi in its various senses, i.e.: ^oovriv, au8qv, (JjGoyyov, 0poov, and try to
check if the Greek of the authors was atticising or not. Interestingly, it has been noted that
atticism was slow to affect epigrammatic poetry. Anyway, it is clear that in normal Greek
people could break out (i.e., make break out) speech, song, laments, rather as in English a
mariner “breaks out” a sail.
It is obvious that from an ancient period Greek stelai often break out, i.e., shout, proclaim.
They at least sing out, or hang out their message, in runic Scandinavia.
There is the important possibility that the use of the word in the LXX, which is crucial for the
Bernand interpretatio difficilior, may merely be a caique from the Hebrew, a loan translation
from the not-so-common Hebrew word P-$-H, patsach. This word is most memorable from
Is. 54.1, and from its Christian and Jewish prominence in straight quotations of this Isaian
phrase in Galatians 4.27 and 2 Clement. Note that although the related roots P-S-H, and PS-H, may be relatively rare in the Bible, their siblings occur with the expected meanings in
Arabic, Ethiopic and Syriac. Thus the word and its meanings are old, and are fairly securely
interpreted for the Old Hebrew period. In Modem Hebrew it survives mainly as pitzuach, =
“bursting, splitting”. It occurs 6 times in the Isaian corpus, but only twice elsewhere: once in
359 FGE p .5 5 4 1.4 on ^uxogevnri for i|;i>xouca, which is said to be a metri gratia use of the Middle for the
Active, “as often in the Epigrammatists”.
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Piel (causative/intensive) in Micah 3.3, where the LXX version translates cweQXacav, and in
the Paal (or Qal) in Ps 98.4, with the LXX giving acorre. In Isaiah it is causative (or perhaps,
merely transitive) even in the Qal, the base form of the Semitic verb. In this form it usually
takes as its object the word rinnah, “joyful shout”, and often refers to mountains. The two
words may have their origins as a poetic formula referring to mountains, whose elevated
thunderings they describe and anthropomorphise. It is of importance to note that only three
times does this ny 3 word correspond to any form of p p v u p i :

Is.

14.7
44.23
49.13
52.9
54.1
55.12

ßoä
ßoficcrre
(in the Q’re) pr^dTGocav t & opr) €u<j>poaji/r]v
pr^ctTO) eu(j)pocwr)y
pij£oy (absolute, and the important citation for us,
especially as the Hebrew verb here retains its usual
object - “joyful song”)
e^akovvrai

Thus the LXX policy here was apparently to use three different glosses for h y 9, and given
this variety there was no need at all to use pfjyvupi in any translation of Isaiah. All this
indicates that it was not Hebrew usage that influenced and denatured the construction of the
LXX, on a presumed word-for-word style of translation of this book, which is a result
important for the interpretation of our poem.
Could it have been formal Egyptian that forced some non-Greek construction on our writer?
A laboured search through the 5000 or so items of Faulkner’s Concise Dictionary of Middle
Egyptian turned up no words of bursting or of splitting (like psn for instance) which also
happen to be used for excited speech or song. And the verb for writing in Egyptian is more
peaceful than it is in Greek. It recalls painting: ss.
We seem to have travelled a long way to defend a LXX use of “(be) burst out”. But because
the absolute use of the middle voice has no parallel other than this, it was worth clearing it of
any definable charge of being “not Greek”.
I had long tried liked to read this verb as a vivid enhancement of the engraving process, so
that gouging and glypting might lend some of their semiotic possibilities to the poetic form
which is gouged or glypted, i.e., to epigram. This would have been a lectio iucundior and
there is plenty of evidence for attention being given in the text to the "feel" of the glypting, if
nothing as dramatic as the more difficult interpretation here.
The above joumeyings through philology force us to surrender to the only other possibility.
What is enhanced here must be the dynamism of the speaking stone and of its inscription.
This explains less about epigrammaticity, but still says much about inscriptionality. It is even
more child of a long tradition.
Not gouged, but burst(ing) forth.
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33. Classical and para-Classical
1.

Plato Laws

lPlato& Phil., Leges, Stephanus page 958, section b, line 2
’Av8pl 8 p to peT& touto yeyyrjGeyTi Kal eKTpa<f>eyTi, Kal
yevvT)oavTi Kal eKGpeijjayTi TeKva, Kal cruppeC^ayTi crupßöXaia
d 1
peTpuos, 8 l8 ovtl t € 8iKas> ei riva t|8 ikt|K£i Kal Trap' eTepou
eKXaßovn, aijy toXs yopois ev potpa y rjp d aay n TeXeuTp
yiyyoiT ay Kara 4>uaiv. ire pi TeXeuTpaayTas 8rj, eiTe tls
apppy eiTe t is Gf|Xus r), Ta pey TTepl Ta GeXa y o p ip a Twy Te
5
und y fjs Gewy Kal Ttoy Tfl8e, boa Trpoar)Kei TeXeXaGai, tous
e^pyriTas ytyyeaGai Kupious (j)pd£oyTas* OpKag 8’ ely ai Twy
Xcopioay oTioaa pey e p y a a ip a pr|8apou, ppT€ tl p ey a pr|Te
e 1
tl apiKpoy pyf|pa, d 8e f) x^Pa npos tout’ auTÖ poyoy
4>ucriy ex€L- Ta Toy TeTeXeuTT]KOTwy awpaTa paXioTa aXuirr|T(jos‘ tols £wai 8exopeyr| KpuuTeiy, TauTa eKTrXipouy, toXs“
8e dyOpooTTOL? boa Tpo<j)r)y pr|Tr|p oüaa f] yp Trpos Tairra
5
Trecj)UKey ßouXeaQai (j)epeiy, pr)T€ (cov pf]Te t is anoGaywy
CTTepeiTO) Toy £wyG' r)pwy. Ywua 8c uti y o w udnXoTepoy
uei'Te dySpcdy epyov, ev TTeyQ' ruiepai? aTTOTeXouu-eyoy
XiQiya be cm aTrm aTa ufi uei£a) TToieXy fi boa SeyeaGai Twy
too tctc Xcuttikoto? evKwpia ßlOU pf) TlXeLO) TCTTapppy TlPCOLKWy
959 a 1
QTLYGjy, Ta? 8e TTpoQeaeiq ttpwtou neu pi) paKpoTepou y poyoy
euSou yiyueaQai too StiXouuto? Toy re eKTeQuearra Kal Toy
outgo? TcOynKOTa, ein 8' ay qycSou, cd? TduGpoomua. ueTpou
(EYQixja TpiTaia ttpo? to uuhiia eK6opa. TreCGeaGai 8' eaTi
5
tco uopoGeTi^ xP€(^y Ta Te aXXa Kal XeyouTi ^ u x iHv awpaTO?
eluai to Tidy 8iac{)epouaay, ev auTCp re tw ßico to Trapexopeuou ppwy em aT ou tout' eluai pr|8eu aXX’ f\ Tpy 4^X 9y >
b 1
to be aw pa ly8aXX6peuoy ppwy eKaaToi? eneaGai, Kal
TcXeuTpaayTwy XeyeaGai KaXw? ciSwXa etuai Ta t gou ueKpwu
awpaTa, Toy be ovra ppaiy eKaoTou oyTWs, aOayaToy etyai
ijjuxp^ €TToyopa£6peyoy, TTapa Oeoug aXXoug am ey ai 8waoyTa
5
Xoyoy, KaOaTTcp 6 yopos 6 TraTpios“ XeyeLTW pey yap dyaOw
GappaXeoy, tw be KaKW pdXa 4)oßepöy-ßopGeLay Te auTW
pr|Tiya peydXpy elyai TeTeXeuTriKÖTr C ^ TL Y<ip cSeL ßopGely
TiayTab Toijg TTpoapKoyTas, öttws ötl 8iKaiÖTaTog wy Kal
c 1
öaiojTaTOs eCp Te Ctiv Kal TeXeuTpaas dTipwppTOS' ay KaKwy
dpapTppaTwy eyiyyeTo Toy peTa Toy eyGd8e ßioy. eK be
TouTwy oÜTwg exdyTwy ou8eiroTe oiKO^Gopely XP9. 8iCL4>epoyTw? yopi^oyTa Toy auTou TouToy eiyai Toy Twy aapKwy
5
öyKoy GaiTTÖpeyoy, aXX' eKelyoy Toy uoy f] ä8eX<})6y, p oyTiyd
tl^ paXiaG pyelTai iroGwy GaiTTeiy, olxeaGai TTepaiyoyTa Kal
epmpTTXdyTa Tpy auToO polpay, to 8e Trapöy 8ely eu u o ie ly ,
d 1
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yd fieTpia dvaXiciKovTa (as eLg a^uyov x6ovia>v ßa)\iov to
8e [ueTpiov vo[io0eTr|s av [lavTeuaaiTO ouk doxr|[ioveaTaTa.
earto 8f] vofios outos' Taj ^iev 8f] tou (leyicrrou Ti[ir|[iaTos
eis Tipy Trdoav TacJ)f]v dvaXiaKop.€va [if| TTXeov Trevre p.vd»v,
5
Taj 8e tou 8euTepou TpeXs |ivaX, Kal 8uo tw tou TpiTou, \iva
8e Tqj tou TETapTou [leTpov av exoi toiv dvaXa)|idTO)v. vop.o_
4>uXa£i 8 e iroXXd ~e dXXa dvayKri Trpdrreiv Kai ttoXXgov
eTri|ieXeXa0ai, toutwv 8' ouy 0KtaTa, öttgos av Tra'i8a>v re Kal
e 1
dv8pwv Kal Traaris r)XiKias eiri|ieXou[ievoi £ajai, Kal 80 Kal
TTpös to tcXos duavTOiv vo[io<})uXa^ els ye tls emoraTf], ov
av ol tou TeTeXeuTr)kotos emaKonov oiKeXoi TrapaXdßaxjLV, to
KaXöv t eorto KaXcos Kal [leTpitos Ta nepl tov TeTeXeuTriKÖTa
5
yiyvopieva Kal \ir\ KaXtos alaypov.
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1. Plato Phil., Hipparchus [Sp.], Stephanus, section a, line 1
t rj

ZQ. OuKouy wpoXoyr|aapey oXiyoy TipoTepoy to Kep8og
Cppia KaKW ovti evavYiov elyai;
ET. <t>r)pLL.
ZQ. ’EyavTLov 8e öy KaKW dyaOöy elyai;

5

ET. 'QpoXoyr|aapey yap.
ZQ. 'Opag ouy, eTTixeipeis1 pe e^aTiaTay, emTr)8eg eyayTia
Xeywy olg apTi wpoXoyr|aapey.
ET. Ou p a Aia,^co ZokpaTeg, aXXa TouuauTioy au pe
e^aTTaTäg Kal ouk ol8a öttt] eu Tolg Xoyoig ayco Kal koto)
10
aTpe^eig.
b 1
ZQ. Euc^ppei- ou peyTay KaXwg TTOioir|y ou TreiOopeyog
dy8pl ayaOw Kal aocfxp.
ET. T lul touto); Kal tl paXiaTa;
ZQ. IToXitt^ pey epw Te Kal aw, üeiaiaT pdTou 8e uei
5
tou £K <J>iXai8wy, 'iTTTTapxp), ög Twy ÜeiaiaTpdTou Trai8wy
r\v TTpeaßuTaTog Kal ao(j)WTaTog, og aXXa Te TToXXa Kal mXa
epya aocjuag dTTe8ei£aTO, Kal to. 'Oprjpou eirr) TrpwTog eKopiaeu
eig TT|y ygy TauTr|yi, Kal gydyKaae Toug pai|>w8oug ITayaOgyaioig e£ ÜTToXriißewg e^e^pg airra 8ueyai, aknrep yuy eTi
c 1
oi8e TTOiouaiy, Kal ött’ ’AuaKpeouTa Toy Tgioy TievT^KÖvropov
aTeiXag eKopiaey^ eig Tgy TTÖXiy, Zipwyl8r]u 8e Toy Keiou
del Trepl aÜTÖy elxey, peyaXoig piaOoig Kal 8wpoig TTeiGwy
TauTa 8’ euoiei ßouXopeyog TTai8eueiy Toug TroXiTag, iy‘ wg
5
ßeXTLOTwy öyTwy auTwy apxoi, oük oiopeyog 8eiy ou8eul
ao<t)Lag 4>0oyeiy, aTe wy KaXög Te KayaOog. eTrei8f] 8e auTW
öl Trepl to aoTu t wy TroXiTwy TreTiai8eupeuoi rjaay Kal
d 1
e0aupa£oy aÜTÖy em aocjna, eirißouXeuüjy au Toug eu Tolg
dypotg TTaiSeuaai eaTnaeu airroig T p u a g KaTa Tag oSoug eu
ueaw tou aoTeog Kal tgou Sruiwu eKdaTwu, KaTreiTa Trig
aocbiag Tfig auTou, fiu t ~ epaOeu Kal riu auTog e£nupeu. eKXe£d~
5
peyog a riyelTo ao6wTaTa elyai. TauTa auTog euTeiuag eig
eXeyelou auTou TTOiduaTa Kal em SeiyuaT a Trig aocbiag gTT~
e 1
eypaibey, iyg upcoToy uey Ta ey AeX6olg YpaiiuaTa Ta a o 6 a
TauTa uri OauparToiey ol TroXiTai auTou, to Te TywOi aauToy"
Kal to "Mr|8ey ayay" Kal TaXXa Ta ToiauTa, aXXa Ta
'IfTTrdpYou pfiuaTa pdXXoy ao<bd fiyolyTo. eTTeiTa TrapLÖyTeg
5
ayco Kal mTw Kal dyayiyywaKoyTeg Kal yeupa XapßdyoyTeg
aÜTOÜ Tfjg cro<j)Lag (j)oiTwey eK r a y dypwy Kal eirl Ta Xoind
TTai8eu0r)a6peyoi. eaToy 8e 8uo TwiTiypau-uaTe • ey pey Tolg
229 a 1
e.TT'..dpi a j e p a . tou..,'E p.pop.jkKacrrov..i.TlkyeypaTTTai.. Xeywy. 6
Epp.fig..ÖTL.. ey..peaw ..tou a g je g g .. koll . Toy.. 8.fipoy.. e.gTT)Key, ey
8e T o ig em 8eeia~
pyfipa to8' dirTrapyou- oTelye SiKaia 4)poywy
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5
6 tictlv. ecrri 8e T(jov TToirjudTCjay m i dXXa ev aXXoi? 'Epuai?
iroXXd m l mXa CTTiveypappeyg- eo ji 8e 8f] Kal touto em rr\
2T£ipLciKf| 68d), ev <5 Xeyer
b 1
liyfipa to8’ 'IuTrapYOD' pri 4>tXoy e ^ a m T a .
eyw oyy ae epol oyTa 4>tXoy ou 8fjirou ToXpcor^y ay e^anaTay
Kal GKeiyco toloutco outi amcrreiy, ou Kal dTToOayoyTos“ Tpla
£Tr| eTupayyeu0r]CTay ’Aöpydioi üttö tou d8eXcj)ou auTou 'Ittttlou, ...
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2.

Arrian Anabasis and Indike

1. Flavius Arrianus, Alexandri anabasis, Book 5, chapter 24,
section 4, line 1
V 24 4 1
’Ey TouTco 8e Kai ITcopos dcj)LK€TO Toys Te GttoXolttous eXe^ayTas a p a ol aycyy Kal Ttoy ’Iy8wy es irevraklqXlXlous, a i re prixayal ’AXe£ay8po) £ypueTTr|ypeyaL
rjaay Kal TTpoofiyoyTO f^Sri tw Teiyei. GXXd oi MaKe5
8oyes, TTply Kal KaraaeLaGfiyai tl toO Teiyoys, yuopuT*
ToyTes T£ auTol TTXiyGiyoy oy to Telxos Kal Tas
KXiparas ey kGkXgo uayTi^ TrpoaGeyTes aipouai KaTa
5 1
KpaTos TT|y TioXiy. Kal diroGyriaKouCTi pey ey rr\
KaTaXr^ei Twy ’Iy8ooy eg pypioys Kal eTTTaKLoxLXioys,
eaXwcray 8e yTTep Tag e irra pypLa8as Kal appaTa TpiaKoaia Kal lttttol TToyTaKoaioi. Tf|s 8e £yy ’AXe£ay8pco
5
crrpaTLas GneGayoy pey oXiyoy GiTo8eoyTes TGi>y eKaTÖy
ey tt| TTaai^ TToXiopKia, TpaypaTiai 8e oy KaTa to
7rXf|Gos Twy yeKpcoy eyeyoyTO, GXXa Girep Toys x ^ o y s
Kal 8LaKoaioys, Kal ey toGtols Twy pyepoyooy aXXoi
T£ Kal A y a ip ay o s 6 acapaTo^yXa^.
6 1
Qdijjas 8e cos youos ayTco Toys TeXeyTTicrayTas
EGpeyp Toy ypap p aT ea eKirepTreL es Tas 8Go ttoXcls
Ta s £yya<J)eCTTax7as tols SayyaX ois 8oGs ayTW Tcoy
Imrecoy e s TpiaKoaioys, 4>paaoyTa[s] tols exoyai Tas
5
TTÖXeis Tcoy Te SayyaXcoy Tpy aXcoory Kal otl ayTols
oGSey eoTai x a ^eTToy <e£> ’AXe£ay8poy yTiopeyoyat Te
Kal Seyopeyois c^lXloos ’AXe£ay8poy oG8e yap oG8e
aXXois tlctI yeyeaGai Toy aGToyopcoy ’Iy8coy cxjol
7 1
eKÖyTes acj)ds evedoaav. ol 8e (f]8r) yap e^yyeXTO
ayTols KaTa KpaTos eaXcoKÖTa TTpös ’AXe£ay8poy Ta
ZdyyaXa) 4>oßepol yeyöpeyoi ecj)eyyoy diroXiTTÖyTes
Tas TTÖXeis. Kal ’AXe£ay8pos, eTTetSf] e£r)yyeXGr| aÖTüoy
5
r| 4>yyr|, aTToy8r} e8icoKey GXXa ol ttoXXoI pey ayTcoy
e4)Gaoay diTo^yyoyTes, 8 lG paKpoy yap f) 8 lgo£ ls
eyiyyeTO, oaoi 8e KaTa TT]y dTToxwpiyjiy aaGeyei^
yTTeXeiTToyTo, outol eyKaTaXr|(j)GeyTes TTpös Tf|s OTpaTias

81

aTTeGayoy e s TreyTaKoaioys paXiaTa. cos 8e dTieyyoo
SiojKeiy Toy Trpoaco Toys 4)eyyoyTas, euayeXOdy es t G
ZdyyaXa T^y TröXiy pey KaTeaKaiße, TT|y x^Pav
Tcjy ’Iy8ajy toI s TTaXat pey ayToyopois, TOTe 8e eKoyaiajs
5
TTpoaxwppoaai TTpoaeGrjKey. Kal TTcopoy pey ^yy Tf|
8yyapei rr\ dpcj)' ayTÖy eKTrepirei em Tas TTÖXeis ai.
TTpoaKexwpiiKeaay, 4)poypas eiaa^oyTa e is ayTas, ayTos
8e ^yy r f\ GTpaTia eirl Toy 'T ^ a a iy uoTapoy upoyxwpei,
cos Kal Toys eireKeiya ’Iy8oys KaTacrrpeijjaiTO. oy8e
!°
ec^aiyeTo ayTco irepas tl toO TToXepoy eaTe yireXeLireTo
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Tl TToXejllOV.
25 1 1
Td 8e 8f) Tiepay tou Tcj)daios ed8ai(iovd re tt]v
Xwpay elyai e£r|yyeXXeTO Kal dyOpcouous ayaGods pev
yfjs* epyaTas, yevvaious 8e Ta TToXepLa Kal es ra i8ia
8e acjxw ev Koapw TroXLTedoyTas (Trpös yap t aiy
5
dpLOTcw apxecjGai toös ttoXXoös, toGs 8e ovSeu e£oo
toG emeLKods e^riyelaQai), TrXf|0ös‘ Te eXecßdyToay elvai
TOLS TaUTT] dvGpOJTTOig TTOXÖ TL UTT£p ToGs ÖXXOUS
2 1
’Iy8oGs, Kal peyeGeL peylaTous Kal aySpela. TadTa 8e
e^ayyeXXopeya AAe£ay8poy pey Trapco^wey e s emGypiay
rod upoao) Leyai* oi MaKe8oyes 8e e£em pyoy rj8r| ...

2. Flavius Arrianus, Alexandri anabasis, Book 5, chapter 28,
section 4, line 1
... As 8e
CTiyf] ad ttoXX'T) <rjy> aya to aTpajoireSoy Kal ayGopeyoi pey Tr] opyf] auTod 8f|Xoi r}aay, od pf]y peTaßaXXopeyoL ye Gtt avrf]s, euravQa 8r\ Xeyei ÜToXe5
paios ö Aayou, ötl em tt) Siaßdoei ou8ey peioy
eGueTo, Guopeyoo 8e ouk eyiyyeTO ad™ to. Lepa.
5 1
TÖT6 8f] toGs TrpeaßirraTous Te Toay eTalpcw Kal
toGs pdXioTa eTRTr)8eLous aÜTCp awayayoay, d>s ndvra
es TT]y ÖTTiaa) dyax^priaiy auTto ecßepey, eKcßaiyei es
TT]y QTpaTidy, ötl eyyaxrraL öttloo) ÖTrooTpecßeLy.
29 1 1
Ol 8e eßöojy Te ola ay öxXos £uppLyr]s x ^ P 001'
ßorjaeLe Kal e8aKpuoy ol ttoXXoI aÖToay ol 8e Kal tt)
aKr)yf] Trj ßaaLXLKf] TreXd£oyTes ridxoyTO ’AXe£dy8pa)
TToXXd Kal ayaGd, ötl Trpös acßaiy poycw yLKr|0f|yaL
5
rjyeaye to. eyQa 8f] SLeXdy mTÖ Ta£eLs t w oTpaTLay
SooSem BooiloGs KaTaoKeuadeLy upoaTaTTeL, öüjos uey
KaTa tou? tieYLOTOu? Trdpyous, edpos 8e nelfoyas eTL
Ö KaTa TTupyous, yapLOTriPLa tols Geols tols es ToaoySe
dyayodaLy aÖTÖy yLKOoyTa Kal uy^pela T(dy auTod

21
TToygjy. tos 8e KaTeaKeuaapeyoL aÖTaj ol ßcouol fjqgy.
QdeL 8n en' aÖT(dy d>s youos Kal dy(wa TTOLel yuu~
iiKoy Te Kal luuLKoy. Kal t t ]v pey x^pay Ti]y pexpL
tou Tcßdaios iroTapod TToopco dpx^Ly TTpoae0r|Key, aÜTÖs
5
8e em Toy TSpaoaTriy dyeaTpec^e. 8Laßds 8e Toy
3 1
TSpaüJTT|y...

3. Flavius Arrianus, Alexandri anabasis, Book 6, chapter 29,
section 1, line 1
VI 29.1.1.
A utos 8e £uy tols KoucßoTaTOLs T(dy TTe£d>y Kal
^uy Twy LTTTTeajy tols eTalpoLs Kal pepeL TLyl Td>y
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To^oTwy rjei rf]v em ITaaapydSa? Tf|g TTepaidos-.
Z raad v o p a 8k KaTanepTTei em TT]y dpxBP tt]v eamoG.

2 1
cos' 8e end Tolg opoig rjv Tfjs IIeppi8os\ <J>papaopTr|y
pey oG KaTeXaße garpaTreGoyTa e n (yoaco yap re~
TeXeuTriKws eTuyxayey kv ’Iy8ols e n ’AXe£dy8pou öyTog),
’Op^iyr)? 8k eirepeXeTO rf\s TTepatSog, oG npos A.Xe{5
aySpou KaTaaTaOeis1, aXX’ oti ouk dnr|£ia)gey auToy
kv Koapco Tlepgas- Siacj)uXd^aL AAefaySpco oGk oyTog
3 1

dXXou dpxoyros. r]X0e 8k k s TlagapyaSas“ Kal ’ATpo~
Trarrig 6 Mr)8[e]ias gaTpanris, ayooy Bapua^y avSpa
MfjSoy oweiXrippeyoy, o n opGpy Tf]y KiSapiy n e p r
Gepeyog ßagiXea upogeiTrey auTÖy Tlepgwy Kal MrjSajy,
5
Kal £uy TouTco toGs peTagxoyTas- auTW toG yearrepur
poG re Kal rfis1 duoCTTdo’ews1. toutous pey 8t) aireKTeiyey
AXe£ay8pog.
4 1
’EXGnrige 8k auToy p TTapayopia f] e? Toy KGpou
toO Kaußuaou Ta6oy, o n Sioptopiryueyoy T€ Kal
geguXnueyoy KaTeXaße toG Kupon Toy Ta6oy, co? Xeyei
A plcttoBouXos - elyai yap kv IlagapydS ai? kv tco Trapa~
5
SeigtiO TCO ßaglXLKOJ KGpOU £K€iyQU Ta6oV Kal TTgpl
aÜToy aXcro? TTecbuTeGgQai 8ey8pa)y TrayTOLQjy Kal G 8an
eiyai KaTappuToy Kal TToay ßaQelay TTe6i>Keyai kv n2>
5 1
XnuajyL, Kal aGToy 8k Toy Tddxw Ta KaTO) XiQou TeTpa~
TigSou e? TgTpdYCijypy oyntia TTgTroifiaGau dyqjQey 8k
oiKnua eTrelyai XiGiypy eoTeyaoueyoy, GupiSa eyoy
6epoi>gqy kcjco a r e v riy. d)<? uoXl? ay <elyai> eyl dy8pl
5
oG ueyaXco uoXXa KaKOTTaGoGyn TTapeXGety. kv 8k nG
oiKTiuan TrGeXoy ypugfiy KeigGai, iyq to gcoua toG
KGpou ereGanTo, Kal KXiyny TTapa t G TTueXar uoSa?
8k elyai rfi KXiyn ypygoG? gcbupnXdTou? Kal n r u n n i
eTTißXppa nGy BaßuXcm/ujoy Kal KauyaKa? TTop6i>poG?
6 1
GTTQgTpojuaTa. eueiyai 8e Kal KaySu? Kal dXXou? yinGyq?
t fi? BaßuXamoi; epyagia?. Kal dya^upiSe? MnSiKal Kal
groXal GaKLyQLyoßa4)6t? Xoyei o n CKeiyTo, at 8k ttop~
6upa? al 8k aXXris Kal dXXri? ypoa?, Kal gTpgUTol Kal
5
dKiyaKai Kal gycona ypugoG T€ Kal XiGcpy KoXXr|Td, Kal
Tparroda £K6lto. kv uggco 8k t G? KXiyri? r\ uGeXo?
7 1
6K6LTO n to gd)iia to Kupou kyovooL. elyai 8k gyro?
toG 7T6pißoXou rrpo? t G dyaßdg£i t G cttI Toy Ta6oy
(frgpougr) oiKnua ouiKpoy tol? M ayoi? Tr€TToinu6yoy. oi
8n 66uXaggoy roy Kupou Ta6oy k n diro KapßGgoy
5
toG Kupou. Trat? n ap ä iraTpo? eKS^yoiieyo? tti^ <t>uXa~
KT|y■ Kal toGtol? rrpoßaroy t € 6? fiu^pav 68l8oto 6K
ßagiXgaj? Kal dXeupajy re Kal oiyou T6TaYU£ya Kal
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8 1
iTTTTQ? K ara ppyq es Quaiav too Kupq). £ tt€Y£y potto 8e 6
Tocbo? IlepgLKOL? Y p d u u a a i' kol £8riXou TTepaiaTi t o 8 £ ‘
(L dv6p(jL)TT£, eyth KDpo? e lm 6 K außuaou 6 ttiv
clpytiv TTepaai? KOTogTriodu^yo? Kal Tfig A m o ?
5
ßaCTiXgLiqq?. ufi o w 6Qovriari? poi tou pyripoTO?.

9 1
’AXeEoySpog 8e (em\ie\ez; yap fjv outui 6 ttot£ £Xol
Tlepqa?, uapievai es tou Kupou tou Tdcbou) to ii£u
dXXo koto XoilBou^ €icTT€<t>opmi€uq TrXfiv jf\s ttu£Xou Kql
TPs' kXlvti<?‘ oi 8e kcll to ocoiiq tou Kupou eXcoßiiqqvTO
5
d^gXovTg? to Trcapq Tf|? nveXov koI tou u£ kp6 u o£~
€ßqX0V qUTT)V 8k T^U TTUOXoU £TT£ip(2)UTO evoykov o 6 lol
TTQirioqoQqi m l toutti £u4)OPov to \iev ttopokottout^ ,
to 86 £uu0XujuT£<? ouTri?. a)? 8e op ttpo<u>yc6p £ l
outoX? to Oto to opyou . oütoq 8fi £doquT£? ttiu ttu£Xou

10 1
qTTfiX0ov. m l X£Y£i ’ApiQToßouXo? out 6<? TOY0fiuqi
Tipp? ’A X ^duSpou Koofifiogi
uttopyti? tgj Kupco tou
Tdcbou. Kql top u £ u goono-To? bao.TTfp e n oajq ry
KqTqQeiyqi es ttiu uucXoy Kql to ttgouo emOgLuoL, poo
5
8e XeXojßriTO outtk kotopOcjool' Kql ttiu kXlutiu
€yT€iyqi tolui-pl ? Kql to XXo ooq es mopou £K£lto koto
dpiOuoy T£ Kql tol? TTdXqi opoLo dTroOeiugi m i Tpu
0upl8 o 8e dcbouLooi to g.£u ourns1 XiQo) eyoiKoSouTioqyTq,
TGt 8e tttiXco £UTrXdoquTq, m l £mßqX£LU too ttiXco to

11 1
o n u € io y to ßgoLXimu. AXo^ouSpo? 8e £uXXqßu)u tou?
M oyou? tou? cbuXom? tou tcl6 qu £OTp£ßXcoo£u, (I)? kot ~
£ ltt£ lu tou? Spo o pu to ?. ol 8e ov8ev ovre ocbcou out£ o XXou
KqT£LTToy QTpeßXouueyoL, ou8£ qXXn nri ££nX£YYQUTO
5
£ l8 ot £? to) £pyar Kql c u l TpjSe d(bd0rigqu eB A X d d u S p o u .
30 1 1
’Ey0ey 8e £? to ßqoiX eiq f\ei to Tkpocou, d 8f]
TTpöoOey KqT£(j)Xe^ey qÜTog, ü s poi XeXeKTqi, ot £ ouk
£Tri]yoyy to e p y o y dXX' ou8' avros ’AX£^qy8pog enaveX0d)y £Trr|y£i....

4. Flavius Arrianus, Alexandri anabasis, Book 7, chapter 14,
section 2, line 2
• p.£yq p£y y£y£o0qi qÜTco [tou AX£^qy8pou] to TT£y0og,
TTqyT£9 to Oto qyoypq^qv, to. 8£ Trpqx0eyTq £ tt' opto)
o XXol qXXq, üj? £KqoTo? f] oüyoios TTpös 'HcjjqioTiwyq
3 1'
f| cj)0oyou elx^v f] koI irpos ouTÖy AX£^qy8poy. (Ly
oi to qTdo0qXq qyqypdijjqyTCS oi p£y £? KÖopoy
cj)£p£i<y> poi 8oKouoiy olri0fiyqi ’AX£^qy8pcp ooq ijT7£pqXyfioOb £8poo£y f] £lir£y £tt'l tco TTqyTwy 8f] dy0pojTT(joy
5
4)iXTdTw, oi 8£ es oioydyriy pdXXöy tl ci)? ov upA
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nrovTa

out' ouv ßaaiXel ovre ’AXe£ay8pcp, oi p iu , to
[iepos tt\s f)p ip a g eiceivris eppLp.pieyoy eul tou
acop-aTos* tou eTaipou 68upea0ai ou8' eOeXeiv crnaXXayfjuai, TTpiv ye 8 j Trpög ßiay dTTrivex®1! Trpös Tcoy
ttoXu

4 1
eTaipajy oi 8e, TT|y re rpepau öXrjy Kai tt]v yuKTa
öX jy eppt<J)0aL em tco acopLaTL* oi 8e Kai, töv iaTpov
rXauKiau ötl eKpepaae, Kai toutoM cos* em 4)app.dKCp
KaKcas 8o0evTL, oi 8e, ötl olvou TTepL€i8ev ep.TrXria0evTa

5
©ecopcoy auTÖs“ Kai Keipaa0ai ’AXe^ay8poy e u i tco
yeKpco TT]y KÖp.r)y tcl re dXXa ouk direiKÖTa TL0ep.ai
Kai raTÖ £fiXoy TÖy ’AxiXXecos“, Trpög öyTiya etc TTai8ös
5 1
cjuXoTijiia aÜTW r jy oi 8e Kai, tö dpp.a €<J>' ötco tö
acop.a ecjjepeTO auTog e o n v ÖTe <ötl> r|yLÖxei, touto
oü8a^f] TTioTÖy ö|ioiye XeyouTes** dXXoi 8e, ötl Kai tou
’A ok Xt|ttlou tö e8os“ ev ’EKßaTayoLs* KaTaaKai[saL eKÖXeuae,

5
ßapßapLKÖy touto ye Kai oü8ap.f| ’AXe^duSpo) TTpoa4)opoy, dXXd tt) Hep£ou [idXXöy tl ÖTaa0aXLa Tf| es tö
0eloy Kai Tals* TTe8aLS“ äs XeyouaLU es töv 'EXX^auoyToy
Ka0eIyaL Eep£jy, TLp.copoupLeyoy 8f|0ey TÖy 'EXXjcr
6 1
TioyToy. dXXd Kai ÖKelyo ou TrauTi^ e^co tou clkotos
äyayeypd<|>0aL ^lol 8ok€ l, cos* em BaßuXcoyos* jXauuey
’AXe^aySpos“, euTuyely auTco K a ja Ttjy 68öy ttoXXös“
irpeaßeLas öttö tt \s 'EXXd8os*, e lva i 8e 8f] ev toutols"
5
’Em8aupL(oy TTpeaßeus* Kai toutous“ oou Te e8eoyTo et,
’AXe£ay8pou Tuxely Kai ayd0r|p.a 8ouyac auTotg ’AXe£ay8poy Kop-C^ccy too ’A ctkXt^ttlw, ejreiTovTa ötl * Katirep
oük emeLKcos* K€XP0TaL EOL 6 ’A ctkXtjttlos, ou acoaas P-OL
TÖy eTalpoy öyTLya taoy tt] ep.auTOu KecjjaXfi jy o y .
7 1
euayLÖ£LU re ötl ae\ co<? öplol eKeXeueu ‘HcbaLcmcoyL,
touto uöu ttpö? tcou TTXeLCTTCjoy duayeypamraL* oi 8e
Xeyouam ötl Kai eis ’A-up-Couo? eTrembeu epnaoueupu?
TÖy 06öu ei Kai co? 0ea) 0u£ lu quyvcopgl ‘HcfraLOTLcouL,
5
TÖy 8e ou ^uyYCPpfjcraL.
8 1
’EKeiya 8e irpös TrauTcoy ^upL4)(joyoup.eya, es* Tp'iTV\v
öttö tou 0ayaTOu tou 'H<})aLOTL(oyos f]p.epay p.r|Te oltou
yeuaao0aL ’AXe^ay8poy pr^Te tluö ©epaTTeiay dXXrjy
0epaTT€uaaL tö acopa, dXAd KeIa0aL ydp j 68upöp.eyoy
5
f] TTeyOLKcös* OLycoyTa* Kai TTupdy KgXeuaaL auTaj ötol~
udögo0aL ev BaßuXajyL dirö TaXdyTcoy aupicoy, oi 8e
9 1
Kai TrXeLÖycoy äyeypai(;ay Kai ötl jievQos iroielaOai
TTepLriyyeXj KaTa TTäaay T jy x^P ay Trjy ßdpßapoy Kai
ötl. TioXXoi Tcoy ÖTaipcoy TÖoy ’AXgÖdySpou es Qeoaireiav
TT)V 6K6[you o6d? T€ auTou? Kai tö ÖTrXa 'H^aLOTLCoyL
5
dy€0€aay dTTo0ay6yTL* TrpcoToy 8e Eupeufi dp^aL tou
oo4)La[iaTog, öyTLya öXiycp 7Tpöa0ey efyapev ötl 8 lj y£XÖ0 TTpöb 'H4)aLaTLtoya* Kai touto 8e 8pdcraL, tco
’AXe^dy8po) cos* p.f| ecj)ri8ea0aL 8oKOLrj TeXeuTjaayTL
33. Cfassical, andTara-Cfassical
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10 1
'H<j)aiaTLOJVi. opkopp op8£ clXXop tlpci era^ev dPTl
'HcjjaLOTLGOPO? XL^ a PX0V
TX\ LTTTTCjJ Tfj CTaipiKT]
’AXe^avSpos, wg pr] clttoXolto to öpopa top *H<j>aLcmQr
po ? €K Tfjs Ta^ewg, dXXa 'H^aLOTLCOPÖ? re r) x L^ LaPXLa
5
eicaXeiTo Kal to ar|p £ lo p auTfj? f)yeiTO <to >
'H<J>ai_
otlwpo? TTeTTOiripevov. dyatpa T£ £T7£po £ l Troifiaai ypp~
plkop T£ Kal popolkop ttXt)Q£l t £ t &v dya)PL£op£Pa)P
Kal Tfj d ? optop Yopr)Yia ttoXp t i t Q>v dXXoov tojp
ttp6 o 0£ p dpi8riX6T€pov tploxlXlop? y ap dya)PLOTd?

]0
top ?

apiiTraPTa? Trap£OK£paa£. Kal optol oXlvop p o t £~
poy £ tt’ lA X dapSpop too Ta6a) X£yopaLP otl tivlopla a P T o .

15 1 1
Xpöpo? T£ rjy opxvo ? to) tt£ p 0£ l Kal opto ? T£
apTÖy rjSri p£T£KaX£L aTT apToO Kal ol £Ta!poL paXXop
tl £y tw toux)8£ t]potop . £P0a 8f] £^£Xaaiy 7TOL£iTai
£ ttl K o aaaio p ?, £0 po ? ttoX£ plköp opopop tco O p ^ lcpp.

5. Flavius Arrianus, Alexandri anabasis, Book 7, chapter 30,
section 3, line 3
’AX£^dy8pop £pywy, dXXa optop ye 5AX££ap8pop opk
aiCTXPPopaL O appa^w y Ta 8e £pya £Kd,pa £KaKiaa

5
aXr)0£ia?

T£ £ P £ K a T f |? £pf|? K a l apa o a c J ^ X d a ? T p ?
dyOpooTTOp?- e(j>' oto) d)ppp0pp op 8£ a p T Ö ? ap£p 0£ op

£?

£? Tpp8£ tt}p £pyypa(j>pp.
002 t 1 1
INAIKH

1 1 1
T a £^oo ’Ip 8 op uoT apop Ta Trpo? £OTT£ppp £OT£ £ ttI ttoTapöy Kcjo<4)fiya ’AaTaKppol Kal ’A aaaK ppot, £0P£a ’Ip8LKa,
2 1
£TTOiK£opaiy, aXX' opt £ p£ydXoi Ta ooopaTa, Ka0aiT£p ol
£pto ? top ’Ip Sop a)KLap£Poi, ov re aya0ol (IxjapTO)? top
0ppoy op 8£ p£Xay£? tuaapTO)? to! ? ttoXXo! ? ’Ip 8 o! olp .
3 1
optol TTaXai p£P ’A aapploL? pttpkool p a a p , £TT£i<Ta Mrp
8olctlp, £ttI> 8<e M f)8oiai TT£pa£(py pKOPOP, Kal <f>6pop?
diT£({)£poy Kppoo tw K apßpaop £K Tp? y p ? cxjxöp, op ?
4 1
£Ta^£ Kopo?. N u a a lo i 8e opk ’Ip S lkop y£Po? £Otlp , dXXa
tojp a p a A ioppoco £X0optwp £? tt]p yf)y tt^p ’Ip Soop,
Tpyöp p£p [Kal] 'EXXrjPWP, öaoi dTropayoi apTWP eye~
popto £P to! ? TToXiEpoi? opoT ipa? TTpö? ’Ip 8 op ? A loppoo ?
5 1
£TToX£prja£, TPXOP 8£ Kal TWP £TTlXWpLWP TOP? £0£XOPTO?
to!? "EXXricri ctppcuklo£, tt\v t £ X^PO^ N paalriP d)PÖpaa£P
duo Tf|? TpocJ)Op tt |? N pot)? A loppoo? Kal rr\v ttöXlp
6 1
apTT]p N paap. Kal to opo? to Trpö? tt] ttöX£l, ötop £ p
T-pjOLP P7TCjOp£LT]OLP CPKLOTai f] NOoa, MrjpO? K X r|lC €TaL £TTl
7*1
Ti) app4)opri rjTLl/L exP 0aaTO €P0i)? y£PÖp£PO?. TapTa p£P
ol 7TOLr)Tal £Trl A loppooj £TTOLr)aap, Kal £^T]y£LO0ojp apT a
S 1
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ÖCTOi Xöyioi 'EXXr|V(uv f\ ßapßdpcuv ev A.aaaKr|vo'i(Ji 8e
M daaaKa, ttöXis peyaXp, ivairep Kal tö KpaTos rf\s yf|S
ecm Tfjs ’AaCTaKiris' Kal dXXr) ttöXis IleuKeXaiTis, peyaXp
Kal aÜTfp oü paKpdv tou ’Iv8ou. TauTa pev e^oa tou '
5
’Iv8ou TTorapou o k io ra i npos eaiTepr|v ecrre eul töv
2 1 1
Kaxj>fjva- Ta 8e d ttö tou ’IvSou TTpös eo), toutö poi eaT6o
f] ’Iv8d>v yfj Kal iv 8 o l outoi eoTüxjav.
öpoL 8e Tf|9 ’IvSaiv yfjs“ Trpös pev ßopeou dvepou 6
2 1
Taupos to öpog. KaXeeTai 8e ou Taupos otl ev Tfj yfj
TauTT], dXXd dpx^Tai pev dnö 0aXdaor|s 6 Taupos Tfjs“
KaTa TTapcj)uXous‘ Te Kal AuKir)v Kal KiXiKas TirapaTetvei
Te eoTe tt]v Tipös ew ödXaaaav, Tepvcov tt]v ’A ctltiv Trdaav,
3 1
dXXo 8e ä \\r\ KaXeeTai to opos, tt) pev ITapaTTdpio’os,
rr\ 8e ’HpcuSös, dXXi] 8e ,;Ipaov KXrp£eTai, Kal Tuydv dXXa
4'1
Kal dXXa eyei ouvöpaTa.

6. Flavius Arrianus, Historia Indica, Chapter 10, section 1,
line 1
10 1 1
XeyeTai 8e Kal Ta8e, pvripela ötl ’Iv8ol tois TeXeu"
Tiyraaiv ou TTOLeouCTiv, dXXa ras äperas ydp tüjv dvSpwv
iKavds es pv^pr^v TiOevTai Tolaiv aTToOavouai Kal Tas
2 1
co8ds di aÜTOLOLv eTTa8ovTai. TTÖXewv 8e Kal dpiOpöv ouk
elvai dv dTpeKes d v ay p d ^ai tgov ’Iv8 iko)v üttö TTXr|0eos'
dXXa ydp ö aai TrapauoTapiai aÜTewv f] TrapaOaXdoaiaL...
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AT-Khanum - Oikonomides

22 Oct. 1966, discovery of the base with the first and thus the earliest Greek inscription found
in Bactria. It is an elegiac quatrain. Beside it are some short prose hypothekai which seem
to be an overflow from the lost stele above. It emerges from a reconsideration of the
gnomological tradition that at least 73 Commandments were originally visible on the lost
Delphic stele, and that the 147 in the "Sosiades" text are an expansion, extant by the -3C.
In 1904 the first inscriptional evidence of Sosiades was dug up at Miletopolis/Ghirmasti,
giving 55 readable commandments. It probably stood in a gymnasium. Oik. notes from
"Plato's" Hipparchus the early use of such sayings in education, and assumes that they
were extant from at least the early -6C on a stele at Delphi in front of the Apollo temple
(not on the temple destroyed and rebuilt -548, though this must have had one or more of
the three most famous sayings inscribed on it, n° 6, 48, 69). Oik. also re-edits the 147
Sosiades dicta from Stobaeus, with translation and notes. As regards the dedicatory
inscription, it seems to have been composed (but see Narain) by the once-famous pupil of
Aristotle Clearchus of Soli in Cyprus, who says that he carefully transcribed the wise
words of the Ancients from where they stood "dedicated" at Delphi. He brought them to
the shrine of the founder of the Bactrian city, Cineas, "to shine far and wide". We
understand this the more if they were both a sign of Hellenistic culture and identity, and
actually used in education. Oik. assumes that more or less what he has reconstructed was
used to teach Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Aeschylus and Aristophanes to read, to write, and
"to think".
More detail.
This major article on the -3C evidence for the Commandments of the Seven Wise Men, p.67provides background and annotation to the lectures of Professor Judge, and a welcome
picture of the famous base, showing on the left side of it a well-alineated quatrain and on
the right the few prose maxims surviving . It does seem most likely that these represent
the end of a much longer text overflowing from the now lost stele (above), rather as many
early epigrams survive with fragments of long casualty lists, put in a more exposed and
vulnerable (a higher) position on their monument. We must then assume that the carver
got most of them on (they are short texts, so in a number of columns, two or three judging
by the width of the writing, three lines of which would fit on the stele if it had been almost
as wide as its base) but not all of them. What is a little suspicious about the theory of an
accidental overflow is the fact that the last five, the ones which were inscribed onto the
base, are a coherent unit, not an accidental grouping. They deal with the five ages of man.
Thus not Robert's theory of an overflow (Oik. p.68 n° 7 reference), but that of an
accidental overflow, looks rather shaky. It is most likely that they closed the Sosiades text
in at least the -3C , and if this is the case, that they closed the list of maxims on the Delphic
stele as well.
Oikonomides edits and presents two texts. The first is an attempt to get a "common -3C
text". P.71 has a 73 maxim text compiled from epigraphy and papyri of the -3C. The
papyrus we have seen just above, and it provides the opening maxims, sufficiently like
Sosiades' opening to reassure us about their position here. Then follows the first batch of
maxims reconstructed from the Miletopolis/Ghirmasti inscription, its first column, edited
originally in 1901 from a stele which probably was designed for, and actually stood in, the
gymnasium. This would have been appropriate, though public display of the
Commandments would also be possible outside the educational environment, and the
ancient gymnasium was open to public visits and interest in a way to which our concept of
a "school" tends to blind us. See Nilsson. Of course, Oik. keeps to the order of his -3C
evidence where they provide continuous texts. This does not correspond with Sosiades
except in the vaguest way. A rank order analysis might be useful, äs there are enough
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items for statistical treatment. The Miletopolis stele comes in two columns, closely
packed, but broken at the top and bottom. The right hand column is written in
considerably smaller letters, tightly crowded into the available space, taking up every little
indentation left by the variable length of lines in the first column. Into the gap between the
two incomplete columns of the Miletopolis text, Oik. slips in 8 letters from a fragment
from A'i Khanum, presumably on the strength of their order in Sosiades/Stobaeus, where
they come before all the material in the second column, and after all but S 68 ([T]uxr)v
v6[p]i£[e]), line 16 of his conflated -3C text, and in the first column of Miletopolis. On the
end of everything he tacks the presumed final five maxims from the Ai'-Khanum base,
which also end the 147 items of Sosiades.
Significantly, Oik. does not use a -4C Therae inscription, from the gymnasium there
(according to Hiller), which surrounds the unmistakeable letters of Mr)8ev dyav and
(one per line, hugging the left side of the little stone plaque) yvoo0[i] oeavrov. The order
of discoverable items would be one problem for his thesis, and the fragmentariness and
exiguousness of the other sayings is a worse problem for a reconstruction based on the
comparison of series. If we take his -3C conflated text, the Therae stones provides this
order: Allegedly, taking flaaiv 4>iXoc})p6[i'eL] = 5Eyy[ua 4>euye] = ’Eyy[ucr TTapa 8e
aTci] item 39; item 8 or 129 or 96 or some new item; then not evidenced; not evidenced;
(Mq8ev ayav and yvw0[i] oeavrov, the latter falling into a gap perhaps after the first
block of the -3C Conflated text, but the former having its two preceding maxims from the
Sosiades order towards the end and yet somewhat away from the second such gap between
versions) and not evidenced. Hardly the stuff of which hard scholarship is made. In the
Sosiades version the mere 5 recoverable dicta from both sides of the -4C plaque from
Therae come in this order: S 69; S 8/129/96 or not evidenced; S 38; S 8; and not
evidenced. It is a confusing thing that the most commonly cited maxims in the early
literature come, in Sosiades, in the order n° S 8, S 38, and S 69. As we have noted above,
we must perhaps assume that Plato and the early tradition had seen the key maxims
separately engraved in a more prominent place than the rest and that their lowly place on
the stele depended on questions of ordering the material rather than on their importance in
the memories of men. As with short poems, collections of gnomai were made with some
general sense of order. Deliberate randomness would have been the most difficult option,
as well as lacking any appeal to the compilers. Where the compiler had no arrangement of
his own in mind, blocks of items were taken over from earlier versions with the significant
order which they had there. Even not allowing for the novelties of the Therae text, its
order is a problem for anyone assuming that there were never more than a few canonical
versions of the presumed Delphi stele in the -4C. More on this below.
His second text is the full 147 from Sosiades/Stobaeus. Despite its length, 17 sayings from
the epigraphically reconstituted -3C text do not appear in it. There seems to have been
another common version of the Commandments of the Seven different from Sosiades,
printed Venice 1495 by Aldus in the first ed. of Theocritus, and apparently classified by
Oik. as "anonymous" p.68 n° 10. In this note he accepts three different text traditions,
Sosiades, Klearchos, Anonymous, with 50% of the maximum text known to us from
Stobaeus as being already evidenced in the -3C. A rather different matter is the variation
in wording between the -3C conflated text and Sosiades/Stobaeus: 10 examples, some
quite trivial (ey for ev) some major, of which the most surprising was S 8 ZauTÖv ia0i.
Of course, such stylistic variation of a too-well-known maxim is to be expected in later
times when it had no doubt become more a literary embellishment than a revered practice,
but the emphasis in Klearchos' epigram that he copied the stele faithfully, and Oik.'s strong
argument for a canonical lengthy text at Delphi and faithful adherence to it over the whole
Greek world does not sit well with too much verbal variation. In fact, the whole question
of verbatim accuracy is important for short forms. We will see that it is assumed for
proverbs. The general and plausible opinion is that Greeks did not respect verbatim
accuracy except where special cultural or practical requirements led them to take note of it.
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This is plausible in a citing, largely oral culture, with the cumbersome long rolls in which
serious books were written, and is supported by variations in the wording of legal texts and
versions of poems.
It took quite a while to penetrate Oik.'s popularising rhetoric and confident presentation to
recover the situation behind it. Some stability in the Commandments of the Seven is
evidenced from the -3C and for three of them from the -5C. This necessarily implies,
with the other, weaker evidence, that they were widely used in early education, private or
public. Widely used, but perhaps, variously used and sometimes sporadically and
endemically used. What it says about the epigraphy of Delphi is not yet clear to me.
An issue which escapes the myopia of textual analysis is the position of moralising in ancient
culture and art. In medieval times the well-turned and cunningly introduced maxim or
sentence is a poetic device, as we see in Wace, a major and popular writer. It is not only
Orientals who like being solemnly told what they should do. Pindar is full of this.
Modems have been misinterpreting the more recent texts on the basis of their own personal
rebellion against a familial and cultural restrictiveness and tendency to preach which was
not the same for cultures before the Enlightenment. Sermons were then a major art form,
and a popular one. I even doubt if the gnomic and the lyrical are as separate in modern
literature as the free spirits of professional belles-lettres would like us to believe.
Let us note here the anachronism possible in calling ancient epigram "brief". Not only did
poetic form remain in Greek the only common form for anything discursive on stone, but
the Phoenician relatives of the funerary and dedicatory epigrams are much more curt, even
in bilinguals, and the Sayings of the Seven are incredibly more curt. And when brevity is
discussed in later rhetoric it has nothing to do with epigram. It is an option in the total
command of discourse, the manipulation of a "subject", which the competent word-spinner
can use, and had to be trained to use. Some mini-forms are always brief, the proverb, the
hypotheka, the chria, but they tend to come encased in another text, and are only pulled out
of that frame for scholarly dissection or special, artificial practice. They may be
anthologised, but their relationship to a larger text remains, unlike the epigram, the
Hippocratic (and possibly the Heraclitean) aphorism, and the oracle. An epyllion of 50 to
100 lines is short in relation to a book of the epic, old style or new style, or most
discoverable "episodes" of epic. An epigram of four or six lines, or even of two, is long in
comparison with the common minimal prose form of epitaph or of offering inscription.
Thus the mechanical search for comments on "brevity" and their too-facile application to
the early stages of what we now call epigram (as tends to happen in Lausberg) seems to
suffer from multiple anachronisms.
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4.

Oracles - Latte

Orakel Kurt Latte RE XVIII 1 1939 829-866.
I read this several times, the final few with the references, as far as I could. For lack of the CD Rom player at
this period, I missed checking references in Plutarch and some other authors. What was found by these methods
proved illuminating enough and will suffice.

Hexameter oracles seem (col. 852.11-14) to have their period of greatest popularity from
-700 to -450. This is precisely the formative period of epigram. One must ask what other
short forms of poetry were current in these years, particularly if they were prestigeous. None
springs to mind except the gnomic hexameters at least as old as that suggested by the end of
the Hesiodic Works and Days, say from 706-, or better (as they are less grammatically
connected) 765-828, the end. The scolia seem to have been the lighter sort of poem at a
banquet of the older type, and at these banquets lyrics and iambics were presumably also
chanted. The Delphic poetry seems to have been quite early. Writing and oracles were early
connected. What is more, "oracles" coming from the dead were very old, perhaps lying
behind the Homeric Nekyia. Col. 835.65. 836.35 mentions that the aim of such oracles in
early times was to find out things which, if done, would put to rest the tormented soul. Only
later did they become turned to individual requests concerning the future of the living. All
this establishes an a priori case in favour of there being influence from the form (if not the
content) of the hexameter oracle on the hexameter inscription of the 7C and early 6C. It
seems that the only secure evidence for Toten-Orakeln in early times is in Plutarch's Cimon,
where King Pausanias of Sparta had his ghost banned from the temple of Chalkioikos. The
case seems to be strengthened by the fact that (841.45) early Delphic oracles aimed at some
universality of statement, advising all Greeks and even famous non-Greeks of Asia Minor in
a non-partial manner, and (841.57) that they were early cast in memorable and prestigious
form, into hexameters. It does not matter if oracles were initially oral, it is clear that they
were versified so as to have a set and lasting form, and were intended to circulate and to
endure, and as such shared many of the functions assigned to inscriptionality. Many oracles
also have a fairly general content, such as Herod. VI 86, seven hexameters advising fidelity to
an oath. To round off our proofs, let us recall that there was an old connection between
Delphi and Sparta, and that both were famous for brevity of statement. 842.5 indicates that
the oracle could consist of just one line of verse prefixed to the request, which was presented
in writing, 848.62. The oracles were in many ways publicly published (or broadcast), dense,
typically limited in size, even written, and so "epigrammatic", but were they epigrams?
It would seem that genres were very specific to occasion in ancient times, and this is the
stumbling block for any influence of Delphi on epitaphs. The content of an epitaph was quite
specific until the genre became elaborate, and even then it tended to include the essential
information, if in a less predictable phrasing and order. The famed and influential Delphic
obscurity is foreign to epitaphs, see 845.34 and Heraclitus B 93 Diels, though it is favourable
to a poetic flavour which enters epitaphs late, about the time of the rise of Tragedy, and
which was possibly not intended to obscure anything but to establish an impressive, richly
figured, concrete style. In old oracles the matter itself is usually limited to which god should
be sacrificed to, whether some innovation in the cult should go forward, see Anabasis IB 1, 6
for the type. Apparently the literary oracles are proved to be good guides by epigraphy. I
have not seen Hendess Oracula Graeca quae apud scriptores Graecos Romanosque extant
1890, which would be useful even though Latte condemns it. Nor yet have I looked at results
of excavations at Dodona. See IG IV 760 and XII 3, 248, but we have been assured that the
literary oracles are a good guide to the inscriptional. See below for the corpus of Parke and
Wormell. It would seem that the more likely relevance of oracles to epigram is at the end of
the period of greatest fame of Delphi, when oracle books were widespread about 500 at the
latest it seems, 850.46, and fictive oracles and less clearly demarcated short poetry began to
break down the walls of the genre and enter into a fictionalisation of it. If, as is likely,
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various verses broke free into oral circulation as versified proverbs because of their gnomic
content, 850.50, this would have sprung the confines of several genres, however, it must be
remembered that the versification of the most typical Delphic gnomai could have been late.
The important Atthidographer Philochorus is said (Schol. Eurip. Ale. 968) to have known a
book of "Orpheus" which begins in oracular style, but autobiographically, which is not in the
manner of Delphi or of Dodona. "Bakis" was extant in Boiotia around this time in book
form. Onomacritos had some sort of book of "Musaios" under the 6C Peisistratids. The
Theogony of Epimenides is presented as oracles, which in the ancient manner say nothing
about the future. Latte has mentioned that the boundaries between different sorts of
hexameter poetry were falling around 500BCE. This is of course bad news for those who
might like to see such mutual influence at the beginning of epigram, around 700BCE. 851.15
mentions as a "distant analogy" the gnomic poetry in which Apollo gives sayings to Admetos.
Perhaps the origins of epitaph and oracle alike are to be looked for in gnomic poetry, or in a
general liking for poetic form in any prestigious statement, not an uncommon tendency in
some cultures. I do not say the epic, since it must have been the case that hexameters were
used in hymns at least as early as the earliest epic. In fact, it is a reasonable assumption that
this metre went from the temple cult to the epic reciters.
Latte's references to Herodotos, to Pausanias, and to Lucian's Alexander of Abonouteichos
probably give us all the texts we needed. The latter work is a major and apparently a reliable
guide to how the oracles were consulted, agreeing with the major inscriptional source.
Let us assume from Hesiod that there existed quite early after the Dorian Greeks settled from
their wandering some genres of separable but not separated hexameter sayings, of one or just
a few hexameters in length. We should also assume that proverbs were versified fairly early,
which is likely, or at least that lines or part lines of the various epics were detachable and
often quoted, ending up as detached. The sutra-like sayings of Herakleitos may have been
unique, but it is more likely that such concision, like that of the primitive Delphic sayings,
was not unique. If we accept that the Greeks were likely to versify their epitaphs and
anathemata, and that early writing was short unless it had a good reason to be long, and that
private Phoenician epitaphs visible to the Greeks were very curt, as they were, it is natural
that early verse epitaphs and offering inscriptions were succinct. The more interesting
question is why they long remained succinct, and why, after periods of greater length, they
kept coming back to that primitive laconicism.
For this retention of brevity, or a new appearance of brevity in poems not originally felt to be
particularly restrained (when compared with their prose alternatives, that is), the influence of
the later "oracle" and the oracle book may be more fruitfully adduced.
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5.

Liminary and prefatory verses

Books were no doubt themselves objets d’art, and Bede was following a well known tradition
by making his verse preface to de natura rerum a quatrain, and an elegiac one.360 Ovid’s
Amores are similarly introduced by a quatrain, and the closed form of this surviving book
inscription is typical not only of his more excursive poetry in general, so influential later, but
of the genre of the double distich:
Qui modo Nasonis fueramus quinque libelli
Tres sumus hoc illi praetulit auctor opus
Ut iam nulla tibi nos sit legisse voluptas
at levior demptis poena duobus erit 361
See also Commodianus and Bede. Commodianus is also full of acrostics.

6.

Older and subliterary realities in Latin epigraphy

Older Latin epigraphy will not delay us, despite the republican poetic inscriptions in
saturnians and the ascription of elegiac distichs, and one quadristich, to Ennius.362 This at
least indicates the attitudes of -1C intellectuals, who believed these things, but a diligent
search in the texts and the commentators suggests that, like the Hittites, the Romans' taste in
public writing did not include verse. Tolkiehn’s old treatment and Geist’s little collection
provide some sort of an overview of an immense topic. Interestingly, Tolkiehn363 mentions
as influences on the Augustan and post-Augustan inscriptions the poets Ennius, Lucretius,
and the Priapeia, with greater borrowings from the later poets Vergil, Ovid and Propertius.
Lucretius, Horace, Tibullus, Lucan and Martial are said to have left some echoes in the
Carmina Epigraphica, while Catullus, Propertius and Statius are but faintly suggested.
Tolkiehn’s opinion, supported by the source hunting of Hosius, was that most seemingly
independent poetic inscriptions in Latin remain under the influence of canonical book poetry.
Yet inscriptions are a part of Latin-Etruscan culture well before they were flooded with a new
wave of Greek culture from Cumae. The early use of the alphabet seems pan-Mediterranean,
rather than Greek (or West Semitic or South Arabian). In the earlier periods different areas
seem to have had great degrees of alphabetic and cultural independence.
It is a warning to the summariser of history that the highly-literate magistracy of Iguvium
(Gubbio) in the period of the Roman Scipios seems to show no signs of Greek influence, and
to have borrowed from the Etruscans only the alphabet.364 Whether the famous bronze
tablets are primarily archival or rather a device of public display, they are definitely
inscriptional. Of course, in India, such meticulous regulation of rites was pushed to unheard-

360 Gröber MEDIEVAL WORKS p.162 indicates the Medieval situation with book inscriptions up to the +10C.

361 We once were five little volumes of Naso J Now we are three. Their author has gone to this trouble / To
prevent you getting any pleasure from reading us./ What he’s done is to reduce your penalty by two. The
knottiness of the syntax and thought is Ovidian before it is epigrammatic. The cult of point was to prosper in
later Latin, but died out in the Middle Ages.
362 Emout p.193-194.
363 DAS EPIGRAM p. 131.
364 According to Pio Filippani-Ronconi p.10 of UMBRIA.
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of lengths in the work of primarily oral tradents. However, around the Mediterranean there
was obviously an inscriptional culture, and groups with sacred books were common.
A century and a half before, when the six line Scipionic epitaphs were already written or
perhaps being belatedly written, and when the elegiacs for M. Cornelius Scipio Hispanus
would have sounded quite premature, there is a bronze that makes clear the element of display
inherent in a Mediterranean inscription, Latin or other, an intentionality which makes the
stones literally call out for attention:
ATQVE. VTEI / HOCE . IN . TABOLAM . AHENAM . INCEIDER . ETIS . ITA . SENATVS
AIQVOM . CENSVTT/ VTEIQUE . EAM . FIGEER . IOVBEATIS . VBEI , FACILVMED .
GNOSCIER . POTIS IT ,365

Nothing peculiar in this, but worth noting where it is made explicit in the words of the
inscriptions.

7.

T heognis - Aly

See bibliography s.v. Aly.

365 CIL I~ pt.2 1918 n° 581, p. 56, from AUC 568/ BCE 186....a n d w rite on this bron ze ta b let that the Senate
has so decided. Then have it n a ile d up w here it m ay be ea sily exam ined.
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8.

Once upon a matter —

ttotg

—

placement and meaning

The intense study to which ancient epitaphs have been subjected sometimes leads to
hypercriticism. I have uncovered a tiny example of this, stretching at least from Leo Weber in
Hermes 1917 to the posthumously published and rather oblique recantations of Page in the
1980’s. It concerns die word ttotc. The genuineness of the poems where it occurs and the
real meaning of the word have considerable relevance for our topic. The semantic side is also
illustrable from other literatures and epigraphies.
I came upon the issue in the OCT Epigrammata Graeca p.27 line 264,
oi8e

Trap' EupupeSovTa

ttot'

ayXaov aiXecap r)ßr|v AP V II258

to which Page comments
ttot’

valde abnorme, sed emendantibus resistit.

As I could by no means determine what was so abnormal, I decided to investigate. I
presumed that it was some metrical infelicity, and modem studies on stichic verse had been
the subject of some of my previous research. Let us use a French custom and call each half
foot by a number: 1 — 12 in the hexameter, and in the pentameter, 1 — 10. Where a foot has
double shorts instead of a long, which is of course only possible with the even element, the
number for this even half foot has added to it a and b to distinguish the short elements from
the possible long, and from each other. Thus E u p u p e8 o v T a fills the following metrical places:
3, 4a, 4b, 5, 6a. Caesuras come after 5 or 6a, 7 or 8a, and the bucolic diaeresis after 8b.
Perhaps Page objected to the weak third foot caesura (after 6a) being softened by an enclitic.
ttotc indeed often seems to cling to the pronoun, quite early in the verse, but it could be
understood to adhere to the following verb, despite the fact that it precedes. Perhaps he
objected to a monosyllable occurring here, assuming that an elided dissyllable is a
monosyllable, which may not be the case. Perhaps he objected to the fact that dyXaov fills a
foot, giving an additional coincidence of metron and word just before the only such case
normal in hexameters, that of the bucolic diaeresis occurring at word division between 8b and
9. I feared some in-house rule of verse composition available only to traditional Mods and
Greats students. This was a motivating, but not an elucidating or justifying agenda for my
suspicions.
Leo Weber’s treatment of various book epigrams in the Hermes of 1917 includes a note on
the late looking distich AP VII 86. In Diogenes Laertius 1.62 it has üßpii' qSe CoXcova
instead of the hiatus-causing ußpiv ttotc qSe CoXwva. Weber notes that ttotc is für das
Steinepigramm characteristisch. In 1933 this was picked up in a choleric study by WadeGery on the genuineness of some Classical epigrams. The latter's main point is historical, but
his article opens with sharp comments about those who read such poems following the
interpretation of their teachers, or of the old scholastic tradition, unable to see what is before
their eyes because of the comfortable humming in their ears. His is a Platonic criticism of the
mesmeric effects of ritual poetry with barbs directed at Aeschines and Herodotus for their
quoting of poems which they had not properly examined for themselves. His wrath falls on
ttotc, which, with Eduard Meyer, he regards as a stop-gap in:
p .u p id c ii' TTOTe T f \ 8 e T p iq K O C taic ep c tx o i'T O ;
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and claims that it destroys the caesura. We have a meaningless ttotc and a false caesura,366
The word is, contra Weber, said to be rare in Classical epitaphs except when explicable at
the time of death. In no way are we to imagine that there is a poet’s trick, an imaginative
game, by which the events are viewed from the standpoint of the distant future, and hence can
be said to have happened “once upon a time”. Now, to anyone coming at the AP poem from
the little collection of Pfohl, this is precisely the viewpoint that one would expect.
Wade-Gery’s treatment assumes certain things about the commemoration of Marathon, things
which Pritchett has treated in detail, it also assumes that the (retrospective?) enclitic gums up
the third foot caesura, and that the word is not so used in epitaphs of the Classical period. The
first objection is irrelevant, the second doubtful (after all, is Page uneasy about precisely the
same metrical point?) and the third is wrong. What is more, this is an instructive sort of error.
Properly understood, the little word does indicate an important feature of the mentality from
which epitaphs were written.
This is emphasised by the Page of FGE p.270 - 271. The tomb is presumed to last, and to
“speak”, for many generations to come. How Wade-Gery could think otherwise is a mystery,
and it would be interesting to piece out the pressures and stances that led him to this sort of
error. Nor is the position of ttot after a feminine caesura unexampled. He himself observed
that it is evidenced in Horn. Hymn to Apollo 53. Page quotes as a further palliative Oedipus
Tyrannus 1085, where the word begins a verse. This suggests to me that the “metrical
motivation” assumed for the presumed taboo, for avoiding placing (retrospective?) enclitica in
the position immediately after the weak caesura is not that such a practice somehow papers
over a necessary caesura, but that it opens a relatively independent metrical colon with a weak
word unable to lean back on anything in its “own” line or colon. Otherwise these traditional
metricists are totally ruling out enjambments. Though connected, these are different reasons.
The metrical scholarship of the generation of Page and Wade-Gery may not have been
interested in motivations, just facts, but the facts, and the intuitions of Australian Classicists
whom I have consulted, are certainly against the latter scholar.
Pfohl’s exemplary collection of stone and book epitaphs (1967) gives us 16 cases of this word
in elegiacs and hexameters. The full, disyllabic form occurs only 7 times, all in the
hexameters. The elided form occurs in both, 6 in Hx, 3 in Pnt. This makes 13 cases in Hxx.
as follows:
6
3
2
1
1

in position 4 (4a - twice, 4ab - thrice, 4b - once)
in position 10 (10a - once, lOab - twice)
in position 6 (6a - once, 6b - once, i.e. our case)
in position 2 (2ab)
“covering” 2a-3 (I.e. with the epsilon lengthened by position)

In pentameters the following occurs
2 in position 2 (2a both times)
1 in position 4 (4b)
Homer often has the particle attached to a pronoun such as our o'i8e, and even has cases where
the verb is separated by some intervening words. What intervenes in our line is a long proper
name, nap Eüpupe8oirra. In any well-formed hexameter this long but essential expression
(essential if the epitaph is genuine and if the river had to be named) can only occur in the
366 p.72, p.80, and the next references, p.76. 77.
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present position, or at the end. Now it is normal to hold qßq to the last, or the near-last
position. This is a preference of the stylistic tradition. Thus if the geographical term is to be
included, and if the common formulas about the wasting of youth, and the “once, long ago”,
are both to occur, the sort of line we have is the best compromise. It breaks no important
conventions, even if some objections might have be found against it if it had been presented
in a certain English examination.
The initial problem which I was inclined to accept was the “double metron diaeresis” of the
coda. Here are the codas of the relevant poems in Pfohl GPOS:
192 p TrpoXiTTOc r)ßr)c avOoc
55
veapai' heßev oXecavTa
86

TTepi TraTpiSoc oXeccrre heßeu

139 Kai ou Xaßou avOoc er eßac
156 veapav rjßrjv oXecavTa
As for a word filling a foot, 86 might offend, except that a governing preposition, even though
disyllabic, does precede, and metrically agglutinates to some degree. 139 has two little
words, m i and ou, often taken to agglutinate prosodically with what follows when they
appear individually, and perhaps they also do this when combined. In any case, there is
nothing obviously wrong with the metre. However, one last case remains which may be more
relevant:
92

aTToXecav ayXaov heßev

This only escapes our metrical objection by using a prepositional form of oXXupi, which is
less common than the root form, but quite acceptable. Presumably this line is slightly more
stylish than our AP VII 258, and both presumably more so than the unexampled * ttot'
oXecav ayXaov heßeu, if only for the fact that the latter abandons a “bracketing” order in
which the verb splits adjective and noun. Whatever the reason, this final suggestion of mine
sounds awkward when one comes at it after much recent reading of the stones. The limited
examples that do occur suggest that the type of expression in AP VII 258.1 is quite normal
after all.
There is hardly any need to collect the thematic parallels for our, and Page’s, interpretation of
this use of ttotc. Stelai proclaim every day, for long periods et cetera, things that are to bring
undying praise or remembrance. The topos is natural enough, and is exampled, among other
traditions, in Middle Iranian and in the Viking (or, post-Viking) North.367
A non-specialist is wise in trusting the intuitions of those with deep and long involvement in
the field. Connoisseurship is still respected, and not only for the relative dating of pottery.
Page on the practicalities of metre, whatever the theoretical framework of his explanations, is
one of the greatest. If he did not smell a rat by the time of his Epigrammata Graeca. a
prestigious enough edition to concentrate his mind, it can be seen that even a short tradition
can blind the greatest just as badly as Wade-Gery claimed, except that in this case it is largely
the latter who started this false tradition. Error is all the more worth noting, without malice or
hybris on the part of the discoverer, the more tricky the field. A point in Wade-Gery’s favour
is the rarity of ttotc in the surviving -5C stone poems, but his excitement in noting this
367 Skjacrvp 1985; p.599: “you who shall read this inscription afterwards”, Achaemenian and, after 700 years of
“gap”, Sasanian. And quite natural, as we ourselves thought, before we found that more qualified classicists
objected to it. See *Moltke for runic proclamations, usually assigned to “staves” (verses, stanzas) rather than to
vocal stones.
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cannot be the whole reason for his negative judgement. In the first place we have to rely on
the weight of plausibly genuine book epitaphs, which do include cases of this word, which is
why Pfohl’s little book contains more instances of the enclitic than H ansen’s complete
edition. Hansen treats only stone poems in his CEG 1. Secondly, widespread evidence of any
sort from later times can, and should, be projected backwards. For example, only one shaky
example of ppiov occurs in all of Pfohl 1967, but it is clear from its frequency on later stone
(Peek) and in the AP that the use of this word goes back some way in time. Ps. Aristotle’s
way of referring to it368 suggests that it was common before him in the -5C , and surely well
before that, given the stability of funerary terms in general, and the lack of any reason for
suspecting any social or political novelty which would have generated this one. Surely fipiov
on stone predated the democratic institution reported by Ps. Aristotle.
Page had in fact recanted on ttotc , if somewhat obliquely, by 1981. His other recantation, on
p.180 of FGE, concerns the text of “Plato” XXII in his EG. Again his OCT edition has it
wrong, without any support from the tradition, but with collusion on the part of the metre and
the deeper semantics. M oucaiciv, introduced strangely by Page, neatly fits into the place
vacated by the uncontested right reading, which is Nup(}>aiciv.
The discovery of error in such a small detail has led us to a heightened awareness of the real
contemporary reading of these and other texts.
It has also motivated a far keener search through other epigraphies for the epigraph’s authorial
standpoint being set in the period of much later readers of the stone.

368 Ath.Pol. 55.3 “Where are your eria” if you want to be eligible for public offices: eTrepcoTwai' 8', ÖTai'
8oKi(id(cocu', TrpcoToi' pei' tic col TraTfjp Kai tic pryrpoc TTcmqp Kai ttööci' •twv' 8f|pwi'; peTa 8e
xaina, ei e c ru ' auTw ’A ttoXAoh' TraTpwoc Kai Zeuc epKeloc, Kai irou Taina Ta lepa ecni', eH a f]pta

el ^ctli' Kai

ttoO

ravra ....
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9.

Boas De ep. Sim.

I now quote some simple things from Boas de epigrammatis simonideis. Groningen 1905,
which did not appear so simple at the turn of this century:
p.9 Vidimus enim iam supra vocabulum emypdcfjeLv ab alio viro docto aliter accipi. Cuius
enuntiandi notio ut explanetur, quaerendus est alius locus Herodoteus ubi idem verbum
in epigrammate laudando usurpetur. Unicus, qui succurrit, locus extat 1. IV c. 88. Ubi
sermo est de Mandrocle Samio, qui a Dareo iussus Bosporum ponte iunxit. Qui, cum ab
isto denis rebus omnibus esset donatus, dirapxpv Ctoa ypailidpevos ... dve0r|Ke es
to ‘UpaLou eTTiypa^as' Ta8e (sequitur Preg. 109). Mandroclesne ipse carmen
panxisse dici videtur an curasse inscriptionem picturae addendam? Hoc opinor.
Apparet cmypd4>eiv significare ins crib ere sc. inscriptionem vel causative
inscribendam inscriptionem curare, Ab altera parte notionem 'epigrammatis condendi',
quam plerique verbo em^pdc^eLu nostro loco tribuerunt, ahenam esse luculentum est a
verbo, quod proprie de lapicida dicitur. {n°5 Apud posteriores scriptores demum
verbum emypd^eLu 'epigrammatis condendi' notionem habet e. g. ap. Dion. Chr (=
Favor.) 37. 18 (cf § 53).} / p.10 Non rectius aliud vocabulum vertisse v iri docti m ihi
videntur sc. em ypappa, cui significationem metricae inscriptionis (epigrammatis)
tribuunt omnes. ’E m ypappa autem id est, quod inscribitur, inscriptio. Antiquiore
aetate homines in inscriptionibus referendis numquam orationis genus respicere
solebant, neque hoc umquam apud Herodotum usu venit; (n°6 Synonyma est vox
emypcujyr], qua de metrica inscriptione utitur Ephorus fr. 121 (FHG. I. 268 = Diod.
X III. 41) et iis locis, quos ex eo fluxisse aut constat aut verisimile est: Diod. X I 62 (cf. §
48) et Plut Mor. 870 e (cf. § 29).} exeunte demum quinto saeculo metrica inscriptio
peculiari vocabulo nempe eXeyelou indicari coepta est. {n°7 Vetustissimus huius
vocabuli de inscriptione metrica usus est apud Thuc. I. 132, in inscriptione donarii
Lysandri § 24 laudata et in inscriptione donarii Lysandri nauarchi cuiusdam (Comptes
rendus 1910, 670 n. 3). Cf. Critiae fr. 3.}. Ergo non licet nostro loco em ypappa
vertere per 'epigramma', quacum voce homines ligatae orationis notionem coniungere
solent ex posteriori dicendi usu. {n°8 Si quis posteriore aetate inscriptionem prosa
oratione compositam denominare vellet, alius enuntiatum, ne errarent lectores, erat
usurpandum atque inveniendum; cuius rei lepidum habemus exemplum apud Aristidem
511 D. = 161 K, ubi legitur vox mipdypappa, cf. § 55n. 15}
p.94 §9 ARISTIDES ATQ UE SC HO LIA A R ISTID EA seq. (n°15 Vocabulo usus est
m ipdyp appa , ut inscriptiones eiusmodi prosa oratione confectas, quales ipse laudavit,
significaret; verbo enim e m yp a p p a nimis metrica iis temporibus inerat notio (cf. § 9 n.
8), quam quo omnium simplicissimae inscriptiones denotaretur. Statim post vero vox
em ypdppaTa usurpatur, quoniam turn inscriptiones et soluti et ligati sermonis, quarum
nonnullis, magnam inesse perhibet orationis elationem, comprehenduntur. Non suffragor
Keilio, qui dicit adhibuisse rhetorem vocabulum TTapdypappa propter orationis titulum
TTcpl tou TTapa4)0GypaTos•.)
P. 227, §132.5 Aristides in or. in Platonem de IV viris 215 Dind. (cf. § 63 n. 55): koltol
TocrouToi' y ’ ay eiTroipi ÖappouyTü)?- ei yap dvacrrag, Xeyw, IIXdTGov avros
d^icoaei Karriyopeiv M lXtlo8ou Kal tou ßeXTLOvos aÜTtp touto Xöyou KpLuel,
udv0 eToipog eywye CTuyxwpelv Kal pf] ttoXXou tlvos a^Lou tou av8pa eKelvou
• pyclaOai. dXXd ouk dv poi SokcI paSiws, ös ye Kal pyqaöels uepl auTou,
MiXTiaSpy 8e, 4>rial (Georg. 516 d), tov ev Mapa0am. koltol touto ccttlu
eyyuTepaj Gpqvou tluos f| pepLjieajs Kal TLgajvTOs paXXov f] KaKLCovTos, aiaTrep
oüs ZLpa)yl8ris eLd)0eL TLpdv ev toI? /p. 133 eirLypappaaLV. Unde Aristides, quern
neque Syllogen Simonideam novisse vidimus neque eius excerptum (§ 62), rescivisse
videtur Simonidem in epigrammatis homines, qui ei celebrandi essent, TLpdv pdXXov f\
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KOLKi^eiv? Mirum ac simplex hoc de epigrammatis Simonideis est iudicium; quid,
obsecro, in illis vituperationem laudi admixtam expectaverit? Qua de causa hanc
Aristideam notitiam refero ad illud Aristotelis Rhetoricorum caput (I. 9), quod
inscribitur uepi dpeT ps Kal K axias — quas res philosophus statim in exordio dicit
aKOTioug esse tco cTraivouvTi Kal ^eyovTi — ; quo in capite Archedicae epigrammatis
(111) versus Simonidi attributus laudatur paulo post, quam docuit Aristoteles oratori in
laudatione vitia hominum in meliorem partem esse detorquenda. Rhetor sive memoriae
errore (cf. § 59 sq.) sive loco Aristoteleo obiter lecto — de vero contextu videas § 37
p.72 — erasse videtur.
p. 255, CAPUT V. TRADITIONIS EPIGRAMMATUM SIMONIDEORUM
CONSPECTUS
§142. DE TITULORUM SIMONIDEORUM ORIGINE ATQUE AETATE. Es, quibus
Simonides floruit, temporibus litteraria epigrammatica poesis nondum colebatur. Si
qua a poetis lyricis condebantur elegia (eXeyeia) unius paucorumve distichorum, —
qualia carmina posteriores emypdppaTa vocaverunt — , ea lapidi destinata erant
subministrabanturque sive gratis sive pecunia pacta donariorum cipporumque dedicatori,
cuius unius nomen cum inscriptione (eTnypappan vel emypa<j)r|) coniungi poterat
poetae auctoritate prorsus neglecta. Itaque etiamsi Simonidem apud aequales eximiae
artis epigrammaticae opinione fructum esse constituendum est, nullum eius 'epigramma'
tradi potuit eius auctoritate instructum (§19 sqq.).
Quod autem postea complura epigrammata legebantur Simonidis nomine omata, ei causae
praecipue tribuendum est, quod saeculo quarto exeunte grammaticus quidam
Peripateticae Scholae, ut videtur, assecla collectionem instituit epigrammatum
potissimum apud scriptores obviorum, quae propter argumentum vel propter indolem
Simonidi ascribi posse videbantur (§§ 37, 135). Haec ’Sylloge Simonidea’ a Meleagro
excerpta est atque in Coronam recepta; in cuius fragmentis denuo excerpta transiit cum
in Anthologiam Cephalanam (Palatinam) turn in Anthologiam Planudeam (§ 38).
It is clear that the great Boas does not believe that there was anything like Byzantine
em ypappa before the -3C . It seems that there was no widespread scoptic em ypappa or
"epigramma" before the age of Lucillius. More modem authors (Bemt, for example) have
graver doubts, but quickly overcome them in a paragraph of their prefaces, to get on with the
collection of materials and their discussion.
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10.

F.D. Allen On Greek versification in Inscriptions

American School of Classical Studies at Athens, Papers: V.4, 1888, p. 35-204 — a
substantial article indeed.
Published, it seems, 1888, but dated, and written, 1885. The main sources were the newly
published and epoch-making Kaibel (1878) and addenda to this epigraphic verse corpus in
Rh. Mus. 1979. Newer finds do not seem materially to have changed the picture which Allen
then painted of Hellenistic versification on stone.
P. 37 The quality of writing covers the full range of competence and inspiration, clumsy
versification in Kaibel 26, 48, 96, but the majority of the verse of the stone corpus is
competent. The majority of texts treated come from the -4C, -3C and -2C, because the early
inscriptions known were so few.
P. 38 Apparent incompetence is often the result of tinkering with pre-existing verses. New
and less metrical personal names replace the original ones, and words felt important can be
inserted into older texts without excising anything, thus overloading the verse, or in place of
more metrically regular words.
P. 39 ff. "The ugly stonecutter" and examples of his errors, some just careless, some those of
misinterpretation, others those of hypercorrection. P. 39^10 mention that in the incorrectly
inscribed Paean of Isyllus metre is never violated. Thus in this case there must have been
someone between the original and the cutter who interpreted an obscure copy but knew his
versification, and held to metre at all costs. Stonecutters, like even the most literate modern
signwriters, went letter by letter. As regards dating, A. accepts into his study as “not late” any
poems displaying iota subscript (or adscript) in final syllables, but still showing no sign of
itacism.
P. 42 Percentages of clear Hx and El are 117 poems in Hx and 229 in El. The taste for
elegiacs grew over time, and they were a little more common in sepulchral texts. However,
because there was no Hx - El choice in monostichs, and because monostichs were far
commoner in older times, the shift from Hx to El was exaggerated in his first set of figures on
p. 42. Hex/Pent do not always follow each other in perfect sequence:
2 x Hx + 1 x Pnt - four cases
3 x Hx + 1 x Pnt - six cases
1 x Hx + 3 x Pnt - one case
2 x Hx 4- 3 x Pnt - two cases
1 x Hx + 1 x Pnt + 2 x Hx - three cases
1 x Hx +1 xPnt + 3 x Hx - one case
1 x Hx +2 xPnt + 1 x Hx - two cases
2 x Hx +1 xPnt + 1 x Hx - one case
2 x Hx +1 xPnt + 3 x Hx - one case
3 x Hx +1 xPnt + 3 x Hx - one case.
By now we are on p. 43, and some longer and more confused cases are discussed, along with
four cases of a single pentameter, and two "penthemimeres", doubtfully metrical, though
perhaps they are "reminiscences of poetry".
P. 44 There are 20 poems in Iambic Tr. and these are usually short poems, (until the
Macedonian period). 13 are monostichs, and all but three of the others are iambic distichs.
P. 45 - there are three poems in trochees, all of the Macedonian period. There are a few in
catalectic trimeters and catalectic iambic tetrameters, and one of two catalectic dimeters, all
these on vases. There are three in "lyric" metres.
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P. 45 ff. Dactylic lines longer than hexameter: 5 examples of 7 feet, 1 of 8 feet, all listed.
P. 46 Interpolations into Hxx. Less metrical examples of all types, listed.
P. 47 Caesurae: 13 verses have it bridged by a long PN. On all stone masc. caes. outnumber
fern. caes. 3 : 2, but earlier epigrams have roughly similar proportions of masc./fem. third foot
caesura, with the later poems favouring the masculine caes. almost 2/1. This late stone
fashion is the opposite of later literary preference among poets like Callimachus. However,
the "papyrus" poets of Alexandria divided into two groups on this matter. One of their
number (only one) straddles both camps:—
P. 49 Theocritus' folk style poetry has equal proportions of M/F caesura, but in his court
poetry he avoids the masc. caes. Apparently it had a familiar, everyday tone to Alexandrine
ears, and in elegiacs its cadence merely duplicated that of the first half of the pentameter.
P. 51 60% of legible Hx have the bucolic diaeresis, less than a half of these have in the 5th
foot the "required" dactyl. A quarter of these form a spondee with Kcd, and many of the rest
have a forward-looking preposition, or xOtov as the second long syllable of the foot, or a
particle or a proper name, long or short. A complete list is given, and our summary limps
because of the variety of the types. Forward-looking monosyllables pretty well expunge the
caesura break and lead to a recalculation of the initial, crude, proportions. The redefined,
"real" bucolic diaeresis had a twofold increase from the -4C to the -2C , and later times had
more liking for a dactylic 5th foot before the break. Other caesurae and diaereseis are
discussed. Hephthemimeres occur 342 times, are absent 347 times.
P. 58 16 verses with spondaic 5th foot, only seven of which have the "four syllable word
following a dactyl" which is the usual literary construction of such. However, spondaic
verses were generally less used in elegiacs, and inscriptions are heavily elegiac. We will not
go into percentages of dactyl and spondee in other feet. This is studied in detail.
P. 63 Pentameters: 34 cases of mid verse elision. The first half of the Pnt is not too much
different from the first half of Hxx with penthemimeral caesura. Preferred word breaks and
foot choices are listed for both parts. Other metres are then treated more cursorily. After that
the writing, and pronunciation of vowels are studied at length, also such things as brevis in
longo, under the ictus etc.
P. 75 Line initial cretics, such as Dwenia...
P. 77 \io s does not always = x^og.
P. 76 ouv initial
P. 76-77 The first syllable of Diogenes short in Homer, long on stone, perhaps from influence
of Siog. The long may also be the more genuine quantity, and Homer's short confected.
P. 79 ff, POSITION. Neglect of position, finally, medially. Complete listings.
P. 98 mute + liquid. Voiced "mutes" y, ß, 8 weigh more than k, tt, t , x > <j>. and 0- Nasals,
expecially p , weigh more than p and X. "Position is weaker word initial (naturally enough)
than it is mid-word. In general, there is more shortening before mute+liquid on stone than
there is in Homer, and it occurs in more places in the verse. Otherwise, not much of interest
to report as against book poetry.
Note the difference between avoidable and unavoidable shortenings.
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Inscriptions allow shortening before Mute+liquid beyond the canonical "first short of 3rd
foot" and the "first short of the 5th foot", however lengthening is restricted — 193
lengthenings medially, vs. 15 initial, and lengthening needs the assistance of the "ictus", only
36 out of the total of 193 not falling under this shadowy influence.
P. 99 CONTRACTION AND SYNIZESIS, often "unwritten", listings.
P. 105 HIATUS, which is rare.
P. 107 Vowel shortened before vowel. Full listings, as is usual for all the points treated.
Some Homeric reflections conclude the study of the history and the proportions of the
shortening of different vowels and diphthongs.
P. 124 CRASIS
P. 126— ELISION. Very much subdivided by vowel and prosodic and linguistic context.
Editors of A's time "tacitly" omitted elided vowels that are in fact written out (not an
uncommon practice) on the stone, which was rather naughty of them.
P. 155 Elided vowels of prepositions are generally not written on the stone, for other words,
elided vowels are written a third to a quarter of the time. The conclusion is drawn that there
was total elision of the former, and partial ("Italian") elision of the latter vowels. The elided
vowel is most often written before a following a-. No historical changes are discernible in the
practices of elision in inscriptions.
P. 155-156 Evidence in the writing of the stone of assimilation to an aspirated vowel or
consonant proves, in those cases, complete elision. This argument is then extended to claim
that the variant spellings to Sc dyaXpa and to 8' dyaXpa represent different pronunciations,
the first non-lengthening crasis or consonantisation of the former vowel into a (non
lengthening) glide, the second, true and total elision.
P. 157 APHAERESIS, is extremely rare, and when it seems to occur, is extremely doubtful.
P. 158 N MOVABLE. Used prosodically, and also misused. Almost always written at the
ends of verses, with about a dozen exceptions, predominantly in the earlier inscriptions. It is
usually written before a two consonant cluster beginning the next word.
P. 161-173 The work concludes with a long list of verse inscriptions used.
P. 174-204 These pages provide a suplementary corpus of epigraphic verse texts which had
appeared in the decade since Kaibel's pioneering work, fully referenced and edited.
Threatte's Grammar of the Attic Inscriptions, and many concatenated notes of Hansen, as well
as scattered journal articles, update Allen as well as quoting more refined and more copious
statistics and examples.
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Pfohl GPOS contextualised

Early "epigram" in architectural context - Archaic and -5C texts from the stone
Pfohl, Gerhard
Greek Poems on Stones. I Epitaphs. From the Seventh to the Fifth
Century B.C. Leiden 1967
In an early attempt to see the edited epigraphic texts in context, we did a limited examination of a generous
sample, i.e., Pfohl's funerary corpus, comparing it only with Jeffery ed. 1 (the plates, mainly), and Hansen CEG
I. Tliis limitation made a pilot study possible and at least avoids total reliance on one interpreter for what can be
very doubtful readings and interpretations. Further reading has shown that world scholarship in the 70s and '80s
treated Pfohl's book as the standard corpus of Classical and Archaic verse epigraphy between Peek GVI (1950s)
and Hansen's recent CEG (1980s), paralleling M.-L. Lazzarini's corpus of older anathematic inscriptions, prose
and verse.
References were sought on specific matters from Pape-Benseler and Bechtel, Threatte (for Attic), Buck (for
dialect), Smith's Classical Dictionary generally, the 5th and 10th editions of LS(J), a Classical atlas, and the
indices of Whitehead's The Demes of Attica.
Centuries were divided into thirds, and despite the non standard nature of such a division, we keep to it, as
many datings are very approximate. "A" is the last third of the -8C, ”L" the second third of the -4C. The rough
distribution of poems (epigraphic only, and of course funerary) in Pfohl is:
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

700BCE

600

500
400

0
0
1
4
5
5
31
55
19
28
18
0

Smaller caps indicate restitutions which are certain enough, lower case has two functions: one being to add
words supplied in translation which could, significantly, have been explicitly expressed in the Greek but weren't,
and the other to show very uncertain restitutions-reconstructions.
While the increasing incidence of articles and participles throughout epigraphic history is an important
feature of the changing style of these texts, we can only indicate this sporadically, particularly for the particles.
We are also inconsistent in indicating line breaks and even word markers (the most common of these being the
dipunct, like our colon), because to show these in an English translation forces us to keep to the Greek order.
We do try to keep to the Greek order of words in cases where we believe initial position (or, sometimes, final
position) was significant, stylistically or structurally. Unfortunately, in a few cases we have kept to strictness in
some parts of the translation and tacitly descended to slackness elsewhere. These cases are not many. The
tortured English is proof of that.
By reading only the words in full caps, one will gain a fair idea of Greek epigraphic style.
Different aims can clash. For example, the (unemphatic) indefinite status of the Greek noun has no marker,
so the A/a difference in English is never contrastive. However, when indicating the first word in the Greek line,
there is a useful difference between our use of:
• A DAUGHTER and a DAUGHTER, and TO-A-DAUGHTER and TO-a-DAUGHTER
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ALL PFOHL'S STONE TEXTS
1. (H152,LSAG 56.15)
(for?

C

O?) DEIDAMAS/PYGMAS h is FATHER [MADE THIS DWJELLING
two lines of curved letters on rock R-L, name highlighted and initial, 3 or 4 letter
overlap as one line undercuts the other, this small overlap compressing the total
width
clearly a hexameter, despite missing end of line
Metre and morphology lead us to ignore the vertical stroke after Deidaman (voc?)
oiqon for tomb - house tombs a common type in Aegean archaeology, and bayt/bet used
for 'tomb' in Semitic funerary epigraphy
Amorgos, Ionic speaking island.

2. (H455)

G

SATTELES WAS HANDSOME THE SOOTHSAYER BEWITCHED HIM
seemingly one line on a rock, surrounded by slightly different letters
consonants not geminated, 1 x Hx opening with a PN, cretic (?)
Amorgos. Not certainly an epitaph.
3. (HI54)

J

EXCELLENT POLYIDOS DEAR SON OF-EKHEKRATIDES /
CASTING DARKNESS ON the HOUSE DIED BEFORE-HIS-TIME
Marble, stoikhedon
neat elegiac couplet, thus alineated
Amorgos
4. (H153)

J

IN-PLACE OF-a-WOMAN I LIE HERE OF-PARIAN STONE/
MONUMENT OF-BITTE TO her MOTHER TEARFUL GRIEF
marble, base for a lost stele
neat elegiac couplet, thus alineated
self praise of Parian marble
"anti gynaikos..." see Pherecydes/Antoninus Liberalis §41.14 below
a daughter buried by a mother, = mors irmnatura ?
Amorgos
5. (H132,LSAG 18.6)

D

OF-DWENIAS THIS [M OU/ND] the INSOLENT SEA/DESTROYED HIM
fragment of a limestone stele, large, neat letters 3 lines boustrophedon (first line
R-L) and lines kept straight. "Sama" is a certain restitution.
PN initial, cretic
1 x Hx with Homeric formula at close
Corinth
6. (H356)

D

INDEED TO-ALL THOSE-WHO-COME...
SEVEN ONOM...
PLACATE...?
fragment of limestone base, three lines originally making a right angle in their
middle, L-R-Top-Bottom
likely to be a Hx couplet
thematics assured for the appeal to the future and its kai.
Classed by Hansen as dedicatory, not funerary
Isthmus of Corinth
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7. (H131, LSAG 21.29, Plutarch Hdt.Mal. 39, Mor. 870e, Dio Chrysostom/Favorinus 37.18)

I

O STRANGER ONCE WE-INHABITED the GOOD-WATERED CITY OF-QORINTH/
NOW SALAMIS ISLAND OF-AJAX HOLDS U S /
there we seized ships of the Phoenicians Persians and [/]
Medes and Holy Hellas we save(d)
a rare case where the literary tradition is partially doubled by a stone fragment, the
stone is of marble with 2/3rds of line 1, L-R, and a suspicion of the second in
nicely lined up letters. There could have been lines 3-4, or they could have been
added in book tradition, or even later on the stone. Overlay of more modem
letters.
2 x El or 4 x El, stylish, provably thus alineated
necesarily a public burial, place named because of overseas burial
on Salamis, but Corinthian in lettering and origin. Someone has tried to change
Qorinth to Korinth...
8. Not preserved on stone, not in Hansen, 6 x El where at least the first may be genuine.
9. (H144, LSAG 46.8)

D

OF-...TIMOS’s (or ...timas’) MOTHER I-STAND OVER the TOMB
OF-POLYNOA (groans were left to the son o f his) MOTHER
(her dear son's groans followed the)
lost stele fragment, three vertical boustrophedon lines, the first two "real", the third
"conventional", i.e.: 1.1 bottom to top, feet of letters facing R; (next lines placed L
of 1.1 as we view the vertical inscr.) 1.2. top to bottom, letter feet facing L; 1.3.
bottom to top, letter feet facing, this time upwards, L, like the previous line, instead
of being reversed at the turn. The script is well enough blocked on the surviving
sketch, except for a monstrously tall I in epi.
very likely 2 x Hx, and the general sense is not in doubt either
son buries mother, not so common in conspicuous private graves, perhaps because
the main motive for lavish outlay was the grief of losing someone before his/her
time.
Korkyra, Doric, but whether Polynoe or Polynoa I cannot say.
10.

(H143)

E

OF-the-SON OF-TLASIAS OF-MENEKRATES THIS FUNERAL-MOUND i
BELONGING-TO-OIANTHE BY-BIRTH the PEOPLE MADE THIS FOR-HIM i
FOR HE-WAS a PROXEINOS DEAR TO-the-DEMOS BUT IN the SEA :
HE-PERISHED AND the ROaring wave brought PUBLIC HARM i
PRAXIMENES CAME FROM his NATIVE LAND AND FOR-HIM i
WITH the PEOPLE HAD THIS TOMB OF-his-BROTHER MADE i
letters, presumably large, run 9.8 m R-L in a complete circle broken by the
initial/final symbol O . Probably a lion once stood on top of the drum-tower
6 x Hx, 1.4 damaged, restitution fairly likely
In Korkyra (Doric?) from Oianthe (Aeolian?)
whatever the dates doubtfully derivable from vases found on the spot, the length of
this epitaph is unusual. All lines except the enjambed 3-4 are end stopped
O
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11.

(H145, LSAG 46.1, beware of orientation) E

FUNERAL-MOUND THIS OF-ARNIADAS FLASHING-EYED ARES RUINED HIM
AS-HE-FOUGHT NEaR the SHIPS OVER ARAKTHOS' WATERS
DOING- MANY MANLY-DEEDS THROUGHOUT the GROANING BATTLE
a limestone stele, vertical lettering, bottom to top start, and from this view the other
lines come to the right of the first, L-R letter direction, all feet pointing to the R,
"conventional" boustrophedon, with only 1-r switches at change of line, not topbottom mirroring as well, as in the more archaic "real" boustrophedon. A little
archaic-looking but bold and orderly.
four lines graphic, = 3 x Hx, no respect for stich boundaries
lines loosely linked by participles
Korkyra, in Corinthian alphabet
12.

(H146, LSAG 46.13)

F

STELE AM-I ON XENWAROS' THE son OF-MHEIXIS' T/OMB
unfluted, lost capital, R-L, hugging the edges, with the final 3 following the L
edge downwards for lack of room along the top. Bold and clear letters
l x Hx, unbroken except for the 90° turn, which is hardly a line break
Korkyra
13.

(H140, LSAG 44.b.l)

D

OF-PROMATHOS THIS MONUMENT a MAN DEAR-TO-GUESTS
lost sandstone stele, letters top to bottom ("deorsum") in a straight line (according
to the copy) on their side (as no archaic lettering is in vertically stacked format),
requiring the reader to turn his head towards his right shoulder
dactylic, more or less pentametric, PN opens, short first syllable
Aitolia, in Achaean letters
14

(H141)

J

pyrRIKHINAS O DEAR POLEMAIOS HAD- THIS FUNERAL-MOUND MADE FOR-YOU
limestone tablet inscribed R-L and continuing counterclockwise round the whole
rectangle of its edge
Fronting not of the deceased, but of the raiser of the monument!
Pyr(r)ikhinas/Arrikhinas, less probably Polemaios/Polemon (alternatives)
As the first syllable of the PN in phile Polefmaie ?] makes "position", it was in the
composer’s mind Ptolemaios or Ptolemon
Aitolia
15.

(omitted in H., LGVI n° 165 "unmetrical", LSAG 58.61) E

OF-GLAUQOS I-AM MONUMENT of-THE son OF-LEPTINES
die SONS OF-BRENTES SET- ME UP FOR-HIM
edge of a marble block, with 4 lines boustrophedon (starting L-R) with the
squarish letters of Paros, still somewhat jumbled in appearance
prose or just possibly lyric metre (Leptines may be the one mentioned by
Archilochus)
Jeffrey assumes that a monument in the agora could be much later than the date of
the death of Glaukos
Thasos

33. Cfassicaf and Para-Cfass icaf
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(H157, LSG 58.65)
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H

OF-THRAS YKLES son/OF-PANTAGATHOS/the/his MOTHER/MADE THIS FUNERAL- MOUND
marble stele/stone smooth faced, with 4 L-R lines of neat letters not covering a
third of the available space. The surviving right margin is unjustified, and the
missing lower left seems to have been likewise uneven (lines 1 and 4). The small
restitutions are certain.
7 dactyls, PN opening, 1 x Hx would result from the removal of [ m]eter
("mother") but this would ruin the text
Thasos
17.

(H158)

H

...THERE-IS GRIEF...
.. .the DEATH-LOT OVERTOOK anaxipoLIS
- marble fragment used in masonry
- mournful grief mighty grief are quite likely restitutions, and the PN is likely but not
sure
- probably an elegiac couplet
- Thasos

18.

(HI 59)

H

WHOEVER WAS-NOT-AT-HAND WHEN THEY CARRIED- ME OUT DEAD
NOW MOURN ME MONUMENT OF-TELEPHANES
- stone lost, copies indicate stoikhedon layout
- five and a bit graphic lines, elegiac couplet
- interesting glimpse of funeral customs
- Thasos
19.

(HI 60)

H

BY the FUNERAL MOUND OF-YOUNG...
of the SON OF-ARKHON...
marble, stoikhedon
elegiac couplet?
Thasos
20

(H161)

H

INDEED FINE is THE MONUMENT her FATHER SET UP FOR-DEAD
LEARETE FOR WE WILL NO LONGER LOOK-ON HER ALIVE
marble stele with four close lines of squarish letters, slightly damaged on the R,
justified on the L and all L-R, stoikhedon of the wobbly sort which probably
should be a separate graphic category, as strict and less-strict columnisation are
visually so different and would have been attained by quite different craftsmen's
methods
elegiac couplet, quite neat and strongly emotive
Thasos
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21.

(Hl 62)

H

OF-AKERATOS AM-I MONUMENT son OF-PHRASIERIDES
I-LIE ON the TIP OF-the-ANCHORAGE a PROTECTION
FOR-SHIPS AND SAILORS BUT GREETINGS
covers six ashlar stones of a now ruined tower
Jeffery discusses whether MNEMA is a memorial to the deeds of the living or a
monument to the whole life of a dead man. I use monument, even though this is
biassed towards funerary vocabulary.
from its position KHaire should mean goodbye. It can also mean "Greetings" on
first encounter. Functionally it gains attention and wishes well, being "phatic
communication". Meleager has a poem (AP 7.419 = EG IV 1.4044-4051) in which he
gives the equivalent word of greeting in all the languages of his area
3 iambic trimeters
Thasos
22.

(H165, LSAG 62.27)

D -7C?

ANTIDOTOS........HIMSELF AND his SONS
AND PASIDIQOS AND THE FUNERAL MOUND EUNOS SET-UP
a FINE PLEASING WORK
3 marble fragments of a very old base, originally 5 lines R-L reasonably well
aligned, the final one (only) turning L - R (boustrophedon used to tidy up a badly
judged layout), leaving then empty space on the stone
metre apparently a spondaic hexameter 1.1, then possibly an irregular, spondaic
pentameter, and a sort of hexametric close, or more likely, a clumsy variation of 2 x
Hx, with the second overloaded by the addition in its middle of Eunos erected,
suggesting that there was a prexisting model "of PN this sama a fine and pleasing
work". If so, and this is not sure, we have a glimpse of the process by which
restitutions providing men tymbon ignore that both these words seem to arrive late
on stone epitaphs
Sikinos
23.

(H166)

I

MONUMENT TO- YOUNG DEAD SOSIKRATIDES THIS PUT-UP
MOTHER’S BROTHER BUT the SEA COVERED ME MYSELF
marble stele, six lines with minor damage and two otiose letters, apparently no
good picture of the text is in print
my tortured syntax aims at keeping the prominence of the leading word and the
ambiguity of grammatical person which shifts from 3rd to 1st
2 x Hx
Editors often try to torture a PN out of neoi. Hansen reminds us that it is quite
normal for the erector of a monument not to be named, though he can be. Hiller
reads the damaged Sosikratides as Pasikratides
Sikinos
24.
"Homeric" epigram for Midas, though, at least in part, likely to be genuine, or at least -1C, is
nowhere evidenced on stone/bronze.
25.

(H14, LSAG 3.20)

F

of KHAIREDEMOS = THIS FUNERAL-MOUND = his FATHER SET-UP OF- him DEAD =
AMPHIKHARES = MOURNING his/a GOOD = SON [=]
PHAIDIMOS MADE it/me
3 beautifully lettered lines on smooth limestone (a base) with squarish lettering
not filling the last line. Boustrophedon beginning R-L. Frequent word dividers
(originally 61), two at verse ends, and two at caesurae, one picking out the (Initial)
PN of each verse, as is quite common with PN
for this reason my rendering keeps the Greek word order for one and a half lines
Elegiac couplet plus a probably non metric tag for the sculptor’s "signature". This
name appears on two other early stones as their sculptor
Attika
33. Classical, and Para-Classical
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F

(HI 5)

........... SET-OVER DEAD
white marble
quoted only for the recognisable formula and metric tag "epetheke thanonti", of
which "-nonti" is very likely restitution
Athens
27.

(HI 6)

G

ARKHENEOS THIS FUNERAL MOUND................... :
SET-it-UP NEAR the ROAD OF- a GOOD AND [MODERATE MAN]
lost marble base, three graphic lines of boustrophedon beginning L-R, with some
word dividers (corrected CEG2 p. 300 on the basis of Clairmont Boreas 9 (1986)
who published Fauvel's copy of the lost lettering). Only one word divider assured,
at line end. The syntax of eggys hodoi', eggys hodoi, or eggus hodo: is uncertain,
the words certain. The word break in hocLoi' is the only one preserved.
Initial nominative PN would indicate the living constructor of the tomb
Elegiac couplet
Athens
28. Four letters of no interest for thematic studies.
29.

(H43)

G

..................................................................... NCE Olympionikos E...

......................................................................... ?
............................................................. KLES OF-WHOM THIS his MOTHER

.........................................................................?
................................................................. I-BEWAJL BECAUSE UNTIMELY

......................................................................... ?
-

-

-

marble, half the base for three orthostats, i.e., two columns flanking one stele,
stoikhedon, damaged in being used to make the Themistoclean Dipylon
fortifications
possibly six elegiac lines
not certain if Olympionikos e[... is not Olympioniko se[ma]. The latter (genitive)
may ease the metre, but Hansen takes the word as a PN (not an adjective) and
despite also taking it as nominative, as referring to the deceased
Athens, Kerameikos

30.
(H19)
G
........... S OF a SPEARMAN XENOKEES HALTING 5
LOOKING-ON YOUR FUNERAL-MOUND HE-WILL-KNOW your [manliness]
limestone of a lost kouros statue, deep lettering in three lines, with deep under-ruled
guidelines,
L-R, with one word divider at Hx end of three stacked downward-pointing chevrons,
equally
spaced
restitutions uncertain at beginning and ends, least doubt about Hx end "epistas", possibly
meaning looking at, or standing on, but I conservatively translate stopping by, halting
Athens, Kerameikos
31
(H21) A highly fragmentary -6C marble block, which does however retain "mnema" and possibly
"[andr]a thanon[ta], which is unusual.
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32.

(H28)

G

O MAN WHO PROCEEDEST : DOWN the ROAD : MIND : PREOCCUPIED BY-OTHER-THINGS :
STOP AND MOURN : the FUNERAL-MOUND OF-THRASON : AS YOU-SEE
top marble element of a stepped base for a stele, three lines not respecting the verse stichoi,
graphically separated by deep-scored dividing lines
word dividers, fully six of them, mark out Hx end, the three caesurae in both lines, bucolic
diaeresis, and the end of the PN, all significant places to mark, and we have managed to
preserve enough of the Greek word order to put them in our translation
Elegiac couplet, quite stylish
Athens, near the Dipylon
33.

(H25, LSAG 4.32)

G

FATHER SET ME U P .......MONUMENT TO-DEAD ME............
TOGETHER-WITH his/their DEAR MOTHER...............
marble base for a partly preserved stele with a relief showing a nude boy and a much
smaller, clothed girl, with a marble capital featuring a marble sphinx, lettering regular but
not calligraphic, two lines matching the couplet form, probably word dividers marking the
weak caesura in the Hx, line end of Hx, and mid caesura of Pnt, L-R direction
from the restitutions concocted, it seems that the dead girl's name may not be in the epitaph
at all, a not uncommon situation with girls' grave monuments
Elegiac couplet
Attika, near the village Olympos
34.

(H35)

G

of AI SIM IDES THIS FUNERAL MOUND his DEAR MOTHER PUT-it-DOWN
top limestone block of a stepped (?) base for a stele, 3 lines, restitutions certain
1 x Hx
Hansen once again refuses to allow "P/phile" (dear) the status of a PN
dug out from the fortifications of the Athenian Porta Sacra built by Themistocles
35.

(H34)

G

of ANTILOKHOS : NEAR the FUNERAL MOUND OF- a GOOD AND MODERATE MAN
SINCE DEATH AWAITS YOU TOO
on the face to the right- ARISTION MADE ME
three fragments of the top-most marble block of a stepped base of a column (?) found
scattered around the Kerameikos (two) and the Forum (one) lettering L-R in four graphic
lines respecting Hx end and 4th foot caesura, but sculptor's signature is R-L, in two lines,
line breaks respecting the words, one word divider picking out the end of the initial PN
restitution a problem, as katarkhson seems sure, but its meaning depends on whether
"stranger" or "a tear" preceded its fragments
elegiac couplet with separate non-metrical tag for sculptor's advertisement, as is usual, in
which the monument is called "me", also common in Greece (and in later Germanic
inscriptions)
Athens

SHED a TEAR

36.

(H69)

H

O ALKHIMAKHOS a GLORIOUS MOUND of EARTH COVERED- YOU OVER ;
a SENSIBLE AND PRUDENT man IN-POSSESSION-OF EVERY VIRTUE
Marble fragment of a base, five graphic lines not respecting the verse but one (tripunct)
word divider marks Hx end
"khyte gaia" is elsewhere attested for "khoma", and the aorist of "covered over" is of some
interest, as is the vocative of the initial PN
the praise words in these epitaphs are not well translated by a single gloss. "Pinytos" is
unique in our present corpus
Athens, built into the Dipylon

33. Cfassical, a n d Tara-Ctassical
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37.

(H41)
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G

MONUMENT his/my FATHER KLEIBOULOS TO- DEAD XENOPHANTOS
SET THIS FOR his VALOUR AND MODERATION
on the left side face aristion of pAROS made me
top block of a four block marble base once bearing a kouros statue, the verse on the front
in 5 graphic bnes respecting only Hx end and Pnt caesura
Klebbolos on the stone, unexampled, as is the metrically correct form concocted by
Hansen, perhaps because unmetrical PN usually come verse initial, and this is verse medial
the Hx begins with "sema", which causes us to torture English syntax to mirror this
significant initial position of the word
the restitution of the whole sculptor's signature from a mere ... ARIOS... seems to have
been done on artistic grounds, on the other, better preserved Aristio(n) signatures, and on
the letter spaces available
Athens, built into the Dipylon Kerameikos
38.

(H38)

G

TERPO THIS FUNERAL-MOUND OF-MELISSE HEAP... who DIED
some artwork (a woman) survives once supported by this stepped limestone base, of which
the inscribed stone is the lower block, L-R letters, red colour surviving in some, faint ruled
guidelines, two graphic lines, one long (apparently the missing number of letters cannot be
calculated) and one very short one
iambic metre of some sort, an extended trimeter if suggested additions of "fine" or "dear"
are not accepted, but if they are, and [tha/n]oses is relegated to another verse line, we have
a trimeter with a fragmentary extension
initial PN, nominative, of the raiser/burier
Athens, built into the Kerameikos wall near the Dipylon gate of Pompey
39.

(not in Hansen, LGVI n° 49 bears his note "not metrical") G

THIS FUNERAL-MOUND : OF-TYMNES KARIAN son OF SKYLAX
then ten Carian letters, andARISTOKLES MADE
white marble base of a kouros, painted white guide lines/interrulings survive
one word divider coming early, as often, usually picking out on or both ends of a PN
Athens
40.

(H37)

G

OF-GNATHON : THIS FUNERAL-MOUND : PLACED IT : his SISTER / VAINLY : HAVING NURS /
ED him
marble diskos of uncertain fmd-place, three graphic lines written in a rough spiral shape
with 6 (?) word dividers, one picking out the initial PN and all but one of the rest marking
word boundaries. The last, which may be caused by its correspondence with a line break.
The two editors disagree about the number of word dividers, and given the misprints I
myself have found in Pfohl, I follow Hansen
metre likely but doubtful in nature, maybe lyric dactyls, with the common license of an
inappropriate short quantity in the initial PN
Athens?? Funerary diskoi were apparently a dignified monumental option at this period
4L

(H45)

H

...XENOPHANTOS.......for ...ISOS LAID-it-DOWN........UNTIMELY
white marble base of a stele preserved in the foundations of St. Nicholas' near the
Forum/Agora, possibly five graphic lines with no respect for the verse
our two editors disagree whether these fragments were once 2 x Hx or (Hansen) 2 x El
Hansen takes Pfohl 46 = H50 as referring to the same man, and comments (in connection
with taking SOI as a word in itself) that the repetition of lines and even of non-compulsory
expressions was not part of the genre, and would be even more unlikely in two epigrams
for the same man. The question of multiple epitaphic poems is interesting as well
Athens probably from the Kerameikos via the Agora
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42.

(H42)

G

OF-the-CHILD OF-NEILON OF-NEELONIDES IS THE FUNERAL-MOUND
AS/who? FOR a GOOD SON MADE a GRACEFUL MONUMENT
this on the right side of a painted scene, and the following below that paintingENDOIOS MADE THIS-ONE AS-WELL
Top block of a marble base for a large kouros, itself having on its face the
inscriptions with a painting of a bearded man, all defaced in antiquity but still glimpsable,
with die orientation of writing not clear from the description, particularly that of the
second, non-metrical, artist's mark: Hansen's "deorsum ad marginem sinistrum" = down
below R-L filling the width, or = top to bottom (letters presumably also on their sides,
since *Horsley has found very few examples of vertically stacked layout of inscribed
lettering in antiquity)? For those of us who have not access to the 1922 and 1923
"imagines" Hansen's Latin is opaque
5 lines making an elegiac couplet, with no respect for the verse. There are possibly
3 otiose letters. MADE (in the verse and the artist's signature) is in the imperfect, and the
-a of "mnema" is not elided before its temporal augment, though other elisions are made
I take Neilonides as the deceased, his father was possibly a Samian. Endoios
appears also in H66
I cannot grasp the idiom tog kou claimed here, and would have liked to choose ös
Kat against Hansen, the relative representing the father, Neilo, already mentioned in the
genitive and whom we might assume to have raised the monument. Denniston p. 296 is
quoted where okr-nep kcu is often used in illustration and analogy, kcu referring
sometimes not to something in the main clause (e.g., my Neilo), but to other,
unspecified, examples
Athens, built into the Themistoclean wall near the Piraeus gate
43.

Far too fragmentary for our literary-metrical purposes.

44.

(H55)

memori

45.

H

AL : E .. .SI... [helhis/her FATHER KALLAISKHROS SET- ME up
Marble base built into the Dipylon, letters stoikhedon
three lines, one hexameter, one word divider, presumably coming before the missing PN,
before which Hansen denies the possibility of any "epi"
Athens of course
(H57)

H

.......................................childREN PLACED
THEMSELVES MAKING it SHOWING-FAVOUR TO- their FATHER
upper marble block for a stepped base for the statue of a sitting man
four graphic lines for 2 x El, only the end of the Hx being respected
Peek claims to have seen two more letters suggesting the reconstruction
"Memorial this of dead Philo... etc."
Athens, built into the Themistoclean Piraean Gate
46.

(H50, see n° 41 above)

H

THIS FUNERAL-MOUND O XENOPHANTOS your/YOUR FATHER PLACED (FOR-Y O U / yours)
DEAD
SOPHILOS ON-WHOM YOU-LAID GRIEF WHEN-YOU-PERISHED
ARISTOKLES MADE me/this/it
top marble block of a stepped base for the marble statue of a horseman, perhaps the one
found inside the Porta Sacra, some red colouring left in the letters
four lines respecting both line end and caesurae of the elegiac couplet, followed by the
unmetrical artist's signature
my inconsequential confusion in the first line stems only from the choice of SO or
SCkI>
Athens, once built into the Themistoclean Dipylon

33. Cfassicaf, andTara-CCassical
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47.

(H51)
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H

MOURN AS-YOU-LOOK-ON THIS MOUND OF a DEAD CHILD
OF-SMIKYTHOS WHO RUINED the GOODHOPE OF- his FRIENDS
upper slab of a marble base for a partially preserved small stele. Five lines with three out
of the four breaks respecting (i.e., coinciding with) word boundaries, one word divider,
picking out Hx end
a neat Elegiac distich, as apparently the weird compound "elpagathen" was intended, not a
clumsy barbarism or a graphic mistake
Athens, once built into the Themistoclean Porta Sacra
48.

(H58)

H

TEARFUL VERY-MOURNFUL AND LAMENTING OF-ANAXILAS
STONE MONUMENT I-STAND OF- a DEAD MAN :
(WHOM?) the ATHENIANS HONOURED a RESIDENT ALIEN OF- the NAXIAN(S?)
GREATLY BECAUSE-OF his GOOD-SENSE AND VALOUR :
TO-HIM TIMOMAKHOS as a SOLEMN FUNERAL HONOUR TO a DEAD MAN ME
son OF-ARISTON AWARDED FAVOURING a/his SON
lower squared marble block of a stepped base for a marble statue, of a seated figure,
possibly a man, six lines respecting neither word boundaries nor verse, two word dividers
as shown, picking out the distichs. Attic writing (but with Ionic sigma and lack of any 'h')
with red colouring
the debate over Nakhsio on and Nakhsioon in 1.3 does not materially affect the sense
adjectives of lament are a problem, particularly when they (atypically) apply to impersonal
objects, such as olophydnon. The others are i.l poiypenthes and dakruoen, which can
indicate either the objects or the subject of the grieving. Is the tomb actually personified in
word choice as well as in epitaphic rhetoric? The first person is consistently used here for
the tomb.
I assumed that "toi" is 3rd person in 1.5, and "hoia" adverbial
Athens, built into the Themistoclean Dipylon
49.

(H62)

H

THIS MONUMENT OF- the SKILL OF-AINEIAS OF- a GOOD DOCTOR
a painted disk, argued by Hansen to be funerary, with a painted figure, a bearded, seated
man, and an incised inscription L-R around the rim
1 x Hx
rather unusually, the memorial is (verbally at least) of the activity of the doctor, Doctors
are among the first of the professions to be mentioned in the words of epitaphs
Athens presumably, confiscated by the customs service as it was being smuggled out
through the Piraeus
50.

(H60)

H

O F -...........N's : CHILD/THIS funeral mound (:) OF-AUTOK/LES
limestone block, possibly the lower part of a possibly stepped base, messy/approximate
stoikhedon, three L-R lines with the beginnings of the first two lost and die third (4 letters
only) turning R-L, as is not uncommon for such small remainders of text
Pfohl has both word dividers, Hansen only the former, which picks out a PN, possibly
"Theron". if the next line began with sema rather than the less common mnema, as the
numbers of letters lost per line will have been the same
an isolated pentameter!
Adiens, found built into a house near the old Roman Forum
51.

(H59)

H

.. .OF-DEAD.. .his FRIENDS HAVE now UNDYING GRIEF
upper stone of a marble base
Hansen calculates 2 x Hx
Athens, from a modem fill in die Forum
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52.

(H61)

H

the GLORIOUS form/monument + verb of g/th-ERYLIDES OF-WHOM THIS FUNERAL-MOUND/
his SONS MADE AT their MOTHER'S COMMAND
two lower limestone stones of a base for a marble statue of a horseman (perhaps),
the "beginnings of each line stoikhedon", line break respects the stich break
Elegiac distich
ten letters were tooled off by Themistocles’ hurried workmen, but only a few
restitutions are possible, the most likely being "typon" or "mnem'esti/mnem’eimi"
Athens, built into the Themistoclean Porta Sacra
53.

(H66, LSAG 4.40)

H

HERE PHI.......the?...IAN BURIED the DEAD i
LAMPITO a MODEST woman FAR FROM her NATIVE LAND ■

in a different handENDOIOS MADE
top block of a stepped marble base for a stele which showed a seated woman. Apparently
three graphic lines, L-R, words not respected as regards the placement of breaks, but two
word dividers mark out the end of each of the Hx and Pnt (hence, elegiac distich).
Considerable unused space under the inscription
likely restitutions: "Philtiades the Parian/the Samian"
Athens, recovered from a house built close to the Themistoclean wall and perhaps made out
of its crumbling debris
54. Does not survive on stone, whatever its likely stone origins.
55.

(H13, LSAG 3,19)

F

WHETHER a CITY-FELLOW OR a STRANGER COMING-FROM ELSEWHERE :
TETTIKHOS MOURN-YE a GOOD MAN AND PASS-B Y I
he WAS-KILLED IN BATTLE LOSING his TENDER YOUTH •
WITH THESE BITTER LAMENTS GO ON a GOOD THING/successful business
marble block from the stepped base for, possibly, a stele, and possibly the top block of the
base, 6 lines boustrophedon beginning R-L, only two of the line breaks correspond with
word breaks, three word dividers pick out the ends of the first three verse lines. Inscription,
as often, begins very close to the top, opening up the likelihood of damage to line 1, and
leaving much unused space underneath. Quite beautiful lettering
elegiac quatrain, fairly "end-stopped" in construction, and possibly "additive"
perhaps "nesthe epi pragm'agathon" is idiomatic, meaning "be lucky" or the like
Attica, found at Sepolia
56.

(H65)

H

FOR-AINEAS THIS FUNERAL-MOUND...........
TIMOKLES SET-it/me-ON.......................................
- marble base once built into the Eleusine wall, now lost
- both lines begin with PNN
- most likely 2 x Hx
- Attica
57.

(not in Hansen, LGVI n° 32 "not metrical")

ALAS FOR-PEDIARKHOS son OF-EMPEDION (THE)
PEDIARKHOS BEGINS/RULES the FUNERAL-MOUNDS
marble stele, letters R-L, four lines of them
"arkhei" is puzzling in meaning, as is the plural "ton sematon"
Attica, near Liopesi
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(H32)

P.
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G

FUNERAL-MOUND THIS : KYLON : SET-it-OVER TWO CHILDREN : WHO DIED :
MONUMENT OF-AFFECTION : HI........................................
top block of a marble stepped base for a stele, three L-R lines survive, and a fourth may be
guessed to have been squeezed in R-L in a space left under the early letters of 1.3. At least
5 word dividers, picking out PN, Hx end and Pnt caesura, the other picking out
(inconsequentially, except that it divides the Hx into roughly equal segments?) a non
significant word ending in a place not metrically significant
as often, the sculptor has trouble with his syllable final 'n', and even writing "interna".
There are duals in this inscription, which is not common
Attica, Liopesi, found in the wall of the church of St. John
59.

(H18)

G

....... SET- ME DOWN a........OF his/her DEAR : GIRL-CHILD i
BEAUTIFUL TO-SEE HOWEVER i PHAIDIMOS i WROUGHT
top stone (the only marble one) of a stepped limestone base for a marble kore. Words are
not split between the L-R lines here (we cannot indicate this in our English, nor the space
that has to be left at the end of 1.2 because the word ended too early and the next word was
too long to fit) except that the final "-to" of 'wrought' fold around R-L, as is common for a
badly judged line length where, presumably, the letters were not sketched first on the stone
with impermanent markings. At least 4 word dividers, picking out the Hx end, a 4th foot
caesura in Hx (it is an El distich), the caesura of the Pnt, the PN, all important and
common things to mark out in scriptio continua
"awytar" seems otiose ("however"), and I hesitated to translate it at all, even though it is a
common device in Homer to mark a transition to rather new matter
"beautiful to see" obviously refers to the missing mnema/sema/tymbon/epitymbion
note that, atypically, the sculptor's signature lies within the verse
Attica, from a tomb at Vurva
60.

(H48)

G

.............................................BECAUSE YOU-WERE TRUSTY
fragment of a marble base, seemingly once carrying 3 lines L-R making up an El distich,
line breaks not respecting words
the vocabulary, though only three words survive ("honeka pistos ephus") is all interesting,
particularly 'pistos', for which we would like to have had some elucidating context
Attica, found in the walls of St. Pandelimon near Koropi
61.

(H24, LSAG 3.29)

G

GRAVE-MOUND OF-PHRASIKLEIA MAIDEN WILL I-BE(-CALLED) FOR-EVER
INSTEAD-OF MARRIAGE I-OBTAINED FROM the GODS THIS NAME
on the left face
ARISTION OF-PAROS MADE ME
Marble pillar base (Hansen, not marble, but limestone), stepped, this the top stone of it,
for a marble kore since found near Marcopulus, in 1972, and hence postdating Pfohl's
book. Words are respected at line breaks. Stoikhedon has "been attempted", which is clear
from the plates, and Pfohl's "stoikhedon" is too imprecise, as full stoikhedon is so different
in appearance and in manufacturing technique from loose stoikhedon. 5 lines all L-R,
some letters partially vandalised in ancient times, the left margin (only) being justified
1.1 "keklesomai" may be little more than "essomai", and 1.2 "onoma" may retain some very
culture-specific meanings here
on first reading, 1.2 is witty, with a little point, but it may have been in that culture a
platitude, and merely rhetorically rounded and monumental
Attica, built into the wall of the Panagia church at Merenda
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62.

(H26, LS AG 4.31)

G

THIS OF-ARKHIAS IS his FUNERAL-MOUND : AND OF- his DEAR SISTER :
EUKOSMIDES : MADE THIS BEAUTIFUL :
STELE : OVER HIM : SET it SKILLED PHAIDIMOS
lower part of a marble stele, 6 lines L-R, using all the width, but not starting even at the
present top, and leaving much space underneath, line breaks do not once respect the words
3 x Trim, using the particle "de" twice without metrical necessity (linking particles rare in
epitaphs) and hence my translation is relatively poor in connectives
6 word dividers show line ends and caesurae, picking out also (as is common) an initial PN
like Eukosmides, and initial "stelen". Hansen is consistent in refusing to see the sister’s
PN anywhere in the epitaph, not taking "philes" (dear) as Philes" = of Phile
note the artist's signature both inside the verse, and innovatively phrased
Attica, found at Kalyvia
63.

(H36)

G

aristion of paroS MADE ME
.. .THIS FUNERAL-MOUND OF- a GOOD AND MODERATE MAN
64.

down two of the flutes of a Doric column, in marble, text area broken
one line each flute, the second one verse, 1 x Hx, though whether the non-metrical artist's
signature "precedes" is not clear to me, given the vertical layout (despite the sideways
facing letters)
artist's signature not certain but likely on the basis of n° 35
Attica, fragment b ("-nos andros") from Kalyvia, fragment a, the rest, from near Kantza

(H39)

G

THIS FUNERAL-MOUND NEAR the ROAD = OF-PHILod EMOS = AND OF-anTHE mion =
WHOM the FATE OF-DEATH...................LI...................
plus four more fragmentary letters

65.

three marble fragments of a tablet or stele, 7 lines?, 1 and 2 being stoikhedon, at least three
word dividers, picking out, in the first hexameter, the PN and line end. Line ends do not
respect words
length of text not certain, possibly an elegiac (or hexametric) couplet, less likely a quatrain
the word "potmos", 'fate', is a hapax for the verse corpus (both Pfohl’s and Hansen’s
versions of it)
Attica East coast, in the same tomb as Hansen's n° 67 (= Pfohl's 67 too!), at Velanideza

(H53)

H

FOR-LYSIAS HERE is/am the FUNERAL MOUND his FATHER SEMON SET it OVER him
base (marble) for a stele of different marble painted with a bearded man (priest?) wearing a
chiton and himation and holding cantharus and other herbs, and under him the picture of a
nude horseman, letters presumably L-R, three lines not respecting words
1 x Hx
initial PN, when inflected, indicates the deceased. "Enthade sema" is rare, but occurs in n°s
73 and 158 in a different metrical position, at hexameter coda
Attica East coast, Velanideza
66. Seemingly in neither Hansen

H

WORK OF-ARISTOKLES
OF-ARISTION
base and stele with die relief of a hoplite (Aristion, as in the prose titulus)
Pfohl apparently assumes some metre, Hansen is slow to assume metre (particularly lyric
metre) in short inscriptions. The whole question of the (non-prosodic) differences between
simple prose tituli (to prestigious monuments in particular) and versified tituli is a complex
one
Attica East Coast, Velanideza
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(H67)

P.
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H

PRUDENT CLEARHEADED HOSPITABLE DISCREET KNOWING WHAT-IS-FINE
X ........... HOLDS the PORTION OF- a TIMELY DEATH
three marble fragments from a stele or a tablet, stoikhedon, L-R, 7 lines not respecting the
words
our translation limps, X(enophon?) should be in verse final position, where in English it
would be hard to indicate that it is he who has landed the lot of an ahoros, "timely" was
chosen to contrast with "untimely", rather than using some opposite of "premature"
the words of praise seem to be heaped together without much pattern
"discreet", not "trustworthy/trusty" since the better option for the last eulogistic adjective is
'pi[ny]tos'. Hansen interprets the alternative 'pi[ss]tos' as part of erotic vocabulary
Attica, East Coast, Velanideza
68.

(H49)

H

ALAS I-AM the FUNERAL-MOUND OF-DEAR MYRRHINE
stone lost, perhaps a base, letters L-R, two lines with the break coming in a word
boundary
with two different restitutions (blamed by Hansen) this would translate: "I am
monument of Myrrhine, who died of the plague"
a single iambic trimeter, the more regular for the favoured restitution "sema" as
against the possible "mnema"
Attica South, Keratea
69.

(seemingly in neither Hansen)

G

FROM THE SEPULCHRAL-MOUNDS to BE (or I AM)
marble disc
very strange in every way. Threatte pp. 468 and 491 deals with this sequence of letters
"ekhtonerioneini", wondering whether n is confused with m. Note that n, at least
preconsonantal, is often omitted, assimilated, or written with a presumably nasalised
gamma, perhaps like the Japanese syllabic nasal, and n ephelcusticon is often wrongly
placed. Khi also replaced kappa, and the writer appears to have a shaky grip on the
alphabet. That leaves the plural of erion to explain away
no use trying to make an imperative out of the possible infinitive eini, as Threatte says
that ai is not even confused with e in pre-Roman Attic
"erion" occurs clearly in n° 169, and is Homeric. However it is unexampled in early poetic
inscriptions. Jeffery treats it as a common enough word for the period (LSAG p. 271:
".. .and on the back erion, perhaps to remind those wayfarers who came upon it from the
rear that the stone was sacred." It is of course in Ath. Pol., in a legalising context, and in
the AP 24 times, poem initial - 19 of these nom. or acc. sg., and more than a third of cases
occur in the first line of their book epigram
Attica South, near Anavyssos
70.

(H31)

G

.........................................................FOR HE-WAS AMONG-ALL
FOR-INTELLIGENCE AND MANLINESS OUTSTANDING AMONG-his-AGEGROUP
not unsKILFULLY HIPPOSTRATos MADE THIS FUNERAL-MOUND
(Lower?) block of a stepped base, L-R, five graphic lines breaking with no respect for the
integrity of the words
Seemingly Hx + Pnt + Hx
Hansen claims that a proper interpretation is impossible without the missing first four
hexameter feet of line 1, our translation takes account of his objections but tries to make
something of the meaning. He is most insistent that the deceased is not the late appearing
Hippostratos, nor "[E/ep]istemon". Hansen's text p. 23 needs two technical corrections
from his CEG2 p. 300
Attica, near Sounion, west of Anavyssos, built into the chapel of S. Nicholas there

71.

(in neither Hansen)

G

...............HERAKEIDES ....................... ING
... ARIstarkhos.......................... DEMOKLES
...sPINTHER.............................eUTYKHOS
...oINIKHOS MAN...........S ERECTED

-

72.

stele fragment, limestone, the first titulus L-R, the second, artist's signature,
boustrophedon
it is hard to believe that this list of names is metrical. Perhaps the second bit of it was a
trimeter
the word "hidrysato" occurs only here in Pfohl's corpus, and in Hansen in n°313 (Hx), and
perhaps it is to be restored at the end of a trimeter in CEG n°274 . Only the Aegean volume
of the Lexicon of Greek Personal Names had been published at the time of this study.
Without access to the card database of the project, checking on the spread of these fairly
common names would be wasted effort
Attica, half way along the road from Anavyssos to Phoiniki, to the east

(H27, Homann-Wedeking pp. 130-131 for artistic discussion and plate) G

STOP : AND MOURN : NEAR the FUNERAL-MOUND OF- DEAD KROISOS :
WHO IN die FRONT-LINE ONCE: WAS-DESTROYED-BY WILD : ARES
blocks from the same stepped base, two marble stones of the middle layer, one of which
has the L-R inscription, red colour still in the letters and the grooves and guide lines, and
two lower (limestone) blocks, support for a kouros, which many think survives, being the
very same and very famous kouros by Aristio of Paros, found 3 km away (ut dicitur!)
four lines with breaks respecting the word boundaries, 5 word dividers picking out the
initial imperative, the next imperative (perhaps the beginning of the PN Kroisos as well,
which immediately follows "mourn!" in the Greek), the Hx end, the Pnt caesura, and the
beginning of Pnt final Ares, all significant places to mark
Attica, Phoinikia and environs (the kouros perhaps that found 3km away at Olympia)
73.

(H40)

G

OF-the-FAMED SON OF-DAMASISTRATOS HERE the FUNERAL-MOUND
PEISANAX LAID-it-DOWN FOR THIS-IS the HONOUR-GIFT OF a DEAD
top marble block of a stepped base for a stele, four lines mostly undamaged L-R, one break
marking the end of the first Hx. The last graphic line is cut into a previous erasure
this last half line is a Homeric formula, if the last (missing) letter makes OF THE DEAD
plural (nun), if the space available is considered, only sigma is likely, and this makes the
phrase singular, non-Homeric (but reminiscent of Homer) and original, if it is not a carver's
(or even author's) slip like n° 126 where enthade on the stone harms the metre and the less
common and synonymous teide would heal it, and maybe was intended. Thanont/os/oi/i/ is
much commoner (reading word by individual word, not by formulae) than thanonton in the
inscriptions and the carver would have had it in his mind. We have taken the more likely
lettering of the cutter as the basis for our limping translation
the part of the warrior in life and in death was no doubt a great issue of honour. No doubt
it involved the right to certain funerary honours, like those we read of in Arrian, and
indeed, in Homer, but was not the "geras thanontos" the king's right to spoils, while the
"moira" was that of more rank and file heroes?
Attica, near Sounion (Anavyssos)
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H

(H56)

..................................................................... /
KHIO................................................................. /
MONUMEN[T............................................................./
BROTHER/s................................................ OIKHI...
fragment of the marble base for a stele, sometimes connected with a relief showing two
youths, but this identification is most uncertain, almost certainly 4 graphic lines, L-R
why this flimsy fragment is supposed to be in metre, when even the graphic lines are
uncertain, escapes me (Hansen, usually so sceptical on such matters: "Lineas, non versus
praebeo: propter numerum litterarum (ca. 88) de metro omnino incertus est; an senarii?"
Attica South, found at least at Thorikos
75.

(H47)

H

HERE a MAN SWORE ACCORDING-TO SURETIES IN-LOVE WITH- a BOY
TO-ENGAGE IN-BATTLE AND ALSO IN-TEARFUL WAR
of?AVITH GNATHIOS WHOSE SOUL PERISHED IN the BATTLE PRESS PRIEST AM-I
OF-(THE)-HERO lades
and in the upper margin above this—
O GNATHIOS FOREVER HASTE N
-

76.

(H64)

rough marble slab/tablet, with some equally rough spellings and versification, 8 lines
graphically in the former, major, inscription (see Hansen's revisions of his own text)
3 and a half x Hx, with doubtfully metrical super-addition, Homeric flavour, far from
stylish, and often obscure in syntax and meaning. Is "hieros" really 'priest' or a reference to
some sort of erotic contractuality? And has the man sworn to treat his military age "youth"
as a "man" now?
note the gradual appearance of "psyche" in epigrams from this time on
Attica, Kalyvia
H

........... T O ............kOMIDES w h o m .........
OF-the-SON of? ep/eu/lke/AINETOS BURIED
fragment of a marble base, seemingly two lines, L-R
allegedly 2 x Hx, very tentatively
Athens, Agora
77.

(H75)

H
............... him UNTIMELY TO-HADES/
.......WHO.. .GRIEF by his GOING
marble fragment, stele or tablet, L-R, two lines, line break coming at stich break
El Distich
the second line, judging from the expected phrasings involving "penthos", is likely to have
been "leaving his dear father grIEF AS HE WENT", or "leaving to all his friends grIEF AS
HE WENT" on a similar assumption we can say that the name of the deceased and/or of the
burier came early in line 1, with either "buried" or "mourn" as the verb governing the
accusatives of the deceased "ahorion", "apoikhomenon". However, "X buried Y
prematurely into Hades" grates on my ear for Greek, though no doubt both Jeffrey and
Hansen have far more sensitive hearing for such things than I. Still, I would prefer the
common suggestion "mourn"
Athens, found as part of the foundations of the Metropolitan church "Evangelistria"
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78.

(H70)

H

OF-PHILOITIOS AND OF-KTESIAS THE FUNERAL-MOUND AND
.......MADE ME DEAR DEXANDRIDES
MONUMENT OF/to- HIS-OWN BROTHER AND TO-THAT-MAN THESE-THINGS
marble base for two columns and an intervening stele. Given the enigmatic last-line plural
forms, the complexity of the superstructure must be kept in mind: a relief picturing the
deceased, (flanked by two sphinxes sitting on the two columns?)
3 x Trim, but line 2 begins with a mysterious omission of one iambic (foot, = shortlong)
Hansen argues for an iota to be restored in hiatus at the beginning of line 3 - "adelpho<i>
hauto", meaning not "of his brother" but "to his brother", not on phonemic or regular
grounds (Threatte p. 324 hardly encourages this), but to smooth out the syntax. He appeals
to a graphic confusion, prospective (part-) haplography before the following H. This
dipthong is then required to be short by epic correption for the metre. For the bare and
final "tade", see n° 215 for tode, and n° 280 for tonde.
Athens, dug from the Hodos Khrestou Lada
79.

(H73)

H

(...) OF- m/p/ph/A/NTIOS THIS FUNERAL-MOUND.......................................
bottom limestone slab of a base, L-R
Antias or Antios or Mantias or Mantios or Pandas or Pantios or Phantias or Phantios
names involving a cretic, and usually only of three syllables, only occur at Hx opening.
Of course, PN more often than not come in that position in any case
Athens prope Portam Acharnicam in Via Aeoli reperta (Hansen)
80.

(H46)

H

FUNERAL-MOUND OF- DEAR CHILD THIS TO-BE-SEEN DIODOROS PLACED [:]
OF-STESIAS WHOM TEA R FU L DEATH HOLDS-UNDER
limestone base broken in two, now lost, 3 lines L-R
again, to preserve the initial position of "sema" in our translation, we torture the English,
as initial position seems usually to be significant and prominent
Athens, built into the northern part of the Themistoclean wall
81.

(H68)

H

OF- the DEAD CHILD KLEOITES THE son OF MENES AIKHMES i
his TOMB VIEWING MOURN-YE WHO DIED BEING a FINE-FELLOW
marble basis for, perhaps, a stele, 3 lines (the last very short, as is not uncommon) with a
word divider marking Hx end
El distich with elision at the caesura of Pnt
"Hos (kalos on ethane)" is taken as the relative pronoun, not the conjunction, the latter said
to be rare at this period and not used in an idiom like this
Athens perhaps (findplace unknown)
82.

(H78)

H

[monument + PNJON SET-UP OF-AMEINIAS INDEED it IS A...
BECAUSE-OF his moderateness/sensibleness AND his DESCENT
another lost stone, type unknown, making restitution a thankless muddle, disagreement
(based on the apograph) whether the writing is or not stoikhedon, which probably means it
is the "approximate stoikhedon" which needs its own graphic category
El distich
Restitutions favour either sema or mnetna line initial, rather than "hed1eikon", plus some
PN in -ON, and ESTesEN rather than hESTekEN. In the second line "saophrosynes" or
"dikaiosynes" seem the only choices as the missing laudatory adjectives
Athens, somewhere
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83.

(Hl)

I

[(i) presumably a list of names, now lost]
(ii)

84.

... EARTH RECEIVED to herself...
...TEOF-IRON A...
one side of a public monument for many dead soldiers
the likely addition of "hyp-" to EDEKHS ATO is of some poetic interest, as the likely
Doric form of "iron", SIDARION (there are other divisions of the surviving letters) is of
linguistic interest
two hexameters??
Athens, Agora
Preservedonly in the literary tradition.

85.
Almost the same, except that it is preserved in Pausanias, and may be assumed to have been
genuinely on stone, in more or less the form in which we read it in the MSS.
86.

(H4)

J

(i) lost casualty list?
(ii)

GREETINGS EXCELLENT-ONES HAVING GREAT FAME of WAR
ATHENIAN YOUTHS OUTSTANDING IN-HORSEMANSHIP
WHO FOR- your BEAUTIFUL-SQUARED NATIVE-LAND L OST YOUTH
IN-BATTLE AGAINST VERY-MANY HELLENES
the underlinings indicate letters once readable on a now lost stone, matching AP viii 254
and confirming it as "stone" epigram, stoikhedon, graphic lines matching verse lines
(though I do not understand how Hansen is sure of this) - a public monument possibly
inscribed well after its erection (from dating of the letter forms)
dialect apparently mixed on the stone itself
4 x El
note the ethos and kudos of horsemanship, an aristocratic topos used by the Democracy
Athens, once in the walls of St. Irene's church in the Via Musaei

87.

(H135,LSAG 29.30)

G

(i) OF-THE-ARGIVES
(ii) THESE DIED AT-TANAGRA AT the HANDS OF-the-LAKEDAIMONIANS
GRIEF........................... FIGHTING FOR...
(iii) name list, fragments only survive
originally a fine gabled gravestone with the double sized ARGEION integrated perhaps in
syntax with the following Elegiac distich, (written before the first letters of the first two
lines of the epigram). This poem follows the heading running at first L-R and then (its
third and last line) down the RH edge. Parts of a four column casualty list survive on some
of the 14 fragments to which the stone is now reduced. Their lettering seems intermediate
in size between the heading and the epigram, which are over them. Stoikhedon for the
columns of names. Apparently only approximate stoikhedon for the top two lines of the
epigram. A public monument, of course
El distich, as stated
emendations and restitutions based on Pindaric style are not here accepted by Hansen
Athens, scattered about the Agora, the Akropolis the Kerameikos and other places now
unknown
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88.

(H ll)

I

(i, on the stele above the relief) OF-PYTHAGORAS
(ii, cut in the top stone of the base)
FOR-the-SAKE OF- the PROXENY AND OF-VALOUR AND OF- HIS ANTECEDENTS
HERE the ATHENIANS PLACED PYTHAGORAS
AT PUBLIC EXPENSE SON OF-DIONYSIOS TO- his HORSE-RICH
FATHERLAND SELYMBRIA CAME GRIEF FOR- him DEAD
public monument, but for an individual. The base has the marble top layer on which the
epigram survives, and four more (and larger) "steps" of limestone beneath it. The Stele on
the top is lost. Presumably it had a portrait of the deceased in relief
Ionic letters, n° ii is stoikhedon, four lines perfectly alineated for the verse stikhoi, one
presumed graver's error: proponon/progonon, i.e., *foresufferers for forbears
4 x El
unusual stylistic features: 1.1 final auto(u), and the splitting of (h)uion demosiai
Dionysio(u). In general, the monumental style seems a little stilted, even clumsy, and
perhaps pretentious even in its own time
Athens, Kerameikos, in situ
89. An 8 line epigram preserved only in the literary tradition, however, a rough Lycian epigram from about
400-380 BCE begins with almost exactly the same first line. The direction of the imitation would seem to be
from the mainland to Lycia, hence AP vii 296 is either prior to 400 BCE or imitated from another such poem of
the-5C. See Hansen n° 177.
90.

(H5)

J

(i, five stelai with casualty list, preserved in fragments, approximate stoikhedon)
(ii, eight line epigram on three base blocks, full stoikhedon)
ENDURING MEN WHAT a DESPERATELY CONTESTED BATTLE YOU-CONCLUDED
MARVELLOUSLY YOU-LOST your SOULS IN WAR
NOT ACCORDING-TO the STRENGTH OF MORTAL-MEN BUT YOU WERE
OPPOSED-BY SOME HOSTILE DEMIGOD
WHO HASTENED TO HARM you the PREY hard to catch / the booty hard to win / the hunt hard
to conduct

TO- the ENEMY HUNTING.............. TO-YOUR
DISADVANTAGE HE-ACCOMPLISHED AND FOR ALL MEN in THE FUTURE
HE-MADE a SURE CONCLUSION TO CONSULTING OF ORACLES
five stelai on the base of three stones, the lines of the epigram go horizontally L-R
stacked two deep: line 1 over line 2 on stone 1, the LHS one, 3 over 4 sharing stones 1 and
2, 5 over 6 sharing stones 2 and 3, and 7 over 8 sharing stone 3. The graphic lines match
the 8 x El lines
there are missing letters, especially confusing in lines 5 and 6, but it is the missing context
which confuses most. Apparently this is a monument for a defeat by "act of god"
combined with opportunistic enemy action, and monuments for defeats, apart from the
temporary one of Thermopylae, are rare.
particularly intriguing is whether the final line is, as would be expected on a monument,
complimentary to manteis and oracle deliverers, or ironic at their expense. For this we
would need to know what the oracle had predicted about this campaign
Athens, found built into a house wall in Via Dipyli (Hansen) (etc.?)
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(H83)
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J

MONUMENT THIS IS LYING OVER the FUNERAL-MOUND OF- a FINE MAN
PYTHION IN MEGARIAN-TERRITORY STABBING SEVEN MEN
AND BREAKING-OFF SEVEN LANCES IN THEIR BODIES
CHOSE THE path of VIRTUE GLORIFYING his FATHER AMONG the PEOPLE
THIS MAN WHO SAVED THREE COMPANIES OF-ATHENIANS
LEADING THEM FROM PEGAI THROUGH BOIOTIA TO ATHENS
GLORIFIED ANDOKIDAS WITH- TWO-THOUSAND CAPTIVES
DISTRESSING NO-ONE FROM-AMONG-EARTH-DWELLING MEN
TO HADES HE WENT-DOWN LUCKIEST FOR-ALL TO-SEE
THESE ARE the PHYLAI/companies PANDIONIS KEKROPIS ANTIOKHIS
-

-

92.

two fragments of a marble block with a text of tortuous origins and interpretation (and, in
my hands, translation!). Fauvel saw and copied it, with his own errors, and did not himself
publish the results. The stone was then heavily scraped with the scraping-shaping hammer
of some mason, almost obliterating all the first quarter of the text, and doing other damage,
so we will not follow the modem editors too far into their scholarly debate. 9 lines
graphically, with no respect for the verse stichoi, and little for the integrity of words
9 x (rambling) Hx, with almost certainly a prose tag at the end. The latter can also, with
enormous violence to the conventions of metre, be forced into a hexametric form
the inappropriate epic tag of the final verse line is one of the most clumsy expressions of
this mediocre composition, which has a stiff monumentally despite its narrative nature
the three phylai presumably voted to raise this monument to their hero of the decade, and
he was presumably son of a certain Andokides
Athens, among the tombs at the Akhamian Gate, fragments also found around the site of
Fauvel's house (in the Agora)

(H6)

J

(i, shared over two columns, partly in stoikhedon, tituli taking three graphic lines each, respecting word
divisions, with one word divider each picking out ATHENIANS twice and the varied position of THESE on the
third occasion, and the DIED, likewise the third time it is used, with variatio, because this time it does not
(prominently) begin a new line)
IN die KHERSONESOS/OF- the ATHENIANS : THESE/DIED/
name list
IN BYZANTION/OF- the ATHENIANS : THESE/DIED/
name list
THESE : IN THE OTHER/WARS : DIED/
name list
(ii, THESE BY the HELLESPONT LOST their LUSTROUS YOUTH
MAKING-WAR AND GLORIFIED THEIR FATHERLAND
SO-THAT the ENEMY GROANED AS they had to REAP the BATTLE HARVEST
BUT THEY PROVIDED FOR-THEMSELVES an UNDYING MONUMENT OF-VALOUR
the epigram has four lines graphic, and is 4 x El, and about 50% of it is very close to
Simonides xlvi Page EG = AP vi, 258, which raised interesting but exhausting questions
the epigram may well have been placed on the monument well after its erection, and is a
fine one indeed
Athens? findspot unknown
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93.

(H8)

J

(i, perhaps a name list)
(ii, three or four graphic lines, presumably verse, of which three letters remain)
(iii, apparently 4 x El
THESE-MEN VALOUR...........
OF-LEADERS.......
TO-ENQUIRE.......
.......?
n° ii and n° iii are not aligned with each other, and are in different spelling conventions and
in a different "hand", ii, if an epigram, obviously prior
a mere fragment, as can be seen, of a public memorial
Athens, findspot unknown
94.

(H10)

J

(i, names once cut on the stele, stele lost)
(ii, larger letters:

IN POTlDAIA OF- the ATHENIANS THESE DIED
(iii, 12 lines of elegiacs stoikhedon, line breaks respecting stich endings, but no indication that the lines
should be divided into 3 separate epigrams (e.g., no alio or graphic clue), which they must be)
an UNDYING...............ME............... DY...............................
TO-PROCLAIM the VALOUR...................................
AND ANCESTR...................STRENGTH................................
TO-CONQUER THEY-RECEIVED a WELL-FOUGHT MONUMENT/MEMORIAL BY-DYING
THE ETHER RECEIVED their SOULS TO ITSELF the EARTH their BODIES
OF-THESE-MEN THEY-WERE-UNDONE AROUND the GATES OF-POTIDAIA
SOME OF- the ENEMY HAVE a SHARE-IN the GRAVE OTHERS BY-FLEEING
MADE die WALL their SUREST HOPE OF-LIVING
THIS CITY AND the PEOPLE OF-EREKHTHEUS YEARN-FOR their MEN
WHO DIED AMONG the FOREMOST BEFORE POTlDAIA
SONS OF- the ATHENIANS who MADE their LIVES the PRICE
AND IN-EXCHANGE GAINED VALOUR/VIRTUE AND GLORIFIED their FATHERLAND
-

95.

two fragments of a marble base now lost, perhaps for a squarish stele bearing the name list
and a relief, preserved separately in London and in Athens, some letters seen only by
Fauvel
the lost relief seems to have featured three nude warriors with round shields, helmets and
spears, two standing with the chlamys on one shoulder, the one on the viewer's left lay on
the ground, pierced through
responsive men-de and the topos of the souls in the ether give a late tone to these poems
Athens, obviously from the purpose of the stele

(H7)

J

(i, probably a lost name list)
(ii, an unknown number of lines, Hx or El, following-)
PEOPLE OF the SONS-OF-EREKHTHEUS...
the marble fragment is now lost, apparently a public monument
Athens, near the old "Curia"
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96.

(H87)
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J

HE-WHO BEST OF-PHRYGIANS WAS-BORN IN BROAD-SQUARED ATHENS
MANNES son of Oryma/of the Orymaians his IS THIS FINE MONUMENT
AND i swear BY ZEUS THAT I NEVER SAW a BETTER WOODCUTTER THAN-ME
HE-DIED IN- the WAR
marble stele, stoikhedon, Ionic letters, 6 graphic lines, only two line breaks respecting
word breaks, one of these picking out a stich end too
initial PN, three very rough, hypermetric, but obviously attempted verse lines
approximating to Hx + Pnt + Hx + prose tag
note the change of grammatical person, and the social pressures lying behind an ex-slave's
desperate last sally into the prestigious form of the verse epitaph, no doubt self-composed,
paid for by his contracting out, no doubt, of the heavy work of cutting and carrying. In
Grant & lützinger Vol. 1 p. 386 Alison Burford feels constrained to make Manes a "wood
worker", i.e., a carpenter-joiner.
Athens
97.

(not in Hansen, LGVI n° 102 "not metrical") G

OF-METOPIS THIS FUNERAL-MOUND WHO IN her LIFE WAS GOOD
AND IN DEATH LIES HERE
From Athens in a tomb, certain restitutions
98.

(H96)

J

(i, on the Cymation)
SOSINOS OF-GORTYN BRONZEBEATER/BRONZECASTER
(ii, on the architrave of the relief)
MONUMENT OF-JUSTICE AND MODERATION AND VALOUR
OF-SOSINOS his CHILDREN SET-UP WHEN-HE-DIED
fragment of a marble stele, Ionic letters, and a relief of a bearded man seated under
architrave

-

99.

(H98)

between columns
said to have been found in Athens

J

HERE the FIRE TOOK-AW AY the flesh from the eye/the eye from the flesh OF-ONESO
and/but THIS FLOWERY PLACE surrounds/covers/clothes/enfolds her BONES
lost stele, the relief showed a horseman trampling a hoplite, epigram in Ionic letters above the
relief in 4 lines not respecting the verse, or (except once) word division
El distich,
Athens, found near the Dipylon
100.

(H97)

J

FOR die SAKE OF- FIRM AND SWEET FRIENDSHIP your FRIEND
EUTHYLLA SET-UP THIS STELE ON your GRAVE
BIOTE HAVING THUS a MONUMENT FOREVER TEARFUL
SHE-BEWAILS YOUR PERISHED YOUTH
marble fragment of a stele, 8 lines graphically, every second linebreak marks out a sdch end,
whereas the odd numbered breaks come three out of four times mid word and only the first near
mid verse
4 x El, "through composed" quite stylishly
apparendy Eudiylla was unrelated to the deceased, so this is an interesting social document
Athens, said to have been found in the Kerameikos
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101.

(Hl 02)

K

MISTRESS WISDOM DAUGHTER OF- LOFTY-SPIRITED MODESTY/
AFTER GREATLY HONOURING YOU AND VIRTUE EFFECTIVE-IN-WAR/
KLEIDEMOS OF-the-DEME-MELITE son OF-KLEEDEMIDES LIES HERE/
ONCE the CENTRE OF- HIS FATHER'S HOPES NOW his MOTHER’S pAIn
stele with relief (of a loutrophoros!), marble, with a limestone base, in 4 lines, two lines on
each side, near the edges, running top to bottom, which necessarily means sideways facing
letters, and which at ca. 400 BCE we can assume to have run L-R. The verse lines are
respected by the line breaks, as shown
4 x El with a surprisingly elaborate and allegorical opening
M61ite is one of the Demes of the seventh tribe, Kekropis, where it has, with three others, the
highest representation in the Boule
note the increasing incidence of clear antithesis in epitaphs of this later period
Athens, in situ in the Kerameikos
102.

(H86)

J

...................ON the GRAVE OF-ARISTOMAKHE I-SIT
...........they (+ verb) THE GOOD DEAD MEN
stele fragment, marble, with relief showing a walking woman or girl, the inscription under
this in Ionic letters, in two lines which respect the verse distich
El distich
surely a sphinx "sat" and spoke?Just possibly the steledid both, sitting on the taphos
Athens, found in the Via Athenae near thechurch of St. Kyriake
103

Found only in the literary tradition, but including the reliable Pausanias.

104.

(H89)

K

(i, on the aetoma)
AMPH ARETE
(ii, above the relief)
THIS DEAR CHILD OF MY DAUGHTER I-HOLD WHICH WHEN ON the RAYS :
OF THE SUN WE USED-TO-GAZE WITH OUR EYES WHILE WE LIVED
I-HELD ON MY KNEES AND NOW DEAD I-HOLD IT DEAD
marble stele with relief showing a seated woman holding a child of uncertain gender on her left
knee, showing the child a bird with her right hand. The extrametrical title is high up, and the
epigram is above the relief, a position which usually implies quite small lettering on highly
architecturalised monument. Two lines, the single line break respecting neither verse or words
Tristich, Hx + Pnt + Hx, i.e., a not uncommon irregular Elegiac poem
note for the first time in Pfohl’s corpus root rhyme, or figura etymologica, in the last line:
"pthimenon pthimene" is more stylistic than the English repetition of ’run a race’, and the like.
This figure is very common in elaborated Semitic
Athens, Kerameikos
105.

(H90)

K

....................................... o MAKARTATOS AND MELANOPOS vwvi//

.................................................................OS vw w /
....................................................................-A THEN

AREs ... /

fragment of a stele with a relief (Paus. 1.29.6 describes what is lost, supplying the missing
first name, but does not give the epitaph) showing two men fighting from horseback. The
inscription under this relief stoikhedon in Ionic letters, 4 lines, linebreaks picking out the
verse ends
Athens, from the Agora wall between the Dipylon and the Academy
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106.

(HI 2)
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J

(i, presumably a lost title as in other public monuments for a single man
of Silenus
(ii, BROAD-SQUARED ATHENS ONCE BURIED THIS M AN/
COMING HERE FROM HIS-COUNTRY FOR an ALLIANCE/
HE-IS SILENOS SON OF-PHOKOS WHO ONCE WAS NURTURED-BY/
BLESSED RHEGION a MOST-JUST MAN
marble base for a stele, stoikhedon, Ionic letters, 4 graphic lines matching the 4 x El verses
Silenus came from Rhegium to Athens in 433/432 BCE, according to IG i 2.51 = Meiggs /
Lewis.63 = IG P.1178 lin. 3
Athens, found in the foundations of the Hagia Triada in the Kerameikos
107.

(H94)

K

DIETREPHES : son OF-ZOILOS : FROM-PARION : SOLDIER:
DEMOPHON : son OF-METRODOROS/FROM-PARION : SOLDIER :
MONUMENT their DEAD MOTHER SET ME HERE TO-DIETREPHES
AND TO-PERIKLES WHO DIED METRIKHE OF-UNHAPPY-DOOM
AND HAGNEIS her/his DAUGHTER AND his/her BROTHER HERE HAVE
the PART DEMOPHOON WHICH ALL MORTALS SHARE
among the Elgin marbles. The space under the epitaph apparently once featured a painted
scene. Ionic letters, stoikhedon, word dividers only in the unmetrical headings, five longish
lines in all, two breaks respecting word gaps, two coming inside words, only one respecting
the metrical structure (at Pnt caesura)
Threatte helps with the toponymic adjective Parienos, and questions whether its eta is a hyper
Ionicism
as can be seen, the genealogies lying behind this text require considerable thought and
reconstruction
4 x El and quite stylishly written Athens?
108.

(H105)

K

KRIOS
HE-WHO LIES HERE/HAS the NAME OF-KRIOS (= "ram")/
BUT (?) HE-HAD the SOUL/OF- a-MOST-JUST MAN
marble stele in four lines of Ionic letters, the three line breaks matching word breaks and also
Hx (weak) caesura and Hx end, and perhaps picking out the final word "dikaiotato(u)" in the
Pnt, or perhaps just cutting the first three lines up into roughly equal numbers of letters (19,
17, 16)
the men-de balancing particles here may be truly antithetic, which would imply that the bad
reputation of the ram (for ingratitude) was admitted and the ill-omened nature of the name
had to be countered by the mention of other virtues of the deceased. See perhaps: Salvadore,
M.I1 Nome, la Persona: saggi sull’etimologia antica Genova 1987, U.D. Woodhead
Etymologising in Greek Literature from Homer to Philo Iudeus diss. Chicago 1928, and L.P.
Rank Etvmologiseering en verwante Verschiinselen bij Homerus. Generally s.vv. Namenswitze
Athens, found on the Akropolis
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109.

(H93)

K

OF-KALLIMAKHOS OF- his DAUGHTER WIDELY-VISIBLE MONUMENT <THIS-IS>
WHO FIRST MINISTERED AT-the-TEMPLE OF-VICTORY
SHE-HAD a NAME COMPANIONable TO-PRAISE SINCE BY DIVINE
MYRRHINE she WAS-CALLED by GOODCHANCE RIGHTLY i
- new epigram?
she FIRST MINISTERED TO-the-TEMPLE OF-ATHENIAN VICTORY
chosen FROM ALL BY LOT HAPPILY MYRRHINE
marble stele, with 15 short lines of Ionic letters, with eta/epsilon confused four times. Line
breaks heavily (14 cases to 1) disregard the integrity of words, and there is one tripunct word
divider marking the end of the first four verse lines
Hansen adds "tod' estin" to make up the metre of the first line, but without it there is good
regularity of letters per line, an important part of the layout: i.e., 11, 12, 12, 12, 12... and the
addition would require line 1 to have 19 letters. The "omission" was that of the carver, as this
poet would not have composed an opening Hx of four and a half feet, but the size of the
omission on a fine monument of this period is unusual
surely 4 x E l + 2 + E l a s a second, apposed, poem. It would be hard otherwise to explain
away the repetitiousness of lines 5-6 compared with 1-4, e.g., "first ministered at the temple
of Victory"
myrtle was sacred to Venus, but what does it have to do with Nike/Victoria? We may see the
etymologising as witty, and thus both poems as having "point", but as with Shakespeare's
punning, we may need to readjust our expectations for this figure
perhaps the Myrrhine of Aristophanes' Lysistrata
Attica, the slopes of Hymettus, near Zographum
110.

(H91)

K

HERE LIES a CHILD HE-HAS THE NAME THYma/me/moiDES/
SON OF-PISTOGENOS . . / . ............. the/his/by CLAN i
AND W H O ....../ ...... GOEN................... /
...................................................................... / . ..........................................

111.

Marble stele in fragments, once painted, Ionic letters, 7 lines?
4 x El most probably, but Pfohl does not indicate the word divider, which is our
confirmation for this analysis
Athens, found under Syndagma Square

(H85)

J

HERE LYSANIAS LIES OF-the-DEME-POROS son OF-LAKHEMOIROS
ALL............................................................................
limestone stele, 11 very short lines, tending half the times (on the preserved Hx) to match
the dactylic feet, surely accidentally
2 x El
Lakhemoiros is not in Pape, but it does appear in Bechtel, from a 4C inscription
Poros is one of the 13 Demes of the fifth tribe, Akamantis
Athens, because of the phrasing, but of uncertain origin
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112.

(H92)

K

(i, on top of the lot)
OF-ANTHEMIS THIS FUNERAL MOUND her/his AGE-COMPANIONS (masc.) stand about / pour
libations/ honour it IN-A-CIRCLE
BECAUSE-OF the MEMORIALS OF- HER/his VIRTUE AND FRIENDSHIP
(ii, and iii, to left and to right, each over the appropriate picture)
HEROPHILE
her painting

ANTHEMIS
her/his painting
-

113.

a lost stele once displaying two pictures, apparently female, apparently one sitting, one
standing (this is guessed at from the different heights at which the names were found
inscribed, 3 lines with one break in a word, the other in a word boundary, letters Ionic
(one confusion of eta/epsilon)
my problem is the [h]<e>tairoi, masculine. I accept from the appearance of the PN
Anthemis and from the expert commentators that the deceased is a woman
if mnemon should have the penultimate omega shown on the stone, and required for
good metre, simple syntax (memorial because of her...) becomes most tangled
Attica, found at the Piraeus

(not in Hansen, LGVI n° 91 "not metrical")

J

HERE ARISTYLLA LIES
CHILD OF- ARISTON AND RHODILLE
SENSIBLE YES O DAUGHTER
stele with relief: a seated woman shakes the hand of a standing woman
Pfohl indicates no line breaks
of some interest is ge, taken as emphatic, and the change from 3rd person to direct address
of the deceased, a sporadic variation and perhaps inconsistency (if not a settled tactic)
Attica, Piraeus
114.

(HI 04)

K

ERSEIS
(a painting, now washed off)
FAR-FROM her OWN LAND SHE-DIED IN FAMED ATHENS/
ERSEIS LEAVING YEARNING TO- ALL her FRIENDS/sisters-and-brothers
marble stele, with a now lost painting, Ionic letters in two lines matching the 2 x El
stichs Pfohl finds 2 spelling confusions, Hansen notes 1
Attica, found at the Piraeus
115.

(H72)

H

THIS FUNERAL MOUND AM-I OF-KRITES son OF-TELEPHOS OF-the-DEME-APHIDNA
marble base for a lost stele, 3 short lines not respecting words, L-R of course
Aphidna was in tribe nine, Aiantis, and had the second biggest bouleutic representation of
all the demes (16, with Akhamai having 22)
the combination of demonstrative and 1st person verb, as in sema tod' eirni is variously
discussed in the literature on the speaking stele
Attica, found in the plain of Marathon, near Agrelicius
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(Hl4)

K

THIS FUNERAL-MOUND NEAR the ROAD OF-THEOSEMOS dead i have set up
OF- a MAN INDEED DEAR TO-ME AND GOOD AMPH.......

-

117.

stone lost, a base, two lines matching the 2 x El verse structure
much contested text, from lack of the stone to test theories against. Wilamowitz’s line 1
suppletion might be wrong, and a PN nom. could have been there. Hansen suggests the PN
nom. of a friend (Hiller, nom. of a wife) for AMPH... . Pfohl and Hansen disagree on
emo<ig>e
Forchhammer bundled up this stone with an "Attic" consignment and sent it to Boeckh.
That is all we know of its origins

(H84)

J

MONUMENT OF-MNESAGORA AND OF-NIKOKHARES THIS LIES/
THE-TWO-OF-THEM (dual) CANNOT BE-SHOWN DIVINE FATE TOOK- them AWAY/
LEAVING (dual, nom.) TO-BOTH their (dual, oblique case) DEAR FATHER AND MOTHER GREAT
GRIEF/
BECAUSE THEY-DIED AND STEPPED (both dual) WITHIN the HOUSE OF-HADES
marble stele with a relief representing a girl standing, holding a bird, and a baby boy is
kneeling and holding out his hand towards the bird. Ionic letters, in 4 lines matching the
4 x Hx of the verse, which is on top of the relief
the girl's name precedes that of the boy, for no apparent metrical reason, but perhaps
because Nikokhares was "only" a child
Attica, Vari
118.

(H99)

K

.................................................................................. theykNOW
AS does my FATHERLAND HOW I SLEW MANY OF- the ENEMY
....................................................................................... YOU (verb).......
WITNESSES HOW-MANY TROPHIES OF-VALOUR I-SET-UP in BATTLE
(in larger letters)

............................. ULOS OF-the-DEME-PHLYA
119.

marble stele fragment with relief of a horseman trampling a footsoldier, seemingly the
poem was in two lines, respecting the El quatrain form (broken into distichs, then), in
Ionic letters, above the relief
Hansen, as usual, does not dare as much in his restitution of the Hxx as did Kaibel, and
follows West to lighten the syntax with a poem final ma[khei] instead of the restored
genitive ma[khes]
Phlya is a deme in the seventh tribe, Kekropis, with one of the largest bouleutic
representations
Attica, Khalandri

(HI 03)

K

THIS MONUMENT UNDYING OF- a DEATH-LIABLE GREAT-HEARTED MAN
OF-EUTIKTOS WHO MANY-PEOPLE SET-FREE FROM-TROUBLES
WHICH-STENG-THE-MIND..................HE WAS-DISTRESSED.........
fragment of a marble stele with a relief, of which only a part of two feet and the clothing
remains, stoikhedon, below the relief, in Ionic letters, in perhaps 12 lines of which three
word breaks mark out the ends of the verse, 4 x El, but the others do not generally, it
seems, respect the words
root rhyme with antithesis here, I. 1 ...athanaton thneto(u)...
the initial word is usually a PN, or mnema/sema, or a demonstrative, all of which we try to
preserve in the English, but here have failed to do it. The poem begins mnetna tode...
was Eutiktos a doctor? What was the cause of his distress? Disease?
found near Athens
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120.
121.
enemy.

Literary tradition only, including some phrases common on stones.
Literary tradition only, some questions have been raised about the large numbers claimed for the

122.

A very famous literary epigram, freer in theme than the surviving public burial epigrams.

123.

Literary tradition.

124.

Literary tradition, but that of Strabo, perhaps a reliable informant.

125.

(H106, L S A G 5.il)

H

....................... THIS i FUNERAL-MOUND/IS-CONSTITUTED
limestone (?) stele fragment, vertical boustrophedon two lines, starting down the stele,
letters with bottoms to the L, and rising a shorter distance to the L of, as we face the stele
(i.e., under) the first line, letters (as in all "conventional" boustrophedon) still facing the
same L direction
1 x Hx
Pfohl has a word divider and Hansen CEG1 had none, only the line break. In Jeffery's
transcription the word divider is clear, thus we were concerned about our preference for
Hansen's readings of the stones, the photographs, the squeezes and the apographs.
However, in CEG2 p.301 he corrects "lege toSc • arjfia", at a fairly weak bucolic
diaeresis, just before the setna tetyktai which is found as a formula 3 times in Homer and a
variant once, setna tetykhtho. Hansen is usually correct, whenever I had the energy and the
opportunity to compare him against Pfohl's little book, which is printed in Holland, a
country of festoons of academic misprints (in all scholarly fields, and particularly, but not
solely, in works in English published by E.J. Brill). However, Pfohl and Jeffery call the
stone marble, and Hansen, without comment, limestone, so we may have another minor
problem there
Euboia, at Eretria
126.

(H76)

K

HERE PHILON LIES FOR EARTH COVERS- HIM OVER
a SAILOR WHO GAVE his SOUL LIMITED GOOD-THINGS
marble tablet (Pfohl "stone stele") with Attic letters in 9 lines, only 3 of the 8 line breaks
respecting words: 1.2-initial: "sailor", Hx end, and perhaps also (see below for uncertain
start to 1.1) 1.1 strong caesura
El distich
the word ho (= quare Wilamowitz. but = id quod = vita nautae Muller) = hos (WHO
assentientibus Page West), also much discussion on the short second syllable of tonde/ton
de. This, of course, is a pardonable metrical error, unlike enlhade
a major issue is the possibility of the peculiar use of the wrong word for the poem-initial
demonstrative, enthade appears on the stone (not to be read entha de), which destroys the
Hx metre, whereas the synonymous but much rarer teide would heal it. This is an
important error process, regardless of whether the poem's author, some copist, or (most
likely) the cutter made such an error, and Hansen quotes H40 thanontos presumably for
thanonton, H348 Athanai aigiokho for Athanaiaipoliokhoi, pais iorhuios IG
ii?iii2.3.2.8870 = GVI 1757 cited by Gow, he pais kalos under the picture of a girl on a
kylix of Onesimos - see Beazlev Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters 19632 222 n° 60
did Philon die on land?
Euboea, Eretria
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126.

(H107, LS AG a brief comment on its importance on p.86) K

...............ING...
...OF...HAS...
...IGHTING...
.. .SHAMEFUL to/of THE...
marble fragment
for us the main interest in the word aiskhres (fern, too), a hapax. Denigration of the enemy
was not appropriate to the aristocratic style of public praise of one's own warriors, so we
wonder on the missing phrase
Euboea, Eretria
127.

(H77, LSAG 6.17)

I

(i, across the head of the simple column, in rather larger letters-

PLEISTIAS
(ii, down one narrow face of the column, three lines of Attic letters, R-L as the columns of letters go, i.e.,
starting at the top RHS, (i.e., starting next to the more prominent title on the capital!) and L-R as letters run,
requiring the (modem) viewer to turn his head 90° towards his right shoulder to read them top to bottom)
SPARTA IS his HOMELAND BUT he IN BROAD-SQUARED ATHENS
WAS -NURTURED AND HERE OB TAINED the LOT OF-DE ATH
octagonal limestone pillar with a base for it (a "square capital" - Pfohl), the two
inscriptions 90° to each other as above remarked, Attic lettering
the particles men - d e - d e here are obviously more than formal-continuative
note that the pillar is found, not in Sparta, nor in Athens but in:
Euboea, Eretria (= "here")
128.

(H108)

I

GREETINGS PASSERS-BY : FOR I-DIED AND LIE-LOW :
COME THIS-WAY AND-READ-THROUGH WHAT MAN HERE IS-BURIED :
a FOREIGNER OUT-OF AI GINA MNESITHEOS the NAME
AND OVER- ME SET the/a MONUMENT my DEAR MOTHER TIM ARETE
ON the SUMMIT-OF- the TOMB an UNTIRING STELE
WHICH WILL-SAY TO- the PASSERS-BY DAY-AFTER-DAY ALL DAYS
TIM ARETE SET- ME UP OVER her-/DEAR DEAD CHILD
rough limestone stele, 15 lines, with the line breaks only twice respecting words, one of
these cases respecting also a Pnt end
7 x El in verse form, "irregular" but more symmetrically patterned than many which we
find in book and on stone: 2xHx + Pnt + Hx + Pnt + 2xHx
two word dividers pick out the ends of both of the opening Hx, one more the (weak)
caesura of 1.1
my understanding of toi is based tentatively on Deniston. ananeimai is of interest (a hapax
both in CEG1 and CEG2), and also the extensive "thematisation" of the tireless stele and
its everlasting loquacity, not unknown in runic Denmark
yet another tomb set up by a mother
Euboea, Eretria
129.

(H109)

E

(i, 11, under the respective representations of two youths, one left, one right, arm in arm)
.

DERMYS

KITYLOS

(iii, straddling the left and right stone of the base of the relief)
AMPHALKES SET- me/it UP OVER KITYLOS A/ND OVER DERMYS
apparently two lines of letters
Boiotia, Tanagra
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(H ill)
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H

his SONS MADE the/a/me to be a MEMORIAL HERE TO- their/a DEAD FATHER :
TO-GNATHON SKILLED IN-HOSPITALITY AND HORSEMANSHIP
limestone tablet perhaps once displaying a painted scene, the text runs up the LH margin
and across the top margin still L-R, so letters obviously kept their feet towards the middle
of the slab, as is usual, since the art work is meant to be the centre of attention for a while.
No line break noted in Hansen (because the top left comer is smoothly negotiated by the
lettering?), but the tripunct word divider marks out the end of the Hx of the elegiac couplet
"horsemanship" is worth noting in a private epitaph, as Hansen, in his notes on
restitutions for what remains of this word, occurring only twice in CEG1 and CEG2, states
that it suits public monuments
? now atTanagra
131.

(not in Hansen, LGV n° 115 "not metrical")

H

MONUMENT OVER GATHON AND ARISTOKRATE
Boiotia west of Thespiai
132.

(HI 13)

H

MONUMENT OVER OLIGEIDAS (:) THE FATHER SET- ME UP for/over him DEAD
OSTHILOS TO-WHOM HE BROUGHT GRIEF BY-DYING
"stone", 6 lines of letters, breaks falling within words (3) in the first line, and between words in
the second line (2), apparently accidentally so. The word divider noted by Pfohl, but shown as
a repeated iota, i.e., no word divider intended, by Hansen "mnam' epi Olgedai(i)...". No doubt
Pfohl was encouraged by the fact that this place is the strong caesura of the Hx. More concern
over a (h)os after Osthilos, which would mean that the living father "caused g rie f by burying
the son. This unacceptable meaning is avoided by assuming that the sigma of os comes by
dittography from the end of Osthiloix and that the relative should be dative, (h)oi
Elegiac couplet of a standard type for stone
Boiotia, west of Thespiai, built into the wall of S t Blaise's church at Palaeopanagia
133.

(HI 10)

H

OF-KALLIAS /son OF-AIGITTHOS/AS-FOR-YOU THRIVE [Oj/PASSER-BY
-

134.

4 lines as shown on limestone, the first (intra-metrical) title in larger letters, a privilege
usually kept for extra-metrical titles. The rest of the lines stoikhedon, but note that no line
break here comes within a word
1 x Hx
Kallia is taken as nominative by some. I did not write Aigisthos, but had to double the
consonant for the metre
the "0" is supplied by the editors, quite plausibly in this phrase
"eu prass’" is taken as a wish and not an admonition
Boiotia Haliartos, in the wall of the Church of St. Constantine there
(HI 12)

H

TO-CITYMEN AND FOREIGNERS a FRIEND PHANES LIES HERE/
WHO ONCE AFTER-MANLY-DEEDS IN the FRONT-RANKS DIED/fell
two lines on the stone, respecting the El distich
the meanings needing restitution at both line ends are certain, the possible wordings very
limited
Boiotia Thisbe, built into the little church of St. Luke
135.

(not in Hansen, LGVI n° 122 "funerary? metrical?") H

....... TO DEATH o NAUKIDAIONIOS a/the STELE
5 lines from a narrow stele broken off at both ends, boustrophedon
Thessaly, south Magnesia
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136.

(Hl 18, LS AG 11.4)

I

MONUMENT .AM :I. OF-.PYRRH.IAD AS WHO DID NOT TH I/N K he.should .FLEE
BUT INDEED FOR LAND /.THIS .DOING- MANY. JLEROIC-THINGS HE-DIED
square limestone base, of which only two small fragments now survive with only 21 letters on
them, all L-R. The dotted text appears on the face, while, quite exceptionally, the undotted
parts continue the text around on the right side, three lines with one break mid word but the
other at word break
2 x Hx, requiring us to read authe as a pair of short syllables, which is a strain, and is it
"moreover" or the autei/auti meaning the same as "enthade"? The first syllable of epistato has
also to be read long
"ouk epistato pheugein" is a phrase whose meaning is clear but whose idiomaticity (to me) is
not: surely not reverse irony "his special skills were not those of flight" nor in any way
confusable with forms of pisteuo ?
Gallavotti follows his project of finding lyric verse on stone by analysing this
pros//enh/ enh/alcm c
Thessaly, near Kierion, in the village Caralar
137.

(HI 17)

I

MONUMENT THIS THE MOTHER TO-DIOKLEAS SET-UP EKHENAIS
GRIEVING GREATLY WHEN PRE — MATURELY HE-DIED BEING GOOD
...............brother ...stood up.......
everyone BE-COMPAS SIONATE OVER a GOOD MAN AND PASS-B Y
marble base, stoikhedon, 4 lines respecting the 4 x El (Pfohl does not indicate or claim this)
three attempts to elucidate 26 continuous and clear letters in line 3 (plus one more after a gap
of only one) have failed, a most unusual thing for verse epigraphy, and sign of cutter's
confusion. Also unusual, anor-os bridges the Pnt caesura, as shown
Thessaly, west of Pharsalos, in the village of Chadjiamar, from within the doorway of the
church of St. George there
138.

Literary tradition only.

139.

(H119)

I

a GIRL-CHILD I-DIED AND HAD NOT YET PLUCKED the FLOWER OF-YOUTH/
BUT I-CAME BEFORE-THAT INTO MANY-TEARED AKHERON/
a MONUMENT HERE her FATHER HYPERANOR'S CHILD KLEODAMOS/
SET- ME UP TO-THESSALIA AND TO- her DAUGHTER her MOTHER KORONA
marble stele, stoikhedon, top to bottom, and once again Hansen, but not Pfohl, indicates that
four lines of letters exactly match four lines of hexameters, which way the letters face
probably depends on which edge they are on, and this is not stated
Thessaly, Oloosson
140.

(H120, LSAG 11.8)

J

SPHINX DOG OF-HADES HAV... WHAT eye/face DO-YOU-GUARD
SITTING............................................... OF-a-DEAD MAN
STRANGER....................................... OF-a-DEAD.......
squared marble base, inevitably once the support for a column holding the sphinx,
6? lines L-R
presumably 4 x El, with the first distich the question of the wayfarer, and the second distich the
reply of the sphinx, the earliest of the Q & A inscriptions
"dog" perhaps as in tragedy, with the sense of 'servant, agent, watcher' of a god
Thessaly, Demetrias
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141.
(H123)
J
OF-GASTRON THIS FUNERAL MOUND OF-a-MAN LOVED-BY-GUESTS WHO VERY-MUCH
TO-MANY
CITYMEN AND STRANGERS GAVE WHEN-he-DEED GRIEF
stele, 13 very short lines with no respect for words or metre
commonly, the adjective "P/philoxeno(u)" is taken as Gastron's patronymic
poem final "anian" is a hapax for CEG1 and CEG2, as is aniaomai H470
Thessaly, Pelion
142.

(HI 24)

J

EPPEDO OFFERED- ME UP as a MONUMENT TO- DEAD EUWETHIDAS
ASTONISHING TO-LOOK-UPON and not inglorious to her who MADE it? / ?bearing the name of the man
she MADE it for?
3 lines respecting the word divisions on a marble base now lost, for a stele which may also
once have been in the museum at Voli, now lost, which pictured in relief a boy and a girl
Empedo = the Klepshydra spring at Athens, perhaps the origin of the PN. "anatithemi" is so
rare in epitaphs that West assumes a very bad cutter, putting anetheke for epetheke, and the
mysterious anonymem, for eponymott, but Hansen takes kai anonymon as standing for kou
nonumon cf. Od. 13.239; 14,182 & Aesch. Pers. 1003, and for kou Hymn Horn 2.227, Sol.
13 Bergk-West = 1 Diehl vs 60, Hippon. 66 West; Parm. 6.7 Diels-Kranz
on a simpler note, poiein for epitithemi is common
hoi is thought to be "autoi hoi” (datives) not "autoi hos"
Thessaly, Khyretiai
143.

(H121)

J

.. .FATHER SET UP AND BROTHER/
...AND WENT INTO HADES
.......YROMAKH............
rectangular stele, 3 lines respecting verses written top to bottom, but on which edge or which
way the letters face would have to be gleaned from Franke's photo
the stele may well have been too small to feature more than three trimeters
found somewhere in Thessaly, now in the yard of the little church of St. Anthony between
Dendra and Larissa
144.

Literary tradition, to a doctor.

145.

Literary tradition, to a hound.

146.

(H127, LSA G 13.il)

H

GREETINGS KHARON/NOBODY TO-YOU SPEAKS/BADLY EVEN WHEN YOU-ARE-D/EAD
who MANY/MEN RE/LEASED/FROM their SUFFERING
stele with six lines of largish, uneven letters L-R, 4 line ends (of the 6) match word breaks,
none picks out Hx end
as I don't know the euphemistic or maledictory practices of Kharon's contemporaries, I find it
difficult to judge the force of the double negative in 1.1
Phokis, Tethronion
147.

(H151)

I

.......ANE AMBASSADOR(S) (OF) WHOM at DELPH....................
... to his CHILD a MONUMENT gra.. ./fare.. ./KHAl ...
limestone fragment, Naxian lettering? metre uncertain
at Delphi, but from Naxos, or by Naxians
148.

Literary tradition
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149.

(H128)

H

....................... OVER MINADES a YEARNED-FOR MAN
TO the PEOPLE and........................................................
lost limestone slab/tablet, in three fragments, originally 7-8 lines, probably El distich
Opuntian Lokris, near Zeli
150.

(H129, LSAG 17.18)

I

FUNERAL MOUND/ THIS/ OF-HERM AIOS/THE son OF-KYDONIKOS/THE/: son OF-AGRITAS
dark coloured stele, upward running lines (letter feet pointing to the R, as Jeffrey stands the
stele) written on each of the four faces, Hansen beginning with the likely rhetorical opening
gambit sama tode. . . . Then the quantities in Kydoniko (-doni- would both have to be short)
and the meaning of this and agrita are problems. If the pillar is on the right end in the photo,
we would seem to have then to read from the bottom up, starting with sama tod(e), go to the
next face left (clockwise) for a slightly larger HERMAIO, and so on. Jeffrey starts with
HERMAIOU, another common opening gambit for epitaphs (PN) and proceeds around the
pillar in the opposite direction, destroying any chance of metre
Kydonikos short+long+short+os = adj "from Kydonia in Crete", and Kydonikos
long+short+long+os = PN 'battle-honoured', both failing to supply the required choriambic
word
Hansen, with his access to the updated Pape, the Encyclopedia of Proper Names, suspects both
PNn, and to make it worse, grandfathers seem to be discriminated against
in epigrams before 400
1 x Hx??
Aigina
151.

(H80, LSAG 17.19)

I

GREETINGS PASSERS-BY I ANTISTATES SON OF-ATARBos/es/as
I-LEE HERE DEAD HAVING-LEFT my NATIVE LAND
ANTISTATES / ATHENIAN
-

152.

marble (limestone?) stele, 6 lines of roughly decreasing Aeginetan letters, L-R, not respecting
verse but respecting three of the word breaks, using the full width of the slab, but with plenty
of uninscribed space under the text. The last word is placed on the LHS under its mate, rather
than back on the RHS margin
"h" of "huos" was added later. Perhaps the second word "oi" also lacks an "h",
or it may be = "toi"
somewhere in Aegina
(HI 30)

J

OF-GLEUKITAS /THIS FUNERAL-MOUND THE man OF-CYPRUS/THE man OF-SALA/MINA
DIOT/IMOS ME/SET-UP
lost limestone triangle, 6 lines the odd-numbered ones starting bottom right and continuing
(counted as new lines, here the even-numbered ones) L-R across the top edge, thus forming
three stacked right angles of text
how was this placed on a "triangular" stone?
notice the double toponym, perhaps Salaminios was felt to need clarification, given the
closeness of Aegina and another Salamis
1 x Hx (with "to kyprio" having to be a second paean, despite the likelihood of to(u)) followed
by the unmetrical artist's signature
somewhere in Aigina
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H

.................................................................oipal...e
...AKLEITOS son OF-PROKLES THE HOPES...........:
....... TO-BURY HERE I N ....... MANNER OF- the CITY
marble tomb stone, stoikhedon, L-R, apparently with mason's errors to add to the problems of
the missing parts. The one word marker comes late and marks what seems to be the third line
of 4 x El, which is strange, unless there were others
Lakles or Eukleitos were traditionally assigned to this tomb, not supported by Hansen
Megara, in the necropolis
154.
Not in the stone tradition which survives from early times, but apparently in a 15 line inscription of
the +4C/+5C. Pausanias 1 43 3 is quoted, but neither Hansen volume mentions this particular text.
155.

(H133)

J

FUNERAL MOUND THIS OF HYPSIKLES/the MEGARIANS THIS MAN
lost stone preserved by the sometimes mendacious Lenormant
l x Hx, three ? lines, the one sure line break at Hx strong caesura
seen (?) between Eleusis and Megara

156.

(HI 36)

here/ buried

H

the man-of-KOS HYSEMATAS I-BURIED NEAR the HIPPODROME
a GOOD MAN A MEMORIAL/MONUMENT TO-MANY IN-THE-FUTURE
HE-DIED IN the WAR LOSING his TENDER YOUTH
PRUDENT VICTORIOUS-IN-the-GAMES AND SENSIBLE IN-HIS-AGE
Doric capital, 4 x El, the first distich on one side (the face? the L or R side?) the other on
"another" side, horizontal lines ruled "as ornaments" (Pfohl)
ingenuity has failed to assure a PN within the epitaph for "I buried", yet one would expect it to
appear somewhere, and where better than within the verse, where such mentions were
traditional!
the 7 graphic lines show little regard for words and none for metre, the break between the "one
face" and "other face" surfaces is not shown as a line break by Hansen, in his text or in his
CEG2 p. 301 corrections to his presentation
Argos, near the Heraion
157.

Literary tradition only, though bearing every sign of being a genuine early epitaph.

158.

(H137, LSAG 32.1)

E

EUMARES FATHER OF ANDROKLES ME HERE a FUNERAL MOUND
MADE AND SET DOWN TO BE A MONUMENT/MEMORIAL OF HIS DEAR SON
rough, square block of trachite, 4 lines straggly boustrophedon: "true" looping lines 1-2 as far
as and including the sigma beginning 1.2's "sama", i.e., the letters begin tails down and after the
loop are tails up (i.e., "upside down"), until a sudden change is made inside this word, after
which mid line change of heart the writer continued 1.2 tails down, reverting to the more usual
"conventional" boustrophedon for the second pair of lines - odd lines L-R, even lines of course
R-L, the feet of all letters in both pointing downwards, like, of course, the top line. However,
he kept to the smooth looping of lines, which caused him a problem as to where to change the
top-bottom orientation of letters to writing-line on the smooth bends, and causes Hansen a
problem as to which letter actually begins the graphic lines he marks with the usual vertical
bar
2 x Hx
Methana, found in the plain of Thronios

159.

(H138, LSAG 32.2)

G

FOR DAMOTTMOS : THIS FUNERAL-MOUND : his DEAR MOTHER HAD- it WROUGHT
AMPHIDAMA i FOR NO CHILDREN WERE-BORN IN the/his HOUSE
AND the TRIPOD WHICH AT-THEBES HE-CARRIED-AWAY: FROM-the-GODS : ...
.......ruin it is UNAFFECTED ; she SET-OVER her CHILD
3.5 m octagonal stone pillar, inscribed bottom to top from the LH edge and twice curving
around to the RH edge (direction of writing: L-R) to the very bottom on the other, RHS side,
i.e., "real" boustrophedon. Verse, 4 x Hx with 2 x Hx on each of the two inscribed faces, two
sorts of word dividers, one of each picking out each of the two PN, the commoner dipunct
marking the end of SAMA, with a tripunct on the 4th foot caesura of the final Hx. Very
erratic and arbitrary indications of line "breaks" where the text actually bends at the two top
comers. E.g., two "breaks" are shown in what is a seamless bend containing A/MPHEVAMA,
whose letter phi is nearly mid-bend, and two in a similar position in the second line of the
second distich)
"enike" from phero, not nikao, Thebassi only a problem as regards its formation
Troizen, served as the column above a Hellenistic cistern
160.

(HI39, LSAG 32.3)

H

FOR-PRAXITELES THIS MONUMENT WISON MADE it FOR him DEAD
THIS-MAN'S AGE-FRIENDS/the FUNERAL MOUND HEAPED-UP WITH- DEEP GROANS
FOR his GOOD DEEDS AND IN-ONE-DAY/THEY-FINISHED it
unfluted volcanic column, 2.15m high, probably once a base for a statue in more prestigious
material. Text begins in long lines from bottom up along the RHS (walkers would more
easily be persuaded to begin reading from the bottom of columns), the tails of the letters of the first
line face R, and the text returns to the bottom for line 2, however, this time it loops over the top
to reverse the direction of the feet of letters in what I like to call real boustrophedon (Jeffery
"false") for a shorter line. Did archaic Greeks need to turn their heads at all? Perhaps letters
were recognised regardless of orientation, as sellers of newspapers can do for upside down text.
Boustrophedon tout court is a common way of avoiding lining up a new text starting point,
and of allowing a slightly over-long line of letters to loop around so as to fit nearby available
space
3 x Hx, the first pair very epic in tone
1.3 provides a tantalising epigraphic allusion to what we read in the Laws of Cicero and of
Plato, on the man-hour measurement of mounds and restrictions on their size
Troizen, in situ

1.

COMMENT ON BOUSTROPHEDON:

It is high time to clear up what we mean by this term.
"Boustrophedon" tout court is here refined to mean only that manner of multiplying lines
of writing where the tails/baselines of the letters always point in the same direction, but the
direction of writing changes 180° every new line, the letters being mirror images of their
occurrences in the previous line when viewed from a constant position. I clarify this as
"conventional".
"Mirror" imaging is as in real life, where the reflection of an object in a mirror has a
different L-R orientation but the same Top-Bottom orientation as the object which it
"reflects".
"Real" boustrophedon means (perhaps for me only) that procedure by which on every
looping 180° line-change the orientation of the tails/baselines also changes 180°. It is the
more archaic style.
A poor (two-dimensional) ox ploughing in the form of what is no rm a lly called the "oxplough manner" by Classicists would, at every turn at the end of a furrow, have to do a half
Hip onto his back and wriggle (still head first) along on his b a c k up the new line of ploughing,
so as to keep his L eft shoulder (for instance) pointing in the direction to which he pointed it on
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his very first row. Entering his third furrow he would (as he swung around to recommence)
have simultaneously to flip over again from his back to his feet, and so on. This Jeffery and
all Classicists call, simply, "boustrophedon".
Jeffery, following the weight of convention, calls it "false" boustrophedon when the ox
simply wheels in a half circle while keeping to his feet — which would seem the normal thing
for any ox to do, even a Greek one. In fact, despite her long life and manifold talents, I would
defy her to have trained any quadruped to that other method which she felt so forced to
espouse.
When one is renovating vocabulary, why not do the job properly?
Pfohl's corpus cont'd:
161.

(H376.LS AG 37.31)

H

GLAUKATIAS THE MONUMENT OF- his FINE VICTORY DEDICATED
....... SON SERVANT...........
or: to glaukatias set me up as a monument kalas son of anthidas
to his dear child
fragmentary marble stele, 6 boustrophedon lines, beginning Top - Bottom on the LHS of
the stele, separated by deep scored lines, these featuring even a semicircular turning circle for the
looping, "real", boustrophedon. The first line has inward facing letters (normal practice for any
column or stele edge, I think) and thus is R-L in graphological orientation, and odd-line letter
feet point R, even-line letter feet point L
both editors extract a Hx and a bit from this, Hansen hopes for 2 x Hx, Pfohl for 1 x Hx + a
choriamb
Hansen here discusses mnema and pais in inscriptions. Note that the redundancy of pais causes
us to use two forms for son, "son" and "SON", the former where the idea is present in a
genitive or patronymic, without the word pais or huios
dedicatory, says Hansen, not funerary, agreeing with Kirkhoff, Jeffery and Aupert, despite
mnema
Sparta
162.
The interesting one-line epitaph preserved in the Anthology. See our table of monostichs in AP in
Thesis. The older, belleslettristic, strata of AP have few such archaic one-liners, and those that are there,
because of "additive composition" practices, can be suspected of having been fragments of longer poems. In
Byzantine times, with the collection of more obviously real inscriptions and the cult of monostichs in literature,
they become more common
163.

Another poem found only in the literary tradition, though likely to be genuine.

164.

(H142, LSAG44.8)

I

OF-PROKLEEDAS THIS FUNERAL-MOUND WILL-BE-CALLED NEAR the ROAD
WHO DIED FIGHTING FOR HIS OWN LAND
a lost stone, complicating the discussion, late Corinthian letters, 4 lines L-R, one of the
line breaks comes at the verse end of the Hx, it being an Elegiac Distich. Reasonable text,
to judge from the hand copy
Prokleidafs} ? neither a genitive in -as nor a nom. is acceptable, as initial PN in nom.
indicate tomb builders/financiers, living men. Hence, Prokleida is required
1.1 better translated (losing the Greek order) "This is the funeral mound which will be
called the mound of Prokleidas" note the future tense and its implications of long or
everlasting praise
Akamania north, somewhere
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165.

(Hl 64)

F

OF-KOISON STELE...........................................................
............................................his AGE-FRIENDS SET-UP
fragment of a limestone stele, lettering on its edges, up the LHS and (without a loop) down
the RHS, feet always facing L, so (normal) boustrophedon
Pfohl puts the fragments in the reverse order, Peek takes it as having been lx Hx or
perhaps 2 x Hx. In Hansen's and Peek's order, the PN comes first (in genitive), a very
usual tactic
Kyrene
166.

(In neither Hansen, LSAG 53.49)

OF-PASIADAS
-

G

the FUNERAL-MOUND KRATES MADE ME
tufa stone, 3 lines of boustrophedon, beginning L-R
Gallavotti seizes on such texts in his search for lyric metres on stone
Sicily, near Gela

167.

Epitaph for Aeschylus at Gela, preserved in various literary sources.

168.

Epitaph for a doctor, literary tradition.

169.

(not in Hansen, LGVI n° 155 "not metrical", LSAG 52.33) H

ALAS O ARKHEDAMOS THE son OF-PYTHEAS SEL INUNTINE
on the back of the stele, perhaps as a warning against violating sacred ground:
SEPULCHRAL-MOUND
170.

marble stele, boustrophedon starting L-R, 3 straggly lines of it, leaving little room free
except below
"orkhedame" = crasis of vocative-inducing "O" with PN Arkhedemos
the word "erion", rare onearly stone, appears here
Delphi, but linked with the town of origin of the person, Selinus

(Seemingly in neither Hansen)

H

...........OF deATH KISSED ME...................
stele fragment
"phileo" is interesting. My translation merely seeks to identify this part of the vocabulary
of love in one gloss. Nowhere in all of Hansen's CEG does this verb actually appear, and
even the one possible restitution of it is doubtful.
Sicily, Selinous
171.
Literary tradition. Though treating a historical event, this particular poem is by no means
necessarily contemporaneous with it, a general point of note even for some (public) stone texts.
172.

(Not in Hansen, LGVI n° 154 "non metrical") H

OF-THE-DAUGHTER SACRED stele AM-I OF-KAPROGONOS (or, of kaprogono?)
white limestone stele
the "sacred to/of' vocabulary reminds us that the boundary between funerary and
dedicatory inscriptions is a fluid one, at least verbally
Bechtel gives us no encouragement to manufacture a genitive feminine out of "-gono". The
name itself may be from "kopro-" or else from "karp-". If the word is masculine, the
daughter's name does not appear, at least at this point. For daughters this omission is
believable
Megara Hyblaia
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I

HERE KHOROI AND ELOS LIE HAVING-DRAWN-THE-LOT OF-DEATH
BOTH-OF-THEM FINELY BURIED by their DEAR SON
limestone stele, 6 lines of crowded lettering L-R, the first two wobbly stoikhedon, which
lapses in the third line. Sigmas are the tallest letters, which disturbs the evenness of
subsequent lines. Three of them end up on top of each other on the lower RHS, merging
into a long zigzag shape. Line ends, as is natural with such a Filled up space, have nothing
to do with the boundaries of words, syntax or metre
"Elos", whether the second vowel be long or short, is an unexampled PN, but the word is
clear. So is"keitai" which, given the lability of syllable-final "n", editors cheerfully write
"keintai"
Though it is not significant thematically, "anphoteros" is more likely to be acc. pi., rather
than nom. sg.
Kamarina
174.

(Apparently in neither Hansen. LSAG 52.45) I

ASTYLOS son OF-TIMETAS WHO-DIED a GOOD MAN

-

gravestone damaged at top, right and bottom. Rough lettering L-R
from the rarity of single pentameters, we assume that the first half of an El distich is lost
Sicily, Birgi, near Motya

175.

Literary tradition, allegedly from archaic times.

176.

(HI 56)

I

HERE PYTHONAX THE ME........................ME
MONUMENT TO- his UNMARRIED SISTER.......
.. .of the DAUGHTER of-AR............................
funerary base, in 3 lines (?) corresponding to the verse lines assumed: Hx+El+Hx.
Note that "H" stands for both "h" and eta
Paros
177.

A Homeric epigram, from the book tradition.

178.

(H79)

I

............... TIANOS CAME G R .../
............... death/fate?...the ALL-SUBDUING/
............... THREE ALONG-WITH Father/
........... IN- a SEABATTLE SUBJECTED
marble fragment, of a stele (Hansen), of a base (Pfohl), Attic letters, approximate
stoikhedon, 4 lines matching the verse, 4 x El
the most secure restitution is "Ares" somewhere in the last, or second last line, except that
the idea is so common that just possibly the word may have been implied, not expressed,
1.1, "grief, 1.2 "death/fate", 1.3 "father" are other plausible but shaky restitutions
Imbros
179.

(HI 63)

H

..........................................................?
...ENDURING BEFORE-your-TIME YOU-WENT TO-the-DWELLINGS OF-HADES
marble base, faint vestiges of one, initial Hx restored by Pfohl, rejected by Hansen,
who thinks that there were two Hx lines before the surviving Pnt, so Pfohl's word
divider in 1.1 is highly imaginary. Hx+Hx+Pnt or perhaps an El distich only
Thera
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180.

(H167)

K

OF an EXCELLENT WOMAN THIS BY THIS ROAD [THE] FUNERAL MOUND
BEARING-a-LION IS OF-DEAD ASPASIE
AND IN-RETURN-FOR GOOD AFFECTION EUOPIDES THIS MONUMENT
TO-HER SET-UP WHOSE WIFE SHE-WAS
stele, dark in colour, 12 lines of stoikhedon
touto to sema coexists here with tode mnema, and note the other deictic words and the
articles, once rare on stone
Hansen, for the technically minded, believes that "aute" 1.4 had no Final iota but is still
dative
"Euo/.. .des" seems to require a short syllable restitution (from onomatological possibilty),
and if so, it still has to be metrically lengthened, despite being in the less emphatic, second
half of the 4th foot
Khios, north
181.

(H169)

H

TO...................THIS FUNERAL-MOUND his MOTHER SET- it-UP TO a DEAD (male) ■
PHANOKRITE BESTOWING ON a/her CHILD KINDNESS
a lost/existing stone, 9 lines, El distich
an interesting, if technical insight into ancient composition: "meter", MOTHER, needs to
be metrically an iamb, not the inescapable spondee that it is. Hansen follows Wilamowitz
and assumes too great an imitation of the routine phrase "pater epetheke thanonti"
Erythrai (found there anyway) lost from the Museum at Smyrna (Hansen), existing at
Izmir (= Smyrna) (Pfohl). The way some of these museums are managed, both opinions
could equally be true
182.

(HI 70)

I

HERE : his PORTION : POSSESSING the HALIKARNASSIAN : IDAGYGOS :
LIES : ARISTOKLES': SON : ARES' SERVANT
limestone stele, 10 short lines, the Final one of one letter only, and 7 word dividers, as shown,
picking out early words, PN, Hx end, as they usually do, and perhaps only accidentally falling
at Pnt caesura. Word breaks disregard words, apart from two occasions, once at Hx caesura
(accidental? or because a PN-adjective follows?) and between "Ares'/servant" poem Final.
However, the main PN is itself split by a word break, admittedly into its constituent parts:
A risto/kleos, but also stretching the letter number of that line to become the maximum for
the whole inscription, 10 of them. Once again, the main motivation for the line breaks seems
to have been to keep up a 9 letter sequence across the width of the stone, which varies a little
more towards the end: the segments are, per line: 9, 9, 8, 9, 9, IQ, 8, 8, 6, 1 (letters).
El distich
from a literary point of view, this couplet is a model of the stylish monumentality and
pregnant restraint of "Classical" verse epitaph, and particularly powerful in the antithesis of its
last line, a highly successful "closure" device
Cyprus, Amathous
183.

(In neither Hansen)

K

HERE I-LIE KHAETAS son OF-POTHENUOS BY-RACE
woiwanijas spouse ? of the MUSE blameless?? he WENT-DOWN
I zo T A . . . . TA se KO TI le O
limestone stele with relief showing the head of an ephebe
Pfohl does not explicitly note that the original of this is in syllabic Cypriot, though no doubt
he would have expected his students to know this immediately
I guess from the roots of opywen and azainos a meaning that would need the full archaeological
context to support it, as the themes themselves, it seems, of this line, are almost unexampled
in the corpus
Cyprus, Morphou
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185.

(H462)

H

............... E TO- the CITIZENS ALL-THINGS S A V .../
....... TO-CITYFOLK AND IF ANY FOREIGNER MAY-COME/
............... TO-the-WINDY ... BEING-SET-DOWN/
............... NEAR HIS WORKSHOP
limestone, Knidian letters, 4 x Hx, graphic lines matching lines of verse
Karia, near Kumyer village
186.

Literary tradition.

187.

Literary tradition, though Pfohl refers obliquely to LSAG 71.41.

188.

(H172)

H

HERE son OF-ANAXANDROS DEINES MOST-NOTABLE OF-CITIZENS
LIES BLAMELESS HE-DREW the TERM OF-DEATH
marble stele broken into two parts, relief on the front and there was once one on the back, of a
standing man, now scraped away. 4 lines, placed on top of the surviving relief, which shows a
bearded man, standing "playing with his dog" (Hansen; "offering his dog the foot of an
animal" (Pfohl). Line breaks respect neither words nor meter
some try to read keimai, 1.2, but among other considerations, Hansen points out most
interestingly (for students of the speaking inscription) that keimai, rather than keitai, is only
twice used of the deceased in the surviving corpus
Apollonia (Sozopol), brought from the necropolis to the gate
189.

(H173, LSAG 72.60)

H

(i?).......I-STAND AND I-SAY THAT FAR-FROM his CITY
....... LIES LEOXOS THE son OF-MOLPAGORES
(ii?)...aei

fragment of a marble stele, with reliefs on both faces, the "front" shows a nude youth,
standing, and has both inscriptions, the "rear" a standing archer. The inscriptions are on the
edges, (i?) on the right and the other on the left, Top to Bottom, (i?) at least having tails left.
Normally it would be either both tails L, or "inward facing" for such a position, (i?) has two
lines respecting the El distich division of verse lines (as calculated by the editors)
Latyshev and Kriiger expand the 5 surviving letters of (ii?) to ".. .monument am I of
Leoxos son of Molpagores", showing considerable daring
Olbia
190.

(H175)

(i, on the front)

J
OF-TYKHON

(ii, presumably the Hx up the LHS, and the Pnt across the top)
TO-THIS FUNERAL-MOUND LIES-UNDER a MAN YEARNED-FOR BY-MANY
TAURIAN BY-TRIBE AND THE/his NAME IS TYKHON
limestone stele, title and epigram on different faces, 3 very short lines for T vkh /o n /o s. and 9
lines for the verse, with the Hx - Pnt break respected, but little else. Pfohl says
"boustrophedon", but it seems that only one line in 12 is in fact written reversed, presumably
(from the silence of the editors and from normal custom) the end of one of the verses, lazily
tucking away an inconvenient overflow of text instead of setting up a new line from the
beginning
thus, another L shaped layout, up the LHS and over the top, quite an expected pattern
Pantikapaion

P.
727

P. 728
191.

(H176)

K

SAMON son OF-GLAUKION
AGED TWENTYFIVEI-WENT-OUT-OF the SUN
limestone stele with volute, 6 lines, two for (and demarcating the end of) the two word title, 3
for the Pnt, not respecting words, one of which is of course very long
at the risk of redundancy, we emphasise the presence here of an isolated pentameter
Pantikapaion
192.

(HI 74)

I

(i) THIS FUNERAL MOUND OF-the-DAUGHTER OF-NADYS THE KARIAN AM-I
this is on the side of the pyramid Hansen calls A, looking down on it, and moving anticlockwise to a new
face we Fmd B
(ii) PASSER-BY STOP AND GRIEVE
STELE AND THIS FUNERAL-MOUND OF a DAUGHTER
WHO FORSOOK the FLOWER OF-YOUTH
and DIED ONLY-CHILD OF-her-FATHER
and if we continue anticlockwise we come to a new face, C
(iii) PASSER-BY STOP AND GRIEVE
STELE AND THIS FUNERAL-MOUND OF-PARTHENIKE/of a maiden
WHO FORSOOK the FLOWER OF-YOUTH
AND DIED ONLY-CHILD OF-her-FATHER
-

-

small marble pyramid, Hansen's side A has the relief, which is as rough as the lettering of
the three inscriptions), showing two women (unmarried) one standing, one sitting. The
first inscription given here is set over the relief, and is in prose, in 6 short lines. The verse
sections have: n° ii, 11 lines, n° iii, 10 lines, and dactylic(/spondaic), apart from the initial
anapaest and possible catalexis in the latter two lines. Shown by Hansen as 4 x 2Dactyl
this being so, the metrical disruptiveness of P/parthenikes suggests that it is a PN, though
girls do not have to be named in their epitaphs
Sinope

193.

Literary tradition.

194.

Literary tradition.

195.
Literary tradition in Archilochean meter, which we mention as it does not prove lateness, though
not found in our corpus.
26A.
(H33)
Attic fragment, containing the word MOTHER.

G

96A.
(H9)
J
Attic fragment, containing the words leukas... and kedea.
179A.
(H168)
K
Chian fragment with a relief showing dancing girls, but very little in the way of a
comprehensible inscription, despite 29 letters surviving.
END OF PFOHL'S EXEMPLARY CORPUS OF STONE POEMS, DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS OF
GREEK TO CUT THEIR TEETH ON
traduttore traditore

P.M.Mc
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P.
729

11.

Peek GVI fragmentary citations

Table o f notable passages from Peek, G riechische V ers-Inschriften - i.e. o ff the stone
Code: A- Words for writing, cutting, and specific words for the inscription

(GV
664

BCDEFGH-

‘shouting’ stele
Self epitaph
Poverty, smallness of the grave
Prominent grave, beautiful stone, ‘stone’ seemingly specified as the support
Reference to genre questions and literary debates
‘Speaking’ object - First Person awarded to the grave etc.(+stele and deceased)
Name questions...

[I-

Poems introducing books

J- Poems concluding books - categories from AP]
K- Metrica
L- vocabulary notes
M- Brevity mentioned
N- Smallness of objects mentioned, other than the grave itself
O- Poem and epigram words, not viewed as inscription. Wrote the poem.
P- Art
Q- Memorialising, honouring
R- Wayfarer, messenger...
S- Impermanence of stone, but.... Also lastingness. Also newness of tomb.
T- Tumulus explicitly mentioned, and grave names of interest
U- erion
V- Empty tomb
W- Made own grave (+ made grave for family members, + actually carved these)
X- Timely and untimely
Y- Quoting another epitaph, but not purely the name (=H)
Z- Thematics of interest - varied
APVn 701 A
t<{)0i[j.ü)i ... avSpi ... ttoXic T|ivec ... ypappa
Nicaea
Tra.TT|p 8 cm oi Aiopr|8T|c
E
Xaivov ix}u.4>aT| tov8 aveieive Ta^ov
T

(GV
900
(GV
968

ei 8e KaXupp oXiyov pq pepc|>eo piKpoc o xwP0C
aXX avSpac TroXepou TXqpovac oi8e 4>ep€iv

AP VH 227
AP VH 558

(D
A

you also are a father or a son

Z

GV
233
GV
247274

Tqv8 aveöqKa ypa4>qv cripqTOpa Tupßou

GV
431

peT euceßiüii' 8 ecpev ev HXucuoi

+2 Kios

A

-l Syria

W

+4 Thasos
Moes.S.
Bithyn
Paphlag
Maced
Phryg
Lycia
Lydia
Ankyra
Epirus
Batanaea
Thrace
AP vii228
Trachon
Mysia
APvii330
(Dorylaion?)
+2 Rome

Z

28 epitaphs from monuments
erected by the deceased in his
life time

P. 730
GV

o iK o 8 o p o y £ u X o ep y o y

+1

Rome

z

+2

Rome

w

-3

A thens

V
E

-2
-1

R heneia

P
E

+2

Phrygia

A

561
GV
571
GV
632

c tu p A cK X r|T Tia8ao
tue etrexeX X e

u ie o c e v 0 a 8 e Brjpou
e tc o8e T upßoc e x e t

kou

c r |p a to 8 e y K e y e a i K e iT a i x^01' 1 c tu p a 8e ...
T) 8 ... e u £ a x o a p p l y
X io p a K ai e y £ e a T tu i y p a p p

eT u m u c e TreTptui

GV
662

c r |p a

GV

[cu] 8 e to T rapo8eL T a p r | tceytuc a x o d T i x e ]
[aXX] e v T u x ^ v y p a ^ a i c t [X eiße 8 aK p u a]

669
GV
726
GV

pew» e y cTT|Xr| yXuTrTT) 0 e c a y

+3

tt)v 8 e c o p o v T a u r r i y e r i £tuy Io u X ia y o c h e a u T iu t
e£ i8Ltuy K a p a T tu y a4>0iToy riy X a ic e y

+2

Thrace

W
E

e u y e y ic e y 0 a 8 e

+3

Perinthos

Z

+2

Rome

A

Rome

z

t ic

K e iT a i

is the sem a the pictu re?
A n acrostic: S a rapion

H o w m u ch o f an e m p ty cliche is
ayX at£tu here?

729
GV
731

e m ct t ]Xt| c « e x a p a y p e y o y o u y o p a T o u p o y
K o p y u ritu y

+2

GV

+3

831
GV
840

+3

A
... a c T o8e c a p a
8 e p K e a i tu p a i o ic a y 0 e d i KpuTTTopeyoy]

-3

D em etrias

-2

GV

a fte r the distich, £r)cac eTri
Xe’ M a p ia a c w ß io c pytip p c
eye Key e x e y p a d a

z

flow ers

R

in prose?

ecKe

850?
GV
876

GV
879
GV
928
GV

touto y a p e y £ w o ic iy e m u y u p o y e a < e y u y a iK i
e iy e K e y rjc a p e T t|c KaL cto4>pocuyr]c p aX a p ic x -q c
T e u £ e 8 e T o y 8 e T a d o y <J>L^L0C fro c ic E u T p o tro c
aUTT^
h o i t auT io

+2

Thessalo nika

W

T) KaXoy eK p a K a p tu y p ix m p L o y o u p o y o y e i y a i
Toy 0 a y a T o y 0 y riT o ic o u KaKoy aXX a y a 0 o y

+3

Eleusis

Z

C ay tu y rX au K itu y o c
irey T e K aieK o ceT T |c r)Xioy e £ eX iiro y

-5

Pantikapaion

K

single p en tam eter

+2

M ysia

Z

the good die young

Athens

H
A

1. 8 & last:
y a p 4>iX eouai, [sc. a 0 a y a T o i ] | yeoi
0 y p a K o u a iy aTTay|Teg

+3

961

ooaovs

GV

ctti Xt) 8 optuy p o u T o u y o p e y [y e y p a p p e y o y ]
K X aucoy p e T ra p o 8 e i0 otl ...

+2

aX X a T rapepxotu]
[tu 4>LX]e o8[o]iTrop€ Trac T o u y o p a 8 i£ o p e y o c

+3
+4

Teos

H
R
Z

p ass by!

+1
+2

Rome

K

H x+Pn+Tr

+1
+2

Rome

z

4>tuyetu seem s used as a verb o f
com plaint.
T he infant cries to the stele?
KXripouxtu KXripoy pr|Tpoc

963
GV
967

GV
1014
GV
1024

GV1046

KXi]poy 8 e
8e

c t t |Xtii

p rjT p o c TtuL8e KXr|poux<4 Ta4>wi
a y T a y tu y i a c ß io u

+3

L
X
[Kai x o iu ß io T o u l l p a i c 8 a p a p p[oi 4>L^ Te p a )
[p e ]c x r |c e ~r|[8e] Traci yXuTrxtoy e ic o p a y ]
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+2
+3

Philipopolis?
Hadrianopolis

P
E

T h is gladiator died in the agon.
T he re lie f is w hat is referred to.
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+2 Syria

GV
1047

aXX etc yripac ikuc0€ iravTec e£t)c
pyeiav Mt|Tpo4>ai/ouc ocol Troieicöe
ve rov Aia cwTTipr|cto

GV
1048

aXX otic e£ eXeyoio pa0oic Ta8e ptj Trapo8eucr]c +2 Sidon
+3
8oc 8e Ti xflP00^ ^ SaKpu Kai op4>a^LT|

GV
10 5 6

Kca Teu^ac Z t| vq)v i veto TrpoT€0i'T|K:oTi ttcu8l
Tupßou Kai cTT|Xriv [Tac] eiKovac auToc eyXu^a
Taiciu epatc TTctXapaici ...
[e]v0a 4>i Xt| aXoxw KXeivri kcu ttcu8i 4>iXio [tTpu']
Meidet tck|>ou

+3

K
Z

P.
731

Hendecasyllable, one longer
line of similar rhythm
The words suggest that the
passer-by’s remembrance was
to be made aloud.
It is also suggested in the prose
that the deceased will be on the
lookout

A
R

+3 Rome

P

Rarely is the tradesman so
explicit about preparing his own
grave. However, he had begun
it for his family.

W

GV
1088

+2 Athens

K

“Stesichorean”

GV
1091

+2 Achaea

K

successive pentameters

GV
1140

+3

[0aTep]a

col

cTT)Xr| Tp<a>vea

ttoIl't

epeet]

-2 As.Minor
-1

G
B
R

Z
GV
1152

...]lo8t)c eypaipey

-2 Egypt
Ap.Mag
A

GV
1159

+1 Ionia Notion

Z

GV
1166

+3 Smyrna

Z
A

GV
1185

TauTa pa0tov io ^eive Ta ypappcrra. rqc8 crrro
8cXtou
... ktlctou 8 ovop eu0u pa0r|cr|
[e£ aKpocnxL]8oc Xau^eac [-rrapaye]

+2 Jerusalem

GV
1199

T| pui Moucatov ayay eiitoL' i0'J

+2 ?

GV
1210

... creXev aKapcrroi'
home epei TTapiovci Stapepec apaTa iravTa

-6 Eretria
-5

GV
1233

Xeucccov etc £ecTT|c ypaplpaTa TauTa TreTpr|c]

-2 Egypt
-1 Schedia

GV
1254

8epKeo ra v aptcapoL\ o8oiirope Tav Bcpemicac
eiKom ...
...TraTpi .. o c t o 8 CTeu^ei'
a8u)Xoi' i/up4>ac, pyetpoewov 0epevoc

-3 Cyrene
-2

GV
1256

oc Kai
cti T o u 8 e Ta(j)ou T7oir)cev eatmot
TToXXa Kapcov t c x ^ l KaL t r ii/u T c m voov

_2

+3

L
Z
K

Again, the deceased shares the
floor with the speaking stele,
though unless there was an
image, the information given by
both is identical. Also the “pass
by” topos is varied here.
Did Herodes compose this, or
carve it? 28 lines too! The tag
comes where masons usually
sign.
This is one of the most dramatic
stories. 24 lines too.
long series of diseases vividly
detailed. 27 lines
Acrostich. The deltos is a
tabula ansata. Note that the
acrostich is “of stone”. Also the
probable “pass by”
if "iota thet"(a) is so
pronounced, there might just be
a stray pentameter to end the
hexameters.

B
Y
A
E
Y
P
W

“Making the remembrance” it is
hard to judge the degree of
concretisation here.

Q_

Rhodes

W

If it were not for the final line, it
could easily be thought that Kar
merely paid for and organised
the tomb for himself.

P. 732
GV
1260

v v v 8 e 0 a y to y y i p a i o c e<j) au T to i t o v S c S p a K o v T a
h e ic a T o ...
oy K ai e tr a c m S o c e i x e v o t A p e o c e p y a
etT oyeiT o

-2

Bosporus
R hodian
Peraia

P

Rome

A

L

T o u y o p a 8 e i k eB eX ryc a u T o u K ai T raT poc
dK oucai
e i8 r|C £ ic e T u p io c T a K a T co T ara y p a p p a T
ayayvouc
ATToXXwyioc A 6[r|y]uoyoc
+4

GV
1283

p a p T u p a 4>oißoy a p u p < o > c iy e y c e X iS e c c i x a Pa £ a c

GV
1288

o 8 iT a ß a io y c a p a T i c r a Q e ic n a p a
... h o u y Ta4>r|ci ...

GV
1295

T oy y e o y o y T a 4>iXoi C tyrriceT e K ai K a 0 i8 o y T e c
T u y ß o y e p o y N eiK toya o y o p a £ e T e w
KaL
e p x o p e y o c Trap o8toi T oy 4)LXoy o y T a y o e i.
Traci 8e x aLPe Xeyw t o l c i T iapepxopeyoL C

+3
+

GV
1298

Kto4>ric CK TTeTpric X oyoy epT iyouy 8 e ^ a i o8LTa
ß a io y e m c T r |c a c ix ^ o c o8oiTropiT]c

+2
+

GV
1304

... p e p e TTapeX0r)c
aXX o X ty o y p e i y a c ...

+1
+2

Thrace

GV
1305

... aXXa p e - ß a io y
CTT|0l - pa0T)C

+2

Cyprus

GV
1308

p-q Trapir|C ...
a y 8 6 i 8 t]c e X e y o o c oiK Toy e p o [i x^a P LcaL

Z
+2
+3

C orcyra

L
Z

A m orgos

Z
H

Locris

Z
B

R

T he”dragon”
Reading
“h ea rin g ” the inform ation by
reading
did he p u t the dragon over
him self eicaTO after his death??

oc co u ld be the deceased or
Z eus. A re the ceX iSes the
glyptics o f the altar? W hat is
the cultic context?
T he y p a p p a T a seem to be the
books o f the star studiers. T he
w ay farer is to stop a short time.
- is the tom b or the deceased
“new ” ?
-is the w ayfarer to think friendly
thoughts or to ju d g e the
deceased as friendly by his
“G reetings” ??
- is it consistently the deceased
speaking?
T he antithesis o f dum b stone
and living w ords, and som e
personality fo r the speaking
deceased, m ake it hard to ju d g e
the “voice”
N ote “stopping a little”
stay a little

Z

+3

Egypt
H erm opol

R

-H om eric pages
-stay a little (in asyndetic,
enjam bed, parenthesis!)
- com pared w ith H om eric
heroes

R

are the eXeyoi traditional
lam ents? It appears so.

Z

A
7

GV
1313

c t t )0i X aoy K aTeyaiTia T eX w pioy e y T p io 8 o ic i
^ e iy e K ai e u p r ic e ic y p a p p a T i p r|y y u p e y o y

-2

M em phis

GV
1320

T oy 0 e o y a u T o y <c>oi p e ty o y ^ e y e pr] p e
TrapeX0r)C
p e x p i c i8r|C CTT)Xr)c T a T rpoK eipeya y p a p p a T a
M ouccoy

+2

Lydia

GV
1322

ou 8 o Xix ti Trap o 8 o y c e y p a4 )ri c T e X e i8 o c e p u ^ e i

+2

A

See o u r excursus Sect. §31.4, A
Stone B reaking O ut.

B?
+3

A
R

Rome

+3

It seem s that the d eceased (’s
relatives) w ished to em phasise
the end o f injustices from
“E uprepes.”
A nd is the traveller to aw ait “ the
god” o f the altar??

M
A
L
Z

GV
1324

p y r j p a A iX irro p ic Arrc{)oo
K aT ecK eouacey
h e a ir r io ...
KT)y cTTeuSric 10 ^ e iy e K ai r)y e u K a ip o c o 8 e u r|c
c t t )0i Trap o u p o y c r) p a Kai e ic r) T o u y o p a T o u p o y
p y r i p a 8 e p o y T o8e x e i P€C €TL CW01/T0C
X a iy e o y y a i r |c T e p ß o io r)y K aT exw

33. CfassicaC andTara-Cfassicaf

eTeu^ay

+2

Bithynia

W
M
H

T here is a long riddle giving the
nam e, but D iliporis left nothing
to chance and indicated h im self
in p ro se in the superscript.
The haste o f the w ayfarer is not
here used to ju stify the brevity
o f the inscription, w hich in any
case is long and com plex.
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GV
1326

TUT0oi^ e n -o y

T ta p a

T u jiß o v e i r e i

p o X £ c to £ e v e

+2

R om e

ß a io v

CTTico u

ix ^ o c

T T aupoic y p a p - p a c iiz

e ic o p o t o i'

...

K a i 8r| K aX eup.r)u T a £ i a p x r ) c
ou

yap

cv

e ^ a p e r p o ic

eß

r ip p o c e

ß p o T o ic
T ouvop

e p .o u

D

P.
733

T h e to m b is sm a ll, the stop
short, and the in scr ip tio n

M

lik e w is e , o f this freed m an

K

teach er. H is m e tr ic a l h o n e sty is
rare. Just p o s s ib ly h e w rote this

W

h im s e lf.

?

GV
1331

£ r |T e ic to T T a p o S c iT a t i c t | c t t |XXt| t i c o T u p .ß o c
8 T) c v t t ) c tt )XXt) c iK to v v c o t c u k t o c u n a p x e i

+2

S m yrna

...
tou0

o

ttot

tov y e y o v a

c t t |XXt)

T u p ß o c X i0 o c

eiK toi/

GV
1342
GV
1365
GV
1366

P

“W h o is the ste le ” !
T h e o fte n im p lic it is here c le a r -

K

the n e w n e s s o f the r e lie f w ill

L

(for a w h ile ! ) d raw atten tion .
T h is is a d iffe r e n t ap p roach to

t ic

TTpoc4>(oi/T |co i; o 8 i T a
ypappaT a

K a i eu(j)T]p.toc a u a X e ^ a i

ü p to T o p a x o u

pr| 8 e o p a i

yeX acac

ei

cr)p a

kwoc

T a tfjo c

ecti

KEVaiC <{>p€Cl COLCl

TT£TTOl0aC .. . T (08 £IT TUpßtO
EX ttituxti K E ip a i c r |p a

T h e s sa ly

T r a p e [p x o p e v o c ]

. .. X61^ 0 &
KOITV CUV'£0T|Ka^ <av>aK T oc
o c p o u K a i c t t i Xti t o i ^8c e x a p a £ e X o y o v
TLTTTE paTT|U (0 ^€IV £

-3

Z

that w h ic h e m p h a s ise s the

S

la stin g n e ss o f the sto n e.

A

P a in ted ste le . “M a k e a g r eetin g
and read the in scr ip tion

Z

a u s p ic io u s lv ”

+2
+3

R om e

A

+2
+3

A th en s

z
L

T rap£pxop.£i'O L c

T h e fo r c e o f the fin a l d a tiv e is
c le a r fro m the m o r a lisin g
w a rn in g s o f w h a t p r e c e d e s. T h e
u se o f se m a for “e x a m p le ” on a
se m a is in te r e stin g .

-4

GV
1387
GV
1398

a u T a p €yto[v'] E y p a tjia
...

K ai £ i a c a

0<}>pa

i 8 o it £

+2

aX X a £ tti T T p o 0 v p o ic iv E y p a t^ a

K

H x + o v e r lo a d e d H x + T T r2!

Egypt

A

T h e y all h a v e tw o n a m e s.T h e

H

the in scr ip tio n clear, i f n o t o f
the in sc r ib in g . It is p a in ted on

H errn.M a g

W
GV
1418

ß to p o u T£ £0T)K£ K a i £ x a p a ^ £
c u p o l a 4 > ]iX ia c

GV
1425

p v » a p £ io p

y p a [ i |r a c i i '

*

P iraeus

-2

C os

+1
+2

H a lik a m a ss

A
z

liv in g w riter m a k e s the p o in t o f

the d o o r s ...
T h e in sc r ip tio n is a sig n o f the
f r ie n d s h ip ... i.e . m e m o r ia lh o n o r ific -e m o tio n a l.

Q .

GV
1427

to 8£

c £ io

X e p c u / Traciv' o p a v

c t ]t|Xtu'

A p x ia c

ir a r r ip

e .T zo v x \c ev E a u T o u

..

ttii / 8

o u v E K a p in ip o c u v r ic c o i
£ ^ € x a p a ^ a a u r)p a y a 0 r |i TT£p E o u c r y

+2
+3

R om e

w

E n d s w ith tw o c o n s e c u tiv e
p en ta m eters. T h e c a rv in g (?) o n

E

the ste le is the sp eak er. I f the

Z

fath er c o u ld ca r v e a sp h in x , h e
su r e ly w o u ld h a v e c a rv ed the

K

fiv e lin e s o f the in scr ip tio n .

A

T h e h u sb an d e n g ra v ed the ste le
- n o t a n orm al o b je c t for the

L

verb.

W
GV
1428

T£ppa

ß io u

K o c iito i' T

y p a lijj k i' a u ic T T itc £ ^

e k t io v

8e to

T r a X a p a ic iM

] cov

h £ T ]c iv

y £ [p a c

Io u X io c ]

+2
+3

Isauria

O uaX r)c

W

T h e “ term ” o f life is here
co n str u c te d - g iv in g an

L

in e sc a p a b ly c o n c r e te m ea n in g
( “fin is h in g p o st, turning p o s t” )
to th is p h rase, w h ic h w e to o
e a s ily take m e ta p h o r ic a lly .

GV
1439
GV
1440

uTropuT]pa [N k iK o 4 > o p o i; T o u
K a T £ d K £ u ]a c £ i' h £ a i m o
a lu T o u ] rX u K oi/181
( p iT ip a

C aw K a i

tt|

0

+3

C y z ic u s

W

+2
+3

Plataea

W

y u v a iK i

...

p E i' e v Q a S e

[a u T a ic a p y a c r a i

M o c x io u

coi
cac

KXEoßouXr) 8 i) a
ir a lX a p a ic

y u v a iK io i'

ttocioc

E

P. 734
GV
1443

ouxl ttovo) 8oXia Xr|p.TT0eic to upi-v T|X0a coi v v v
emypatßac
aXXa pocco Xr|p.TT0eic r|c ecx em coi ßa<ca>POP
v v v 8e col TTjp8e ypa4>TjP 0r)ca) xaPLl/ Tlc aTT0
KT|pOU
ayTiTDTTov peucei toic SaKpuoic xaPLTa
tlc 8 cTurrcoce Ta ypappcrra eip.i
aipa cou e v Ctoo-P

GV
1479

A oukouXXoc 4>iXiac Ta8e cot
ct|c yXuKepr|c ^ox^c KeuTpou

GV
1482

a0auaTT) l^uxt) IouXiauoc eypaijte

to

-3

Thespiae

K

This affectionate but confused
tribute of brother to sister
makes clear that the inscription,
not just the artwork, is a tribute,
a favour.
Although it is always possible
to take “engraving” words
metaphorically or causatively in
Greek, it seems that Agathon
cut the letters himself.
Lines 3 and 4 raise questions: is
the exactly corresponding
fa v o u r with tears metaphorical
like the “wax squeeze”? What
for? Generalised favours in the
past?
And is the brother’s disease an
excuse for the late engraving of
the tablet? Was it late?
The two to TTpiu need careful
study.
The phrase expression affection
is very strong, and seems
original.
The words are the memorial of
affection.
The dative is probably “for”
rather than “to your undying
soul”.
Is there a distinction made
between writing and composing,
or are the pair part of one “serial
verb”? One is a participle.
Hx. alternating with Tr

-3

Phocis

K

Hx alternating with Tr

+2 Puteoli

A
O

Again, the Muses are invoked
after an intensely enigmatic
letter puzzle, where Egyptian
gods predominate

+3
+4

Rome

A
K
Z
L

rrpiv cou

pur)pr)i eypaijieu
anaucTov exwu

+2 Byzantium

A
Q,
Z

ttolt|Cclc

+2 Phrygia
+3

A
O
Z

GV
1501
GV
1502
GV
1524
GV
1556
GV
1559
GV
1571

cup

Moucaic

ra S

eypa^a trctTpi ppr|p.T)[c xaPLV

+3

ypappaTa Kai CTt|Xr|P Kexa Pa7P-ei/a ct|c aperr|ci
TiceXiirec

+2 Alexandria

Ma. KXa). Efra4>po8iTOC eTroiei eauTto Kai tt]
clupjßioo tt| yXuKuTaTT] Oupßi[KLa] MapuXipa kcu

+2 Rome

Poupop 8 ripcTepou ßair) [Xi0oc] oupopa <}>ü)poi

+4 Rome

D
B
H

+2 Cappadocia
+3
and AP VH
7 671

Z

Stone doubling the AP text,
which is quite rare.

A

The relevant word is a doubtful
emendation.

P
0

The relief survives. The word
emTupßiSiop seems to mean
just the engraved words, but...
The accusatives seem to overlap
syntactically. The phrasing
“K’s love set up this epit.” is not
usual.
Does ev avSpcia mean in
childbirth?

GV
1587
1588
GV

1610
GV

1614

+1 Cyzicus
+2

.. Kai oupopa irpoc0(e xaPa X0£l/J
Kai euprjceic cptoc aKpocnxL[8oc]

IC0L

olop opric [col £cipc Xi0toi tctuttiopcpop
tolop e v au8pcia Moipa TtapctXe ßiou

oupopa npapoyeurp/ pe iraTpac airo
0eccaXopeiKT)c
OP 4>lXlT) Kpouiou CTT|C eTUTÜpßl8LOP

33. CtassicaC, and'Para-Cfassicaf

+3

a8oc

+2 Epirus
+3

A
W
L

L

e-rroie for the making of the
tomb is not so common at this
period.
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GV
1616

SepK eo u e v O o c dT T du cT ov etp k ov TOKetoy
TTapoSeiTa
X a i v e a i a yXu4>dic y u i d T u m o c d p ei'io i'

+2
+3

Prusa

GV
1620

o T u p ß o c ouk a c a p o c a 8 e t o i treT p oc
t o o K aT0av^ovTa c r i p d iv e i , tlc Kdi ...
... aX X a p o i c x a c a c
to i'eK p d < y x o y o v a) 4>iX e v Tre8ioi y o v u
KoXaiTTOu' a 0 p e i y p a p p a 8 ltttuxolc K o p a ic

-3
-2

A lexan d ria

P.
735

P

z
A
T)
P

z

F a scin a tin g o r ig in a lity and
s p e c ific n e s s . T h e w ay fa rer is
to b en d h is “H e r m e tic ” k n e e so
he can v ie w the c h is e lle d w o r d s
w ith b oth e y e s . M a n y E g y p tia n
in scr ip tio n s w e r e p la q u e s se t in
the ground, or a gain st a w a ll,
but this, in ap p rop riately for the
e x p r e s sio n q u o ted , is o n a ste le .

-2

A m o rg o s

B
0

+3

A th en s

0
Z

GV
1621

a y y d X e i ypd4>r|

GV
1624

octlc

GV
1625

ctt |Xt| c o i Xe^eL t o v e p o [v ] p o p o v T|8e x a Pa K T a
y p d p p d T d TTCOC ...
Kdi y e v e r r i c TIXo uto c oc p o i e t e v ^ e Td4>ov

-1

R hodes

A
W

GV
1626

[t i c p ]e v eyco TTdi8tov
d]uTT|

-1

C arpathus

A
Z

GV
1627

ßdlOC 0 p u 0 o c

GV
1644

[cu 8 to) £ e v oc
[pd0]tnv d T r e p x e u

GV
1685

d i0 e p i v t| c d u 8 d Ttoc M e p v o v i p d T p i
CO p d T e p 0d C d l TdC KdXXlOV Ou 8 e V ET

GV
1708

K ai
4>pd£e[i]

tlv'oc

e i p i T a TrpocOev y p d p p d T d

tou

8 e T| X i0(oc eyyp d 4 > o c

8 r|X o i .. .
-1

G alatia

M

T h e id e a o f p u b lic . N o te the
m atter o f the cloak .

T h e recon str u c tio n s se e m
certain . T h e a b b reviation in
t ic

ttcuScov

s e e m s u n u su al

Short? T h e p o e m has 18 lin e s!
W e h a v e therefore a to p o s, in
fact, a c lic h e .

tov

ra v

dp<t> e p o i ypd<|>dv op [d ic]
u p o K e ip e v d v o8[ov]

kev

eittov

-1

Caria

A
0
R

+2

E gyp t

z

+3

W o u ld that I had M e m n o n ’s
v o ic e ! V e r y D o r ic too.
A nd the other w o rld is
su rp risin g ly good ?

e ic d
t e ic e

l£Jtoov A yd 0oT rou lc p ej
to Kdi 4>0ipevco T d c 8 e e x t a ^pta ^ t e l y[p]d4>[d]c

K d c iy id ]T a ) t o v

GV
1724

yXuTTTOic y E ytovin c y p d p p d c i v

GV
1729

[Tr]piv p e u O p r ip e io li y p d ]4> i8ec 4) i X1o 8 ectto]to v
T|0OC
E u p d i o u x P u C€aLC e K X d y o v e v ce Xic iv
c e u 8 e Kdi e iv A i 8 d o cdo<f>povd p r jT iv d a c e i
I m x d e ip r |C T o v y p d p p d X d X eucd ttetpt|

ßouXr^v VEKptov

+3

L arisa

A
K

C ilicia

A

+4

+2
+3

G ly p t is n o t th e u su a l w ord for
letterin g.

Teytovcac

s e e m s to go

w ith the Ta<J>oc, bu t this m a k e s
ßouXr|v d iffic u lt.

-2

C os

-1

A
B

C o m p a riso n s w ith , or
b en ch m ark s taken from H o m er
are n o t u n k n o w n e lse w h e r e .

s
Q.

GV
1740

y(pd]<J)d
pdT poc
cdK oc 8
T ld p id i/

y p d p p d T k o i'] d v e ic o p d c
p s p M p v d ic 8 d K p u o ic y e y p d p p e u d
o KdTExcov [K ld iK iX iv p o p c jx iv 8 e p o u
e n e c T d c d TEK oucd TlioXlXkt p e ...
\i e v

e c t iv

-1

A th en s

A

T h e in scr ip tio n c u t w ith tears!

O

g r a m m a and g r a m m a la is

E?

apparent.

+3
+

A th en s

P

[kC10i ] KdCiyVT)TOl 0 d l|jd p TTdTpiOlCl v{opOlClv]

-3

L orym a

Z

ouvopd

+1

Erythrae

H
V

GV
1741

E iK ovd p £ v ypdTTTdu ...
0r)Kdpew E[py]oTTOvo[u lld X X ]d 8 o c e v
... dX]Xd Kdi E v0d
pd vuto[v pop<J>dv d y X d ile i a e tuttoc

GV.
1742
GV
1746

tepevei

p o u v o v e x £ l cT dX d £ eve c to p d 8 e

ttovtoc

A n d the d istin c tio n b e tw e e n

N o te the m o re-th a n -z eu g m a
w h e n it said that the ste le e x € i
the n a m e as it d o e s the b o d y
(u n le s s here w e h a v e a
fo s s ilis e d literary d e v ic e , not
m irroring ordinary la n g u a g e )

P. 736
GV

+i
+2

C y zicu s

... c u y a p v o to A i'T o o ile iv 'e ]
K a i co < Ju r|i' a y a u t o t K a i ypat}>i»cqv e v e n e d

+1
+2

A th en s

... a c m X e v v e o i c i u a 4 > p o 8 ic ia
[oov a W i p i p . o T u |i ß o c e u x a p a K T e x e i

-3

C y zicu s

M

lkkt )c

ouvopa

[ io u v o v e x e i

Ta4>oc

1764
GV
1766

GV
1792

H
V

-2

= T e x t 'l l ” y p a ^ n c rji' ? I.e.,
e ith e r A n to n in u s is left aliv e,
an d is e n c o u ra g e d to p u rsu e his
p a in tin g trad e , o r he is the
d e c e a s e d , an d is in v ite d to e n jo y
o r e x p e rie n c e w h a t is o n the
g ra v e p a in tin g . B u t th e s u p p o rt
is a “k io n is k o s ” , h e n c e th e la tte r
is less lik ely .

P
A
Z

-2
-1

R h o d es

-4

A th en s

-1

M y s ia

-2

A s ty p a la ia

1832

C T aX a pe<v> ouk a c a p .o c e p T U 'o o c 8 e n
p c o p a 4>i XottXou 4>iotoc i c x o S o n r o p e
c T < a c > a u T e c i x v o c eL C iS to p e u o i m u a
kg Ke u 0 e T u p ß o c y p a p p a p a u u e i t o 8 c ...

GV

ctt |Xt)

t i c c e c r r q c e v a p u rp e tT c o c e c o p a c S a i
p n y n q p T e i p .o K p a T o u c i v c \ r \ u a p a p u jO io v auT T j
p u ric K e c G a i ( c o c a e o v t c k v o io TTpocajirov
e v 'K e x a p a y p e v 'O V ' o u u o p a t]8 e r e i s v a p iG p o v
e i x e y a p c ik o c t o u t c K a i e v a T o i^ o p 0 o y p a 4 > io y
to i r a p o c

+2

to cTrjX ri p i K p a y e

+2
+3

Egypt

CE

C rete

+1
+2

M y sia

z

+2

T h essa lo nica

L

A n u n u su a l v a ria tio n o n d e ix is

+3

+2

P aros?

L

T h is “m a k e r ” h as to be a p o e t in
th e m o d e m sense.

+2

Syria

W
A

I p re s u m e th a t P lu to and the
u n d e rw o rld are s w o rn by, th at
th e d e ad w o m a n sw ea rs, and
b e g s the liv in g h u sb a n d to sta y
c le a r, th a t the w o rd “ n o t ric h /ly ,
n o t g lo rio u s ly ” p u n s on P lu to ’s
n a m e , an d th at sh e has a n ew
and je a lo u s h u sb a n d .

GV
1793
GV

K

S in g le p e n ta m e te r, a fte r p ro se .

z

N o t a s p e n d th rift w o m a n ; lo v e d
h e r h u sb a n d an d oco4>poowr|

Z

T h e x c a p e q u e stio n

1810
GV

X a ip c T e

K a i T u p .ß w TaÜTO T rp o c e lifrra T e

ettoc

1816
GV

1836

GV

X e y e ic 8

oti

E

A
Z

...

1845
GV

A th en s

A

1852
GV

K ai c u

ye

to n a p o 8 e i T a

x a P0LC 0T l

touto

to

k o iu o v

e iT r a c e p o i
t ic

x c a p e iu

1871
GV
1877

..

A i o i 'u c i o c M a y v rr)c T roiriT ric e y p a i j je u
e u G u p e i T pu<j>epa r a 8 e 8 o y p .e u a c a i c i y p a < |> a ic i
r r a u T eT T o q ca 4>iXiou y a p e T T |c o c o c to p a K a p e i T i
~
o p K i£ to c e p a K a p t o u I lX o u T e a K a i veK u to u y p u
to <j)iXe p r | p o u 0 i y e i u o u y a p K e i p a i iro X u o X ß o c
T a c 8 e y p a cj> a c a u a y i'to G i K a i e ic r ) m o c
p e T a K e ip a i

33. Classical, and Tara-Classical

rrap o c ?

a

1865
GV

to

K
D

4-3

A n d o n e o f th e liv e lie st
d ia lo g u e s o n stone
A sin g le h e x a m e te r d ia lo g u e ,
b u t re ly in g o n K a la is a k is ’s
copy.

e<i>ueK eu e u c e ß i r i c

i r a T p i c e c T i c o i ; T]8e ...

opBoypacjxoi'

E

1852
GV

T h e “fo rc e ” re m a in s in the
to m b , a n d this I do n o t k n o w if
th e la tte r is fa r fro m a c a p o c
b e c a u se it is in sc rib e d a n d /o r
p ro m in e n t, o r b e c a u se o f th e
fa m e o f the in c u m b e n t. W ith
s u ffic ie n t re aso n , w h ic h d o e s
n o t in c lu d e c o u n s e ls o f
d e sp e ra tio n , o n e c o u ld c la im
both.

z

A n o th e r e x p la n a tio n by
e la b o ra tio n o f the xcupe
elem en t.
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P.
737

GV
1881

KOP-lpCtU K dl Xa PL e c c a TTCTpOC SeiKV'UCl TIC E V T l
M o u c w u [ l a i 'u e i y p a p p a T a • M r iu o ^ iX a u
T £ u 8 e v e k e v c r a X a y Xutttov KpiUOU T]8 e K dl
aX4>a
ßußX oC K dl TdXdpOC TOIC 8 e i n K dl CT£<t)dVOC

-2
-1

GV
1890

... e u T u x ^ v i 0 i
[p.a0u)u Se TTpoc0e t o u ] mypap.p.a p o u c r a 0 e i c
[KCtKOU T l pT| 4>pOvkl TO KloXuCCL OE 0 8 OU

-4

GV
1895

[ M . ] T d S e e y p a tjje T e o c <}>iXoc dX]

+2

GV
1900

TrdTTJp .. E. €U0CTO T u p ß io
lI o p T r r iic y o e p a ) p .u p o p .e u o c e X ey w ...
IT o p -n riic T d 8 e [y p ]d ijje v e o u e m c r ip c m . n a i 8 o c

+2

GV
1905

£( jOOC ElOV TOUTOV TU pßoU TIC £T£U^£V CdUTü)
p o u c d i c dCKT]0eic T d io c T T p a y p aT iK o c ...
o u k e c x o u ttXo u t o u tio Xuu e t c ß i o u o u ttoXu
X p rip d
y p a p p a c i 8 t|ck t |0 t]1' e K t r o u e c a c p e T p i o c ..
p e T d T d u T d tl y d p TrXeov o u k e t i T d u T d
c t t )XXt] T d u T d XdXei K di X i0oc o u y d p e y w ..
e c T iu t i c p e y d c tou e u K T T ]pdciu o u TrXeov
OUTOC
TdUTO peTpO U ydlT]C u p o c Td4>OU €K 8 e X £ T d l

+3

GV
1906

pri

+3
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T he cold, cold tom b is seldom
so th o u g h t of.
ypacjac — m ore likely to refer to
em broidery than to w riting.
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T he grave seem s to have had to
be reconstituted, perhaps after
one o f the m any historical
ravages from the T iber.

T he su p p o rt for this epitaph is a
pillar. T herefore I assum e that
the TraTepa ypa<J>ei/Ta is
ypa4>eic in verbal form only.
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12.

The Greek Anthology

1. The appearance of the AG before *Cameron 1993
The Greek Anthology — a muddied source (clarified considerably in 1993)
There is little external control over the one fairly bad family of texts which are our exclusive
evidence for the vast majority of Greek epigram, both Ancient and Medieval. Neither from
stone (except for one series of about 500CE on the heniochs) nor papyrus, nor indeed from the
indirect tradition, are the texts and their ascriptions easy to check. Particularly in the matter
of ascriptions is the investigator temped to extreme scepticism, and Susemihl is mentioned by
Walz as the most sceptical of all qualified scholars on the Anthology.369 It depends on what
starting point one takes. If the initial assumption is that the various headings and lemmata of
the Greek Anthology are innocent until proven guilty, one quickly runs out of patience. They
are so often contradictory, or else patently derived from the poems themselves, these often
wrongly understood. If one takes as a working position that they may all be irresponsibly
fictitious, some hope can be gleaned by close study and by some very general considerations.
One would need to be a good Byzantinist to adjudicate between the claims of Gow-Page and
of Alan Cameron on just what stage of the tradition ending up in the Heidelberg MSS370
Planudes was copying from for his own reorganised and Bowdlerised collection, one which
happily survives in autograph,371 and to be a good codicologist indeed to sense the reliability
of many lemmata, such as the scholia on MS Heidelberg 23 pp. 81, 207, 255, 273 and so
on372 which purport to give information about the work of a Constantine Cephalas, the main
compiler of the AP and on the sources he was using. Apparently such running indications are
common in the scribal work of the Byzantines and are usually treated as reliable 373. One
great source of comparison has been provided by the continuing discovery of stone
inscriptions of all periods, particularly in the central genre of epitaph, and the convenient
editing of the latter by Peek. The few papyri that give substantial parallels to poems in the
AG have mostly been published for many decades. Page in FGE lists 16 such sources for his
epigrams, and only 5 stones. For the period of Nero back to the -5C, this latter posthumous
work is the best available collection of epigrammatic poems from all sources, among which of
course predominate those precious MSS which represent the traditional “AG”.
For there is a small group of MSS constituting the “Greek Anthology”, all closely related, and
all deriving from the resurgence of interest in the copying of old manuscripts that was
experienced in the Byzantium of the +9 and +10C. Very little was copied the century before.
The main literary figure is the Constantine Cephalas known to us from some Byzantine
sources and from marginalia in the major manuscript deriving from his lost original, the
already mentioned Heidelbergensis 23. His original is known to us through this large
manuscript, in several hands and much corrected, and by a derivative anthology of four
centuries later, that of Planudes, which selects and modifies more than it adds anything new.
What precisely Planudes had to copy from is a moot point, but it seems to have been one of
the descendants of Cephalas’ work. There are also many little syllogae, some handed on with
the Heidelbergensis, which preserve other poems unknown to the main MS. Planudes
preserves 38 of these poems in his own large anthology. Either these additions originate from
a collection of Cephalas which we must imagine as having been really huge, or his work can
be thought of as a smaller scale effort, one of the many compilations done during the tenth
369 I960; xlvii. He gave the ascriptions no credence at all. That temptation periodically presents itself to other
well-informed scholars.
370 Palatinus 23 and its lesser half, Parisinus Suppl. gr. 384, of the late +10C.
371 Marcianus 481, finished September 1301 CE.
372 Walz 1960; xxvii
373 Hunger’s treatment passim in BYZANTINE BOOK CULTURE.
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century revival, and Planudes and the syllogai could have dipped into several of these other
collections, big or small.
As is often mentioned, a Greek Anthology should contain all surviving epigrams from any
source. Almost all the short poems preserved in other MSS but absent from the Anthology
are collected in Preger. A very few missed by him are in FGE by Page, and the latter contains
anything preserved on papyrus, as we have said. Stones however continue to emerge. Kaibel
and Peek, each of them up to date to his own mid century, provide the large collections.
Scattered publications continue to add a small percentage to these large corpora. Waltz
mentions that Cephalas him self got a Gregorios M agister to search out some new
inscriptions374, and occasionally there has been the attempt to print an inscriptional
supplement to the AG. One such has been picked up by the TLG. The attempt is no longer
likely to be made, because of the increasing specialisation of the two fields, the large number
of the poems involved (epitaphs alone surpass 2,000 in Peek), and the regularity of additions
to the corpus.
Even the epochal collection of Cephalas is shadowy to us. Both the AP and the API depend
on it. The API was the first to be printed, and Greek influence on epigram comes through it,
through modem translations and imitations of it, but also through Later Latin epigram with a
Greek flavour, such as the corpora of Ausonius, Claudian, the Bobiensa, and so on, which
came out of the Middle Ages confusedly lumped together in the MSS with longer poems.
The Renaissance discovery of the Anacreontea was also important for the history of short
poetic genres in the modern period, but it is our task to pursue the history of the AG
backwards, with an eye to the value of its evidence for the cultures of previous periods.
Much ingenuity has been expended in guessing what pre-existing collections lie behind the
presumed work of Cephalas. The oldest and best evidenced was the most important, that of
the Syrian Meleager, who shared a city with some famous swine, but died more than a century
before they were reputed to have bitten the waves. We have a recent attempt to reconstitute it
in Gow-Page HE. Then there was a rather different but related anthology of the mid-first
century CE by Philip. To this Cephalas, or his sources, added pre-existing collections of
Theocritus and the Anacreontea and a little collection by a Rufinus, who is hard to date. The
last considerable anthology was that of the +6C Agathias. Then Cephalas added the poems of
Gregory the Theologian, early Christian book epigram, various Christian epigrams, many of
them medieval, then the long poems of Christodorus describing statues in the public
gymnasium (which he included probably because the topic changes often enough for the
reader to treat the poems as chains of epigrams), 19 anonymous inscriptions from the
Apollonis temple at Cyzicus, and a great number of +6C inscriptions on the charioteers of the
reign of Anastasius.
There are three very important long poems. They are the poetic prefaces to the three older
anthologies of Meleager, Philip and Agathias. These encourage modems to hope that poems
ascribed by their AP(1) titles or lemmata to authors who are also named in the three poetic
prefaces inay often have been written by such authors. Various scholars also claim to see
sense in the groupings of poems in the AP(1), and to be able to assign doubtful poems “caught
up” in blocks largely attributable to Philip or Meleager’s collections (on the basis of their
present titles and alleged authors) to these collections, if there is no linguistic or thematic
incongruity. There can be little certainty about such refined judgements, but in the absence of
perceivable bias on the part of their purveyors, such opinions must also carry some weight.
The ancient source of many poems is irrecoverable, and for others it must remain very
doubtful. Where a fair body of poems remain under a particular author’s name there is more
374 p.xxviii, scholia on VII 327, 334, 429, see also book III p.88.
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chance of ascertaining if some of them are likely to be genuine. It must always be
remembered that stone epigrams (mostly epitaphs) are usually anonymous, and that many
traditions of short poem and of occasional poem have been marked by anonymity in more
recent times. We need only mention as a recent example the ubiquitous limerick.375
Thus the texts, the titles, the ascriptions and the marginalia of AP and API, which have, I
think, 392 poems in common, plus whatever parallels are preserved by other authors for the
AG poems, give us a body of confusing information on which has been erected the tottering
edifice which is the prehistory of book epigram. However, after two centuries of very close
study (since Jacobs376), and the better picture of the old inscriptional practices given by stones
and by some papyri, the delicate suggestions of scholars like Gow, Page and Cameron can be
accepted as having some probability. It would be neglecting the state of the evidence to press
their conclusions too hard, and the sight of Gow and Page changing their opinions from book
to book is a warning to the less expert. Nevertheless, we have used their groupings and their
texts as the basis for our discussion and for our calculations of the lengths of poems at various
periods. Discussion of these graphed lengths per author (or per other category) has migrated
from the Appendices and Addenda to our Thesis body text, while the statistical information in
graphic form is printed at the end of these Addenda.
A question that arises is how much more can be done, first on the texts, and then on the
ascriptions and the dating. The two problems are connected.377 I have the impression that
future scholars may do differently but not better than Gow and Page on Alexandrian epigram,
but that work of a similar precision, sensitivity and depth remains to be done on Imperial and
Byzantine poems, particularly on their prosopography and historical allusions. Page felt
inadequate to this task, and in any case, barely finished the pre-Flavian corpus before his
death.
Anthologies of a sort did exist before Meleager. The Theocritean materials, it seems, never
merged with his in ancient times, but established corpora for “Simonides”, “Sappho”, and
other famous names seem both to have existed, and to have been seized on by the Gadarene.
Fragmentary anthologies as old as the -3C also survive, if that is not too strong a word, on
papyrus. Collections of inscriptions are mentioned for Craterus, Polemon, Philochorus,
Aristodemus, and a Neoptolemus is supposed by Athenaeus to have written TTepi
eTTiypappaTcov. It is not here the place to speculate how poems got from their first places of
inscription or of writtenness into these shadowy syllogai. The pre-Byzantine transmission of
texts is a difficult field, while questions of pre-Hellenistic transmission look uniformly
inscrutable.
The most that can be hoped for is that the larger blocks of texts in AP(1) give us the general
idea of what was written by an author or in a period. About individual poems and about poets
whose works are not extensively represented we can know almost nothing.

375 For which see Annemarie Schöne pp.484-498 of DAS EPIGRAMM.
376 Jacobs, Brunck, Dübner, Hecker, Stadtmüller, Stembach, Reitzenstein, Wilamowitz, Wifstrand, Weisshaüpl
are very big names who bring us up to our century. Then Paton, Beckby, Waltz and his team, Gow, Page,
Cameron... to ignore the special editions of individual AP authors and all the Italian scholars, who are less
known to me in this area.
377 Waltz p.lxxxii
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2. Cameron 1983 — the AG field completely reploughed
Epigram according to Cameron
It is unfair to take the major study of Alan Cameron The Greek Anthology from Meleager to
Planudes Oxford 1993 as a treatment of the whole field of epigram. On p. 2 n° 6 he explicitly
disclaims such an aim, giving a rather bewildering list of canonical authors on epigram in
general: Reitzenstein, Keydell, Seelbach, Wilamowitz, Raubitschek, Gentili, Giangrande,
Ebert, Fraser, West, Kirkwood, Lausberg and Bing.378 However, it will be convenient to insert
his treatment into a wider picture, as it is the most recent study of the whole MSS tradition
and such total reconsiderations are rare. Cameron has revisited almost all aspects of the
codicological, paleographical and editorial conundra associated with our sources, and
produced some redatings and reconsiderations, with at least one new attribution.
The text history of collections like the gnomologia or the epigram tradition is bedevilled by
the freedom felt by later editors and excerptors to re-order, recombine, and re-edit the
contents and by the ease with which such discrete corpora can be excerpted and rearranged.
Citations of such "unprotected" texts also tend not to ascribe them as carefully, if at all.
Investigators of "Theognis" will have run up against similar problems, but in a much simpler
form. The AP problem covers 1000 years of energetic recasting of collections, and there were
many collections. Like occasional poetry from many periods and traditions, that of Classical
and Hellenistic Greece is not often felt to belong to "an author" or even to any super text.
Most of our knowledge of Classical or Archaising Greek short poetry comes from one
puzzling group of MSS. Much of the evidence for the past history of the main MS, called the
Palatine Anthology from one of its modern resting places (the German "Palatinate"), resides
in its medieval lemmata and marginalia. It is these important annotations which are omitted
in many printed texts and only sporadically reproduced even in such standard editions as
Beckby's. See p. 99 n° 8. The facsimiles of Preisendanz (Leiden 1911) and the incomplete
total collation of Stadtmueller (up to AP ix, 563, minus book viii) are not generally available
in Australia. Even photos of MSS used by recent editors such as Beckby seem not to have
shown some letters and accents very clearly, perhaps because these were added in a different
colour and did not appear as clearly in the reproductions. Thus, much of the crucial evidence
is still extremely difficult of access.
Cameron has long worked on the periods of "epigram" posterior to the work of Gow and
Page, who took their edition from the big names of the early Hellenistic period up to Nero or
thereabouts, and then doubled back to consider the purported pre-Hellenistic poems such as
the Simonidea and the many anonyma: HE, GP and FGE, overlapped by Page's Rufmus and
his OCT EG. Cameron has closely studied the early Byzantine period, and extended his work
to the Macedonian Renaissance and the later Middle Ages, where, however, he claims no
general competence. He seems to have made a fresh study of the MSS, either directly, or by
photographs, or by collations sent him. He disagrees with the recent conclusions of Aubreton
and to a lesser extent those of Beckby and Gow/Page, and redates and redescribes "lost
originals". His footnotes, appendices and addenda provide a check on one's own readings in
the source materials and secondary studies. The book quotes sources, texts and exempla more
fully and more transparently than most, and is written in surprisingly clear language for what
looks like a series of technical studies for a new edition of the post-Philippan Anthology.
However the argument itself is often elaborate, tenuous and tangled, and should ideally be
followed with photo-reproductions of the AP family of MSS in front of a very informed

378 For both accentual and "classical" epigram at Byzantium there is said to be no history, but C. quotes Dölger,
Trypanis's little Medieval and Modem anthology, "and now" (1978) Hunger.
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reader. Like most of the great students of the Anthology, Preisendanz, Gow/Page and others,
Cameron has disturbingly changed his own mind on im portant issues throughout his
publishing career. This would advise caution for anyone accepting the conclusions of expert
against expert without themselves having some first-hand knowledge of the evidence and of
the nature of the problems to which this gives rise.
As the Palatine Anthology and its Planudean derivative are so important for the whole debate,
earlier states of the tradition being tenuously and often doubtfully derived from its offerings,
it is important to note that Cameron accepts that the chance marginal reference by J to a
Constantine "Bighead" does refer to a Protopapas of the IOC who had that cognomen.379 After
about three centuries of sacred epigram (and inscription) in Byzantium, it seems that the mis
named Macedonian renaissance (being mainly a period of antiquarian copying, it seems, even
in art, see p.328) threw up an increase of interest in the Classical varieties of short poetry by
then lying disregarded in majuscule (uncial) MSS. In early Byzantine times there had
apparently been a new enthusiasm for specifically poetic and, at this period, necessarily
"classicising" inscriptions (p.93 quoting L. Robert, Hellenica iv 1948 p.109). No doubt
because of the connection of Classical themes, topoi and even metres with Paganism (p. 156 n°
57), the taste for such things dropped off rapidly after the Cycle of Agathias in the 6C (p.48).
Composition in elegiacs may only have recommenced with Ignatius the Deacon in the early
9C. Leo the Philosopher also leaves some works in that (attempted) genre and he died ca.
870. Another Constantine also partook in the revival, and the figure of Gregory of Campsa
brings us to Constantine Cephalas. The latter seems to have used short poetry as a means
(and an end) in his school (see p.109 and 38°), thus guaranteeing its influence on 10C litterati
even before he compiled his complete edition of all the epigrams surviving to his day in
uncial MS from late antiquity. His book did not go by its author's name (unlike the later
anthology of Planudes) and was fairly freely handled by 10C copyists, some of whom at least
respected his memory and his project and tried to make their copies at least as complete as
their master's. At least 10 very early copies of "Cephalas" are deducible from the comparison
of various small collections and literary echoes with the major surviving MSS of any extent.
These are the Palatine, now split unequally into two,381 and the Planudean of four centuries
later.
It is important to keep in mind that the AP is merely a major early derivative of that
"Cephalas" assumed, on the basis of a couple of crucial marginalia, to have stood before it.
"Cephalas" has been lost and it is uncertain how much respect was shown to its contents and
order by surviving copies of copies. All comments about it have first to be filtered through a
web of assumptions (not all well grounded) concerning how well AP reflects the original
"Cephalas". That senior scholars still disagree violently about this after two centuries of study
is not encouraging.
For the pre-Byzantine period this doubtful exercise becomes more doubtful, as from the
assumed state of "Cephalas" must be deduced the number and the nature of his ancient
'in q

P. 254 from Theophanes Continuatus p.388. 24-389.1 Bonn — KtouaTavTiuou TrparroTraiTa tou rraXcmou,
Ke4>aXd Xeyopivou.
QOA
On AP vii 429, a fictive epitaph of Alcaeus of Messene supposedly inspired by a tomb showing only
4>
(i.e., 4>ei Sib ) = Pheidis we read the scholion o f C: touto to em ypappa 6 Ke<t>aXäs TrpoeßdXcTo i v tt}
axoXf} Tfjg uea? eKKXr)aia? em tou pcucapiou rpr)yopiou payiaTopo?. The New Church was built by
Basil I in the Palace complex and dedicated in 880. The school attached to it was built by Basil or by his son
Leo VI (866-912). As TipoßdXXopai means to propose a riddle, Cephalas must have been a teacher, like
Gregory and probably under him. The term "of blessed memory" suggests that Gregory was not long dead. C is
usually the annotator to indicate epigraphic provenances and related matters.
OO 1
Hesitatingly agreed by Cameron (p.133 n° 15, also p.197) to have been thus split only in modem times, in
Malines, Heidelberg, Rome or even Paris, the defeated French keeping a part before sending some back to
Germany as war reparations.
tou
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sources. Much of this depends on a feature unusual in ancient and medieval anthologies:
lemmata382 ascribing poet's names to short poems which are typically unascribed both on stone
and in papyrus, and often enough in citation. At least one scholar allows no credence at all to
the AP lemmata. However, though the factual information from ancient times (not that from
the IOC) in the lemmata is transparently based on the texts of the poems themselves, the
names of the poets could not be. Random and irresponsible guessing of the names of
hundreds of poets, many very obscure, by someone working in the antiquarian and imitative
IOC is less believable than that such "scholia" were derived from late antique source material.
It seems that AP preserves something of the pattern of poems of three of its major sources,
and ascriptions would have been no more difficult to copy, if they had been in these ancient
anthologies. Now, it is impossible to accept that such a large number of poet's names (often
expressed with doubt) would be added to "Cephalas" or AP if they had not stood in major
ancient sources. Those who added and corrected these poets' names were quite willing to
leave poems without any lemma, or to add words like dSqXov. It is important to insist on the
crucial importance of the lemmata which ascribe poets' names and thus of their origins. The
smaller sources used by Cephalas: Diodorus, Diogenes Laertius, Pausanias, Plutarch and
especially Herodotus are not responsible for the majority of the AP lemmata. It has to have
been his copies of the ancient anthologies which provided him with information he felt to be
reliable and important, and led to an anthology which was more than a bare collection of
texts.
The slow advances of Byzantine codicology and paleography suggest more and more about
the nature and uses of lost "Cephalas" and of literary taste in that period of history.
It can hardly be emphasised enough that we know "Cephalas" through more than one layer of
intermediaries. Cameron will not accept that any of the tradition surviving to our day is prior
to him. All are adaptations of him, with minimal additions. A modem editor, Preger, found
relatively few MS epigrams uncollected by Cephalas. Only the "Peplos" 383 seems to have
survived in MS independently both of the AP and presumably of the earlier "Cephalas". The
literary history of the period suggests that before (definitely) and for centuries afterwards
(arguably) there was insufficient interest in poetic writing which was Classical not only in
metre but in theme to encourage another such anthology, independently done from the
sources. Only in the scholarly 13C did Planudes and Triclinius redo "Cephalas" in a context
of considerably higher sophistication in the ancient metrics (p. 143), and they had little new to
add. Meanwhile the typically Byzantine tradition of accentual Anacreontics, half-classicising
dodecasyllables, and un-Classical Political verse continued unbroken.384 We must be aware of
this larger scene when studying what Byzantium preserved of ancient "epigram" for it was
from occasional poetry and inscriptions in the more popular metres that litterati rose to their
attempts on Classical epigram. Though they and we make a sharp distinction between the two
activities and types of text, the same people wrote the two types without a radical difference
of motive. Classical elegiacs seem to have stood on the shoulders of the most elevated of the
common forms of Byzantine verse, i.e., dodecasyllables which preserved "eye quantities" at
least of the old trimeter and which must have merged in most medieval minds with truly
Classical trimeters. These would have been prestigious enough from their use in ancient
drama.

0 0 9

■ Cameron refuses the term "lemma" to a title consisting of the writer's name.
383 Replaced and displaced by Porphyry's reworking: cf. Eustathii Commentarii 1971 439.23ff; the 13C
Laurentianus 56. 1; John Tzetzes Homeric Commentaries — Bergk PLG ii4 338L; and Ausonius, who produced
titulos sepulchrales heroum qui bello Troiano interfuerunt — found "apud philologum quendam", i.e., a pagan!
384 Good brief summaries in the Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium ad locc. ANACREONTICS,
DODECASYLLABLE, POLITICAL VERSE, also STYLE.
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Cameron is not interested in the inscriptional tradition as such at any period though book
epigram rose out of it (perhaps more than once) and sank into it. It does not even seem to be a
tradition in his eyes but rather a series of sporadic linguistic and graphic outbreaks quite
secondary to MS texts. Nor is he interested in widespread practices of occasional poetry
(short or long, but it is often short) at any period, despite its providing the literary foundation
of epigram. He is not even interested in genres of short poetry not anthologised in this
tradition, such as "iambics", not felt to be "epigram" by the ancient collectors recombined by
Cephalas. He notes however that whatever "epigram" meant in the Hellenistic period, and he
does accept that the term was a loose genre title, it did not demand consistent brevity, it lay
open to a great variety of metres, and bore changing relationships to the other genres of equal
prestige which later ages would call epigram.
Even the first generation copies of "Cephalas" may now all be lost. Our surviving Syllogae
minores (listed p. 97) are either too late to be early copies or disagree sufficiently among
themselves or with the major, second-generation adaptation, the AP, to require at least one
copying phase between them and their original. Each contains at least one epigram not in AP.
The original "Cephalas" is assumed by Cameron (against Aubreton) to have been a huge,
encyclopedic effort, rather like other lost IOC projects.385 Michael Chartophylax may have
owned an original copy made from it, if we are to judge from marginal remarks of scribe C,
who collated our AP against his MS (p.111).
An early collation of MS with MS introduces a great confusion for the historian of texts, as
some collations may have been done against the sources used for the edition, some against
sources other than those used for the original (which may have turned up during or shortly
after copying), and some merely against earlier copies of the self-same original. There are
many echoes in early IOC writers386 and in later Byzantine texts such as the Paradisus (p.339)
of poems preserved in our second-generation AP or at least of their style. The bibliophile
Arethas, Constantine VII and Nicholas Magister show considerable influence from
"Cephalas" if we are (again) to judge from our somewhat later AP, and at least two of them
would have to have worked from secondary copies. Probably all three did. The Suda seems
to have worked from a close copy of "Cephalas" for its many epigrams. Our own AP seems
to have been copied from a (first generation?) copy of "Cephalas". Then it was collated
against other first generation copies, and was somewhat added to. The ancestor(s) of the later
syllogai minores L and ABV are called by Cameron X and Z, though they may be one, and Z
may have been close to one source of the much later Planudes. These mental constructs are
first or second generation copies of "Cephalas" as are the two sources used by Planudes nearly
three centuries later, Pla and Plb, just as hypothetically. We actually have the final autograph
of Planudes but a hypothetical d and a real C, D and Q cluster around this MS and may
contain earlier stages of his definitive version of 1301 CE. Where Planudes' last minute
corrections or bowdlerisations are wrong, the family of syllogai minores deriving from his
original drafts thus preserve a better text, despite being non-official.

Sec p.293 for the 53 volumes of historical excerpts directed by Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus
himself, of which only one comes down to us complete. Cameron consecrates a short but entire chapter to this
work to deny that one o f its lost volumes was a collection of epigrams. In fact, the few epigrams quoted in the
surviving volumes seem all to have come from Cephalas, except the one on the colossus of Rhodes rephrased in
Strabo: Preger p.229 n° 280. Cameron suggests emendations to the text on his p.294: t 6 v S f)Xtou KoXoaaoi'
provides the expected initial demonstrative (for the epigraphic tautology tov i v 'PoSw KoXocraöu) and e i r r a K t s
for oKTaias ( - S<EKa ) (on the basis of other, earlier, sources) and Xdpt|? for Adyrib. All three alleged
corruptions occur in the version found in API 82, showing a common derivation from "Cephalas".
'lQ f.
P.336: Alexander of Nicaea, Anastasius the quaestor, Arethas, Constantine the Rhodian, Constantine the
Sicilian, a friend o f the patriarch Nicholas called Gregory (? of Corinth), Theophanes, Thomas the patrician, the
compiler of E and friend of Euphemius (a military writer of the reign of Leo VI).
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It is not Cameron's brief to suggest the extent of informal and surreptitious transmission from
AP in more modem times. He does however suggest that it was obtained in Venice, went to
England with Erasmus, was given to Thomas More, came into the possession of the educated
doctor John Clement, who had it with him in Belgium (Louvain) by 1551 where Stephanus
was able to consult it.387 From this meeting arose the cult for Anacreontea in the Renaissance,
as they were as yet unpublished and seem to have come from the AP, though much
classicising anacreontic poetry (p.251) may have been current in Byzantine sources: Arethas,
Arsenius, Metrophanes, Leo Choirosphactes, and Leo VI himself. Clement was an early pupil
of John Colet and lived in More's household. More and Lily had published in 1518 some
translations of the Greek Anthology, including one of a poem found only in minor syllogae E
and Sp. Lily had probably returned from the Continent before all known examples of E were
copied, but the other sylloge (Sp) has long been part of the AP MS itself, written in its blank
spaces, and the poem in question is pasted on to the very first quaternion. Thus, if More had
seen AP he would not have had far to look. There is of course some possibility that he had
the Greek text of just a few poems in a copy made by others, but to continue. Musurus is
suspected of having consulted both the Anacreontea and the epigrams of Theocritus from AP
in Padua, as he lectured on them shortly after. It was in 1508 that Erasmus, a great friend of
More and soon to go to England to visit him, had dinner with Musurus, in November of that
year. Musurus was a generous donor of MSS to Erasmus, though if he had AP for the popular
Anacreontea and Bucolica it is most unlikely that he would give that MS away to anyone,
even if the Anacreontea appear again in the neater version of Planudes.388 However, we know
from Manutius, Musurus and Politian of many a Greek codex existing then which has now
disappeared. The bequest of the late Cardinal Bessarion seems to have been rifled by the
unscrupulous and sold in bookstalls. Erasmus could have bought it there. P.185/6: "The
hypothesis that AP was in London and the Low Countries between 1509 and 1572 would kill
two birds with one stone. It would explain how early Renaissance scholars in Italy knew
something of AP (Musurus' notes); but also why they knew no / more. It is not merely that
no one published any of the otherwise unknown texts in this unique manuscript....
...throughout the Renaissance, the Greek Anthology was the Planudean Anthology. The
many hundreds of poems in AP unknown to Planudes remained unknown down to the
seventeenth century. If AP had remained in Italy, even unpublished, some of its new
epigrams would have begun to circulate in manuscript and be translated into Latin. The fact
that Hutton's collections show not a single case is the argument from silence at its strongest."
In fact, AP was not printed until the early 19C and then from a modem copy, while the more
convenient API was printed in the late 15C (again from a copy, but a more ancient one), but
387 P .191-200 tells a complicated story, which may not be true for all its qualifications. Let us simplify.
Michael (or Nicholas!) Sophianus may have seen Clement's MS on his travels and Scaliger may have heard of
this through the Cretan Francesco Porto in Geneva between 1572 and 1574, as he confusedly related much later,
1607, in his reply to Gruyter's letter announcing that Salmasius had discovered AP at Heidelberg. Sophianus and
Clement had a common friend in Stephanus, and Sophianus had a friend living in Belgium, a man called
Ellebode, so there is quite a possibility that some of this circle had seen AP briefly. The MS was in Belgium
until 1572, and probably until 1580, the second sack o f Malines, when Clement's library was finally dispersed.
Somehow it got to the private collection o f F. Sylberg, librarian of the Palatine Library at Heidelberg, and on or
before his death in 1596 it must have gone to the Library. Sylberg, like Clement, was allegedly aware of the
importance of AP before Salmasius. In 1623 it was carried to Rome, then to Paris in 1797, again as the spoils of
war, and partially back to Heidelberg after yet another war in 1815. Vol ii became Parisinus graecus 384. Vol i
was originally (Gruterius's assigned number) Palatinus graecus 443. In Rome Allaci substituted 33 as its (!)
number. A rebinding (in Rome or Paris?) stamped n° 213 on the spine of the apparently then separate vol ii (?).
This was roughly corrected by someone pasting parchment over the central 1 of 213 to make n° 2 3. Then, says
Cameron, "simplifying", but so incomprehensibly as to suggest some major misprint, involving the confusion of
vol. i and vol. ii, "The correct 33 on .yqL h [sic] was then altered to 23 to harmonise." Surely it was the allegedly
separate vol i (perhaps the unsplit whole) which was first 443, then 33, then (after some contemporaneous
monkeying with vol ii, perhaps just recently split off) finally made into 23 like its fellow.
388 P. 184 quotes unpublished material indicating that Musurus definitely knew o f AP. He lectured on
"Theocritus and Anacreon" and on "The Anthology" at Padua. He was dead by 1517.
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we know of much trading in Greek poems and Latin translations and variations by which its
themes and techniques could easily have become known. To the casual gaze, AP could have
seemed a textus deterior of Planudes' API, interlarded with all the medieval additions common
in late MSS and showing a "dirtier" text and more confused arrangement. Some later echoes
of this tradition have had to wait for Cameron to note their real nature and contents (if we are
to believe him, see p.366ff, Laur 91.8 and 32.50, F and Ps.F). The sort of scholarship
required to penetrate the texts and assess their quality is rare. It requires good codicological
and paleographical skill, access to the relevant MSS, and a profound knowledge of several
periods of past literary history, the Hellenistic (Gow/Page), the Imperial and Late Antique,
and the High Medieval. The specialisation of modem scholarship may fit an individual very
badly for this task, and leads us respect the competence of Renaissance generalists like
Salmasius/de Saumaise, the first scholar known to have studied the AP in detail, and
Stephanus.
It was crucial to dispose of the Anthologia Palatina before discussing the entire Greek
tradition, as this single manuscript contains almost all our evidence for the history of ancient
epigram, rather than merely presenting the texts. Because it included three longish poems
which claim to have been the original prefaces for the three earliest anthologies we know of,
we have a list of poets who once appeared in Meleager's, Philip's and Agathias' lost
anthologies (AP iv). These poetic prefaces survive nowhere else and it is something of a
miracle that Cephalas bothered to copy them, no doubt from battered versions of each Garland
and of the Cycle, in the old uncials. Now, unless the titles and ascriptions added to many
poems in the rearranged anthology of "Cephalas" (presumed recoverable from our AP) are
predominantly in error, they and the separate list of poets enable some reconstruction of the
actual "sequences" of these three ancient collections in Cephalas/AP. This in turn allows
some generalisations about the editorial practices of Cephalas himself, assuming that he has
not totally disturbed the order he found, and it seems that he didn't. We need to know
something of what he found, and what he then made of it. His efforts in this direction were
understandably sporadic, given the enormous mass of material that had to be reordered.
Planudes did reorder more totally, and thus, if we had only Planudes, the prehistory of his
poems would have been totally irrecoverable as we would not have known what lay before
each editor to be reconstituted other than the bare texts.
About the Cycle of 6C Agathias there is much less uncertainty. His anthology features his
own contemporaries, arranged in 7 chapters according to theme/content, and indeed seems to
have arrived to the time of Cephalas in close to its original version. Again, literary history
suggests that non-religious classicising poetry would not have attracted much attention
between the 6C and the later 9C, which would make plausible the lack of intervening copies,
and hence, the lack of rearrangements and copyists' corruptions for the Cycle. It also seems
that Cephalas followed Agathias' 7 thematic subdivisions, and that this Cephalean source thus
suffered less disturbance than the two next to be mentioned.
Not many ancient anthologies seem to have been carefully arranged in order. Such a
procedure of course involved great labour, and required simultaneous possession of a great
volume of poems, probably in different texts, or of a whole bundle of careful copies of them,
the Gaian/Neronian anthology of Philip was originally of two or three large rolls, though no
doubt it was quickly excerpted and reduced in size to omit boringly similar poems, which
Philip's system tended to group together. Its main principle of order was the letters of the
alphabet, thus in principle providing 24 "books", arranging only by initial letters. Within such
"books" there can be little doubt that Philip attempted to make subgroupings based on
similarity of theme or of wording. There is an AP lemma noting that Philip’s anthology was
"alphabetically" arranged, and long alphabetical sequences do exist in our AP, in which the
names to which poems thus ordered are ascribed are usually the same as those mentioned in
33. Classical, and 'Para-Classical
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Philip's prefatory poem, AP iv, 2. Philip himself apparently used the long-common separate
"editions" of single (notable) poets as well as more informal and obscure sources. As we
know from Owens's book on the better preserved literature of the High Tang period in China
(8C), the methods by which MS or inscriptional poetry came to be collected and available for
perusal (before printing but in a paper-using and highly literate culture) were many and
confused. At least Philip's used relatively recent poets, from Philodemus to himself, that is,
from only 150 years of Roman/Greek literary history.
Philip had in mind the success of a very thorough-going anthology of later Hellenistic date,
that of the Syrian (Gadarene) Meleager. Unfortunately, this is harder to reconstruct, as it
seems to have been much rearranged by Cephalas and no doubt abbreviated well before his
day. Cameron assumes that it was a very large work for its time, say 6,000 lines in four rolls
or "books" probably subdivided thus: I erotica II funerary III dedications and IV
"epideictic". Cameron assumes that Philip reacted against Meleager's order, choosing
alphabetic headings. The Gadarene seems to have included no scoptic, protreptic, or simplysympotic (non-erotic) poems, though such may have been rare in his time. Within these
presumed subject-based books he seems to have followed a pattern of a regular sequence of
the "major" poets, sprinkling in between them the more minor poets. In each book he allows
"formal intruders", it is claimed, i.e., poems belonging in another "book" but linked by theme,
expression or just mechanically by a catchword. Cameron assumes that Archias or some
other traveller brought a copy of this Garland to Rome early in the -1C , where it was imitated
with what he reads as callow enthusiasm in the poets quoted in Gellius xix. 9 10-14 and
Cicero De Nat. Deor. i. 79, the circle of Catulus: Valerius Aedituus, Porcius Licinus and Q.
Lutatius Catulus himself, cos. 102 BCE.

1. What preceded Meleager?
We now have apparently a dozen or so papyri which seem definitely pre-Meleagran and five
which are post-Meleagran or uncertain. More lie unpublished389, and no doubt more will be
found. Of course, a papyrus written after 90 BCE could still itself depend on texts deriving
from before that date, but the later papyri lack probative force on pre-Meleagran anthological
formats and it is claimed that those currently available for study tend to show the influence of
Meleager's (presumed) arrangement. Earlier ones tend not to name the authors of their
epigrams, perhaps because they were collections of the one author, named once only, in the
lost colophon or introduction. No doubt there were many anthologies of short poetry in
Hellenistic times. It is claimed that "epigram" was a major genre of the -3C, though it meant:
"occasional poetry of various sorts in various styles, lengths and metres" (p. 15) rather than
what Meleager and Philip sharpened it to mean. P.10 alludes to a -3C Vienna papyrus not as
yet published which indicates the length and first lines (but not the authors) of about 240
"epigrams". By far the most common length of the decipherable examples is 4 lines (106
poems).390 This spread is fairly typical of Egyptian stone poetry as well. Poems of all these
lengths were apparently called "epigram" in the -3C. At least by Meleager's time (ca 100
BCE) elegy * skolion ^ epigram. Polymetria had long been epigram but iamboi apparently
still weren't. Theognis was not excerpted in Meleager, despite the Theognidea easily falling
into elegiac distichs and quatrains. Apparently Theognis was strongly felt as "elegy". Nor
were iambics apparently felt as epigram, for all their shortness. Something like this situation
seems to prevail in the letters of Sidonius Apollinaris, near the end of antiquity.

■ P.400 in Cameron's addenda, Bastianini and Gallazzi, 600 lines of epigrams from the late -3C, P. Mil. Vogl.
inv. 1295.
390 Then 6 lines (20 poems), 2 (13), 8 (9), 12 (2), 20 (2), 10 (1), 21 (1), 40 (1), 52 (1).
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There seem to be four types of early papyrus: individual editions of a single poet, probably
by the poet himself, thus mostly slim volumes not likely to survive on their own; small private
commonplace books made by readers, even less likely to be recopied; didactic collections,
for the schoolroom; and "miscellaneous" (p.9), some of these perhaps author's own drafts like
P. Köln iii. 128, two draft epitaphs with interlinear corrections in the same hand. Quite a few
poems preserved in papyri re-occur in "Meleager" (i.e., in our reconstruction of it from hints
in the AP). This encourages us to believe that he did excerpt very heavily from what was
current in his day and the echoes of AP poems in Late Antique Latin encourages us to believe
that "Meleagers" of some sort were still available and respected half a millennium after the
original compilation. Even in AP we have fully 800 poems likely to have been in his
Garland. He was more comprehensive than previous collections and apparently an innovator
in the arrangement of poems. P .ll "... it was in its comprehensive range, chronological,
geographic, and thematic alike, that its true novelty and importance lay. Meleager collected
material from all areas of the Greek world, from Italy to Syria; from Simonides and Anacreon
down to Antipater and Archias; from the sympotic and erotic to the dedicatory, anathematic,
and funerary; from the most humdrum inscriptions to the purest poetry." In this Cameron
seems to ignore the restrictions claimed (p.13/15) to have been introduced into the epigram
"genre" by the selectivity shown by Meleager: "It was Meleager's selection from this
material that has shaped our perception of the character and limitations of the Classical
epigram. It was Meleager's selection that influenced the practice of later epigrammatists;
Meleager's Garland that determined the character of later anthologies." Most important for
the Byzantine use of him, Meleager does not seem to have divided his love poetry into hetero
sexual and pederastic chapters, and Cephalas hurried to do this, if it had not been done before
his time, which seems unlikely, as his sources must have been late-antique rather than
genuinely Byzantine.
Being careful not to lose sight of the speculative nature of much of our reconstruction of
Cephalas and his sources, let us return to AP. The prefaces of the three ancient anthologies
come in book iv. Before these come Christian epigrams and epigraphic transcriptions,
perhaps added after Cephalas' time, perhaps originally excerpted by him. Books xiii (from a
metrical treatise?) and viii seem to have been added to J's excerpts from "Cephalas", the latter
being the many Christian poems of Gregory of Nazianzen, and a surprising number of the
latter are repeated in J's addenda, book xv, which fact is used by Cameron to argue for J's
ignorance of some parts of his presumed master project while it was in progress. It seems that
J added to "Cephalas" those Anacreontea now resident in AP which so aroused Renaissance
attention. Book xiv may also be an addition, arithmetical poems and riddles, though Cameron
vacillates on this. It is to be noted that the large codex of the AP contains more than is now
printed under the AG name. The later books were separated from the body of the epigrams,
books v - xii, by other texts. The 400 or so poems in Planudes not now findable in AP are
usually printed as a supplement, book xvi.
Incidentally, Planudes accepted no poems from the 11C and 12C, a period (p.320) of much
more extensive and competent cultivation of "epigram" in Byzantine circles than the 920s and
930s, from which we have some poems in AP. Apart from transcripts of inscriptions,
Cephalas himself seems to have devoted his main collection to classicising epigrams, and
non-Christian ones at that.
Cephalas seems to have had two versions of the "Garlands", bound with the more recent one
at the front, i.e., Philip followed by Meleager, each time, as may be seen from the
introductory chart (Structure of the Cephalan books ) which Cameron has modified from F.
Lenzinger 1975. The Garlands seem, with Homer and Nonnus, to have been very popular
Classical texts in earlier Byzantium, and it is plausible that more than one copy would survive
the Byzantine "dark ages". He had an early Agathias and probably a Palladas (p.96). He had
33. Classical, and Tara-Classical
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the Theognidea. On p. 141 Cameron cannot go further than Gow in pronouncing on the
precise manner in which Bucolic MSS were used to make up AP's Theocritean epigrams in
books vi, vii, ix and xiii. Then Cephalas had a shadowy collection or group of collections of
the Imperial period which we can sense in the imitations of the Latin poets of the Bobiensa
and of Ausonius. This seems to have been made by one of its authors, i.e., Diogenian, and to
have contained also Rufinus, Palladas and the genuine Lucianic epigrams. Perhaps it was a
large document also containing one of the above-mentioned versions of the two Garlands
(Philip and Meleager). He had Strato's Boyish Muse, by itself or in another collection and
offers it largely unbroken in two long blocks of book xii except only that the tail piece of
Strato is delayed to the very end of Cephalas' book xii to be the tail piece, the envoi, of the
whole pederastic "book". Cephalas may have had access to the surviving poems of Gregory
Nazianzen, but Cameron assumes that he excluded them. If he did deliberately exclude them
(as Christian), they were immediately added in the first generation of copies of his magnum
opus (as classicising). Cephalas also had transcripts of currently displayed classicising
epigraphs made by his senior contemporary, Gregory Magister (p.290). Directly or through
sub-collections he would have had access to short poems occurring in prose texts of the
Classical period, such as those in Thucydides.
Meleager's sources a thousand years earlier are naturally much more shadowy. As we have
already noted, informal and private collections, probably often without titles and poets'
names, would have been easy enough to find. From the period of first flowering of short
poetry, the -3C , there seem to have been individual poets' anthologies. We have references of
the type "(as says) Callim achus, in the epigrams" for about half a dozen of his
contemporaries: e.g. Ptolemaic Alexandria. P.608, roll publication is assumed for all authors
referred to later in such terms as: "in their Epigrams", for which see then n° 405 (p.859 Vol.
2)— Hedylus, Posidippus, Callimachus, Apollonius Rhodius, Nicaenetos of Samos, Philetas
of Cos. Cameron's list is: Callimachus, Hedylus, Mnasalces (from C's interpretation of the
new P. Köln 204), Nicaenetus, Nicander, Philetas, Posidippus. There was "No sign of
publication in the -4C , and it existed by the time of Posidippus", thus Cameron assumes, as
did Wilamowitz in his Hell. Dicht., a rapid change of tastes under the Ptolemies, or at least in
their period. It may also be that three of these early Alexandrians were closely enough
associated to produce an official combined edition, though such a practice seems to have been
rare. Hedylus it would have been who collected his own poems and added those of his more
prolific seniors Asclepiades-Sicelides and Posidippus.
All this is Hellenistic. From the -4C Cameron will accept little that is of interest, except
vaguely delineated "Collections of inscriptions". He denies to these collections any literary
intent and even denies it to the poems thus collected, though "by the fourth century
inscriptional poems became more elaborate", and even though Active epitaphs seem to be this
early (p.2, the mock epitaph on Hermias, friend of Aristotle, said to be contemporary with
him c.344). Unlike Dihle and Fraser, he denies any erotic epigrams to the real Plato, and is
inclined to date even the crucial Simonidean collection(s) to Hellenistic times. He does not
mention other possible collections suggested by Page, e.g., that of "Sappho". "Anacreon" at
least was collected by the time of Meleager.
The novelty in early Hellenistic times was not a literary development of the epitaph and
dedication. This may have been a phenomenon of the Attic -4C. Sympotic and erotic
epigram (or the fact that sympotic and erotic poetry now was felt to constitute "epigram"?) —
this was new. Cameron concurs with Giangrande and Hutchinson that whatever poetry came
to them on these topics was recast by the Alexandrians and "invested... with that combination
of allusiveness, conciseness, and wit that were to become the hallmarks of the genre", (p.3).
It is significant that Leonidas (like Martial, but like few other major figures of antiquity)
seems to have written only epigrams, and Posidippus was honoured publicly (p.371, IG ix l 2
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17.245 of 262/3 BCE) as "the epigrammatist". The occasional surviving commentary on
epigrams in this period also suggests that they quickly became a major and "canonical" genre,
and under that title. We have noted that they were a mixed bag, even as regards length, but
this is a common feature of "genres" in Arabo-Persian and other sorts of poetry at an early
stage of codification. Persian verse of similar rhyme (and rather similar or even identical
metre) can be a quatrain (ruba'i or dubayti), a "ghazal" or a mersiye/qasida largely on the basis
of length, a length which is very approximate in the case of the ghazal-qasida division.
Some shadowy collections attributed to antiquarians receive varying amounts of attention
from Cameron. He treats the most recent one the most seriously, Polemo, early -2C , "on
(types of people from?) various cities". These are presumably book epigrams. A century
before this N eoptolem os seems to have left a book "about epigrams", rather than "of
epigrams", the one fragment being a quote from a stone epitaph, and there is the famous but
now lost collection of Philochorus, even earlier, which is taken as a documentary mish-mash
of prose and poetry of no interest for literary history. Cam eron does not go into the
collections of verse oracles likely to have been current well before the Atthidographers, nor
the possibility of a corpus of versified gnomai and paroimiac modifications, but some oracles
are mentioned from L and AP on pp.211-213, some apparently genuinely from Didyma,
mediated heavily through the Theosophia (ca. 500CE) and Porphyry (Tiepi Trjs- ek Xoytoov
<J)iXoao<J>ias). For much later times he notes (p.294, & p.341) that, apart from the very narrow
tradition of the Garlands, verse epigraphy is quoted by Byzantines for purely historical and
documentary reasons, thus resembling the practice of the Attic writers of the -5 and -4C . It
seems that a "uselesly" artistic anthology of short poetry was as rare in Ancient times as it was
in the High Middle Ages. If so, we may assume that the few successful examples became and
remained widely known, though if so, one would have to explain why they weren't imitated.
Perhaps the sources to compose such a large, purely literary anthology were not often
available to a single scholar. Perhaps other more prestigious poetic endeavours swamped
ones which could have been directed towards mini-poetry, which may have had its own ways
of transmission and "life" in daily converse or on stones and precious gifts, a literary world
never considered by the hyper-textual Cameron. More disturbingly, it may be that the
concentration on poetry of a certain length was rare in ancient culture, and that shortish poetry
came in many lengths from the epyllion and love elegy downwards, many of which were not
easily accepted as epigram in later, more timid times.
From Cameron's point of view the epigraphic poetry of the -1C, -6 C and even the -5C is off
limits. It is not literary. He is not curious about the Sitz im Leben of ancient epigram, nor
that of any types of occasional verse which may have preceded the Alexandrian age. He does
not advert to any oral tradition concerned with famous inscriptions which might have
preserved the Bronze Maiden Homer epigram long enough for Plato to remark on its form.
In fact, Cameron refers to outdated editions of the Homeric epigrams as he does for the
epigraphy of Greek Egypt. Markwaldt and the Bernands are not mentioned. No doubt he
closed his books on such minor matters in the 1970s, rather as we have done in parts of these
Addenda, whose compilation stretched over the years 1990-1995.
More significantly, he seems to ignore the dynamics and the history, as we have said, of an
epigraphic tradition which continued, closer to popular tastes, throughout periods when the
increasingly remote classicising elegiacs were hardly cultivated, i.e., between "renaissances".
In the Greek East this alternation is easier to spot, because of the greater metrical difference
between ancient verse forms and the accentual ones. In the Latin West inscriptional poetry
also seems to have led a life of its own, despite the connections there must have been between
it and book verse. However, it is largely the presence or absence of rhyme which denies or
gives Medieval Latin verse a "Classical" tone, and rhyme is optional even when it is common.
33. Classical, andiPara-Cfassical
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The spectrum of Western epigraphic poetry is more continuous than that of the East.
Hexameters and elegiacs (of a sort) never died out.
It is an interesting fact that Cameron cannot cite evidence for the off-hand comments of
Hutton, Hunger and other very well read scholars that (classicising) epigram of the AP type
was much cultivated and appreciated by later Byzantines. Nor do the purveyors of such
opinions seem to have had firm datings and ascriptions for the mostly MSS examples on
which they must have based their impressions. Thus, the predominantly religious eteoByzantine epigram is treated as quite a different tradition from that constituted by Cephalas,
who may also have edited out from his sources all Christian poems, classicising or not. We
have noted that in real life the more popular and continuous tradition of inscription and
occasional poem was the foundation of the scattered peaks of classicising elegiacs. George of
Pisidia is given the credit for initiating a non-Classical tradition in Byzantium, Theodore
Studites (8/9C) is usually claimed as the peak of its development, and some return of secular
themes is noted already in 9C Cassia. However, Trypanis uses the term "epigram" in a far
broader sense than Cameron, reminding us that a rather schizoid confrontation of the Classical
and the medieval-vernacular marks the whole epigrammatic tradition, perhaps ever since the
mixture of the ancient and the Nonnian in Agathias' Cycle. W hile we may doubt even
Hutton's grasp of non-published late-Byzantine poetry, we baulk at criticism of Trypanis, and
he treats both together. The appearance of rather undigested Greek epigram in various
periods of Latin literature (Late Republic, Later Empire, and middle Renaissance) further
complicates the various epigrammatic strands in the West, adding a Martial/Graecising
division to the Classical/contemporary one (this independently of language) and the later neoLatin/vernacular divides.
Cameron goes into meticulous detail and spins long arguments (sometimes of many pages) to
elucidate the history only of the classicising strand. In this of course he imitates Cephalas in
one of the latter's literary stances.

2. What are the more obvious innovations in his treatment?
1. He dates "Cephalas" and AP much earlier than is traditional, ca. 900 and ca 940
respectively, and (this is a corollary) takes the earliest syllogai as being dependent on and thus
later than "Cephalas". The canonical AP date has been ca 980. Aubreton has assigned AP to
the second half of the 11C, placing many of the syllogai before it in date.
2. He attempts to fill in the major period of uncertainty in the history of the AP's stay in the
West. Before it was located in the Palatine library, in Rome, and in Paris, it was mostly in
England and the Low Countries, well away from prying "mainstream" eyes.
3. He derives API from the AP tradition, but from a less truncated period of it than our
Palatine manuscript.
4. Against Gallavotti (p.l73ff) he denies that Lascaris already knew of AP when he published
his.editio princeps of “the Anthology”, from a late and poor apograph of the Planudean MS
tradition.
5. At least the epigrams in the additional ("post Cephalean") AP xv are identified (from the
phrasing of the lemma to xV.15 and the provenance of x v . l l ) as being compilations of a
poorly known Constantine the Rhodian. Cameron claims that the whole AP is the copy of
Cephalas made by this Constantine the Rhodian, which requires identifying him with the J
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hand of the MS. J appears in six stretches of AP, and adds many marginalia, lemmata, and
corrections, mostly to the work of the more careless A scribe(s).
6. Cameron claims that the surviving AP MS was not compiled over three stages and 50
years, but fairly quickly. A & A2, B & B2 & B3, and J were contemporaries, and in fact a
team concurrently using the same sources, unlike the later corrector C. A's quaternion
numbers would have been the original ones before 7 quaternions were removed from the
beginning, and they contained Nonnus' Paraphrase of St. John, 3,665 lines.
7. J did not have a separate exemplar before him (compared with what the A and B scribes
were copying from), as has been commonly supposed.
8. J was, like the later corrector C, a scholar, not just a scribe. The more personal and
informative contemporary comments in the marginalia391 are original to these writers, not
copied from earlier ones. J at least finished the current AP, doing not only his sections but
completing others. In fact, he managed the production of the edition as well as contributing to
it. C had a different copy, that of Michael (Chartophylax), and corrected AP on the
assumption that this direct copy of "Cephalas" was better than the (dismembered?) copy used
by A/B/J.
9. AP originally comprised 818 pages of (two different types of) parchment (with the
Nonnos). J probably had this large bundle bound in two, the second (B) half first, introducing
a quaternion error, as it turns out. Meanwhile A was still being written and was bound later.
10. He assumes against a lemma that Meleager's Garland was not alphabetically arranged.
11... .that Meleager was a very large work and thematically arranged, perhaps in four sections
which comprised a large roll each.
12. He dates Rufinus much earlier than does Page, to the time of Nero, claiming to have
proved that Strato (Hadrianic?) borrowed from him.
13. He takes the Greek-type Latin epigrams of Ausonius and Naucellius as signs of their
recent contact with works of Rufinus, Diogenianus and Palladas, probably in a now-lost
anthology of Diogenianus'.
14. He accepts that Lucian's epigrams are probably by Lucian of Samosata.
15. He accepts the likelihood of that infamous Ztnpos of Asclepiades, Posidippus and
Hedylus.
16. Cameron is nearly the only one to note a similarity of the methods of arrangement
assumed for Meleager and for Agathias (p.24, n° 10). Though the "rhythmically alternated"
major poets (Hauptdichter) are of course different, the pattern of alternating them is similar:
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E.g., p.l 13, on the famous epigram of "Simonides" on Timocreon of Rhodes beginning TroXXd ttioh ' k cr
TioXXd cjxiycoi' we have in the hand of J: oim i'os tt^ yvw[ir|v iräaav Kai rf]v auvnjOeiav elxeu 6 O d d s
[10U.
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Paul, Macedonius, Julian the Egyptian, Agathias, compared with Callimachus, Asclepiades,
Leonidas and Meleager.
17. L = Laurentianus XXXII. 16 he takes as deriving from an "X" very like the AP.
18. S = Sylloge Parisina he takes as deriving in both its S and B form (13C and 14C
respectively) from a similar Cephalan apograph.
19. Likewise the Sp incorporated later into the AP's blank pages he takes as coming, like E (in
4 rather different 15/16C MSS) from an "E" deriving from the giant "Cephalas" which is
central to his argument.
20. The many epigrams quoted in the Suda do not come, (he says, contra Basson, pp. 126,
279) from the AP itself, even though the text shown is often enough identical with that of our
AP. The Suda quotations sometimes agree as to text with the A, B, J parts of AP, and
sometimes with the corrections of the later C. Thus they must come from Cephalas. In the
mid- 9C lexikon of Photius there are merely 5 quotations from epigrams, and three of these
are absent from the Cephalan tradition. In the Suda there are 1,076 quotations, from 430
different epigrams, all of which appear in our AP. Obviously its compilers had a big epigram
collection to consult.
21. A number of Byzantine writers are claimed to show signs of influence from Cephalan
poems.
22. Planudes, he says, used two different abbreviations of "Cephalas". These preserved at
least excerpts from the large section now agreed to be missing from AP (450 poems, a whole
quire, fallen out?).
23. Laur 91.8 and the rather different 32.50 he calls examples of "F", and are like S but 17C at
the earliest.
24. U (13-15C compilation of 9 scribes) derives from L but is prior to Marc. 481, thus the
major epigrammatic parts are Planudes' own sketches (one hand is said to be his) of the later
major work.
25. P.225 notes some otherwise unexampled poems in the 13C Sylloge Parisina ("S", with a
14C derivative called "B"). To avoid accumulated errors he gives his own list of them on
p.218. While many new poems are pederastic and may have dropped out because of medieval
Bowdlerisation, there are some signs that most stood originally on the same pages of
"Cephalas" which then fell out. Though worked on by Cramer (1841), Meinecke (1843),
Piccolos (1852) and Dilthey (1887) they were not picked up by Cougny 1890 and thus will
not be in TLG Disk D or any modern edition, even, apparently, Gow/Page. Several are
claimed to be Meleagran in date, and at least two Meleagran in authorship. Cameron calls for
their inclusion as an appendix to one of the remaining Budd volumes. Note that he assumes
that they too are of Cephalan origin.
26. P Oxy 3724 with incipits of ca 175 epigrams suggests the existence of a collection of the
epigrams of Philodemus.
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27. The Peplos comes from the period between 60 BCE and Aristotle, though likely to be
later rather than earlier.
28. Aubreton has found a "unified" API earlier than the Paris gr. 2739 written by Michael
Apostoles c.1450, called the D tradition. It is Paris gr. 2744, here called C, and is Triclinian.
Their relationship is explained as being two different unifications of the Pla and Plb parts of
the Marcianus, one by Planudes or his immediate successors, and one by Apostoles, which
drew on Cameron's "d", which itself conflated (it is claimed) PI and Q. The original problem
arose because Planudes apparently found new materials after he was well into his definitive
version of "Cephalas", at several removes and 400 years later.
29. Cameron corrects passim many small parts of the existing scholarly tradition: collations
(minor but perhaps some are significant for the precise relationship of MSS), conclusions,
assertions and so on. He also adds to and fills out the "parallels" available for various
readings and ascriptions. At times he goes very lengthily into textual correction, usually
giving in detail the history of the modem text(s). One example: p.128, a neglected witness for
AP v in Nicetas Eugenianos' verse romance Drosilla and Charicles, in dodecasyllables,
"deliberate and often protracted paraphrases" of 19 AP poems, in sequence for runs of up to
five poems at a time. Another, BM Add. 16409, "Q", collated by Preisendanz for Beckby's
1958 edition and including some errors said to be crucial for its classification. This MS has
recently been claimed to show Planudes' own hand in the corrections.
30. An annoying omission of a random sort is that noted on p. 136/7. There are prose
introductions to AP books vi, vii, ix, x, xi (two, for sympotica and scoptica), and these do
appear in the Budd of Aubreton. Cameron claims that the "exactly similar" preface to book
xiv is unaccountably omitted in the Budd. Cameron takes all these annotations (prefaces
rather than scholia) as going back to Cephalas, but it is hard to be sure of anyone's argument
when reproductions of annotations to the MS are so unreliable, and so subservient to any
current editor's existing position (i.e., that xiv is not Cephalean and thus that its particular
marginalia are of less interest).
31. Cephalas' Anthology seems to have included AP v - xiv, minus the large block (more than
a quarter subsequently repeated) of Gregory Nazianzen which takes up book viii.
32. Nazianzen's poems were introduced the first time by the immediate ancestor of AP, a first
generation copy of Cephalas, filling all but two quaternions and therefore likely to have been
a selection. The relation of this presumed selection with what survives of Nazianzen in other,
non-AP MSS is not indicated.
33. As well as the large Cephalas, the Ur-codex (not precisely what we have so far called
"Cephalas", but the large collected codex in which it occurred) probably contained the bulky
Nonnus mentioned by J but now torn out, and perhaps the corrupt ecphrastic collection of
Christodorus on the statues in the Zeuxippus at Constantinople (AP ii, late Antique, and
Pagan in theme), and even other books outside the central v - xii. Paul the Silentiary and
John of Gaza are, like J's Anacreontea, post-Cephalean additions in AP. Cameron treats
Books i, ii and iv (the prefaces to the two Garlands and the Cycle) as neither "part of" the
Cephalean anthology nor clearly different from it, but probably bound in the same codex. His
certainty on such things seems to wax and to wane. AP books iii "perhaps" and viii
"probably" are post-Cephalean (p.159). Certainly, the main body of the assumed "Cephalas"
anthology contains transcripts of inscriptions, but significantly, "no" Christian epigrams.
However, book ix features a small block near its end, and there are some in the extraCephalan book, xv.
33. Classical, and Tara-Classical
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34. It is most likely that Cephalas took the Christian poems out of the Cycle of Agathias and
preserved them in what is now AP i, rather as he is assumed to have taken the pederastic
poems from Meleager's erotica and offered them separately (as far as he could detect them).
This would indicate a firm anthologiser's policy concerning the categories and the ethos of a
definable "collection". Whether he conceived such addenda as "part of" the main body AP v
- xiv (or less) is largely a matter of how a medieval "book" is to be defined. However, it
seems that Cephalas intended to begin his major "book" with erotica, and this suggests a
different status for any epigrammatic materials bound before AP v.
35. On his very first page Cameron destroys Wilamowitz' "fanciful" reconstruction of the life
and works of Ion of Samos. I had annotated Hansen's CEG ii 1989 p.224ff. on first receiving
the book. In that, rather lost in detail, is the opinion that the famous epigram with Ion's
sphragis in its last pentameter is not coeval with the monument at all (monument and names
engraved on it 402 BCE or so) but 50-100 years later. However, this detail long escaped my
notice, seeing that a general practice of adding poetic epigraphy to monuments at a much later
date than that of the more essential inscription (and of the monument itself) has long been
known among epigraphers, as Hansen says op. cit. p.236, and Hansen's wealth of information
can only slowly be digested. My ignorance seems to have been shared by most 20C scholars.
They routinely quote Ion as the first poet to sign his stone epigram, though Roux and Pomtow
had sounded the alarm bells as early as 1906. Such is the power of the Wilamowitz name,
and we must admit that he is not often proved wrong, being an excellent epigrapher as well as
an excellent Byzantinist. Perhaps p.281, n° 888 ii "saec. IV in.?" is now the earliest signed
epigram in history, though its date is not as definable:
Zup-^axos“ EupijSeos üeXXaveus [idvTis d[p.upcov]
Saipov

eXeyfjia ’Apßivai euowe[TU)]s.

(From Lycia, fragmentary basis of a lost bronze statue, Fouilles de Xanthos 9.) The names of
epigrammatists (writers of stone poems) are found also on n° 889, 189 and apparently on
poems too late for inclusion in CEG ii but referred to on this page of it.
36. I seem to remember that Cameron (if not only he) has made this point before but it is
worth repeating. AP i. 1 survives still in the Aya Sofya. It "was inscribed all the way around
the face of the apse semidome in St Sophia; indeed, unknown to editors, the first three and
last nine letters are still to be read there, in dark blue glass letters 0.40 m. high set in a gold
background:
PLS....Q l ttXqvol KaöeiXov evQaS elKovas\
ävcocres“ earqXtoaav e üae ß .g . iTs.....Tt.a. .XAM .
37. Only Cameron joins Aubreton in questioning the canonical view of the centrality to the
whole AG tradition of a lost anthology made by someone called Constantine Cephalas, and
even he notes the point as late as p. 97. Such are the difficulties of writing about a poly
dimensional clutch of problems in linear prose!
38. None of the 52 lost volumes of Constantine Porphyrogenitus’ excerpts from historical
writers were "on" or even "of" epigrams, despite Biittner-Wobst (p.293): "just as historically
important public speeches and letters were treated under special headings, so we must
suppose a heading ne pi eiiiypapiidTcoi' for historically significant epigrams". Hermes xv
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1906 p.l 12. All the surviving Imperial quotes come from Cephalas, and historians did not
greatly quote epigrams anyway.
39. C's elaborate considerations show the importance of Mioni's discovery in 1975 that there
are early modem notes on "The Anthology" in Vat. gr. 1169 and 1416. In different hands,
each MS has a heading. These are respectively: Johannis Lascaris et Musuri notae et
animadversiones in epigraminata graeca variorum auctorum, and ck tou Mouaoupou ral
dXXcov els Tqv ernypappaToov dvGoXoyiai/. These notes are as yet unpublished. As
Lascaris seems not to have known much of AP, Musurus must have. See p. 184.
40. Once again, a seemingly minor bibligraphic notice. Sylberg's personal copy of the Aldine
(Planudine) Anthology contains a partial collation of AP in his own hand. This was said by
Preisendanz in 1911 to have disappeared, and such is the confusion in the whole complicated
matter of the history of AP, even in the modem period, that we should note that the AJdine in
question was publicly displayed (apparently at Heidelberg) in an exhibition of 1986. See p.
197 and n° 96. Of course, it is only with Sylberg in the late 16C that AP emerges into the full
light of history. Everything before that is speculation.
Cameron's fundamental contribution thus centres on the High Byzantine period and his early
dating of both "Cephalas" and the AP. It is buttressed by his ability to identify many persons
and places referred to in the +6C epigrams from the Cycle of Agathias, allowing dating and a
better appreciation of the "point" of these texts in their original Sitz im Leben. Such total
reconsiderations do not arrive very many times a century.
He or his proofreader is occasionally inconsistent in Latinising Greek names, and occasionally
I cannot follow his metrical points, particularly those on dodecasyllabic verse. Either my own
ignorance or some further misprint may be the cause. The annoying misprint concerning vol.
i and vol. ii of the AP on p.198 & n° 98 is the worst, mining a not very successful attempt to
simplify "an even more complex series of renumberings and misnumberings".
Unfortunately, the £50.00 book (Clarendon Press), though still in signatures rather than being
"perfect bound" like the newer OCT volumes, is not sewn but merely cross slashed and glued,
and that far from neatly. Even as I use it some signatures are working themselves free.
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3. ipiov in the anthology
Given its rarity in early inscriptions, and its presence in Ath. P ol, we found this word on 24
occasions in Citti et all, Dictionary of the AG, which has eventually reached its term, and the
ANU shelves, during the lengthy process of our own study:
6 Nominative: vii, 225.3; vii, 502.1; viii, 63.1; viii, 138.1; ix, 792.2; xv, 45.
13 Accusative (sg.): vii, 44.5; vii, 74.1; vii, 209.2; vii, 353.5; vii, 429,7; vii, 500,1;
vii, 537,1; viii, 26.3; xv, 40,47; GP 1877; vii, 440.1; vii, 705.2.
4 in dative: vii, 281,2; vii, 394.4; vii, 548.1; vii, 730.1.
and one plural: vii, 180.3.
More than a third come in the first lin e!
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4. Fragmentary citations AG_____________________
TABLES OF MEMORABILIA, CLASSIFIED, FROM AP AND STONES
Code: A- Words for writing, cutting, and specific words for the inscription
B- ‘shouting’ stele
C- Self epitaph
D- Poverty, smallness of the grave
E- Prominent grave, beautiful stone
F- Reference to genre questions and literary debates
G- ‘Speaking’ object - First Person awarded to the grave etc.
H- Name questions...
I- Poems introducing books
J- Poems concluding books
K- Metrica
L- vocabulary notes
M- Brevity mentioned
N- Smallness of objects mentioned, other than the grave itself
O- Poem and epigram words, not viewed as an inscription
P- Art
Q- Memorialising, honouring
R- Wayfarer, messenger...
S- Impermanence of stone, but...
T- Tumulus explicitly mentioned, and grave names of interest
U- erion
V- Empty tomb
W- Made own grave
X- Timely and untimely
Y- Quoting another epitaph, but not purely the name (= H)
Z- Thematics - varied
Anon.
API
C ol , p d ic a p , ck c e o 8ä>Ka, TCOTep n ö p e c
Hx.l note the compression
95
d |i |i i v a p n i
API
e ^ c iK o v iC e ic « a ! ypa<J>fl T oy SecTrÖTqy
P Anon.
I Tr 5 The Lord is God? the picture is possibly
107
AP V
294
AP VI
85
AP VI
322
AP VI
327
AP VI
348

a mosaic? in which case ypa^ii is unusual
24 x El., longest in this book - Agathias
T o y 0do m i r ä c Kyq t ' d c m 8 a K al 8 o p u
K al Kpd
TopSioT T piX apioc dy0CTO T ipoO eop
T q y S e Aecm /iSeco O aX epqy ttoXl ScpK eo
M oucay,
S ic T iy o y euÖLKTOu T T aiyyioy a j e m r i c
Et c TTpoc c y a t|;f|4 )o iciy l c d £ € T a t, o v Svo
S o lolc
o v y a p e n crepyco T q y S o X ix o y p a ^ iq y .
a iX iy o y w K upöpw p c Xc x ^ lS l t o u t o
KeKÖ<|)0aL
r ij c A ioS copeiou y p a p p a X e y ci ccx{)Lqc

AP
VII 89
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Palladas
2 x El. The abbreviations seem to be those of
grammarians, or of Homeric imitators
O Leonidas of Alexandria
4 x El.

F

M Leonidas of Alexandria
2 x El. From the example of this poem, it
seems that it is not couplets which are
recommended, but one single couplet
W Diodorus had “me” cut, or himself cut me, for
his wife Athenais, this inscribed lament (?)
speaks of this , and (?) of the husband’s carving
A skills, or his designing skills?
An overloaded first distich.
KOTTTopcu is also applicable to the lament or to
0 the presumed relief. Is it a pun on both??
Callimachus
16xEl. Long!
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AP
V II

220
AP
V II

225
(A P
V II

227)
AP
V II

262

AP
V II

274

'Epuooy etc ’E<J>upr)v Tctcjjov eSpaicov
ayxiKeXeuOov
AaiSoc dpyainc, cue to ydpaypa Xeyet
Ef|xet Kal TTeTpr)v 6 ttoXpc xpo^oc op8 e
Cl8 f)pOP
4>ei8eTai

A Agathias
6 x El.
S Anon.
TJ 6 x El. see IX 704 - proverbial?

D Quoted from Peek already above. 200 poems in
Peek are from book literature, presumed
inscriptional.
Ap 8 f|cet t o ypd[i[ia, tl cäfid r e Kal tlc A “Theocritus”
2 x El.
p it
auTtp
rXauKric € L |iL Tctc{)oc t t \c 6 yo|ia£o[ieyr|c
Y
G
opyop.a KTippcca) Tip-OKXeoc ...
B Presumably it is the stele which “heralds”
i r e p i c c o c is unfortunately very polysemic, and
... f] 8 c Trepiccri
L
could mean opposite things here
TieTpoc eyo) to [iaTT|y ypapfia TpmnOey
?
exo)

A
AP
V II

... f)C €7TL TP|lßO)
yXuTTTT]V €K TT£TpT]C ÜPTOC 6 pf|C KpXlKa

353
AP
V II

T e T \ie v d v r\c 8 8 c TP|ißoc epyXpTTTOLo

[lCTaXXop

A Antipater of Sidon
6 x El. Just for the carving work, even though it
does not refer to lettering.
E Anon.
IOx Hx.

363
AP
V II

KCjocßöv 8 e CTr|Xr) ypap.[ia XeXoyxe to8 c

395
AP
V II

V
op yap cep |ir|Tr|p €TTiTP|ißia KWKPopca
cl 8 ey ... coy jiopoy

404
AP
V II

A lcxpXoc ...
y p d [i[ia T a , x

, 6 [if] cp-iXepTa x a pa£ac
8 ota K aT ap 8 o p .ey a

^ a p p Q

411

AP
V II

A Marcus Argentarius
6 x El.

cT aX o p x o c 88' CKpp<j)c B t r r t 8 a T P [ißoc

A Diodorus Zonas of Sardes
8 x El. Note that the imagined eT T iT u |iß ia
seem to have been oral
A Dioscorides
6 x El. This strange antithesis to the copia of
the Dramatists assumes two things: That the
poet’s circle shared a sense of the limiting
conventions (or conditions) of inscribing, and
that they assumed that early dramatic poetry
was of this genre.
T Antipater of Sidon
8 x El.

423
AP
V II

424
AP
V II

427

M acT epo), t l c e p ?A y i c c m C TaX iTi8i
TieTpa
A p c i8 iK a , yXpiTToy Toy8' e x a p a ^ e yooy
'A CTaXa, cj>ep' 1800, t i p ' c x e t yeKpy.
dXXa 8e8opK a
y p d [ i[ ia [iey o p S ey t t o p TfiaO cy PTTCpOe
X lGo p

eyyea 8acT paydX opc
AP
V II

447

TieTTTrjOTac

CpyTO[ioc rjy 6 £ c ly o c ‘
p a K p a Xe^ojy
0flPic ’A p ic T a io p K pric

8

Kal

ctt'

ctlxoc

op

e p o l 8oX ty6c

A Antipater of Sidon
10 x El.
T
A Antipater of Sidon
El. 14 Note that the stele “has” the body and
thus that it practically stands for the whole tomb
T
V
F Callimachus. The 'point' is better served by the
variant 80X1ydr.
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Y

A ntipater o f Sidon
8 x El.

G

Philitas o f Sam os
4 x El. N o te that the stele is im agined to speak,
and to originate perhaps, the grieving w ords
carved on it. T he p resen ce o f the father at the
grave is assum able en o u g h fo r his absence in
the first tw o lines n o t to be a problem .
T heaetetus o f C yrene
4 x El.

467

AP
VII

'A

CTCtXa ß a p u G o u c a

X eyei

t c i8 e

...

B

481

T
0

AP
VII

N a i m X o i w u Xo jo v t e c ...
eiTTeiv TTcrrpl M evoavi

R

499

AP
VII

f ) p i o v . ..
8' a i r r ö

keuou

...

E

H

500

AP
VII

’'AyÖpcjüTT', o u K p o i c o u
dX X d y d p d y S p o c

507

x ep y T y rE ü r

p iK p ö c

AP
VII

?H

col

p

uttö

Xe u c c e i c

T atjx p y ,

D

R

T upßoc,

Sim onides
2 x El.

E f to l 8 ' i r a y o c

a v a r r a v e r a i-,

X a p iS a c

A sclepiades

u

Xe Xe it t t ' ö u o p a

uittttou

524

T Ö y ’A p i p . | i a
T o u K u p n u a io u T T a i8 a Xe y e i c ,

AP
VII

. . . 8 i d 8 e f i(|> o c
8 o ü X a K c rra y p d ijja c

utt'

~

Ei

G

Callim achus
6 x El. dialogic. B oth stele an d deceased are
differentiated. B oth are addressed, both speak

A

N icander o f C olophon
4 x El.

T

Phanias the G ram m arian
2 x El.
only the ‘n am e’ co u ld be buried, possibly no
m ore than a literary device

epoi

f|X a c E T T X eppäy
CK üX a K a T ’I y a y i 8 ä y

526

AP
VII
537

T ip io y o ü k
7 7 a i8 ö c
A üclc d y e i
ouyopa

etti

T ra T p i, iro X u K X a u T o u 8 'ettI

TT
LJ

KEyET]y T q y 8 ' d u E y w c E

T apyucac,

ouy

ettel

uttö

K Ö yiy

x e~LP a

V

TOKrjcay
t)Xu 0 e

AP
VII

T ay

H

S u c T i^ y o u
cT aX ay

X E iiß a y a M a y n G E o u

E ydpa^E

B id y c n p

ouk

ett'l

..

A

L eonidas o f A lex an d ria
2 x El.

A

Philippus o f T h essalo n ica
6 x El.

A

A lready quoted fro m Peek.

547

AP
VII
554

A a r u T T O c ... T r a i8 l G a y o y n ...
T]pp.oX öyr]C E Tac})oy
a i a l TTETpoy E K E ly o y , ö y o u k EK oX aißE
c i 8 r |p o c
dXX' E T a ic n ...

(AP
VII
558)

AP
VII

Z
o ü 8 ' f] KudyEoy y p d p p a
TTETpr)

X aßoüca

A

Euphorion
6 x El.

D

Leonidas o f T arentum
4 x El.. N ote that the poem gives the
inform ation the d eceased claim s not to w ant
divulged.

A

L eonidas o f T arentum
6 x El.

651

AP
VII
655

’A p K E i

poi

y a irjc

p iK p f]

K o y ic r

f] 8 e

TTEpLCcf]
dX X o y ETTiGXißoi T rX o u c ia
C T r|X r|,

to

K E K X ip E y o y

cK X rip o y y E K p w y

ßdpoc.

e i

\ie

G ayöyxa
y y ü j c o y r ',

’A X K a y S p m

toüto

tl

K o XXl t e Xe u c ;
p iy

E 0 a i |j a u

E ra lp o i

ett'l

AP

eu

VII

ö y ra,

661

X Ü pyo0E T T ]c aÜ T to S a t p o y i o x :

rrdyTcoy, aiy EUEOtKEy,
C04)LCTf)C

Eyet

K aiT iE p

' dpa

ö k ik u c

Ewu

33. Classical, and Tara-Classical

eI x

^ e l u t ic

^E uoy

4>iXoc q y t e

Gu e o x :

6

r\

U

D
K riS E p o y a c
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' 0 p.iKKÖc t o 8' e T e u £ e t cl G p a ic c a
M r |8 e io c t o p.vdp.' err! r d 68w
KfiTreypcujje K X eiT ac

A
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Leonidas of Taren tum
4 x El.

H
AP
V II

T I p iiV

e v Ti3p.ßcü y p a p p .1 e x d p a ^ e

TÖ8e

A

Erinna
8 x El.

710

U
N upxßac B a u K i8 o c e lp .r

AP
VII

T T apepm nv

712

C TaX av

K ara y d c

too

TroXuKXauTav 8e

touto

P
.c

X e y o ic

G

’A C 8 a

B d c m i / ö c e c c , ’A i 8 a . T a 8 e tol m X a
cd p .a T opw vT t
coiioTaTay B auK odc d y y e X e o v n T v y a v
AP
VII
730
AP
V III
78

8 e iX a la M vacu X X a t l coi m l in ' fjp iw i
OUTOC
liu p o p .e m i K oupav y p a u T o c € tt€ c t i tuttoc
N e im ,p .a c

P
TT

w XuTrpri TTaXapr] m l y p a p fic r r a TUKpa.
T p r iy o p io u yp aijiw m l e p ö v p.opov
UCTaTLOU TT€p.

A

Erinna
8 x El. Doubtful whether sama means the
artwork. It also seems that Erinna distinguishes
the stele from the rest of the grave, which
“speaks”, though there could be an apposition.

Gregory Nazianzen
4 x Hx. Note the stylish and controlled
asyndeta

W
AP
V III
87

AP
V III
105
AP
V III
202
AP
V III
214
AP
V III

w

'Q p io i e t c

Ta4>ov rjp.ev, o r' iv O a S e
e O r |m v

toütov

X d av e<j>’ fip.eT epw i y i p a i X aoTop.oi
dXX' Typ.lv p.ev e ö r jm v

X

XlGol 8'6XiyoL r e
<j)0L|ieyoLC

D

<j>CXoi Te

tolc

C TijX ai m l Tup.ßoi, p e y a x a LpeTe,
cr|p .aT a v eK p w v ...
.. w c d u ic o ^ e v
...

y p d p .p .a

O iy e iv

tö8’

d u X r ic r o L O

T u p .ß o c

e r \v

evpe p .6 v o v

T

Gregory of Nazianzen
4 x El. There may not be a clear distinction
made QuintCurt X i 30

Y

Gregory of Nazianzen
2 x El.

A

T ac})ou c x e P ° c

T

Gregory of Nazianzen
2 x El. The xutti y aia memory may give this
phrase some resonance, even punning

T

Gregory of Nazianzen
2 x El. the emphasis on heaping is all that I
note here.

I

anon
2 x El.

ou

F

Parmenion of Macedonia

8 l c t ix o v

F

Cyrillus - much quoted in Renaissance times.

P

The dead person identifies herself with the
image, and claims her husband as the carver

v v v 8 'c lp .l XtO wv x ^ CLC»

O0K6TL T U p .ß o C

221
AP
V III

... TTde 8 e

TT6COL T W

C<\>e Tep-OVTL X10OC

249
A P IX

’A p x l X o x o u

185

ia [iß o L
0upoü

Ta8e

m l

p iT p a

4 > o ß e p fic

loc

K al

r ix p e v T e c

e T r e c ß o X in c

A P IX
342

4 > r|p l

T T oX u cT ixtiy-' C T u y p d p p a T o c

m Ta

M oucac

A P IX

ndym X öy

369

ktX

A P IX

ktX

ecV

em ypappa

tö

... eK X yO ijv

510

M e X T iv r i,

A P IX

K a X X ip a x o u

TTXdc0r)v d v 8 p o c
to

epoü

T T a X d p a ic

TopeuTÖv «ettoc T o8e

ktX

Z
I

545
A P IX

M iK p r i

566

...y e v o iT o

...p f jc tc
...

Gregory of Nazianzen
6 x El. Note that the grave may have been
prepared by custom, without any input from the
pair, and that they did not write their own
epitaph.
Gregory of Nazianzen
8xEl . eiryeveec tc Xdec have just been
mentioned, among other riches

..

6

• e p .o l

ß p a x u c u X X a ß ir i

p ev

N

M Callimachus

lkw

8', w v a £ ,

Crinagoras
6 x El.

f]

7

6 x El. but a chance bit of wit?
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A P IX
609612
A P XI
130
A P XI
136
A P XI
137
A P XII
13 0
AP
XVI 4 1
AP
XVI
221

AP
XVI
279
AP
XVI
311
AP
XVI
31 3
AP
XVI
319
AP
XVI
334

N all anon, and “framed” among other “bath”

(ILKpd X o irrp d

epigrams

T o u c kuk Xlouc t o u t o u c t o u c a u T a p
e n e i r a X eyoyT ac ktX
... cj)oyiKöjv e ^ a p o T p c n y TroXepov
... € u 0 u K aTaK X i3£eic e T r iy p a p p a c iy .
o d 8 p u o c oG8' eX aT rjc e x a p a £ a |i e y oi>8'
c m TOLXOu
TOUT' CTTOC
... tl y a p ypac})LC o l8 o y ÖTTaccai
€ i ufi r o l e a y a G o ic u y fic T iy d(t>€iXoueyny
X io y er^y p e XC0oy n a X iy a u ^ e o c ok
TT£piü)7Tf)C
XaoTUTroc T p r |£ a c TT€TpOT0pOlC aKLCL
M fiS o c

T o y p e X i0oy p e p y iy z o Toy rixpeyTa
TTapepTTcay
N i c a ir |y ..
e y 0 e y eyd) X u p a o i8 o c
’OfTTTiayoc c e X i8 e c c iy dXiTiXoa cj)DXa
c u y a ijia c
0riKaTO T raci y e o i c cxlroy d n e i p e c i o y
... K al £uXoy a p K el

F Pollianos

8 x El.
Lucillius
0
6 x El.
Lucillius
O
6 x El.
A Anon.
6 x El.

P Agathias

8 x El.
Theaetetus
A
10 x El.

E
G
G Anon
6 x El.
B not metaphorical, a “Wunder”
I

Anon
2 x El.

D Anon

4 x El.

E iK Ö yec dyOpcuTTOict 4>iXoy y e p a c

...

Q. Anon

2 x El.

TripacKOL K al x a ^ Ko c dXXa

33. Cfassicai, andTara-Cfassicaf

ktX

s

Antiphilos
4 x El.
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5. Full poems From Greek Anthology
Selections from the P&latma’s book epigrams, for smb-genre sind
subject matter, and particularly, for signs of attitudes to writing and
inscriptionality.
The "book" poems o f the Anthology are not much quoted throughout our study, which concentrates on
epigraphy and on the purpose o f monuments.
The following materials are quoted from the TLG AG, that is, apparently, only the Cephalan anthology, the
Palatina. Selected are poems which deal with various concerns treated more generally in the thesis.
These texts have been retyped by my hand from the bare printout of the unresolved beta code o f TLG. Thus,
any errors are mine. This medieval scribal effort was forced on me by my low level of computer literacy at that
time, and its results have been retained.

Quoting full poems allows the literary aspects o f a particular subject matter or o f some
particular set o f tactics to become more apparent
Book v, 1 Liminary poem to the erotica of Book v, note that the genre is old, that the
commendatory poem at the beginning of printed books, which we find even in Caxton's
productions, is a late development of the MS liminary poem, and that this well-known minigenre is essentially short:
Neoig dvdpTCov rapSlag aocj)f]y £eaiy
apxpy ”E parra twv Xoyrny Troif|aopai
TTupcrov yap ouTog e^avapTCt TOig Xoyoig.
v, 46, an elaborate dialogue poem (Philodemus) using the echoed Chaire at the beginning, on
an amatory theme, but the same form is occasionally used for epitaphs. Not quoted.
v, 191, of Meleager, an inscription mentioned inside a poem, as becomes common in Latin
love elegy. See Vergil's bucolica, Ovid, and Propertius, in Addenda, which have epitaphs, but
here we have the "inscription" on a love gift.
"AcTTpa Kai f] (jjiXepmai KaXöy ^aivouaa ZeXqyri
Kal yu£ Kal KüJfjLGüv aupTtXayoy öpydviov,
apa ye Tpy (JuXdcrwTov e f ey KoiTaiaiv döppcrm
dypuTTVou Xux^cu ttoXX' dnoSupopeypy;
f| Tiv exei auyKoiTov; errl TTpoöupoiai papayag
SaKpuau' eKSfjCToa Toug iKeTag aTec{)dvoug,
ey toS emypdißag: "Kwrpt, aol MeXeaypog 6 puaTr|g
acuv KoSpwv, aTopyf|g aKuXa TaS' eKpepaae.”
v, 215, also of Meleager, "speaking letters" left after one's death. Their appeal to the wayfarer
reminds us of an epitaph.
Aiaaop', "Epceg, Toy dypunvov epol ttööov 'HXioSoupag
Kolpiaoy aiSeaGelg MoOaay epay LKeriv.
yal yap Sf] Ta ad To£a, Ta pq 8e8i8aypeya ßdXXeiy
dXXov, del 8’ err' epol Trxayd x^°yTa ßeXr),
ei Kal epe Kreiyaig, Xei^w 4xuyf|y Trpoieyxa
ypappaT: "’EpcuTog opa, £elye, piai4>oyiay."
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v, 254 (Paulus Silentiarius) A threat to engrave oaths in the wax tablets (?). Note that the
quotation of some fictive or intended inscription is a good device for producing poetic
closure, and it often comes last or near last in a poem. This results not only from the internal
change of topos to something less common, but surely because of the impact and pregnant
intensity of self-consciously literary inscriptions themselves.
’'Q poaa pipyd£eiy oe o TqX60ey, d p y e n Koupq,

dxpi 8ua)8e Karris',

ttottol,

qpiTTÖXris':

oü 8' eTXqy 6 raXas: to yap aupioy a p p i 4>aay0r|
TqXoTepoa pqyqs, Pal p a oe, 8a)8eKdTr|s.
dXXd 0€ous“ LK6TCU6, (j)iXq, pf| TauTa x a pa?ai
opKia TTOivairiS' v Q>tov uirrep aeXiSos“:
0eXye 8e a a lg x a PLTeaaiv epqy cj)peya: pf|8e pc pacrn£,
TTÖTva, KaTaapuxn Kal oeo Kal pamptoy.

Book vi, Anathematica: 62-68, eight continuously placed late antique poems dealing with the
proprioception of the writing process, with the feel of it, which we claim suffuses attitudes to
pseudo-inscriptional texts, providing a strong unifying factor as regards genre. Their topical
arrangement and claimed authors suggest that they are from an "Agathian sequence" of
Cephalas.
vi, 62 (Philippus Thessaloniceus) Kallimenes offers the tools of the professional writer.
KuKXoTepf) pöXißoy, ctcXlSojv aqpdvTopa irXeupqs'.
Kal apiXav, SovaKwv aKpoßeXaiy yXu<j)'i8a,
Kal Kavov L0ußaTqv Kal Tqy n a p ä 0iya Kiaqpiy,
auxpqpov ttovtou TpqpaToevTa Xi0oy,
KaXXipevqs M ouaais“ duoTrauadpcvos KapaTOio
©f|K€y, euel yf|pq KavOös“ eTTeaKeueTo.

vi, 63 (Damocharis) Menedemos offers the tools of the professional writer.
TpappoTOKO) uXf|0ovTa peXacrpan KUKXopöXuß8ov
Kal Kayöya, ypa<j)i8a)y i0uTaToy (f>uXaKa,
Kal ypacj)LKolo 8oxela KeXatyoTaToio pee0pou
aKpa T€ peCTCTOTÖpous“ euyXucjjeas' KaXapous
Tpqxa^B P Te Xl0ov, 8oyaKQ)y eu0qyea Kocrpoy,
evQa TTCpiTpißewv 6£u x a p a y p a ueXei,
Kal yX04)ayov KaXapou, TTXaTeog yXcoxi^a aiSripou,
ÖTrXa aol epTTOpips dy0e to Tps [Sips'
KeKpqws' MeveSqpos“ utt axXuos oppa TraXaiov,
' Eppeia: au 8' del 4>epße obv epyaTiyqy.

vi, 64 (Paulus Silentiarius)
Tupöv Kuavepg poXißoy appavTopa ypappqs
Kal aKXppwv dKÖyqy Tpqxa ^ irl1' KaXapcuy
Kal TiXaTuv o^uvTfipa p e ao a x 1^ ^ SoyaKpcav
Kal Kavöva ypappps“ L0u7Topou ra p ip y
Kal xpovtov yXimrdiai peXay TTec^uXaypeyoy ay rp o is
Kal yXu(J)i8as KaXapwy aKpa peXaiyopeywy
'Eppeii^ 4>iXo8ppos, e re l x p o ^ €KKpepeg p8p
f|X0e Kar cx{)0aXp(I)y puaöy emcrKuyioy.

33. Cfassicaf, and ‘Para-CCassical
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vi, 65 ("The same") Kallimenes offers his scribe's tools.

Toy TpoxoevTa pdXuß8oy, os dTpaudy ol8e x a pdaaeiy
6p9a uapaxocov l0uTeyf| Kaydya,
Kal ydXußa OKXipöv mXapr|<j)dyoy, dXXd Kal auTÖy
pyepoya ypappf)s duXayeos Kaydya
Kal Xl0oy oKpideyxa, 8dya£ Ö0i 8iaaoy oSovra
0f)ycTai dpßXuy0els ck 8oXixoypa4)lr|s,
Kal ßu0ir|v TpiTwyos aXiuXayKTOio x a heyyr|y,
CTTTÖyyoi', dKeaToplriv uXa£opeyps ypacj)l8os.
Kal KiaTriv uoXuoapa peXaySoKoy, ely eyl uayTa
euypacj>eos Texy©? opyava puopeypy,
'Epprj KaXXipeyris Tpopeprjy otto yf|paos ÖKyco
XCipa Ka0appo£coy eK 8oXixd>y KapaTwy.
vi, 66 ("The same")

"Aßpoxoy duXayeos pdXißoy ypauirjpa KeXeu0ou,
rjs em pi£ouTai ypappaTos appoylr|,
Kal Kaydya, TpoyaXolo Kußepyr|Tfjpa poXußSou,
Kal Xi0aKa Tpryniy, audyyco eei8opeyr|y,
Kal peXayos aTa0epoio Soxpioy, dXXd Kal aÜTwy
euypa<{)eü)y KaXdpaiy aKpoßa<j>eis aKi8as.
CTTTÖyyoy, dXds ßXdaTr|pa, x^7©? Xeipoka 0aXaaar|s,
Kal x a ^Koy 8oyaK0)y TCKToya XeuTaXewy
ey0a8e KaXXipeyris <{>iXopei8eaiy ay0eTO Mouaais,
y ipdi KeKprybs oppaTa Kal TraXd|iriy.
vi, 67 (Julianos ex Hyparchorum Aegypti)

AxXiyeas ypac})l8eaaiy aTTi0uvovTa Trope las
Toy8e pdXuß8oy dywy Kal poXlßou Kaydya
auy8popoy f)yioxf|a uoXuTpf|Tou T duo ueTpps
Xday, ds dpßXelay 0f|ye yeyyy KaXapou,
auy 8' auTOis KaXapoiai peXay, p u a n p ia 4>ajyfjs
dy8poper|s, aplXps T o^uTopoy Koul8a
'Eppelfl «biXdSppos, euel xpdyos dppaTos auypy
dpßXwas uaXdp^ 8akey eXeuOeplpy.
vi, 68 ("The same")

AuXaras I0upoo)y ypacj)l8a)y KUKXoiai x a pdaacoy
ay0epd aoi Tpoyoeis outos epos pdXißos
Kal poXlßcu xPwor70PL Kavwv Tuuoy op0dy dua£u)y
Kal Xl0os eycrxi8ewy ©pyaXer) KaXapwy
auy mXapois ayyos Te peXaySoKoy, olai <j)uXaaaei
alloy eaaopeyois yf|puy duoiyopeycoy:
8exw ao Kal yXuuTripa ai8f)peoy, to 0paaus "Apps
auy M ouaais I8lpy Sake 8iaKTOplriy,
'Eppeiry ad yap ouXa- au 8' a8payeos <biXo8f|pou
i0uye Cw0y Xeiuopeyoio ßlou.
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vi, 216 (Supposedly of Simonides!) It offers a type of word play common in medieval Latin,
and no doubt elsewhere. Presumably Christian (which is rare in the AG) and high byzantine.
Though the play on the stems of inflected words can occur in any inflected language (and do
occur in Sanskrit and Baroque Ukrainian), and is traditional in Semitic, such a use of these
possibilities in the high medieval period in Latin and in Greek suggests not only common
cultural trends, but also influence.
Zwcrog leal Z cjoctoj, croiTep, col töp8' dpeGqraP:
Zcoaog pep acoGelg, Swaco 8’, o n Zcoaog eaujGq.

vi, 227 (Crinagoras Mytilenaeus) The written birthday poem is the gift, rather than being
attached to, or even written on the gift. A stage in the concretisation of text. The private act
of writing is in fact inscribing, as it is done on wax tablets, but the result is not inscription in
the full, public, permanent sense which we prefer to give to that word.
’Apyupeöp croi töp 8 c yepeGXiop e s tcop qpap,
IIpoKXe, peoapqicTOP 8oupaKiqp KaXapop,
eu pev eiKJx'icjTOLCTi 8LdyXinrrop Kepaecrcrip,
eu 8e Taxupopeppp eüpoop e ls aeXi8a,
n epnei Kpipayopps, oXiypp 8oaiP, aXX’ dnö Gupou
TrXeiopos, dpTi8aei crupnpoop eupaGiq.

vi, 321 (Leonides Alexandreus, isopsephic poet) The poetic text (this one or another,
accompanying one?) is offered to the god-emperor as a smokeless burnt offering.
0uei croi To8e ypdppa yepeGXiaKaiaiP ep aipaig
Kaicrap, NeiXaiq M ouaa Aea)Pi8ea):
KaXXioTTrjs yap aranpop del Guos, elg 8e pecoTa,
f |P eGeXqs, Guaet Tou8e TrepiaoÖTepa.

vi, 322 Leonides again, note the internal comment on the metre, and the characterisation of
the piece as "trifle". Note also the quatrain form repeatedly used in this type of his poems.
Tf)p8e Ae(jOPi8e(jo GaXepqp TiaXi 8epKeo Mouaap,
8 lotlxop

cüQlktou

Traiypiop eueTriqs.

eoTai 8’ <ep Kpopiois MapKO) TrepiKaXXes aGuppa
touto , Kai cp 8eiTTP0is Kai Trapd pouooTTÖXois.

vi, 325 Leonides again, note his suggestion that to send a poem as sole birthday gift is
unusual, even original. Of course, a professional poet-courtier would naturally treat poems (at
this period written) as themselves precious objects, and no doubt lesser lights would not dare
to send their occasional verse to great men, preferring fish or birds. Note also the loose
characterisation of the poem as "stichon", singular. Most of all note the appeal in the last line
to the permanence of literature, which even uninscribed, is a monument that will last for ever
(in archives, and in the memory of men?). This shows a touching faith in the cultural
processes of transmission. This faith has largely been justified! But only just.
vAXXo? dnö araXiKtop, 6 8' d n ’ qepo?, bg 8' dno noPTOu,
EunoXi, ctoI nep n ci Saipa ycpeGXi8ia.
dXX' epcQep 8e£ai M ouctwp otlxop, öcrTig eg alel
pippei Kal 4)iXiqg aijp a kql eupaGiqg.
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vi, 329 (Leonides again) This time the characterisation of the poem as "two distichs" is far
more precise. Let us note in passing that the special feature of the Leonidean corpus of 42
poems is their existing, or easily recoverable, or presumably lost isopsephia. As in the
European Baroque, the more the elaboration of the book poem, the closer it comes to
"inscriptionality", and the more pregnancy and individual weight and importance it has.
Isopsephism is a non-rhetorical form of elaborateness suited to a small compass, even
requiring such brevity. Hence isopsephia is highly epigrammatic in its literary results, even
when it is not perceptible to the unadvised.
"AXXos pev KpucrraXXov, 6 S' apyupov, oi 8e TOTiaCous
TTepipouaiv, ttXoutou 8(jopa, yeve0Xi8ia.
aXX' l8* ’AypiTTTTeivq 8uo 8icm xa powov icrwaag
dpKoupai 8cupois, a cj)0ovog ou 8apacja.
vi, 352 (Erinna) The earliest surviving case of dedicating "grammata" themselves, but
reverent and hieratic, not flippant and nimble-penned. Notably, the written words are a poor
substitute for the voice of Agatharkis. They are probably supposed to be in the hand of
Agatharkis herself, as it is mainly on tombs that "wrote" and "raised" are to be taken
causatively. How inscriptional the words are is hard to judge, since their original purpose is
not clear.
’E£ onraXdv xeLpd>v TdSe ypappcrra: Xakrre ripopa.9eu,
evTi m i äv0pü)7TOi tlv opaXol ao<})Lav:
TauTav youv eTupws rdv TTdp0evov oaTis1 eypcuj;ev,
ai KduSdv ttot€0t|k, rjs k' ’Aya0apkis“ oXd.
vii, Book of epitaphs, n° 47 anon., plays with the "speaking tomb" topos. However, to judge
from the preceding poem, where Euripides will be famous enough, and famous for long
enough, to be the memorial of his memorial, rather than it memorialising him, this poem is to
be interpreted as Euripides' fame putting an ordinary (actually inscribed, "speaking") tomb
into the "shades" of silence. Another case of lasting literary fame converging with the
purposes of full inscriptionality.
"And? ’Axcals“ pvijpa ctov y', Ei)piTri8q,
dcJxjjvos, dXXd Kdl XdXryreos.

oukow

vii, 262 (Theocritus Bucolicus) In a period before silent reading, it is not unusual for the
inscribed letters to speak, or, if they are prominent, to "shout". The simplicity of the distich is
inscriptional, but possibly, in periods valuing the old style, also pseudo-inscriptional, showing
considerable variation from what is common in single distichs on stone.
Au8f|CTei to ypdppa, tl adpd re Kdi tls utt outoj
TXdUKTl? d p i Td(J)OS TTjs 6vopd£opCVr|b".
vii, 316 (Leonidas or Antipater) The stele is to be asked, not the deceased, and note that a
response is expected, as well as a query. There is also a reward for piety towards the graves
of the dead, but (as in later Egypt) this may involve just attention, not a prayer, and not any
physical offering. For Egypt see Encyclopedic de la Pldiade Histoire des literatures I
Littdratures anciennes. orientales et orales, ed. Raymond Queneau 1955 p.245, New Empire
variations on the satire of the trades: // Ces scribes savants... / Leurs noms sont dtablis
jusqu'ä retem ite/ Bien qu'ils s'en soient alles, eux j Qu'ils aient acheve leur temps de vie / Et
que leur posterite soit oubliee./ Ils ne se sont pas fait des pyramides d'airain / Ni des steles de
fer.../ Les desservants de leur culte sont partis;/ Leurs steles sont couvertes de sable;/ Leurs
chambres sont oublides./ Mais leur nom estprononce ä cause des livres qu'ils ont ecrits,/
Parce qu'ils sont beaux... II and the author, Pierre Gilbert, not only makes a compulsive
citation of Horace Odes III, xxx, but even suggests that through Alexandrian literature, the
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topos came from Egypt to Rome, as if no other people could have thought up the reversal of
this particular well known topos except the Egyptians, when Greeks reversed many another.
See also vii, 594.
Tpv ctt' epeu crTpXpv Tiapapeißeo pf|Te pe x a LPeLl/
C L T T U H ' pf)0’ OOTig, P P T l V O g e ^ C T a C T a g :
p pf|, Tpv avueig, TeXeomg oSov, pv 8e TTapeX0pg
cnyp, pr)8' oÜTtog, pv dvueig, TeXecraig.

vii, 330, anon., Very inscriptional looking, which is itself significant for the Hellenistic genre.
Much rarer for a Greek fictive, or real epitaph, it is explicitly done se vivo. The word soros is
of interest, as is theken. This reads to me as fictive, using most of the devices of the real
epitaph, but adding some degree of amatory elaboration, and point, in the last line. The PN
Maximos is some vague guide to an Imperial date, clashing with the archaising nature of the
style.
Tpv cropöv, pv ecropaig, £wv Ma<!ppog aÜTÖg eauTco
0f|Kev, ottgo9 vaip 7iau<japevog ßLÖTou:
auv re yuvaiKi KaXpTio8ip rev^ev t68c appa,
wg iva Tpv aTopypv Kpv cj)0ipevoicjiv ex0L-

vii, 355 (Damagetus) We have here the themes of the wayfarer, and the "Chaire" greeting,
this time not to the tomb, but to the deceased in it. It seems also to be one of those fictive
epitaphs to famous men of the past, a common literatisation of the epitaph. Note the
anecdotal elaboration of the second half. Thus this late poem is no indication of the destinee
of the "Chaire!" of real epitaphs.
Tpv iXapdv (j)ü)vpv Kal Tipiov, to napiovTcg
Taj xPW'rlp "xaipeiv" einaTe Ilpa^iTeXei:
p 8' cdvpp Mouatov Iravp peplg p8e nap' oivto
Kppyuog, " TQ x a LpoLg, ’A.v8pie IIpa^iTeXpg".

vii, 403 (Marcus Argentarius) We quote this to illustrate anything like the old habit of piling
stones on tombs, at crossroads, and so on. Such ancient habits he at the origins of the stone
Herrn (see Nilsson) and of many archaeologically interesting stone heaps in Israel (most
recently, Emeq Rephaim) and Jordan, for where there are old stones the newer stones will
continue to be cast. It also does service (though weakly) as an illustration of the muted
complaints against violation of tombs which we find in the AG. Here, of course, the
envisaged stone-throwing is a sign of detestation.
'I'uXXog, 6 Tag TTo0ivag em pi(j0i8ag alev eTaipag
Trepmov eg Ta vetov p8ea aupirdaia,
ouTog 6 ©ppeutov anaXoc^povag ev0a8e KeiTai,
alaxpov an' dv0ptdTTCov puj0ov eveym pevog.
dXXd Xi0oug €tt! Tupßov, 68oiTTÖpe, pfpre au ßdXXe
ppT aXXov Tieiapg, a p p a XeXoyxe veKug.
4>elaaL 8', oük ötl Kep8og enpveaev, dXX' ötl Koivag
0p€ijiag poiyeueiv ouk e8i8a£e veoug.

vii, 411 (Dioscorides) Quoted for the collocation of kharasso and grammata.
0 eCTTn8og eüpepa touto: ra 8' dypotomv dv' uXav
iraiyvia Kal Ktopoug touct8c TeXeioTepoug
AiaxuXog e£u4>(oaev, 6 pp apiXeura x a P ^ aS
ypappara, x^papp^p S' ola KaTap86peva,
Kal Ta KaTa aKpvpv peTeraiviaev. w aTopa ttavTtuv
8e£iov dpxaicov pa0a tol ppi0€(uv.
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vii, 417 (Meleager) Biographical, the whole ten lines a weakly pretended inscription.
Nevertheless it is only the level of literary elaboration and the lateness (in the text) of clearly
epitaphic topoi that make me suspect its inscriptionality. Essential epitaphic topoi tend to
come first. We find out tl, and uööev, and tlvos1, and the soon to be dead Meleager asks for
the traditional funerary x aL Pe - Untypically, the text is supposed to have been put on writing
tablets in front of a "tomb" which presumably awaits the body of an old man still very much
alive, not on the tomb itself.
Ndaos- epa Gpeirreipa Tvpos: TT<rrpa 8e pc tckvoI
’A tGIs ev ’Aaaupiois' vaiopeva TaSapois:
EuKpaTeco 8’ eßXaaTov 6 auv Monoms MeXeaypos
Trpafra MeviirTrelots onvtpoydcras Xapiaiv.
el 8e Znpos, tl to Ganpa; play, £eve TTaTpl8a Koapov
valopev, ev GvaTons TravTas eTiKTe Xaos.
TionXneTqs 8' eyapa^a tcl8’ ev 8eXTOiai upo Tnpßon:
yqpoos yap yeiTOiv eyynGev ’AlSew.
dXXd pe töv XaXiöv Kal TrpeaßnTqv an TrpoaeiTTWv
XalpeLV els yppas koutos lkolo XaXov.
vii, 447 (Callimachus) a century and a half earlier, a similarly literary pseudo-epitaph, but
showing the persistent cult of brevity which is characteristic of the Greeks. It is the poem
which shows brevity, not the three word quote (which may be genuine). Three word epitaphs,
like the two initial ones common in the earlier periods of Australia's oldest rural cemeteries,
are standard in the prose (and titular) remains. They are often the prelude to some elaboration
in Greek, or in another language such as Phoenician, by means of a different text.
ZuvTopos f|v 6 £eivos: 6 ra t aTixos ov paicpd Xe£oov
"0f|pi9 ’Apicrraiou Kpqs" ctt' epol 8oXixös.
vii, 465 (Heracleitus) We quote this for the attention given to describing the recentness of
the tomb, and particularly for the topos of "discerning the lettered inscription" of the stele, and
noting it before any other architectural element. No matter that the situation is likely to have
been fictional. It builds on daily practices. The text is unashamedly not primarily epitaphic.
Though the second half is close to an epitaphic quatrain with restrained grief for the mother of
twins, it does seem rather too indirect to be a real epitaph quoted inside another poem.
'A

dpTiaKaTTTOs, €TtI oraXas 8e pcTwpwv
aeiovTai c})uXXwv ppiGaXels aTec^avoi:
ypdppa 8ia«:pLvavTes, 68oiTr6pe, TreTpov i8copev,
Xuypa TTepiCTTeXXeiv ocrrea (j)aTi tlvos
"Helv', ’ApeTqpias dpi: TiaTpa Kvl8 os : Eu^povos rjXGov
els Xexos: a)8Lvcov oük apopos yevopav:
8iCTaa 8' opou TLKTOucra to pev Xlttov av8pl Tro8qyov
yqpcos, €v 8' airayu) pvapoauvov ttoctlos."
kovis

vii, 468 (Meleager) Here the subtleties of Greek particles cause me to hesitate between two
equally interesting possibilities: that "even the stone (unexpectedly) laments thee", or "indeed
(as expected) the stone laments thee", assuming that, treated in the indicative, the "stone" is
likely to have been the stele itself. We would hope that the latter was originally the force of
line 3, since we believe the stele to be the herald and main go-between of the radically
desocialised deceased in Classical Greece. Incidentally, a lot of young people seem to have
died precisely at the very metrical age of 18 years in Greece, and not just young women in
first childbirth.
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OiKTpOTaTOP pdTqp ae, Xap'i^eye, 8copoy e s "Ai8ay
ÖKTcaKaiSeKeTay earoXiaev x^a M-08i.
f) yap 8f] Kal ueTpos dyeaTcyey, dyik dir' olkcov
aXiKes oipcjoya croy yeKuy f)x0ocj)6peuy.
TTev0os 8', odx upeyaioy dytopuovTO yoyfieg:
a la l Tag paordiy il^uSopeyas X&PLTaS
Kal Keveds d)8lvas. id) KaKouapGeve Motpa,
o re ip a yovds cjTopydy euT uaas e is ayepous.
to is [iev 6p.iXr|CTaai uoGeiv TTapa, tois 8e tokcikji
TievGeiv, ols 8’ dyvcos, Trei)0op.evois eXeeiy.

vii, 481 (Philitas Samius) Another speaking stele, this time a grieving one, but the deceased
contradicts the stele with a bald gnomic phrase of resignation!
’A crrdXa ßapuGoixra Xeyei Ta8e: "Tay piyucopoy,
Tay piKKay ’A i8 as apTraae Oeio8oTay."
Xd piKKa Ta8e uaTpl Xeyei TTaXiy: "’'Iayco Xunas,
GeioSoTe: GyaTol TroXXaKi 8uaTux^eS‘-"

vii, 525 (Callimachus) A self epitaph, rather long for Callimachus' taste.
'C a n s epöv TTapa a p p a 4>epeis TTo8a, KaXXipaxou pe
1(701 Kuppyatou TTal8a Te Kal yeverr\v.
ei8eir|s 8' ap<J)(o Key: 6 pey kotc TTaTpi8os OTTXwy
fjp£ey, 6 8' qeiaey Kpeaaoya ßaaKayips.
öd yepeois: M ouaai yap, öaous i8oy o p p a n TTal8as
pp Xo£d), TToXlOUS OUK OLTTeQeVTO <j)CXous.

vii, 547 (Leonides Alexandreus) The unusual transitive phrase "kharasso epi" seems to be
equivalent to "erect", with the verb seemingly indicating the shaping of the stele, not its
lettering. Perhaps the demands of isopsephia forced more than one unusual phrase on the
writer.
T ay crrdXay eydpa^e Biaycop oük cm paTpl
ou8' em to) yevera, Trcrrpoy 64>eiXopeyoy,
irapGeyiKa 8' cm Trai8i: Kareareve 8’ oük TpeyaCcp,
dXX' ’A i8a yupcj)ay 8o)8eKCTiy KaTaywy.

vii, 554 (Philippus Thessaloniceus) Latypos makes a simple grave of field stones, lacking
the cutting of the usual iron, which are two reasons for quoting it. Real inscription is redolent
of iron on stone, whether chisel or file. A third reason is the topos of "lie light on...", and a
fourth reason is the role of the deceased child in speaking what should have been on the
inscription.
AaruTTOs ’ApyiTeXq? ’AyaGayopi Trai8i Gavoyn
Xepcriv 6i£upais‘ r)ppoXoyr|CTe Tac{)OV:
a ia l TTCTpoy eKeiyoy, oy oük eKoXaijje CTi8qpos,
dXX’ eTaKT) TruKiyoig 8aKpuai Teyyopeyo?.
4>eu, CTrfjXq, cj)0ipeyip KoucJjq peye, Kelyos lv eiTtfl
"’'OyTcos“ TTaTpdjri x ^ P cttcGpkc XiGoy."
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vii, 558 Anon. A tale of woe pretending to be on stone, more interestingly, in "prominent
letters", which we know after realising that they would have to be large to be seen from the
large distance mentioned. The last line is a little limp, but it is intended to bring closure.
c'Ai8ri? ^iev auXpoEy e\ir\s veoTTyros OTrwppy,
Kpwjje 8c uaumpo) [iyp p an TO)8e XiOog.
oüyopa 'Poucj>iyos“ yEyoppy, uals ALGepCoio,
fipTpos 8' e£ ’AydGps", aXXa paTpy yEyoppy.
es yap aKpoy pouaps te Kal pßps pKoy eXaooas,
4>eu, cjofyos e i s ’Ai8py Kal y£os e’is epeßo?.
kojkue Kal au ßXeTroay Ta8e ypappara paKpöy, oSLTa:
8p yap ecj)U9 £tou)y p udis pe uaTpp.
vii, 589 (Agathias Scholasticus) The messenger is, as in the Marathon distich of
"Simonides", the viewer, not the stele, which does seem a book topos, not a stone one. We
quote this poem for the mention of the colour of the lettering. When such details seem not to
be motivated by the desire for imaginative elaboration, they will reflect the situation in the life
time of the writer, or that of the traditional texts he most prized.
Mp8ev dm-ayyeiXeias es ’Avnoxeiav, oSfiTa,
p.f] naXiv olpw^p xeiV aTa KacrraXtps,
ovveKev E^amyps Eücrropyios eXXitte }ioOcrav
öeapwv t AÜCToyiwy eXmSa pai|n8ipy,
eß86[iaToy 8cKaTÖy re Xax^y etos: es 8e Koyipy
ppEicßGp Kcyepy euaTaxus pXiKip.
Kal Toy |iey KaTexci x6oyL°? tclc^os, dyfl 8’ EKEiyou
ouyopa Kal ypa<j)[8a)y xpd>para 8epKop.e0a.
vii, 594 (Julianus Aegyptius) An explicit contrast of the fame of having one's name in books
with that of having it displayed on tombs — something we have already seen at work in
Egyptian literature, (under vii 316, above).
Myppa gov, (S 0e68a)pe, uavaTpexes ouk ettI Tupßca
dXX' ev! ßißXiaKwy pupiaaiy aeXi8a)y,
alaiy dve£djyppaas dTroXXupEyooy ano XpGps
dpTTa^as voepaiv poxGoy doi8oTr6Xo)y.
vii, 649 (Anyte Melopoia) As often, it is the mother who places the young person, male or
female, but more notably female, in a premature tomb. The notable topos is that the deceased
girl will not cease to be spoken to (her, not the stele over her) even in death.
’A vtl toi euXexcos GaXdpou aepvwv 0' upevaicov
paTpp (JTpac Tac})ü) tw8' ettI pappapiyq)
napGeyiKay pETpoy te TEÖy Kal KaXXos“ Exoiaay,
0Epai: TTOTi(|)0EyTd 8' ettXeo Kal <f)0ip£ya.
vii, 689 anon. A rare medieval hexameter distich, no doubt included in AG because it was
genuinely inscriptional, and "classicising". The Hellenistic topos of the different destinations
of body and soul is christianised, and few of the ancient phrases survive this baptising of the
epitaph.
’Eu0d8£ CTwpa XeXoitteu ’ATTEXXiavos' pcy' dpioTog:
ißuxpy 8' ev xetpeaaiv Epv uapaKaT0£TO Xpicrru).
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vii, 701 (Diodorus Grammaticus) A poem redolent of many ancient inscriptional topoi, and
severe in tone, but not necessarily deriving from any inscription.
’I4)0ipep to8' en' dvSpl 4>CXr| noXis qvecr' ’Axaito
y p ap p a Trap' euuSpou v ap aaiv ’AaKaviris:
KXauae 8e piv N iraia: naTqp 8' em oi AioprjSrjs
Xaivov wju4>af| tov8' dveTeive Ta4)ov,
8ucrpopos, aiaC ^ v oXoov kokov. p yap etoKei
idea oi r iv e iv r a v r a KaToi^opevto.

vii, 710 (Erinna Mitylenaea) Much mention of the artwork of the tomb, the use of the word
"erion", and the request for a greeting from wayfarers. The passers-by are again made into
messengers, and given three lines to report. Most interesting is the use of the word kharasso
for the fact that Erinna was supposed to have written this epitaph for Baukis. We have so far
assumed that this meant the actual carving of the letters, but as any text would have easily
been scratched into wax, it could presumably also mean "composed". The voice is that of the
deceased Baukis, not that of the stele.
ZTdXai Kal Zeippves e p a l Kai nevGipe Kpcoaae,
OCTTis ex61? ’A iSa Tav oXiyav CTno8iav,
tols" epov epxopevoicu nap' ppiov einaTe x aLPeLl/
aiT daToi TeXeÖcavT' ai0' eTeponTÖXies:
X<joti pe vup4)av eucrav exeL Ta4>os, einaTe Kai to:
y am n a rp p p' eKaXei BauKi8a, x ^ TL
TpXia, cos eL8covTi: Kai ötti a auveTaipls
’'HpiiV ev rupßtp ypdpp' eydpa^e T08e.

vii, 715 (Leonidas) Another self epitaph, perhaps fictive, though the text makes great claim
to inscriptionality. If fictive, it is likely to be by a later writer, in pseudonymous and
pseudepigraphic honour of Leonidas Tarentinus.
TIoXXov an' ’iTaXCqs Kelpai xQo^os ck Te TapavTos
naTpps: touto 8c poi niKpoTepov OavaTou.
toloutos nXavLoav dßios ßios: dXXa pc M ouaai
eorep^av, Xuyptov 8' avTi peXiypov ex^.
o w o p a 8' ouk ppuae Aecovi8ou: a vra pe 8copa
KT)puCTCT€L Moucrecov n av n as en' fjeXious.

vii, 719 (Nossis) The most famous of the self epitaphs, and the first? Fairly clearly literary,
but its compression would have made it look very epigraphic to any age not in close contact
with the stones.
7Q £eiv', el tu ye nXets noTi mXXixopov MiTuXdvav
Tdv Zan4>ous x a PLTO)v av0os evaoaopevos,
eineiv, cos M ouom ai 4>LXav rp v a tc AoKpls yd
TLKTe p' icrav xdis poi Touvopa Nocrais, l0l.

vii, 724 (Anyte Melopoea) An archaic sounding epitaph on the heroic dead, over which "this
stone" will sing that... Very inscriptional. Genuine?
'Tißa pev ae, ripoapx’, eveaav, n ai, 8copa re naTpös
4>ei8ia ev 8vo4)ep(I) nei'0ei e0ou 4 ) 9 ^ vog:
dXXa KaXov tol ünepGev enos ro8e neTpos dei8ei,
cos e0aves npö 4>^Xas papvapevos naTpi8os.
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vii, 740 (Leonidas) "I am the stone over... ", a very archaic topos, in new words. Let us
note here the very common theme of the small patch of earth, and perhaps the different one of
the small grave. We once seized on this to explain the brevity of epitaphs. Wildly literary
pseudo-epitaph.
Ai/rd em KpqGoivos eyai XiGos, ouvopa Ke'ivou
8r)XoO(ra: KpqGoav 8’ eyxGovios crrroSid.
6 Tiplv Kal ruyq Trapiaeupevos öXßov, 6 to uplv
ßouTrdpoov, 6 rrplv ttXouctios a ’iTToXiois,
6 npiv — Ti ttXclcji) puGeup’ £Ti; udcri pcucapTos,
(j>eö, yaips öaaqs öacrov eyei popiov.
Book viii, 2, line 6 One sphragis of Gregory. There is another in vii, 133. We will not quote
very much of this axial figure in the history of Greek epigram. Suffice to note that the
"gramma" and derived forms of this word occur frequently in his work. See n° 11. More
interesting is "epigramma".
viii, 1lb "Anetheka" is now used of fictive or perhaps even of real epitaphs, offered to the
memory of the dead. The word "epigrammatia" seems forced by the metre, and suggests the
presence of the (non-diminutive) technical term. It may also indicate a later or even Christian
tendency to personalise and familiarise too-rebarbative ancient words by using the so-called
"diminutive" of them.
Tpiyyopios, BaaiXeie, Ter) kovi Tf|v8' dveöqKa
twv ernypappcrrujov, Geie, 8uw8eKa8a.
viii, 108 Possibly anti-Pagan, possibly also the warning to leave the grave site is based on the
Anatolian fear of grave desecration so strong in Gregory, and on the general numinousness of
the tomb, one ancient cause for its being clearly marked. See * Ahituv for an early Hebrew
thematisation of this. It is hard to separate these motives in the last line.
MouctottoXov, pqTqpa, SiracnroXov, aKpov diravTa,
Tupßog 68' euyeveTqv MapTiviavöv eyoa,
vaupaxov ev TreXdyeomv, dpqiov ev TTe8ioiaiv:
dXX' dTTOTqXe Tacj)ou Trp'iv t i kgikov TTaGeeiv.
Book ix, Epideiktika, poem 85 (Antipater Thessaloniceus) Here the birthday gift of a poem
is clearly stated to be in a little scroll.
’AvTiTraTpos“ TleiCTCjovi yeveGXiov amaae ßtßXov
[HKpf|v, ev 8e pifj vukti Trovriadpevog.
'iXaos dXXa 8exoiTo kclI aivqaeiev aoi86v,
Zeus peyas o>s oXtyw TTeiGöpevos Xißdvw.
ix, 341 (Glaucus) We will not quote, but this mentions a message cut into bark, for Pan,
from Daphnis, a much mentioned personage in the matter of bark carving. The words are
(line 4) ypdpp' eKÖXcuJie Xeyeiv:, and the message follows in the last two lines.
ix, 401 (Palladas) More on the scribal art, in an amatory context, but the final line suggests
that "kharagmata" can be on parchment, unless to reed pen, parchment and ink we must add
"scratched lettering", i.e., in wax, on tablets.
'H caucus e£eupev (J)iXiqs Gecrpous dyarrwaa
Toau diro8qpouvTaiu öpyava (Jui'Tuxltis,
tov KaXapov, x (ipTTl1'. to peXau, Ta x aPOYPaTa Xa POS,
crupßoXa rf\s li^XPS TqXoQev dx^upevqs-
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ix, 426 (Ioannes Poeta Barbucalli) A rare variation in AG (but see ix, 617 as well): the
command to "write on the stone..." after the extermination of a whole urban society.
TTou TeXeGei Kunpig TToXiqoxog, cxj)pa yof|crq
evSiov e’lScoXwv Tqy nply e8og XapiTcav:
TUpßog CLTapXUTWV pepOTTWV TTÖXig, fjg UTTO TC^pr)^
ai Bepoqg TToXXal KelpeGa x L^L(*Seg.
ypdißaG' eyög KaGunepGe XlGou, 4)iXa XeiiJjaya <j>0)T(joy:
"BqpuTÖg yoepq kcitgu unep 8aTTc8a)v."

ix, 673 anon. We quote this monostich, which seems to come in a long byzantine sequence
(with occasional hiccups in the metre), to indicate what bare lines can be included in AG.
This is obviously the inscription on some movable precious object. Perhaps at one time the
names were worth "dropping".
'IttttoXutt)

kou tout’

’AoKXrimog odiraoev epyoy.

ix, 704 Anon., in a run of seemingly byzantine inscriptions. The "aere perennius" theme in
reverse: "Even stone fades...".
Tf|Kci Kal TTCTpqv 6 noXug xpo^0?: dXX' dpcTacoy
’A ctkXpttioSotou to kXcos dGavcxTOV,
oaaa Kal ola nopey yepa TraTpl8i: Tolg em Traai
Kal To8e pcTpeiaöcjü kolvou epeicrpa GoXou.

Book x, Protreptica. n° 92, (Palladas, perhaps), mentions the word epigram, obviously
meaning book epigram.
’Enel 8iKa£eig Kal cro4)icrreueig Xoyoig,
Kdycio 4)epa) aoi Tqg epfjg ar|86yog
eirCypappa aepvov, a£ioy TTappiyaCag:
6 yap ere peXnwy Tqg AiKqg u^voug x^eL-

Book xi, Sympotic and Scoptic, n° 38, (Polemon Rex), where a "glymma" speaks words
commonly associated with drinking cups.
'H

xa p£ecraa TrayoTrXiq, apToXayuyog
army Kal 8poaepa)v €K ireTaXcov OTe^auog,
Kal touto c^Gipevoto npoaoTioy lepöy ocrreuy
eyKecj)dXou, ilmxqg cj)poupioy aKpoTaToy.
"TTiye," Xeyei to yXuppa, ’kal ecrGie Kal irepiKeiao
ayGea: toloutol yLyopeG’ e^amyqg.”
tttcjüxwv

xi, 91/2 (Lucilhus) Once again, the quotation of an inscription brings poetic closure, if to a
poem (to our taste) of crushing triviality.
Eaiog eKTTveuaag to TTavucrraTov exGeg 6 XenTog
elg Tqy eKKopi8qy oü8ey dc{)f|Kev 8Xwg:
Kal rrepag e i g ’Al8qy KaTaßdg öXog, olog öt e£iy
Twy Uno yqy OKeXeTojy XenroTaTog neTaTai.
Tqy 8e Keyqy KXiyqy oi 4>paTopeg rjpay eif wpcay
eyypa^ayTeg dya>: Taiog eK^epeTai."
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xi, 136 (Lucillius) Quoted as one of the rare uses of the word "epigram" in an epigram.
’Qpoßoeiou poi TTapaSels TÖpov, 'HXioSwpe,
Kal Tpia poi Kepaaa? wpoßocioTcpa
eu0u KaTaKXuCeis ernypappaCTiv. ei S’ dcj€ßf|aa?
ßcßpakeiv Tivd ßouv tQ>v olttö TpivaKpia?,
ßouXop' äna^ Tipö? Kupa \avelv: ei 8' e a fi tö Kupa
ev0e paKpdv, dpa? ei? to (j>peap pe ßdXe.
xi, 144 anon. We have pondered, as have others, over Scaliger's dark theorising about the
nature of epigram in which he says that the statue is the inscription of the actually appearing
inscription. "When transferred to books, the picture of the statue is the inscription of the
epigrammatic poem placed on it", Poetices III cxxv, p. 389 of the 5th, 1617 edition. What
might be the ancestors of this piece of Baroque wit? AG vii, 46 has the "one better" type of
rhetorical inversion by which Euripides is the memorial of his grave, not it of him. In the
following xi, 144 we have a "shadow of a shadow" device, to tear down rather than to exalt.
E lkcuv f] Ze^QTOu peXeTpi, Ze£oro? 8e a lonra
eiKoov rjv pqTwp, 6 8e ppToop clkovo? eiKujv.

xi, 150 anon. The trick had obviously caught on:
'Pf|Topo? d8' eiKoav, 6 8e pf|Toap eiKovo? eiKcov.
Kal TTO)?; od XaXeei: ovSeu opoioTepov.
xi, 210 (Lucillius) "Writing" on a wall, which is a painting. Pompeii shows us that such
paintings were not, in Classical times, as in medieval Orthodox art, captioned with words.
Nor, normally, were Roman seals, though Akkadian and West Semitic seals before them,
Sasanian seals and Medieval Latin (and Greek) seals after them were well worded up. We
quote merely for the first item of vocabulary, but may again note the long symbiosis of short
Greek and Latin poetry with visual art, as caption, or as commentary and appreciation. Note
also the phrase: w? e0o? ecniv.
rpaTTTqv ev tolxw KaXTTodpvio? 6 orpanojTq?,
cl)? €0o? eoTLV, L8d)v Tqv €tt! vaucrl pdxqv,
da<t)UKTO? Kal x^ p d ? 6 0oupio? €<^€Tavua0q
"Zwype'LTC,” Kpa^a?, "Tpcae? appi^iXoi."
Kal pq TeTpwTai, KaTcpavOave Kal poXi? eyvco
{f)v, ÖT€ tol? tolxol? (jopoXoyqae Xurpa.
xi, 225 (Ammianus) A vicious inversion of the Roman epitaphic topos "sit tibi terra levis".
Eiq croi KOTa yf|? Kouc{)q kovi?, o’lKTpe Ncapxc,
6cß>pa 0€ pqi8ico? e^epuauxri Kuve?.
xi, 311 (Lucillius again) Much use of the epitaphic and pseudoepitaphic topoi for satyric
purposes. Of particular interest is the satire playing around the se vivo construction of a
grave, and the mention (even fictional) of an epitaph being associated with such constructions,
something we have failed to find firm evidence of, whatever the likelihood of such things
among the litterati. See perhaps *Cagnat, and the previous fictive or real self epitaphs of the
AG, necessarily se vivo! Note also, in passing, the rare phrase: ypdi|;a? erriypappa.
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Oü8evög ev0d8e vvv T£0vr|KÖTog, o> TrapoSira,
MapKog 6 TroiqTqg u)Ko8opqK€ Ta<j>ov.
Kal ypaijiag em ypappa povoaTixov w8’ exdpa^e:
"KXauaaTC 8o)8eKCTqv M a^ipov
E<j)caou."
ou8e yap el8ov cycb Tiva Ma^ipov: eig 8' em8ci£ii'
ttolt]tou KXaieiv Toig Trapioucn Xeyai.

xi, 333/4 anon. A little poem indicating what we suspect from Byzantine inscriptions, that
isopsephia and the simpler and related acrostichs were common knowledge among the
intelligentsia.
Aapoyopay Kal Xoipöv laajiq^ov Tig aKoucrag
ccrTqa' ap.^oTcpcjav tov Tponov ck mvovog:
elg to pepog 8e Ka0€iXKOT dveXKua0ev to TaXavTov
Aapayopou, Xoipov 8’ eupev eXac^pÖTcpov.

xi, 339 (Palladas) There is some suggestion here that "epigrams", for Palladas, were
primarily satirical.
’'Qpooa pupiamg crnypappaTa pqKCTi

ttoicI v,

ttoXXgov

yap pwpoav ex0Pay CTrcoTraadpriv':
dXX' oTioTay KaTL8(jo tou TIacjAayovog to TTpoowTrov
fIavTayd0ou, crre£ai Tpv vooov ou 8uvapai.

Book xii is the Boyish Muse of the pederastic Strato, a book whose original structure has
survived. N° 1 is a quatrain of liminary sort. N° 258, the last, is another quatrain, an explicit.
We will quote neither.
xii, 23 (Meleager) Standing and writing... and the quoted writing brings closure.
’Hypeu0qv 6 upooDev eyco ttotc Toig Sucrepcoai
Koopoig qi0eajv TToXXaKig eyyeXacrag:
Kal p’ cm aoig 6 TTTavog ’Epcog Trpo0upoiai, Mutcnce,
OTf|aey emypdijjag: "ZkuX' ano 2a)4)poowr)g.’'

xii, 74 (Meleager) The amatory use of the fictive inscription, usually funerary. Again the
quotation brings closure.
TIu tl TTd0co, KXeößouXe, — to yap ttXcov kv TTupl TTaiSoav
ßaXXopevog Keipai Xeiijiavov kv ottoSit] —
Xicraopai, dKpqTio pc0uaov, Trplv uito x0o^a ÖeoQai,
KaXuiv emypaijiag: 'Acopov ’Epoog ’AC8q."

xii, 129 (Aratus) "Kalos" graffiti placed on, of all things, tombs! Could this be real? The
contrast of reading one of the numeros kalos graffiti and actually seeing the boy as living
evidence is already present in Book xii, at n° 28, a distich of Numenius Tarsius, which we
have not quoted.
’Apyetog 4>iXoKXf|g "Apyei raXog, di tc Kopiu0ou
cnrqXai Kal Meyapewv TaÜTO ßookri Ta<J>oi:
yeypam rai Kal pexPL XocTpwv ’Apc^iapaou
cog KaXog. dXX' oXiyov: y p a p p aa i Xeiir6pc0a.
T(I>8' ou yap ircTpai empapTupeg, dXXa 'Piqvog
aÜTÖg i8(jov CTcpou 8' earn TrepiaaÖTepog.
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xii, 130 Anon. While writing on trees or walls may be most mentioned in amatory contexts,
there would have been non-amatory writing of considerable quantity as well on such semiinscriptional supports, as Pompeii shows. The twists and turns of thematic variation are
obvious: the refusal of any inscription (at a stage when amatory graffiti were quite standard,
in real life and in literature) and the private inscription (cut painfully of course!) only on one's
own heart.
Etna ral au naXiv etna: "KaAos, mXos-." dXX' e n c^qaco,
cog KaXos, 0)9 x a P^L? oppaai AwaiGeog.
ou 8puo9 ou8' cXcrrqs exapa^apev ou8' end tolxou
tout' enog: dXX' ev epij io x e f ”Epwg Kpa8ia.
ei 8e Tig ou <J)qa€i, pq neiGeo. val pa ae, 8aipov,
ißeuSef: eyw 8' 6 Xeyoav dTpexeg ol8a povog.
Book xiii is a jumble bag of poems in different, unusual metres. We select an epitaph in
scazons merely because it asks the "bad" (ritually impure?) not to approach the tomb. The
stele and its eventual inscription seems to us both a marker and a warning notice. Sleeping by
tombs seems here not to be religious incubation, but, as in many fountain and shrine
inscriptions, an invitation merely to rest.
xiii, 3 (Theocritus)
'0 poucronoiog ev0a8' 'iTTTToiva^ KclTai
el pev TTOvqpog, pf] TTOTepyou tco Tupßco
el 8' eaol Kpqyuog re Kal Trapa xPhCTT(^y.
Gapaewv KaGiCeu, kt) v 0eXeis\ duoßpi£ov.
xiii, 13 Anon, has a perfectly standard anathematic distich, highly inscriptional in
appearance, but with a prosaic maker's signature surviving into the anthology attached to it.
While common on early stone, it is extraordinary that such would make its way into a literary
anthology. Book xiii may not be Cephalan, and its original purpose may have been, not
literary, but more scholarly and documentary.
Tov8e TIupr|9 dveGqice IToXupvf|CTTOu (})lXos ulo?
eu£apevo9 8cKaTqv TlaXXd8i TpiToycvij.
Ku8u)vif|Ta9 KpeaiXa? cipydaaaTO.
xiii, 17 Anon. Writing with one's own hand is worth quoting, even if the text in which it sits
is likely to have been excerpted for some purpose by a pre-Cephalan collector. It is likely that
’I4>l(jov is a cretic, beginning an inscriptional hexameter. Maybe this was the original reason
for its quotation (and perhaps, abridgement).
’Icj)Lü)v eypaißev cq XeP'L>
©peißc neipf|vq9 ano.

^OKa u8o)p

Book xiv is full of riddles, puzzles . We do not quote from it.
Book xv is "Mixed", containing much concrete poetry. We quote just one poem on the
abhorrence for large tombs. Small tombs may be motivated by reasons which might also have
tended to keep their inscriptions short.
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xv, 4 Anon.
Auxpcroy, NiKaia, Toy oupayopaKea Tupßoy
Kal Tay deXitp yeiToya Trupapi8a,
a Tov eyl Cools' ßeßoapeyoy lepo^avTay
KpuTTTei dpeTprjTO) crdpaTi GarTTopeyoy.
eoTi ZaKepSarrog Toaov pploy, e o n Zeouqpag
pydpa to8', to yeiTtny oupayog, oijk A i8ag.

xv, 15 ff. has some poems attributed to Constantine Rhodius, the scholar presumed by
Cameron to have copied, and perhaps added to, our only MS of the Cephalan anthology. We
do not quote.
Book xvi, 55 poems only, of the TLG/Beckby edition is one of the minor anthologies handed
down with the AG, if not picking up poems which the AG collector omitted from Cephalas, at
least stemming from the same general enthusiasm for collecting and arranging.
xvi, 22 Anon. A poem which, if epitaphic, as it could be, bespeaks some confusion of the old
categories. The main item was the picture. Thus the poem comes close to being a mere
caption, except that in Greek culture mere captions were carefully written, and even
anthologised by significant litterateurs. So were they in medieval Greek.
ZTfjXqy ew opipg ko.1 CT(o<t)poauyr|g dydGqpa
eiKova NiXoXeto aTqcraTo rpqyopiog.

xvi, 25 (Philippus) The bronze speaks, a fairly banal topos, but we quote it.
Toy €K ZiycoTTr|g ei- KXueig AapociTpaToy
iTLTuy XaßöyTa Tpy K a ri ’IaGpöy e^axig,
TouToy 8e8oprag: ou Kari euyupoy TrdXqy
tjjdppoy neadyTog ytoToy ouk ecrcjjpdyiaey.
18' eg TTpoawTToy GppoQupoy, tog € tl
aco£ei 8' 6 x a^Ko?: 'A ßdaig pe XuaaTco
Xoog epuyoog v v v eß8opoy Koyiaopai."
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14.

Plutarch's usage of genre terms in the Vitae, and his quoted verse.

1. Discussion
Plutarch's quotations have been much studied, but mostly in the Moralia. I looked more at the
Vitae, as they give the conventional quotation style of his period. He does use the word
"epigram" a number of times in connection with quoted poetry (the only way we can have any
idea of what the term is being taken to mean), but only occasionally in the modem sense. His
usage needs close attention, as it both represents common usage of the influential early
Imperial period and no doubt greatly influenced Renaissance ideas. No Pagan Greek author
seems to have been more frequently appreciated, before his 19C decline.
I did not at the period of this study have consistent access to a CD player, so I will retain my
quotations from off screen notes and the Great Books of the Western World Plutarch in one
volume (Vitae only in the Dry den translation, including a few paragraphs not in the Ziegler
Greek text). I will try to quote the "Stephanus" numbers where convenient from an eye-check
of TLG #D.
There is no evidence in the Vitae that verses presented as inscribed were consistently or even
normally called "epigram". There is some evidence that noninscribed verses were sometimes
called by that title. The term itself is rare enough, and the cognate verb seems as common. It
is often difficult to decide if a poetic quote is complete.
Notable (and recoverable in Parke and Wormell, or in the older collection of Hendess) are the
oracles. All cases of 4 x Hx are oracles: p. 364, 481 and 845 [22.5.7; 3.4.4.; and 53.3.1].
There seems to be no stable term, perhaps for reason of stylistic variation, perhaps because
there was no stable term.
If we look at the meagre ten occasions where 4 x El appear, which is much more often
(comparatively) than four hexameters appear, then it becomes obvious that p.23, 23bis, and
p.76 are extracts from Simylus and from Solon [17.6.5; 30.3.5ff]. The others, pp. 91, 261,
308a, 308b, 328, 393a and 393b [8.2.4; 30.8.1; 12.11.5; 12.12.3; 7.4.3; 7.5.2] are all
inscriptional, and are claimed, or implied to be complete. Thus seven o f the purported
inscriptions are claimed to have been elegiac quatrains. These concern the lifetimes of
Themistocles, Marcellus, Flamininus, Pyrrhus and Cimon.
Notably, one of a set of three stone herms at Eion was of six elegiacs, while the other pair
were of four. Overall there are seven cases where a block of 6 x El appears. Three of the
seven are inscriptional, and a fourth pseudo-inscriptional or inscription-like, being the famous
predecessor of all Greek scoptica, that of Alcaeus on Philip. Three are obviously extracts
from longer elegies by Tyrtaeus and Solon. P.220 is the epigram on a stone at the place
where Mt. Olympus could be viewed, and the anonymous measurer (the anonymity is a strong
argument towards its authenticity) describes its measured height for any passer-by to read.
This in Aemilius Paullus. Then p.393 is the third of the stone herms of Cimon at Eion, and
p.830 are "these elegiacs" on brass statuary of Aratus.
We might remark that there are many two-line citations of verse, 74 in fact. Those of lines
quoted totally intact number 51, and with part of one (or both) of the two lines truncated, 23.
We may consign the greater number of one-line citations to the "too-mixed" basket, and they
have little chance of ever having been complete texts (we will soon see one exception). Two
and four lines of elegiacs are more common than similar lengths in hexameters (though most
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of the hexameters are epic, hence of more homogeneous text type). Elegiacs are far less often
truncated (as always in this discussion, "broken" means that one or two lines are missing
some of their syllables for citation purposes). Non-inscriptional trimeters are as common in
two-line form as are elegiacs, and the former are unlikely ever to have been complete texts,
though the Isthmus inscription of Theseus (p. 19/10) was allegedly composed of two separate
but related trimeters, facing variously to East and to West. The fact that it is inevitable that a
literary man would quote elegiac verse mostly in multiples of two verses, and that Solon
makes up a great percentage of elegiac quotes, distorts any comparisons.
P.91 [8.5.3] mentions that an elegeion has been gegrammenon on the saffron-smelling pillars
of the temple of "Diana of the Dawn" at Artemisium. This neatly illustrates what may be
taken as standard ancient practice. See also p.328 for 4 x El of Pyrrhus [26.10.1], introduced
in this way, and also p.830-831 [14.4.1], 6 x El on a metal statue of Aratus offered by the
citizens of Sicyon. Any of quite a few terms can be used for the verses, including merely tode
or tade. The engraving verb obviously retains its influence over the sporadic uses of the
cognate nouns, of which the ones with preposition epi- are always the most common. As in
many ages, books are 'inscribed' with their "tituli", as on p.49 for the work of Clodius:
epigegraptai to biblion. The idea that books are "inscribed", and formal documents also,
remains alive (or linguistically fossilised) in modern times.
P. 43 [20.5.9] concerns a funerary inscription, non-Spartan, commented on by Lycurgus and
surely once longer than the two lines which are quoted. Nowhere in the first four centuries of
surviving verse inscriptions do we read any complete inscription like: "Seeking to quench a
cruel tyranny, They, at Selinus, did in battle die." This extract, apparently thought by Plutarch
to be complete, is called to epigramma touto. P.220 we have mentioned, the verse inscription
in front of Mt. Olympus, and that is called an epigramma. P.261 has been mentioned, the
statue whose inscription is vouched for by Poseidonius, and it is introduced with the
etymologically similar words epigramma ... epigegrammenon. That this combination is
purely accidental is shown by p.273 [20.6.5], where "they buried Euchides in the temple of
well-famed Artemis, epigrapsantes to tetrametron touton...". P. 276 [1.4.4] mentions a
quatrain satiric of Marcus Cato, thus is not primarily inscriptional, and calls it by the
diminutive epigramtnation. It is a single elegiac distich. We have mentioned also the 6 x El
scopticon of Alcaeus on King Philip, p. 306, and it is called this epigramma, while the
elegiac distich in reply is called an elegeion, which the king threw back at the poet,
antikoimodon. Two related monostichs of tetrameters, apparently a natural metre for
occasional verse, are on p.512 not called epigrams [27.3.7; 27.3.10], but monostikha
epigegrammena, which comes close, illustrating the lack of inevitability of "epigram" as a
term. The main examples of modern type use of epigram come on p. 703 [30.5.10]. The
"famous funerary inscription" which is what the Dryden translation awards to Demosthenes,
on his statue, isto to epigramma to thruloumenon, whereas just below some apparently noninscriptional occasional verses made by various ingenious Athenians to vindicate the
reputation of Demosthenes are also called epigrammata [31.3.4]. Given the sort of thing that
we see at Pompeii, they may well have been originally published on walls, but this would not
seem to have been as inherent a part of their making as it would have been for the funerary
inscription. No doubt there are degrees of "inscriptionality".
This makes merely seven cases of the use of the term, however, it would seem to have been
applied to non-inscriptional occasional verse, to the extent that any occasional verse in Greece
(or in China, or perhaps, in early Arabia) was exempt from possible inscribing.
Similar verses to these do not have such a title, often the verb being sufficient or another term
being used. Timon of Phlius wrote two lines on the strange tricks of Pythagoras, but more
than two lines, as probability and the wording tell us. The nearest thing to a term applicable
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to his poem is: eph'ais kai T. ho Phlias egrapse. Olbius on p.99 "shouts out in metre", a
prophetic extemporisation, in one tetrameter [26.2.6]. P.136 [30.4.5] has the Megarians using
four trimeters from The Achamanians, called in the diminutive: "these famous and popular
stichidia". An anonymous, hence possibly genuine epitaph on p. 232 [1.7.4] is called an
epikedion. P.212 [19/7/8] is claimed to be Simonidean, and is introduced, to suit the current
argument, ouk an epegrapsan houtos..., concerning Plataea. A rare use of epigraphe is found
on p.688 [38.9.2], which seems to be lyric in metre and is claimed to have been a graffito
placed under "the inscription of the temple", Opimius' Temple of Concord. Such textual
evidence for graffiti is rare,
A verb for mocking is not uncommon as an introduction for verse quotes. It is significant that
prose quotes are rare in Plutarch. P.155 has a rare prose paraphrase of verses, for reasons of
style in a section where quote follows hard on (verse) quote. See p. 387 for the epitaph of
Sulla [1.2.1], written by himself, and merely paraphrased by Plutarch, either because he did
not have the exact wording, or because the original, as is more likely, was in Latin. P.136 has
ta anapaista [30.4.5], which combines the metrical term frequent in epe and iamboi and
tetrametron/a and elegeion/a (the difference in grammatical gender in the latter involves a
change in meaning, see West Studies...), with the scoptic meaning. The scoptic nature of the
verses composed on Marcus Cato is indicated only by the adverbial ouk eumenos
paremphaine. The scoptic nature of the interchange between Alcaeus and Philip is indicated
in the descriptive terms surrounding the text. It is certainly not, at this stage of history,
indicated by the word "epigram", however, the reply is introduced by the verb antikoimodon,
as we have seen. P.368 [38.4.3] features a scurrilous jester at Athens, a gephyristos, who
epeskopse eis Sullan in a single tetrameter, presumably complete. A more interesting
combination of words is provided on p.648 [73.4.1; 73.4.3; 73.4.5], where the "various
epigrams" claimed by the Dryden translation to have been directed against the son of Cato the
younger turn out, in Greek, not to have been specifically epigrammata, but to have
specifically been written, i.e., not orally composed, and also scoptised: eskopteto toiauta
graphonton eis auton..., an interesting collocation and piece of information.
We have mentioned the graffito of p.688, but the word used, parenegrapsan, features the less
common preposition en-. See our vocabulary study based on the prose environments of
Preger. The prose epitaph of Otho, p. 876, has "been seen" by Plutarch himself at Brixillum,
and he quotes it in Greek without turning a hair. On p.65 we have the famous indication that
Solon's early poetry was wasted on trifles. If this is not the reflection of what the
Alexandrians imagined any famous poet would have done, it is an interesting window onto
lost worlds of pre-Persian poetic practice, and is far from unlikely. One easily imagines the
widespread use of verse in the lyric age of Greece and the period of the tyrants.
One could also go to Pausanias, but his text was not influential until modem times. It would
also give some idea of the usage of the Atthidographers and perihegetes rather than that of
generally educated and cultivated men. The same would apply to the much later Diogenes
Laertius. We have taken Plutarch as our paradigm, and the sheer volume of his remains tend
to justify this choice, apart from all the other reasons already adduced. We are not very
interested in the authors he quotes, but the form these quotations take, and, to some degree,
the function they play. Part of these functions is the general tone provided by so frequent
poetic citations. They bring a tone of cultivation and decoration and of variety to the already
stylish prose. Some added coloration is also given by the name and reputation of the authors
explicitly or otherwise quoted. See Ziegler's long RE article for discussion of this. There are
many oriental examples paralleling this, and some from surviving folk traditions of Europe,
such as the Balkans.
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One source o f importance for other reasons to my investigation is Plutarch, particularly the
enormously influential Vitae. I f there was a Bible o f the Classical revival it was these Vitae.
One has to revisit them to realise how rich, how provocative, how exemplary and how
voluminous they are. Some have no poetic quotes, some have many. The impression given
would have been that "the Greeks" did liberally sprinkle their prose works w ith quite short
poetic quotes. The Indians did so, even more! Some Chinese authors dealt a lot with the
humble genres o f their traditional inscriptions, but w ith the Greeks inscriptions were far from
humble genres, and though inscriptional or pseudo-inscriptional citations are few in Plutarch's
quotes, they are fa irly prominent. A few extempore verses are mentioned, a lot of oracles,
and quite a few verses (some Homeric, some original) "delivered in a dream". On only a few
occasions is the word "epigram" used o f obviously literary compositions. Here are a few
excerpts. Plutarch is TLG0007.

2. Some Texts themselves
No.

Life

T L G L c'e

001

Theseus
22.7.1
8
"This song" o f the Eiresione
festival, 3 x Hx — rr\v iKeTqpiai' ... £Trd8ovTeg

004

Lycurgus
20.5.9
tomb — 6 8e dvayvoug

to

GBWW (p.)
t e x t amid / o r S o m m a r y

43
em ypappa

The following inscription on a
... eine ...

to u to

010

Themistocles
8.5.3
91
These engraved verses on a pillar
4 x El — ev p iq 8e rou QTqXcov eXeyelou qv to8c yeypappevov

012

Pericles
retort, 1 x Trim

019

28.7.4

134

Pericles'versified and extempore

Aemilius Paullus 15.10.1
220
6 x El (one Pent restored back to
H x!) o f the geometer who measured the height o f Mt. Olympus and recorded it
(on stone? in a book?) — aqpcuveTcu 8' em ypdppcnr tou pcTpqaai'Tog
ourog

018

Timoleon
? not in TLG
195
two lines occurring in an
autobiographical introduction to the Life, this section omitted in Ziegler's text but
found in Stephanus, indicating that codices deteriores also have their own tradition
o f poetic quotes (these two anon.)

022

Marcellus
30.8.1
261
4 x El inscription on the statue of
M.as reported by Posidonius! — ... m l rrepi A lv8ov ev tco lepw t qg
’AGqvdg eicei 8'auTou tco duSpiavTi TouT'qv emyeypappevov, cog
noaei8ojvi0g <|)qcrt to cm ypappa...

024

Aristides
19.7.8
272
Otherwise he wouldn't have used
this inscription [at Plataea] — m t to ßcopöv ouk äv cTTeypa^av ouTwg...
20.6.5
273
eSaijjav [8. töv EuxiSav] ev tco
lepep Tqg EÜKXeiag ’ApTcpi8og, €Triypdi|)avTeg to TCTpapcTpou
TOUTO...
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025

Marcus Cato
1.4.4276
...as the writer who made the
following epigram on him lets us see — 2 x El — ws 6 noipcras to
CTTiypappaTiov ouk eupevais Trapcp^alya, (satiric, therefore fictive, and in
any case, obviously written in Cato's lifetime, with only token and highly
literatised reference to his death)

028

Flamininus
9.2.3 & 9.4.3
306
famous exchange of "epigrams )
toutI to em ypappa) between the 2C King Philip and an Alcaeus. Clear use of
the fictive epitaph, and possibly genuine. See AP vii.247. Also, the terminology
in the introduction to the second citation: 6 pev dvTiKoopcpSojv töv ’AXkoiov
TO) eXcyeio) uapeßaXXev...
12.11.5 &
308
Shield and crown inscriptions of
Titus
12.12.5
& of Quintius.

030

26.10.1
328
Pyrrhus
4 x El — ToSe to eXeyeiov emypdijjas

033

Sulla
lxTetr— ml

This inscription of Pyrrhus —

? 368
From a scurrilous jester at Athens —
’AOpypai yccjjupiaToav eoKaxjic t is el? touto

tgov

T T O L paa?...

038

Nicias
17.4.4
432
2 x El. Euripides' alleged funeral
elegy for the Athenians at Syracuse (the Greek word is sometimes translated
"epigram" in the 'Dryden' translation, which indicates what our ancestors thought
it really meant) 6 pev ydp E6ptm8ps ypacfxjov emKf|8eioy eiroipoey...

045

Pompey

047

Alexander
53.2.7
566
1 x Trim, "Alexander's" couplet on
Callisthenes, but the editor calls it a Euripidean fragment.

27.3.7 &
512
Two monostichs written for the
27.3.10
occasion, on the gates —
dveylvojaKtv els alrrov em yeypappeva povooTixa. to pev evTos tt)s
TiuXrjs •• to S cktos... Both tetrameters, as often for satirical verse in Plutarch.

050

Cato the Younger 73.4.1 ff.
648
Epigrams directed against
Cato's feckless son, seemingly all Tetr. monostichs — €ctk<jjttt€to ToiauTa
ypa<})6vTü)v e ls aÜTÖy...

052

[Caius]Gracchus 38.9.2
688
Graffito, verse, allegedly
added to "the inscription" of Opimius' Temple of Concord, apparently a very
rough comic trimeter — 8iö kcll yuKTÖs üttö Tpy ernypa^py tou yed)
TTapeyeypai{jdy Tiyes Toy crrixoy toutow epyoy airoyoias yaoy ouoyoia?
Tioiet. This suggests that the foundation or dedication inscription was itself (or
was imagined to be) in trimeters.

054

Demosthenes
30.5.10
703
2 x El "the famous" funerary
inscription on the base of D's statue— to em ypappa to OpuXoupeyoy.
31.3.4
703
"to vindicate the integrity of D. in
several epigrams which they made on the subject" — SiripiXXajyTo toI s
CTTiypappaai

058

Antony
70.7.2
774
Timon's self.epitaph at Halae 2 x
Hx.
70.8.3
The more famous one of
Callimachus (therefore, never inscribed, purely literary?) 2 x Hx also.
80.4.4
777
Philostratus shouts out "the verse"
(1 x Trim).
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063

Aratus
1.1.5
826
Plutarch disagrees with Chrysippus
over the wording of an "ancient proverb", 1 x Hx. Versification of proverbs is
poorly attested in pre-Byzantine times, but is widely claimed, most likely, and
must have been at least sporadic.
14.4.1
831-1 8 x El verses on the brass statue of
A.

There are a few prose inscriptions mentioned, that of Otho with alleged autopsy. The vast
majority of the poetic quotes are acknowledged, or unacknowledged but more recently
lemmatised extracts from the poets. I have 15 crowded pages of reference to these. Some are
"broken" quotes, to fit the context. Some citations are rephrased in prose, and this makes the
shorter lyric "citations" hard to identify as verbatim quotes. Editors differ over this. Most
quotes are short, shorter than many in Athenaeus, and more like those of Pausanias. While
there is a little evidence in Plutarch for fictive epitaph writing (only one piece of fictive
anathematic writing, and that more like an added graffito) and for the frequency of occasional
verse, most of his verses are fragments from canonical literature, rather like the lyrical
subhäshita in medieval and modern India. To an age more interested in "epigram" they would
often look like epigrams, particularly given the floating nature of Greek terminology.
The nature of the context needs more attention than it usually gets. Nienhauser's very useful
Princeton Companion to Classical Chinese Literature raises an issue of importance for
Byzantine literature: whether there were any "poets" in an upper class where everyone wrote,
and was supposed to write, verses. In this sort of cultural context it is usual for many of the
verses to be short, either fragments, or genuinely recognisable short forms. A culture which
favours extensive poetic citation in prose texts also will use mostly short verses, whole or
fragmentary. Poetry probably did not bulk as large as this in the formative period of Epigram,
either the Alexandrian Blütezeit or the Athenian -4C, but it still was widespread enough to
raise some of the same questions.
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3. Sum m ary Table - Poetic citations an d allusions in Vitae
P lu ta rc h 's V ita e , p o e tic c ita tio n s , v e rs e ty p e a n d le n g th
M e tr e

1

2

3

4

5

6

3

1

•

7

8

12

i

[« -lin es
block]

in

W hole lines fore and aft
Tr

43

16

7

2

Tr
72 (blocks)

Hx

41

13

3

3

1

El

[4]

16

2

10

Lyr?

10

4

4

3

1

Tet

11

2

1

1

1

A nap

•

1

Paean

•

•

Hx 61
El 39

7
1

1
1

•

•

Tet 17

•

1

Lyr? 23

•

Anap 2
Paean 0

•

B roken an d p a r t lines, eit h er fore o r aft o r both
Tr

0

10

1

Hx

2

6

3

El

0

2

•

L yr??

9

4

Tet

0

1

A nap

•

Paean

•

1

•

1

1

•
1

•
•
1

tr 13

•

•

•

hx 11

1

•

•

•

el 4

•

•

•

lyr?? 13

•

tet 2

•

anap 0

•

•

paean 1

Whole units of verse
213

& partly broken units of verse (a definable line or group of lines, incomplete)
257
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15.

Literary scraps — Latin, Greek and Biblical
TABLE OF QUOTED EPITAPHS OR INSCRIPTIONS WITHIN ANOTHER POEM
And some matters of vague inscriptional interest

Aeschylus
Ag 576-8

Aeschylus
Ag.1329
Plautus
Rud. 478

Pliny2
E p .IX ,xix.l

Aulus Gellius
X IX .xi

Ovid
Tristia
ffl.iii.70-78

Ovid
Amores I xi
fine

Ovid
Amores II vi
fine

cue KO(iTrdcai t c u i S 1 c ’i k o c qXiou cjxiei
uTT€p GaXaccpc Kal x © 01^
TroTcopevoic
Tpotav £\6vTec 8Vj ttot ’Apyetcuv c t 6X o c
0€oic Xd<pvpa TCLUTa t o l c icaB' EXXdSa
86p.oic ^TTaccdX£ucap dpxatov ydvoc.
ToiaÜTa XPH KXuovTac euXoyeiv ttoXiv
Ka i t o u c cTpaTTiyouc.
£L 8e SuCTUXH1
ßoXalc dypcjücccov cTTÖyyoc coXecev ypacj)f|v

nempe optumo <me> iure in uinclis enicet
magistratus si quis me hanc habere uiderit.
nam hanc litteratast, eapse cantat quoia sit.
Significas legisse te in quadam epistula mea iussisse Verginium
Rufum inscribi sepulcro suo:
Hie situs est Rufus, pulso qui Vindice quondam
imperium adseruit non sibi sed patriae
Reprehendis quod iusserit, addis etiam melius rectiusque
Frontinum, quod uetuerit omnino monumentum sibi fieri...
‘Impensa monumenti superuacua est; memoria nostra durabit, si uita
meruimus.’ An restrictius arbitraris per orbem terrarum legendum
dare duraturam memoriam suam uno in loco duobus uersiculis
signare quod feceris?
Celebrantur duo isti Graeci uersiculi multorum doctorum hominum
memoria dignantur, quodsunt lepidissimi et uenustissimae
breuitatis...
T q v t j m x q y ’AydGoiva ({)LXd)y em x €LXeciy ecyoy
riX0£ yap p t X tim -Cjov w c Siaßncouevri
inque suburbano condita pone solo;
quosque legat versus oculo properante viator,
grandibus in titu li marmore caede notis:
HIC.EGO .QVI .1ACEO.TENERORVM.LUSOR.AMORVM
INGENIO .PERU .NASO. POETA MEO
AT.TIBI .QVI .TRANSIS .NE .SIT .GRAVE.QVISQVE.AM ASTI
DICERE.NASONIS .MOLLITER .OSSA .CVBENT
hoc satis in titulo est. etenim maiora libelli
et diutina magis sunt monimenta m ih i...
cetera fert blanda cera notata manu...
non ego uictrices lauro redimire tabellas
nec Veneris media ponere in aede morer.
subscribam VENERI FIDAS SIBI NASO MINISTRAS
DEDICAT. AT NUPER VILE FVISTIS ACER.
ossa tegit tumulus, tumulus pro corpore magnus,
quo lapis exiguus par sibi carmen habet:
COLLIGOR EX IPSO DOMINAE PLACVISSE SEPVLCRO.
ORA FVERE MIHI PLVS AVE DOCTA LOQVI.
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Perhaps
"message
language" o f the
style underlying
inscriptions

metaphoric fron:
"chalking out"
inscriptions?
Assumes that th
vessel's generic
name was in its
inscription: "thi
bottle/pan" or
the like.
Se.vivo self
epitaphs rarely
provable, no
matter how
likely

This quote is
clearly complete
and the singling
out o f the distid
is significant.
Begins a
collection o f
quoted
inscriptions as a
literary device,
found already in
the Anthology,
see above.

The artificiality
of the device is
here quite clear
as the frame text
invades the
colometry o f the
"inscription".
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Ovid
Amores II xiii
25
Ovid
Ars amatoria II
744
Ovid Ars
amatoria III fin
Propertius
II i fin

Propertius
Üv28
Propertius
II xi 6

Propertius
n xiii 35-36

ipse feram ante tuos munera uota pedes;
adiciam titulum SERVATA NASO CORINNA:
tu modo fac titulo muneribusque locum.
sed, quicumque meo superarit Amazona ferro,
inscribat spoliis NASO MAGISTER ERAT.
ut quondam iuuenes, ita nunc, mea turba, puellae
inscribant spoliis NASO MAGISTER ERAT
si te forte meo ducet uia proxima busto,
esseda caelatis siste Britanna iugis,
taliaque illacrimans mutae iace uerba fauillae:
‘Huic misero fatum dura puella fuit.’
scribam igitur, quod non umquam tua deleat aetas,
‘Cynthia, forma potens: Cynthia, uerba leuis.’
omnia, crede mihi, tecum uno munera lecto
auferet extremi funeris atra dies;
et tua transibit contemnens ossa uiator,
nec dicet ‘Cinis hie docta puella fuit.’
accipiat Manis paruula testa meos,
et sit in exiguo laurus super addita busto,
quae tegat extincti funeris umbra locum,
et duo sint uersus: QVINVNCIACET HORRIDA PVLVIS,
VNIVS HIC QVONDAM SERVVS AMORIS ERAT.

Propertius
II xiv 27-28

M ore
c o n v in c in g ly

m agna ego dona tua figam, Cytherea, columna,
taleque sub nostro nomine carmen erit:
HAS PONO ANTE TVAS TIBI, DIVA, PROPERTTVS AEDIS

than the
in c o m p le te
p reviou s
e x a m p le o f " tw o
v erses" , this
su g g e sts an id e a l

EXVVIAS, TOTA NOCTE RECEPTVS AMANS.

epitaph in the
G reek m anner:
title + d istich ,
w ith no p ro se
fram e.

Propertius
IV in fin
Propertius
IV vii 85-86

armaque cum tulero portae uotiua Capenae,
subscribam SALVO GRATA PVELLA VIRO.
hie carmen media dignum me scribe columna,
sed breue, quod currens uector ab urbe legat:
HIC TIBVRTINA IACET AVREA CYNTHIA TERRA:
ACCESSIT RIPAELAVS, ANIENE, TVAE.

O n arm s!

" H alf w a y up the
colum n",
in te r e stin g ly , and
again a v ery
n o n -R o m a n sty le
o f ep itaph

Vergil
Ec V 43-44

Extinctum Nymphae crudeli funere Daphnim
F le b a n t...

Mo.

T here is n oth in g
funerary about
this ‘c a r m e n ’

pastores
tumulum facite, et tumulo superaddite carmen:
‘Daphnis ego in silvis, hinc usque ad sidera notus
formosi pecoris custos, formosior ipse

..........1
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Zechariah
14,20

o i o n m ^ n - ^ y i v r r xin.n o n
m m 1? u i r p
m n1 m m m ron m m
m i n n “m 1?

T h e im a g in e d
in s c rip tio n as a
lite ra ry d e v ic e in
h ig h H e b re w :
P e rsia n p e rio d

On th a t d a y th ere sh a ll b e (inscribed) upon the b e lls o f the h orses,
h o lin ess to the L O R D ; a n d the p o ts in the L O R D 'S house sh a ll b e like
the b a sin s b efore the a lta r (translation from the Jew ish "Jerusalem"
B ible)
Job 19, 2 3 - 2 4

19 23- 4 i r x

O h, i f o n ly s o m e o n e w r o te d o w n m y w o r d s ,
i f o n ly th e y w e r e g r a v e n in an in s c r ip tio n (older

anachronistically, "in a book"),
w ith a s ty lu s o f ir o n a n d w ith le a d ,
i f o n ly th e y c o u ld s t a y f o r e v e r in c is e d in ro ck !
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translations, probably

P o e tic a lly
h e ig h te n e d
a w a re n e ss o f
d u ra b ility an d
d iffic u lty ,
lea d in g to
e m p h a sis and a
n e w q u a lity o f
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16.

Cicero — notabiliora epigrammatica et epigraphica

If we have laboured to unearth the understanding which the most prolific and most popular of
surviving Greek authors, Plutarch, had of occasional poeticising and of epigram, we should do
the same for his equivalent in Latin, Cicero. The two works felt most useful for this are the
pro Archia and the Tusculum Disputationes. The de Legibus is important for reconstructing
Attic sumptuary laws.
It emerges that "epigram" was a more distinct term in Cicero's philhellene Latin than it
appears to be in Plutarch's Greek.
(Exported from Pandora, providing the alineation, texts selected but not
retyped by me)

1. Tullius Cicero, Pro Archia, section 17, line 6
Archias the extemporiser o f verses somewhat unusual in Rome

17 1
...Ergo
ille corporis motu tantum amorem sibi conciliarat a nobis
omnibus; nos animorum incredibilis motus celeritatemque

181
ingeniorum neglegemus? Quotiens ego hunc Archiam vidi,
iudices,_utar enim vestra benignitate, quoniam me in hoc
novo genere dicendi tam diligenter attenditis_quotiens ego
hunc vidi, cum litteram scripsisset nullam, magnum nume-

5
rum optimorum versuum de eis ipsis rebus quae turn agerentur dicere ex tempore, quotiens revocatum eandem rem
dicere commutatis verbis atque sententiis! Quae vero accu
rate cogitateque scripsisset, ea sic vidi probari ut ad veterum
scriptorum laudem perveniret. Hunc ego non diligam, non
10
admirer, non omni ratione defendendum putem?

2. Tullius Cicero, Pro Archia, section 22, line 1
The Scipio's poetic clientelae, a prize place for Ennius' image

22 1
...Carus fuit Africano superiori noster Ennius, itaque
etiam in sepulcro Scipionum putatur is esse constitutus ex
mar more.
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3. Tullius Cicero, Pro Archia, section 23, line 1
Writing necessary for enduring fame through one's tomb

Sulla presented with two? many? verses of an epigram in praise of himselffrom a local
versifier. Forced to respond, even ambiguously.

23 1
Nam si quis minorem gloriae fructum putat ex Graecis
versibus percipi quam ex Latinis, vehementer errat, propterea
quod Graeca leguntur in omnibus fere gentibus, Latina suis
finibus exiguis sane continentur. Qua re, si res eae quas
5
gessimus orbis terrae regionibus definiuntur, cupere debemus,
quo hominum nostrorum tela pervenerint, eodem gloriam
famamque penetrare, quod cum ipsis populis de quorum
rebus scribitur haec ampla sunt, tum eis certe qui de vita
gloriae causa dimicant hoc maximum et periculorum incita24 1
mentum est et laborum. Quam multos scriptores rerum
suarum magnus ille Alexander secum habuisse dicitur! Atque is tarnen, cum in Sigeo ad Achillis tumulum astitisset:
'o fortunate,' inquit, 'adulescens, qui tuae virtutis Homerum
5

praeconem inveneris!’ Et vere. Nam, nisi Ilias ilia exstitisset, idem tumulus qui corpus eius contexerat nomen
etiam obruisset. Quid? noster hie Magnus qui cum virtute
fortunam adaequavit, nonne Theophanem Mytilenaeum,
scriptorem rerum suarum, in contione militum civitate dona10

vit, et nostri illi fortes viri, sed rustici ac milites, dulcedine
quadam gloriae commoti quasi participes eiusdem laudis
25 1
magno illud clamore approbaverunt? Itaque, credo, si civis
Romanus Archias legibus non esset, ut ab aliquo imperatore
civitate donaretur perficere non potuit. Sulla cum Hispanos
et Gallos donaret, credo, hunc petentem repudiasset; quern
5

nos vidimus, cum ei libellum malus poeta de populo subiecisset, quod epigramma in eum fecisset tantum modo alternis
versibus longiusculis, statim ex eis rebus quas turn vendebat
iubere ei praemium tribui, sed ea condicione ne quid postea
scriberet. Qui sedulitatem mali poetae duxerit aliquo tarnen
10

praemio dignam, huius ingenium et virtutem in scribendo et
26 1
copiam non expetisset?
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4. Tullius Cicero, Pro Archia, section 26, line 6
Decimus Brutus uses preexisting? specially commissioned? verses o f Accius for adorning the
entrances o f temples and monuments.

.. .Neque enim est hoc dissimulandum quod obscurari
non potest, sed prae nobis ferendum: trahimur omnes
studio laudis, et optimus quisque maxime gloria ducitur.
Ipsi illi philosophi etiam in eis libellis quos de contemnenda
10
gloria scribunt nomen suum inscribunt; in eo ipso in quo
praedicationem nobilitatemque despiciunt praedicari de se
27 1
ac <se> nominari volunt. Decimus quidem Brutus, summus
vir et imperator, Acci, amicissimi sui, carminibus templorum
ac monumentorum aditus exornavit suorum. Iam vero ille
qui cum Aetolis Emtio comite bellavit Fulvius non dubitavit
5
Martis manubias Musis consecrare. Qua re, in qua urbe
imperatores prope armati poetarum nomen et Musarum delubra coluerunt, in ea non debent togati iudices a Musarum
honore et a poetarum salute abhorrere.
28 1
Atque ut id libentius faciatis, iam me vobis, iudices, indicabo et de meo quodam amore gloriae nimis acri fortasse,
verum tarnen honesto vobis confitebor. Nam quas res nos
in consulatu nostro vobiscum simul pro salute huius <urbis>
5
atque imperi et pro vita civium proque universa re publica
gessimus, attigit hie versibus atque inchoavit. Quibus auditis, quod mihi magna res et iucunda visa est, hunc ad perficiendum adomavi.

Also Exported from Pandora:

5. Tullius Cicero, Tusculanae Disputaüones, book 1, section
100, line 16
Cicero's famous version o f the Simonides distich.
o virum Sparta dignum! ut mihi quidem,
qui tarn magno animo fuerit, innocens damnatus esse
101 1
videatur. talis innumerabilis nostra civitas tulit. sed
quid duces et principes nominem, cum legiones scribat
Cato saepe alacris in eum locum profectas, unde redituras se non arbitrarentur? pari animo Lacedaemonii
5
in Thermopylis occiderunt, in quos Simonides:
'Die, hospes, Spartae nos te hie vidisse iacentis,
Dum sanctis patriae legibus obsequimur.'
quid ille dux Leonidas dick? 'pergite animo forti,
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Lacedaemonii, hodie apud inferos fortasse cenabi10

mus.' fuit haec gens fortis, dum Lycurgi leges vigebant. e quibus unus, cum Perses hostis in conloquio
dixisset glorians: 'solem prae iaculorum multitudine
et sagittarum non videbitis', 'in umbra igitur' inquit
102 1

'pugnabimus.' viros commemoro: qualis tandem Lacaena? quae cum filium in proelium misisset...

6. Tullius Cicero, Tusculanae Disputationes, book 1, section
114, line 9
An old use o f oracular books in verse, or perhaps, o f a versified, extemporised oracular
response.

...adfertur etiam de
10

Sileno fabella quaedam; qui cum a Mida captus es
set, hoc ei muneris pro sua missione dedisse scribitur: docuisse regem non nasci homini longe opti115 1

mum esse, proximum autem quam primum mori. qua
est sententia in Cresphonte usus Euripides:
'Nam nös decebat codtus celebrantfs domum
Lugdre, ubi esset äliquis in lucem dditus,
5

Humänae vitae väria reputantfs mala;
At, quf labores mörte finissdt gravis,
Hunc ömni amicos laude et laetitia dxsequi.'
simile quiddam est in Consolatione Crantoris: ait enim
Terinaeum quendam Elysium, cum graviter filii mor10

tern maereret, venisse in psychomantium quaerentem,
quae fuisset tantae calamitatis causa; huic in tabellis
tris huius modi versiculos datos:
'Ignaris homines in vita mentibus errant:
Euthynous potitur fatorum numine leto.
15

Sic fuit utilius finiri ipsique tibique.'
116 1

his et talibus auctoribus usi confirmant causam rebus
a diis inmortalibus iudicatam.
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7. Tullius Cicero, Tusculanae Disputationes, book 5, section
63, line 16
Searching for the unhonoured tomb o f Archimedes verses expected and found, but C ’s
prime interest is in the architecture o f it, not in the verses.
—

.. .sed ut ad Dionysium
redeamus: omni cultu et victu humano carebat; vivebat cum fugitivis, cum facinerosis, cum barbaris; ne
minem, qui aut libertate dignus esset aut vellet omnino
20
liber esse, sibi amicum arbitrabatur.
64 1
Non ego iam cum huius vita, qua taetrius miserius
detestabilius excogitare nihil possum, Platonis aut
Archytae vitam comparabo, doctorum hominum et
plane sapientium: ex eadem urbe humilem homun5
culum a pulvere et radio excitabo, qui multis annis
post fuit, Archimedem. cuius ego quaestor ignoratum
ab Syracusanis, cum esse omnino negarent, saeptum
undique et vestitum vepribus et dumetis indagavi sepulcrum. tenebam enim quosdam senariolos, quos in
10
eius monumento esse inscriptos acceperam, qui declarabant in summo sepulcro sphaeram esse positam
65 1
cum cylindro. ego autem cum omnia conlustrarem
oculis_est enim ad portas Agragantinas magna frequentia sepulcrorum_, animum adverti columellam
non multum e dumis eminentem, in qua inerat sphaerae
5
figura et cylindri. atque ego statim Syracusanis_
erant autem principes mecum_dixi me illud ipsum
arbitrari esse, quod quaererem. inmissi cum falcibus
66 1
multi purgarunt et aperuerunt locum, quo cum patefactus esset aditus, ad adversam basim accessimus.
apparebat epigramma exesis posterioribus partibus
versiculorum dimidiatum fere, ita nobilissima Grae5
ciae civitas, quondam vero etiam doctissima, sui civis
unius acutissimi monumentum ignorasset, nisi ab homine Arpinate didicisset. sed redeat, unde aberravit
oratio: quis est omnium, qui modo cum Musis, id est
cum humanitate et cum doctrina, habeat aliquod com10
mercium, qui se non hunc mathematicum malit quam
ilium tyrannum?
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8. Tullius Cicero, Tusculanae Disputationes, book 5, section
100, line 10
The self-epitaph (spurious o f course) of Sardanapallus
hexameter distich quoted.

—

possibly no more than the

.. .est praeclara epistula Platonis
ad Dionis propinquos, in qua scriptum est his fere
verbis: 'quo cum venissem, vita ilia beata, quae ferebatur, plena Italicarum Syracusiarumque mensarum,
nullo modo mihi placuit, bis in die saturum fieri nec
15

umquam pemoctare solum ceteraque, quae comitantur
huic vitae, in qua sapiens nemo efficietur umquam,
moderatus vero multo minus, quae enim natura tarn
101 1

mirabiliter temperari potest?' quo modo igitur iucunda
vita potest esse, a qua absit prudentia, absit moderatio? ex quo Sardanapalli, opulentissimi Syriae regis,
error adgnoscitur, qui incidi iussit in busto:
5

'Haec habeo, quae edi, quaeque exsaturata libido
Hausit; at ilia iacent multa et praeclara relicta.’
'quid aliud' inquit Aristoteles 'in bovis, non in regis
sepulcro inscriberes? haec habere se mortuum dicit,
quae ne vivus quidem diutius habebat quam frueba102 1

tur.’

9. M. Tullius Cicero, De Natura Deorum, book 1, section 78,
line 6
... Difficili in loco versor; est enim vis tanta na
turae, ut homo nemo velit nisi hominis similis esse_
79 1

et quidem formica formicae. Sed tarnen cuius hominis?
quotus enim quisque formonsus est: Athenis cum essem, e gregibus epheborum vix singuli reperiebantur
_video quid adriseris, sed ita tarnen se res habet.
5

Deinde nobis, qui concedentibus philosophis antiquis
adulescentulis delectamur, etiam vitia saepe iucunda
sunt, naevos in articulo pueri delectat Alcaeum; at est
corporis macula naevos; illi tarnen hoc lumen videbatur. Q. Catulus, huius collegae et familiaris nostri pater,
10
dilexit municipem tuum Roscium, in quern etiam illud
est eius:
"constiteram exorientem Auroram forte salutans,
cum subito a laeva Roscius exoritur.
pace mihi liceat caelestes dicere vestra:
-

15
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mortalis visus pulchrior esse deo."
huic deo pulchrior; at erat, sicuti hodie est, perversissimis oculis: quid refert, si hoc ipsum salsum illi et ve80 1
nustum videbatur? Redeo ad deos. ...

10. M. Tullius Cicero, De Legibus, book 2, section 51, line 5
Exported from Pandora/PHI #5.3 [deficiencies reproduced without change]
.. .eius heredibus aliquis exegisset pro sua parte, id quod
ab eo, quo<i> ipse heres esset, praetermissum fuisset
eaque pecunia non minor esset facta cum superiore
exactione quam heredibus omnibus esset relicta, qui
earn pecuniam exegisset, solum <sine> coheredibus sacris
10
alligari. Quin etiam cauent ut, cui plus legatum sit
quam sine religione capere liceat, is per aes et libram
heredes testamenti soluat, propterea quod eo loco res
est ita soluta hereditate, quasi ea pecunia legata non
esset.
52 1
Hoc ego loco multisque aliis quaero a
uobis, Scaeuolae, pontifices maximi et homines meo
quidem iudicio acutissimi, quid sit quod ad ius ponti
ficium ciuile a d p d io e tis. Ciuilis enim iuris scientia pon5
tificium quodam modo tollitis. Nam sacra cum
pecunia pontificum auctoritate, nulla lege coniuncta
sunt. Itaque si uos tantummodo pontifices essetis,
pontificals maneret auctoritas; sed quod idem iuris
ciuilis estis peritissimi, hac scientia illam eluditis.
10
Placuit P. Scaeuolae et <Ti.> Coruncanio pontificibus
maximis itemque ceteris, eos qui tantundem caperent
quantum omnes hered<es> sacris alligari.
53 1
Habeo
ius pontificium. Quid hue accessit ex iure ciuili?
Partitionis caput scriptum caute, ut centum nummi
deducerentur: inuenta est ratio, cur pecunia sacro5
rum molestia liberaretur. Quid, si hoc qui testamentum
faciebat cauere noluisset? admonet iuris consult<u>s hie
quidem ipse Mucius, pontifex idem, ut minus capiat
quam omnibus heredibus relinquatur. Superi<ores> dicebant, quicquid cepisset, adstringi: rursus sacris libe10
ratur. Hoc uero nihil ad pontificium ius sed e medio
est iure ciuili, ut per aes et libram heredem testa
menti soluant et eodem loco res sit, quasi ea pecunia
legata non esset, si is, cui legatum est, stipulatus est
id ipsum, quo<d> legatu<m> est, ut ea pecunia ex stipu15
-
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latione debeatur sitque ea non <e testamento sibi nume
ra te
54 1

. . . Doctum hominem sane, cuius fuit Accius
perfamiliaris_sed mensem credo extremum anni, ut
ueteres Februarium, sic hie Decembrem sequebatur.
Hostia autem maxima parentare pietatis esse adiunc5

turn putabat.
55 1

lam tanta religio est sepulcrorum, ut
extra sacra et gentem inferri fas negent esse, idque
apud maiores nostros A. Torquatus in gente Popillia
iudicauit. Nec uero tarn denicales (quae a nece appel5

latae sunt, quia residentur mortuis) quam ceterorum
caelestium quieti dies feriae nominarentur, nisi maiores
eos qui ex hac uita migrassent in deorum numero
esse uoluissent, <sed> eas in eos dies conferre ius<serunt>,
ut nec ipsius neque publicae feriae sint. Totaque huius
10

iuris compositio pontificalis magnam religionem caerimoniamque declarat. Neque necesse est edisseri a
nobis, quae finis funestae familiae, quod genus sacrificii Lari ueruecibus fiat, quern ad modum os re<s>ectum terra obtegatur, quaeque in porca contracta
15

iura sint, quo tempore incipiat sepulcrum esse et religione teneatur.
56 1

At mihi quidem antiquissimum
sepulturae genus illud fuisse uidetur, quo apud Xenophontem Cyrus utitur: redditur enim terrae corpus,
et ita locatum ac situm quasi operiment<o> matris obdu5

citur. Eodemque ritu in eo sepulcro quod <haud> procul
a Fontis ara est, regem nostrum Numam conditum
accepimus, gentemque Corneliam usque ad memoriam nostram hac sepultura scimus esse usam. C.
Marii sitas reliquias apud Anienem dissipari iussit
10

Sulla uictor acerbiore odio incitatus, quam si tarn
sapiens fuisset, quam fuit uehemens.
57 1

Quod haud
scio an timens <ne> suo corpori posset accidere, primus
e patriciis Corneliis igni uoluit cremari. Declarat
enim Ennius de Africano: 'Hie est ille situs'. Vere,
5

nam siti dicuntur ii, qui conditi sunt. Nec tarnen
eorum ante sepulcrum est quam iusta facta et porcus
caesus est. Et quod nunc communiter in omnibus
sepultis uenit usu, <ut> humati dicantur, id erat proprium
tum in iis, quos humus iniecta cont<ex>erat, eumque
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10
morem ius pontificate confirmat. Nam priusquam
in os<sa> iniecta gleba est, locus ille ubi crematum est
corpus, nihil habet religionis; iniecta gleba turn et
ill<ic> humatus est, et <sepulcrum> uocatur, ac turn denique
multa religiosa iura conplectitur. Itaque in eo qui in
15
naue necatus, deinde in mare proiectus esset, decreuit P. Mucius familiam puram, quod os supra terram
non extaret; p o rc o a m heredi esse contractam, et
habendas triduum ferias et porco femina piaculum
<f>aci<undum>. Si in mari mortuus esset, eadem praeter
20
piaculum et ferias.
58 1
Attic vs Video quae sint in pontificio iure, sed quaero ecquidnam sit in legibus.
Marcvs Pauca sane, Tite, et, ut arbitror, non
ignota uobis. Sed ea non tarn ad religionem spectant
5
quam ad ius sepulcrorum. 'Hominem mortuum'
inquit lex in XII, 'in urbe ne sepelito neue urito'.
Credo uel propter ignis periculum. Quod autem addit
'neue urito', indicat non qui uratur sepeliri, sed
qui humetur.
10
Atticvs Quid quod post XII in urbe sepulti
sunt clari uiri?
Marcvs Credo, Tite, fuisse aut eos quibus hoc
ante hanc legem uirtutis causa tributum est, ut
Poplicolae, ut Tuberto, quod eorum posted iure
15
tenuerunt, aut eos si qui hoc, ut C. Fabricius, uir
tutis causa soluti legibus consecuti sunt. Sed <ut> in
urbe sepeliri lex uetat, sic decretum a pontificum
collegio, non esse ius in loco publico fieri sepulcrum.
Nostis extra portam Collinam aedem Honoris. Aram
20
in eo loco fuisse memoriae proditum est. Ad earn cum
<la>mina esset inuenta, et in ea scriptum <nomen> 'Hono
ris' , ea causa fuit <ut> aedis haec dedicare<tur>. Sed
quom multa in eo loco sepulcra fuissent, exarata
sunt. Statuit enim collegium locum publicum non
25
potuisse priuata religione obligari.
59 1
lam cetera in XII minuendi sumptus [sunt]
lamentationisque funeris, translata <sunt> de Solonis fere
legibus. 'Hoc plus', inquit, 'ne facito'. 'Rogum
ascea ne polito.' Nostis quae sequuntur. Discebamus
5
enim pueri XII ut carmen necessarium, quas iam
nemo discit. Extenuato igitur sumptu tribus reciniis
et tunicula purpurea et decern tibicinibus, tollit
<nimiam> lamentationem: 'mulieres genas ne radunto
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neue lessum funeris ergo habento'. Hoc ueteres
10

interpretes, Sex. Aelius, L. Acilius, non satis se intellegere dixerunt, sed suspicari uestimenti aliquod genus
funebris, L. Aelius 'lessum' quasi lugubrem eiulationem, ut uox ipsa significat. Quod eo magis iudico
uerum esse quia lex Solonis id ipsum uetat. Haec
15
laudabilia et locupletibus fere cum plebe communia.
Quod quidem maxime e natura est, tolli fortunae
discrimen in morte.
60 1
Cetera item funebria quibus luctus augetur, XII sustulerunt. 'Homini, inquit, mortuo ne
ossa legito, quo pos<t> funus faciat.' Excipit belli cam
peregrinamque mortem. Haec praeterea sunt in
5
legibus: de unctura quae seruilis <dicitur>, unctura
tollitur omnisque circumpotatio. Quae et recte tolluntur, neque tollerentur nisi fuissent. 'Ne sumptuosa respersio, ne longae coronae, ne acerrae'
praetereantur. Ilia iam significatio est, laudis oma10

menta ad mortuos pertinere, quod coronam uirtute
partam et ei qui peperisset et eius parenti sine fraude
esse lex impositam iubet. Credoque, quod erat factitatum ut uni plura <funera> fierent lectique plures sternerentur, id quoque ne fieret lege sanctum est. Qua
15
in lege quom esset 'neue aurum addito', <uidetote>
quam humane excipiat altera lex, [praecipit altera
lege]: 'At cui auro dentes iuncti escunt, ast im cum
illo sepeliet uretue, se fraude esto.' Et simul illud [uretue?]
uidetote, aliud habitum esse sepelire et urere.
61 1
Duae sunt praeterea leges de sepulcris, quarum
altera priuatorum aedificiis, altera ipsis sepulcris
cauet. Nam quod 'rogum bustumue nouum' uetat
'propius sexaginta pedes adigi aedes alienas inuito
5
domino', incendium uerecri uide>tur: <item> ace<rram>
uetat. Quod autem '<f>orum', id est uestibulum sepulcri, 'bustumue usu capi', uetat, tuetur ius sepulcrorum. Haec habemus in XII, sane secundum naturam
quae norma legis est. Reliqua sunt in more: funus
10

ut indicatur, si quid ludorum; dom<in>usque funeris
utatur accenso atque lictoribus,
62 1
honoratorum
uirorum laudes in contione memorentur, easque
etiam cantus ad tibicinem prosequatur, cui nomen
neniae, quo uocabulo etiam <apud> Graecos cantus
5
lugubres nominantur.
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Atticvs Gaudeo nostra iura ad naturam accommodari, maiorumque sapientia admodum
delector. Sed [cedo] quaero, ut ceteri sumptus, sic
etiam sepulcromm modum.
10
Marcvs Recte requiris. Quos enim ad sumptus
progressa iam ista res sit, in C. Figuli sepulcro uidisse
<te> credo. Minimam olim istius rei fuisse cupiditatem
multa extant exempla maiorum. Nostrae quidem legis
interpretes, quo capite iubentur 'sumptum et luc15
turn' remouere a deorum Manium iure, hoc intellegant in primis, sepulcrorum magnificentiam esse
minuendam.
63 1
Nec haec a sapientissimis legum
scriptoribus neglecta sunt. Nam et Athenis iam ille
mos a Cecrope, ut aiunt, permansit <hu>cus<que> terra
humandi, qu<od> quom proxumi fecerant obductaque
5
terra erat, frugibus obserebatur, ut sinus et gremium
quasi matris mortuo tribueretur, solum autem frugi
bus expiatum ut uiuis redderetur. Sequebantur epulae,
quas inibant propinqui coronati, apud quos de
mortui laude, quom ni<si> quid ueri erat <non> praedi10
catum <esset> (nam mentiri nefas habebatur), iusta
confecta erant.
64 1
Postea qu<o>m, ut scribit Phalereus
<Demetrius>, sumptuosa fieri funera et lamentabilia
coepissent, Solonis lege sublata sunt, quam legem
eisdem prope uerbis nostri decern uiri in decimam ta5
bulam coniecerunt. Nam de tribus reciniis et pleraque
ilia Solonis sunt. De lamentis uero expressa uerbis
sunt: 'Mulieres genas ne radunto neue lessum funeris
ergo habento.'
De sepulcris autem nihil est apud Solo10
nem amplius quam 'ne quis ea deleat neue alienum
inferat', poenaque est, 'si quis bustum (nam id
puto appellari Tupßov) aut monumentum' inquit
'aut columnam uiolarit, deiecerit, fregerit'. Sed post
aliquanto propter has amplitudines sepulcrorum, quas
15
in Ceramico uidemus, lege sanctum est, 'ne quis
sep'ulcrum faceret operosius quam quod decern
homines effecerint triduo',
65 1
neque id opere tectorio exomari, nec 'hernias' hos quos uocant, licebat imponi nec de mortui laude nisi in publicis sepulturis, nec ab alio nisi qui publice ad earn rem consti-
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5

tutus esset dici licebat. Sublata etiam erat celebritas
uirorum ac mulierum, quo lamentatio minueretur;
<auget> enim luctum concursus hominum.
66 1

Quocirca
Pittacus omnino accedere quemquam uetat in funus
ali<en>orum. Sed ait rursus idem Demetrius increbuisse
earn funerum sepulcrorumque magnificentiam, quae
5

nunc fere Romae est. Quam consuetudinem lege
minuit ipse. Fuit enim hie uir, ut scitis, non solum
eruditissimus, sed etiam ciuis <d>e re publica maxime
<meritus> tuendaeque ciuitatis peritissimus. Is igitur
sumptum minuit non solum pe<cu>n<i>a sed etiam tem10
pore: ante lucem enim iussit efferri. Sepulcris autem
nouis finiuit modum; nam super terrae tumulum
noluit quid<quam> statui, nisi columellam tribus cubitis ne<c> altiorem aut mensam aut labellum, et huic
procurationi certum magistratum praefecerat.
67 1

Haec igitur Athenienses tui. Sed uideamus Platonem, qui iusta funerum reicit ad interpretes
religionum; quern nos morem tenemus. De sepulcris
autem dicit haec: uetat ex agro culto eoue qui coli
5

possit, ullam partem sumi sepulcro; sed quae natura
agri tantum modo efficere possit, ut mortuorum cor
pora sine detrimento uiuorum recipiat, ea potissimum ut compleatur; quae autem terra fruges ferre
et ut mater cibos suppeditare possit, earn ne quis nobis
10

minuat neue uiuus neue mortuus.
68 1

Extrui autem
uetat sepulcrum altius, quam quod <quinque homines>
quinque diebus absoluerint, nec e lapide excitari plus
nec inponi, quam quod capiat laudem mortui incisam
5

ne plus quattuor hero<d>cis uersibus, quos longos appellat Ennius. Habemus igitur huius quoque auctoritatem de sepulcris summi uiri a quo item funerum
sumptus praefinitur ex censibus a minis quinque usque
ad minam. [Deinceps dicit eadem ilia de inmor10

talitate animorum et reliqua post mortem tranquillitate bonorum poenis impiorum.]
69 1

Habetis igitur explicatum omnem, ut arbitror,
religionum locum.
Qvintvs Nos uero, frater, et copiose quidem;
sed perge cetera.
5

Marcvs Pergo equidem, et quoniam libitum
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est uobis me ad haec inpellere, hodiemo sermone
conficiam, spero, hoc praesertim die; uideo enim
Platonem idem fecisse omnemque orationem eius de
legibus peroratam esse uno aestiuo die. Sic igitur
10
faciam, et dicam de magistratibus. Id enim est profecto quod constituta religione rem publicam contineat maxime.
Atticvs Tu uero die et istam rationem, quam
coepisti, tene.
3 11
LIBER TERTIVS

11
Marcvs Sequar igitur, ut institui, diuinum ilium uirum, quern <incredibili> quadam admiratione commotus saepius fortasse laudo quam necesse
est. ...
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17.

Signs of the strength of the stone tradition from Anatolia
Epigraphica Anatolica I 1983 — Th. Drew-Beare

A new Hellenistic grave epitaph illustrative of the international tradition of such things [p.94] :
[ ------- ■ ] qjag Aiovuaios- f]8e vv pcmp
tE]p[ii6vr|i' cmjyepous' ttouSI x^ avT0 yoous,
TjaTpls' 8e ^WTTacja KaTa(j)0ipeyov CTTevaxr|crev
KaXXlvoy, KcSvas* e iv e ra CTwe^poCTuvag*
fj yap 6
aperas vöov i S cto cnjVTpo^ov aL8oi
aTcpycov Kal ttivutcl TreiGopevos ao<}>iai.
dXXa tov dpeptoiai Trpocrqvea Iras' t is oSitgov
alveiTO) TTepirwy 8o£av cm cj)0ipeva).
Standing [e.g. here his father] Dionysios and his mother
Hermione poured forth wretched laments for their child,
and his whole native town bewailed, when he died,
Kallinos, because o f his wise self-control:
truly did he possess because o f his virtue a mind bred up with modesty,
loving and obeying prudent wisdom.
But let each traveller praise him who is kind to mortals,
sending glory upon the deceased.

What impresses in such discoveries is the frequent competence of the text, and the strength of
the international tradition in verse epitaphs. The detailed commentary provided is almost a
summary of this tradition, since: [p.95] " [the poem] is characterised by a certain effort at
variation of well-known themes. It is interesting to observe, on the basis of these parallels,
that the vocabulary and motifs which occur in this Hellenistic poem continued to be employed
by the authors of Greek funerary epigrams throughout the period of the Roman Empire."
For our purposes the following are the more interesting points to note:
1. The name of the deceased commonly first appears in the middle of the Hellenistic verse
epitaph, no doubt as a form of literary sophistication. It commonly began the Archaic Period
epitaph.
2. "Sophrosyne" = ’self restraint’, was commonly used to praise women, but also was applied
to males who died young. Even more so this is the case with "aidos". "Pinytos" is also a
laudatory adjective connected with aoroi.
3. "Stergo" was commonly used to express the strong affection felt towards the deceased, but
it is here used, as in a few other cases, as a novel tactic facilitating some degree of literary
intensification of the topoi groupable as "praise of the virtue of the deceased".
4. The request to the wayfarer is that he read the epitaph aloud and thus greet the deceased.
See Th. Drew-Beare GRBS 16 (1975) p. 292 and Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 81
(1977). See the following clear expressions. The first is an epigram from Laconia linking the
tribute of tears with aoroi, and the second is the +1C epitaph of an actor at Athens, asking that
the tomb and the inscription not be overlooked [p.100]:
Toy Twßov, TrapoSeiTa, napo? pd0e ra t pe 8aKpuaa£
Teipqcrov x QLp^L Trä? Tipopopos 8dKpuoiy.
8cuopeyoy yepaajy pq irapavelaGe Td(j)OV

5. The motif of fame after death for the deceased is very clear here, and is associated with the
reading of the inscription.
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18.

Hadrian's memory, public inscriptions

Scriptores Historiae Augustae, [2Aelii]2 Spartiani De Vita Hadriani, chapter 19, section 1,
line 1
In Etruria praeturam i<m>perator egit. per Latina oppida dictator et aedilis et duumvir fuit, apud Neapolim
demarc<h>us, in patria sua quinquennalis et item Hadriae quinquennalis, quasi in alia patria, et Athenis
5
arc<h>on fuit.

2 1
In omnibus paene urbibus et aliquid aedificavit et
3 1
lu<d>os edidit. Athenis mille ferarum venationem in
4 1
stadio exhibuit. ab urbe Roma numquam ullum vena5 1
torem aut scaenicum avocavit. Romae post ceteras
inmensissimas voluptates in honorem socrus suae aromatica populo donavit, in honorem Traiani balsama
6 1
et crocum per gradus theatri fluere iussit. fabulas
omnis generis more antiquo in theatro dedit, histriones
7 1
aulicos publicavit. in circo multas feras et saepe c<e>n81
t<um> leones interfecit. militares pyrric<h>as populo
frequenter exhibuit. gladiatores frequenter spectavit.
9 1
cum opera ubique infinita fecisset, numquam ipse nisi
10 1
in Traiani patris templo nomen suum scripsit. Ro
mae instauravit Pantheum, s<a>epta, basilicam Neptuni, sacras <a>edes plurimas, forum Augusti, lavacrum Agrippae, eaque omnia propriis <a>u<c>t<o>rum no
il 1
minibus consecravit. fecit et sui nominis pontem et
12 1
sepulchrum iuxta Tiberim et aedem Bonae Deae. transtulit et colossum stantem atque suspensum per Decrianum architectum de eo loco, in quo nunc templum
Urbis est, ingenti molimine, ita ut operi etiam elephan13 1
tos viginti quattuor exhiberet. et cum hoc simulacrum
post Neronis vultum, cui antea dicatum fuerat, Soli
consecrasset, aliud tale Apollodoro architecto auctore
facere Lunae molitus est.
20 1 1
In conloquiis etiam humillimorum civilissimus fuit,
detestans eos, qui sibi han<c> voluptatem humanitatis
2 1
quasi servant<e>s fastigium principis inviderent. apud
Alexandriam i<n> musio multas quaestiones professori-
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3 1

bus proposuit et propositas ipse dissolvit. Marius
Maximus dicit eum natura crudelem fuisse et idcirco
multa pie fecisse, quod timeret, ne sibi idem, quod
4 1

Domitiano accidit, eveniret. et cum titulos in operibus
non amaret, multas civitates Hadrianopolis appellavit,
5 1

ut ipsam Karthaginem et <At>henarum partem, aquarum ductus etiam infinitos hoc nomine nuncupavit.
61
fisci advocatum primus instituit.
7 1

fuit memoriae ingentis, facultatis inmensae; nam ipse orationes et dicta8 1

vit et ad omnia respondit. ioca eius plurima exstant;
nam fuit etiam dicaculus. unde illud quoque innotuit,
quod, cum cuidam canescenti quiddam negasset, eidem
iterum petenti sed infecto capite respondit 'iam hoc
9 1

patri tuo negavi'. nomina plurimis sine nomenclatore
reddidit, quae semel et congesta simul audiverat, ut
10 1

nomenclatores saepius errantes emenda<r>it. dixit et
veteranorum nomina, quos aliquando dimiserat. libros
statim lectos et ignotos quidem plurimis memoriter
11 1

reddidit, uno tempore scripsit, dictavit, audivit et cum
amicis fabulatus est [si potes<t> credi]. omnes publicas
rationes ita complexus est, ut domum privatam quivis
12 1

paterfamilias diligens non satis nov<er>it. equos et
13 1

canes sic amavit, ut eis sepulchra constituent. op<p>idum Hadrianotheras in quodam loco, quod illic et
feliciter esset venatus et ursam occidisset aliquando,
constituit.
21 1 1

De iudici[bu]s omnibus semper cuncta scrutando
21
tamdiu requisivit, quamdiu verum inveniret. libertos
suos nec sciri voluit in publico nec aliquid apud se
posse, dicto suo omnibus superioribus principibus vitia imputans libertorum, damnatis omnibus libertis
3 1

suis, quicumque se de eo iactaverant. unde extat etiam
illud seuer<um> quidem sed prope ioculare de servis. ...
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34. Gnomic-Paroimiac-Philosophic ("Wisdom") strands
1.

Amenotes — Oikonomides

The semi-popular Classical Bulletin articles refer back to ZPE and other more high-brow
treatments, but there are some unique materials in CB, especially his reconstructed texts of
early (-3C and before) gnomologia. 1987 has three submissions by Oikonomides. The
first is of least interest to us, but it does serve as an introduction to the rethinking of the
late gnomological materials on the basis of epigraphic discoveries or reconsiderations.
This particular case is an 1897 rarity, the edition of a limestone ostrakon with a short
gnomological text related to the Serapis cult. It claims to be a version of the famous
Commandments of Amenope/Amenotes, but is in fact a conflation of well-known (too
well-known) Greek gnomai or hypothekai. Its lack of perceived importance is indicated
by its absence from Pack 1 & 2, from RE, and from Bruno Snell's 1938 Tusculum
vulgarisation Leben und Meinungen der Sieben Weisen. Not until the Ai Khanum
excavations and Louis Robert's CRAI 1968 article (p.416^157) did this ostrakon take on
more significance, being edited by Oikonomides in 1980 and again here in 1987. It
preserves in a -3C text a unique rehash of the gnomological tradition, though which there
seems to be visible a preceding tendency to the "old" style, separate, short gnomai or
hypothekai, and conflated versions more amenable to insertion into moralising literature of
a rhetorically attractive style, such as the Isocratean writings much called on for
elucidating the text. See Diels's suggestion of the üpog AqpoviKov as a likely source for
the ostrakon text. The title TTroQfjKai is said to recall the very fragmentary (Ps?) Hesiodic
Commandments of Cheiron (Rzach p. 196—198), and the Stobaean Commandments of the
Seven, many hundreds of years later, (Vol. II WaHe, 125, 3) but now assumed to be of
quite ancient origin.
This is the crucial thing. Previously one could guess that there were very ancient strands in
the gnomological tradition preserved in obviously late MSS and presumably late, corrupt
and interpolated forms, but in the modem climate of precise scholarship, the intrinsic
likelihood of early forms of these texts was concealed by the lack of evidence. There were
no prizes for postulating things in prestige journals which no ammunition was available to
defend, and the late gnomologia were not only very shaky ground for any extrapolations
into the revered Classical works, but they were despised texts as well. It may well only
have been pressure from NT scholars which kept their study alive. The Commandments
of the Seven in particular were held to be late developments of a few Delphic Maxims
available from Plato, and there was an over reluctance to admit the likelihood of gnomic
texts being regularly used in Greek Education. All that we read of was "Homer". The
Amenotes text is early enough to raise questions about the -4C and -5C , "respectable"
fields of study in Classical Departments, and it contains a maxim, cjjpovriaiv d a m , which
is not in the non- or pre-Stobaean fragments or texts, but is in the much-ignored Stobaean
Commandments of the Seven of "Sosiades". Thus this fragment of limestone assists in
disentangling the strands of tradition as well as evidencing the ancient date of the tradition.
As we will see, the disentangling of early versions, and the place in the tradition for
innovation in content, phrasing, and ordering of maxims, and their conflation, has hardly
been begun, and will require a re-editing of the vast MSS tradition and, no doubt, more
epigraphical clues to the situation "on the ground" in the earlier centuries.
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2.

Paroimia - Rupprecht

Proverbs — K. Rupprecht 1949
Cf. Gaisford Paroemiographi Graeci 1836, and Schneidewin-Leutsch Corpus
Paroemiographorum Graecorum 1839/1851. Cf. adagio and adagium, biwurti and bi-spel,
praeceptum, oraculum. While the PROVERB has a set wording, there can be various degrees
of the irapoipicaSes, not all of which Rupprecht accepts as proverbial: Sagwörter,
sprichwörtliche Redensart, are coloured by their resemblance to the Sprichwort proper. If
they have an author, they are sententiae in Latin. It is notable that proverbial expressions do
not survive in Latin except as extracts from the poetic drama. See A. Otto's book. Latin
culture did not collect such things, whereas they were collected and studied as such from
early times in Greece, particularly those which seemed to embody Attic values and language.
They are popular in nature, and their equivalent among the learned (1711.21) is the winged
word, the quotable quote, and among the educated the proverb form began to be literatised
and commented on, as in the influential Zenob. Paris, collection, while the less respected
Collectiones Diogenianae better reflected the genre.
Extreme brevity is typical of the genuine proverb, notably the lack of articles and of a verb,
usually a copula, but see A.c) on 1712.5 for other verbs which must be understood. Of
course, proverb and "Commandment of the Seven" are impossibly intertwined genres by the
time we can observe them. See our discussion above for the possible origin of the
Commandments in peasant wisdom sayings, and their popularisation in precisely this archaic
form out of a desire to enhance the "good old values" in a time of social and cultural turmoil
provoked by the growth of trade, contacts with the East, and of cities and manufacturing. The
omission of article and copula must indeed go back to ancient forms of Greek syntax, though
in later times it can be consciously used for literary effect. The effect interests us whenever it
is so intended: pregnant or sententious brevity. Aristotle insists, perhaps too absolutely, Rhet.
Ill 11 (1413a 15) that proverbs are metaphors, using images. Diomedes (Corp. paroem. I
178, RE 1712.30) compares it to the allegory. Although a modem German analysis calls "the
proverb" an essentially unpoetic form, Rupprecht calls many ancient proverbs Dichtung,
Poesis (1712.40). Images are not inevitable, though common. Other devices are
personifications and paradoxes. Parallelism is called, with Seiler, Sinnreim, semantic rhyme.
I have also called this semantic-syntactic stoikhedon, though in referring to the classes of
noun, in particular, involved in the parallelisms of Chinese "Regulated Verse". The attempt
to find a metrical form in proverbs strikes me as trivial, though interesting. Given the late
evidencing of most of the proverbs (they have varying forms in our collections, most of
which are themselves very late), that 30 major forms are suggested, allowing quite a few
subdivisions (7 for the Paroimiakon), and the fullest range of resolutions known, it must be
doubtful how legitimate it is to use the feet and metra of strict verse as any more than a
convenient classifying device. I suppose the very name of the colon "paroimiakon"
encourages such an investigation, however fluid the results may be. See *Scaliger's curt
comment on it, above. Whatever form the required words fell into would be mildly
rhythmical, or could so be made in performance. Rupprecht does note some sequences of
longs and shorts which few or no proverbs seem to fall into. It seems that Rupprecht is
thinking of strict metre, as on 1716.60 he discusses the original metre of Latin proverbs,
finding hints of iambic, trochaic and dactylic original forms. Assonance-rhyme, and
parallelism are of course typical of proverbs: 1717 ff.
In his long treatment of proverbs under their content, it is notable that the reverence
expressed by Medieval and Modem proverbs towards heaven and towards God is not shared
by many Greek proverbs (1722.7), despite the ex cathedra overtones of to. clttö rpiTioSog.
As a point of interest on another matter (the camel and the eye/ear of the needle), the camel
appears 1723.24 and the elephant 1723.33 and 1732.16, both as representatives of size
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(against, respectively, donkeys and mice). Also somewhat remote from our present concerns,
but indicative o f the biasses to be found in the surviving corpora, or even in the gnomic world
of the ancients, is the fact that only Agamemnon and Heracles feature prominently in
proverbs (for other heroes and personages, see 1729). Said to be a memory of the practice of
a Mantis accompanying every Classical Greek army into the field: ov8e 7Tup(t)6pos• eXeitjjGq.
1730.51. The ram is mentioned in one famous epitaph or a man thus named, and 1732.19, a
symbol of ungratefulness: Kpios Tpocjie'i' direuaev. Zen. Par. IV 63. Parsley figures not
only as the border of a (small?) garden, but in its role as wreath and offering on grave stones.
Someone bad enough can aeXivou 8eiTai . Of inorganic images, the most frequent is that of
salt 1734.26. Of stone it is said that one (might as well) speak to one, or boil one: X l0 ool
XctXeis (C 313) or XiGov äßet (B 605).
Immediately following in RE XVIII, 1735, is Rupprecht's article on paroimiographoi. In this
and other related articles (e.g., yvojpri) we obtain cross references to the standard texts of
Greek literature, some of which are difficult to find in modem editions, such as the vague one
on the Delphic sayings 1736.25 from Diog. Laert. V 21, p.74 of Aristotelis fragmenta selecta
Ross OCT but there attributed to Porph. apud Stob. 3. 21. 26, which is said to prove the
existence of a work on paroimiai by the Stagirite. Even if Crusius (1736.29) is right and the
comments on proverbs were all made passim such as the four in the Politica, we will still be
satisfied that Aristotle did concern himself with them. Clearer is Ross 8 p.75 from Synesius
Calvit. Enc. 22. 85c:

el 8e Kcd f] Trapoipia ctoc^ov Tiros' 8' oux'i Tiepl (Lv ’ApiaTOTeXps cj)T]alv otl
TraXaiag eia i (J)iXoaocj)Lag ev r a ls p ey ia ra is dvGpcomov (jiGopals d'rroXop.evriS'
eyKaTaXeippaTa uepiacaGevTa 8ia ovvTopiav Kai 8e£i6iT|Ta.
Rupprecht believes that such a comment could only come from a pamphlet or a book
precisely on the proverb, easily imaginable as the introduction to a collection of proverbs.
This is claimed to be supported by Athen. II 60e, not in Ross, where the disciple of Isocrates,
Cephisodorus, is said, in the four books of Aristotle, to criticise "the philosopher" (that is,
from the extra context provided by the German, Aristotle) for not writing properly, but
merely heaping up proverbs, and, [or some more adversative or concessive connective
unknowable without more context] Antiphanes, for writing an entire play which was entitled
"Proverbs":
otl Kqcj)LCT08a)pos, 6 ’IooKpaTous" p a 0r|Tf|s\ kv tois * leaf ’ApujTOTeXous'
( u a a a p a 8' ecru TauTa ßißXla), emTipwv uoi cjuXoadcßcoi, w? ov TToipaavn
Xoyou a£iov (to Trapoiplas“ dGpoiaai), ’A im ^dvous öXov TTOifjaai'Tos' 8pdpa
to eTTiypacßöpevor' 'TTapoiplai’

Thus Aristotle seems to have collected proverbs and to have written more on them than we
have in his Politica and Rhetorica (more than a dozen treatments and references). No doubt
he etymologised the term as well, if it had not been done before him: par-oimia or par-oimos,
along/beside the path, or along/after/added to the flow of epic speech. See Rupprecht 1708
for discussion. See also the word pro-oimion. Aristotle also classed them as ancient, thus not
as folk wisdom, fragments only of which survived because of their brevity and applicability
(8e£ioTr|s, often linked with aocjua). Not all (Rhet. 21. 1395a. 20) are moralising, or gnomai.
Aristotle tends to classify all proverbs as figurative, and divides (what are in our sources) the
separate, anonymous proverb from the apothegm, though our penultimate quote shows that he
regarded proverbs as at least accidentally anonymous. Theophrastus at least made this
distinction according to Stobaeus (as supplemented) 21, 12, though it concerns us little here.
See also Harpocrates 36, 15 B (Fortenbaugh n° 737) where the argument is over precisely
whose apophthegm is "Rule reveals the man", Solon's or Bias'. Clearchos of Soli also is
quoted (eight times) by Athenaios on the subject of proverbs, and wrote at least two books
specifically on them. This may have inspired Robert to antedate and overspecify the writer of
Ai'-Khanum. From Photius we find that Clearchus dealt with non-Attic proverbs see
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1738. lOff. Another to write a ire pi Trapoipilov was the early Stoic Chrysippus (Photius
46,15), said by Crusius to be close to Peripatetic thinking, and from whom we have a clearer
quote than the reconstruction of Stobaeus separating proverb from quotable quote or "winged
word":
XpqpaTa xP04aT dvf|p 1 touto avaypafyerai |icv eig Tag TTapoipiag,
duo^Oeypa 8' ear! ’ApiaroSfipou, KaOcrirep 4>qoi XpuoiTnrog ev twl ITepi
TTapoipiaiu frg. 3 quoted in RE 1738.58.
'

The slightly older Demon, an Atthidographer, also wrote a separate work on proverbs. He is
mentioned in later collections much more often than Chrysippus. Among the Alexandrians,
Eratosthenes seems to have dealt with proverbs in the course of his work on Old Comedy, but
Aristophanes of Byzantium is the first Alexandrian mentioned as dealing specifically with
proverbs.
See also Pythagoras, Cynics, Medical writers (for "aphorisms" of a non proverbial nature, but
still meant to be fixed by tradition).
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3.

Sieben Weise - Barkowsky

The Seven Sages in RE O. Barkowsky II A 2 1923, coll.2242-2264. Refer also to
Oikonomides. This treatment deals with the history of the variable group of names (17 in
Hermippos Diog. Laert 142, more in later times, essentially 5) and with the sayings of the
members, entitled variously (indicating the terminological confusion which Academies try to
stem): (2255.7) diro^GeypaTa, uTToGqmi, yvajpca, TrapayyeXpaTa, sententiae. From the
start let us try to relate this mass of material and considerations to our topic.
Col. 2247 bottom deals briefly with the importance of having just seven, and as 12 was
crucial in Palestine, and 10 in Uighur Central Asia for enumerating officials and tribes, Pindar
Ol. V II72 mentions that the sons of Helios were both wise, and seven: eirra aoc})OOTaTa
voqpcrra em upoTepoov dvSpaiv napaSe^apivous. This is in itself a minor issue, but it
helps provide one of the continuities in a long and rich tradition. The fixed number of the
sages is not a late mnemonic device. More important is their constant connection with
Delphi, which connects their sayings with the oracular responses, at least in some vague
external way (as the two are quite different genres in themselves). Most important is their
complex connection with poetry writing, 2254-2255, explicitly, and in vaguer ways in the
period when most publicised literature was in verse anyway (Diog. Laert. I 40 ’Avafipevqs“
he <t>r|CJL <t o u s cTTTa> TrdvTa? emGeaGou TToiTyriKTi see Diels-Kranz I 6 Iff.), and when the
official poet was "wise" by definition and probably in fact.
The very word aocfxSg needs to be understood ethnologically, like the hochmah of Hebrew,
and the oft-treated interpenetration of gnomic and lyric in the ancient poetry of Europe, Iran
and India has also to be taken into account.
Chilon, in Diog. I 68 is said to have written or recited eXeyeia e is cirri SiaKocua, similarly
for Pittacus Diog. I 79: eXeyela enq e^amcria ical unep vopaiv KaTaXoydSqv Tots
ttoX'ltcus ; of Bias in Diog. I 85 ttcpi ’Icovlas eis enq 8i(JxiXia; of Cleoboulos Diog. I 89
d o p a ra m l ypicfious els enq Tpiax'iXia; of Periander in Diog. I 97 iuTO0qms els enq
SiCTxiXia; of Thales in Diog. I 34 Ta 8e yeypappiva m avrov c})qai Aoßoüv 6
’Apyetos els enq Teiveiv SiaKoaia.
j
Solon is an uncontested archaic poet of major status. For our purposes the later additions,
Epimenides, Anacharsis, down to Zoroaster and Moses and the Christian additions, are of no
importance, as any influence on epigram had taken place before their addition to changing
varieties of "the Seven".
Here let us mention the importance of the ancient philosophers in Byzantine art from about
the IOC onwards.
Demetrios of Phaleron, whose sumptuary legislation may have been of importance for the
popularity of the quatrain form in epitaphs, collected the sayings of the Seven, and they
survive in Stobaeus I 86ff. The Sosiades collection follows, I 90ff. Barkowski briefly
mentions an inscription of Cyzicus in connection with this (col.2255.50). Many other
collections follow, running into col. 2256, including Aldus Manitius toov en rd
yvwpai, ex codice quodam antiquo cum Theocrito, Venetiis 1495. Ps. Ausonius has a
collection to his doubtful name, probably because of the genuine book Ludus septem
sapientium UTET ed. p.554 ff.
It remains of interest just which sayings are quoted. Also of interest, unless it is a humorous
denigration of the audience or a mere device to introduce the ludus for his spoken prologue, is
Ausonius' suggestion that the reader's/listener's memory may need some jogging, and that he
him self: Ludus, Prologus, 31-32: Scitis profecto quae sint: set si memoria / rebus vetustis
cludit, vcniet ludius / edissertator harum, quas teneo minus. // Barkowski 2256.20 says that
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there is seldom confusion in the ascription of dicta to individual Sages. At least some of the
hypothekai are very old, and no doubt (2256.32) collections existed before Demetrius of
Phaleron. The TTpog AppoviKov is mentioned, as pseudo-Isocratean, and a source giving
access to lost collections, and Oikonomides has used it for his study of the ostrakon from the
cult of Serapis, the Commandments of Amenotes. RE goes on to list many sayings under
topical heads, many sayings not in Oikonomides's reconstruction of the -3C lists, or in
Stobaeus' Sosiades.
Col. 2260 briefly discusses the connection of the brevity of the sayings with "Spartan" style.
Chilon, Thales, Solon, Bias, Pittakos, are the original kernel of the Sages, and in the whole
ancient tradition they are intimately connected with the sayings, which are assumed to have
been in constant popular circulation. The Seven Sages and the Sayings formed a mutually
dependent bi-polar tradition. It is not impossible that there was some ancient competition for
the best saying (2252. lOff.) arranged as part of the self-advertisement of Delphi in the early
6C, perhaps at some expensive rebuilding or extension of the sanctuary, whether the
competitors were then carefully selected or only later supposed to have been. The Sages are
said to have been contemporaries, in the archonship of Damasias 582-1 BCE (Diog. Laert. I
22 quoting Demetrius of Phaleron, Diels-Kranz I p.67.12). Apollo was keen to be associated
with either the real Sages or with their later reputations (2252.35) being very jealous of his
reputation as the oracular god of wisdom. Being associated with sevenness, it was perhaps
later that the "big names" were first filled out, then cut back to this number from a varied
group of worthy applicants. The ancient adoption of hexameter responses seems equally
guaranteed, becoming important enough to spread to Delos (surely in competition with
Delphi, rather than a mere reflex of the Greek love of inscribed verse);
'0 pey kv AqXcp Trapd tco Geco Tqv aÜTou yvcoppv dTTO^qvdpevos- auveypa^ev eni
TTpoiTuXaioi/ Tou AqTcoou, 8ieXoau oux ÜTidpxovTa TrdvTa tco cujtco, to 8e dyaööv

to

Kal

to

KaXöy Kal

to

f)8u, TroLf|CTas‘

KaXXiCTTov

to SiKaiOTaTov, Xoicttov 8’ u y ia tv c iv
udvTGQV q8i(7Tov <8> oil T is e p a to t u x ^ I v

qpels 8' ad™ pf] CTuyxcopajpev. (Eud. Ethics opening, and very like Theognis)
Who is the "Ho men..."? A certain man? A priest of Delian Apollo (taking it closely with
"para to theo"?) Significantly, no wise man was quoted as the author of this epigram, unless
our text is acephalous. The general movement of the history of both sanctuaries would
suggest that the Delian epigram is secondary. At or in the name of Delphi there was
apparently a close connection between the surprisingly short wisdom and the hexameter and
elegiac poetry of Hesiod and Theognis. Col. 2261 cites other early parallels to the Sayings
and pushes back the literatisation of no doubt traditional peasant wisdom (around line 40) to
the "oriental period" of the archaologists, when, as we see in Hesiod, sea-going was a
constant option for the poor farmer and horizons were opening which were breaking down the
old order and causing a collective cultural shock.
The literatising of traditional proverbs was one of the oldest forms of high literature in the
Middle East and in Egypt. The massive proclamation of measure and restraint throughout the
suriviors of the once extensive Greek corpus suggests the agrarian origins of the majority.
The pessimism of oi TiXeicrToi dv0pc»)TToi KaKoi connects it with the pessimism of Theognis
and points to an aristocratic origin. See 2262.50 for brief discussion. Then comes an
interesting run through the later tradition, repeating some of the previous material, but
reordering it.
Many movements tried to enlist the Sages as the ancestors of their own ethos and theories,
and the ones which most interest us are the Cynics, 2263.48, Anacharsis being a prime
candidate.
34. Wisdom
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4.

Kynismus — Helm

Kynismus R. Helm 1924 RE XII 13-24. While the Cynics come too late to have influenced
the development and the hardening of the form of epigram, they may have contributed to
some of the gnomological and poetic developments of later times. Col. 15 mentions their
antagonism to "culture", and yet the surprisingly literary tendencies of many of them.
Diogenes and Oinomaus even wrote tragedies, it seems. Phoinix of Colophon and Cercidas
certainly wrote independent iambics, perhaps also Crates. Several poets used choliambics.
16.62:
Daß auch die Epigrammatik kynische Motive übernimmt und kynischen Geist atmet,
hat Geffcken Kynika und Verwandtes, Heidelb. 1909 nachgewiesen.
17.26 Dem Syrer Menipp folgt in der Abfassung dieser Art von Satiren sein
Landsmann, der Epigrammatiker Meleager (Diog. 99), von dem uns durch Athen. IV
157b XI 502c drei Titel bekannt sind (vgl. v. Wilamowitz 294).
Cynics were active in promoting (in their own form) the legend of the Seven Sages, thus
forming a series of large links in the transmission of that material, and they wrote and
promoted the use of ’ATTopyppoveupaTa and Xpeiai. The latter is defined by Hermogenes
thus (17.50): Xpeia ccttlv crnopyppoyeupa Xoyou rivo? f| npa^eoos p auuapcjxyrepou,
a w T o p o y <Exoy SpXaxriy, cog eirl tö TrXelaTov xPPaLPou tivös evera. Col. 20.13
mentions their heavy use of proverbs, and around 21.20 their use of witty phrases and jokes.
There is a comment somewhere by Page that the philosophical schools left few epigrams (this
is clear enough from his pre-Neronian collection FGE) and thus probably did not greatly
favour the genre. This seems to rule out the usefulness of any investigation of philosophical
schools, despite the remains we have from the poetry of Aristotle and perhaps from Plato, or
at least from their schools. However, it may be that the popularity of Cynic thought and
preaching in the mid -4C may have helped prolong the sobriety of Athenian verse epitaphs.
Diogenes was a great publicist, it seems. The same degree of sobriety does not seem to have
worked on the "Asianic" epigrammatic practice of Meleager two and a half centuries later,
which suggests that at least an implicit genre of erotic epigram was well established by his
day, in Greek, unless he literatised a thriving Semitic folk genre.
In the diatribes there seems to have been (20.1, Diog. Laert VI 9) a topos el <j>coyf]y Xdßoi 6
\o X \c6 s , which would interest any student of speaking objects. 2.47 mentions their

introduction into Greek culture of the idea of the "wealth" of being poor, but as aristocratic
culture had long praised sobriety (if perhaps not following it) and the Athenian Democracy
had followed this trend, we may not have to look to the Cynics for the continuing existence of
epigram-like forms. More likely is their effect on the choice of "low" literary topics in the
Hellenistic era, for which perhaps we might look more to Epicureanism. 23.19 mentions
their word for the reversing of all values, [leT axapcrnreiv, of interest to students of inscribing
and the words used for it.
It is notable that both Lucian, one of our important sources for epigrams and for oracular
practice, and the very different Varro were much influenced by Cynic practice. Originally,
with Antisthenes, there seems to have been (24.22) a romantic hankering for pure naturalism.
Given the echoes of their later tradiüons in Horace, it may be that they were one influence on
the introduction of satyric themes into "epigram". The late acceptance of such themes in
Greek is one of the notable generalisations which we can make on the cluster of genres of
short poems which survive from antiquity and which, rightly or wrongly, have been
combined in a super-genre of "epigram".
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35. ANEast - Alphabetic Cultures
1.

Jobling — Three reassigned Semitic letters

Reassigning of some values in a North Arabian abecedarius on the basis of graffiti
accompanied by animal drawings, which allow a firmer identification of the vocabulary as
well.
The result is to bring the order of this recent ostracon into line with the standard order of
NWS letters, and cut ANE alphabetic order free of the slightly differing OS A alphabetic
order. The proof texts are AM86/102E/21 (two inscriptions) and AM86/115E/15.
Naveh is quoted to the effect that the -8C witnessed an increasing diffusion of literacy among
the users of the alphabetic scripts: not only Canaanites-Phoenicians, Hebrews, Aramaeans,
South-Arabians, and Greeks, but also Phrygians, Etruscans, and other local scripts of Asia
Minor and Italy. At the same time (-9C to -1C) three standardised scripts developed in the
Eastern Mediterranean, Phoenician, Hebrew and Aramaic, which attracted other users. An
important strand of this tradition is the order of letters, and the limestone ostracon S.0495
from Khirbet Es-Samräc in North Arabia adds to the evidence. It is written in a spiral, and
from ba to ta keeps almost the same order of the Phoenician-Aramaic abecedarius, according
to its editor. Arabic phonemes are added only at the end.
The third letter is however, said to be, not Gim, but THa, which breaks the old order. Knaufs
order then is: 1. L, 2. B, 3. T, 4. D, 5. H, 6. W, 7. Z, 8. H, 9. T, 10. Y , 11. K, 12. M,
13. N, 14. S, 15. R, 16.c , 17. F, 18. Q, 19. S, 20. T, 21. Gh, 22. G (orJ), 23. Dh, 24.
D, 25.5, 26. Z, 27. $, 28. Kh. Graphemes 3, 22 and 24 are reassigned in this article of
Jobling's. The vertical bar-bell form of 3. is found on captions to a drawing of a camel
(actually written around the outside edge of the sketch itself) and would seem to be G not Th:
L. K5T . H . GML / W. K5T . BN. GFF. HTT. The commonness of the formula makes it
necessary to translate: "Bv/to K't the camel", and then, necessarily, "And K't son of GFF
drew (it)".
There is another drawing where the lower part is older. The first part to be drawn shows a
man on a camel, with a nearer camel drawing partly obscuring the old graffito. In it we read,
again taking n°3 as G. not Th: L . ZH . BN [ ] BN . M. HTT . GML: Bv ZH son of \ 1 son of
c M he drew (a?) Camel. The lack of the definite article is a little surprising, but "many more
annotated camel drawings" show the same three graphs, which removes any lingering doubts
about letter 3 on the Khirbet Es-Samrac ostracon for Jobling.
Letter 24 may also be reassigned on the basis of annotated rock drawings from North Arabia,
confirming the above reassignment of n° 3. The letter is like a square with four straight
handles. In the cAqaba-Mac an repertoire it occurs more than once with drawings of bovids,
suggesting that it is in fact the Th assumed by Knauf for n° 3, as the morpheme TR (Classical
Arabic ThAUR) is the expected pronunciation of the two graphemes which the phrasing
makes us refer to the animal designated: W . 5 M . HTT . H . TR: "And ?M drew the bull".
The crucial identifying element in the animal drawing is the neck hump. Without this the
animal could be any horned quadruped, but with it it is clearly a bos indicus. A larger
drawing of the same kind quite near this one ends in the same way, with a less usual form of
the letter, involving a three-barred ladder, but by taking out one cross hatch it can be made
the same as the double hatched H, or "square with handlebars". In fact, Winnett had long
treated both forms as representing the same grapheme. Here they do so on the very same face
of rock, close together (but not necessarily from the same period).
The smaller one reads: W . SMDT . HTT . H . TR: "And SMDT drew the bull", using a less
standard form of the grapheme. The third example does not place the annotation right against
35.
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the horns and hump of the animal drawn, but off to the right of three of them, and again uses
a less common form of the grapheme: L . HZMT . BN . ZHR . H . TR: "By HZMT son of
ZHR the bull". Perhaps the L means "(Belonging) TO", as no verb of carving is present. In
this inscription the assumed TH is a circle with four evenly-spaced radial bars on its outside,
and thus is more rounded than the other examples, but it too fits the old script tables of
Winnett.
It is claimed that many similarly annotated drawings of bovids could be quoted from recent
finds in NA, and this would leave n° 22, the small circle within a larger circle, without a
phonemic value, unless it were assigned the only spare phoneme, Arabic Dad. This has been
independently done by Miss Geraldine King, but Jobling's survey has as yet found no hard
evidence of such an identification.
Thus, leaving out the initial L, the Jobling reassignment of letters gives to S.0495 (found in
the debris which covered the late Roman fortress of Khirbet es-Samrä5, on the fringe of the
desert in Northern Transjordan, exactly the same Ba to Ta alphabetic sequence evidenced
from Wadi Hammamat, cIsbet Saitah and Ugarit, taking us back to the Late Bronze Age for
this letter sequence. The common order of letters is a one clear sign of a common origin of
the system, of course, and of a strong tradition of "learning letters" and retaining that
knowledge and skill. It is not important to our study of the Greek-Phoenician interface that
the letters reassigned have their aberrant, old values in South Arabian, but it does raise some
very difficult questions for Semitists, especially as the old alphabetic order of the North
survived the dramatic transition of the Arabs to Islam, alongside a renovated ABC. See
Abdjad E l2, and the coincidence of ONA with Classical Arabic alphabetic order would
strengthen the hypothesis of a Nabataean origin of the Arab writing system.
General considerations. The earliest datable NA inscription in the area surveyed (cAqaba Macan) is from -8C Tell el Kheleifah, an old Semitic trading centre (Etzion-Geber) at the
head of the Gulf. Jobling's recent surveys have found thousands of inscriptions of this
alphabet family in the same general area. This would suggest "a history of considerable
historical depth" for the North Arabian branch of the alphabet, and more vaguely suggest the
ancient date of the use of "the alphabet" in the whole peninsula.
There are matters of specific interest to us which Jobling finds it quite otiose to note. One is
the nature and function of "captions" in ONA. Pictures seem to have coexisted with more
formal writing, even public and monumental writing (at least at some periods), on this 'limes'.
We are interested, first, in the combination of drawing with words, which seems common in
the finds, and secondly the way the words seem often to be intimately adapted to the
contours o f the drawings, even attached, caption-like, to their most significant parts, such as
the hump or horns of the bovids. The history of writing in Egypt is marked by the struggle
for independence of text from iconicity. This battle had been well won by text in the rest of
the region, long before recorded history, so it is the later interplay of text and picture which
becomes of interest in cuneiform and alphabetic writing, and the suitability of poetic text for
captioning pictures, when poetry is a marked choice, and is itself still recognisable.
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2.

Pucciarini — Phoenician personal epitaphs

189 sepulchral texts constitute a major subdivision among Phoenician-Punic texts. Pucciarini
excludes the Royal inscriptions, which have their own structure and typology, but in any case,
nearly all the funerary texts are in fact private inscriptions. After excluding fragmentary texts
and those whose reading is too uncertain, he arrives at a corpus of 58 from Phoenicia, Cyprus,
Greece, Africa and the sites "of the West", datable to the IV, i n and II C BCE. Their
formularies are simple, and they present a homogenous group. I quote from his conclusion as
to what is not found in them, mostly things that, from the Greek, we would expect in a
tombstone text:
pp. 176-177 II linguaggio delle iscrizioni funerarie &completamente privo di
espressioni ehe indichino un qualche genere di sentimento di rimpianto verso il
defunto.392 Risulta completamente assente dalla documentazione una qualsiasi
formula che ne exprima il recordo o la memoria; manca anche un qualsiasi epiteto di
saluto applicato al nome del defunto, come invece avviene in altri ambienti. Anche
gli epiteti di lode ehe si ispirano alle doti morali e religiose del defunto, e alle sue
virtu familiari e sociali, al rimpianto dei superstiti, sono totalmente assenti; come pure
sono assenti le formule di incoraggiamento, di consolazione o di saggezza.
Tutto questo fa delle iscrizioni funerarie dei testi freddi, scarni e ripetitivi ehe
sembrano suggerire una specie di rapporto impersonale con la morte; ci si limita ad
indicare il nome del defunto, seguito dalla genealogia, si specifice il tipo di attivitä
svolta da vivo a volte il luogo di provenienza, ma su tutto quello ehe doveva essere il
complesso delle emozioni e dei sentimenti ehe congiunti od amici dovevano provare
per la persona amata, vi t solo il silenzio.
The Danish runic corpus of Moltke is half way in all this between Phoenician and Greek, and
the Swedish runic corpus is, apparently, much closer to the curtness of the Phoenician. We
have recently had opportunity to peruse CIS in extenso, and also more recent corpora.
Pucciarini's detailed study neatly captures the impression that strikes the rapid reader of these.

?92 Un'eccezione puö essere constituiia dall’espressione K 5NK NHN «poich£ io sono da compatire», contenuta
alia linea 12 della iscrizione di Eshmurfcizcir (KAJ, 14), ma si tratta di una iscrizione regale e non a carattere
privato.
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3.

Stockton Arabian Cult Stones

A most important thesis covering most of the evidence, though it appears at times to be not
much more than diligent compilation accompanied by tentative and unoriginal conclusions.
At least positivistic scholarship allows us to avoid hasty and self-indulgent conclusions of our
own, as well as providing an overview of the field. The main conclusions possible from this
corpus concern the type of "presence" of the deity in the stone, of the devotee in the stone,
and of the prayed for or much loved person in the stone. The thesis goes through all the sites
and dialect/script areas of alphabetic Semitic, finally summarising and drawing tentative
conclusions.
p.41 Tombs in general, quoting much from Lane's An Account of the Manners and Customs
of the Modem Egyptians 3rd ed. 1890.
p.43 nasb, nasab, nusb, nusub, nasibah, also mansub, mansab, mansib: all these words for
tomb
also rujm, qantarah.
p.44/5 Water brought on Thursdays to tombs by traditional Palestinian Arabs.
p.51 Rocks, cf. for violent deaths, Winnett's Safaitic.
p.51/2 Witness stones and caims: sähad, mashcid. A tendency for travelling Arabs to set up
a stone to mark major or minor events (e.g., even their encampment for just one night).
NABATAEA
p.l 18 Funerary monuments and inscriptions on the typical pyramid or obelisk forms called
NEFESH.
p.120 Some inscriptions clearly differentiate the NFSh from the QBR, "funerary monument"
from "grave", and we can assume that this distinction was a stable one.
SOUTH ARABIA
p. 121 NFSh comes in the -2C to the Levant, from South Arabian places like Tayma -6/5C,
replacing for a while the local term MSB and the like. Said to have been brought by
Phoenician traders from South to North.
p .l23 How the deceased was "present" in his stele, see also the conclusions below.
HATRA
On the Mesopotamian Frontier 250BCE - 240/1 CE.
P.145 Votive inscrr.
p. 147 (and many times elsewhere) L-CLM, house or monument or grave of X "for the
duration" rather than "grave for eternity". Nevertheless, the desire to "eternalise" memory or
even to "prolong indefinitely" is notable. Most epigraphic traditions "thematise" long
lastingness of the monument and of its inscription.
p. 149 BGN formulae: "Mortals should read the memorials and invoke the memory (? = recite
the names?) of those named, whether this entails praying for the dead or simply bringing the
memory of the departed to the attention of the gods."
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OSRHOENE and Edessa, an Arab court here for 4 centuries from 130 BCE onwards.
p.171 Votive.
p. 173 Funerary — NFSh. An Old Syriac inscription combines the South Arabian meaning
(unusual so far into Aramaic territory) of "stele" with the usual one of "self" in one
inscription: "This nß3 for myself (/ nf sy) ".
ROMAN SYRIA
p.216 Votive
P. 219 Funerary. Not much to report.
PALMYRA
p.252 Votive, note the SLAP standing in sanctuaries, obviously the Palmyrenes belonged to
the iconic branch of West Semitic religiosity.
p. 258 Funerary. Words on stelai: nps (one for every single deceased person), qbr\ mcrP, bt
clm, W , dkrn3, and yqr*.
p.259 There exist here inscriptions of the simplest type: e.g., PN + nps, or PN + hbi The
latter is notable for its being an expression of grief, such as is foreign to Phoenician private
epitaphs, for which see Pucciarini. See also our own summary of the relevant part of CIS in
Bibl.2 — Pars Secunda, Tomus III. It is totally formulaic and unchangeable, however.
P.260. An Arab custom of individual burial here for a time interrupts the native Syrian
custom of common or grouped tombs.
ARABIAN PENINSULA
p. 292 Sacred stones (and cliffs). A map is offered showing caravan routes and ancient
entrepots and capitals.
CENTRAL ARABIA — evidence mainly literary here,
p. 292 Sacred Stones
p. 307 Funerary
NORTHERN ARABIA— Safaitic (-1C to +7C and overlaps with the Nabatean),
Thammudian (-5/6C to at least +3/4C), Lihianite (-5C to -2C, early at A1 cUla), Dedanite
(more ancient than Lihianite, and note the Minean colony at al cUla.
cf. the multiple overlaps at al-Hijr (Medain Saleh): Nabatean and Minean, with some
Thamudic and Lihianite.
p. 334 Funerary, Expressions of grief are common.
p. 327 "X has inscribed his name with him-on-high" taken more unreservedly than Winnett
does in his original edition, on which, however, Stockton is dependent!
p. 338 NFS. Here again, some inscriptions mention both NFS and KBR in a way that
distinguished both. As in the North West and North East, NFS means not the grave but the
major funerary/memorial monument to the deceased. The two were commonly different in
35. sLjfL — Äfpfiaßetic
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old Arabia as they occasionally were in Germany, for which see Weckwerth 1957,
Bildepitaph or Epitaph pure and simple.

**
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SOUTHERN ARABIA
-5C to (variously) +3/7C, with shifting power centres and finally, after central power,
subjugation to their old colony of African Aksum.
p. 359 ex votos.
p. 360 Funerary, great variety. Note G. Ryckmans in Musdon 71 (1958) p. 125—139 « Le
Sens de quelques termes usitds comme titres de stales». One important phrase is NFS WQBR.
Tomb is covered by (see kabr in El2, Sourdel-Thomine and Linant de Bellefonds) brt, blwt,
qbt, mqbr, zlt and hit. Funerary monument is covered by fr, swr, NFS (throughout all South
Arabia), and wgr.
GENERAL
p.374 Functions of stelai, presence of various sorts. Stone monuments can function as: 1.
Funerary monuments (cairns, or just graffiti on existing rock); 2. Covenant and witness
stones; 3. Memorials (cf. South Arabian tkrn formulae); 4. Companion stones (by which a
man may somehow come and stay, by surrogacy, in the company of the god), and 5. Circle
stones, apparently for specific cultic practices like circumambulation.
p.377 The intensely personal relation of the Arab to his god is compared with the
undemocratic and paternalistic attitude of modern Arabs (why just Arabs!) to their rulers.
Stockton speaks of the "Arab, who finds greater satisfaction in powerful leadership to which
the meanest man has ready access."
p. 378 Stockton invokes various types of "presence". The presence of the devotee in his
stone is said to be more than commemorative or even substitutive, but to fall short of the
definitive. An intermediate category is set up, which S. calls representative. However,
funerary monuments, the NFS, are said to be closer to the definitive than to this middle stage
of the representative. Various quite brief reasons are adduced. Perhaps more discussion
occurred passim which we missed in our haste.
APPENDIX 1 p. 440
Cult stones among the Semitic peoples. This general treatment goes beyond the alphabetic
Semites.
p.442 In Phoenicia, a wide variety of votive gifts clustering around the sacred place or object
is noted.
APPENDIX 2
p. 464 A short excursus using Maori evidence on modes of presence in material objects,
ending with some parallels from eucharistic theology.
This Thesis is held in Fisher under Rare Books. I was not able to find the catalogue entry,
though one seemingly exists in the drawers of Rare books, and for a while the thesis itself
was misplaced on the shelves.
It pays to be relentless.
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4.

Verse on stone in Greek influenced Southern Arabia?
(certainly pre-Muslim)

cAbdalläh
Yüsuf 1988 Der Sonnengesang von Saba, ein Stück religiöser Literatur aus
dem antiken Jemen in *Daum 1988 Die Königin von Saba p .185-192.
Newer studies of the highly literate South Arabian societies have made it more likely that
some poetry did exist on stone in Arabia before the Muslim cult of literacy. See *Noja for
other possibilities. Giorgio Levi della Vida is an Italian Jewish scholar who has been
searching the sands and the very flaky editions of Sabaitica, Himyaritica, Nabataica etc. for
signs of poetry since the 1960s.
'Abdallah, Yüsuf is working on a collection of ancient Yemenite inscriptions.
Ancient Arabian inscribed poetry? Small but growing evidence?
There are stories that in pre-Islamic times the walls of the Ka'aba were hung with panels
displaying poetry. There can be little doubt that Beduin composed oral poetry at that time, as
some few still do today. (See, the volumes of Marcel Kurpershoek, e.g. Oral Poetry and
Narratives from Central Arabia. Volume 1: The Poetry of ad-Dindän, A Beduin Bard in
Southern Naid, Leiden 1994, nuper vidi). One might have doubted that poetry was ever
inscribed, especially as no clearly identifiable verse seemed to have yet been found.
However, a long Himyaritic cliff inscription has come to light which is undeniably in verse,
or at the very least, in rhythmic, rhyming prose. Given what we know of the age-old habits of
the Arabs, and the extraordinarily regular lineation and letter count (15 or 16, minimum of 13,
maximum of 17 letters) per line, there can be little doubt that this is fairly strict verse, perhaps
in some sort of ancestor of the all-purpose rajaz metre. The semi-popular work of Daum is
the unexpected forum in which the fragmentary text receives its tentative editio princeps. Its
language is atypically difficult, like some of the texts published by Zayd Tnän in 1976 and
1978, which can perhaps be studied in a way that elucidate this one.
The inscription comes from a previously uninvestigated area. The party which discovered it
was going from Sanaa over Dhamär towards al-Baydä5, with the aim of studying Wadi
Qänlya. They went to the village called al-öadhma. At that time there was no road, as there
is today, from Raida, to the NNW, South to al-Baydä5. This is the comer of Yemen in which
we find Himyar, Qataban, Saba5, and Ma'in, and the towns of San'ä5, Timna' and Zafär. All
these interesting places are more or less North of Aden.
Two km. NE from al-Qänlya, between this village and al-öadhma, are the inscription-rich
limestone cliffs under Hagar Qanlya. Some inscriptions can be dated to the early +3C. One
spelled the name of this ancient settlement Qäni’a, not the modem Qanlya, which is really
not much phonetic change in 1700 years! The local dialects will of course be more and more
studied to search for the proper vocalisations and vocabulary of the consonantal inscriptions,
see *Spuler, and Peter Behnstedt Die nordiemenitischen Dialekte. Adas Wiesbaden 1985,
non vidi. P. 186 mentions a cliff full of them in this area, but one half obscured inscription
stands out, being in 27 lines of nearly the same number of letters each, all ending in the same
pair of consonants, HK, 6T in the well known musnad script, but with vocabulary and
meaning unexpectedly obscure when compared with the majority of the thousands of South
Yemenite inscriptions of ancient times. Nor is the stichic layout yet parallelled in the
discovered corpus.
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The author searches in a few equally difficult inscriptions published by Zayd cInan for the
content. These 27 lines would be likely to be a hymn/prayer, perhaps to the god Kahl, for
rain, possibly in connection with an unusual drought (they were frequent and severe), and
sacrifices or other rituals in addition to the prayers enshrined in Islamic tradition and in the
folk traditions of the present day villages. The rhyme was probably achieved by phrase-final
verbs ending in the same personal suffix, a common west Semitic poetic and rhetorical
device.
Like any good German, our author supects that it is accentual poetry which lies behind the
graphic regularities of this unique inscription. He dates it to the +2/3C, and notes that the sun
goddess ruled in the region in which it was found, for which see other articles in the
collection. I quote the first two and the last four lines. Note that there is a word marker: a
single vertical bar of the same height as the lettering. All the other lines begin with the letter
for W ("wa"):

i.e., "and", "so". As is common in romanising transliterations, we type left to right. For
convenience we (illogically) align the rhyme letters to the right hand margin, though it is the
beginnings of the lines which, of course, are aligned to the right margin in the original:
NSTRN / H YR / KMHD HQHK
BSYD / HNWN / M> T / NSHK ...
... HMDN / H YR / CSYK / TWHK
HN§MK / HND’ M / W> K / SLHK
HRD> KN / §MS / W> K / TNDHK
TBHL / ‘ D / ’ YSY / m Sh K
« Deine Hilfe suchen wir, o segen, denn alles, was geschieht, hast du gewirkt
Hundert Opfer in der Jagdsaison nahmst du als Sühne an...
... Preis dir, o Segen, für deine Gaben, die du gewährtest,
Dein Versprechen, das du gabst, hast stets du ganz erfüllt,
Du hast uns reich beschenkt, o Sonne, denn du gabst uns den Regen Inständig flehen wir zu dir, selbst wenn die Menschen du vernichtetest.»
In the same collection we find the article of Roswitha G. Stiegner, Die Königin von Saba in
der jemenitischen Legende, p. 153 ff, which reminds us that there are ancient Sabaiüc
inscripüons as far back as the -9/8C. Some are quoted by her. Monograms have also been
found in Israel scratched in a -7/6C hand in South Arabian script. We know that the 2400 km
incense trail led to Israel from the south.
Also on Sabaean religion in the same volume, and quoting inscriptions passim:
P. 176 gives the bibliography and notes of the preceding article on the religion of Saba, a rare
synoptic treatment. We, however, keep to the notes on inscribed artworks:
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Two inscribed objects bridging 1200 years ofSabaean culture.
p.180, bronze statue of the Prince Macdi Karib -8/7C, just under a metre in height, found in
the national temple of old Saba, the finest plastic remnant of the art of the ancient period, with

Mc D KRB
— the owner's name, inscribed clearly on the chest. The statue type is somewhat like those of
archaic Greece, but the script is more geometricised.
p. 181 Gold seal ring with mirror image inscription (naturally, seeing that it is the impression
which has to look "normal"):

AB KRB
— Abu Karib, probably from the great dynasty of the +4/5C, but the ring, if made for him, is
in an archaising, Hellenistic style of three centuries earlier.
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5.

Inscriptions on Phoenician seals — all 20 of them (Herr)

Herr, Larry G.
1978

The Scripts of Ancient Northwest Semitic Seals Missoula Montana

Texts of all surviving lettered Phoenician seals, starting exactly from the period most
commonly alleged to be that of the Greek adoption of Phoenician letters:
1.

mid -8C

y h zb cl

2.

earlyish 7C

lsd y rk

3.

first half -7C

b clhn

4.

mid 5C

b cly sp

5.

last half of 5C

lb cly tn 3S51 m 3S lm lq rth y

6.

8/7C transition

yzbl

7.

7/6C transition

ly tn b n yg..

8.

7C

lm lk rm

9.

ca. 600

InnS lbShbrk

10.

late 8C

lm lky^zr

11.

ca. 600

P lsm k y

12.

first half of 7C

lg rm lk

13.

late 7C

gr^Strt

14.

first half of 6c

Ssb

15.

last 3/4 of 7C

lm lk h rm

16.

mid 5C

c§ trfz

17.

first half of 6C

bl

18.

5C?

lk p r

19

first half of 7C

lclcm r

20.

[first half of 8C - by a Phoenician craftsman, but possibly in Aramaic lettering]

bfsm
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36. ANEast - Cuneiform
1.

Cuneiform and kak

The generosity of cuneiform scholars has been overwhelming, and embarrassing, as I first
approached their field only to check out out negative evidence, and have found it difficult to
make use of what they have provided me with.
The cuneiform evidence may be quite negative for our topic, but on the question of the
semiotics of writing, of engraving on permanent materials, and of the display or the hiding of
the latter, Mesopotamia is indeed of interest. It is less of interest because of the remoteness of
the culture, the fragmentariness of its investigation, and the lack of any formal influence on
Greek literate culture. Both in Egypt and Mesopotamia the inscription may have been a
school of literature393 and of the developing of truly written syntax394 and of long sentences.
This applies to Sumerian and Akkadian, and literary forms may have sprung from the grave
inscriptions of Egypt. But grave inscriptions are rare in Mesopotamia, as are the articles that
treat of them. Bottdro 1982 is the main one. He gives an apologetic conflation of varied
mesopotamian beliefs. This impressionistic summary is significant to the extent that a picture
of the general tone of beliefs enables us to guess at the intention and the meaning of prealphabetic monuments. Unfortunately, it is so general that much of it would apply to many
areas, even in far later ages.
It was the same “individual” who passed through death and arrived in the kingdom of the
dead. His body (pagru) became corpse (salamtu) and decomposed, but his individuality
persisted, as was signified by the durability of the bones, (esemtu), things hidden in his
lifetime. It is of interest that one of the words for self in Semitic comes from the word bone,
also that the etymology of the Iranian astodan is the same (though this word could have been
no less pragmatic than our Latin "ossuary"). Bones were the essential body. The individual
also survived in a less tangible form, for which the opaque form GEDIM is doubled by the
more understandable zakiku, breath, but really ghost, phantom. The Aramaic word for self
which we have already quoted, i.e. NPS, derives from a word for breath. The culture dealt
carefully with the bones in order to lay the ghosts.
The tomb is a vestibule to the land-of-no-retum ( erset lä täri). However, the frightful gods
of the dead sometimes allowed their subjects, the phantoms, especially those from unburied
bodies, to come up and terrorise the earth. Thus burial of all bodies was essential, so also
respect for their rest and their sleep ( tapsuhtu, salälii). This general range of beliefs must
have affected what is and is not written on graves. Bottdro’s texts cannot be interpreted
without our being familiar with all this, and it is interesting to find similar beliefs in later
times. No doubt, typologically similar but independent burial beliefs were not uncommon in
"tomb-hiding" cultures.
Bottdro has knowledge of less than 60 cuneiform inscriptions which have a claim to being
considered funerary. Thus it seems that the ancient Mesopotamians felt no obligation to write
epitaphs. Tombs were not prominent, in this culture area, being under the ground (we
mentioned that this was an optional matter in Old Japan and a matter of debate in Medieval
China) there were no stelai, thus there could be no epitaphs. Except where it was the practice
to bury inscribed plaques (as ZhuXi prescribes in China) what individualised the tomb was
oral memory, and in the East this is tenacious. The names of Tells have survived,
393 Assmann, 1983.
394 Kraus 1973 p.36, 37, ami the idea of a purely written Kunstsprache. Also von Soden on hymnic epic dialect.
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approximately attached to the right mound, for thousands of years, as in the case of Tell
Niffer, dug by Woolley. Beduin still bury in these tells, as I discovered in the Negev at the
alleged Tell Patish/Patisha. Tenacity of memory has a function parallel to one effect of
writing, though as we see at Philae, an act of adoration may not be written with any concern
for durability in time, but only for emphasis and proclamation in the now. Some of the socalled funeral inscriptions concern rulers or their close courtiers, and their function is to
indicate the identity of the deceased and to call for respect to be paid to the tombs. As we
have noted, these tablets were inside the tomb, not on display. Also in the tombs are found
grave goods inscribed with proper names, inscribed during the life times of their proprietors
and not necessarily in view of their deaths. These are traditional inscriptions of ownership,
not specifically funerary.
Inscriptions which name the tomb as a tomb begin (to our knowledge) only with Sennacherib
(704-681). From his devastated tomb survive texts which may be elaborations of the
previous ownership marks, saying that the place is the Palace of sleep, tomb o f rest, eternal
residence ... immovable family dwelling of the King. They seem to be of the literary type
found to excess in Asia Minor up to Gregory of Nazianzen, intended to warn against pillaging
of the tomb.395 An interesting extension of the right to a tomb granted and guaranteed (in a
long inscription) by AS5ur-etel-ilT for a tribal leader faithful to him (p.383-386). The text, as
often is in multiple copies.396 These solemn epitaphs are fundamentally warnings. So is
another sort of inscription which seems to have been mass produced in standard form, with
only names and titles different. The interest is not in the bald texts themselves, but in the fact
that from the Old or Middle Babylonian period it is possible that standard epitaphs were
produced by scribes, and that the six documents noted by Bottdro represent a great popular
movement (perhaps regional only) which is almost lost to modern knowledge.
But these cylinders, barrels, cones, stone plaques, bricks and tablets of clay were meant only
for the unlucky digger who turned them up. They lay hidden until that uncertain day,
intended to guarantee the repair of the tomb, and the end of the interference. Other texts,
Bottdro’s n° 15-21, were possibly extracts from existing poems or works of literature,397
whose aim may have been to guide the fantom in its difficult journey through the desert and
over the river to the Kingdom of the Dead. They are a rare find. Unfortunately, these
interesting fragments all come from the same tomb, and cannot be used to prove a widespread
custom of such things.
It is difficult to know, with the fragmentariness of the remains and the confused
circumstances of their discovery, if many Babylonians individualised their tombs with their
name and personal details. If they did, the likelihood is that such an identification was buried
deep in the tomb. Just possibly such hidden tablets were still considered to “speak”. A
parallel may be the curious inscribed clay nails, Tonnägel of Babylonian culture.

395 In traditional Borneo there were peoples who put frightful masks outside their tombs, as we see in die AXG
Asian collection April 1992. Warnings, iconic or verbal, against disturbing the tomb are a world-wide
possibility.
396 Bottdro suggests p.387 that this multiplication of copies was intended to add force to the text and to function
as proclamation, even though they may not have been displayed.
397 I will not even attempt a discussion here of the problem of recognising poetic form in older Semitic. Von
Soden has an article precisely on this.
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See in general s w .

(T on-)N agel, N agelm enschen, Pflock, G ründungsfigurine,

Gründungsurkunde, Weihinschrift, Sikkäü, Gründungsbeigaben, Grenze, and König-Bau-,
-Weih-, -Denkmäler-beischriften. See particularly, in Bibl.2: KUDURRU J.A. Brinkman, and
KUDURRU - BILDSCHMUCK U . Seidl, in a mixed bag of items from RLASS, under the names

of the writers of the first subject summarised, *Edzard and Renger, KÖNIGSINSCHRIFTEN.
See also, specifically, next item, over page.
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2.

Tonnägel — Kraus

The curious inscribed clay nails, Tonnägel, of Kraus’s article and in the RLASS, often had on
them the name of the pious (or superstitious) building constructor, and thus can be seen as
memorialising the person and the merits of the constructor, and once again warning against
trespass and damage. These are also found in tombs, probably because a tomb is a building,
not because they themselves are intended for funerary purposes. Kraus 1947 p.80 remarks on
the formulaic nature of the inscription: To God X King Y has built his temple. This resembles
foundation inscriptions, but differs in the use of the verb. It also resembles the opening
formula of some commercial contracts (p.82). The notion of possession links these to
inscriptions on humble objects, except that the “possessors” here are the King, who gives, and
the God who receives. Similar inscriptions can appear on figurines or on doors or slates, but
the nails never appear without an inscription. It appears that their purpose is to perpetuate the
reality of the dedication or of the building for all time, or for a long time, as long as the
temple itself will stand.398 Their force appears to be strengthened by the multiplication of
identical texts. Kraus mentions a bronze tablet found at Mari, inscribed, with a bronze nail to
fit a hole in it, p. 102, but nails themselves are more common.
The first purpose of the kak, the nail, is said to be the magical one of cleansing the surrounds.
Nails had various types of magical force well into the Christian period, and were often
associated with tablets of similar aim.399
The problem of integrating them into a comparative discussion of inscriptions is the general
problem of defining inscription in a culture where normal writing was on a hard “support”. In
Minoan culture, where tablets were not baked, but reused or thrown away yearly, our problem
would not exist. In the Kassite period, when it is suspected that much writing, e.g. of an
economic sort, was done in Aramaic on perishable supports, there would be no difficulty in
accepting more and less permanent sorts of writing either. In earlier times when every tablet
was either baked or likely to be baked, and in climates where sun baking and kiln baking were
not seen as dramatically different, when all script was stamped into the clay, it is more
difficult to see the gap between permanent and impermanent writing which is a major factor
in the cultural complex we call “inscription”. When stone statues and plates are not displayed
publicly, another inscriptional factor disappears. After the explicit kingly inscriptions it is the
nails which come closest to being inscriptional. They are publicly displayed, reproduced in
number, always inscribed, and identify the building they are meant to be stuck into, often
quite explicitly. Their formulaic nature is natural in view of the state of literate culture and of
their function. The different sorts of things found in graves are not as easy to understand and
generally do not seem to have the function of identifying whose tomb it is. General warnings
are common in the fragmentary and rare texts so far published. Diakonoff400 is optimistic
about the levels of literacy (of some sort) even among shepherd supervisors in the Old

398 Kraus p.91.
399 RE iv 1 (1900) has A. von Premerstein’s article on clavus. It has only one comparative suggestion. Col.3
(bottom) the point is made that the clavus annalis was probably not just a technique for marking the years in a
sanctuary. It seems in old Rome to have been connected with purifying the nation and warding off plague, and
belongs to dem uralten Volksglauben, der durch Einschlagen von Nägeln daemonische Einflüsse abzuwenden

und anderswo zu fixieren vermeinte.
400 1982. in a letter to the editors of his 1982 Festschrift! p.100, for the period 1732 BCE. (Note also die
studies on scribes in SIBIYAR) — most of the reasonably well-to-do Babylonians sent their sons and even,

sometimes, their daughters, to school. A shepherd who was chief of four to five cow boys would be able to
account for the cattle entrusted to him, in writing. We might note that the sort of repetitive and limited literacy
required for such an "accounting" function of writing would not require very much learning. Words could be
learned like primitive marks. However it would be a brave dilettante who would argue with the author of
Vavilonskie Pisci.
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Babylonian period, and if he is right it may well be that such nails were read, and meant for
the eyes of men, not just for those of the gods and the demons.
However, the main things that Babylonia reminds us of are that grave inscriptions depend on
grave beliefs, and that the functions of writing are many and complex. Although inscriptions
make up a very important part of their written remains, and shortish, formulaic texts are
inscribed publicly, we are much further from grave epigram here than we will be (see just
below) in Egypt, even abstracting from the elements of poetic form or highly wrought literary
structuring which are inherent in the idea “epigram”.
As it is not the ordinary man who normally inscribes in Mesopotamia, a study of inscription
would have to take into account ancient attititudes to King, Priest, and even scribe. Ideas on
the complexity of this can be gained from the articles by *Oppenheim and *Dumont in the
same issue of Daedalus.
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3.

Royal inscriptions in Sumerian and Akkadian

RLAss 6 1980-1983 p. 59-77 Königsinschriften, including inscriptions for family members
and high officials of the circle of the monarch, as well as inscriptions raised by individuals
for the monarch. Generally, all inscriptions are imagined as "raised" or "placed" by one
person. They are all "the inscription of PN".

A - Sumerian — D.O. Edzard
p. 59 usually not put on clay but on stone - made to last. Nor are they "transmitted
literature" (i.e., one with intermediate stages of transmission?), they are texts contemporary
with their makers.
p. 60 standard early inscriptions have no finite verbs, mainly name and titles, and are
owners' marks, ranging from 1 - 3 lines of text.
p. 60 Bauinschriften — this is the most prolific genre, written not directly on the building,
but on small objects, however, these were conceived as part of the building, such as the
Tonnägeln. If not part of the structure, they were at least part of its foundation deposit.
Short historical excursus are found, such as the account of the digging of a canal, or some
restoration.
p. 60 Weihinschriften occur on stelai, statues, Ziegeln etc. P. 61 The dedicated objects are
seldom named in their own inscriptions, merely implied, as in India. One inscription does
name the object it is placed on, which is a silver vase, and was thus, perhaps, special.
dim

=

make

gub

=

set up

ku4

-

bring in

+ "for his life" (this a votive phrase), or "the statue etc. will pray before the god".
p. 61 Gewichtinschriften (marks on weights)
usually has the weight and the name of
the ruler (who guarantees it), plus that of the god, in dative. We have met this much later
in Sasanian inscriptions.
j
p. 61 Seal inscriptions: a) dedicated to some ruler; b) sent by a ruler to a subject (=
dedicated?); c) ???
p. 61

Denkmälerbeischriften

p. 62 Other sorts: Rechenschaftsbericht. Boundary inscriptions (usually very short); rare
Tonnägelinschriften IRSA IIIAIf.
p. 63 Development: Since Ur III there was some resemblance in these texts to the language
of contemporary hymns.
P. 63 Functions: for the building inscriptions, to make a lasting bond between the work and
the name of the builder. Standard inscriptions are building inscriptions, owners' marks,
and perhaps magic.
P. 64

The Beischriften explain the pictures they accompany, it seems.

p. 64 Abschriften on clay (14 certain examples) - Ur III, both Old and New Babylonian,
particularly from Stelai and statues. These have a different purpose from their clay
predecessors and successors: they are taken off Monumental inserr. The place of the inscr.
is indicated, making the inscription in which this occurs something like an inventory tablet.
p. 64 As among Chinese dissident intellectuals, it was of educational interest for young
Babylonians to copy inscriptions directly from the clay or the stone. See Bibl.2 under
36 .
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Edzard and Renger for a more detailed discussion of the nature of the link between
originals and "copies".
P. 65

The stones displaying laws are literary in intent, rather than being documentary.

B - Akkadian — J. Renger
Old Akkadian 2334-2154 BCE
p. 66

Typologies constructed both on form and on find spot, see the cursing formulae, 66/7

p. 67

Old Babylonian: Isin, Larsa

p. 68

Short Ziegelinschriften (buildings) have as preposition "for": A N A =

p. 68 Hammurapi and Samsuibuna had freer styles of text on their inscriptions, with hymnic
echoes, i.e., -18C . The purpose was ritual, and thus dates were not needed, and do not
appear.
p. 68

Ownership marks

p. 69 Kassite Maßstab 1375-1155, dedicatory inscriptions common, owners' marks much
more frequent, also common, kudurru.
p. 69

New Bab 625-539, etc, up to 200. P. 70 a recognisable type:

...ana balätisu iqis... = "...for
up)..."

his-welfare

he-has-given (or set

Assyrian Inscriptional practice:
p. 71-73
dedications
owners' marks
commemorative (this a new category with Assyria)
curse/blessingformulae
historical expansions
p. 74 Changes during the period of Tiglatpileser II and Sargon II, the former monarch's
reign saw the first interplay of text and pictorial elements, relevant text usually set between
two illustrated panels, and text being in effect a Beischrift to the accompanying reliefs.
p. 74 There were "stelai" in Mesopotamia since the -III millennium, and in Assyria, in the
-I millennium, they found a typical, standardised form, as did their commemorative
inscriptions.
p. 75

Inscriptions were placed on
Bricks (= clay tablets?)
clay nails
tablets of stone
tablets of metal
other objects like prisms, cyinders, usually for unusually long texts.
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p. 76

some vocabulary (though terms are often very vague in reference):

narü

Stele, Steinplatte, Gründungsurkunde, Prisma, tonnenförmiger Zylinder
u sw .

clearer Assyrian terms are:

asumittu
libittu
sikkatu
salmu

(stone stele with pictorial presentation)
brick
clay naü
statue, relief, stele

Around the time of Sargon II and Assurbanipal the style of kingly inscriptions was at its most
refined, with rare vocabulary, archaic morphology, complicated verbal forms and syntax,
puns and figurae etymologicae (these common everywhere in elaborated Semitic, because of
the nature of the languages, where similar syntactic functions often have similar sounding
forms).
A matter of high importance to comparative epigraphy is the tendency at this period to limit
line end to the natural breaks between syntactic units, rather than break the line anywhere
convenient, without regard to the natural divisions of the speech or the language being used.
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37. Egypt
1.

Egyptian stelai

1. Art
Friis Johansen spares himself the explanation of the fundamental difference between Greek
and Egyptian stelai.401 As we have chosen to concentrate on Hellenistic and Roman Egypt
for the post-Classical epitaph and epigram we must try to fill in this gap. The tone of voice of
the stele will presumably be influenced by its character. Succinct and up to date treatments
like Karl Martin’s STELEGYPT and Gerhard Haeny’s FALSE DOOR illustrate the expected
polysemy of the term. At least there existed a common native term: wd, which is thought to
mean both decree and stele because of an inner relationship of making permanent (and
official) what is written.402 Thus the stele in Egypt is inscribed, almost by definition, but it is
also essentially pictorial. Another common term almost certainly is derived from the verb “to
stand”, and is said by Martin to emphasise the formal characteristics of the object rather than
its content and function. “Stand” is chc, and “stele” is chc (Faulkner’s Concise Dictionary) or
chcw (p.l of Martin’s STELEGYPT).403 That it may be of precious wood as well as of stone
seems less semiotically important in a climate where wood can survive for millennia. Of
course, the wooden, painted, varieties of self-standing, tall objects were usually meant for
indoor display. At the end of his section A, on grave stelai (the most common sort), Martin
seems to describe a considerable interpenetration of local iconographic practices with Greek
inscriptions in the Ptolemaic period. The images on such mixed stelai is always of everyday
life, not of the Egyptian other world. These cases indicate that while out-and-out syncretism
may be unknown on Greco-Egyptian graves, there was the possibility of much influence from
native culture on that of the invaders, even in funerary iconography.
The situation is clouded by the near universality of stele-like markers for cultic purposes
which likewise share many common elements over cultures. All sorts of markers which
magically “secure” an area are stelai to Martin, and even some house altars. To Haeny the
False Door is neither a Blind Door nor a stele, and he tries to see a continuity in iconographic
form and in function, even though he raises doubts about the common conception of the
painted door being intended to separate the world of the living from that of the dead.404
Let us follow Yoyotte’s synthetic account rather than these polemic treatments, which will be
paraphrased and commented on in more detail below. Funerary “stelai” coexist with life-size
statuary and later with humanoid sarcophagoi and mummies. Their original placement is, of
course, often doubtful. Yoyotte distinguishes three ideal types, two dating from the 1st
Dynasty and the third from the 2nd, which is early indeed:

401 GRAVE RELIEFS p.79., even though Greeks underwent likely or suspected influence, direct or indirect, from

Egypt from the - IOC onwards.
402 LX ÄG VI, 4.
403 Though commonly derived from “stand” also in Greek, “stele” to die up-to-date Martin (following Boisacq
and die taste for novelty) derives from “set”, “place”. Either derivation suits my wish to see in “stele” an object
with a definable outer form and a limited range of symbolic overtones. If it were proven to derive from “lie”,
“sit” or die like it w'ould lose much of diis wished-for distincdveness.
404 LX ÄG V, 572: Die vielfach als entscheidend erachtete Vorstellung vom Tod als Durchgang zwischen zwei
Existenzbereichen verm öchte zwar die Scheintür zu erklären, nicht aber die darm it gebundene Ausgestaltung
von Graboberbau, Grabkammer, Sarg und selbst Aschenurnen als Haus, die in verschiedensten Formen weit
hinaus verbreitet ist.
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• crude boundary stones (from tumuli?)
• rectangular slabs assumed to have been stood on their short side against mastabas.
These could be inscribed both with the image and the name of the deceased, and
sometimes his titles.
• rectangular slabs resting on their long side showing an interior rectangle
representing the meal of the deceased, his name, and perhaps the names of the
represented foods. It could be in an exterior niche or hidden inside.405
It must be noted that Egyptian tombs had a real inside. They usually had two chambers or
groups of chambers, and a stele-like slab often served as the party wall between the public
and the private section. It is no accident that this was often carved like a door.406 The oldest
form comes from the 3rd Dynasty, and is a false door-cum-niche, with the picture of the
deceased seated before food. Inscriptions on this are short, and the space for them is
restricted to the double or triple border, at the sides and on top. In the First Intermediate
Period and the Middle Kingdom begin the rectangular plaques, standing or lying (i.e.,
"portrait format" or "landscape format"), with diversified imagery and longer inscriptions,
such as biographical details. A third form of stele was displayed in CANBERRA, 1990, n°41,
stele of Deniuenkhons, chantress of Amun-Re. This type grows in importance from its
appearance in the Xlth Dynasty. Its rounded top makes it look like many a common Western
tombstone except for its unmistakable decoration. The same form was used for
commemorative stelai such as the slightly later ones clustering around the temple of Osiris at
Abydos,407 in cenotaphs,408 in real tombs, and around the walls of their enclosures. As in
Greece, the text changed its location, but in this tradition the shift is from top to bottom. On
the top it was standard to have the sacred eye, the wjt, which Yoyotte takes as allowing the
dead to see the offerings laid at the portal of its restful domain, and also as protecting the
mystic access by its power of malocchio. A fourth type in the New Kingdom, while the third
type remained very common, displays another type of false door stele, with cornice and often
with a pyramidal top. Pyramidal tops once appeared outside later tombs on real vestibule
chapels, none of which now survive in front of the cliff tombs opposite Thebes.409 Our
confident accounts depend on ancient representations of them. Such is the fragmentariness of
much of the Egyptian remains.
Certain developments affect our interpretation of Egyptian stelai. In the age of the pyramids
the elaborately narrative decoration (painted low reliefs, for the most part) begins at the
entrance and goes in the direction of one's walk forward to the "stele", at the far end, and
blocking off the descent to the lower parts of the tomb. A function for the stele as both door
and barrier seems clear to most scholars. It is the climax of the public section of the tomb. In
the Vlth Dynasty stelai lose much of the imagery of daily life, but wooden models with this
intent simultaneously increase in number.410 Painting seems only slowly to have separated
itself from the low relief.

405 ART EGYPT p. 134.
406 ART EGYPT p.250 - 254. FALSE DOOR, LX.ÄG V, 563. This used to be termed a stela but as we have
noted. Haeny regards the false door and the stela to have too few similarities of function.
407 XII — XIII onwards. ART EGYPT p.255-256. Interesting for students of Attic stelae, the reunion of families
is the commonest feature of the iconography. On the more elaborate ones the space under the arched top is
filled with a picture of the deceased, standing, who is adoring Osiris or Min. Min is always ithyphallic. This
does not mean that the stele is a phallus, either in Egypt or always. Note too that the family reunion theme is a
development from the individual image also in Classical Greece. Where the deceased is historically the first
subject o f tomb iconography, natural enough in individual burials, this is a natural extension.
408 For which, as Simpson warns in KENOTAPH, there is no native word and rarely any certainty that such a
tomb was meant to be empty o f a body, rather than accidentally unfinished or in fact pillaged.

409 ART EGYPT p.286-287.
410 ART EGYPT p.273-274.
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Even if the deeper bas-relief “fixed the total reality of things” , 411 the portable effigy seems to
have been more “real”, as it was the normal subject of the famous ceremony of the opening o f
the mouth 412 The specific purpose of this was to make the statue sensate, and to enable the
ka of the deceased to function through it. Likewise the stone banquet was “real”. The words
on the paintings and the statues were real in a sense difficult for us to accept. Their graphic
form was especially real, a conclusion deducible from the extreme realism of the treatment of
the hieroglyphic forms , 413 providing a graphological and an oral intensity whose separate but
mutually supportive impacts are hard to parallel from any other literate tradition. It seems
that the writing of spells may have enhanced the force of such texts rather than merely
extending their period of operation .414 Even uninscribed statues seem to have been thought
to speak.
Some captions may strictly speaking have been superfluous, but in Egypt they probably help
to “animate” the picture or carving, and the “decorative incontinence” of Ptolemaic times can
easily be explained by the horror of empty space common to many periods of art, and by the
sort of overkill apparent in the earliest Greek vase painting whose artists’ names survive.
Kleitias follows Sophilos by naming even the horses and dogs, altars and water jugs which he
has just pictured . 415 Homann-Wedeking claims a formal and decorative function for such
superabundant inscriptions. “Decorative” is not a very useful concept for us cross culturally.
Certainly by the New Kingdom there was a concept of secular beauty independent of
“magical” efficacy. Evidence for this is sought in the terms qualifying manufactured articles,
and in the reasons for which later Egyptians seem to have visited the ancient tombs . 416
“Luxury” and “beauty” obviously also could have social functions, but they seem to have
existed as mental categories of an aesthetic nature.
A.K.Warder has the same difficulties with the concept of aesthetic pleasure in Indian literary
theory. There is no ancient term for it . 417 On close investigation of the common term rasa,
"flavour", it does seem to end up being used with this modem-sounding meaning.
The widespread visiting of Egyptian tombs in later times suggests that the old idea of a
hidden art whose value lay in its magical efficacity was changing. The same art could
become display art without any change in its canons, just in its use. The two uses partly
overlapped when it was a family tomb that was opened for inspection. Benefit for the family
line might come from impressing the cultivated minority as well as by opening up more
direct paths to the god, and this could be done without changing the stylistic or iconographic
canons. It is worth highlighting Yoyotte’s agnostic comment that whatever the differences
between the concepts of the magical force stemming from highly “animated” secret statues,
and of aesthetic quality, it is precisely those works of art which were made by the highest
ranked court artists (i.e., for the highest dignitaries and of the highest gods) which have been
the automatic choice of modem dilettanti. 418 We may assume a transition of much the same
sort, if a less dramatic one, in the traditional funerary art of archaic, Classical and Hellenistic
411 ART EGYPT p.325.
413 ART EGYPT P.326, 328, also p.146, where gesture and word are said to need each other, as does the plastic
and die epigraphic. M uch o f this is very specific to Egypt. See Grieshammer’s OPENING OF THE MOUTH and
the other 27 headwords mentioned in the course of his LX ÄG article. He says that there are signs o f this
complex o f rituals from the Old Kingdom period, but that from the 18th Dynasty 17 scenes survive involving the
ceremony. In a presumably unconnected but parallel ceremony, eyes were opened of medieval statues of
deceased nobles: SECULEFEIGIES.

413
414
415
416
417
418

ART EGYPT p.147.
ART EGYPT p.194.
ARCHAIC ART p. 113.
ART EGYPT p. 145.
KAVYA 1 p.22, p.52.
ART EGYPT p.145-146.
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Greeks. There can be little doubt that much of archaic art projected a force greater than that
of the merely aesthetic. The concept of the “decorati ve” is qualitatively different for the early
periods and the Hellenistic, but it is notoriously difficult to draw any clear lines, and when
script comes into consideration, things are further complicated.
It may be of some significance that the carving of stone was done by very primitive and
painstaking technologies in Egypt, right up until the Roman period. At this period of cultural
discontinuity carving became easier, but the making and placing of effigies ceased.419 What I
have called the kinesthetic semiotics of engraving and glypting may come through from the
processes of abrading and drilling to influence attitudes of the viewers. 420 It may be of some
added significance that the generalised word for “artist/craftsman” in Egypt once meant
“fashioner of stone vessels” . 421 A key element here and in much of the ancient world was the
polish of the surface, which in Greece transformed any stone type into "marble". The quality
of the carving, the polish of the stone, the colour of the stone, and what may be equivalent to
some of these, the origin of the raw stone, are all mentioned in Greek post archaic verse
inscriptions. In a later chapter we must enquire whether these concepts apply without much
change to the making of Greek verses themselves, i.e., what difference there was between the
way the cutting of uninscribed but glypted images and of the inscribed words was perceived,
given a common context of “animated” precious materials.
Although precise statements are not possible and although actual influence on Greece from
Egypt is certain only for the kouroi, the comparative interest and the later sharing of
traditions under the Ptolemies makes the nature of Egyptian traditions of interest for epigram.
Number and letter magic will be seen as typically Egyptian. The small boundary between
painting and sculpting may apply to a slightly lesser extent to Greece, where Winkelmann’s
pristine marble surfaces were probably all once painted. A certain indifference to the
difference of wood and marble statues also applied to a lesser extent to Greece, where xoana
long remained the most sacred effigies.422 Caution is indicated to the would-be generaliser
when it is noted that Egyptian dlite culture is marked with polite reserve and with a stylisation
as extreme as that of the Far East423 (the wisdom literature is full of this) but that its
419 ART EGYPT p.364.
420 Even for secret art there must have been viewers. Those commissioning it would have known what they
were getting, and perhaps supervised the slow production process. Conceptual contradictions abound in the texts
which attempt to delineate ancient attitudes in terms of our culture. ART EGYPT p.143 gives proofs for a belief
that die statue was “found” rather than made. See also p. 157-158 for consideration of the inherent types of
stone from various quarries. Perhaps we should say the statue was “helped” out of such highly-regarded
materials, in which it was imagined as imprisoned. Vasari would have understood this. A statue pre-existed the
sculptor’s art to some extent, and the material from which it was made had its own highly specific potency. But
it also needed the demiurgic act, the specific characteristic of Ptah, who ruled both cosmic creation and the high
arts. Architecture and writing needed to have added to these the characteristics of Thoth. Perhaps the apparent
contradiction of the pride and the humility of the carver can be resolved by assuming that he submerged his
individuality into Ptah. This is evidenced in many periods of religious art, in many countries. One accessible
example is that of Icon painters.
421 E.g. Ipmvw , lunwt — art/skilled craft, artist/craftsman. In Kaplony’s thesis, in MEDET NEFERT, p.293, this
may not support our case on influence from glypting on style and content, as the original overtones of the words
he sees as generalised and “abstracted” may well be left behind in their new uses. However, his claim that there
developed a secular and aesthetic “fine literature” out of previous functionsgebundene Vorbilder (p.314) is of
comparative interest for the literatising of the Greek epitaph, particularly his tendency to take a reception-critical
stance. The beauty was in the ears o f the would-be cultivated Egyptian public, and not necessarily obvious in the
form given the language itself. For the word family hmw see also Faulkner’s dictionary p. 170. For the exquisite
pains and exquisite achievements o f even pre-dynastic stone drillers and polishers, see ART EGYPT p .130.
422 Because the process of manufacture of effigies in hard stone was (etymologically at least) the Art par
excellence of the Egyptians, ART EGYPT p.159, wood and stone could not have been totally equivalent supports
even in naturally archival Egypt.
423 ART EGYPT p.153-5, p.332: Si l ’Egyptien de pierre est «lourd», c'est que la sagesse egyptienne lui dicte
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epigraphy still tends to loquacity, particularly in the later period, e.g. after the -4C. Thus the
cause of the continuing brevity of Greek epigram cannot solely be that of a cult of public
reserve. And to recall the Philae inscriptions, to which we consecrated a chapter, it might be
noted that the permission to add to the Pharoah’s buildings, to build near them or like them,
to add statuary to them,424 or even to engrave something in them (seen perhaps as an act
equivalent to the others) was severely restricted, it seems, in the “best” periods.425
Sacred vandalism was itself an art form in Egypt and appears to have had its rules. In a
country where rebuilding the great shrines was a duty and redoing the painting or the
engraving of a private image was a ritual act,426 writing up a proskynema on the walls of
Philae would have held an added significance, even for ethnocentric Greeks.

lea auteurs d e s «Instructions» m orales el m ondaines: la reserve d e s g e ste s et d es p r o p o s fa it la distinction el le
sa in t d e l ’kom m e de bien. Also p.338, but also p.248, 194.
424 ART EGYPT p.344.
425 ART EGYPT p.177.
426 ART EGYPT p.222: un Systeme qui imposait ä remanier sans cesse les edifices cultuels saved what remains
to us o f Akhenaton’s temples, even if only in the form of reused rubble. Also p.210ff. for the constant redoing of
parts o f Kamak.
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2. Text — Appeals to the living Müller
Anrufe (und Anreden) an Lebende Müller C. 1975
A long and evolving tradition, beginning in the the 5th Dynasty, being intimately bound up
with the long-running tradition of inscriptional (or dipintional) biography and with the longer
tradition of so-called funerary decoration. In the decentralising 5th Dyn. there was apparently
a loss of confidence by the more rural dlite in the efficacity, or the reliability of the Death
rituals, and textual signs of this uneasiness, the Anrufe, begin to appear first in the provinces,
appended to a biographical funerary text. Here written appeals begin to be evidenced, made
to "the living on the earth" (one would assume, from Baines WRITING EGYPT, that this
would long have excluded foreigners), to "all men" who pass it, or "go up and down", i.e., the
Nile. The request is over thousands of years for a ritual act, a sacrifice, of bread, beer, cattle,
birds etc., or, more interestingly, for a prayer, which would of course have been oral and
weighty in speech-act terms:
All you people who will see this (my grave), you can praise god for me in this.
0 you living ones on the earth, who will pass by this grave, pour out water for me, for
1 am a keeper of the secret, give a funerary sacrifice out of what you own, for I am
beloved among men.
Seeing that Müller has chosen to isolate this element of what are often lengthy ancient texts,
we may take it that he or his editors regard it not just as a topos, but as a separable part
possessing some textual autonomy.
Sometimes in such colophons to biographies the deceased promises rewards for the
recommended pious (or auspicious) conduct, e.g., that the cooperating wayfarer will be
enrolled in the retinue of the god(s), will himself come securely to port in a necropolis, or will
have the steady love of the King and the favour of god.
Another early text variety is called by Müller "Addresses to the visitor". These can be
directed at priests and necropolis workers, and involve warnings not to disturb the grave or in
any way to defile it. Fearsome penalties are invoked, promises of protection and support are
made.
In the OK it is easy enough to separate two genres, Anrufen and Anreden, Appeals and
Addresses. However, they are both contained, apposed, in the grave inscription of Nechebu
(Nhbw):
§ O you living ones upon the earth, who will pass by up above this grave, if you want
the King to praise you and if you want to find honour with the great god, do not tread
on this grave or you will become defiled and unclean. Everyone who treads on this
grave will be defiled and so will fall under the judgement of the great god, and I will
expunge his descendants and his estate buildings from the earth. §§ O you who live
upon earth, who will pass by up above this grave, if you want the King to praise you
and to find honour with the great god, then say: "a thousand in bread and beer for.
Religious consciousness was of course changed by the break up of the central authority and
symbols of the OK. Graves were widely plundered and the cultus for the dead lapsed more
widely. There grew up the concept of a happy hereafter, independent of the cult, or almost so.
For the requests to the living in the Middle Kingdom continue to favour the boon of a cubic
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offering. The majority found from this period are at Abydos, and these were not set over
graves, though the inscriptions speak just as if they were inspirited by the deceased, like grave
"stelai" (see STELEGYPT). It is significant that stelai like this often indicate to the reader
that their nominee did not set up a grave cult for himself, did not endow his continuing ritual
memorial with any priests.
The MK Appeals can be found on walls of funerary chambers and on statues placed in
temples. Sacrificial offerings, prayers, reciting of the sacrifice formulae, and participation in
the sacrificial meal are what are requested, more or less as in the OK. The texts become more
specific about the "passer-by", naming the classes of scribes, specific classes of priests, nome
authorities, or generally:
You who love life and hate passing away, say: "A thousand in bread etc. for.
O you living ones, you existing ones, who love life and hate passing away, who will
pass by up above this grave. Since you love life and hate passing away, sacrifice for
me what is in your hands. If you have nothing, then say with your mouth: "A
thousand in bread, beer, cattle, birds, alabaster, clothing and all good things for..."
O you living ones on the earth, all scribes, all men who will pass by this memorial
stone, if you want your god to praise you, say: "Lifebreath to the nose of..."
In return the passer-by is promised love and favour, as before, but also long life, "remaining
in his seat", and successful passing on of one's dignities and functions to one's children:
O you living ones on the earth, all recitation priests, all scribes, all weave priests, all
princes, who will pass by this memorial stone, if you want your domestic gods to
praise you, if you desire to remain in your seats, that your children inherit your
positions, that you return home happily, that your wife enumerate your trips away (!),
say this: "A small sacrifice offering which Osiris gives to ..., may he give a thousand
in bread, a thousand in beer, in cattle, in birds, in all things for..."
It is from the MK that the addition is made that the prayer for the dead is pierely a breath
which costs no money or effort. Also new is the thought that the gift or prayer is of more
benefit to the giver than to the receiver:
A breath of the mouth it is (only? therefore?) beneficial for the dead. This is not
something to exhaust a man. For it is more beneficial for the one who does it than for
him for whom it is done.
It does not come out of your treasure chest and it is not a trouble to your mouth if you
say it. For he who does this I will be a protection for his welfare and a shield for his
children.
The deceased is still concerned for the maintenance of his grave:
It concerns each chief, each son of a man, every noble and every townsman. If he
does not protect this grave with what is in him, god will not accept his white bread,
and he shall not be buried in the W est... All scribes and learned ones who step on the
grave and say (A thousand in bread etc.) for the Ka of ..., will have me intercede for
them in the underworld.
In this (MK) period we read the wish for the name to be preserved. In the quarry inscriptions
of Hathnub, done in a style imitating that of memorial stones, we find at the ends of the texts
frequent wishes and blessings, or threats and imprecations, directed at the passer-by, to
encourage him to award to the picture the customary honours and reverence:
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"As for you craftsmen, ship handlers and other people, who will raise your arm to this
picture, you will be rewarded by cntj (?). As for those who will destroy my name on
my picture, the god of the Hare-nome will exclude your children from his realm after
his death.
The 18th Dyn. cliff graves at Thebes differ from the preceding examples in their allocation of
architectural space for the visitors of graves in the first section of the fore-chamber, even
though private funerary cult was still secondary to the official one. The texts are more
specific again about the different groups of visitors expected: for the first time mentioning the
literate visitor specifically. Imaunedjeh (Jnfw ndh) offers the opinion that visitors fond of
reading will bring an interest in the life of the deceased with them as they visit his grave, (note
the continuing link of Anrufe and biography) and Rechmire emphasies that the content of the
inscription would be worth the reader's knowing. The request for a material offering (bread
and water) retreats. It is overtaken by the prayer, to appear now only as wishes in the latter.
What the inhabiting spirits of the statues and stelai ask for after the sacrificial gift and the
recitation of the sacrificial formula is: water libations, flowers, the breath of the north wind,
that their statue last long, that their name "be named", and remain in memory, and that they be
participants in the sacrificial meal. The traditional short formulae are now often expanded.
Amenophis son of Hapu is brought in as a mediator between Amon and mankind:
You men of Karnak who wish to see Amon, come to me. I pass on your prayer, since
I am the herald of this god. Amenophis II established me as the repeater of what is
said in the Two Lands. Make a small sacrifice to me and call on my name daily, as it
is done for something promised.
The traditional promises take on a more personalised tone, and the death of the passer-by
begins to be envisaged:
O you living ones upon the earth, all m en... who will enter into this grave of the
necropolis, who love life and hate death, you should praise your city's gods and not
taste the fear of the other country. You will be buried in your graves, you shall pass
on your dignities to your children... if you say: "A little sacrifice... (etc.)"
In this 18th Dynasty as in the MK the point is quite often made that this request for a
"sacrifice-prayer" is a light one, not requiring much effort. W hat is new is a lesser emphasis
on the benefits to the deceased, and a linking of the efficacity of the prayer with the
willingness of the deceased, in his lifetime, so to treat the Anrufe he himself had seen. No
longer immediately connected to the prayers, funerary threats and curses continue right into
the Late period.
In this late period the Appeals are mostly found inscribed on statues placed in temples and on
stelai on graves and in temples, much less inside the grave buildings themselves. Thus the
Appeal inscriptions are not placed anywhere near the actual grave. Groups of persons, mostly
classes of priests are specifically addressed, with multiple Appeals, whose prayer begins to
vary slightly:
O every weave priest, give me your arm with libation and incense. I f you see the
statue, pass not by. W ater and the breath of the mouth are more useful to me than a
million things, and are for you a beneficial thing for the future.
O you hour priests of the temple, townsmen of the city, may Amon be favourable to
you, may your favour with the King be great, say: "A thousand in bread etc. for the
Ka of ... etc.
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Previously there were biographical texts in the 1st or 3rd person to which the Appeals were
appended. Now in the Late Period this biographical part becomes less common, the Appeal is
more prominent, so that the whole inscription can be a direct address to the reader, and even
begin to omit the request. The subject of the inscription now turns to instruction and advice
for the afterworld, and the offering of the life of the deceased as an "example":
0 (you men) guild of Thoth, ranks of men who belong to the Ibis,... you who pass by
along this way and see this text, throw your heart into its content! forget not the
writing, act according to its contents!...
Stronger and stronger now emerges the desire for the name of the deceased to be explicitly
mentioned in the sacrifice prayer, and this boon is rated more highly than the prayer for food
for the deceased:
Every weave priest, every prophet..., who sees this stele and reads its hieroglyphs,
hear the prayer that I humbly address to you, think of my name and praise it well so
that the great god, the god of the West, will praise you for it!...
The rewards promised for such piety are a life free of worries and the blessing of children, old
age, and the passing on of one's official dignities. Also common is the thought that a good
deed will be rewarded with one in return. This final period is focussed more than the earlier
ones were on this world, in which the deceased achieve a kind of tranfiguration by the
continuing survival o f their good name, and by those now living regularly adverting to the
next world.
To a non-Egyptologist the similarities in thematics and in overall tactics of these Anrufe and
Anreden to the Greek (poetic) grave inscription are quite remarkable. Even more remarkable
is that a bibliographical search of the massive extent of this present project has failed to
uncover a single reference to such parallels in works on Greek funerary inscriptions. One
would need to temper my naive sense of recognition with the works of Baines WRITING
EGYPT, Haeny FALSE DOOR, and Martin STELEGYPT.
Nevertheless, we feel that we have uncovered a remarkable comparative foursome in the
epitaphs of Greece, the Appeals from the grave in Egypt, the hero and memorial stones of
India (*Sontheimer) and the brief tradition of funerary plaques in +8C Japan (*Mac6).
If they have ever been mentioned in the same paragraph, or even between the same covers, it
is in the byways of bibliography.
It is for others to plough this field which we have merely cleared of much of its undergrowth.
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3. What Egyptian Stele? W
— Martin 1975

d

& c h c \v & other terms

The commoner term w d (F. 'stela, inscription', pronounce like English 'wedge') stands for
many doubtfully related monuments: anepigraphic boundary stones, grave stones,
inscriptions on pre-existing rock surfaces (cliffs, quarries), small or large memorial stones,
and these can be free-standing, leant up against walls, or painted on, or incised in walls. The
term may be more precise about content than about form, thus differing from chc(w), (in F.,
without the W, = 'stela'). ["F." in this discussion means Faulkner's Concise Dictionary of
Middle Egvptianl. W d is, indeed, consonantally homonymous with the word "command".
This need not have been the full phonemic story, but Martin suggests a derived meaning for
the monument "wedj" on just such a basis: "an agreement or decree translated into a very
durable material and state". Thus the textual element seems primary from the etymology, at
least, if this etymology is secure. Not so for "stele"/"stela" in tardily literate Greece. Martin
takes that Greek word to come from crreXXo), not the traditional icnr|pi. However, this is of
minor importance for our present discussion, even though chc is the common verb meaning
"stand" in Egyptian, having many derivatives, one of which, a homonym, means 'stele' as
noted above, and another, mchc, means 'tomb'. Other Egyptian words semantically related to
these are: c b 3, originally "sacrifice stone" (F. 'offering stone'), and srh, (F. 'memorial') this
clearly a deverbal derivative, causative of rh (the common verb "to know"), and finally, mnw,
which gives the most general concept of 'monument' (F., also used of quite portable objects).
Unlike the broader mnw, wd can be assumed to apply only to simple and artistically unified,
not to complex or multiple memorials. Such lexical refinements are not apparent in F.
The rounded top of the commonest form of sculpted/painted "stele" imitates the vault of
the heavens. Thus such a monument, freestanding or painted on a larger surface (it seems to
matter little in Egypt), visually bridges time and eternity. The freestanding ones seem to
share many historical, typological and functional continuities with those set in walls, and with
those merely painted on walls. Hence all similar objects may be called stelai, as all short
poems may be called epigram.
Three categories of them are suggested, on functional grounds: A. memorials for
individuals; B. memorials for an event; C. neither of the former. Most examples belong to
category A.
A. The earliest examples (1st Dynasty), and always the majority, were gravestones for
individuals. They refer to the place of burial, bear the name and titles of the deceased, and
also stand for the deceased and mark the place for performing sacrifices to the dead. The
rarer kingly stelai are always rounded on top, artistically "through-composed", and come in
pairs, but the private monuments show great variety. The latter regularly lack the twin
monument needed by a kingly stele (and often by a kingly statue), and in rough hieroglyphs
indicate the name and title of the deceased. They may not be upright, but merely be included
in the larger monument, and this overlaps with the False Door, q.v. In fact, the external
niche, marking the place for cult, which gave rise to the False Door, quickly led to a decline in
the function (and therefore, place) of the "stele" as a primary indicator of the locus for ritual.
Despite confusion of terminology in the field, Martin tries to keep separate the concepts of
grave stele and grave obelisks, false doors, and cenotaphs, all of which are cross-referenced in
LxÄg. Grave stelai from the OK are actually quite rare.
Near the end of the OK and in the first Intermediate Period, stone tablets set in the mud
brick mastabas become popular, the best known early examples coming from Naga-ed-Der.
They are provided with a frame that suggests their status as an independent monument, and
Egyptologists have traditionally called them stelai, rather than tablets or plaques, because of
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their ancestors, and also because of their MK progeny. The latter were shaped like the
simplest, round-topped, otherwise rectangular modem western gravestones. As regards text,
there is usually a primary text in the upper section, under which comes the almost compulsory
picture. The text can have: date, Sacrifice formula, Abydos formula, prayers to the gods,
Appeal to the living, autobiographical and biographical information and information about the
setting up of the stele. The picture must have the erector, who can be sitting, standing or
praying before the food table, perhaps with his relations and associates, perhaps with servants
and even with gods. High up there is usually a pair of Ujat eyes, often bracketing a Shen ring,
sometimes the winged sundisk, two jackals, and many figures of gods. Later also the boat of
the sun. More humans were often pictured in the second Intermediate Period, a
"democratisation" of the picture which began in the late MK. The majority of MK stelai are
the plaques from Abydos, and there is little reliable archaeological information on their
original placing . 427 However, it seems that many stelai were stood leaning against the outside
wall of a temple, that free-standing stelai were to be found inside and outside buildings, that
they were found both in genuine and "false" graves, and that there were small stele-chapels.
The stele remained a significant element in funerary architecture.
The New Kingdom bequeaths to us a great number of funerary stelai, mostly now of
painted wood. The main inscription in this period is usually set in the lower register, and the
picture above. In this picture we more often see the deceased in front of a group of gods,
occasionally with the King still as intermediary, in the earlier periods, all placed before the
usual food table. While the free standing stelai were of the greatest variety, those set in the
walls of the cliff graves (mainly the cluster over from Thebes) were remarkably predictable in
form. The picture in these shows a secondary cult place, they are in the "court", and almost
always are placed on one or both of the shorter sides of the cross-room. They are very rarely
found in the primary cult place, that is, the statue niche.
In the Late Period the funerary stelai were often placed in the inner, coffin chamber itself.
The picture begins to contain only otherworldly motifs. In Ptolemaic times stelai appear with
Greek language inscriptions, and every-day motifs. "Door stelai", which like False Doors
close off the way to the grave, showing symbols of resurrection, are also covered with
everyday motifs, and these obviously go on to influence Coptic gravestones.
B. Some form of raised stones are used as markers for roads, fields, cemetery boundaries
and territories in most cultures. They have magical power in Egypt, as in many other
cultures. Few ever survive in situ, and most of those found come from digs in temple
precincts. In some sanctuaries there were "architecturally immanent" elements like snake
stones, obelisks, and other freestanding offerings of kingly or private dedicators. The temple
must have been full of these small monuments, their original mid-room or mid-corridor
placing discernible from the fact that they were decorated on all (usually four) sides. The
private examples are mostly votive stelai functioning as cenotaphic grave stelai. See LxÄg
*Geliibde (vow) for the reasons for such a practice. [We will quote in German form any cross
references given for the increasingly confusing tail end of Martin's classification whose
English form would not lead easily to them]. Special types of votive stelai are the ear stelai
and the gift/sacrificial stelai. The Classical shape continues, but variations abound: totally
rectangular, crowned by a pyramid, obelisk decorated, even crowned by a Hellenistic carved
head. A Late Period innovation is the "Stelophoros", a statue of a person kneeling before a
small stele, usually displaying a prayer to the sun god. These were at First placed in East
facing niches of the brick pyramid of the grave, and later developed into a common temple
statue tradition.

427 I have searched die best egyptological library in NSW and come up with very little on these humble
memorials.
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Motives for the erection of kingly stelai (and therefore, what would be pictured on them)
include: historic events illustrating the w/artf-oriented doings of the king, victories, unusually
successful hunting expeditions, dynastic marriages (see *Heiratsstele), religious feasts, quarry
works, buildings, the opening up of new land for cultivation, *Bentresch-stele, *Satrapenstele, *400 Jahrstele, *Nahr-el-kelb. Stelai took their place in kingly propaganda. It was
common to "publish" wd (decrees) on a wd (stele) to give them everlasting force. Decrees
survive of exemptions from tax, innovations in the fields of trade, politics and religion, or
restorations of the old. Also the institution of a new temple, and even decrees from the gods
themselves to make the temple more sacred: *Verbanntenstele, *Hungernotstele, as also the
installation of a new holy animal, (*Mendesstele) as well as stelai commemorating the deaths
of sacred animals (*Tiere, heilige, and *Tierbestattung). Most of these animal stelai really
belong to the categories of the votive stele and/or the memorial stele for the dead.
C. Conveniently, if perhaps confusingly classified with stelai are cult objects like the
benben, (F. Bnbn - the sacred stone of On, and, with a slightly different spelling, presumably
a feminine variant, bnbnt - pyramidion (a common word), secondly, presumably a
homophone, we have in F. bnbnt - stem of a ship, but without the vowels we cannot be sure
— perhaps it is the same word). Another of the "varia" is the house-altar with a picture of the
gods or of the ruling family, best known from Tell el-Amama, perhaps also those stelai with
pictures of gods treated by Hayes, and by Tosi and Roccati from Deir el Medina. The pictures
function as memorial images or rulers' images. A quite different sub-group of the varia are
the magical stelai, and their most famous sub-sub-group are the Horus-stelai. These are
generally small in format and are found in graves and houses, being used for apotropaic
purposes as the even smaller amulets were long to be in the Middle East. Very occasionally
we actually find amulets designed in the form of highly miniaturised stelai.
The concept of the stele comes to the mandarinates of Europe from alphabet-using
Semites, and particularly, from the Archaic and Classical Greeks. While not easily
transferable to a culture so inward looking and sui generis as that of Egypt, it seems to bear a
reasonable correspondence to native realities. No doubt this is because of very general
comparabilities in the use of standing stones in the various bronze ages, world wide, and
perhaps in the various Neolithics. Egypt is easier to study and to discuss than some other
areas because, like China, and unlike India and Europe, it had a high degree of both forced
and naturally centripetal cultural unity. The uses of inscribed standing stones in Egypt is of
interest for later Greek and Coptic epigraphy along the Nile, and even for a wider comparative
survey of mazzeboth.
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2.
Scriptores Historiae Augustae, Aeli Spartiani Severus, chapter 16,
section 1, line 1 ft.
Aestate igitur iam exeunte Parthiam ingressus
<C>t[h]esifontem pulso rege pervenit et cepit hiemali
prope tempore, quod in illis regionibus melius per
hiemem bella tractantur, cum <herb>arum radicibus mi5
lites viverent atque inde morbos aegritudinesque con21
traherent. quare cum obsistentibus Parthis, fluente
quoque per insuetudinem cibi al<v>o militum longius ire
non posset, tarnen perstitit et oppidum cepit et regem
fugavit et plurimos interemit et Parthicum nomen me31
mit. ob qu<a>e etiam filium eius Bassianum Antoninum, qui Caesar appellatus iam fuerat, annum XIII.
4 1
agentem participem imperii dixerunt milites. Getam
quoque, minorem filium, Caesarem dixerunt, eundem
Antoninum, ut plerique in litteras tradunt, appellan51
te<s>. hamm appellationum causa donativum militibus largissimum dedit concessa omni praeda oppidi
Parthici, quod milites qu<a>erebant, inde in Syriam
61
redit victor et Parthicus. deferentibus sibi patribus
triumphum idcirco recusavit, quod consistere in cur<r>u
71
affect<u>s articulari morbo non posset, filio sane con
cessit, ut triumpharet; cui senatus Iudaicum trium
phum decreverat, idcirco quod et in Syria res bene
81
gestae fuerant a Severo. dein cum Antiochia<m> transisset, data virili toga filio maiori secum eum consulem
9 1
designavit, et statim in Syria consulatum inierunt. post
hoc dato stipendio cumulatiore militibus Alexandriam
17 1 1
petit, in itinere Pal<a>estinis plurima iura fund<a>vit.
Iudaeos fieri sub gravi poena vetuit. idem etiam de
2 1
C<h>ristianis sanxit. deinde Alexandrinis ius buleutarum
dedit, qui sine publico consilio ita ut sub regibus ante
vivebant uno iudice contenti, quern Caesar dedisset.
31
multa praeterea his iura mutavit.
41
iucundam sibi peregrinationem hanc propter religionem dei Sarapidis et
propter rerum antiquarum cognitionem et propter novitatem animaiium <v>el lo<c>orum fuisse Severus ipse
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postea semper ostendit; nam et Memfim et Memnonem
et piramides et labyrinthum diligenter inspexit.
5 1

Et quoniam longum est minora persequi, huius magnifica ilia, quod victo et occiso Iuliano pr<a>etorianas cohortes exauctoravit, Pertinacem contra voluntatem militum in deos ret<t>ulit, Salv<i>i Iuliani decreta
61
iussit aboleri; quod non optinuit. denique cognomentum
Pertinacis non tam ex sua voluntate quam ex morum
7 1

parsimonia videtur habuisse. nam et infinita multorum
caede crudelior habitus et, cum quidam ex hostibus
eidem se suppliciter optulisset <at>que dixisset, ille
<si suo loco esset>, qu<i>d facturus es<se>t, non
5

e[st]mollitus tam prudente dicto interfici eum iussit.
81
fuit praeterea delendarum cupidus factionum, prope
18 1 1

a nullo congressu <digressus> nisi victor. Persarum
regem Abgarum subegit. Arabas in dicionem accepit.
2 1

Adia<b>en<o>s in tributarios coegit. Brittanniam, quod
maximum eius imperii decus est, muro per transversam insulam ducto utr<i>mque ad finem Oceani munivit.
3 1

unde etiam Brittannici nomen accepit. Tripolim, unde
oriundus erat, contusis bellicosissimis gentibus securissimam reddidit ac p. R. diu[tu]m<u>m oleum gratuitum et f<e>cundissimum in aetemum donavit.
4 1

Idem cum inplacabilis delictis fuit, turn ad erigendos
5 1

industrios quosque iudiciifs] singularis. philosophiae
ac dicendi studiis satis deditus, doctrin<a>e quoque
6 1

nimis cupidus. latronum ubique hostis. vitam suam
privatam publicamque ipse composuit ad fidem, so7 1

lum tarnen vitium crudelitatis excusans. de hoc senatus ita iudicavit ilium aut nasci non debuisse aut mori,
quod et nimis crudelis et nimis utilis rei publicae
81
videretur. domi tarnen minus cautus, qui uxorem Iuliam famosam adulteriis tenuit, <r>eam etiam coniura9 1

tionis. idem, cum pedibus aeger bellum moraretur idque milites anxie ferrent eiusque filium Bassianum,
qui una era[n]t, Augustum fecissent, tolli se atque in
tribunal ferri iussit, adesse deindc omnes tribunos, cen-...
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1Lucianus& Soph., Philopseudes sive incredulus, Section 32, line 2 ff.

0062 031 32 2
. ..|io y io s tt] v CTO({)Lav Kat d u a a iy a l8 e a i[io s, ou8els
f ]v € tl Ttoy TiapovToav os oOx 'l KaTeylyytoaKe [iou
TToXXf]y rf]y a yoiay t o is toloutois clttlotoOvtos ,

5
Kal TauTa ’ApiyytoTou XeyoyTos. eyto 8e opitos
ouSey Tpeaas ouTe Tqy KÖ[ir|y ovre Tqy 8o£ay Tqy
uepl auTou, "T l t o u t ," ecßqy, "to A.plyyarre; Kal
au toioutos qaOa, f] pioyr) eXms Tqs dXqOelas'
Kanuov pieaTÖs Kal Lv8aX|idTtoy; to youy tou
10
Xoyou ckoI vo, duOpaKes q p ly 6 Oqaaupos Trec|)r|ve."
"Zu 8e," rj 8’ os 6 ’ApiyutoTOs, "el [ir|Te epiol
TTioTeueis p.qTe Aeiuop.dxto f\ KXeo8r)[itp TouTtoi
|ir|Te aÜTtp EÜKpaTei, tj)epe eine Tiya nepl Ttoy
ToiouTtou d^LOTiiCTTOTepoy f]yf) TdyayTia lyjjiiy Xe_
15
yoyTa;" "Nf] At'," rjy 8' eyto, "piaXa 0au|iaaToy
ay8pa Toy ’Aß8r]pö0ey eKelyoy AqiioKpiToy, os
ouTtos apa eTT€TT£ioTo |ir]8ey o lbv t € elyai ouaT^yai
ToiouToy toaTe, eTTei8f| raOelp^as eauToy els iiyqpia
e£to TTuXcoy eyTauOa 8ieTeXei ypac^coy Kal a u y
20
TaTTtoy Kal yuKTtop Kal (ie0' qpipay, Kal Tiyes
Ttoy yeayloKtoy epeayeXely aÜToy ßouX6[ieyoi Kal
8eip.aTouy oTeiXafieyoi yeKpiKtos eaOriTi |ieXalyq
Kal TTpoacoTTelois els Ta Kpayla p.ep.Lp.ripieyois TrepiOTayTes auTÖy Trepiexöpeuoy vno uuKyfi Tf| ßdaet
25
ayaTTT]8(oyTes, 6 8e ouTe e8eiaey tt)v TrpoaTTolr^aiy
auTtoy ouTe öXtos dyeßXetßey upös auTous, dXXa
pieTa^u ypacfxjoy, "üauaaaOe," e^iy "Trai£oyTes*"
ouTco ßeßalcos emaTeue |ir]8ey e lyai Tas thuyas
eTL e£to yeyofieyas Ttoy atojiaTtoy."
30

"T outo 4>r|s," r) 8' os 6 EÜKpaTrjs, "dyoqToy
Tiya aySpa Kal Toy Ar|p.oKpiToy yeyeaOai, ei ye

33 1
ouTtos eylyycooKey. eyto 8e upily Kal dXXo 8iqyr|aopiai auTOs TraOtoy, ou nap' dXXou aKOuaas’
Taya yap ay Kal au, to Tuxid8r), dKoutoy TipoaßißaaOelris TTpös TT|y dXqOeiay Tf|s 8ir)yr|aetos.

5
"'ÜTTÖTe yap ey Alyurmo 8if)yoy ctl yeos coy,
vno tou uaTpos eni 7Tai8elas TTpoc{)daei diTooraXeis, eTre0up.r|aa els K otttou dvaTTXeuaas
eKetOev eirl tov Mep.yoya eXOtby ÖKouaai tö Gaup.aaToy eKetyo rixouyTa irpos dylaxovTa Toy f(Xioy.
10 ,
eKeiyou p.ey ouv f]Kouaa ou KaTa to kolvov tols
ttoXXols acrrifioy Tiya (j)toyny, dXXa p.oi Kal
expriaey 6 Mep.ytoy auros dyol^as ye tö aTÖp.a ey
eneaLy eirra, Kal ei ye \ir\ uepiTToy rjy, airra ay
34 1
up.ly eiTToy Ta eTTT|. KaTa 8e Toy duairXouy eTuyey
qp.ly aup“ Xetoy Mep.4>LTT]s dyqp Ttoy leptoy ypa(i_
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paTecoy, Gaupdaiog Tpy ao<J>iay Kal tt]v TraiSeiay
TTdaav eiSoag Tpy A ly m m o y eXeyeTO 8e Tpia Kal
5
eiKoaiy €Tr| ey Totg dSirroig ÜTroyeiog a)KT|Keyai
payeueiy iraiSeuopeyog Otto Trig ’'IcriSog."
"TlayKpdTpy," e<t>r| 6 ’Apiyyarrog, "Xeyeig
epoy SiSdaKaXoy, dySpa iepoy, e^upppeyoy, ey
oGoyioig, del yoppoya, ov raGapaig eXXr|yi£oyTa,
10
emptier], cripoy, rrpoxeiXoy, üuoXeTTToy ra oKe\r\."
AuTÖy," t] 8’ og, "eKelyoy Toy IIayKpdTr|y Kal Ta
pey upcjoTa fjyyöouy öcm g rjy, enel 8e eajpwy
aÜToy ei TroTe oppicraipey to TiXoloy dXXa Te
TToXXa Tepacm a epya£6peyoy, Kal 8f] Kal em
15
KpoKo8eiXoay oyoupeyoy Kal Gvvveovra Tolg Gppioig,
Ta 8e y7TOTTTr|CJCToyTa Kal oaivovra Talg oupatg,
eyycoy iepoy Tiya dyGpayrroy öyTa, KaTa piKpöy 8e
(j)iXo({)poyoupeyog eXaGoy eTalpog a i™ Kal cruyfy
Gpg yeyopeyog, aiaTe TrayTwy eKoiyojyei poi Toay
20
diroppriTCoy.
"Kal TeXog TTeiGei pe Toug pey oiKCTag dmiyTag
ey Tf) Mep4)i8i KaTaXineiy, aÜTÖy 8e poyoy aKOXouGely peg" auToO, pp yap duopriaeiy f)pag Twy
8iaKoyr|aopeya)y Kal to peTa touto outco Sny35 1
yopey. eTrei8ri 8e eXGoipey eig tl KaTaycoyioy, ...
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38. Han - Chinese Stone
Older China in general
The third year o f the Yuanshi Era (13 CE). Made at the western factory o f the
commandery o f Shu. Imperial model. Lacquered wooden cup (bei), engraved and
painted with gilt bronze handles. Capacity 1 sheng 16 yue. Sized by Jin, lacquered
by Ji; final coat by Qin (?), handles gilt by Mao (?); painted by Li; (inscription)
engraved by Yi; cleaned and polished by Zheng; checked by Yi; officer commanding
the factory guard, Zhang; director, Liang; deputy director Feng; assistant, Long;
scribe, B a o r28
This comes from a precious cup belonging to a high official of the Lelang commandery,
incised finely on the lower rim, around the foot, a favourite spot in many cultures. Could any
inscription be more “oriental” and less Greek?
In his WHITE p o n y Robert Payne presents Yu Min-Chuan’s translation into 69 English lines
of five poems, once visible in the form of 700 beautifully written characters which were
engraved on stone in south Shensi, in, it seems, the -3C , though some still prefer them as the
Elegies of Ch’u. Number III is the shortest, with five English lines. However, it is also
fragmentary. What is of interest here is that it is a very early example of engraved poetry in
Asia. It is a long and non-epigrammatic text, but the fact of engraving poetry raises questions
of the meaning of verse form and the meaning of engraving (it), in cultures other than the
Greco-Roman.
Writing on bronzes and on slips of bamboo, and on silk, and engravings on lacquered cups
might all be argued to be inscriptions. Wall posters might also qualify, as dipinti do in Egypt,
for in China stone imitates book, as the concern for calligraphy makes clear. Many
inscriptions are apparently brush strokes made the more enduring, and epigraphy in the Far
East is closely tied in with the study of paleography, from both scientific and esthetic
perspectives. Giovanni Vacca gives a useful summary of this in ENC IT 1 p.70. At least from
the beginnings of the Common Era there has been a trade in rubbings of famous inscriptions,
mainly, I was told, for the calligraphy of the old masters (precisions in *McNair), and scenic
spots were expected to have evocative stones with such inscriptions. But the idea of a poem
written fo r stone, in the sense that words and content were primarily designed for that stone
and that spot, recalling some specific situation, does not seem to have been part of Chinese
expectations, even though the prolific Burton Watson notes that the Chinese have always had
a passion for occasional poetry,429 and we know that they put poems up, painted, on walls, as
a primary form of publication.
We will not here classify the poems on silk screens and other domestic decorations as
inscriptions, though from other points of view this could be argued. And from the point of
view of epigrams on art works, it seems that the Sino-Japanese cult of paintings which include
poems regards the poem as far more central to the viewer’s reading and viewing than are the
epigrams on western reliefs and paintings. The latter are clearly a reaction to the work, or a
caption for the work, and in both cases are quite secondary to the image.430

428 HANClVp.74.
4-9 1962; p.211. See however, ^Richardson, CHING LHASA, for some modem period poems on stone, and
^Cunningham MAHABODHI for some earlier, buddhist, inscribed hymns.
430 See McNair, in fine, for some native activity in collecting Chinese "inscriptions on paintings".
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2.

Chinese-Japanese Law codes and books of rites
1. MoZi

Mei’s translation of Mo Ti/Motze/Mozi431 indicates the need for simplicity in funerals (p. 125
and 128), gives the Yii rules about walking over graves, recommends a 3 foot high mound,
gives further rules (pp. 130-133). Hsiintze/Xunzi, according to Dubs pp.228-246
recommends that death be beautified, but not too richly, and gives specific rules for burial.
Of interest are two different translations of the sort of prescription we noted in the Japanese
Yörö code above:
XIX 15 Write his name, and put it on his tablet, so that his name is not seen, but
only the coffin containing the body is visible.
XIX. 17 Engraving his eulogy to hand it on to posterity is reverently
passing on his fame
(Dubs, p.236, 238)
...and by means of inscriptions, eulogies, and genealogical records one
reverently hands down his name to posterity. (Burton Watson, p. 105)
...das Aufschreiben des Nachrufes für spätere Generationen <sc. ist)>
ein ernsthaftes (ehrfürchtiges) Überliefern seines Namens. (Köster p.
255)
The “tablet” in Dubs’s first passage is treated in Couvreur’s Li ki edition: 1,1 p.201, and 11,1
p.139 on chapters II,ii,l and XVIII, 2. See Bibliography. There is a provisional tablet, qong,
which is not displayed, but later there is made a zhu, to which offerings will forever be
presented in the ancestral temple. In this pretended ancient work it is recorded that the latter
tablet, with his personal and family name on it, was hung in the temple, and at other times it
was buried there. The worshippers knew where it was, it seems, even when it was buried.
The translators differ about how much more is inscribed.

431 Accepted scholarly romanisation of Chinese remains the Wade-Giles. Older and non-English romanisations
tire still extant, in book tides particularly. English-trained scholars were brought up on die Simons' GR. Modern
Chinese is more and more found romanised in Pinyin version 2 (1958-), and some publications adopt diis for
scholarly purposes. As all systems are idendcal in inner structure, diough perhaps not all indicating dialectal
options or die "overloaded syllables" postulated for older Sino-Tibetan, I would prefer to make my citation form
die Pinyin. However this is not attracdve in extensive quotadons which may lead back to die original texts.
Non-Sinologues would benefit from use of Legeza’s little book. Sinologues often guess from the content
provided in die verbal context, and often are impauent with the minudae of romanisadons. In geographic names
die Communist mainland opts for Pinyin, and Nationalist Taiwan for Wade-GUes. In Western libraries chaos
has prevailed, but new attempts towards citational standardisation seem to be afoot.
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2. XunZi
From the later Xunzi, XIX 17 we gain a general idea about what the "Chinese Aristotle"
thought about inscriptions. We have noted one poetic eulogy.

My conversations with

sinologues have not indicated that poetry was common, and I do not have access to their
sources. Burton Watson’s work on Mo Tzu has an introduction where he attempts to analyse
the motivations of the sumptuary laws and the purpose of the frugalities recommended. To
follow this would lead us too far into an attempt to see old Chinese culture from the inside, a
task for which others have fitted themselves far better than I.
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3. JuXi +12C
A recent edition of a ritual text of much later date helps situate the more fragmentary
provisions of regularly reconstituted classics like the Yi Li and the Li Ji and may save us from
laughable errors. It can be assumed that since even before the Han the Confucian tradition
had come to he identified with punctilious performance of rites,432 the tradition was available
to Ju Xi in the +12C and that his detailed liturgical provisions represent much of the older
way of things. P.xxiii-xxv of Ebrey’s useful translation summarise the use of tablets. On
them were inscribed the dead man’s name and the name of his descent-line heir — nothing
else. The tablets were stored in special cases and opened on particular occasions connected
with ancestor worship. Touching them was a ritual act. They were periodically rearranged
and partly repainted to reflect changes in the hierarchy of ancestors as more of the family died
and to show what family member officially “served” the dead person now. Every day
someone at least looked in, no doubt recreating some of the atmosphere of those variously
elaborated rites celebrated two-monthly, five or six times a year, four times a year, on the
third month, in the first autumn after death, and on the first anniversary of “ancestorhood”,
that is, effectively but not formally, on the anniversary of death. All this took place in the
inner part of an offering hall of the ancestral shrine.
Inscription stones:
Two slabs are inscribed. The cover stone should have “the grave of the honourable A, of
such office” (if he had an office). The “bottom” stone should be more garrulous: “Such office
the honourable A, with B name and C adult name, of such prefecture, such county exercised.
His father was named D, of such office. His mother was of such name, such title. On such a
year, month, day, he was bom. (Then detail the cursus honorum, the year, month, day of
burial and the canton and village.) He married Miss E., the daughter of F, and had a son G, of
such office, and a daughter H, who married I, of such office.” These stones are bound face
together and buried. Ju Xi’s reason for this is quite explicit, and quite in keeping with his
taste for a rationalising rather than an obfuscating explanation of ritual and with the practice
of mankind world wide:
The reason for these measures is fear that at some future time the shape of the
landscape might change and the grave might be mistakenly disturbed by someone. If
they first see this stone then they would know the name of the deceased and be able to
cover it over again.433
The tablets are a different matter, and are handled in the text beginning p.l 12. They are to be
of chestnut wood, 1 foot 2in x 3in x 1.2in, that is, tall and narrow, and not large. Remember
that Chinese writing ran typically from top to bottom. The tablet regulations are noted as
abbreviations of a treatment by Cheng Yi which gives the wording required: basically name
and title, the permanent inscription, and a changing one updating the family relationship the
deceased bears to that living descendant officially responsible for his rites. On p .l23 of
Ebrey’s edition the inscription is given, with notes showing even more garrulous inscriptions
recommended or noted by Lti Kun.
433 JUXI-EB p.xv.
433 To do ihis they would have to untie the wire keeping die inscribed sides of the stones together. Ebrey
(p. 109) has a note to the effect that a Lti Kun found this provision about buried slabs to be senseless. He
proposed a visible tombstone with a public inscription. I cannot say how many of these Lü Kun-, Greek-style
stelai there might have been at later periods, though they are pictured in *Ching and other non-technical sources
available to me, from the Song period, and are said by Mac6 to have been used since the Han. Ancient
"provisions”, like many laws today, were neither totally ignored not rigidly followed. See also our next note.
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Note that the mound in this work is to be 4 foot tall (Chinese feet, see Mao's corpus of the
Tang for the figure of 3 feet), and the small stone stele in front of it also 4 foot tall:
It should be inscribed like the cover to the funerary inscription, then have a brief
rdsumd of ancestry, name and career.434
In summary: the social and the individual identity of the prominent deceased were preserved
mainly by means of cult, to which an inscribed name was fairly central. Only Burton
W atson’s translation of sumptuary laws specifies anything more than a bare name for the
periods late Chou/Han, though much later books specify or allow far more than this. His
phrase “genealogical records” may be a misinterpretation of a word which Dubs translates as
to posterity. Lastingness as a topos allows of unexpected reversals, such as that mentioned
H an p. 183 on a votive inscription fig. 140 which contains the wish: “May your life be longer
than that of metal and stone”. We have the same superlative paradox on Greek stones. One
could also say that it was a “natural” topos.

434 P.124, on which page is also given Si M a’s rationale for sobriety of burial, i.e.,for not providing all that is
permitted by the books o f ritual: “those in later eras who see these objects will think that the tomb contains gold
and jade.”
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3.

Thorp — Chinese Archaeology of burial

Thorp's book is technical, and has the mercy of a character index, a facility which,
paradoxically, helps the ignorant far more than it does the expert.
P.xiii-xiv, Han writers and later generally ignore the details of burial rituals and practices
unless epigraphy is present, and epigraphy which is of antiquarian (annalistic, genealogical)
interest. Nevertheless, the descriptions and prescriptions which survive do match the
archaeological record fairly well.
I find no account of spirit tablets and burial record tablets being recovered from this early
period, but most of the tombs had been pillaged long before modem discovery and it is likely
from the prescriptive texts that spirit tablets did exist. Being kept outside the tomb, they
would be likely to disappear before the muzhiming of later times, and it seems that there were
few or no muzhiming up to the Han. However, inscriptions of various sorts there were: p.31,
on Fu Hao's grave goods, her name and other short things; p.35, "inscribed ritual vessels", no
doubt without personal names, of the early Chou; p.75, tomb inventories (presumably
painted on boards) — the yi ts'e/yi cel which so help the archaeologist. Lacquered goods
were typically inscribed (p.172) from the factory, and (p.144) one is mentioned as dating a
tomb to about -80. P.148 In a huge tomb for a prince of Hopei there were 4,000 stones,
300kg ea., and many were "inscribed" by artisans. A crossbow is inscribed with a date which
may be rendered as 56 CE (p.150). P.153, the large tombs at Ch'u fu have rude working
inscriptions, or markings, on many of the large slabs. Bricks were inscribed (p. 195) in the
late Han as brickware grew in popularity, and they were also, like Roman bricks, stamped.
P.213-4 the ubiquitous grain jars often bear painted inscriptions naming the type of grain and
the quantity. P.222, one (only) of many an tray/tables is inscribed to indicate the amount of
goods it should carry. P.223, the short-legged, rounded boxes called lien are known to have
another name when of bronze rather than ceramic, i.e., tsun, by their self-inscriptions. On
the same page "engraved stones". P.246, an inscribed stone statue of Li Ping, a Ch'in official,
and p.248, offering shrines "often inscribed".
On the supports for possible inscriptions: It is not certain how early markers were placed
above graves, though the accuracy of the shafts driven down to early tomb chambers suggests
that such hidden tombs were clearly identifiable and measurable, p.43, mounds first in -5C,
probably from the kurgan of Central Asia. Such millennial traditions were also influential on
Muslim funerary architecture, it would seem, p.45^16 mortuary temples of the Wei, -3C.
We have mentioned the lacquerwork inscriptions and the bricks. P.221, the sacrifice hall
becomes a specialised space inside the spacious tomb in the Middle Han. P.240 ff.,
monumental sculpture not common until post Han (Six Dynasties). In general, grave goods
seem to have first resembled the utensils of everyday life, and later, in many places, taken on
special forms only found in a funerary context, p.256. Of course, such utensils were used in
rites for the dead, and so are not necessarily non-utilitarian in the full sense.
On p. 189 Thorp explicitly passes over many interesting grave goods which are not as specific
to burial as the ones he chooses to discuss, among them "texts and documents which reflect
the career of the deceased or his literary and philosophical interests", and refers to ten pages
of a book by Chi-lin ta-hsiieh for "terse treatments" of some of these matters. P.190 notes
that early and mid-Han texts call the objects made for the grave ming ch'i.
On the vexed question of uniformity of practice over place and time, Thorp's reading of the
pre 1979 archaeological literature suggests that uniformity of burial sites spreads towards the
Middle Han period. Confusingly, he notes that various periods, even the earliest, set the
pattern for later times. However, it is the Late Han which he most emphasises as
paradigmatic for the following, and even for all following periods, p.251. His residual
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tentativeness on this point is probably inspired by uncertainty about the varieties of later
practice.
Interestingly, the desecration of tombs seems to have been done on an official and public
basis at the fall of a Dynasty. The highly-organised methods by which very large and secure
tombs were opened bespeak at least local official involvement. Informal looting was also as
widespread as one would expect.
In summary, it may be concluded from a combination of Ebrey and Thorp that below- and
above-ground inscriptions were common enough in relation to Han graves (over, or close to,
in the case of temples), and in relation to the dead, even if not actually marking their tombs.
This refers to the earlier periods. Frank *Ching suggests similar things for the Song onwards.
Very few above-ground inscriptions were in verse (Ebrey our only source for these, all in the
Later Han period), and no verse is anywhere reported from the more hidden, subterranean
plaques, which is natural enough, as they do not proclaim, but record “archivally”.
The texts on spirit tablet are too short for a distinction between verse and prose to be at all
relevant.
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4.

Chinese stelai

1. Later Han - formative?
An enormous amount of book literature has survived in China, and for this reason if for no
other epigraphy has not been as fully exploited as it might in the study of the past. Much of
the epigraphy which we have from earlier times survives only in books. A promising and
reasonably formative period is the Later Han 25-220CE. From this band of time records
survive of about 300 stone inscriptions, mostly pei set up to mark graves or to commemorate
good deeds. Many were referred to in the +6C and not subsequently, and few of the original
stelai survive. However facsimiles, some of them quite old, help to make up for this.435 By
the Sung (960-1279) collecting rubbings was a major antiquarian and artistic hobby, which
explains why it was stones with fine calligraphy which were rubbed, and stones mentioning
famous people, while we have few of the more mundane ones, such as boundary stones.
Thus, we lose the texts of whole categories of stones. Scientific study began in the Sung with
the annotated catalogues of Ou-yang Hsiu and Chao Ming-ch’eng. Yiian and Ming Dynasties
did not bring many advances, but again in the Ch’ing (1644-1914) philologists, historians and
publishers evinced renewed critical interest in the corpus.
From the point of view of this study stone evidence is almost entirely negative. Though
epitaphs are indeed the most common category of inscription (with grave markers, they make
up more then half Ebrey’s corpus) there seems to have been no habit of writing them in verse.
Verse is sporadically found, and we know that prestige verse inscriptions were prominent, if
not numerous, in Mandarin culture. Let us consider a very long inscription commending a
deceased Magistrate of Ho-Yang. Ts’ao Ch’iian records that five named officials “and
others” admired the excellence of this honourable person. Together they engraved a stone to
record his merit, using these verses: and there follow 14 English lines full of the great and
good deeds of the Magistrate which conclude this side of the stele. From its placement it
seems that verse may have been felt to provide a sort of climax to this complex text. On the
other side is a list of about 57 notables and some of the amounts they contributed to the
monument. Gaps seem to have been left for future benefactions.
Some other inscriptions are indeed short, giving merely name and title (most are for titled
officials). Some are like the above, and run to considerable length. It is of some interest that
many stelai were raised by sponsors, whose names appear on the back. The frugality and
learning which is praised on the stelai of Wu Liang (151CE) and Wu Chung-shan might have
been expected to lead to very modest burial. The latter was a man without rank and who also
had no famous ancestors. His two grown sons indeed inherited next to nothing and had to
bury him in a small thin coffin. However, some grateful local group provided him with a
stele which, to judge from Ebrey’s discussion, was far from laconic.436 Inscriptions for
shrines were also quite common, public and private. In fact, poor and humble Wu Chungshan may have been elevated into one of those “good officials” to whom a sort of ancestral
cult was paid. Men of low status could have lavish temples erected for themselves, if they
were rich enough, and the sumptuary laws seem to have been easily ignored at this period.

435 Ebrey Ha n STONES p.326-327. We depend closely on her for most of this treatment. See also, on a parallel
issue, *McNair. See *Mao for a recent epigraphic corpus, of the Tang. See ^Richardson and ^Cunningham for
some Chinese epigraphy in Tibet and India respectively.
436 p.335. We remember a less stratified society, that of Athens, where the more prestigeous sorts of burial were
sometimes awarded to (or arrogated by) people of quite low status.
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Whatever their origins, such sumptuary legislation was old.
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2. The great ancestor of the Qin — from the Song Dynasty.
Frank Ching's ancestor, 900 years before his day. Four characters on a simple stele, which
had to have been put up considerably after the death of the high official, as the title Long Tu
(a pavilion, then a honorific title) was awarded to (or through) one of his descendants. The
common word Mu means tomb or stele. The romanisation Ching is dialectal, the family
being classically called Qin, = Chin.

QJ/M
<ITX

/HTi
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5.

Tang epitaphs - Mao's m assive corpus

Not a complete corpus, but 1,200 (the number suggested by the Display information card, and
confirmed by the chief librarian East Asian Collection, Magdalen Lee, but see below)
"selected" rubbings of Tang epitaphs/obituaries (funerary inscriptions, of any sub-type). The
original stones or bronzes have mostly disappeared and the rubbings can be old, and come to
us by indirect means, such as in printed editions of the Song and later. Transcription,
bibliography, findspots (if known), prosopography, biographical notes and graphological
annotations. See also the earlier Inscriptions tombales des dynasties T'ang et Song ed. Jao
Tsung-i, Paris-Hong Kong 1981. Presumably Mao subsumes this, sed non vidi.
With the article of Ebrey on the much earlier Han epitaphs, this series gives two snapshots of
funeral epigraphy almost a millennium apart. We have also found other books concentrating
on the modem period.
WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF BENILDUS NG (NG Yat Hei):
The introduction to vol. 1 presents, more or less in order, the following items of information
and clarification:
There is reference to a book on research in history and linguistics by a FU SI NIEN which
introduces a lengthy justification of the study of Chinese epigraphy. Another undated author,
TSU SI TUAN, has extended to 17 the list of reasons for valuing epigraphy (inscribed metal
and stone monuments). Some of these reasons refer by implication to iconography, which
does not seem to feature in any of the 12 vols of Tang epitaphs, but the following points refer
to all Chinese epigraphy, not just Tang period, and not just funerary:
1. Direct evidence for history
2. study of calligraphies
3. 'teachings' (perhaps those not well evidenced in books, or personalised
teachings of a single sage)
4. lexicography
5. clothing and head-dress styles
6. chronology
7. toponomy
8. prosopography
9. official titles
10. rituals
11. military system
12. whether people were approved of or disapproved of in their time, and by
whom
13. various honours
14. stage of career of a person at a given time
15. the situation, social, political and military, of an area at a given time
16. may preserve missing parts of the Classics
17. assists in interpretation of canonical sacred texts (mainly Buddhist).
There are claimed to be about 300 different types of (native) books on Chinese epigraphy,
i.e., about 300 different sorts of partial approaches. Some are focussed entirely on
calligraphy, or merely on relics of the autographed writing of famous figures. Some search
into aspects of religious teaching. Historians of various sorts extract from the available
epigraphs the few facts of interest to their various projects.
'fhe Mao senes is itself partial, confined to rubbings of Tang funerary epigraphy, but within
this compass it attempts to comment on all significant matters. There are in fact (says the
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introduction) over 5,000 rubbings represented (referred to? known to exist? Letter from
Madeleine Lee confirms that only 1,200 texts are contained in the 12 vols), 3,300 of the
rubbings from the distinct categories of MU ZHI MING, PEI ZHI MING, and TA ZHI
MING. About 1,000 - 2000 may be classified as "various", i.e., CA ZHI MING. Apparently,
as in Greek epigraphy, these classifications are both fluid and porous.
It seems that for this reason the texts are not arranged by general type, but under the names of
the person commemorated, of which there is a general index. I am not aware of any other
index in the present 12 volume work, though there will be a supplement of further and deeper
commentary. More than 90% of the people commemorated do not appear in the official
histories of the Tang. The present series goes well beyond far more than the 2,624 epitaphs
previously (?) published in two works translatable as: New Books on Tang and Old Books on
Tang, but presumably contains what was published in these sources.
The importance of the Tang period for epigraphy is said to be immense, and vice versa. The
Tang is the only period in which the number of names preserved in epigraphic records
(originals or copies) exceed those preserved in official books. Thus, for the last major period
before the spread of printing epigraphy was both widespread and well collected, because it
was collected soon after it was made and set up. Time and vandalism had had less
opportunity to erode the epigraphic resources of the Tang by the time that the immediately
following major dynasty, the Song, set about its enthusiastic programmes of collecting and
publication (mostly of "authentic" calligraphy). Because of its use of printing, it was also the
period marked by a sudden increase in publication and preservation of texts beyond those of
the major classics and thus many documents which might not have survived to our days in
MS have been able to do so in print.
It may indeed be that the mandarinate of the Tang inscribed stone and bronze (and gold?)
more than other periods had done, though this could be hard to prove. One major scholar of
the Song was OU YAN SHU, and for whatever reason he was also a great epigrapher (see
*McNair for the tendentious nature of directly epigraphic interest in most of Chinese history),
and his period contributed much to the preservation of the present rubbings. The texts of
"epitaphs" (of the four Chinese sorts listed) are more valuable as historical evidence than are
parallel passages from official histories, where we have both. Perhaps the latter include what
Frank Ching (ANCESTORS) calls "biographies", of an honorific sort. Inscribed epitaphs are
less restricted than such book texts in both style and length. They are not subject to the
viewpoint chosen by (or for) official editors. Though no doubt epigraphs have individual
and class biasses of their own, these would have been more varied and unstandardised,
allowing the historian a variety of windows on their times. To anticipate a little, it must be
noted that such Chinese epigraphic texts are far from short. They usually contain hundreds,
or even thousands of "words" (i.e., characters, syllables — to what degree these are all
"words" in classical Chinese depends on one's linguistic persuasion).
The Mao series has been slow in appearing. Apart from the original collection of available
rubbings (no doubt more are preserved, in locations currently inaccessible to Taiwanese
scholars), there is the task of transcribing them into modem characters, of chasing up ancient
commentaries and notes on them, and of providing a comprehensive modern commentary.
Finally, the facsimile of the rubbing is given. Because a more detailed commentary on some
texts has been difficult to complete in time, a Supplement containing such additions is
planned: TANG TAI MU ZHI MING ZHU CI.
There was report of a comment about some primary division into people and things, but Mr.
Ng could not offer me any information on the second half of that dichotomy, so we moved to
the "people" category and stayed there. It is indeed difficult to see how funerary epigraphy
could contain a "things" category at all. Perhaps "things" would contain some treatment of
the sculpture and of the monuments.
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MU ZHI MING are a pair of stone plaques, bound face to inscribed face, buried horizontally
in front of the out of door grave (the MU or mound). Nomenclature varied: MU ZHI, MU
MING, MU ZHI MING and KW EIFU ZHI. The stones are never longer than three Chinese
feet (in the Tang?), and are obviously not for display, but for record. One stone (the upper
one, the "cover", ? E ?) contains only the name and the single highest title achieved by the
deceased (as with the Song dyn. tombstone of "Long Pavilion" Qing, above). This is usually
written in fancy calligraphy. The under stone (no technical term given) contains a lengthier
text, the "epitaph" itself, no doubt both biographical and honorific. This is in exceptionally
plain style, very concise, but still averaging 500-600 words (!).
Above ground there was the PEI ZHI MING, which was bigger and more verbose, and no
doubt more carefully styled, as it was intended for display. Its text averages 2,000-3,000
words in the Tang. It is bigger than the MU ZHI MING, which does not have to display
anything, being a commemoration in the subterranean world of the dead (YU, not YANG,
MING), and intended to be long protected from damage by its inauspicious siting.
A confused account was reported to me by Mr. Ng of the mixing of M U ... and PEI... styles
from the Song period. It is said that the M U ... grows larger in the Song and can be put up in
front of a grave like (joining with?) the PE I.... The M U ... can reach, like the PEI... (of that
period?) as well, up to 10 Chinese feet in height. In the Song some "epitaphs" (of whatever
precise classification) contained more than the few thousand words which were the average
for PE I... of the Tang. This is not so relevant to us as the comment by the editors that in both
form and content the Tang period M U... and PEI... monuments were clearly distinguishable.
This is the corpus we are attempting to understand, not any later ones.
The PEI ZHI MING also goes by various names, some merely shortened (a common enough
procedure in literary Chinese for condensing multi-syllable terms), some being quite
differently worded: SHEN DAO BEI, BEI, and W AIZHO DI ZENG BEI, KUNG DI BEI,
SHING ZANG KE Cl. The former two definitely refer to what we westerners would call
grave stelai or grave stones. Nowhere in this text are the two sorts of spirit tablets mentioned
which were traditional (see the various books of rites, which all seem to mention them) in the
funerary rituals and ancestral shrines and temples, as these would have been inscribed only
with the personal name of the deceased. PEI ZHI MING objects called by the latter three
names may sometimes not be found situated in front of a grave, however, their shape and size
closely resemble those of the objects referred to by the former two names which are so found,
and thus all five have been placed together by Mao's team, in the same general classification.
TA ZHI MING seem to have been for cremated monks, and in this general classification have
been included the MU ZHI MING for (inhumed?) monks. I am not au fait with the way in
which the funerary urns of cremated monks were stored or displayed, which would affect how
and where these "Pagoda memorial plaques" were displayed. This group also rejoices in
different traditional names: TA MING, LING TA, ZOU TA MING, LING TA CHI, SOU TA
CHI.
The "other" category, ZA (ca?) ZHI MING, is not further specified. It would seem that the
classification of Chinese epigraphs is as fluid as that of ancient and medieval Western
epigraphy. We have already noted that the collection does not seem to have been ordered by
types of inscription or of monument. In fact, the principle of its arrangement is not spelt out,
perhaps it is in some pragmatic order of major sources. Thus, unless the Supplement provides
richer indices, it seems that one must individually check each epitaph to find its suggested
classification. It would seem to be (as we have already noted) that the above-ground
epigraphic texts would be more carefully styled than the (then) more common underground
texts, and thus there might well be some poetry in the inscriptions placed on the stelai. There
was no mention at all of poetic epitaphs in the introduction.
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By far the greatest number of inscriptional items (Tang) are provided by the M U ... category.
Then follow the T A ..., then the PEI MING, and finally the unclassifiable or various Z A ....
No actual figures or percentages are given.
I have obtained Mr. Ng's transcriptions of the Chinese characters for the more important
definition words. I did not look them up in Mathews and note their Mathews number. (This
is the only way to be precise about the character intended using my present computer system
and software). My romanisations above are a poor and hurried attempt to capture his
pronunciation, which is not the standard Mandarin accent I am more used to, nor indeed am I
expert in the writing down of any variety of spoken Chinese. Below can be found, in WadeGiles romanisation, Madeleine Lee's transcription of the main terms.
Given the lack of indices reported to me, and the great number of "epitaphs", it would seem
that further study of the corpus is at this stage not likely to produce any results of a
sociological or a literary sort.

1. Wade Giles romanisations of the key Chinese (Tang period)
funerary terms, done for me by Magdalen Lee:
MU CHIH MING: Mu chih, Mu ming, Mu chih ming, Kuei fu chih.
PEI CHIH MING: Shen tao pei, Pei, Wai chia te cheng pei, Kung te pei, Hsing chuang k'o
shih.
T'A SHIH MING: T'a ming, Ling t'a ming, Shou t'a ming, Ling t'a chi, Shou t'a chi.
TSA CHIH MING.
For the twin Mu tablets, bound face to face: The top one is KAI E , and the bottom tablet is
called MU CHIH MING (properly so called).

2. Equivalent romanisations in the Pinvin system, done by me:
MU ZHI MING: Mu zhi, Mu ming, Mu zhi ming and Gui fu zhi.
BEI ZHI MING: Shen dao bei, Bei, Wai jia de zheng bei, Gong de bei, Xing
zhuang ke shi.
TA ZHI MING: Ta ming, Ling ta ming, Shou ta ming, Ling ta ji, Shou ta ji.
ZA ZHI MING
GAI E & MU ZHI MING proper.
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6.
Fa tie - Model letters books in China and the peculiarities of epigraphic
interest since the Song Dyn.
McNair, Amy
The engraved Model-Letters Compendia o f the Song Dynasty in JAOS
114.2(1994) p. 209-225
The Fa Tie phenomenon had not previously not been monographically studied. This dense
article concentrates on the Song, when it began, 992-1279, exhaustively treating 300 years
of development, a period which set most later trends, both calligraphic and epigraphic.
Ancient writers were collected in Imperial canons (and therefore, select collections) in the
Tang (618-907) and the early Northern Song (960-1127), whose emperors possessed
autographs (or respected copies) denied to later periods. These valued MSS came from the
North and South Dynasties, 317-581; the Sui, 581-618; and of course the Tang, 618-907.
From these, under Imperial sponsorship and direction, the early and influential "Classical
tradition" was formed. A key early influence on this process was Wang Xizhi (303-361,
Langer's dates differ somewhat, 321-379) collected and imitated three centuries later by
Emperor Taizong. Wang arranged for the classical models for cursive and formal letters to
be cut in stone. Emperors were at first able to control which calligraphers were
"important". It took until the Southern Song for the Court to accept a canon of great
calligraphers established by public opinion among scholars. Tang Taizong ruled 626-649.
His copies were traced or reproduced freehand, presumably for limited distribution. The
styles he favoured became the "Imperial signature" of his time and later. No doubt he set a
precedent.
On the fall of the Tang the collections were dispersed. A Taizong of the Song, ruled 97 6 997, welcomed men of culture when he came to power and set Wang Zhu the task of
sorting the new Imperial collections, swelled by conquest, also of acquiring new materials,
and selecting the best hands, this time for limited publication. Publication was still very
limited as the compilation from 992 CE of various versions of just 419 carefully chosen
characters (called by McNair "letters") in the hands of 100 calligraphers from all periods,
was engraved on wooden plates rather than the more durable and more displayable stones.
Wood had already been used to print the Nine Classics from 932-952 at Loyang, and this
imitated processes seen by the printer, Feng Tao, in Shu (Sichuan). The text used was
however that of the early stone inscriptions of 836-841, and stone remained a prestigious
form for both printing and diplay. When printed, as copies or versions of it were later to
be, Wang Zhu's wood blocks would have produced 10 vols, but the use for which they
were designed seems to have been to produce perhaps limited ink rubbings, to be presented
to favoured officials on their promotion, a truly Imperial gift at that period. It was at first
untitled, an unique and protected collection rather than a "work", but was later variously
called Chunhua ge tie, or Chunhua bigefa tie, or Guanfatie. The accuracy of its many
later "re-engravings" was questioned even by medieval Chinese scholars.
Note in Vol. 5 of Wang Zhu's "Chunhua ge tie" — 'a couplet by the Han dynasty poet Cai
Yan (162-239+)'. p. 212. It is hard to judge if the 'couplet' is merely the minimum
quotable poetic fragment, or if was a recognisable literary form itself in the Han or the
Northern Song.
The original wooden plates of the Chunhua ge tie were apparently destroyed in a palace fire
of the Qingli Era, 1041-1049. Thus they lasted barely 50 years, but various rubbings
survived from them as well, no doubt, as did much of the original materials.
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The Later Northern Song, after the burning of the wooden "plates" ca. 10401127
Criticism of the imperial compendium in this century spurred scholars to do better, or
otherwise, and to use stone documents. The first seems to be the lost Cishutang tie of
Song Shou 991-1040. It is reported to have used two (= at least two?) stone documents,
specifically the Zhifou and Yishan (therefore well-known?) stelai, both of 219 BCE, Qin
dynasty (221-207, established by the "First Emperor", he of the terracotta army, recently
unearthed), but the work's general emphasis may not have favoured epigraphy as much as
this surviving detail suggests. The undoubted master epigrapher of all pre-modem China
was the well-known Song scholar Ouyang Xiu (1007-1072) who in his Jigulu published,
with colophons, the results of his epigraphic travels, in which he searched out stelai to
copy by means of ink rubbings, beginning about the year 1045, which was the approximate
time of the destruction of the plates of the Chunhua ge tie. The last innovative
compendium by a scholar-official in the Northern Song was the Ru Tie ("History of the
Brush") by Wang Cai, in 1109, which interests us because it not only included new
material from stones, but that it copied at least some letters from the Shi gu wen, the
famous Stone Drums, dated BCE ca. 333-222 by McNair. It even copied from a Northern
Dynasty stele for non-Chinese persons, i.e., one for Xiedouling Teng, and another for Sui
dynasty official Qianer Wenche.
As noted above, the study of epigraphy was done in the context of the neo-Confucian struggle
for political and cultural control. As Ouyang Xiu enigmatically said: "epigraphy in the
service of history", meaning a history rectified by the scholars.
This Ru tie compendium had the greatest variety of content of all the compendia, and of types
of sources.
Of course there were Imperial compendia also in the later Northern Song, all based heavily on
the Chunhua ge tie. Engravings were still routinely done on stones, and these were now
typically set up in a prestigious place for admiration and inspection, not hidden in the
recesses of archives. A notable "reengraving" of the original Compendium was that by
order of Huizong, the Daguan tie in 1109, whose stones were set up in the Taiqinglou
building in the palace ground. Thus the Daguan tie is also called the Taiqinglou tie. The
Emperor who commissioned it was himself an expert calligrapher in quite another style,
that of the "slender gold", or shoujin ti, as well as being a good epigraphist. He it was who
had the famous Stone Drums brought to Kaifeng and set up in the grounds of the National
University during the Daguan Era, i.e., from 1106. His Daguan tie was based, however,
not on stone and bronze epigraphy, but on MSS in the "Classical style".

Southern Song 1127-1279 - monographs and surveys
The Chunhua ge tie was again many times selected from or reengraved. It was all the
more important in the tradition as the Northern Song collections of originals had been
dispersed after the fall of Kaifeng, and earlier originals or trusted copies, such as anything
from the Six Dynasties, were no longer extant. Existing collections in the North were now
difficult of access and incurred a tax when imported. A contemporary emphasis begins to
emerge in compendia, with some newly published calligraphy, imperial and private, and
many more examples from the statesmen and poets of the not so distant Tang. Epigraphy
and bamboo strip writing was included in the Jiaxiutang tie, 5 voll, published in the Chun
xi Era. Also new in the Southern Song, by fashion or by necessity, was the appearance of
much more focussed, "monographic" compendia, either of: 1. Jin Dynasty calligraphy; 2.
Individual calligraphers of the Tang or Song; 3. Epigraphy (though only 3 such are
recorded); or 4. Song Dynasty calligraphy in general. Scholars still opposed themselves
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to the throne, rallying to neo-Confucian ideals, and to epigraphy, which remained foreign
to the central "Classical Tradition", based on MSS as always.
The only three monographs (entirely) consecrated to epigraphy were: 1. ca. 1243 Peng Dayu,
governor of Yuzhou in Chongqing (Sichuan), published 40 complete Han Dynasty stelai,
copied out horizontally and reengraved for printing in his Bogy tang tie; 2. in 1144, Xue
Shanggong, in his Lidai zhongding kuanzhi fa d e , included copies of bronzes from the early
period of the Xia to the Han. This work included Xue Shanggong's research into the
content of these inscriptions. Interestingly, two lost North Song collections o f inscriptions
from bronzes were not entitled "Model Letter Compendium"; 3. Mid-12C, Liu Qiu
compiled the Liyun tie. This was arranged as a dictionary of clerical script characters,
illustrated from stones of the period stretching from Han to Jin. It was treated variously as
a Model Letters Compendium and as a book on epigraphy. Few books straddled these two
genres.
The battle against epigraphy indicates not only political pressures but also the intensely
personalised learning processes favoured and sanctified in the East, where a master and
pupil share a symbiotic, osmotic bond by long, face to face contact. One of the eventual
Song Masters retorted: "One cannot learn from calligraphy carved on stone". By this Mi
Fu meant that he did not like epigraphy having too large a place, but more seriously, that
one should learn from sitting at the feet of a living master.
The last and largest compendium of the Song is the Fengshu tie of Zeng Hongfu. He
deplored the loss of accuracy in the "re-engravings" and used only ink-written originals as
his sources. He set up the stones for the work in his family's private school. To the neoConfucians, the content of the documents and the moral and political stance of their author
were as critical as the decontextualised beauty of their handwriting. These scholars would
not have chosen for publication and praise the calligraphy of men like Li Si, Zhong You or
the Emperor Yang of Sui, who were classical tradition calligraphers notorious for unConfucian political behaviour, and who still blithely welcomed into the Chunhua ge tie,
the mother of all Compendia.
The four great Masters of the Song ended up being Cai Xian, Su Shi, Huang Tinjian, and Mi
Fu.
In later dynasties fewer compendia were published, e.g., in the Jin (1115-1234) and the Yuan
(1279-1368). Some were produced in the Qing (1644-1912) and the earlier Republican
period of the 20C. This is somewhat misleading, as in the Ming there were large "religious
compendia", and hundreds of traditional examples are suggested for later times. McNair is
hard to summarise on this matter, being over-cryptic to the verge of becoming elliptic.
P. 214 Qing Dyn. scholar Cheng Wenrong t 1853 selected 2 very ancient Qin dyn. stone
inscriptions in his work, which was, by implication, still a most unusual practice, even in
the 19C.
Old stones (and these still served as defacto printing plates as well as displayable stelai) could
always be re-engraved to preserve their epigraphy the longer, as Egyptian and Greek
inscriptions were themselves periodically renewed. However, any concentration on
epigraphy as such was limited and rare in China, and went largely underground from the
Song to the Qing. Epigraphy was at best an adjunct to paleography. At worst it was a
mere collector's item.
Summarising:
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Jin period (1115 - 1234) few collections-compendia, but interest still shown in the content of
epigraphs
Yuan period (1279 - 1368) few in this period
Ming period (1368-1644), some, i.e., hundreds of wide-ranging surveys, of studies of the
hands within single dynasties, and of the calligraphy of single individuals.
Qing period: The category of epigraphy reappears. It had been largely quiescent since the
Song. We find a few compendia of Portraits, paintings, inscriptions on paintings (p.
224!), poetry , and catalogues of seal impressions.
It is important for us that Qing litterati even occasionally collected epigraphic (?) poetry, and
inscriptions originally placed on paintings, many of which must have been in verse.
What the Chinese then did with them might be complicated to describe. Like all native
traditions of antiquarianism, those of the Song and post Song Chinese seem to us very
limited in perspective. But even today, in the West, there are epigraphic areas, such as the
proper study of graffiti, where modem scholars are far from facing up to the full meaning
of the texts at their disposal. *Llewellyn also states the much-ignored obvious that
funerary and other "engaged" art cannot be satisfactorily treated by the rather effete
standards of fashionable art criticism. We have made similar claims regarding the proper
interpretation of monumental and funerary epigraphy.
From *Langer p. 578 we can add the detail that Qing Emperor Sheng Tsu founded a College
of Inscriptions (Nan San So) in 1677. He awarded posthumous honours to the Ju, the neoConfucianists of the Song. This same pro-American epitomiser also qualifies a number of
early 19C scholars as "archaeologists": p. 915, Lu Hsin-yüan, Miao Ch'iian-sun. This on its
own is enough to point out the dangers of generalising about Chinese archaeology and
epigraphy on the basis of a treatment limited to the Fa Tie phenomenon, and also mainly
concentrating on the period of the Song, a coherent tradition which, as its own author tells us,
was exclusive enough not to seen by later contemporaries as including monographs dealing
even with bronze inscriptions.
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7.

The Humble Chinese couplet, by P.M.Mc. and an anonymous scholar

It has become apparent that any intense, stooped, ink-steeped sinologue deeply suspects
the sanity of an enquirer into the Chinese couplet. As Chinese verse has syllable count and
rhymes, two lines are really the minimum citable verse unit, though style of language, intratextual clues, or even the good memory of the reader might render a single line a citation form
of verse.
It would seem, too, that all native discussion of the structure of "regular verse" assumes
that it is the couplet which is the basic building block. Any fool should know this.
The experts no doubt cannot see the point of the question. In any case they have never
responded to it. I have been forced to ask various educated Chinese Australians, who, out of
respect for the local and overseas mandarinate, prefer to remain anonymous. I will therefore
appropriate their offerings, and bear full responsibility myself for any errors of treatment.
The importance to INSCRIPTION AND EPIGRAM of the couplet is that citational forms
and inscriptional forms are being sought world wide, even if these are not high literary
entities.
It appears that what can be found in Frank Ching's ANCESTORS and Frances Wood's .
CHINESE ILLUSTRATION (see the very next item in these Addenda) does represent
common practice today. Couplets are commonly found in citations, in informal versifying,
and in "epigraphy", which includes posters and papers.
The shortest poem of a literary type is the quatrain. A two word phrase exists for the
couplet, tui4 lien2, "pair, parallel, contrasting" - "pair". This phrase seems typically to mean
two formally and semantically matching lines containing a poetic concept. Poems can be
described as made up out of such units, often called by the second, generic element of the
compound, lien. I am not sure if there have to be the same number of tzu2 (character-words)
in each line of a lien, as some forms of Chinese verse have different line lengths. However, it
is commonest to find them with each of their lines either 5 or 7 words long. I have two
examples, one prominently inscribed on the Catholic cemetery gates at Hong Kong, this of 7
word lines, and another, of uncertain origin, made up of two 8 word lines, both of which we
will reproduce at the end of this summary.
Chinese couplets are commonly written on scrolls (paper or fabric) designed for hanging
on walls. This is to some extent epigraphic, of course, but they are also commonly inscribed
on solid surfaces, wood and stone. Their colour is usually one of the following: black, white,
silver, gold, brown, and of course, red, and their colour can be determined by the occasion.
White and black (sometimes blue) are for funerary and grieving occasions. Black, gold and
red are for joy, as in marriages, birthdays and celebrations like the New Year. The 1995
opening of the Year of the Pig featured traditional couplets in the course of Sydney's
celebrations. Apparently they were commonly used in older times for, or on, greeting cards
left by intellectuals, and no doubt for many other purposes of an occasional and sub-literary
nature. As is to be expected, the couplet form was used in literary play, in capping games (in
which known poems were recited by different people, each taking a short section), or in serial
or chain extemporising, where, it seems, one composer would come out with just a single
line, and another would have to supply an appropriate line, with, of course, the same rhyme.
The first, 7 syllable couplet over page is on the gates of the Catholic Cemetery at "Happy
Valley" in Hong Kong. There is strict adversative parallelism from one line to the following.
My informant was not sure if they rhymed, but if so, this is presumably according to a
Cantonese reading of the characters.
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The other is of 8 syllable lines, and presumably is a full poem-fragment, though I have to
accept it unsourced as it comes to me, perhaps from some compendium or dictionary. It was
written by Professor She2 Hsiieh3 M an4 in appreciation of a ts'u2 written by L i3 Y u4, an
emperor of the Southern Tang who lived 935-978. Like many emperors, was well known for
his literary efforts.
The Chinese couplet seems to have been as distinct a unit as the Greek distich, though
never as literatised a form. Its identity and integrity is of importance to our general thesis.
The fact that it is entirely absent from high literature, while being quite acceptable engraved
on the most prestigious positions in decorated formal gardens, is a significant phenomenon in
the context of genre study, and of comparative epigraphy.
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Inscriptional couplet and book couplet:—
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39. Han - Chinese Paper
1.

Chinese Illustration - Wood

Chinese Illustration, is a book with far more historical depth than Japanese Book Illustration,
but less to tell us on the nexus of poem and picture in that culture. It seems that richly
illuminated MSS began in the West in (by?) the +5C and lasted 1000 years. In China printing
arrived much earlier, and colour printing in the Ming (1368-1644). In the 9C and IOC, books
and MSS happily coexisted. Evidence for this period has been miraculously preserved, and
shamefully ignored by mainstream western culture, in the cave temples along the silk roads in
Mongol/Turkic/Iranian Central Asia. The world's first printed book is an illustrated one (p.5
reference, p.8-9 facsimile page) a Chinese version of the Diamond Sutra, the
Vairacchedikäprajfiäpäramitäsütra, (868 CE and obviously Buddhist). It is in roll format and
is dated by its colophon:
Reverently [caused to be] made for universal free distribution by Wang Jie on behalf
of his parents on the 15th of the 4th moon of the 9th year of Xian tong [11 May 868
CE] p .ll.
P. 10 mentions the possible influence of Buddhist views about the duplication of texts (as well
as the impressive duplication of images) on the rapid development of printing in China. Of
course, the same attitudes did not have a comparable effect in (Buddhist) India or Sri
Lanka437 so native culture must also have played an important part: the very widespread
seals, the ink-rubbings in the Han of official and unalterable Confucian texts. Buddhists used
ink rubbings from stone carved originals in the +6C. Paper appeared in the early Han and
was common in Dunhuang by the +5C, and of course before (our first example is the fruit of
some centuries of development), and it was the cheapness and absorbency of paper that
allowed printing to take off. Wood block printing was suitable for the Chinese script, and
woodblock printing allowed the easy mix of graphics and text from the very start. As we
have noted, that sort of mix is normal in the MSS which preceded printing, so all we are
looking for is for printed books to reinforce the MS tradition we see even today in painted
scrolls with poems, and perhaps to tide that tradition over periods of neglect and decline.
All we may be proving is that the tradition of illustrated books was so well established that it
invaded printing in greater force and at an earlier time than would otherwise have been the
case. All this has relevance for the perceived suitability of poem to picture and of picture to
poem.
Interestingly for the precise copying of calligraphy, the wood block could be very accurately
carved if the paper original was destroyed, pasted face down on the uncarved block, and
wood chiselled away from around the black sections. If the original calligraphy was to be
preserved, I do not know how such accuracy was achieved (either the artist wrote directly on
the wood or stone or his paper original was pasted on it and thus destroyed in the next stage
of the copying) nor does it concern us greatly, because as long as people thought a "copy"
was accurate, its fidelity was ipso facto culturally adequate.438 Of interest is the chiselling
out of damaged or botched characters and their replacement or renewal by small wooden
inserts. This no doubt provided a gende path to the use of totally movable type. Like those
of Elizabethan England. Chinese authorities (in 835) adverted to the sudden popularity of

’' 7 Bui sec now IMAGES OF SRI LANKA. Our early epigraphic generalisations are wrong here, as they have
often been elsewhere.
438 *McNair now makes dear that many calligraphic books "reproduced" prestige calligraphy in freehand
"copies", a practice which, among other things, led to growing suspicion of the accuracy and thus the
authenticity of "re-engravings" of Fa Tie collections.
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printed books with censorship, and an edict of that year forbade the sale of block-printed
unofficial calendars.
By the IOC the industry was ready to produce the enormous bulk of the whole Buddhist
Tripitaka, 1,076 titles in 5,048 juan ("books" in the sense of major sections, which may be a
full volume or less). Notable for us is the habit of lavish frontispieces which came before the
printed texts (p.20-21) but seem themselves to contain no text. P.28 has some text and
illustration of a book praising filial piety (remember Frank Ching's researches in this area)
referring to figures of the Tang, and at least one of which has a poem as well as a prose
account for its text. From 932-953 the native Nine Classics were first printed at Loyang,
imitating the Buddhist efforts of Shu/Szechwan/Sichuan. The text was apparently that of the
stone inscriptions of 836-841. (Langer p.365). Thus between the Tang and the Sung official
printing began to thrive.
The epigraphic connection was inherent to Chinese printing. Thus one has to explain why a
free movement of short, succinct, poems, predominantly occasional poems, from mouth to
handwritten paper to wall or stone to printed book does not constitute "epigram", if the term
is to have any definable meaning of its own.
While Germans have suggested (timidly) that it is the Japanese who have "the real epigram",
and an occasional voice is raised (the Croatian encyclopedia, for instance) that it is the
Persians who have had this elusive ideal form, I have not yet heard many western voices
raised in favour of the primacy of the Chinese short poem. P. 28 gives one example (late,
18C) of facsimile reproductions of steles and bronzes, in the Jin shi tu shuo of Chu Jun.
Gardens, poetry and illustrated poetry texts come together on the next page (p.29) in a 19C
woodblock print, but the poems are not reproduced. They may not actually be on the
illustrations, but rather interspersed, on pages of their own. More on poetic gardens on p.32,
where a 19C novel shows gentlemen (southern and archaising), significantly not wearing the
mandatory Manchu pigtail, thinking up poetic names for pavilions and for suitable
calligraphy for these names. I quote the editor:
For the Chinese, part of the fun in visiting a garden lay in trying to trace references in
pavilion names and couplets carved on rocks. In this way, the garden became a sort
of literary panel game as well as a pretty place, (p.33)
Again, this is relevant to the Qin family of Wuxi. Relevant to our discussion of Chinese
burial is the illustration on p.36 from the 19C(?) Xiu xiang jin gu qi quan of the pseud. Bao
wen lao ren, 1632-1644. In this "Strange Sights Ancient and Modem" of the 17C we see the
Taoist philosopher Zuang zi (ca. 4/3C BCE) beside a grave mound. It is more or less
hemispherical, with a sort of top knot, and would be less than a half of his own height. The
surrounding wall is shown as a semi-circle of greater height, some metres back. Presumably
the real-life wall was a full circle. The illustration is in a circular cartouche, with 9 bold
characters across the top of the page. 20 of such pages preceded the text proper, said to be a
common arrangement in "later popular woodblock editions".
P. 40 reminds us that encyclopedism and printing have been connected since the Southern
Song (1127-1279). In connection with the allegedly prolific Kangxi emperor of the
Qing/Ching Dynasty, p. 42 displays an an-epigraphic copper-engraved image of a waterside
pavilion of the Chengde summer resort, begun in 1703 and given a falsely humble name of
"Village". In fact, it is a huge park with a wall 20 kilometres long, enclosing ipany buildings.
This book is mainly intended to publish the Emperor’s own poems about the spot, one of
which is given in translation (it seems to be an example of 8 line "regulated verse") but none
of which are illustrated. The poems come both in Chinese (with notes) and Manchu
fascicules. The whole book is said to be handsomely illustrated.
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We may jump some pages to the chapter on pragmatic and technical illustrations and captions
to find another attribution to the Kangxi emperor, 1696. The original of this book on tilling
and weaving was produced by a Lou Shou in distant 1090 CE, and published around the year
1237. The later imperial reprint of ca. 1750 has poems attributed, like thousands of others, to
the Emperor. They are said to be seven-character poems, but from my inspection of the
small, almost caption-sized text of 42 characters on p.77,1 doubt this. The important thing is
that an informative old book, on the growing and the processing of rice and of silk, would be
reprinted with short poems added to each large illustration.
Going back to the chapters we have left, we see illustrated albums of the Qianglong
Emperor's six trips to the Yangze area excerpted on p. 45. They seem to be mostly idealising
in their illustrations (though the one shown is atypically realistic and informative), and are not
said to have contained poems, though as prestige illustrated books they would have been very
open to such additions. We remember again Frank Ching’s ancestors, who were involved as
hosts of such imperial Southern visits.
Moving to more modem times, we find specially illustrated "letter and poetry" paper being
produced (p.60) in the 17C, and revived by Zheng Zhenduo and Lu Xun in our century since
the 1930s. The equivalence of "letter" and "poem" reinforces the many accounts of the
popularity of occasional poetry in China of all periods, see Burton Watson Early Chinese
Literature 1962, p. 211. This writer notes (p. 229) that a few poems have been recovered
from inscriptions, and also, on p. 288, that there was a custom of displaying the names of
dead criminals on boards, presumably painted there, which is about all I have read from him
on inscriptions.
Returning to our main author for some light on the nexus of word and image in China, a nonpoetic caption of the famous Qi Baishi on p. 61 seems to integrate four very bold and
calligraphic black characters saying just "Chrysanthemum" and "wine" (plus the poet's seal)
to the picture of a single flower and two cups. Qi "wrote the poems that accompany his
paintings". Thus the nexus was no doubt equally close with poetic texts. Evocative texts do
not necessarily have to be in verse. Multicolour printing from multiple blocks arose in the
12C, and this development naturally put more emphasis on the graphic component of books
printed that way. The colour prints from "The Ten Bamboo Studio" in Nanjing, early 17C,
seem to be among the first famous printed books of art in China (remember the dramatic
impact of this genre in Japan less than one century later), and definitely provided the first
printed manual of painting techniques to be done in colour, the Shi zhu zhai shu hua pu. A
later, more didactic manual in colour was that from the Mustard Seed Garden, Jie zi yuan hua
iuan of Wang Gai in 1679, also printed in Nanjing. Landscapes also appear in the latter, and
this is no doubt connected with the fact that "There is far more use of calligraphy and seals
than in the Ten Bamboo Studio albums, making the compositions more like 'real'paintings"
(p.66, italics mine). The texts in the three pages reproduced for us seem to be either prose, or
single lines and couplets of verse.
In an 18C manuscript folio of illustrations with text, the Yun tai xian rui of 1750, is opened
up for us on p.68 of our monograph at a fine illustration containing well-integrated text which
may not be poetic but rather anecdotal prose, even if of a fantastic nature. We catch a
glimpse of unbroken paragraphs of prose to right and to left of this bright picture. The format
was concertina (fold-out) so perhaps these do not "belong" to our opening. It is hard to tell
from the photo reproduction. However, p.70 has a single opening, two pages, of "The
Hundred Butterfly Pictures", the Li Yuemen bai die tu of Li Guolong, 1849, gives some idea
of the closeness of integration of text and picture, despite the two elements not being on the
same page. They face each other. The seals carefully carved on the illustration pages "like
proper paintings" show that such were intrinsic to the genre, as the signature has become in
modem art in the West. The poem (a fu?) is moderately loose in its calligraphy and its
subject is said to be the difficulty of painting ("capturing with the brush") the butterflies
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opposite! I am told that this is the standard sort of relationship between picture and text in
Chinese painting today.
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2.

Chinese quatrain - Yuan-Wixted, Yip, Zhou, Lin, Yao, and Owen

1. Yuan Hao-Wen, via Wixted
After difficulties explaining my incohate project to hard-pressed Sinologues, I was first able
to find likely candidates for Chinese "epigram" by intermittent and crude shelf searches. First
to offer something was John Timothy Wixted Poems on Poetry. Literary criticism by Yuan
Hao-Wen (1190-1257) Wiesbaden 1982. The recommended anthologies and literary
histories had not proved to be usable for our peculiar purpose. Yuan's Ars poetica/Lives of
the Poets (it is actually neither, but this begins to situate it) is entirely in quatrains, all of 7
syllables. There are copious references to previous and subsequent writers in this form
(heptasyllabic quatrains in series, devoted to literary criticism and history). Yuan seems not
himself to have published his quatrains, and thus they may be more private and more allusive
than would otherwise have been the case. The order in which they survive is understandably
suspected of being confused, though, from the ensuing discussion, not totally confused.
P.22-24 give a detailed conspectus of the reception of Yuan's work up to the mid 19C. The
most evocative title for us is that of Wang Shih-chen Thirty-Six Poems Casually Written in
Imitation of Yuan Hao-wen's Quatrains on Poetry. Wang seems to have been a figure of about
1700 and his choice of words illustrates the world-wide taste for nugae and pseudo-nugatory
verse in many a highly literary culture.
As the reader may notice, I will not normally here trans-romanise the Wade-Giles system
retained by many scholars and by Taiwan into my favoured system of the Pin-Yin which is
now standard on the mainland and in beginners' courses. I have noted its increasing use
(inconsistently of course) in museum catalogues. My basic reference is old: Mathews'
Chinese Character Dictionary. Despite all the generous aids supplied in many modern
treatments of Chinese poetry, none regularly gives the tones, which are a constituent part of
the verse structure. Mercifully, all serious secondary works give the characters, and even
incompetent labour eventually can then turn up the full truth in Mathews. A practice which
could also be more widespread in Greco-Roman Classics is that of giving two translations,
one made up of glosses, in the order of the original sememes, and the other bringing out the
underlying meaning in more acceptable English structures. I quote just one poem, n° 9, on
simplicity, which does not rule out the subtler forms of artifice:
Ornate and lengthy displays are not worth the trouble reading;
Lu Chi's writing, one even regrets, is wordier than P'an Yueh's.
Enough that language just communicate thought;
There is nothing extraordinary about a cuckoo's loquacity.
Yuan's monosyllables of course have long and rich resonances only suggestible in Wixted's
notes. I give some of the early, standard texts from which echoes come. What is not quoted
is the whole mood of popular Taoism/Daoism in which explicitness and elaboration is the
way to error, and centred, meditative silence the way to truth:
In expression, all that matters is to get one's idea across [Confucius 551-479,
variously translated and interpreted]
Reading books is for learning and putting words together is for composing: the
purpose is not to boast of quantity or to display ornamentation. Now, by learning one
attains the Way and by composing one attains Reason. So if a man's conduct is
appropriate and his words communicate the essential, even though I have not met him,
I shall believe him to be rich in letters and learning. [Han Yii 768-824]
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Confucius said, 'An ancient book says, "it is words that fulfil intent';" and it is artistry
that fulfils the words! If one fails to speak out, then who is to know one's intent? And
if the words have no lustre [wen], though they issue forth, they will not reach far.
Thus simplicity is no simple thing. The characters and syllables underlying the "words fulfil
intent" translation are some of the most commented on in Chinese aesthetics. We will meet
them in various dresses, mostly used to emphasise the depths of the human meanings in
language.
Poem 11 deals with the place of personal experience in poetry. P.123, in a discussion of
poem 15, Wixted reminds us that as in Egypt, "writing" in China is etymologically smearing
and daubing, not scratching and incising as in Europe. Despite this, p. 135 on poem 17
elaborates the ven-mo of line 2 into an image of excessive "grinding and polishing". We
remember that impossibly thin and stylish stoneware predates the First Dynasty in Egypt, and
thus indirectly can become a standard image for poetic editing. P.20 quotes Ssu-k'ung T'u
(837-908) on the "flavour beyond flavour" which is the inner essence of poetry and so hard
both to control and to recognise. Because of its similarity to the rasa theories of India and its
mention of salt, I quote (p.l59ffl):
Prose is difficult, but poetry is even more difficult. There have been many metaphors
for this from ancient to modem times, but I think one must be discerning in 'flavor'
before one can discuss poetry. To the south of the rivers and mountains (South China)
there are many things which will serve as sustenance. For example, in the case of
pickles, it is not that these are not sour, but they are merely sour and nothing further.
Or in the case of brine, it is not that it isn't salty, but it is merely salty and nothing
further. That the men of Hua (northerners) use these to relieve their hunger but then
immediately desist [from] (eating them) is because they know that beyond their
saltiness and sourness, they are deficient in what is pure and delicious. That the men
of the rivers and mountains (the southerners) are used to them and cannot discriminate
(them from other food) is understandable. [Ssu-k'ung T'u]
In reading books, one must know the flavor beyond flavor. One who does not know
of the flavor beyond flavor and says, 'I can read books,' is wrong. [Yang Wan-li
1127-1206]
A text has to be written character by character;
It should be read character by character.
Mulling over places where there is an aftertaste,
A hundred readings will not suffice.
If, by effort, one achieves full comprehension,
Its language will become like next-of-kin.
[Yuan Hao-wen himself]
If the poet presents directly feelings which overwhelm him, and keeps nothing back to
linger as an aftertaste, he stirs up superficiality. [Wen T'ai (fl. 1082) forshadowing
Wordsworth]
Poetry must have a purpose to be written. In making allusions, it should make the old
new and the commonplace refined. To be disposed to the unusual or to strive for
novelty is a fault in poetry. [Su Shih 1037-1101]
The ideas of all of these quotations seem to underly the quatrain "Ornate and lengthy
displays...", and apparently, there are verbal hints lost in translation.
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In poem 21 Yuan criticises the tz'u-vun habit, that of writing poetry in conformity with the
rhyme scheme of another's verse. It was well established in the T'ang and was never
eradicated from literary culture after the public exchanges between Yuan Chen, and Po Chii-i
and P'i Jih-hsiu. On the separate matter of wit, satire, humour and invective, I quote Yuan's
poem 23, and the conclusion of Wixted's treatment of this important area:
Improper learning is vapid, petty talk misleading;
Facetiousness and invective are not fit matter for poetry.
Poets today might as well laugh at ancients’ incompetence, saying,
'Except for "proper words," they knew nothing!'
.. .This is not to say that discontent cannot be expressed in verse; it is just that such discontent
must be restrained in its expression. Confucius praised the Classic of Songs for expressing
"disconsolateness without deep sorrow and joy without wild indulgence." Yuan Hao-wen
speaks of the T'ang masters as representing an analogous ideal: in their poetry, "the more
profound the rebuke, the gentler was the message; the more profound the disaffection, the
softer the language. The question, according to Yuan, is one of proper decorum.
Improper learning gives rise to improper poetry. Men of today, Yuan says, with their
twisted learning criticise the ancients for the very quality that makes them great, their
decorousness. [Wixted p. 183]
Finally, with some sidelong comments on the reference to the obituaries and "funeral
inscriptions" of old poets as evidence for their lives, we conclude with the concluding piece to
Yuan Hao-wen's series. It is humorously self-deprecating, and he compares himself to an ant
trying to shake a tree. A chance parallel brings in yet another early quote which illustrates
how frequent "occasional" versifying could be, and I re-quote it myself:
I am by nature inclined towards literary pursuits and from time to time compose short
verses. They are but a commonplace sound, but I cannot lay down my pen, and I am
ashamed of the endemic impulse [chi-yang] to revert to such showing off. [Emperor
Chien-wen of the Liang 503-551]
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2. Yip, Modes, Genres and Calligraphy
Chinese Poetry. Major Modes and Genres, edited and translated bv wai-lim vip calligraphy bv
kuo-hsiung chen Berkley etc. 1976ca. is a useful second stop after immersion in such a
narrow monograph as the previous. The not entirely regular verse of the Shih Ching (Classic
of Songs) is noted, and also the weight of commentary these originally communal and festive
poems were eventually forced to bear. Because they became canonical in a system requiring
intense memorisation, they are one of the main sources of subtle allusions in later poetry.
Since the Ch'in (221-205BCE) there had existed an official Yiieh Fu, or Music Bureau, and
when it was revived in the Han by Emperor Wu, the term was applied to the genre of popular
ballad collected by these officials. P.89 differentiates these popular songs from the Shih
Ching. less subject to the requirements of music, more independent verbally, fewer stanzaic
repetitions, a tendency to build climax, and predominantly 5 syllable lines as opposed to the
earlier tendency to a 4 syllable line. The Nineteen Ancient Poems composed about the time
of Christ gives rise to the literary ballad. Later there was a rise of landscape poetry, the
"mountains and Rivers" poems surviving to us from the +3/4Cc. Landscape is no longer a
mere backdrop to human affairs, as it remained in Greek poetry and literary prose. It
becomes the primary symbol of Taoist truth (p. 168—169). Conscious effort, differentiation,
and even naming, imparting, meaning and ordering are inferior ways of approaching the
mountains and rivers which were now viewed as themselves Tao. Since the "art of non
interference" lapses into one silent, unitary gaze, this attitude brought forth an art of "least
interference", and corresponds to a change in sensibility and practice that seems more major
than that of the European Romantic period. Interesting for our project is the history of an art
"in which the poet resides his voice in the objects and lets them speak and act themselves out,
leaving us the sole witness to the workings of nature." p.170. Tantalising too, as, unlike the
poetry on objects of the Greek West, the Chinese San-sui-shih lets the objects be, rather than
making them speak. The philosophical backing to art is perhaps a more important part of the
aesthetic experience than the "qualities" of the work of art itself.
It seems that phonemically strict verse is late to arrive in every tradition, though "rough" or
"performance" rhythms and other aspects of ancient poetics no doubt could be very complex.
The phenomenon arises again today in commercialised pop-culture in the form of "rap",
perhaps derived from the Afro-American habit of young males in street culture to "play the
dozens", to improvise short, roughly rhythmical insults verging on the unacceptable
(unacceptable even on the "street"), without breaking the rhythm of the antiphonal word
game. By the T'ang and Sung the Chinese had elaborately formulated, or "regulated" the
tonal aspects of their syllabic verse. Unregulated verse was Ku-shih. regulated verse (in this
specific sense) was chin-t'i-shih. specifically: wu-lii (five-character, eight-line regulated
poems); ch'i-lli (seven-character, eight-line regulated poems); wu-chiieh (five-character, four
line "curtailed" poems) and ch'i chtieh. (seven character, four-line "curtailed" poems). See
p.226-227. There was also the prose poetry of the Fu, and the eminent Li Po used irregular
metres. Wang Wei "preserved only tangential observance of these rules" (of tonal variation)
and Tu Fu "effected a synthesis of the two". The rhetoric of Shen Yo was, of course, not
supposed to be of value from any Taoist viewpoint. Four line poems, perhaps the most
contrived form of all, were used as early as the Southern Yiieh-fu. It seems that the four-line
poems were felt as artistically, deliberately, contrivedly short and the eight line poems, still
short of course, were felt as normal. P.228-230 present a graphic grid of the rules for tones,
and the added restrictions brought by any rhyme that is used. This book is also an anthology
and goes beyond the Sung, but I leave it before it reaches that Dynasty, when poetry became
longer.
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1. Lin and Owen, editors
A promising book of monographs, many translated from Chinese or Japanese, delivered
unexpected riches and a few problems. The Vitality of the Lyric Voice. Shih Poetry from the
Late Han to the T'ang. Edited bv Shuen-fu Lin and Stephen Owen. Princeton 1986ca. The
problems are probably typical of any concentration on secondary sources, because of a lack of
the languages or of the skills to interpret the primary ones. Questions thrown up by direct
contact with original texts and objects are probably different from those which arise from talk
about them. Every essay in this book would be of interest and use, but I confined myself to
section III, Forms and Genres. There is a monograph specifically on the quatrain form, Lin's.
But first Zhou.
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3. Zhou, before regulated verse
Zhou Zhenfu (Peking) The legacy of the Han, Wei and Six Dynasties Yiieh-fu Tradition and
Its further Development in Tang Poetry p.287-295 of Lin/Owen. P.288 charts the changing
importance of elaborateness in the genre of unregulated, but not unpatterned verse. The
seven-syllable line and embellishments became common in the Chien-an Era (196-220),
perhaps influencing each other, parallelism and antithesis by the Chin. During the Ch'i and
Liang tonal patterns become important and style excessively ornamented. The Early T'ang
returned some of the way to simplicity. Satire enters the palette in the High Tang. For purely
thematic, not formal reasons, I quote from the selection given of Li Po's "Infinite Separation"
two seven-syllable lines on graves, perhaps the final lines of this poem, which was
anthologised by 753 at least and seems to predict the devastation and dynastic change of the
An Lu-shan rebellion of 755 which wiped off the glitter of the High Tang courtly culture:
... All parts of the Nine-Peak Range look the same;
Where is the lone grave of the double-pupiled Shun?
This on p.291. My interest of course is a reference to any custom, or even expectation, that
one's grave should long be identifiable.
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4. Lin, history of the early quatrain
Shuen-fu Lin (Michigan) The Nature o f the Quatrain from the Late Han to the High T'ang
p.296-331 of Lin/Owen. This is obviously of prime importance for comparative studies on
epigram. "Curtailed" poems, chiieh-chii, and "regulated verse" or lii-shih were the two major
genres in the T'ang of "modem-style poetry" or chin-t'i-shih. The careful reader will notice
some difference in the use of the latter term from that which was apparent in Wai-lim Yip,
above. Regulated Verse was by far the most common, "broken-off lines" or "curtailed
poetry" was much less common, but still more common in the T'ang than all the forms known
collectively as "ancient style poetry" or ku-t'i-shih. Ssu-k'ung T'u is quoted as stating that it is
the curtailed poetry which requires the supreme artistry. The author seems to agree with this
much-repeated judgement.
Another name for quatrains in the confusing terminology of real life and real movements was
"little regulated verse" or hsiao-lii-shih. Despite some claims by later scholars (p.298), the
four line poem did not lead to the eight line "regulated" poem by the conflation of two
quatrains. Actually it would have to have been the insertion of one quatrain inside a less
regular one, so that if, conversely, the quatrain had arisen out of the 8 line poem (a much less
common theory) it would have to have come from the middle of the latter, for formal reasons
connected with the rhyme and with parallelism of traditional semantic categories, see Lin, in
Lin/Owen, p.326. As a rhyming two-line unit was by now clearly felt as a couplet, the
independent quatrain would then have had to come from "from its middle two couplets".
This would be a misinterpretation of the history of the later standard form of double couplet
(8 liner) even though such quatrains are provably older than tonally regulated verse and might
theoretically have given rise to the latter. Thus there continued from the 7C both a
"regulated" and an "ancient" form of the quatrain, but only a regulated form of eight-line
verse. Our author agrees that after the T'ang the tonally regulated type of "broken-off"
quatrains did resemble half an eight liner, but only because of the tones, which were a late
innovation, only set in regulated patterns when quatrains were already old in the culture. The
"intrinsic aesthetics" of the genres were different (p.299). Of course, the five-syllable form
was much older than the seven-syllable form, and has different aesthetics. A 1955 study of
Lo Ken-tse (in Chinese) is called "definitive" on the generic history of the quatrains. The
term chiieh-chii arose during the Six Dynasties (222-589) in relation to the practice of writing
"linked verse", or lien-chii, which I take to be (fragmented, or at least distended) stanzaic
verse, or (as in Persian) stanzas with a refrain. Its form and style are said (p.299) to have
come from folk songs popular since the end of the Han (monostanzaic or not? This is not
stated in our article) and the prosody and rhetoric is that of the new poetry of the T'ang in
general. Lin notes that Lo has merely asserted that four-line verse comes from post-Han folk
songs, but he still calls the observation "perceptive", perhaps because he will go on to link
"curtailed verse" to Six Dynasty folk song in more intimate ways than verse form alone. He
goes on to explain the "linked verse" of the Eastern Chin (317-420). Only a few dozen
examples survive, few with seven-character lines, even though he claims that the practice was
"evidently" very popular during the Southern Ch'i and Liang (479-501, 502-556).
The crucial thing was that this composition by "poetry relay" involved, at least in the majority
of the five-syllable lii-shih, quatrain composition by each contributor and little apparent
connection between units. (P.300) — So we have the title of "linked poems" and their
anthologisation, but the fact that the surviving examples show no inner links and were often
written in different places and times differentiates them from the practice of the same name in
later periods. When a poet could not find anyone to continue the "chain letter" of poems, his
composition was "broken-off lines", i.e., tuan-chii or chiieh-chii. By the 6C the latter term
was in wide use. Four anonymous quatrains from the Han/Wei transition (earlier 3C) were
called "ancient (ku- ) chiieh-chii" and quatrains from the Southern Ch'i and Liang poets were
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called "miscellaneous" or tsa-chiieh-chii, or sometimes simply chiieh. In the early anthology
of Hsü Ling, the Yii-t'ai-hsin-yung, the chapter heading of the tenth section may not be
significant. It is named chiian, but the mixture observable in its contents is especially
significant for Lin's theory. The chapter contains all five-syllable quatrains of his collection,
together with samples of the "linked poems", and imitations of five-syllable quatrains written
by poets since the times of the Eastern Chin. The five-syllable quatrain is obviously old, and
is said to have emerged in folk song towards the end of the Han. Eighty percent of Kuo Maoch'ien's collection is made up of regular poems of this nature. The new form was imitated and
then used independently, probably without musical settings in mind. The term chiieh-chii was
not at that time used for the existing seven-syllable quatrain, which is another sign that such a
technical term came from linked verse based on the established five-syllable folk quatrain.
The term was generalised in the T'ang (p.301) to quatrains of both line lengths and both
degrees of "regulatedness".
The seven-syllable quatrain song is said to be more ancient, at least as old as the I Chou-shu
of the late Spring and Autumn Period (722-481 BCE). These early ones rhyme at the end of
every line, a common feature of early seven-character shih poetry. In five-character shih the
rhyme is usually at the end of every second line, and it is this which contributes to a sense of
couplet structure. This couplet rhyme is first found in seven-syllable rhyme in the +5C, Liu
Sung period (420-479), notably in an 18 poem sequence by Pao Chao, perhaps the first poet
to have written an "ancient-style" seven-character chiieh-chii, which was thus in fact not at
all "ancient" at that time. Another rhyme scheme is abcb, which is of course what I have
called "couplet rhyme" as in the five-syllable quatrains and octaves generally. Perhaps Pao
Chao borrowed the couplet rhyme from longer poems to apply to the more richly rhyming
seven-syllable quatrain, which did not become popular even in its new, couplet form for a
century, in the Liang, or even the Early T'ang. Five-syllable verse was more cultivated.
Meanwhile the less prominent form began to be set to banquet music (yen-yiieh) from the 8C
and no doubt established its popularity in that symposiac environment to be fully literatised
and elevated in the T'ang. The tunes were the new music from Central Asia, later associated
with the rise of tzu, see Yip p.412 for these extensions of the old lyric forms in the Sung.
While not at that time sung, the longer quatrains were in the seven-syllable song forms of
poems like Pao Chao's In imitation o f 'The Difficult Journey', which may have eased their
entry into sung verse, as would their quatrain form, since five-syllable quatrains were still felt
as linked to folk song. At the start of the T'ang both quatrain forms bear the characteristics of
folk songs again. There is a lack of elaboration and allusion such as is apparent in the earliest
five-character quatrains quoted p.303 as "possibly" from the end of the Han. Each of these
poems contains a direct (rhetorical) question, a common device in the shih of the period, and
the couplet substructure is clear.
The couplet is the basic unit of most shih. In the example which is labelled "ancient chiiehchii" by Hsü Ling's anthology (see above), there is a kind of suspended or open closure to be
discovered in the last line, to which the obvious answer is not the intended meaning. True,
"the sentient" may be assumed to cling every bit as strongly as "the vegetable", but this
particular situation would be implied to be a romantic one, and a whole emotional scene is
suddenly implied. Who knows if it was implied from the very beginning, by "generic
expectation", but that would spoil Lin's argument!
The dodder drifts in the strong wind
But its root and stem are not severed.
If even the insenüent cling together—
How could the sentient ever be separated?
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Presumably the imagined concrete situation is that of a poet in a real "strong wind". On p.305
Lin makes a final claim to find a "dynamic continuity" in reading all three old (five-syllable)
quatrains. Although there is contrast within and between couplets, he finds no parallelism to
centre each couplet too much on itself.
On p.306 he looks at some folk songs of the 4C and early 5C, the crucial Six Dynasties
period. M ost come from the South and most of these are about love. They were the first
large genre to be inhabited by the five-character quatrain and introduce the devices of the
second couplet pun to soften an increasingly startling transition between the couplets. I
quote the enigmatic last, because of its reference to the known custom of placing some
funeral stelai on a stone turtle (I cannot read the reference in Chinese n° 45 p.310), no doubt
referring to the Chinese creation myth. The word pei, "tombstone", is homophonous (or even
homonomous in the strict sense) with the word for "grief", thus the vigorously whimsical
equation is "separation = burial":
It was unbearable to hear that you were leaving me;
Much worse that I have to part from you now.
The prostrate turtle speaks to the stone slab:
You’ve just become a thousand-year tombstone.
I can be no judge of the p.310 exegesis here, where the turtle/tortoise is taken as the girl, who
feels that she will carry forever the "burden" of grief over the separation. It is satisfying
enough. Perhaps there are more overtones in the (cosmological) turtle image, not just those
of primeval stability, but given the tone of Lin's notes and comments, I am not sure if anyone
knows enough about the everyday culture of that period to recapture them. There is a
tentative theory that the mortuary imagery of the "Plain Songs" (Tu-ch'ii-ko) is to be
explained by their derivation from funeral elegies, which is of great interest to students of the
W estern epigram. This theory is that of Wang Yiin-hsi, already mentioned as an expert on
Six Dynasties mortuary customs and architecture, but it is hard to imagine what undiscovered
evidence will ever turn up to confirm or disprove it. In any case, during the Six Dynasties the
quatrain gained the aesthetic quality of sententiousness, and became "the most concentrated
and energetic poetic form in Chinese literature", perhaps to be compared to the position
assumed for literary "epigram" in Alexandria. More and more individual writers from the 5C
(p.311) onwards wrote imitation folk songs or original poems in the quatrain (five syllable)
form. Parallelism enters the genre from shih poetry and the acme of parallelism in the pattern
of tonal opposition between the lines of the quatrain which culminated in fully "regulated
verse". In the Chinese and even (somewhat) in translation the following early poem (p.313)
shows remarkably strict parallelism in both couplets, one of the earliest quatrains to do so. It
has the important title "A Farewell" and is by Ho Hsiin (?—518):
The traveler's heart already has a hundred thoughts,
And his lonely journey piles up a thousand miles.
The river darkens, rain is about to fall;
The waves whiten, the wind is just rising.
Acccording to Lin, the sense of "dynamic continuity" is preserved by the sequencing
foreshadowed by the word /, "already", in line 1. Then he tries to read sequence into the
relatedness of the imager)' used (p.314), or at least in the anxiety for a friend implied in both,
disparate, couplet images. He used Stephen Owen's "open closure" to describe our last line,
saying that this sort of ending became more popular only after the late 1C. "Static" quatrains
are quoted but said (p.315) not to be common until Tu Fu. An important writer of the late Six
Dynasty period is Hsieh T'iao, because his style looks forward to that of the T'ang. The
expressive allusiveness of the following poem on the frustrations of unwilling members of the
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harem is generalised to be "clothing a profound meaning in simple and almost transparent
language" and said to be one of the dominant components of the Tang quatrain. As we will
later discuss, the titles of such poems bear a heavy burden in the interpretation. This is close
to the "epigram" and "title" of Lessing's theory.
Grievance o f the Jade Stairs — Hsieh T'iao (464-A99)
Evening in the palace, letting down the pearled screens;
Drifting fireflies fly then rest.
During this long night, sewing silk garments,
Thinking of you — when will it end?
We must remember the enormous loss in shape, polish and resonances involved in our loss of
the original verse form. All these poems are five-syllable quatrains, and by the 6C the tonal
opposition within couplets had been developed, no doubt as a consequence of the general
strengthening of (inverse) parallelism. The first couplet of a poem by Yii Hsin has only one
syllable (the central one, the third) keeping the same tone class from first half line to second
half line, and there is not even one such correspondence in the second couplet. There are two
(even syllable) correspondences of tone class from line lb to the following 2a. With the
couplet rhyme abcb this is formally a regulated T'ang quatrain. I had better quote the
translation at least of this regulated quatrain, which will not sound any different in English
from the "unregulated":
Parting Again from Grand Secretary Chou
— Yii Hsin (513-581)
On the ten-thousand-// road through the Yang Pass,
There is not a man to be seen going home.
There are only the wild geese along the river
Who have been flying south since autumn began.
On p.318 Lin looks briefly at the early and less popular seven-character quatrain, which can
have "more rhetorical flourish" and more descriptive detail than its shorter five-syllable
cousin. Given an epic simile or two, the average seven character line is probably
semantically even more dense than a Homeric hexameter and is certainly more meaty than
any French octosyllable. The seven-syllable quatrain falls also into couplets, and its general
aesthetics and rhetoric do not differ greatly from the other form. The "principle of subtlety"
is formulated as such, I think, for the first time in the text which we are following, on p.319,
in connection with the seven-character quatrain, but treated as an inherent quality of the
shorter form. All this is to show that the quatrain was important in China long before the
T'ang, where its importance is unquestioned.
In the T'ang the quatrain qualities of "simplicity, dynamic articulate energy, and
sententiousness" are supposed to culminate, though Tu Fu began to write some which
destroyed conventions so slowly built up. The poets who wrote within the developing
conventions were Wang Ch'ang-ling (?—756), Wang Wei (701-761), Li Po, Li 1 (ca.749-829),
Liu Yii-hsi (772-842), Tu Mu (803-852), and Li Shang-yin (8137-858). I see no great
purpose in quoting the translations of many more poems from these subtly changing styles
and individualities. Without elaborate commentary too much of the original form is lost, and
even more of the original "taste beyond taste". P.323 deals with quite subtle matters of
closure again. P.325 again claims pithiness/Prägnanz and low/plain style to be characteristic
of the quatrain overall, though one might as a non-sinologue doubt how many poems were
"simple" in any definable sense: "Embedding a wealth of meaning in the most ordinary
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poetic situation and using the simplest language to describe it has been one of the ideals
in the history of the quatrain". Somewhat similarly Shen Te-ch'ien on p.326:
It is most valuable for the seven-character chiieh-chii to use familiar language to
express far-reaching feelings, and to conceal meaning without exposing it. It should
use only immediate scenes and common everyday expressions, but at the same time it
should contain overtones capable of causing the reader's spirit to reach far. Li Po is
one who has achieved this, p.615 of T'ang-shih pieh-ts'ai-chi.
As we are nearing our end on this important topic and have just mentioned Li Po, not
normally associated with quatrain writing in the literary consciousness of the West, we should
take our second-last quote from him. It is again a reflection on the passing of ancient glory
and the wheel of fortune, to give it a Western medieval cast. P. 317, a seven-syllable poem:
Thinking of the Past in Yiieh
Li Po (Visiting ancient Yiieh-chou in modem Chekiang, remembering the long and successful
revenge planned by King Kou-chien of Yiieh, during his 19 year period of defeat, from 494
BCE to 503, against King Fu-ch'ai and his domineering state of Wu, and asking "where are
they now".)
When King Kou-chien of Yiieh came back after destroying the Wu,
His warriors who returned home all wore embroidered clothes.
Court ladies filled the spring palace like flowers,
But now only partridges are flying there.
P.328, none too early, takes up a short treatment of the innovator Tu Fu, who did not write
many quatrains until the end of his life. He used the form for discursive and purely
descriptive purposes, and tended to use two rigidly parallel couplets. We remember that his
series "on poems" was stated by Wixted to have been a model for the great work of Yuan
Hao-wen. The example we will quote from Lin has been claimed to be like "broken
embroidery and torn silk" (Hung Mai 1957), and Ching-hsien Wang observes that Tu Fu
writes rather "ancient-style" quatrains, but he tends to break the "dynamic continuity" long
characteristic even of old quatrains. What he offers is a highly-figured vignette, exhibiting
some kind of "spatial and temporal continuity", (p.331) simplicity and subtlety, and evidence
of intense self-consciousness of the poetic craft, but not the whole spectrum of classical
quatrain virtues:
Chiieh-chii
(one of four poems simply and redundantly so-called)
Two orioles sing among green willow trees;
A line of white egrets flies up into the blue sky.
A thousand autumns of snow on the western range are framed in my window,
And the boats that will go ten-thousand li to Eastern Wu are moored at my door.
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5. Kao and "regulated verse"
Yu-kung Kao (Princeton) The Aesthetics o f Regulated Verse p.332-385 of Lin. This longer
article covers much of the same material as the previous two mentioned, though from a
different perspective and in greater detail, if only for the Early and High T'ang, that is, 7C and
early 8C.
P.332 openly calls the eight line verse the "normal" regulated verse. P.333 also is more open
about the importance for interpretation as well as for writing of the long process of
memorising and internalising of models. The aesthetics are never fully explicit and there can
be no connoisseurship without long apprenticeship. For Westerners wishing to inhabit
Chinese literary sensibility, this has to be an extremely long apprenticeship, and I have not
served it. However, we can even now listen to those who feel that they know. Kao takes the
+2C and the Nineteen Ancient Poems as his starting point. On p.335 he explicitly states that
before this period all Chinese verse lacked strict syllable counting and certainly lacked strict
counting of lines. The slow beginnings of regulated verse involve such strictness, also the use
of two caesurae in the then common five-syllable/character line, one after the second, and one
more after the third or fourth. Even then Chinese could have two character phrases as well as
single character ones, so the natural syntactic divisions could be fitted into this pattern.
Couplets become independent and basic units, involving an even line rhyme. He notes that
such a tightening of verbal form probably is motivated by that disengaging of song language
from song and chanting styles which precedes and produces the full flowering of verbal art in
every culture. Of course, four-syllable lines are obviously becoming normal in the Shihching, and to a lesser extent couplets and quatrains, but these were only tendencies of various
potency before the +2C. He quotes a comparative work I have never managed to hold in my
hand, W.K.Wimsatt ed. Versification: Major Language Types N.Y. 1972.
Rhetorical rules were slow to crystallise, and were never more than tendencies or
"properties": (p.337) 1. reduction of function words; 2. increase of noun-centred phrases; 3.
couplet-centredness; 4. predication over two verse lines contrasts with a predication per line,
giving a "discrete couplet"; 5. "discrete" couplets can show strong parallelism. With the
terminological fuzziness found in such matters all over the world, the Chinese used the word
chii to mean both sentence and poetic line. The difference between these increases as (p.338)
particles, prepositions, conjunctions and demonstratives (not adverbs and modals) are
increasingly banished from poetry, as these are the clearest sentence markers in normal
Chinese. Poetic language slips more and more into interpretative indeterminacy as syntactic
units are homogenised. Well before these changes in poetic technique, in the -2C , there was
an explicit aesthetical theory of interpretation, based on the old and polysemic maxim "poetry
expresses intent" {shih yen chih), for which see the quote in *Yuan-*Wixted above, here
taken as sanctioning an "expressive theory of poetry" (p.339). Chinese humanistic
philosophy favoured this attitude because: 1. it rated most highly each individual's
understanding and interpreting for others of his own internal states; 2. saw that this
necessitated the transcending of surface phenomena and manifestations; 3. it assumed the
necessity of special language to perpetuate and express such endeavours.
Early and later maxims derived from shih yen chih are: "expression is to make intention
complete, literariness is to make expression complete" {yen i tsu chih, wen i tsu yen);
"attaining immortality by means of 'establishing oneself in words' "; "to see the nature
through mind" (/ hsin kuan wu); "to capture the spirit through form" (/ hsing ch'uan shen).
"Mind" (wu) is not taken as ego or atman, as it seems to be in the distinction of Wang Kuowei between "to see nature through my s e lf and "to see nature through nature" (/ wo kuan wu
/ i wu kuan wu), but it "refers to the process of 'internalisation', which can be seen most
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distinctively in the theory of paintings, such as multiple perspectives, reliance on memory,
and the synthesis of experience, all with specific emphasis on the importance of mind as a
mediating a priori factor to the actual process of painting." (p.340, note). Behind all the
formalistic language, and there is plenty of that, lies the concept of artistic content: "In the
centre, there is the elusive concept of shen, which can be as simple as the 'essence' and
'quality' of the object and as mysterious as the 'divine spirit' of nature. Its complexity and
changeability are understandable, as it basically denotes the intangible quality in lyrical
experience, not possible to translate into ordinary language by definition, but profoundly
moving and vivid for the ones who experience it. It is the concept of attaining the idealised
state of beauty in arts." P.340 "The objectification of an inner state through art allows both
the expression of self and the recognition of the self." Internalisation is naturally followed by
formalisation.
Kao claims (p.341) that the developments in the poetics of the five-syllable line themselves
favoured the later dominance of lyric-expressive modes over the earlier narrative and
descriptive ones. The chicken or the egg? Narrative in particular suffered from the
increasing independence of couplets and from the syntactic stripping and the increasing
dominance of nominal expressions. The initial impression of natural objects, hsing, is a
catalyst to a poetic response which marries deep interiority and the exterior world. Thus
poems usually open with an "affective image". Lyric poetry was not written to oneself,
whatever Wixted may have implied about Yuan Hao-wen's unpublished 30 quatrains. Lyric
is aimed (p.343) in "moving" or "influencing" a friend, see the critical concept of feng. The
beginning and ending of the most expressive lyric still seem to be defined most often in terms
of human interaction, at the beginning of a poem, with the world, at the end, with a friend.
Apparent pure description (p.345) is to be suspected of the ulterior motives inherent in
Chinese philosophy (as with Platonising western aesthetics), where "the language of
interiority is inadequate for its truth", and oblique means must be used for the important task
of (self-?)expression.
Much of this discussion was focussed on the Nineteen Ancient Poems, but in the Chien-an
period which followed (196-220) there is both continuity and evidence of most of the later
developments. The descriptive mode (p.346) tended toward what was called "poetry on
objects", and the expressive mode turned further towards "poetry on inner states". However,
hermeneutically the distinction was blurred. The "pioneer" of yung-hai, or "expressing
innermost feelings" genre, also wrote extensively in the descriptive mode. Clear separation of
the modes is only possible thematically, and indeed there was a common emphasis on
foreboding, frustration and loneliness, which seems to have been the strongest inner matter
requiring expressive objectification: sheng-li ssu-pieh, or "separation from the living and
from the dead". In this period of the late +2C the poetic persona begins to become that of the
alchemist-hermit, the would-be immortal, of popular Taoism, and it was not accidental that
this was also the period of the rise of five-character verse and of the return of an optimistic
tone. A few centuries later a new lineage arose in the traditional arts of poetry, passing
through "philosophical, or discursive poetry" (hsiian-yen-shih) to culminate in "landscape
poetry" (.shan-shui-shih, = mountain-water-poem). This was taken up in the conventional
"court poetry" (kung-t'i-shih, p.348) of the Southern Dynasties, 4C-6C, against which there
was such a productive reaction in the T'ang.
Sensuous and social pleasures and occasions were accepted even by Confucius as a "life
ambition" in the same words, yen chili, as the "intent" which poetry is traditionally supposed
to express.
In the hands of Hsieh Ling-ytin a journey became its own purpose, not a means to an end.
The poem became a series of still pictures arranged along the axis of such a journey. Each
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couplet for him is isolated, diptych-like in its parallelism, and equivalent to one image in a
long handscroll (p.349). A couplet loses little even out of its original context. He kept the
traditional meditative and philosophical close, and it was his successors who integrated
landscape with the expressing of innermost feelings in their cultivation of more compact
forms (p.350) which kept the sensory richness but tried to present such an experience as a
personal response rather than a series of primary impressions. Pao Chao (415-466), Hsieh
T'iao (464-499) and Chiang Yen (444-505) tended to "look from one point" rather than
"moving and looking" like their master/contemporary. They also wrote lean, pure "poetry on
objects" (yung-w u-shih) mostly in "ballad form" (yiieh-fu). The resulting "court poetry"
tended to let interiority slip from a deep "intent" or vision into monovalent sensuality.
Regulated verse "was delayed another century", but the gloomier yung-huai tradition
continued in an attenuated way.
"Regulated verse" seems to have crystallised in the second half of the 5C, the rhetorical rules
gaining general acceptance much earlier than the phonic/tonic ones (p.351). Perhaps the
sharpened awareness of the tonic nature of Chinese was a general phenomenon stirred by the
spread of Indian linguistic awareness and speculation, which came to China through the
Buddhists. A purely binary organisation of more complex phonemic realities is usual in strict
prosodic systems, and the 4/5 Chinese tones were lumped into two super-categories, the level
and the moving tones, or perhaps, long and short, or again, generally high and generally low,
or even lax and tense, however, the general understanding of the phonemics of this supercategorisation is that it is one of contour. By being seen as binary, tone could now be taken
to the heart of the metrical structure. Kao searches for an "ethos" in each of the (modern)
four tones. However, his more important contribution is that, merely by having another
definable element, the need felt for an increasingly architectonic structure could be satisfied.
My personal view is that this need is the main motive for the formalisation of quantitative
verse in those languages which developed it themselves, and that such a need is fed both by
sociological changes (it often develops in and around courts) and by processes of fashion and
innovation inherent in the development of the particular artistic tradition itself.
The breakdown of strict forms is also worth studying, and we must remember that China
preserved looser poetic forms alongside the strict styles which flowered in the T'ang.
From p.354 Kao gives a potted history of the adoption of regulation in fact and in theory from
the +5C to the mid 8C, within the line, then the couplet, and then the four and eight line
poem. He interprets the full-blown tonal rules within the couplet as a striving for greatest
inter-linear contrast, allowing that the rhyme syllable is supposed always to have a level tone
and comes on even numbered lines, which means at couplet end. Tones also "glue together"
(nien) the two couplets, and it is the quatrain which theoretically provides the highest level of
contrast, and the highest possible level of such tui consistent with an inner coherence of the
quatrain unit. In normal "regulated verse" the quatrain, the highest micro-structural unit, is
repeated only once, perhaps as a transposition or development of the "exposition" of the
pattern, though a simple repetition does not seem to me to be a very defensible theory as in
"extended form" {p'cii-lii) quatrains can be extended indefinitely. I suppose the enormous
predominance of the eight-line poem in this period and its being regarded as "normal" need to
be explained somehow. Now the couplet rhyme can be enriched by being anticipated at the
end of the first line, giving aaxa xaxa. perhaps for the same reasons as Persian ghazals and
qasidas anticipate couplet rhyme in the very first line, to establish the sense of rhyme rather
than to rhyme more richly. In Chinese this also disturbs the expected initial tonal opposition
as rhyme limits tonal choice to just one, the level tone. Thus Kao explains purely
architectonically the four- and eight-line structures, and then goes on to rhetoric. Parallelism
(p.356) is now more generally symmetrical (similar yet different) rather than lexically
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repetitious. The obvious repetition of elements between lines was more and more avoided,
and could not have been prohibited in any but an isolating, non-inflected language in which
function words could be omitted without total destruction of the phrase. Also important is the
nature of the classical Chinese semantic segment, (p.357) which was, at its irreducible
minimum, made up of one, or at the most of two syllables.
Thus phonetic and semantic boundaries could be controlled, and a sort of phonematic and
semantic (and graphic?) stoikhedon maintained in verse. Semantic categories like
"celestial/terrestrial, architectural, botanical" were set up for responsion and contrast within
the couplet, which became more closed than before. Verse tended to separate out more and
more distinctly into that which used strong parallelism and that which emphasised continuity.
By the 8C violations of tonal or of rhetorical patterns (in verse exhibiting any sign of the
"regulated" genre) had become a serious error. The new verse (p.357-358) favoured a
nominalisation of poetry in general, and the proliferation of semantic classes for the noun
illustrate this emphasis. The couplet often only implies the act of observation, but because of
the "occasional" nature of Chinese verse it (presumably) always implies such a concrete act.
Relative time sequence is seldom expressed. "Content" or "lexical" words (shih-tzu) are
favoured, but quality words (including colours, numerals and directions) are said subtly to
dominate the scene. Modal words and adverbs (p.359) were used "with discretion" and
grammatical classes like "particle" and "preposition" only to create special effects out of their
rarity. Then Kao turns his attention to problems of continuity in such verse, and (p.360)
situates the continuous couplet in the descriptive mode of diction and the parallel couplet in
the expressive mode.
After the 8C it became a fairly normal pattern to distribute "continuous" and "parallel"
couplets in a set way, the outer couplets being continuous and the inner pair parallel (taking
the eight-line poem as "normal", which it apparently was). Often the second inner couplet
was also continuous. Sometimes there were no parallel couplets. Thus this issue was once a
major formal consideration, and this explains the seemingly excessive attention given to it in
poetic commentaries. The "continuous parallelism" of Li Po and its "opposite" in Tu Fu (an
apparently "continuous" closing couplet, as required, but also interpretable as "parallel") must
be indeed quite subtle literary realities. Disregard of the traditions for placing
continuous/parallel couplets led to verse being considered "ancient style" (ku-t'i) even if its
tond architecture was perfect, and observance of the binarised tonal restrictions was not an
ancient habit. "Recent style" included both "regulated verse" and "quatrain verse", in this
p.360 treatment, as often differentiated even they are both really "regulated", perhaps because
the quatrain stood out as a form and tended to have its own distinctive name in any context.
Beginning in the 7C, according to Kao, particularly in the 70s and '80s, the "four rhyme"
format (which implies the eight line poem in couplets) took over from the "open-ended"
format, "long form" (ch'ang-p'ien) or "extended form", which seems to be a misnomer based
on the later prominence of short forms. Of course, arguments rage as to which forms gave
rise to which, as is the case with the origins of rhythmic Latin and vernacular medieval forms.
P.362 notes that the long-popular "four-couplet" form originally coexisted with five- and sixcouplet forms. From my distance from Chnese literary realities it is hard to avoid the
impression that the eight-line (four-rhyme, four-couplet) form was favoured by a growing
taste for symmetry and balance. Some early sense of a generic divide between the eight- and
the 10/ 12-line forms is suggested by Kao on p.362. He seems to mean that in 6C collections
consisting predominantly of the eight-liners, the ending poem was unlimited ("open-ended")
in length, e.g., in the 25 poems on "paintings on screens" of Yii Hsih (513-581) and T'ang
T'ai-tsung’s ten poem cycle on the "imperial capital". Such factors of anthological or cycle
grouping are always indicative of implicit genre. A strong quadruple structure was the field
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in which the new poets would play. We are ourselves, of course, converts to the gospel of
poetic quadriduplicity.
The relative compactness of the eight-line poem is again claimed to have assisted in
combining and integrating the older modes of the descriptive and the expressive, using the
yung-huai techniques of "beginning inspiration" and "dialogic ending". Court poetry also led
the poetic act to become more self-retrospective "with a general and hidden audience far
removed from the poet" (p.363), and monologue took over from addresses to the friend
(p.364) so that the closing became more the poet's interaction with reality, rather than with
friends. Poems of indefinite length tend to allow for description for the sake of description
(p.364), but four couplet form, with only three available to record the poet's impressions,
"frames" description and assists or even causes the return of the "lyrical voice". The first
three couplets (p.365) belong to the dimensionless and atemporal "lyrical moment", because
more than this is difficult to develop within the space and the restrictions of such a form.
Sudden inspiration, penetrating insight are what is favoured, and this is all that is possible in
the quatrain form. The eight-line form allows and demands some sort of development
perhaps describable as "exposition" and "reflection", or "extroversion" and "introversion".
Each is marked, paradoxically as Kao freely admits, by both spontaneity and impersonality,
and imply each other. W hen parallelism is strong, it encourages a greater layering of
attention in the reading process, as strongly related lines recall their likes and perhaps the
tonal contrasts hold in our attention the lines which provide mirror opposites. This leads to a
general expectation of "spatiality" and "circularity" (p.367). The complexification brought by
the Early T'ang Four Talents aided their artistic aim (p.368) "to fill perception with meaning
and form and to unite this meaning and form with personal expression." We must never treat
formal patterns as independent schemas, of course, remembering that they do not exist
outside rich and evocative poetic matter, and that the Chinese, even more so than their
contemporaries in medieval Europe, cmposed on the basis of well-digested bodies of
exempla, not on the basis of schemas and rules.
Kao goes on to the High T'ang, which is the topic of the major book of the very influential
Stephen Owen, so we will skip through this present treatment. P.369 mentions the first
"hermit poet" T'ao Ch'ien, whose work can mostly be classified as "farmland poetry", (t’ienyiian shih) in which the exaltation of intuition and distrust of language and knowledge which
recurs in Chinese thought is no doubt evoked by association with the exaltation of a free mind
and the simple life. Confucius did not scorn the "ambition to fully realise his values through
the experience of living" expressed by Tseng Tien. The dilemma between the need "to know
the meaning of life" and the seemingly contradictory need "to abandon knowing in order to
live" (p.369) is constantly worked out in the swings of poetic evolution. "Knowing oneself
(p.370) may kill precisely the essence of living which is the purpose of knowing." Tradition
(and experience of the inner perils of discursive intellectuality itself) encouraged the
thoughtful Chinese to: "forget language" (\vang-yen)\ "uproot knowledge" {ch'ü-chih)\
"follow one's nature" (shuai-hsing)\ "return to simplicity" (fan-p'u), and the new wave of
Buddhism during the T ’ang, especially the Ch'an school, seems to have revived the
controversy by their own practice. Taoists and Confucians concurred that "in life a certain
form of living contains the meaning itself; if this form can be spontaneously recaptured again
and again, one may indeed reach an intuitive understanding." This seems, says Kao, to
promise that if the form of the artistic experience itself promises the meaningful structure for
self-realisation, intuitive understanding may be found in its purest and simplest form.
Of course, there is nothing uniquely oriental about such considerations and tendencies, but
they seem to have been uniquely canonical in the high cultures of China, India and Persia, as
these were cultures where not only unitary mediation but the most scholastic discursive
knowledge were required of the dlites. Life embodies meaning for T'ao Ch'ien (p.370) and
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(p.373) Chuang Tzu's philosophy has profoundly influenced China's poetic tradition,
associating enlightenment very closely with aesthetic experience. The retreat of the subject
and "negation of feeling" (the same underlying reality?) are encouraged. On pp.374 and 375
Kao admits that the poetics of naturalness, simplicity, distrust of language, "meanings beyond
words" may suit the compactness of regulated verse, but must be applied more widely, to the
whole poetic tradition. One would assume that it applies to the painting tradition as well, and
it is disappointing not to see mentioned in any of the treatments I have dug up the very close
relation which "inscribed" poems have to the silk paintings on which they have been so
artistically placed. It may well be that (p.326 n°6) "There was no T'ang concept of 'fine arts'
that linked dance, painting, and poetry," "but they were unified by their associations as
manifestations of refinement and civilization". No doubt there are Western treatments of this
habit and of the nexus which grew up between painting and meditative or landscape poetry.
Perhaps not enough painting survives from the T'ang for Owen to use such material, or
perhaps the habit had not yet been established.
P.375 begins a long study of the arresting figure Tu Fu. His late seven-syllable cycles in
regulated verse (of which we know at least some to have been in quatrains), were
"rediscovered" in the late T'ang. His poetic practice seems to have been marked by an everdenser overlay of allusiveness in each line. In or after 766CE Tu experimented extensively
with the seven-syllable line and made it into a mainstream genre (p.377, agreeing with the
"conclusive proof" of Yeh Chia-ying). His political and topical interests are said (p.378) to
have been too inconvenient as themes in the limited forms of "regulated verse", whatever
sense we are meant to give to that term here. Momentary enlightenment and the selfcontained world were incompatible with involvement in the drama of history and many
references to contemporary events. For Tu Fu "history" was tripartite (p.379): 1.
autobiographical and introspective; 2. socio-political history contemporary and other
(particularly of the period beginning with the turbulent An Lu-shan Rebellion of 755); 3.
ancient times and the history of cultural tradition.
His five poems "On Ancient Ruins " (or "on ancient sites") have been much translated. He
has been called the poet of "cosmic vision" (p.384), and Li Shang-yin took this art of allusion
and symbolism into the Sung. From the integration of "impression" and "expression"
attempted in the T'ang, the union of "feeling", ch'ing and "scenery" ching (i.e. ch'ing-ching
chiao-jung), arose the rich Chinese concept of ching-chieh, "world", "realism", and other
translations. The momentary coalescence of first impression and inner state of mind was
elevated by Wang Wei into a contact which symbolised "an idealised existence and
enlightenment", but Tu Fu alone (p.385) insisted that such an integration was the converging
point of all forces, natural and historical.
Thus Kao offers as another translation of ching-chieh, the word "inscape", taken with
Jonathan Culler as a "moment of epiphany", "a moment of revelation in which form is
grasped and surface becomes profundity."
POSTSCRIPT: Reading this summary some years later I am impressed with the advance which die
East had over tire medieval West in the matter of literary criticism and aesthetics. P.M.Mc.
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6. Stephen Owen
The importance of Stephen Owen's work makes it unadvisable to pass over the easily
available The Great Age of Chinese Poetry. The High Tans New Haven and London 1981.
We hope to concentrate on clarifications, contradictions, and additions which this large text
brings to those previously treated here. See a summary in the annotations given in our
Bibliography.
The paradigmatic importance of the High T'ang is well known, but Owen elaborates on that
theme. It is interesting that (p.xiv) the greatest poets were outsiders to the capital, except for
Wang Wei. He emphasises the "occasional" nature of the preceding "capital poetry"
springing from court traditions, poetry as social gesture, poetry where only one eye is on
posterity and one on the poem's recipient. "Chinese occasional poetry is alive and even well
today" says Owen, and we remember the practices sporadically evidenced in Frank Ching's
Ancestors. The stance of "both eyes firmly on posterity" is an important component of a form
of high literature which travels well and suits current western canons of high literary worth
and value. In many periods, western epigram seems to have been situated on the shadowy
borders of "real literature". Even by the Sung, (p.xv) he claims that occasional poetry had
slipped, ceasing "to be an integral part of social intercourse, and becoming an amusing,
aesthetic pastime". But as we know from many interpretations of Martial's project, a writer
could then produce serious poetry under cover of writing facetiae or nugae.
More explicitly, if not more than Martial, the High T'ang poets gave increasing weight to the
poetic past. This heightening of the valuation put on convenient "heroes" from the past is no
doubt just a reflex of the desire to elevate the status of poetry in the present. The myth of the
High T'ang is said to have been consciously built by people like Tu Fu and Wei Ying-wu, and
been creatively reinterpreted many times by later generations. Poetry (p.4) may still have
been a social phenomenon in the Early T'ang, to which Owen consecrated an influential book,
but in the High T'ang the poet "was drawn to private values and themes of reclusion, even in
social poetry". In 680 CE poetic composition had been introduced into the chin-shih
examinations for officials, aimed at allowing new families into the bureaucracy. Of course, it
strengthened and elevated the position of poeticising in society. Hstian-tsung's edict of 722
cutting the large entourages of the imperial princes shifted even the milieu in which much
poetry was written. However, without "a motivating occasion conventionally associated with
poetry" (p.6) most poets still did not write. There was not even the western level of
"autonomous literarity" in such free spirits as Li Po and Li Ho. Admittedly, in dynasties later
than the T'ang such "occasions that might be commemorated in poetry" proliferated to cover
most aspects of life. One occasion which was open to genuine poeticising and also
unfortunately common was that of exile, and even non-exiles seized on this fictive situation to
write of things and in ways that were not otherwise open to them in the capital: one's moral
values, doubts, the intensity of one's suffering, one's hatred of public service, and private
intensities of all kinds. Tu Fu is said to be the greatest personal poet of the whole Chinese
tradition. "Georgic poetry" such as that of T'ao Ch'ien (365^427) was apparently seized on as
the example of poetry for purely personal pleasure, rather than poetry demanded by a specific
occasion.
P.7. Occasional poetry responded to situations of varying degrees of formality but by the
second and third decades of the 8C informality had become the norm. The predominance of
poem exchanges between friends no doubt caused this levelling of tone. Such a practice is
evidenced in most places where occasional poetry has been widespread and it was natural
enough, though channelled by the prevailing cultural habits. However, such poems were not
so free as to ignore the rules of "regulated verse". It was the polemical revival of very ancient
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forms (p.8) such as poems in the various non-rhetorical/w-£w forms and specifically the kufeng, the "ancient mode" apparent in the High T'ang which provided full freedom from capital
and court poetry in general. Although appropriate for hidden topical commentaries, ku-feng
also served for intense emotional effusions and philosophical meditations that were not tied to
occasion. Heptasyllabic song in various forms were often long and sensuously descriptive
mood pieces associated with themes of impermanence. It also allowed, so it seems, a unique
degree of "speculative imagination". By mid century its range had been extended from being
presentations of the attitudes of a few common character types, notably the wild young
nobleman, to admit yung-wu, narrative poems and occasional pieces as well.
Quatrains (p.16) assumed great importance in the South-East, as with Ho Chih-chang, in the
"southeastern geographical mode" and popular songs. Quatrain vignettes often treated lowerclass life, and the poet assumes the persona of the southeastemer, even using some of the
colloquialisms of Wu. See n° 13 p.321 for a discussion of dialectal flavour. I presume on
other grounds that such quatrains were in five-syllable lines. Note 10 on p.323 (on p.64)
discusses the fact that southeastern poets may have preferred "old style" verse because they
may not have grown up in the use of regulated tones now common in the capital. No doubt
such things were very dependent on the actual dialect, as it is the tones which seem to differ
most widely in the dialects and accents of "tone" languages. See the book The Happy
Anthropologist on an African situation, and I remember the phonemic war-time experiences
of my Chinese tutor, Con Kiriloff, when he fled the Japanese into the countryside of China
and had great difficulty with different tonal systems. Another possibility is that the themes
and modes of the southeast were just, for complex and unrecoverable reasons, massively
associated with the unregulated mode.
Originally (p. 19) sophistication and rhetorical ornamentation had been independent of the
status of the recipient, but this changed in the T'ang. In the K'ai-yiian Reign (713-741)
proprieties of diction and topic can be divided into four major levels of social formality and
etiquette, and thus all poems of the period carried a hidden social message. Small collections
of one or more scrolls (chiian) for (p.32) partings banquets and yung-wu formed some sort of
series, and this seems to have been extended by Wang Wei in a programmatic series of
quatrains written in turn with P'ei Ti (thus combining many interesting practices in the one
activity!) on his beloved new estate, in The Wang Stream Collection. "Owen says that the
popularity of this small series later triggered off such collections of quatrains, notably by a
poet who might have been expected not to appreciate anything of Wang's, the Mid-T'ang poet
Han Yü. P.33 reminds us that (as with Arabo-Persian verse), a Chinese poem is often
remembered for just one couplet. On p.38 Owen admits that "the modal associations of a
metre" can carry their own message, an idea fairly well accepted in discussions of Archaic
Greek epigram.
Wang Wei experimented with the awkward six-syllable line and occasionally reverted to the
four-syllable line, like T'ao Ch'ien, for effects of primitive simplicity and dignity. It was in
the quatrain that Wang Wei contributed most to genre development. Closure is all the more
typical of the quatrain as the obviously related lii-shih largely lacks it because of the meat of
the eight line poem's being in its middle. Wang Wei used both the old pointed closure and the
newer imagistic closure, which depended more on generic expectations for it to be recognised
and read aright, (p.39). Court poetry had been a poetry of surfaces, in the high poetry it was
expected that one would look for profundity, suspect repressed emotion, and search for
hidden ideas. Another example of the importance of Owen's discussion of the occasional
links of Chinese high verse (so crucial to the literatising of Western epigram) is that when the
original circumstances of composition and reception are lost, an uncertainty accidentally
enters into the process of interpretation which may itself become prized as a new literary
value (of which William Empson would have been proud). A quatrain which is less
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enigmatic than some still leaves the reader guessing about the proper relationship to be read
into the required comparison of travellers with the birds mentioned (moving on to where they
belong? or to places which are unpleasant and not like home?):
Look Down from the High Terrace: Seeing off Reminder Li
I say goodbye, looking down from this high terrace
Where stream and plain stretch in endless distances.
At sunset the birds return in flight
And travellers go on and away, never ceasing.
This is, of course, in five-syllable verse, seemingly the standard for quatrains in most periods,
though seven-syllable verses did become quite popular later in the period treated.
Still in the K'ai-yiian, Owen (p.54) takes Lu Hsiang as a representative of the capital poets
with their "shared style", "decorous" (ya) rather than "low, vulgar, popular" (su), restrained,
graceful, observing decorum, but not so much that his writing becomes flat. The "balance of
verve and restraint", reflects "the High T'ang sense of Kuo-feng, at once plain and grand."
"Plain and grand" neatly expresses the late Classical reference of the modern adjective
"Simonidean"!
I will quote a quatrain of Lu because it is in the seven-syllable line and is also part of a series
of quatrains, hence all probably in seven-syllable lines, contributed on the theme of reclusion
and retirement by Wang Wei, Wang Chin, P'ei Ti, and Ts'ui Hsing-tsung. The recipient had
been in retirement for ten years when this poem was written, but he does not receive praise
for being an immortal living among the stars because of his previous high status, nor does he
give the conventional polite excuse for not deigning to fulfil the demands of hospitality:
With Wang Wei's "Stopping by Recluse Ts'ui's Forest Pavilion"
Hidden by bamboo hear now and again a well-pulley turning,
But at his window see only webs of spiders.
Our host rests ever aloof, and does not plead sickness —
In a circling wall of tangled growth one aging man of learning.
The contemporary collaborator in these quatrains, P'ei Ti, also had twenty quatrains in the
Wang Stream collection, and the one quoted has five-syllable lines and enigmatic closure.
Few of his poems survive. Presumably they were close to the contemporary norm of
"occasional and eremetic" poems. During this general period, however, strict proprieties
associated with topic, genre and subgenre were relaxed, and heptasyllabic verse (not
necessarily in quatrains) greatly enlarged its scope (p.61). Vignettes were common (p.65)
among capital poets — "a brief sketch of a significant human situation", and probably defined
the genius of Ch'u Kuang-hsi, being applied to first-person convivial vignettes, discursive
vignettes on bucolic types, and, what interests us, quatrain vignettes. Ch'u's poetry had the
strong ethical strain of agrarian Taoism. In the following quatrain, Buddhist compassion is
said to be dressed in Confucius' disguise of Mencius' "compassionate heart":
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Farm Life
Leaves of the cattails daily grow longer,
Flowers of apricot daily more moist:
An old farmer has to watch for these —
Crucial not to miss Heaven's seasons.
I note in the characters of the first and second lines of this five-syllable quatrain that jih45 and
hsiin3 (Mathews n° 3124 and 2930) which are the 3rd and 4th characters, are also repeated in
the 8th and 9th positions just underneath, a practice supposed to be antithetic both to the
rhetoric and the tone contrasts of regulated verse, but passed as correct by my informant,
poetry lover Benildus Ng, as they have different "meanings" in each context. On p.68 such
georgic and bucolic poems are implied to be false ku-feng, which p.8 and presumably general
knowledge assumed by the author indicate to escape from the strictures of court poetry. P.69
praises Ch'u for his quatrains, in which form his vignettes are said to be much better. The
first two quoted are five-character ones. On p.70 is quoted a seven-character one, famous
among the four he wrote on the legend of Wang Chao-chiin and her dramatic reversals of
fortune in the harems, first of the Emperor, and later of the Great Khan:
Wang Chao-chiin (third of four)
At sunset the wind shakes the sand, snow flies wildly,
Those beside her urge the lady to change her robes of gauze.
They force her out to the forehalls to watch the songs and dances
And together wait for the Great Khan to return from the hunt of night.
Although a legacy of "palace poetry", the quatrain vignette was perfected in the K'ai-yiian
period, and became immensely popular in the late eighth and ninth centuries, with the High
T'ang treatments remaining the norm. The same devices seem to have spread to short songs
such as Ts'ui Hao's A Girl by a Stream.
P.86 quotes two quatrains from Meng Hao-jan, though it was not his preferred form. He
seems to have written "normal length" poems, i.e., eight-liners like the quoted Boating on Yeh
Creek, p.87. He used "enigmatic closure" as much as any capital poet had done, despite his
individual poetic voice and lack of interest in past styles. Note 5 p.322 on a previous exegesis
brings in some further considerations on different types of "closure", a discussion which
Owen seems currently to be a leader in. We will have to quote the poem he refers to, but
even without it his debate with Wai-lim Yip is instructive as the latter argues that a bird
image concluding the poem is "a presence that is important purely for its own sake and
without meaning beyond its self-contained existence", appealing to the Sung tradition of the
importance of the "accidental" (adventitious but not factitious?) in aesthetics. Owen is forced
to generalise that there was "a strong tradition of pointed closure in the quatrain (often
making some clever, metaphorical point through some object or scene)" which would have
required the T'ang reader to treat the image of the egret as "an enigma, as an indecipherable
omen whose actions seem to incarnate some larger pattern of the natural order: the image
cannot be reduced to a single meaning, but it points beyond itself to some larger
significance." He also allows that the Yip reading of such final lines as "pure phenomenon"
cannot be excluded entirely. One might ask at what period of the poetic tradition such deep
indeterminacy arose — surely not in the first decades of the poem's reception? In note 12
p.323 Owen returns to the Sung for a contrast, citing rustic vignettes of Fan Ch'eng-ta, "in
which naturalistic details of rural life are celebrated for their own sake." It is time to quote
this controversial egret poem, by Wang Wei, five syllable lines, p.39:
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Rapids by the Luan Trees
The moaning of wind in autumn rain,
Swift water trickling over stones.
Leaping waves strike one other—
A white egret startles up, comes down again.
On the same page of notes (p.322) Owen returns to the perennial problem of historical
layering, by citation and allusion, conscious and unconscious, artistic and routine, in such
literatures. Again he has modified or manufactured some interesting concepts of use to our
study of most ancient literatures: the Chinese literary language being "grounded in texts and
particular usages rather than in open paradigms", which is said to be in contrast with the
"grammar" of the Western pedagogic tradition, which is an "open paradigm". The literary
language has a general textuality. However, I would have thought that poetic composition in
the Medieval and Renaissance West proceeded in much the same way, whatever might have
been the processes lying behind prose literacy.
P.92 concludes an apocryphal anecdote from an early 9C collection. Two Wangs (there have
been a considerable number of that name in China!) listening to musicians performing a series
of seven-syllable quatrains and criticising the ones sung if they weren't their own composition
as being "common village verses". This neatly indicates the existence of such less canonical
quatrain forms in both high and low literature. What is more, it is obvious to us even now
that having the very first one performed out of its original, quite definite context by imperial
musicians to an audience only of colleagues and singing girls changes what the poem was
"about". "A moving interpretation of a specific situation becomes a fragmentary
representation of something hidden and inaccessible" as Owen felicitously puts it p.93.
The move from the "occasional" to the "pure" in poetry has not been so deeply treated in any
other book of my acquaintance, or at least, not in language so redolent of recent theoretical
elaborations, and the issue remains crucial for Western epigram, despite the lack of hard
evidence for the processes that accompanied the latter's genesis. Also of note is the fact that
quatrains were often sung, especially examples partaking somewhat of the yiieh-fu, such as
the last quoted example by Wang Chao-chun. They were no longer "popular" in the sense of
being folk literature — they were much appreciated by the urban classes. The frontier themes
of many quatrains were suited to the newly-imported frontier music.
The use of contemporary quatrains as songs for entertainment was a fundamentally new thing.
Older poetry was read and chanted as a literary experience and also as a means of learning
composition. The literary experience had firmly in focus the surviving information on the
lives of the authors, and on the circumstances in which the poem might have been composed.
These framed the experience and coloured it with specificity and concreteness. By an
analogical shift or merely by vagueness and incomplete reference such a fundamental
situation-boundedness was now broken.
Even at this period (p.94) poetry was more an "event" than a text, it was an act of the
moment, and for the moment. Of course, many of the Shih-ching poems were already open to
a more generalised reading, making them into a repeatable literary experience. However, it
seems to have been the quatrain in its song form which was a, or even the significant means
by which truly occasional poetry moved towards general referents.
It had always been the yiieh-fu which had been most strongly divorced from occasion. See
Zhou's article excerpted very briefly above, particularly p.288, where it becomes obvious how
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dangerous it is to "define" yiieh-fu without considerations of period and region. The term
"ballad" often is sufficient, with its overtones of folk traditions and openness to being sung,
and yet also to literary authorship, but the traditions mutated and intertwined, while the name
remained. See also Kaltenmark p.l 194. In yiieh-fu form, the personality and biography of
the author were usually of minor or no importance for appreciating the work. The reader
could take advantage of the various forms of transference occurring in fictional modes to
identify with fictional personae. Of course, given the Chinese traditions, topical
interpretations for many of these were often later concocted. One major and very important
indication of fictionalisation is the change of title (p.94-95) of quatrain songs from, say,
Wang Wei's title of Sending off Yiian on a Mission to An-hsi to The Song o f the City by the
Wei. The universal is repeatable and its audience becomes all people present and future, and
poets writing with this sort of horizon think and write differently. Let us go to the very
important matter of the genuineness of titles, treated in the long note 5, p.323.
A lot depends, as with the AP and API, on who wrote the titles and annotations in anthologies
and collections, and at what period. Not much is known about the compilation and
circulation of poem collections in the 8C. Poems on social occasions were given to the
addressee (this would be expected) or sometimes written on walls. Collected editions of a
poet's works were usually put together when he became old or had died. Evidence exists in
the large number of "homophonic variants" (many Chinese characters can have the same
pronunciation) that circulation in the poet’s active life was not only by copies of copies, but
also by the writing down of poems from dictation or from memory, the latter being more
likely. It is even uncertain whether poets kept their own files of all their poetry. They
certainly did this for some proportion of it. Li Po and some others themselves compiled a
collection that they wanted "published". Wang Chin noted that his brother's, Wang Wei's pre
rebellion poems had been largely lost, and set about reconstituting that loose corpus, as Owen
suggests, first from what he himself had kept, then by asking around the original recipients of
occasional poems, chasing copies that had gone into what we would call samizdat circulation,
and from walls (p.324 now). Apart from the collection from dipinti, this is the same process
by which A.M. Luck had his Latin poems published.
Editors tended to compile everything that they could find, and they leave enough information
for us to know that most K'ai-yiian and T'ien-pao collections are incomplete, but not precisely
why. The master copy would be entrusted to an "editor", often a family member or close
friend, to copy out, with the preface that preserves much of the information necessary for the
interpretation of the poems. Given the habits of leading Chinese families, such collections
were often handed down as heirlooms before being published to a wider readership. Editions
would be presented to the Imperial Library. Despite this, individual poems still circulated in
less formal ways and the most popular developed those textual variations and problems of
attribution which are the delight and the frustration of close scholars. Even anthologies
compiled in the lifetime of the poet often show texts quite different from those of the
"standard editions".
Now the matter of the reliability of titles. Titles are crucial to the understanding of many
poems, because of the occasional nature of most of them. However, and this is very
important, the textual integrity of titles seems not to have been much respected, and this too
seems a world-wide tendency, rooted in the inner reality of a lemma or a title. Poets
themselves probably regarded the title as a mere note on the occasion of each poem. When
someone took a poem off a wall, it seems that he would include this fact in the title he wrote
for the poem, for it would have had no title on the wall. The single character t'i (Mathews n°
6238 for those who wish to see the character itself) means "written on the wall of...". It was
common for poems with wide circulation to develop non-occasional titles, and when the
poem seems to be definitely occasional (to be assumed anyway in doubtful cases of most
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genres), such titles tell us nothing about the original meaning of the poem. In the process of
collection, the collecting individual could, it seems, claim that he or his relative was the
addressee, perhaps without total disingenuousness but rather in hope. Note that this could
just as easily be the case with many cases where titles survive without variants.
For Chinese occasional poems (of this period at least) the term "title" seems to mean no more
than "information on the circumstances of composition". To the processes of corruption
listed above we must add straight-out forgery and mistaken attribution when poems were
gathered for collections, or even more, for an anthology of several poets. Popular anthologies
are ipso facto suspect, and also any poets who were famed for a distinct manner. To these
vivid individuals of high prestige, such as to Li Po, floating poems resembling their "manner"
were fatally attracted. However, there are some manuscripts which have a secure history and
to these we may lend much trust for text, title and attribution. Wang Wei's collection is one
such, and in general any MS surviving from the increasingly dutiful hands of family
members. Editions by strangers are more suspect, especially given the nature of the
fragments they must have been working from. As with the AP, the use of titles and lemmata
for biography is a dangerous but necessary business. The form and functions of titles in
literary works of mid-modern Europe is a by-way trodden by Rothe BOOK TITLES. Of
course, such a mini-form overlaps with "epigram", more than just etymologically, especially
if we are to trust that obscure passage in Scaliger, where the statue is the "titulus" of.the
epigram, rather than vice versa.
Occasion never left T'ang verse, but it was greatly supplemented by the divorced-repeatableuniversal. Only somewhat in this connection: most major poets and many minor poets in the
High T'ang produced famous quatrains, Wang Ch'ang-ling (7698-757) generally being
regarded as the master. His regular collection is about half made up of quatrains (by title, I
presume from Owen's phrasing, not by number of lines). The fact that only three out of the
sixteen Wang poems anthologised in the Ho-yiieh ying-ling chi are quatrains suggests that the
fame of the short poems has grown since that anthology was made. However, there is no
T'ang preface to his works, suggesting that he was published in scattered anthologies for a
long time, and collected in the Sung. I would then tend to suspect the genuineness of many
titles, given what Owen has said about the anthologisation process before the great age of
Chinese printing. The fact that (p.96) he only used fictional personae in his yiieh-fu -like
poetry might have preserved his titles from collection to collection because they obviously
related to the text beneath. However, his popularity, showing as it did the contemporary thirst
for non-occasional poetry, particularly frontier poetry (his forte) and palace poetry, might
suggest the opposite. His traditional quality was "wind and bone" (feng-ku) possibly
"affective power, and strength", but the term, like many intuitive or conventional critical
terms, meant many things at many times. He was particularly successful in appealing to the
settled T'ang categories of mood, based on holistic artistic impressions of the trained reader,
and a central category in contemporary thinking about poetry. He did not produce masterful
parallel couplets or indeed memorable couplets in any number, nor did he keep the stylistic
decorum of eremetical poetry, nor display and develop his own poetic personality, nor
introduce serious intellectual concerns. He tended to work in a few quick strokes to produce
an evocative image, a dramatic gesture, or a suggestive scene. No doubt such stylistic and
thematic preferences led to his liking for quatrain form rather than stemmed from it.
I select from an old style pentasyllable poem of 12 lines by Tu Fu (on p.104) the couplet:
Sanskrit chants intoned, often reach the outside,/ Bell's overtones still shake my bed. This
purely for the content, but these pages deal with Li Ch'i, and he was a great writer of "oldstyle" poems and songs in heptasyllables, some of them occasional poems. This use became
common only in the T'ien-Pao. Just as an example, and perhaps also because it illustrates the
rare topic of "poems on music", it is worth noting that his Hearing Tung T'ing-lan Play the
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Nomad Pipe Songs: I tell about it in This Piece Playfidly sent to Grand Secretary Fang Kuan
runs to 28 lines, all heptasyllables except line 9 (six) and 17 and 18 (five). We read of
something like this on p. 128 concerning earlier yiieh-fu, (seemingly the heptasyllabic form of
it was open to irregularity) and heptasyllabic song, into which a few trisyllables often entered
and occasionally a pentasyllable.
Somewhat at variance with the implications of this, Owen then says that many of the earliest
Han yiieh-fu were highly irregular, and of course, Li Po was even wilder, whether for reasons
of primitivist tone or just in the interests of freedom. Hexasyllabic poems were, as we have
noted, rare and usually awkward, but such a line was at least recognised as a poetic unit and
not as a completely wild variation. The title itself is seemingly arranged in a heptasyllabic
couplet, but I cannot judge if it really is. The second line of this title is translated with
"playfully", but as I can find only five of the characters in Mathews, I am not sure if the
corresponding one to this is the third, lung/nung4, n° 4728, of which a few variants (not the
simple form in our poem), numbered 4279, can mean "make a fool of". Anything facetious,
playful or nugatory is of course of interest in the comparative study of epigram. P.107 has a
connection between the character sketch and the tendency for purely typological poetry in the
K'ai-ytian. Of more use is p.122 on the huai-ku, or meditation occasioned by a visit to an
ancient site. No doubt this encouraged the engraving of poems in scenic places. The central
theme of these poems, almost the only way to approach a historic theme before 740, was the
poet's present.
P.128-129 returns to the freedoms allowed by the yiieh-fu in the 1C (the only way to write
fictional poetry in the tradition of that time) and the change from the outwardly regular
pentasyllable form of those of the early T'ang to the heptasyllabic and irregular examples
which became more frequent early in the 8C. It was in the manner of these, and thus
imitating the southern practice, that Li Po composed his masterful quatrain vignettes, (p.129).
Even where his form may have been traditional, his treatment showed the expected surprises.
This is particularly notable in his pentasyllable quatrain (p.129-130) on a monument at
Hsiang-yang which no normal visitor to the region could avoid going on to Hsien mountain to
find, to read the inscription on the stele and to weep over the virtue of magistrate Yang Hu:
So let's get drunk at the Hsi family's pool,
Rather than viewing the "monument of tears"
When drunk Lord Shan goes to get on his horse,
The children of Hsing-yang die with laughter.
I would like some punctuation between the couplets. It is interesting that such a famous
honorific stele is mentioned at this period, and I give the standard identification number of
this poem for future reference, [08009]. There is no "realism" in the quatrains which provide
a vignette of everyday life because the situations are idealised, the figures conventional, and
the necessarily schematised scene shows them "performing the one significant gesture that
epitomised their existence". The following is said to be typical of Li's vignette technique,
even though it is not (in his anthology?) "included in the y i i e h - f u Indeed (p.130) the
division between yiieh-fii and "songs" is probably that of an editor, not that of Li Po, and the
editor in question could have worked as late as the Sung:
The Girls ofHiieh (third of five)
A girl picking lotus on Jo-yeh Creek
Sees the boatman return, singing a rowing song.
With a giggle she hides in the lotus flowers
And, pretending shyness, won't come out.
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Deep in the "songs" section of Li Po's collection there occur some (I know not how many)
quatrains, and the six "Heng-chiang Lyrics" open with what seems to be an irregular quatrain,
the first couplet pentasyllabic (and the three middle characters of each line being identical,
the "fault" no doubt suiting the persona of a southern rustic), and the second heptasyllabic.
Owen is usually meticulous in indicating if he has excerpted, and until I can check, I assume
that this is the whole poem:
Everyone says that Heng-chiang's great,
I say that Heng-chiang's awful—
Three days of steady wind blows the mountains over,
And white waves higher than Wa-kuan Tower.
The poet sharpens his own imposingness by taking such personae and then peering around the
mask. In the second-last (fifth) poem of this series he resonates in heroically implied space,
but is also ironically distanced, so the main topic of the poem is never stated. This quatrain
has seven syllables each line:
In front of Heng-chiang Station the ferry master meets me,
Faces me, points east where the clouds are rising from the sea.
Mister, why on earth would you want to cross today?
With wind and waves like this we just can't go.
The final poem of the series is made up of seven lines, of pentasyllables, and we will not
quote it. It is of interest, however, to watch the company that quatrains do keep. Li Po
bequeathed proportionally more private poems to us than did his contemporaries. Owen
confesses also that he finds it hard to draw any line between those illustrating the virtue of
spontaneous naturalness and those which fall into being merely facile (p. 135). His poetry
gained in energy and directness by weakening the barriers traditionally set up between
couplets, simplifying the relationships between them and reducing parataxis. He (p. 136)
placed a high value on his separateness (not only different from, but better than, "separate
because superior"), and his poetry breathes the project of his constantly inventing himself,
incidentally avoiding by this approach the traditional restricting passivity of the perceiving
subject, repression of human will, and tyranny of the external world. All major T'ang poets
(p. 137) developed some image of the self but only one of them largely ignored how the world
was perceived, or "mood", and reduced the world to "a prop to hang his headband on":
Slimmer Day in the Mountains
Lazily waving a fan of white feathers,
Stripped naked here in the green woods,
I take off my headband, hang it on a cliff,
My bare head splattered by wind through pines.
This is a private poem, in pentasyllabic lines. There more occasional poems in Li Po's
surviving collection than private poems, however, after the yiieh-fu, it is the latter which are
most associated with him today. Couplets of emotional intensity and springing the strictures
of decorum were themselves famous:
.. .1 draw the dirk and cut the waters, the waters How on and on.
I lift my goblet to melt away sorrow, but sorrow keeps on sorrowing.
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Li seems tacitly to be doing a favour to what he contemplates (by at least the potential for
creating and then finding an audience?), as in the self-sufficiency of the pentasyllabic
quatrain:
Sitting Alone by Ch'ing-t'ing Mountain
The flock of birds have flown high and away,
A solitary cloud goes off calmly alone.
We look at each other and never get bored—
Just me and Ch'ing-t'ing Mountain.
In its meditative culture this poem (p. 138) could have different readings from the one it must
have when attributed to Li Po. However, he could also remove the self from some poems,
particularly the huai-ku, in a way that the less flamboyant Wang Wei never could, no doubt as
another demonstration of transcending the tradition and control over poetic mode. In the
tradition of such poems on ancient sites the poet's reaction was melancholic and central. So
arises the jolt which trained readers see in a poem like the heptasyllabic Observing the Past at
Yiieh, which we do not quote because of its outer form. An imitation of his style made by
Ts'en Shen in 742CE is in quatrain form (heptasyllabic), and we quote this despite the fact
that the "unmistakeable echo of the voice of Li Po" does not seem to involve the suppression
of the author which we have just been discussing (p. 172—173):
Han-tan girls sell wine by night, face the guests,
swing lanterns from poles, show off the few coins they've gotten;
And I'll be roaring drunk till the sun is high next noon—
A verse of crazy song, then sleeping in the tavern.
Ts'en seems to be a borrower more of Wang Ch'ang-ling's quatrain technique (p.173). He
was one to begin to highlight even more than the court poets the "eye of the line", which, in
the common pentasyllable, was the third character. On p.176 the clever closure of a longer
poem is compared to "quatrain technique" and the last pair of couplets of the song being
discussed are said to seem almost like an independent quatrain. No doubt for the conoscenti
quatrain genre is a vivid one. The occasional tone suddenly arising at the end of some of
Ts'en Shen's songs stand out from the body of the poem. His heptasyllabic songs closely
resemble those of the contemporary Tu Fu. He wrote quatrains in this line length, as we
would expect from his period, and his finest quatrains come between 749 and 757. Frontier
quatrains were even more established a genre than the long frontier song (p. 178). As in Wang
Ch'ang-ling, one is to look closely at the suggestive juxtaposition of the couplets in the
heptasyllabic poem:
Song for General Chao
November on Heaven Mountain, the wind like a knife,
South of the walls a hunting horse, pelt matted by the cold.
Our general gambles at chess, wins victory in every game,
And has won in the stake the sable-fur greatcoat of the Khan.
This is an idle, winter quarters scene, and we must be aware that the Khan is well out of reach
of this encampment in which Chinese forces await the next fighting season. If this poem has
a striking and pointed closure, the next completely inverts traditional expectations to heighten
the epigrammatic wit usual in the sixth- and seventh-century quatrain. Rarely would a firstperson persona, says Owen, say exactly the opposite of what he means, and with this in mind,
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and the judgment that we have in this heptasyllabic poem "one of Ts'en’s finest quatrains", we
quote (p. 179):
Meeting an Envoy on His way Back to the Capital
I gaze eastward to my homeland, the road stretches endlessly,
My two sleeves drenched with tears, tears that never dry.
I meet you now on horseback, no paper here, no brush,
I trust you to take them word— tell them all is well.
Well might we contrast this with "Sim onides'" famous distich! Quatrains were the genre of
the best poetry of Chia Chih, illustrating the High Tang "vignette technique, with its violent
shifts and dramatic juxtapositions". His most famous extant poems are three quatrains written
on meeting Li Po in the South after the terrible rebellion. The first uses an extremely nominal
and paratactic structure to highlight its closure:
On First Arriving at Pa-Ling: Sailing on Lake Tung-t'ing with Li Po and P'ei, the
Ninth o f His Clan
On the river we meet once again, all former comrades in travel,
And we constantly gaze at the Hsiang River mountains with a sorrow that cannot be borne:
Bright moonlight and autumn's wind, waters of Lake Tung-t'ing
A lone goose, the falling leaves, a single tiny boat.
It is to be noted (p.252) that when a High T'ang poet's works have not survived separately, the
topical arrangements of the great early Sung anthologies worked against the representation of
such as specialised in just one topic. In the decade after the great rebellion conservatism set
in, and for some reason such poets of the late 750s to the early 790s are very well represented.
The norms of T'ang occasional poetry are followed by the majority of these poems, hundreds
of parting poems, visiting poems, and banquet poems, mostly in pentasyllabic verse with
hackneyed sentiments, images and rhymes. The "shared style" smooths out individual voices.
The longest reign in this period was the Ta-li, and this is the name commonly given to the
wider period.
On p.256 a new wind is observed in literary theory. Fu-ku poetics advocated a return to the
simplicity and blunt honesty of the ancients (as perceived!), and sincerity had long been a
supreme value in Chinese poeticising. The preface of Tu-ku Chi here adverted to compared
the drum with script, insisting that literary sophistication is not inimical to the natural process
of civilization but rather part of it. Wang Wei was much imitated, and the quoted example is
in pentasyllables (p.256). Capital poetry was a continuing tradition, despite the success of
outsiders, and was still a poetry of "performance" and the mark of culture and status (p.257).
Of course (back to p.209) the greatest outsiders, Li Po and Tu Fu had "granted an importance
to poetry not found in the works of their contemporaries", making it the means of attaining
contemporary recognition (the "qualifying" theory of poetry as a means to make oneself
known, as Owen obscurely glosses) and of establishing a place in history. But "only a living
poet could truly serve the world of capital poetry and satisfy the insatiable appetite for new
compositions." (p.257 again, with a papered-over transition that I hope is not false to Owen's
thought). Three "sentimental rather than emotional" quatrains spanning the 800 CE divide are
quoted on p. 260, and there was a strong continuity of convention in the "picturesque quatrain
vignette". The River Snow of the early 9C Liu Tsung-yiian is one of the best-known T’ang
quatrains. It is naturally enough pentasyllabic:
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On a thousand mountains flights of birds have ceased,
On ten thousand paths, men's footsteps sink away.
A long boat, and old man in rainhat and raincoat
Fishes alone in the snow of the cold river.
Liu Ch'iang-ch’ing’s equally impressive quatrains (also p.260) are largely unknown. Ch'ien
Ch'i also has some pentasyllable quatrains (which I suppose we must still regard as the
standard form) quoted and discussed on p.264. While allegedly striving for the "enigmatic
understatement" of his model, Wang Wei, and being praised for his eremetical and Buddhist
values, he is said to have produced instead a "celebratory exultation of the physical world". I
quote one of the few cases where he does approach the "simple mystery and dignity" of Wang
Wei's style:
Bamboo Isle
Secluded birds on the clear ripples—
When the mood comes, I can’t watch them enough.
New clumps of bamboo press the water low
Where last night mandarin ducks had stayed.
Ch'ien Ch'i's name was usually paired with that of Lang Shih-yiian, whose surviving
collection seems to have been reconstituted from various anthologies, and contains many
questionable examples among its 73 poems. Han Hung is also quoted in the quatrain genre
on p.270: "His best lines often involved an apt historical reference." Some of the finest
poems of Tai Shu-lun "are to be found amongst his almost one hundred and twenty
quatrains." Considerable doubts of attribution bedevil discussion and exegesis, which is a
pity, as he may have been responsible for interesting innovations (p.272). I first choose the
only heptasyllabic quatrain quoted from his work, which is criticised for not escaping the
"poetics of mood of the later eighth century. Everywhere are found those picturesque and
melancholy images, scenes that touch the sentiments but 'cannot be fixed in the eyes.'"
Su Creek Pavilion
By Su Creek Pavilion the grasses spread everywhere—
Who is it leans to the east wind on the twelve railings there?
The swallows do not return, the last events of spring:
A whole sandbar of misty rain and the pear blossoms cold.
Compare this with the five-syllable quatrain in which he makes a more obvious point than
Wang Wei, but in which "the last line is worthy of the master":
Crane in the Pines
Rain-soaked shadows of pines are chill,
And the wind brings down tiny blossoms:
A solitary crane, loving purity, seclusion,
Flies here, does not fly away.
The younger Ten Talents did much of their best and most original work in the quatrain form
(p.278). A subject distressingly common in the society inhabited by officials (note Frank
Ching's father and a recent feature film, Concubine) but which usually had no place in poetry
makes the following heptasyllabic quatrain of Ssu-k'ung quite startling to the trained reader:
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Sick, Sending Away a Concubine
All life's events wound my heart, they are before my eyes,
My whole body drenched with tears, facing our flowered mat.
I used up all my bright gold to teach you songs and the dance—
Now I leave you to another to take pleasure in your youth.
Lu Lun's six Frontier Poems: Matching Poems by Governor Chang partake of the quatrain's
"ability to treat new topics and its links to yiieh-fu...[which] made it easier for a poet to go
beyond the bland decorum of capital regulated verse". The two quoted as being little
different from the frontier vignettes of the High T'ang are pentasyllabic. So is Keng Wei's
"most famous poem", "also distinguished primarily by its perfect treatment of a received art."
Autumn Day
Sunlight cast back enters the village lanes,
Grief comes—to whom can I tell it.
An ancient road, no one walking there:
The autumn wind stirs the stalks of grain.
The allusiveness, of course, has to be pointed out to those of us not steeped in the texts of
Keng's education and leisure — there had been grain covering the ruins of the old Chou
capital in both Wang Wei [05837] and Shih 65. This no doubt removes the accusation I was
ignorantly about to make on the lack of "end point" in the poem.
P.288 mentions one specific case of an exact date being known for a poet's works being
presented to the Imperial Library (792 CE). It also discusses a change in the sense of the
literary past. In such a backward-looking genre as Western epigram, crucial to the reading of
the poems are the modalities of the sense of past which suffuses each age and area.
Previously there had been a fairly stark choice between "ancient" and "modern" styles, the
"archaic" alternative being a unitary one. Fu-ku theory was a-historical, applying one
standard throughout time. Chiao-jan made an argument which was to set the course for future
literary attitudes, in which "a sense of literary history as change rather than decline meant a
relativity of values." This influential Chiao-jan wrote in a great number of styles and modes,
preserving their integrity as he used them. He (p.289) "could equal any of his contemporaries
in the evocative quatrain with its suggestive closing image", of which the following is a
heptasyllabic example:
Red Pine (?)
Along the bank through dense foliage, then out to see the sky:
Sunlit sands sparkling clear, and the water rushing on.
I wonder where that winged being is ever washing his herbs,
Whose ruined flowers in countless numbers follow the flowing stream.
"The closing scene is the physical evidence of some hidden truth, on which the third line
speculates." Wei Ying-wu wrote some lush banquet poems which suffer more in translation
than the small corpus of quatrains which have been particularly admired, with their
"controlled simplicity" and which "Chu Hsi would have praised as having 'not a single word
consciously "fashioned."'"
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Spending the Night in Yung-yang: To the Taoist Rule-Master Ts'an
I know that tonight far away by the prefectural library
The freezing snow is encasing pine and bamboo.
At one moment a monk from the mountains comes,
Hangs up his lantern, spends the night there alone.
Wei often speculated on a faraway scene. Note that this "distanced" poem is somehow still
"occasional", at least, fictively so. A poem on temple visiting can be quoted (heptasyllabic)
which illustrates the interest Wei often showed for historical themes in their own right. His
song [09402] on the famous ancient "stone drums", ancient monoliths inscribed with poems,
is not quoted. It is said to have been the inspiration for a more famous and more richly
developed poem on the same subject by Han Yii [17913]. (See Robert *Payne 1949 p.l 13ff.
for translation and brief discussion of date). Wei's backward gaze at the days of Hsiin-tsung,
breathing the theme of man's impermanence and the continuity of nature which was more
commonly associated with the ruins traditionally treated in the tradition of huai-ku:
Climbing to the Heights ofPao-yi Temple: Revisiting a Place of Former
Travels
Azure ridges, incense terraces emerge midsky,
Misty trees of a million homes fill the sunlit stream.
The monks live nearby. I do not recognise them.
I sit and listen to the faint bell recording the years gone by.
While the sound of the bell had often reminded meditating poets of the Buddhist vacuity of
existence, it is for Wei the occasion for retrospection and for a special sort of nostalgia. The
last poem quoted by Owen will also be our last, the most famous from Wei Ying-wu. It is
often interpreted allegorically to resolve the tensions of the disturbing enigma of its pointed
closure, which occupies the place normally reserved for an evocative closing scene of nature.
Wei does not often close with the traditional High T'ang "epiphany of the landscape", "a
scene that seemed to embody the theme, mood, or resolution of the main body of the poem".
He gives evidence of having experienced such things, but he locates them far from himself in
space or time, "turning vision into desire". His best poems are said often to have been "High
T'ang poems with cracks in them", and he spoke precisely to the poetic interests of the
following Mid-T'ang:
West Stream at Ch'u chou
Alone I cherish the hidden plants that grow along the stream,
Above which the yellow oriole sings deep within the trees.
Spring's high water, bearing rain, comes swiftly with evening:
A ferry in the wilds, no one there— the boat crosses by itself.
Non-allegorically and even non-rationalistically and even still non-philosophically — merely
superimposing such a "closure" over what would be expected in Wei's literary tradition (and
not imagistically at all) — we still are brought up against a crude descriptive absence. This
surface insufficiency seems meant to be seen as being in conversation with a thematic/literary
absence, image of an Absence.
The deepest open closure.
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Immediately to spoil the effect of this and to reinforce the pedestrian genre of this document
(open commentary on varied, selected texts including descriptive and critical bibliography of
more) I here fit in a note to Ch.15, n° 7, p.327, which treats of linked verse. The only English
citation is David Pollack The Chinese Linked Verse (Diss. Berkley 1976). We have already
presented a theory that derives the literary quatrain from an early form of this "poetic relay".
It is interesting that reference to the Chinese quatrain, as to a slightly lesser extent applies to
the ruba'i, does not seem to feature in synthetic treatments, even in one of the considerable
extent of Pld'iade Encyclopddie Histoire des L iteratures.
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7. Tang poetry in China today —A standard anthology
See, for the moment, annotated Bibliography, which I copy here.
?
Tang shi san bai shou vi zhu A modem anthology of "300" Tang poems, only
painfully decipherable to me. We have very specific uses for our limited reading of it.
Even for the non-Sinologue, it is instructive to decipher the section headings and note
the proportions of types of poem in standard anthologies. Pp. 1-49 have Wu Yan Gu Shi
(Five Syllable Ancient Poems, of variable length). Pp. 50-146 have the Seven Syllable
Ancient Poems, again of variable lengths. Pp. 148-227 have the Wu Yan Lu Shi, or Five
Syllable Regulated Poems, and length is regulated as well, as we can read in the Addenda
under *Han..., *Chinese Quatrain. Pp. 228- 272 have the Qi Yan Lu Shi, the Seven Syllable
Regulated Poems. P. 273-307 have the Wu Yan Pa (?) Ju or 5 syll. quatrains, and pp. 308352 have the Qi Yan Pa (?) Ju, or 7 syll. quatrains, which are thus at the end of the anthology.
Note that the quatrains come last, but still form a considerable volume. They are far
more than afterthoughts or "fillers". Being shorter, they may even be more numerous than the
preceding genres. It is sufficient for us that this anthology, whether its compilation be
modem or ancient, gives them last place but still a substantial one. Going only by pages:
QUATRAINS: 7 syll. (60 poems) take 45 pp., the 5 syll. (36 poems) take 34 pp.
Thus 96 poems and 80 pp. or so for quatrains. Against this: 50 pp. and 42 poems for
the Five Syll. Ancient, and 97 pp. and 44 poems for the Seven Syll. Ancient. Also,
the near cousins of the Tang ("Regulated") Quatrain, i.e., the more standard, 8 line
Regulated Poems: 5 syll. - 44 pp. and 80 poems; 7 syll. - 80 pp. and 51 poems. It is
clear that the 5 syllable Regulated Poem (i.e., eight lines, with many formal
restrictions) is here taken as the prime example of Tang verse, and High Tang verse is
the paradigmatic corpus for all subsequent Chinese verse.
Unless I have miscounted or misread the table of contents and the limited photocopies
I have retained of the join-pages of each genre, this makes 313 poems. Thus, the "centuries",
as often, are not exact. The device of "centuries" of poems in anthologies is found in
medieval Latin, in Sanskrit, in Chinese, and in Japanese, and who knows where else!
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40. Han periphery - Japanese
1.

Japanese inscriptions, early periods

All from the Kodansha and its supplements of more recent date.

1. Kinsekibun (Headword: "inscriptions")
"Metal and stone writing" (though the term is entirely general, covering also writing on clay
and wood supports) from the Chinese Tradition of course, and the earliest are unequivocally
in Chinese. They are found on Buddhist images, bells, mirrors, swords, stone monuments,
and can be buried on tiles, stones and in sutra mounds (to ensure the survival of texts and
doctrine through the period of decay prophesied in the tradition: the mappö). In the mid +5C
and early 6C Japanese language appears, we are told by the experts, on swords, tombs (eta
fuyanama, inariyama), and bronze mirrors.
Only 60 kinsekibun are datable before 794. They come on közuke memorials, wood plaques,
metal statues, and burial tablets of the Chinese type (see *Macd), some known only by
literary references.
Then 550 come from the Heian period, 794-1185, and many more from later periods. For the
preceding Nara period (710-794), they are useful for folk studies. There was always some
Chinese-style interest in Japanese public epigraphy: in 720 the Nihon shoki. an early
chronicle, mentions them, but not until the 17C were they the subject of systematic study, at
the hands of Mitsukune and Sadanobu. The study of the humble mokkan (included in
kinsekibun) is a very new field.

2.

Kozuke

Monuments, in stone, from the 7C and 8C, in the Gumma prefecture. See Macd. Mounded
tomb (kofun) with corridor chamber.

3. Mokkan
Wooden strips for writing, as is common in China and was in Scandinavia, however, the
Japanese strips were less uniform than those of their mentors (normally 35-45 cm), being
"just long enough for the message". In Japanese they average 10-25 cm in length and 2-3 cm
in width.
Only since 1961 have they been excavated in quantity. By the early 1980s, 32,000 were
known from 40 sites. In the Supplement 1986 p.32 (by NISHIMATA Souhei, science
reporter?), 400 more are reported among 1082 wood fragments excavated in 1985 from
Asuka village in the Nara prefecture, at first thought to be from the palace of Asuka Habuki
no Miya. Mentioned on some of the latter are Prince Otsu 663-686, Prince Otomo 648-672
(see in the Kodansha the Köbun Emperor"), the Provinces of Ise and Owari, and three dates,
all 681 CE (= the 10th year of Temmu, who died in 686). It is now nearly certain that the
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upper layer in which these were found is a different palace, Asuka Kiyomihari no Miya.
Excitement among scholars was the result (or the cause) of suspicions that these very slips
were the ones used in the compilation of the famous old chronicle Nihon-Shoki. If not these,
then at least slips very like these.
Back from this excitement to Kano's 1983 article, with which we began. The oldest mokkan
are mid 7C, most are late 7C, 8C, and some can be found as late as the 15C. They are, like
western ostraka, used for all informal forms of writing, but also for purposes for which
papyrus or even parchment or metal might have been used in the West:
labels
to issue directives
record keeping
to practice calligraphy
to jot notes
as talismans
scroll title tags
medical prescriptions
lists of Chinese characters
labels connected with the taxing of goods.
Bamboo and wood strips had been in use in China since before the Former Han (206 BCE).
In Japan, their findspots are mostly palaces. Other less common findspots are the more
important temples, military outposts (just as in Vindolanda!), regional administrative centres,
and post stations (Ekisei).
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2.

Funerary practices and poetry in pre-Buddhist Japan

It is not uncommon for writers on epigram to cite the Tanka and Haikai/Haiku (short poetic
forms of traditional Japan) as genuine, or even the most genuine “epigrams”.439 These tiny
forms, with their rigidly fixed syllable count and what seems to many Westerners their purely
imagistic aesthetics, have become part of European literary consciousness. Why Japan
developed such extremely short poetry would be an interesting but perhaps uncontrollable
investigation. We would have to look at the cult of public restraint notable in societies with
highly developed systems of public decorum, which many Asian languages have built into
their linguistic system in the form of “politeness language”. Another line of inquiry would be
the effects of dominant warrior classes on dlite culture, as in Greece, where deeds might be
valued above words, and this preference be shown by conscious laconicism. A general taste
for smallness and frugality might be claimed for Japanese culture. Such m acro
generalisations are stimulating, but notoriously uncontrollable and unhelpful. As a last resort
we might appeal to mere cultural arbitrariness.
There is nothing frugal about funerary customs during the kofun-jidai — “period of great
burials”, +4C to +7C. The tumuli can still be seen near Osaka airport.440 The largest of these
covers an area of 720 by 450m. It is 40m high and has twice the volume of the Great
Pyramid. Naturally enough, they were for the ruling family. My treatment follows the work
of Macd, with the help of the Kodansha and the Princeton Encyclopedia 441 For seventh and
eighth century Japan not much help seemed available in Australia. The islands were then
under the strong influence of China, and archaic Japanese, glimpsed through Chinese
characters, and language, is not a pretty sight for the majority of students. Most Australian
effort in Nipponica concentrates on contemporary matters. After the +7C and +8C quite
dramatic cultural changes came upon Japan. The tomb lost its importance. Shinto seems to
have entered into a sort of symbiosis with a Buddhism already firmly established by the time
of the earliest (eighth century) texts, and the dawn of literacy is very much obscured from us.
Macd tries to peer through the early texts and reconstitute the burial customs of the preBuddhist period. Archaeology continues to help in this endeavour. A few inscribed stelai
survive and funerary plaques placed in the tomb,442 as (variously) in Egypt and Babylonia,
indicate a final resting place after secondary burial.
The “horror of the corpse” which is often taken as typical of the whole of Asia is not very
apparent in this formative period of Japanese culture, though we have an old ethnological note
quoted on p.49 of JAPON that in Kudara and Shiragi 443 the fam ily will not look on the corpse.
Rare funerary tablets come from the +8C. Some of these are dated.444 Only 60 datable
inscriptions come from the Nara period or previous (i.e., pre +794). This does not take count
of mokkan, wooden tallies, excavated recently. About 550 of the latter come from the Heian
period (794-1185), and a great number from later periods.445 A major interest of Japanese
scholars seems to be to find materials which will assist in the internal criticism of their early
texts, the Kojiki, Nihonshoki, Manyoshu, and the Fudoki. See MOKKAN 2 for this sort of
enthusiasm about some finds of the early 1980’s. In 1979 this motivation for archaeological
439 Geoff. Grigson, for example, is drawn to the topic 1977 p.viii of The FABER BOOK o f Epigrams and
Epitaphs.
440 K.-J. Kampmark adds: "and elsewhere — J. Edward Kidder Japan , in the series Ancient People and Places,
Thames and Hudson."
441 PEPP article p.423-431; Earl Miner.
442 JAPON p.79
443 "Both in present day Korea", notes K.-J. Kampmark.
444 JAPON p.95.
44:1 Hiragap.314, from 1983 or previous.
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research was fuelled by the discovery of a plaque with a short, dated inscription concerning
Yasumaro, the editor of the Kojiki. Macd works in the opposite direction, using the funeral
poems, for example the banka of the Manyöshü, to explain archaeology.
Some general points of interest parallel Greek practice or illuminate it. The importance of the
name446 depends on the need to individualise the tomb and on current beliefs about the
deceased. This could have been done orally, but obviously writing was likely to be seized on
very soon after the introduction of "letters". The imina was not the only name. There was a
posthumous name called okurina. Over tombs there was set a haniwa, an earthenware
cylinder447, which had an individualising function and perhaps some other purposes. The
personal effects which were left as grave goods may also have been intended to individualise.
The typical Han stele with its tortoise shaped basis is not much found in Japan. A textually
difficult decree of Jitö in the Nihonshoki suggests that families were asked to produce a
register of tombs, okutsuki no fumi, which could have involved inscriptions, which would
then, like books of funeral praises, have had importance for inheritance and legitimacy of
families. The tomb is stated in the Ath. Pol.448 to have something of this importance in the
Athenian democracy, and inheritance is suspected as a prime motive for the first tomb
inscriptions in pagan Denmark. When remembrance and the proving of inheritance are the
main functions of the writing on the tomb, poetry can well be left to the oral or the book
culture, and poetry a-plenty there was: aishoka — elegy; eraki kanashite — playing and
weeping; hitsugi no shinogigoto — funeral eulogy and imperial genealogy; kayo — chants,
particularly ancient ones; uta gaki — antiphonal, alternate song. There was also funeral
poetry, laments and eulogies.
We have some tomb inscriptions preserved in the early chronicles. Gemmei requested on her
deathbed that her grave be surmounted by a stele with an inscription.449 Such things were
well known from the Chinese tradition and this pre-Heian period is one of imitation of China,
as the emerging archaic Greeks imitated their orient. She was the first emperor to have a
modest tomb and not to have had the elaborate mogari, the old primary and provisional burial
rite, around which much of the most complex ceremonial seems to have aggregated. The law
codes, like those of China, decree that a stele (hi) be erected on the tomb, with the name (na),
the title (kabane), or the functions (gukan). It is interesting that archaeology finds so few of
such things. Gemmei’s inscription as preserved in the Tödaiji-yöruku strikes us as quite unGreek:
This is the site of the funeral mound of the dowager Empress who governed the world
from her palace of Heijö in the district of Sohu no kami of the Province of Yamato.
The 5th year of the Yörö Era, kanoto tori (721CE), in winter, the 12th month, the 1st
being of mizunoto tori,450 the 12th day, kinoto tori.
One of the few other inscriptions of this type is carefully cut onto unworked stone.
References to inscribed stelai seem to be not at all abundant in literature. One of the most
likely is a poem of Ohotomo no Yakamochi, podme 409b, whose interpretation rests on our
understanding of shiine. We don't know the nature of such a "mark". Even if it is a stele, we
must note that it was erected long after the tomb was built, and the ancestor is doubtless not
historical, but mythical, so the conceit may not reflect practice. The poem:

446 JAPON p.108 on the “naming of the corpse”: kabane.
447 JAPON P.281 and glossary’. K.-J. Kampmark adds: "around the tombs as well".
448 55, 3.
449 JAPON p.282. Also for the inscription.
450 "Mizunoto" = celestial stem, "tori" = cock = zodiacal sign, the whole equals the 10th year in a 60 year cycle.
K.-J. Kampmark!
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On the tomb of the first and divine ancestor of the Ohotomo
Let us raise a brilliant mark (Shime)
to make him known to the world, (p.283)
Illustrations n° 86 (inscribed rounded stele of Hayoto), 123, 124 (inscribed and well squared
stele of Nasu), 125, 126, 127 (funerary plaques) give an idea of the form of these ancient
monuments, which were to leave no Shinto tradition. Enough phallic figurines survive to
encourage those who believe the stele itself to be a Ungarn, though as we have seen, the
meaning of such forms can change without outward changes in the sculpture, or even in the
rites.
We seem to be better informed of the poetry surrounding old Japanese burial than we are
about what happened at the CK(f>opd in Greece.451 This is important, as it may well be that
funeral inscriptions in verse were selected from one genre of this early Japanese poetry, or it
may have been of an opposite sort, supplying for what was lacking in inscriptions. Greek
inscriptions begin as apparently factual statements, so it is purely their metrical structure that
links them with oral funeral verse. Macd speculates that oral Japanese funeral poems,
prepared or extempore, had as part of their function that of being an offering to the deceased.
If this is true, it is surprising to the Classically trained westerner that such poems were never
inscribed. Perhaps the explanation is that they were sufficiently preserved in the books in
which they were normally collected. It is likely that the kayo and banka composed either at
the moment of inhumation (as a last farewell) or long afterwards as a literary elaboration on
various funeral themes, were then taken up and fictionalised, very much as the inscribed
poetry for Greek graves became the origin, or the centre of crystallisation, of various
Hellenistic literary genres. A book to book, not stone to book development of the genre was
imposed by the unavailability of stone poems, and perhaps by cultural attitudes to oracy and
to fine writing with the brush.
Japan borrowed and modified the Chinese decrees, and somehow, perhaps through a
combination of confucian frugality and Buddhist contempt for the mortal remains of the
deceased, the upper classes developed that horror of the corpse which is so widespread in
Asia and explains why there were later to be no monuments for the deceased, which means
that there could be no popular tradition of funeral art or inscription. It is doubtful if the
western epigram would have developed if a similar horror had been widespread there.
Japanese peasants knew nothing of these imported inhibitions, and their behaviour left
everything to be desired in the eyes of the £lite. Yet they themselves frequently practiced
burial by exposure or by abandonment, which also left no graves.452
In his rich appendices Macd translates relevant parts of the old chronicles. Only one text
describes secondary inhumation in one of the great tumuli 453 In the Nihonshoki there is a
treatment of the Taika decrees made 80 years before. In them Chinese example is explicitly

451 Japo n p.303 ff.
4r^ JAPON p.397. Nick Danziger notes similar things about popular customs in Tibet: Dan/.igcr's Travels
Lond. 1993, 19921, p. 319, burial by being cast into a river, for the poor. The rich however used a zoroastrian
style "sky burial", which he himself witnessed in all its unsettling physicality.
455 JAPON p.486, for the year 612CE. The planting of stakes on this mound seems to have been as much a
competitive activity as the long round o f funeral eulogies, one of which we read was “given to Sakahibe no omi
Marise to be read by him”, whose effort was judged better than that of Tori no omi.
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cited, and many “old customs” are criticised, including “making a funeral encomium while
cutting one’s hair”.454
The Yörö code of 718CE (and not immediately enforced) mentions only one element of the
ancient, elaborate rites, the non-Chinese practice of funeral amusements or games, asobibe.
Like the Taika code, there is strict hierarchy in the rites and the measurements set down for
the tomb. The same regulatory strictness is extended to mourning practices. But even in the
ancient texts it is admitted that such prescriptions were not universally obeyed.
10. For persons of the third rank or above ... one may raise a tomb. This is
impossible for other persons. ...
12. In all cases one should raise a stele over tombs. On it should be written the
function, the title and the name f 55
The koki456 tells us that no. 10 was not obeyed by those under the third rank. It is a haka
which is forbidden them, i.e., a tomb which rises above ground level. No. 12 applies only to
the ranks who are allowed such a tomb, and from other provisions we know that on these the
deceased’s rank was also to be inscribed. Archaeology has so far unearthed less than half a
dozen of such stelai. It was not legislation that killed the stele but changing customs and
sensibilities that would not let such a foreign custom take root.

454 JAPON p.489. Grave goods of gold, silver and silk (?) are forbidden. Special burial grounds are prescribed.

Burial is hiding, not displaying, and the nation is impoverished by funerary expenses. If a hill is required, it
should be a natural hill, not a tumulus, and trees are not to be planted on it.
4- 5 JAPON p.494-498. And inscriptions (kinsekibun), in the KODANSHA, are informative.
456 See p. 499, n° 25: Ritsu ryO (6dit. Iwanami) p. 438; Ryö no shüge, Koki. (I respond, parrot-fashion and
uncomprehendingly, to a query on this by K.-J. Kampmark.
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3.

FUNERARY PLAQUES: P. 283 of Mace

Given the importance of this issue, and the reflections which Macd's study of Japan throws on
periods of Chinese practice largely inaccessible to us, we will translate the whole passage
from the French:
But stelai were not the only means used to pass on the name of the deceased to
posterity. Excavations in tombs have turned up plaques (boshi) which were from the
beginning intended to be placed in the tomb. Thus, unlike stelai, they were not visible
to humans. About fifteen have been recovered so far. The oldest is that of Funa no
ogo and comes from the reign of Tenchi, however, an analysis of the text shows that it
was clearly composed much later, perhaps towards the end of the reign of Temmu.
For similar reasons a similar gap in time between tomb and boshi can be determined
for that of Ono no Emichi, dated to the 6th year of Temmu (i.e., 677CE). The use of
such funerary plaques was probably only becoming popular at the extreme end of the
+7C or the beginnings of the +8C. This was the time when cremation began to spread
among the higher classes. Besides, all the other boshi have been found in cremation
tombs. Cremation was to spread rapidly over all of Japan and through all of its social
classes, but the funerary plaque remained limited in time, in space, and even in social
range. They disappeared fairly quickly, about the end of the +8C, and were only used
for the burials of officials or of monks, that is to say, for members of the most
Sinicising classes, both through Buddhism and through the adopted law codes. Like
stelai, boshi originated in China. They appeared in the Han, and spread during the
Chin. They are found in Korea, Koguryo. The kikajin perhaps originated their use in
Japan, but other groups took them up as well.
The text of these plaques are most often very short, like the rare stele inscriptions
known to us. They give the name, the title, the rank, the function, the residence, the
date of death and/or of inhumation — that is, all the information which could clearly
identify the deceased and his family. Some are longer, narrating the career of the
deceased, such as that of Mino no Okamaro. It is very rare for them to add to the basic
information (biographic and genealogical) any of those "words of consolation" which
Chinese inscriptions on such plaques often include. The sole exception to this is a
funerary urn of Ina no Ohomura. These plaque epitaphs seem to have had few ritual
functions. They seem mainly to have marked the ownership of a family over a tomb
or cemetery in the case of those families which did not have the right, from the law
codes, to construct a funerary monument, and thus could not raise a stele. Inscriptions
buried with the coffin would have been inscribed in some sort of documentary register
above ground, and would not normally have served to identify a tomb. The
Okutsukifumi of the Nihonshoki, which we have mentioned in our discussion of stelai,
may have been one such documentary register. Whether on stelai or on plaques,
epitaphs seemed to appear precisely at the time when tombs ceased to be one of the
poles of social and religious life. These inscriptions accompany cremations, and all
discoveries are accidental ones, as such tombs are not visible. We get the impression
of the recent arrival, from the continent, of a tendency to preserve the memory, both of
the tomb, and of the person buried in it, but also that at the time of its arrival, Japanese
sensibility vis-a-vis both tomb and deceased was in a state of turmoil.
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What prevented the funerary poem from being inscribed was perhaps the semiotics of
inscribing already established within the parent Chinese high culture, and the rapid demise of
the tomb itself. Another set of influences may be a disparity between the sort of things which
Japanese liked to say in poetry and what, in this period only, they wanted to say on
tombstones. Their preferred imagistic and mood poetry could be adapted to tangential
reflections on death, but it could not be related to anything this culture took as a typical
inscription.
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4.

Japanese Illustration

I investigated Japanese books for the precise question of the relation of (short) poem to
accompanying illustration. Apparently Buddhist printing (800 years of it in Japan) did not
favour richly illustrated books, which will be surprising when we see the illustrated early
books found around the Tarim basin, and their woodcut illustrations were Chinese in style.
Narrative handscrolls had been painted (emakimono) from the 8C, but they were for the
aristocratic few. In the Edo period, Japan’s creative isolation from the outside world (16001868) popular publications with very fine illustrations became widespread. They were:
eirihon "books with pictures inserted", and the more purely artistic ehon "picture-books" and
gafu "drawing-books". A very high level of colour printing technologies (imported in 1720
from China and perfected by 1770) and the contribution of supreme graphic artists made these
mass-produced works of the highest quality.
P. 6 claims that graphic illustration was a despised skill in China, but prestigious in Japan.
Both languages were written calligraphically, and their poetic genres and philosophical
aesthetics often favoured having poems and artistic prose illustrated with landscapes. P.10II show a painted manuscript of the more popular type, a nara-ehon, which has text in what
looks like pure hiragana which is probably narrative rather than poetic. It can be seen that in
the Japanese context of recent centuries, when most literary books seem to have been
illustrated, the presence of poems in pictures and vice versa goes without saying.
Nevertheless, as with the western emblemata, the relationship of the elements is still worth
studying. In the examples given by Brown, we have mostly prose text, usually narrative, and
some genres approach the western "comic" in form. P.20, however, begins the chapter on
Poetry and poets.
Poetry writing and appreciation spread widely throughout Japanese society in the 17C and
18C. Iconographic portraits of favourite poets had been painted since the 12C, note the 36, or
100, waka immortals commonly painted, each with one of their very best poems, by the
Yamato-e painters. Through various intermediary stages merely outlined on p.20, we arrive
to the poem plus picture book. Poems were written in group sessions and enjoyed in
common, and p.28 has pictures of such group literary activities, not uncommon even today in
Southern Europe, the Middle East, and Indo-Irania.
P.20 makes the point that the brevity of Japanese poetic genres makes them very suitable for
pictorial representation, (no doubt their brevity did not derive from this eventual destination)
and says that some of the most beautiful Japanese illustrated books were poetry albums.
From the previous pages, we might gather that the poem was primary, and the illustrations
just that, illustrations of another expressive form. However, when a famous book like
Harunobu’s Ehon seiroo biiin awase of 1770 has portraits of very famous courtesans, each
accompanied by a haiku composed by the subject, one might regard the picture as being
primary, even if the book is classified by its author among the ehon. The term haiga,
meaning (p.25, with examples) "picture of a haiku", is not such a portrait, and clearly
indicates that the graphic is in that case secondary to an accompanying text. A 1793 kyooka
"anthology" is illustrated on p.27 with a portrait of the author (p.29) accompanied by one of
her poems, but as she is shown in rear view looking at the large poem, it is obvious that the
title of the book, an "Anthology", is accurate. The poems are primary. In the next chapter
(p.40) a "poetic topographical" work is found among many prose ones. Naturally, in this
work, especially with Hokusai being the illustrating artist, the accompanying kyooka poems
are, as the notes on p. 39 advise us explicitly, "quite subsidiary". In passing, let us remark
that the page chosen for the colour reproduction shows a beauty spot near Edo set aside by the
Shogunate for cherry-blossom viewing, and that there is still found there a stone monument
(in the Chinese fashion? poetic or not?) to this effect.
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Judging from its appearance in Hokusai's impression (dead centre of a double page), it was
one and a half times the height of a human adult with eight or more vertical columns each
containing about a dozen characters (stoichedon, so I do not know in which direction the
writing runs) with a definitely horizontal, five character heading in larger format.
While the very common nature and wildlife graphics (p.46ff.) often do not have much text, or
else have text in prose, p.55 displays poetry in a book illustrating fish and shellfish, where the
technically brilliant (the sheen of the fish is reproduced by a sprinkling of mica) and also
sensitive nature studies may be primary and the haiku anthology pieces secondary, but the
English description given of the book is "a haiku anthology on fish and shellfish". The
illustrator was a relatively unknown amateur called Katsuma Ryuusui and the book Umi no
sachi comes from 1762.
It is notable that Japanese women were much more literate than women in most other pre
modem societies, and had a world of publishing to themselves. It was strongly vernacular
and in kana, and the examples reproduced show no poetry on the illustrations, just text and
captions. Theatre publications on the "floating, or fleeting" world of hedonism, the ukiyo(-e),
are often enough shown to be illustrated kyooka anthologies. Apparently it was these "crazy
poem" (senryuu) anthologies which, in the Golden Age of 1780-1830, "brought forth the
most beautiful picture books" (p.73). There were also haiku books (illustrated of course), and
the gafu where illustrations were meant to be primary, but on p.76 we see a page from the
Chikudoo gafu (Drawing book of Chikudoo) with "the typical bunjin figures and the
accompanying Chinese poem", and note the two 'the'. No doubt Chinese poems continued to
be put side by side with pictures, and only the project of the present book keeps the vast
majority of the verse purely Japanese. A beautiful page from "An album of Calligraphy and
Paintings by Various Masters" of 1819 shows a large and central pomegranate and iris, with a
"calligraphic poem by himself", which is on the left, in several dozen clear Chinese characters
and probably in Chinese, and "eulogy by Nanpo" on the right in cursive. The eulogy is
apparently one written for one of the author's birthdays. The author was Uchida Gentai.
From the bibliography of this monograph I retain only the promising: James Cahill Scholar
Painters of Japan NY 1972. Books by Chibbett, Hibbett, Hillier and Holloway may be useful,
if I ever need to build on what I have found, and find the time to do so.
Once again let us note that the aestheticism of pre-Meiji Japanese writing and painting was
probably higher than anything found at Athens or Alexandria, and the Japanese cult of
indirect allusiveness, and of brevity and minimalism was even more pronounced. Our own
torturous and uninformed discussions about the priority of text or of picture may be starting
from the wrong premisses. It looks as though the specifically Japanese loose calligraphic
style is far less suited than many prestige Chinese styles to be engraved on stone,457 though
this may be of little importance when poetry is displayed on walls in both cultures (see at
least the large kyooka poem on the wall on p.29, being looked at by its author, seen in back
view).
Public display of brush writing, as we hear of in the High T'ang in the book of Stephen Owen,
is practically equal to inscription.
I have no indication if Japanese anthologisers collected poems from walls and other public
surfaces. If they did imitate some periods of Chinese anthologisers in doing this, the
migration of the typically short Japanese poetic forms from public placarding to published
book does resemble the passage from stone to book (and back again) of Greek epigram. It
does seem however that the primary locus for Japanese as well as for Chinese poetry has long
4> 1 K.-J. Kampmark reminds me of what I note elsewhere, that the "loose and calligraphic style" of Japan did
not prevent inscriptions being made in that form, and he adds the information that poems in such an
exaggeratedly non-inscnptional script are inscribed, if not in number, on hard surfaces.
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been the calligraphic form in which it is first committed to paper. Western epigram is
intended for, or pretends to be intended for a public, lithic, format, and leans to a ritually
commemorative and/or celebratory mode with roots in ritual rather than in belles-lettres.
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5.

Art Gallery Of NSW Asian Collection

Art Gallery of NSW has an instructive and interesting Asian Collection, and in analysing its
offerings for this project we remember Ken Meyer, whose perceptive benefactions were
not completely cut short by his tragic death in Alaska last year. His Foundation and the
stamp he put on Australian Arts continue.
The Catalogue is written by Jacqueline Menzies and Edmond Capon, 1990, AGNSW. Its
emphasis is on recent centuries and on the Japanese items beloved of Ken Meyer. My
unchecked impression of the painting collection (the prints and books are not on general
display) is that text features more prominently on the Chinese examples than it does on
those from Japan. The chapter on early Chinese art (p. 18) takes up funerary matters
treated in our 4th Report. Immediately post-Shang, from the Zhou, we have many
inscribed bronzes. Thus inscriptions on hard materials were to become a part of Chinese
dlite culture very early, and to arouse antiquarian interest before the turn of our Era (p. 19).
Tomb furniture or minqi is represented in the Sydney collection. P.20 mentions rubbings
taken from the Wu family tombs in Shandong Province. [It will have become apparent
that this book, like the British Library monograph-catalogue, uses Pin Yin romanisation, in
which Li Po becomes Li Bo etc.]. "Inscriptions in and around the tomb mention four
generations of the Wu family..." and the italics are mine. I wonder how formalised such
inscriptions and their placement were in the Later Han. See Ebrey and Thorpe.
Porcelain did not seem to be as important for epigraphy in China as it was in Muslim lands,
but on p.39 we read that the Qianglong Emperor had his own poems "inscribed" even on
his porcelain. After the chapter on ceramics we move to painting, which begins with a
restatement of the importance of calligraphy. By the 8C the Three Perfections were
standardised as calligraphy, painting and poetry. In the late 5C Xiehe had made the first of
his six principles of painting the cosmic resonance and empathy called qi, translated here
"spirit resonance". Over the page (p.44) it is said to be especially resident in wild,
irregular natural shapes. The connection of poetry with literacy connects it also with
literature, and calligraphy ties the knot. In the 11C there was formed the wenrenhua or
"literati" tradition, called "the greatest tradition throughout the history of Chinese
painting".
j
Under the Yuan, a foreign dynasty (1279-1368), withdrawal of the scholar made him
increasingly backward looking, and drew inspiration from nature, the arts of the past, and
from the circle of scholar-friends. Poets combined the roles of sage, scholar and painter,
and it seems from other sources that not only poetry was tossed about in their reunions but
also painting and drawing. In this environment, the blending of text and image becomes
natural. Amateurism and spontaneity were emphasised by the Southern School, in explicit
contrast with the Court or "Capital" traditions, and the wenrenhua tradition was dressed up
in the Ming by Dong Qichang (1555-1636) who prepared it for its dominating influence in
the Manchu Qing. Great emphasis is laid on the discrimination expended in selecting and
placing the tools of the writer's trade, the Four Treasures of paper, brush, inkstone and
inkstick, and also water dropper, brushpot, wrist rest, brush washer, and seals. However,
the tabulae of carved ivory and the elaborate styli of the West suggest a clerk's attitude not
far removed from this level of reverence and this sense of the tactile and dispositional and
precious. What the West could not imitate was the use of the same tools for writing and
for many forms of painting, and this again favoured the mix of text and picture in China.
Another important generalisation on p. 44 is that Chinese artists (like Muslim artists, see
Kha.tt and Kitäbät) "took great delight in simulating one material in another and
transgressing the borders between materials". This tends to reduce the importance of any
sense of the tactile and kinaesthetic in explaining the brevity and the style of some carved
poetry.
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Couplets were apparently written up in goodly number in many ages up to the present, but
preserved inscriptions tend to be lengthy. And one might question the degree to which the
scratching and gouging and chipping of early Greek writing left its mark in later
sensibilities, rather than just in the etymologies of words. Where the ductus of the
individualised brush stroke is primary in writing, carving will be a pale and pragmatic
shadow of it. And in the West, where for centuries the writing on stone resembled in form
and perhaps in slowness the "capital" letters carefully "inscribed" in books, the influence
of the act of carving on what is written, and on how people felt about its being so written,
becomes more problematic the more one looks at the question. All the more so as in
Greece the premier hard material was clearly bronze, not stone, and the manual techniques
involved in leaving writing on bronzes allows of no easy ambiguities in the idea
"incisiveness". P. 47 displays a modem Japanese inkstone clearly and incisively inscribed
by two artists.
Traditional styles of writing were early influenced by antiquarian interest in what was on old
bronzes. Wood blocks were carved with (previously brush-written?) characters from the
Tang. In Japan, inscriptions (not dipinti) on hard objects were458 not uncommon, see the
teabowl p.76 'inscribed' "Every day is a new day", modern, and the 18C wooden wrist rest
on p.78 'inscribed' (shallow chiselled) in clear but loose characters and kana: "Who knows
the mind of Heaven and Earth". Stone was long used for the fixating of official texts of
great importance, and for the preservation (and easy copying, though this surely was not
the initial motivation for carving characters publicly) of the calligraphy of a poet as well as
of his words. As the calligraphy was as important as the poem (conceived in the narrow
western sense), such stone stelai also served as a way to publish such rarities for all
educated people. Normally the great calligraphy of the past would only to be accessible in
the Imperial library or in great (and closed) private collections.
In a country of great archives, the place of stone preservation becomes different. We refer to
S. Geogoudi's article in Detienne on the rise of archives in Greece. During the rise of
epigram, or at least that of the short poetic inscription, archives were limited in scope and
writing was sporadic in ways that we can only guess at now. In such situations, displaying
text on stone had more functions than it would have now. One can go back to Hammurabi
for most of these.
J
Japanese painting is what AGNSW is strong in. A problem with generalisations on vast
cultural movements will detain us right at the beginning. P. 54 calls the native strand of
artistic tradition "sumptuous, colourful and decorative", and the imported one, which is of
course the Chinese, even if filtered through Korea, "minimal, suggestive and sober". This
would imply that Japanese poetic brevity was "Chinese", but perhaps we are forcing a
comment made on the basis of painting. P.63 and 64 treat of the combination of poetic and
artistic activities in clubs of litterati in Edo. Presumably there would be some division of
labour between painters and poets, even if most of those present were able to do both. The
presence of poetry in paintings, like most elements of theme and style, no doubt depended
on the particular school. P.64 mentions the fact that poetry was common in the paintings
of the nanga or bunjinga school of the 18C and 19C, which looked back to practices of the
Ming. However, in the finest example of this school in AGNSW, the hanging scroll of
Matsuma Goshun (1752-1811) entitled, like many another, "Fisherman returning home"
ca. 1785, there are only three characters apart from the seal. And Goshun was a noted
haiku poet! One cannot hope to resolve the apparent contradictions of secondary
treatments while being out of touch with the materials which forced the generalisers into
them.

458 Correction from K.-J. Kampmark - they still are common. "Inscriptions on teacups are still very popular in
Japan."
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P. 70 deals with the chanoyu, or Tea Ceremony, and makes quite a point of the minimalist
tone of Japanese modifications of the "lavish, formal ceremonies" which came from China.
There developed the wabi, "which was a quest for spiritual fulfilment in the ideal of
poverty". So minimalism, in this context, is native after all. It fits the "simplicity,
irregularity and impermanence" said to be inherent in Japanese aesthetics. "The emotive
power of the ephemeral" (p.71), if such a throw-away typification were to be generalised
into a characteristic of the whole native culture, would favour brevity in expression as well
as sobriety in painting. The understated aesthetic is called (in a context of ceramics, let us
hasten to add) shibui. See p.72 and 73 for apparently unaesthetic, peasant-style caddies
and bowls, chaire and chawan.
One must allude to the simplicity and the unstylishness often favoured by Zen artists when we
discuss the short poem in Japan. P. 17 has a subversive hanging scroll of Zen eccentrics
Kanzan and Jittoku by Nagasawa Rosetsu (1754-1799) in which one unsavoury and
dishevelled man holds up a large scroll for an even more ragged type to peer at. Both
display what looks like a very lower-class laugh, but they are quite obviously educated.
P.69 calls him "an outstanding but eccentric artist", and he was expelled from the studio of
his master Ookyo, who had pioneered the study of Western pictorial devices and so was
not totally conservative. The same roughness, and perhaps not even a "lack of style as the
pinnacle of sophistication in style" but something more profound, is apparent in many of
the vessels for the tea ceremony. P.74 shows a simple enough example by Kaneshige
Tooyoo (1876-1967, thus quite modern) inscribed in bold, bowl-high characters (as we
have noted above): "Every day is a new day".
Again in Japan, writing materials were elaborately crafted, especially the suzuribako, or
writing case, which seems to have been an addition which Japanese litterati had made to
the scribal paraphernalia of the Chinese as early as the Heian period (794-1185).
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41. Burial — not otherwise covered
1.

Greek Burial ritual and its impact

It might be useful to list the probable ritual events in a developed Greek funeral of the Archaic
and Classical periods. No claim is made that burials included all these elements or were
invariably the same. Evidence from a different society, that of Rome, suggests that great
families could have different traditions. The Comelii were not a cremating family, which
made them very untypical of the great aristocratic gentes .459 Evidence from the burials in
Athens suggests that cremation was universal in our period, despite the uncertainties
stemming from M orris’s claims that the Dipylon has been badly dug and the Kerameikos
badly preserved . 460 The same Morris reminds us that burial is only part of a funeral. The
fullest list of funerary stages which can be extracted from TOTENKULT and BURIAL CUSTOMS
is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

first expressions of grief
washing and oiling
closing of the eyes and mouth
prothesis
dirge
walking around the dead
funeral banquet
ekphora
cutting of the hair and hair sacrifice
cremation
sacrifices, libations
grave goods
burial (bier, sarcophagus; cenotaph...)
tumulus and stele
funeral games
traditional cult days, months... (recurring?)

Obviously, each of these items could be developed at length, but our interest is in the part
played by the inscription, beyond its simplest function of giving the name of the deceased.
Verse is certainly decorative, as it still is on modern tombs. It is conceivably magical,
possibly mnemonic and thus commemorative in a rather specific way, but there seems no
evidence for the theoretical possibility that it reproduces some of the funeral laments (even
though some literatised, or at least prefabricated yooi are suggested by Solon’s time) or
encomia.
This is not to say that individual topoi may not have been influenced by common practices
taken from these two oral forms.

4:"9 Lavagne p. 165 of MORT ROMAINE. See also Cicero.
460 BURIAL p. 151. Next point, p. 29.
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2.
The original aryan North — prehistory and “meaning” of stelai and
tumuli
Stelai were known in old Europe from about -2,000, the period of the spread of metallurgy
and the building of large “nations”. Megalithic culture seems to have spread from SE Spain.
When stelai appear with human features, and resemble the previous “neolithic idol” type, we
have a strong indication that they in some way represented the deceased, but precisely how
will never be known, nor will the presumably elaborate rituals of this period of
Völkerwanderung ever be recoverable. Stelai were threatened by the influx from the East of
peoples who preferred individual burial under tumuli, marked by urns. Rectilinear geometric
art characterised the early part of this second millennium. By the 1st millennium, Iron I or the
Hallstadt culture, geometric forms were moving east against the tide of spiraliform, solar disk
art of the Urn fielders of the previous Bronze n.
Now the “Greeks” came to Greece in two waves, one about -2,000 and the other nearly 1,000
years later, about the time of the confused period of the Sea Peoples. We have more evidence
for the culture of this second wave, and it was cremating, tumulus building, and geometricangular in its taste for design. It also knew stelai. It gave birth to the Classical stele, whose
primitive beginnings supported, and presumably influenced the associated verse epitaph. Its
very strong preference for cremation may have helped the creation of eloquent epitaphs by
removing any possibility of deep repose for the deceased. Where perfect repose is
emphasised, as in Babylonia, we expect and find inhumation and solid, non prominent tombs.
It is the job of a stele to shout, or at least to point, as it is the job of cremation to disrupt,
purify and reduce the mortal remains by dramatic human actions. And though some later
epitaphs indicate that the souls of the dead are in a better place, there seems to be no fear that
they can be disturbed from some kind of catatonic, katachthonic rest. They continue some
kind of activity in the fires of the empyrean, the aether, the world of pure forms, the isles of
the blest, or the gibbering shades of Persephone’s queendom. As in restful Egypt, they need
feeding, but perhaps because of their cremation and the custom of the coal-quenching first
libation, they are thirsty. Their graves are not to be disturbed, hence to some degree the
whole institution of markers, but this is because they need respect, because they are
dangerous, and not because they need rest.
3.

Graves North and South — forms and suggested functions

The recoverable situation in Greece is marked by the interaction of Mediterranean and
Danubian cultures, and this even in the settled Mycenean culture. It seems otiose to go back
to the neolithic graves (-7,000 ----- 2,700) except to note with Hourmouziades461 the
possibility of pot-breaking rituals. The first important period is the Middle Helladic, roughly
a Middle Bronze, in the creaking categories which we must use to marshal widespread
archaeological materials. Mylonas notes the lack of cremations (this is mainland Greece), the
proximity of graves to dwellings, but there was a cemetery at Eleusis, the increase in size of
graves and the appearance of grave-goods. Lacking seem to be: iconicity, ancestor worship
and gifts after burial, and sanctuaries.462 He mentions “stelai” in the period 1900 - 1600.
Platon, in the same semi-popular work,463 describes the styles of developed grave: shaft,
tholos and pit. Rock graves also, which were later to provide such early inscriptions as those
on Thera. There were many possibilites for tumuli, if any mound is capable of receiving such
a name:

461 PREPROTOHIST p.89ff.
462 PREPROTOHIST p. 138-139.
463 P.197.
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There are many indications that graves were covered with tumuli, mounds of earth
enclosed by a low wall, from one side of which the way (dromos) to the inside
began. 464
As in Crete, half-columns flank the entrances to monumental tombs. There has been
considerable argument over the funerary steles which were erected over the tombs of
dead officials. Now it has been shown that the early ones were decorated with various
subjects, mainly scenes of contest either in chase or in war, rendered in a style rather
more Minoan than conventionally Mycenean .465
However, the same author notes that not a single inscription has been found on a Minoan
fresco, so we do not expect to find their stelai inscribed, despite the established literacy of this
culture and its mainland derivatives. Perhaps there was nothing to write on the stele:
There is no evidence to support the theory that there was a cult of the dead during the
Mycenean Age. All we know is that the dead were buried with great reverence and
care, perhaps in accordance with a rich burial ritual.466
Sakellarakis mentions the Minoan (Cretan) practices:
At the beginning of the Post-Palace period, the dead were still interred in shaft graves;
there were also burials in pithoi and in sarcophagoi inside rock-cut chamber tombs
similar to those of Mycenean Greece...
In both regions there was the custom of building cenotaphs.. , 467
The tumulus in Greece is old, in fact Early Helladic according to Andronikos468, certainly
Middle Helladic, at Skaros, Steno, Aphidna, Drachmani in Phocis, and in sites less clearly
relevant to later Greek developments. Of course, the standing stone may mean something
different when it tops an elaborate domed tomb which is itself of stone. Since such secondary
earthworks were indulged in when a natural hill stood nearby, or even pre-existed the tumulus
on the same site, it seems that the motives for raising mounds go beyond the protection of
underlying stonework or the convenient disposal of any earth excavated from the site.
Artificiality and conspicuousness must be assumed, especially as there seem to be Mycenean
tumuli not over tholos tombs, according to the excavations of G.Sotiriadis in Orchomenos.
These latter are, like the Middle Helladic mounds, the most substantial as well as by far the
most prominent parts of their respective tombs.
There is a continuous series of post-Mycenean tumuli discernible in the Athenian
Kerameikos, though for the Submycenean at least, evidence seems indirect and doubtful. We
may assume that wherever the spacing of burials is fairly regular in a crowded
environment, 469 both tumuli and stelai were used. The impact of the stele may be secondary
to that of a prominent tumulus, but they both would participate in a similar effect. Morris

464 Platon p.259 o f PREPROTOHIST.
465 Platon p.264 o f PREPROTOHIST
466
467
468
469

M ylonas p. 345 o f PREPROTOHIST.
p.345 o f PREPROTOHIST.
Leucas, late E.H. p,107ff. o f TOTENKULT. N ex t points p. 109-110.
A s in the Athenian Agora. TOTENKULT p .l 19. A lso BURIAL CUSTOMS p. 32.
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claims the Late Proto Geometric (just before -900) as the first sure period for gravestones and
marker vases.470
The massy tumuli of Macedonia -10C to -6 C 471 recall the Danubian North more than the
Mediterranean South. Although there the tumulus did not indicate cremation, and likewise at
Ischia -8/-7C , at Assarlik the two are connected from Mycenean times, as are the Early
Geometric mounds of Colophon, especially the small ones. Corresponding to the earliest
period of inscriptions at Thera, Andronikos suggests that the increasing size of -1C mounds
may be due to literary influence, since what we have of “Homer” makes considerable mention
of such things for the graves of great heroes, and epic verse, even if not all of it was Homeric,
can be assumed to have been a widespread passion in the -1C. In passing let it be noted that
at the same period when Cicero and most modems thought that there was legal restriction of
the elaborateness of Athenian burials, there is an archaeological gap both in artistic grave
reliefs472 and in the appearance of mounds.473 Thus the functions of both either were merged
or dependent one on the other. “Mounds” and stelai seem to be much mentioned in the
earliest epitaphs, but the terms are not of themselves clear. Pfohl includes some legible verse
epitaphs where the context indicates that the CTjpa is indeed predominantly a tumulus, even
though the deictic element is engraved on a speaking stele and might also be taken to refer to
it: 36, 62, and 160 in particular:
npaftTeXei ro8e (ivcqj.a picou Tioipece Oavoiim]
[t ]outo 8 eT aipoi | capa

x eav

ß ap ea CTevayouTec

^epyou avT ay[a]0ov Kenapepou \ e^ereXecaM 474
This from about -500 at Troizen, not all that far from Athens. The connection of stele with
the rest of the tomb, predominantly the mound, is clear enough in this little poem, but it is far
from clear on the ground. Tumuli are now flattened and the stelai scattered. If the old stelai
were field stones or wooden, the connection is forever lost 475 They were most likely reused,
like many a more recognisable Classical stele. Eleusis in the Middle Helladic had them, and
in the later MH and early LH so did Mycenae, in Circle B. There is a later row in Circle A.
From the -14C there are many remains of stele bases and the stelai themselves have
decoration which may be geometric or representational, and either pacific or military. The
older custom of marking graves with stelai (not necessarily on top) persisted, it seems, to
-1200. Stelai seem to have been the monumental variant of the simpler MH “marker”.
Although the graves were massive, they were not themselves prominent, being subterranean.
Reused and repositioned stelai indicate that the marker tradition was continuous.
After a confused period we have the first post-Mycenean stele in the Kerameikos, connected
with a PG grave (n° 38). The stele is a squat one. Mycenean ones were rectangular and either
rounded at the top or tapered. At this site Andronikos connects the stele with cremations and
the sacrifice hole and large jar. The graves that did not have stelai may have had tumuli.476
One inhumation did have a stele, but it seems that such burials did not have the sacrificial
hole, which, if true, would be significant for the history of the cult associated with cremation

470 p. 18 BURIAL.

471 Around Vergina. Many with the round base (of field stones here). 6 - 20m diameter. Notable is that there
are very few cremations, mostly inhumations, and all this relates Macedonia to the practices of the North, p.l 11112 TOTENKULT.
472 GRAVE-RELIEFS p .l20, from about -500 for private funerals, which were the subject o f the presumed ban.
473 Morris says that very few had them -500 to -430. p .l 54 BURIAL.

474 Wison made this mnema for dead Praxiteles / his companions heaped this sema iip, groaning heavily /fo r
his goodly deeds , and they finished it off in one day.
473 TOTENKULT p .l 15. much o f what follow s com es from this and the next two dense pages.
476 TOTENKULT p .l 18, 119.
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and inhumation. Between 1050 and 800 Andronikos believes that every burial in the
Kerameikos was a cremation.477
Thus, the cremation rite is factually, if not causally, connected with the rise of the verse
epitaph. This burial type enjoyed an extension in both the Proto-Geometric and the
Geometric, -1050 ----- 700,478 and obviously influenced the attitudes of the epic writers.
Inhumation was also the norm for the ruling classes from the -16C to the -12C, the Golden
Age which the epics claim to represent. Thus it must be assumed that epics arose in purely
cremating cultures, such as are evidenced in Attica, and at Assarlik, Colophon, Thera and
Crete.479 The earliest verse epitaphs come mostly from the mainland, excluding Laconia and
Achaia, and from the Ionic islands. Athens predominates, the Corinthian areas of influence
are relatively rich, Thessaly, Sicily, Boeotia, around the Euxine and Thasos itself were the
sites of multiple finds in Pfohl’s collection. It matters little that at many periods the
inscription was typically on the (detachable) base of the stele, except that this increases the
chances that the ravages of time would separate the words to a much greater distance from
both stele and grave. Later still, the inscription moved from under the picture to above, but
for purely graphic reasons. There was a convenient flat surface for it there on the “beam”
bridging the niche or door which was carved as a frame for the human figures.
4

Stelai — proportions, orientation, purpose

Markers of graves which stand on or in front of their burial may be called stelai, even if their
etymology be more connected with a word meaning "set in order", "situate", "get ready" (the
two analyses are STA+L-, or STEL-t—). With full awareness of the variety of beliefs and
rituals, we can use the term cross culturally because of the predictable nature of the repertoire
of possibilities in the symbolism of human burial. We do well to form a Gestalt for such
grave markers whose height is more than their width, but which are flatter than pillars. They
may be carved but are not themselves statues. Of course, pillars supporting sphinxes and
crude kouroi are very close to being stelai, but these forms take on a specificity of form and
function that would appear to branch away from the old practice of the stele and opens their
form up to different symbolic possibilities.
It is likely that the practice was pre-Mycenean and arose in Greece itself480 in the way that it
seems to have arisen in China and Early Bronze Age Spain, out of a natural attempt not only
to mark the grave but to express something of current attitudes to burial through the form
given to the marker. This includes being the focus of a regular cult well after the burial
ceremony had ended. The evidence for the cult on Mycenean tombs was too weak for
Mylonas to countenance them, but Andronikos thinks that royal tombs may well have had it,
and that in any case it is generally accepted that hero cults proliferated from Geometric times
onwards, and could well be Mycenean in origin.481 Verse epitaphs seem so selectively
awarded that some such distinction between the prominent and the less prominent dead needs
to be established for each age. At some ages the prominent were those of untimely death, i.e.,
young, but perhaps they were also prominent in another way because of the remembered rank
of their families.

477 p. 130-131 TOTENKULT.
478 TOTENKULT p.129.
479 TOTEN KULT p.130.
480 TOTEN KULT p.120 (according to H.Dragendorff).
481 TOTENKULT p. 126-127. The ancestor cult of China and the banquet offerings of Egypt, or their
"spiritualisation” into a spoken prayer (MEDET NEFERT p.301) are extreme elaborations of a very widespread
practice.
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5.

Stone to stone and thus to verse

Epigram stems from epitaph and epitaph is most probably coloured by the “meaning” of the
stele. We therefore need some idea of the possible meaning of stelai, in Greece and
elsewhere. Preliminary to this would be a look at some suggested rites of Greek burial, which
might also have been influential in the way epitaphs were written, or at least the way they
were perceived. Beliefs about death are notoriously varied, and lead to most disparate cultic
practices, but we may assume that at the period when verse epitaphs began, and in the
centuries when they became widespread (but perhaps not common — i.e. the -1C and the
-6C), there was a fairly typical ritual surrounding the cremations of significant people and
people from those significant families who met each other regularly at the great games.
About the insignificant we know very little. It does not seem that Greeks commonly held
names in oral tradition for more than three generations,482 and prominent tombs seem to have
been the answer to a vague sense that some deaths were to be classed as “notable”. First of
the categories of notable deaths were the “untimely” ones. Of course, they still are today.
Greek "untimely death" overlapped with deaths in inter-tribal or inter-village wars. There is
very early evidence for contributions from the public and the “state” to some burials. In
general, an inscription seems to have sprung from the complex of motivations which
attempted to provide a prominent tomb for some “special” death. We must also allow for
informal inscriptions contemporary with the early epitaphs, some of these in verse, if the
down-dated graffiti on the cup of Nestor are not to be thought of as unique.
The taste for grandeur apparent in the -6C, the flowering of a stone-carving culture which had
begun just before the mid -7C 483, the large architectural enterprises of the tyrants, the
perfection of vase painting and its use of written captions, all made it likely or even inevitable
that fine tombs would be inscribed. For obscure reasons these inscriptions were more and
more in verse. If verse was special, as cross-culturally it would seem always to be, then
Greeks of this period did not inscribe tombs that were not “special”. It was an all or nothing
approach to funerary art. Verse on tombs began in the -1C at the same time as life-size
sculpture and Corinthian vases. Signatures of artists begin around the end of this century
(Euthykartides) but remained sporadic until around -500, and were never universally
employed. Reliefs begin in Athens about -570 and become a 250 year tradition. Inscriptions
were placed on coastal rocks, on the early stelai, on the columns which supported sphinxes
capitals and vases, on plaque-like tablets, on the blocks that served as the base of statues and
tenoned stelai, below and above reliefs, and on less common styles of monuments like stone
drums, pyramidia and discs. It is rare to be able to judge what the monument really was from
the words of its inscription, and as already noted, rare enough that the inscription has been
preserved in situ, or with all its associated e T T i T u p ß i a . Thus a detailed study of the
interrelationships of the various parts of funerary monuments over different periods is not
possible.

6

Content

For the moment let us comment that the early verse epitaph was rigid in style at least because
of the need to mention proper name (which often requires more than the barest personal
name), the monument (or at least some form of deixis), and the raiser of the monument. One
would a priori expect epitaphs in an archaic society to be quite formulaic. Details about the
deceased, about their mode of death, praise of them, and expressions of grief crowd in for
mention where the inscription runs for more than one verse line. Verbal references to the
482 ORAL TRADITION.

483 R.M.Cook in SCULPTURE ORIGINS p.24ff. Sculpture is said to have been small and rare until the same
second quarter o f the -7C — ARCHAIC ART p. 15-16. The great ignorance we are in over the extent of bronze
statuary (so much a part of Danubian culture) makes it difficult to generalise about it but presumably it was more
precious than stone.
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monument are vague indeed,484 the most common being that it is by the road. This proved to
be an enduring funerary custom right throughout the Classical period, and also the basis for
the most enduring topos of all, that of the address to the wayfarer, which is probably too
constituitive of the most basic functions of the stele to be called a literary topos. There is not
room for much more in the two line length common to early epitaphs. It has been noted that
despite the variety of the details of expression, literary topoi themselves tend to be very stable,
much more so than the physical form of the monument.
7.

Placement of inscriptions

Styles of monument changed from unshaped masseboth (it is assumed) to shouldered stelai
wider at the top than at their base485, then to round topped stelai with a wider lower section,
leaded into their stone bases, then to pillars supporting an effigy, a vase or a capital, and as we
have said, to finely carved and framed bas-reliefs. As the connection between an inscription
and the precise scene pictured on the painting or relief is often doubtful, the subjects of the
reliefs do not concern us, except to note that excluding deaths in battle, it is not normal to
meet references in the iconography to the manner of death. This was once not a relevant
enough concern to merit the sort of attention then given by such artistic treatment.
Interestingly enough, Friis Johansen not only attempts to unravel the significance of figures
and gestures, but also that of the grave relief as a whole. At first sight the Classical ones seem
quite secular, but he claims that despite all this they are a religious art form.486 Veneration
and devotion is what he thinks they are about, not portraiture. The adherence to generalised,
idealised types and the deliberate avoidance of individual portraiture, which would have been
an option easily available from contemporary techniques, strongly suggest such a religious
interpretation. If this is the right understanding of the 250 years of grave reliefs, it is hard to
deny much of the same motivation to the accompanying epitaphs: veneration and devotion of
a numinous sort, and proclamation, for various personal, familial and political reasons. And
this no matter how bald the phrasing. Thus we may slowly learn how to “read” them.
It is my preference to link the epitaph in general with the material support in general, not with
each individual case of it. Reasons against the latter have often been given, ranging from the
massive loss of evidence to the possibility that epitaph and artwork were usually designed
independently of each other. Thus I imagine there to have been no need for the average
epitaph writer to know what images were planned for the monument. There was a tradition of
verbal art which referred to the monument only in the most general way. As suggested in
section 1, it was more important for the future of epigram that it referred to the thisness of the
monument than to what the monument actually was. Thus also it is not so important that
Attic reliefs are known to omit themes evidenced elsewhere in Greece.
8.

Living stone and vital images - Morris etc.

For even the -5C epigrams and reliefs we must assume the presence of beliefs about a special
vitality for the image, and even for some unshaped stones, a cluster of beliefs not as specific
as the “animation” celebrated in Egypt, but of the same general sort. Varied beliefs of this
nature must have suited the continuance of the fashion for “speaking inscriptions” and
“speaking objects”. Just how precisely each different burying group imagined this “speaking”
to have been done by stele or statue, or by its base, or by the mound/pit, or by the deceased
(semi-redivivus?) or by the carved letters themselves must remain forever doubtful. Clarity

484 As they are, in classical times, to the iconography. Ampharete’s epitaph is thus atypical. GRAVE RELIEFS
p. 159 and p.63.
485 GRAVE RELIEFS p.81.
486 GRAVE RELIEFS p.165. The reservations of Clairmont GRAVESTONE p.70 do not affect our point.
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emerges in late Classical epitaphs, see some quoted by *Häusle, but to apply their conceptions
to burial beliefs almost a thousand years earlier would be a "courageous" decision.
It is also unnecessary for us to follow Morris too closely in his attempt to map social class in
burials over the Attic centuries. The variations he finds do not seem to have affected
epigrammatic form. Changes in age structure around the years ca.900, 725, 700 and 500 and
the atypicality of Athenian practices -1C and -6C tell us little about epigram.487 His attempt
to calculate the percentage of refusals of (formal) burial is a suggestive one, as it leads to the
idea that the elaborate tomb was exceptional, while still being well known, and that it was a
privilege arrogated by some of the lower social classes and not always claimed by well-off
individuals at different periods. The visibility of graves seems to have fluctuated, even in
Athens.488
Summarising his extensive review of the archaeological evidence, and of the gossip of the
relevant coffee shops of Athens (for anyone remotely connected with the business knows that
salvage and even major digs may long remain unpublished), he concludes that after -700 the
“marker” was not only common, but universal with adult burials. The more markers, the
more opportunity, and perhaps the more pressure, to inscribe. Population growth, the opening
of cultural horizons, the growth of a middle class, a large artisans’ quarter (and literacy seems
to have been as endemic to artisans then as revolutionary ideology was to be from the Middle
Ages up to at least the British 18C) may have helped spread the conspicuous burial from “the
few” of that period about -700 to a scattered selection of the fractious unwashed who
benefited from presumed Cleisthenic reforms. Certainly there was a major jump in the
number of burials around -500489 which is hard to account for on the basis of population
growth alone. The obscure social trends which lay behind this increase in formal burial at
least provided the material situation for the epitaph to develop. More likely they also
provided some of the intimate motivations.

487 BURIAL p.54ff.
488 BURIAL p .103. And on the markers, pp. 152-153.
489 BURIAL p.202.
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Van Hall 1942 - origins and functions of the Greek Grave stele

A book on "the Greek stele" based only on research from the half century up to 1940
would seem to be very dated. However, even though Nilsson's History of Greek Religion
made some of this thesis obsolete before it was published, the expansive discussion of a topic
which remains vague and insoluble is of great value. The topic is the origins, and the function
of the various periods of grave stele in Greece. The discussion on the function seem to be the
least dated.
Every conceivable function had been suggested, or even stated, with the highest scholarly
authority, and limited evidence. Some of these functions were merely lifted from old
synthetic works of descriptive anthropology and applied to superficially similar features of the
Greek monuments. The Homeric archaeology treated in *Andronikos does not greatly add to
the evidence used by van Hall, nor does Dickinson's up to date survey of detail and opinion
refute her very generalised treatment.
It is refreshing to have a serious and fairly critical treatment of the comparative evidence,
even if it is rather old. Van Hall naturally concentrates on Indonesia (called confusingly Indie
by the Dutch at this period, while they called the Subcontinent British India). Any visit to the
fine displays of the Queensland Museum will convince the student of past burial practices that
agricultural and hunting peoples from the eastern side of New Guinea have the most elaborate
beliefs and practices as well. The other great point of comparison is the Chinese tradition,
which van Hall approaches through a synthetic work of the turn of the century, not, as we
have done, through the law codes of the San Ji and the philosophers, and through corpora of
inscriptions, most of which were not available in her time. The only difference is that there
would seem to have been greater variety in Chinese practice than can be suggested even by the
best synthetic treatment. Standardisation, however, seems to have been increasingly the
results of the dominance of official Han culture.
The author supports a sophisticated diffusionist hypothesis for such similarities in burial
practice and belief, while we lean to independent creation, by peoples with similar inner
needs, in vaguely similar states of culture.
j
Van Hall's suggestion is that the cultural tensions deriving from the Dorian invasions led to
a particular pressure to provide a "substitute" monument for the soul of the deceased, once
cremation was adopted. This would neatly explain why Greek grave inscriptions were,
comparatively, more eloquent than was the early stage elsewhere, and this urge to early
eloquence would naturally enough have led to the precocious verse found on them. That this
verse remained mostly short is not her task to explain.
P. 4/5 begin the confusing listing of suggested purposes of the stele; confusing, because
many are overlapping or not mutually exclusive. The stele is said to be a marker of the grave
site (for what purpose?), perhaps to indicate the holiness of the grave. On the other hand, the
stele may be intended for the needs of the dead, not the living. It might be the "seat" of the
soul, perhaps also the focus and window for this necessary cult. Thus, the slightest
anthropomorphism of the stele, and later pictures on the stele, would represent the deceased,
as would bird forms on the grave, unless these were meant to be guardians.
P. 7 ff. summarise the common opinions: Wiesner says that the stele prevents the use of
the site for further, or at least, for non-family burials, Curtius and Dragendorff that it is meant
to call to mind the deceased, Six says that it represents the tree of life, Evans and Gardiner
consider it as a portrait, Kristensen as a symbol of some sort of "wederopstanding" or
resurrection, Collignon and Dragendorff consider it as a dwelling for the disembodied soul.
More ideas appear on p. 9 in a summary of Moebius' article "Stele" in RE: A. it prevents the
return of the allegedly feared dead (B, C and D are not new — we have already had cause to
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mention them). That this most unlikely function A is given pride of place, and that the list is
taken bodily from Ebert's Reallexikon, from an article by van Wilke, indicates the then state
of play in generalised discussion of the Greek stele. Ebert's examples for function A, a sort of
defixio, all come from North Europe and Japan, none from the Mediterranean.
Ch. 2 deals interestingly with the nature of the representations on graves, using evidence
from the Anthology and from inscriptions, and thus treating what we treat in a purely verbal
way in our study of the "voice" of the inscription. P. 21 reports Couchoud (who reports and
approves of Holwerda 1899) on the fact that the epigram often does not fully correspond with
the surviving picture. Thus the text is not necessarily a description of the picture, and is not
typically a mere caption to the statue or picture. There is good discussion p. 22 to the effect
that the picture and the epigram are essentially independent explicitations of the nature of the
stele, each expressing what is possible in their own medium, and neither being the shadow of
the other. P. 34 n° 33 summarises that there is no rule for the relationship of epitaph and
relief, some texts are inspired by the stele, others not. P. 23 reassures us that it is primarily
the deceased who is pictured on the stele, not gods. See also Friis *Johansen for modern
interpretations of the Attic grave reliefs, in more detail. P. 41 n° 52, in fine, discusses the
primacy and placement of added names, basing the discussion on Furtwängler.
P. 24 returns to two important questions. The first is that of the preference for graves to
those who die young (this is also the preference in many New Guinean and Islander tribes
whose traditions are illustrated in the Queensland Museum, as are those who die from
violence, biaiothanatoi hard to separate from the aoroi). The second is the question of the
relative priority and importance of the image and the verbal inscription. The very good
suggestion is given that there could have been, as in China (n° 46 p. 38), many dilatory and
different methods of making up the monuments. P. 25 suggests that it is most likely that the
man of taste would plan his own monument, not being sure of the good will of his survivors,
given the high cost of a fine monument. This also would have great importance for the degree
of care taken with the epitaph. See AP vii, 228 line 2, where a stele is made to say: ovnoj 8'
ouSevos elpi tcl^ os1.
P. 26 quotes with approval an old appreciation of Collignon, that the progressive addition
of the names (and pictures?) of family members to the stele recreates the solidarity broken by
death. 5th C Greeks were like medieval Christians, apt to interpret realistic scenes as
expressions of a suprasensible truth, see n° 22 p. 31.
P. 38 n° 40 deals with the seriation of styles, the smiling kouroi of the -6C, the graceful,
solemn visages of -5C reliefs, and the sentimental heads of the -4C. Ch. Ill states that the
stelai of the -6, -5 and -4 C are a series followed by a lacuna attributed to the sumptuary
decrees of Demetrius of Phaleron 317BCE. Discussion then goes to the -4C, and refers to the
well-known gap from -500 to 450/420, very sparse in monuments.
P. 43 treats the broad stelai, usually showing many figures, and presumed to be family
monuments. P. 44 treats the many varieties of the "small stele", for a single deceased, some
of which have merely a verbal inscription, running up to those which have an image,
sometimes even with a picture showing the primary figure with a smaller, secondary figure.
They seem to have stood either on top of the mound (as in the Kerameikos), or at its foot. In
the -6C, rich in funerary remains, small chapels (heroa) were also found. Marble lecythoi and
loutrophoroi were also an alternative to the stele. The kouroi and kourai of the -6C and the
end of the -5C were perhaps themselves stelai, or a variety of the portrait stele. N° 24 p. 58
comments that what were later differentiated into stelai, herms and kouroi could originally
have looked so alike and undifferentiated that they were referred to by the same term. P. 46
and the notes on p. 59 deal convincingly with the possibility that the sudden outbreak of 6C
stelai (and inscriptions?) indicates a lively but lost tradition in the -7C of monuments (and of
inscriptions?) on wooden monuments of rather similar style. See also p. 63 n° 43, in reference
41.
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to the Homeric mention of funerary stakes. Six quotes are collected there and in the next but
one note.
P. 47 begins the long discussion of hermai which is probably made doubtful by the almost
contemporary work of Nilsson on the subject. P. 48 considers the first (stone) stelai with
inscriptions to have come from Thera. This island still, in the 1990s, seems to have been the
strongest focus of early literacy. Stelai themselves, as van Hall notes on p. 48, were by her
day being discovered in the Kerameikos from prdliterate centuries: the -9 and -10.
P. 51 lists archaeological proofs for the contention that the stele was not the only, and
perhaps not the typical means of marking the grave. The Mycenean stelai are notable as being
decorated, but devoid of a written name. This raises the question of the function of the first
names to be put on graves, as indeed do the first Danish stelai which added a name to their
bare field stone's surface, or occasional decoration. P. 53 indicates that the prdliterate
archeological evidence does not suggest that the idea of van Wilke and Moebius', that the
stele hindered the return of the deceased, was ever its real function. The opposite seems to
have been the case. The stelai facilitated the daily, or at least periodic commerce of living and
dead so characteristic of many pre-modem societies.
P. 56 n° 14 is part of a long discussion on the reason for the mirror, shown in the hands of
young women on reliefs. Apart from its being as typical of a woman as were the weapons of
a man (and not at all "frivolous"), and of much more magical import, there is the possibility
that the unmarried female aora was seen as the bride of Hades, or at least pictured as such.
P. 59 in the notes lists monuments known to van Hall of A. Undecorated stelai, pillars and
columns, B. stelai with palmettes, C. capitals to pillars. D "the -6C stelai", E. kouroi and
kourai. P. 62 has some early prose funerary inscriptions from Amorgos.
Ch. IV deals with the word kolossoi, which in general is seen as a stone substitute, or a
home base for the disembodied soul, and as very closely related to the stele. Later (p. 80) van
Hall expresses the opinion that the soul "seat" which Myceneans placed in graves was placed
by the Dorians over graves, appealing to the traditions in China where the same sort of
process took place. Unfortunately, in the last millennium in China it seems that the practice
of bound funerary plaques buried in the tomb or before the tomb has not made a stele over the
tomb irrelevant, nor much less so the canonical practice of the spirit tablets in a temple or
home shrine, featuring only the name of the deceased, and the prime focus of official cult.
See *Ching for the last millennium, *Mao for the Tang, and *Thorpe for the older situation.
P. 7 has drawings of anthropomorphic stelai from various countries. We have found others
from the Altai region (see *Kubarev), surely not influenced by any Mediterranean tradition.
P. 77 has the meaningful note that "we get the impression that for the Greeks and Romans any
picture was instinct with a soul." P. 79 remarks that for these peoples "besouled pictures,
besouled stones, and men turned into stone would all have been familiar ideas", and the
bottom of p. 79 turns to the above-mentioned conclusions concerning the role of a stone on a
Greek grave. It was the same as that of stones placed in a cenotaph, and in the early period of
cremation any grave was, she claims, seen as a cenotaph. See p. 85 n° 22 and AP vii, 274 for
cenotaph inscriptions. The function of name and or portrait is to set up a permanent epiklesis,
and the name itself is a sort of portrait of the dead. Script had originally a similar force and
meaning as picturing, and it stemmed from the identifying picture.
Thus the prime function of a stele, of the picture on it, and of the name on it, is to provide
a picture of the dead person himself.
P. 96 remarks on something not easily findable through the corpora, that (at the time of
van Hall's writing) many stelai datable from the -6C and -1C (and perhaps earlier) have been
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found uninscribed. P. 24 n° 24 in medio sugests that the stele grave is older than the beehive
grave in Hellas.
This from Ch. V, and Ch. VI is also concerned with van Hall's idea of the kolossoi, this
time from Indie and China. They have been already mentioned in the notes. From her source
she mentions the debate over the "burial of the soul" in +318 China, i.e., the raising of a
cenotaph provided with a "substitute". This was forbidden, as in such cases a grave was
superfluous. The soul-tablets in the ancestor temple sufficed. P. 110/111 show wood and
stone ancestor pillars from Indonesian cultures. Interestingly, in van Hall's time there was no
interest in and little knowledge of the hero stones or memorial stones of the real ("British")
India, the area which gave the malay archipelagos most of their higher culture, far more
relevant to it than was China. P. 177 n° 39 does however mention Marshall 1931
Moheniodaro and the Indus Civilization and his comparison of guardian stones of modern
India, at crossroads, protecting villages and fields from evil spirits, and providing resting
place for the departed. This does seem to be an early reference to the stones so well studied in
*Sontheimer.
Ch. VII begins the most substantial discussion of the thesis, namely, the treatment of
Hermes, his origin and nature. Basically, her attitude is that a popular tradition was used by
the Peisistratids to be the form of the gnomic milestones in a general policy of encouraging
and elevating non-aristocratic cults. The most obvious case of this is the support of the
Dionysiac tradition. We are told, of course, that these milestone herms were engraved in
verse by Hipparchus. There are (p. 137) said to be no pictures of herms on vases from before
530, probably because before this time there were no marble herms, only wooden and not
very prestigious ones. Hermes was still a patriarchal god of pastoralists . P. 132 states that on
the oldest peiXixioi there are inscriptions. See p. 152 n° 58 for some, and p. 155 in fine and
ff. for some which mention inscriptions on herms.
P. 148 n- 44 deals with the question of the function of the heap of stones, often (as in India
and elsewhere) renewed constantly by passers-by. It is suggested that this was always (or at
least originally) a funerary caim. P. 150 n° 49 mentions inscriptions illuminatory of herms.
Ch. VIII finally summarises the question of the origin of the Greek grave stele. An
interesting note taken from H. Meyer is on p. 162 in medio, and corresponds with the most
recent archaeological and documentary evidence known to us, that northern (Germanic)
communal life was centred around the grave of ancestors, marked with a wooden or stone
stake or pillar. Assemblies were held there, law and judgements given. The discussion goes
on to menhirs, and betrays its superficiality and special pleading by mentioning stones from
Assyria from the -15C to -650, without also mentioning that grave monuments (above
ground) are not typical of the Babylonian cultures. Egypt gets similarly sketchy treatment, p.
166 mentioning that the early Egyptian stelai were rough stones featuring only the name of
the deceased. Later came the picture. Kristenson says that the stele in Egypt was called
"ahau", 'the up-raised'. See our treatments above and chc(w). The practice of raising a purely
memorial stele in the sanctuary of Osiris in Abydos is mentioned. Their typical inscriptions
are not. There was also (p. 177, n° 43, referring to Petrie) such a practice in the sanctuary of
Hathor.
P. 180 n° 59 in fine makes a strong diffusionist claim.
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Maar hoe is de groote overeenkomst in den dooden cultus in de meest verschiUende
gebieden in Europa en Azie te verklären in zoo ver uiteenloopende tijden als de le
eeuw v. C. en de 19e eeuw n. C ?
Bij zulke groote complexen als grafplastiek en doodencultus is het moeilijk te
denken aan spontane herhaling. Daarom stelt R. Heine-Gelderen zieh voor dat een
"Heilslehre" de oorzaak is geweest van het ontstaan van zoo op elkaar gelijkende
grafmonumenten in zoo uiteenloopende tijden en gebieden (Anthropos XXIII 1928, p.
314.). Daarnaast zou de gemeenschappelijke afkomst van vele volkeren ook een rol
kunnen spelen...
I do not think that sufficient new evidence has emerged to change the basis for this
opinion. However, the new and old evidence to which I have access makes the opposite
hypothesis at least as probable.
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10.

Andronikos Archaeologica Homerica III W

— TOTENKULT 1968
Literature quoted (with implicit approval) does not include van Hall and some facts and
opinions contradict her major theses. Literature: 1926 E. Bickel Homerische Seelen glaube.
1917 E. Nehrung, 1901 A.J. Evans Mycenean Tree and Pillar Cults. 1896 Ch. Tsountas
fßccTTTri 2/rfiXn ck MuKrivtou.

TOTENKLAGE
Who delivered the oSuppöv (Kal) cyKolfiiov ? Ritual mourning was a woman's job? P.12.
Also that of experts or Sqiiioepyoi (not seers or doctors) xi, 394; 17, 383; 19, 135, and see
Kirk and Schadewelt. It was part of the yepag OavovTWv — xxiii, 9 24, 292. aKXaucTTos =
dGaTTTos" (xxii, 386; 11, 53, xxi, 123 f.) P. 9 on die Pflichten der Lebenden gegenüber dem
Toten. (Ilias) xviii, 50f., xix, 282 f.; xxiii, 17; xxiv, 719, 742; xxiv, 747; xxiv, 761, and Od.
24, 58 — the last three lyric in tone? Cf. Xalpe xxiii, 19. Probably choral (Bowra, Webster,
Pickard-Cambridge and modern Greek songs of mourning). Solon of course forbade
prefabricated (ireTroiqpeva) threnoi.
P. 43 For yoos there are similar graphic realisations (pictures of mourning women) in both
late Mycenean and Homeric. P. 57 Mound and vase are close to stele. P. 56
Halikamassos/Assarlik — first combination of tumulus and cremation, Sub Mycenean and
pre-Protogeometric.
MOUND
Oldest at Leucas EH, 2.7m to 9.6m in diameter, with 4.5 - 5 metres the normal. There is
usually a stone rim 0.6m high, with the stele not assured there. Skaros, MH, 13 box burials.
Steno, MH a family grave. Aphidna MH south of the Athenian acropolis, and older than the
Pelasgian wall. Drachmani (Phokis) MH. Also at Katarakti (Achaia) MH (stone piles), and
MH also at Platanos and Papoulia, and West Messenia. Late Helladic = Mycenean, p. 109
Kuppelgräber have the appearance of tumuli because of their earth covering.
REASONS FOR THE MOUND
Added to a natural hill, but sometimes put beside a natural hill, so their purpose is
contested. Protection? Disposal of extra excavated earth, visibility from afar? Creativeartistic work? P. 110 the non Kuppelgräber hills/mounds are, like the MH ones, the most
important part of the grave construction, while the grave itself is simple and small. It is the
Kerameikos which (with some contesting this) has the oldest post-Mycenean tumuli, and it
shows 12C-8C continuity. Elsewhere at this time there were large tumuli with multiple
burials. In the Kerameikos sub-Mycenean tumuli are still doubtful, Proto-Geometric certain
(over cinerary urns), and in the Geometric itself, mounds were over both cinerary urns and
skeletons. Eleusis has many small geometric tumuli, eventually joined, more small hills then
built on top, pure sand there, so a stone basis was used. At Anavyssos hills 3-5 m. high,
numerous multiple graves. Also hills at Draphi near Pikermi (Attica), Eretria? Skoros point
near Chalandritza (Patros), Kataphygi (Karia), Tsikalario (Naxos), and especially Italos in
Thessaly, containing 16 cremations of the later-8C.
Vergina in Macedonia has hundreds of tumuli, 6-20 m. in diam., many once had a round
basis of field stones, mostly inhumations, very few cremations, and used for a long time —
-10C to -7/6C, and onwards to Hellenistic times. These Vergina graves relate more to those
of North Yugoslavia, hence those of Central Europe, than they do with those of Southern
Greece of the same periods.
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Ischia (Naples) -8/7C, tumuli with round stone basis, 1-2 m. stone core, newer ones 4 4.4 m. in diam., inhumations predominate, but many cremations too.
Assarlik has a connection of cremation burial and the tumulus evident from sub-Mycenean
times. Cremations predominate there, and the normal grave form is clearly the tumulus, often
a massive one.
Colophon has large tumuli, over bones in the earth, and also bones in jars. The smaller
tumuli have a small stone border and are over burnt bones on the place where the body was
cremated and grave goods burned with it, period — Early Geometric.
Plakis (now Lapithos) Cyprus, tumuli assumed.
Thera (p. 114) has more tumuli and bigger ones from the -1C , like Kerameikos V I 1 89,
perhaps because of literary influence then. There was a commercial explosion in the -1C, the
rise of a powerful nobility, and perhaps an increasing taste for epic.
STELAI AND EPITYMBIA
P. 115 The stele-tomb connection is not obvious to today's archaeology, stelai being found
scattered. The old stelai were unshaped field stones, and earlier ones were possibly of wood.
They were also reused, but for stelai (their placement not being considered) there is a
provable continuity from MH to Archaic periods. [See now however BRONZE AEGEAN
1994 p. 222 for informed doubt about any general use of grave markers]
Burials could be isolated. See H. Biesantz for one in Thessaly, a 2.15 m. menhir, with a
very schematic representation of a man. Megalithic burials are well-known from W. Europe,
the Alps, the Balkans, and the Black Sea.
The 2 oldest stelai are from Eleusis, MH. From very late MH to LH we have those at
Mycenae circle B. Later still the A circle has its row of stelai. At Mycenae they are on earth,
and also on a basis of stone. Their rounded tops resemble the shape of the most standard
modem European gravestone. From the -14C we have many signs of stone bases. Stelai are
approximately rectangular, with some tapering. They can be decorated or plain, decorations
being either from nature or geometric, if from nature, of men and carts, men and animals
(with notably few horses), of funeral games or battle and hunting scenes.
P. 116. The Mycenean graves clearly use a monumental variant of the simpler grave
markers of the MH. These never died out, as we see from reused stelai and repositioned
stelai. As a custom of some frequency, the placing of stelai on graves can be said to have
lasted down until 1200BCE, even if the identification of the Mycenean examples is difficult.
P. 118 and plates VII and VIII have some stelai and their typical decorations. Grave
markers were also set by entrances of tholos graves, or on top, and also by the dromos. It is a
problem for the claim that grave markers were universal that non uncommonly graves were
merged over time and tumuli encroached onto and over each other. [This suggests that
mycenean graves typically lacked markers, while geometric graves, see next paragraph, had
them.]
The first post-Mycenean stele in the Kerameikos is from Protogeometric Grave 38, cubic
in form. At this site, the inhumations show no sacrifices, but cremation graves often show'
signs of a sacrifice hole and a small stele, or big jars over ashes. Those without these features
may have had a tumulus, now lost. Only one inhumation grave at this site seems to have had
a stele, but no graves of this latter sort show any signs of a sacrificial hole. The Agora graves
are well-spaced, which must imply stelai, serving established funerary taboos. Stelai at
Eleusis, Marathon? (Geometric?), Argos, (Geometric, Idalion in Cyprus, where "masseboth"
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occur 1200-1000, perhaps from Phoenician influence, and Thera, where the only undeniable
stelai are stones with inscriptions, post Geometric, late -1C to -6C. There are no similar
stones, bases, uninscribed in Thera. Perhaps literacy was widespread there and most stelai
were inscribed.
Friis Johansen began the modem study of stelai beginning from those of Thera and
Neandria (the latter post-Geometric). Also productive: Kymissala (Rhodes), Kimolos, where
a half-painted, half-carved female figure (naked) is claimed to be Geometric. Stelai
(according to H. Dragendorff) arose in Greece, in pre-Mycenean times. Other forms of grave
markers are said in literary sources to have been sword hafts and shields.
P. 126 Were there regular funerary games?
P. 126-127 Regular cults only on (Mycenean) Royal tombs, according to Mylonas. Were
hero cults more widespread? All authors agree on their importance in later periods: that from
Geometric times onwards there was an extension of the cult of heroes, which may have been
Mycenean in origin.
P. 129 Customs change more slowly than opinions and teachings (this contradicts van
*Hall's theory of a change in techniques outdistancing feelings and beliefs, leading to a
sudden urgent need to provide cremation graves with a speaking, inscribed stele). Cremation
was literary-Homeric, whereas inhumation was the actual practice in the -16C to -12C in
which the Homeric poems are set, both on the mainland and in the islands. After the
Mycenean period, admittedly, both methods are found, but an extension of cremation
occurred both in the Proto-Geometric (1050-900) and Geometric (900-700).
P. 130 But how could the epics ignore cremation? The poems arose in (or passed lengthily
through) exclusively cremating cultures, notably Attica, and possibly in one or more of
Assarlik, Colophon, Thera and Crete. From 1050-800 all burials in the Kerameikos are
cremations. Personal graves are found, as mentioned many times before, at Athens,
Colophon, Assarlik, Thera and Eleusis. The Geometric period graves (p. 133) have few grave
goods.
P. 134. Against their peacetime habits, all Greeks buried their battle dead in mass graves,
on the field of battle, often far from home.
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Catullus 59, 2 "sepulchretis"

Carmina, poem 59, verse 2, PHI #5.3:
UX
Bononiensis Rufa Rufulum fellat,
uxor Meneni, saepe quam in sepulcretis
vidistis ipso rapere de rogo cenam,
cum devolutum ex igne prosequens panem
ab semiraso tunderetur ustore.
The word sepulc(h)ret-(um etc) does not occur in PHI #5.3 outside this text.
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12.

Llewellyn's English Arts of Death

Llewellyn, Nigel
c . 1800 London

The Art of Death. Visual Culture in the English Death Ritual c. 1500 1991

The replacements for the medieval rituals of death are interesting and revelatory of the
societies in which they had suddenly to grow up.
P.7
"In later sixteenth-century England, and beyond into the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, a sophisticated ritual was developed in response to death, accompanied by a
rich culture of visual artefacts. The role that such images and objects played has never
been investigated; but their part, I would suggest, was central in establishing and
sustaining all the processes of the English death ritual over this post-Reformation
period."
P. 9 Self epitaph embroidered on a sampler dated 1736:
"When I am dead and laid in grave
And all my bones are rotten,
By this may I remembered be
When I should be forgotten.
.. .The I suggests that the embroiderer was party to the writing of the text and, we
assume, to the making of the sampler itself. Today, commemorative art is made for
other people; it is rarely by artists about themselves. So what precisely is it that the
sampler will commemorate? We might imagine the person in a gruesome future
state.. etc. "Samplers were so named because they were expected to act as
exemplars of both skill and sentiment."
P. 11 Texts inscribed on portraits: "When we are dead ... by this shall we remembered be
..."; "Y ons was young and now am as you see"; and on a 17C medal:
As. Soone. As. Wee. To. Bee. Begvnne:
We. Did. Beginne. To Bee. Vndone.
P. 13: John More's A lively Anatomie of Death 1596: "The text reminds the reader that just
as Joseph of Arimathea made his tomb in his own lifetime, so should the Christian man
prepare for death with spiritual exercises and by setting up a monument." The manifold life
time reminders of death, such as the once ubiquitous skull, are examples of the same
tendency.
P. 13/14 on Sir Henry Unton, died in his 40s, issued orders about his own burial from his
sickbed in France, was shipped back and buried alongside three generations of his family in
England, his chaplain published a book of commemorative poems that same year. About his
widow's appropriate mourning we read: "... and her cupboard (instead of perfume sprinklers)
adorned with prayer books, and epitaphs makes her chamber look like the house of sorrow".
The much analysed Unton picture (p.42/3), and John Dowland's G minor Pavan in his
Lacrimae, or Seaven Teares, both refer to Sir Henry's lengthy demise and lengthier mourning
rites. In this elaborate picture (p. 15) is the representation of a monument, perhaps that to be
completed at Faringdon in 1606, of which only a tablet and a kneeling figure of lady Dorothy
survive. "The monument shown in the painting establishes a permanent memorial for Unton
by means of inscription panels and sculpted personifications of his civic and moral virtues. It
also deploys heraldic devices to establish his rank as a descendant from Edward Seymore,
Duke of Somerset." ... Note "...the characteristic extension of the death ritual even when
death itself was unexpected: Unton dies in March 1596; is buried four months later; later
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there follows the publication of the volume of commemorative poems; and after about ten
years Dowland's music and the completion of the monument."
P. 16 Monument for Mary Evans, f 1660 aged 37, set up in the north transept of Hereford
Cathedral: "The monument was richly carved and employed a composition becoming more
fashionable in the 1600s: two arches, decorated with text, carved ornament and other visual
signs, set round a portrait bust. Both image and text present Mary Evans as a model of virtue
and one caption adapts the standard memento mori:
All Women shall be, what she now is here;
But what she was, few Women are, few were."
The patron has chosen to include his own bust alongside that of his dead wife. P. 17 "Some
of us may learn to live with our own portrait but we are not asked to pose for one as if dead.
Yet in post-Reformation England it would appear that this practice was commonplace;
approximately one third of the funeral monuments erected were intended to commemorate,
and thus represent, the living. What Evans and so many of his contemporaries undertook was
an imaginat-/ p. 18 ive leap into the future; writers sometimes did the same. In 1714 Matthew
Prior wrote verses 'for his own Epitaph', a subject which today would be regarded as
obsessive or only darkly humorous." [Fn° on this p. 138 fn° III, 3: Many other poets have
written their own epitaphs" (but no more names given).]
P. 26 notes, on the much thrashed out matter of the Dance of Death images, that "In preaching
the socially undifferentiated universality of death, the Dance revealed its Protestant
character." Llewellyn makes the point many times of the psychological damage done by the
Reformers' banning of the later medieval commerce between living and dead, based on the
growth of a medieval belief in Purgatory and its reinforcement of the old belief of the
efficacity of the prayers which the living might make for dead friends and relatives, leading
even to the proscription of the "Orate pro nobis..." wording in epitaphs. Protestantism
dramatically and suddenly distanced the dead from the living. This is seen to be the
motivation for the growth of long and elaborate death rituals in Protestant lands. A powerful
argument against Llewellyn would be provided if rather similar things could be shown to have
happened in the large swathes of Europe which remained Catholic, or which quickly returned
to Catholicism.
It is of interest to the student of the gisant and the Bildepitaph tradition to enquire about the
conception which contemporaries had about the "real body" of the deceased, as it can be
pictured beatific, asleep, heroised, or showing the most ghastly signs of death and
disembowelment. P. 47 "Religious teaching has established a separation of the body and the
soul and, in an adaptation of the medieval theory of the 'King's Two Bodies' [see Kantorowicz
1957], there seems to have been a distinction between what modem thinkers would term on
the one side the natural and on the other the nurtured or socialised. The natural body after
death was simply the corporeal remains which had to be removed or treated to contain the
inevitability of decay. It was regarded as a source of danger, not so much to public health - as
was to become the main concern in the nineteenth century - but rather to the health of the
public body whose dignity and immaculate memory could so easily be damaged. In the
process of dying, the death of the natural body was followed by efforts to preserve the social
body as an element in the collective memory. Today this function is usually undertaken by
photographs..."
Note especially the hint in fn° 11 on Ch VIII that the decision in WW I to bury the bodies of
England's war dead in France, rather than bringing them home, had a significant impact on the
trends of commemorative art, and the "research of Catherine Moriarty, a graduate student at
the University of Sussex" is referred to on this.
P. 55 on stonecarvers: The carver John Colt was paid £50 for the death image of Elizabeth I
carried in her funeral procession. This effigy was apparently like a tailor's 'dummy', made of
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fabric, straw, wax leather and wood. This man's brother, Maximilian Colt, "made Elizabeth's
monument and ... seems, like many Elizabethan artists, to have been proficient in a range of
trades."
P. 64; "A hearse was not a means of transporting the coffin, in the way it is today, but a
temporary structure set around the coffin to display heraldry, candles, black drapes and,
perhaps, inscriptions. Their form was taken as a model for the sets of iron grilles or railings
erected around substantial funeral monuments. Closely related was the bier, used for
transporting the corpse." p. 73 notes that hearse frames were often decorated with moralising
texts, as well as with the more compulsory heraldic images.
P. 65 remarks on the after-effects in the public imagination and memory of great funerals.
The accounts of these public displays (we have elsewhere mentioned the extraordinarily
elaborated obsequies for the poet Ronsard, see Yates/Marot) were passed on orally and in
published form. "A substantial number of engravings of royal funerals set the scene using
captions and a key to communicate the huge scale of such events. These seem to have been
produced in broadsheet form [sc., P.M.Mc., they were ephemeral and mostly lost
publications] or included in newspapers as rapidly as possible, in order to cash in on the
topicality of the subject-matter." Verses were a normal part of such publications, whether
those used in the original ceremony or others reflecting later on it.
P. 73/4 Emblems on the palls thrown over hearses were not confined to the nobility.
Associations and fellowships of the "lower orders" also used heraldic style decorations. The
pall of the Saddlers' Company had a red velvet top, decorated with a woven pattem of gold
thread, the company arms on the sides, apparently the Chi-Rho of Christ, and "Latin
inscriptions". A biscuit wrapper for the funeral of Mrs. Oliver f 1828 aged 52 has as its main
element three stanzas written by (or selected by) T. Robinson, Surgeon, said p. 74 to be "a
standard example of the memento mori type". From the later 17C the heralds were challenged
in the funeral trade by multi-skilled tradesmen who managed the whole "undertaking" of the
complex funeral rites and customs. Standardised patterns of monument, of printed form and
of inscription followed. "Slightly fancier versions [of printed funeral invitations] included
similar motifs [sc. cortege, weeping putto, skulls and crossed-bones, Fame or a scythe, set
into a border with a blank space for the hand-written message] with a specific inscription
overprinted below. Others had some words of the inscription printed with details left blank,
to be filled in by the undertaker when required."
P. 81 Death was viewed as educative to the survivors, and as a return to life for the deceased.
A small handbell cast in 1608 is inscribed: “T sound to bid the sick repent / In hope of life
when death is spent’,” and is a "solid metal version... of a theme pursued by a dozen poets:
'The beating of thy pulse (when thou art well)/ Is just the tolling of thy Passing Bell.'"
P. 89 "New fashions were extremely rare in sixteenth-century mourning dress. Modesty and
decorum, not novelty, were emphasized..."
P 91 Lou Taylor quotes from a society journal of 1731, complaining how 'Tradesmen's wives'
were spotted in mourning dress as if they were attending the Court of St. James’s. Such
complaints were, however, ineffectual and by the end of the eighteenth century the middle
class seems to have adopted modes of mourning previously restricted to the aristocracy. This
was not only a consequence of pressure on social mores, but also a reflection of the changing
patterns of trade and new technology. By the late seventeenth century Hugenot weavers were
producing, in significant amounts, a new kind of silk which came to be known as mourning
crepe. This started to undermine the importation of expensive foreign stuffs, a cost previously
only met among the aristocracy."
On the matter of the smaller objects of mourning, p. 95: "Tiny strands of hair could be
mounted on finger-rings, either in a hollow hoop inscribed with the name and date, or set in
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the bezel against a ground of corded silk. Such rings were made in quite large numbers for
distribution among friends and other mourners and this practice survived into the nineteenth
century./ p. 96 They fall into standard types, all within the memento mori tradition: an
enamelled skull with diamonds for eyes, a hardstone carved as the skull and crossbones, short
engraved inscriptions which identify the deceased (from the mid-seventeenth century);
perhaps a small figurative reference to the cause of death or some other personal detail.”
p. 99 After much on ivories, the discussion turns to pictures of urns, and to urns themselves.
"The urn itself also became a popular motif. It was regarded as a art of the conventional
furniture of the grave through its associations with the burials of the ashes of the dead in
Antiquity, and the medieval practice of burying the organs of the deceased in an urn in one
place and the remainder of the corpse in a coffin elsewhere." Of course, reference is made to
Sir Thomas Browne's Hvdrotaphia; Urne-Buriall or a Discourse of The Sepulchrall Urns
Lately Found in Norfolk London 1658, the first pre-19C prose work I [P.M.Mc.] ever read,
and whose sonorous phrases, like those of the English translation of the Imitation of Christ,
have never quite left my inner ear.
P. 101 A very important admission: "Funeral monuments are a form for which the traditional
conceptual vocabulary of the discipline proves barely adequate. The terms of art history, such
as naturalism and idealism, are hard to apply to sculpted effigies." And there is the note on
this: fn° 2 p. 143: "There is a substantial but largely disappointing literature on postReformation funeral monuments. John Physick has done valuable work in revising the
bibliography of the standard monograph, M.D. Shinney's Sculpture in Britain. Great pioneers
in this field include Rupert Gunnis, whose researches mostly found their way into his
Dictionary o f British Sculptors, 1660-1851 (London, 1953, rev. 1968), and Katherine Ada
Esdaile, whose vast bibliography is listed by John Physick and Nigel Ramsey in Church
Monuments, i/2 (1986), pp. 117-33. Adam White is preparing a dictionary of sculptors
working in the period before that covered by Gunnis. Many of the themes covered in this
section of The Art o f Dying are treated more substantially in my forthcoming Signs o f Life:
Funeral Monuments in Post-Reformation England. [N.Ll. o f course]
P. 102: "... the making of funeral monuments was an artistic practice in which patrons
exercised close controls on the designer and on the sculptors, masons and painters who
realised their plans. All substantial monuments were bespoke; as with painted portraiture
there was no off-the-peg trade in tombs in post-Reformation England. Much of the surviving
documentation makes it clear just how closely the tomb-makers were supervised. Illustration
77 is a design supplied by a late-sixteenth-century artist, and it is heavily annotated by the
patron. Because of these economic conditions post-Reformation funeral monuments have
often been condemned as artistic failures, since they rarely gave priority to the invention of
new forms. In this, as in other ways, the form that the monuments took cannot be explained
solely through the terms and the discourse of art-historical discussions about sculpture."
P. 105 notes a counter tradition to the architectural-decorative one: that words were more
valuable memorials than the festoons of monuments which were actually the main carriers of
the post-Reformation funerary and mourning culture. Words:
... can do more
To keep thy name and memory in store
Than all those lordly fools which lock their bones
In the dumb piles of chested brasss, and stones.
(Henry Vaughan, A n Elegy on the Death of Mr. R. W.' Complete Poems p. 83)
P. 105 again; "Individual parish churches operated charges governing the rights of burial in
certain places; in the chancel, in a family chapel, in the nave, near the south porch, in a corner
of the churchyard. Monuments, as markers of the place of burial, were permanent
manifestations of this investment in space. Their very location was a sign of power:
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Here I lie by the chancel door,
They put me here because I was poor;
The further in the more you pay,
But here I lie as snug as they. (Enright The Book of Death p. 322)
This verse from a Devon tombstone reveals an important truth about English funerary art.
The tension which existed between the natural and the social bodies, that lack of a perfect
overlap of meaning between the corpse and the aspects of the person after death, meant that
what was paid for was never enough to preserve differentiation. However lofty the
monuments of nobles, however glamorous the forms chosen by courtiers, however luxurious
the decoration ordered by merchants, however subtle the inscriptions composed by scholars,
however prestigious the heraldic quarterings displayed by knights, all such patrons knew that
after death their natural bodies would be joined by those of the poor."
P. 106: "The crudest index by which commemorative art was thought to indicate the social
importance of the deceased was through size. In the immediate post-Reformation period there
was a noted increase in the number of monuments which sought to make their mark through
enormous height. Size was regarded as so standard a token of status that there were
complaints about the lower orders usurping the stations of their betters by building large
tombs. Great height was desirable, as it guaranteed that the monument would remain in the
eye of the congregation and catch the attention of the visitor. Height became even more
desirable as the floor space was increasingly filled with monuments, [on this fn° 7 on pi 144;
'Some churches housed astonishing numbers of corpses beneath their floors: J. Charles Cox
cites the case of St. Neots, Cornwall, where 548 persons were buried between 1606 and 1708,
the area being stocked twice over during that time (Churchwardens'Accounts, p. 169)] Such
an aesthetic demands that, in the case of funeral monuments, we reconsider the standard
objectives of Western art theory in the Classical tradition. In the late-medieval period,
chantries, which were central to the Catholic death ritual but were illegalised in 1547,
depended for their size on the wealth and power of the benefactor, and post-Reformation
commemorative art seems to have taken up this principle." This democratisation of huge size
obviously concerned many observers. "The most famous of these critics was the antiquary
John Weever (1576-1632) who, in a series of pithy phrases, let fly a barrage of abuse at
members of London's merchant classes, who were subverting the death ritual by building on a
scale more appropriate to the nobility;
.. .for some of our epitaphs more honour is attributed to a rich quondam Tradesman or
gripping usurer, than is given to the greatest Potentate. \ Ancient Funerall Monuments
(London 1631), p. 11]
Note (P.M.Mc.) that Weever here uses the term "epitaph" in the German sense!
P. 111 "Compared to carved and decorated stone, let alone imported marble, brasses were
quite cheap and easy to transport. The range of brasses produced in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries was enormous; numbers dropped off in the eighteenth century, only to
rise again with the Victorian revival of ecclesiastical craft-work. Brasses could be simple
panels of incised inscription or complex groups of figures set onto stone." ... "Elizabethan
and Jacobean brasses included quite different kinds of subject-matter, for example complex
allegories and domestic scenes. The /p. 112 former group relied on mottoes and other texts in
Latin and in the vernacular, as well as various figurative motifs somewhat in the tradition of
emblematic book illustration." ... "In certain areas of the country similar kinds of motifs were
engraved in slate, for example in Cornwall where the native stone, granite, was unsuitable for
figure carving but where good slate was plentiful". And we can read off the example pictured
the following inscription, topped by a angel's head, winged, and closed by a skull, also
winged, with what seems an hourglass on its side lower RHS, beside the central skull:
Here Lyeth the Body of / Susanna ye daughter of Richard / & Margery Simons of ^ cit>(?)
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who was / buried ye 29th Year of her age // Death with his Dart / Did pierce my heart / When
I was in my prime / [fare]well unto this wicked world / ['Tw]as God's appointed time //.
P. 115 "The monumental body represented by the Wyseman monument can only be
understood by reading four different systems of signification. This mature, English, postReformation monument comprised four interlocking sets of signs, all of which are on display
in this example: Figure sculpture; architecture and ornament; text; and heraldry. As the eye
scans this composite image the signs operate together to create the necessary effect; the
monumental body."
P. 118 "In the very centre of the composition is set an inscribed panel, the partly abbreviated
text of which is carefully cut into the stone in Roman capitals of various sizes. It is in
English, although many similar ones were in Latin. Set in straight lines with an eye to
symmetry, its role is not primarily decorative. The inscription imparts information that is
absolutely vital to our understanding of the monument and helps construct the monumental
body of Raphe Wyseman. The information it contains can be broken down into the following
strands of data:
(i)
Wyseman is the lord of Rivenhall and the patron of the church;
(ii)
He is the second son of one John Wyseman of Wimbushe;
(iii)
His wife, Elizabeth {d. 25 July 1594), was the granddaughter of Sir
Richard Rich, baron Rich and Lord Chancellor;
(iv)
Wyseman and his wife produced six children, whose names are listed.
We can best understand the significance of what is absent and present in this text by moving
directly to consider the fourth of the threads of signification we identified earlier, that is, the
heraldry. Originally, this might have been the first to catch the beholder's eye: prominent at
the top of the composition and more brightly coloured even than the figure sculpture."
... "The Wyseman monument has very little to do with religious belief. Erected in a church to
mark the site of the holy sacrament of burial, it is /p. 119 almost entirely secular in its
iconography and its composition. Its style of architecture would not have been familiar in any
contemporary church building; there are no crosses on show, no texts looking forward to the
joyful resurrection of the deceased, no scriptural quotations. It is also hardly moralising in the
conventional sense: no statues personify the virtues of the people commemorated, no text
refers to good works of any kind. Death itself is hardly mentioned, beyond the short phrase in
the inscription which refers to the demise of the subject's wife. The effigies appear to
represent the bodies of the dead, but there are no symbols of the corruption of the natural
body and none of the lesser, kneeling statues of the progeny carry skulls as tokens of their
own or their parents' deaths. There are no hour-glasses and the sons and daughters do not so
much as shed a tear. The Wyseman monument cannot be counted as a work of art that is
'about' religion or death.
Nevertheless, death played the key role in its making. ..."
P. 120 "Not all monuments were designed in this form. Over the period of three hundred
years covered in this essay many contemporary, fashionable interests and many minority
types among the thousands of elaborate funeral monuments carved in stone can be identified.
For example, around 1600 elaborate tombs began to be erected to a broader social range than
hitherto, a trend that continued through to the nineteenth century. Men in what were used to
be called the professional classes started to lay claim to monuments: judges and other
lawyers, dons and clerics were prominent among them. John Southcotte ( d. 1585) lies at
Witham, a few miles from Rivenhall, in his judge's robes (illus. 89). Such subjects, all men
and mostly of a scholarly bent, often had tombs which showed them half-length, as a kind of
portrait bust. Writers, as in the famous tomb of Shakespeare in /p.121 Stratford-upon-Avon,
might be shown pen in hand; clerics, in the act of preaching or consulting a devotional text.
These portrait busts were often set high up on the wall, thus avoiding any extra burden on
ever more crowded floor space."
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P. 123 "Simpler kinds of commemorative art, designed to be set up in less prestigious
locations, were usually made of materials to hand. Much of this art was only concerned about
marking the grave with a straightforward message, such as the name and dates of the
deceased. Headstones, such a familiar feature of the typical English churchyard, seem
only to have been used from the later seventeenth century onwards. [Willsher and Hunter
1978 alluded to in fn°] Until the twentieth /p. 125 century the production of headstones and
other stone markers was a comparatively local business (illus. 91 - but were the traditions for
inscribing them so local? P.M.Mc.). Recent research, however, has revealed an extensive
market in cast-iron grave-markers from the late eighteenth century and larger slabs from even
earlier. The stock-in-trade of such memorials was a restricted repertory of symbols: the
cross, the skull-and-crossed bones, cherubs, hour-glasses and perhaps a scythe. The
development of cast-iron technology and the distribution of stock commemorative items over
a wide geographical area may perhaps be likened to the production of commemorative
carving in the Purbeck quarries of Dorset from the mid-twelfth century into the late sixteenth
and after." ... "The designs imposed on these materials were determined by the ritual
demands of function and iconography. These, for example, explain how a set of monuments
to members of one family in an aisle of the local parish church all make use of the same
composition, decoration and style of inscription."
P. 127 "Patrons were also responsible for supplying tomb-makers with the texts of the
inscriptions to be included and details of the heraldic devices. As we have seen, lines of
engraved text were an essential component in programmes of post-Reformation English
monuments and were not in any way regarded as potentially subversive of the whole design
enterprise."
P. 121 We summarise: From the 16C antiquaries like Leland, Camden, Heame and Aubrey
have used inscriptions on English monuments for family and county histories. The political
situation, and dangers to the monuments, grew ever more tense in the mid 1640s, and Sir
William Dugdale toured the country with an artist and made careful notes, drawings and
transcriptions. During the hostilities of the Civil War other scholars collected data from the
monuments: Richard Symonds, in his diary of a tour of the West Country and the Welsh
marches, for instance. By the early 18C the task of compilation was well under way. See the
MSS in the Le Neve group in the British library.
One of the most common didactic themes from the Classical canon was "Et in Arcadia
Ego".
P. 134 deals with the early 18C "invented tombs", those of Owen McSwiny. See also *Capon
BAROQUE BOLOGNA.
See also Margaret Baker Folklore and Customs of Rural England London 1974; Clare
Gittings Death. Burial and the Individual in Early Modern England (London 1984); and G.W.
Pigman III Grief and English Renaissance Elegy Cambridge 1985, which argues that elegy
should not be judged by the literary canons of praise, but rather by concepts stemming from a
psychological analysis of the mourning process. Also J. Charles Cox Churchwardens'
Accounts From the Fourteenth to the Close of the Sixteenth Centuries London 1913; R. E.
Giesev The Roval Funeral Ceremony in Renaissance France Geneva 1960; E. Bankard The
Undying Face London 1929 (on death masks); Pamela King The English Cadaver Tomb in
the Late Fifteenth Century in Dies Ilia: Death in the Middle Ages ed. J.M.H. Taylor
Liverpool 1984: Margaret Aston England's Iconoclasts. I: Laws Against Images Oxford
1988; Mary O’Connor The Art of Dying Well: The Development of the "Arts Moriendi"
[sic] NY 1942: and. concerning samplers, D. King Samplers Victoria and Albert Museum
London 1960.
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And now , finally, a chance note contextualising the sub-genre of inscriptions for "innocent"
children within the frame of the many inscriptions presenting "exemplary" deceased of any
age:
fn° V.4 p. 139 ref to p.28: "Monumental inscriptions praising the virtues of young
girls play on similar themes: 'So to prevent all my insuing crimes / Nature my nurse
laid me to bed b e tim e s'(F ro m the monument to Margaret Clarke, d 1640, Salford
Priors, Warwickshire).
This focussed and detailed information needs to be added to the surveys of Curl, Ragon, and
Vovelle.
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13.

Cicero, on why memory without a monument is not enough

M. Tullius Cicero, Cato Maior de Senectute, section 17, line 7
... non viribus aut velocitate aut celeritate corporum res magnae geruntur,
sed consilio auctoritate sententia; quibus non modo
18 1
non orbari, sed etiam augeri senectus solet. nisi forte
ego vobis, qui et miles et tribunus et legatus et consul
versatus sum in vario genere bellorum, cessare nunc
videor, cum bella non gero; at senatui quae sint ge5
renda, praescribo et quo modo, Karthagini cum male
iam diu cogitanti bellum multo ante denuntio; de qua
vereri non ante desinam quam illam excisam esse
19 1
cognovero. quam palmam utinam di inmortales Scipio tibi reservent, ut avi reliquias persequare! cuius
a morte tertius hie et tricesimus annus est, sed memoriam illius viri omnes excipient anni consequentes.
5
anno ante me censorem mortuus est, novem annis post
meum consulatum, cum consul iterum me consule creatus esset, num igitur si ad centesimum annum vixisset, senectutis eum suae paeniteret? nec enim excursione nec saltu nec eminus hastis aut comminus gla10

diis uteretur, sed consilio ratione sententia. quae nisi
essent in senibus, non summum consilium maiores no20 1

stri appellassent senatum, apud Lacedaemonios quidem ii qui amplissimum magistratum gerunt, ut sunt
sic etiam nominantur senes, quodsi legere aut audire
voletis externa, maximas res publicas ab adulescenti5
bus labefactatas, a senibus sustentatas et restitutas
reperietis.
’Cedo qui vestram rem püblicam tantam ämisistis
täm cito?' sic enim percontantibus in Naevi poetae
Ludo respondentur et alia et hoc in primis: 'provdnie10

bant orätores novi, stulti adulescdntuli.' temeritas est
videlicet florentis aetatis, prudentia senescentis.
21 1

At memoria minuitur. credo, nisi earn exerceas, aut
etiam si sis natura tardior. Themistocles omnium civium perceperat nomina; num igitur censetis eum, cum
aetate processisset, qui Aristides esset, Lysimachum
5
salutare solitum? equidem non modo eos novi qui
sunt, sed eorum patres etiam et avos nec sepulcra Iegens vereor quod aiunt, ne memoriam perdam; his
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enim ipsis legendis in memoriam redeo mortuorum.
nec vero quemquam senem audivi oblitum quo loco
10
thesaurum obruisset; omnia quae curant meminerunt,
221
vadimonia constituta, qui sibi, cui ipsi debeant. quid?
iuris consulti, quid? pontifices, quid? augures, quid?
philosophi senes quam multa meminerunt! manent ingcnia senibus, modo permaneat Studium et industria,
5
neque ea solum in Claris et honoratis viris, sed in vita
etiam privata et quieta. Sophocles ad summam senectutem tragoedias fecit; quod propter Studium cum
rem neglegere familiärem videretur, a filiis in iudicium vocatus est, ut quem ad modum nostro more male
10
rem gerentibus patribus bonis interdici solet, sic ilium
quasi desipientem a re familiari removerent iudices.
turn senex dicitur earn fabulam quam in manibus habebat et proxime scripserat, Oedipum Coloneum, recitasse
iudicibus quaesisseque num illud carmen desipientis
15
videretur. quo recitato sententiis iudicum est liberatus.
23 1
num igitur hunc, num Homerum Hesiodum Simonidem Stesichorum, num quos ante dixi, Isocraten Gorgian, num philosophorum principes, Pythagoram Democritum, num Platonem, num Xenocraten, num postea
5
Zenonem Cleanthem aut eum quem vos etiam vidistis
Romae, Diogenem Stoicum, coegit in suis studiis obmutescere senectus? an in omnibus his studiorum agitatio vitae aequalis fuit? age ut ista divina studia
omittamus, possum nominare ex agro Sabino rusticos
24 1
Romanos vicinos et familiäres meos; quibus absentibus numquam fere ulla in agro maiora opera fiunt,
non serendis, non percipiendis, non condendis fructi
bus. quamquam in aliis minus hoc mirum est; nemo
5
enim est tarn senex qui se annum non putet posse vivere; sed idem in eis elaborant quae sciunt nihil ad se
omnino pertinere: 'sent arbores, quae alteri saeculo
25 1
prosint', ut ait Statius noster in Synephebis. nec vero
dubitat agricola, quamvis sit senex, quaerenti cui serat,
respondere: 'dis inmortalibus, qui me non accipere mo
do haec a maioribus voluerunt, sed etiam posteris pro5
dere. ...
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14.

Pherecydes - "a stone replacing a body"

Antoninus Liberalis& Myth., Metamorphoseon Synagoge, Chapter 33, section 3, line 7.
For the phrase "anti gynaikos..." in epitaphs, see above, H 153, in our translations of Pfohl's
corpus of Archaic and Classical verse epitaphs.
The text around Alkmene is given to illustrate the nature of the work, which is important for
any assessment of the usefulness of one item from it for any study of kolossos, of the "instead
of a woman.. topos, and of the general meaning of the Greek and Mediterranean stele:
5
...’0£uXou, yeyyg ua!8a ef ’AnoXXtoyos vAp<f)i(7CToy. outos
euel Taxicrra pySpwGp, dypp eyevero nayTioy Kponw Kai
eKTiae n a p a Tpy OiTpy noXiy opcoyupoy tco öpei Kal twv
ckci tottcov eßaalXeuey.

4 1(
@8 iSpuaaro 8c Kal ’AnoXXooyos le_
pov ey tt \ Apuom8i. Kal e ls touto nap<i>oucray to Lepöy
Apuonpy ppnaaay apa8pua8es yupc|>ai KaT eüpeyeiay Kal
aÜTpy pey dneKpuißay e ls Tpy üXpy, a im 8' eKelyps aiyeipoy

5
dye(j)r|yay <ek rp s yps Kal napa Tpy aiyeipoy i38oop dyeppp^ay,
Apuonp 8e peTeßaXe Kal dyTi 0ypTps eyeyeTo yupej^p.

5 1
@8 ”Ap4)iaaos 8e dyTi Tps npös Tpy ppTepa x^PLT°S‘ lepöy l8puaaTo
yupcfMvy Kal npcioTos ayoaya eneTeXeae 8popou- Kal e ri vvv
01 emxüJpioi Toy dyaiya 8ia4>uXdcjcrou(JL toutow yuyaiKi

5
8' oüx daioy napaTuyety, cm Apuonpy d^ayiaGeiaay unö yup~
<J)0 )y 8uo napGeyoi Tals en ix^plo is e8pXwaay, npös a s
Xenpyay al yupcj>ai Kal auTas aym napGeycoy eXanas enolperay.

33 t 1
’AXKppyp.

n 1
[‘Icrropel 4>epeKu8psJ

1 1
MeTa Toy 'HpaKXeous e£ dyGpconwy dcßayiapoy Eüpucr
0eus e^eXdaas <tous a n > aÜTOu[a] Tps uaTpl8os aÜTÖs eßaalXeuey. ol 8e 'HpaKXei8ai KaTacJ)uyoyTes npös Appo^coyTa
Toy 0poea)s akpaay Tpy TeTpduoXiy Tps ’A t t ik p s ' Eupucr

5
0eus Se nepißas ayyeXoy els ’AGpyas noXepoy npoeXeye
’AGpyalois, el pp tous 'HpaKXel8as e^eXaawaiy.

toI s

2 1

@8 ol pey
oüy ’AGpyaloi Toy uöXepoy oük dnoXeyoyTai, EupuaGeus 8’ e~
yeßaXey e ls Tpy ’ATTiKpy Kal uapaTa^dpeyos aÜTÖs pey
duoGypoKei paxopeyos, p Se nXpGus eTpaup uoy ’Apyelcoy.

5
'TXXos Se Kal ol aXXoi 'HpaKXeiSai Kal <oi> auy auTols
duoGayoyTos EupucrGeias KaToiKi^oyTai ndXiu ey 0 p ß a is.

3 1
ey 8e toutcu Kal ’AXKppyp KaTa yppas duoGypoKei Kal
aÜTpy e^eKÖpiaay 'HpaKXei8ar cpKOuy 8e n ap a tös ’HXeKTpas uuXas, 80iuep Kal 'HpaKXps ey Tp dyopa. Zeus Se
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'Eppf]v TrepTrei iceXeucav ’AXKprjvTiy €KicXei|;ai Kai &nevey~
5
kgiv

elg Maicdpcay yyjoug Kal 8ow ai 'Pa8apdv0ui yuvaiKa'

'Eppris 8e Treiaödg ’AXKpiy/Tiv eiacXeTTTGL, XtQov 8' avr'
airrfig eyTtonaiy Gig Tf]v aopöv.
4 1
@8 öl 8' 'HpaKXdSai gttgI
tt]v XapyaKa ^GpoyTGg GßapwoyTO, KaTaTiöeyTai Kal dircr
KaXu^a.yT€g evpoy dvTl Tfjg A.XKpTivr)g XC0ov Kal airröy g£gXoyTeg eorriaav £v T(p oXcjgi, ööiTrep c a n to fipcooy to Tf|g
5
’AXK[ir]yir)g ev 0r)ß<aia>.
34 t 1
Zpupya.
n 1
[ O b ]

1 1
GeiayTog toO Br)Xou Kal ’QpetOyiag pidg Tcoy yupcjxjay
eyevejo 0uyaTip ey tco öpei tco Aißdyto Zpvpya. Talm^y 8ia
KaXXog ttXgiotoi Kal gk TroXecay TTXeioTajy GpyriaTGuoy, f]
8g TToXXd Gp.r)xaydTo Tipog duaTriy Twy yoyeoay Kal ayaSeaiy
5
toO xpo^oy 8eiyog yap auTT]y epoag e^eprjyey gttI toj uaTpi.
2 1
Kal KaTa p d dpyag 8t' al8a) KaTGKpuTTTG Tpy yoaoy gttgI
8g to TiaGog auT^y upofyyGy, g^gittg Toy Xöyoy upog 'IttttoXit
TT]y TT)y Tpo(J)öy f] 8e Trapa8oxjGiy aÜTf) ÖKog to£i TiapaXoyou
TTa0oug 0TTOCTXo|i€yr) Xöyoy Trpog Toy 0eiayTa Trpoae^epey,
5
ÖTi auTW Kopr) paKapiajy dy0pd)TTQ)y tto0€l TrapayGyGa0ai
Kpuc|>aiog elg Tt^y KOiTr\y.
3

@8 6 8g 0Giag-ou yap eyiywaKey
ola gtt auTW G|irixctydTO'KaTriyGCTe Toy Xöyoy. Kal 6 p d
d tco oLKüj aKOTalog gttI Tf|g crrpcopyfig g£g8gxcto TT]y Kopiyx
r\ 8g Tpocj)ög KaTaKpiJijjaaa t t\ Go0f|Ti TT]y Zpupyay napiy
5
yayey. Kal TiXeioya xpovoy eXGXr|0Gi TrpaaoopGyog ayapi Kal
d0GO|ioy epyov.
4 1
@8 Kal cog GKÖrjCTG p d f] Zpupya, 0eiayTa
8g TTÖ0og eXaßey GKpa0dy r|Tig rjy f| KÖouaa, Kal 6 p d KaTGKpui|)e uOp Gig Toy olKoy, Zpupya 8’ cog g£ikgto upog
auTÖy, GTTdiCTTog eyevero TTpoeyex0€yTog e^aTTLyr]g tou irupog
5
Kal to ßpö(j)og pey e^eßaXey gk Tf|g yaoTpog, auTf] 8' dya*
cryouaa Tag x ^ P 0? r|u^aTo prjTG Trapa {axji p p f ev veKpolg
(J)ayf|yai.
5 1
&S Kal aÖTf]y ö Zeug pGTaßaXwy gttoitio'g 8d8poy
Kal GKaXcoGy öpöyupoy aÖTf| apupyay. toOto XGyGTai kot' <r
Tog GKaaToy SaKpuGiy Toy öttö toO <^uXou Kapiroy. Kal 0Giag
pGy ö TraTrip TT)g XpupiT|g Slcl Gpyoy d0GpiOToy GauTÖy dyGiXG,
5
to 8 g ßpG<öog Aiög ßouXf| TpG(|)öpGyoy ojyöpaaay ’AScoyiy ...
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It is of course relevant to point out that such items in metamorphoses may have motivations
ranging from pure imagination to ancient and rarely-mentioned folk traditions. Given the
Mediterranean, Danubian and ANE traditions of standing stones and of funerary
dolmens/mazzeboth, and the outriding *bautasteinar of Scandinavia, as well as the memorial
stones of India and the grave stelai of China and Japan, it is more likely that such a motiv in a
story should be read as recalling older practice and belief than that it should be purely original
with its writer.
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42. Anthropology
1.

Prestation totale

See Cristofani's 11 dono nelVEtruria archaica. What seems to be the same idea, the "univers
d'dchange totale, et non pas d'dchange marchand" of a pre-economy like that of the previous
generations of Melanesians, where objects and services were exchanged as a part of a unified
system of social relations can be found on p. 1561 of the Pldiade Ethnologie Gdndrale. Let us
quote further from this book, p.241:
.. .dans les Economies qui ont prdcddd les notres, on ne constate pour ainsi dire jamais
de simples ^changes de biens, de richesses et de produits au cours d'un marchd passd
entre les individus. D'abord, ce ne sont pas des individus, ce sont des collectives qui
s'obligent mutuellement, dchangent et contractent... De plus, ce qu'ils dchangent, ce
n'est pas, exclusivement, des biens et des richesses, des meubles et des immeubles, des
choses utiles dconomiquement. Ce sont avant tout des politesses, des festins, des rites,
des services militaires, des femmes, des enfants, des danses, des fetes, des foires dont
le marchd n'est qu'un des moments... Enfin, ces prestations etcontre-prestations
s'engagent, sous une forme plutot volontaire, par des presents, des cadeaux, bien
qu'elles soient au fond rigoureusement obligatoires, ä peine de guerre privde ou
publique. (Quoted from Mauss Essai sur le don).
This affects the interpretation of gifts to the Gods, and of what is written on them.
Little difficulty in the late 20C to get readers to take a sociological-anthropological view of
such things as trade and ownership. BRONZE AEGEAN, for instance, throws such
relativising doubts, passim, into a wide-ranging report on the material culture of pre-Archaic
Greece and surrounds.
J
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43. "Epigram 11as a term in ancient use

1. Greek
1. From codices
The present excursus continues our search for the inner nature of epigram by using two
working assumptions: that the typical manner of writing and inscribing may have influenced
ancient attitudes to what was written or even to the way this was worded and to the topics
used, and that this “feel” for the particular genre will be reflected in some of the terms used
for the literary form itself and for the very act of writing. The result is a study of the Greek
terminology for both, as found in the Anthology and on stone. The task is a fairly thankless
one, as it is based on uncertain foundations, the biassed sample of surviving epigram, stone
and book, and the main features are already apparent to the eye. The word “inscribed thing”,
or em ypap.pa, is the normal prose word for prose or verse inscriptions, and e X e y e lo v comes a
distant second. Scattered cases occur of the later word being used for poems which are not in
elegiac metre, but this could always be a random error by the writer. Words deriving from
the verb ypa^Go are common for inscribing, but they are also the normal words for writing.
The verb ttolcoj can mean making anything, i.e., composing, writing, inscribing, and can even
have a hidden causative sense... “cause to be made, arrange for, organise the making o f ’.
M iddle Iranian is more explicit about causativeness, and in Carolingian times explicit
causative verb complexes seem to mark an inscription as officially royal: see *Kornbluth.
Some writing verbs are specifically used for inscribing, but they are less common. There is
much doubt in any particular case about who actually did the inscribing.
Below can be found the summary of a data base of ancient Greek terms for inscribed verses,
for their engraving and for their writing, taken from Greek prose literature, but only from
those sections im m ediately relating to a poem actually quoted. The terms are here given
without their environing text, and are arranged more or less in the chronological order of their
writing — according to the dates, that is, not of the poem they describe, but of the text in
which these poems are described. Our single source is the testimonia of Preger’s book. This
does not contain the terms referring to all inscriptions, but only those which refer to verse,
and it treats only the vocabulary found outside the lemmata and scholia of the AG. Despite
these restrictions, his quotations provide a complete coverage of the terminology of any
Greek author who actually quoted an inscription outside the AG. This is likely to be more
authentic vocabulary than that used by non-quoting authors. There is also the added
advantage that we can check the terms against their referents. The corpus is also manageable,
which was not the case with our computer search of the whole of Greek literature, briefly
summarised further below. There is reason to hope that the earlier, more limited project
would be turning up more or less the same things.
The project is extended in a more impressionistic way to the terminology for inscriptions and
for inscribing to be found in the poems themselves. I do not have access to the indices to GV
1, the TLG has not yet discovered Peek, and the index to the AP was only half complete
when this study was closed. I have thus tried for a solid coverage, but not for completeness.
Ancient terminology lacks specificness, and sometimes little is learned from its analysis,
particularly when the ancient context of use proves difficult to reconstruct. The elevation and
generalisation of literary language, especially literary language in a state of some diglossia,
does not help the scholar to see a clear reference in many terms. Yet for the Hellenistic
period Gow and Page have been able to suggest quite a few sharpenings of meaning for
technical words, even in the limited set of them acceptable in high literature. It is also to be
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noted that technical terms and phrases may not exist for things which had full individuality in
the eyes of the ancients, such as the prose romance. Inscriptions were a very notable feature
of ancient Mediterranean civilisation, rather like neon lights and billboards in the capitalist
city, and there was one common Greek word for them: e m y p ap p a . This means anything
that “inscription” can be imagined as meaning. For reasons connected with the prestige of
verse inscriptions, it gradually has become limited to this type of inscription, though Oscar
W ilde’s tons mots in prose have in our century been entitled epigrams. The occurrences in
Preger’s testimonia will be listed in crude form, with only a little comment on the
syntagmatic collocations of the isolated words. It is clear, for instance, that a fig u ra
etymologica is often used, where the commonest verb, euiypd^eiv, takes as its cognate or
even as its external object the well-known substantive from its own passive stem:
euiypappa. I do not feel that it will be useful to indicate this common grouping and perhaps
merging of terms into one expression, though it could fairly easily be sought in the database
underlying our figures:
Most common term—

em y p a p p a

216

to which must be added—

em ypdppaT a
em ypappaTe

29
1

(we will make differences for singular and plural only when it is possible that there is a
sem antic difference betw een them. Oblique cases of the noun are all classed with the
dictionary form, the nominative)
other terms—

eXeyelov

49

not including the com mon—

eXeyela
emypacj>f|

9
26
10
4
4
4

ctlxov

e^apcTpov
6TTOC

yp ap p aT a
not including the rare—

2
2
SaKTuXoc/ov
2
lapßelov
2
2
povocTixov
cut] e^apcTpa
2
euiTacjnoi'
1
euiTa4)iov em y p ap p a
1
euiTupßiov
1
povocTixov em y p ap p a 1
1
eu iy p a p p a T io v
T C T paC T lX O V
1
1
OKTdCTLXOV
SlCTlX OV
1
T C T p a p e rp o i'
1
tapßoc
1
u o iq p a
1
TO TOÜ PN
1
t o Adj Gentil.
1

ypdppa

eUlKT|8€lOV
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The verbs are not so easy to display. There are 15 forms and 194 occurrences of eTuypd(|>(jü in
the Active— Present (7) and Aorist (93), and the Passive— Perfect, (73), and somewhat too
in the Passive Aorist (10). The tense and voice differences are more likely to be a function of
the discourse in which the term is used than some function of the use of the term as term. The
Aorist Participle is the most common, outscoring the Passive participle 32 to 15. The Passive
Infinitive outscores the Infinitive of the Aorist Active and Passive and Present Passive 14 to 9
and to 5 and to 3 respectively. There is one Passive Present, one Active Imperfect, and there
are 9 Passive Pluperfects.
The construction of the verbs is more important to note than that of the nouns. We will do so
only crudely. The bound and the free verbal prepositions need close study for their degree of
idiomaticity and we will not pursue this. Popularity of verbs stands as follows:
emypdcjxji)
eyypdc})Cjo
eyypdcjxo kv
dvaypdcj)Co
U7roypd<}>to
TTapeyypd(j)(jo
cuyypdc{)Gj
cuyypdcj)(jü cttl
upoypdcj)Cjo
TTpocTTapaypd4)(jü
TrapeTTiypdcjxo
KaTaToixoypd(j)Cjo
Trpocypd(})Cjo
KaTaypd4>oj
dvTiypdc}><ji}

194
6
1
5
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

The bare ypd<j>co occurs 30 times, followed about half these times by a free preposition:
ypdcjjco
21
ypd(j)Cjo eui
7
1
ypd<4>co ev
ypdcfxjo + dative
1
=30
Then the less common root:

Then

eyxapdccoo
eyxctpdcco) em
Xapdccco

10
1
2

eyKoXanTto
KOAdUTU)

3
1

Then a mixed and doubtful bag of words, probably only incidentally referring to the
engraving or writing or composing process and some not even to that. We include them
because they came up during the process of the search:
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1

As mentioned above, vague tendencies may emerge when these a-historical totals are
compared with the likely distribution of these words through time, starting from Herodotus.
Such tendencies are not obvious. Given the small number of allusions in pre-Antonine
authors it would be hazardous to claim, as some have, that the earlier terminology was more
fluid. We will go on to compare these references from prose contexts with a less exhaustive
collection of references found in poems themselves, first the stone poems and then the book
poems.

2. From the stone
Peek’s GV 1 contains grave inscriptions only, but these are the majority of the surviving
verse inscriptions, and we suspect them of being thematically central to the development of
epigram. Peek includes AP poems which he regards as inscriptional, and because of his
experience in the field we will include these in our rough count, at the risk of some doubling
up with our AP survey. Neither of these is strictly statistical, and my material from the AP is
also fairly meager. See well above for a body of commented extracts from AG.
At the most superficial level, the vocabulary on the stones themselves for inscriptions, poems
and for inscribing presents quite a different pattern from that apparent in the book literature
that purports to quote them or else poetic forms influenced by them. The verb emypdcßo) is
swamped by x a p d cc u by about 12-4. ypctppct surpasses the previously unchallenged
emypappot by about 11-3, and ypdppaTa is further ahead with 19. eXeyelov I could not
find, and eXeyoc appears to have 3 occurrences only. Of course, the latter may be found to
mean a sort of lament other than the one on stone, and writing words may often be carving
words, such as is evidenced by most meanings of yXucßo). ypa<J>q also can have reference to
the art work. I noted about 8 forms of ypctcßq which are unexampled in the prose quotations
of Preger, and 6 of yXucßw.
Problems of interpretation abound. Not only do terms with normally a fairly specific
meaning occur with some unexpected meaning, but terms are used together in phrases that
seem to merge their meanings.490 It may well be that the carving was seen as a total thing,
covering letters and art work, so that separate mention is not required. x a P^ccw>for instance,
at least three times occurs with yp d p p ara. We expected that. But to have the ypdppa and
theypdppaT a linked with yXucßeiv or eyyXu^eLv is less expected, tuttooj is common for
making a bas-relief, but it is used with ypctppct, rroicw, reuxw, KGtTaaceva) are all used for
making tombs, and the former pair are sometimes used where it is stated that the deceased or
his relative made the tomb or the inscription with his own hands or palms. But ambiguity
reigns in many a context. k o X citttco seems rare, with 2 instances catching my eye. Yet the
physicality of the inscription seems better represented by the terms found on stone rather than
490 Weisshaiipl’s 1889 study struggles with: afj|ta. em0r||ia, piajpa, Tri4>oc, rupßoc, x^Pa. Tipfov»,
KriXupua, TTupKatij, and phrases of a periphrastic nature. Also: Xdpv'a^, cöpoc, irupyoc, ct)k6c , KaXußrp
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those preserved in the literary tradition, and not just because the former include terms for art
carving. The lettered stele is still able to announce, to speak, to indicate, to sound, but so can
the stone, the tomb in general and the deceased, and it is hard to know if there is meant to be
any difference. No doubt the stone can always be thought of as speaking through the
lettering, but this may not be the intention of the “speaking” statements. The stone may speak
like a picture on a ceramic vessel, of itself, with some little clarification from the writing.
Where a word for read occurs, the function of the inscription is clearer.
The greater use in the book tradition of words prefixed emr can be interpreted as the result of
a different point of view. The use of barer language in short verse may also be a factor, but I
would like to speculate that inscriptions seen by those distant from their production are more
likely to be referred to by terms expressing their surface-dwelling nature, than inscriptions
seen by the more involved deceased or his friends. It is notable however that compounds
with ev- are also rarer on stone than they are in codices.
The differences between ypdppa and ypappcrra are not easy to distinguish.
It will be noted that so far we have treated all Peek’s texts as if they were in a temporal and
geographical limbo. It is true that verse inscriptions resemble each other far more than the
dispersion and the factionalism of the Greeks would lead us to expect. The same surprising
similarities occur in other diasporic situations, disunited India, for which see at the very end
of these Addenda, and in the first dramatic cultural expressions in Europe, the cave art, which
Leroi-Gourhan reminds us to have arguably been centred on ethnic groups of the FrancoCantabrian region and to have preserved many common elements in its far-flung diversity491.
Thus there is a notable commonality over space, especially in the wording of verse
inscriptions. There seems also to have been considerable stability over time. Thus, our first
approximation to an analysis may not be vitiated by its lack of localisation and periodisation,
and have some point.

3. The Greek A nthology
An even more superficial look through the AP shows xapacccn the most common term in this
semantic field, euiypd4>a) very rare, likewise yXuTTTO), with koXcltttoj andTepvco hardly
appearing. See the recently completed dictionary to the AG, Citti et al., never available to me
in its entirety, and the TLG only became available after I had done an eye search, which was
held to be sufficient for the limited purposes of the exercise.
Even a little double counting will not change the massive differences between the vocabulary
from these three sources.
Like the Chinese and the medieval Indians and like Horace, the AP authors have a taste for a
kind of hyperbole of lastingness. The stele, and its images and lettering, are usually beautiful,
fine, smooth, and so on, and most of all lasting. Yet AP xvi 344 proclaims sententiously:
f r i p d c K e i kclI xa^Koc---> while VII 225 and IX 704 say the same for stone.
The surpassing of stone or bronze by moral or personal qualities passed on by oral tradition is
a very specific theme. It is not evidenced, to my knowledge, on stone, not would one expect
it to be. This locus for the topos would lead to a semiological contradiction and also distance

491 p.91 and previous. See also Rüegg HAUSSPRÜCHE for some mechanics of a widespread inscriptional
habit.
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the monument from the event commemorated, which would seem an inappropriate act for a
participant.
From situational realities such as these, combined with the inherent differences between prose
and verse style, derive the vocabulary differences which we have roughly sketched here.
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2. F r o m T L G D survey
A number of factors make it less useful to do crude and high-volume
searches for the term "epigram". Thus our studies based on the work of
Preger (where the terms are used only in connection with actual poetic
quotes, and the context is given) are more than satisfactory. The notes in
Cameron 1993 and in Fraser's Ptolemaic Alexandria have the advantage of
using unpublished material, and of using it critically. Not all uses
recovered are ancient, as editorial lemmata of modern date are excerpted
simply because they contain the letter string asked for in the search.
Pandora Index Lookup on 9/11/93 3:43 PM.

1. "Words" 1258 occurrences in TLG
in ancient Greek and archaising medieval Greek:
ETIirPAMMA 3
EmirPAMMA 467
E)TTirPAMMAZ 1
EPIirPAMMAZI 1
E)TTirPAMMA2I 422
EmirPÄMMAZI 1
EmirPAMMÄZIN 51
ETTirPAMMATA 6
EmirPAMMATA 95
EmiTPÄMMATI 45
E)TTITPÄMM ATI KQN 1
E)ITirPAMMATIKQ=Z 1
E)TTirPAMMATIOIZ 1
EmirPAMMATlON 6
EmirPAMMATlO 1
EmirPAMMATIQN 2
E)nirPAMMATOrPA<i>ON 1
E)nirPAMMAT0rPA4>0Z 1
E)mrPAMMATOIIOIOI=Z 1
E)TTITPAMM ATOnOI QZ 7
ETTirPAMMATOTTOIOT 2
E)TTirPAMMATOnOIOT= 2
E)mrPAMMATOZ 48
EIlirPAMMATGN 3
EmirPAMMATON 58
KA)nirPAMMATA 1
KAmirPAMMATOZ 3
T orm irP A M M 1
Torm irP A M M A 24
TOY)TTirPAMMATION 1
TÜ)nirPAMMATE 1
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Authors in which references were found by the electronic
scan:

NOTE: "AUTHORS" listed with more than 9 citations are set in larger
type, the number of citations also in bold type.
0003

001

2 & l T h u c y d i d e s & Hist.

0004 001 35 &lDiogenes Laertiusk Biogr.
0005
0006

0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0007
0008
0008
0014
0014
0014
0014
0014
0014
0016
0017
0018
0026
0057
0057
0057
0057
0057
0057
0057
0059
0059
0061

002
Oil

1 SclTheocritusSc Bucol.
1 SclEuripidesSc Trag.

001
004
019
022
025
028
033
054
067
082
091
096
110
112
113
117
121
123
138
145
001
003
007
018
020
022
024
038

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
5
4
2

&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus&: B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
&lPlutarchus& B i o g r .
4S> &lAthenaeus& Soph.
21 . &lAthenaeus& Soph.
1 &lDemosthenes& Orat.
2 SclDemosthenesSc Orat.
2 &lDemosthenes& Orat.
3 &lDemosthenes& Orat.
3 &lDemosthenes& Orat.
1 &lDemosthenes& Orat.

001 3 SdHerodotusSc Hist.
005 1 SdlsaeusSc Orat.
019 6 SclPhilo J u d a e u s & Phil.
003 4 &lAeschines£c Orat.
011 1 SclGalenusSc Med.
032 1 SclGalenusSc Med.
036 1 SclGalenusSc Med.
059 2 SclGalenusSc Med.
085 1 SclGalenusSc Med.
091 1 SclGalenusSc Med.
100 1 SclGalenusSc Med.
012 1 SclPlatoSc Phil.
015 1 SclPlatoSc Phil.
003 1 Pseudo-SclLucianusSc Soph

0062 008
0062
012
0062
035
0062
036
0062
041

2
4
1
1
1

&lLucianus&
&lLucianus&
&lLucianus&
&lLucianus&
&lLucianus&

Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.

et
et
et
et
et
et
et
et
et
et
et
et
et
et
et
et
et
et
et
et

Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
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0062 054 2 &lLucianus& Soph.
0074 001 5 Flavius SdArrianusSc Hist, et Phil.
0074 004 3 Flavius SdArrianusSc Hist, et Phil.
0074 010 1 Flavius SdArrianusSc Hist, et Phil.

0081
0086
0086
0086
0086

016
010
027
038
051

001
026
033
001
002
002
0212 002
0219 004
0087
0087
0087
0099
0141
0198

0284
0284
0284
0284
0284
0284
0284
0284
0284
0308
0308
0308
0385
0385
0385
0385
0402
0402
0408
0521
0521

5 SdHerodianusSc et Pseudo-SclHerodianusSc
2 SdHerodianusSc et Pseudo-SclHerodianusSc
2 SclHerodianusSc et Pseudo-SclHerodianusSc
9 SclStraboSc G e o g r .
1 SclAthenaeus& Epigr.
1 SclHedylusSc Epigr.
1 SclPhiletasSc Eleg. et Gramm.
1 SclRhianusSc Epic.

013
025
026
033
045
046
047
049
053
006
008
009
001
004
010
011

1 klDionysius HalicarnassensisSc Rhet. et Hist.
1 &lAristoteles& Phil, et SclCorpus Aristotelicum&
2 &lAristoteles& Phil, et &lCorpus Aristotelicumk
3 &lAristoteles& Phil, et &lCorpus Aristotelicumk
17 &lAristoteles& Phil, et SclCorpus Aristotelicumk

1
1
1
3
1
2
1

2
2
5
2
1
3
1
9
1

Aelius
Aelius
Aelius
Aelius
Aelius
Aelius
Aelius
Aelius
Aelius

&lAristides&
&lAristides&
&lAristides&
&lAristides&
SclAristidesSc
&lAristides&
&lAristides&
&lAristides&
&lAristides&

Rhet.
Rhet.
Rhet.
Rhet.
Rhet.
Rhet.
Rhet.
Rhet.
Rhet.

SclIonSc Poeta et Phil.
SclIonSc Poeta et Phil.
SclIonSc Poeta et Phil.
SclCassius DioSc Hist.
SclCassius DioSc Hist.
SclCassius DioSc Hist.
SclCassius DioSc Hist.

001 2 SclAlexisSc Comic.

002
001
002
008

2
2
1
2

SclAlexisSc Comic.
SclComica Adespota; CAFSc
SclEpicharmusSc Comic, et SdPseudepicharmeaSc
SclEpicharmusSc Comic, et SdPseudepicharmeaSc

0525 001 127 &lPausanias& Perieg.
0536
0536
0544
0545
0545
0545
0547
0551
0551
0555
0566
0568
0583
0602
0612
0620
0626
0632
0632
0638
0638
0638
0641
0650
0651

Gramm, et Rhet.
Gramm, et Rhet.
Gramm, et Rhet.

002
003
002
001
002
004
003
009
017
004
002
001
001
001
001
001
001
002
006
001
003
004
001
001
001

1
2
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
9
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

SdEphorusSc Hist.
SdEphorusSc Hist.
SdSextus Empiricus& Phil.
SdAelianusSc Soph.
SdAelianus& Soph.
SdAelianusSi: Soph.
SclAnaximenesSc Hist, et Rhet.
SdAppianusSc Hist.
SdAppianusSc Hist.
SdClemens AlexandrinusSc T h e o l .
SdTheopompusSc Hist.
SdAntigonusSc Paradox.
SdPhilochorusSc Hist.
SdComica Adespota; FCGSc
SdDio ChrysostomusSc Soph.
SdArchytasSc Phil.
SdHeraclitusSc Phil.
[2SdPythagorasSc ]2 Phil.
[2SdPythagorasSc ]2 Phil.
Flavius SdPhilostratusSc Soph.
Flavius SdPhilostratusSc Soph.
Flavius SdPhilostratusSc Soph.
SdXenophonSc Scr. Erot.
SdHerodasSc Mimogr.
SdAntoninus LiberalisSc Myth.
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0653
0718
0 7 32
1052
1052
1139
1252
1 2 64
1304
1339
1339
1342
1342
1355
1434
1437
1705
1729
1733
1805
1805
1805
1805
1805
1805
1881
2001
2001
2001
2001
2003
2006
2006
2017
2017
2017
2018
2018
2022
2022
2022
2023
2027
2031
2034
2034
2034
2034
2034
2037
2050
2051
2060

005 1 SclAratusSc Epic, et Astron.
013 1 SclAe+tius& Amidenus Med.
004 1 Sc1 Alexander Sc Aphrodisiensis Phil.
001 3 SclPosidonius& Phil.
003 2 SdPosidoniusSc Phil.
009 1 SclAnonymi HistoriciSc
002 3 SclCertamen Homeri et HesiodiSc
001 2 SclChrysippus Sc Phil.
001 1 SdDemocritusSc Phil.
001 1 &lDuris& Hist.
002 2 &lDuris& Hist.
003 2 SdEmpedoclesSc Poet. Phil.
004 1 SdEmpedoclesSc Poet. Phil.
001 1 SdErinnaSc L y r .
004 1 SdHippiasSc Soph.
002 1 SdHipponSc Phil.
002 2 SdThalesSc Phil.
001 2 ScIThrasymachus Sc Rhet. et Soph.
002 1 SdTimaeusSc Hist.
001 1 SclVitae HomeriSc
002 2 SclVitae HomeriSc
004 1 SclVitae HomeriSc
005 2 SclVitae HomeriSc
006 2 &lVitae Homeric
010 1 SclVitae Homeric
002 1 SclDionysius ScytobrachionSc Gramm.
002 1 SclThemistiusSc Phil, et Rhet.
003 1 SclThemis tius Sc Phil, et Rhet.
022 1 SclThemistius& Phil, et Rhet.
028 1 SclThemis tius Sc Phil, et Rhet.
001 1 SeiJulianusSc Imperator Phil.
001 3 SclSynesiusSc Phil.
004 1 SclSynesiusS: Phil.
013 1 SclGregorius NyssenusSc Theol.
062 1 SclGregorius NyssenusSc Theol.
069 1 SclGregorius NyssenusSc Theol.
001 2 SdEusebiusSc Scr. Eccl. et Theol.
034 1 SdEusebiusSc Scr. Eccl. et Theol.
057 2 SclGregorius NazianzenusSc Theol.
059 1 SclGregorius NazianzenusSc Theol.
060 2 SclGregorius NazianzenusSc Theol.
005 1 SclIamblichusSc Phil.
001 1 SclApsinesSc Rhet.
001 1 SclSopaterSc Rhet.
001 1 SclPorphyriusSc Tyrius Phil.
002 2 SclPorphyriusSc Tyrius Phil.
007 3 SclPorphyriusSc Tyrius Phil.
014 1 SclPorphyr iusSc Tyrius Phil.
016 1 SclPorphyriusSc Tyrius Phil.
001 4 SclStobaeusSc Anthologus
002 2 SclEunapiusSc Hist, et Soph.
001 2 SclHimeriusSc Soph.
001 2 SclAs ter iusSc Scr. Eccl.

2062 064 14 SdJoannes Chrysostomus& Scr. Eccl.
2062 150 1 SclJoannes ChrysostomusSc Scr. Eccl.
2062 156 1 klJoannes Chrysostomusk Scr. Eccl.
2102
022 1 SclDidymus CaecusSC Scr. Eccl.
2102
028 2 SclDidymus CaecusSc Scr. Eccl.
2148 001 1 SclAristodemusSc Hist.

2200
2200
2200
2200
2200

001 3SclLibaniusk
004 2SclLibaniusSc
005 2&lLibanius&
006 3&lLibanius&
007 1SclLibaniusSc

Rhet.
Rhet.
Rhet.
Rhet.
Rhet.

et
et
et
et
et

Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
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2580 002 1 Joannes Laurentius &lLydus& Hist.
2648 003 1 SclAdespota Papyracea; SHSc
2934
005 1 SclJoannes DamascenusSc Theol. et Scr. Eccl.
2934
053 1 SclJoannes DamascenusSc Theol. et Scr. Eccl.

3 023
3023
3023
3023
4015
4016
4017
4019
4019
4020
4021
4026
4028
4031
4031
4033
4033
4036
4036
4036

0 02 1
004 8
008 1
009 4

SclConstantinus
&IConstantinus
&IConstantinus
&iconstantinus

VII
VII
VII
VII

PorphyrogenitusSc
Porphyrogenitusk
Porphyrogenitus&
Porphyrogenitus&

Imperator
Imperator
Imperator
Imperator

004 3 SclJoannes PhiloponusSc Phil.
001 1 SclAinmoniusSc Phil.
002 1 SclSyrianusSc Phil.
004 3 SclOlympiodorusSc Phil.
005 1 SclOlympiodorusSc Phil.
001 1 SclEliasSc Phil.
002 1 SclDavidSc Phil.
001 6 SclAnonymi in Aristotelis Artem RhetoricamSc
001 9 SclStephanusSc Byzantius Gramm.
002 3 SclEustratiusSc Phil.
003 1 SclEus trat iusSc Phil.
001 1 SclAnonymi in Aristotelis Ethica NicomacheaSc
003 1 SclAnonymi in Aristotelis Ethica NicomacheaSc
001 1 SclProclusSc Phil.
010 1 SclProclusSc Phil.
011 2 SclProclusSc Phil.

4040 001 11 &lPhotius& Theol.; Scr. Eccl. et Lexicogr.
4083 001 28 SclEus tathius& Philol. et Scr. Eccl.
4083 003 14 SclEustathiusSc Philol. et Scr. Eccl.
4085
4085
4089
4161
4161
417 0

002
003
001
002
005
001

1
1
1
2
1
1

SdHesychiusSc Lexicogr.
SdHesychiusSc Lexicogr.
SclTheodoretusSc Scr. Eccl. et Theol.
SclVitae Arati et Varia de AratoSc
SclVitae Arati et Varia de AratoSc
SclVitae Pindari et Varia de PindaroSc

5008 001 17
5009
5010
5012
5014
5014
5014
5014
5014
5014
5014
5014
5017
5018
5019
5023
5025
5025
5026
5026
5026
5026
5029
5034
5034
5035
5035
5038
5039

7000
7052

001
005
001
001
006
007
008
009
014
015
021
001
001
001
001
001
002
001
003
007
008

SclScholia i n A e l i u m AristidemSc
2 SclScholia in AeschinemSc

1 SclScholia in AeschylumSc
2 SclScholia in ApolIonium RhodiumSc
1 SclScholia in Ar is tophanemSc

1 SclScholia in Aris tophanemSc
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
8
1
1

1
001 1
001 1
005 1
001 1
002 1
001 9
001 1

SclScholia
SclScholia
SclScholia
SclScholia
SclScholia
SclScholia
SclScholia
SclSchol ia
SclScholia
SclScholia
SclSchol ia
SclScholia
SclScholia
SclScholia
SclScholia
SclSchol ia
SclScholia
SclScholia
SclScholia
SclSchol ia
SclScholia
SclScholia
SclSchol ia

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

Ar is tophanemSc
Aris tophanemSc
Aris tophanemSc
Aris tophanemSc
Aris tophanemSc
Aris tophanemSc
Demos thenemSc
Dionysium ByzantiumSc
Dionysium PeriegetamSc
Euripidemk
HesiodumSc
HesiodumSc
HomerumSc
HomerumSc
HomerumSc
HomerumSc
LucianumSc
PindarumSc
PindarumSc
PlatonemSc
PlatonemSc
Theocri tumSc
ThucydidemSc

0 0 1 17 S c l A n t h o l o g i a G r a e c a k
002 2 SdAnthologiae: Graecae AppendixSc
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7 052 003 3 S c l A n t h o l o g i a e G r a e c a e AppendixSc
7 0 5 2 005 1 S c l A n t h o l o g i a e G r a e c a e AppendixSc
7 0 5 2 007 1 S c l A n t h o l o g i a e G r a e c a e AppendixSc

9 0 1 0 001 4 8 3 SclSudaSc
9020 001 2 Sc lSt ep h an us Sc f o r t .

C o n s t a n t i n o p o l i t a n u s Gramm.
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3.

Greek documentary disk, papyri and epigraphy

The inclusion of the unsealed and unsorted haul from this DC ROM is intended to indicate the
fact that most "uses" of words containing the fragment string "-pigram-" occur in modern
titles and lemmata, and to find those few examples where it occurs in inscriptions themselves.
From PHI #6
Exported from Pandora 9/12/93
Search for:

11:46 PM

"PIGRAM"
Search in:
CHR0010 • Asia Minor [Chr]
(large list of papyrological and epigraphic editions)
to...
DDP0162 • PapAgon
DDP0163 • PapBiling
DDP9998 • Papyrological Checklist
CHR0018 • Varia [Chr]

(Note, print-out in Beta code, for which a key is available from
Harvard or from P.M.Mc. Also, only a few lines of the context of
"PIGRAM" each time in the database is reproduced here, to give, an
idea of the scatter and type of examples.)
Attica,

SEG,

document 19:51,

2

(; 347%3'6)

&'19:51 1$
[____________________TW=]I A)NAQH/MA [ T I ______________
[______________ E)P]I/GRAMMA E I ) = N ? [ A I ______________
[_____________ O] NTA DE\ TO\N I ( E R E I / [ 2 A ] 2 _______
_____________________________ M W N : E)PIGRA/YAI DE\ TO
Attica, SEG, document 33:214, 5 (; c350a)
&@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@relief
5$
&@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@epigram
&'a Attica$'
Sc b Athens$'
Sc'

'

Attica, SEG, document 34:242,d, 4 (; date?)
[_____]*E*R*A*A*R*E*T [____ ]
[_____]*E*N [_____ ]
kpossibly an epigram: 2 $[_ _ _]ERA A)RET[H/&?] Stroud
Sc' a Attica$'
S c ' b Athens$'
Caria, Bargylia, inscription 26, line t
Sc' 26 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15. Epigrams (26)}1

@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

1$
@@'26. Fragment in Greek of funerary inscription in verse, with line
Sc'

Caria, Halikarnassos, inscription 119, line t
@@@@{1@)1
@@@@{lSection: 15.a. Religious Epigrams (119%19'120) }1
@@@ @ { 1 @ } 1
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&' 1$
@@'119.

(Funerary?) inscription in elegiacs put under figure of

Caria, Halikarnassos, inscription 119, line t
@@@@{1@}1
@@@@{lSection: 15.a. Religious Epigrams (119%19'120)}1
@@@@{1@}1
&' 1 $
@@'119. (Funerary?) inscription in elegiacs put under figure of
Caria, Halikarnassos,

inscription 121, line t

&'121 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15.b. Dedicatory Epigrams (121%19'124)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$
@@'121. Dedication in elegiacs to Aphrodite by Phaeinos Zenodorou;
Caria, Halikarnassos, inscription 125, line t
Sc'125 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15.c. Honorary Epigrams (125%19'126)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$

@@'125. Inscription in elegiacs praising Andron, Herodotos, and
Caria, Halikarnassos,

inscription 127, line t

Sc'127 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15.d. Funerary Epigrams (127%19'135)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$

@@'127. Funerary inscription in elegiacs for Antiochos Antiochou of
Caria, Iasos, inscription 259, line t
Sc'259 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15. Epigrams (259%19'260)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1 $

@@'259. Funerary inscription (partly in hexameters) for Claudia Polla
Caria, Iasos, inscription 260x, line 5
elegiacs for Gorgos; found at Epidauros); Teichioussa 7 (%6 GVI I
Sc' 5$
1144) (%6 BCH 18, 1894, 20, 10) (funerary epigram (?) for member of
family of Poseidonios; found at #1222skele near Teichioussa, not in
territory of Iasos).
Caria, Keramos,

inscription 51, line t

Sc'51 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15. Epigrams (51)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$

@@'51. Inscription in elegiacs for sundial by Philistos; Hellenistic;
Caria, Lagina,

inscription 193, line t

Sc'193 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15. Epigrams
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$

(193%19'195)}1
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@@'193. Honorary inscription in elegiacs for (no name) &3hiereus&, wife
Caria, Magnesia, inscription 320, line t
& '32 0 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15. Epigrams (320%19'325 )}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$

@@'320. Inscription in hexameters identifying Hermes Tychon, with
Caria, Magnesia,

inscription 325, line 1

@
&'3 25 1$
@@'325. Fragment of epigram (?); I; found at Magnesia Mai.:
*IMagnesia 369.
@

Caria, Mylasa, inscription 276, line t
&'276 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15. Epigrams (276%19'281)}1
@@@@{1@}1
&' 1$
@@'276. Inscription in iambics identifying altar as that of Herakles,
Caria, Mylasa, inscription 280, line 1
@
&'2 8 0 1 $

@@'280. First of two unpublished epigrams; no date; found at Mylasa:
Robert, RA 6, 1935, 155%19'156; IMylasa I p. 267.
@

Caria, Mylasa, inscription 281, line 1
@
Sc'281

1$

@@'281. Second of two unpublished epigrams; no date; found at Mylasa:
Robert, RA 6, 1935, 155%19'156; IMylasa I p. 267.
@

Caria, Myndos, inscription 14, line t
Sc'14 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15. Epigrams (14%19'15)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$

@@'14. Funerary inscription in elegiacs by Epaphrodeitos Menelaou for
Caria, Olymos, inscription 94x, line t
@@@@{1@}1
@@@@{lSection: 22. Varia (_)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc'95 t$
@@@@{lSection: 23. Dubia (95%19'101) }1
Caria, Panamara,

inscription 409, line t

&'409 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15. Epigrams (409%19'415)}1
@@@@{10}1
Sc' 1$
@@'409. First epigram in elegiacs of dedication of statue of Athena;
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Caria, Panamara, inscription 409, line 1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

1$
@@'409. First epigram in elegiacs of dedication of statue of Athena;
no date; found at Panamara: Hatzfeld, BCH 51, 1927, 120, no. 136.a;
BE 1928:380; SEG 4, 385.a; Wilhelm, GE 28, no. 32; SEG 30, 1277;

&'

Caria, Panamara, inscription 410, line 1
@
&'410 1$
@@'410. Second epigram in elegiacs of dedication of statue of Athena;
no date; found at Panamara: Hatzfeld, BCH 51, 1927, 120, no. 136.b;
BE 1928:380; SEG 4, 385.b; *IStratonikeia 41.b.
Caria, Stratonikeia, inscription 97, line t
Sc'97 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15. Epigrams (97%19'104)}1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

Sc' 1$

@@'97. Inscription in hexameters expressing thanks to Zeus
Caria, Stratonikeia, inscription 98, line 1
@
Sc'9 8 1$

@@'98. Funerary epigram in elegiacs for Diogenes, on column; no date;
found at Stratonikeia: *IStratonikeia 1201 (PH).
@
Caria, Stratonikeia, inscription 104, line 1
@
Sc'104 1$

@@'104. Fragment of epigram (?); no date; found at Stratonikeia: LW
530; *IStratonikeia 1051.
@
Caria, Theangela, inscription 12, line t
Sc'12 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15. Epigrams (12)}1
@@ @@{ 1@}1
Sc' 1$

@@'12. Inscription in elegiacs for Sc3eikonSc of Athenais Thoantos, by
Caria, Tralles, inscription 145, line t
Sc'145 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15. Epigrams (145%19'151)}1
@@ @@{ 1@}1
Sc' 1$

@@'145. Oracle of Pythian (Apollo) in hexameters concerning founding
Bibliography: Miscellaneous, Christian, line 211
Sc'210$
Ancyra, " in Sc3Anatolian StudiesSc 27 (1977), p p . 63%19'103 [Sc3SEGSc
27.847%19'848, 864, 872%19'888]. To the epigram concerning the
benefactor Ioannes, Sc3ibidSc., p. 91, no. 36, are appended (a) the
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Bibliography: Miscellaneous, Christian, line 539
52 (1970), p p . 25%19'26; S3idemS, "Zwei vulga+rlateinische
Inschriften aus Bulgarien," S3KlioS 59 (1977), pp. 265%19'266; V.
Gjuzelev and J. Koder, "Ein inschriftliches Grabepigramm des
&'540$
Jahres 1428 in Neseba%148r," in S3ByzantinobulgaricaS 5 (1978), pp.
Bibliography: Miscellaneous, Christian, line 598
Inscriptions from the Sea Walls, not found in S3CIGS.
&

S3Anthologia PalatinaS and S3PlanudeaS. Select epigrams of the late
antique period from Constantinople. For others, see "Varia"
S'600$
Bibliography: Miscellaneous, Christian, line 600
antique period from Constantinople. For others, see "Varia"
S' 600$
(below). Three additional epigrams are appended from E.
Cougny, &3Epigrammatum Anthologia Palatina cum Planudeis etS
S3Appendice Nova, Ills (Paris 1890), along with several texts
Bibliography: Miscellaneous, Christian, line 601
Sc'

600$
(below) . Three additional epigrams are appended from E.
Cougny, S3Epigrammatum Anthologia Palatina cum Planudeis et&
S3Appendice Nova, Ills (Paris 1890), along with several texts
from Frolow, S3Relique de la Vraie CroixS (1961), not included

Bibliography: Miscellaneous, Christian, line 607
@

*Cameron, A., S3Porphyrios the Charioteers [Char]. Oxford 1973. The
epigrams S3AnthPalS. 15.41%19'50 and S3AnthPlanS. 335%19'387, including
the additional inscriptions of the two extant bases of
Porphyrios, for which see also $%SN. Firatli, S3La Sculptures
Bibliography: Miscellaneous, Christian, line 630
London 1912. Inscriptions from the Church of the Pammakaristos
S' 630$
(pp. 138%19'159) only. The dedicatory epigram from the apse
mosaic has been added ("'140a") from H. Belting, C. Mango and
Doula Mouriki, S3The Mosaics and Frescoes of St. MaryS
Bibliography: Miscellaneous, Christian, line 1196
S' 1195$
82); 52,4 (19); 55,6 (74); 58,9 (101); 69,12a (102), and
72,12c (34). Of the two epigrams, S3RACS 17 (1940) 48,2 (W. Peek,
&3Griechische Vers%19lnschriftens I [Berlin 1955], no. 94) is
included, but 49,3 (Peek, S3GVIS 791) is omitted.
Bibliography: Miscellaneous, Christian, line 1262
1923%19'1989 .
&

S3Anthologia PalatinaS and S3PlanudeaS. Select epigrams of the
late%19antique period from sites other than Constantinople.
@

Ionia, Chios, inscription 265, line t
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@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

@@@@{lSection: 13.a. Religious Epigrams (265%19'266) }1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

Sc' 1$
@@'265. Fragment in elegiacs (?) mentioning temple and (Aphrodite?)
Ionia, Chios,

inscription 265, line t

@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

@@@@{lSection: 13.a. Religious Epigrams (265%19'266)}1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1
Sc' 1$
@@'265. Fragment in elegiacs (?) mentioning temple and (Aphrodite?)
Ionia, Chios, inscription 267, line t
&'267 t$
@@@@{lSection: 13.b. Honorary Epigrams (267%19'270)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$
@@'267. Honorary inscriptions in elegiacs and prose for athlete
Ionia, Chios, inscription 270x, line 1
@
Sc'27Ox 1$
See also: IPergamon 203 (honorary epigram for Homer mentions Chios
as possible birthplace; found at Pergamon).
@

Ionia, Chios, inscription 271, line t
Sc'271 t$
@@@@{lSection : 13.c. Funerary Epigrams (271%19'2 90)}1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

Sc' 1$
@@'271. Funerary inscription in elegiacs for [Ag]athoklea; 1; found
Ionia, Chios, inscription 271, line 3
@@'271. Funerary inscription in elegiacs for [Ag]athoklea; 1; found
in city of Chios: MDAI(A) 1888, p. 181, no. 39; *Peek, AE 1931, p.
108, no. 5; **GVI I 106 (11. 1%19'4); Wilhelm, Griechische Epigramme
3 5%19'37, no. 46; SEG 30, 1075.
Sc' 5$
Ionia, Chios, inscription 283, line 3
@@'283. Funerary inscription in elegiacs for Protarchos; I; found on
Chios: CIG 2240; *Kaibel 233; Geffcken 211; GVI I 1420; Wilhelm,
Griechische Epigramme 62, no. 18; SEG 30, 1074.
@

Sc'284 1$
Ionia, Chios, inscription 290x, line 1
@

Sc'290x 1$
See also: Chios 567; IG IISc4'2Sc 10510 (funerary epigram for Symmachos
Simonos of Chios; found in Attica); GVI I 1917 (funerary epigram for
Mentor Poseidoniou of Chios; found at Kyme in Aiolis).
Ionia, Chios, inscription 290x, line 2
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Sc'290x 1$
See also: Chios 567; IG II&4'2& 10510 (funerary epigram for Symmachos
Simonos of Chios; found in Attica); GVI I 1917 (funerary epigram for
Mentor Poseidoniou of Chios; found at Kyme in Aiolis).
@

Ionia, Chios, inscription 291, line t
&'2 91 t$
@@@@{ISection: 13.e. Varia (291) }1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1
&'

1$

@@'291. Inscription in iambics listing large islands Euboia, etc.;
Ionia, Chios, inscription 292, line 1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

Sc' 1$

@@' 292. Epigram of unclear nature concerning Diskos; IIISc4eSc%3 IISc4b& ; found
in Palaiokastro of city of Chios: BE 1958:379 no. I; *Stephanou,
Chiaka Mel. I p p . 20%19'25, no. 1 (PH), p p . 95%19'97; SEG 16, 497;
Ionia, Chios, inscription 568, line 1
@

Sc'568 1$
@@'568. Epigram in elegiacs on base of stolen statue of Hermes
concerning the theft; no date; found on Chios: CIG 2229; *Kaibel
1108; Graf, Kulte, *Chios 3.
Ionia, Didyma, inscription 549, line t
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

@@@@{ISection: 13.a. Religious, including Dedicatory (549%19'554) }1
@ @ @ @ { 10}1
&'

1$

@@' 549. Dedication to Apollo Didymeus by [ ... ]Sc3on Meniskout,
Ionia, Didyma, inscription 549, line 2

j

Sc' 1$
@@'549. Dedication to Apollo Didymeus by [ ... ]Sc3on Meniskou&,
victorious in &3DidymeiaSc and Sc3HyakinthotrophiaSc, with epigram (in
elegiacs?) on three victories in Sc3Didymeia&; late Hellenistic:
Haussoul1ier, Milet 280, note 4; **Hellenica 7, 114%19'6 (1. 3) (PH);
Ionia, Didyma, inscription 552, line 1
@

Sc'552 1$
@@'552. Dedicatory epigram in elegiacs to (Apollo) Didymeus by
inhabitants of Rhodes; 2&4eS:%3'4: *IDidyma 83 (PH).
@

Ionia, Didyma, inscription 554*5, line t
Sc' 554*5 t$
@@@@{ISection: 13.b. Honorary Epigrams (554*5%19'564)}1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

Sc'1$

33'554.5. Honorary inscription, partly in elegiacs, by boule and
Ionia, Didyma, inscription 556, line 1
@
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&'556 1$
@@'556. &3HydrophorosSc inscription for Klea Pausaniou, with epigram in
elegiacs for her; 59 B C : Haussoul1ier, RPh 45, 1921, 45%19'7; Rehm,
Chronologie II 33; *IDidyma 340; **Peek, ZPE 11, 173, 25%19'8 (11.
Ionia, Didyma, inscription 565, line t
&'565 t$
@@@@{lSection: 13.c. Funerary Epigrams (565%19'568)}1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

Sc' 1$
@@'565. Funerary inscription in elegiacs for Bitto Lichantos; c. 200
Ionia, Didyma,

inscription 568, line 1

@
&'568 1$
@@'568. Two funerary epigrams, one in iambs mentioning Samos and one
in elegiacs mentioning Crete; II: **Peek, GVI I 1890 (11. 1%19'4 of
section a, 11. 1%19'5 of section b); *IDidyma 538 (PH).
Ionia, Didyma,

inscription 585, line 1

@

&'585 1$
@@'585. Epigram in hexameters (?) mentioning Zeus Kronides; late:
*IDidyma 588.
@
Ionia, Didyma, inscription 587, line 1
@
&'587 1$
@@'587. Epigram in hexameters (?) mentioning Let[oides]; no date:
*IDidyma 592.
@
Ionia, Ephesos, inscription 2053, line t
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

@@@@{lSection: 15.a. Religious Epigrams (2053%19'2060)}1
@ @ @@{ 1@}1
Sc' 1$
@@'2053. Inscription in elegiacs addressing Aphrodite, on base;
Ionia, Ephesos, inscription 2053, line t
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

@@@@{lSection: 15.a. Religious Epigrams (2053%19'2060)}1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

&' 1$
@@'2053. Inscription in elegiacs addressing Aphrodite, on base;
Ionia, Ephesos,

inscription 2061, line t

Sc'2061 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15.b. Dedicatory Epigrams (2061%19'2062)}1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

&' 1$
@@'2061. Dedication to Artemis by philosopher Eubios Aichmokleos in
Ionia, Ephesos, inscription 2063, line t
Sc'2063 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15.c. Honorary Epigrams (2063%19'2076)}1
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@ @ @ @ {1 @ }1
Sc' 1$

@@'2063. Honorary inscription in elegiacs for Antoninus (Pius?), with
Ionia, Ephesos, inscription 2077, line t
Sc'2077

t$

@@@@{lSection: 15.d. Funerary Epigrams (2077%19'2099*5)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1 $

@@'2077. Funerary inscription in hexameters for Agathopous and
Ionia, Ephesos, inscription 2095, line 2
Sc' 2095 1$
@@'2095. Fragments of inscription in elegiacs or hexameters, probably
funerary epigram for woman; no date; found at Ephesos: *IEph 608.

@

&' 2096 1$
Ionia, Ephesos, inscription 2106, line t
Sc'210 6 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15.h. Epigrams_Dubia (2106%19'2115)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$
@@'2106. Verse fragment mentioning [Askl]epiodo[ros?]; no date; found
Ionia, Ephesos, inscription 2115, line t
Sc' t$

@@@@{lSection: 15.i. Other Epigrams (_)}1
@@@@{10}1
&'2115x 4$
See: Ephesos 3082%19'3086.
Ionia, Ephesos, inscription 3061, line t
Sc'3061 t$
@@@@{lSection: 21.m. Christian Honorary Epigrams (3061%19'3077) }1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1 $

@@'3061. Inscription in elegiacs declaring that John crowned
Ionia, Ephesos, inscription 3078, line t
Sc'3 07 8 t$
@@@@{lSection: 21.n. Other Christian Epigrams (3078%19'3087) }1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$
@@'3078. Christian fragment in hexameter (?); Christian; found at
Ionia, Erythrai, inscription 140, line t
@@@@{10}1
@@@@{lSection : 13.a. Building Epigrams (140%19'141) }1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$
@@'140. Dedication in elegiacs to Athena Poliouchos by Leothereses
Ionia, Erythrai, inscription 140, line t
@@@@{1@}1
@@@@{lSection : 13.a. Building Epigrams (140%19'141) }1
@ @ @ @ {1 @ }1
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Sc' 1 $

@@'140. Dedication in elegiacs to Athena Poliouchos by Leothereses
Ionia, Erythrai, inscription 142, line t
&'142 t$
@@@@{lSection: 13.b. Religious Epigrams (142%19'143)}1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

&' 1$
@@'142. Inscription in elegiacs concerning the Sibyl of Apollo in
Ionia, Erythrai, inscription 144, line t
&'144 t$
@@@@{lSection: 13.c. Honorary Epigrams (144%19'145)}1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1
Sc' 1 $

@@'144. Honorary inscription in elegiacs by &3boule& and &3demos& of
Ionia, Erythrai, inscription 146, line t
&'146 t$
@@@@{lSection: 13.d. Funerary Epigrams (146%19'160*5)}1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1
Sc' 1 $

@@'146. Funerary inscription in elegiacs for Alypetos; Hellenistic;
Ionia, Erythrai, inscription 270, line 1
@
Sc' 2 7 0

1$

@@'270. Fragment (of dedicatory epigram?); Ill; found at Erythrai:
*IEry 191.
@
Ionia, Kolophon, inscription 13x, line t
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

@@@@{lSection: 13.a. Honorary (_)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1 1 $

See: IPergamon 203. 5,10,17 (honorary epigram for Homer mentions
Ionia, Kolophon, inscription 13x, line 11
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1 1 $

See: IPergamon 203. 5,10,17 (honorary epigram for Homer mentions
Kolophon as possible birthplace; found at Pergamon).
@
Ionia, Lebedos, inscription 4, line t
Sc' t $

@@@@{lSection: 15. Epigrams (_)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc'4x 5$
See: Teos 140.5 (%6 Peek, GVI I 1762)
Ionia, Lepsia, inscription 11, line t
@@@@{1@}1
@@@@{lSection: 13.a. Funerary (11)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1 $

(%6 IGRR IV 1579)

(%6 Wilhelm, GE
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@@'11. Funerary inscription in iambs and Doric dialect for priestess
Ionia, Metropolis, inscription 38, line t
& '38 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15. Epigrams (38%19'39)}1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1
&'

1$

@@'38. Funerary inscription for Apollas in elegiacs; II%3I; found at
Ionia, Miletos, inscription 440, line t
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

@@@@{lSection: 13.a. Building (?) (440)}1
@@@@{1@}1
&'

1$

@@'440. Inscription in elegiacs on lion in harbor of Miletos; l&4e&:
Ionia, Miletos, inscription 450, line 1
@
&'450 1$
@@'450. Epigram by demos honoring Lichas Hermophantou with honorary
inscription and recording honors by Crete, Athens, and Rhodes; II&4b&
2. Mil%19Ber. 905%19'906; AA 1901, p p . 194%19'6; Haussoullier, Milet
Ionia, Miletos, inscription 454, line 1
@

&'4 54 1$
@@'454. Epigram honoring wrestling champion Nikomachos Babonos,
victor in contests; II: *Milet I 3, 164; Wilamowitz, GGA 1914, p.
108; **Moretti 52 (11. 4, 6); SEG 14, 744; Wilhelm, GE 31%19'32, no.
Ionia, Miletos, inscription 478x, line 3
See also: Breccia, Mus. Alex. no. 315 (funerary inscription in
elegiacs for Nikolaos Sosou of Miletos; found at Alexandria in
Egypt); IG II&4'2& 9713 (funerary epigram for &3Ision Prothymou
&3Milesios&; found in Attica).
&' 5$
Ionia, Miletos, inscription 484x, line t
&' t$

@@@@{lSection: 13. f. Other Epigrams (_)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 5 $

See: Smyrna 285 (%6 ISmyrna 859)

(%6 CIG 3346.B) (metrical fragment

Ionia, Notion, inscription 19, line t
@@@@{1@}1
@@@@{lSection: 13.a. Funerary (19%19'20)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1 $

@@'19. Funerary inscription in elegiacs for Gorgos, priest of Klaros;
Ionia, Patmos, inscription 4, line t
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

@@@@{lSection: 13.a. Honorary Epigrams (4)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1 $

@@'4. Honorary inscription in elegiacs for Sc3hydrophorosSc Bera,
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inscription 4, line t

@@@@ { 1@ } 1
@@@@{lSection: 13.a. Honorary Epigrams (4)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$

@@'4. Honorary inscription in elegiacs for &3hydrophoros& Bera,
Ionia, Phokaia,

inscription 18*3, line t

&'9997 014 18*3 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15. Epigrams (18*3%19'18*6)}1
@@@@{1@}1
&' 1$
@@'18.3. Funerary inscription in iambics for Pyrrhoniast [Me]neklees;
Ionia, Priene, inscription 1094, line t
@@@@{1@}1
@@@@{lSection: 13.a. Religious Epigrams (1094)}1
@@@@{1@}1
&' 1$
@@'1094. Inscription in hexameters identifying likeness as of hero
Ionia, Priene, inscription 1094, line t
@@@@{1@}1
@@@@{lSection: 13.a. Religious Epigrams (1094)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$
@ @ ' 1 0 94 .

Inscription in hexameters identifying likeness as of hero

Ionia, Priene, inscription 1 0 9 5 ,

line t

t$
@@@@{lSection: 13.b. Honorary Epigrams (1095%19'1096)}1
@@@@{1@}1
&' 1$
@@'1095. Honorary inscription in pythambics for Athenopolis

Sc' 1 0 9 5

Ionia, Priene, inscription 1097, line t
&' 1097 t$
@@@@{lSection: 13.c. Funerary Epigrams (1097%19'1100)}1
@@@@{1@}1
&' 1$
@@'1097. Funerary inscription for Aischylinos Aiantideo and others,
Ionia, Priene, inscription 1097, line 2
Sc' 1$
@@'1097. Funerary inscription for Aischylinos Aiantideo and others,
with epigram in elegiacs following; IVSc4eSc; found at Gu+llu+bahc%25e:
Judeich, MDAI(A) 16, 1891, 291, no. 15; IPriene 288; *Lambrino, BCH
52, 1928, 399%19'406 (PH).
Ionia, Samos, inscription 466, line t
@@@@{1@}1
@@@@{lSection: 13.b.l. Dedicatory Epigrams (466%19'468)}1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$
@@'466. Excised.
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Ionia, Samos, inscription 466, line t
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

@@@@{lSection: 13.b.l. Dedicatory Epigrams (466%19'468)}1
@@@@{1@}1
&' 1$
@@'466. Excised.
Ionia, Samos, inscription 466, line t
@@@@{1@}1
@@@@{lSection: 13.b.l. Dedicatory Epigrams (466%19'468) }1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

&' 1$
@@'466. Excised.
Ionia, Samos, inscription 466, line t
@@@@{1@}1
@@@@{lSection: 13.b.l. Dedicatory Epigrams (466%19'468)}1
@@@@{1@}1
&' 1$
@@'466. Excised.
Ionia, Samos, inscription 469, line t
&'469 t$
@@@@{lSection: 13.b.2. Other Religious Epigrams (469%19'475)}1
@@@@{1@}1
&' 1$
@@'469. Fragment of verse concerning god (?) on goblet%19sherd; VII;
Ionia, Samos, inscription 473, line 4
361%3'363; found in Heraion: *MDAI(A) 1919, p. 45, no. 36A; SEG 1,
405A; Peek, MDAI(A) 66, 1941, p. 78, note 1 (PH); Hellenica 4,
55%19'9, A; SEG 15, 527; **Wilhelm, Griechische Epigramme, p. 30, no.
&' 5$
36 (11. 1, 2, 4); SEG 30, 1081.
Ionia, Samos, inscription 474, line 4
361%3'363; found in Heraion: *Peek, MDAI(A) 66, 1941, pp . 76%19'8, no.
21 (PH); Hellenica 4, p p . 59%19'60; SEG 15, 528; Merkelbach, ZPE 12,
1973, p. 216; **Wilhelm, Griechische Epigramme p p . 29%19'30, no. 35
&' 5$
(11. 2%19'8); SEG 30, 10 82.
Ionia, Samos, inscription 476, line t
&'476 t$
@@@@{lSection : 13.c. Honorary Epigrams (476%19'483)}1
@@@@{1@}1
&' 1$
@@'476. Honorary inscription in elegiacs for Hegesagores Zoiilo, who
Ionia, Samos, inscription 484, line t
&'484 t$
@@@@{lSection : 13.d. Funerary Epigrams (484%19'486) }1
@@@@{1@}1
Sc' 1$
@@'484. Funerary inscription in elegiacs for Philon Eperatou; c. 100
Ionia, Samos, inscription 486x, line 3
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See also: Knigge, MDAI(A) 84, 1969, p. 81 (funerary inscription in
elegiacs for Leanax Heragoreo of Samos; found in Attica); Didyma
568.b (%6 IDidyma 538) (%6 Peek, GVI I 1890) (funerary epigram
mentioning Samos; found at Didyma); ILindos 621 (funerary
Sc' 5$

Ionia, Samos, inscription 487, line 4
fragment of vase; VII&4e&; found in Heraion?: Technau, MDAI(A) 54,
1929, p. 64, no. 2; Eilmann, MDAI(A) 58, 1933, p p . 108%19'110;
Friedla+nder %9 Hoffleit, Epigrammata no. 94; Jeffery, Local Scripts,
&' 5$
p. 328, no. 1; *Dunst 1972, p p . 145%19'6, no. XXI 2 (PH);
Ionia, Smyrna, inscription 223, line t
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1

@@@@{ISection: 15.a. Laws in Verse (223) }1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1
&'

1$

@@'223. Sacred law concerning cult of Dionysos and Orpheus, in
Ionia, Smyrna, inscription 224, line t
&'224 t$
@@@@{ISection: 15.c. Religious Epigrams (224) }1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1
&' 1$

@@'224. Inscription in elegiacs in praise of River Meies; prob. AD
Ionia, Smyrna, inscription 224, line t
&'224 t$
@@@@{ISection: 15.c. Religious Epigrams (224) }1
@ @ @ @ { 1@}1
S c' 1$
@@'224. Inscription in elegiacs in praise of River Meies; prob. AD

Ionia, Smyrna, inscription 229, line t
&'229 t$
@@@@{ISection: 15.e. Honorary Epigrams (229)}1
@@ @@{ 1@}1
&'

1$

@@'229. Honorary inscription in hexameters for proconsul Eustathios,
Ionia, Smyrna, inscription 230, line t
Sc'230 t$
@@@@{ISection: 15.f. Funerary Epigrams (230%19'279)}1
@@ @@{ 1@}1

Sc' 1$

@@'230. Funerary inscriptions in elegiacs for [Alk?]ippos
Ionia, Smyrna,

inscription 248, line 1

@
Sc'248 1$
@@'248. Funerary epigram in elegiacs for Hikesios Theudotou and
Hermippos Theudotou; II%3I; found at Smyrna: CIG 3333; Kaibel 241;
Cougny, Anth. Pal. Append. II no. 634; Michaelis, Anc. Marbles 577,
Ionia, Smyrna,

inscription 281, line t

P. 978
&'281 t$
@@@@{lSection: 15.i. Epigrams of Dubious Nature (281%19'286)}1
@ @ @ @ { 1 @ }1

&' 1$
@@'281. Fragment in verse, with word [&3th&]&3alamous&; c. II; found at
Ionia, Smyrna, inscription 888, line t
888 t$
@@@@{lSection: 21.e. Christian Epigrams (888%19'889 )}1
@@@@{1@}1
&' 1$
@@'888. Building inscription for walls in elegiacs, by proconsul
Ionia, Teichioussa, inscription 2, line t
@@@@{1@}1
@@@@{lSection: 13.a. Funerary (2%19'7)}1
@@@@{1@}1
&'1$
@@'2. Funerary inscription in hexameters for Euterpe; Roman; found at
Ionia, Teichioussa, inscription 6, line 1
@
6 1$
@@'6. Funerary epigram in hexameters for (no name); 2%3'3; found at
Kaz#1221kl#1221: Diest, Petermanns Mitt. 55, 1909, 268; Quandt, De
Baccho 19 6%19'7; Peek, GVI I 1144; SEG 16, 702; *Bean %9 Cook, ABSA
Sc'

Ionia, Teichioussa, inscription 7, line 1
@

7 1$
@@'7. Funerary epigram (?) for member of family of Posidonios; no
date; found at #1222skele near Kaz#1221kl#1221, not in terr. of
Iasos: *Cousin %9 Deschamps, BCH 18, 1894, 20%19'1, no. 10; GVI I

Sc'

Ionia, Teos, inscription 139, line t
@@@@{1@}1
@@@@{lSection: 13.a. Honorary (139)}1
@@@@{1@}1
&' 1$
@@'139. Honorary inscription for [ ... ]os Aristobiou by [Cla]udius
Central Greece,

IG VII

[Megara;

B o i o t i a ] , document 53,

1

(; IV%3Vp)

&'z 52$'
&'53 1$

TO\ E) PI/GRAMMA T W=N E) N TW= | *PERSIKW= | POLE/MW | A) P O Q A N O / N T W N KE\
KEI [2ME/ ]2 N W [N]
E)NTA[2U=] 2 QA H(RW/WN: A) P [20L] 20/MEN0N DE\ TW= | X[2R]20/NW|
* (ELLA/DIOS 0( A)RX I E R E U \ S E ) P [ 2 E S ] 2 K [ 2 E U / ] 2 [ASEN].
[E)PEI\ E)/DOCE TOU\S E ) N TW=| POLE/MW| A)POQANO/NTAS E )NTAU=QA]
Central Greece,

IG VII

[Megara;

Boiotia],

document 53,

3

(; IV%3Vp)

E ) N T A [ 2 U = ] 2 Q A H(RW/WN: A ) P [ 2 0 L ] 2 0 / M E N 0 N DE\ TW=| X[2R]20/NW|
*(E L L A / D I O S 0( A ) R X IEREU\S E ) P [ 2 E S ] 2 K [ 2 E U / ] 2 [ASEN].
[E)PEI\ E )/DOCE TOU\S E )N TW=| POLE/MW| A)POQANO/NTAS E)NTAU=QA]
[TA]FH=NAI, [3 * S 3 ]3 TOU=[TO T] [20\ E)PI/GRAMMA E ) ]2 P 7 0 I / H ? [2SE]2N?
E) PI\ [2TIMH=I ]2 T W = N [2K]2EIME/NWN KAI\ TH=S PO/LEWS *SIMWNI/DHS.
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@@@@@[2*(EL]2LA/DI KAI\ *MEGAREU=SIN E)LEU/QERON A)=MAR A)E/C[2E]2IN
Central Greece, IG IX;2 [Thessaly], document 652, 4 (; aetRom)
? *S3 ?
E?U)QU\ GA/MWN AG[_], 0( GA\R XRO/NOS OU)DE\N *0?*N?[_]
* (IPPONIKI\S D[E\ E)]PI/G?RAM[2M]2A E)POI/EI.
&' 5$
*LEU/KIOS TW=I [TE/KN]W| {27[LA]W=|%1}27 XAI/REIN.
Constantinople [Chr.], Mercati; Coll.Byz. II, document 287, b, pi (;
c886-912ac?)

&'b pl$
& {2 lemma : $E) PI/GRAMMA KA/LLISTON EI)S TA\S MEG I/STAS A(YI=DAS TH=S
A(GI/AS KAI\ MEGA/LHS TOU= *QEOU= E) KKLHSI/AS H) \ TH=S A(GI/AS
*SOFI/AS:}2
&'1 $

[PATRO\S A)K]HRA/TOU U?I(E\ A)KH/RATE, TW=|D?[E S1W=| OI)/KW|],
Constantinople [Chr.], Byzantine Churches, document 159, 1 (;
cl310ac)
&'159 1$
&{2lemma: $E) PI/GRAMMA EI)S TO\N NAO\N 0 (\N W) |KODO/MHSEN H( TOU=
PRWTOSTRA/TOROS SU/MBIOS A) POQANO/NTI TW= | A)NDRI\ AU)TH=S.}2
H ( ME\N DIA\ SOU= PA=SA TW=N O) /NTWN FU/SIS
OU) DU/NUTAI XWREI=N SE TH\N PRW/THN FU/SIN:
PLHROI=S GA\R AU)TH\N A)LLA\ KAI\ PLEI/WN ME/NEIS,
Constantinople [Chr.], DOP, document 25:221, 8, 55 (; 14th-15thac)
&' 55$
(IE) PI/GRAMMA PRO\S TO\N *X [1RISTOX ]IN DIA\ ME/SOU AU)TW=N.}1
A)NAGELLW= SOI TW= | Q[1E]1W=| TA\S AI)NE/SEIS
Crete, IC I:v (Arkades), document 36, 3 (; Ila)
*SW/MENOS
*KARA/NW.
&epigramma 5 versuum valde detritum
&'a C.Crete$'
&'b Arkades$'
Crete, IC I:xxii (Olous), document 39, 3 (; II%3Ia)
@@@ *CE [_______ *EU) T] UKA/RTEUS
KAI\ *CE [_______ *E] U) TUKA/RTEUS .
Sc@@epigrammata valde vexata
Sc'ä C .Crete$'
Sc'b Olous$'

Ionia, Didyma, document 568, a, 3
[TO/ND 1 EI)SAQRH/SAS _ TA/FO]N? *SA/MOU
[0(/P0I S I ’ 0) TRU/NEI QUMO\S] EU)TUXW=N D/QI.
[MAQWXN DE\ PRO/SQE TOU)]PI/GRAMMA/ MOU STAQEI/S
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[KAKO/N TI MH\ FRO/N]E?I7,
&'b 1$
Ionia,

Klazomenai,

TO\ KWLU/SEI SE 0(D0U=.

document 4, 43

T W = N D I K W = N M H D [E\ TOU\S T R ] E7FOME/NOUS U(PO\ TH=S PO/LEWS: E)A\N
DE/ TIS P A [2RA\]2 TAU=T A DIKA/SHI OU(\S H(? [SUNQH/]K?H A)PEI/RGEI, A ) P O T I S A / T W 0(
D I K A / S A S TW=I DIKAZOM E / N W I TO\ PE/ M P [ T O N M E / j R O S TOU= E)PIGRA/MMATOS TH=S DI/KHS H (\N
E )D I /KASEN
KAI\ TH=S DI/KHS U (P?[O/DIKO]S E)/STW.
MHDE\ E ) PH/KOOS TOU/TWN
M H D E I \ S P O R E U E /S Q W .
45$
Judaica,

Frey;

CIJ I%19II,

document 708b,

4

(; date?)

!*S3 SE 01( DE\ M N H S T H = R [ES E ) ]PI\ N U /MFAS E )ME\ SO___
[E]U)QU\ G A / M W N * A * G !!!, 0( G A\R XRO/NOS OU)DE\N ___
*(IPPONIKI\S D[E\ E ) ] P I / [ G ] R A M [ M ] A E)POI/EI.
&' 5$
*LEU/KIOS TW=I [LA]W=| XAI/REIN.
P e l o p o n n e s o s , IG IV;1(2)

[Epidauros],

document 121,

24

(; 350-300a)

KE KO/RAN. &v (III) $A)MH\R TOU\S TA=S XHRO\S DAKTU/LOUS A)KRATEI=S
E ) / X W N PLA\N
E(NO\S A )F ?I /KETO POI\ T O \ N Q E O\N I (K E / T A S : Q E W RW=N DE\ TOU\S E)N
TW=I I(ARW=I
PI/NAKAS A ) P I / S T E I TOI = S I)A/MASIN KAI\ U ( P O D IE/SURE TA\
E)PIGRA/MMA25$
[T] A . E )G K A Q ?E U /DW N DE\ O)/YIN EI)=DE: E)DO/KEI U(PO\ TW=I NAW=I
A)STRA G A L I / Z O N P e l o p o n n e s o s , IG IV;1(2)

[Epidauros],

document 121,

30

(; 350-300a)

T W = N DAKT7U/LWN: E)PEI\ DE\ PA/NTAS E)CEUQU/NAI, E )PERWTH=N N I N TO\N
QEO/N,
&' 30$
El) E)/TI A)P?I S T H S O I = TOI=S E)PIGRA/MMASI TOI=S E)PI\ TW=M PINA/KWN
TW=N
KATA\ TO\ I (E7RO / N [1%4]1, AU)TO\S D 1 OU) FA/MEN. "0(/TI TOI/NUN
E ) / M P R O S Q E N A )PI/STEIS
A U )T O [I=] S O U ) K E )OU=SIN A)PI/STOIS, TO\ LOIPO\N E)/STW TOI,"
FA/MEN, 11* ) /APISTOS
Peloponnesos,
aetRom)

IG V;1

[Laconia;

M e s s e n i a ] , document 598,

17

(;

[WS, {26PO/LE[WS]}26 TOU= GAMB]ROU= AU)TH=S.
&vac.
& @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @@@@@@vacat
[%40%41 POIHT]H\?S T O U ) PIGRA/MMAT?[OS %40%41].
[*)O P P I / A N S W ] FROSU/NH KOSMEI= PERIW/?[SION A)/LLWN]
Syria; A r a b i a and Palaestina [Chr.], IGLSyrie I%19VII;
X X I ; 2, document 1,218, B, 1 (; date?)
E U ) L O G I / A TH=S

[2Q]2EO/7TOKOU M E [ 2 Q ] 2 1 H(MW=N.
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&'B 1$
Sec r $E) PI/GRAMMA *)IWA/NNOU.
Sc'a Syrial$'
Sc'b areaofBeroia$'

Varia [Chr.], SEG 1%19'36; document 29,1601, 2 (; 5th-6thac)
&' 29,1601 1$
&{2outer circle:}2 $ [EU)]L[OG]I/A [T]H=S *QEOTO/KOU ME[Q’ H(MW=]N.
&{2inner circle:}2 branch $E)PI/GRAM[IM]1A *)IWA/NNOU.
& 'a Arabia$'
Sc'b Bostra$'
Varia [Chr.], Hellenica, document 4:55, A, 6 (; 361-363?ac)
Sc' 5$
Sc@

ScMerkelbach, in Wilhelm, Griechische Epigramme 30,36, A, 1 . 4
Sc'4$
KLEINO/TERON PO/RSUNE DIKASPO/LOS *AI)DE/SIS [A(GNO/S].

[SEG 30.1081] :

Varia [Chr.], Hellenica, document 4:55, A, 6 (; 361-363?ac)
Sc'5$
Sc@

ScMerkelbach, in Wilhelm, Griechische Epigramme 30,36, A, 1. 4 [SEG 30.1081]:
Sc'4$
KLEINO/TERON PO/RSUNE DIKASPO/LOS *AI)DE/SIS [A(GNO/S].
Varia [Chr.], Hellenica, document 4:59, 10 (; 361-363?ac)
Sc@
Sc' 10$

ScWilhelm, Griechische Epigramme 29,5 [SEG 30.1082]:
Sc' 2$

*(/HRH, SOI\ TEIMH=S, H(=S E)/L[LAXON E)N PROQU/ROISIN]
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44.

Lengths of pre-Flavian Greek epigrams

[text from hypercard graphs, printed in multiples of 8 per page]
For technical reasons we have printed these cards out of series, at the very end of these
Addenda
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45.

New Clavis numbers of epigrammatists per century

1. Commentary
The following table is to be read with the provisos indicated in the introduction to the other
New Clavis tables and lists, and in the light of additions presented here.
Data offered for the early centuries are fairly meaningless, even though we know that
Hippias, for example, was very likely an organiser of gnomic inscriptions for herms. The
listings in earlier centuries for Greek and Latin combined, and especially for Latin alone, are
next to useless. They merely mean that at some time it has been claimed that a someone from
such a century wrote book epigrams, or perhaps even stone epigrams. The Clavis itself is
unable to indicate the likelihood of such claims.
The -5C brings the first notable quantity of ascriptions, 20, and another 8 “bridge” the
400BCE boundary. When we consider the Simonidean controversy, where perhaps as few as
one of the more than a hundred short poems attributed to him is indisputably ascribed to the
great man, we might be inclined to dismiss these listings too. However, it must be
remembered that Simonides probably did write a considerable quantity of (anonymous)
epitaphs, a fact which remained well-known even after local memory had become unreliable
as to which incriptions were actually by him. It was not purely unreliable legend and
anecdote that later attributed similar poems to him. It is certain that the taste for high quality
epitaphs on the Persian War triggered off a great quantity of writing of this sort. Our problem
is to go further than that general statement.
Quite plausibly, but with the same sort of provisos, it may be assumed that Romans, or slaves
employed by Romans, included epigrammatic composition in their literary activity from at
least as early as the -2C . The Italic remains are problematic in many ways. Em out’s
collection raises doubts about the antiquity of those archaic-looking poems. Elegiacs are rare,
saturnians common. The distorted viewpoint from which we must now approach Roman
literature conceals from us the real situation in a very powerful state of the -3 and -2 century.
The -4C , and the^l -3 Cc “remains” are as doubtful as Page’s works suggest. Erinna is one
of the likely early poets. Few others are reliably assumed to be so early. This is not to say
that short poems were not widely written before and around Alexander’s time, but our
evidence is filtered through the very shaky ascriptions of the AP and a small number of
papyri, see Cameron 1993. Meleager’s Stephanos is reasonably recoverable, and it is to the
survival of parts of this, and of his preface, that we owe the great number of ascriptions from
the -3 , and -2 Cc., as it is to the collection of Philippos that we owe the rich haul ascribed to
the -1 and +1 Cc. Thus the representativeness of the figures in the following table depends
on the representativeness of these two collections and of their excerpting by a 10C Byzantine
enthusiast for Pagan literature. I can only attribute the large numbers from the +2C to an
enormous resurgence of Hellenistic culture in that period, one which is apparent on the flanks
of Memnon, as the next major collection to be preserved in the AP is that of +6C Agathias,
which did not dig back as far as the +2C. In all these cases, it may be assumed that there was
a general increase in activity before each anthology, and considerable aftershocks resulting
from the effort and the availability of this anthologisation. No doubt the very process
changed contemporary perceptions of “epigram”.
For the Cycle of Agathias, it is convincingly claimed that for the first time in Greek literary
history a considerable body of contemporary poets actually wrote with a single anthology in
view. This helps explain the high numbers of poets whose names survive from the +5 and
+6Cc. After that the Clavis offers little, a deficiency only partially attributable to the sloth of
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its editors. Cameron assumes that from the 6C to the 9C only religious "epigram" was
written in the Greek East,.
The most notable figures in the Latin section come from the +1C. No doubt this is caused by
the contemporary flowering of literature, but also by the taste of later copiers. That 12
authors’ names survive from the -1C is somewhat harder to explain, unless they all come
from Martial's prefaces.
For the category “undatable”, only Greek epigram is significant, surpassing by more than
three times the number for whom names survive from its most prolific part century, the -3C.
Note that for Latin the undated authors barely equal the total of those assigned to the richest
part century, the + 1C.
This table cannot say anything about the very large number of anonymous epigrams which
survive, nor can it deal reliably with epigraphic poetry as such, only with its reputed authors
over a stretch of time when the word "epigram" meant many different things, and one
suspects, sometimes meant very little.

2. Table
New Clavis — numbers of “epigrammatists” by claimed part-century
cen tu ries
-8
-8 -7
-7
-7 -6
-6
-6 -5
-5
-5 -4
-4
-4 -3
-3
-3 -2
-2
-2 -1
-1
-1 +1
+1
+1+2
+2
+2 +3
+3
+3 +4
+4
+4+5
+5

Greek
1
1
2
5
3
5
19
8
20
21
50
11
20
5
36
18
25
10
31
3
5
1
9
3
10

Gk+Lat Latin

1

1

1
6
2
3
1
2

2
2
1
12
6
15
5
8
2

2
2
1
1
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2
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+5 +6
+6 +7
+7
+7 +8
+8
+8 +9
+9
+ 9+10
+10
+ 10+11
+11
+ 11+12
+12
+12 +13
+13
+13 +14
+14
+ 14+15
+15
+15 +16
+16
+ 16+17
u n d a te d

4

7
21
1
1
1
2
4
3
5

1
1

1
3
1

2
1
3
1
2
1
1
1
2
3
1
171

1
1
2

2

1
2
1

1

15
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46.

New Clavis names of known or alleged epigrammatists

Name of “epigrammatist” in LaRue
Trois Rivieres New Clavis

Century

(ANTHOLOGIA GRAECA)
(ANTHOLOGIA LATINA)
(ANTHOLOGIAE VARIAE .LATINAE)
(ANTHOLOGIAE VARIAE GRAECAE ET LATINAE)
(ANTHOLOGIAE VARIAE GRAECAE)
(PYTHIA DELPHIC A)
ABLABIVS CRETICVS 1AG, 3AF
ABLABIVS ILLUSTRIVS 2AG
ABLABIVS MEDICUS 1AF
ABRONIVS SILO MAIOR 4AG, 5AF
ACCIAIOLVS. ZENOBIUS ACCIAIOLVS
ACERATVS GRAMMATICUS 1AF
ACRATVS GRAMMATICVS
ADAEVS MACEDONIVS 5AG,3AF
ADMETVS EPIGRAMMATICUS
AEMIUVS NICAENVS
AESCHINES MILESIVS
AESCHYLVS ELEVSINVS 1+AF
AGATHIAS MYRINAEVS SCHOLASTICVS
AGATHON ATHENIENSIS
AGATHON EPIGRAMMATICVS PS
AGIS EPIGRAMM ATICVS
ALCAEVS MACEDO 1AF
ALCAEVS MESSENIUS
ALCAEVS MYTILENIUS EPIGRAMMATICUS
ALCIBIADES ATHENIENSIS
ALCIMVS ALETHIVS POETA 4AF
ALEXANDER AETOLVS 1AF
ALEXANDER MAGNESIVS
ALEXIS THVRINVS 2AF
ALLIA POTESTAS. CARMEN 4AF
ALPHAEVS MYTILENAEVS 1AF
AMMIANVS EPIGRAMMATICVS 1AF
AMMONIDES EPIGRAMMATICVS 1AF
AMMONIVS EPICVS
AMMONIVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
AMPHICRATES EPIGRAMMATICVS
AMYNTAS EPIGRAMMATICVS
ANASTASIVS BALBVS 4AF
ANASTASIVS MEDICVS
ANASTASIVS PAPA III
ANAXANDRIDES RHODIVS 3AF
ANDREAS LIBADINARIVS CHARTOPHYLAX 1AG
2AF
iANDRONICVS AEGYPTIVS
IANICIVS PROBINVS 1AF
ANIVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
Ia n t e n iv s a r g iv v s
| ANTHEMIVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
' ANTIGENES ATTICVS

4b. ‘E pigrammatists —

Erois-'Livieres —

L isted

Notes

GkLat

-

G

44

G+L

various
ca+331

0

G

= A b lab iu s Galata?

0

G
L

pupil o f M . Porcius Latro

4-16

L

+ 1 5 2 0 , transl. G k > Lt

+1

G

0

G

1 4 -1

-

-

2 -1

G
ca.

+2

G

+1

G

-1

G

-6 -5

G

46

G

c a .+ 5 3 6 -5 8 2

-5

G

ca -4 4 7 -4 1 0

0

G

-3 -2

G

0

G

-3 -2

G

0

G

d istinct from L yricu s/M essen iu s

-5

G

c a .-4 5 0 -4 0 4

4-3 4 4

L

-4-3

G

-1

G

-4-3

G

+ 2 4-3

L

4-1

G

4-2

G

4-5

G

?

+5

G

+438

-5

G

? and different from P W ’s

0

G

-3 -2

G

4-9 4-10

G

0

G

+10

G

fl. + 9 1 1 + 9 1 3

-4

G

fl. -3 9 6 m idd le co m ed y

0

G

+4

G

?

44

L

con su l + 3 9 5

C^_

G

0_
0_

G

-5

G

I

G
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ANTIGONVS CARYSTTVS IVNIOR
ANTIMACHVS COLOPHONIVS PS.
ANT1MEDON EPIGRAMMATICVS 1AF
ANTIOCHVS AEGAEVS 2AG 3AP
ANTIOCHVS POETA RHETOR
ANTIPATER MACEDO IVNIOR
ANTIPATER RHETOR
ANTIPATER SIDONIVS
ANTIPATER THESSALONICENSIS

-1+1
-5 -4
0
+1 +2
+4
0
+1
-2
-1+1

G
G
G

fl. -60 +40 .= Grammaticus?

G
G

not the Cilix Stoicus, etc.

ANTIPHANES MACEDO
ANTIPHANES MEGALOPOLITANVS
ANTTPKDLVS BYZANTIUS

+1
+1
-1+1

G
G
G

ANTISTTVS VETVS MACEDONICUS
ANTONINVS ARGIVVS
ANTONINVS POETA
ANTONIVS CONSTANTINVS FANENSIS
ANTONIVS THALLVS MILESIVS 2AF
ANYTE TEGEATIS POETRLA 1AG
APION EPIGRAMMATICVS 1AF
APOLLINARIVS LAODICENSIS SYRVS
APOLLONIDES SMYRNAEVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
1AF
APOLLONIDES SMYRNAEVS STOICVS
APOLLONIVS GRAMMATICVS
APOLLONIVS RHODIVS 2AF
APOLLONIVS SMYRNAEVS
ARABIVS SCHOLASTICVS 1AG
ARATVS SOLEVS POETA 1AG2AF
ARCESILAVS PITANENSIS
ARCHELAVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
ARCHESTRATVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
ARCHIAS ANTIOCHENVS MAIOR. AVLVS
LICINIVS ARCHIAS
ARCHIAS BYZANTINVS
ARCHIAS IVNIOR EPIGRAMMATICVS
ARCHIAS MACEDO
ARCHIAS MYTILENAEVS
ARCHILOCHVS PARIVS
ARCHIMEDES EPIGRAMMATICVS
ARCHIMELVS EPIGRAMMATICUS
ARCHYTAS AMPHISSENSIS
ARCHYTAS EPIGRAMMATICVS
ARENAEVS REFERENDARIVS 1AF
ARETHAS CAESARIENSIS CAPPADOX
ARCHIEPISCOPUS 1AF
AR GE NT ARI VS . MARCVS ARGENTARIVS
EPIGRAMMATICVS 1AF
ARIAS EPIGRAMMATICVS
ARIGNOTE SAMIA 1AF

+1
+1
0
+15+16
-1+1

L
G

[a

r io n m e t h y m n a e v s

ARISTION CHIVS STOICVS 2AF
1ARISTOCLES EPIGRAMMATICVS
| ARISTOCREON STOICVS

4

0
+1 +2
-1+1
-1

0
-3

0
+6
4 -3
4 -3
4

0
-2-1
0
0
0
-1+1
-8 -7
0

G
G
G
G

? and Tyrius?

not the Megalopolitan
not Macedo
not Sosianus, but Vetus Macedonicus?
Publius?
Thallus? Milesius? both?

G

L
G
G
G

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G+L
G
G
G
G

ca. +100
fl. ca. +10

Middle Comedy

0
0
+10

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

+1

G

= the Rhetor?

0

G
G

a ghost?

-3
-3

-6

-7

G

-3

G
G
G

0
-3

a ghost?

= Epigrammaticus? Maximus?

pupil of Zeno Citiensis. son of Miltiades
pupil of Chrysippus
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ARISTODEMVS ALEXANDRINVS
GRAMMATTCVS

-2

G

= of Geloia? = Grammaticus? = Nvsaeus
secundus? Pupil of Aristarchus.________
commentator on Pindar

ARISTODEMVS GRAMM ATICVS
ARISTODICVS EPIGRAMM ATICVS

-3 -2
-3 -2
ARISTON CEIVS IVLIETES PERIPATETIC VS 2AF -3
ARISTODICVS RHODIVS EPIGRAMMATTCVS
ARISTON EPIGRAMMATICVS

friend of Lycon, from lulls in Ceus

-2

ARIVS EPIGR AMMATICV S

G+L

ARRIVS ANTONINVS 2A F
ARRVNTTVS STELLA.
LVCIVS ARRVNTTVS
STELLA 2 A F
ARTE MI DOR VS GRAMM ATICVS
ARTEMIDORVS TARSENSIS 2AF
ARTEMON ATHENIENSIS
ASCLEPIADES ADRAMYTTTVS
ASCLEPIADES EPIGRAMM ATICVS
ASCLEPIADES SAMIVS 2AF
ASCLEPIODOTV S EPIGRAMM ATICVS
ASINIVS Q V A D R A T V S . G A IV S
PROTINVS OVADRATVS 3A F
ASIVS SAMIVS
ASMENIVS EPIGRAMM ATICVS
ASPASIA MILESIA

A S IN IV S

1AF

ASTERIVS TVRICVS. FLAVIVS TVRCIVS RVFTVS
APROANIVS ASTERIVS 5A F
ASTYDAMAS ATHENIENSIS MINOR
ATHENAEVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
ATHENODORV S EPIGRAMM ATICVS
ATTA Q V IN C n V S . TTTVS OVINCTTVS ATTA
# AF
A V GV STV S IM PE R A T O R . GAIVS OCTAVIVS.
GAIVS IVLIVS CAESAR OCTAVIANVS 9A F
AVIANVS LAETVS
AVLICALAMVS EPIGRAMM ATICVS
A V R E L IV S C O T T A M A X IM V S. M A R C V S
AVRELIVS COTTA MAXIMVS MESSAUNVS 3AF
AVSONIVS B V R D IG A LEN SIS.
D E C I M V S
MAGNVS
AVSONIVS
BVRDIGALENSIS
PRESBYTER 2A F
AVTOMEDON CYZENICVS
BACCHYUDES CEVS
BACIS BOEOTIVS
BACIS ELEVS
BARBVCALLVS,
1AF

IOHANNES BARBVCALLVS

BARDALAS. LEO BAR DAL AS 2AF
BASSVS EPIGRAMM ATICVS
BESANTINVS POETA
BINANOR BYTHINIVS 3A F
BISANTINVS? EPIGRAMM ATICVS
BODLEY. MILO BODLEY
BOETHVS ELEGIACVS
i

BOETHVS TARSENSIS
BOISCVS EPIGRAMMATICVS

!BOIVS POETA
BRVTT1ANVS POETA

46. 'Epigrammatists —
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Listed

+1 +2
0
-2-1
-3
-3
0
-4-3
0
+3

G
G
G
L
G
G
G

epigrammaticus ^ historicus?

-7 -6
0
-5
+5

G
L
G
L

consul +494, on Vergil, Sedulius

4
+3
0
-1

G
G
G
L

-77

-1+1

L

-63 +14

+4+5
0
-1+1

L
G
L

ca.

+4

G+L

fl.ca. 310 - post 393

-1
-5
-5
-5
+6

G
G
G
G
G

0
+1
+2
-1 +1
0
0
0
-1
-1
-4
-1

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
L
G
G+L

ca.

ca.-505 -450
= Boeotius?

?

ca.
ca.
|
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BRVTVS. MARCVS IVNIVS BRVTVS CAESARIS
INTERFECTOR
BRYSON SOPHISTES

-1

CAESIVS TAVRINVS. TITVS CAESIVS TAVRINVS
1AF
CALLIAS ARGIVVS
CALLICERVS EPIGRAMMATICVS

+1 +2

CALLICTER MAGNESIVS 2AF
CALLIMACHVS ? EPIGRAMMATIC VS
CALLIMACHVS CYRENAICVS 1AF
CALLISTRATVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
CALPVRNTVS PISO EPIGR AMM ATICV S 1AF
CANIVS RVFVS
CANTAUCIVS.
IOHANNES
VALENTINIIL CANTAUCIO 1AF
CAPELLA ELEGIACVS

BATTISTA

+15+16

G +L

ca. -85 4 2

LG
G
G
L
G
G
L
L
L

ca. -305 -240

CAPITO EPIGRAMM ATICV S

=alexandrinus?

CARDIANVS EPIGRAMM ATICVS
CARPHYLLIDES POETA
CASSIVS PARM ENSIS. G A IV S
PARMENSIS
CATILIVS EPIGR AMM ATICV S

C A S S IV S

0
0
CATVLVSPOETA
0
CEB ES POETA
- 1+1
CELSVS POETA
0
+1 +2
CEREALIS EPIGR AMM ATICVS 3AF
CERRINIVS EPIGRAMM ATICV S
+1 +2
CHAEREMON ATHENIENSIS TRAGICVS
4
CHAEREMON EPIGR AMM ATICVS
-3
CHIRISOPHVS EPIGRAMMATICVS?
0
CHOERILVS IASIVS
4
CHRISTODORVS COPTTTES 1AG 1AF
+5 +6
CITERIVS SIDONIVS SYRACVSANVS 2AF
0
CLAVDIANVS ALEXANDRINVS I . CLAVDIANVS +4 +5
CATVLLINVS EPIGR AMM ATICV S

G
G
G
G
G
G
L
G
G
G
G
G
L
G+L

CLAVDIVS ALEXANDRINVS 3AF
CLAVDIANVS ALEXANDRINVS II

+11
0

G

+ 9 + 10

G

= Siculus? disciple of Leo VI

+9

G

= Sicglus?

-1

L

sister of 0- Comificius

+4

L

CLEOBVLVS LINDIVS SAPIENS

-7 -6

COMETAS CHARTVLARIVS 1AF

+10

COMETAS CRETENSIS 1 AF
CONSTANTINVS CEPHALAS 1AF

+10

CONSTANTINVS NICAENVS 1AF
C O N ST A N T IN V S
SA N CTI S Y M PH O RIA N I
METENSIS ABBAS 1AF
CONSTANTINVS SCRIBA

+14+15

CONSTANTINVS SICELVS 1AF
CONSTANTINVS SICVLVS
CORNIEICA

p o e t r ia

CORONATVS POETA
COSMAS H IEROSOLYM ITAN VS
EPISCOPVS 4AF
COTTVNIVS.
BERRHOEAEVS

IOH A N NES

MAIVMAE
COTTVNIVS

fl+395+404 confused with H Was called
Minor for de rapt, proserp. and Maior for
other works
poems on cities, Gigantomach.
fl.ca. -580
see St. Ambrose’s translation..
for Geffcken = Cretensis
for Geffcken = Chartularius
f l.+917

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
L

CLEOBVUNA RHODIA

COSMAS EPIGRAMMATICVS

fl. +491 +518

-6

G

+8

G

+16+17

G

+1024

+1577 +1658
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C O T Y S T R A C IV S R EX

0

C R A T ES E P IG R A M M A TIC V S

44

C R E O P H Y L V S S A M IV S

-8

C R IN A G O R A S M Y T IL E N A E V S

-14-1

G
G
G
G
G
G

C R IT A G O R A S M Y T IL E N A E V A

0

L

C Y L L E N IV S P E T IA N V S 1 A F

4-1

C Y R IL L V S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S

-14-1

C Y R V S P A N O P O L IT A N V S C O T Y A E V S E P IS C O P V S
1A F

+5

G
G
G

C Y R V S. FL A V IV S C Y R V S

4-5

C R A T ES M A L L O T E S

-2

C R A T ES T H E B A N V S 1 A F

-4 -3

4-5 + 6

G
G
G

0

L

D A M A SV S P A P A I S A N C T V S

44

L

D A M IA N O G V ID O T T O

4-15 4-16

G
G
G
G
G
G
G

1 AF

DAM AGETVS ACHAEVS

-3

D A M A S C H IV S D A M A S C E N V S D IA D O C H V S

1A F

D A M A SV S P A P A I PS.

1A F

D A M O C H A R IS C O V S 1A F

+6

D A M O S T R A T V S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S 1 A F

0

D A PH N IT A S T E L M IS S E N S IS

-3

D E M A R A T V S IV N IO R S P A R T A N V S

0

D E M E T R IV S B IT H IN IV S ST O IC V S
D E M E T R IV S C H O M A T E N V S
M E T R O P O L IT A 1 A G 2 A F
D E M E T R IV S M O S C H V S

-2
BVLGARORVM

2A F

4-12 4-13
0

D E M E T R IV S S T O IC V S D IP H IL I FIL IV S

-2

D E M IV R G V S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S

-1

G
G
G

D E M O C R IT V S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S

0

D EM O D O C V S

-5

G

D E M O S T H E N E S PS.

0

G

D E M O S T R A T V S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S

0

G

4-9

L

4-2

G il

D H V O D A P E T R IA

2A F

D ID IV S T A X I A R C H E S

(1 3 C o t i i i n P W )

fl -t-168
p u p il o f D io g e n e s
“ te a c h e r o f H o m e r ”
fl -4 5 -2 6

* th e h is to ria n

c o n s u l 4-441, f a t h e r o f P a u l th e S ile n tia ry ?

f l - 2 2 0 -2 1 7
ca . 4 4 8 0

-t4 4-6 p u p il o f A g a th ia s

p u p il o f P a n a e tiu s
fl. 4-1204

p u p il o f P a n a e tiu s

G

a re th e r e tw o ?

D IO C LES C A R Y S T IV S E V B O E V S

-4

G

-3 8 4 - 3 2 2

D IO C LES C A R Y S T IV S E V B O E V S 2 A F

-1 4-1

G

p ro b a b ly = Iu liu s D io c le s

D IO C R IS P O E T A

0

D IO D O R V S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S

_

G
G

g h o s t o f 3 o th e r s : S a rd ia n u s , T a r s e n s is , o r
Z o n a s S a rd ia n u s

-14-1

G

fr ie n d o f S tra b o , c o n f u s e d w ith T a r s e n s is
a n d Z o n a s S a r d ia n u s

D IO D O R V S T A R S E N S IS

-1

G

= D io d o ru s A r is to p h a n iu s ? C o n f u s e d w ith
S a rd ia n u s o r Z o n a s S a r d ia n u s

D IO D O R V S Z O N A S S A R D IN IV S S E N IO R 1 A F

-1

G

c o n fu s e d w ith D io d o r u s S a r d in iu s a n d
D io d o ru s T a r s e n s is

D IO G E N E S A M IS E N V S E PIS C O P V S

46

G
G
G
G
G
G
G

D IO D O R V S S A R D IA N V S IV N IO R

1A F

1A F

D IO M ED E S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S

0

D IO N Y SIV S AB A N D R O S

0

D IO N Y SIV S A N D R IV S

-2

D IO N Y SIV S A N T IO C H E N V S

1A F

46

D IO N Y SIV S A R C H IT E C T A

0

D IO N Y SIV S A V T O M E D O N

0

D IO N Y SIV S C Y Z IC E N V S

-3

G

ca.

D IO N Y SIV S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S

0

G

= S o p h is te s ? = H a lic a m a s s e n s is ?

D IO N Y SIV S H A L IC A R N A S S E N S IS

-1

G

= E p ig r a m m a tic u s ?

D IO N Y SIV S M A G N E S

4-2

G

46. 'Epigrammatists —

‘Trois-'iRiiheres —

L isted

P.
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DIONYSIVS MILESIVS SOPHISTES

+2

G

DIONYSIVS RHODIVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
DIOPHANES MYRINAEVS
DIOPHANTVS EPHETTIVS
DIOPITHES ORACVLVM
DIOSCVRIDES ALEXANDRINVS
DIOSCVRIDES NICOPOLITANVS
DIOTEMVS ADRAMYTENVS
DIOTTMVS ATHENIENSIS EPIGRAMMATICVS
DIOTIMVS EPICVS
DIOTIMVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
DIOTIMVS MILESIVS
DIOTIMVS STOICVS
DIPMLVS ATHENIENSIS
DOMITTVS MARSVS 1A
DORIEVS POETA
DOSIADES RHODIVS
DUCAEVS GALLVS
DVRIS ELEATES
DVRIS SAMIVS
EMPEDOCLES AGRIGENTINVS
ENNOEVS POETA?
EPICHARMVS COVS 1AF
EPIGONVS THESSALONICENSIS
EPITHIVS ATHENIENSIS
ERATOSTHENES SCHOLASTICVS
ERINNA LESBIA
ERYCIVS CYZICENVS 1AF
ETEMVNDVS POETA
ETRVSCVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
ETRVSCVS MEDDENIVS
EVCLOVS CYPRIVS
EVENVS ASCALONITA
EVENVS ATHENIENSIS
EVENVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
EVENVS SICEUOTES
EVGENES EPIGRAMMATICVS
EVGENIVS PANORMITANVS
EVNOMIANVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
EVODVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
EVPHEMVS EPIGRAMMATICVS 1AF
EVPHORBVSPOETA
EVPHORION EPIGRAMMATICVS
EVPITHIVS ATHENIENSIS
EVRIPIDES
EVSTATHIVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
EVSTATHIVS ICONIENSIS EPISCOPVS
EVSTHENIVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
EVTOLMIVS SCHOLASTICVS 1AF
EVTROCLVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
FALERNVS POETA
FLACCVS TVLLIVS EPIGRAMMATICVS 1AF
FLAVIVS FEUX CARTHAGINIENSIS 1AF
FRANCISCVS PORTVS CRETENSIS 1AF

0
0
+2
0
+3
-3
-3
4
0
4-3
-1
-2
4
-1
0
-3
0
4
4-3
-5
0
-6 -5
-1
+3
+6
4-3
-1
0

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

+4

-1
0
-1
-1
-1+1
0
-2
0
0
+1
0
0
0
-3
0
0
0
0
+4+5
0
+2 +3
0
+5 +6
+16

pupil of Isaeus. Epigrams rather of
Dionysius Antiochenus.
= Historicus?
son of Dipeithes

fl. ca. +230
= Epicus ? * Milesius.
son of Diopithes
= epigrammaticus and Adramyttenus
ca. = Adramyttenus or Epicus?
* Epicus, * Adramyttenus
fictive letters

L

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

fl. -301 -281
7

Grammaticus * Epigrammaticus?

> Erucius

,

ca.
ca.
variously named

anon, given the name of the sect

L

G
G
G
G
G
L

G
G
G
G
L

G

ca. +200

P. 992
+2 +3
+1 +2
-2-1

G
G
L

+6

G

0
-1

G
G

+1
0
+15
-1
-1

L
G
L
G
G+L

-1
0
0
0
0
+7

G
G

GERMANICV S
CAESAR
DRVSI
FILIVS.
C L A U D IV S C A E S A R G E R M A N IC V S 5 A F

-1 +1

G+L

G E R M A N V S A S IA E V IC A R IV S

44
0
0
+9
-3
+9
+1 +2

G
fl. +360
G
G
L
G____
L
+855
G+L

0
-3
-4-3
-3

G
G
G
G

-3
-3-G
+3+4

G

from Samos or Athens, lived at Alexandria,
also called Siculus
* Thasius or Comicus

G

ca. * Eroticus

0
0
+3

G
G
G+L

the 4 Heliodori are but one?
wrote Fescennine verses

+1 +2
0
0
-1
-3
0
0
0
+2

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

consul +143

FRO N TO EM ESEN V S
F R O N T O E P IG R A M M A T IC V S
F V R IV S B I B A C V L V S .
B IB A C V L V S 1 A F
GABRIEL
PRAEFECTV S

M ARCVS

F V R IV S

CONSTANTINOPOLITANVS
1A F

G A B R IE L E P IG R A M M A T IC V S
GAETVLICVS
I.
G NAEVS
L E N T V L V S G A E T V L IC V S 4 A F

C O R N E L IV S

G A E T V L IC V S B
G A E T V S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S
G A G V T N V S.

R O B E R T V S G A G V IN V S

1A G

G A L L V S A E L IV S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S
G A L L V S C O R N E L IV S .
GALLVS 1A F

G A IV S

1A F
C O R N E L IV S

G A L L V S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S
G A V R A D A S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S

1A F

G E M E L L IV S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S
G EM IN V S
GEO M ETRES RHETOR

1A G 2A F

G E O R G IV S P IS ID E S C O N S T A N T IN O P O L IT A N V S
D IA C O N V S 1 A G 1 A F

G L A V C V S A T H E N IE N S IS
G L A V C V S N IC O P O L IT A N V S
G O IB E R T V S
G O R G V S C O L O P H O N IV S

1A G

G O Z B A L D V S W IR Z IB V R G E N S IS E PISC O PV S
H A D R IA N V S IM P E R A T O R . P V B L IV S
H A D R IA N V S IM P E R A T O R 3 A F

A E L IV S

H A D R IA N V S M A C
H E C A T A E V S T H A S IV S
H E D Y L E M A T E R H E D Y L I P O E T R IA
H ED Y LV S
H E G E M O N E P IG R A M M A T IC V S
H EG ESEPPV S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S
HELIODORV S
E PISC O PV S 1 A F

EMESENVS

TRICCAEVS

H E L IO D O R V S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S
H E L IO D O R V S PO E T A
H E L IO G A B V L V S IM P E R A T O R .
M A R C V S
A V R E L IV S A N T O N IN V S PIV S F E L IX A V G V S T V S
H EL IO G A B V L V S 6 A F
H E L L A D IV S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S
H E R A C L E T V S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S
H E R A C L ID E S S IN O P E N S IS

1A F

H ER A C L IT V S
H E R A C U T V S H A L IC A R N A S S E N S IS
H E R A C L IV S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S
H E R M O C R E O N E P IG R A M M A T IC V S
H E R M O D O R V S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S
H E R O D E S A T T IC V S . L V C I V S
VIBVLLIVS
H I P P A R C H V S T IB E R IV S C L A V D IV S A T T IC V S
H ER O D E S 6 A F

46. ‘'Epigrammatists

—

Trois-'Jiivieres

—

L is te d

-39. Consul -26. Epigrammatist?

= Gaetulicus?
ca. =Gallus Epigrammaticus?
wrote at least one epigram in Gk„
= Gallus Aelius Epigrammaticals
Byzantine.
G

G
G
G

i.e. Macedo?
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P.
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Ih e r o d e s EPIGRAMMATICVS
HERODICVS BABYLONIVS CRATETEVS
HEROPHILA SIBYLLA

1AF

1AG

HIPPARCHVS NICAEENSIS
HIPPIAS ELEVS

1AF

HIPPO CHIRONIS FIUA
HIPPODAMAS SALAMINIVS
HIPPON EPIGRAMMATICVS
HONESTVS BYZANTIVS

1AF

-1

1AF

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
L
L

succeeded Crates of Mallos

mythical

HUGO METELLVS 1AF
HVCBALDVS ELNOMENSIS SANCTI AMANDI
MONACHVS 3AG

+10

IACOB VS DIASSORINVS RHODIVS 1AF
IGNATWS DIACONVS CONSTANTINOPOLITANVS

+16
+8 +9

G
G

fL+784 +815 confused with M agister

IGNATTVS PROTOASECRETIS

+9

G

A Diaconus

ILDEFONSVS TOLETANVS EPISCOPVS SANCTVS

+7

L

+930

8AG, 1AF
ILODEMVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
IOHANNES APOCAVCVS NAVPACTVS (IN
AETOLIA) METROPOLITA 2AF____________ _____
IOHANNES CYPRIVS

+12

IOHANNES DE ALT AVILLA OSB 9AG, 2AF
IOHANNES EPIGRAMMATICVS

+12+13

IOHANNES
GRAMMATICVS
CONSTANTINOPOLiTANVS
PATRIARCHA VII
2AF
IOHANNES MAVROPVS EVCHAITA EPISCOPVS

G
L
G
G

ca.+1184
fl. +837 +843

+11

3AF
IOHANNES MEMPHITVS
IOHANNES MONACHVS

0
+5
IOHANNES RAINOLVS 1AF
+16
IOLOBOLVSRHETOR
0
ION SAMIVS
-5
IRENAEVS REFERENDARIVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
+6
ISIDORVS AEGEATES
-1
ISIDORVS HISPALENSIS EPISCOPVS SANCTVS +6+7
1AG
ISIDORVS SCHOLASTIC VS
1AF
IVBA REX n MAVRITANIAE

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
L

on Theocritus, Dosiades

ca.

BOLYBYTHIAEVS

1+1
+2
-

IVLIA BALBILLA 1AF
IV LI AN VS AEGYPTIVS PRAEFECTVS BYZANTIVS
1AF
IVLIANVS ANTECESSOR 2AF
IVLIANVS DIOCLES 1AF
IVUVS FAVSTVS
IVNIOR EPIGRAMMATICVS
LACO SICVLVS?
L A S C A R I S . IOHANNES
RHYNDACENVS 2AF
LATINVS AGRIMENSOR

L ASCARIS

+15+16

LENAEVS POMPEIVS 1AF

-1

LEO IMPERATOR VI SAPIENS 3AF
LEO PHILOSOPHVS EPIGRAMMATICVS

+9+10

LEO PHILOSOPHVS THESSALONICENSIS 3AF
LEONIDAS CRETENSIS

+8 +9

LEONIDAS IVUVS ALEXANDRINVS

+1

3AF

-3 -2

G-L
G
G
G
G
L
G
G
G
L
L
G
G
G
G
G

fl. +886 +911

contested

P. 994
LEONIDAS TARENTINVS
LEONTEVS EPIGRAMMATICVS

-3

LEONTIYS SCHOLAST1CVS 1AF
LIBANIVS ANTIOCHENVS SOPHISTES

+4
-3 -2

LICINVS PORCIVS
LIMENIVS ATHENIENSIS

+1

LOLLIVS BASSVS SMYRNAEVS 1AF
LONGVS CORNELIVS 2AF
LV CA N VS
ANNAEVS

+^

A N N A EV S. M A RCV S

LU CA N VS

LVCILLIVS POETA

+1
+1

LVCILLVS TARRHAEVS CRETICVS

1AG 2A F

LVCVLLVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
L V T A T IV S C A T V L V S.
CATVLVS MAIOR 2A F

QVINTVS LVTATTVS

+ 1_

0_
+1

G
G
G
G
L
G
G
G
L
G
L
G
L

MACEDONIVS THESSALONICENSIS

-1

MACEDONIVS THESSALONICENSIS CONSVL

+6

MACER POMPEIVS MITYLENVS 4A F

-1 + 1

L
G____
G
G
G
G

MACRINVS IMPERATOR. M ARCVS OPELLIVS
MACRINVS IMPERATOR 1AF
MAECIVS. QVINTVS MAECIVS 2A F
MAGNVS ALEXANDRINVS IATROSO PH ISTES
2AF
MAGNVS EPIGR AM M ATIC V S
MAÜSTAS DELJVS
MAMERCVS CATHANAEVS TYRANNVS

+2 +3

L

-1

G
G

+5 +6
-5
0

LVXORTVS CARTHAGINENSIS 2A F
LYSISTRATVS ATHENIENSIS
MACEDONIVS LYRICVS

MANILIVS. GAIVS MANILIVS
MANVEL EPIGR AMM ATICVS

+4

4
4

G
G
G

-1

L

0

-3

MARGVNIVS MANVEL MAXIMVS CRETENSIS
EPISCOPVS 2A F
MARIANVS METAPHRASTES 2A F

+16

G
G
G
G
G+L

+5 +6

G

MARINVS NEAPOLITANVS SAMARITANVS 1AF

+5 +6

G

MARRAEVS CVTINIVS 1AF
MATHVSALA MONACHVS

0
0
0
+2'
0
0
-5
-2-1
4 -3
-2
-3
4 -3
-1
0
+2

MANVEL MELISSENVS
MARCELLVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
MARCVS IVNIOR POETA

+13+14

0
0

MAXIMINVS POETA
MAXIMVS APAMENSIS
MAXIMVS NEAMONITES MONACHVS
MELANIPPIDES EPIGRAMMATICVS
MELANIPPIDES MEUVS MAIOR LYRICVS 2A F
MELEAGER GADARENSIS SYRVS
MENANDER ATHENIENSIS COMICVS IVNIOR
MENECLES BARCAEVS 1AF
MENECRATES CYZICENVS
MENECRATES SAMIVS
MENECRATES SMYRNAEVS 1AG
MESARTTES. NICOLAVS MESARJTES
MESOMEDES CRETICVS 1AG

46. "Epigrammatists

—

Trois-fijz/ieres

—

Listed

fl. c a .-294-291

/ Bassus Epigrammaticus on Hippocrates
+39 +65
= Lucillus Tarrhaeus?

consul +102

ca.
friend of Ovid, Augustus and Tiberius. =
Aemilius? = Marcus Pompeius Iunior?

a single poet?
tribune of the people -66

= two: a Scholasticus and an
Epigrammaticus?
f l .+485. pupil of Proclus. Marinus and
Biographus and Iudaeus the same person?

* Melius?
ca. son of Crito, and = Minor?
11. ca -80

A
fl. ca. +130

Addenda to Thesis Inscrip tion and 'Epigram - materials difficult of access, with some discussion 23 December 1995
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METRODORVS BYZANTINVS
METRODORVS CONSTANTINOPOLITANVS
METRODORVS EPIGRAMMATTCVS

44

METTIVS PAEON 2AF
MICHAEL CHARTOPHYLAX 1AF
MICHAEL SOPHIANVS 1AF
MICHAELIVS GRAMMATICVS
MINERMVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
MNASALCES SICYONIVS
MOSCHION GNOMOLOGVS
MVNDVS MVNATTVS 1AF
MVSA OCTAVIVS. OCTAVTVS MVSA
MVSICIVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
MVSVRVS. MARCVS MVSVRVS CRETENSIS
1AG
MYRINVS AMISENVS 1AF
MYRO BYZANTINA 2AF
NATHANAEL ATHENIENSIS ET CHYCVS
HIEROMONACHVS 1AF
NAVCRATES EPIGRAMMATICVS
NECTARIVS CASVLORVM ABBAS 1AG
NERO IMPERATOR. NERO CLAUDIVS CAESAR
AVGVSTVS GERMANICVS 2AF
NICAENETVS SMYRNAEVS
NICANDER COLOPHONTVS MINOR
NICARCHVS COMICVS
NICARCHVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
NICEPHORVS CALLISTTVS XANTHOPVLVS 3AF
NICERATVS HERACLEOTA
NICETAS MILESIVS
NICIAS MILESIVS
NICODEMVS HERACLEENSIS PONTICVS 2AG
NICOLAVS BVBALIVS 1AF
NICOLAVS CALLICLES ARCHIATER 2AF
NICOLAVS CORCVRAEVS METROPOLITA
NICOMACHVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
NICOMEDES EPIGRAMMATICVS

G

4-5 4-6

G

4

G

0

G

4-10

G

+ 16

G+L

transl. d e anim a

4-6

-3

G
G
G

ca. -2 5 0

0

G

-7 -6

+1

G

-1 + 1

L

+3

G

+15

G

-1

G

4 -3

G

0

G

0

G

+ 12

G

+1

G+L

-3
-3

G

so m e tim e s id en tified w ith B yzan tin u s
G ram m aticus

attr. to P lato

ca.

G

-2

G

+1

G

+14

G

-5

G

a ssu m in g E p ic u s = E p igram m aticu s

0

G

* M ed icu s?

-3

G

0

G

0

G

+11+12

G

fl. + 5 5 + 8 5

0

G

* B ulgarus?

-2

G

= E leg ia cu s?

0

G

epigram attributed a lso to B a ssu s
E p igram m aticus

NILVS SCHOLASTICVS
+5
NOSSIS LOCRENSIS
4 -3
NVMENIVS TARSENSIS
-3
OCTAVIVS TITINIVS. GNAEVS TITINIVS CAPITO +1
2AF
OENOMAVS EPIGRAMMATICVS 1AF
0
OLYMPIODORVS ALEXANDRINVS MINOR 2AF
+6
ONESTVS CORINTHIVS 2AF
-1 +1
OPT ATI AN V S
PORFYRI VS. PVBULIVS +4
OPTATIANVS PORFYRIVS 2AF
-2 -1
ORBILIVS. LVCIVS PVPILIVS ORBILIVS 1AF
+1
ORESTES EPIGRAMMATICVS 2AG =AF?)
+4+5
PALLADAS ALEXANDRINVS 1AF/G
+1 +2
PAMPHILVS ALEXANDRINV S 1AF

1PAMPHILVS EPIGRAMMATICVS

1A G /F

+1 +2

G

ca. + 4 0 8 + 4 5 0

G
G
L
G

G
G
L

= A lch em ista?

G+L

G
G
G

G

E pigram m aticu s = / * G ram m aticus?
T rophilus, H erop h ilu s , P am p h ilu s?
o f A ristarchus. = R hetor +2?
ca. = A lexan d rin u s?

Pupil

P. 996
PANCRATES ARCADIVS
PA NTELV SPOETA

1A F

-3 -2

1A G

0

PANYASSIS HALICARNASSENSIS 2A G /F

-5

PAPINIVS EPIGRAMM ATICVS

-2

PARDALAS SARDIANVS lA F
PARMENION M ACEDO EPIGRAMM ATICVS

0

PARMENON EPIGR AMM ATIC V S

-3

PARRHASIVS EPHESIVS

-5 -4

PARTHENIS POETRIA

0

PAVLINVS POETA

+5

PAVLVS SILENTIARTVS 1A F

+6

PEDO ALBINOVANVS 1A F
PENTADIVS POETA

-1 +1

-1

+3+4

PERITAS EPIGR AMM ATIC V S

0

PERITVS EPIGR AMM ATIC V S

0

PERSES THEBANVS 2 A G /F

4 -3

PETRONIVS APOLLO DO RVS 1A F
PHACELLVS EPIGRAM M ATICVS

0

P H A E D IM V S
M ACEDO
P A P H L A G O N IV S
AMASTRIACVS B YZ ANTHINV S 2 A F

4 -3

0

PHAEDIVS EPIGR AMM ATIC V S
PHAENNIS POETRIA
PHAENNVS EPIGR AMM ATICVS

-3
-3

PH ALAECVSPH OCEVS

4 -3

PHANIAS POETA 3A F

-3 -2

PHAYLLVS POETA 1AF

0

PHIDIAS POETA 1A F
PH ILEM ON C O M IC V S SENIOR SY RA C V SA N V S
5AF

4 -3

PHILES. MANVEL PHILES 1AF

+13+14

PH ILETA SCO VS

-?4
-1
A_

1A F

PHILETAS SAMIVS

1A F

PH IU A D ES M EGAREVS
PHILIPPVS ARC AD VS

2A G

0_

PHILIPPVS IVNIOR CONSTANTINOPOLITANVS

+5_

PHILIPPVS M ACEDO EPIGR AMM ATICV S
PH IL IPPV S M A C E D O N V M REX III D E M E T R II
FUJVS

4

PHILIPPVS M ACEDONVM REX V

-3 -2

PHILIPPVS THESSALONICENSIS

G
G
G
L
G
G
G
G
G
L
G
L
L
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

confused with Iambicus
sculptor too

-368 -267
versified Aelian
“320”
^ Cous

fl. -323 -317
-2 3 8 -1 7 9

fl. ca. +37 +40

PH ILISC V S M ILE SIV S ISO C R A TIS D ISC IPV LV S
1AF

-5 -4

PHILO BYBLIVS 5 A G 5 A F

+1 +2

Herennius probably * Byblius. Translated
Sanchuniathon

PHILO EPIGRAMMATICVS
PHILODEMVS GADARENSIS

-

PHILOSTORGIVS CAPPADOX
PH IL O ST R A T V S S O P H IS T E S II.
PHILOSTRATVS LEM NIVS MAIOR 5A F

FLAVIVS

2-1

+4 +5
+2+3

PHILOXENVS CYTHERIVS

-5 4

PHILOXENVS EPIGR AMM ATICVS

-3

PHOCAS DIACONVS

+1 +2

PHOCYLIDES MILESIVS PS.
PHRYNICVS ARABIVS ATTICISTA 2AG/F
PINYTVS BYTHYNIVS

-7 -6

PISANDER CAMIRENSIS RHODIVS 1AG-'

46. ‘E pigrammatists

—

‘Trois-'Kivieres

—

Listed

n. -60: ca. -110 4 0
ca. +370 +475
ca. +170 +249
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PISANDER LARANDENSIS IVNIOR NESTORIS
FILJVS 1AG
PISO EPIGRAMMATICVS
PITHOLAVS VOLTACILIYS. MARCVS LVCIVS
VOLTACILIVS PITHOLAVS 6AF
PITTACVS ASCETA
PITTACVS MYTILENENSIS 5 AGPLATO COMICVS IVNIOR
PLATO IVNIOR EPIGRAMMATICVS
PLATO NEOTERVS
PLATO PHILOSOPHVS AF
PLOTINVS. MARCVS PLOTINVS 2AF
POLEMON PONTICVS REX
POLLIANVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
POLYAENVS IVLIVS 2AF
POLYAENVS SARDIANVS
POLYCLITVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
POLYGNOTVS PICTOR
POLYSTRATVS LETOPOLITANVS ? AEGYPTTVS
POMPEIVS SATVRNINVS 1AF
POMPEIVS. MARCVS POMPEIVS IVNIOR
POMPILIANVS POETA 1AF
POMPILIVS POETA
POMPONIVS BASSVLVS MARCVS POMPONIVS
BASSVLVS 1AF
PONNANVS EPIGRAMMATICVS 1AG
POSIDIPPVS ALEXANDRINVS
POSIDIPPVS PELLENSIS
POSIDIPPVS SICVLVS
PRAXITELES SCVLPTOR
PROBVS AEMIIJVS 1AF
PSELLVS. MICHAEL PSELLVS MINOR 1AG 2AF
PTOLEMAEVS PHILADELPHVS. PTOLEMAEVS II
1AF
PTOLEMAEVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
PVBLIVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
PVPIVS TRAGICVS
PYTHAGORAS SAMIVS
PYTHEAS EPIGRAMMATICVS
QVINTVS
RARVS EPIGRAMMATICVS 1AF
REGIANVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
RHIANVS CRETENSIS 4AG-, 3AF
RVFINVS SAMIVS
RVFVS DOMESTICVS 2AF
RVSCA. IOHANNES RVSCA
SABELLVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
SABINVS GRAMMATICVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
SABINVS. TVLLIVS SABINVS
SAMVS EPIGRAMMATICVS 1AG
SARDANAPAL
SATRIVS EPIGRAMMATICVS 1AF
SATYRVS EPIGRAMMATICVS 1AF
SCAEVOLA MVCIVS. QVINTVS
MVCIVS
SCAEVOLA POETA 2AF
ISCIPIO CARTEROMARCHVS 1AF

-3

G

+1

L
G+L

-1
0
-7 -6
0
0
0
-5 -4
-2
-1+1
+2
-1

+2
0
-5
-2
+1 +2
-1 +1
0
-3 -2
+1
+3
-3
-3
0
-4-3
-1

+11
-3
-1

0
-1

-6
0
0
0
+5 +6
-3
+4
0
+12+13
+1
0
+1
-3

G
G
G
G
G
G
L
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
L
L
L
G
L
G+L
G
G
G
L
G

ca. = Calpumius Piso?
i.e. Lucius = Marcus? fl.-81

ca. -650 -570

ca. -429 -347
and painter

= Sardianus?
= Iulius?

fl. +230 +235
= Pellensis? Two Posidippi?
= Alexandrinus?
-360 -280
depends on Cornelius Nepos
in early life Constantinus/Constantinius

G
G
G

one or many?
L
G+L eponymous head for later school
G
G
G
L
G
G
G
L
L____
* Tullius Sabinus? = Sophistes?
G
G
G

translated from the Babylonian

-1

G
G

-1 +1
-1

G

G+L

ca.
tribune of the people -54

0

G

0

P. 998
SCYTHINIVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
SECAEVS EPIGRAMMATICVS
SECVNDUS TARENTINVS
SENECA IATROSOPfflSTA
SENECA PHILOSOPHVS. LVCIVS ANNAEVS
SENECA PHILOSOPHVS 2AF
SENTIVS AVGVRINVS. QVINTVS GELLIVS?
SENTTVS AVGVRINVS 4AF
SERAPION ALEXANDRINV S EPIGRAMMATICVS

0

G

0

G

+1

G

0

G

+1

L

+1

L

+1

G

-4-3

G

ca. ?^poeta P hilosop hu s friend o f Plutarch.
* R hetor friend o f Plotinus

SIMMIAS RHODIVS 1AF
SIMMIAS THEBANVS-5 -4
SIMONIDES CEIVS SENIOR 1AG
SIMONIDES MAGNESIVS
SIMYLVS ELEGIACVS
SIMYLVS IAMBOGRAPHVS
SOCRATES ATHENIENSIS PS.
SOPHOCLES ARISTONIS FILIVS 1AF

P hilosop h u s = Poeta?

-6 -5
-2

G

son o f L eopred es -556 ca.-468

G

verses on A lexan d er the G reat

-3

G

-3 -2

G

0

G

-5-4

G

0

G

+6 +7

G

-3

G

-3

G

+1 +2

L

con su l su ffectu s + 1 1 5

+5 +6
+2

G

= A lexandrinus?

G

-1

G +L

son -in -law o f the great S o p h o cles, staged
the latter’s O edipus at C olon u s

SOPHRON PATRICIVS 1AF
SOPHRONIVS
HIEROSOLYMITANVS
PATRIARCHA DAMASCENVS SANCTI SABBAE
MONACHVS
SOSIPATER COMICVS
SOSITHEVS ALEXANDRINVS TROAS 2AG/F
STATILIVS MAXIMVS SEVERVS. T I T V S
STATILIVS MAXIMVS SEVERVS 2AF
STEPHANVS GRAMMATICVS
STRATON SARDIANVS
SVLLA CORNELIVS. LVCIVS CORNELIVS SULLA
FELIX 2AF
SVLLA EPIGRAMM ATICVS
SVLPICIA CALENI VXOR
SVLPICIVS APOLLINARIS CARTHAGINIENSIS.
GAIVS APOLLINARIS CARTHAGINIENSIS 2AF
SYMMACHVS AVRELIVS ANICIVS. QVI NTVS
AVRELIVS ANICIVS SYMMACHVS 2AF
SYMMACHVS AVRELIVS AVIANVS. LVCIVS
AVRELIVS AVIANVS SYMMACHVS 2AF
SYMPHOSIVS CAEUVS SCHOLASTICVS 1 AG
2AF
SYNESIVS SCHOLASTICVS
THALLVS MILESIVS
THEAETETVS CYRENAEVS POETA MAIOR
THEAETETVS GRAMM ATICVS
THEAETETVS SCHOLASTICVS
THEOCRITVS CHIVS
THEOCRITVS SYRACVSANVS 2AG/F
THEODECTVS PHASÖJTES MAIOR 2AG
THEODORETVS ALEXANDRINVS
THEODORETVS CYRENSIS EPISCOPVS SYRVS
ANTIOCHENVS 3AG
THEODORIDAS SYRACUSANVS 1AG
THEODORVS ANTHYPATVS
THEODORVS BALSAMON ANTIOCHENVS
PATRIARCHA SCHISMATICVS 2AF
THEODORVSBEZA 1AF

46. ‘E pigrammatists

—

rTwis-‘J(ivieres

—

Listed

0

G

+1
+2

L
L

0

L

+4

L

44 +5

L

4-6

G

-1

G

-3

G

0

G

46

G

A

G

-3

G

A

G

0

G

+5

G +L

-3

G

0

G

+12

G

0

G

fl. + 6 3 4 + 6 3 8

-138-78

“the satirist perhaps 4 C ”
(epi?)gram m aticus

+ 3 8 0 . father o f Quintus, co n su l + 3 7 7

fl. -365

Addenda to Thesis Inscription and'Epigram - materials difficult o f access, w ith some discussion

T H E O N A L E X A N D R IN V S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S

0

G
G
G
G
G

THEOPHANES

+8 +9

G +L

+5

T H E O D O R V S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S

4 -3

T H E O D O R V S P O E T A EPIG RAM M ATTCV S

-2

TH EO D O R V S PRO CO NSV L 1 A F

46

TH EOD O R VSPRO ED RO S 1A F

0

C O N F E S S O R M E G A L O A G R IV S

IS A V R IC V S A B B A S S A N C T V S

1A G

P.
999

two — see also Proconsul

3A F

T H O M A S EPIG R A M M A T IC V S

46

T H O M A S P A T R IC IV S

0

T H O M A S S C H O L A S T IC V S

0

T H Y C Y D ID E S A T H E N IE N S IS H A L IM V N T IV S

-5

G
G
G
G
G

T H Y IL L V S EP IG R A M MATTCVS

T H E O S E B IA C H E M IC A

23 December 1995

2A G

1A F

sister of the chemist Zosimus of Alexandria
see also Patricius, Scholasticus

son of Olorus

-1

G

T H Y M O C L E S EPIG R A M M A T IC V S

-3

G

TLBERTVS IL L V S T R IV S

+5 + 6

old comedy, enemy of Themistocles

T IM O N A T H E N IE N S IS M IS A N T H R O P V S

-5

G
G
G

TR A I A N V S IM P E R A T O R .

+1

G 4 -L

- t-5 3 + 1 1 7

0

1_1

G
G

ca.

+5 + 6

L

0

G

-1

L

consul+46 (Cichorius)

T V L L IV S

-1

L

freedman of Cicero

T V L L IV S

+2

L

-3

G

2A G 2A F

T IM O C R E O N R H O D IV S

-6 -5

M A R C V S V L P IV S

T R A IA N V S IM P E R A T O R 1 A F
T R O IL V S G R A M M A T IC V S
T R Y P H O N EPIG R A M M A T IC V S

1A F

-

T V C C IA N V S EPIG R A M M A T IC V S
T V D IC IV S
GALLVS

G ALLVS.

G N A EV S?

G E M IN V S .

G A IV S

TV D IC IV S

1A F

T V L L IV S

T E R E N T IV S

T V L L IV S G E M IN V S 2 A F
T V L L IV S

M ARC VS.

U B E R T IN V S
T V L L IV S
M A X IM V S

M ARCVS

1A F

M A X IM V S .

Q V IN T V S

1A F

T Y M N E S C R E T E N S IS

5AG

1A F

V A L E R IA N V S EPIG R A M M A T IC V S

0

L

V A L E R IV S A E D IT V V S

-3 -2

L

V A L G IV S R V F V S . G A IV S V A L G IV S R V F V S 1 A F

-1

L

V E R G IN IV S R V F V S .

+1

L

1A F

L V C IV S V E R G IN IV S R V F V S

two? a predecessor and a contemporary of
Meleager?
j

consul suffectus - 1 2 , friend of Horace
consul +63 +69 +97

3A F
V E S T IN V S .

L V C IV S IV L IV S V E S T IN V S

V I S T I IJ V S . S E X T V S V IS T IL T /S

2A F

+2

G

+1

L

V R A N IV S E P IG R A M M A T IC V S

46

G

V R SV SPO ETA

+2

L

0

G
G
G
G
G

X E N O C R A T E S P O E T A IV N IO R
X E N O C R IT V S L O C R E N SIS
X E N O C R IT V S R H O D IV S

-7
1A F

-1

X E N O P H A N E S C O L O PH O N IV S

-6 -5

Z A N V S E PIG RAM M ATTCV S

-1

ZELOTVS POETA

1A F

1A F

0

G

Z E N O M Y N D IV S

-1

Z E N O B IV S SO PH IST E S 1 A F

4-2

Z E N O D O T V S E PH ESIV S

4 -3

Z E N O D O T V S ST O IC V S

_2

G
G
G
G

IZ E V X IS H E R A C L E O T A

-5 4

G

IZO SIM V S T H A S IV S

-1

G

«ioueur de paume»
the epigram by Xenocrites?

ca. -5 7 0 4 7 5

i.e. Zonas?

Grammarian distinct from Paroemiograph?
c a . -3 2 5 - 2 6 0

pupil of Diogenes of Babylon, perhaps =
Mallotes. Others say the pupil of Diogenes
the Cynic 4C.
ca.

P. 1000

(on samizdat)

By a resting Nabatean merchant, on his journey through the Wadi Ram, collected by tJobling:
RB . SQM . SRR . B . MTMN . HTT . KLL

{Lord SQM gladden MTMN, he.engraved.it.all.)

An original 14C verse, or one renewed by the fishmongers' guild, thus
perhaps somewhat later:

Here lyeth wrapt in clay
The body of William Wray
i have no more to say

C oncluding zu rig fts

Äddenda to Thesis Inscription and'Epigram

-

materials difficult o f access, urith some discussion

P.

23 December 1995

1001

(‘H a r d endings a n d bindings)

Astel 1978ca.

GRABMAL - DENKMAL
für Wilhelm Genazino

Grab mal
den unbekannten Soldaten aus
denk mal.

From Hess:
Folge
Bei jedem Sieg
hatten wir schulfrei.
Wir siegten viel
Deshalb haben wir
wenig gelernt. 492

Deutsche Gedenktafel 1938
Hier starb einer, welcher an die Menschheit glaubte,
Er war dümmer, als die Polizei erlaubte.

Das Epigramm
Zwei solche Zeilen wie zwei Zahnreihn hart aufeinander
Da! Den Grimm bin ich los, er beißt noch ins Papier. 493

492 CONSEQUENCES / At every victory / we got a day o ff school. / W e won a lot. / That's why we've / never
learned.//
493 «The E pigram / / I d o lines like rivo row s o f teeth set h ard on each o th e r /T h e r e ! M y rage lea ve s me fr e e w ith its teeth set in the p a g e . »

P. 1002

(flfterßfe)

In the tumultuous 1920s, Bednyi composed a notable inscription (fictive? real?) for the
basis of the monument of Alexander III in Leningrad:

n y rA J io
M om chh m mom OTeij npM ;>km3hm Ka3Hem>i,

A h no;*:aJi y^en nocMepTHoro 6eccnaBb5i:
TopMio 3flecb nypranoM nyryHHbiM ajia CTpaHbi,
HaBeKM cßpocMBiiieM apMO caMOAepxaBbsi

SCARECROW
It was in their lifetimes my son and father were condemned,
My dishonours were posthumously awarded:
Here I stick out, iron scarecrow for my country,
About to throw off forever the autocratic yoke.

Arkhangel'skii, in non-satiric mode:
B e e M3MeH5ieTC5I nO fl HailIMM 30AM aK0M ,

Ho nacTepHaK ocTancsi üacTepHaicoM.
No end of change under our zodiac
But Pasternak remains as Pasternak.

Concluding zvrigfits

Graphs

of the lengths of earlier AP Poems
held over from Addenda § 44
Paginated only as an independent section. Eight "cards" per page
all cards individually numbered

haLj-LLutJL ho y Lonu o f cut ludl-IdU td motlieA,
ß o t h wovubvouA. {jCUA,; cutdL each da Like th e othe/i:
fWcuilc$At thcut, jjcU/i ßoq,f letuH he/i tluf, edfe, dhe U <pAxwe
<th e !2uee*t o j ßeautif,, th o u th e QoJl o j Jlcwe.

P. 1 Gow-Page — Lengths of grouped Pre-Flavian epigrams 1/24/94
70

70

Card 2

Card 1
60

60

Agis

Aeschrion
50

50

1 choriambic poem, -4C?

40

1 elegiac poem

40

(cards 1 — 67 come from H E)

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20* Hx Tr

1

Hnd Oth

70

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20* Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

70

Card 3

Card 4

60

60

Alexander Aetolus

Alcaeus
50

50

22 elegiac poems, -2C

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

I

2

4

i

i

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20* Hx Tr

2 elegiac poems, -3C

1

Hnd Oth

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20* Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

70

Card 6

Card 5
60

Antipater Sidonius
(also "Antipater", also

Antagoras

50

2 elegiac poems -3C

40

68 elegiac poems -2C
(see also Card 72)

30
20

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20* Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

70

[Card 8

Card 7
60

Aratus Soleus

Anyte Tegeatis
50

2 elegiac poems, -4C?, -3C

24 elegiac poems -4,-3C
40

30
20
10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20* Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

I

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20* Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

P. 2 Gow-Page — Lengths of grouped Pre-Flavian epigrams 1/24/94
70

70

Card 9

Card 10
60

60

Aristodicus

Ariston
50

50

2 elegiac poems -3C, -2C

3 elegiac poems, -3C, -2C

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

Card 11
60

60

Artemon
50

50

2 elegiac poems, -2C?
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

Card 14

Callimachus

Carp(h)yllides?

60 fully preserved elegiac
poems, -3C

2 elegiac poems, -3C?

+10varia and fragg. some
elegiac/dactylic

I

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

/V

| Card 16

ICard 15
60

60

Crates?

Chaeremon
50

50

1 elegiac poem, -2C?

3 elegiac poems, -3C ,-2C
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

D

—

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

P. 3 Gow-Page — Lengths of grouped Pre-Flavian epigrams 1/24/94

C a rd 18

C ord 17

(Damastratos) —
1 elegiac poem

12 elegiac poems, -3C

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

a ghost

Tr

1

Hnd 0th

70

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70
C ard 19

C a rd 20

60

60

"Dionysius" multiplex

Dioscorides

50

50

40 elegiac poems, -3C

5 elegiac poems
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

I

Hnd Oth

2

ll
4

6

■ ■
8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

C a rd 22

C ard 21
60

60

Duns

D iotim us (?)
50

50

1 elegiac poem, -3C?

10 elegiac poems, -3C?
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

i H n
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

1

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

/U
| C a rd 2 4

|C a rd 23
60

Euphorion

Erinna
50

2 elegiac poems, -3C

3 elegiac poems, -4C (?)
40

30

20

10
_
1

2

4

n
6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

P. 4 Gow-Page — Lengths of grouped Pre-Flavian epigrams 1/24/94
70

Card 25
60

Glaucus

50

Card 26
60

3 elegiac poems, -3C prev?

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hedylus

50

Hnd 0th

12 elegiac poems, -3C
Two fragmentary, but possibly elegiac

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hk Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

Card 28

Card 27
60

60

Hegesippus

Hegemon?

50

50

1 elegiac poem

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

8 elegiac poems + polym. -3C

1

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

Card 30

Card 29
60

60

Heraclitus

50

1 elegiac poem, -3C?

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Hermocreon?

50

18 20- Hx Tr

2 elegiac poems, -2C

1

Hnd Oth

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20* Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

70

70

Card 32

[Card 31
60

60

Hermodorus

50

Leonidas Tarentinus

50

40

40

103 elegiac poems and 5
Trim. -3C,

30

30

divided by G P into categories of
decreasing authenticity: 33+59+11.
One in papyri.

20

20

10

10

1 elegiac poem

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20« Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

it.
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

P. 5 Gow-Page — Lengths of grouped Pre-Flavian epigrams 1/ 24/94
70

70

Card 33
60

60

50

50

3 elegiac poems
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

t

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

70

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

Card 35

Card 36

60

60

Moero

Moschus

50

50

2 elegiac poems -4C (?)

1 elegiac poem, -2C

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

I

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

I

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

I Card 37
60

60

Nicaenetus
50

50

5 elegiac poems, -3C
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

tO

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

[Card 40

Card 39
60

60

Nicias

Nicarchus??
50

50

8 elegiac poems, -3C

4 elegiac poems
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

I
I

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

P. 6 Gow-Page — Lengths of grouped Pre-Flavian epigrams 1/24/94
70

70
Cord 41

60

Cord 42
60

Nicomachus

Nossis

50

50

1 elegiac poem

12 elegiac poems, -3C

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

70
Cord 43
60

Cord 44
60

Pamphilus?
50

Pancrates?
50

2 elegiac poem s

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

3 elegiac poem s

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

Cord 46

[C ord 45
60

60

Phaedimus

Perses

50

50

9 elegiac poems, -4C, -3C

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

2 elegiac poems, 1 trim, and
1 short polymetre, -3C

I
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

1

Hnd Oth

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

Cord 48

Cord 47
60

60

Phalaecus

Phaennus
50

50

2 elegiac poems, 1
archilochean, 1 trim eter and 1
hendecasyll. -4C?

2 elegiac poems, -3C?

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10
Q
I

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20* Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th
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70
Card 49

Card 50

60

Philetas Samius

Phanias
50

50

8 elegiac poems, -2C?

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

2 elegiac poems, -3C

■ B
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

70
Card 51

Card 52
60

60

Philoxenus

Philetas Cous
50

50

2 elegiac poems, -4C?

40

40

30

30

20

20

1 elegiac poem, -3C

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

70
Card 54

Card 53
60

60

Posidippus

Polystratus
50

50

24 elegiac poems + arch,
papyr. inscr. evidence, -3C

2 elegiac poems, -2C
40

40

i

30

30

20

20

10

10

B l n
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

15

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

a _
8

10

12 14

16

Rhianus

Sam(i)us

10 elegiac poems, -3C

2 elegiac poems, -3C

______ SLb__
2

4

6

8

Hnd 0th

Card 56

Card 55

I

18 20+ Hx Tr

___________ n__
10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

I

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

15

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd Oth
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70

70

60

60

Card 58

Sim(m)ias

"Simonides" ( Ps.)

50

50

7 elegiac poems, -3C

5 elegiac poems, -4C,-3C?

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

1

70

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

70
Card 59

Card 60

60

60

Theocritus

Theaetetus
50

50

6 elegiac poems, -3C?
40

40

30

30

20

20

19 elegiac short poems, 3
trimeters, 2 polymet. -3C

11
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

J2___ E_
8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

Card 62

Card 61
60

60

Theodorus?

Theodoridas
50

50

1 elegiac poem

18 elegiac poems, 2 polym.
-3C

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

1

2

L
4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

1

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70
I Card 63
60

1

1Card 64
60

Tymnes

Thymocles
50

50

7 elegiac poems, -3,-2C

1 elegiac poem , -3C
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

B
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

13 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th
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70

70

Cord 65

Cord 66

60

60

Zenodotus
50

3 elegiac poems
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Anonymous Meleagran
epigrams:

50

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

70

60 elegiac, 1 trim, (i.e., Pre -1C)

1

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

70

Card 67

Cord 68

60

60

M eleager

Adaeus

50

131 elegiac short poems, 1
poetic preface in 58 elegiac
lines, -2C,-1C

40

(Here ends Hellenistic Epigrams!

30

11 elegiac poems
40

(Cards 68 — 120 come from PG and
thus their poets are alleged to date
from -90 to +50 of our era)

30

II,

20

(the Macedonian)

50

20

10

10

1 I

! _
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

70

1

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

70

Card 69
60

60

Aemilianus
50

50

3 elegiac poems

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

H

—

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

70

70

Card 71
60

[Card 72
60

Anti pater.
Thessalonlcensis, Macedo, (ZiSuvCouL

Antimedon
50

50

1 elegiac poem

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

and bare ’Antipater'... +amphli*teta

111? elegiac poems, 2 trim. 1
hend. See Card 6 also.
(four categories A—D...)

I

I
t

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

B

10

12

M

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th
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Card 74

Cord 73

Antiphanes

Antiphilus

10 elegiac poems

51 elegiac poems

1

_ ■
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

Card 76

Cord 75
60

60

Apollonides

Antistius
50

50

28 elegiac poems, 2 trim.

4 elegiac poems
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

A

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

Card 78

I Card 77
60

Apollonius

Argentarius

1 elegiac poem

37 elegiac poems

50

40

30

20

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

[Card 80

[Card 79
60

60

Bassus

Automedon
50

50

11 elegiac poems

12 elegiac poems
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

_1 ft
I

2

4

6

8

_■
I_
10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth
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70

70

60

60

50

50

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

Cord 82

Boethus
1 elegiac poem

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

1

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

Card 84

Cord 83
60

60

Diodes

Crinagoras
50

50

4 elegiac poems

48 elegiacs, 2 trim, and
possibly one polymet.

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

I

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

1

Hnd Oth

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

1

Card 86

Cord 85
60

60

Diotimus

Diodorus (Zonas?)
50

1 elegiac poem

18 elegiac poems
40

30

20

.1
1

2

4

1
6

8

10

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

t

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

Cord 88

Card 87
60

60

Epigonus

Erucius
50

50

1 elegiac poem

14 elegiac poems

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

I.
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth
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70
C ord 89
60

C a rd 90
60

Euenus?

Etruscus
50

50

1 elegiac poem

40

40

30

30

20

20

11 elegiac poem s

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20- Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hrd Oth

70
C ord 91

C a rd 92

60

50

Ge m inus

Heracleides

9 elegiac poems

1 elegiac poem, 1 trim.

40

30

20
10

B
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20- Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

70
| C a rd 9 4

C ord 93
60

Maccius

Honestus
50

22 elegiac poems, 9 from the
stone, length of some
uncertain.

11 elegiac poems

40
30
20

10

II.
1

2

4

6

_________
8

10

12

14

16

18 20- Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

1

■

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

I C o rd 96

C ard 95
60

60

Myrinus

Macedonius
50

50

4 elegiac poems

3 elegiac poems

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

I

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20- Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth
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70

70

60

60

50

50

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

70

Cord 99

Card 100
60

Philodemus

Polemon
50

29 elegiac poems

3 elegiac poems
40

30

20

Jl
1

2

4

6

10

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

70

Cord 101
60

60

Quintus
50

50

1 elegiac poem
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

I

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

70

I Cord

104

60

Secundus

Scaevola
50

4 elegiac poems

1 elegiac poem
40

30

20

10

I

2

4

6

8

10

1 2 1 4 1 6

18

20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth
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70

Card 106

Card 105
60

Thallus

Serapion
50

5 elegiac poems

1 elegiac poem
40

30

20
10

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

1

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

Card 108
60

Anonyma of Philip's period
50

4 elegiac poems

40

30

20

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

Tr

Hnd 0th

70
60

60

?Antonius

?Alpheus
50

50

1 elegiac poem

40

11 elegiac poems and one
trim cat.

40

30

(GPmake few claims about the
following ascriptions. Cards 109-120,
merely reporting names, as we also do)

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

70

70

[Card 112

Card 111
60

PFlaccus

?Archias, Byz, Myt,Jun...
50

50

13 elegiac poems and 1 trim.

34 elegiac poems
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

e

B1

2

4

6

10

1

.

■
8

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

I

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1
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70

70
Card 113

Card 114

60

60

TGIaucus

?Isidorus

50

50

3 elegiac poems

3 elegiac poems and 2 trim.

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70
Card 115

Card 116
60

PMundus

PLaurea
50

1 elegiac poem

3 elegiac poems
40
30
20
10

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

I

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

Card 117

PPinytus
1 elegiac poem

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70
1Card 1 19

Card 120

I
60

60

PPompeius

PJulius Polyaenus
50

50

2 elegiac poems

4? elegiac poems
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

(End o f poems fro m The G a rla n d o f
Philip)

n
I

2

n

—
4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1
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70

Card 122

Cord 121
60

Alexander

Aceratus
50

1 elegiac poem

1 elegiac poem
40

(Cards 121 — 218 come from
FGE)

30

20
10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

70

Card 123

Card 124

60

Alexander Magnes

Amyntes

1 elegiac poem

2 elegiac poems
from papyrus

50

40

30

20

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

Card 126

Card 125
60

60

Anti genes

Andronicus
50

50

1 dithyrambic poem

1 elegiac poem
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

Tr

Hnd Oth

70

Card 127
60

Antimachus

Aphaerus

1 elegiac poem

1 elegiac poem

50

40

30

20

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx
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70

70

C a rd 130

C ard 129
60

60

Arcesilaus

Apollonius Rhodius?
50

50

2 elegiac poems
Diog. Laert.

1 elegiac poem

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20- Hx Tr

I

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

C a rd 132

C ard 131
60

60

Archimedes

Archelaus Chersonites
50

50

an elegiac poem and 2
elegiac distichs from Antig.
Caiyst.+ fragments

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20* Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

70

70

60

60

50

50

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20- Hx Tr

1 elegiac poem

40

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20* Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20* Hx Tr

Hnd Oth

70

70

I C ard 136

IC ard 135
60

60

Artemidorus

Aristoteles
50

50

1 elegiac poem
Diog Laert

40
30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

M

16

18 20* Hx

1 elegiac poem

40

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20* Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth
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70
Card 138

Cord 137
60

Capito
50

1 elegiac poem

1 elegiac poem
Pausan.

40
30
20

10

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

1

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

15

18 2 0 * Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

70

70

Card 140

Card 139
60

60

Daphitas

Cyllenius
50

50

1 elegiac poem
Strabo

2 elegiac poems
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

1

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

Card 142

Card 141
60

60

Demiurgus

Demetrius of Bithynia
50

50

1 elegiac poem

1 elegiac poem
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

1

Hnd Oth

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

70

70
Card 143
60

1

[Card 144
60

Demodocus

Democritus
50

50

2 elegiac poems

1 elegiac poem
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20« Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth
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Card 146

Card 145

1

2

4

6

8

Dionysius

Dionysius of Andros

2 fragmentary elegiac poems
from -3C papyrus

1 elegiac poem

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

1

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

Card 148

Card 147
60

Dorieus

Dionysius Sophista
50

1 elegiac poem
Athen.

2 elegiac poems
40

30

20

10

Q
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

1

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

Card 150

I Card 149
60

60

Gaetulicus

Flaccus?
50

50

8 elegiac poems

1 elegiac poem
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

I

Hnd 0th

2

-

■

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

Card 152

Card 151
60

60

Herodicus

Gallus
50

50

1 elegiac poem
Athen.

2 elegiac poems
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

1C

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20- Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

t

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth
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70

70

Card 154

Card 153
60

60

Cornelius Longus

Juba M auretaniae Rex
50

50

2 elegiac poems

1 elegiac poem
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

1

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Cth

70

Cord 156

Card 155
60

M am ercus

M enander

1 elegiac poem
Plut.

1 elegiac poem

50

40

30

20

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

Card 157
60

60

Oenom aus

M etrodorus
50

50

1 elegiac poem

1 elegiac poem

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 * Hx

70

70

Card 160

Cord 159
60

60

Parrhasius

(Parm enon)
50

50

3 elegiac poems
Athen.

1 elegiac poem
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20* Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

I

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 - Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth
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Cord 162

Card 161

t

2

4

6

8

Philiadas

Philippus V Macedoniae Rex

1 elegiac poem
Steph.Byz.

1 elegiac poem
Plut.

to

12

H

16

18 20* Hx

Tr

1

Hnd Oth

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

Cord 164

Cord 163
60

60

Plato Junior

Pisander
50

50

6 elegiac poems

1 elegiac poem
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

B
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

1

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

Cord 166

I Card 165
60

60

Pytheas

Ptolemaeus RexAegypti
50

50

1 elegiac poem
Athen.

1 elegiac poem
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

1

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

/U

/u

ICord 167
60

1

ICord 168
60

Satyrius

Asini us Quadratus
50

50

5 elegiac poems

1 elegiac poem
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

t

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

I

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

1
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70

70

Card 185

Card 186
60

60

Archilochus

"Anacreon"
50

50

1 elegiac poem

18 elegiac poems
40

40

30

30

20

20

I1

10

1

2

4

10

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

70

Card 188

Card 187
60

60

"Bacchylides"

"Archilochus"
50

50

2 elegiac poems

3 elegiac poems
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

t

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

Card 190

Card 189
60

"Empedocles"

"Epicharmus"

2 elegiac poems

1 elegiac poem

50

40

30

20

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

I

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

70

70

Card 191
60

1

Card 192
60

"Hippon"

"Euripides"
50

50

1 elegiac poem

2 elegiac poems
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1
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70
C ar d 194

Card 193
60

(Iophon)

50

2 elegiac poems

1 elegiac poem

40
30
20

10

8

10

12

14

16

18 20- Hx Tr

1

Hnd Oth

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

16 20 - Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70
Card 195

C ar d 196
60

60

"Pindar"

"Phocylides"
50

50

1 elegiac poem

1 elegiac poem

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20- Hx Tr

1

Hnd 0th

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20 - Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

C ar d 198

Cord 197

"Plato" I & II

"Sappho"

24 elegiac poems

3 elegiac poems

1

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 2 0 - Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

[C ar d 200

I c o r d 199
60

60

"Sophocles"

Simonides
(a large corpus of which no more than
one poem is incontrovertibly genuine,
but where at least stylistic
reminiscences of S. can be assumed)

50
40

90 elegiac poems, 3 trim, 4?
polymetr.

30

50

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

15

18 20- Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

2 elegiac poems

40

I

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20- Hx Tr

Hnd 0th
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70

70

C a rd 2 0 2

C a rd 201
60

60

"Thucydides or Timotheus"

"Speusippus"
50

50

1 elegiac poem

1 elegiac poem
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 2 0 * Hx

Tr

1

Hnd 0th

2

A

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

70
C a rd 2 0 4

C a rd 2 0 3
60

60

Dedicatory Anonyma in AG

Anonyma AP(1), but not in H E
or GP

50

50

(93 elegiac poem». In *ix section» by
»ub-genre o r them e)

6 elegiac poems

first - AMATORY ANONYMA from
the AG

40

30

40

30

15 elegiac poems

20

20

10

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

70

70
C a rd 2 0 5
60

|

C a rd 2 0 6
60

Anonyma on famous poets,
statesmen and other famous
people: in AG

Epitaphic Anonyma in AG
50

8 elegiac poems
40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

18 (?) elegiac poems

t

|

B

|

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

1

■ ■

■

2

4

8

6

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

/U

(V

I C a rd 2 0 8

C a rd 2 0 7
60

60

Other Epideictic Anonvma
in AG

50

22 elegiac poems

40

Anonyma on statues and
paintings in AG

50

22 elegiac poems

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

■ 1 B n
1

2

4

6

8

■
10

12

14

16

1 8 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

l
4

■

1

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth
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Card 210

Card 209

Philosophical Anonvma
in AG

Extra-AG Anonyma
Literary sources, sometimes partly
doubled by papyrus, ostracon and
stone. Same -3C assured

2 elegiac poems

97 elegiac poems

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

te 20« Hx Tr

Und 0th

70

70

Card 211

Card 212
60

60

Leonides of Alexandria
(Julius, Leonidas...)

50

Nicomedes of Heraclea
50

42 elegiac and often
isopsephic poems

40

9 elegiac poems

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

K3
1

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20« Hx Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20« Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20« Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70

I Card 213
60

60

Tiberius Ilus
50

50

8 elegiac poems

40

40

30'

30

20)

20

10'

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20« Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70

70)

I Card 216

Card 215
60

60

Trajan

Tiberius?
50

50

1 elegiac poem

1 elegiac poem
40

40

30

30

20

20

10)

10

1

2

4

6

8

10

12 14

16

18 20« Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20« Hx

Tr

Hnd Oth
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70

70
C o rd 2 1 7

60

Hadrian
50

Julian
50

7 elegiac poems and 1
trim.cat.

40

C a rd 2 1 8
60

30

30

20

20

10

10

t

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

70
C o rd 2 1 9
60

Rufinus

50

(between Phil ip and
Agathias in date, see Cameron

40

1993 for a very early allocation)
30

37 elegiac poems________

20

10

fi
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx Tr

1 elegiac poem and 1 trim.

40

Hnd 0th

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18 20+ Hx

Tr

Hnd 0th

The Subcontinental "KulturK reis"
as described by its own modern intelligentsia
A model for those of the Middle East, the Han
regions, and for "Europe”

Come, come again,
whoeven,w hareven you
Hearken, pme-woRsbippeR, sinpuL op idoLarny, come.
Even ip you bnoke y o w pennence a hundred rim es,
Ours is nor rbe ponral op despam or miseRy, come.
Ruba'I on Rumi's Tomb at Konya

C O M P O S I T E CULTURE?;
TPoriia, compond iw tht
j.Sotrtk glorifi«*
||E :K r a ä M . A

M * ~

.i- ttteth Atontnry
«

print ■from - ti>*
B»g*a Art

I think of questions U te. .he -t?

L, Ctoro

Studio, Cokuttm.
£ m £ c upbringing in K e r a i ^ "d lv in my teens ^ « 1 ^ 4 »
.;.
hunt' a number of Ved.c hym ns^eum
,rer I read about the Aryan invasion
“
about the Vedic period and

IP p iS til

bout the Aryans ‘‘Pushl" 8 / T t h e n
iians down to the South. It w*as then
haM wondered whether the hymns I
framed and the rites I P * f ™*d ! £
originated in Gandhara, Punjab,
Brahmavarta or Aryavarta. I
have doubts about myself: was I an
Aryan or a Dravidian? Was I bom
the Northern or Southern «hos.
During my growing up in Kerala
often saw Kathakali, Kutiyattam and
Chakvar-kuttu performances. It did no
ocoSTo me then to ask the question |
why and how Sanskrit drama survived „
in the form of Kutiyattam in the land of g
m y birth. Kathakali and Chakyarkuttu,
u
b i e d on stories from the Ramayana
the Mababbarata and the ««m '
have the music or the narration m a
highly Sanskritised MalaT s ‘anskrU
should any enactment of Sanskr
dance-drama have a DraVld> T h e se
Malavalam name— Kutiyattam . h
theatrical arts have much to do with the
S - t h e mudras and abbinaya in
them*could be traced to Bharata- But to
me they belong to the Southetr^ eth ^
But I do not know whether they are
articulated in the composite culture o
India On second thoughts, yes,
spirit thev are one with our composite
culture. And so too Bharata Natyam.
Mohini-attam and Kuchipudn
. all
Bharata belonged to Kashmirin all
probability. But his Natya Sh^ tra^
understood in many parts of Inch
including the South. Consider this
possibility (or fact) - the South trans
formed the shastra according to its
genius Consider also this other possn
bihty - the Natya Shastra evolved
from the various folk and other styles
prevalent in different parts of the coun
try. The ancient Tamil poetical work
Cbilapatikaram, has references to o
music and dance. Some Tamil Nadu
temples have the to r * * « (basic m o 
ments in dance) sculpted on-thei r
pillars. A former judge of the Madras
high court had a quarrel with Padtna
Subrahmanyam over the birthplace o
Bharatamuni. He said it was Tamil
Nadu; she said it was Kashmir.

;

• •

IS P u ra n a s in which p a tiv ra ta sv e extolled were written in the South. Is the
b excessive Southern obsession with
l i women’s chastity imprinted in our
1 composite culture? In answering this
question we must consider the belief
that the mother goddess is Dravidian in
origin. To us every woman is a mother
and we prize her “purity” above all.
It is not easy to speak in clear terms
about the “specific cultural ethos of
South India as articulated in the con
text of the composite culture of India
as a whole.” There are obvious reasons
such as the yawning gaps in our history.
Some liken our composite culture to a
beautiful river with many tributaries or
made up of many streams. It is a
romantic view but not entirely urn
tenable The problem is how to trace
the course of the river and discover the
process of the mingling of the ma y

" T a n c i e n t and even in medieval
times when the country was hopelessly
It is hard to define culture. It is not divided into warring kingdoms, t
literature, dance, music and an alone. c o n c e p t
of. o n e ,I n d i a ( °
On my first visit to the North, I dis - Bharatavarsha) was a hvmg rea ty. covered differences in Nonhem and any rate there was one India of the
Southern attitudes and temperaments^ mind or the heart. Is it not ironic that
One day I saw two middle-aged men £ the old days, when travel was
hugging each other - they must have, arduous and hazardous, there were
been friends or relatives. I said to more fruitful exchanges between the
myself: such behaviour is rare in the various parts of the country than now.
South. Even a mother doesn’t embrace
In the midst of cbntending sYstems °
her grown-up son. When I see scenes beliefs there arose, consciously or un
on the television in which a father hugs consciously, the quest for UI^ .
c.
his 20 -year-old daughter I squirm- £ is
Synthesis has been the mam charac
a matter of culture, of social ter of our history, our genius. Alas. I felt
queasy using the word “synthesis b%
’Ä
relations are complex cause it is now understood as a mere
both in the South and the Nonh, but diche in the chronicling of our
rirey are possibly subtler in the South. heritage, a cant word.
There am ambiguities in both regions
The South, particularly the Tamil
and the ambivalence in attitudes is the speaking land or Tamilakam, was per
same. Except among Namputiris and
haps successively Prak" ! 'SedhJ onre
Muslims there is no P ^ d a
Sanskritised, in all probability,before
seclusion among women in the Sout^ the Christian era. In turn, Sanskri
And I should think fewer brides are Tamilised or Dravidised, though to a
burned there. But I sometimes wonder smaller extent. The point to note is that
whether the obsession wi
the Indo-European or Indo-Ary
chastity in Indian culture is pan V
languages of the North and the Dravirived from the South. (I admit all over dran languages of .he South innuenced
[he world, as a matter of history, female
one another. The Sanskntisation^ o
chastity has been jealously guarded.^ Tamil!"however limited,
“ Q
The pativrata occupies
S
the marriage of North and South and ft**
place than goddesses in the Southern
ethos
It is i l l u s t r a t e d
in
C bilapatikaram through the charaa^
S n w l l O M M W C U lT IItt o t l ü . « MU
of Kannaki, who is “wife goddess to
Tamils. It is likely that a number of

Bharata Natyam,
M o h in i-attam
and Kuchipudi
ara in spirit one
with our com
posite culture.
j>

(
:
,

i

i

In d eed in the South (and elseu
the birth of the composite culture of
in the country) the deiry worshipp
India before the advent of Christianity
not a remote Being or entity'. If it
and Isiam. Listen to what the Tamil
god he is pan of the life of
saint-poet Tirunavukkarasu said c e n 
individual, the family or the vil
turies ago about the Supreme Being,
concerned. The deiry is bathed,
Ariyar. Tam izbodishayanavan (He is
corated, fed, sent to sleep
an embodiment of Sanskrit and Tamil
wakened. He or she is a roval per
' and the music of both.)
age and homage is paid through mi
Almost all parts of the South were
dance, etc. Ail this is pan of
exposed to Brahmanical, Buddhist and
Southern ethos that has found its
Jaina influences probably before the
to the composite culture of the nat
first century' B.C., certainly during the
dualism) and Madhva (Dvaita or
A cco rd in g to in d o lo g is ts,
first century A.D. Much of early Tamil
Dualism) constitute the pillars of
B hag a va ta P a ra n a was composed
poetry is Jaina in inspiration. To this
Vedantic thought.
the South about the tenth century A
category belong Chilapatikaram and
The bhakti movement, it is generally
It is the most popular p u ra n a today
M anim ekalai. Supporters of the Draviaccepted, originated in the South,
glorifies Vishnu, panicularly Krish
dian movement are proud of K ural (6th
though one of its earliest enunciations
Apart from the teachings of Ramam
century A.D.). Its author, Tiruvalluvar
occurs in the B hagavad Gita. The
Madhva and Vallabhacharya of i
(some claim he was a Jaina), was
N ayannars
(Shaiva) a n d Alvars
South, the B hagavata P ura n a has f
inspired by Kapila. We do not know
(Vaishnava) of Tamilakam made it the
a profound impact on the whole coi
w hether this Kapila was the same as the
popular religion of the South. Ramanu try. Bengali Vaishnavism was found
creator of the Samkhya system.
ja gave philosophic content to bhakti
by Anupama, Sanatana and Rupa w
" a n d propounded the doctrine of
originally belonged to Karnatal
Am I going off the track? We must
prapatti. Madhva strengthened the
understand that the Southern ethos is
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu was their i
bh a kti cult, particularly devotion to
partly the creation of its synthesis with
spirer. There is a belief that Tirumul;
Krishna.
the great Tamil saint-poet and author
the Northern culture. Here I feel the
B h a kti has greatly enriched Indian
Agastya legend is important to any
the T irum antiram , was a Kashmiri
culture and you find beautiful mani origin, that Arunagirinathar, who coi
consideration of our common heritage.
festations of it in the South itself. It
posed the. hymns to Murukan
The short-statured Agastya, the story
produced a great efflorescence in
goes, p o un d ed down or sub du ed the
S u b ra h m a n y a ( T i r u p u k a z h ) w,
architecture and sculpture not to speak
Bengali by origin.
Vindhya moutains, travelled to the
of poetry. It is not possible here to trace
South, created the Tamil language and
B h a k ti respected no boundaries ar
the growth of the different styles of
caused the river Kaveri to rise from his
it has been both a unifying an
architecture in the South— Pallava,
kam a n d a lu .
egalitarian force. Withöut bhakti thei
Dravidian, Hoysala, Chalukya, Chola,
is no Carnatic music.
This is obviously symbolic of the
etc. Nor do I wish to give a catalogue
It is doubtful w hether Carnatic musi
breaking down of the barrier betw een
of the great temples of the South or of
has in any way affected Norther
North and South. Tamil came to be
its world-famous sculptures.
sensibilities, unlike Bharata Natyar
equated with Sanskrit in sacredness.
More relevant to our subject is the
and Kuchipudi and to a lesser exter
Was it not a stroke of genius on the p an
question of how the various gods and
Kathakali. The South has responded ii
of our myth-makers? Or does the myth
goddesses and the ritual related to their
greater measure to the music of thi
panly reflect history? Maya is inherent
worship evolved. In this, the Southern
North. There has been some give am
in the Upanishadic worldview but it
inspiration was profound. The Agam as take in the matter of ragas, etc. To m<
was Nagarjuna and Shankara who made
connected with temple rites, icono the Sothern ethos is inconceivabh
it p an of the permanent furniture of the
graphy, architecture, and tantra a r e - w ithout Carnatic music. The composite
Indian mind so to speak, of the Indian
largely Southern. Obviously, much of culture of India will mean little to me
consciousness.
the beauty and wealth of Hindu culture
if Carnatic music is not articulated in it
Two other great Southerners, Ramanuja
— and Indian culture — must be
As a matter of fact, w hen I listen tc
and Madhva, were also occupied with
attributed to the prevalence of a multi Hindustani music I listen at once tc
the question of Maya. They both o p 
plicity of deities.
Carnatic music, to Indian music.
posed it, the .second more firmly than
The Indian ethos, w hether Southern
the first. The teachings of Shankara
or Northern, is a product of the Indian
(Advaita or Non-dualism), Ramanuja
psyche. Here differences between the
(Vishishtadvaita or Qualified N on
two regions are not considerable.

R. G. K.

•

* V

Poise with "Point"

Campanus, arch-humanist, ambiguous criticism and praise of the German printer Ulrich Han
(= Gallus) of Ingolstadt, his long-time employer

Anser Tarpeii custos Vo vis, unde quod alis
Obstreperes, Qalius cecidit, ultor adest.
Huldericus Qallus, ne quern poscantur in usum
Edocuit pennis nil opus esse tuis
Em prim it Hie die, quantum vixscribitur anno,
Angenio baud noceas, omnia vincithomo.

Martin Haley — finale

TO THE AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC
It is poor consolation
To know at set of sun
Had I been a great p o e t
A major one,
You would have scorned me far more
Than you have done.

M h o ' I ne'er cou'dplease thee heretofore,
yet nou) I can, ‘To unite I dogive o'er.
%i[[igrezv

—

ipsissimum propempticon [iSri sui seu quod vocatur envoi

